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NO-HELLI SM 

Amid , the ·multitudinous devices of Satan 
in <?rder to effectuall)' c;ecure the damnation 
of the world, N o-hellism, i. e., the dogma that 
thete is neither hell nor 'devil, ranks preemi
nent. It is so . conducive to downright infi
delity that it quickly leads the· deluded vic
tims to the conclusion that there is neither 
God nor devil, hell nor heaven, thus leading 
them out into the bleak and desolate fields of 
confirmed atheism. 

The phenomenally rapid trend of not only 
worldly people; but members of all churches, 
Catholic and Protestant, to settle down in the 
conclusion that after all, , the preaching of,six 
thousand years, warning the wicked to flee 
the wrath to come, is syllabogus,-a mere 
scarecrow, a . false alarm, only calculated to 
cheat people out of their innocent pleasures, 
aqd thus acquiesce in th~ consolatory dogma 
that there is no hell. 'rhis is one of the most 
obxious fulfilments of the latter-day prophe· 
cies; · assuri~g us that the time has . come 
when ''The people will not endure sound 
doctrine, but heap ·to themselves teachers,: 
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4 NO-HELLISM 

having itching ears," i. e., they want them to 
preach" smqoth things," as in the days of old 
they cried out to their prophets, saying, 
"Prophesy unto us smooth things." It is a 
significant and alarming fact that ·the Bible 
hell has gone out of the popular pulpit, hav
ing become so odious that the cultured people 
will speedily transport the man that dares to 
preach it. Recently, a graduated preacher, 
delivering one of his elegant sermonettes to 
his refined audience, inadvertently used the 
word "hell;" but he said it so softly that the 
Universalist thought he said, "all is well," 
while the money-loving merchants thought · 
he said, "sell ; " but there happened to be an 
old saint still surviving in the amen corner of 
that north-pole church, who actually certified 
that the preacher said" hell." When I was a 
little boy, sixty years ago, all the preachers 
roared night and day on hell and damnation. 
My father was an illiterate, old-style Meth
odist preacher. I have often heard him 
preach on hell, till in my affright I laid hold 
of the bench to keep from falling in. What 
was the result? I never did learn the number 
of cards in a deck, nor strings on a fiddle, nor 
dance a step, nor visit a saloon, circus, theater 
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or horse-race ; my unconverted life being ut
terly irreproachable so far as the moral com
mandments and outward religion were con
cerned, thus passing through the precarious 
period of childhood and youth, uncontam
inated with the vulgar vices and popular fol· 
lies which sap the foundation of physical 
health, moral rectitude, and spiritual culture: 
thus blighting the lives of multiplied mil
lions, wrecking them for this world and ex
pediting their swift damnation. Thus God: 
in His signal mercy, permitted me to pass 
through all the temptations incident to young 
life, blissfully ignorant of the seductive whirl
pools of sin and folly which daily engulf the 
unsuspecting millions in hopeless perdition. 

It is estimated that only one young man in 
ten at the present day is even a church-goer; 
much less a Christian. Oh what a copious 
crop of infidels is fast ripening for bell to 
reap I The solution of this horrific, growing 
wickedness, is the apostasy of the churches, 
which has taken holiness and hell out of the 
pulpit, and left the preachers spinning .out 
their poor little degospelized and despiritual
ized north-pole sermonettes, which are utterly 
destitute of conviction. It is an indisputable 
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fact that the Sinai gospel is the enginery of 
conviction; consequently, when hell and dam
nation go out of the pulpit, sin is committed 
with impunity, hearts are hardened, and there 
is no conviction on the people. Every sinner 
is a gum log, proof against all the gospel 
wedges and mauls. 

"Without the sanctification, no one shall 
see the Lord" (Heb. 1a: 14). There can be 
no sanctification without a genuine conversion, 
which is utterly impossible without a thunder
bolt conviction, which only comes in the 
normal gospel economy when the preacher 
takes Mt. Sinai for his pulpit, and, fearless of 
men and devils, tosses from his fiery fingers 
all the lightning shafts, thunderbolts, earth
quakes and cyclones God gives him; while 
he thunders in the cars of the impenitent the 
awful retributions of the violated law, cour
ageously shaking sinners over the gaping 
vortex of a burning hell, suspended by the 
brittle thread of life, and reveals the death 
angel on precipitated wing with drawn sword, 
ready to sever this thread and let him drop, 
to sink forever into the burning billows of 
unquenchable fire, while devils kick him for 
a football and lash him with firebrands through 
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the flight of eternal ages. Sad to say, the 
Sinai gospel of bell and damnation has become 
a dead letter in the popular pulpit. This is the 
reason why conviction has evanesced from the 
popular mind, and an appalling hardness 
rests on the people, to the unutterable dis
tress and discouragement of true soul-savers, 
and an overwhelming proof that we _are living 
in the last days, while the world is fast ripen
ing for destruction. Truly the Holiness 
people this day have the sole monopoly of the 
Sinai gospel, being all who have the courage 
and the grace, fearless of men and devils, to 
preach the Sinai gospel with the Holy Ghost 
sent down from heaven. While this is true of 
the Holiness people, we must admit to our 
sorrow that there is quite a delinquency 
among them on the grand old doctrine of hell 
and damnation, which has proved God's bat
tering ram to shake .the world in_all the ages, 
and develop that radical conviction which is 
fundamental and inalienable from a:ll real 
religion. 

The heavenly railway is steep grade from 
the city of Destruction, the whole route, to 
the new Jerusalem. Consequently, the two 
locomotives are indispensable to every train 
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that would make the run successfully. These 
two engines are hell, to drive, and heaven, to 
draw. Consequently, it is absolutely neces
sary that not only the potent magnetism of 
heaven should constantly operate on the soul 
of every pilgrim ; but the hell scare should 
never let up; as this poor fallen world is an 
inclined plain, so tilted sinwardly and' hell
wardly as to necessitate these double and re
ciprocal forces, constantly drawing and driving 
every soul that would outride the storms of 
sin, iniquity and temptation in its protean 
shapes and manifestations, and thus trium
phantly secure the long sought ingress through 
the pearly gates, and shout the victory among 
the angels. This hpyothesis is Scriptural: 
" The fear of the Lord is the beginning of 
wisdom." 

DEDICATION 

To the Holiness People in all lands, this 
booklet, with its twenty-four predecessors, is 
respectfully and lovingly dedicated. 

RATIONALE OF HELL 

Conscience is the only faculty of triune 
humanity which survived the fall, wending 
her way down through the ages of diabolical 
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rebellion, sin, misery, sensuality, and debauch
ery. It is the voice of God in the soul, lifting 
her angelic proclamation approving the right 
and condemning the wrong, amid all the 
diversified environments and complicated en
tanglements of probationary life. This sur
viving angel from the fair fields of Eden, 
though never delinquent in the condemnation 
of sin if appreciated, respected, and obeyed, is 
in millions of cases gradually ignored, neg
lected, and depreciated, till she retreats, speak
ing from a distance so her voice is indistinctly 
heard. The result is that, discouraged and 
grieved, the conscience becomes weak and 
incompetent to maintain her legitimate seat 
on the throne of the human spirit, from which 
eventually, amid strong temptations superin
ducing the abandonment of the soul to gross 
sins, dark iniquities, bestial sensualities, dia
bolical debaucheries, and bloody crimes, she 
is actually hurled from her throne in the 
mind and life, desceptered, trodden down in 
the mud, overrun and forgotten; so a life of 
unscrupulous wickedness runs away, riotous 
and unrestrained, till the grim monster lays 
his cold iron grapple on the quivering vitals, 
and claims his victim for the grave and eternity. 
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The moment the shadows begin to fall, 
memory, which all psychology pronounces 
indestructible, rises from her long sleep in the 
recesses of oblivion and responds the willing 
servitor of the conscience, now awakened from 
her long sleep since knocked down and par
alyzed amid the tornadoes of youthful passion, 
and heroically resumes her seat on the throne 
of the soul. Memory, quickened into immor
tal activity, racing with electrical velocity 
over the devious track and through the check
ered meanderings of a life spent in the service 
of Satan, utilized in the interest of wholesale 
damnation, picks up every dark deed, gross 
debauchery and unholy enterprise which has 
thrown the night-mare of perdition over the 
whole life, the bold hypocrisy which has glit
tered in false professions at noonday, and the 
black tragedies which have put the blush on 
the midnight, piles them up in the presence 
of the guilty soul, now appalled by the sum
mons of the grim monster-memory thus flies 
with electrical velocity, oblivious of nothing 
which will condemn the soul at the judgment 
bar. Meanwhile, these dark deeds and black 
tragedies, thought to be mole-hills, swell into 
mountains, which rise in their majesty and 
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overshadow the panic-stricken cuiprit, and 
threaten to fall and crush him into atoms. 
Now we hear the deep-toned thunders in the 
profound interior of this great mountain, and 
though covered with snow (Satan's device 
symbolic of innocence), behold the smoke is 
curling from the summit ! It is a volcano 
already on fire. Terrible is the roar, while 
the forked lightnings play around the dizzy 
apex. 

Herculaneum and Pompeii were buried 
alive with twenty thousand people in one 
minute at noonday, A. D. 79. So this volcano 
of your evil deeds will burst on you in a 
moment and overwhelm you in the lake of 
fire and brimstone, which is the second death, 
i. e., damnation, the first death being condem
nation the moment you commit· sin. Thus 
the conscience and memory, resurrected in all 
their brilliancy and vigor when the soul evac
uates the body, become the inextinguishable 
furies which will survive and torment the 
guilty soul through all eternity, thus psycho
logically verifying the literal description of 
the Bible hell. 

While preaching in a Texas city, the news 
came that a prominent man had committed 
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suicide. The solution was obvious to all, the 
hitherto strong and general suspicion being 
confirmed that he had killed his wife, that he 
might marry the one he loved the better, 
thinking all would then be cloudless suns4ine. 
But alas, that awful demon remorse laid hold 
of him with an iron grip, flooding him with 
a prelibation of hell-torment, which precipi
tated him into suicide. The English Scrip
ture says Judas repented when he saw Jesus 
condemned. It is a wrong translation. If he 
had repented, he would have been saved and 
gone to heaven instead of hell. The true 
reading is, " He was flooded with remorse," 
whichinundated him with hell-torment, ren
dering him so miserable, that he hastened 
away to hang himself. 

A merchant sailed from a foreign port, his 
ship loaded with a cargo exceedingly valuable. 
Knowing that another ship was under sail with 
the same cargo and bound for the identical mar
ket in which he expected to make a fortune, he 
is determined without defalcation to arrive in 
advance and get the top of the market. Glid
ing on placidly over the cerulean deep, they 
come in sight of a floating wreck, the people 
with outstretched hands crying aloud for help, 
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all screaming vociferously: "Down t!1e boat! 
Down the boat ! ! " The avaricious merchant 
is so fearful that his competitor will outrun 
him and get the top of the market, that he 
turns a deaf ear to their pitiful wails, vocifer
ous cries and importunate pleadings, leaving 
them the victims of merciless waves, devour
ing billows, and watery winding sheets, to 
find their sepulcher in the dark, deep ocean, 
there to await the judgment trump. Sure 
enough he outruns his competitor, is first to 
arrive at their destination, receives the top of 
the market, and becomes so rich that he 
retires from the toils of seafaring life, builds 
him a royal mansion on a beautiful promon
tory overlooking the sea, where he might 
gaze upon the ships, enjoy the salubrious 
breezes, and take life e~y the remnant of his 
days. To his unutterable surprise, night and 
day he can hear nothing but the cries of those 
poor people of whose blood he was guilty, 
screaming piteously, "Down the boat!" So 
he had a hell on earth, which precipitated 
him into an awful eternity. 

ETERNITY OF HELL. 

The old universal dogma of death and glory 
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is well nigh exploded, superceded by the mod
ified view of Restorationism, somewhat con
genial to the Roman Catholic dogma of entire 
sanctification through the purgatorial fires. 
This is obviously, radically, and utterly false, 
as in that ca~e the hell fire (as purgatory is 
simply another name for hell, though super. 
stitious Romanists would not so concede, yet 
they will certainly to their unutterable sur
prise and disappointment so find out, when 
they get there) would certainly sanctify the 
devil and all his myrmidons, thus eveL
tuating in their restoration to primitive puri
ty, their evacuation of the pandemonium, 
and their final readmission back to the para
dise they lost by the sad original defection, 
when under the leadership of Lucifer one
third of the celestial host, unfortunately deflect
ing from heavenly rectitude and harmony, 
forfeited the divine image, thus sadly failing 
in the verification of the probation on which 
they were created, began that downward trend 
which ultimated in their mournful deject
ment into the dismal abyss of dreary darkness 
and irretrievable woe. 

The duration of hell is not a matter of phil
osophical investigation nor dogmatic exegesis, 

-. 
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but like all other problems evolved in re
vealed truth, it is to be settled by the ipse 
dfrit of Jehovah. When God speaks, all hu
man theories evanesce forever, all specula
tion, cavil, and controversy are hushed in the 
silence of eternity. As God has not given an 
uncertain utterance, or left an ambiguous rev
elation appertaining to this transcendently 
important subject, we have only to appeal to 
the imfallible word, and settle the matter be
yond the possibility of controversy: 

"And if thy hand may cause thee to bacl~
slide, cut it off ; it is good for thee to enter 
into life maimed, rather than having two 
hands, to go away into hell, into the fire 
which cannot be quenched. And if thy foot 
may cause thee to backslide, cut it off; rt is 
good for thee to enter into life lame, rather 
than having two feet to be cast into heJl. 
And if thine eye may cause thee to backslide, 
cast it from thee ; it is good for thee to .enter 
into the kingdom of God havin~ one eye, 
rather than having two eyes to be cast into 
hell, where their worm does not have an end 
and the fire is not quenched" (Mark 9: 43-48). 
These plain, clear, and unmistakable utterances 
of our Savior settle the question of hell's 
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eternity beyond the possibility of cavil, unless 
some one by the very inspiration of the devil 
should have the diabolical audacity to flatly 
contradict Him. Foreseeing the unscrupu
lous evasions of the N o-hellites, He here used 
words so free from · ambiguity that they can 
only be perverted and misconstrued by down
right lying. The No-hellites dwell much on 
"hades," whittling it down to the little point 
of nothing, and making it only mean the 
grave, thus grossly perverting and misrepre
senting. Hades is a compound word from 
alpha, "not" when used as a prefix, and eidoo to 
see. Hence, it literally means the unseen 
world, and generically includes both heaven 
and hell. ~uke 16: 23, "He lifted up his eyes 
in hell, being in torment," has this word . . In 
this history of the rich man and Lazarus, 
they are b~th recognized in hades, the former 
tormented in the flaming fires, and the latter 
enjoying unmingled bliss in Abraham's bos
om, which is the name of the intermediate 
paradise into which all the Old Testament 
saints were gathered, there to await the ful
filment of the Abrahamic covenant by which 
they were saved, in the atonement which our 
Savior perfected on Calvary, after which He 
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dt.Scended into hades, proclaiming Hia victory 
in hell (1 Pet. 3: 19); crossing the interven
ing chasm (v: 21), impassable by all finite be
ings ; enters that intermediate paradise ; meets 
the saved thief as He promised on the cross 
the same day (Luke 23: 4); spends the Sab
bath with the jubilant hosts of Old Testament 
saints; abolishes that paradise, leads them up 
with Him (Eph. 4: 8-10); receives His body 
from the sepulcher. This mi:hty host of the 
souls saved during the first four ·thousand 
years tarry with Him the forty days interven
ing between His resurrection and ascension, 
and then ascend with Him into heaven (24th 
Psalm), Himself, "the firstfruits of them 
that slept," triumphantly leading the way, 
leaving the pearly gates open wide to all 
the New Testament saints, subsequently dy
ing and sweeping triumphantly into glory, 
"washed in the blood of the Lamb." Though 
in this chapter Dives and Lazarus both go 
into hades, which simply means the unseen 
world, you see the former is in the dismal re
gion of Tartarus (2 Pet. 2: 4), wrapped in de
vouring flames, while the latter is safe and 
happy in Abraham's bosom. We also £.nd 
this word "hades" in Acts 2: 27 and 31 : 

I 
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"Foreseeing he spoke concerning the resur
rection of Christ, that he was not left in hades 
(A. V., hell), nor did his flesh see corruption," 
thus certifying that our Savior's human soul 
was in hades while His body Jay in the sep
ulcher. While "hades" thus occurs in a few 
passages where the A. V. translates it "hell," 
the R. V. retaining the word "hades," the 
word occurring in ·those three verses above 
quoted, Mark 9: 43, 45 and 47, as well as 
other passages in the New Testament, is not 
"hades" but " gehenna," which has no other 
meaning except "hell," the dictionary giving 
but one definition, i. e., "hell, the place of 
punishment in hades or the world of the dead." 
Hence, you see it is impossible to switch off 
on the word hades, N. T., and sheol, 0. T., 
which is the same ; because our Saviour in 
these strong and unambiguous declarations 
in reference to the hell of the wicked, does 
not use the word "hades" at all, but "ge
henna," which has no other meaning but hell. 
Consequently, there is 110 room for dodging 
unless we have the diabolical audacity to 
flatly contradict Jesus. 

The word translated (( die " in this passage 
is telenta, from telos, the end. Therefore, it 
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means never to have an end, sweeping forever 
from the field of controversy the possibility 
that the existence and the duration 0f the hell
tortures will ever have an end. In these three 
passages Jesus defines hell to be the fire which 
never can be quenched. As the Greek lan
guage is so much stronger and clearer than 
the English, I am utterly incompetent to 
translate the words of the Savior with all the 
force and unequivocal certainty of the orig
inal. When I read in the inspired Greek the 
very words which the Savior spoke, their 
force, · precision, clearness, and unequivocal 
and inevasible certainty rise before me in a 
mountain high as heaven, deep as hell, and 
broad as the universe, till I am appalled and 
astounded to contemplate the satanic chica
nery, impudent affrontery, and demoniacal 
audacity, with which the devil ·has inspired 
and emboldened his preachers to stand in the 
pulpit and falsify the plain and unequivocal 
declarations of Him who cannot lie nor be 
mistaken. Hence you see these wor<ls of our 
Savior forever settle the question of hell's 
reality and eternity. When God says a thing 
once, it is settled forever. But for the benefit 
of the multitudes who are now under the 
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hoax of the No-hellite preachers, deliberately 
beating their march straight to the gaping 
vortex of a bottomless hell, I proceed to aug
ment the force of this argument by other de
liverances from the lips of the infallible Naz
arene. Matt. 25 : 41, 46: "Depart from me, 
ye cursed, into the eternal fire, which has been 
prepared for the devil and his angels. . . . . 
And these shall go away into eternal punish
ment, and the righteous into eternal life." 
Though the A. V. has " everlasting " in these 
verses, definitive of the fire and punishment 
of the wicked, and "eternal," descriptive of 
the life into which the righteous enter when" 
thus so honorably discharged from the judg
ment bar; the original word aioonzon is the 
same in both clauses. Jesus foresaw the in
triguing sophistry of the N o-hellites, hero
ically met it, and swept it from the field before 
in was hatched in hell. Therefore you see 
the fiery doom and the punishment of the 
wicked will last coevally with the life of the 
righteous in bright glory. Nothing but pos
itive falsification can set aside this conclusion, 
from the simple fact that the Savior uses the 
same identical word to reveal the duration of 
both . . This word, moonzon, from at" always, 
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and oon the present participle from the Greek 
verb eimi, to be, is the strongest compound in 
the vocabulary of the most significant lan
guage ever spoken, to express duration with
out end. This same word is used not only to 
describe the duration of the life which the 
saints in glory will enjoy with God and the 
unfallen angels, but to define the duration of 
the redemption which Jesus purchased with 
His own blood (Heb. 9: 12), aioonian lutroo
sin, eternal redemption. Also we have it de
'fining the duration of God Himself, pneuma
tos aiooniou, eternal Spirit. The Holy Spirit 
is no other than the very and eternal God. 
Hence you see that powerful Greek compound 
aioonion defines the duration of the life which 
the saints will enjoy in heaven, the redemp
tion which the Son of God purchased by the 
vicarious atonement, and even the existence 
of the Almighty. Hence the preposterous 
nonsense of that .appalling audacity that would 
dare contradict the if>se dixit of Jehovah by 
preaching the lying sophistry of No-hellism. 
Rev. 14 : l l : "The smoke of their torment 
ascendeth up unto ages of ages," or eternities 
of eternities-A.V., "forever and ever." This 
is spoken of the lost souls in hell. Rev. 15: 
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7: "And one of the four living creatures gave 
to the seven angels seven golden bowls filled 
with the wrath of God who liveth" ds tous 
aioonas toon aioonoon, unto the eternities of 
the eternities, or the ages of the ages-A. V. 
"forever and ever.'' Here you see in contig
uous chapters the very same Greek phrase 
used to define the duration of the punishment 
of the wicked in hell, and the duration of 
God's own existence. Hence you see the 
utter incompetency of the combined sophistry 
of earth and hell to set aside the plain revela
tion of the Holy Gh?st. 

·I could adduce sundry other Scriptures cor
roborating these, but it is certainly unneces
sary. All honest, sincere people truly seek· 
ing after the light which God gives through 
His precious Word and Spirit, will say: It is 
enough. You have heard the maxim, "Con
vince a man against his will, and he is of the 
same opinion still." Such is the awful rebel
lion of the human heart and the implacable 
obduracy of the carnal will, that many will 
stubbornly walk right into hell rather than 
yield. In this age of human sophistries, fal
len churches, and false prophets, we are sur
rounded by multitudes who have already 
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crossed the dead-line and are rushing madly into 
the great tribulation, destined to hackle out 
of the world the unsalvable millions, hell's 
last and greatest harvest, thus vacating the 
earth for the millennial centuries which will 
fill the world with the glory of God. While 
we contemplate with profoundest sympathy 
and soul-stirring pity the non-elect, who are 
lighting on all sorts of satanic hobbies and 
especia1ly the silly dogmata of N o-hellism, 
and ridit~g headlong into the bottomless piti 
we rejoice in the assurance that the elect of 
grace will receive these hard truths which are 
so nauseous to the carnal mind, and so humil
iating to the pride of t.housands not only 
revelling in the pleasures of the world, but 
resting under the solace of their false hopes 
in the popular churches. 

SOPHISTICAL EVASIONS OF THE NO-HELLITES 

Annihilation has become a very fond 
hobby of the No-hellites. Mal. 4th ch. : "Be
hold the day cometh that shall burn as an 
oven, and all the wicked and all the proud, 
and all the gay shall be stubble, and the day 
that cometh shall burn them up, saith the 
Lord of hosts. Ye ·shall tread down the 
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wicked ; they shall be ashes under the soles 
of your feet" .... This Scripture is quite 
a favorite with the annihilationists. You 
already see the ra#onale without an t:xegesis 
from me. Annihilation is from the Latin 
n£h£l, nothing. You see this Scripture gives 
no support whatever to that dogma; neither 
does any other, from the alpha of Genesis to 
the omega of Revelation ; as the dogma is 
utterly without the shadow of a support 
within the lids of the Bible, and. equally 
untenable from any conceivable standpoint in 
the realm of philosophy. In the above Scrip
ture you see the wicked are represented by 
stubble, and equallY. truly represented by the 
.ashes resulting from the cremation of the 
stubble. Such was the desire of dear Brother 
Knapp, of precious memory, that his remains 
should repose in "God's Tabernacle " which 
he had built on the " Mount of Blessings " in 
Cincinnati, that he ordered the cremation of 
his body. I preached his funeral and attended 
the crematory, which did not in any sense 
annihilate bis body, but merely transformed 
it into ashes, which, pursuant to his request, 
were safely urned, returned and interred 
under the Tabernacle . . So it is an indispu-
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table fact that we now have the entire body of 
this go0d man, reposing as a guardian angel 
on this holy mount. 

The above Scripture is really the strong
hold of the Annihilationists, and you see 
plainly that it gives them no~ a solitary v~s
tige of support, as you are bound to admit that 
ashes are as real and substantial as stubble. 
It is a thoroughly and incontestably developed 
fact, unequivocally corroborated by the sci
entific world, that it is utterly impossible to 
annihilate anything. Hence, the dogma is a 
galvanjzed falsehood from beginning to end. 
From the very fact that God is the Author of 
both the material and the spiritual uni verse, 
and chemistry has abundantly established the 
impossibility of annihilating anything in the 
material world-from this a similar conclusion 
as to the spiritual realm follows as a logical 
sequence. I am frank to admit that I do 
not believe in the possibility of annihilation. 
All common sense, philo?ophy, experience, 
and the Bible are against it. " Surely God 
can annihilate, for He is omnipotent.'' You 
must remember that omnipotence cannot do 
everything. When · the simple question of 
power is considered, ther~ is nothing impos-
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sible nor even difficult for Omnipotence to 
perform. Yet there are some things which 
God cannot do: the Scripture says He can
not lie. God cannot contradict and antago
nize His own attributes, nor counterfeit His 
own immutable majesty, integrity, truth, 
and holiness. This is our abiding consola
tion. 

I am really inclined to the opinion that if 
annihilation were possible, God would in 
mercy annihilate the devil and all the fallen 
angels, as well as all human beings who 
hopelessly pass the dead-line and prove eter
nally unsalvable. Here we should tread 
lightly, as we are walking over enchanted 
ground. God forbid that we should make the 
mistake of " speaking things too high for us." 
I am profoundly impressed that such is the 
majesty and glory of created intelligences, as 
to be really unannihilable. When once angel 
or man emanates from the created finite, he 
has inherited God's own immortality. " He 
a1one hath immortality" (1 Tim. 6: 16, A. 
V.). On this ·passage the Seventh Day Ad
ventists hinge their grea~ argument against 
the soul's immortality, alleging that immor
tality is peculiar to God only. Like all their 
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arguments against the soul's immortality, 
this utterly breaks down, leaving not a syl
lable of support. The word here is athanas£a, 
from alpha, not, and thanatos, ceath. Hence 
.it mean,s ·absolute freedom from death, which 
is peculiar to God alone. The trouble with 
them, as well as the No-hellites generally, is 
that they identify life with existence, thus 
making things identical which are not even 
homogeneous; but irreconcilably heteroge
neous. We are frank to admit that God 
is the only being in · the universe who is 
absolutely free from all liability of death. 
He is really the only life in the universe, 
whether spiritual or physical. Consequently, 
He is the only dispenser of life. Tl:e angels 
are all finite beings, originally created on pro
bation, which some of them forfeited (Jude 6), 
became demons, and were cast out into dark
ness aµd perdition. 

You must keep before your minds con· 
stantly, while investigating this complicated 
subject, on which there has been so much 
false teaching, the clear distinction between 
life and existence, and death and non-exist
ence. As God alone is life, when that life is 
forfeited by transgression, spiritual death 
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supervenes until the forfeited life is restored 
by the Holy Spirit. 

The No-hellite idea of annihilation and 
nonentity is utterly alien to the Bible as well 

· as contradictory to all true philosophy. While 
God alone is immortal in the sense of utter 
freedom from all liability of death, and in 
this respect standing alone in the universe; 
you must remember there is such a thing as 
immortal death (i. e., death that can never 
die), as well as immortal life. Death never 
docs in any case mean annihilation, nor pass
ing into nonentity, but only separation. Spir
itual death is nothing but separation from 
God, the Fountain of all life, spiritual and 
physical. Satan, once the bright Archangel 
Lucifer, unfortunately separated from God . . 
His life immediately evanesced, and his glory 
forever departed; yet there was no interrup
tion in his perpetUal spiritual existence. Con
sequently, he exists to-day as really as Ga
briel ; though he is the deadest thing in the 
universe. He is the impersonation of immor
tal spiritual death. The same is true of all 
his myrmidons, there having been no break 
in their perpetual existence from the moment 
of their creation to the present. 
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The word "destruction" frequently occurs 
in the Bible, but never in the sense of anni
hilation. A house is destroyed by fire ; but 
it is a fact thoroughly developed by chemis
try and philosophy, that all the ashes and 
gases evolved by the combustion weigh pre
cisely as much as the material before it was 
burnt, not an atom having passed into anni
hilation. Hence, destruction means only a 
change of ·form. The death of my body sim
ply means the separation of my soul from it; 
yet it is the same size and weighs the same 
I 15 lbs., with no interruption in its physical 
existence. Neither will there ever be, as the 
resurrection trump is sure to find it. The 
righteous have immortal life, dispensed from 
God; while the wicked ·possess immortal 
death, dispensed from the devil. 

While the body, with no interruption of 
continual existence, is in case of death, by 
the chemical laws, disintegrated into the six
ty-two elements of which it was composed, 
and which during life are held together by 
the laws of vital affinity, the soul when pass
ing into death, by reason of separation froill 
God, superinduced by transgression, can never 
undergo disintegration, ·from the simple fact 
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that it is in its very nature from the begm
ning of its existence a unit, and not constituted 
of parts which can be separated either from 
other. 

Consequently, the immortality of the soul 
follows as a logical sequence from its innate 
character, and has been so recognized even 
by the heathen philosophers of all ages, who 
in the absence of revealed truth have always 
been more orthodox than the Seventh Day 
Adventists, who put the blush on heathendom 
by denying the soul's immortality. Such is 
not the case in reference to the immortality 
of the body. While science abundantly re
veals the perpetuity of its existence, uninter
rupted by the intervention of death, as it 
undere-oes utter disintegration, the heathen 
philosophers lost sight of its individuality, 
and when Paul preached to them on the Are
opagus at Athens the resurrection of the dead, 
it was an utter novelty, and they were all 
dumbfounded. Thus, while the light of 
nature and human philosophy abundantly 
established the immortality of the soul, even 
independently of the revealed word, we must 
go to the Bible to prove the immortality of 
the body, where it is abundantly revealed in 
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the glorious and inspiring doctrine of the res-
urrection. A climacteric confirmation of the " 
utter falsity of annihilation, we have in the 
fact that there will be, not only a resurrection 
of the just, but also of the unjust, confirma-
tory of the conclusion that, while the right-
eous will receive their glorified bodies trans
figured into the similitude of our glorious 
Savior, thus inconceivably augmenting the 
felicity which we hitherto enjoyed, even in 
the absence of the body, the wicked not only 
exist uninterruptedly enduring the fires of 
tartarus, but also destined on the resurrection 
morn to receive their identical bodies, the 
unhappy vehicles of sin, debauchery, and 
shame, raised in the similitude of the devil, 
reconstructed in serpentine venom and de
monical horror and deformity, infinitely cal
culated to augment the wretchedness of the 
damnation already received, thus finally, soul 
and body reunited to be '"cast into outer 
darkness where there is weeping, wailing, and 
gnashing of teeth, while the fire is never 
quenched, and the worm dieth not." 

The No-hellites are always throwing in the 
faces of weak believers, conservatively to their 
proselytic manipulation, the words of Jesus, · 
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"Come unto me and I will give you eternal 
life," deducing the conclusion that the sinner 
does not posses eternal life, and will pass into 
nothing, if he does not come to Christ and 
receive it-a specimen of their silly sophisms, 
especially used by Seventh Day Adventists, 
as well as other No-hellites. The fallacy of 
this captious talk is very obvious. While 
God alone has eternal life, which He freely 
dispenses to all truly penitent believers, and 
no sinner can have it unless he comes to Jesus 
and receives it; yet it is an undeniable f~ct 
that every sinner has existence as really as 
the saint, but he exists in spiritual death, and 
will so continue through all eternity if he 
does not come to Christ and receive eternal 
life. 

THE DIVINE PATERNITY 

This is the favorite hobby of Universalists, 
which they ride indefatigably. Like all the 
silly sophisms of the N o-hellites, this dogma 
is utterly untrue. The Savior forever sweeps 
it from the field. J no. 8 : 44 : " Ye are of 
your father the devil, and you will to do the 
lusts of your father." You see this utterly 
and forever demolishes that cherished idol of 
·the No-hellites. They say God will . never 
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put His children in hell fire. T11is is true, 
but the devil lives in helr fire and has no 
other place to put his children. The simple 
truth focalizes in the fact that spiritual life 
was lost by the fall, and is only regained in 
regeneration. You must admit that the 
wicked are all the spiritual children of the 
devil, or flatly contradict the Savior in the 
above Scripture. All of this hew and cry 
over the love and mercy of God, that He is 
too good and kind to put anybody in hell, is 
bosh and buncombe, utterly destitute of truth. 
It is a peti'ti'o prZ:nczp#, i. e., a sheer begging 
of the question. We all admit that God is too 
good, loving, and kind to put anybody in hell ; 
but the devil is not. 

While God has room in heaven for us all, 
and is doing all He can to get us to come and 
occupy it, the devil has no place to put us 
but hell. God pleads with us : " Behold, I 
place before you an open door, and no one can 
shut it" (Rev. 3: 8). This open door leads 
into the kingdom of grace here, and glory 
hereafter. God invites, pleads, and begs us 
all to leave the devil's country and come in. 
If He were to save us against our will, He 
would have to dehumanize us. and make us 

8 
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mere machines. There is no humanity with
out the perfect freedom of the will. 

Satan utilizes all his myrmidons in earth 
and hell to keep the people in his kingdom 
until they die; as that settles the matter for
ever. When they die, their probation expires, 
and demons arrest them at once and drag 
them into hell. There is but one way to get 
out of the devil's kingdom, and that is to 
leave sin, world without end. So long as you 
stay in Satan's kingdom you are full of sin, 
gravitating hellwardly, and ready to drop into 
the pit the moment the breath leaves you. 

TESTIMONIES OF LIVING SAINTS AND DYING 

SINNERS ABUNDANTLY CORROBORATE 

THE BIBLE DOCTRINE OF HELL 

David says : " The sorrow of death encom
passed me, and the pains of hell got hold of 
me" (Ps. n6: 3). I reached a point in my 
conviction when eating and sleeping were im
possible. My spiritual torture was awful, 
and excruciating beyond description or even 
conception. If all my limbs had been chopped 
off, I do not believe my physical agony 
would have been comparable to the torture 
which ran its Jugernaut wheels over my soul. 
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I do believe it was a prelude of hell. Though 
it occured fifty-three years ago, I remember it 
better than the events of yesterday. 

The death-bed scenes of dying sinners in 
all ages have filled the bystander~ with shock
ing realizations that the poor victims were 
in the hands of devils dragging them into 
hell. In numberless instances they have tes
tified with their expiring breath that hell was 
coming to meet them, and demons ushering 
them into the .devouring fires. 

The celebrated infidel, Newport, exclaimed 
in the agonies of death : "I have written and 
spoken against divine retribution; I was mis
taken, I am in it already, filled with the· 
flames of hell and suffering the retributions of 
the lost! 11 

A dying man in a hospital in Philadelphia 
during the Mexican war, writhed in awful 
agony many hours, exclaiming, "The devils 
are here ! do you not see them ? They are all · 
around me and reaching after me l " Finally, 
in awful fright, frequently leaping from the 
bed, he at last exclaimed with his expiring 
breath, " Alas ! you have caught me, you have 
caught me ! 11 

I am in the fiftieth year _ of my ministry, 
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and have often witnessed appalling scenes 
like the above. A man in Alexandria, Ky., 
where I preached thirty years ago, passed 
out of the world amid the unutterable horrors 
of his own damnation, testifying to the pres
ence of the devils, and writhing as in the 
fire. 

While I was preaching in Prestonburg, Ky., 
twenty-five years ago, a woman spent the 
whole night in the agoniec; of death as if suf
fering hell torment, and constantly testifying to 
the presence of the devil, exclaiming, " He has 
come for me. Oh drive him away!" Just as 
the glorious heavenly radiance breaks in from 
the eternal world and brightens the counte
nances of departing saints, so the dismal pall of 
Satan's black wing throws over the wicked 
in the awful hour of dissolution the appalling 
presentiment of that dreary midnight which 
is only relieved by the lurid glare of hell's 
flaming billows. 

HORRORS OF HELL 

Long deluded by the vain hallucinations of 
popular pulpits and No-hellite literature, 
lulled into carnal security, and hugging the 
vain delusion th1t hell is a myth and damna
tion a carricature, thus pursuing the z'gni's 
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fatuus, whose delusive ray lights up unreal 
worlds and glows but to betray, the soul 
drifts on down, floating with the current of 
the world and popular churchisms, solaced 
and enamored by the cultured preachers who 
are too polite to preach on hell and damna
tion, sky-blue regeneration and Holy Ghost
and-fire sanctification-the outside man with 
no profession, suddenly drops into hell; while 
the church-member, like Dives, honored and 
beloved by his brethren, passes out of the 
world, mournfully, eloquently, and pompously 
funeralized, expecting heaven, but unutterably 
surprised to find himself in hell, " lifting 
up his eyes in torments" (Luke 16 : 2,3), 
wrapped in devouring flames. 
. Satan is so much wiser than any human 
being,, and the arch-adept in all sorts of lies 
and delusions, that he never lets his people 
believe they are going to hell. If he cannot 
get them to swallow the sugar-coated lie of 
No-hellism; he will so wrap them in the robe 
of self-righteousness that they will feel sure 
that even if there is a hell they are in no dan
ger of getting into it. 

The great reason for preaching the Bible 
doctrine of hell and damnation with all pos-
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sible force night and day is because the peo
ple of this world, rank and file, with an excep
tion here and there, are marching directly 
into the bottomless pit, because they do not 
believe it. If they believed it, they would 
repent, right-about-face, and beat their march 
heavenward. They will never repent till they 
get their eyes open and see that they are 
going straight to hell. The gospel commis
sion which Jesus gave to Paul (Acts 26: 18), 
is, " To open their eyes." Hence, we need 
millions of preachers looking the hellward
bound multitudes squarely in the face, 
with tearful eyes, :fiery hearts and lightning 
words, telling them the awful truth that 
they are hanging over hell by the brittle 
thread of life, while the death angel is on the 
wing with drawn sword to sever the thread 
and let them drop into the unfathomable 
abyss of unquenchable fire, where the gravity 
of their own sins will keep them sinking for
ever and ever into profounder depths of dam
nation and woe, while the unmeasurable 
cycles of eternity speed their precipitated 
flight, only marked by the death-knells pealed 
out by the great clock of eternity, which 
strikes but once in a thousand years. 
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Meanwhile, 'the soul in horror and dismay 
ejaculates, " How long I how long ! Oh, how 
long shall I endure these devouring flames 
and excruciating woes? " The stentorian 
peal of sevenfold thunders responds : " Eter
nity has just begun!" ;r:>evils damned, for 
sheer pastime, wring your neck, gouge your 
eyes, lash you with fire-brands, kick you for 
a football around the black walls of the pan
demonium, seize you with their black, fiery 
grapples, dash you down with awful impet
uosity a thousand leagues into the ocean of 
fire. On and on you drive and float, ere long 
raising your piteous wail, "How long! Oh, 
how long shall I endure these devouring bil
lows of unquenchable fire? " Again, the 
deep toned thunders of your own damnation 
answer back in momentum, shaking hell from 
center to circumference: "Eternity has just 
begun!" Yea, ten thousand years have 
flown, and the same dismal response in thun
der peals comes back: "Eternity has just 
begun ! " A hundred thousand years have 
sped away, yea, a solid million of years are 
now numbered with the cycles of eternity 
bygone, while the only response provoked by 
the mournful wail, "Oh, when shall my woes 
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and sufferings have an end ? " continues to 
roar and reverberate, shaking all hP.11 from 
center to circumference with the momentum 
of its thunder peals : "Eternity is just be
gun!" 

FINAL DESTINATION OF HELL 

The word of the Lord clearly and explicitly 
locates hell beneath the earth. This is abun
dantly corroborated by science, which has de
veloped the fact that we are walking over a 
globe of fire on the thin crust which envelops 
it, not so th.ick in proportion to the size of the 
earth as the shell of an egg is in proportion to 
its bulk. This crust is perforated by four 
hundred volcanoes which operate as safety
valves, permitting the steam to escape which 
would otherwise accumulate and explode the 
earth into smithereens, and wrap it in the de
vouring internal fires, thus verifying Peter's 
prophecy in reference to its cremation (2 Peter 
2: 10). While I stood on the rim and looked 
down into the flaming crater of Mt. Vesu
vius, trembling and roaring beneath my feet, 
almost suffocated with the brimstone gases, I 
saw the literal and actual Bible hell. John 
certifies, Rev. 20: 13: "Death and hell gave 
up the dead who were in them, and they were 
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judged, each one, according to their works." 
Here we see the evacuation of hell by her in
mates, when the final judgment trumpet 
sounds. " Death and hell were cast into the 
lake of fire; The same is the second death 
(i. e., the lake of fire) and if any one was not 
found written in the Book of Life, he was 
cast into the lake of fire" (v. 14). "The soul 
that sinneth it shall die." A solitary sin · 
sounds the death knell of the soul that com
mits it. This is the first death, i. e., condem
nation in this world, out of which there is a 
gracious possibility of resurrection by the re
generation of the Holy Ghost. Damnation is 
the second death, out of which there is no 
possible resurrection. As Christ came, to not 
only -redeem all the human race who will let 
Him, but His wonderful vicarious atonement 
includes this earth, consequently, He is go
ing to sanctify it by the purgatorial fires of the 
last day, recreate it (Rev. 21), and restore it 
back to the heavenly universe from which it 
was arrested by the devil in the fall, with a 
fixed determination to add it to hell and thus 
augment the regions of the damned. But you 
see in these Scl-iptures that hell is going to 
be taken out of the earth's interi_or, where. it 
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has been flaming through all these ag-es, and 
cast away into the lake of fire, which Jesus 
locates in outer darkness. Then where is 
that "outer darkness "? 

Astronomy reveals one hundred· and seven
teen millions of glowing suns. Our sun gives 
good light on the planet Nep~une, the most 
remote in his retinue of ten great worlds, mov
ing in his orbit at the enormous distance of 
three thousand millions of miles, i. e., three 
billions. Now contemplate a moment and tell 
me how far the combined illuminations of one 
hundred and seventeen millions of suns is com
petent to penetrate the cerulean ether and 
transmit light. 

If the swiftest archangel, moving with the 
velocity of lightning, had set out at the dawn 
of creation to traverse this space, to this day 
he would not have passed over the one-mil
lionth part of it. Then how can Satan, with 
his fallen myrmidons and the mighty hosts of 
Adam's ruined race, whom he has dragged 
down to sin, miltery, and damnation, ever tra
verse that space and reach their final destina
tion in the lalce of fire amid " the darkness 
which is without," i. e., that awful darkness 
which can never be relieved by a solitary 
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cheering ray, as it is utterly beyond the 
bourn of the illuminated universe? The 
omnipotent arm can transmit them all thither 
in the twinkling of an eye, whence they never 
can possibly get back to mar the peace and 
disturb the harmony of God's sanctified uni
verse. All glory to the conqueror of Mt. Cal
vary, who is going to triumphantly consum
mate the utter and final elimination of sin 
and sinners from the celestial universe, thus 
victoriously redeeming this world from its 
fatal apostasy, and at the same time fortifying 
all other worlds against the probability of de
fection ! (Eph. I and Col. I.) 

GRACIOUS POSSIBILITY OF UNIVERSAL 

SALVATION 

In Rom. 1: 20, Paul assures us that even 
the heathens are all left without excuse. J no. 
1 : 9 : " He is the true light which lighteth 
every man that cometh into the world." Tit. 
2 : I I : " For the grace of God that bringeth 
salvation to all men hath appeared." These 
and other Scriptures abundantly warrant the 
conclusion that there is a gracious possibility 
for all to be saved. There will be three differ
ent judgments in the great day. The Jews 
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in their dispensation will be judged by the 
Old Testament alone; all wh~ have enjoyed 
the light of the gospel will be judged by the 
whole Bible; while the heathens who have 
had no revelation will only be judged by the 
light of nature, conscience and the Holy 
Spirit (Rom. 2: II-16). The above Scrip
tures clearly reveal the gracious possibility 
for every soul in all the world to be saved. 
That grand Scripture, 1 Jno. 1 : 7: "If we 
walk in the light. . . . the blood cleanses 
from all sin,'' applies to all the people of all 
nations, rac'es, colors and religions, living on 
the face of the whole earth. God only re
quires us to walk in the light which He gives 
us. Consequently, people are only lost for 
sinning against the light they have. Count
less millions of heathens, Mohammedans, 
Roman Catholics, ignorant Protestants, and 
all sorts of people, will make their way to 
heaven, in the glorious.finale, simply because 
they did the best they could under the circum
stances, and walked in all the light they had. 
Light and knowledge are potent inspirations 
to virtue, rectitude and holiness. Hence1 it 
is our duty and glorious privilege, with all 
our might and main, to disseminate them over 
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the whole earth; not that people cannot be 
saved without our instrumentality, but that 
they are much more likely to be saved if we 
·carry them the light and truth ; while if we 
arc delinquent and disobedient to the holy 
commission, we will 'fall under condemnation 
and lose our own souls. Rest assured, not a 
solitary soul will be competent to stand up in 
the judgment day and say to God, "you gave 
me no chance to be saved." On the contrary, 
every lost soul will confess judgment against 
himself. • 

AWFUL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PREACHERS 

As a rule, preachers are very blind to the 
power and availability which God has given 
them. When a pastor, I used to sec the glory 
of God literally inundate my circuit, bringing 
the old, the young, the great, the small, the 
rich and the poor indiscriminately by dozens, 
scores, and hundreds to God and salvation. I 
would enjoy the wings of an angel and the 
trump of God, that I might fly all over the 
world and sound the alarm to the multitudes 
of preachers who arc actually letting their own 
people, for whom they must account to God 
in the judgment day, slip through their fingers 
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into hell. Every preacher should preach the 
Sinai gospel of hell and damnation, till con· 
viction settles down on his people, like a 
nightmare from the eternal world, and refuse 
to let up, till they arc all brought to God and 
gloriously saved. Satan persuades him he 
cannot bring about these results, but he can 
by the help of God which is always at his 
option. Then he should preach the calvary 
gospel, i. c., the dying love of Jesus, till all 
the penitents sweep triumphantly into life. 
Then he should tarry with them on Mt. Zion, 
praying, fasting, and preaching the Pentecost 
gospel, like a messenger from heaven, till he 
gets them all sanctified and filled with the 
Holy Ghost; thus armed and equipped for 
aggressive movements against the powers of 
darkness, winning souls for Christ on the 
right and on the left, thus laying up a rich 
treasure for the world to come, and also accu
mulating constellations to glitter in the dia
dem of rejoicing, which will certainly be 
given to those who turn many to righteous
ness, for assuredly they will "shine as the 
stars for ever and ever." Then instead · of 
stopping with sanctification as the ultimatum 
of all progress, he should leap at the glorious 
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privilege of preaching to them the speedy 
return of our ascended Lord in glorious tri
umph, with His mighty angels, to resurrect 
His buried saints and transfigure the living 
pilgrims, waiting, watching, robed and ready, 
responsive to His omnipotent shout and the 
trump of God, to rise and meet Him in the 
air, and thus be forever with the Lord. "The 
God of Peace, who raised up from the dead 
our Lord Jesus Christ, the great Shepherd of 
the sheep, make you perfect through the 
blood of the everlasting covenant, in every 
good thing, to do His will, doing that which 
is acceptable in His sight, through Jesus 
Christ our Lord, to whom with the Father 
and the Holy Ghost, be all glory forever. 
Amen." 
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Old and New Creation 
At the close of the first sentence in the Bible, we 

have a period, and in some versions a paragraph 
mark, showing the lapse of an indefinite period be
fore the following statement, recognizing the earth 
in a chaotic state, "Before the mountains were 
brought forth or ever he had formed the lb.ills." 
King James' translators were afraid of geology, be
cause :infidels rushed into it, thinking it refuted the 
Bible. This was a mistake, as it corroborates it all 
the way through; recognizing the six days ·of crea
tion as long, indefinite periods, running through 
not only centuries but ages, which is corroborated by 
the Hebrew word yom which is translated day, but 
means a period of indefinite length, while the very 
fact that the sun was never created till the fourth 
day, establishes the conclusion that they were not 
twenty-four hour days, but creative periods, in ge
ology denominated demiurgic, as that word means 
creative ; going on the hypothesis that at the time 
recognized (Gen. I : I), God created the material out 
of which He, pursuant to natural laws (His serv
ants), formed not only the sun, but all the planets, 
constituting our solar system. Hypothetically, t!hey 
recognize a vast amorphous mass of vaporous mat
ter, containing the sixty-two elements which consti
tute this earth : oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, calcium, 
aluminum, carbon, sulphur, gold, silver, copper, 
lead, iron, etc., about ten million miles in diameter, 
endued with the centripetal and centriftigal forces, 
the former,-i. e., gravitatiion superinducing t!he 
magnetism of all ponderous matter to unite and con
solidate, as the normal result of the trend to the 
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center, normal fo all ponderous matter; the latter the 
predilection to fly from the center, directly away i11 
a straight line ad infinitum. 

(a) With His own hand, giving this immense 
mass a rotary _motion, as it revolves, condensation, 
and at the same time the tendency of the exterior to 
fly away tangentially, continues till it reaches the 
orbit of Neptune, our most remote planet, nearly 
three thousand million miles from the sun, where the 
centrifugal force predominating over the centripetal, 
disengages a vast mass from the exterior, which rolls 
off in the most irregular shape conceivable; but, pur
suant to the centripetal forces, -consolidates into a 
great and beautiful sphere, one hundred times the 
magnitude of Earth, and accompanied hy a beautiful 
and brilliant satellite, formed out of a disengaged 
fragment. Responsively to universal gravitation, the 
condensation then continues till we reach the orbit 
of Uranus, eighteen hundred million miles from the 
sun, where another great mass is disengaged by the 
predomination of the centrifugal over the centripetal 
. force, and is formed into that beautiful planet, about 
five times the size of this world, also accompanied 
by a splendid satellite, giving it beautiful moonlight. 

(b) The condensation still continues till we reach 
the orbit of Saturn, nine hundred m'illion miles from 
the sun, encircled by two beautiful and brilliant rings, 
and accompanied by nine lovely moons, and seven 
hundred times the magnitude of the planet on which 
we live. The condensation still progressing, respon
sively to the laws of universal gravitation, we reach 
the orbit of Jupiter, four hundred eighty-three mil
lion miles from the sun, and fourteen hundred times 
the magnitude of this eart'h, encircled by brilliant and 
beautiful belts and accompanied by four splendid 
satellites. 
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( c) Responsively to this wonderful, universal 
gravitation discovered by Sir Isaac Newton, as his 
attention was arrested by the fall of an apple from 
its place on the tree down on the ground, when his 
gigantic intellect took hold of the rationale, going on 
deeper and deeper into the profound intricacies of 
physiological ratiocination, which he heroically pur
sued till God enabled him (as he was a very humble, 
meek and lowly, devout Christian) to pour the light 
of this wonderful exegesis on an astounded world, 
which has been growing and spreading, till now it is 
the property of the school children, we reach the 
Asteroids, four hundred fifty small planets, two hun
dred fifty million miles from the sun; by the scientific 
world believed to have resulted from the explosion of 
a large planet far back in the ages of bygone eternity; 
the larger pieces holding their orbit, assuming a 
spherical shape, pursuant to t'he laws of gravitation, 
as everything does, even the raindrops, and still re
volving around the sun in the track of their great 
alma mater; while the small pieces were thrown so 
far in the explosion as to forfeit their spherocity, and 

- run into a parabola, w!hich never does return into its 
former track, but trends away till it enters the do
minion of some other planet, on which it falls. 

(d) When I was a little boy I often saw the 
meteors fall to the ground (called by us "shooting 
stars," not true, as the stars do not fall) which came 

,from this exploded planet; many !having been picked 
up and analyzed are known in metalurgy as "meteoric 
iron." In South America some have been discovered 
weighing nine hundred tons,-i. e., one hundred eighty 
thousand pounds. I have not seen them fall since my 
boyhood, which I spent out in the country. Perhaps 
they have all fallen. As Jupiter and Mars are the 
nearest planets to the orbit of the Asteroids, of course 
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more meteors have fallen on them than on any others; 
yet the parabolic orbit in which they move may decoy 
some of them away to the more distant planets. 

( e) The next planet is ¥ars, a brilliant, red star 
looking like a blaze of fire. You have often seen it, 
one hundred forty million miles from the sun, and 
only one-seventh of our terrestrial magnitude and 
accompanied by a beautiful satellite. 

(f) Now we reach the orbit of our own planet, 
which God created for us and donated it to Father 
Adam and Mother Eve and their chil'dren forever; 
but Satan invaded it, captured it, ascended the throne, 
and has been reigning over it for more than si:x thou
sand years; hut praise the Lord for the glorious mil
lennial dawn flashing like a thousand glittering con
stellations over the altitudes of bygone centuries and 
dispensations, now flooding the world with infinitesi
mal machinery, not only tunneling all the mountains 
to give the iron horse a straight run through and 
through, .but by the rack and pinion system dimb
ing all the mountains to gather the ·treasures from 
their mineral strata and the fruits grown in the di
versified climates, tropical at the base on the south 
side; semi-tropical in the higher altitudes and on 
the north side; temperate as you mount up the great 
fertile slopes arid explore the rich caves ; and frigid 
amdd the snowy peaks, which kiss the azure vaults 
of even equatorial skies; thus the glorious millennium 
is everywhere brilHantlv collapsing on the retreating 
Gentile dispensation ; the great tribulation ominously 
pending. w!hen Satan will rally all his forces, stygian 
and terrestrial. bringing into availabilitv all his mag
nates, political and ecclesiastical, to 'hold his ground ; 
but will signally fall, never again to recover his 
throne; his final rally after the millennium s,irnply 
permitting him to take Gog and Magog, the copious 
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gleaning of his greatest harvest, the Armageddon; 
thus signally failing to regain his throne he is ban
ished with all his followers, demoniacal and human, 
to the lake of fire, far away beyond t'he Ultima Thule 
of the celestial universe, so infinitely distant that 
none of them can ever get back to disturb the glo
rious, peaceful reign of our once humiliated but now 
exalted Prince of Life, to "sit upon the throne of 
David and rule over the hou~ of Jacob forever, aqd 
of his kingdom there will be no end" (Luke I :33). 

(g) Our earth is ninety-five million miles from 
the sun, and blest with one lovely and beautiful 
moon, the silvery queen of the otherwise dark and 
gloomy night, so we do not wonaer that the prim
itive . chil'dren of fallen 'Kumanity, captured by her 
beauty and loveliness, poured out to her their grate
ful libations and bowed the knee in loving adoration, 
till they learned the great lesson, that while we are 
to study and appreciate the mighty works of God, all 
creature worship is abomination in His sight, even 
the sin of idolatry, the most fatal as it is most mag
netic and has 'been since the glowing sun, rolling his 
fiery chariot over the world, won the first-'horn son 
of humility to his adoration, thus proving the in
fluential patriarch of idolatry. 

(h) Passing on our sun ward-bound trend, we 
next reach Venus, cognomened in rural parlance the 
"evening star," silvery, lovely, and beautiful, sixty
seven million miles from the sun. Passing on we reach 
Mercury, a much smaller planet, thirty-nine million 
miles from the sun. Recently astronomers have dis
covered an inter-mercurial planet, Vulcan, only twenty
four million miles from the sun, so near that his 
blinding brilliancy long delayed Vulcan's discovery, 
in all eleven planets constituting the retinue of great 
old Sol, the king of the day, a million times larger 
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than the earth, and really enjoying the paternity of 
all the planets which in their times emanated from 
this primitive integer. Having thus taken t'his bird's
eye view of all the planets successively evolved 
from that vast amorphous material mass, 1w~cjh, 
responsively to the omnific mandate, far back in 
the by-gone ages of eternity, leaped away from His 
creative fiat, in the history of celestiafworlds honored 
the paternity of his ten sons and one daughter, as well 
as a grand platoon of smaller planets including all 
the satellites and asteroids. 

( i) Now we proceed with a passing diagnosis 
of our own alma mater, terra ftrma. The first 
verse in lhe Biblle, "In the beginning God created 
the heavens and the earth," includes not only our 
entire solar systern, but all other worlds, two billion, 
one hundred seventy m:illion alread:Y discovered; 
respectivel:Y revolving round two hundred seventeen 
million suns; the greatest astronomers unanimously 
enunciating their conviction, that all these, whose 
magnitude actually beggars the most gigantic 
flights of imagination and Herculean dynamics of 
the most transcendent intellect; yet they frankly 
admit in their honest opinion that all t11ese countless 
suns and worlds, constitute but the suburbs of the 
celestial universe, as the telescope.s all reveal vast 
fields of Nebulre, believed to be suns of other systems, 
so infinitely distant, that the most powerful telescope'> 
have never been able to individualize them. 

(j) Now let us focalize our diagnosis on our own 
planet, which we so much appreciate as the gift of 
God for our probationary home, as well as our eternal 
inheritance (Matt. 5 :5), "The meek shall inherit 
the earth." This will be gloriously verified in the 
grand finale, when the thunder of artillery shall 
have died away and the smoke of battle evanesced 
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amid the unuttera'ble splendor of the glorious Sun 
of Righteousness, rising on the world with healing 
in His wings, and in His own good time, putting to 
flight every cloud, and dissipating every vapor, when 
"He shall have dominion o'er river, sea, and shore, 
far as· the eagle's pinion or dove's light wing can 
soar." As the days of creation cannot be solar, from 
the simple fact that the sun had not reached his 

. individuality and received a mention in the blessed 
Bible till the fourth day; it confirrn:s the fact that 
this Hebrew word yom, which literally means simply 
a period of time, could not have been restricted to . 
the twenty-four hours measuring a revolution of the · 
earth on its axis; but they are all creative periods. 

(k) The first day brought in the light and 
darkness, as God said, '"Let there be light, and there 
was Jight," and the evening and the morning were 
the first day. In common parlance, evening means 
the night, as we say preaching morning and evening, 
signifying morning and night and not the afternoon. 
During the luminosity of the earth, so much heat 
was radiated into space, as to finally cool off thi:
crust, so the vapor would fall on it in the form of 
rain, and percolate down through the crevices, to the 
'heated interior, come in contact with the red-hot 
lava, which expanded into vapor, suddenly increas
ing its volume ten thousand diameters; thus produc
ing illimitable volcanic eruptions ; the vapor darken
ing the air, superinducing a long period of storm, 
tempest, volcanic explosions and eruptions, denom
inated the evening, or the night; followed in due 
time with tranquillity, germination of the grasses, 
vegetables, mosses, ferns, and endless varieties of 
vegetable productions; thus superinducing the cheery, 
welcome, and delightful morning consummating the 
second day. 
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(1) Now we proceed to the third day, which 
was characterized by the gathering of the water into 
seas, oceans, lakes, and rivers, during the luminosity 
of the earth while she shone like the sun, and fol
lowing the mandate, "Let there be light, and there was 
light." The known effect of the heat rad1ating into 
space was to cool off the earth, ti.11 the vapor, which 
hung all round, co1;1stituting the firmament, precipi
tating on it, in the form of rain, ultimating in its 
literal inundation with water, recognized in the state
ment, "The spirit of God moved on the face of the 
waters," no dry land having yet come into view. As 
the crust was formed on the earth, antecedently to 
the comjpletion of her contraction, which still con
tinued, forming a vacuum between the globe and the 
crust; normally superinducing the depressing of the 
latter in some places and its elevation in others in 
order to accommodate itself to the shrunken inte
rior ; thus forming ridges and valleys, producing un
dulations everywhere; as a hat on your head too 
large, and contracted by a band, will wrinkle, sink
ing down in one place and rising up in another. 

(m) Besides this, percolation of the water down 
into the heated interior, developed so much steam, 
as to produce world-wide explosions; heaving up 
great mountain ranges,-e. g., t'he Andes, the 
Rockies, the Alps, and Himalayas with inter
vening valleys, accumulating the water into oceans, 
seas, lakes, and rivers. All this was the great work 
of the third day; the evening,-i. e., the night, char
acterized by the universal volcanic explosions, de
veloping such a vast amount of vapor, as to wrap 
the whole world in dense, black clouds, thus envel
oping it in a dark, dismal, stormy night, running on 
through successive centuries and ages ; in due time 
when the floods had buried vast heaps of vegetable 
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matter, beneath great strata, deposited by the super
incumbent waters, holding the melted lava in solu
tion and thus forming the vast coal beds which Go<l 
in His mercy laid up for the use of the unborn mil
lions, at the same time expressing out the oil and 
forming vast lakes in the bosom of the earth, for 
light and lubrication as well as illumination; all of 
this followed by a long period of tranquillity, dur
ing which the whole earth is wrapped in dense for
ests of deciduous trees; growing up quickly like 
butter-weeds, and perishing before the oncoming 
winter, then carried by the floods into vast heaps, 
which the incoming floods in · due time compress into 
coal and exude the oil, so abundantly and mercifully 
prepared for the oncoming generations. 

(n) We now come to the fourth day, which is 
characterized by the revelation of the sun, which, in 
view of his magnitude, is infinitely larger than all of 
his planets put together. He was last of all 1n the 
reception of his luminosity, which constitutes Hi& 
effulgent glory this day; hitherto having been an 
opaque body, till. his incalculable weight, pressing 
from all d1rections, developes so much heat as to 
superinduce illimitable floods of light, dissipating 
forever the dense opacity which had hovered around 
him from ages immemorial, thus constituting the 
dartk night of the sun and the moon (the latter only 
shining as reflected from the former). Thus the 
long-delayed, auspicious morning comes on in the 
history of the sun and moon, the gorgeous glory and 
queenly beauty of which in the ages following, elec
trified millions of eyes of men and animals turned on 
them with adoring wonder, actually superinducing 
the first form of ridolatry ever practiced by fallen 
humanity; when the simple children of demonized 
nature saw in the king of day and the queen of night, 
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the idols of their weary hearts and wondering minds, 
roaming creation around to satisfy that innate long
ing after immortality, which charaeterizes every hu
man being who by the fall has lost his God and knows 
not ho.w to find Him, though he ransack land and 
sea, till his head is gray and his feet totter on the 
brink of the voracious sepulcher. 

( o) On the fifth day, were created the countless 
millions inhabiting the briny deep, from the micro
scopic radiate to the oceanic monarch, a hundred and 
twenty feet long, fifteen feet through the body from 
breast-bone through the spinal column, as I have 
frequently seen the monstrous whales in the oceanic 
museum in London, England. Not only was the 
watery world populated during the fifth day; but 
the aerial world, cheered with the feathered tribes, 
lighting up every lan_d, and flashing beauty down on 
every sea and ocean, radiated from their gaudy pin
ions; meanwhile making the celestial vaults roar an1J 
reverberate with their lively melodies, as if all m.
ture were shouting over their goodly heritage, anrl 
proclaiming to all the world the glory of Him who 
painted their pinions witlh immortal splendo·r -and 
beauty, and gave them their songs to comfort Him in 
His loneliness in this great world, His glorious 
handiwork. 

(p) \\'e now reach the sixth day, immortalized 
by the creation of the num1berless mammalion ani
mals, from the tiny mouse to the gigantic mastodon, 
an animal several times the size of the elephant, 
which weighs ten thousand pounds and is wonderful 
for strength and intelligence, thus denizenizing the 
whole earth with infinite variety of the animal crea
tion; infinitesimally diversified in character and mag
nitude. Last of all He climaxes the great work of 
creation in man, to whom He presented all the ani-
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mals in land and sea, conferring on him the honor of 
nomenclature, permitting him to name all the ani
mals; thus illustrating his own pre-eminent wisdom, 
enjoying the power of intuition and diagnosis, so he 
could look at an animal and read its character as I 
read Greek and you English. If Satan had never.. 
captured humanity, we . would all enjoy that pre.: 
emJinence to this day, so wonderfully expediting us 
in the aquisition of knowledge, so we would have 
learned with a proficiency utterly . paradoxical to 
fallen beings. Having created man, He proceeded 
to wrap him in slumber till he could take out a rib 
and metamorphose it into a woman, to keep him com
pany and help him work for their blessed heavenly 
Father. · · 

( q) When he had finished creation, He pro
nounced it all good and perfect. The atlgels con
templating the stupendous work, with an unutterable 
delight, hasten to bear the news to the glorified mil--... 
Hons, singing and shouting around the effulgent 
throne, so the inspired bard certifies that the morn
ing stars,-i. e., the heavenly hierarchies sang to
gether, and all the sons of God shout_~!_for joy. 

CHAPTER I 
THE FALL OF 1\IAN 

As God created the whole human race in Adam, 
Eve being no exception to that unity, as she was 
no ade-nouo creation, but a transformation of Adam'> 1 

ritb, which was created with Adam, "In Adam all 
die, but in Christ shall all be made alive" ( 1 Cor. 
I 5 :22). God said to Adam, in reference to the for
bidden fruit, "In the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt • 
surely die." Therefore we know he did die that 
very day, not physically, as in that case he would 
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have dropped a corpse in his tracks, nor mentally, as 
in that case he would have been an idiot, but spirit
ually. Wherefore, he became a spiritual corpse, and 
never could transmit what he did not have, created 
with the power to repeat himself infinitesimally, and 
still retaining that power after he lost that spiritual 
life, superinducing the actual population · of the 
whole world with human beings, destitute of spirit
ual life, and fit only for hell. Oh, how sad the pic
ture I Yet it is true. No wonder the angels all hung 
their harps on weeping willows, and sat down to be
wail the horrific doom of fallen humanity, the climax 
of God's creation, honored with Hlis own image and 
likeness. 

(r) Never was heaven so astonished as when 
God's own Son espoused the lost cause of ruined 
humanity, walking out on the heavenly battlements, 
proclaiming to the angelic host His espousal of the 
lost cause. Heaven was never before so moved by 
astonishment. When the news of His spontaneous 
emibarkation for the rescue of fallen Eden reached 
hell, the astonishment was paradoxical and unut
terable, as not a myrmidon had ever dreamed that 
God's only begotten Son, heir of the boundless celes
tial universe, would ever condescend to throw him
self into the breach and arrest the hellward-bound 
Niagara of wrecked and ruined humanity. The 
pandemonium was stirred from center to circum
ference, the tall peers of the pit, putting their heads 
together in lugubrious counsel, to bring into avail
ability all their stygian chicanery, diabolical caprice, 
and demoniacal craft, strategy, and hellish machinery, 
artillery and Gattling guns, to prepare for a war, the 
most formidable the bottomless pit of Hades had ever 
dreamed or heard of. 

( s) Behold, the Prince of salvation tosses His 
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lasso, and catches every human being actually ante
cedently to the physical birth. (Heb. 2 :9) "By the 
grace of God Christ tasted death for every one," not 
as in E. V., every man, but the beautiful Greek huper 
pantos, for every one. Now when do you become 'l 

human being? The very moment soul and body .. 
united, constitute personality, which is far back in 
the prenatal state, five or six months antecedently to 
the physic;al birth. Consequently, every human be
ing is born a citizen· of God's kingdom and not a 
sinner. Confirmatory of. this infinitely consolatory 
fact, we see the prodigal son and his elder brother, 
w'ho represent every human being born of the human 
race, both born in their father's house,-i. e., God'3 
family ; the elder getting converted before he lost 
his infantile conversion, like the prophet Samuel, 
John the Baptist, Timothy, and your humble servant; 
never getting out, but happily converted before he 
lost his infantile justification; whereas his junior 
brother, unfortunately got out, going from bad to 
worse till he reached the hog-pen, the next station t-:.i 
hell, when he was gloriously reclaimed and brought 
back to his father's house in which he was born; 
thus, irrefutably establishing the theological fact 
that every converted sinner is a reclaimed back
slider, having been born a ChristiAn and so remained 
till he reached accountability, committed known sin, 
and became a backslider, exposed to wrath and hell, 
despite the dying love of Jesus and redeeming grac~ 
of God which brought him into the world justified 
on heaven's chancery, freely for Christ's sake alone, 
and regenerated by the Holy Spirit, responsively to 
that justification, as He is never delinquent in His 
work; but always re_;ldy to execute a new creation, 
the very moment the law is satisfied. 

( t) Hence you see, every human being is born 
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into the world freely justified by the grace of God 
for Christ's sake alone; and harmonically with that 
justification, regenerated by the Holy Spirit. God's 
time for conversion is antecedent to the forfeiture of 
our infantile justification, as He has so abundantly 

· · redeemed the whole human race as to preclude the 
apology for a solitary sinner on the face of the whole 
earth, much less the damnation of a single soul. 
How deplorable the ignorance of preachers, teachers, 
and parents concerning this fundamental truth of in
fantile Christianity, and the gracious possibility of 
getting them all intelligently converted before they 
ever backslide and become sinners I Such will be the 
normal condition of things when the Millennium 
ushers in; the devil arrested and cast into hell, his 
rr.trrmidons all driven from the earth, and the glory of 
the Lord flooding the world as the wa!ers inundate 
the sea, when He shall have dominion over river, sea, 
and shore, far as eagle's pinion, and dove's light wing 
ca.n soar. 

( u) This is the grand and unanswerable argument 
in favor of infant baptism, as the-ordinance is only 
for Christians, no right to give it to a sinner, and 
Jesus settled the question, appertaining to the Chris
tianity of every infant when He took them in His 
arm,s· and certified, "Of such is my kingdom," at the 
same time telling the grown people that unless they 
got converted and became as little children, they 
should in no wise enter the kingdom, thus showmg 
up the infants, the paragon citizens of His kingdom, 
and assuring us that we must all become like them. 
I baptize adults on their profess'ion of conversion, 
but the infants on the testimony of our Savior, who 
vouches for them. 

(v) I was preachin_g in an Idaho City, in a holi
ness church, and the Lord was signally blessing my 

. l 
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labors, saving and sanctifying the people, and they 
concluded to have a baptism, availing themselves of 
my service, as their pastor was not ordained, conse
quently he notified me to give them a baptismal serv
ice, stating that a number of his members who were 
converted and sanctified, desired to glorify God, in the 
holy symbolical ordinance, and some infants would be 
presented for dedication to the Lord; at the same 
time requesting me not to preach on infant baptism, 
giving as a reason that his leading member was a 
B~tist preacher, who had written me two letters to 
get me to come, in one of which, he had sent me a ten 
dollar bill to help defray my traveling expenses. 

( w) I told him all right, I would not preach on 
it, but when I proceeded to administer it to the adults, 
I stated to them that baptism was the Lord's mark on 
his sheep, and I had no right to put it on Satan's goats. 
Consequently I administered to them the vows, re
sponsively to which they testified to a happy conver
sion and a triumphant sanctification, and then I pro
ceeded to ·baptize them on their professions, as the 
Holy Spirit only witnesses to my spirit, that I have 
passed from death unto life, from the power of 
Satan unto God, received forgiveness of sins, and an 
inheritance among the sanctified by faith, which is in 
Jesus, and does not witness to me in behalf of others; 
leaving me to receive their testimonies and govern 
myself accordingly, as I -cannot know the invisible 
interior, hut only diagnose external phenomena. 
When they brought the babies for baptism, I · ob
served, Now the case is quite different in reference to 
the infant, as our Savior so lovingly vouches for 
them, taking them in His arms and certifying, "Of 
such is my kingdom ;" thus not only testifying to theiP 
citizenship in the kingdom, of which baptism is the 
badge ; but ever honoring them with the paragonship; 
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certifying to the adults that they cannot enter unless 
they "be converted and become 'as little children." 

(x) As water baptism is the mark of God's sheep, 
it is certainly pertinent ·to the lambs; and you cannot 
withhold it from them, unless you deprdbatize,-i. e., 
unsheep them, as probation is the Greek for sheep 
and consequently deprobatize means to take all the 
sheep out of the _lamb, in which case you would have 
no lamb left, as there is nothing but sheep in the lamb, 
no dog, hog, calf, or donkey, nothing at all but sheep; 
consequently, the man that marks hi;; sheep never · 
does leave out the lambs. 

(y) I then proceeded to put the Lord's mark on 
the babies, when first of all, that Baptist preacher 
came hugging his fine boy baby of one year in his 
arms for baptism; getting me into an awful puzzle as 
he was my right hand man, and my trunk was in his 
house. I was seized with the perplexing soliloquy, Is 
it possible, this Baptist preacher has a twin brother 
looking just like him? as the pastor's admonition had 
utterly disqualified me to lodk for him in the invita
tion to bring the little ones to the Savior in His ordi
nance qf holy baptism. Yet despite my perplexity I 
proceeded to do my duty, unhesitatingly baptizing his 
brilliant boy; following the ceremony with a brief, 

·fervent prayer to God, to put His hand on him, make 
him a preacher of the glorious, everlasting Gospel in 
the heroic succession of his noble father, giving him 
many days on the earth to blow the silver trumpet, 
while his glorified father shall play on his golden harp 
among the angels in the bright upper world; ·when 
the Lord in His condescending mercy turns down a 
grand heavenly landslide, inundating the father's soul 
with a glorious Pentecostal shout, he leaping tri
umphantly around over the house and praising Go1 
with a loud voice. 
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( z) I was called to an Indiana city while on duty 
in Cincinnati, to serve a little holiness church, accom
modating only about one hundred auditors; when the . 
pastor appealed to his brother in charge of the great 
and commodious Methodist Church, for the latter 
place.,giving as a reason the incapacity of his house to 
accommodate the people. He unhesitatingly re
sponded that he was glad of the opportunity, as he 
was acquainted with me, throwing wide open the 
doors for our meeting. I always unfurl the banner 
of perfect freedom to all the people who attend m,y 
meetings, to speak out, ad libitum or in a written 
question, appertaining to everything and anything 
they want to know about the Hply Bible, Holy Land, 
and Holy experience, constituting the Jacob's ladder, 
up which we climb into the Holy heaven; as I am so 
anxious to help the dear pilgrims all I possibly can 
in .their journey from the city of destruction to the 
New Jerusalem beyond the stars, where the wicked 
cease from troubling and the weary are forever at 
rest. Among the many questions propounded verb
ally and literally, it so happened they superinduced a 
thorough exposition of baptism, typical and antitypi
cal; subject, mode, design. With great delight I 
answered all their questions from God's infallible 
word. As immersion is not in the Bible, Old or New, 
nor any other word having that meaning ever used 
a single time for baptism; ka.th<11ridzo (Matt . . 18: 6), 
and baptidzo ( 1 Tim. 5 :9) both mean to immerse, and 
are the only words used in the Bible which have that 
meaning, and neither of them are ever used for bap
rism; the Latin Bible, having been translated out of 
the original in the Apostolic age, with the indorse
ment of the inspired twelve, immerse, being a pure 
Latin word, immergo, and if that had been the Apos
tolic practice it would abound in the Latin Bible, but 
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is never used a single time, on the contrary abluo; 
which simply means a purification, synonymous with 
the Greek baptidzo, the only word used in the Latin 
mble to define the institution practiced by John the 
Baptist and the Apostles ; these are the facts abun
dantly corroborating the paganistic origin of immer
sion, this day a!bundantly confirmed by the fac(which 
I have seen with my own eyes while preaching to the 
heathen, who everywhere use it, to wash their sins 
away, vainly thinking that the mortal body is the sin
ner; so deeply and universally convicted by the Holy 
Spirit for their own sins, whose superabounding pres
ence they painfully realize, and at the same time ut
terly ignorant of Him who alone can take them away, 
pursuant to the preaching of their own priests, who 
preach precisely what Campbellites, Mormons, and 
Catholics do in this country, water baptism for the 
remission of sins, believing that holy water has the 
power to wash away sins; the Ganges and Indus, 
great and beautiful rivers are holy and have the 
power to wash away sins; and as multipljed millions 
live remote from these rivers, they have, with great 
labor, excavated holy tanks, which they fill with 
ordinary water from the nearest river and the priests 
consecrate it; assuring them that it is l'ike that of the 
Ganges ancL Indus, the moment they consecrate it. 
While they preach the same heresy characteristic of 
preachers, prophets, and priests in Christendom, 
they are consistent in the fact that they exhort the 
people to get immersed every time they sin; thus 
keeping them at it forever, many a devout Hindu, 
going under the water a myriad times in this life ~o 
wash his sins away. It is gross materialistic infidel
ity, excusable among the benighted heathen, but 
without an apology in this land flooded with Bibles, 
and leaving the people as well as the preachers with-
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out excuse. The Bible mode of baptism, specified 
over and over in both Testaments, is a simple affusion, 
(Ezekiel 36 :25), "I will sprinkle clean water upon 
you, from all your filthiness, and from all your idols, 
I will cleanse you. A new heart I will give unto you and 
a new spirit will I put within you, take away your 
stony heart, and give you a heart of flesh," thus speci
fying conversion and sanctification twice over, so no 
one can fail to see these two grand sine qua nons, we 
must have or make our bed in hell; at the same tim~ 
symbolizing both of these stupendous works of grace 
by sprinkling clean water on you. Isaiah 52 : I 5 says, 
"So shall he sprinkle many nations," certifying the 
baptism of all Israel by water, poured on them from 
the douds, thus God himself the administrator as they 
passed through the sea. Moses also sprinkled all. the 
people at the tabernacle door, on the ratification of the 
Sinaitic covenant, three millions of them. Hebrews 
9 :19, certifies that he baptized them all, as washings 
in that verse is baptism in' the Greek. 

(a) When I had answered the question in the 
honesty of my soul, not giving them my own word, 
but that of the Infallible1 who will judge us in the 
last day, the pastor came to me in deep trouble, 
stating that whi:le he ha:d been much edified and be
lieved every. word I had said, he believed I had · 
ruined his work with his Baptist brethren, as they 
were present and he did not know what to do. I 
exhorted him to let the Lord have the whole matter, 
and rest easy, assuring him that He would manage 
it. In a few days the great camp opened on the 
holy mountain, and the pastor of the holiness church 
in that city came along, bringing with him a copy of 
the city paper in which my humble service was writ
ten up in extenso, stating that the people were much 
edified, and appreciated the wonderful liberty and 
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free inquiry, which they much enjoyed; especially on 
the controverted baptismal question, which had been 
investigated more thoroughly than they ever had heard 
before. They received much new light and were 
praising the Lord for sending your humble servant 
to the city who had served them so faithfully and 
lovingly as a Biblical exegete; when to our surprise 
the signature to the article was that of the leading 
man in the Baptist church; beautifully showing up 
the great fact that we should always be ready to give 
the people God's answer to all questions, riddles, and 
colossal conundrums, which perplex so many faith
ful and honest pilgrims; and which Satan's false 
prophets, so ingeniously may manipulate, to the de
lusion and destruction of many souls. 

(b) N .. B. It is a notoriou~ fact that all the 
heresies manipulated by Satan's false prophets in all 
lands, to the appalling detriment and damnation of 
souls, are founded on wrong translations, statements 
which crept into the Bible during the Dark Ages, a 
thousand years, meanwhile, not one man in a thou
sand, nor one woman in twenty thousand could read 
or write; while ignorant, superstitious priests had 
ful1 reign; dark sacerdotalism, unrestricted, actually 
running riot; and the priests-, who could invent more 
ceremonies, considered the smartest. 

( c) Whereas all the Baptist baptistries of the 
Apostolic Age were simply stone basins, chiseled out 
in the end of a pillar about waist high, and containing 
as much water as an ordinary wash basin, entirely too 
small for an immersion, showing that it was not the 
Apostolic practice. During the Dark Ages, while 
there was no learning, and priestcraft was all the go; 
the heathens having poured in by the millions under 
Constantine, magnified baptism harmonically with 
their heathen rites, and the Church, so often troubled 
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with the Arian heresies, denyii;ig the_ divinity of 
Christ, adopted the triune muners1on, dipping 
you in the name of the Father, right side downward· 
then lifting you up, turning you round, dipping you 
left side downward in the name of the Son; then 
turning you face foremost, and dipping you in the 
name of the Holy Ghost; all in a state of utter nudity, 
as they said there was no authority to baptize the 
clothes; Christianity thus having become a secret so
ciety as one of the results of the awful midnight on 
the world; deacenesses waiting on the women, and the 
men only serving the brothers. They built houses in 
which to administer baptism and of course using bap
tistries large enough for immersion, which are still 
to be seen in a state of ruin; whereas all in the Apos
tolic Age were too small for doing anything but the 
Bible mode of sprinkling. 

CHAPTER II 

RENOVATION 

In the known economy of God's wonderful re
demptive scheme, His glorified Son has made the tri
umphant run on the devil, who captured us all in fallen 
Adam, as there never was but one creation, and that 
was Adam, Eve no exception, as she was but a trans
formation of Adam's rib, which had been created, 
when God formed _him out of the dust of the earth, 
and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and 
he 1became a living soul, hitherto being an animal, the 
very highest order, his gjgantic intellect, giving him 
the pre-eminence over all. God imparted to man his 
own ruach, i. e., spirit, consisting of the conscience 
which is the medium of conviction; also the will which 
is the medium of conversion; and the affections which 
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are the medium of sanctification; thus making him a 
trinity in his own felicitous similitude, "Righteousness 
and true Holiness" ( Eph. 4 :24), and in him having 
thus created every human being, of course, not per
sonally, but seminally. Therefore when Satan slew 
him in his Eden battle, he seminally killed the human
race, substituting his own spiritual death in lieu of 
the blessed divine life, which God had imparted to 
Adam; thus achieving the greatest victory of the ages, 
so that if nothing had been done this world could 
never have been anything but a hell-feeder, a hog-pen 
in which to fatten souls for the barbecues of the pan
demonium. 

( d) Oh, what a wonderful victory our glorious 
Christ achieves over him, as he redeems us per
sonally, whereas the fall was seminal; thus triumph
antly tossing his Gospel lasso over the neck of every 
human soul, the very moment personality supersedes 
fetality, which is five or six months antecedently to 
the physical birth; thus triumphantly recapturing 
every human soul far back in the prenatal state, and 
superinducing the spiritual birth in the kingdom of 
God with a shout of victory over the world, the flesh, 
and the devil, wherever a child is born, whether in 
a palace or a mud hut; in a camp-meeting or an army 
barrack ; in a godly home or a 'brothel, that soul 
comes into the world, justified on heaven's chancery, 
for Christ's sake alone and resurrected by the blessed 
Holy Ghost, so Jesus takes it in His arms and cer-
tifies, "Of such is my kingdom." 

( e) It is a consolatory fact, that -the greatest 
preacher that the world has seen since the Apostolic 
Age, 'George Whitfield, was born in a brothel, without 
a father to pay for a piece of bread for him to eat; 
that wonderful man, who took the English-speaking 
world for his parish, crossing the ocean seventeen 

• 
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times, holding the multitudes spell-bound on either 
side; for amid the dense population of the whole 
world, no house was competent to receive his audience. 
Therefore standing on a scaffold in a ten-acre field, 
fifty thousand people came to his appointments and 
listened spell.Jbound for two solid hours while his 
trumpet voice reached efficiently that mighty host ; 
conviction knocking them down, and they praying 
through, and rising with shouts of victory, finally 
honoring our great Yankee-land with his consecrated 
d,ust this day in a rural cemetery hy a Baptist church 
where the beautiful Merrimac leaps into the great 
Atlantic, awaiting the first trumpet which Gabriel 
will roar, waking up the saints of the Bridehood to 
fly with shouts of victory, robed in their transfigura
tion glory, to meet the Lord, descending on a white 
cloud, accompanied by His mighty angels; even now 
so nigh, the lunar chronology making the trumpet
blast overdue sixty-nine years, the calendar twenty
seven years, and the solar, used in our country, mak
ing it due A. D., 1923. Methinks I hear the clatter 
of His chariot wheels, coming down over the starry 
pavements, and the roar of the archangels' trumpets, 
just back of the cerulean highland where my soul 
awaits in longing anticipation the delectable transi
tion out of mortality into the blessed and gloriods 
immortality, which will accumulate new splendor 
through the flight of eternal ages. 

( f) God's time for the conversion of every soul 
is antecedently to the forfeiture of infantile justifi- . 
cation, when it would simply consist in turning the 
little one around and introducing it to our blessed 
heavenly Father; as the glorious Holy Spirit so 
wonderfully used mty shouting Methodist mother, 
who took me on her lap before she had taken off the 
baby clothes, and preached the Gospe1 to m.e with tho 
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Holy Ghost sent down from heaven; at the same 
time telling me that she had given me to the Lord 
for a preacher, and He had received me, and she had 
heard from heaven that I would live long to preach 
the unsearchable riches of Christ, and when the world 
was on fire, shout with the angels in the air. I was so 
electrified by the thrilling news, I could stand it no 
longer; but hustled down from her lap to run out 
and hunt up the children to tell them the good news, 
three sisters older than myself, whom I found play
ing in a fence corner, and broke to them the electri:
fying tidings, "I am a preacher." They all gave way 
to uproarious laughter, transcendently tickled to 
think the baby was claiming to be a preacher ; their 
hilarity in due time subsiding into commiseration for 
the poor little ignorant baby, to think he was a 
preacher. Therefore they proceeded to correct me 
saying, "W1llie you're no preacher, you can't preach 
at all." I did not believe that my mother could -tell 
a lie or make a mistake, therefore I heroically stood 
my ground, straightened up, leaned back, and ges
ticulated oratorically, "·I am a preacher, for mother 
says it," and I thought that settled it world without 
end. Therefore I preceeded, "This fence corner 
will do for the meeting house and you the congrega
tion and myself the preacher, so we will have the 
meeting now," meanwhile turning loose on them with 
all my might, I actually preached conviction on them 
till they !became serious and attentive. I became 
happy and heard the call to preach, which has never 
ceased to ring in my ears ; the children in the home 
and the neighborhood recognized my clerical atti
tude from that memorable hour, as we often had 
meetings, not for mockery, but in good earnest; my 
infantile. conversion thus fortifying me against Sa
tan's black lasso and keeping me from contracting 
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wicked habits, which are the devil's robbers, to spo'li
ate you of the heavenly patrimony God gave you the 
moment soul and body united and constituted per
sonality far <back in the prenatal state. 

(g) Condemnation is supervenient· from per
sonal transgressions, as the Bible rings, alpha! and 
omega!, in rolling thunder, focalized ( Ezek. 18 :4, 20), 
"The soul that sinneth it shall die." Therefore no 
one can commit a known transgression of the 
law and retain spiritual life. Under the reign 
of Satan, which began with the fall and will continue 
till his dethronement (Rev. 19 chapter), arrest (Rev. 
21 :4), and ejectment into hell, he has been so pre
dominant as to recapture nearly all the people after 
the prenatal justification in heaven and regeneration 
wrought by the Holy Spirit in the heart; thus again 
dragging them into captivity; e. g., the prodigal son 
and all others who voluntarily leave the father's 
house, in which, by the wonderful vicarious, substi
tutionary atonement of our wonderful Savior, every 
son and daughter of Adam's ~ace is born into the. 
world a citizen of God's kingdom, actually a member 
of His family as you see abundantly illustrated in 
the case of the two sons, comprehensively represent· 
ing the entire human family ; the overwhelm!ng ma
jority, so long as Satan sits on the throne, going away 
in the track of 1:he younger brother into sin, misery, 
pauperism, and degradation; meanwhile not a few in 
the track of the elder brother, who had the good for
tune to get turned around and introduced to the heav
enly inmates of ·the father's home, antecedently to 
the forfeiture of his infantile justification; as the 
prophet Samuel, John the Baptist, the Apostle Tim
othy, your humble servant, and many more that I 
have actu~1ly seen happily converted i'n my own 
ministry of sixty-two years, before Satan succeede\i 
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in his stygian manipulations to eclipse the light of in
fantile justification and regeneration, by the projec
tion of ·his black pinion, eclipsing the 'beatific efful
gence of the glorious Sun of Righteousness, which so 
gladdened my infantile heart under the ministry of 
my sainted mother, thus fortifying me against the 
seductive temptations incident to childhood and youth, 
and solving a problem which now puzzles the world. 

(h) This problem is my superabounding labor, trav
eling and preaching more than any other person you ever 
saw; this being my one hundred seventy-first book, hav
ing taken four journeys around the historic world, and 
crossed this continent immemorially, as well as from the 
Gulf up into British America. It is because I never 
blighted the innocency of my childhood nor obtunded 
the brilliancy of my boyhood, nor impeded the 
buoyancy of my youth, nor refrigerated the enterprise 
of young manhood, running after the devil, sowing 
wild oats, preparatory to a hell-harvest through all 
eternity as millions do, the vigor now enjoyed at the 
age of eighty-two, in the providence of God normal 
to abstemious habits, never having tasted coffee in 
my life,-using no tea, tobacco, nor any narcotics, all 
of which operate on the body and minCl, like the whip 
and spur on the horse, stirring him up to greater 
speed but wearing him out the sooner. When I 
crossed the Atlantic on my last outward-bound tour 
at the age of seventy-eight, my comrades (all holiness 
preachers) charged me to put the brakes on them 
when we reached terra firma, lest they walk me down. 
I thanked them for their kind sympathy with my 
seniority, thinking I would need it; but we had not 
been on land two hours till they were all putting the 
brakes on me and telling me not to wal:C off and leave 
them. Then they held a council among themselves 
and organized to keep together; interviewing each 
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one as to the velocity of our locomotion; saying 
nothing to me as they knew I could go as fast as any 
of them desii:ed. . 

(i) Jerusalem means possession of peace, as it is 
the most impregnably fortified city by nature and art 
of <thy on the earth; actually the safest place this 
side of the pearly portals, so great Rome with all the 
world at her command had to lbesiege it seven years, 
under command of the Emporer in person; Gallus 
Celceus, having been appointed to prosecute the siege 
and did his best two years, and gave up in despair; 
when Vespasian, venerable with years, leaving his 
golden house in Rome, which he never afterwards 
saw, coming to Jerusalem and pressing the siege two 
years longer with all the resou11ees the world could 
command, was called to his account with God ; his 
son and successor Titus, pressed it hotly three years 
longer and finally took it. Jerusalem has endured 
seventeen sieges and been destroyed seven times. The 
New Jerusalem whither we are bound has never smelt 
gunpowder nor felt the stroke of a Roman battering 
ram. 

(j) The term "old" is never applied to God, hut 
Ancient of Days recognizing His existence from all 
eternity, yet infinitely remote from the very possibility 
of infirmity or deficiency of any kind. This world 
was a blooming, fructuous paradise and would have 
remained· so· forever, had Satan's cloven foot never 
entered, all of whose epithets, (Greek) Diabolus and 
Apollyon, (Hebrew) Abaddon and Satan, with the 
English Devil, literally mean destroyer, which is his 
work. Consequently his people do not live out half 
their days; all you have to do with him; trending to 
destruction whether material qr spiritmcl., There
fore the term "old" in the Bi!ble has technically a 
Satanic signification, when the devil captured Adam 
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and Eve so triumphantly in his first baJttle, slaying 
them both with the first round of ammunition directed 
against their physical being; thus economizing two
thirds of his ammunition, which he would have used 
if necessary; as it appertained to their intellectual and 
spiritual beings ; whereas in his war against Adam the 
Second, who espoused our cause, and consequently 
had to forego our temptation he lost all his am
munition; 'beginning on Christ with the physical, 
tempting Him to illegitimately satisfy His · hun
ger; but signally failing, as a single stroke of the 
two-edged sword,-i. e., God's word, always downs 
him ; then proceeding to assault his human spirit, 
tempting Him to leap from the pinnacle of the temple 
presuming on God t<" take care of Him; thus adroitly 
manipulating to vitiate His faith by his own hellish 
presumption, in which He would have lost His hold 
on God; another stroke of the sword signally defeats 
him, when finally he assaults His gigantic intellect, in 
a cunning attempt to side-track Him with human am
bition to rule the whole world, on condition that He 
would recognize his divinity, which he has always 
claimed, and is now recognized by the great majority 
of Christendom, who preach a sinning religion, none 
other than Satan's counterfeit, "He that committeth 
sin is of the devil" (I John 3: 8), again Christ gives 
him the sword, which winds up the war, because the 
devil had no more ammunition and could not shoot 
any more; having, in case of Adam the first, gloriously 
triumphed in the first round and saved two-thirds of 
his ammunition; but in case of Adam the second, for
tunately for us, used it all, and lost it all, consequently 
let us tip our hats to the devil, leave him forever and 
take Jesus for everything. We have but one job left 
and that is shouting; because the devil has already 
used up all his anummition and may ransack all hell 
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to raise a load for his gun and cannot do it. Jesus 
never needed that victory for Himself, He fought and 
won it for you and me, therefore it is for everybody 
who will go out of ·business with the devil, world 
without end; and take Jesus for everything. Reader, 
will you do it? 

CHAPTER III 

EXPURGATION 

Wbereas the whole world was captured by the 
devil, and has participated his oldness, and is fortu
nately included in the ·redemption, so this earth will 
be regenerated in the ingress of the millennium, and 
be sanctified by fire at the close of that dispensation; 
thus completely renovated and made new forever, so 
it will never be this "Old World" any more; but this 
"New World", brightened from pole to pole with the 
victories of Calvary; will be the delight of the angels 
and redeemed spirit~, shining and shouting through 
the roll of eternal ages and never get old. 

(k) In regeneration, the Holy Ghost creates the 
life of God in the heart, but it is like the cotton sprout 
which springs up with the old seed, which must be 
eliminated or it can ·never develop and produce a crop. 
I was reared amid great oak forests, acorns every
where, young sprouts coming up in the spring, each 
one with the old acorn on top, which, when but a · 
little boy and in perfect sympathy with everything 
and never maliciously interrupting anything, I would 
pick off with my fingers to help the little trees in 
their growth. If the Holy Ghost did not give you 
the divine life in that old fallen soul, you never could 
have received· it. This is His glorious work in re-
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generation. Yet the old nature, which Satan put in 
you through fallen Adam (Ps. 51: 5), 

"Lord, I am vile, conceived in sin, 
Born unholy and unclean, 
Spring from the man whose guilty fall 
Corrupts his race and ruins all." 

This old Methodist song has been ringing round the 
world nearly two hundred years, and that wonderful 
scripture, "I was shapen in iniquity, and in sin did my 
mother conceive me," corroborated by the plain mono
syllable, "death" throughout the Bible, forever set
tles the problem of human depravity, which we cal}not 
take to heaven with us (Heb. I2 :I4), "Without sanc
tification no one shall see the Lord." That word in 
the original, hagkulzo, literally ~ans to take the earth 
out of you from gee the earth, and alpha which is the 
great negative in the Greek language. Ephesians 
5: 26, defines the same word by catharidzo, which has 
no other meaning in the Bible or anywhere else but to 
purify. Our Savior (Luke II :38) uses that word to 
define baptidzo, showing up the fact that baptism has 

-no other meaning but a purification and is perfectly 
synonymous with sanctification, as they are both de
fined by that strong word catharidzo used so fre
quently in the Old Testament, denotative of their 
LeviticaL purifications, as to superinduce on the part 
of Biblica1 exegetes, the current use of catharism, ex
pository of those bloody rites and ceremonies, con
stantly used in the teipple service, as their dispensa
tion was ceremonial, its use in the New Testament is 
the verification of all those symbolic rites and cere
monies, in the expurgation of all impurity out of the 
heart, by the cleansing blood shed on Calvary, applied 
by the Holy Ghost, the omnipotent agent of one glor-
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ious interceding Lord in heaven, who pours Him 
down .upon us when He baptizes us; thus using Him 
as His omnipotent agent, heaven's great Laundryman 
applying the panacea of all the pollutions wrought in 
the heart by Satan, through fallen Adam our federal 
head transmitted to us; this powerful elixir, symbol
ized 'by the potent alkal'ies and soaps used in our great 
laundries in the removal of all impurity out of the 
garments committed to them. 

(1) The old creation, in the spiritual realm is syn
onymous with the old man of sin(Rom. 6: 6), there 
denominated the body of sin, crucified and destroyed 
by the baptism Jes us gives (verse S), therefore we 
are buried with him lby baptism into death, not into 
water, and not the human body at all, but as there 
specified, the body of sin,-i. e., the old man of sin, 
called old because he is as old as the devil, your mor
tal body not old at all, but of ·yesterday. The sin 
personality, the old nature in you must be utterly de
stroyed if you ever pass the warly portals into the 
City of God (Rom: 6:2), "Kno~ you not as many of 
us as have been baptized in Jesus Christ have been 
baptized into His death?" Hence, you see there can 
be no illusion to baptizing the body with water, as the 
baptism puts you into Christ and not into water. 
Jesus, in fulfilment of John's incessant, emphatic, and 
vociferous preaching, baptized all his disciples with 
the Holy Ghost and fire, thus destroying the body of 
sin, crucifying old Adam, and giving you a dean heart_. 

(m) When this old man is crucified and his body 
destroyed and burned in the atonement of Christ, 
as the word here plainly specifies, then all his memtbers 
die with his body, as they could not survive it any 
more than your hands and feet, tongue and voice, can 
survive the death of your body." Paul repeatedly 
catalogs these members, so that we can know what 
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they are,-e. g., (Col. 3rd chapter), anger, wrath, mal
ice, hatred, jealousy, prejudice, bigotry, animosity, 
envy, pride, vanity, ambition, lust, passion, temper, 
fornication, adultery, lasciviousness, uncleanness, and 
really all the malevolent affections, including every
thing contrary to pure love, mercy, patience, kind
ness, goodness, faith, holiness, •etc. 

(n) Jesus is our paragon; if you are His disciple 
you are like Him, walking in His footprints, reflecting 
his photograph, as you go about doing good. His 
omnipotent grace eliminates all of the old Adamic 
nature out of you, consummating your metamorphis'Tl 
into His own image and likeness, so when Sa~an 
comes to you, he finds nothing in you that belongs to 
him, and not disposed to take anything he has, 
as we read in John 12th chapter, "The Prince of this 
world cometh and findeth nothing in me." 
John Wesley beautifully describes it in his exposition 
of the sanctified experience: "A man insults me and 
instead of feeling anger arise I feel nothing but love, 
they mhke me a liberal collection and instead of feeling 
the love of money arise, I feel the very opposite, all 
this glitter and glare of filthy lucre is naught but van
ity and trash ; as Sheakespeare says, 'Who steals my 
purse, steals trash; It was mine, it is his, and has been 
the slave of thousands.'" Wesley proceeds to say, 
"A woman solicits me and instead of feeling lust rise. 
I feel nothing but aversion and pity; they eulogize me 
and compliment my humble service, instead of feeling 
pride arise, I feel nothing but humility." 

( o) Reader, if you are going to heaven, you must 
get rid of the Old Creation which Satan captured and 
ruined :in the fall. In regeneration the blessed Holy 
Spirit miraculously executes the New Creation in th~ 
heart, simultaneously subjugatipg the old, Satanic na
ture inherited from Adam, our federal head, and man-
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ifesting itself in the malevolent affections, sometimes 
one and sometimes another. These all die with the 
old man of sin, which none but Adam the Second can 
destroy. This He does when He baptizes you, cruci
fying him and burying him in the atonement and leav
ing him there forever. Beware of false prophets, 
which come to you in sheep's clothing but inward~ 
are ravening wolves. They win you by their gen
tility, eloquence, and eulogies,-i. e., bragging on you 
and flattering you, at the same time they devour your 
immortal spirit~ leaving you a painted corpse, your 
heavenly hopes eternally !blighted. Instead of telling 
you the plain truth and doing their utmost to lead you 
to the Savior, who alone can give you a new heart in 
regeneration and a clean heart in sanctification, they 
bury your body in water and palm it off on you as a 
substitute for crucifying the sin personality in your 
heart, and destroying all your evil predilections, giving 
you the victory, a heaven to go to heaven in ; they call 
you a Christian when you are not in a million miles 
of the Christian character which you must have if 
you make sure of heaven and go up to live with Christ 
in glory. 
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CHAPTER I. 

Geography. 

The geography of Asia is magnitudinous in the 
extreme. She hugs the great Indian Ocean, six thou
sand miles long and five thousand miles wide, on her 
bosom, like an affectionate mother, manifesting her 
favoritism for this one, as she has him all alone, with 
no Occidental brother. -

The Old World also has the greatest sea on the 
globe, the Mediterranean, two thousand miles long, 
seven hundred miles wide, and with a coast of 
ten thousand miles, including the inter-sea islands. 
This is really the queen of all the seas, transcendently 
eclipsing them all in magnitude and celebrity, as she 
has been the cradle of ~ll the great empires that have 
ever flourished on the earth, and is really the key to 
the watery world, and the emporium of universal com
merce. 

The reason why, Britain stands at the front is be
cause she owns Gibraltar and Malta, which command 
the Mediterranean Sea. 

The Old World is honored not only with one great 
ocean appropriated to herself alone and hugged tightly 
in her bosom, and the other four oceans, all rolling 
their briny billows against her rock-bound coast, but 
she is complimented with the greatest mountains on 
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the globe, the Himalayas, the largest range m the 
world, and the highest beneath the skies. The Lord 
let me climb it in 1906, ascending by a rack and pinion, 
i. e., with cogs and wheels, running up zigzag to and 
fro, till I reached the city of Darjiling. Two hundred 
and fifty thousand people, dwelling in stone houses, are 
wedged amid the crags and precipices of those huge 
mountains. 

At Darjiling the railroad terminated and we trav
eled equestrian, till we reached a lofty summit from 
which we enjoyed a grand view of Mt. Everest, 29,002 
feet. We traveled in nie night so as to reach Tiger 
Hill, from which we enjoyed this splendid view, pur
posely arriving before sunrise, that we might enjoy the 
unutterable glory of that scene, as it looks like the 
world is all on fire, there really being nothing in sight 
but those snowy summits, which so reflect the sun as 
to appear all aflame. 

From that great world of snow which caps the high
est range on the globe, arise the Ganges and the Jumna, 
the celebrated "holy" rivers of India; the Indus, the 
Irawaddi, and the Bramaputra, all great and beautiful 
rivers, limpid and bright as they flow from this world 
of snow which perennially caps the Himalaya range. 

Mt. Ararat, on whiich Noah's ark rested when the 
flood subsided, is really an isolated member of that 
great range. 

While the Old World is celebrated for the greatest 
mountains, she is also blessed with many great and 
beautiful rivers, among which the Nile, of Egypt, has 
great celebrity through all the historic ages, as that 
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was the first country settled in the world, and the 
semi-annual inundations settles a stratum of fertility, 
rendering the soil inexhaustible and promoting E.gypt 
to historic celebri,ty as the garden spot ·of the earth 
and the granary of all nations. 

The ancients had the trite maxim, "Reperire ca put 
X eili" (to discover the head of the Nile), the synonym 
of an impossibility, as they had settled the matter that 
it could not be clone, arising from the fact that when 
we ascend it above Ethiopia, we reach the cataracts 
and can use a boat no farther. Then when we reach 
the great Sahara Desert, we l}ave thirteen hundred 
miles, without a human residence as there is no soil and 
just the burning desert wash qn either side, and in
fested with wild beasts and dangerous serpents, espe
cially the great boa-constrictor, the circumference 
of an ox around its body and ready to eat you up. 
In view of these difficulties, the ancients gave it up 
as an impossibility to find its source, yet in the last 
century, it was found. 



CHAPTER II. 

Sacred Mountains. 

God, in His majesty and glory, has revealed Himself 
on mountains, thus rendering them eternally hallowed. 
Israel, in her march out of Egypt, pursued by Pharaoh 
and his army found herself confronted by the great 
Red Sea, lofty mountains on either side, with the 
Egyptian army thundering in the rear. Consequently 
they cried to Moses, "W]hat shall we do? Why did you 
not let us alone in the brickkilns and mortar-yards 
where we were born?" He responds, "Stand still and 
see tbe salvation of the Lord." Then he walks out 
before them and strikes the sea with his old shepherd's 
staff, so celebrated for miracle-working. The sea gives 
way, piling up like a bank of earth on either side and 
ievealing the gravel bottom. Then he says, ''Israel, go 
forward.'' Meanwhile that fiery pillar, as it was then, 
moves over the host, shining on them like a noonday sun 
and it takes its place between them and the Egyptians, 
dispensing the brilliant noonday to Israel, and dismal 
midnight to the Egyptians, luminous in front but ut
terly opaque in the rear. 

The Egyptians, who had them hemmed in between 
these mountains and the sea, supposed they had found 
a way of escape, and did not know th~t they were 
on sea bottom. Consequently they heroically pursue 
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them, till they cross that arm of the Red Sea, at that 
place only twelve miles wide. Therefore by the time 
the host of Israel had passed through and triumphantly 
ascended on the other side, and, led by Miriam, the 
sister of Moses, were enjoying a wonderful holiness 
meeting, all testifying and shouting, Pharaoh and his 
army had all reached the middle of the sea, and were 
having much trouble with their chariot wheels coming 
off, and their vehicles dragging in the sand. Then 
Moses stretches out that miracle-working shepherd's 
staff, which he had carried forty years in the leader
ship of Jethro's flocks, and which God had repeatedly 
turned into a serpent, while he was preaching to 
Pharaoh. Reaching it forth over the sea, with the 
same stentorian voice which had divided it on the 
other side, now he commands the waters to return to 
their native abyss, when, with rushing floods, they 
hasten down from either side and thus wrap Pharaoh 
and his army in watery winding-sheets. 

This is one case of immersion we find in the Bible, 
and there the word is not uHd, but the actual event 
transpired, but it was Satan's ~(lple wJio received 
the immersion, whereas the Lord's people were "all 
baptized into Moses in the cloud and in the sea" (I. 
Cor., 10th chap.), but it was done by effusion, "The 
clouds poured out water" (Psalms 77). Whereas the 
word immersion is not in the Bible, the transaction took 
place twice, as in this case Satan's army was immersed, 
and in Luke, 8th chapter, when Jesus was preaching 
in Gadara and so wonderfully saved that legionaire, 
ejecting the ten thousand demons into the herd r , 
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hogs belonging to Satan, after the demons entered 
them they rushed down into the sea and ·were drowned, 
thus verifying the literal meaning of "immergo" (im
merse ), which simply puts you down and leaves you 
there; the im.mersionists cannot find a case in the 
Bible of where the subject is plunged in and then lifted 
out. Therefore the thing they do, which is really an 
immersion, cannot be found in the volume of truth. 
These facts ought to break the awful yoke (water wor
ship), which is so heavy on many of the people that 
they cannot get their eyes off the ·water god so Jesus 

· can save them. 
. 

My testimony to this matter is of infinite value to 
all who will receive it, because I sought sanctification 
nineteen years, in the absence of holiness people to 
help me, having early in that period constrained a 
Methodist preacher to immerse me, thinking the little 
sprinkle they gave me in infancy not enough. Jesus, 
in His mercy, just let me howl on those nineteen years, 
roaring through the wilderness, as He was not willing 
fo go partnership w4tJ1 the water god. After preaching 
fifteen years in , the · howling wilderness, sighing and 
crying night and day for the fulness of God, the vic
tory ·of faith and perfect rest in Jesus, finally the 
water god went into a fog-bank and I've neve1· <Seen 
him since. 'l'hen something happened which I have 
b.een trying to tell these forty-six years, but the job 
is growing on me. 

As "I never can forget how the fire fell, when the 

Lord sanctified me, " thus by sweet experience He 
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taught me the meaning of '' baptidzo,'' a clean heart, 
entire sanctification, in contradistinction to the Camp
bellite humbuggery, with which I had been so long 
bamboozled. 

The sea crossing is glorious at regeneration. If 
you want to get converted, tip your hat to the devil, 
bidding fiim a final adieu, at the same time giving him 
back all your sins, follies and fandangoes, leaving him 
.forever and dashing on at race-horse speed, up the 
shining highway of holiness, which Jesus built with His 
own bleeding, toiling hands, every step from the City 
of Destruction to the New Jerusalem; no toll gate on 
it, no lion nor ravenous beast; perfectly free-for-all. 
There is nothing to do but give up al1 your meanness 
to the devil whence you got it, bidding him an eternal 
good-bye, never to come back. How beautifully is this 
illustrated in the notable sea-crossing of lsrael. 

Moses here is God's mediatol'. and beautifully typi
fies Christ; therefore, sinner, be sure you hear His · 
eomma'1d and obey Him. "Sand still and see the sale 
vation of the Lord.'' You see the sinner does not 
have to go to a Campbellite preacher or a Catholic 
priest and get him to do something, but has only to 
utterly abandon himself to God and take Jesus for ev
erything he needs, open his eyes and behold His mighty 
works. His sins are an awful stormy sea between him 
and Heaven, but God will split it in twain and give him 
an open r(>tld, right through on his way to the land of 
promise:l' 

. When Moses had commanded them to stand still, 
do nothing at all, till he walked ,out and split the sea, 
then he commanded them to go forward. Therefore, 
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when you fully give up to God, and take Jesus for 
everything, He splits the sea, i. e., knocks all of your 
sins out of the way, and you have nothing to do but 
go forward, shouting the victory. 

As Mt. Sinai is on the bank of the Dead Sea, they 
soon came to it; God Himself descending amid smoke 
and fire, thunder, lightning and earthquakes,· and giv
ing them the Law, which had already decided (Ezek. 
]8:4,20), "The soul that sinneth it shall die;" which 
simply means that the sin personality in every heart, 
i. e., the ''old man,'' must die. In regeneration he is 
conquered, bound and imprisoned, but in sanctification 
he is crucified, and his body destroyed, as beautifully 
revealed in Roman 6 :1-6, the normal execution of our 
Savior's baptism arresting the "old man," nailing him 
to the cross till he is dead, and then burying him into 
the death of Christ, as you there read in unmistakable 
inspiration, leaving him there forever. If he is ever 
raised up, ''the last state is worse than the first.'' 

Under the silly delusions of Campbellism, Mormon
ism, Catholicism and, we may add, dead Protestantism, 
instead of having the ''old man,'' i. e., the devil-na
ture in you, envy, jealousy, prejudice, bigotry, selfish-
11ess, self-love, egotism, vanity, folly', ambition, avarice, 
politics, sectarianism, lodgery, lust, passion, temper, 
animosity, divisions, heresies, lasciviousness, impurity, 
adultery, fornication and all the black catalogue em
anating from the bottomless pit and focalized in the 
inbred sin transmitted to every human being through 
fallen Adam; instead of having this heterogeneous 
monster crucified and his body destroyed and buried 
into the death of Christ (Rom. 6 :2), and left there 
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forever in the -receptacle of all uneliminated sin, they 
simply go into the ridiculous humbuggery of taking 
your mortal body alive, and burying it into water. 

This is flatly contradictory of the Scripture, which 
crucifies the. body of sin till it dies and then b.uries it, 
never to be resurrected; whereas Satan's false prophets 
.bury your mortal body alive and resurrect the ·same, 
meanwhile ingeniously manipulating the rabble so as 
to ease their guilty consciences, in the vain delusion 
ihat they have satisfied Rpmans 6th chapter and Colos
sians 2nd chapter, which show positively that the ''old 
man" int.he human heart, i.e., depravity, devil-nature, 
must pe crucified and his body destroyed, till the sin 
in you is actually dead, and that dead body buried into 
th~ death of Christ; the magnitudinous receptacle of 
all sin. At the same time these bold and unequivocal 
Scriptures, by the most intellectual an9- cultured of 
~ll the_ inspired writers, affirm that all who do not 
receive the experience lose their souls world without 
end. 

These poor, ignorant preachers and leading lay
men, actually as ignorant of experimental salvation as 
l~angaroos, with their cultured intellects and eloquent 
speech, deceive the people by wholesale. They will 
have _an awful responsibility when they stand before 
the great white tl;irone. Jesus, in His Sermon on the 
l\Iount, gives us an awful panorama of the popular 
pulpits not only in His day, but' in all ages. Satan has 
been on the throne more than six thousand years, the 
great deceiver, calling and sending his preachers, and 
actually illuminating them and inspiring them with 
human eloquence, that they may win the people for 

--
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swift damnation. Said Jesus, ''Many will say to me in 
that day (fina,l Judgment), Lord, Lord, have we not 
prophesied in thy name, and in thy name done many 
mighty works? Then I will confess unto them, that 
I never knew you, depart from me, ye who work 
iniquity.'' These are preachers standing at the front, 
honored and beloved by' the people, who pour out their 
money so that they live like kings at the top of cre
ation, and yet they are so deluded by the devil that 
they never do wake up to their appalling attitude till 
it is eternally too late. 

Let us follow Jesus only, no guide but the Holy 
Ghost, and no authority but the precious Wiord, re
membering that every tub stands on its own bottom. 
Consequently we cannot afford to follow a fallible lead
er, and why should we want to do so, when we have 
the Infallible, calling us night and day, "Come unto 
me, all ye who labor and are heavy' laden, and I will 
give you rest?'' The true Gospel preacher never says, 
"Come to me" (like Campbellites and Catholics), "and 
let me do something for you or something else,'' but 
they all, in the succession of John the Baptist, cry 
1.loud, "Behold the Lamb of God that taketh away the 
sin of the world,'' i. e., gloriously delivers you from 
everything Satan ever put in you, giving you a clean 
heart, and filling you with the Holy Spirit, here and 
11ow, so you have the shine, the shout and the victory. 

Jesus goes on in Matthew, 11th chapter, and calls 
us to come and receive the second work of grace, after 
we have received the rest of pardon: ''Take my yoke 
upon you, and learn of me; because I am meek and 
iow ly in heart ; and you shall find rest unto your souls, '' 
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i. e., put your neck under the yoke and hold still till 
the Holy Ghost puts in the bow and fastens it with 
the key, so the devil can't get it out. Then you are 
ready for the old Roman salutation, '' Fortunatus sis, 
o homo!" ("Happy art thou, 0 man!") because the 
neck of the omnipotent Christ is in the other bow. 
·rherefore His omnipotence carries the yoke, load and 
you too. Consequently you will soon find yourself 
enjoying a glorious balloon ride with the Lord, mount
ing higher and higher till you sweep through the .gates 
into the New Jerusalem, washed in the blood -of the 
Lamb. 

Our Savior positively forbade His own apostles to 
go and preach under the Holy Ghost dispensation, in
augurated at Pentecost, till they had actually received 
the fiery baptism. If the Church had rigidly stuck to 
that grand Messianic, irrevocable precept from the lips 
of our infallible Savior, the world would have been 
evangelized long ago and the Lord returned on the 
throne of His millennial glory, flooding the earth from 
the rising of the sun to the going down of the same. 

All religion is the experimental work of the Holy 
Ghost in the heart. It is impossible to preach an ex
perience, which we do not have. I preached the doc
trine of sanctification fifteen years, before th& I.Jord 
baptized me with the Holy Ghost and fire, burning up 
the Freemason, the Oddfellow, the college president, 
and the Southern Methodist preacher, and leaving me 
nothing but a voice for God, in the succession of John 
the Baptist, who ignored his own personality, certify
ing that he was only a voice. People are going to Hell 
by millions through the churches for the want of hu-
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man voices; they do ·not need ringing in their ears elo
quent, man-made sermons, nor learned theologieal dis
quisitions, but night and day, '"Behold the Lamb of 
God t'hat taketh away the sin of the world!'' 

The reason why I am doing all I can to get the 
people to enjoy full salvation, and to go and preach it, 
is from the fact that false prophets have literally 
rrowded the world. N. B.-Taking the ordained clergy, 
throughout the whole world, Catholic and Protestant, 
not more than one in fifty has the experience of full 
salvation, and consequently cannot preach it;. they can 
preach the doctrine, but that never sanctifies anybody; 
it only gives them the instruction they need to seek 
the experience. 

Satan achieved the grea.test victory' of the ages 
when he manipulated the churches to ordain and com
mission unsanctified preachers. He is wonderfully wise 
and knows that they will never get anybody into the 
experience. It is simply an indisputable fact that no 
one has a right to preach the Gospel under the pente
costal dispensation, without the pentecostal experience, 
which is the crucifixion of the sin personality; because 
the word which means fifty, was adopted from the fact 
that it took place just fifty days after the Passover, 
and that great camp-meeting was instituted to com
memorate the giving of the law; as the Passover was 
instituted to commemorate their emancipation, which 
was really their national bir.th, as slaves have no na
tionality, simply being property like herds and flocks. 
While the Passover c,ommemorated their emancipation, 
it also brilliantly symbolized their spiritual regenera
tion. In a similar manner, ·Pentecost commemorates . 
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the giving of the law on Mt. Sinai and powerfully sym
bolizes the execution of the law, i. e., the enforcement 
of the penalty, ''The soul that sinneth, it shall die.'' 
(Ezek. 18 :4 and 20.) Therefore no one can be a bona 
fide Christian, till the sin personality is slain, i.e., the 
"old man" is crucified. (Rom. 6 :6.) 

When we preach conviction, i. e., arrest, prose
cute, and prepare to execute the man of sin in the 
human heart, we stand on Mt. Sinai, God furnishing the 
thunderbolts, lightning shafts and earthquakes, while 
we hurl them heroically with all our might. There
fore the Sinai Gospel is the foundation of all real sal
vation, as there· is no conversion without conviction, 
and no sanctification without conversion, and no heaven 
without sanctification. (Heb. 12 :14.) Therefore, if the 
Gospel chain has a missing link, it is no chain. at all, 
simply a few odd links lying around and having no 
power to lift up anything. 

I am an old revivalist, the fiery baptism the Lord 
gave me forty-six years ago having made me a flaming 
eyclone. I have perhaps had more revivals than any 
other man living, in my ministry of these sixty-one 
years. I always took Mt. Sinai for my pulpit, turning 
my humble instrumentality over to God to use me in 
His own way; heroically promising Him to manipulate 
all the thunderbolts, lightning shafts, earthquakes, cy
clones, and volcanoes, which, in His infallible wisdom, 
He might be pleased to give me. I never found any 
place too hard to have a glorious pentecostal revival, 
if the people would let me stay long enough to preach 
conviction down on them, till it would settle like a 
nightmare1 fixing its awful paralysis on every soul, 
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normally superinduced, by the brilliant panorama of a 
bottomless Hell, a topless, Heaven and a boundless eter· 
nity; holding them with a giant's grip and shaking 
them over the livid flames and rolling billows till they 
get their eyes open to see a bottomless Hell coming 
to meet them, interchanged by hallowed glimpses of 
a topless Heaven coming down to greet every humble, 
faithful heart who will leave the devil, fly for refuge 
and cry for mercy. I have often stood on Sinai's pin
nacle preaching nothing but sin, death, judgment, eter
nity, doom, and damnation, till God would rain fire 
from Heaven down on the multitude until they would 
fall all over the house, thus constraining me to open 
the altar, which I had postponed, pursuant to the max
im of Sam Jones, "Never undertake to scald hogs till 
you get the water hot, lest you may set the hair till 
you never can get it off.'' 

Thus reaching a culmination, when everybody 
that didn't really have the victory in their soul, wanted 
!:alvation. I change mountains; leaving Sinai I run to 
Calvary, and climb its rugged summit, on which the 
Prince of Glory died. 

Then the burden like a mountain on my soul crushing 
me down to Hell broke loose and went tumbling and 
bouncing down the mountains till it fell into a sep
ulcher at the base. 

Therefore you iiee I have changed mountains, from 
Sinai to Calvary, and consequently changed my theme, 
no longer preac~ing damnation, but the free grace of 
God in Christ vouchsafed to every broken heart, con 
trite spirit, repentant, believing soul. As on Sinai T 
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preached the terrors of the law till conviction like a 
nightmare settled down on every soul, now I preach 
the dying love of Jesus. Out of a heart flooded with 
Lhe martyr love for every seeking soul. 

''He dies, the Friend of sinners dies, 
Lo! Salem's daughters weep a.round, 

A solemn darkness veils the skies, 
A sudden trembling shakes the ground! 

Come, saints, and drop a tear or two, 
For Him who groaned beneath your load, 

He shed a thousand drops for you 
A thousand drops of richest blood.'' 

Therefore the burden of my soul and my incessant 
proclamation, is the dying love of Jesus. 

"Oh! for this }()Ve let rocks and hills, 
Their lasting silence break, 

And all harmonious tongues 
Their Savio.r's praises speak! 

Angels, assist our mighty joys, 
Strike all your harps of gold; 

But when you reach your highest notes, 
His love can ne'er be told.'' 

The great auditorium is filled with weeping, broken
hearted penitents on all sides, lifting up their mournful 
wails. 

God is never delinquent in a case of this kind, but 
always descends in mercy, unveils His face, and reveals 
His glory, so ''Heaven comes down our souls to greet, 
and glory crowns the mercy seat,'' therefore there is 
a great salvation time. I have seen them sweep into life 
hy dozens, scores, and hundreds, shouting the victory 
as if the bottom had fallen out of Heaven and turned 
down the river of life, with its hallowed floods to inun
date the gardens of grace in all receptive, appreciative 
hearts. 
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Now that regeneration has become a glorious verity, 
certified by .a cloud of witnesses all around ·me, 
I again change mountains. Leaving Calvary I go to 
Zion, where we embark in that notable ten days' pray
er-meeting in the upper room, enjoyed by the 120 over
holding members of the Mosaic dispensation, carrying 
the Church. in her normal succession into the pente
costal dispensation, launched by the Conqueror of Mt. 
Calvary, on that notable day He baptized them with 
the Holy Ghost and .fire, thus superseding the dispen
sation of the law and the prophets by the KingP,om 
of Heaven, preached by John the Baptist and Himself, 
and laboriously prepared in His triennium Bible School, 
in which He indefatigably, at the risk of His life, 
taught His own apostles and qualified them to launch 
the Gospel Church on the great pentecostal day when 
He Himself consummated that glorious achievement by 
the administration of His pr ophesied baptism with the 
Holy Ghost and .fire. So He eliminated away inbred 
sin; so that Peter never again played· the coward, but 
"lived a hero and died a martyr; John and James never 
again wanted the episcopacy in the Gospel Church; but 
the latter was the first of all the twelve to receive a 
martyr's crown, and the former, after living more 
than one himdred years, was honored with a chariot 
ride to glory, as Justin Martyr and Irenaeus (his con
temporaries), John Wesley, your humble servant and 
many others verily believe. 

Mt. Zion was forever memorialized not only by the 
pentecostal baptism of the 120 and multitudes more, 
but by the unprecedented impetus imparted ·to the 
Kingdom of God in the ear th through the instrumen-
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1ality of the blood-washed and fire-baptized thousands 
who radiated from Jerusalem to every point of the 
eompass, wrapping Judea, Samaria, Galilee and all sur
rounding nations in a pentecostal flame which the com
bined powers of earth and Hell have never been able 
to extinguish, though you may rest assured Satan has 
t'ocalized all his artillery for its obliteration. 



CHAPTER III. 

Christ and His Apostles. 

All worlds must eternally doff the glory to tht> 
Old World of this globe on account of the nativity, 
ministry and martyrdom of God's only begotten Son, 
from Heaven descended, to redeem Adam's ruined race 
fiom Satan's deadly grip and Hell's insatiable maw. 

"W1e have in the rescue of Jesus from Herod's cru
elty, a brilliant illustration of the wonderful facility 
with which God beats the devil on all lines. While 
He was the Son of David, heir of the blood royal in ful
filment of the prophecies, He was providentially the 
poorest man in the world, in order that the millions 
down at the bottom of slumdom might have faith in 
Him, which they could not have done if He had come, 
as the Jewish hierarchy anticipated, in royal pomp: 
splendor, pageantry and glory. Therefore, Joseph and 
Mary were actually too poor to furnish him a coat to 
wear when He came into the world (apparently para
doxical now when the world is filled with factories, 
whereas at that time clothing could only be made by 
hand, and was so scarce and costly). Therefore they 
picked up every old rag which they sa·w thrown away, 
diligently washed it, and sewed all together, thus mak
ing a garment for their _son. They were too poor to 
pay for a lodging, and consequently He had to be born 
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in a. stable (I have often been in it, a cave, as many in 
that country were then used as stables and some are 
now). 

You see how God sent the wise men all the way from 
the distant east on their camels, furnishing them the 
guiding star, to hunt Him up and supply to Joseph 
and Mary all the money they needed for that long and 
expensive journey into Egypt, to save the life of their 
Son from Herod 's cruelty. 

Then you see the panorama of Herod's soldiers reck
lessly killing all the boy babies two years old and 
younger, so he would be sure to get the right one, and 
of course to the end of his life felt sure that he had 
killed Him. Thus he fulfilled the prophecy, ''A voice 
was heard in Ramah, Rachel weeping for her children 
and was not willing to be comforted, because they are 
not." Rachel's tomb is there in full sight of Bethlehem 
on the spot where she died when (Benjamin) Benoni 
was born. Of course those infants had a quick passport 
to Glory, the angels hovering around and gathering 
them up the moment the soldiers liberated them from 
their clay tenement. Now contemplate the scene, the 
angels shouting over the disembodied infants· as they 
waft them to glory, and put them in the nursery in the 
celestial metropolis to culture them for usefulness in the 
heavenly kingdom, with ever increasing availability 
through the flight of eternal ages, and the very one 
Herod was after safe in His mother's arms as she sat on 
that stout donkey~ led by J~seph walking by her side, 
making good their journey, far away into the land of 
Ham. 
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The analogy here leads us to continue this thought 
of God's glorious facility and the devil's deUat at 
every point of the compass; making the application to 
Moses, the mediator of the old covenant, thus beauti
fully symbolizing Christ, the real and actual Mediator. 

Since Israel multiplied so paradoxically, seventy
five souls, in 215 years running up to the mighty host'! 
of three millions, no wonder the Bgyptians became 
alarmed lest they would outnumber them some day, 
turn the tables, wallop them under and take the throne. 
Consequently Pharaoh commanded the mid-wives to 
kill every boy baby' when he was born and leave the 
girls alive. Time rolled on and he found them delin
quent in their obedience to his order, and called them to 
account, when they responded that the Hebrew women , 
were so sprightly that the parturition was over before 
they arrived, and consequently the progeny never fell 
into their hands 

Then Pharaoh changed the order, commanding 
them to throw all the boy babies into the river Nile, 
where the crocodiles would immediately eat them up. 

During that order Moses was born, and his father 
and mothe'r kept him three months hidden lest the sol
diers might find him and throw him into the river, re
sponsively to the king's order. When they saw they 
could not keep him any longer, they carefully made a 
water-proof ark of bulrushes, cemented with pitch so 
tightly as to perfectly protect him, and putting him in 
it, obeyed the king's order, which was to put the boy 
babies in the river, but they did it in such a way as to 
&ave his life. 

Wben they put him in the river, his young sister, six 
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years his senior, kept her eye on him in the brilliant 
light of the moon and stars, as there are no clouds in 
Egypt and it never rain8 there; the whole country be
ing amply irrigated by the periodical inundations of the 
Nile. People who have never been there have no idea 
how brightly the sun, moon and stars all shine in 
Egypt; daylight so strong that it conduces to blindness, 
so it is estimated that one out of every twenty people 
is blind; meanwhile the night is almost as bright as 
our day. Therefore little Miriam had no trouble to 
keep her keen eye on her little brother, as he floated 
down the river, till the ark rested against a great rock, 
and above which there was an eddy so the current 
carried it no farther. There the king's daughter comes 
down for her morning bath, accompan_ied by her two 
maid servants, who saw the ark and asked her about it, 
&nd she tells them to go see what is in it. 

When they reached it they raise a shout, "Oh, it is 
a Hebrew baby!" Then she tells !hem to bring it to 
her. There is no doubt but Moses was the most beauti
ful baby in all the world, because the Greek Scripture 
(which I read constantly) says, "He was beautiful 
unto God," i. e., beautiful in the divine estimation. 
As God is the only; perfect judge of beauty, we legiti
mately conclude that he was the most beautiful child 
in the world. 

Tradition says that the princess' husband had lost 
his life in the Ethiopian war and she was a widow and 
the only child of her royal father, and anxious for an 
heir to whom she could transmit the crown; therefore 
she immediately conceived the idea of adopting Moses 
for a son. So she feigned maternity, sending away to 
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regions remote those two girls who alone knew whence 
he came. 

When he was found, his little sister was standing 
by, and the queen asked her to call her a nurse for 
the baby. So Miriam ran and called his own mother;_ 
his father, Amram, of course came along, whom Pha
raoh appointed superintendent of the royal gardens, 
thus giving them both lucrative employment at the 
palace. 

Hence you see how easily God defeats the devil. 
While Pharaoh is having all the boy babies thrown in 
the river and eaten up by crocodiles, lest some one 
would rise and lead Israel out of bondage, at that very 
time he had in his own house the very one who was 
going to give him all .the trouble, and was pouring out 
his own money to pay his own mother and father to 
take good care of him. 

The Old World is so wonderfully celebrated for the 
footprints of God's. own Son, all the patriarchs and 
prophets, apostles and martyrs, that I am anxiously 
bewildered in my selections, in writing these brief 
sketches. We proceed now with the apostles. 

James, the brother of John, and son of Zebedee and 
Salome, was the first of all the apostles to seal his 
faith with his blood, having been beheaded by Herod 
Agrippa. (Acts 12th chap.) 

James the Less, the son of Alphaeus and :Mary, was 
martyred by precipitation from the pinnacle of the 
temple, which did not quite kill him, so they finished 
him with a fuller's club, beating him to death. 

Matthew, the author of the Gospel, received Ethi: 
opia for his field of labor. Going thither, he preached 
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heroically till bloody martyrdom set him free for 
Heaven. 

Mark received Egypt for his field of labor and 
pre~ched faithfully till a cruel mob in Alexandria 
assaulted him, and dragged him through the streets 
until he expired. We now see his tomb when we go 
to that city. Luke, the noble amanuensis of Paul, was 
hung on an olive tree in Greece, when they arrested 
Paul. 

Thomas received India, the largest country in the 
world, as his field of labor, and going thither, preached 
heroically till the Brahmin priests became alarmed lest 
his religion would supersede theirs. Consequently they 
pursued him till they overtook him and hung him up 
between two trees on a cruel bar of iron run through 
his body. 

Jude received Tartary for his field of labor, and 
going thither, preached heroically till he raised a great 
stir and the king diagnosed the matter and pronounced 
him an enemy of the gods and a disturber of the public 
peace, and ordered him to leave his country and never 
come back, and because he would not go, he had them 
hang him up and shoot his body full of arrows. 

Andrew received Armenia for his field of labor, and · 
going thither, faithfully pressed the battle for God 
and souls till the opposition became intense and they 
crucified him on an "x" cross, which is transverse, 
whereas that on which our Savior was crucified was 
upright and horizontal. Therefore the- "x" cross is 
everywhere cognomened "St. Andrews." 

Philip received Syria as his field oP labor, where he 
did his utmost and finally suffered martyrdom at Baal-
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bee, the world's polytheistical capital, the first 4,500 
years, as the word means city of Baal, the sun god. As 
it had enjoyed the honor of religious cosmopolitanship 
so long, they fought Christianity with desperation, 
slaying the Apostle Philip, St. Sophia, St. Barbara, 
St. Cyril, and many others; actually, as history says, 
outraging the Christian virgins, then killing them, cut
ting them up and feeding them to swine; and as the 
hogs refused to eat their flesh they coaxed them by 
mixing barley with it. 

Bartholomew received Ph.rrygia, a wild,, heathen 
country, for his field of labor, whither he went and 
faithfully pushed the battle, till a great hubbub was 
raised among the people and the king, upon diagnosis, 
pronounced him an enemy of the gods and a disturber 
of the public peace, and ordered him to leave and never 
come back. As he did not go, he had him skinned alive. 
I have, seen his gigantic marble statue, holding his own 
skin in his hands, his face on his skin looking perfectly 
natural. 

Simon Zelotes received the British Islands for his 
field of labor, and going thither, preached heroically, 
till he, too, sealed his faith with his blood. That word 
'' zealotes'' means that he was wonderfully zealous and 
full of fire. As he was the Anglo-Saxon apostle, it 
seems that /the fire and dynamite have lingered in those 
countries and accompanied their emigrants into the 
New Wlorld, and are still flashing and spreading over 
the earth. 

Pefer received Italy as his field of labor, and finally 
suffered martyrdom in Rome, on the Campus Martius, 
where his cathedral now stands. 
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Rome took fire A. D. 68, and burned like an ocean 
aflame for several days and nights. Meanwhile Nero, 
the demonized emperor, sat upon a lofty tower, which 
I have seen, and played on his fiddle about the destruc
tion of Troy, thus treating that awfUl calamity so 
lightly as to impress the people that he had ordered 
the conflagration. In order to rid himself of the dire 
accusation, he charged it on the Christians and con
demned them all to die for treason against the govern
ment and heresy against the Roman gods. 

Paul at that time was in Northern Greece and oi 
course they knew he had nothing to do with it, but 
because he was so prominent a leader among the Chris
tians, they sent all the way thither, arrested · him, 1 

brought him to Rome, confined him in the Mamertine 
prison at the base of the Capitoline mountains, formed 
by drilling down through a great stratum and then 
cutting out all around till they formed a large room 
with· no entrance but a circular apehure at the top. 
'rhey used it for the worst criminals against the gov
ernment. While there, it is said, the jailer and his 
household were converted under Paul's ministry and 
a living fountain broke out in the wall; supplying water 
to baptize them. I have drunk from it. 

I have stood in the old judgment hall on the Pala
tine Mountain, where Paul was tried by Nero and con
demned to die. As he was a Roman citizen, the law 
would not permit them to crucify him, consequently 
they- led him away beyond the wall of the city and 
beheaded him. Paul's cathedral stands in that vicinity, 
all the material 'being the finest marble, and it was' 
built at the cost of $55,000,000 and fifty-five years of 
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labor. 
When they executed Paul, the saints pleaded with 

Peter so hard to leave the ci:ty that he reluctantly 
acquiesced. Walking out in the dead of night along 
the Appian Way beneath the twinkling stars, he sud
denly meets Jesus walking rapidly, coming into the 
city. He says to Him, "Domine, quo vadis?" ("Lord, 
whither goest thou1") He responded, "Peter, I am 
going to Rome to be crucified again," and that moment 
vanished out of his sight. Peter, taking the hint, 
returns back and tell the saints that he has met the 
Lord, who notified him that he was to be crucified in 
Rome. -

If you are ever in Rome, as you pass along the 
Appian vVl'.ly south, you will see a beautiful, snowy 
white edifice on your left, with the superscription above 
the door, ''Domine, quo vadis 1 '' a memorial of our 
Savior meeting Peter at that place. 

When they crucified Peter, by his own request they 
turned his head downward, as he said he was not 
worthy to be crucified in the posture of his Lord, be
cause he had once denied Him. His cathedral stands 
on the spot on the Campus Martius, where Peter was 
crucified. His sepulcher is in the center of the c11the
dral in which they show us a gold coffin, said to con
tain his remains. His bronze statue stands near it, his 
toes already worn off by the little friction produced by 
the pilgrims kissing his feet so much. 

John was the only one of the apostles who did not 
seal his fatih with his blood. He was youngest of all 
and outlived them a whole generation, truly the patri
arch of the apostolic church, Paul having been in 
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Heaven thirty years, James seventy years and the other 
apostles along between those two. History follows 
.lohn all the way down to 101 years, when he was at 
Ephesus, too old to get away without recognition, 
but, like Enoch, he was missed and never could be 
found. Many believed that he was translated. 

Why does not the Bible tell us that he was translated ? 
There is good reason for that; John was the last writer, 
and we have no mail line down from Heaven to earth, 
though we have a good one from this world to Glory, 
the dying saints going up incessantly serving as letter 
carriers. So many people know that when I go up, 
which will be very soon, I will bear good word to mul
tiplied thousands awaiting in Glory my arrival to tell 
them about their loved ones in all parts of the earth, 
as God has given me the world for my circuit . 

• 
THE END. 

' 
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. Chapter I. 

OMENS OF HIS PROXIMITY. 

Our Savior· said to the Pharisees and Sadducees, 
"When it is evening, ye say, It will be fair weather, for 
the sky· is red. And in the morning, ·It will be foul 
weather to-day, for the sky is 'red and lowering. 0 ye 
hypocrites, · ye can discern the face of the sky; but 
ye cannot · disce'rn- this epoch.'' (Matt. 16: 2. 3.) 

'· The men 'Jesus was speaking to were living in the 
. midst of . the greatest, and . most momentous epoch the 
world had ever seen_:_wh.en the incarnate God was 
dwelling among men and teaching them the truth by 
which all inust be saved, sancti.fied, panoplied and will 
be judged in that day . . It was the crisis of the age, 
which they should: have -~ecognized and then governed 
themselves accordingly. ; How · strange they co11ld _not 
discern it! The seventy years or Daniel _(Dan .. 9)_ were 
just closing out ( 490 years since the founding of the 
second temple) and the ' sceptre' had already 'departed 
from Judah, fulfilling the ·prophecy of Jacob (Gen. 

1 
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49: 10), which was positive truth that the Shiloh had 
already come. 

While Jesus was a fugitive infant in Egypt, Herod 

died in Jericho, the last of Judah's line, having sat 
upon the throne for nearly thirty-eight yea.rs. When 
Archelaus, the heir of the blood royal, succeeded him 
(Matt. 2), he feared to take the crown until he traveled 
all the way to Rome to get the emperor to put it upon 
his head. He felt 1mre that the emperor would do it, as 
there was no rival claimant, but to his unuttera.ble 
surprise the emperor positively refused, giving no 
reason, because he did not know any; but the true 
reason was, he was obliged to fulfill the prophecy of 
Jacob and take the sceptre from Judah, which put 
an end to the Jewish kingdom, and they have peen 
without a king ever since. When Augustus Cresar 
took away their kingdom, he turned Judrea into a 
Roman province, and then sent a Roman procurator 
to take charge of it. Pilate was sent the sixth in the 
succession. All those facts were before their eyes. 
Their kingdom was gone, because Christ had received 
it, and was right there among them, and they had 
that signal fulfillment of prophecy, patent to every 
Hebrew in all the world. Meanwhile He was filling 
all the country with His miracles, confirmatory of His 
Christhood, and yet they could not see it, and haught
ily rejected Him. 

The great reason they rejected Him was because 
His family was at the bottom of society, by reason 
of their abject poverty; and His town was so poor, 
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ignorant, obscure and disgraceful that it was never 
once mentioned in the Old Testament. It had always 
been so worthless in every form and phase, that to 
be termed a "N azarite" was an epithet of reproach. 
The patricians would not touch a plebian of the 
lowest order. Castism had built an inseparable wall 
between them. Therefore the hierarchy and the aris
tocrasy turned away from Him with disgust. 

Some believed that there would be two Messiahs
one for the rich and the other for the poor-each one 
fulfilling His own line of prophecy. This conclusion 
they reached from the Scriptures, which on one hand 
described Him as Prophet, Priest and King, coming in 
glorious triumph, conquering all His enemies and 
sitting down on the throne of David to reign over the 
house of Jacop forever; and on the other, as a man 
of sorrows and acquainted with grief; despised and 
rejected of men, homeless, friendless, betrayed hy 

\ 

His enemies, outlawed and put to death. 

How strange they could not discern the two events 
-the same Man fulfilling both lines of prophecy at 
different times-first, coming into the world to suffer, 
die and redee_m it by His own blood; and second, 
coming to conquer, to spread His kingdom over the 
whole world (the very kingdom He received when He 
was born, when it passed from Judah's line to Him)
to reign forever over this world and all others, King 
of kings, and Lord of lords; this world having been 
recovered from Satanic usurpation, redeemed, sancti
fied by fire, and reannexed to her place in the celestial 
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bodies, from whence Satan wrested her, in view of 
her annexation to enlarge the dominions of Hell. We 
look back at the Jews (His contemporaries, who were 
too blind to recognize Him), and stand literally be
wildered with wonder to think that they were so 
stupid, while at the same time the great rank and 
file of the Church, this day, are doing precisely what 
the Jews did. They rejected His first advent and the 
people to-day are rejecting His second. While the 
whole world is flooded with omens of His proximity, 
the multitude of the Church, both clergy and layity, 
see nothing to convince them that the Lord is nigh. 

The Lunar Chronology (measuring time by the 
moon) warns us that the rapture of the s·aints is al
ready overdue sixty-four years, and the Lord in mercy 
is waiting for us to get ready. The Calendar Chronol
ogy (measuring time by the planets) warns us that 
the rapture of the saints has already been overdue twen
ty-three years, and the Solar Chronology (measuring 
time by the revolution of .the earth around the sun) 
warns us that the rapture of the saints will take place in 
twelve years from now. Immediately after the rapture 
the great tribulation will set in; all the kingdoms of the 
world will totter and fall (Dan. 7: 9), and the anti
christ, who claims the right to rule all nations as the 
''vicar of Christ'' and the ''vicegerent of God,'' will 
take his place and rule the whole world, ecclesiasti
cally and politically. 

In Nebuchadnezzar's chronological image (Dan. 2) 
you see all human governments rise and fall-beginning 
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with the golden age, followed by the silver, copper, 
iron, a~d finally the utter weakness of iron mixed 
with potter's clay-but all are finally smitten by the 
Stone cut out of the mountain without hands, striking 
it, 'smashing it and filling the whole world, and stand
ing forever. 

This is the glorious Millennium which will immedi
ately follow the tribulation, by which the incorrigibles, 
and the unsavables will be eliminated out of the world· 
-a necessary antecedent to the inauguration of the 
glorious reign of righteousness, peace, love, and holi
ness. (Rom. 14: 17.) The reason why the chronologies 
of the Lunar, Calendar and Solar differentiate slightly 
the time of the rapture, is because the Lunar has only 
354 days in the year, the Calendar 360, and the Solar 
365. Nebuchadnezzar's seven years' insanity, during 
his humiliation and brutalization, was parenthetical 
in his wise and able administration, meanwhile in his 
demented condition he substituted the herds and flocks 
for the nations of the earth, a:ud ruled them in the 
delirium of his lunacy. This symbolizes all human 
governments at their best, simply crazy administra
tions over the nations-running them into war, blood
shed, destruction and ruin. 

In these prophecies a day stands for a year, there
fore N ebuchadn:ezzar 's seven years' insanity was 354 
times 7 which equals 2478 yea;rs; the Calendar Chronol
ogy 360 times 7 which is 2420 years, and the Solar 
365 times 7 which is 2555 years. Human rule suc
ceeded the Divine with the fall of Jerusalem, B. C. 
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587. Now if you will simply add the time, which has 
elapsed since the Christian era, 1911, we have 2498 
years since human governments have had the run of 
the whole world. 

Jesus says in His sermon which He preached on the 
Mount of Olives, on Wednesday afternoon before His J 

crucifhion (Matt. 24-25) that the tribulation period 
will be shortened, in view of its awful severity. No 
live thing would be left on the earth without this 
abbreviation, as a million destroying angels will come 
down with the Ancient of days, to execute righteous 
judgments against the wicked, nations and fallen 
churches. Daniel and John, in Dan. 7: 9 and Rev. 
16: 19, brilliantly chronicle the Armageddon wars, in 
which all the kings will be fighting to recover their 
thrones, which the Ancient of days has shaken down. 
As we know not the amount of the abbreviation, we 
cannot tell how long the tribulation will continue. 
But as we see these prophecies literally heaping the 
world wi~h mountains of the slain and deluging it 
with rivers of blood, and all the chronologies con
currently warning us that the time is at hand, we 
need to be ready. We are living in the time of the 
end, and have every reason to be constantly looking 
for His glorious appearing to catch away His waiting 
Bride, to partake of the Marriage Supper of the Lamb, 
when we will have our final adjudication, revelatory 
of all the work we have done for the Lord, and deter
minative of our official status in the glorious coming 
kingdom. 



Chapter II. 

OMENS OF HIS PROXIMITY AMONG THE 
MOHAMMEDANS. 

The warriors of the False Prophet wrol'l.ght out the 
first two woes (Rev. 9) the first one hundred and fifty 
years; receiving their signal defeat in the battle of 
Tours, France, A. D. 733; and the second fonr hun
dred years, receiving their final defeat in the battle 
of Vienna, Austria, October 12, 1683, on Sunday after
noon, when John Sobieski arrived with his seventy 
thousand Polish warriors, to relieve the strongest city 
at that time in Christendom of three hundred thou
sand Moslems, who were coiled around her like a huge 
boaconstrictor. The Moslems were flushed with a 
thousand victories and confident of another, the most 
glorious of all. They had already exterminated Chris
tianity out of Asia, where it was born; and Africa, 
the first country of its adoption; and Eastern and 
Southern Europe, 'Yhere it was planted by Paul and 
Peter, and their comrades. It was now confined to 
the wild!! of Northern and Western Europe, and they 
felt sure that with the fall of Vienna, the Crescent · 
would drive the Cross out of the world, and bury it 

7 
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in the briny billows of the Atlantic, never to be reljur
rected. 

When they reached the battlefield, John Sobieski 
delivered a war speech, in which he certified his deter
mination to r elieve Vienna, or leave his body dead on 
the :field. At the same time he gave his army the 
battlecry, "Not unto- us, 0 Lord, but unto Thee, be 
all the glory!" With sword waving in the air, he 
led the ass1;1-ult against the Moslems, shouting aloud 
this battlecry, and was followed by his seventy thou
sand warriors at a sweeping gallop. With irresistible 
impetuosity they dashed against bristling spears and 
barbaric battle-axes, breaking everything before them, 
and entering the city. Meanwhile Go.d sent a panic 
throughout the Moslem ranks. It got stronger and 
stronger, until the stampede was general, and they 
were driven before the invincible Poles. Thus the 
boasted Oriental army, under signal defeat, was 
driven back, leaving the very earth groaning with 
herds and flocks innumerable, munitions of war, and 
even vast quantities of gold. and silver. 

During the Crusades, all Christendom had fought 
against the False Prophet, but was :finally so signally 
defeated at the battle of Hatton, on the west coast of 
+he Galilean Sea, by the great Saladin, that they were 
<lriven out of Asia, and have never gotten back, except 
as pilgrims-coming a little while to walk in the foot
prints of Jesus, and then go away with a broken heart 
that His patrimony should be downtrodden by His 
enemies. 
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In this wonderful victory which God gave the 
Christians at Vienna, He broke the back of the False 
Prophet. Since that epoch, a dozen gr~at empires 
have been wrested out of his hands, leaving nothing 
but Turkey, and her in a dying condition. Three years 
ago (1909) Turkey had a great revolution, fortunately 
without much bloodshed. However, the Sultan did 
his best by way of arms to hold his sceptre and retain 
his crown. He signally failed, lost his dominion, never 
to recover it, and became a prisoner in his own palace. 
The remainder of his life he · has nothing to do with 
the administration. The Revolutionary party, den;m
inated th.e "Young Turks," consisting of a secret or
ganization, constituting the CoJUmittee of Union and 
Progress, .really administer the government. How
ever they are not permanently organized and the ad
ministration is going on sub rosa, and liable at any 
time to g.o into chaos and confusion. So the Turkish 
Empire, which has been in a dying condition since 
the fall of Vienna, three hundred years ago, is getting 
weaker all the time. 

In A. D. 643 the False Prophet captureJ the Holy 
Land. Daniel says, ''Jerusalem shall be trodden down 
by the Gentiles 1290 years," which will bring her final 
deliverance in 1924, i. e., twelve years hence. This 
is the Lunar Chronology; the same period is often 
given in Calendar Chronology~1260, which, as you 
see, would run it out in 1894. So we are in the middle 
between these two chronologies. God's clock, which 
is the celestial universe, never varies a second in a 
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century; but human calculations are like everything 
else that man does-encumbered with infirmity. This 
accounts for all the difference in the chronologies. 
But we can see plainly that we are in the time 
of the end, and the prophetic periods are running out 
on us ever and anon. 

From the capture of Jerusalem by the False Prophet 
it was a penalty of death for a Jew to enter the 
Temple, or even the Holy Campus. During the Rev
olution, three years ago, the Holy Campus was thrown 
open to the Jews, and they went in where they had 
not' trodden in 1260 years. They even formed a pro
cession, in which Turks and Jews walked arm-in-arm 
through the Holy Campus. Oh, what a beautiful re
concilation of Esau and Jacob after the controversy 
sweeping down throu.gh the ages! 

The Turks, the descendants of Esau, have always 
claimed the Holy Land, pursuant to the patriarchal 
law, whieh gave the birthright to the firstborn; 
whereas God, by His own intervention, reversed the 
law in this case, giving it to Jacob. That is the 
reason Esau took it so hard-the law was on his side. 

You see the omens of the soon return of Jesus are 
exceedingly favorable among the Mohammedans, who 
have possessed the Holy Land, but now their dominion 
is toppling, and ready to fall. 



Chapter Ill. 

OMENS OF HIS PROXIMITY AMONG .THE 
HEBREWS. 

When the Romans, in A. D. 66-'1'3, denationalized 
and expelled the Hebrews out of their country, be
cause they were in constant revolution under those 
false Christs, the decree was summary in its signifi
cation, making it a penalty of death for a Jew to be 
found anywhere in Palestine, or in any other country, 
traveling with his face toward Jerusalem. In that 
case he was to be ta.ken up and killed. Therefore, 
when they had finished their work of blood and ex
ecution during those awful seven years, selling into 
slavery and carrying into captivity all who had sur
vived the sword, pestilence and famine, long ages and 
generations rolled 1away before any of them ever 
came back. After the fall of the Roman Empire, in 
A. D. 476, and its suppression by the Barbarians, Goths, 
Huns, Vandals, and Heruli,' the Roman edict of 
course having lost its force, they began to come back
only a few now and then-and so, with the roll of 
the centuries a goodly group of them had gathered. 
After the Mohammedans came into possession of the 
land, only fifty years after th~ fall of Rome, they were 
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very rigid with the Jews, knowing that they claimed 
it and loved it, and they watched them with hawk 
eyes. Esau having, pursuantly to Jacob's prophecy, 
broken the yoke from his neck and gotten his patri
mony into hand, was exceedingly jealous lest Jacob 
might slip on him and trip him again as in the. ~ays 
of his boyhood. Consequently; 1n i814, ·they ·p.assed 
laws disqualifying the Jew~ to · citi~enize among them 

- permitting them to come simply as pilgr~rns to see 
the country, and return after . thirty, sixty,. ni:q.ety, 
or at most one hundred. and twenty days. 

In 1885 there were enly 10,000 Jews in all Pales
tine. When I first visited the country, in 1895, there 
were 100,000. When I was there in 1899, there were · · 
200,-000. Again, in 1905, there were so ·many · that we · 
couldn -'t . tell correctly, as no census had been taken\ 
However, in Jerusalem alone, they had an overwhelm
ing majority. In m.y last·visit· (during 1911), I found · 
fifty · Hebrew colonies in · the countr,y, they having 
wonderfully poured in after the Young,Turks dethroned 
the old Sultan and took the government into· their 
hands, two y~iars ago. 

This wonderful trend of -Abraham's children to the 
Holy La:nd is exceedingly ominous that the -Lord .is •· · 
nigh. W e know not a nation on the globe,tQ..-day wh<> · 
have not ·, some ·missionaries. Our Lord tells us, in ' · 
Matthew 24: 14, that He is corning ·back as soon, as · 
we preach the Gospel to every nation, thus' getting · · 
the ·Bride· ready, as He must have her· in every land · 
and clime when He sets up His kingdom; because 
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He is going to rule the world through the instrlimen~ 
tality of the Brid·ehood. (See Rev. 20: 6;) 

The very fact that we know not a nation -in all 
the· earth who have not some missionaries preaching 
the Gospel to them (of course He knows some, or He 
·would be here, according to promise) , and ·that the 
Jews, wl:.o -had stood at the front of the world, were 
relegated to the rear for their unbelief in rejecting 
the Ghrist, will · not receive the Gospel - "until the 
fulness of the Gentiles ' be come in" (Rom. 11), con
firms· a conclusion that it must be very nigh. The 
''Valley-of Dry Bones" (Ezek. 37 ) clearly shows that 
the Jews · will ' be gathered back in their unconverted 
state, yet we .have not a few beautiful examples of 
.r ews converted, and some of them preaching · the 
Gospel. · · 

, " In Jerusalem, while visiting the American Colony, 
f conversed with a very inteliigent Jew that had co'me 
ali ' the way from India, his native land, and identi
fied himself with -our colony in that city. I found 
him an exceedingly zealous and •devout Chrieltian, 
heroically preaching Jesus. Again, in my homewi:trd
bound ruri from Naples to New York, 4,3})0 miles, my 
place at the table was at the s1de of another very -iii· 
telllgent -Jew, highly cultured and preaching the God 
of Israel to everybody he met, but not yet converted 
to Christianity; though feeling kindly toward it, and 
saying nothing against it. He had gone all the way 
from· Manitoba, ·British America:, · and bough't land 
ne·ar Joppa, in ·Palestine. So you se·e they are gathei"'· 
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ing from the ends of the earth, everywhere building 
beautiful stone houses, and putting out delicious and 
valuable fruits all over the country. The prophetical 
historians called it, ''A land flowing with milk · and 
honey, and abounding in corn and wine." 

This. gathering of the Jews is exceedingly ominous 
of Christ's proximity, as the rank and file of them are 
in their unconverted state, and the time of the He· 
brew harvest has not yet arrived; but rest assured 
there is a wonderful rattling among the dry bones, 
as they are coming from every nation under heaven. 
These grand achievements and thrilling epochs crowd
ing on each other superinduce a most indubitable 
conviction that the Lord is very near. 

When Jesus comes to take up His Bride, He will 
in a mysterious way reveal Himself to His own in all 
the earth, and especially to the elect already gathered 
into the Holy Land. It is only the elect who are 
gathered-the non-elect throughout the whole earth 
pushing their enterprises, blind to what does not glis
ten, and deaf to what does not jingle, and running wild 
in the sweep after filthy lucre. Romans the eleventh 
chapter tells us that the time will come when Israel 
will be saved, i. e., af!er the elect remnant has been 
gathered into their own country, and, Zechariah 
(chap. 11) tells us, that during the great tribulation, 
two-thirds of them will fall by the awful desolation 
of the Armageddon wars, eliminating out of the 
world all who will not do for the glorious coming 
kingdom; meanwhile the surviving third will pass 
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th.rough all the terrible, fiery ordeals of persecution, 
coming out intact and unscathed, waving palms 
of victory and singing songs of triumph, to parti
cipate in the grandest honor ever conferred upon the 
sons of men, that is, the reception and coronation of 
their own glorious brother, Jesus, riding down on the 
throne of His millennial theocracy, to set up His 
kingdom, and rQll its conquests to earth's remotest 
bounds, 

"Till He shall have dominion, 
0 'er river, sea, and shore; 

Far as the eagle's pinion, 
Or dove's light wing can sonr." 



Chapter IV. 

OMENS OF HIS PROXIMITY AMONG THE 
ROMANISTS. 

In 1866 Pope Pius IX. convened a vast Ecu
menical Council, gathering five hundred and thirty
five bishops, from every nation under heaven, into the 
Vatican palace, to vote his infallibility-awful blas
phemy, as none but God is infallible. He had to hold 
them four years to get them to do it. Finally, in 1870, 
he succeeded in securing the vote of infallibility. They 
bad made great preparation, with concentric mirrors 
placed all around to reflect the splendor of his person 
into all parts of St. Peter's Cathedral, accommodating 
an audience of fifty thousand. When the time arrived, 
God defeated it all by sending a thunder storm which 
so darkened the elements that they could not use 
the mirrors at all, and had to bring lights to transact 
their business. 

The ink was scarcely dry under their signature 
to the dogma of the Pope's infallibility when Victor 
Emmanuel (the very name of Christ ), the king of Sar
dinia, entered the city with his army and shook the 
Pope down from the temporal throne, ruling the city, 
the kingdoms of Ravenna, of the Lombards and Ostra-
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goths,-constituting the Holy Roman Empire which had · 
been founded by Charlemagne, king of France, in the 
ninth century,. thus taking from the Pope his tem
poral dominions, and he has never regained them. 

When I was there last April (1911) they were still 
pushing ahead the great monument to the memory of · 
Victor Emmanuel, who dethroned the Pope and added 
his dominions to the kingdom of Italy. They have been 
building it sixlteen years and are spending Qn 'i1t 
$11,000,000. 

After Procas, the king of Italy, in A. D. 606, 
crowned Baniface IIL supreme pontiff of all the 
churches, fifty years elapsed before the Pope assumed 
temporal power (the first one in the world's history). 
They say Peter was the first pope. This is utterly 
untrue, as he had been playing on his golden harp 
five hundred years before there ever was a pope. In 

_ Daniel, 7th chapter, three out of ten horns of the 
beast rising up out of the sea (Rev. 13th chap.) fell, 
i.e., the kingdoms of Ravenna, Lombards and Ostra
goths, which constituted the Pope's dominion till 
Victor Emmanuel took them from him, A. D. 1870. 
As fifty years elapsed after the Pope received his 
spiritual kingdom before the assumption of the tem
poral, reasoning analogically, fifty will elapse after 
the fall of his temporal power till he will actually 
be destroyed by the brightness of the Lord's coming. 
(2nd 'rhess., 2nd chap.). Therefore, 1870, plus 50, 
gives us 1920. As the Pope is the antichrist of the 
tribulation (Rev. 17), which must run through before 
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the Lord comes down on the millennial throne, when 
His unutterable brightness will annihilate the anti
christ 's temporal career and precipitate him into the 
lake of £.re along with the False Prophet (Rev. 19tb. 
chap.), therefore in Romanism the omens of Christ's 
proximity are exceedingly obvious. 



Chapter V. 

OMENS OF HIS PROXIMITY AMONG THE 
PROTESTANTS. 

In the Pauline Epistles we have many omens speci
fied, which shall flash out brilliantly on the earth be
-fore the coming of the Lord. 

''Because iniquity doth abound, the love of many 
shall wax cold.'' First, love is the fire of the Holy 
Ghost, and the Protestant churches which were 
launched as fla~ing fires, one and two centuries ago, 
are, in many instances, to-day ice fields or frozen 
poles. Those people who have vitality enough to feel 
the cold are fleeing. They are waking up to the fact 
that if they remain in an ice-bergy church, possibly 
they will be frozen spiritually, too, and so are escap
ing for their lives. 

It is a well-known fact with Arctic explorers that 
when one is in danger of freezing to death, the first 
tendency is to go to sleep, and if they would keep 
the one threatened from freezing, by all means they 
must keep him awake. 

In Dr. Cane's explorations to reach the North Pole, 
when he started with his band, he warned them over 
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and over again not to permit any one who was numb 
with cold to go to sleep, ad assured them that if they 
did, the sleeping one would never awaken in this 
world; and behold, he was the first to begin to nod 
and stagger. They reminded him of his warnings; 
1wtr and over they repeat~d them. H~ begged of the~ 
to run, to beat him, to pull him along-anything, any 
way, but above everything to keep him from going to 
sleep; and it was only by the greatest exertion that 

. they kept him alive until they reached their desti
nation. 

The Methodist churches were launched in a holi
ness revival, John Wesley stating that he had no 
doctrine but "Holiness unto the Lord." But, sad to . 
recognize, instead of continuing to preach "Holiness 
unto the Lord,'' they have begun now to substitute 
"Church loyalty, Church loyalty," which is a dan
gerous heresy. You may be loyal to the church-the 
Roman Catholics are -and still be wicked and go to 
Hell. The needful thing is to be loyal to God, and 
in that case you may rest assured you will be loyal to 
His Church and to His leadings. 

Second. We are living amid the sad fulfillment 
of the Pauline prophecies. In· the last days, says 
Paul, ''The people will not endure sound doctrine, 
but will turn away their ears from the truth, giving 
heed unto fables.'' This, literally translated, means 
that the people will not endure the doctrine of regen
eration, which gives life to the dead soul, or entire 
sanctification, which gives health and healing to -all 
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spiritual ailments and imparts to the soul complete 
soundness in the sight of God. Paul says that the 
professed Christians will have a form of godliness, 
but deny the power of the same; in other words, they 
will claim to be the children of God, but in heart 
belong to the devil. Entire sanctification gives power 
to live a godly life. Dead formality and hypocrisy 
cannot abide in the same soul where God the Holy 
Ghost abides, but the heart renewed will have life, 
and sanctified wholly, abundant lif~. These latter-day 
proplJ.ecies are receiving fulfillment in Protestantism 
to-day, and the people whose understanding has been 
illuminated are turning away from the stenchy corpsef'l 
that fill the great morgue of the popular churches. 



Chapter VI. 

OMENS OF THE LAST TRUMPET. 

''I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out 
of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth 
of the beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophets. 
For they are the spirits of demons working miracles, 
which go forth unto the kings of the earth and of the 
whole world to gather them to the battle of that great 
day of God Almighty. '' 

The "dragon" is paganism with her nine hundred 
millions of people; the "beast," Catholicism with her 
four hundred millions of people, and the ''false 

/ prophet,'' Mohammedanism, with her one hundred and 
seventy-five millions. These will constitute the grand 
army of the antichrist, which will fight against God 
when He cometh to execute righteous judgment against 
the wicked nations and fallen churches. 

''Behold I come as a thief.'' To the Bride who 
is on the watch towers looking and longing for the 
appearance of her Divine Bridegroom, He will not 
come as a thief. She is watching and ready. He will 
not be able to take her unawares, but to this great, 
slumbering world, wrapped in the deep sleep of mid-
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night, will He come as a thief and steal away His 
Bl'.ide. Oh, that the saints of the most high God were 
sure that they are betrothed and watching for their 
coming Lover ! 

"Blessed is he that watcheth and keepeth his gar
ment that he may not walk naked and they see his 
shame." The "garment" is the bloodwashed robe 
with which every member of the Bridehood is in
vested. Whereas every unsaved soul iu the world is 
without the robes of Christ, and these unrobed souls 
will be exposed to the scrutiny of the resurrection 
angels. 

"He led them into a place (called in Hebrew) Ar
mageddon.'' When the Ancient of days shall descen.i 
and shake from their rulership both the potentates of 
church and state, and clear the way for the corona
tion of His Son as King of kings and Lord of lords, 
the great Armageddon wars will immediately break 
out, in the universal rally of all the kings to re~over 
and maintain their thrones, sceptres and crowns, but 
these kings are to go down into defeat and forfeit 
their diadems to our Prince Emmanuel. 

"The seventh angel poured out h_is bowl upon the 
air and there came forth a great voice out of the 
temple of heaven from the throne saying, It is done." 
Like the man who prepares the ignition and explosion 
i>f the train, He has already lighted the fuse, and it 
has nothing to do but burn, and in due time the ter
rible catastrophe comes. In these wonderful Apoc
alyptic prophecies we have abundant evidences that 
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all ~he six angels with their bowls containing the last 
plagues have already poured them out, and they are 
having their effect upon the wicked nations and fallen 
churches, as before described, producing the awful 
wreckage of spirituality. We see i~ these prophecies 
that the unclean spirits will com~ out of the mouth of 
the old paganism, debauched Catholicism and blood
thirsty Mohammedanism-the three great forces co
b'perating to fight against God in the execution of His 
righteous judgment and elimination out of 'the world 
of everything contrary to the reign of righteousness, 
peace, love and holiness, which Christ will bring when 
He sets up His millennial throne. 

Rome was first a kingdom of two hundr.ed ·and 
fifty-three years duration; a republic followed_ a11;d 
stood five hundred years, i;tlthough she was ~overned 
for a time by the triumvirateship, and for !lo , period 
by dictatorship. These were followed by the empire, 
which stood for five hundred years and was th_e si~th 
head of the beast. The Papacy followed the fall of 
the empire and is still on the throne. · .. 

Now Revelation, 17th chapter, tells us that the 
antichrist of the tribulation period will be . the eighth 
head of the beast and ''one of the seven will ~ome 
up out of the bottomless pit and go into perditio~.'' 
As all the heads have come and gone except the . Pap
acy, and the eighth, thus is confirmed the . conclusi~~ 
which follows, that the Papacy must be the eighth, .and 
from this follows the conclusion that the Pope will be 
the antichrist of the tribulation. 
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Romanism has a membership of two hundred and 
seventy-five millions; the Greek church one hundred 
and twenty-five millions; the Armenians, Russians, 
Syrians and Copts, although having their own organi
zations, will in the final adjustment, unite with the 
Papacy. Mohammedanism has now a membership of 
one hundred and seventy-five millions, and is rapidly 
increailing, especially among the savage tribes of Af
rica, where they are by far the greatest hindrance to 
our missionary work. The Mohammedan theological 
college in Egypt has ten thousand students preparing 
to go out and prea.ch the doctrine of the False Prophet 
to the barbarians of the Orient. In the great battle 
coming they will unite with the Papacy. The pagans 
have nine hundred million members, yet the great rank 
and file of their number have for ages been barbarians. 
Some of the best of them are only half civilized. These, 
too, will rally under the black banner of the false 
Christ when he goe~ out to fight against God Almighty 
in the Armageddon wars. 

The three demons out of the mouth of the dragon, 
the beast and the false prophets will focalize all to 
the administration of antichrist. 

With the dethronement and imprison~ent of the 
old Sultan several years ago, the usurpation of the 
government by the Young Turks, a sunburst of hope 
came to the Hebrews, so long forlorn, shut out from 
th.eir home nearly two thousand years. The liberality 
of the government toward them aroused the children 
of Abraham in all lands, and they have gone thither 
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and bought so much land that I actually found fifty 
colonies of them when I was there in May, 1911; but 
to the surprise of all, the Young Turks have closed 
the land again, and an exceedingly intelligent, zealous, 
godly Jew told me that the Catholics (Greek and 
Roman) had persuaded the Turks to do this, declar
ing that if they did not, the Jews would purchase all 
the land and set up a government of their own. This 
is not true; the Jews have never manifested a dispo
sition to establish a government since their dispersion, 
but when Jesus comes to reign on the throne of His 
millennial kingdom, then will the Jewish theocracy be 
restored. Every true Christian throughout the whole 
world is a friend of the Jew and wants him to have 
the country which God gave him. In the constitu
tion adopted by the Young Turks, they recognized 
Hebrew citizenship and made the Hebrews subject to 
military service the same as all other citizens. The 
Jews, since they lost their own country, have never 
served with the armies of the nations with whom they 
have sojourned and they will not serve in Turkey. 
For this reason there is a slight shrinkage of the pop
ulation, some of them going into other countries lest 
the Turks force them into the army. Now, you might 
think that this would prove a barrier against the in
coming of the Jews, but the most intelligent of them 
say it will not prove permanently so, as they purpose 
holding all the land they have already purchased and 
awaiting the providence of God to re-open the land of
fice, when they shall continue to come until the whole 
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country is in their possession. The army question is 
not one of much moment, because for $250 they can 
buy exemption for life and secure a certificate which 
forever protects them from being forced i~to the serv
ice. As the Jews are the most monied people in the 
world, they will buy out their personal exemption and 
eventually buy back the land that God Almighty gave 
them. 

We need as . Christians to pray for the Jews and 
for the speedy coming of the Son of God ! 
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Biography of Rev. F . M. ~ill. 

When in the providence of God I wrote my autobiography, 
I specified in the last chapter that my son-in-law, the subject 
of these sketches, D. V ., would finish it after the Lord takes 
me to .Heaven, little .lr!Jaming that be would anticipate me 
in the race to the New Jerusalem, and the proposition re
verse itself and I would actually write his biography. To this 
I now reluctantly acqni1esce, constrained by the clamor of 
his relatives and friends, so mnch preferring that some other 
brother would write these sketches of his short life among 
us, and tragical and . eo unexpected translation to glory . 
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CHAPTER I. 
r ~ ~I ' 

PROGENITORSHIP. 

I became a good reader when only six years old; toiling 
hard all Jay, would read till midnight by firelight, as we were 
poor; the ensuing day, while following the plow, I would 
study over what I had read, appropriate it in my mind, thus 
making it my own, so it would never evanesce, as the Lord 
blest me with a wonderful memory. I was especially fond 
of history, and especially Roman history, that great iron 
empire of prophecy, originating from Romulus anJ Remus, 
in their infancy exposed on the. banks of the Tiber to be de
voured by wild beasts, but in the providence of God found 
and adopted by a wolf, which fed them with her own milk. 
If you ever go to Rome you will . see the memorial. wolves at 
the Capitol. With their paradoxical insignificant beginning, the 
exposed infants became shepherd boys, the nucleus of a 
ban.I swelling into a nation, adopting Mars, the ' war god, 
as their patron divinity, and aspiring to ~he conquest of 
the whole world, the wide.open doors of the Janus Temple 
signifying war, and closed evidencing peace. During the long 
period of time from 753 years B. C. those doors were never 
closed but three times. Firstly, during the reign of Numa 
Pompilius; secondly, at the close of the first Punic war; and 
thirJly, during the reign of Augustus Cresar, when it proved 
thtj herald of our Savior's glorious advent, as He is the Prince 
of Peace. So beautifully significant does the inspired bard 
ring out his prologue: 
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"Hark, a glad voice the lonely desert cheers; 
Prepare the way, a God, a God appears! 
Lo, earth receives Him from the bending skies! 
Sink down, ye mountains; ye lonely valleys, rise!· 
With hea.ds declined, ye cedars, homage pay; 
Be smooth, ye rocks; ye rapid floolls, give way! 
The Savior comes! by ancient bards foretold, 
Hear Him, ye deaf! and all ye blind, behold!'' 

Thus in my boyhood, while voraciously devouring war 
histories of all parts of the world, especially delighted with 
''Thrilling Adventures Among the Indians,'' giving the ab
breviated belligerent biographies of a score of prominent heroes 
who immortalized themselves in the Indian wars which deso
lated this country, writing the history of the pioneer age in 
blood, meanwhile I incidentally found in my hands a book con
taining the history of a noted civil war between two fac
tions, led by the Hills agaiDBt the Evans, centralizing in 
Gerrard County, Kentucky, and terrorizing not only that county 
but reaching far out into the adjoining sections. This bloody 
war was in its vigor sixty •Or seventy years ago. As the 
Rills were scattered all over the world, like the Smiths and 
Joneses, I had not a scintilla of anticipation relative to the 
consanguinous identity of my son-in-law with that notoriously 
warlike family. Quite awhile after his accession to our 
family, in a prolix conversation touching on sundry matters, 
he procee.ied to give me something of his pedigree, confessing 
frankly his family identity with those belligerents. 

(a) With the fall of the Roman Empire, A. D. 476, 
the Goths, Huns, Vandals, Heruli, the barbaric ancestors of 
the great Russian Empire, after a three hundred years' war, 
succeeded in the conquest of the empire and the city which 
the enemy had not enterell in 600 years. With the fall of 
Rome, ancient civilization passed away, as she was its only 
upholder. Consequently the Dark Ages came on and lasted a 
thousand years, during which not one man in a thousand, nor 
one woman in twenty thousand could read or write, all civil 
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governments ou tho earth having collapsed, life '.lnd liberty 
being held by the stern arbitrament of the swo~~· 

(b) A thousand yiears ago not a ciYil ruler on the face 
of the earth was competent to enforce his authority, preserve 
law and order nor protect his subjects. Therefore the peopll'J 
had to protect themselves and their property or a~quiesce in 
murder and spoliation. They would gather around the mqtit 
gifted, wise and heroic man in their c ~ rnmunity, who would 
serve as their leader, as marauding b:1. ds were going every
where over the face of the earth, plund~ring a;nd, when nece.s
sary, killing the people. They built castles, great and .strong, 
on the highest mountains, protecting them ):ly impregnable 
walls. In these- they kept their property, going oµt and work· 
ing and returning thither in time of danger. If you ever 
travel in Europe you will be interested in looking out through 
the car windows and contemplating those venerable ca,stles, 
st.anding to this day, thrilling monumental souvenir_s ~f the 
bloody desolations which swept over the world during .tile 
times of long, dark midnight. A hundred nations haye been 
in India ever since its discovery by the Arabians, 3,900 yea,rs 
ago. Each had its own king and spoke its own Language. 
Like the Indians of America, named for them, their origin 
is unknown. As they never did unite and constitute a strong 
nationality for mutual protection, they ba:ve in all ages been 
the subjects of African invasions and consequently ruled by 
other people, England having dominated them the last fifty 
yeaTs. Some of those old dynasties still survive. 

One morning I looked out and saw the elephants passing 
by, quite as rapidly as a horse can trot. Upon close inquiry, 
I found they were conveying the king to visit the viceroy 
in Calcutta; though his dynasty h,ad survived through the 
invasions and government changes of four thousand years, still 
retaining bis cognomen and bis crown. But at that time, 
while of course he received a small voluntary revenue f~om his 
subjects, himself was paying court and tribute to the English 
viceroy. This may somewhat illustrate the state of things 
in the whole world a thousand years ago, when kings were 
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incompetent to' protect their subjects or even themselves from 
the fierce marauders who covered the whole country, · spoliating 
and slaying tb·e- people. 'l'hus the hereditary monarch and bis 
subjects were forced to avail themselves of the wisdom, hero
ism and prowess of some providential chieftain-lord of the 
castle-strong and impregnable, whither they m.ght fly for 
refuge in . time of danger, and thence sally forth and meet 
their enemies . on the open field. 

( c) These feuds and factions, which have' always mor·e or 
less abounded in our republic, are simply souvenirs of the polit· 
ical attitude appertaining to the whole world a ' thousand years 
ago, and being the normal effort to protect themselves and their 
property in case ·of failure on the part of the general govern
ment: While we have bad them everywhere, Kentucky has 
in that way received · especial prominence. A similar trend of 
things is to the alarm of true patriots now developing, not from 
a' military but a :financial standpoint, ·fo the monopolies, unious 
arid trusts', culminating in the fearful multiplicity of millionair , s. 

Therefore, .the only permanent and abiding security from 
these disintegrating tendencies is in the purity of republican 
administration. If our republic ever goes down, it will be 
through the disintegrating influence of these local efforts on 
the 'part of the people, rallying around some advantageous 
leadership in order, indirectly and illegitimately, to protect 
themselves and secure their own interests. 



CHAPTER II. 

HIS CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH. 

Subsequent to the civil war centralizing in Gerrard County, 
John Hill and Lucy Hill migrate.I to the vicinity of Cornish
ville, Mercer County, Ky., about fifty years ago. Thereafter 
several children were born to them. The subject of this sketch, 
whom they named Francis Marion, was born in 1865, and sur
vived on the earth a little more than forty-three years, when 
the chariot lowered at a time and place so paradoxical to all 
that to this day it is exceedingly difficult to realize that he is 
not truly moving now like a cyclone of fire through the Ken
tucky Conference, from which he had just received for the 
third time his field of labor in the interest of the missionary 
work throughout the whole world. His oldest brother, John 
Hill, my nearest neighbor, who urg'ed me to do this writing, 
gave me the history of his life from the day he rocked h.im 
in the cradle till the Lord translated him to Heave~. He 
tells me that from the beginning he was peculiarly noted for 
his intellectual brilliancy, nervous acumen and obedience to 
his parents and moral stamina. Always exceeJingly indus
trious, dutiful and orderly; never Wl!8ting time, which is so 
common in childhood and youth, nor sowing wilJ oats, thus 
preparing for the outcoming Hell harvests. But from the 
cradle really radiated those brilliant scintillations of intel
ligence, decorum, obedience, industry, fidelity, frugality and 
enterprise, which developed into that brilliant constellation 
of saintly and ministerial graces which constitutes his crown 
of glory, now shining among the angels anJ radiating a 
heavenly magnetism and transporting inspiration on his broken
hearted comrades who in vain mourn his losR, look arounit, 
sigh and exclaim, "There is no one to take his place." In 
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that we are all mistaken. We do not see his successor, but 
God does. Therefore rest easy, and have faith in God, who 
jg certain to carry on His work even after IJe calls His 
laborers home. 

(d) As bis parents were poor, and his father, unfortu
nately, a drinking man, they were often in straitened circum· 
sti:uces to perpetuate the home which they did not own, 
but . rented. As his senior brother tells me, F.-ank, when 
a little boy, would hire out to work, proving so active, 
faithful and industrious that the people would give him ex
traordinary wages, of which he never spent a cent foolishly. 
When he could economize a little beyond the imnuidiate 
necessity of the family, he bought a pig, took goo.I care of 
it, and it soon developed into a herd of swine. When he 
had a little more money, he bought a calf, which soon de
veloped into a herd of cattl~; thus beginning with nothing, 
before he reached majority he bought a good home for his 
father and mother and paid for it, and they occupy it this 
Jay, though far up on the shady side of eighty. He ast•rn· 
ished all the neighbors by his industry, thrift and enterprise . 

.(e) In the providence of God, twenty-five years ago, 
while W. S. Grinstead was pastor at Chaplin, he called me 
to assist in a revival meeting, which lasted about one month, 
being crowned with 106 conversions, not a few sanctifications 
and a great accession to the membership. During this mem· 
orable revival, which shook the community like a cyclone, 
the subject of this writing got powerfully conrnrted and was 
called to prea:ch. Though he then and there set out seeking 
sanctification, it took him about a Jozen years to reach a 
clear, straight testimony to that happy experience, which he 
heI'Oically preached, lived and shouted till the fiery chariot 
descended. In the providence of God, having with great 
assiduity, indefatigable perseverence and economy not only 
supported his father and mother, but prosecute.I his educa
tion to the extent of the rural village curriculum, the way 
was opened for him to become a student in Asbury College, at 
Wilmore, Ky., where the noble President, J. W. Hughes, 
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showed him great kindness; helping him _ financi!llIY. in- the 
way of indulgence and giving him a chance to pay _ at the 
Lord 's good time. 

(f) Our daughter, Effie, spent several years in tb11-t college, 
contemporaneously with Brother Hill. He giave her _ almost 
no attention during those years while they recite_d in the 
same class rooms, as he ,was too good to violate the _rules 
or waste any time-every minute he needed in the .pr.o.se
cution of his stuJies. Neither we nor Brother and _Sister 
Hughes had a suspicion of the fact that Cupid had alrt:ady 
shot two arrows to that _ literary mountain. At the early age 
of sixteen, when Effie was about home, the Blue Grass dudes be
gan to compliment her with their visits . . Sl;ie. was then in the 
experience of ~netification, havin,g _ received it in .a HoH
ness meeting at Chaplin, four . years . subsequent . to her . happy 
conversion at Carlysle, Ky. Anon . she .. _we_nt out _ with me 
rendering valuable serYice -i_n the ,mee_ting:;i. While _. preachjng 
in 'fexas, she wrote me . a letter .which .. made .. JIJ.e .. shoJ,lt . . Sh,e 
stated that while_ visi_ting her relatives i.n ,Njcholas, Co.unty . .she 
went one ~un.d~Y to our new church in Moor.efield. - The. audi
ence, in Jue time, crowded the beautiful . bU:ilding, waited . for 
the preacher till they all knew he was not , coming. The. pastor, 
Urother Lancaster, being seventy years . old, was -lntained by 
physical disability. The house having .for some time rung with 
mutual conversation, the people began to dispe~se. Then walk
ing up into the pulpit, knocking on the handboard, ~Hing 
the attention of all, she said: "The Lord does not want 
us to go away without His blessing. Therefore we will pro
ceed at once to hold the service. As no one else will . lead, 
though I am but an ignorant child, of course it devolves upon 
me." Then she read from the precious Word, they all sang, 
she lead in prayer, called on her aunt, with whom she was 
stopping, and others, and thus she conducted the . meeting. 
The Lord owned and blessed. Tears were seen and the peo
ple realized it was good to be there. I said to her: "Effie, 
I am not willing for you to receive the company of these 
unsaved young men.'' She responded, ''Father, I don't want 
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their · company; but they are our neighbors, and 1 must 
treat them politely." "My dear, will you follow my advice 
in the matter?" "I will, most gladly." "When your beau 
comes, respond to the bell can,- meet him politely, escort him 
into the parlor, and give him a chair. Then go to the organ, 
sing thcise good, full salvation eongs, accompanied by the in
strument. This will be· the sign~l for your mother, with 
her company, if she has any, to c~me in. Then, pursuant to 
the leading of the Spirit, when you have sung a few songs, 
cali your crowd to prayer, making you~ beau your svecial sub
ject, at the same time thanking God devoutly for selll.Lug 
him in and thus giving you a chance to pray for him and 
leading him to the Savior." She responded: "Father, I will 
with great pleasure follow your advice.'' Now, reader, guess 

·how m~ny visits each dude made. Juet one. Four years have 
rolled away, i!-Ild in the providenee of God I am again at 

· home. Dear wife said, ''Mr. Godbey, Effie has had no beaux 
since we p11ayed them all out four years ago. It suits me pre· 
d11ely, because as 11he ls our only daughter, I hope she will 
not marry during my lifetime, as I do not see how I could 
get along without her.'' 

Two years roll away and she is now twenty-two, and I am 
again in the home. She says to me, ''Four sanctified preach
ers are waiting on me and each one pressing matrimony and re
questing me to take my choice,'' can; ng them all by name. 
·I responded: "Effie, they are all good enough for us. I 
love them all and h11;ve no objection to any of them; but 
Brother Hill was gloriously converted in my meeting dur
ing his stripling life. I have been acquainted with him ever 
since, and never heard anything against him. Therefore he 
is my choice." She clasped her hands and shouted, saying: 
"He is mine, too!" Then soon we go into the MethoJist 

. Church and, pursuant to their own request, I solemnize their 
matrimony. I may here observe that Brother Hill, to my 
surprise, asked me for her, as I supposed his visits were some
what ministerial courtesy to me and to her, owing to their 
mutual coJlcgc acquaintanoe. Quite a §1H"J>!"i§f:l, l responded: 
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''As she is our only daughter, we cannot consent for her 
to go out of the family; but as we have but one son, we 
will certainly appreciate the accession of another. Therefore, 
though we are not ready for Effie to go out, we can take 
you in.'' Then he responded that it would suit him even 
better to be taken into the family than to take the daughter 
out, observing that he had no. home. He was an itinerant 
preacher on the Salt River Circuit, his home in the pulpit 
and in the saddle. 

(g) At the time of his marriage .(October, 1896) he had 
recently been sent by the Conference to Lancaster Station, 
where the church edifice was falling down. God blessed his 
labors, not only reviving the chureh but building a beautiful 
new edifice. He always remained his full quadrennium at 
•wery place, only leaving by constraint, amid the unanimoµs 
clamor of all for him to be returned as quickly as possible. 
His next appointment was Somerset, my own nativity. TJ,iere 
his. quadrennium loomed up like an oasis in the desert, bloom
ing and fructifying, to the infinite .delectation, edification .and 
inspiration of all, leaving amid tears and prayers for his 
return. His next pastorate was Carlysle Station, where the 
Lord graciously blessed his labors, not only reviving and edi
fying the membership, but a beautiful church edifice was erected 
at the cost of , nine.teen thousand dollars. His next pasto.rate 
was Richmond, where his success .was characterized by his 
normal efficiency, but cut short by the departm:e of his noble 
helpmeet, our daughter Effie, December 25, 1906. As a pastor 
he was in all respects eminently successful, perfectly satis
factory in the pulpit and every ramification of pastoral .wrsk. 

) 



CHAPTER III. 

YOUNG MANHOOD. 

During this period, in the providence of God, he accom
panied· me . in my· third journey to the Holy Lan.l, during 
which we visited England, France, Italy, Greece, Syria and 
Egypt-, as well as making quite a thorough exploration of Pales
tine. -During. this· tour we· were together all the time, which . 
really amounted to more than all of bis life besides. Conse
quently the bulk of my information I received by personal 
cotiversation during this period . 

.. (b) Meanwhile I was constantly reminded of bis heroic 
aneestor who led one of the armies during the feudal war 
in dear old Kentucky, waged when I was a little . lad, sixty 
or seventy years ago. If it had not bee·n for the grace 
of God, even with the strong lasso of God's truth and a holi
ni3ss ·experience, I frequently concluded I had an elephant on 
my hands and ·would have to give up my job. Tobacco smoke 
to him was so exceedingly repellant that I was constantly 
afraid so'me would take offense and knock him down, in which 
case there was ·no telling what._ be would do, as I found him 
quick as powder under the fl.ash of Greek fire or dynamite. 
Of course, when ·old Adam is ·~ead, as he professed, w~ are 
act ually proof against Greek fire, Hell fire," dynamite, ~oom
erangs, gatling guns and everything else that men and devils 
can bring against us. But while of course I fully believe in 
the crucifixion and destruction of the sin personality, yet we 
know not when Satan may toss a spark and renew the old camp
fires of Adam the first; besides, there is great liability tha~ 
when we think be is dead, he is only playing the ''possum.'' 
Traveling in the old world in a car where some would smoke 
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be so antagonized them that while we did not undersand 
their language, I could see they were ready to lay bands on 
him and throw him out at the doors, which were on either 
side of the cars, and many of them. He was the quickest 
person I ever knew. I was always very quick, having a high 
nervous temperament. Consequently, in my boyhood, I bad 
wide notoriety as a wrestler. I became so celebrated that 
they made me wrestle everywhere I went. Eventually I be· 
came so bold that I would not wrestle with a boy unless be 
was about twice my size. What was the solution J ·when 
under the supervision of wiseacres we took our bolds, pre
paratory for the modus operandi, our eye on the master of 
ceremonies, who was to inaugurate the pugilistic, by dropping 
a bat, I always instantly threw my antagonist before be made 
bis effort, as my nerve was so much quicker than his, and 
this was the grand secret of my preeminence among my fellows 
(primus inter pares). However, I am frank to confess that 
Brother Hill was vastly quicker than myself or any other 
person I ever saw. On my first tour to the Old World, while 
sailing on an English ship, an old seaman warned me against 
the Arabs, with whom be knew I was going to travel, say
ing, "Watch them closely and give them no advantage, as 
they are ready to cut your throat for a shilling.'' This I 
found to be verily true, thus vindicating their pedigree which 
God long ago enunciated in reference to-_Isbmael, their pro
genitor, ''His hand shall be against every man and every 
man's hand against him.'' In their tents · they will treat you 
with generous hospitality, but on the open plain rob yoi1, 
and if necessary to that robbery, kill you." -~ One of them act
ually robbed me in broad daylight, in Jerusalem, directly on 
the spot where the Pentecostal fire fell on that noble day 
(Acts, ch. 2). · 

(i) When we prepared to take our tours through the 
great Orient, my young men, Hill and Payne, bought guide 
books and read them. These warned against the robbers 
whom we were almost . certain to encounter to our spolia
tion and even the peril of our lives. Those guide books all 
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emphasized the importance of arming ourselves against the 
robbers, and at the same time, with equal emphasis, warneJ. 
us that we must not, under any circumstances, use those 
arms, but simply carry them in full view, for intimidation, 
thus beautifully, though unconsciously, corroborating the words 
of Jesus as recorded by Luke, ch. 23; whereas, during His 
life, by His personal presence, He had always protected them 
against the robbers, the same wilJ., Bedouin Arabs who abound 
in that country to this day. Now that He has to leave them, 
He warns them not to go preaching in that country without the 
sword, making the case so urgent as even to sell their coats 
(i. e., himatem, the outer garment, in contradistinction to the 
kitoon, the inner garment) and buy a sword. Peter responds, 
''Lord, here are two swords.'' Jesus answers, ''It is enough.'' 
That was true, sufficient for intimidation, which was the only 
use they had for them, not for the actual fight, showing that 
they only needed them for intimidation, as when the robbers 
see the arms they Jesist from the assault, feeling sure you 
would use them in case they would attack you. How wonder
fully everything in that country to·day certifies the Bible 
in every respect. You have nothing to do but go there and 
you will see _the Bible corrobora,~ed and confirmed on 11.ll 
sides, as our Lord's apostles had to keep the sword in sight 
as they traveled and preached the Gospel, not to hurt any
b_ocly, but to intimidate them, so they will not hurt you. 

(j) Therefore, while we are exploring Naples, Italy, visit
ing Vesuvius, the greatest volcano in the world, and behold
ing the wonders of those fossil cities, Herculaneum anJ. Pom
peii, which He buried in a fiery sepulchre A. D. 87, and other 
historic memorials, Brother Payne, my California comrade, 
bought him a splendid revolver, belting it on his hip, thus to 
intimidate the ' robbers; but he did it under my protest, re
minding him that I had maJe the same trip four years ante
cedently, entirely unarmed, and in the providence of God 
I would make the same again still unarmed. In view of 
his identity with my family, Brother Hill yielded to my re
quest anJ made the journey unarmed. As he was quick as 
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powder, in case of an attack he would have killed a robber 
before we could have done anything to restrain him. 

The danger in the Turkish Empire, which includes the Holy 
Land, and Syrja and other countries through which we are 
likely to trnvel, consists of the fact that those robber9 are 
all Mohammedans and justifieJ by the Koran in all their 
robbery and murder, not only justifying them, but even as
suring them that it will add 9tars to their crown in glory, 
even swimming through to Heaven in Christian blood. In 1860, 

fourteen thousand Christians in Damascus and surrounding 
country were murdered by the Mohammedans in cold blood, 
making no resistance, which would have proved in vain, but 
meekly acquiescing in the martyr's coronation. As France 
is the nearest Christian power, quickly as the news could reach 
that country they sent a great army to Damascus. On arrival 
they arrested the Governor and all of his officers, not for 
killing the Christians, as they did not believe they did it, 
but for not preventing it. In vain the ·Governor en.Ieavored 
to excuse himself by laying it oil the Druses (wild, barbaric 
Mohammedans), Despite all the protestations of his inno· 
cence, they hung him and his cabinet. Before his successor 
entered upon his office he joined the Christian Church, thus 
publicly receiving baptism and profiting by the sad fate of 
his predecessor. Then Christendom forced Turkdom -to cut off 
200,000 acres on rich Mount Lebanon, turn it loose, acknowl
edge its inJependence and give it to the Christians as an 
asylum of security in time of danger. Its Governor, with all 
his officers and an army of 8,000, were to protect the people, 
or Christians. 'l'he Mount Lebanon province is very flourish
ing. This illustrates the methods by which we have to deal 
with the Mohammedans. 

(k) When I was in Joppa on thi9 tour with Hill and 
Payne, Rolla Floyd, an American citizen, who has been in 
Palestine forty-five years, serving as guiC!e, and has become in
t'm~trlv 2cquainted with everything, a noble Christian gentle-
1,.n ·'. ro'nt 0 rl out to us a house, stating that in it two American 
m· ss' onarics were murdered. I asked him how the matter was 
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treated by Uncle Sam. He responded that he immediately 
sent thither a warship, whose captain cast anchor, sent for 
the Governor to come on board. On arrival, he, in the name 
of Uncle Sam, demanded the murderers of his missionaries. 
The Governor responded that he knew nothing about them 
and cou!J not deliver them. Then the captain gave him 
forty-eight hours to bring them on board and deliver them 
into his hands, on penalty of the city being bombarded. At 
the expiration of forty-six hours those murderers were brought 
on board and delivered. The captain ha.I great stones tied 
to them, then hung them on the bars of the ship ''till they 
were dead, dead, dead.'' Then be cut the ropes and let them 
fall, the rocks sinking them to the bottom of the sea. After 
this, raising anchor and unfurling sails, he sailed away. It 
seems that we are actually forced to deal with Mohammedans 
in this summary way. 

(I) Then we three American preachers and three Chris
tian Arabs, our guide and interpreter, muleteer and the pro 
prietor of the horses we hired in Damascus, all mounted in front 
of Victoria Hotel for that famous horseback tour of 200 miles, 
through thoRe romantic, historic, sacred mountains and en
chanted valleys, along the celebrated old Roman road which she 
built in her palmy days, pursuing the track trodden by Abra
ham, Isaac, Jacob and the prophets; and at the same ~ime en· 
joying a grand view of the land of Uz, so celebrated in the in
spired biography of Job. Thus with our faces toward the tro
pical sun, anon zigzaging to the right and to the left in order 
to explore the sacred mountains and fruitful valleys, as we 
were thus prosecuting our journey, suddenly our guide halts us, 
notifying us that we are on t he spot where Jesus met Saul 
of Tarsus shining down on him with the splendor eclipsing the 
glory of the meriJian sun. We all halt. I say to Brother 
rayne, who for convenience carried his Bible swung around 
bis neck, ''Turn to Acts, ch. 9, and read the inspiring history.'' 
We all testify to the wonderful Christ who appeared to him, 
realize His presence, thank God, take courage and go on our 
way rejoicing. In that country the guide always has his 
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1~~ : e on a safe lodging, as the common people live in mud hut~ 
and caves, which are not robber-proof. S~ our guide, whose 
name was Abraham, had his eye on a good, substantial, two
story stone house, celebrated as a lodging for travelers. We 
did not arrive as early as we wished, night falling on us, 
so it was dark when we reache.l our destination. In that 
country it will not do at all to try to travel in the night, 
lest the Bedouins get you. When we arrived, to our conster
nation we found that we could not get any lodging. The man's 
wife was dead. He was wild with grief an.l could not even 
talk to us. In our perplexity we had to take a mud hut with 
the thatched roof barely high enough for us to stand under 
it on the ground floor, and of course utterly insecure from the 
robbers. It is surrounded by a stone wall for the protection of 
camels, horses and donkeys, the only door to the house thus 
opening into the stable. The landlady brought in a grass 
ma_ttress. We laid it on the ground floor, which is somewhat 
sloping, as we are on the side of Mount Hermon. Then having 
united in prayer to God, not only for our own souls and bodies, 
but the loved ones we had left in the far-off native land, we 
all, turning our heads up the mountain, lie down in our 
clothes amid the dim light of a solitary olive-oil lamp burning 
in the room. The muleteer and the owner of the horses we 
had hired in Damascus bad to stay with them in the kraal, 
into which the door opened, in order to protect the stock from 
robbers. As we were all expecting them to attack us, having 
met a troop at sunset, who, of course, knew we could not get 
far, they were likely to track us up .and attack us; therefore 
we all lay clown side by side--Abraham first, on the east, 
myself by his side, Brother Hill next to me, and then Brother 
Payne terminal on the west; he had his revolver ready 
every moment and Abraham, our guide, bad his revolver and 
bowie knife in either band, while Brother Hill and myself 
were entirely unarmed. In this ,attitude we spent the night, 
of course sleepless, and looking for the robbers every minute. 

(m) That was truly a memorable night, which none of us 
will ever forget, as we were incessantly looking for rnbbers 
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to come, break in through the thatch roof, or break down the 
door, there being only one, enter the hut and attack us. Oh, 
how Brother Hill reflected on me for not letting him buy the 
revolver when Payne bought his in Naples, Italy! but I was 
so glad I did not let him arm himself, knowing his intensely 
impulsive temperament, constantly reminding me of Peter, who 
was the quickest and most sprightly and brilliant of all the 
apostles, always ready for an answer, speaking with life and 
energy, force and emphasis. while all his comrades were collect
ing their thoughts and getting ready. So Brother l-Iill was 
the fighting man of the Kentucky Conference, always ready 
for an answer and a brilliant, red-hot exhortation which all 
others had to study up. While I had all confidence in his 
religion, I did not doubt that he was a Christian, sanctification 
is a purely inward experience, we can only know it for our
selves, and though we may be satisfied that others have it, 
yet we cannot be certain. Therefore, knowing the wonderful 
quickness of the man, while I was satisfied he would rather 
die than kill another, yet I was i:ifraid that in case · a robber 
should attack us and he was armed, he would actually shoot 
him under that instantaneous impulse which actually antici
pated all reflection and did its work before reason could give 
her ipse dixit and investigation administer the diagnosis perti
nent to the true verdict in the case. Therefore, while we lay 
there all night watching for the robbers and he anon bewail
ing the mistake be bad made in not arming himself, I was 
so glad that I had succeeded in keeping him unarmed. Payne 
had armed himself under my protest, but as he w~s a slow, 
meditative man, thinking twice and speaking once, and diag
nosing everything before he did it, I hadn't much fear of 
bis giving me trouble by killing a robber. "Why, Brother God
bey, would it not be right to kill the robber in self-defence!" 
The civil law answers that question in the affirmative. But we 
were not dealing with the civil law, but with robbers who 
knew no law. Whereas all the guides and guide books in that 
country advised travelers to go armed, wearing their arms in 
a conspicuous place on the body, but only for purposes of 

/ 
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intimidation, because when those robbers see a formidable re
volver just ready for you to lift out and shoot them down they 
will not attack you, because judging others by themselves, they 
feel satistied that you will shoot if they attack. For this rea
son Jesus commanded His own apostles, when He left them, 
to carry the sword, which they did not need while He was 
with them, for Ile was omnipotent in their protection . 

(n) The salient point in reference to killing robbers in 
that country does not appertain to the civil lp.w, which so 
far as it can be brought into availability is in your favor; 
but it is the signiticant and stubborn fact tb~t if you kill 
a robber, the whole tribe to which be belongs will immediately 
put out and bound your track till they kill you. Therefore, 
all the guides and guide books constantly warn travelers never 
to kill a robber. Therefore, while they recommend -arms for 
intimidation, they all warn us never to use them unless we 
purposely shoot them into the air in order to augment the in
timidation. All that night I spent in constant and importunate 
prayer to God to put His hand on the robbers and keep them 
,a:way. I lay with our Arab guide on my left close to me. 
He bad bis revolver in one hand and his bowie knife in the 
other, every moment just ready for action; meanwhile I could 
all the time see his glossy yellow eyes flashing in the dim 
light of that solitary olive-oil lamp. Therefore be and I, 
lying side by side, ful1illing our Savior's commandment, when 
they were looking for the robbers to enter Gethsemane, "watch 
and pray," as he watched and I prayed all night. Meanwhile 
Brother Payne held the front on my right, just on the other 
side of Brother Hill, with bis revolver in his band and just 
ready for action at a moment's warning. As we had met 
that band of Bedouins at sunset and they knew we could not 
get far, as Mt. Hermon is too rugged to tri1vel in the night, 
I shall always believe that they or some others would have 
att,acked us if they had not been restrained by ''Him who 
worketh all things by the counsel of His own will.'' Oh, bow 
slowly the hours went by that long, dreary night in the mud 
hut on Mt. Hermon! How we shouted when the fair-1ingered 
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Aurora, the daughter of the dawn, flashed her first gleam up 
the Oriental horizon! H er beautiful illuminations constantly 
multiplied, growing brighter and brighter, till the glorious king 
of day cracks up his whip and speeds his flaming steeds up 
the Oriental firmament, now flooded with the unutterable glory 
of the Eastern sun. This fiery chariot climbs the skies, his 
burning wheels l',adiating his supernal glory and causing great 
Mt. Hennon, the king of all the OI"iental ranges through Pales
tine, Syria, Phcenicia and Mesopotamia, to flash and flame as 
if rQally the archangel's trumpet had blown, the dead leaped 
into life, and the world taken fire . 

( o) Now we are all in the saddle, safe and sound, and 
our perilous lodging left behind us about a dozen miles, as 
we all at day-dawn arose, having no dressing to do, saddled, 
mounted and got away, with all practical expedition, giving 
glory to God for keeping His hand on the robbers which He 
most assuredly did, and for which I had J;aith, and exhorted 
my conu·ades anon, through the night, to help me pray, ·and 
all turned the robbers over to God, as He could manage 
them and we could not. The ensuing night we spent in 
Cresare1a Phillipi, on the southern border of Syria, at the base 
of Mt. Hermon, from whose glaciers and eternal snows the 
Jordan issues. This city is memorable as the northern ter: 
minus of our Savior's evangelistic peregrinations, whither he 
went, accompanied by His apostles, six months before His 
crucifixion, in order tr1at He might positively enunciate to 
them His Messiahship, which He dare not do among the Jews1 

as they would crown Him king, a]]d in that case the Romans 
would kill Him for high treason as a rival of Cresar. This 
is the reason why He was constantly charging them not to 
publish His mighty wor1<s, because such publicity would inun · 
date tho Jews with the c_onviction of His Messiahship and. 
th.e Romans would kill Him, _thus cutting short that Bible 
School which was indispensably necessary to qualify His apos
tles to launch the Gospel church, without which the great and 
glorious, vicarious, substitutionary Atonement woul<l largely 
have proved a failure, as it would have evanescecl, like the 
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fables of the heathen gods and the world still have moved 
on pellmell down to Hell. At Crnsarea Phillipi our lodging 
was all right, in a substantial, two-story house. They gave us 
a large upper room, the door swung and locked all right, so 
it vnas robber-proof. The locatioIL in the town, of course, 
not perilous, like the lodging of the preceding night upon the 
mountain. Arriving at 4 p. m., and having secured our lodg
ing and d~sposed of our horses, escorted by our host (as our 
dragoman had headache), we climbed up one of the peaks 
of Hermon, overlooking the city, in order to visit Herod's 
Temple, so named because old Herod the Great, who reigned 
over Judea the thirty-seven years immediately preceding the 
birth of our Savior, had built it. We found the temple really 
wonderful for its magnitude, actually larger than Solomon's 
Temple at Jerus..alem, but of course in ruins. While there 
we saw armed men galloping about, and knew that there was 
a great excitement on hand, but had no idea thp.t we had 
caused it. As we passed along we came through the city of 
the Druses, barbaric, blood-thirsty Mohammedans. Immedi
ately preceding our tour in that country a war of several years 
had been raging between the people of Crnsarea Phillipi and 
the Druses. \¥hen we saw armed men clashing on their horses 
in different directions, galloping and parading, we wondered 
what it could mEtan, but hacl no idea they were after us, as 
our host, who had volunteered to serve as our escort, thus 
temporarily relieving our clragoman, eoulcl not speak English. 
Therefore he could only conduct us back to our lodging, some 
two or three miles, as securely as possiple. When we arrived 
and met our dragoman, we found him much alarmed for us, 
because they had mistaken us for Druses, their enemies, the 
rumor having swept throl'l·gh the town, ''The Druses have come 
back.'' Of course, as soon as they found out we were all 
Europeans (for if you ever tmvel in the Orient you will for
get that you are au American, because everybody will go by 
the cognomen of European until yon return to America), 
they all acquiesced and cli.spersecl and dropped the whole matter. 
However, we were in great clanger of being fired upon, as night 
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was falling and at a distance they would not recognize our 
costume and thus identify us as "Europ(\ans." 

(p) While traveling in Egypt, we explored the ruins of 
old Memphis, which was the capital and metropolis not only 
of Egypt but of the world in the days of Moses and .A,aron, 
when the Israelites were in bondage. We followed the Nile, 
the longest river in the world, whose source was discovered 
by Speake in 1891, despite the trite proverb whieh filled the 
ancient world, Caput Nili non capere posse (it is impossible to 
discover the head of the Nile), thus recognizing it as univer
sally a conceded :£act that tho head of the Nile could not be 
discovered. That was because, in the first place, tho cata
racts, a short distance above Egypt, could not be passed, and 
north of these the river runs through the great desert Sahara, 
thirteen hundred miles, in which there are no inhabitants and 
the country is infested with carnivorous beasts and poisonous 
serpents, so that no person could ascend the river; the boa con
strictor, a hundred feet long and as large around the body 
as a horse and eating up a b,alf dozen fat men for his break
fast and wanting as many more for his supper, everywhere 
superabounding. Therefore, while the Nile is tho best known 
and has the oldest history of .any river in the world, it took 
nearly six thousand years to reach the head, far away be
yond the equator, in the land of the Congo, which river rises 
in the mount.ains of the moon. The Nile, like all other rivers, 
is constantly filling up its bed, and hence its annual over
flow, which irrigates all of that country; as in the land of 
Egypt we neither have clouds nor rains-a grand convenience 
to rural laborers, which they can perfectly rely on every day, 
never interrupted by falling weather. Though Egypt has no 
rains, from ages immemorial she has been the most productive 
country in the world, producing four crops a year, so amply 
irrigated by the overflowings of the Nile, augmented by the 
ditches which checker the whole country, extending ont from 
the river aud ramifying into all parts, traversed by boats 
carrying away the commoreial products of the earth, down the 
Nile to the sea, whence they aro transported by ships into all 
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parts of the world. In the Roman ages, Egypt was the 
granary of the world. Farming land there now sells at four 
hundred dollars per ac1·e, having a soil ten to forty feet deep 
and inexhaustible fertility. In the days of Moses the mag
nificent capital and metropolis stood on the left bank of the 
Nile and ruled the world, as London does to-day. Eventually 
the bed of the river so filled up by the immense debris which 
she carries clown from her sourf'r. 4.300 miles toward the noon
day sun, that the overflow so fi !J,•d up their cellars, troubled 
their houses and inundated their lands that they moved their 
city twenty-five miles northwardly and called the new city 
Cairo; however, it was an augmentation of the city already on 
the grounds and to-day denominated Old Cairo, in which our 
infant Savior abode (as they say, a month), during the slaughter 
of the Bethlehem infants. Ciairo is on beautifully elevated 
ground and at one time was really the metropolis of the world, 
though outstripped by London, with her seven millions; Pekin, 
with her four millions; New York, with her three millions; 
Paris, with her two and one-half millions; Chicago 
and Tokyo (Japan), with their two millions each; Cal
cutta and Constantinople, with their million and a quarter 
each; Bombay, Philadelphia, Berlin and Vienna, with their 
million each. Then Cairo, the capital of Egypt iand the suc
cessor of old Memphis, in which Moses preached so much, with 
her seven hundred thousand, is one of the m3.lly flourishing 
cities in all parts of the world, racing with each other for 
t)1c goal of the million. While exploring the ruins of Memphis 
and walking in the tracks of Moses, Aaron and Pharaoh, oh, 
how the wonders of bygone ages did sweep in panorama before 
my gaze. On the same tour we visited the tombs of Sakara, 
the imperial cemetery of the Pharaohs, occupying .a thousand 
acres and many of them large enough for a little city, ex
cavated in the earth, cut up into apartments, shining with 
hieroglyphics, the most ancient writing in the world in the. 
use of engravings instead of letters, and ornamented by the 
nine great pyramids, the tombs of the Pharaohs. I . climbed 
the highest one-Cheops-to his apex on my first tour in 1895. 
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Cheops is 550 feet high and covers thirteen acres of ground. 
These pyramids were built by the antediluv,ans, as there is 
no power on the earth to-day competent to erect them. Coins 
have been found in Cheops dating its erection B. C. 3700, 
which in popular chronologies, i. e., Bishop Usher's in King 
James' translation, would put it only 300 years after the crea· 
tion of A1~am, which is too soon because calculations have 
estimated that it would take 100,000 men twenty years, 
or 20,000 men one hundred years to build that pyramid. 'l'hese 
facts, however, corroborate the Septuagint chronology, i. e., 
the Greek translation of the Old Testament, which w'as made 
B. C. 280 and gives the antediluvian age 2,200 years, instead 
of 1,656, as the E. V. There is no doubt these pyramids are 
all roy;a1 sepulchres. Cheops has been explored internally with 
great and difficult labor, and much expense, resulting in the 
discovery of a stone coffin, the corpse having evanesced in 
consequence of futile embalmment. In this great royal cemetery, 
immense tombs have been discovered way down under the 
Et.and, where they were made and the embalmed dead were 
deposited in stone coffins at immense and incalculable expense. 
I have spent days and hours successively looking in the 
faces of the people who had lived upon the earth 4,000 years 
ago, and still showing their ~atural forms and fea~ures. I 
hav1l frequently seen Ramcses II., the celebrated Sesostris of 
history, the fiIIBt conqueror of the world. 

N. B.-This same man, the hlentical Pharaoh who sat upon 
the throne and to whom Moses preached the Gospel ,and wrought 
miracles in his presence, was one of the finest specimens 
of humanity I ever beheld, perfectly symmetrical, majestic and 
royal in physique, about six feet in his shoes and weighing in 
the neighborhood of two hundred pounds. It so happened that 
the embalmment (.a: lost art, whose recovery would make any 
man a millionaire in a minute if he could only succeed) proved 
a perfect success. 

(q) Now as we returned from our explorations in these 
grand archives of the immortal dead, and while waiting for 
the train to carry us back to Cairo, some of the Arabs per-
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suaded us to cross the river and we would strike a train at 
a much earlier hour. The Nile is one of the greatest rivers 
in the world, very broad and deep. We had alrqady em
barked on the boat when we were only saved from robbery 
by the extraordinary discernment of our excellent Brother 
Hill. Throughout all that country we were incessantly annoyed 
by beggars. Of course, to the blind, maimed, halt, old, sick, 
leprous, etc., we expect to give, and do it cheerfully. I al
ways every morning went to the exchange and supplied my
~elf with begg,ar l)lOney--small, cheap coins, so I could give 
a piece to every one, after which he would let me alone till 
he struck me again. In the great Orient they haYe a vast 
variety of cheap copper coins, ranging from a quarter of a 
cent up to a cent and a half, which is their penny. The true 
beggars never troubled me, -because I always took pleaf!ure 
in -responding to their call; but there is another class ef-beggars, 
including almost everybody except _ the class of beggars 
already mentioned, and these are the backsheesh people. When 
they said to us that .word we al~ys - knew they were ask~ng 
for a donation, not that they deserved it under any considers· 
tio;n whatever, but simply that they wanted it and were de· 
termined to get it if they could. If you ever travel in that 
country you must constantly beware of backsheesh people, who 
will rob you in that indirect way. The only safe policy is 
to give no backsheesh, because if you give them any it will 
only stir them up to get more, and the more you give, the 
more they will annoy you, pursuing you everywhere, not only 
begging the life out of you, but ready to rob you. 

So while we were waiting for the train these Arabs were 
pulling on us for backsheesh incessantly. As I am under all 
circumstances tender-hearted, I had yielded and given away 
almost all I had. Brother Payne had given considerably, but 
Brother Hill, so efficient in the discernment of their motives, 
had given them little or nothing. While wiaiting several hours 
for our train, the backsheesh people almost annoying our lives 
out of us, got a scheme to have us cross the river to the city 
of Hellwien, assuring us that we would get a train there very 
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quickly. Eventually we all consented and had actually gotten 
on the boat, when Brother Hill discovered the plot and by his 
wisdom and heroic leadership delivered us all from the rob
bers. Their talk was all in Arabic, which none of us knew. 
Though Brother Hill had no better chance tl>~an Brother Payne 
and myself to understand them and to check the plot, yet 
his superior acumen succeeded in its discovery and our rescue. 
He made out to understand their talk, though it was in Arabic, 
and found that their plan was to take us all aboard, pre
tentiously to carry us across the river, and when they got 
us out on mid-rivet, to demand of us a certain amount of 
backsheesh and refusa to land us until we gave it. Of coursa 
they would never have stopped until they had actually pilfered 
our pockets and got every cent they found on our persons. 
Before Brother Payne or I had any suspicion Brother Hill's 
extraordir!ary diseernment had actually detected the plot. The 
boat was alrf>ady in motion, but still near the shore. He 
instantaneously gave 'us the alarm at the eame moment 
leitping from the boat into the water, which was not too deep 
to wade out, Payne and myself directly after him, thus fortun
ately making our escape from a sad experience ·of robbery. 

(r) Hill and Payne were both very extraordinary intel
lectualists, and blessed with a fine education, and consequently 
well prepared for the extraordinary privileges whech we all 
enjoyed in the exploration of the monuments which every
where throughout Egypt, Palestine, Greece and Italy reveal the 
artistic wonders of bygone ages, so exceedingly edifying to the 
cultured tourists, and thus each one with tablet and pencil 
incessantly took notes which they both carried away and 
used as the data of the excellent books which they both wrote; 
Brother Hill, "To Palestine and Back," to the children, which 
has received the commendatory appreciation of iall who have 
read it, among whom I personally found some of the most 
intelligent and cultured people in the entire circle of my 
acquaintances; and Brother Payne, "From Dan to Beersheba," 
which would much edify you and you would do well to read 
both of these books and keep them in your library for your 
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family and friends. Along with them I simply remind you 
of the book which I wrote on the same tour, ''The Footprints 
of Jesus,'' which has notoriety for converting infidels. I was 
preaching in a New England city when a sanctified sister said 
to me: "Brother . God!:Jey, I wish you did have some good relig
ious book which my poor, infidel husband could read, because 
he never goes to meeting, while const,antly reading his scientific 
books he never read the Bible nor a religious book.'' Said 
I, "I have a book full of religion which he will read if he 
ever gets his hands on it." She said, "Do let me have it." 
Then I sold her the ''Footprints of Jesus.'' She carried i t 
home, handed it to her husband with the words, ''Will you 
please look at this book f" Through sheer curiosity, taking it 
out of her hand, he thought he would glance at it a mo
ment and cast it aside, but its magnetism striking him at once, 
so electrified him that he read it night and day. In forty
eight hours he was in the meeting and asking everybody to 
pray for him. To make a long story short, he was radically rev
olutionized and constrained me to stay at his house all the 
time. He is my right-hand man. He never again looks at 
his infidel books, but literally devours the Bible and holiness 
books explaining the precious Word, becoming my best reader 
in all the world, as he read everything I wrote as soon as it 
was issued from the press and re-read it. He was really 
"a brand plucked from the fire" (Hab. 2: 3), as he only lived 
a few years, bright, true and steadfast, when the Lord honored 
him with a speedy ride to glory, as be died suddenly of heart 
disease. 

(s) While these men were both first-class intellectualists 
and ripe scholars, able in diagnosis, interpretation and bottom
rock investigation, they differentiated so widely in the celerity 
of their modus operandi as to involve me in a dilemma un
paralleled in a life of seventy years. While both were thril
lingly electrified with all the sights and curiosities, going hero
ically for radical investigation and thorough exploration, Hill 
was so much quicker and more expeditious than Payne that 
he would wind up while his comrade was just getting under 
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headway, and dart on to the next sight. As I had been there 
before and had seen tbe same sights, of course I could with 
ovory convenience go on Hill's locomotive velocity; but I 
was there a father in the gospel and a senior in all the 
explorations, and very anxious to stay with both of them. 
The result was, I had to go between them, frequently straitened 
to keep in sibht of both, Hill outrunning me, and Payne linger
ing so far behind as frequently actu.ally to get out of sight. 
Meanwhile we were in that strange land infested by robbers, 
a11d the importance of remaining together was not to be ignored, 
as one off by himself was in imminent peril. I never can 
forget t hat tour, as I was all the time between two fires, 
owing to the dissimilitude and heterogeneity of my comrades, 
both of whom I had every reason to appreciate for their intel
ligence, culture and piety. Thus throughout all of our travels 
all of my wits were laid under contribution to keep them to
gether. The critic would say that Hill did not devote sufficient 
time fo r thorough investigation and the sterling benefit of his 
opportunity. Read his books and you will change your mind 
and conclude that his investigatiOJ1s were ample and thorough; 
meanwhile if you will read Payne's book your own edification 
a11d electrification wm confirm you in the conclusion that he 
was no ordinary man . 'l'hus we see paradoxical acumen , intel
lectual brilliancy, extraordinary precocity as well as inde
fatig(lble perseverance, with . untiring assiduity, crowned our 
brother with the consolation which glittered with undimmed 
splendor wliere he went, and whose radiance, despite the 
brevity of his life, will long linger in the Kentucky Confer
ence, replete with heave11ly aroma and holy fragrance, worthy 
the appreciation of us all. 

• 
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CHAPTER IV. 

HIS MATURITY. 

In the old dispensation thirty was majority and fifty ma- _ 
turity. With us we reach majority at twenty-one, which 
would bring our maturity to about forty. As Brother Hill 
was forty-three when the Lord translated him, therefore he 
was standing on the pinnacle of life's meridian, speaking in 
Ame1iean parlance. In my case the former dispensation was 
certified, as I am now the .author of sixty-oue books, all 
having been written after the age of fifty. 

(t) The trite maxim, "Once a man and twice a child," 
was never verified in the biography of our glorified brother. 
In his case the infirmities of childhood ev;inesced, never to 
return. Oh, what a blessing! As I am now on the sunny sidf' 
of eighty, physical infirmities are fast invading my consti
tution, despite all the prayers of the saints, asking God to 
give me antediluvi~n longevity. The thousands electrified and 
edified by my translation and commentaries of the New Testa
ment are on all sides clamorous for me to do the same work 
in the Old. While this would be my infinite delight, physical 
infirmities, i. e., the failure of bodily organs which now en
enmp2sses and confronts me, utterly fc.rbids embarkation upon 
an enterprise so magnitudinous. It seems to me that my work 
is only begun, as in addition to these grand openings to glorify 
God through the circulation of books, I have calls enough in 
the evangelistic field to work a thousand men. If God iu 
His mercy should rejuvenate me, I would only .appreciate it 
in the interest of His kingdom,-as I am uttel'ly dead to every
thing else. In the case of our brother, he was permitted, in the 
succession of the glorious Sun of righteousness, to rise upon 
this dark world, flooded with sin and sorrow, and to climb the 
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celestial firmament to the zenith, but like your humble servant 
and others, he reached not the decline, nor approached the west· 
em horizon, and went into the eclipse of superannuation; 
but standing on the pinnacle of Mount Olivet, the highest in 
all the Holy Land, it was his happy lot to board the fiery 
chariot and enjoy a quick ride to the New Jerusalem. I here 
feel like I am near enough to take him by the hand and salute 
him, along with my glorified daughter. Fortunatus sis, 0 homo! 
(fortunate art thou, 0 man). Thus my children, in the vigor 
of young life, were, in the good providence of Go'd, called from 
labor to everlasting rest. 

(u) When I returned from my round-the-world tour, hav
ing sailed across the Pacific Ocean and darted from San 
Francisco on a lightning express train, walking eight miles 
from the depot, arriving at 2 a. m., saluting my dear com
panion and asking her about the health of the family, how 
I was shocked to learn the first time how our lovely daugh
ter, tJie companion of Brother Hill, had gone to Heaven, March 
25, 1906. As I knew her little children so much needed a 
mother and felt that their grandmother was physically unable 
to rear them, I soon suggested to her broken-hearted husband 
(who seemed he would certainly die of grief) the expediency 
of speedy wedlock, in order to supply the sad deficiency in his 
home, arguing its propriety, from the example of the mission
aries, who so frequently die in the unsalubrious climate of 
the dark Orient, leaving vacuums in the work which can only 
be supplied by the gracious institution of matrimony. The 
very mention of it was so repelliant to his crushed and agon
izing spirit that I found it necessary to desist. Subsequently 
returning from an evangelistic tour, I found he had erected 
a monument to commemorate the sleeping dust of his glori
fied companion at the cost of $500. Fearing that they might 
do something of that kind in c11se your humble servant should 
fall on the battlefield, I, feeling sure he wouicl survive me, 
charged him and my son to give me no tombstone, but turn 
over the price of it to the missionaries. My clear wife over
hearing, responded with emphasis that I was wrong, and ought 
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to have a stone to mark the repose of my dust, at the same 
time observing that she wanted a tombstone to bear her name. 
I responded: ''Dear wife, if that is all you want with it, 
you can tell them to superscribe my name on it also and 
economize the cost of mine.'' So far as I am concerned I do 
not want any, but am more than willing to risk the resurrec
tion angels to find my body. The truth of the matter is perti
nently told: I am not looking for a grave, but for the One fair
est among ten thousand and altogether lovely. 1 am constantly 
expecting Him to sweep down with His mighty angels and 
the trump of God and translate me in the twinkling of an aye 
(1 Cor. 15: 51). Thus matters passed on two and a half 
years, dear wife and myself often suggesting to b:lrtt .the 
importanee of matrimony in the interest of his childretl, 1II 
the midst of a glorious camp·mooting at Cowpens, S. C., how 
hard it was for me to believe the telegram announcing thllt 

. :Rev. F. M. Hill vi.qas drowned. Hoping that it was either a 
mistake or he had been revived out of the water asphyxiation, 
I boarded the next train, only on arrival to receive the con· 
firmation of the awful telegram. Pursuant to the advice and
even urgency of dear wife and myself, he had entere_d into 
wedlock with Miss Mary M. Bell Ward, a noble saint, zealous 
missionary evangelist, whose beautiful phy11ique much re_sembled 
that of our dear daughter Effie, his former wife, in the Galt 
House in Louisville, September 26, 1908, and the third day 
subsequently, in the providence of God, the chariot lowered, 
when _ the sister embarked, speedily followed by her noble 
husband. 

(v) Brother Hill was peculiar and even proverbial for his 
courage. He had the natural courage of Peter, who, when 
all his comrades fled in Gethsemane, proceeded single-handed 
and .alone to meet the formidable foe who had come to kill 
his Lord. As at that time he had not been sanctified and filled 
with the perfect love which casts out fear, we see a brilliant 
manifestation of his natural courage, truly Napoleonic, mani
fested so brilliantly when he rushed forth and, meeting their 
leader, aimed to split his head open but providentially glanc-
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ing bis skull, only amputating bis right ear, ·which Jesus, 
leaping, instantly healed, His last benevolent miracle with which 
His life was c1·owded and flooded. Brother Hill had a splendid 
buggy nag, an elegant mover, nimble as a catamount, quick, 
hardy, and in every wa.y satisfactory, except the habit of 
balking, which she did but seldof'l. · September 29 he drove 
her down to Salt River, under Chaplin bridge to let her drink. 
When she was satisfied, he lifted the lines and notified her 
to move forward. Unfortunately one of those balking spells 
came on. Not only refusing to go, but rearing up, she rushed 

. the . buggy backward down a steep bank into a deep abyss, 
which in days of yore had been excavated by the river many 
years pouring over a mill dam, thus flooding the buggy and 
its inmates and herself. She and the sister perished quickly 
in the w;iter, as the bank was so steep she could not possibly 
pull out. .At the beginning of the . awful tragedy no person 
was present e~cept a little Ethiopian boy. Their screa~ing 
!·allied some people, but too late to save their lives, the siste~ 
being found dead sitting in the buggy and the brother on the 
bottom of the river. They brought them both out and did 
their utmost to restore them, as no physician was present. 
The doctor, a!riving in fifteen minutes, said that if he had 
been there when they fished out Brother Hill he could. have 
restored him. It is a clear case that Brother Hill lost his life 
laboring to save his wife. Of this there can be no doubt, 
because he was a perfect water man. When he traveled with 
me in the Old World I saw him swim the Jordan, at the 
ford where Israel crossed and John baptized our Savior. The 
river there flows with tremendous velocity and impetuosity, s1 
a man cannot stand in it. When I was there in 1905, pursuant 
to the request of the Texas boys, I baptized them in it by 
immersion. Though at low water, it was fifteen feet deep and 
flowing so rapidly that no man could stand in it. I went 
down on the bank only far enough to reach a depth so I 
could handle them, not going into the current but standing 
in the eddy water. Even there it was so swift and the bank 
so steep that I had to get my guide and armed escort, two 
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stout Arabs, to bold me tight while I waited on the boys, 
who, after our introductory prayers, bad leaped from the bank 

-out into the current (as they could all swim like ducks), and 
beckoning to them, one by one, as they were swimming rnund 
to come to me, so they did; and I put them under the holy 
water in the name of the blessed Trinity, then turning them 
loose to swim out ad libitum. In that terribly impetuous river 
I saw Brother Hill swim across the stream, round about, and 
back to the hither shore where I stood; demonstrating incon
trovertibly his expertness · in the water, and confirming for· 
ever the conclusion that be simply gave his life for that of 
his wife, as I know be would have bad no trouble to s"'im 
out even though encumbered with bis apparel. 

(w) Their loud screams bad brought two or three persons 
to the tragical scene before Brother Hill was drowned. Hav
i11g struggled with all bis might to drive the buggy out, which 
was utterly impossible, as the mare drowned very quickly, 
these people saw him swim to the buggy, in which the sister 
was still sitting, and he could not get her out, as she was 
already dead. Then they reached him a pole, hoping to pull 
him out, but he sank to the bottom, about a dozen feet, and 
rose no more. 

N. B.-He had already been down out of sight, encum
bered by his apparel and tangled up in the harness in his 
efforts to drive out before the animal was quite dead, all of 
which proved a failure. The people on the shore say that 
when the last time he went to the buggy and found bis 
wife dead, he quickly sank and was seen no more. His oldest 
brother, my near neighbor, who gave me many of the facts 
I here relate, told me he had seen people drown, and that 
they al~ays sank .striking up with their hands, apparently 
fighting the water and making an effort to · pull out. Whereas 
Brother Hill made no such effort, but sank at once and was 
seen no more till they fished him out from the bottom of the 
abyss, he concluded that he must have taken the cramps in 
the cold water and consequently sank without further effort, 
beeause he positively corroborates all I have said in reference 
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to his expertness as a water man, which I saw incontrovertibly 
demonstrated as he swam in the Jordan, the Dead Sea, and 
the Sea of Galilee. Therefore the case is forever conclusive 
that she a few minutes preceded him to the glory land, I 
trow lingering in the air till his release, pursuant to the 
leadership of the guardian angels, who so manamvred that 
they should both, side by side, bid the world adieu and .wing 
their flight to the city of God. 

(x) Thirty years ago, when Dr. Redford was agent of our 
publishing house at Nashville, and in that interest attending 
all the Conferences, I heard him state during our session that 
the rank and file of the Kentucky Confereuce was pre-eminent 
in the Southern Methodist connectio,n, having more doctors of 
divinity and great preachers than any other Conference. At 
that time, some of them were C. W. Miller, Robert 
Hiner, H. P. Walker, S. X. Hall, J. W. Fitch, whose 
names I freely here give, as they have all gone to 
glory. Consequently I am emboldened by the trite maxim, 
"Nil de emoritius nise bonum" (Speak nothing but 
good things concerning the dead). Of course, I for
bear to mention the noble brethren who survive to this day 
in the good providence of God, whose names are in the book 
of life. When they pass over, it will be all right to catalogue 
them in the roll of honor. I have been a Methodist preacher 
fifty-five years, respectfully acquiescent in the ipse dixit of 
the Bishop. The Lord permitted me, in 1907, to attend the 
session of my dear old Conference once more, especially hoping 
to secure the appointment of Brother Hill as presiding older in 
our district, so he could give all possible attention to his chil-

• dren, the two elclest of whom have been at our house ever 
since the translation of their mother, and their baby ~rother 
in the liands of Sister John Hill, our nearest neighbor. In 
my ardnous efforts during the Conference session to procure 
that appointment for Brother Hill our Presiding Bishop Mor
rison told me that he could not let us have him for Danville 
distl'ict, at the same time telling me that he was more in 
demand than any other man in the Conference, districts and 
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first-class stations clamoring for him. Thus you see I proved 
by his presiding bishop that he was primus inter pares (pre
eminent among his comrades). At the late session of the Con
ference he the third time after his bereavement had received 
the appointment of ''missionary secretary'' for the entire Con
ference. Thus you see he had, in common parlance, reached 
the top of Jacob's ladder, which you know reached up to 
Heaven. Responsive to the divine bidding, instead of coming 
down, he stepped into glory, so suddenly and unexpectedly 
that it seems to us that we certainly will see him walk into 
our house; yea, liable at any moment. Since his exodus, 
his only daughter and our only granddaughter, Emma Durham 
Hill, twelve years old, very bright and promising, in a mighty 
vision saw him and her stepmother, whom she never had seen, 
come down from Heaven robed in white and tell the family 
and friends to look out for Jesus, assuring all that He is 
coming quickly to take His waiting bride from a world of 
sin and sorrow up to the marriage supper of the Lamb. His 
good old mother, far up in the eighties, also saw him in a 
vision, busy packing his valise to go off preaching, and at 
the same time exhorting his little boy, John William, to take 
his place, preach the Gospel and finish the work he had left. 

(y) Not only was he primus inter pares among his breth
ren, but it was pre-eminently so in his own home. There the 
whole family of a dozen children mutually honored him as 
their Moses. About ten years ago, while he was tarrying at 
our house, as he often did, to the delight of all, and of course 
made it his home after the exit of his companion, he, accom
panied by her, went down to his father's home and held a 
protracted meeting there on the homestead which all the 
family and the neighbors attended; meanwhile all the unsaved 
among them sought and found the Lord. His father, one of 
those grand and noble men whom drink had ruined, was glo
riously converted, actually turning shouting Methodist after 
the old style, and so remains till this day. God not only 
wonderfully blessed him as a preacher of the Gospel and as 
a soul-saver, but marvelously used him as a business man, 
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actually promoting him to the chieftaincy of his own tribe, 
to the ostensible recognition of all their acquaintances. It 
is wonderful how he served as a business manager for them 
all. His mind was so vigorous and act ive that the vast amount 
of business with which he was encumbered as a voluntary 
agent for the whole family was so easi ly and quickly adjusted 
by his extraordinary intellectual acumen as not to encumber 
him in his ministerial work. He actually seemed to have the 
normal ability of several different men. It seems that the 
extraordinary velocity with which he moved so expedited the 
locomotion of his life work that he was actually enabled to 
finish it in less than half the allotted time, as I 'am really 
prone to acquiesc<> in the conclusion that we arc all immortal 
until our work is done. 

"Hark! from tbe tombs a doleful sound, 
My ears, attend the cry; 

Ye living men, come view the ground, 
Where you must shortly lie. 

''Princes, this clay must be your bed, 
In spite of all your towers. 

Ye tall, yo wise, ye reverend head, 
Must lie as low as ours. 

"Great God, is this our certain doom! 
And arc we yet securef 

Still marching downward to the tomb T 
And yet prepared no more' 

''Grant us the power of quickening grace, 
To lift our souls to fly; 

Then when we drop this dying flesh, 
We 'II rise above the sky." 

(z) Our glorified children have left us three grandchildren 
-Emma Durham, twelve years old; John Williams, ten; Marion 
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Orphah-and here I mention John Paul, the infant son of 
Willie and Minnie Godbey, our only surviving children. Do 
please take these four, our only grandchildren, on your heart 
to God and pray for them, ever anon asking Him, in His 
condescending mercy, to make them preachers of the ever· 
lasting Gospel, in the succession of their parents and grand
parents, that they may preach not only in the Kentucky Con
ference, where my father, Brother Hill and myself have spent 
our lives blt>wing the silver trumpet. We expect in the pro
vidence of God to educate them all in Asbury College. You 
do not know how much we would not only appreciate your 
prayers, but every good word you can possibly speak to them, 
as their parents have akeady joined the blood-washed throng 
in the bright upper sky, and their grandparents, though all 
still surviving, are up in the seventies and eighties and will 
quickly go over, leaving the children orphans indeed. 

DEDICATION. 
Now to the dear brethren of Kentucky Conference, clerical 

and layical, and to the Holiness people in all lands, · regard
less of nationality, denomination, sect, race or creed, this biog
raphy is prayerfully and lovingly dedicated by the author, 

W. B. GODBEY. 
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Exordium. 

In sanctification we are married to the Lord, regener
ation having by supernatural intervention given us citi
zenship in the kingdom. As infants are not marriage
able, babyhood must be superseded by adult age before 
we can enter into wedlock with the Lord. 

When Isaac was born, Ishmael who symbolizes Old 
Adam was a stalwart lad of thirteen years. At the age 
of two years when Isaac was weaned they made a great _ 
feast. Amid the rejoicing Sarah discovered that Ishmael 
was mocking Isaac, teasing and tormenting him. Conse
quently as she symbolizes the true church of God, spirit
ual and invisible, living so close to Him as to know His 
mind, she says to Abraham who symbolizes the visible 
church always more or less abounding in carnal members 
who sympathize with the world, "Cast out the bond
woman and her son for she shall not be heir with my sou 
Isaac." This much grieved Abraham as he greatly loved 
his son Ishmael and highly respected Sarah's handmaid, 
yet like an honest man he took the matter to God who 
responded decisively, "Your wife is right, therefore cast 
out the bond-woman and her son." Consequently, Abra
ham with deepest sympathy for them both takes them 
away and they were never afterward in his home, illu
strating the fact that the true visible church will always 
take sides with God, and go for entire sanctification, 
whereas with the invisible spiritual kingdom, the Bride 
of Christ and the mother of God's children, entire sancti
fication, i. e., wedlock with the Lord is the grand climac
teric sine-qua-non without which the entire superstructure 
collapses to the ground. It is then a dismal ruin, ulti
mating in spiritual Babylon, the counterfeit bride, having 
been captured by the seductions of anti-christ and entered 
into wedlock with him. 

2 
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CHAPTER I. 

ELIGIBILITY TO THE BRIDEHOOD. 

The Zinzendorfian heresy shows its transparency and 
untenability in the very start, abrogating the second work 
of grace, as in that case it assumes that the Lord• goes to 
the devil for a wife, a thing which we cannot believe with 
impunity (2 Cor. 6: I4), "Be not unequally yoked 
together with unbelievers." 

Violation of this commandment ruined the ante
diluvian world and brought on the flood which swept 
them from the face of the earth. So long as the Seth
ites, i. e., the holiness people stood aloof from the Cain
ites, the anti-holiness people, they progressed very well 
while their ranks were adorned with such men as Enoch, 
who having walked with God for three hundred years 
was complemented with a chariot of fire to carry him to 
Heaven without ever seeing death. After this comes the 
statement that "when the sons of God, (i. e., the holiness 
people), saw the daughters of men ( i. e., the worldly 
people), that they were fair and took themselves wives," 
we then read very soon that violence filled the earth and 
the downward trend does not run long until the proclama
tion rings that man's life on the earth is cut down to a 
hundred and twenty years and the great flood will sweep 
all into eternity. The principle trouble now is at that 
point, i. e., inter-marriage of saints with sinners. As all 
in this world stand on.an inclined plane, the wicked hav-

3 
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ing the down-hill pull, will beat the righteous in nine 
cases out of ten. She says, "I will marry him and take 
him to Heaven with me." Look out, oh, daughter of 
Zion, touch him not lest he prove Satan's mill-stone round 
your neck dragging you to Hell. Nothing is more indis
putable in the Bible than the two works of grace, the 
super-natural birth to bring you into the kingdom and 
wedlock with !he Lord to establish you there. The mil
lions constituting the popular churches are strangers to 
the supernaturaJ birth, having like Ishmael, been born by 
natural generation while Isaac was born by supernatural 
intervention on the part of the Holy Ghost. 

In Galatians, the fourth chapter, the Apostle says that 
all the saints are the children of God, having been born 
after the manner of Isaac who never came into existence 
until the Lord visitd Abraham's tent at Mamre, accom
panied by twD angels who sat with Him under the oak 
tree and at His table nineteen hundred years before the 
Lord was born in Bethlehem. The Lord has permitted 
me three times to visit that hallowed spot and eat under 
that oak tree still standing though now thirty-eight hun
dred years old, which you need not think incredible when 
you remember that the Palestinian oak, as it gets old and 
declines in vitality sends up sprouts from the root which 

_,..develop into trunks. Therefore several trunks of that 
tree are now standing, one dead but unfallen, another 
about mature and ceasing to grow, tvvo or three others 
growing and some mere saplings. The monks in the 
Greek convent keeping this sacred spot all certify that 
this is the identical oak under which the Lord sat and ate 
Abraham's bread and kine and drank the milk, with His _ 
two angel companions. On this visit to Sarah the LDrd 
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announced to her the conception of Israel, His own pro
genitor in the flesh. 

The multiplied millions throng and rule the visible 
churches, and the preachers standing in the pulpits are 
experimentally ignorant of the super-natural birth and not 
Christians at all but Ishmaelites destined to be cast out 
with their ecclesiastical maternities like Ishmael and 
Hagar. Citizenship in the kingdom superinduced by the 
supernatural birth wrought in the heart by the Holy 
Ghost sent clown from Heaven, responsive to the cry of 
the broken-hearted penitent is the absolute necessity for 
eligibility to membership in the Bridehood, beautifully 
similar to that supernatural birth of Isaac, enunciated by 
the Lord of glory and consummated by the Holy Ghost, 
who so re-invigorated Sarah after her period of produc
tivity had passed that she gave birth to the heir of 
promise, the precursor of the children of God and the 
bona fide members of His church who are not joined but 
born into it. 

Christ is the true light which shineth on every man 
that is born into the world. (J no I : 9.) The Holy Ghost, 
the excarnate Christ, has been in the world in all ages, amt 
among all nations shining on every human spirit and call
ing every one to repentance, to seek the Lord and get 
saved and thus enter God's ecclesia (church), only by the 
super-natural birth wrought in the heart miraculously 
after the similitude of Isaac. Thus the children of God 
are scattered all over the world like the rain drops falling 
in every land. When you think of God's church beware 
of the popular delusion that it is some visible organiza
tion. This is not true at all, for it is God's family in all 
the earth, every member of which is supernaturally born. 
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When the Lord came into the world seeking a bride, 
He came not to the devil but to the kingdom of God. 
Thus Zinzendorfianism, above mentioned, is abundantly 
refuted by the mar_riage of Isaac, as he is a beautiful 
type of Christ, Abraham symbolizing the Father and 
Eleazer the Holy Ghost. Abraham obligated Eleazer 
with an oath not to. take a wife for his son from the 
daughters of Canaan wh~ were idolatrous, but to go 
away to Mesopotamia, his native land, to his kindred and 
thence take a wife for his son. He took Rebecca who 
beautifully symbolizes the bride of Christ who bade adieu 
to all her people and started! away to a foreign land which 
she had never seen, thus pointing out the translation of 
the Bride when the Lord shall come, when He will take 
her away to His celestial palace there to enjoy the mar
riage-supper of the Lamb. Oh, how brilliantly the 
prophesies of her father, mother and brother as she was 
mounting her camel still ring down the ages, "Be thou 
the mother of thousands of millions," destined to receive 
its wonderful fulfillment during the Millennial reign 
when the glory of · the Lord will cover the earth as the 
waters cover the sea, 

"And He shall have dominion over river, sea and shore, 
Far as the eagle's pinion or dove's light wing can soar." 

Then neither Satan nor any of his myrmidons shall be 
here, but Jesus, the Healer of diseases and no one shall 
say, "I am sick." Meanwhile the road to Hell will over
grow with dog-fennel and pennyroyal while the skies 
will be luminous with . the splendors radiant from the 
glorified saints incessantly flying up. As the prophet 
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says, "An infant shall die a hundred years old," we con
clude ante-diluvian longevity will be restored and doubt
less translations of the primitive method will be frequent; 
the saints like Enoch, Elijah and Joshua, mounting the 
fiery chariots and flying away into glory without seeing 
death. 

If you are an ·aspirant to the grandest honor this side 
the pearly portals, i. e., wedlock with the Lord, the prob
lem of the super-natural birth after the similitude ·of Isaac 
must be settled without the possibility of a doubt. As 
sanctification marries you to the Lord it is utterly impos
sible for you to get it without the supernatural birth, the 
condition of citizenship in the kingdom, an inseparable 
essentiality to your eligioility. Many professing sancti
fication have sought it on the low plane of conviction for 
sin and consequently only received regeneration, there
fore such are not members of the bridehood and conse
quently not illigible to the glorious rapture . 

. • 



CHAPTER II. 

Tmt GOLDEN WEDDING. 

As money is the climax of the mercantile world, it 
has been the chief desideratum of the nations in all ages. 
As gold is the standard of the financial world it repre
sents mercantile perfection, i. e., the ultimatum of all 
enterprises. As God alone has absolute perfection in 
contra-distinction to the subordinate perfection of angels, 
and Christian perfection still dropping down to a lower 
plane simply meaning salvation from all sin but leaving 
us full of infirmities until this mortal puts on immortality. 
Therefore gold in the Bible constantly symbolizes God. 
As the Holy Ghost is the Executive of the Trinity and the 
only divine personality on the earth since the ascension 
of the glorified Son and here in His succession working 
mightily to get the Bride to meet her divine Spouse; 
therefore the current meaning of gold in the Bible is 
Holy Ghost religion and that climaxes in His own incar
nation in the human heart when He enthrones Christ to 
reign without a revival forever, therefore gold in the Bible 
apparently means the Holy Ghost. 

When Solomon built the temple he wrapped almost 
everything in gold because the temple symbolized the 
heart which is to be regenerated, sanctified and filled with 
the Holy Ghost. Consequently when Rehoboam suc
ceeded his father and departed from God, he permitted 
Shishak, the symbol of the devil, king of Egypt, to come 

8 
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up with a great army, lay siege to Jerusalem, spoliate 
those golden shields and carry them away into Egypt. 
Then Rehoboam made brazen shields and put them in 
the place of gold, much larger as brass is so cheap, and 
when new and bright, to unanointed eyes shihing like 
gold. Oh, how history repeats itself. We have the 
transaction multiplied all over Christendom in this age 
of shams, counterfeits and superficialisms. The people 
build themselves a log-house in the woods, pray together, 
get gloriously saved and flooded with Heaven. After 
awhile they get rich, build a fine house with a tall steeple. 
put in it a plpe~6tl,t:h1, cushion the pews and say, "Oh, 
5tit church is sb prosperous!" But we hear th~ shout 
no more i what is the matter? Shishak the devil, has 
come and taken away their golden shield, i. e., their faith, 
the basis of all spirituality and con;equently their religion 
is gone: though they raise so much money that their 
standing in the Conference is high and the appointment 
sought for by the ablest preachers; yet Shishak (Satan), 
has coiled around them like a boa-constrictor and is crush
ing every spark of vitality out of them and expediting 
their damnation. 

The Lord gave me sanctification fifteen years before 
the Movement reached the great South, and used me to 
pioneer it from the Atlantic Ocean to Mexico. In Mis
sissippi, in its early history, a sweet-spirited little Metho
dist preacher was one of the first to enter into the experi
ence and to become the target of popular criticism as they 
:all were. An old woman looked upon as a paragon-saint 
:and as a mother in Israel, interviewed him, "Brother, 
why do you not shout so much since you got sanctified 
:as in former years when you would shout all over the / 
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camp-ground every year andi in all of the revival meet
ings of the church you were a great shouter? Why are 
you so qJ.Iiet? I had supposed that sanctification would 
go the other way and make you the more demonstrative." 
He responded to her, "When your son Charley came 
home after an absence of two years during which time 
h~ had been unheard of, you shouted until all the neigh
bors heard you, leaping and running until you wore your
self out and exhausted your voice, so that you could neith
er shout nor jump until you recuperated. Why do you 
not still keep on shouting?" She replied, "Oh, Charley 
now stays at home and of course I don't shout over him 
every day. But after I had mourned for him so many 
.years, thinking him dead; _when behold, he came home 
alive and· w~ll, I confess that I almost· shouted my life 
·away." "Well," said the brother, "When Jesus used to 
come to s~e me at the camp-meeting and then go away 
and stay until another revival and then come back, I 
shouted over Him with all my might. -But now as He 
stays with me all of the time of course I do not shout 
over Him so much." 

In regeneration the Holy Spirit revea,ls the glorified 
Savior to the soul, as in the case of Saul on the Damascus 
road, when he saw him up in the firmament shining down 
on him, with a brightness eclipsing the meridian sun in 
his noon-day splendor. This confirms the conclusion that 
the Holy Ghost in "regeneration always revealed the glor
ified Jesus to the human spirit, the charm in that case 
becoming irresistible. Well does Charles Wesley say, 
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"The worst of sinners would rejoice, 
Could he but see Th31 face 

Hear Thy pard'ning voice 
Taste Thy redeeming grace." 

n 

Thus it is an indisputable fact that no human soul can 
resist the charm of the glorified Savior whom ail behol.d 
when the Holy Ghost reveals Him in regeneration. Then 
we receive a delectable introduction to Him, so charming 
that we fall in love with Him to mourn when His gfori
fied presence evanesces, and long for Him to come to stay. 
When He comes during the revivals he always brings 
us blessings rich and rare which we so much appreciate. 
After awhile we undergo a revolution somewhat losing 
sight of the gifts in our glowing appreciation of the Giver. 
This increases more and more until the Giver Himself 
almost eclipses the glory and beauty of His gifts and we 
long more and more for Him to abide with us forever. 

After Paul had sought sanctification for three years 
in Arabia so lucidly and brilliantly deliniated by Himself 
in Romans the seventh chapter, where in the twenty
fourth verse he finally reaches a point of loathing and 
detestation against the old man of sin, revealed in the 
historic symbolism of the dead body tied to the living 
soldier (i. e., Old Adam tied to him), in which case the 
pestilential exhalations always kill the living. soldier un
less he has the gioocl fortune to get rid of the corpse. 
Therefore having worn himself out resorting to all con
ceivable efforts, through legalistic works to divest himself 
of the awful and loathsome pestilential monster, in final 
desperation he ejaculates, "Ah wretched man that I am 
who shall deliver me from this body of d~ath !" He thus 
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reaches the end of all hope and the ultimatum of all 
legalisms and casts himself on the mercy of God in 
Christ whose omnipotent arm that moment delivers him 
and he raises the shout, "I thank God through Jesus 
Christ our Lord!" Gal. 1: 15: "When he who separ
ated me from the womb of my mother and called me 
by his grace was pleased fo reveal his Son in me, I no 
longer conferred with flesh and blood but went away 
into Arabia and after three years returned to Damascus." 
Whereas in regeneration the Holy Ghost reveals Christ 
to the soul, shining down on him from without, in sanc
tification, He reveals Him within, sitting on the throne of 
the heart, crowned and sceptered, reigning without a 
rival. 

"Brother Godbey, why is it so difficult to keep sancti-
- fied ?" John Wesley calls regeneration sanctification 

begun and says that we should always designate entire 
sanctification by the use of the qualifying adjective as so . 
many only have it partially. That explains the reason 
for its evanescence. The Holy Ghost, full of love, is 
al~ays ready to come and bless the human soul, giving 
Old Adam an awful thrashing so he tilts over and plays 
dead, to make us think that he is dead so that we will not 
press on and get him killed. While we do not believe in 
non-forfeitable blessings in this life, entire sanctification 
is doubtless the most permanent experience that we get. 
T·he reason that so many stop short of the full experience 
is because it only supervenes on the death of the sin per
~onality, from the simple fact that the Holy Ghost will 
not settle in the heart during the survival of the "Old 
Man" who is the son of the devil and of course in conse
quence God will not room with him. You throw your 
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door wide open, hospitably, receive me into your house, 
assign me a delightful room, good enough for a king. 

, I thank you, certifying to my perfect satisfaction. Soon 
I find that I have to room with a drunkard. Then, with 
my thanks, I bid you adieu, go off to the stable where 
our Savior was born, and take my chances among the 
herds and flocks. This "Old Man" of sin, the son of the 
devil, the very quintessence of deceit is a constant Pro
teus and turning to everything as the Greek poets describe 
their mythical hero, one moment a lion, then a fox, then 
an eagle, then a man, etc. Therefore he will metamor
phose himself a thousand times, playing everything, 
especially playing dead to keep you from killing him. 

For this reason only a minority of the people profess
ing sanctification have the full blessing. When the sin 
personality is actually dead the Holy Ghost always moves 
in because it is His delight to dwell in every heart which 
is His own temple, created for His eternal occupancy, 
Himself not only the Builder but the Purifier of the same. 
When Solomon dedicated the temple he slaughtered 
forty-two thousand oxen and a hundred and twenty-two 
thousand sheep. Oh, what rivers of blood thus flowing 
to symbolize the precious blood of Jesus which cleanses 
the human heart! Having offered these magnitudinous 
sacrifices, falling on his knees in the temple, he dedicated 
it to the great Jehovah who came and filled it with His 
presence, manifested by a white cloud. Josephus tells us 
that it was a common thing to slaughter two hundred and 
fifty thousand lambs during a single Passover, thus sym
bolizing the bleeding Lamb of Goel slain on Calvary, 
quafitity substituted for quality. 

Rom. 6: 1-6: "Shall we continue in sin that grace 
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may abound? It oould not be so; how shall we that are 
dead to sin live any longer in it? Know ye not that so 
many of us as have been baptized into Jes.us Christ were 
baptized into His death? Therefore having grown to
gether in the likeness of His death we shall also be in 
the likeness of his resurrection. Therefore we are bur
ied with him by baptism into His death? Therefore we 
are buried with him by baptism into death that as Christ 
was raised up the glory of the Father, so shall we also 
walk with him in newness of life, knowing this that our 
old man is crucified and the body of sin destroyed that 
we may· no longer serve sin as he that is dead has been 
made free from sin." Here we see vividly described the 
crucifixion of the "old man," the son of the devil, the 
Satanic nature, the body of sin, i. e., the sin personality, 
his crucifixion and utter destruction taking place so 
decisively that we cannot be mistaken regarding it. We 
have it also clearly revealed that it is done by the baptism 
which Jesus gives in the Holy Ghost and fire, not in 
immersion but in a potent effusion as on the day of Pente
cost, when the Holy Ghost fell on them in flaming fire, 
filling them and revolutionizing their ministerial charac-

· ter, utterly burning up their cowardice, ambition and 
unbelief till Peter never again manifested a vestige of 
l'he cowardice and infidelity which disgraced him on the 
night of our Lord's betrayal but lived a hero and died a 
martyr. Neither do we ever afterward see 'a trace of 
the unbelief and doubt which characterized Thomas, for 
the fiery baptism burnt it all up. That Napoleonic ambi
tion to be the bishops of the Gospel church so conspicuous 
in James and John, those brilliant young preachers ~og· 
nomened by our Lord, "sons of thunder," was all forever 
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swept away. In the above Scripture the Baptism of the 
Holy Ghost is grandly personified as the sheriff of the 
divine government. 

The law says, "The soul that sinneth, it shall die." 
(Ezek. 18: 4, 20.) The word of the Lord is irrefragible 
and inexorable. Therefore the sin personality, which 
is appropriately named the "old man," because he is as 
old as the devil whose existence dates back to the fall of 
Lucifer, and cannot mean our own sins for they are not 
so old as we are-the "old man" is the criminal against 
the divine government and consequently by the law con· 
demned to death. If the law is not sustained, God's gov
ernment of the universe collapses. In this grand Scrip
ture, baptism is the personification of the divine govern
ment, arresting the man of sin, crucifying him (in our 
day, hanging), and the burial being the normal, legal 
concomitant of the execution, as the government when it 
executes a criminal never leaves his body for interment 
by the poor family or for a pauper's grave, but always 
buries the corpse after it is hung, until "dead, dead, 
dead." The perversion of this passage to the immersion 
in physical water is a glaring instance of Satanic audacity 
as there is no allusion to the human body and water is 
not mentioned in the book of Romans. Heed the warn· 
ing and be not wise above what is written. The resort to 
corporeal immersion to satisfy this inspired exegesis of 
the entire "sanctification" "without which no man skall 
see the Lord," has done more to blind the popular mind 
to the necessity of-Christian Perfection and to ease the 
guilty conscience down into the cradle of carnal security 
while the devil uses the hallucinated preacher to rock with 
his own hand till he can dump his slumbering church 
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into Hell, than any other dogmatism now prevalent in 
Christendom. Millions of people take immersionism and 
cease to bother about the "old man" of sin, vainly expect
ing corporeal death to kill him. This is one of Satan's 
greased planks on which he slides men into Hell. The 
"old man" is not a physical being, but Satan, therefore 
utterly unaffected by corporeal death. This is the gteat 
argument against immersionism, which is so big that it is 
almost impossible to receive it without unconsciously and 
inadvertently imbibing the impression that it has some
thing to do with salvation, which is detrimental to salva
tion from the simple fact that nothing in the universe is 
necessary to salvation but the Savior, because He i':l 
omnipotent and needs no help. 



CHAPTER III. 

Tm~ CouNTERFEIT BRIDE. 

As Satan is the god of the present age ( 2 Cor. 4: 4), 
not "this world" as in the A. V., because the earth is 
included in the redemption of Christ, in due time to be 
sanctified by fire ( 2 Peter 3rd chapter), simuitaneously 
with the final judgment and afterward re-created (Rev. 

/ 

21st chapter), and re-annexed to Heaven where it belong-
ed before Satan broke it loose, in view of adding it to Hell 
and in the glorious ultimate it finally will be given to the 
triumphant saints as a soldier's bounty and a reward for 
their faithful heroism during the six thousand years of 
war against the devil for the recovery and restoration of 
this great and beautiful world, once lost but now found. 
The world began with the Sabbath, the beautiful Eden, 
when God rested from the work of creation during the six 
demiurgic days, i. e., creative periods. How long the 
Edenic Sabbath lasted we know not. After the fall it was 
followed by the Satanic age which normally supervened as 
the result of His victory over humanity when he lassoed 
Queen Eve and King Adam and with them, all their 
innumerable posterity, countless as the sand of the sea
shore. The six days constituting the week of labor and 
of sorrow between the Edenic and the Millennial Sabbaths, 
aggregating six thousand years, have about finished their 
curriculum-the Millennial dawn even now gladdening 
the hearts of forlorn multitudes. During Satan's long 
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reign on the earth he has constantly brought in all the 
resources of his gigantic intellect to make the people 
believe that he is God, actually using the shrewdness of 
an archangel to play God on the people. The conse
quence is that his followers seem to be as numberless as the 
glittering stars, in gorgeous constellations chasing each 
other in unwearied marches over curulean concaves. As 
Satan is the great deceiver, the father of lies and liars, 
oh how he leads the great and influential ecclesiasticisms, 
pursuant to his diversified carnal policies, personally pre
siding over ecumenical conferences, gathered from the 
ends of the earth, e. g., Pope Pius IX in 1870 convened 
in Rome the greatest church council ever known on the 
earth including five hundred and thirty-five bishops and 
priests without number from every nation under heaven; 
all of them crowding into St. Peter's at Rome which cost 
two hundred millions of dollars in money and two hun
dred years of time to build. The grand end of this Coun
cil was to vote the Pope's infallibility, which he con
strained them to do. At the very time they were to take 
the vote after a session of four years, having arranged 
with concentric mirrors to reflect the splendor of his per
son, arrayed in gold and jewelry throughout that immense 
audience, God sent an awful thunder storm with fearful 
lightnings and clouds so dark that they had to light the 
gas at the noon-day in the Vatican Palace, thus utterly 
defeating the Papistical pageantry of that gross and 
blasphemous idolatry. We read ( 2 Thess. 2nd chapter), 
how the personal glory of the Lord Jesus Christ when He 
returns on His Millennial throne, will utterly exterminate 
this blasphemous ~nti-christ from the earth, verifying 
Rev. 19, where we see that both the pope and Mohammed 
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~ill be arrested and cast alive into the lake of fire, never 
to get out, even arriving thither before the devil who 
does not reach there until the conclusion of the final judg
ment. 

You see (Rev. 17th chapter), the woman arrayed with 
scarlet, silks and satins and bejeweled with gold and dia
monds from top to toe, sitting on the bloody dragon 
which takes a cranky spell, kicks up, throws her over his 
head and then eats her up. The woman is the fallen 
bride, the beast, carnal ecclesiasticism, especially Catholo
cism but including fallen Protestanism. Here it says that 
when John saw _her in all this fantastical plight he was 
astonished with great astonishment-no wonder as in the 
twelfth chapter he had seen her in the purest Gospel sim
plicity, running from the dragon which was pursuing her 
to destroy her and her child (Jes us). Now he sees that 
she has compromised with the dragon and climbing upon 
his back is en joying a delectable outing. You see in this 
chapter that the pope is to be the anti-christ of prophecy 
because he is, "the eighth head of the beast,'' "one of the 
seven," "he comes up out of the bottomless pit" and 
"goes into perdition." In Chapter thirteen you see the 
carnal Roman beast with seven heads and ten horns rise 
up out of the sea (the people). Rome was first a king
dom, afterward a republic, for a time a tribuneship, a 
triumvirate, a dictatorship and finally an empire. John 
lived in the time of the latter and saw one of those seven 
heads wounded to death; that was the empire which the 
Barbarians, Goths, Huns, Vandals and Heruli destroyed 
after a three-hundred years' war, taking the City A. D. 
476, occupying a whole week gathering the gold and 
silver from the temples, shrines and palaces and returning 
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home, common soldiers having become millionaires; leav
ing the throne without an occupant as they only wanted 
the money, thus opening the way for the Bishop of Rome 
to ascend the throne of the world, thus becoming the 
seventh head of the beast. As the pope is the only head 
of that wonderful prophetic beast seen by Daniel, still on 
the earth, the anti-christ is to be one of the seven, though 
himself the eighth head of the beast; you see that it is 
none other than the pope himself whose magnification on 
the fall of all the kingdoms (Dan. 7 : 9), will be such as 
to give him unprecedented prominence and entitle him 
to the cognomen, "eighth head of the beast." When the 
Lord takes away His bride, then God the Father (Dan. 
7: 9), the Ancient of Days, will descend in flaming fire 
accompanied by a "thousand thousand," i. e., a million of 
destroying angels who will descend with Him in order 
to execute righteous judgment against wicked nations 
and fallen churches throughout th!". whole world. The 
popular churches this day all repudiating sanctification, 

·all claim, Protestant and Papal, that their church is the 
Bride of Christ. Whereas in reality she is the bride of 
anti-christ and will fall in the great tribulation, the hope
less victims of the destroying angels in the Armageddon 
wars. 



CHAPTER IV. · 

Wrnow;Hoon o:F THE BRIDE. 

Luke 18: 1-8: "And he spoke a parable to them that 
they should always pray and never faint, saying, There 

1 was a certain judg.e in a certain city not fearing God and 
not regarding man. And there was a widow in that city · 
and she continued to come to him, saying, Avenge me 
of mine adversary. And for a time he was not willing 
but after these things he said in himself, If truly I do 
not fear God nor regard man I will indeed avenge her 
because this widow is giving me trouble, lest coming 
on to the end she may smite me in the face. The Lord 
said, Hear what the judge of unrighteousness says: 
Must not God execute judgment in behalf of his own 
elect who cry day and night unto him and he bears long 
with them? I say unto you that he· will execute their 
vindication quickly. Moreover the Son of Man having 
come will he find faith on the earth?" You see here that 
real faith will be very scarce on the earth when the Lord 
comes to take up His bride, alarmingly verifying His 
statement that th,e saved are few (Luke 13: 23). Among 
the multitudes professing membership in the Bridehood 
the argument seems to be alarmingly tenable that the 
saints, honored with a place in the glorious rapture will 
be very few. In the foregoing parable the city is the 
world, the widow the Bride of Christ, who has been 
mourning the absence of her Spouse ever since He 
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ascended up from Mount Olivet eighteen · hundred 
and seventy-seven years ago. The popular inter
pretation of this parable generally takes the unjust j uc!ge 
for the-devil, which is a mistake for he is the "adversary" 
of the widowed church, persecuting her without mercy, 
propagating scandals on her; all the time, waging an 
exterminating war against her children killing them on 
all sides without distinction or mercy. Really the awful 
castigatory judgments which God in righteousness will 
send upon the wicked nations will all be inflicted in answer 
to the prayers of the saints, "Avenge me of mine adver
sary," none of which have been forgotten. Perhaps you 
will be surprised when I tell you that the judge in the 
parable is God the Father. -How can this be? As you 
see instead of translating it, "unjust judge" you have it 
"judge of unrighteousness," i. e., He is the righteous 
Judge against all unrighteousness, ·this imputation of 
unrighteousness to this Judge is a mistake in translation. 
He is the righteous Judge of all the earth executing just 
retributions against all the unrighteousness throughout 
the world. He here says to the widow that he neither 
'fears God nor regards man, which has led to the conclu- -
sion that he cannot symbolize our blessed Heavenly 
Father. There is a rule in rhetoric specifying that we 
shall not press a metaphor too far. In this parable we 
have a solitary attribute of the Almighty personified 
which is His sovereign independency; absolutely free 
from fear which follows as a natural sequence to His 
omnipotence as He is under no obligation to any man
the uncreated, omnipotent, omniscient and omnipresent 
Creator of the universe, to whom everything belongs 
and He alone is absolutely independent of everything. 
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Oh, what a wonderful consolation to us poor little 
finite creatures that this God is pure love, ( 1 J no. 4: 8, 
16.) Therefore everything He does is actuated by pure 
love and nothing else, as He is actually incapable of any
thing but love which is His own eternal and imperisf1able 
essence. You see in this parable positively and clearly 
revealed the widowhood of the Bride, forlorn and friend
less in this wicked world, pursued by Satan the god of 
the age, with his untiring hostilities and perseci1tions. 
Oh, what a contrast this persecuted widowhood with the 
proud, carnal church sitting a queen (Rev. 18th chapter), 
and saying, "I am no widow, I see no sorrow." But read 
on in that chapter and you will see how the awfu-1 calam
ities come upon her in a swelling flood, with cataracts of 
destruction and avalanches of tribulation. 

When the Trojan war which lasted-ten years, winding 
up with the utter destruction of the City broke out and 
all the kingdoms of Greece united in the common cause, 
Ulysses, the king of Ithica, so wonderfully distinguished 
for his wisdom which after ten years hard fighting finally 
succeeded in taking the city when all others had given 
up in despair, by the invention of the wooden horse so
called from its resemblance to a horse while it was large 
enough to contain an army. Leaving it on the plain of 
conflict, near the gate of the City, the army pretentiously 
embarked for home, but halted on an island in hearing 
distance sending Sinon to play deserter to the Trojans 
and by his eloquent speeches to say that this monster in 
the shape of a horse was an offering to the Goddess Min
erva, the patron deity of the City, lest she might inflict 
awful judgments on the Greek nations as a great retri
bution for besieging her favorite City those ten long 
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and bloody years. It succeeded to a charm. As it was 
too large to come through a gate of the City they took 
down a section of the wall and drew it in on rollers, 
after which Sinon open the gates and the Greeks, includ
ing Ulysses, himself the inventor of the fatal horse, 
rushed out beginning the work of death while at the same 
moment they signify with skyrockets to the ambuscaded 
army to hasten to the scene, enter the City for which they 
had fought and labored ten years in vain, finding the walls 
impregnable. That night the ancient kingdom of Troy 
fell to rise no more. 

Then the entire Grecian army, their work done, em~ 
barked for their native land. In those days without steam 
engine or mariner's compass, sailing on seas and oceans 
was involved in awful peril. Sure enough, Minerva, 
enraged by the destruction of Troy, sent an awful storm, 
which rolled mighty seas over the ships, resulting in the 
separation of Ulysses' fleet from the rest of the Greeks. 
It then followed that tossed upon unknown seas and 
wrecked upon the rocky islands of the Grecian Archipel
ago, often refitting and re-embarking only to incur other 
wreckage, meanwhile occurred his wonderful and thrill
ing adventures among giants and demi-gods which you 
find vividly described in Homer's Odyssey (Greek for 
Ulysses), consisting of twenty-four books in the beautiful 
Greek, which along with the twenty-four books constitut
ing the Iliad in which the greatest of earthly poets wrote 
up the Trojan war, have borne the palm of the world's 
poetry in all subsequent ages. 

Meanwhile the Grecian army, having reach(.d home, 
reports Ulysses and his fleet lost in the storm and buried 
in the sea as they never could hear of them. Penelope, 
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the wife of Ulysses was celebrated throughout all Greece 
for her beauty, wisdom and domestic graces. Conse
quently the young princes of Greece, recognizing her 
widowhood visit her court in great numbers, paying her 
their addresses and seeking her hand in wedlock. To 
them all she says, "No," assuring them that her husband 
is alive and will come home. They all at the same time 
ridicule the idea, telling her that he is even at that 
moment asleep in a watery grave on the sea-bottom. 
They become a great annoyance to her, boarding on her 
all the time, eating up the substance of the kingdom, 
whereas she was afraid to discard them, lest they take 
offence and making war on her in the absence of her 
royal partner, take the country out of her hands. Finally 
in her perplexity she resorted to a stratagem. At that 
time weaving was a great art understood by a very few 
and the knowledge of it considered a complement to a 
queen as clothing was generally made out of the skins 
of animals. 

Therefore she told them that she was very busy weav
ing a burial shroud for Laertes her father-in-law, the 
superannuated king of Ithica, and she tells them that as 
soon as she gets done with the job she will make a selec
tion from among them and enter into wedlock. But this 
work is so prolonged that their suspicions are aroused 
and they watch her and find that she ravels out at night 
what she had woven in the day, in order to prolong the 
job and put them off. So she continued until ten 
years had rolled away making in all twenty years of her 
husband's absence, when behold he arrived at home in 
the disguise of a beggar, as he had heard about the trou~ 
ble of the suitors and was afraid that if they identified 
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him they would kill him. Therefore while he is knocking 
about the place playing the beggar, the suitors anon 
dropping a penny into his hand, Penelope however per
fectly recognizing him, but pursuant to his wishes humor
ing the stratagem. Eventually he gets up a shooting 
match with the suitors in which he excells them all till 
they are ashamed, to their deep disgrace, to concede the 
prize to the beggar, when suddenly throwing off his dis
guise, he proclaims his identity, King Ulysses having 
returned after twenty years. He takes command of the 
multitude and slays all the suitors on the spot, thus in 
royal majesty assuming his throne amid the congratula
tory shouts of all the people. 

Thi!! beautifully illustrates the attitude of the widowed 
bride, antithetically the counterfeit, that is, the popular 
church which has married anti-christ and is not looking 
for the Lord. The first time that I went to the Holy Land 
in 1895 our neighbors told my wife to give me up as it 
was so far off that I would never get back. Though 
many looked to go with me I made the journey entirely 
alone. On my return tour, at Athens, Greece, I received 
a telegram from Cook's Agent at Rome notifying me 
when I would sail from Genoa, Italy for New York, as 
hitherto I had no information relative to my homeward 
bound sailing. It is a significant fact that a person out
travels the mail, especially in foreign lands. On this 
occasion I arrived at home two weeks in advance of my 
letter, my clear wife having not a word in reference to 
my detour. Arriving at two A. M., I walked noiselessly 
on the bluegrass around to an ell of the building and 
!'tepped on the threshold of a backcloor leading into my 
wife's room, and without a word gently wrapped on the 
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<loor. At once she leaped out of the bed and calling my 
name, opened the door with a shout, "I knew you were 
coming." I was not surprised, taking it for granted 
that she had received my admonitory letter. When she 
assured me in the negative, said, "How then did you 
know that I was coming?" She responded, "The Lord 
told me so," stating that when I left for the long journey 
under her protest, which she has always raised to my 
foreign travels and her neighbors gave her the miserable 
consolation that I would never get back, and advised her 
to give me up and be reconciled, but she went to the Lord 
in prayer and He responded in the consolatory words, "Be 
of good cheer, I will bring him back." Therefore the 
true bride is a persecuted widow constantly looking for 
her Heavenly Spouse and praying to the Father to send 
Him along. Among the signs of the Lord's near com
ing we recognize so many saints testifying to thrilling 
visions of His glorious appearing, among which He has 
not passed me by. In these visions I have awakened with 
rapturous shouts as I ran out to meet Him in His glory 
with His mighty angels. 



CHAPTER V. 

Tm;: BRIDE oF CHRIST IN THE MILLENNIAL 

ADMINISTRATION. 

Rev. 20: 6 : "Blessed and holy is he that hath part 
in the first resurrection, for over such the second death 

· has no power for they shall be kings and priests and reign 
with him a thousand years." Here you clearly see the 
saints of the Bridehood all ruling the whole world, sub
ordinately to Christ, King of kings and Lord of lords, 
forever and ever. 'i\Thile the tribulation will be doing 
its work, which will be to eliminate out of the world all 
the unsavables, meanwhile the marriage supper of the 
Lamb will be running in the New Jerusalem and all the 
saints will be passing through their _adjudication, exposi
tory and definitive of their respective fields of labor 
throughout the whole earth during the Millennial cen
turies. 

Our Savior (Luke I9) tells us about a nobleman 
goi1rg away to a far country to receive a kingdom and 
return. Antecedently to his exodus he calls together 
his servants and gives each a pound ($I7.oo), and tells 
him to invest it and make all he can until he returns. On 
arrival he calls them into his presence to give an account 
of their work. The one meets him with the report, "Your 
pound has gained ten." Then he says, "Be thou ruler 
over ten cities." Another says, "Your pound has gained 
five ." To him the king responds, "Be thou ruler over 
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five cities." A third one meets him with this report, 
"Knowing that thou are an austere man reaping where 
thou hast not strewn and gathering where thou hast not 
sown, I carefully wrapped your pound in a napkin and 
kept it safe until now." To him the ruler replies, "Out 
of thine own mouth I condemn thee; according to your 
own testimony you , should have put my money in the 
bank and then at my coming I would have received mine 
own with the product, not "usury" as in the A. V. 
Then he said to his servants, "Take the pound from him 
and give it to him that hath ten pounds." A by-stander 
interjects, "Why not gixe it to the one with five pounds?" 
There is a good reason, for the one with ten pounds will 
make twice as mpch out of it. "Then take the unpro
fitable servant, bind him hand and foot, cast him into 
the outer darkness where there will be weeping and wail
ing and gnashing of teeth." In this parable, Jesus is the 
nobleman, Heaven the far country, the servants the Chris
tians, and His enemies, the people of the world. You 
see here that the more we accumulate the more the Lord 
will give us and the richer we will be in the coming king
dom. Number three believed "once in grace, always in 
grace," pr.acticed what he preached and lost his soul and 
his religion too. A solemn warning to all to stand aloof 
from that silly hoax of Satan by which he has deluded 
millions into Hell, while we should all take courage and 
aspire to be "ten pounders" so we may receive the ten 
cities in the coming kingdom. That is the reason that 
I am running throughout the world preaching day and 
night by speech and pen. I am aspiring to the ten cities. 

We see clearly that our first work in the glorious 
Millennium will be the evangelization of all the world, 

,, 
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(Rev. 19.) Here we see all the kings of the earth on the 
battlefield fighting against the Lord Jesus Christ in order 
to hold their kingdoms and retain their crowns which 
will all fall when the Father (Ancient of Days, Dan. 
7: 9), shall descend from Heaven. All this pursuant to 
the promise to His triumphant Son when He ascended 
up to Heaven from Mount Olivet and reported His vic
tory on Mount Calvary when God said to Him (Acts 2), 
"Sit thou on my right hand until I make thine enemies 
thy footstool." He is a sitting there to this day. But 
the wonderful prophetical fulfillments flashing jubilantly 
from every sky assure us that the time must be V·ery nigh 
when the Father will fulfil that promise, shaking from 
His throne every ruler both political and ecclesiastical. 
Daniel saw flames of fire and destroying angels executing 
this mighty work while John saw the desolating wars of 
Armageddon shaking down from their throne? all the 
kings of the earth. The Lord Jesus Christ in this 19th 
chapter of Revelation is portrayed as a Mounted War
rior riding forth conquering and to conquer. Meanwhile 
we see an angel standing on the sun, shouting to all the 
carnivorous birds and beasts to come to the grand carni
val and eat the flesh of fallen kings, queens, princes and 
potentates, meanwhile the pope and Mohammed are 
arrested and cast alive into the lake that burneth with 
fire and brimstone forever and ever. Drop your eye on 
the last verse of the chapter and read the good news, 
"All the rest," i. e., all the people that survived the great 
tribulation," were slain by the sword proceeding out of 
the mouth of Him that sitteth on the horse." .What does 
it mean to be slain by the "sword of the Spirit?" (Heb. 
4: 12.) It can only mean to have the man of sin in your 
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heart slain, while you live, shine and shout forever. For 
two reasons all the people in the world at the time of the 
Millennial reign will get saved, the one is that none but 
savable people will then be on the earth; and the other. 
there will be no devil in all the world to keep a soul from 
receiving the first offer of salvation. 

This same grand and consolatory truth is revealed in 
Acts, the fifteenth chapter, in the history of that notable 
Jerusalem council of Apostles, elders and brethren, the 
highest authority in the world to settle the relation of the 
Gentile to the Gospel church. In Peter's speech he 
referred to God's use of his instrumentality to open the 
door for the church in the Gentile world at the house of 
Cornelius. After him James, the Lord's brother, who 
was presiding over the Council observed, "Simeon hath 
expounded how God interposed to take out of the Gentiles 
a people unto himself. To this refer the words of the 
prophet (Amos). A£ter these things I will return and 
build again the throne of David which hath fallen clown 
and build again the ruins of the same and set it up again, 
in order that the remainder of the people may seek out 
the Lord, even all the Gentiles on whom His name has 
been called." This abundantly corroborates Revelation 
the 19th chapter which sets forth that all the people who 
survive the tribulation will be saved in the Millennium, 
which will be Heaven's greatest harvest in all the ages, 
Hell reaping her greatest harvest in the tribulation 
(Acts IS : I 7). "In order that the remainders of the people 
m£!y seek out the Lord," not as in the A. V., "Seek after 
the Lord." You may seek after the Lord all your life 
and never find Him but make your bed in Hell, whereas 
to seek out the Lord is to find Him every time. The 
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Greek here is unmistakable, exzetozosam, from ek, "out," 
and zateo, "to seek," setting forth in the strongest phrase
ology possible the grand fact that all the people on the 
earth when the Millennium begins will seek the Lord and 
find Him, i. e., get gloriously saved. During· the Millen
ium the children born will all be converted before they 
forfeit their infantile justification as there will be no 
devil to lead them into sin and the glory of the Lord 
will cover the earth as the waters cover the sea. 

In the glorious Millennial administration the Apostles 
shall be the first rulers of the earth as Jesus twice told 
them, "As the Father hath appointed unto me a king
dom, so I appoint unto you and you sha!l sit upon twelve 
thrones, judging, (i. e., ruling) the twelve tribes of 
Israel." 

Be sure that you have a place in the Bridehood ! 
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Paganization of the American Church. 

CHAPTER I. 

MAN INNATELY RELIGIOUS. 

This proposition is abundantly authenticated by uni
versal observation, none having been found through all 

· the ages destitute of religious predilection. Fetichism, 
i. e., the worship of just anything, great or small, valu
able or intrinsically worthless; imputing to it super
natural powers of enchantment, characterizes the low
est savages in the interior of Africa, Australia and 
Oceania. We even find relics of it not only throughout 
the pagan world, but among Christian nations. In the 
latter it assumes the form of signs, sounds and charms, 
ramifying into an endless diversity of superstitious en
chantments, and giving currency to a diversity of pop
ular maxims appertaining to human fortune and denom
inated "luck." 

Satan, irt the exercise of his wonderful and extra
ordinary power and wisdom, found himself utterly in
competent to destroy this innate predilection. In case 
of his success on that line, he would have absolutely de
humanized man, literally brutalizing him. Thus the 
human locomotive proving indestructible and innately 
immortal, he cunningly resorted to his climacteric strat-

5 
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agem, i. e., side-tracking, derailing, ditching and strand
ing. Thus he captured man in spite of all his wonder
ful super-brutal enduements of intellectual power and 
brilliancy, which rendered him the comrade of angels 
and archangels, cherubim and seraphim; and that ab
original veneration which congenializes him to God, 
actually exalting him to the companionship of the Al
mighty. 

Paul, preaching on the ..:Ereopagus at Athens, to the 
Greek philosophers, the most learned audience in the 
world, having complimented them as a "very religious 
people," (Acts 17: 22) observed that while peregrinat
ing the city, exploring their iQnumerable beautiful· 
temples, he had found one superscribed "to the unknown 
God." He then assured them that with that God he 
enjoyed a most delightful acquaintance, and proceeded 
to tell them that the Divinity is not like unto gold or 
silver or stone, or to the machinations of art and human 
device. This ipse dixit of inspired Paul vividly con
trasts with the uninspired writings of Socrates, whom 
the Delphian oracle (which was the mouthpiece of 
Greek mythology) pronounced the wisest man in the 
world. He habitually and axiomatically said the Demon 
made intonations to him. This corroborates 1 Cor. IO: 

20, "Those things which they sacrifice, they sacrifice to 
demons and not to God : but I do not wish you to be 
the communicants of demons. You are not able to drink 
the cup of the Lord and the cup of demons; you are not 
able to partake of the table of the Lord and the table 
of demons." 

All pagan literature corroborates these Scriptures, 
thus sadly confirming the conclusion that Satan has long 
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:igo not only captured man in the fall, but appropriated 
this wonderful innate predilection for religion. 

The whole \vorld has therefore been filled up with 
costly temples, shrines and images, amid which earth's 
adoring millions in all ages have poured out the venera
tion of their immortal spirits. At the same time they 
lavish their accumulated millions with unstinted bene
factions, in the promotion of the worship of their dumb 
idols and voiceless statutes, thus enlisting the whole 
world in grateful and spontaneous participation in 
creature worship. So do they actually fill up the world 
with gods which neither talk nor walk, but are depend
ent upon their votaries to talk for them and to carry 
them to the ends of the earth. 

The poets and philosophers have meanwhile clothed 
these gods with the vilest human lusts and passions, so 
as to develop a diametripl contrast with the purity, sim
plicity and humility which constitute the sine qua non 
of Bible religion. This day we see the heathen religions 
actually encouraging and endorsing the lowest debauch
eries and gross,st sensualities, even putting civilization 
to the blush. 

In India the so-c~!Ied "holy people" are evidently the 
most unholy of all; destitute not only of godliness, but 
even of morality, and are actually the terror of good 
people. Thus they illustrate the appalling antipodes of 
Satan"s religion, which encourages and utilizes carmtl 
passions and appetites, instead of destroying them. 



CHAP'l'tJl II. 

ANTEDILUVIAN RELIGION. 

Abel offered his bloody sacrifice to the God of grace, 
thus confessing his utter ruin and absolute need of a 
mediator to die for him. 

Cain offered his unbloody sacrifice to the god of 
nature, i. e., Baal, the sun god, who proved the most 
popular divinity the world ever knew during the first 
four thousand years. Such is the glory of the Oriental 
sun in his rising beauty, noonday splendor and depart
ing radiance, that we need not wonder at his irresistible 
charms for the simple heart and uncultured mind · of 
nature's fallen children, so they followed him by mil
lions, spontaneously hailing him as their own creator, 
preserver and benefacto•. 

I have often seen Abel's tomb, as shown to us on the 
eastern slope of Mount Anti-Lebanon. As we approach 
bamascus, in my "Foot-prints of Jesus" and "Around 
the World," you read much about Baalbec, the city 
which Cain built on the plain of Beca, between the Leb
anon and Anti-Lebanon Mountains. It is about one 
hundred miles from Abel's tomb, whither Cain went 
when expelled by Jehovah from the human home because 
he killed his brother. 

As you read the above books you will be abundantly 
convinced as to the antediluvian origin of Baalbec, as 

8 
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you will see the utter incompetency of postdiluvians to 
execute the superstructures. The same fact is true in 
reference to the Egyptian pyramids, whose antediluvian 
origin is abundantly confirmed by the superscriptions 
on the coins found in them, dating B. C. 3700. This 
also confirms the authenticity of the Septuagint chron
ology, which gives the length of the antediluvian age as 
twenty-two hundred years, which would give ample 
time for the erection of the pyramids, which is not true 
of Bishop Ussher's chronology. 

The descendants of Cain thus went into idolatry, wor
shiping the creature instead of the Creator. Meanwhile 
the descendants of Seth, the godly man who succeeded 
fallen Abel, faithfully and heroically worshiped the God 
of grace, offering animal sacrifices. Their ranks were 
adorned with brilliant prophets, among whom Enoch 
was pre-eminent. He actually walked with God three 
·hundred years, and was finally honored with a transla
tion to Heaven without seeing death. 

So long as the Sethites kept separate from the Cain
i tes, they had no trouble to walk with God and live for 
glory and immortality. But the time came when the sons 
of God, i. e., the descendants of Seth, saw the daughters 
of men; i. e., of the Cainites, that they were fair, and 
so they took to themselves wives. Soon afterward the 
world was filled with violence, and omens of the awful 
end began to rise and adumbrate the speedy destruction 
coming in the great flood, which destroyed them all ex
cept the one godly family. Thus you see how the in
ter-marriage of the righteous and the wicked n:iined the 
antediluvian race. ( 2 Cor. 6: 14.) The holiness people 
were literally cut down to a solitary family, the only 
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surviTing Sethites, all the balance having been seduced 
into idolatry by their Cainite consorts. Thus you see 
that the antediluvian Church was utterly ruined by inter
marriage with the world, except the one surviving family, 
whom God carried over the flood to repopulate the world. 

With this awful example before us, ht>w strange that 
the righteous inter-marry with the wicked I 



Cn.un:n III. 

THE POSTDlLUVIA~ CHURCH. 

After the awful fate of the antediluvians, it seems 
strange that their successors did not profit thereby, but 
went into wickedness even worse than that of their pre
decessors. 

The idolatry of the Cainites was comparatively ex
alted, worshiping the sun, moon and stars, i. e., the God 
of nature, manifested in His mighty works; whereas 
their postdiluvian successors, as we see in Egyptian 
museums, actually worshiped a vast diversity of ani
mal~, and even vegetables. Thus they went deep into 
polytheism, while the great Orient' this day is engulfed 
in pan theism. 

I have in my library a book entitled "Viri Romae," 
i. e. , Illustrious Men of Rome. It is written in the 
Latin language, giving the history of man from the 
creation, and certifying that Adam and Eve had a mul
titude of children, a daughter of whom became the wife 
of Cain, thus answering the mooted question, "Who was 
Cain's wife?" · , 

The Latin history above mentioned says that }\oah, 
at the subsidence of the flood, divided out his estate, 
i. e., the whole world, among his three sons, Shem, Ham 
and Japheth. He gave to Shem, his first born, Asia, 
which is twice the size of the other grand divisions, pur
suant to the patriarchal law which gnve the oldest a 
double portion of the estate. 

n 
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Shem is a Hebrew word which means red; Ham means 
black, and Japheth white. Here we see in the house 
of Noah the trinity of races, thus adapting mankind to 
the different climates of the earth. Black is the color of 
skin pre-eminently adapted to the torrid zone, as it 
absorbs the heat into the body instead of leaving it on 
the skin, which it would blister, developing sores which 
would break ·down the health. 

Perhaps the seniority of Shem superinduced a longer 
and more thorough acquaintance with his prophetical 
father, and was blessed of the Lord in his more per
manent orthodoxy. Thus we know that Shem and his 
family retained their faith in the true God, long after 
the Ha mites and J aphethites had dr:ifted away into idol
atry. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, and the prophets, 
with the whole nation of Israel, were all Shemites. 

The Canaanites were so named from Canaan, the son 
of Ham. They had all gone deep into idolatry when 
Israel entered the Promised Land, and were consequently 
reprobated to destruction. 

The Philistines, a race of giants and the most for
midable enemies of Israel, are certified to have been the 
descendants of Japheth. They survived almost perpet
ual wars with Israel, who were never able to exterminate 
them out of their country. It is certified that N ebu
chadnezzar finally carried them into captivity to Babylon, 
immediately before the deportation of the Jews. Re
sponsive to the penitential tears of the latter, God raised 
up Cyrus, king of the world at that time, to restore them 
to their beloved patrimony. No such fortune overtook 
the Philistines, consequently there in Babylon we lose 
sight of them in history, I trow forcTer. 
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Thus you sec that the Shemites succeeded father Noah 
in the patriarchal dispensation; God thus honoring them 
above all nations, and adorning their escutcheon not only 
with the patriarchs and prophets, but even with our 
glorious Christ and His Apostles, all of whom were 
Shemites. •A ·- -

Here we may observe also prominent traces of Gcptile 
ancestry in the progenitorship of our Lord. Rahab of 
Jericho, having survived its awful fate, became the wife 
of Salmon the Hebrew, and the mother of Boaz, who 
became the husband of Ruth the Moabitess ·.,and the 
father of Obed, the father of Jesse, the fatner of David, 
the father of Jesus. Hence we sec our Lord was by 
no means a full-blooded Jew, but was intimately indenti
ficd by consanguinity with the Gentiles. 

At the time of our Lord's advent, a small branch of 
the Shemitcs alone enjoyed the revealed Word and his~ 
toric acquaintance with the true God. All the Hamitcs 
and Japhetites had long before sunk into the depths of 
myth and fable, being irretrievably bewildered by their 
mythological legends wrapping them in the inextricable 
mysteries of mythical idolatry. Even the Edomites, the 
immediate descendants of Abraham through Isaac and 
Esau, and the Ishmaelites, hi~ own children through hi5 
first born son, quickly followed their idolatrous neigh
bors into all of the entanglements of pagan polytheism. 

I cannot dispute the fact that the world is indebted 
' to Shem, in the providence of God, for the glorious truths 
revealed in the Bible ; the patriarchs and prophets, and 
even Christ and His Apostles, being lineal descendants 
of Shem. 



CHAP'I'(ll IV. 

PAGANIZATION OF THE MOSAIC CHURCH. 

While Israel in all ages stoutly attested her loyalty to 
Jehovah, the God of Abel, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, 
Jacob, Moses and the prophets, formalistically always 
publicly worshipping Him, the serious trouble was that, 
despite all the heroic teaching and faithful warning of 
prophets, priests and leaders, the Israelites would wor
ship other gods also. Their moral stamina proved in
adequate to stem the tide of popular religion and to 
bear the cross alone. This was. the reason why God per
mitted the Babylonians to carry them into captivity. 

After the transportation into captivity by Shalmanezer, 
Sennacherib and Nebuchadnezzar, the Israelites found 
the fruits of their religion exceedingly bitter. Their 
captors oppressed .them sorely, even killing their little 
children by way of castigation. Will you hear them 
sing: "By .the rivers of Babylon we sat down and wept 
when we remembered Zion. They who wasted us re
ql4ired of us a song. How can we sing the Lord's song 
in a strange land?" 

In their cruel oppression their captors tantalized them 
~"Sing unto us the Lord's song." Amid these awful 
castigations, so fearfully augmented by barbaric cruelty, 
Israel repented in sackcloth and ashe~. God then hears 
their cries and lavs His hand on the king of their cap-

1'4 
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tors, Cyrus, 'as he sat upon the throne of the world. 
Though unacquainted with the great Jehovah personally 
and experimentally, the king unhesitatingly proceeds to 
obey His voice. Isaiah puts the record: "The God of 
Heaven hath commanded me to build a house for Him 
in Jerusalem, which is in Judea." Therefore he issues 
his royal proclamation emancipating all the Israelites 
out of bondage, and even taking money out of the royal 
treasury to defray their expenses back to their. native 
land, to rebuild the temple which Nebuchadnezzar had 
destroyed and left in ruins seventy years before, and to 
rebuild the walls of Jerusalem. 

It suffices here to say that th~ir Babylonian captivity 
forever saved the Jews from polytheistic idolatry; from 
worshipping the creatures of God as well as God Him
self. Consequently, after their return to Jerusalem, B. 
C. 58i, they never again went after the Babylonian gods, 
as they had been sickened on them during . their cap
tivity. As the enthusiastic devotees of those gods had 
treated them so cruelly, (even dashing out the brains of 
their little ones in their presence) there is no wonder 
that the Jews went back on such religion. -

But we must observe this in reference to the Mosaic 
Church; though claiming all the tinie perfect loyalty, .to 
the God of Jsrael, they so persistently worshipped the 
popular polytheistic divinities-Baal, the sun gocl ; Ash
teroth, the moon goddess; and many others-that God 
permitted the Babylonian captivity. Then, althotigh dur
ing the captivity the merciless cruelty of their captors 
brought them low in repentance before God, ;md He, 
pursuant to their cries, broke their slavish chains and 
restored them to their beloved native land, flowing with 

GW>~-- . 
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milk and honey, after all these mighty revolutions, they 
again went into idolatry, deeper and more odious . than 
ever before. Although this time it was not, as hitherto, 
pagan polytheism, yet they idolized the Mosaic ordin
ances, and became exceedingly punctillious in their ob
servance of outward r ites and ceremonies, e. g., tithing 
everything, even garden herbs, mint, anice and cumin. 
Meanwhile they neglected the weightier matters of the 
law-judgment, mercy and faith. Therefore Jesus de
nounced them as blind guides, "straining out the gnat 
and swallowing down the-camel;" i. e., being very par
ticular about things of little or no value, while neglect
ing things involving the momentous issues of salvation 
and damnation, of Heayen and Hcll. -

Sec Matt. 12: 43-45, "When the unclean spirit eoeth 
out of a man, he walketh through dry places, seeking 
rest and finding none; then he says, I will return to my 
own house whence I came out." Consequently he does 
return, but finds the house "empt)', swept and beautified." 
Signally failing to effect an entrance, going away 1_1c 
secures the co-operatiOf'.I of seven other spirits more 
wicked than himself. The eight come back, assault the 
young convert, prevail against him, and enter there, 
making the last state of that man "worse than the first." 

This beautiful parable applies directly to personal ex
perience in conversion and to fatal apostasy, because the 
convert did not go on into sanctification. In that case 
he would not have fallen, because the house would not 
have been found empty, but occupied by the Holy Ghost, 
who would have whipped those eight devils, and even 
l'igbt millions, or all Hell, if they had come against him, 
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leaving the convert nothing to do but to shout the 
I. 

victory. ' · . · · 
But the parable also applies to Israel as a people, and 

shows up 'the fact that while her Babylonian ex.ilement 
saved her ' from !polytheistic idolatry, she went into , an
other idolatry, which proved more fatal to her hopes 
and more abominable in the sight of God, than pagan-
i~m, her old, besetting sin: · · . 

This idolization of the Mosaic institutions so blinded 
her eyes that she could not see her own Christ when He 
came, but was actually His rejecter and 'murderer. 

Mark the awful preaching of Jesus, denouncing the 
scribes and Pha·risees, who were the holiness people of 
His ·day. He spoke of them as whited sepulchres" exter
nally fair but internally full of dead men's .bones I Oh, 
how He scathes and peels them, ~onstantly den:ouncing 
them as hypocrites, and ringing in ·their ears the ~ither
ing denunciation : "How can . you escape the damnation 
of Hell?'; 

Jesus was constantly followed by multitudes of pub
licans and harlots, and slumites of every diversity. 
These He never withered and blighted as He poured 
His blistering anathemas Qn the scribes and -Pharisees, 
the higher clergy and the leading officials of the visible 
Church. 

The terrible tribulation coming upon them He pre
dicted in His valedictory sermon on Mt. Olivet, Wednes
day afternoon, only two days before His crucifixion. 
(Matt. 24 and 25, Mark 13, and Luke 21.) 

These appalling calamities were to be a Divine retri
bution, God's awful judgments sent on them for blindly 
and ~ickedly rejecting His Son; they were to culminate 
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in their denationalization and expatriation, with a death 
penalty hanging over their heads for personal presence 
in the Holy Lord, or even for traveling in that direction 
in any other country in the world. All of these things 
abundantly corroborate the declaration of Jesus that their 
last state was worse than their first. 

Out of the Antediluvian Church, only one family 
finally survived. Out of the Patriarchal Church, we can 
only claim the survival of the seventy-five souls who 
went down with Jacob into Egypt; there certainly being 
a heavy discount on Joseph's brethren, who were guilty 
both of fratricide and lying; thus cutting down the sur
vival to very few except Jacob and Joseph, unless we 
accept very doubtful cases . 

. The survivors of the Mosaic Church were finally cut 
down to the one hundred and twenty disciples on the day 
of Pentecost. They became the holding over members, 
thus, as in case of Noah and his family, Jacob and 
Joseph constituted the intermediate links, and thus per
petuated the Church of God unbroken through the dis-
pensations. · 
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°CHAPTtR V. 

PAGANIZATION OF THE APOSTOLIC CHURCH. 

In A. D. 68 Rome took fire and burned like an ocean 
of flame for six days and seven nights. Meanwhile Nero, 
the legionaire of the world, i. e., filled with a legion of 
demons, sat upon a lofty tower, played his fiddle and 
sang of the destruction of Troy~ He thus treated the 
awful calamity with such horrific levity as to settle on 
all the people the conviction that he had ordered the 
conflagration. . In order to rid himself of the terrible 
accusation, he at once imputed the crime to the Chris
tians, condemning them all to die for the double crime 
of high treason against the Empire, and for heresy 
against the Roman gods. Thus he lifted the flood-gates 
and brought the black inundation of an awful death upon 
all the Christians in the world, as the Empire was uni
versal. 

This bloody deluge rolled on for two hundred and 
fifty-three years. Oh, what a long time for death to 
reign over all the Christians in the world-actually five 
generations! During this long period of death and 
blood-shed of the innocent, they burnt them on all sides 
and destroyed them in every way. The greatest and 
most constant entertainment in the Roman Coliseum, 
i. e., the largest theatre in the world-a beautiful ellipse -
with two foci, and having the rare properties of a whis-
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pering gallery, and a seating capacity for one hundred 
thousand spectators-was this destruction of the Chris
tians. 

From the date of Nero's bloody proclamation, the most 
magnetic entertainments in this great theatre were the 
feeding of the Christians to the wilo beasts, which they 
had ready in their lairs, prepared for them at great cost, 
under the Palatine mountain hard by. I've often stood 
in the great amphitheatre, where millions of Christians 
were eaten up by the lions, bears, hyenas, panthers and 
tigers. For those sights the blood-thirsty men and 
women of old Rome poured out their money without 
stint or grudging for those two and a half centuries. 

While these persecutions crimsoned the way of our 
Lord, which the Christians traveled up to Heaven, with 
rivers of blood; God wonderfully used them to scatter 
the Gospel to the ends of the earth. As Rome was the 
capital of all the world, and entered by great roads lead
ing from every nation under Heaven, when the Chris
tians fled for their lives in all directions, they all proved 
veritable Scriptural ministers. Heb. I: 7, "He maketh 
His ministers a flame of fire." The normal effect of 
this was to spread the Gospel throughout the whole 
world, the sacred fire cat:hing and burning in all lands. 

In A. D. 253 the Emperor Constantine, while march
ing his army under the ensigns emblazoned with the 
images of the pagan gods, in gigantic stature, suddenly 
sees a luminous golden cross suspended in the blue firm
ament above his head, and superscribed: En toutor 
anikaa, (In hoc signo vincit), in this sign conquer. He 
suddenly halts his army, takes down the pagan battle
flags and superscribes on them the sign of the cross. 

I 
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Oh, what a sensation as the news flies to the ends of 
the earth: "The Emperor Constantine is converted to' 
Christianity" I As the Empire was an absolute des
potism, we cannot conceive of the power and influence 
wielded by her monarch. When the news reached the 
Christians, they almost died of joy. The conversion of 
the Emperor suddenly promoted the Christians from the 
lion's mouth and the burning stake to the royal palace. 

The Emperor became exceedingly zealous for Chris
tianity~ doing his utmost to make it the religion of the 
Empire, which was the known world, as the Romans 
had conquered it all. They had fought seven hundred 
and fifty years and conquered all nations; making favor 
with their gods, (as they supposed) by building temples 
for them in Rome. Thus the city was literally em
blazoned with magnificent temples to all the gods wor
shipped by the nations of the earth. 

Now Constantine does his utmost to stop all pagan 
worship in the world's capital, but signally fails. There
fore, finding himself utterly incompetent to Christianize 
the old capital, he conceives the enterprise of founding a 
new capital. Therefore he travels a thousand miles to
ward the sunrise, and selects as his site a small city built 
amid seven great mountains (as Rome was built on seven 
mountains). As he walked around them, he claimed to 
be led by the Unseen One. Meanwhile the multitude 
of the city, Byzantium, (a town a thousand years old 
but not very large) were all electrified with glowing 
enthusiasm, and accompanied him feeling that the com
ing of the world's capital would make them all rich. 
They marked the place on which his feet trod, and there 
built the city wall I 
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Constantine named his ne" capital, "New Rome," but 
he could never make the name stick, for the people were 
so enthused that they gave the city his name, despite all 
of his efforts to the contrary. They called it Constanti
nople, i. e., the city of Constantine. It is one of the qiost 
beautiful and magnificent cities in the world. 

The world-wide influence of the Emperor, burning 
with enthusiasm to Christianize everybody, was univer
sally felt. Pursuant to this great pagan churches every
where turned Christian, the priests becoming preachers 
and the · magnificent temples being turned into Christian 
churches. This wonderful Christianization revolution
ized the world, and impressed the multitudes with the 
fact that the Millennium had actually come; the people in 
their enthusiasm concluding that Christ had came back 
to earth in the person of the Emperor Constantine. 

· Then the people, in their wild enthusiasm, actually per
mitted Satan, while playing the Holy Ghost on them, 
to baptize them with his wild-fire. Of course the depre
ciation of spirituality supervened, and, as a normal con
sequence, Christianity was given an awful paganizing in
fluence; this, as a natural result, brought a spiritual 
eclipse on the popular vision. Then, oblivious to the 
great fact that all religion is spirituality, especially as the 
old people knowing God experimentally passed away 
and the rising generatio~ took their place in the Church, 
but failed to receive an experience of their own, the 
inevitable effect was the evanescense and oblivion of 
spirituality. 

This day we have three hundred and fifty millions of 
Greek and Latin Christians in the world; the Greek all 
in the Orient, (one hundred millions) and the Latins, 
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(two hundred and fifty millions) both in Orient and 
Occident. In my travels around the world, when en
tering a city the inquiry always was, "What religion
pagan, Mohammedan, or Christian?" In case if the lat
ter, we would only ask the one question, 1'1s it Greek, 
Latin, or Armenian?'~ Of all the 'Oriental churches, the 
Armenian is the largest, except the Greek and Latin
Syrians, 'Russians, Copts, are comparatively few. 

These are all the successors -of the Apostolic Church, 
and, sad to say, so utterly paganized that it is really 
difficult to recogni%e a sdntilla bf Christianity. To all 
appearances, dead forms and ceremonies have actually 
captured the field. 

Take for instance at the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem, 
and the place of the Nativity in Bethlehem. In those 
two places. Turkish soldiers ever stand with loaded guns, 
to keep down riot, lest the ·devotees there fall out and kill 
one another. The people who thus idolize the forms, 
ceremonies and places of the Apostolic Church are actual
ly harder to save than tlie heathen, owing to the fact that 
they believe they are Christians, and therefore already 
saved. As Satan captured the world in the beginning, 
so he very adroitly manceuvers to capture everything 
God leaves in the world. This arises from the fact that 
the good die and go to Heaven eternally saved, white 
Satan, who counterfeits everything God does, adroitly 
comes in and fills the vacancies. 

-
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PAGANIZATION OF TH;E PROTESTANT 
CHURCH. 

I ' 

! . With the fall Qf Rome, A. D. 476, ancient civilization 
passed away. Rome was the great iron empire of 
prophecy, with the ferruginous legs of an invim;ible 
giant. She had traversed the world for seven hundred 
-and ;fifty-three years, shaking every land with the tread 
.of a conqueror, the time honored nations of by-gone 
~ all going down under the irresistible advance of 
this heroic military despot. 
_ Rome had begun with the insignificant origin of the 
~sed infants, Romulus ,an4 Remus, in the cave ~n the 
banks of the Tiber. . Fortuitously they were discovered 
by a sucJcling wolf, which, instead of regaling· her vora
cious appetite with the sµmptuous repast, yields to a 
prov~dential intervention of maternal affecti9n, kindly 
nurses ·them with her warm; nutritious milk, and wraps 
.her mantle of long hair about them. 

The exposed infants flourished under the lupine mater
nity, growing up into stalwart striplinghood, when they 
incidentally developed the pastoral life, their camp be
coming the rendezvous of not only the shepherds, but of 
the nomadic itinerancy indiscriminately. Thus they de
veloped into a tribe, which became the nucleus of na
tions; on whose military banner victory perched ad libi-

S4 
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tum, whithersoever capricious breezes floated it to all the 
ends of the earth. 

Thus seven hundred and fifty-three years rolled away, 
and meanwhile the Temple of Janus, whose open doors 
signified war, was never closed but three times. First, 
during the reign of Numa Pompilius; second, at the 
close of the First Punic War; and third, under the 
reign of Augustus Cresar. They were closed during the 
last period for the good reason that the whole world 
was conquered, with not a foe surviving in all the 
earth to dispute the illimitable reign of imperial Rome, 
from the rising of the sun to the go~ng down of. the 
same. 

At this auspicious epoch, the world's history marks a 
paragraph never to sink into oblivion, for it is eternally 
commemorated by the advent of the world's Redeemer. 

"Hark! a ~lad TOice the lonely desert cheera, 
'Prepare the wa7 ! A God. a God . appears.' 
'A God! A God!' the vocal hllls reply; 
The rocks proclaim the approaching Del;ty. 
Lo ! earth reeelves Him from the bending sides. 
Sink down, ye Mountains; ye Valleys, rise! 
With heads declined, ye Cedars, homage pay; 
Be smooth, ye Rocks ; ye rapid Floods, give wa7 I 
The Saviour comes, by ancient bards foretold; 
Hear Him, ye deaf, and, all ye bli11d, behold!" 

The first civilization on the earth was paganistic, under 
the auspicious and endless diversity of polytheistic divin
ities. 

God miraculously formulated the Greek language, the 
beauty of all beauties for mechanism, vivacity, signifi
cance, precision, diversity, variety, strength, immutabil
ity and brilliancy; eclipsing everything t~e ages have 
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known in the way of oral and literary communication. 
Then He miraculously used Alexander the Great to make 
the Greek the language of the world. When Alexander 
had done his wock, he, quite in his young manhood, bade 
the world adieu, his body receiving the interment of a 
gold coffin. 

Not only did the world need that wonderful language 
as the inspired vehicle of Gospel truth, but it also needed 
a stalwart, universal government, unifying all the nations 
of the earth, and ignoring all lines, barriers and restric
tions appertaining to race, color, nationality, caste or 
religion. You see how Paul, when he wanted to go to 
Rome to preach the Gospel, had nothing to do but to 
claim his Roman citizenship and appeal to Cresar, actual
ly forcing the government to send him at her own ex
pense. 

This universal, military despotism cut down all ob
structions to the ~orld's evangelization, which would 
have been impossible amid the universal fortifications of 
the barbaric, belligerent nations, either fighting against 
other throughout the whole world, so that an army could 
scarcely march beyond the shadow of its own capital 
without invading the territory of its neighbor, and thus 
bringing on a war of extermination. 

Among the nations which, in by-gone ages, have led 
the world, i. e., Egypt, Phcenicia, Israel, Babylon, Persia, 
Greece, Arabia, India, France, and now England, Rome, 
the seventh to come to the front, the great iron empire 
of Daniel's prophecy, crushing everything before her, 
held lier pre-eminence longer than any other-a thousand 
years. Finally she was destined to fall a prey to the · 
Goths, Huns, Vandals and Heruli, the an<:estors of great 
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Russia. They, fortified by the polar icebergs in their 
native haunts, where the Arctic snows would freeze 
Roman soldiers to death, enjoyed their independence 
while all other nations groaned under the galling yoke 
of despotic Rome. Meanwhile the Emperor lived in a 
golden house and looked out upon five thousand senators 
living in silver houses. 

While Rome conquered all nations, she gathered up 
the gold and silver, which the acute olfactories of the 
Barbarians detected in their far-away land, and in the 
days of Nero they began to invade the Empire. This 
they continued to do, with intervals, for three hundred 
years, until finally, under the leadership of the great 
Attala, in A. D. 476, they effected an entrance into Rome, 
where an enemy had not trodden for six hundred years. 
The cognomen, "The Eternal City,'' had become uni
versal, but it was destined to evanesce, like the fond 
dreams of endless duration so sanguinely cherished by 
the nations of the earth this day. 

Wherl the Barbarians, after a three hundred years' 
war, finally conquered Rome and took possession of the 
world, so utterly destitute of learning were they, and 
consequently incompetent to appreciate it, that of course 
the normal effect was for literary institutions to die for 
the want of patronage. Not only did these world rulers 
give no encouragement to the arts, sciences and ,liter
ature, which, along with Christianity, constitute the 
lights of civilization, but they overtly discouraged every
thing belonging to the schedule of menfal, moral, social 
and literary culture, even destroying them. 

The greatest library in the world in the seventh cen
tury was the one which had been bo.ilt ·up by Ptolemy 
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· Philadelphus, the enterprising sovereign of Egypt. When 
Omar, the Moslem conqueror, captured Alexandria, and 
they asked him what they should do with this library, 
his response was: "If these writings agree with the 
Koran, they are useless, and should be destroyed. If 
they differ from the Koran, they are pernicious, and 
should be destroyed." Here you see how the illiterate 
Barbarian ingeaiously gets off on them a dilemma, either 
horn of which meant the destruction of those valuable 
books, which, if preserved, would have proven a sun
burst in the revival of learning. But, pursuant to the 
·order of the Barbaric de~pot, they proceeded -at once to 
fire the library and burnt it into ashes. As all books 
then had to be written by the human hand, in the present 

·age of printing types and steam presses, we are utterly 
incompetent to conceive of the value of that library. It 
would have cost millions, and this would be but a 
nominal value. 

As Rome was the only upholder of ancient civiliza
tion, with her fall it passed away, followed by a period 
of darkness so dense and awful as to pertinently receive 
the cognomen, "The Dark Ages." These remained on 
the earth a thousand years, during which not one man 
in a thousand, or one woman in twenty thousand, could 
read or write. 

Meanwhile the Christian Church suffered awfully by 
inundations of ignorance and superstition. The discrim
ination between heathen. priests and Christian preachers 
almost evanesced, the latter becoming Catholic priests 
and actually rivalling their pagan contemporaries in the 
invention of ceremonies, festivals and all sorts of in
stitutions calculated to magnetize the illiterate rabble. 
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The priest who ~ould get up the most devices t~ tickle 
the fancy of the populace, stood highest and received 
the best appointment. As a normal result of this the 
world became so wicked and the Church so corrupt, that 
sincere people were really driven into monastic seclusion. 
In this they made a mistake, as they were so much needed 
among the populace to reform their evil habits, preach 
Jhe Gospel to them, and thus lead them to repentance 
and salvation. As I traveled in the Old World, I found 
the cells of monks in the mountains, who had retreated 

. from the corrupt society of the world that they might 
dwell alone with God, spending their time in prayer, 
praise, holy meditation and divine contemplation. 

During those ages the popular clergy not only sank 
into profound ignorance, but became exceedingly corrupt 
morally, even revelling in debauchery and groveling in 
sensuality. Meanwhile popery, prelacy and priestcraft 
usurped the prerogative of the Savior, thus verifying the 
office of antichrist, who substitutes himself for Christ, 
actually taking His place and saying to the people: "Come 
to me, and I will attend to the interests of your im
mortal soul." 

Satan is the great counterfeiter, who never fails to 
counterfeit everything God does. Therefore he counter
feited God's Millennium, bringing his in first, for really 
the memorable period so appropriately denominated 
"The Dark Ages" was Satan's millennium. 

As Satan had the whole world o~ his hands, of course 
he needed much help to carry on his world-wide busi
ness. Therefore he raised up the Pope to rule the West, 
and Mohammed to rule the East. The latter boldly 
claimed his superiority to Christ, asserting in the Koran 
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God's own commission. He says that after God had 
sent Jesus of Nazareth to persuade men to repent, which 
work he certifies proved a failure, then He sent him to 
compel them to do so. 

The Pope, with unblushing audacity, claims the 
vicerage of Christ and the vicegerency of God. He -
positively certifies God's appointment of himself, He 
actually abrogating His throne and turning it over to 
the Pope. 

The attitude of both Pope and Mohammed is simply 
that of antichrist, as this word primarily means a sub
stitute for Christ. Where either or both of them pre
vail, Christ is superseded. They both originated in the 
early morning of Satan's millennium, after he had had 
due time to diagnose the situation and found the work 
too heavy for himself. We must remember that Satan, 
like all the universe, (God alone excepted) is but a 
finite being. 

We find in Rev. 19: 20 that both of these satanic min
ions (Mohammed and the Pope) reach the lake of fire 
antecedently to their diabolical majesty. 

It is a significant fact that papistical literature claims 
that this awful, dismal night of a thousand years-the 
Dark Ages-written in characters of blood and ignor
ance as they were, was the veritable Millennium promised 
in the Bible. (Rev. 20: I-IO.) Whereas it is the real 
antithesis of God's Millennium, as Hell is the antithesis 
'of Heaven, Satan of God, evil of _ good, falsehood of 
truth, etc. 

During this midnight of time we have to leave the 
visible Church to find the saints. They were hunted by 
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soldiers and bloodhounds, and burned at the stake under 
the odious epithet of "heretics." 

As early at 251 A. D. Noratian, a godly Presbyter, 
received some notoriety as a holiness leader. 

During the oncoming centuries following the great 
Constantinian apostasy, the Waldenses heroically pro
tested against the unspirituality and corruption of the 
Catholic Church. For this they were terribly persecuted 
by the self-named "onhodox." Multiplied thousands 
sealed their faith with their blood. Peter Waldo, a 
wealthy merchant of Lyons, France, awakened by the in
stantaneous death of his business partner, who fell sud
denly by his side, consecrated all of his fortune to God, 
turned preacher and became the heroic leader of those 
persecuted people, who then received his cognomen. 
The same people in other localities were called Albi
genses, and at a later date Moravians, because they 
abounded in that country even down to the days of John 
Wesley, who received their doctrine and experience at 
the feet of their able leader, Peter Boler. 

Thus we see an unbroken chain of holy witnesses, 
preaching and testifying to entire sanctification, in per
petual concatenation from the Apostles, through the 
post-apostolic fathers, the Novatians, Waldenses, Al
bigenses, Moravians and Methodists, actually linking on 
to the present Holiness Movement, which now girdles 
the whole world. This I know personally, as I have 
traveled around the globe, teaching the missionaries and 
preaching to the natives through the natives, and every
where associating with the Holiness people. 

Prestator Wycliffe, of the Catholic Church, A. D. 
1280, i. e., far back in the black night of Satan's millen-
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nium, received wonderful scintillations from the bright 
upper world, giving him sunbursts on the Bible and re
vealing the awful heresies and corruptions of both the 
clergy and membership in his day~ His translation of 
the New Testament proved the dayspring from on high 
to the reading people, who were but a sprinkle, and 
through them to the masses. 

After Huss, Ziscar and others had preached so boldly 
and died so heroically, the Roman Catholics, imputing 
those disturbances to Wycliffe's writings, not only hunted 
them all up and burnt them, but actually dug up his 
bones after they had been buried forty years, anathe
matized, and burnt them. 

They burnt John Huss in Bohemia and threw his · 
ashes into the Rhine, but then so many Hussites sprang 
up that the maxim became current,-"The blood of the 
martyrs is the seed of the Church." 

When the Pope's soldiers were sent into Bohemia to 
hunt and kill all the Hussites, concluding that enough 
of them bad died like unresisting sheep, the survivors 
concluded to defend themselves vi et armis (by force and 
arms). Ziscar, their leader, was true as an angel, and 
brave enough to fight an army of devils. In an awful 
battle, an arrow knocks ·out his right eye. His com
rades say: "Would we not better give up the fight, as 
you have lost your right eye?" He responds, "No, 
never ! I know we are right, so let us fight on. I have 
still one eye to see the end of it." Behold, amid the 
bloody conflict another arrow strikes his left eye and 
knocks it out, leaving him blinc1. Again they appeal to 
him to give up the war. He responds: "No! No! 
Though I am blinded, I will use your eyes to see where 
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~ .. .. ,j J ~ ~J; l ' ' 
the enemy is, and continue to lead you on the b'cittle-

~ • . ~ • ' . tJ 1 ' 

field." In anothe~ t~rrible battle, 1a wh~~zing .arro'! ir-
terpcnetra,tes his ~ody, libe~ating ~il\1 for glory. W'hiie 
his life blood is flowing" .~s COII\~adef1 sa;,_"Vf ?UiJ we 
not better give up the fight?" . ;But he responds: ".nY 
po means. So soon as I am dead1 dfi, yo~ ta,.e . yoitr 
knives and stretch my skin over the head of a kettle
drum, which yo~ :wm then beat in the band of my ur#Y.· 
When my old soldiers hear the drum beat, and know that 

' • . l 
~he sound is roaring out from 

1
old ~iscar's skin, fhey 

will rally, fight, bleed and die. Thus Ziscar, thou'gh dead, 
. will stii.I be fighting as never whi'ie iiving." 

' I . Thus the fires ,of reform were kindled in different 
lands, and spread over Europe. 

Meanwhile, Martin Luth~r is a most devout, sincere 
and honest Augustin~ monk; an ,ecclesiastical skeleto1,1, 
having almost starved himself to death by his perpetual 
fasting to get rid of sin. Eventually, pursuant to 'tile 

. advice of the priests, he se~ out on a pilgr~mage to 
Rorpe, that he may enjoy the holiest atmosphere this 
side of Heaven, and receive the blessings of an earthiy 
paradise. 

. Thus the totter~ng tramp wends his way for m;iny 
long, weary days, until the towering spires of the "Eter-

. nal City''. b~rst upon his enraptured vision. Then he 
falls upon his face and cries out, "Salvo te, Roma sancta," 
I salute thee,, ,O holy Rome! 
, In Rotl)e he i:eceives the Pope's benediction, and 

1
gazes 

upon long processions of thousands of priests. During 
his abiding, he industriously peregrinates the city and 
suburbs, availing himself of every means of grace. Mean
while he is climbing up and down the Holy Stair-Way 
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op his bare and bleeding knees, marking every step with 
his blood. (I have seen this stairway. They claim that 
it is the very one Jesus ascended when He stood before 
Pilate. They also say that it was carried from J eru
salem to Rome ·during the Crusades, and that the angels 
did the work of transportation.) 

While Luther was on this stairway, as he always 
certified, he heard a voice from Heaven saying, "The 
just shOll live by faith." Responsive to the heavenly 
voice, he immediately descended, left Rome, returned to 
Germany, and went to preaching like a messenger from 
Heaven. He assured the people that they needed neither 
papal, prelatical nor sacerdotal intercessors, nor obla
tions; but th'at the victorious Christ is more than a rnatch· 
for the devil and all sin, actual and original. All any 

·:one has to do is to 'give Him the job, by perfect and 
','eternal supmission and simple fa_ith, with nothing then 
· left to do but to shout the victory. · 

The news flew to Rome on . the wings of the wind, 
and threw everything into a hubbub. They all did their 
~est to put the brakes on the insolent German, whom 

·-they found utterly incorrigibl.e. 
Finally the Pope thought he would settle the matter 

forever ,in a summary way. He wrote to his bishop in 
Qermany this peremptory order: "My obedient son, do 

'. you stop that man's mouth with gold." He felt assured 
that the bishop could do it, as every man had his price, 
which, if reached, struck a bargain at once. 

But the bishop did his best and sigrially failed. He 
then wrote to the Pope this despairing confession: 

"Holy Father, I am sorry to say I can do nothing, 
because that German beast does not lo.~e go}9~" 
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Then the awfql issue came, and the Pope sent Luther 
his bull of excommunication, which made him an out-
law and exposed him to martyrdom at once. · 

When Luther received the bull of excommunication, he 
burned it on the public square of Wittenberg. This 
evoked all"the pent up thunders and disgorged the lin
gering lightning-bolts of the Vatican. The Pope sum
_moned Luther to meet him and his grave hierarchy in 
the city of worms, and answer to the l~ng, dark cat:i"
l<?gue of heretical charges against hjm, .any one of which 

"·~as sufficiently grave to take his head off. 
The people all remonstrated with Luther, telling him 

to keep away from the council, for they kne\v that the 
Pope and his helpers intended to · burn him. But this 
was all in vain. Mounting his mule, Luther said: "I 

, will enter Worms if the devils are as ~umerous as the 
tiles on the roofs." · 

Consequently he stood before the Pope with his ca~
dinals and archbishops, met all their . char'ges, and proyed 
more than a match for them all. He abundantly con
vinced the multitudes that New Jerusalem steel beats 
all the bludgeons of ~a.ma! ecclesiasticism. . 

The council was broken up in a row and promiscuous 
battlement. Amid the Babel confUsion, Lu.ther was 
seized and carried away from - the crowd and the city, 
as he thought, by his .enemies. But it w<;ts . God's miracle · 
to sav._e his l_ife, as the ones doing the seizing proved to 
be his friends; though they diligently kept the matter 
from him, lest he might prove unmanageable and again 

. get where his enemies could reach him and kill him. 
They hurried him far away to a lonely mountaip, on 

whose summit, in a gloomy old : feudal castle, they im-



pns6ne<f I\:im 1n a· creep dunge<>n~ wli'ere tl\~y kept Rim a 
-year. Luther tl\ougl'it: liimseff a l'frison'ef in the liand's 
of his enemies, wnerea's. ids friCrlds' were IC'in'dl'y preserv-

. • t.,.. _,,. .. ~ ,. . l ; " ._ 1 f,.. t I .. ' {-1 ~' ~ 
mg lits hfe. Meanwhile ne translated the New Testa-
rNent i~fci c·~trn'an, a most im\)ort'ant wo'rk and" really 
tlie Arcn'emedtan lever of the on-comfog Reformation. 

Alf this time his enemies thought he was dead, even 
ceiebradrig his death at Rome with bonfires andl i1Ium
iriaf'ions. 

Thus a bo'table year passed away, gi'vm'g Luther 
copious and heroic sow?n'g tfme for a crop wh'ich was 
to bring forth a:n abundant harvest-reaped in th'e c 'on-
• ' ' l 
vention of Augsburg, where the princes of Germany con-
vened, unitedly repu'didted the authority of the Pope, and 
founded the Protestant Church which received Luther's 
own cognomen, and this cfay claims a membership of 
seventy millions. 

The Lutheran Church was a!I rfght-a teal .sunburst 
·on the world. But Luther needed all of his life, toil
ing hard, to rescue the great, fundamendf doctrine of 
)tis'tificati'on freely from all sin, t5t the work of Christ 
alone, received and appropriated !Jy simple f~ith with
out worb, and set forth in the longes't argument {D. the 
Bible, by the inspired Paul-Rorri. 3: 19-5: 21. 

White Luther used his life in tead1ing justification, 
yet he abundantly revealed to all the worid the actual 
experience of entire sanctification. E:e never had time 
to sbow up and elucidate tliis great doctrine, and dis
seminite it to atl the world'. 

Tfiis grand depositum God reserved for Wesley and 
his compeers, who said that he fiad no other doctrine, 
faying no c1aim fo justification, as fie had received tliat 
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exy~ri~n~~ l\!.hil_e list_eni~g t? Lu~qcr:s p~efacc to the 
Ejpis\l.e 1~o ~h.c ~_qqi~s. Rene~, he simply accepted \t 
sipce Gos! ,had JI~d Luther to re5cue ,it from .the rubbish 
of iRo~~TI~m .;lqd restore it to ,the Chu.rch. 

Million~, t~ro.µgh ~he Lµtheran Reformation, arc now 
in Glory, and multitudes are on tqeir .way. Yet we here 
see an 3tl:!;~Il1i~~ retrogression, "ind even paganization. 
While w~ <M ,LµWerans died shoµtfog and went to 
Qlory, thc:;ir e~<;lesi~stical successors .have, unfortunately, 
~011tt:nted them~elves witp the fall and have never rc
ceiverl the power. 

'°" 01 ""'$ 
.i;u~h<J,rqlatry,.i. e., the worship o_f _the holy Encharist, 

Jv.Wch is ,re_sl l<!qlatry, is now fearfully prevalent in the 
gr~11t .Luthera,n Church. 

\Vhen I was presiding elder, thirty-five years ago, a 
sprightly Lut\1~ran gen~lem~n c~me into my district and 

· wedded one of our most goply ·''v'.P.men. \tYihile he was 
well educated and ,talen_t_ed, he was ,profane ~nd drul).ken. 
When I gave the invi'l:ation to· the sacrament on Sunday 

.riqrning .of w~ai;t_erly m~eting, he was th__e fi~st on,e to 
_cpme fonyarf.!, thus attracting the atten!ion _of the whole 
cqpgr:egation. Afterward · 'sqme of them interviewed 
him.: ")~ma,s, w~y djd you_ go .~o the sacrament, when 
yqµ ai:.e .spcp a ,sinner," "Oh," ~aid he, "that is the 
\!'ery .re~son why} re~eived it, because I want_ed my sins 
fqi;-givep." · · ' r ' • 

Wl~jle ~~tcharolatry ~s so prominent in- the Luthera~~ 
Chqrch, ,you would be . astorii~hed ; if you could contem
plate its .'P.r.ev.alence in the qther great Protestant church
~e~, .wl}i<;h ~re Jearfplly drift/ng a~ay into idolatry . . Just , 
_a_s water paptism is a ,mere souyenir, typifying the \vork 
_Qf the ~?oly ~pi'rit, so the E4charist is simply a s~uv'en'ir 
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symbolizing the glorious work of our wonderful Christ. 
Idolatry is creature-worship. These are the creatures of 
God, therefore their worship is idolatry. We are so 
constituted, psychologically, ethically and spiritually, that 
we intuitively worship everything which we regard as 
essential to our salvation. 

When I traveled and preached in the heathen nations, 
and saw them worshipping rocks, when interviewed they 
always denied that they were worshipping them, alleging 
that they were worshipping God, of whom those rocks 
were only a souvenir. If you think the heathen are 
blindly ignorant of God, you will be mistaken and they 
will all laugh at you for your own ignorance. They 
all know God and talk about Him as fluently as we do. 

"The untitled savage ·in his primeval wilds, 
Sees God in the clouds and hears Him In the wincla: 
Whose soul proud science never taught to stra7 
Far as the solar walk-the Milky Way." 

Thus the God of nature is abundantly and everywhere 
revealed to His intelligent creatures, who see Him in the 
glowing sun-the triumphant king of day; the beauti
ful, silve1 y moon-lovely queen of the night; the glitter
ing constellations, whose glory floods the firmament with 
unutterable beauty, splendor and majesty. They see 
Him in the cerulean beauty of the winding seas, every
where kissing the indented continents. They see Him 

. in the cataracts leaping from the mountain glaciers, as 
well as in the rush of the thundering avalanche. They 
both hear and feel Him in the awful earthquake and the 
deluging volcanoes. They read Him. in the verdant 
beauty of the green fields, the superabounding muni-
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ficence of the smiling gardens and fruitful orchards. All 
Creation, with millions of confluent voices, proclaims 
its Creator's praise. 

So whe~ you travel among the heathen, do not give 
yourself away by the insinuation that they know nothing 
about God. They will wither you with ridicule and pity 
you for y~ur ignorance. Though they bow before their 
idols on all · sides, they say they are not God, but only 
His reminders. 

Then, why do the heathen so much need the Gospel? 
Not to reveal the God of nature, whom they know and 
so devoutly worship, but the God of grace, i. e., the 
sinner's Saviour, whom they know not a.nd are so anx
ious to find in the salvation of their souls. 

My travels among both pagans and Mohammedans 
have abundantly convinced me that the American Church 

I 

is fast going into idolatry. While the elect in heathen 
lands are fast turning Christians, the non-elect in Chris
tian lands, with fearful rapidity, though unconsciotJsly 
to themselves, are drifting away into idolatry, i. · e., 
turning heathens. 

Campbellites and Mormons are widely · scattered 
throughout the continent, especially the West, and are 
everywhere preaching immersion in water in order to 
the remission of sins, which is downright idolatry, im
puting salvation to the water god, who is as weak as 
water. This I know since I tried him fifty-nine years 
ago, when under awful conviction for sanctification and 
could find nobody to tell me how to get it. Meanwhile 
water-logged. preachers so led me astray as ~o actually 
get me infected with that awful disease, hydrocephalus, 
i. e., water on the brain, which the medical world pro-
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no"'unccs 1 inc~r,~le; yet Jesus cures it as easily as any 
other spiritual malady. 
' lie gl~riously cured me forty years ago, when He 
baptized me with the Holy Ghost and fire, burning up 
\J{e 'Fr~e Mason, the Odd Fellow, the college president, 
the . ~Iethodist preacher with all my creeds and opinion,s, 
leaving me no leader but Jesus, no guide but the Holy 
q110st, a'nd no authority but God's Word. 

After the ~fethodist preacher, reluctantly, pursuant 
to my own importunate appeal, immersed me in Pitman's 
Creek, where ' I tested the water god and found he could 

.11'ot give me the soul rest for which my heart was sigh
ip~ . and ,my spirit crying, i. e., for the fulness ~f God, 
then r wandered in the wilderness for nineteen weary 
yee1;rs. I preached for fifteen of those years, under a 
'woe, .feeling, "Woe is me, if I preach not the Gospel." 

I had no human guide, having never heard a sermon 
on sanctification 'till I preached it myself, after receiv
~~g }he experience. I will never , fo~get those nineteen 
years of wilderness life. I often found myself inter
cept'ed by craggy steeps, frightful precipices and yawn
ing chasms, thus necessitating me to turn on my track, 

/etrr-ce my steps, and try s~me other route. God, in 
His infinite mercy, blessed me with the grace of indefatig-
' {ll?le perseverap ce, so that I never would think of giving 
pp, t)1ou&'h uiscouraged on all sides by people telling me 
t had it all. In His good providence, after those memor
able nineteen years I reached the pentecostal summit of 

· I I 
.ft. Zion , where the fire fell and Jesus baptized me by 

the one Spirit into one body, i. e., His blood-washed 
a~my, marching on to the conquest of the world. 
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"Oh, the blessing and the power that the Lord gave me then, 
I never shall forget, I never can forget; 

Even now It is stealing over me again and again ; 
It lingers with me yet; it lingers with me yet." 

Then and there God radically revolutionized my min
isterial character, burning up all of my sectarian idols 
and manufactored sermons, which I had made by the 
power of my intellect and education, as I lmew nothing 
about "preaching with the Holy Ghost sent down from 
Heaven." (I Pet. I : 12.) Antecedently to that notable 
epoch, I could not preach unless I had made a sermon. 
Ever afterwards I have been ready both to preach and 
to die. 

The reason why it took me nineteen years to seek 
and to find the Pearl of Great Price, was because I met 
no witnesses to the second work of grace and, as a nor
mal consequence, like all others I sought it by my own 
works. 

The seventh of Romans vividly shows up the awful 
and indefatigable efforts of the Apostle Paul to get the 
blessing by legal obedience; all of which signally and 
hopelessly failing, in final desperation when he turned 
the complicated and vexed problem over to the Lord 
Jesus Christ, the victory came instantaneously. Then he 
raised Lhe shout, which never, never ceased through all 
the years of his wonderfully heroic ministry-not till he 
lost his head on Nero's block. And that only transferred 
the shout to immortal ears, which have been electrified 
by it ever since and will be through all eternity. 

My resort to the water god not only gave me no relief, 
but augmented my entanglement in the complicities · of 
ecclesiastical ritualism. Those nineteen years pf my wit-
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demess life-fifteen in the pulpit-will be held in my 
memory through all eternity. Oh! how blind and stupid 
I was not to know that Jesus was standing by me, ready 
to give me victory over the world, the flesh and the devil, 
at once and forever. How I do blame myself for with
holding from him the job till I had tried all other gods. 

I was brightly converted in a glorious Baptist revival. 
Having spent a sleepless night, when out in the woods 
crying to God ·from the depths of my soul, He came to 
nie in a sunburst of peace, rest and joy. Yea, it seemed 
to me that the trees of the forest were all shouting for 
joy. I 

At once I became very acfrve in the meetings, praying, 
testifying and working. Soon, however, the inward con
flict with Adam the first sat up. I sought relief in good 
works, leaving no stone unturned. I not only tried the 
water god, but all the cohorts of church divinities, think
ing that surely the victory for which my soul did cry 
was ahead, and that I would certainly overtake it. A 
little ·plain instruction on the efficacy of the blood to 
extricate depravity,.and on the baptism which Jesus gives 
the soul with the Holy Ghost and fire, would have given 
me the victory for which my soul did sigh and my spirit 
cry. 

The first fifteen years of my ministry, during the 
vigor of my young manhood, were almost a failure, from 
the simple fact that I had never heard the full Gospel 
p~ached. The forty years of my ministry since that 
memorable epoch when Jesus baptized me with the Holy 
Ghost and fire have been all unbroken sunshine. Oh, 
the infinite delight of preaching- the everlasting Gospel 
with !l1e Holy Ghost sent <10"·., from Heaven! It seems 

-
i 
I 
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to me 'that I am certainly the happiest old man in the 
world. I would rather preach the Gospel to the poor, 
and starve to death with them, than . t~ · be a millionaTre 
and not preach. 

The · reason why' I believe I am the happiest man. in 
the world is 'because preaching the Gospel with the Holy 
ChoSt sent down · from Heaven is the happiest work· .in 
all the world. It gives us an earthly paradise. 

' I am not only preaching viva voce, night and day, but 
I·am the author of more than fifty books, which are read 
by millions of people in all parts of the earth. Then I 
enjoy a perpetual audience, while preaching by my pen. 
Oh, how delectable the thought that I shall have this 
audience girdling the globe, while I am playing on the 
golden harp ! 

The normal effect of the baptism which Jesus gives 
with the . Holy Ghost and fire is to make every one a 
preacher of the everlasting Gospel, "with the Holy Ghost 
sent ·down from Heaven." 1 Pet. 1 : 12. Our · glorious 
Saviour ·says, ' (Acts 1: 8} "Ye shall receive the power of 
the Holy Ghost having come on you, and . ye shall be 
my ·witnesses in J erusaltm, in all Judea, in Samaria. 
and to :the uttermost parts of the earth." 

The grea'test ·preachers of the Gospel. in all ages have 
all begun simply by telling their. experiences, then going 
on · as He· leadcth. \Ve '1ecd all the preachers · we ean 
get. Jesus makes them when He baptizes them with the 
Holy Ghost ·and fire. . , 

·we have' reached a momentous crisis in tlie · history 
of the · American €hurch, when the shortage of the 
preacher crop is the puzzle, as well as the alarm; of all 
the great ·denominations. ' When I attended my own eld 

·- -
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Kentucky Conference last September, and heard the 
pastor on Saturday announce the appointments for Sab
bath, stating that "the Bishop will preach in this house 
at I 1 A. M., with the ordination of deacons," and the 
venerable Bishop responded in a lugubrious tone, "There 
are no deacons to be ordained," it was to me a thunder
bolt from a cloudless sky. When I was presiding elder 
in that Conference, thirty to forty years ago, I brought 
in a whole platoon from my own district, while year 
after year we had a column almost extending across the 
church in front of the altar for ordination. This alarm
ing shortage of the crop is not only throughout Meth
odism, but equally prevalent among Baptists, Preby
terians, and others. 

The solution of the matter is easy. In rejecting the 
Holiness Movement, they have rejected the Mover. Con
sequently, the Holy Ghost is not making preachers 
among them as in former years, but He is making them 
in the Movement, not simply by dozens and scores, but 
by hundreds and thousands. They belt the globe this 
day, preaching the glorious Gospel of full salvation in 
all lands. Therefore, you see we have the biggest job 
on our hands of any people in the world, i. e., the preach
ing of the Gospel to all nations, and getting the bride 
ready for His glorious appearing. We have sixteen hun
dren million! of people to evangelize and thus to save 
the world. 

The crisis is now looking the popular churches in the 
face. The old preachers will soon be in their graves. 
Young men are not taking their place, consequently the 
emergency is heaving in view. The denominations will 
have to give up their fine edifices to the owls and the 
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bats, or call in the Holiness people to fill their pulpits. 
Though their churches are now full of idolatry, grace is 
stronger than sin, and God is going to conquer the devil.' 
Therefore they will choose the safe horn of the dilemma, 
and respond: "Come along, cranks, we know you shout 
loudly and jump like kangaroos, and half of you arc 
wind, yet we will take you with your shine, shout and 
leap, rather than to turn over our beautiful edifices to the 
owls and bats." 

Add to the deplorable fact of the awful paganization 
of the great Protestant churches, their hydrolatry, (water 
worship) ; eucharolatry, (worship of the sacraments) ; 
hemerolatry, (worship of the Mosaic Sabbath-as · the 
Seventh Day Adventists); and so many worshipping 
the splendid edifices, Gothic domes, Corinthian columns, 
pipe organs, lofty spires, all of which is ecclesiolatry; 
and millions actually worshipping their diversified little 
forms, ceremonies, rules and regulations, till the Holy 
Ghost is utterly grieved away, since all time is given to 
the idols and none is left for Him. In view of all these 
things spiritual Death, with all his gorgon horrors, is 
walking like an avenging spectre through the magnificent 
edifices which shine in their beauty from ocean to ocean. 

While the great Baptist Church preaches much truth, 
and has many dear, good people, how do you account 
for the fact that she never docs show up that spiritual 
brilliancy which characterizes dry land Quakers, old style 
Methodists, and a good article of modern Free Method
ists? It is from the simple fact that she divides the 
glory which belongs to Christ alone, and gives ·a large 
share of it to the water god, which is the normal and 
apparently the inevitable effect of administering the or-

----
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dinance by immersion, instead of the little sprinkle which 
\\'as practisi:d constantly in the Church from the Jay 
oLMoses (Heb. 9: 10-19), predicted for the Apostolic 
age (Ezek. 25:26 and Isa. 52: 15), and practised by th'e 
Apostles as well as John the Baptist. See Mark 1 : 8, 
Luke 3: 16 and Acts I: 5 and II: 16, where John the 
Baptist and Jesus both certify that the former handled 
the water and not the people. 

King James' translators, who did their work three 
hundred years ago, in the mere dawn of Christian civil
ization-during the Dark Ages, the period when not a 
man in a thousand or a woman in twenty thousand could 
read or write-they having themselves received triune 
immersion and having no light on the snhject, but having 
that dangerous disease-hydrocephalus (water on the 
brain), which none but Jesus can cure, literally water
logged their translation. 'l'hey gave the-statement "into 
the water" and "out of the water," which, while they 
do not prove anything, by the mere jingle of words have 
led the American Church into the water, to the serious 
detriment of her spirituality. 

The immersionists prove their dogma entirely by the 
prepositions, which, like conjunctions, are no essentiai 
parts of the language, but are only connectives. While 
they may appear essential in English, they are not so 
in Greek, which is the strongest language in the world
so strong that it does not need prepositions. 

As God has made plenty of water, if He is not stingy 
with it, certainly we ought not so to be. Therefore give 
everybody all the water they want, but at the same time 
do your best to save them from hydrolatry ( watec wor-
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ship) which is the most fatal form of idolatry in the 
American Church. 

There are two very formidable arguments against the 
practice of immersion-the one: It is utterly unheard of 
in the Bible, and never was in the Church until after 
the Apostles went to Heaven. The other: Its powerful 
trend in the direction of hydrolatry, i. e., thinking it 
has something to do with one's salvation. This turns the 
deluded devotees over to the water god, who is like his 
name, weak as water, and consequently proves a failure 
in every case, as in that of your humble servant. 

The reason why King Hezekiah utterly destroyed the 
brazen serpent was not because he did not want to keep 
it as a delightful souvenir of a glorious deliverance, but 
because the people would burn incense to it, thus wor
shipping it as a god. Therefore he had it utterly ground 
to powder and thrown into the water. , 

A similar circumstance occurred in the life of George 
Fox, a true and faithful prophet whom God raised up 
like Hezekiah, to destroy idolatry in Israel. That godly 
man always appreciated the ordinances of the Church, 
as beautiful souvenirs of God's wonderful, redeeming 
grace, the Eucharist typifying the work of Christ, and 
baptism that of the Holy Ghost. But the trouble in the 
days of George Fox was that the people, destitute of 
experimental salvation, were leaning on these ordinances, 
having thus gone headlong into idolatry. Therefore this 
hero of truth and righteousness took a positive stand, 
repudiating them altogether. · 

Oh, how the Church needs iconoclasts this day to rise 
in thei,r majesty and smash the idols on all sides, like 
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Hezekiah and Josiah of the former dispensation and 
George Fox of the present I 

I am really fighting with all my might, both by pen 
and speech, to keep idolatry out of the Holiness Move
ment. If we can do that, God will use this army already 
belting the earth to rise in its majesty and redeem Israel 
from the awful and alarming encroachments of the idol
atry of the churches in its various forms. 

The true saint is fully contented to walk alone with 
an unseen God. The very fact that you want something 
else is demonstrative proof that you have not God en
throned in your heart, because He always satisfies, .giv
ing a heaven in which to go to Heaven. 

When sanctified people grieve away the Holy Ghost, 
then they get hungry for a third blessing, the power, the 
fire, the gift of tongues, or something else. If they had 
the Holy Ghost, they would not only have all these 
things, but everything else they need, and be perfectly 
satisfied. 

As the Bible clearty reveals, (Heb. 12: 14) "Without 
sanctification no one shall see the Lord." Satan keeps 
all Hell and earth under contribution to obscure and 
counterfeit sanctification, as he knows his hope of you 
is gone and Hell defeated if you get it and keep it. 

I was born and reared in a very wild, mountainous 
country. Dense, primeval forests on all sides abounded 
in wild animals and fowls, among them wild chickens. 
Frequently when out with my dog, roaming around hunt
ing our stock, my attention has suddenly been arrested 
by the fierce barking of my dog and the cackling of a 
hen. I looked toward the roar and saw my dog dashin~ 

liJce be was shot out of a cannon, his mouth wide open, 
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and thinking every moment that he would take the hen 
in his teeth. She was flying along low down, barely 
keeping out of his reach; sometimes, when imprudently 
getting ahead of him, she actually dropped down aad 
ran on the ground, in order to augment his enthusiasm. 
The grand end on her part was simply to decoy him so 
far from her chicks, now hidden in the leaves, that he 
would never go back to disturb them. When she thought 
her stratagem a success, she suddenly flew up on a tree 
and took a good rest. The dog, already worn out, barked 
a little while, gave up in despair, left her forever, fol
lowed on and overtook me. 

But Satan is more cunning than that wild hen. He 
gets up a great excitement, stirring the people after
somcthing which is neither the supernatural birth nor 
entire sanctification; but something, although alright in 
its place, not at all necessary to salvation. All of this 
magnification of non-essentials is simply Satan's trickery 
to decoy you away from those things without which you 
will never sec the Lord. Thus he gets you side-tracked, 
derailed, stranded, ditched, and in the awful ultimatum 
of Hell devouring you. 

Amid the awful trend of the American Church into 
paganism, I may pertinently observe the fearful rapidity 
with which the actual Asiatic idolatry-Hindui3m-is 
spreading throughout this continent. They actually have 
Duddhistic churches this day in about all the prominent 
cities in America. In this city (Cincinnati, Ohio) they 
have a New T hought Temple, which is none other than 
a Buddhistic church. F our hundred millions living in 
the dark Orient are members of this church. 

When I was preaching in Madras, the largest city in 
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South India, Colonel Alcott, a backslidden preacher from 
America, and Miss Anna Besant, of Scotland, once a 
Christian preacher, then an infidel lecturer, were both 
Buddhistic preachers. They held a big camp-meeting 
while I was preaching in that city, warning the natives 
with all their might to have nothing to do with us mis
sionaries, but to hold on to the religion of their fathers 
and mothers, assuring them that it was true and ours 
false. 

I am well acquainted with a prominent Methodist 
preacher in Seattle, Wash., who is now a leader in this 
Theosophy. (This is a beautiful name assumed by the 
people in America who have actually been converted 
to the paganistic religion.) Satan is wonderful for select
ing good names for his people. The meaning of this 
word is, "Wise in the things of God," which we all so 
much desire to be. 

While Christianity is rapidly sprea<ling over heathen 
lands, to our ;;orrow we see the paganistic rellgions 
spreading over Christendom. And you see in connection 
with the fearfully rapid tendency of the American 
Church to drift into paganism that we actually have 
that tendency augmented and reciprocated by the erec
tion of heathen temples this day in all the prominent 
cities of America. , 

Every genuine Chri stian church is ruled by the Holy 
Ghost. You see plainly that this day none but the !Joli
ness people are free from idolatry, for none but they 
recognize the presence and superiority of the Holy 
Ghost; net only 'that He is really present, but that He 
alone has a right to rule. The truth of the matter is 
that He will n0t stay where His ruling is not hailed with 
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joy and appreciated with adorin~ words and loving en
thusiasm. 

The custom already creeping into Holiness conven
tions, to make out a program and stick to it is grievous 
to the Holy Spirit and awfully detrimental to 01'r own 
spirituality. We must watch the enemy on all sides. 

I find some Holiness preachers asking their people for 
money to put memorial windows in their churches. I 
take it for granted that they do not know that, in so doing, 
they are leading the people directly into idolatry, as the 
worship of ancestors is really the most prominent and 
prevalent form of idolatry this day among the heathens. 
That is really the Shintoism of the Japanese, but it is 
prominent throughout all heathen lands. While Moham
med was iconoclastic, deitroying idol worship every
where he went, there is an universal tendency of his peo
ple in that direction. It is especially manifest in their pa
pistic idolatry, as we see them lingering for hours togeth
er at the tombs of their ancestors. So we see the people 
in our churches, when they come to meeting, lingering 
about those memorial w.indows and looking at those 
large and beautiful pictures of their ancestors. The 
danger is that when they come to meeting they will 
actually divide their adoration between God and those 
same glorified ancestors. Hence the dangerous tendency 
of all these things. 

"I've found a trlend bl lesa.
Be's everything to me ; 
Be's the fairest of ten tboman4 te 1117 llOal I 
Tbe 'Lfly of the Valley,' bl Hba aloae I see.
All I need to deanse and man .. fall7 •Mlet 
ID sorrow Be's m7 comfort, 
ID trouble Be's 111.7 ~; 

Be ..... - ""6. - - &Im • nlll 
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He's the 'Lily ot the Valley,' the Bright and Morning Star: 
He's the fairest ot ten thousand to my soul I 

"He all my grief has t aken, 
And all my sorrows borne; 
In temptation He's my strong anc! mighty tower: 
I've all tor Him forsaken, 
I've all my idols torn 
From my heart, and now He keeps me b7 His power, 
Tho' all the world forsake me, 
And Satan tempts me sore, 
Thro' Jesus I shall safely reach the goal ; 
He's the 'Lily ot the Valley,' the Bright and Morning Star; 
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul 1 

"He'll never, never leave me, 
Nor yet forsake me here, 
While I live by faith and do His blessed wlll, 
A wall ot ftre about me, 
I've nothing now to fear ; 
With His manna He my hungry soul shall 1llL 
When crown'd at last In Glory, 
I'll see His blessed face, 
Where rivers ot delight shall ever roll ; 
He's the 'Lily ot rt:he Valley,' the Bright and Morning Star; 
He's the fairest ot ten thousand to my soul!" 

Now to the Holiness people of all lands, regardless of 
nationality, sect, race or color, this book, with its fifty 
predecessors, is respectfully, fraternally and lovingly 
dedicated, by the author, 

W. B. GODBEY. 

The End. 



Patriotism and Politics. 
Patriotism is all right. It is ordained of God that 

we should be attached to the places where we first saw 
the light of day, and have battled with the elements of 
the material world and fought our way into manhood 
The Grecian mother, handing the shield to her boy going 
away to W?r, would say, "My son, either come home on 
this or bring it with you." When killed in battle they 
always brought him home on his shield. When he fled 
away upon the battlefield, he threw down his shield to 
expedite his flight. 

When the Romans were marching their armies to the 
ends of the earth, and conquering all nations, at one time 
they fought the Volscians for fifty years. Meanwhile 
the latter signally defeated them, casting an ominous 
gloom over the hope and destiny of Rome. The Romans 
felt that they were actually going to -be swallowed up. 
But eventually a great man appeared at the head of the 
Roman armies, and conquered Coriolanus (from Corioli, 
a city of the Volscians which he had conquered). Under 
the leadership of this general, the Romans had the vic
tory, till they finally triumphed, utterly subduing the Vol
scians. 

1 
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In process of time the anti-Coriolanians got the ma
jority; then they, fearing his political influence, banished 
him for life, i. e., turned on him the ostracism which was 
not uncommon in that age. When the lictor brought 
him the senatorial edict, banishing him for life, instead 
of going into exile, he went aw.ay to Volscia. He found 
the Senate, in full session, unutterably astonished to see 
their old enemy come among them. Then he showed 
them the senatorial edict of his banishment for life, and 
said to them, "Now that my ungrateful countrymen, after 
I have delivered them from all their enemies, are not will
ing to let me live among them, but have banished me into 
perpetual exile, I have come among you, to spend the 
remnant of my life with you. Under my leadership the · 
Romans defeated you upon the battlefield, but with my 
leadership you can whip them." Then they solemnly 
swore him in. 

· The news reached Rome on the wings of the wind, 
"All Volscia is up in arms and Coriolanus at their head." 
Fast as the tidings reach the people panic strikes them. 
The nation is thunderstricken and appalled; they have 
not a man willing to meet Coriolanus on the battlefield. 
The Senate convenes and repeals the edict of banishment, 
and sends a delegation of their oldest men to beg Cori
olanus' pardon. But all is in vain. He says, "I have 
sworn to the Volscians and I cannot go back. Rome 
shall go down in blood." 

1
Then they sent a delegation 

of their priests, to beg and beg him in the name of their 
gods to desist from the vengeance which he has vowed 
against his ungrateful country. Then, as the last resort, 
they appealed to Vituria his mother. and Volurnnia his 
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wife, to come to the relief of the threatened, pamc
stricken land. 

Sure enough, true is their transcendent love for their 
country. Taking his little boy by the hand, they has
tened to meet their offended son and husband. Falling 
at his feet, they implored him to pardon his ungrateful 
country, and to lead away his Volscian army. Again he 
says: ' "Rome has dishonored that son who saved her 
from all her enemies. In her vile ingratitude she has 
banished him for life, therefore I will have vengeance. 
She shall come down in blood and fire." Then his mother 
says: "You may lead this army into Rome, but you lead 
it over my body, crushed by the ironshod hoof and every 
chariot-wheel that shall enter the gate of Rome. Fare
well, my son. I go before you and blockade the gate by 
my body. You and the Volscian army may enter there, 
but you will crush under your feet the body of your dear 
mother." 

He knows that she will do it. Then he lifts his sword 
high in the air, and shouts aloud, "O my country, my 
country, you have conquered me by the efficacious prayers 
of my mother!" 

W.e have outlived the ages of patriotism, and badly 
need a renewal of the ancient fires that burned in the 
hearts of the true patriots of Greece, Rome, and other 
countries. In my foreign travels, my heart has been 
constantly turning toward my native land, and singing 
ever and anon, 
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"Lives tbere a man witb soul so dead, 
Wbo never to himself has said, 
'This is my own, my native land'; 
Wbose heart within him ne·er hath burned, 
As borne his footstepps he hatb turned 
From wandering on some foreign strand? 

"If sueh there be, go mark him well; 
For him no minstrel raptm·es swell, 
High though his titles, power and pelf. 
'l'he wretch, concentered on himself, 
Living, shall forfeit fair renown, 
And, doubly dying, sball do down 
'l'o the vile dust from whence he sprung, 
Unwept, unhonored and unsung." 

(a) Patriotism is divinely innate in the human 
heart ; peculiar to all nations, regardless of the character 
of the country. The Arab, in his tent, believes that God 
made the sandy desert, while angels used to make the 
hills and flowery vales. The Esquimaux, shivering in his 
icy wigwam, is delighted ever and anon to take a trip in 
his dog-sled, believing his country the best in the world. 

( 

While patriotism is heaven-born, ·beautiful, bright, 
lovely and charuning in every land and clime, politics 
are Satan's counterfeit for God's patriotism. 

( b) In my foreign travels, when they asked me 
about the political parties in America, Democrats and 
Republicans, I answered their question, "A Democrat 
is a Republican and a Republican is a Democrat." This 
is perfectly correct, because Democrat is a compound 
Greek word, meaning a government by the people, and 
Republican is a compound Latin word, 111eaning the very 
same thing. Therefore the political contests may be 
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illustrated by dogs fighting over dry bones, which have 
been meatless, juiceless and lifeless so long that they are 
like the rocks under your feet . The words are synony
mous, hence it follows that the principles of the parties, 
if faithfully advocated, are the same, and there is no 
room for a controversy between them. The thing for 
every one to do is simply to vote for the best man in the 
race, without diagnosing between democracy and repub
licanism, as they are all the same, from the fact that the -
words are perfectly synonymous. 

(c) During the Revolutionary War, a great man 
came over from England and struck the Colonies framing 
their Constitution. He advocated property qualification 
for the right of suffrage, and made a number of elaborate 
speeches in order to prove to the people that he was cor
rect. In the finale, he insisted that a man should be 
worth $JOO in order to have a right to the elective fran
chise. Finally, when he got through all his prolific and 
profoundly elaborate discourses, Patrick Henry, a young 
lawyer, consented to answer him. Arising, he observed : 
"Gentleman, as our friend from over the great waters has 
detained you with considerable prolixity of speech, I 
promise you brevity, so I will not consume time consider
ing his arguments, but simply give you a little illustration. 
Your neighbor A · has a fair education, is a high-toned 
gentleman, a respectable church-member, and well-dis· 

· posed every way, paying his just debts faithfully; his 
word is as good as his bond, but he is not worth anything 

- financially. Therefore, according to the doctrine advo
cated by the gentleman, we cannot afford to let him vote. 
Here is neighbor B, who is much such a man as neighbor 
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A, a high-toned gentleman and a good citizen. There is no 
important difference between him and neighbor A, except 
that he owns a jackass valued at $300. Consequently, 
according to the property qualification, he is entitled to 
the elective franchise; can go to the poles and vote. Now, 
gentlemen, examine the case. The two men are the same 
in all respects, except that one owns a jackass and the 
other does not. The case is plain and you can all see 
it and solve its own problem: shall jackasses vote, or 
men?" 

They all saw the point, and decided that men should 
do the voting, with .or wi·thout the jackass, so property 
qualification fell to the ground. In the exercise of the 
elective franchise, we should consider nothing but the 
man, and vote for him simply on his personal merit. 

( d) Here, on either side of the great and beautiful 
Ohio River (as we dictate these lines in Cincinnati), lie 
the great states of Ohio and Kentucky, the same age in 
settlement, civilization and Christianization. Therefore 
their histories from the beginning have run together. 
On political issues they are at opposite poles of the 
battery-Ohio overwhelmingly Republican, and Ken
tucky equally so Democratic. The very fact that these 
two great states, in their present governorship, this day 
exhibit 'before the world a status diametrically opposite 
in political attitudes is a matter of consolation to a11 lovers 
of truth, purity and righteousness, and demonstrates a 
glorious victory of patriotism over politics, cheeringly 
confirmatory of the conclusion that the people are getting 
their eyes open to the rottenness and satanic chicanery of 
political strategies. If politics could have their way, 
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Ohio would never have a Democratic governor, or Ken
tucky a Republican governor. 

(e) We have especial 'consolation in both of these 
governors. As I have no J>Olitics, I am prepared to 
appreciate them both. Though my father was a Meth
odist preacher, and I have been these fifty-eight years in 
the providence of God, I was gloriously converted in a 
Baptist revival, and educated in a Baptist college. These 
facts perhaps help me to appreciate these two governors 
of these two noble sister states of the Union, which are 
members of the Baptist Church, and the great reason why _ 
I so much appreciate them is because they are both 
Prohibitionists. I am personally acquainted with the 
fact, as I live in Kentucky, that Wilson's Prohibition 
principles secured his election, thousands and myriads 
of noble Democrats voting for him, Republican as he 
was, on account of his anti-saloon attitude. 

The same is true in Ohio, multitudes of patriotic 
Republicans voted for the governor with their eyes open 
to the fact that he is a regular old-time Cleveland Demo
crat, but they knew that he was a good, solid man, and 
would magnify the office, and at the same time heroically 
conserve the Prohibition cause. 

(f) As I rode along in the car and conversed with 
an intelligent Republican citizen of Ohio, he gave it as 
his opinion that Governor Harmon will _be the next 
Democratic candidate for the Presidency, and he said he 
would vote for him in preference to Taft, the present 
incumbent. I expressed surprise, observing that, as the 
quadriennial changes in the Presidency produce so much 
confusion in the finances of the country, I was hoping 

, 
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that Taft would continue on two terms; that I have been 
pleased to hear of him leading the Ecumenical Peace 
Conference, while I was traveling in the Old World, and, 
though during his candidacy, when I heard he is a Uni
tarian and wrote to him about it, and he, to my sorrow, 
confessed that it is true, yet I hoped that if he did well, 
we could hold him another term, for the sake of per
petual tranquility and harmony in our national affairs. 
I was surprised when this intelligent Republican told me 
that Taft would not be a candidate for the Presidency 
again, but he believed that Harmon, of Ohio, would be 
Democratic candidate, and he would vote for him. 

(g) While patriotism is of God, from Heaven and 
all right, politics, Satan's counterfeit, are all wrong and 
we should not have any, but be, as in the case Of these 
two noble sister states, utterly regardless of politics, 
which would have forever defeated both of these men. 
This would have been the case had not the people walked 
in the light, and in the fear of God, taken the bit in their 
teeth and dared to vote for the best men. Thus they 
gave the whole Union a beautiful example, saying, "Fol
low us, as we follow the Lord." 

Politics always get more and more corrupt as the 
centuries come and go, till the nation becomes a volcano 
and has to explode. Such has been the case with _all the 
nations of by-gone ages. In their infancy they were 
obliged to be patriotic, otherwise they would have been 
obliterated from the earth, but when they became pros
perous, politics prevailed over patriotism, snowed it 
under and froze it to death; things got worse and worse, 
until the volcano burst all to piedes. For instance, 

-
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France, in the Revolution of I789, when the kingdom 
~iterally exploded and burned like a flaming volcano. 
Meanwhile the infidel philosophers got the government 
into their hands, and ruled with a rod of iron, abolishing 
the Sabbath, and appointing every tenth day for recrea
tion and rest. They closed all the churches, except when 
they used them for lecture-rooms and playhouses. They 
did their best to banish the Bible from the world, and 
sent men to all the graveyards, there to put up stones 
superseribed, "Death is An Eternal Sleep." 

( h) Daniel, second chapter. Daniel saw in his 
dream the chronological image, a great giant standing 
before him with a golden head, with ·arms of silver, abdo
men and thighs of brass, legs of iron, and feet and 
toes of iron and clay mixed. This beautifully symbolizes 
human government, wh1ch is its meaning. In the be
ginning, _pure, bright gold, which is patriotism without 
any politics at all. Then we come to the silver breast 
and arms, which is a great depreciation of gold, which 
is worth ten times as much as silver. Then we come to 
the abdomen and thighs, i._ e., copper', which is vastly 
deteriorated below the silver. Then the iron, which has 
so little value that it would take a wagon to haul the 
equivalent of t.he gold which a baby can carry on its 
little finger. Then it runs out into iron mixed with 
clay, which makes it so weak that it actually has no snb
stantiality whatever. 

In this chronological image we have human politics 
clearly and vividly illustrated. Patriotism is divine, all 
right and a glorious reality, whether anybody has it or 
not. It is a beautiful Christian grace and free for all; 
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yea, it is an innate principle, like matrimony, having sur
viYed the awful wreckage of the fall and come down to 
bless mankind. 

Here we see in Nebuchadnezzar's vision human gov
ernment all the way through, beginning with the pure 
gold, i. e., patriotism, and depreciating in value, getting 
weaker and weaker, degenerating from gold t-0 silver, 
from silver to copper, from copper to iron, from iron to 
potter's clay. Finally the stone cut out of the mountain 
without hands, i. e.,Christ, who was born of the church 
symbolized by the mountain, will strike the rotten fabric 
of human government and smash it into smithereens, till 
it will become as the chaff of the summer threshing-floor, 
which the wind will blow away and it will never get back. 

( i) Thus human governments, in history of all by
gone ages, have been beginning in simplicity and purity, 
getting strong, proud and corrupt, and degenerat"ing into 
indolence, dissipation and debauchery, till finally they 
develop into a volcano, full of pent-up hell fire, which at 
last bursts, goes to ruin and ev·anesces away. Such wa~ 
the history of Memphis in Egypt, of Nineveh, Babylon, 
Palmyra, Tyre, Sidon, and Sodom, Gomorrah, Her
culaneum and Pompeii. 

I have often walked over the ruins of the great 
Oriental cities, where people are now excavating in the 
earth where they stood to find souvenirs of their former 
grandeur. This ruin which has strewn the world, from 
the rising of the sun to the going down of the same, is 
an everywhere mournful memento of that failure which 
is everywhere written on the escutcheon of human govern
ment. It arises out of nothing, flourishes, declines, and 
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evanesces away, leaving nothing but the smouldering ruin 
as the solitary memento of former grandeur, by its decay 
generating so much malaria as to render the place unin
habitable. 

Ephesus, in the Book of Revelation, the magnificent 
capital of Ionia, in Asia Minor, two thousand years ago, 
was what New York is to us to-day. It is now without 
an inhabitant, except the tents of people there from Ger
many, excavating. to find in the earth something that 
will throw light on ancient history, and especially on 
Bible revelation. The miasmata generated from the 
mouldering ruin so infect the atmsophere that people 
cannot live there. 

This decline in all the · human ki_ngdoms, empires and 
republics in all ages has been superindticed by political 
corruption. When the Lord shall come back to the 
earth, He will sweep away all the stupendous institutions 
of man, and establish His glorious millenpial king.dom 
in all the earfh, to stand forever. Dan. '2: 34, 35: "I 
saw a stone cut out of the mountain, without hands, strike 
the image on the feet, and it utterly evanesced away', like 
the chaff of the sururrier· threshing-fio·or; then, becoming 
a great 0101intain, it · filied the whole earth." This 
stone is the· kingdom of Christ which · Daniel says 
God will set up in the latter clays, and ,it will fill the 
world and abide forever. 

The prophecies have been so fulfilled as to give us 
every reason to be on the constant outlook for the 
Lord's glorious return to the earth, to establish His 
kingdom and abide forever. It does not say 
that the stone will roll on until it passes over the 
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whole earth, impliedly leaving a vacuum behind it, but 
it will enlarge and fill the world, thus "covering the 
earth," as the Scripture says, "like the waters cover the 
sea." The great ocean covers its bed as it belts the 
globe; so will the kingdom of Christ spread in all direc
tions, till it fill s the whole world. 

(j) This universal decline in the life of cities and 
countries, their collapse and evanescence, is always super-

. induced by political corruption. I was born and reared 
in Dixieland, had been preaching seven years when the 
awful Civil War over slavery broke out. I became a 
good reader when only six years old, reading history 
extensively and remembering it well even to this day (my 
seventy-eighth year). My family on both sides were 
always intensely anti-slavery. When a little lad, I 
incidentally dropped into a debating society, whose 
participants were local preachers, civil officers, and other 
persons of liberal culture. I heard them debating the 
question : "Which has the greater right to complain of 
the American people-the Indians, for our taking their 
country from them and driving them out of it, or the 
negroes, for kidnapping them in their own couritry, bring
ing them over the great ocean, selling them into slavery, 
and holding them in hard bondage?" 

As I heard them deliver their speeches with life, 
energy and edification to a packed audience in a country 
schoolhouse, I became magnetized, and began to soliloqu
ize: "I would like to make speeches with them." They 
admitted me, and gave me a chance among those mature, 
and some of them elderly, men. 
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The years ca.me and went, and the men I found in 
that society dropping out one by one, and a few juveniles 
falling in with us, the society thus underwent a revolu
tion, and fell completely into the hands of us boys. I 
would work hard all the week on the farm, reading books 
till midnight. The ensuing day, following the plow, I 
would study over what I had read, and by Saturday night 
would go up to our debating society, full and running 
over. The slavery question and its detrimental effect 
on the national government, superinducing so much dis
satisfaction and eating as a cancer devouring the body 
politic, was a great theme in our forensic discussions, 
attracting splendid audiences, which would listen to us 
juveniles with rapt attention, spellbound, thus lingering 
four to six hours in the d<iscussion of the subject we had 
on hand. I have often spoken a solid hour to a spell
bund audience, forcing with all my might the importance 
of emancipating the slaves, getting slavery out of our 
nation. This last bloody war should stalk like an aveng
ing spectre all over the land, cutting down the people 
with the sword of God's justice, for the dark sin of hold
ing a nation in bondage generation after generation. I 
said that unless something decisive should interpose, that 
disgracefu'l maladministration would continue forever. 

After awhile political excitement got so high that 
the antislavery people did not dare to expose the matter 
in public discussion. When a beardless stripling, I told 
them of the dark evils, and of the righteous retribution 
impending, when God would send upon our land the 
sword to devour our people because our sins had pro
voked His righteous indignation. Si:re enough, in I86o, 
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as the result of electing a Republican President, the war 
actually broke out, deluging the land with blood and heap
ing it with the slain. It was awful, awful war. Four 
dreadful years the brave so~s of the North met the 
chivalric stalwarts of Dixieland in battle array; the 
sword devoured millions of our people, filling the country 
from ocean to ocean with weeping widows, wailing 
orphans, and fathers and mothers, like Jacob, broken
hearted over their sons swept untimely into eternity, go
ing down with sorrow to their graves. 

( k) President Lincoln was a noble God-send in his 
day, a native Kentuckian. I have often ridden circuit 
over Possum Ridge, Washington, Ky., where he was 
born and reared, and made his first money to go off to 
college, by cutting and splitting white-oak rails at twenty
five cents per hundred (they cost ten dollars now). 
Thus he gathered up enough to attend a high school one 
session, following it by teaching to earn money to prose
cute his education. Thus alternately attending college 
and teaching, like your humble servant, till he received 
a good education, he became a lawyer. As such he gave 
himself unusual notoriety as "Honest Abe," because he 
would not accept a fee on the wrong side, nor violate 
the dictation of his conscience or God's Word, for love 
or money. He got wonderfully converted to God under 
the labors of a Methodist preacher, and united with that 
church. As the United States Constitution legalized 
slavery, and the people had payed their money for their 
negroes, he never would have emancipated them without 
remunerating their owners. Consequently, feeling it his 
duty to have this cancer cut but of our beloved common-
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wealth, he offered $300 per capita for all the slaves, old, 
young, great and small, contemplating their colonization 
in Africa. .The haughty politicians of Dixieland rejected 
the offer with contempt. Consequently the sword settled 
the matter, not only taking away the slaves, but bringing 
bankruptcy to almost every home; cutting down the 
brilliant young men and consigning them to an untimely 
grave, thus draping the land with mourning _from shore 
to- shore. If the Southern people had taken the Presi
dent's offer, the seven million emancipated would have 
brought their proprietors $2,IOO,ooo,ooo, making Dixie
land the richest beneath the skies. Instead of that, it is 
the poorest section of the Union. 

(l) Do you know that politicians caus..:d all this 
trouble, because they believed that the emancipation 
would defeat the Democratic party in the nation, as it 
has done, taking from them their offices? The rank and 
file of the Southern people never would have intelligently 
exposed their lives on the battlefield to hold the negro 
in bondage; they never wanted the war, and it never 
would have come if they could have had their way. The 
politicians traversed the whole country, making speeches 
and stirring up all the people to co~operate with them in 
their revolutionary schemes, thus blindly voting secession 
and taking the states out of the Union. Even the elec
tions were packed, manipulated and falsely reported 
Political trickery actually brought on the war, with its 
rivers of blood and mountains of the slain. And why? 
Lest their party should go down and they would lose 
their offices. 

A similar state of things we see in case of our 
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Savior while on the earth. The idea prevails to this day 
that He was a very unpopular preacher. It is not true. 
He was the most popular preacher the world ever saw. 

· In all His inspired biography we never see· an appoint
ment, yet the very earth groaned beneath the tread of 

· the thronging 1r;iultitudes who everywhere gathered and 
hung spellbound upon His eloquent words. They gath
ered afar off in the desert, and were so magnetized by 
His preaching that they would stay and starve, thus 
superinducing His glorious philanthropy, causing Him 
to feed them miraculously. 

The Word says, "The people heard Him gladly," but 
He was exceedingly unpopular with the politicians . 

. Their government was a theocracy, ruling church and 
state, which is all right so long as God is the ruler, but 
they had rejected Him and taken His place, and were 
mal<:ing the fallen theocracy a system of error, misrule 
and oppression. 

The Savior was exceedingly unpopular with the rulers 
of church and state, i. e., the politicians, simply because 
they knew that His success was their defeat. Therefore 
they persecuted Him unto death. This is the reason why 
they arrested Him at midnight, and did their best to push 
the trial through and have Him killed before day. Why? 
The Bible tells you, "Because they_ feared the people." 
That is the reason why P ilate finally assigned His death 
warrant, because, so fast as the people heard, they were 

· pouring in from all direction·s, and would have fought, 
. bled and died for Him. Pilate knew He was innocent, 

and told them so. When they just forced him to assign 
the death warrant, he did it merely as a peace measure, 

• 
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taking the view not uncommon among ancient tyrants, 
that it was better for one innocent man to die than to have 
a multitude of guilty people die. If Pilate had been 
sufficiently fortified by soldie·rs to enable him to keep the 
peace, he never would have a"ssigned His death warrant, 
but as he had recently been under the necessity of send
ing away a detachment to quell an insurrection in Syria, 
he had very few soldiers on hand. 

Jesus, by His wonderful, beneficent miracles, healed 
all the sick brought to Him, restored sight to the blind, 
hearing to the deaf, soundness to the lame, cleansing to 
the lepers and life to the dead, and gladly preached the 
Gospel to the poor who thronged Him in multitudes 
everywhere He went. Thus He so won everybody, who 
would have fought, bled and died for Him by myriads. 

1
The plan of the leaders was to get the prosecution 

through and actually put Him to death ·before day, lest 
the people rally and take Him out of their hands. There
fore they pushed the matter with all their might, leading 
Him first to the tribunal of Annas, the high priest recog
nized by the Romans; then to Caiaphas, the high priest 
recognized by the Jews ; then to the Sanhedrim, the 
grand council of the seventy elders who had judicial 
power over all matters of grave importance. As there 
were so many of this court, to notify them in the dead 
hours of the night, get them together and ready for ac
tion actually detained the leaders of the trial until day. 

Finally they had to get the governor's signature to 
the death warrant, which he was so reluctant to give that 
it took until nine o'clock, but then, having obtained it, 
they at once proceeded to crucify Jesus. The people, 
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as fast as they heard of it, ran precipitately to the scene 
ready to fight, bleed and die for Him. 

So the Savior finally lost His life through political 
trickery. The Jews boldly threatened Pilate to report 
him to the emperor, for maladministration, if he did not 
assign the death warrant. 

( m) The awful trouble which _came ori our republic, 
desolating the land and populating the graveyaras, was 
brought about by the politicians. As an eye and an ear 
witness, I know whereof I affirm. Eloquent, shrewd 
and crafty p0liticians traversed Dixieland from center 
to circumference, delivering their powerful speeches, and 
stirring up the multitudes, persuading them that they 
would all get rich through the Southern Confederacy. 
As for the war, they treated it with contempt, assuring 
the people that there would be none, holding up a white 
handkerchief and certifying that there would never be 
blood enough shed in a Confederate war to stain it. 
· Thus they deceived the people, and precipitated thein 

' into secession when they did not know what they were 
. doing. In my state, Kentucky, however, they never 
seceded. So she stuck to the Union all the way through 
the dark quadrennium of death and destruction, preserv
ing her loyalty to the Government unimpeached. She 
and Maryland, in all great Dixie, stood true to the Union 
and never joined the Confederacy. 

Those politicians eloquently denounced the cowardice 
bf the Northern people, saying they would not fight, and 
that one Southern man would whip twenty Yal1kees, and 
so, even in case of war, they were sure of victory. It 
is an incontestible fact that the politicians caused all the 
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trouble, leading the people into the bloody revolution 
where they lost their lives on the battlefield, leaving their 
families bereaved and financially bank~upt. This allega
tion of the politicians is abundantly vindicated by history, 
and will stand for future generations to read in the on-
coming ages. . 

( n) If the South had not revolted, there is no doubt 
but that there would have been revolution in the North 
ere this, owing to the fact that in framing the Constitu
tion they left the relation of the states to the general 
Government too loose. God brings good to His true 
people out of all things, however ostensibly calamitous. 
So He brought great good to our nation out of the Con
federate War, establishing the supremacy of the Govern
ment over all the states, thus unifying and consolidating 
the forty-seven states into solid and substantial nation-
ality. · 

We are now in exceedingly perilous attitude, through 
the influence of the corrupt po]iticians, who are actuated 
by personal motives rather than the interest of alJ the 
people constituting this great nation . . The monopolies, 
great syndicates and frequent strikes have a very dan7 
ge.ro_us trend. Our only safety is in so disseminating 
k~o\yledge, and in so evangelizing our people as to make 
them true to God and our country. 

The Lord has let me travel extensively in foreign 
lands the last sixteen years, making four great tours 
through Europe, Asia, Africa and Oceanica, i. e., the 
island world, thus enjoying an opportunity to. compare 
other countries. with ours. Depend upon it, God has 
been wonderfulJy good in giving us this country. We 
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should overflow with gratitude to Him, and do our best 
to use our land for His glory. 

Traveling through European countries, especialiy 
England, France and Italy, you will be astonished -to 
see how faithfully they take care of the land, fertilizing 
instead of stetilizing the soil, and preventing all washes. 
Where a stone wall is necessary to retain the soil, there 
they build it. 

In the British Islands the law protects the soil. If 
a man does not take care of his land, they take it out of 
his hands and appoint an overseer to take care of it for 
him, giving him the proceeds minus the salary of the 
supervisor. Such procedure is exceedingly necessary 
in America. The Government should, by all means, 
so care for the soil, which is the basis of prosperity, that 
we would have no washes anywhere, and so avoid the 
cultivation of sterilizers, i. e., tobacco, worst of all, and 
not only worthless, but exceedingly injurious; and corn, 
which is a sterilizer, only once in a series of years, simply 
as a purifier of the soils. 

While Asia, Africa and Europe were known and 
settled, long ages rolled away with America unknown to 
the historic world. ,Thus God, in His mercy, preserved 
it through the ages and generations, and in these latter 
days has given it to us, with its wonderfully rich and 
productive soil and congenial climate. He has done this 
that we may use it as a basis of supply in the evangeliza· 
tion of the whole world-nine hundred millions of 
heathens worshipping wood and stone gods; four hun
dred millions of Greek and Roman Catholics flooded with 
idolatry under Bible cognomens ; two hundred and fifty 
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millions of Mohammedans and Jews, utterly Christless 
("God out of Christ is a consuming fire," Heb. I2: I8); 
and one hundred millions of Protestants, awfully back
slidden and worldly. Therefore these seventeen hundred 
millions of souls, for whom Jesus died, much need the 
message of salvation, the bread of Heaven and the water 
of life. · 

Oh, what a stupendous work we have on hand, and 
what a wide-open door to glorify God, lay up treasure in 
Heaven, and win a crown that shall never fade away. 
God has given us this wonderfully rich, salubrious and 
lovely land that we may obey the greatest commandment 
in His precious Word, Matt. 28: I9, 20: "Go disciple 
all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, 
Son and Holy Ghost, and teaching them to observe all 
things whatsoever I have commanded you, and, lo, I am 
with you alway, even unto the end of the age." This is our 
great work, and God has given us this glorious land that 
we may perform it, and receive a crown that shall never 
fade away. Oh, that every son and daughter of Columbia 
would hear the call, "Come over into Macedonia and help 
IS !" 

Satan knows all this, and hates our great republic 
because she is committed to the glorious work of the 
world's evangelization. Therefore he is working eter
nally to undermine the Government. 

It is believed that great China is approaching dis
memberment, when she will be divided up among the 
nations of the earth. As the great powers of the world 
are mostly Christian, that disintegration will be con
ducive to the evangelization of that great heathen empire, 
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which has so long been sitting in darkness and the shadow 
of death. Tibet adjoins her . and is under her govern
ment, the two containing five hundred millions of pagan 
subjects. 

( o) While the dismemberment of those dark heathen 
countries . would certainly prove auxiliary to the incom
ing of light, civilization and Christianity, it is not so 
with ours, as we already have the light, and it is our 
great and gloriou~ work to carry it to the · benighted. 
millions. 

' 

"From Greenland's icy mountains, 
From India's· coral strand, 

Where Afric 's sunny fountains 
Roll down their golden sand ; 

From many an ancient river, 
From many a palmy plain, 

They call us to deliver 
Their Janel from error's chain. 

, "Wh~t tho' the spicy breezes 
Blow soft o'er Ceylon's isle, 

'l'hough every prospect pleases 
And only man is vile; 

In vain, with lavish kindness, 
The gifts of God are strewn ; 1 

The heathen, in bis blindness, 
Bows down to wood and stone. 

"Waft, waft, ye winds, the story, 
And you, ye waters, roll, 

Till, like a sea of glory, 
It spreads from pole to pole." . 

The thing for our great republic to do is all to stand 
together, and to unite our forces against the powers of 
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darkness for the world's evangelization. As all the 
nations of by-gone ages which have perished and gone 
to oblivion reached' their ruin through political corrup
tion, it behooves us all to watch and pray, and see that 
we are truly patriotic, conserving our country with an 
eye single to the glory of God, and diligently watching 
lest we get side-tracked by political strategy. Just as 
these two great states, Ohio and Kentucky, have recently 
shown us a grand exemplification of patriotism predomi
nant over politics, in the election of these two noble 
Prohibition and Christian Governors, diametrically anti
thetical to the politics of their respective states. 

As the Republicans say that President Taft will not 
be a candidate again, let us all take hold of God to give 
us an humble Christian President of the Union, if not 
Governor Harmon, some one else whom He Iflay select 
to lead the ship of state, and steer clear of the Scylla of 
political corruption on the one side, and the Charybdis 
of infidelity on the other. 

(p) One hundred years ago the Mamelukes of 
Egypt were all massacred in the citadel at Cairo, whither 
they had been decoyed by the governor to a royal ban
quet. The citadel is on an eminence two hundred feet 
high, overlooking that great city, and so fortified that 
when the governor got the Mamelukes in they could 
close the great iron gates so that they could not get out 
before they killed them all. Only one out of 487 esc(!ped; 
he leaped his horse over the wall, down a precipice 16o 
feet deep. The noble animal perished, but the Mame
luke escaped. 

These Mamelukes were originally the bodyguard of 
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the king. By degrees they were seduced into that fatal 
whirlpool in every nation under heaven-political corrup
tion. Gradually yielding to the temptation, and getting 
more and more corrupt, finally they had everything in 
their own hands, and ingeniously wire-pulling, the king 
became a mere figurehead, manipulated by the Mame · 
lukes ad libitum. Thus they had the kingdom in their 
hands and were running it to suit themselves; nominally 
the servants protecting the body of the king, but really 
masters of all, the king and the nation serving them. 

Have we not something of this order in the Tam
many Ring and other combinations? If we do not wake 
up, and put our feet down on political corruption, in all 
its forms and phases, and keep on conserving a party 
instead of the republic, we will find ourselves plunged 
into ruiI1' before we are aware. God help us to profit 
by the awful warnings which stand out before us in the 
history of our predecessors ! Shall we not profit by the 
awful fate of those who have stood at the front of the 
world in by-gone ages? 

Egypt was the first country to come to the front, ancl 
to rule the world in the days of the Pharaohs. Walk 
w,ith me amid the ruins of Memphis and the catacombc; 
of Sakkara, and through the museum of antiquities. 
You see the mournful souvenirs of their mighty works, 
while they are numbered with the nations before the 
flood. 

Phrenicia was the second nation to stand at the front 
of the world during the palmy days of Tyre and Sidon, 
which now mournfully verify the awful prophecies of 
Ezekiel and Isaiah in reference to their impending doom: 
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"Tyre shall become a rock on which the fisherman will 
dry his net." Though, these cities were mistress of the 
seas, and umpire of the commercial world, they have 
long been forsaken, all the ships sailing by and never 
stopping. 

( q) There is just guaranty against political corrup
tion, that which has proven the sepulchre of all the 
kingdoms which have flourished on the earth in by-gone 
ages. In turn they held their places at the front of the 
world, but ere long, fortune's wheel revolving against 
them, they have gone down to take their places in the 
charnal-house of their predecessors. 

While I dictate these pages, the fire-arms (here in 
Cincinnati, July 4, I9II) are celebrating our national 
birth. 

Our only available fortification against the dismal 
doom of our predecessors is divine intervention, which 
takes away prejudice, lust and ambition. Prejudice is 
the meanest and most odious demon that ever emanated 
from the bottomless pit. It is a compound of two Greek 
words, pre, beforehand, and judicium, judgment; hence 
it means judgment beforehand. I heard of a judge in 
South Carolina, a native of the Emerald Isle, who said 
he .always gives his decision when he had heard one side 
of the testimony, because, if he waited until he had 
heard both he would get so puzzled that he could not give 
any decision. That is the awful iniquity of politics. \Ve 
imbibe a prejudice in behalf of the !)arty in which we 
are born and against all others. 

I was born a Whig, and, ·when a little lad, the clerks 
would have us boys vote during the recess, just for their 
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own amusement, but I thought it was sincerely bona fiite. 
To this day I remember every name on the Whig tisket, 
and also on the Democratic. 

I was born a Methodist, religiously, and with preju
dice against other denominations. Politics are Satan's 
counterfeit for patriotism, while sectarianism is his coun
terfeit for religion. Our wonderful Savior has a sure 
remedy for both, which is none other than the baptism 
which He gives with the Holy Ghost ancl fire, literally 
burning up carnality in all its phases, and destroying 
rolitics and s:ctarianism. 

This firey baptism also sweeps away lodgery, and 
gives us the glorious freerlom of God Himself, who is 
free to do everything good and nothing bad. He wants 
to give us all His own freedom. 

The literal meaning of baptism is a purificat;on. 
See Luke II: 37, where the Pharis~e invited Jesus to 
eat with him, and He, walking in, sat down at the table 
and proceeded to eat without washing his hands, a matter 
in which the Pharisees were exceedingly punctilious, as 
they were the holiness people of the Jewish church. Bt•t 
they had backslidden into dead formality and hollow 
hypocrisy, and Jesus terribly anathematized them as 
"whited sepulchres," externally fair, but internally full 

· of dead men's bones. 

While Jes us was eating, He diagnosed their thoughts, 
in which they were criticizing Him for eating with tm
washed hands, and answered them: "Ye Pharisees 
make clean the outside of the cup and the plate, while 
the inside is full of corruption and extortion and iniqui~y. 
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Purify therefore that which is within, and the outside 
will be clean also." 

The word our Savior here uses, · catharidzo, has no 
meaning but to purify. It i~ used thousands of timeq 
in the Old Testament, revelatory of those ceremonial 
purifications under the Levitical law which they were 
constantly making in their domestic lives. In many 
ways a Jew might contract ceremonial defilement by con
tact with Gentiles, lepers, unclean ·animals, i. e., the 
camel, the donkey or the horse. In that case he was 
prohibited from entering the Ta1bernacle service, until 
the water of purification was sprinkled on him by a 
ceremonially clean person. 

Wash, in this Scripture, is baptidzo in the original, 
hence you have the meaning of that controverted word 
given by our Savior beyond the possibility of mistake, 
because catharidzo has but one meaning, that is to 
purify. 

Our Savior is so called because His work is to save. 
He has regeneration for every sinner and sanctification 
for every Christian. The latter He administers when 
He baptizes with the Holy Ghost and fire, which is the 
remedy for the evil tempers-envy, jealousy, prejudice, 
bigotry, animosity, lust, passion, temper, ambition, 
avarice, sectarianism, politics, selfishness, self-love, and 
all sorts of evil predilections. These are hereditary in 
the human heart, having been transmitted from the fall. 
They are really different phases of Satan's nature, which 
he tr~nsmitted to Adam and all his posterity when he 
achieved that great victory over him in the Garden of 
Eden. There he slew Adam outright, and, as all of his 
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posterity were in him, the federal head and representa
tive of the whole human race, the spiritual taint reached 
his entire posterity: 

While this depravit-y is not condemnatory sin, it is a 
leaning toward it, superinducing personal transgression 
in every case, so soon as responsibility is reached. 

( r) Therefore our Savior made a wonderful run 
on Satan when He managed to lasso us all in the pre
natal state. Heb. · 2 : 9: "By the grace of God Christ 
tasted death for everyone"~not "for every man." The 
Greek in this passage is huper pantos. H uper is the 
regular word used throughout the Bible to reveal the 
vicarious substitutionary atonement which Christ made 
for all the world. ,Therefore this Scripture is unmis
takable, clearly and positively revealing the consolatory 
truth that the atonement reaches every human being. 
The moment soul and body are united they constitute 
personality; that mom-ent is far back in the prenatal state, 
five or six months antecedently to the physical birth. 
This superinduces, as a normal and invariable result, the 
birth of every child into the kingdom of God, as abun
dantly confirmed in the case of the Prodigal Son and his 
elder 'brother. They were born in the father's house 
and only got out by actual transgression. ,The elder 
fortunately retained his place until the y"unger got home 
from the hog-pen, a happy backslider, rescued by the 
skin of his teeth from going on to the next station, which 
is Hell. 

You see that when he got home the elder brother was 
still there safe and sound, never having forfeited his 
infantile justification, which is confirmed by his response 
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to his father while he was entreating him to come into 
that glorious holiness meeting, where they were shouting 
so. He said, "Father, I have never at any t~me trans
gressed thy commandment," - involving the conclusion 
that he had never lost his infantile justification by com
mitting known sin. But you see clearl~ that he badly 
needed sanctification to take the fret and jealousy out 
of him, as, in that case, instead of getting miffed because 
they were not shouting over him, as he thought they 
ought, because he had been so good, he would have 
hastened into the meeting, taken his prodigal brother in 
Lis arms, and rejoiced with them all. 

As the verb in this passage for "entreat" is the 
imperfect tense, it involves the conclusion that the father 
continued to entreat the elder son to come in. I believe 
he did go in to that glorious holiness meeting, got sanc
tified, and before it was over was the highest jumper and 
the loudest shouter of all. 

In this inspired history (for the -no-Hellites pass it 
by as a parable, which is not true, as the word does not 
occur in connectidn with it, but is a history which our 
Lord gives in a little retrospective view), w.e see quite 
a contrast between the two brothers. The elder, per
suant to patriarchal law, having received a double por
tion of the estate, i. e., just twice as much as his younger 
brother, had stayed at home, and, instead of prodigaliz
ing, added to 'his estate the legal interest, and we know 
not how much mote. Therefore he was now a million
aire, and getting richer. 

Meanwhile the younger brother has spent all of his 
patrimony in riotous living, reaching famine and starva-

.. 
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tion, and, in the good providence of God, had been 
plucked as a brand from the burning; rescued from the 
hog-pen, as it were, by the skin of his teeth. But now, 
on the grace side, he is ahead of his elder brother, who 
had only retained his infantile justification by happy 
conversion before reaching responsibility. When the 
father met him and kissed him that was the younger son's 
free justification. He commanded them to bring the 
best robe, i. e., the blood-washed robe of holiness, and 
Put it on him. Finally he has them bring shoes for his 
feet, which signify his call to preach, as the people in . 
that country go barefoot at home and wear sandals when 
walking away. As the roads are rocky they need the 
sandals to protect their feet, while the climate is so mild 
that they do not need the shoes at home. 

Hence we see that the prodigal has gotten ahead of 
his elder brother in the graces and gifts of the Spirit; 
he is reclaimed, sanctified and called to preach. We 
conclude that, in the good meetings which they were 

·already having, the elder brother soon overtook him; 
this besides having the rich legacy · from the princely 
estate, augmented by the legal interest, and, doubtless, 
by benevolent enterprises, while the prodigal was wast
ing all his. Hence the position of the elder was de
cisively preferable, despite the glorious reconciliation of 
the younger, rescued, as he was, from the bottom of 
slumdom, saved, sanctified and called to preach. 

The caption of this book involves a commendation 
of patriotism, and castigation of corrupt politics, which 
have been the ruin of the nations in all ages. They stand 
before us this day as the magnitudinous and insatiable 
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sepulchr,e of all the kingdoms that have flourished on 
the earth or that ever will as they are destined in the 
finale (see Dan. 2: 34: 35) to be superseded by ·the gkiri
ous stone kingdom, which will fill the · world and stand 
forever. This is none other than the blessed Millennium 
of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, rt!turned in bliss to 
reign forever, the dismal night of sin retreating before 
the effulgence of eternal day. 

(s) Now let us hear the conclusion of the whole 
matter, and the final solution of the political problem. 
Get Jesus to baptize you with the Holy Ghost and fire, 
forever burning up carnality and all iniquitous fruit, 
such as politics, sectarianism, lodgery, and the thousand 
and one other things constituting Satan's black catalogue, 
and which are followed by the long processi_on of woes, 
sorrows, disappointments and illimitable failures. 

Look at Absalom a moment , and see the fate of an 
ambitious young politician. The Bible pronounces him 
the finest-looking man in the kingdom, his looks making 
him vain as a cockscomb and silly as a coquette, and, at 
the same time, ambitious as Napoleon Bonaparte. The 
Lord has let me visit Jerusale"m four times in ,my explora
tions of the Bible lands. My heart is always saddened 
when I look upon Absalom's pjllar, standing in the King' s 
Dale, on the western slope of Mt. Olivet, looking down 
into the valley of Jehoshaphat. In its neglect and de
lapidation, it is a melancholy memento of that brilliant 
and promising young royalist, who incurred the con
temp~uous horror of all Bible readers, as they see his 
egregious vanity, pride and pomposity, climaxed by dis
gusting presumption, rush into a premature sepulchre of 
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unhewn stones, promiscuously gathered by the soldiers 
and piled on his vigorous young body yet warm with his 
own blood. He, yet <:rimsoned with the blood of his 
brother Amnon, was precipitated into eternity by the 
hea.dstrong mule hanging him to the tough oak limbs, 
and by the swift ·arrows of Joab. His noble father, 
David, almost wept his life away, crying aLoud, "Would 
to God I had died for thee, 0 Absalom, my son!" Such 
is the awful doom of the politician! 

God bless you all. 
w. B. GODBEY . 

• 
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?RO LOGUE. 

While faithfully preaching in Asia, the land of bu 
nativity, the cradle of the human race, where Eden 
bloomed, Adam and Eve were created, and Satan in· 
vaded, eclipsing the fair hope of the world with hi5 
black wing, Paul has spent his life preaching the gos
pel, and now, transported with enthusiasm, enjoying 
the wide open door of all Asia, an inexhaustible evan
gelistic field, in a nightly vision looks far away over 
the great .lEgean Sea, rolling between Asia and Eu
rope. He sees a son of Japheth, the progenitor of the 
white races, standing on a lofty promontory, overlook
ing the Grecian Archipelago, and hears him shout, 
"Come over into Macedonia, and help us." The call 
is decisive, and the "Holy Ghost forbids him to preach 
in Asia." Therefore, accompanied by Luke, Timothy, 
and Silas, the heroic Asiatic quarto embark for Eu
rope, landing on the Macedonian shore. Philippi, the 
Roman capital, is their first field of labor, finding an 
open door in the mission conducted by the daughters 
of Jerusalem on the bank of the Stryman. The roar
ing mob, the condemnation of the magistrates, the 
merciless thrashing, and the cruel old jail, would have 
upset the faith of many a modern evangelist, and pre
cipitated the conclusion, "I was misfaken in the call 
to this place." But not so with Paul and Silas, who 
hold a halleluiah prayer-meeting, stretched out flat 
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on their bleeding backs, on the cold stone floor of the 
stenchy old dungeon, till the midnight earthquake 
answers their prayer, and the converted jailer charges 
and jumps like a racehorse over the house, upsetting 
chairs and smashing furniture. From Philippi they 
travel south to Thessalonica, where God wonderfully 
blesses their labors, giving them a sweeping revival, 
till they are compelled to retreat from their persecu
tors, who have come on their track from Philippi. 
Now they continue their journey toward the tropical 
sun, arriving at Berea, where they find a synagogue 
of unusually pious Jews and proselytes, assiduous, 
faithful, and honest students of God's Word, who 
gladly received the apostles, and diligently searched 
the Scriptures to see "if these things are so." Their 
persecutors follow them from Thessalonica, and super
induce a premature departure from Berea. Sending 
back Timothy and Silas to preach in Macedonia, Paul, 
accompanied by Luke, continues to travel south
wardly, arriving at Athens, the world's literary em
porium, the home of sages, philosophers, poets, ora
tors, and artisans. When I was there in 1895, I 
climbed Mars' Hill, and stood on the Areopagus, 
where Paul preached to the most learned audience 
the world had ever seen, opening his discourse, "I 
perceive that in all things you are very religious [not 
as in E. V., 'too superstitious.'] Passing through and 
observing your temples and shrines, I observed one 
erected to the 'Unknown God ;' whom you ignorantly 
worship, I now declare unto you." Athens was full 
of the most magnificent and costly marble temples 
erected to their gods. The Temple of Jupiter 
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Olympus, one of the Seven Wanders of the World, still 
stands, the admiration of every traveler. The marble 
Temple of Minerva on the Acropolis, that of Theseus 
and others, stand this day. Paul very adroitly availed 
himself of the temple they had erected to the "Un
known God," to preach him to them as revealed in the 
Bible and experienced in his heart. At Athens, how
ever, his work was a failure, receiving no converts, but 
Dionysius and Damaris. Why? Too much learning 
at Athens. Learning is a citadel of power. When in 
the hands of Satan, it is difficult to overcome. It is 
easier to convert a hundred illiterate, ignorant men 
than a single infidel philosopher. The Churches are 
making a mistake in educating the heathen before 
they get them converted. The holiness people in all 
heathen lands go for conversion first, sanctification 
quickly following, and education afterward. Terrible 
maladministration prevails along this line in the Chris
tian colleges of America and Europe. They all ought 
to do as at Asbury College, at Wilmore, Kentucky; 
press them right into a sky-blue conversion, and then 
gallop them into a red-hot sanctification, thus getting 
so much fire on them that they burn them either out 
or in. It is a bad business to educate people for the 
devil, as we only augment their torments in hell. If 
people are· going to make their bed in hell, infinitely 
better give them no education. In the great tribula
tion now hastening, the proud, smart, educated infi
dels now ruling State and Church, and too cultured 
and egotistical to humble themselves at the feet of 
Jesus and get saved, will all evanesce, leaving the 
illiterate millions appreciative subjects of the millen-
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nial gospel. Paul and Luke continue their journey 
toward the south, eighty miles to the great city of 
Corinth, the Paris of the ancient world, arriving in the 
spring of A. D. 52, and staying till the fall of 54, favor
ing that wicked, idolatrous city with an eighteen 
months' protracted-meeting, signally crowned with 
the blessing of God, and resulting in the largest 
Church of the Pauline ministry, and most wonderfully 
endued with the extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost. 
At Corinth Paul writes both of the Thessalonian let
ters within six months after his arrival. 

CHAPTER I. 

I. "To the Church of the Thessalonians in God 
the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ." How plain, 
explicit, and unmistakable is the New Testament! 
And what a contrast with the Churchism of the present 
day, in which we find dancers, card-players, theater
goers, horserace-goers, circus-goers, extortioners, 
swindlers, whisky-drinkers, and other sins too dark to 
mention! Common sense teaches the most stupid 
Bible-reader that none of these characters can possibly 
be members of God's Church, the Ecclesia, who, re
sponsive to the call of the Holy Ghost, have come out 
of the world, and separated themselves unto God. 
Here we see that all the members of the Thessalonian 
Church are "in God the Father and Jes us Christ . ., 
Nothing but the genuine regeneration of the Holy 
Ghost can put the soul "in God the Father and Jesus 
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Christ." Yet we have preachers who stultify them
selves by the assumption that these Thessalonians 
were not converted (in order to get rid of the second 
work of grace). 0 that they could only salute their 
own Churches "in God the Father and the Lord Jesus 
Christ!" 

ARGUMENT !.-THESSALONIAN CONVERSION. 

2, 3. "Incessantly remembering your work of faith 
and labor of love." All who have faith and love are 
Christians, these two fundamental graces constituting 
the beautiful globe of the new creation, Faith the 
human, and Love the Divine hemisphere. Soul-sav
ing work is the legitimate and normal fruit of a genu
ine faith; so is love demonstrated by evangelistic labor 
These people proved their faith and love by their 
works. 

4. "~nowing, brethren, beloved of God, your elec
tion." We are repeatedly informed in the Scripture 
that our election is through "sanctification of the 
Spirit." In conversion we become candidates for 
heaven; in sanctification, we are elected. Though 
these people had not all been sanctified, God seeing 
it in the future recognizes it. 

5. "Our gospel came not unto you in word only, 
but even in dynamite and in the Holy Ghost and in 
much fuH assurance." You see from these inspired 
statements that their conversion was no modern 
bogus, but was like a sunburst from the throne of God. 
It is utterly impossible for a candid Rlind to call m 
question the genuineness of their spiritual birth. 
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6. "Receiving the Word in much tribulation with 
joy of the Holy Ghost." No sinner has the joy of the 
Holy Ghost, but he has the sorrow and condemnation 
of conviction till he passes from death to life. 

7. "So that you are an example 'to all those who 
believe in Macedonia and Achaia." Here we see Paul 
holds them up as paragon saints for the exemplifica
tion of all others. 

8. "For from you the Word of the Lord has roared 
out, not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but in every 
place your faith, which is toward God, has gone forth." 
Here we see that they were not only themselves saved, 
but efficient and enthusiastic missionaries, scouring 
all the surrounding country, and preaching with sten
torian voices. Good Lord, give us everywhere the 
Thessalonian type of conversion! 

8. The Thessalonian saints are bold missionaries, 
proclaiming the gospel in Macedonia and Achaia with 
stentorian voices. They were none of your dumb pro
fessors. 

9. . . We find Paul, on his first visit to Thes-
salonica, rendered the second coming of Christ exceed
ingly prominent. The Christhood, in which his first 
coming to suffer and die, and his second coming to 
conquer and to reign, are the great salient points, con
stituted the burden of apostolic preaching. So it is 
to-day. When we cease to preach Christ, we would 
better travel. "To await his Son from the heavens, 
whom he raised from the dead, delivering us from the 
wrath to come." Christ is our great Deliverer, over all 
and in all. 
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CHAPTER II. 

I, 2. Despite their cruel treatment in Philippi, and 
the hot and bloody pursuit of their enemies to Thessa
lonica, they were bold as lions, exposing the futility 
of the heathen gods, and the impertinency of the de
funct Judaism; they fearlessly hold Jesus Christ as 
the only Savior of a lost world, the Holy Ghost attest
ing the truth of their testimony. 

ARGUMENT IL-PAULINE MINISTRY. 

3, 4. "Nat pleasing men, but God, who proveth 
our hearts." A man-pleasing gospel is Satan's delu
sion. A preacher in a great metropolis said: "If we 
preach the Bible as it is, not one of us can hold our 
pulpit." The whole country is cursed with a diluted, 
man-pleasing gospel. 

5, 6. "Nat in pretext of covetousness, seeking 
glory from men." "God is our witness." Here Paul 
calls God to witness that money wielded no influence 
in the ministry of him and his comrades. 

7-9· While they had a right to temporal support, 
they supplemented their income with manual labor. 
We must be trqe to the New Testament, and faithfully 
preach the \Vord, regardless of temporal support. 

IO. "You and God are witnesses, how holily, 
righteously, and blamelessly we were among you!" 
Here Paul, in behalf of ·himself and comrades, boldly 
professes sanctification. Holily, the literal translation 
of the Greek, means in a holy manner. The adverb 
includes the adjective, and could be affirmed of none 
but holy people. 
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13. "As it truly is the Word of God, who 
worketh in them that believe." This affirms a won
derful truth. \Vhen you believe convicting truth, God 
works conviction in you. When you believe convert
ing truth, God works conversion in you. When you 
beiieve sanctifying truth, God works sanctification in 
you. Faith is the hand by which you receive every
thing from God. Your faith is the measuring-line of · 
your experience. Faith is the human side of the plan 
of salvation. Silently and imperceptibly to mortal 
eyes, the Holy Ghost works in you according to your 
faith. Not only does he work in you according to 
your faith, but he actually inspires and augments your · 
faith. This is the secret of wonderful experiences. 

ARGUMENT III.-SIN ALWAYS FIGHTS. 

14-16. Sin, like its symbol, the rattlesnake, always 
fights for its life. The Christians in Palestine were 
cruelly persecuted by the Jews. The Thessalonian 
Gentiles were most malignantly persecuted by the 
Gentile tribes. Graceless always fight the grace of 
God, that seeks to save them. The Gentiles were the 
apostate Patriarchal Church; the Jews, the fallen Mo
saic Church, having retrogressed into formality and 
hypocrisy. So the devil had them both, and they were 
ready to unite against God. Fallen Churchism has 
always been Satan's organized opposition. "But wrath 
cometh on them in the extreme." Paul's prophetic 
eye saw the awful storm of Roman castigation coming 
on the Jews. Within a score of years from this writ· 
ing, the army of Titus laid siege to Jerusalem. Jo. 
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sephus says that a sword suspended high in the air 
hung over Jerusalem a whole year preceding her de
struction. The horrors of the siege beggar all de
scription. A solid million perished by sword, pesti
lence, and famine, and a million were sold into slavery; 
while the scathed and peeled remnant were driven to 
the ends of the earth, prohibited, on pain of death, to 
return to the home of their race and the land of their 
love. The Roman emperors hated the religion, both 
of Jews and Christians. Therefore they did their ut
most to obliterate the very memory of Jerusalem, the 
Emperor Adrian even dropping the name, and found
ing a Roman colony on the site under the name of 
Elia Capitolina. It retained this name two hundred 
years, till the conversion of Constantine, A. D. 325, 
when he and his royal mother, Queen Helena, went to 
Palestine, rebuilt Jerusalem, restoring the name after 
an interregnum of two hundred years. Still the curse 
of expatriatibn is on the Jews. Methinks I see the 
day dawning on the wandering children of Abraham. 
Certainly the signs of the times portend the speedy 
fulfillment of the wonderful latter-day prophecies in 
reference to the hope of Israel. Terrible has been their 
retribution . Correspondingly glorious will be their 
redemption when they shall come from their wander
ings in the ends of the earth, and again take their place 
at the front of the world, to fall and wander no more. 

17. We see here Paul's "hour" indefinitely de
noted simply a short period of time. 

18. Satan is constantly maneuvering, especially 
through human instn~mentality, to hinder God's saints 
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in their soul-saving enterprises. Blessed consolation 
amid all, God is infinitely stronger than the devil, and 
actually his assaults are a blessing to his true people. 

· 19. The saints are Paul's hope, joy, and crown, itt 
presence of the Lord Jesus Christ at his coming. In 
this and all other epistles, Paul keeps the second com
ing of the Lord constantly before the people, thus in
spiring them to get ready. Parousia, the Greek trans
lated coming, is from para, along with, and ousa, be
ing. Hence, it means to come and stay, perfectly har
monizing with the premillennial view of his glorious 
reign on the earth after his coming. It literally means 
his presence. 

CHAPTER III. 

1-4. Paul at Athens found a hard crowd; i. e., the 
great philosophers of the earth, so fortified by human 
learning that he could not move them to repentance. 
No wonder he reduced his evangelistic force, sending 
Timothy and Silas back to help the Thessalonians, lest 
they be shaken by the bitter persecution everywhere 
confronting them. 

5. Here we see Paul feared they would apostatize, 
and be lost. In that case his labor was in vain. 

6, 7. Much were they cheered by the favorable re
port which Timothy and Silas brought to Corinth rela
tive to their faith and love, the essential graces of the 
Christian, the former the human side, and the latter 
the Divine. 

8. "Now we live if you stand in the Lord;" et vice 
versa, we die if you fall; a very delicate hyperbolic 
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expression of the apostle's exceeding_!y tender love 
for them. 

9. Paul's gratitude to God on the reception of 
Timothy's cheering report knows no bcunds. 

ARGUMENT IV.-REGENERATION NCT FULL SAL

VATION. 

IO. "Night and day exceedingly desiring to see 
your face, and to perfect the deficiencies of your faith." 
This letter sweeps the last possible vestige of the 
Zinzendorfian heresy forever from the field. Here 
we have a case of conversion beggaring all possible 
cavil, clear, demonstrative, giving the joy of the 
Holy Ghost and the fruits of the Spirit, even making 
them efficient missionaries and "examples to all the 
saints in Macedonia and Achaia." Yet this epistle is 
written to "perfect the deficiencies of their faith." 
Their faith for justification was certainly all right; but 
they did not have faith for sanctification. This was the 
deficiency. No candid reader can deny that they were 
truly born from above. They were not sinners. Yet 
they did not enjoy full salvation. Their faith was not 
perfect. If so, their salvation would have been per
fect, for Jesus says it is according to your fc.oith. I 
have heard preachers stoutly contend that regeneration 
is full salvation. You see they differ from Paul. This, 
of itself, is an irrefutable argument for the sanctifica
tion of the ministry. Wholly sanctified people are 
gloriously saved from creedism, and even th_eir own 
opm1ons. They want nothing but the trutn. They 
are dead to all isms and schisms, sects, creeds, theol
ogies, denominations, and organizations. We have to 
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get there, in order to be taught by the Holy Ghost, 
God help you and me to be utterly dead to every au. 
thority but the Bible! Your creed will not be men
tioned in the judgment-day. You must face the great 
white Throne, and be judged by the Bible alone. 

ARGUMENT V . -5ANCTIFICATION GOD'S WILL, 

11-13. "To establish your hearts blameless in holi
ness before God even our Father, at the coming of our 
Lord Jesus Christ with ali his saints. Amen." Paul 
is no low-standard preacher. He here holds high the 
banner of entire sanctification, inspired by the coming 
of the Lord with all his saints. Benjamin Abbott, than 
whom the world h~s not seen a more powerful 
preacher since the apostolic age, was a terrible repro
bate, fist-fighter, chicken-fighter, blasphemer, etc., till 
he had passed his fortieth year. Bishop Asbury's p10 · 
neer circuit-rider produced such a popular sensation 
in Maryland as to stir the people throughout the 
whole country, as they had never heard anything but 
dead preaching. Through sheer curiosity, Abbott rides 
twelve miles to hear him; finds the house and the yard 
full of spellbound auditors, the preacher greatly ex
cited, voice roaring, and tears flowing, and the people 
~rying all around him. It was an utter novelty to 
Mr. Abbott, as he had never before attended a Holy 
Ghost meeting. Conviction takes hold of him like a 
nightmare; he thought he was sick, went home, and 
told his wife that he was going to die. Next mormng 
he goes out to mow his meadow; but his body b so 
weak he can hardly stand on his feet, much less· wield 
the :;cythe. Meanwhile a soliloquy in hts own breast: 
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"Why am I torturing my body to mow this meadow. 
when I will be dead and in hell before night?" At this 
he drops his scythe, and makes for the w.oods, where 
he wallows in awful agony, thinking he is dying. As 
the sun is going down, it seems that the bottom of 
heaven drops out, filling and flooding him with an 
unearthly rapture. He goes home shouting aloud, and 
tells his wife God has wonderfully saved his ·soul. She 
was a member of the Church, and thought she was a 
Christian. So she is much encouraged by her hus
band's conversion, and the next morning sends him to 
see her pastor, that he might tell him his experience, 
and make arrangements to join the Church. The pas
tor receives him gladly, and, having listened patiently 
to his recital of his wonderful experience, groans and 
sighs, and tells him that he is under a powerful delu
sion of the devil. This, to Mr. Abbott, was like a 
thunderbolt from a cloudless sky, filling him with 
gloom bordering on utter despair. As he goes home 
almost dead with trouble, an inward voice says, "Go 
out m the woods and ask God about it." So again, 
m the lonely forest, he falls prostrate, and turns the · 
vexed problem over to God. Again Lhe heavens open, 
and a cataract pours on him even greater than that of 
the preceding day. He goes home shoutmg aloud, 
and tells his wifr that her preacher ha5 not a bit of re
ligion. When Bishop Asbury's circuit-rider comes 
dround again, having heard of Mr. Abbott's wonder
ful conversion, he visits him at his home, and hears 
him relate his Pauline experience. Then he says: 
"Brother, your conversion is all right, blessed and 
glorious; but God has for you a vastly greater and 
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grander experience-entire sanctification." This as
tonished Mr. Abbott unutterably, as he thought he 
had all he could possibly receive. The preacher pro
ceeds to tell him about sanctification, and explain it 
to him; meanwhile his heart begins to reach out after 
it. So he says, "Well, I want this, too." Pursuant 
to the dire<:tions of the circuit-rider, they fall on their 
knees, and proceed to pray for his sanctification. An 
hour has flown; their importunate prayers take hold 
of the Arm that shakes the world. Abbott falls pros
trate on the floor, unable to move hand or foot. Satan 
tells him he is dying. He cries out, "O God, remove 
thy hand, or I die!" The physical disability passes 
off, his strength returns, and he gets up. Still the con
versation is on sanctification, and he says, "I want it, 
and. must have it." The preacher says: "You were 
right at it awhile ago, and would have received it, if 
you had not asked God to remove his hand. Now, if 
you want it, you must pray through, letting God have 
his way." Then he says, "I will have it, or die." 
Again they get on their knees to pray for his sancti
fication. Erelong the agony supervenes, the power 
comes, he falls prostrate, unable to move hand or foot. 
But profiting by his former mistake, this time he sticks 
to the track, lying prostrate. After about two hours, 
he rises and testifies, "that he knows God has sanctified 
him." I relate this wonderful experience of this noted 
pioneer N]:ethodist preacher, as a striking corrobora
tion of the Pauline ministry in the Thessalonian 
Church. After a conversion sky-blue, glorious, and 
exceedingly fruitful, not only of spiritual joy, but effi
cient evangelistic work, Paul notifies them that their 
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faith is deficient, and that they must be blameless in 
holiness as a qualification to meet their "coming Lord 
with all his saints." 

CHAPTER IV. 

The reader doubtless knows that Paul and the Holy 
Ghost never put the chapter and verse divisions iq the 
Bible. It was done about three centuries ago, by peo
ple so ignorant of the Scriptures that they have ex
ceedingly marred the revelation by frequently putting 
the divisions in the wrong places. The paragraphs 
made by the inspired writers, and so helpful to Bible 
students, have long since disappeared in the transla
tions. If the Lord lets me live to complete the Com- -
mentary (four more volumes after this), I expect to 
translate the New Testament, restoring the paragraphs 
as I have them in the Sinaitic manuscript, from which 
I write these pages. This wonderful paragraph on 
sanctification begins with the eleventh verse of the 
third chapter, and runs through the eighth verse of 
the fourth chapter, the chapter division importunately 
breaking it in two. You must also remember there 
are postscripts in the original, all having"been added at 
a subsequent date by an uninspired hand, and full of 
errors. So learn, once for all, never to give any atten
tion to the postscripts in E. V. 1. "Finally, therefore, 
brethren, we entreat and exhort you in the Lord Jesus, 
that as you received from us how it behooveth you to 
walk about and please God as you do also walk about, 
in order that you may abound more and more." The 
clause, "as you do also walk," is not in E. V. It 
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abundantly and triumphantly sweeps away the last 
possible refuge of the Zinzendorfian heresy; i. e., the 
.allegation that, admitting the conversion of the Thes
salonians under Paul's ministry, that they were back
slidden at the time of this writing, and that the sanc
tification urged on them by the apostle is but their 
reclamation. This clause, "as you do also walk" with 
God, which does not occur in E. V ., but is restored 
in R. V., forever obliterates the possibility of the con
clusion that they are in a backslidden state, as cer
tainly backsliders do not walk with God. 

2. "For you know what commandments we gave 
you through the Lord Jesus." Commandment and 
promise are translations of the same Greek word ; 
hence, perfectly synonymous, the latter carrying with 
it all the force of a commandment for its due appre
ciation, and the former involving the promise of God 
to give you all needed grace in your faithful obedience 
to all of his commandments. 

3. "For this is the will of God, your .sanctification." 
"Even," in E. V., is like all other italicized words, an 
interpolation by the translators for elucidation. But, 
unfortunately, these interpolations obscure, rather than 
elucidate. God made the Bible right. When men un
dertake to help him out, they always do bad business. 
Hence, in reading the Scriptures, you had better skip 
the italicized words, as God never put them there. 
The reason why the E . V. translators inserted "even,'' 
an adverb of surprise in this verse, was because they 
were not sanctified. Hence, in their experimental 
ignorance, they regarded sanctification as a very ex
traordinary blessing, only conferred on a saint in an 
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age. But the Bible, here and elsewhere, reveals it as 
the normal experience of God's children indiscrimi
nately, as a matter of our Heavenly Father's will. 
Therefore, we have only to establish the heirship of re
generation, and claim it, in order to enter into the 
possession and enjoyment of this precious and ex
traordinary experience. Years ago I assisted a Meth- , 
odist pastor in a Kentucky county-seat, the Lord 
favoring us with a glorious revival, converting one 
hundred and sanctifying about fifty. Walking out 
with the pastor to dine, in the joy and triumph of his 
newly-sanctified experience, he related to me an item 
in the history of his family. "My father was a well
to-do farmer, living in a magnificent mansion on a 
splendid farm. During the tempestuous annals of the 
Confederate war, he was suddenly and unexpectedly 
shot dead in the courtyard. My mother, unaccus
tomed to finances and business intrigues, almost crazy 
with trouble, was soon turned out of house and home 
by some sharpers, who bought up my father's little 
debts, made a run on the farm, and captured it for 
a song. There were eight of us children, the eldest 
only twelve, and myself, eight years old, when we 
were all turned penniless out of house and home. Six 
awful years rolled away, spent in rickety t~nements, 
interpenetrated by the wintry winds and scorched by 
the sultry summer sun, unrelieved by a solitary shade
tree; the starvation-wolf ever and anon howling abotlt 
the door. Frequently we had nothing but bread and 
water, and sometimes utterly destitute. My mother's 
raven locks had turned to hoary gray, while grieving 
incessantly she cried her eyes away. One bright sum-

12 
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mer day, a life-long friend of my father and mother 
rode up to our humble shanty. Dismounting and 
saluting us, he said, 'Mrs . Boyd, looking over the 
land counJ:y register, I find that your home is willed 
to you and your heirs forever.' 'Why, surely you 
are mistaken; that is too good to be true.' 'I know 
I am correct, for I made special investigation for your 
benefit.' 'If that is so; I authorize you, as my agent, 
to go at once and bring suit for the recovery of our 
home, employing the best lawyer for the prosecution.' 
Great is the excitement in the court. The false claim
ants, determined to hold the property, bring in a pla
toon of big lawyers. The case is called. The presid
ing judge opens the land register, and reads a plain 
warrantee deed to Mrs. Boyd and her heirs forever, 
observing, 'It is unnecessary to waste time, as there 
is no possible defalcation; this land belongs to Mrs. 
Boyd and her heirs forever.' Amid the consternation 
of the defendants, Mrs. Boyd's lawyer brings in a 
claim of three thousand dollars for the six years back 
rent in her favor. So mother, with us children, re
turns home with three thousand dollars in her pocket, 
there to live in peace and prosperity." God pity the 
millions of unsanctified Christians living amid poverty 
and peril in the old howling wilderness, ever and anon 
in full view of the green fields of Canaan, where a rich 
farm, with comfortable mansion and everything heart 
can wish, is already willed to them, and nothing to do 
but go over and take possession! "That you abstain 
from fornication ." Every deflection from God is spir
itual fornication, for which sanctification is the only 
remedy. In the sanctified experience we have no 
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lovers but Jes us; the love of the world, style, fashion, 
money, honor, emolument, aggrandizement, all dead 
and gone. 

4. "Let each one of you know how to possess his 
vessel in sanctification and honor." "Vessel" means 
yourself. Sanctification is the indispensable qualifica
tion for self-government in perfect harmony with the 
law of God. 

6. "That no one overreach nor defraud his brother 
in a business transaction, because the Lord is the 
avenger concerning all these things, as indeed we 
before told you and now testify." Entire sanctification 
puts an end to all unfair dealing in business circles; 
making everybody perfectly transparent and as vigi
lant of another's interest as his own, and for safety 
always taking the self-denial side of every doubtful 
case. 

7. "For God has not called us unto uncleanness, 
but in sanctification." Here we see the Holy Ghost 
puts sanctification antithetical to uncleanness. Hence, 
there is no such thing as spiritual purity without sanc
tification. John Wesley well says justification saves 
us from evil habits, and sanctification from evil tem
pers. So long as there is any evil temper in you liable 
to rise on provocation, you are not ready for heaven; 
because it might rise there, which is utterly incompati
ble with the heavenly state. As the great work of 
probationary grace is to get us ready for heaven, we 
must keep our eye incessantly on entire sanctification, 
which is the Bible standard of fitness for glory, remem
bering that God is our umpire, and we must all soon 
stand before him. He pronounces you unclean till 
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you are sanctified wholly; so take timely warning, and 
govern yourself accordingly. Your preacher studies 
hard all the week to prepare a sermon to comfort you 
on Sunday. He makes a great mistake. He ought 
to preach to you the truth fearlessly of men and devils, 
till he. gets you sanctified wholly. - Then the Holy 
Ghost will comfort you, pecause you are ready for the 
judgment bar. God, in his great mercy, disturbs your 
comfort and satisfaction till you seek and obtain the 
needed preparation for heaven. We see from this 
verse that the gospel call is to sanctification. What a 
pity that every pulpit is not in harmony with the Holy 
Ghost! It is pertinent here to observe that holiness 
and sanctification in the New Testament are precisely 
synonymous, both being translations of the same 
Greek word, hagiasmos, in the E. V. "holiness," and 
in the R. V., sanctification. 

8. "Therefore he that rejecteth, rejecteth not man 
but God, who indeed giveth unto you his Holy Spirit." 
This verse concludes this stalwart paragraph on sanc
tification, smashing all possible controversy with the 
irresistible Pauline sledgehammer logic. Having set 
forth sanctification as the great indispensable sine qua 
non, leaving all without excuse, since it is the will of 
God to all of his children without money and without 
price-nothing to do but take it, the Holy Ghost always 
present, and freely giving us all the help we need-he 
now thunders out the inevitable finale in the bold dec
laration that the rejecter of this grace inevitably com
mits spiritual suicide, sealing his doom world without 
end. Satan everywhere deludes Church people with 
the idea that sanctification is simply a matter of their 

• 
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own option; but the Bible in this very verse reveals 
that it is sanctification or damnation; as the rejecter 
does not simply reject the man who preaches it, "but 
God, who giveth unto you his Holy Spirit," to sanctify 
you. Hence, you see that the rejecter of sanctification 
actually rejects God, who gives to all Christians his 
Holy Spirit to sanctify them. Could you uncap hell, 
and see the lost millions who once cherished a fair 
hope of heaven, but grieved the Holy Spirit, whom 
God gave to them to sanctify them-consequently the 
Heavenly Comforter retreated away, leaving them in 
the impurity of carnal appetites and evil tempers, to 
fall into a backslider's hell-methinks you would make 
sanctification the great enterprise of your life. 0 the 
imminent danger of grieving away the Holy Spirit, 
settling down in hardness, darkness, and carnality, 
crossing the dead-line, and waking up in hell! The 
Hqly Spirit, like his symbol, the gentle and amiable 
dove, is easily won and wooed, and equally easily 
grieved and alienated forever. This was the trouble 
with the scribes (the pastors of the popular Churches) 
and the Pharisees, the official members in the days of 
Christ. Having taken Church loyalty for . religion, 
they grieved away the Holy Ghost till they were 
harder to save than the publicans and harlots. Their 
name is legion this day in every land in Christendom. 
Their false standard of religion has blinded their eyes 
to the great fact, "that without sanctification, no one 
shall see the Lord." (Hebrews xii, 14.) Millions 
of poor, deluded Church members, led astray by blind 
preachers, are this day rejecting sanctification, vainly 
thinking that they are rejecting the holiness evangel-
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ist, blind to the fact that Paul here says, "He that re
jecteth, rejecteth not man but God, who indeed giveth 
unto you his Holy Spirit." Hence, there is no getting 
away from the conclusion, if you reject sanctification, 
you reject God. Good Lord, have mercy on the de
luded multitudes, thus blinded by th•t devil through 
false leaders, and walking into hell, vainly hugging 
the fond delusion that they are on their way to heaven! 

ARGUMENT VI.-UNIVERSAL PHILANTHROPY SUPER· 

INDUCED BY HOLINESS TO THE LORD. 

9. ". For truly you are taught of God to 
love one another with Divine love." The boasted 
philanthropy of the world is an empty bogus, founded 
on sordid selfishness and clandestine carnality. This 
glorious uttermost salvation is the only abettor of true, 
genuine, and disinterested philanthropy. The Holy 
Ghost teaches all real Christians to love one another, 
not with carnal and selfish, but Divine love. The 
Greek word in this verse is philadelphia, the name of a 
beautiful Eastern metropolis. 

George Fox, the founder of Quakerism, preached 
entire sanctification in England a hundred years be
fore John Wesley. William Penn, the founder of 
Pennsylvania, was his convert. He and his sanctified 
Quaker followers met the Indians in council on the 
spot where Philadelphia now stands, provoking their 
unutterable surprise by the absence of firearms, as the 
savages had never before seen white men disencum-

~ bered of deadly weapons. Penn quickly informs them 
that he and his followers carry no arms, because they 
love everybody, and are not willing to hurt a solitary 
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human being on the face of the whole earth, as they 
are all members of God's universal brotherhood, as 
our Heavenly Father wants his children, regardless 
of nationality, race, or color, to live together in peace. 
This love talk of the sanctified Quaker melted the 
hearts of the bloodthirsty savages, till they ' broke 
down in tears, and stipulated a treaty of peace with 
Quakers, which they never broke, Penn selecting the 
ground on which they sat for the founding of his settle
ment, calling it Philadelphia, the very Greek word 
in this verse, then and there used designatively of the 
mutual love of the Quaker and the Indian. In after 
years, while other Colonial settlements were frequently 
depopulated by midnight conflagrations and assassi
nations, well does history say, "Not a drop of Quaker 
blood was ever shed by an Indian." The Quakers 
were the sanctified people in the Colonial history of 
America. 0 what a contrast with all their neighbors, 
beleaguered and devastated with Indian wars, while 
the sanctified Quakers, unarmed, lived in peace and 
prosperity! Nothing but holiness to the Lord experi
enced in the heart and verified in the life, will ever 
girdle this world of sin and sorrow in the Briarean -
arms of Christian philanthropy. 

10-12. "In order that you may walk about circum
spectly toward aliens, and have need of nothing." The 
eye of the world is on the Lord's people. Hence, it 
behooveth us to watch and pray and live irreproachable 
before them, as the faithful custodians of truth and 
righteousness. Here Paul exhorts ~s all to strive "to 
be quiet, to do our own work and labor with our 
hands." Beggarism is utterly out of harmony with 
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God's kingdom. David says, "I. have never seen the 
righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging bread." 
"The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want," is true 
of the body, as well as the soul. Get saved to the 
uttermost; be true to God, and he will take care of 
you, soul and body. If no one will give you wages, 
fall in with a good man, and work gratuitously. I 
assure you, he will feed you. John Wesley says, 
"Never be unemployed, and never triflingly em
ployed." Stephen Merritt, meeting a beggar on the 
streets of New York, just out of eleven years servitude 
in ~he Sing Sing Penitentiary, poured on him such a 
powerful exhortation to fly to Jesus and get saved, 
terrible conviction seizing him, preacher and beggar, 
both manipulated by the Holy Ghost, mutually forgot 
all about the solicited contribution, the beggar crying 
to God for salvation ~ ; onward he tramps the pave
ment, uncaring whither he goes, receives into his soul 
such a heavenly flood as to make him leap and run 
like a racehorse, shouting away the fugitive hours of 
the passing night till day dawned. Then the sensa
tion of hunger, after a three days' fast, again con
straining him to resume his hitherto fruitless effort 
to get work, observing a man open the door of his 
business house, he shouts after him, "Do you not want 
to hire a hand?" "Where is your recommendation?" 
The happy beggar, now honest, begins to confess, "I 
was eleven years in-" "That will do; if you have 
followed any business eleven years I will take you in." 
The man proves iust the help he wants; now that he 
is well saved, and fortunately his employer is a Chris
tian, they move along together like David and Jon-
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athan, delighted either with the other. In due time he 
tells the man that he had begun to tell him that he 
was eleven years in the penitentiary; but he stopped 
him outright. "Yes," says the man, "the Holy Ghost 
managed that; for if I had known that you were right 
out of the penitentiary, I would not have touched you 
with a forty-foot pole; now I want you to stay with 
me eleven years." So the true salvation puts an end 
to all beggary. Give your heart to the Lord, and he 
will provide. 

ARGUM:Jl;N1' VII.-THlt RAPTURR. 

This wonderful argument opens with the thirteenth 
. verse of the fourth chapter, and closes with the 

eleventh verse of the fifth chapter, unfortunately sev
ered in twain in the middle by the insertion of the fifth 
chapter. Of course, by this time you know. that the 
divisions into chapters and verses, and insertion of 
italicized words, and the postscripts, are all post
apostolic, and without authority. 

13. "But we do not wish you to be ignorant, breth
ren, concerning those who are asleep, that you may 
not grieve as those having no hope." The sleep here 
is that of the body, as the immortal soul never sleeps. 
This is confirmed by the allusion to the heathen, who 
have no doctrine of the resurrection to comfort them, 
burying their dead with no hope of ever seeing them. 
It can not refer to the soul, because the heathen all 
teach the soul's immortality, but not that of the body, 
which is alone peculiar to Christianity. 

14. "If we believe that Jes us died and is risen, so 
also God will bring with him ti'iose who sleep in Jesus." 
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Of course, the souls of the saints will descend with 
Jesus in the rapture, and receive their risen bodies. 
But this same word "sleep," here occurs as in pre
ceding verse, referring to the body, as the souls of the 
saints do not sleep. This confirms the rapture, as he 
must come for them, in order to bring them with him 
when he descends on the throne of his glory. 

15. "For I say this to you in the Word of the 
Lord, that we who are alive, who remain till the com 
ing of the Lord, may not go before them that are 
asleep;' ' i. e., the buried. saints will rise before we living 
saints shall be translated. This still confirms the refer 
ence to the body, as our bodies will be transfigured 

16. "The Lord himself will descend from heaven 
with a shout, with the voice of the archangel and the 
trump of God, and the dead in Christ shall rise first." 
The adverb, first , here has been misconstrued, con
trastively with the second resurrection, which is un
true. The simple fact revealed is, that the sainted 
dead will rise before the living are translated. 

17. "Then we who are alive, who are left, shall be 
caught up in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air; 
and thus we shall be forever with the Lord." It does 
not state here that the Lord comes to the earth; but 
we, with all the risen of the bridehood, "will be caught 
up to meet him in the air." "Shout" is keleusma, 
defined as the. shout of a hunter to his dogs, a sea cap
tain to his sailors, and a general to his soldiers. Re
member, the saints are sleeping in the dust on all sides 
of the globe. Hence, it He were to come very near, 
the mass of the earth would intervene between him and 
the saints on the other side. Hence, the probability 
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that he will call from a great distance in the firma
ments. thus obliterating the earth's diameter, as they 
will simultaneously rise from all parts of the earth's 
surface. Every member of the bridehood, living and 
dead, will hear that call, the latter rising promptly and 
flying up into the firmament, and the former waiting a 
short time. The rapture is the first great miracle in 
the revealed catalogue of latter-day wonders. This 
must take place preparatory to tht descension of our 
Lord on tbe throne of his millennial glory, and before 
the great Tribulation. The prophecies have already 
been so fulfilled, that we need not be surprised at any 
moment to hear the trumpet of our Savior roar from 
the skies, summoning his saints to meet him in the 
air. Then the first resurrection will take place, in
cluding the members of the bridehood; i. e., the sane· 
tified . (Romans xx, 6). Modern theologians have 
obscured these Scriptures by explaining the first resur
rection as spiritual, and thus doing away with it alto· 
gether. In that case, they are forced, by their logic, 
to do away with the second resurrection, thus spirit
ualizing and utterly doing away with tht resurrection 
of the body, and plunging headiong into Sweden
borg1anism. Nearly all ot the heresies originate either 
from sp1ritualizing the literal Scriptures or literalizing 

.- the spiritual. Do not tinker with God's Word, but 
believe it as he gives it. The Bible teaches that the 
bodies of all will be raised. The New Testament 
declares a special resurrection, "out from among the 
dead." (Philippians iii, 11 .J This was the beau ideal 
for which Paul and his comrades were running, dis
encumbered of every burden, that they might ta~e no 
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risk. The translation, which will be the glorious privi
lege of all the sanctified who are living on the earth 
when he comes and calls his Bride tc1 "meet him in the 
air," will simply consist in the elimination of all pon
derous matter out of our bodies, so we will not weigh 
anything (as nothing but the weight of our bodies 
keeps us on the earth now). This done, our bodies 
will rise, responsive to the impulses of our spirits, and 
of course fly away to meet our Savior. When the 
trumpet sounds, the glorified bodies of the rising saints 
all round the world will flood the firmament; the splen
dor which eclipsed the mortal eyes of Peter, James, 
and John on the Mount of Transfiguration will illumi
nate the entire firmament with a glory so bewildering, 
that we who are alive would be lost in contemplation. 
In the midst of the unearthly glory, before we are 
aware, we will find ourselves flying and commingling 
with the enraptured millions of risen saints. We 
should not only have constant faith in justification and 
sanctification, but for translation, as we know not what 
moment om Lord will c~ll. If we are sanctified 
wholly, we are ready for translation, responsive to our 
faith like Enoch (Hebrews xi, 5). The transfiguration 
of the Holy Ghost 1s the climax of mediatorial resti
tution. Glory to God! I am looking for my Lord and 
the transfiguration 

18. "So exhort one another in these words." The 
Church has lost power and glory unutterable by the 
delinquency of the pulpit on this commandment. 0 
how she needs this inspiring truth this day to raise 
her out of worldliness ~nd apostasy, to plunge beneath 
the cleansing fountain, wash, and be clean, put on her 
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white robes and get on her watchtowers, waiting with 
glowing expectancy for the coming of her Lordi 

CHAPTER V. 

J. "Concerning the periods and epochs you have 
no need that I write unto you." 

2. "You know well that the day of the Lord com
eth as a thief in the night." Time is a parenthesis 
in eternity, interjected for the accommodation of the 
mediatorial kingdom, and divided up into periods and 
epochs. We are living in the sixth dispensation--i. e., 
that of the Holy Ghost; the Edenic, Antediluvian, 
Patriarchal, Mosaic, and Messianic have come and 
gone in their appointed times, each winding up with 
a signal revolutionary epoch. These times and sea
sons--i. e., epochs and periods of revolution and de
velopment-are ordered and determined by the sover
eign and discriminating wisdom of the Father only. 
Hence, since the inauguration of the Holy Ghost dis
pensation on the day of Pentecost, the Son has been 
sitting on the right hand of the Father, awaiting his 
time for his coronation King of the nations, having 
been crowned King of saints at his ascension. Mean
while the Bride has been waiting in constant anti_ci
pation the return of the Bridegroom. A thief always 
comes suddenly and unexpectedly to the parties from 
whom he steals. As the coming of our Lord to the 
earth to steal away his Bride is unknown, both to the 
Church and her Divine Spouse, is known only to the 
Father, therefore it will be the g-reatest surprise that 
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ever fell on a slumbering world and an apostate 
Church. 

3. This describes the terrible anguish and awful 
pall that shall come to the godless millions of a fallen 
world and a slumbering Church, when awakened by 
the trump of the archangel and the shout of the de
scending Christ, calling all the members of his bride
hood, living and dead, to meet him in the air. The 
institutions of the old dispensation all focalized in the 
first advent of Christ, like rivers flowing into the sea. 
That great and notable event was the exchange sta
tion, where all changed cars for the glorious new de
parture of the gospel dispensation. In a similar man
ner all the institutions of the new dispensations focalize 
and have their fulfillment in the second coming of 
Christ, when the gospel dispensation will wind up, 
and the glorious kingdom usher in, Satan, the present 
king of the nations, having been arrested, taken out of 
the world, and locked up in hell. (Revelation xx.) 

4. "But you; brethren, are not in darkness, that the 
day may overtake you as a thief. 

5. "For all you are the sons of light and sons of 
the day; we are not of the night nor of darkness. 

6. "Therefore let us not sleep as the rest, but watch 
and be sober." Sin is the only thing that ever made 
the human soul drunk. Entire sanctification is abso
lutely necessary to the complete sobriety of the soul. 
The smallest amount of sin intoxicates you to the 
extent of its power. The two great commandments 
prominent in the Pauline battle-cry are, "Watch, and 
be sober;" i. e., be on the constant lookout for your 
coming King, and wholly sanctified as a qualification 
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to receive him. His coming as a thief in th~ night is 
only applicable to the fallen world and slumbering 
Church, and not to his true people, who are watching 
and waiting his arrival. 

7. Spiritual slumber and intoxication are peculiar 
to spiritual night. When the bright day of Eden 
passed under the eclipse of Satan's black wing, the 
dismal night of sin supervened upon the whole woi:ld, 
and will continue till relieved by the glorious millen
nial day, whose auspicious dawn methinks I see in 
the present holiness movement, gilding every land with 
the fair-fingered Aurora of the coming kingdom. 

8. "But let us, being of the d,l.y, be sober, having 
put on the breastplate of faith and love, and the hel
met, the hope of salvation." The apostle exhibits the 
powerful antithesis of a debauched world and a slum
bering Church on the one hand, 1:i.anic-stricken with 
the most terrible surprise in the world's history, and 
the faithful few on the other, washed in the blood, 
filled with the Spirit, and on the ti~ycoe of thrilling an
ticipation, anxiously watching and waiting their Lord's 
return, and consequently not takt:ll in the surprise of 
the midnight cry, destined to come upon all the world 
as a "thief in the night." 

9, IO. "That whether we may watch or sleep, we 
shall live along with Him." Here i; evidently an allu
sion to the bodies of the saints, in < ontradistinction to 
their souls, as the great multitude sleep in the dust, 
and only the present generation are living upon the 
earth, and watching with mortal eyes to see their 
coming King. Hence, the admonition of the apostle 
that, whether we live to behold his glorious coming or 
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fall asleep with our predecessors, we shall enjoy spirit
ual and eternal life with him. 

I I. "Therefore exhort one another and edify one 
another, as you also do." Paul had so faithfully 
preached to those people the Lord's return to the 
earth, that he now affirms in their behalf that they are 
exhorting and edifying one another with these inspir
ing truths. How strange ,the contrast of the modern 
pulpit, silent on the Lord's coming; with the apostle 
Paul so positive, explicit, and importunate, night and 
day, by speech and pen hammering this great truth 
into the minds of the people, so as to perfectly familiar
ize them with it, till they can all preach it -to one an
other in their daily conversation. This verse closes 
that celebrated paragraph on the Lord's second com
ing, which opens with the thirteenth verse of the pre
ceding chapter, and so unfortunately interrupted by 
the division of the fifth chapter coming right in the 
middle. God help us all to be true to the command
ments, winding up this memorable paragraph on the 
coming of the Lord and the rapture of the saints; i. e., 
" ~~ l;!ort and edify one another by these inspiring 
truths." Let it be said of us, as of the Thessalonians, 
"as ye do." 

ARGUMENT VIII.-SUNDRY COMMANDMENTS. 

12. "We entreat you, brethren, to know those who 
labor among you, standing before you in the Lord, 
and admonishing you." This is a simple allusion to 
the preachers and teachers who stand before you, this 
being the attitude of a~ preacher, no allusion to eccle
siastical authority, as E. V. would indicate; but the 
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people raised up by the Holy Ghost to instruct you 
in the truth of God, and correct all of your errors and 
mistakes. 

i3. "And esteem them exceedingly in Divine love 
on account of their work." This is a still further con
firmation of the allusion purely to the people whom 
the Holy Ghost at the time uses for your instruction 
and admonition, and not, as E. V. would infer, the 
ecclesiastical officials. You see that you are not to 
appreciate them for any personal or official consider
ation, but simply for th~ sake of their work, and they 
are true to God, preaching and expounding to you 
the pure word of life, and warning you faithfully 
against all sin, error, and wrong-doing in every re
spect. In that case you are to "esteem them exceed
ingly in love;" i. e., the Divine agape, which is poured 
out in the heart by thE: Holy Ghost. "Live in peace 
among yourselves." If you will all get the "peace of 
God," which comes only in entire sanctification, you 
will have no difficulty in living in peace. 

· 14. "We exhort, you, brethren, admonish the dis
orderly." When God speaks of disorder, he means 
sin. How sad to see a preacher standing before a 
congregation of his own members, heterogeneously 
blackened with a vast diversity of sins, and all tangled 
up in the devil's lassoes, and talk out his soft, delicate, 
smooth, little sermonette, ingeniously manufactured 
for the occasion, to pass over the heads, and hurt 
nobody, and let the people drop through his fingers 
into hell; instead of thundering against ev~ry damn
ing sin like a messenger from heaven, and doing his 
utmost to bring the people to r:p~ntance ! What an 

13 
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awful account when he meets his congregation, cov
ered with shame and "everlasting contempt," as they 
all stand before the great white Throne! "Comfort the 
small-souled." "Feeble-minded"' (E. V.) is incorrect 
and misleading, as if they were demented or the mind 
enfeebled in some way. The literal Greek is simply 
"small-souled" people. Multiplied millions of people 
in this world are the one talented class, having small 
souls. We should be very careful with them, lest we 
grieve and discourage them. Though their souls are 
ever s0 small, if we can squeeze them through the 
pearly gate, they will have all eternity in which to 
grow. If you meet them a million of years from now, 
you w;ll find they have developed into giants. There 
is a maxim among swine-feeders, "that the runt will 
make the biggest hog;" but you must give him time 
to grow. "Assist the weak." This world abounds 
in people "weak," physically, mentally, spiritually, in
fluentially, and financially. They all deserve our sym
patbies, encouragement, and support. "Be long-suf
fering toward all." "Let patience have its perfect 
work." Our Savior suffered to the end of his life with
out the slightest resentment, and died praying for his 
murderers. He is our example. If we go to heaven, 
we must walk in his footprints. 

15. "See that no one may render evil for evil, but 
always pursue good toward one another and toward 
all." Good is abundantly competent to conquer evil, 
if you will only give it a chance. In the day of Elisha 
the prophet, Benhadad, the king of Syria, finding all 
of his plans against Israel thoroughly anticipated and 
defeated, convening the magnates of the army in war 

--·- ~ ·-
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council, tells them to look out for the spies who report 
all of his plans to the armies of Israel. A man stands 
up, and says, "O king, we are all true and loyal men! 
but there is a prophet in Israel who tells the king all 
of your counsels the moment you whisper them in 
your bedchamber." Then says Benhadad: "Our first 
campaign must be to capture that man; who knows 
where he is?" "At Dothan," is responded from a per
son present, claiming to have correct information as 
to his whereabouts. With all expedition the Syrian 
army is dispatched to Dothan, with orders not to re
turn without the prophet Elisha, dead or alive. When 
Elisha and his boy preacher walk out of their chamber 
at day-dawn, Gehazi exclaims, "O Master, we die to· 
day; do you not see we are surrounded on all sides 
by the Syrian army?" "Yes; but those on our side 
are many more than those who are against us." 
"Why, there is not a single one on our side to fight 
for us." Then Elisha asks the Lord to open Gehazi's 
eyes. Then he looked around and saw the whole 
mountain covered with angels and war-chariots of fire, 
so that his fears all departed. Then E1isha dropped 
on the Syrian army such an optical illusion as to en
able him to take complete command of them, mistak
ing him for their leader, and march them to Samaria, 
and turn them over to the king of Israel. When he 
thought he must kill them, the prophet said, "Not so; 
but give them all their qinners, and send them back 
to the king of Syria in peace." This signal _act of 
kindness made the Syrians ashamed, so they troubled 
Israel no more, but lived with them in peace. "When 
you undertake to overcome evil with evil, you make 
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a great mistake, utilizing the weaker force and neg
lecting the stronger, as if a man would shoot a pop
gun, and neglect to fire off the loaded cannon at his 
disposal. ' 

ARGUMENT IX.-PAULINE AND WESLEYAN STANDARD 

OF SANCTIFICATION. 

16. "Rejoice ever more. 
17. "Pray without ceasing. 
18. "In everything give thanks; for this is the will 

of God in Christ Jes us concerning you." This beau
tiful and notable Scripture received great notoriety 
during the Wesleyan holiness movement, as the shib
boleth of the embattled host . It was everywhere ren
dered prominent as the Wesleyan standard of entire 
sanctification, insisted upon by the great founder of 
Methodism. While it is the standard of John Wesley 
and his followers, it is still more consolatory that it 
was the standard of Paul and the Apostolic Church. 
When you get the artesian well of entire sanctification 
in your soul, you will find this high standard of re
ligion not only practicable, but easy, restful, and infi
nitely enjoyable. In the infancy of the experience, you 
will find it necessary to be exceedingly vigilant, prob
ably involving a degree of care and labor which will 
soon obliviously evanesce, superseded by a delectable, 
unutterable rest in which to "rejoice evermore, pray 
without ceasing, in everything give thanks," will be
come habitual, settled, and permanent, and almost as 
spontaneous as breathing, so as to transpire currently 
and uniformly without attracting attention or observ
ably incumbering the will. Amid the sweet tran-

·-
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quillity of the soul's imperturbable repose, constant 
joy, incessant prayer, along with holy gratitude, be
come the normal state of our spiritual life, natural 
and unconscious as breathing. 

19. "Quench not the Spirit." The Greek word 
for quench means to put out fire by throwing water 
on it. Fire is the symbol of the Holy Ghost through
out the Bible. Hence, you are never to throw Satan's 
cold water on the Lord's fire. Popular Churches and 
fashionable preachers are avowedly and habitually 
Spirit quenchers, always ready to throw cold water 
on the fire of the Holy Ghost, thus keeping their 
Churches in a North Pole atmosphere, freezing out 
every spark of spiritual life. This is awfully wicked, 
and gr.ievous to the Holy Spirit. Satan's plan is to 
freeze people here, and burn them in hell through all 
eternity. A cold religion is the d·evil's dumping-cart 
into hell. The scribe> and Pharisees at the present 

' day are awfully fearful of fanaticism. They would 
better fear hell-fire. Satan's counterfeit religion in 
all ages has denounced God's salvation as "fanati
cism." Dr. Clark says, "There is very apt to be some 
fox-fire where there is much true fire." We certainly 
would better have religion with fanaticism, than none 
at all. The man who throws away all the wheat to 
get rid of the chaff, starves to death as the result of his 
blind folly. People who, through fear of fanaticism 
and excitement, let their Churches freeze out and die, 
are laughingstocks for devils in hell. 

20. "Despise not prophecies." 'the Greek and 
Hebrew for prophecy means to boil up like an artesian 
well, flowing impetuously, incessantly, and forever. 
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Prophecy is one of the nine Pauline spiritual gifts. 
(I Corinthians xii, IO.) We have it defined (I Corin
thians xiv, 3): "He that prophesieth, speaketh to men 
edification, exhortation, and comfort." This gift was 
the crowning glory of the pentecostal experience. It 
fills with the Holy Ghost, imparts tongues of fire, 
split in twain, one prong to preach hell-fire to sinners, 
and the other heavenly fire to sanctify the Christians. 
It lets the tongue loose at both ends and in the middle, 
to speak red-hot words incessantly and forever; indis
criminately, regardless of race, rank, or color, admin
istering edification, exhortation, and comfort to all 
you meet, whithersoever you go. God's plan is to save 
the world by preaching, not the modern scientific ser- -
monizing, which is unknown in the Bible; .but this 
everlasting talking, exhorting, praying, entreating, 
and comforting. Dead pastors are opposed to all this, 
as they think the people would monopolize their busi
ness and take it out of their hands. Moses thought 
very differently when God laid the spirit of prophecy 
(this very thing) on the seventy, and they all broke out 
preaching with all their might, like a holiness camp
meeting under a pentecostal baptism, and the people 
running to him from all the seventy prophets in differ
ent parts of the encampment, telling him to stop them 
or they will take his business forever out of his hands. 
Moses, thus bewildered by their multitudinous clamor, 
leaps and shouts with stentorian voice, "Would God 
that every man in Israel did prophesy!" Here we have 
the positive commandment, "Despise not prophecies;" 
i.e., we are not only to permit every man, woman, and 
child to throw their mouths open, and talk freely for 
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the Lord; but to encourage them. But the clerical 
wiseacre says, "They are mcompetent, having neither 
intellect nor education." Jes us says, "Out of the 
mouths of babes and sucklings thou hast perfected 
praises." What a contrast with the dumb Churches 
of the present day! 

21, 22. "Abstain from every evil sight." Your 
eyes belong to God. If you give the devil the use of 
them in any way, he is certain to corrupt your heart. 
You should be constantly turning your eyes away 
from the devil's advertisements, conspicuous through
out our cities, purposely to arouse lust and allure into 
his hell-dens. You should never permit yourself to 
look at anything evil, if you do n't want a fiend from 
the bottomless pit to creep into your heart. 

ARGUMENT X.-SANCTIFICATION AND THE COMING 

OF THE LORD. 

23. "The God of peace himself sanctify you 
wholly." The sinner is a stranger to the God of 
peace; to him he is the God of wrath and retribution. 
Hence, sanctification is not for sinners. Repentance 
and justification are the gospel pertinent to them. The 
appeal here is to Christians only. Hagiasai, sanctify, 
is in the aorist tense, and means instantaneously take 
the world out of you; from alpha, not, and ge, the 
world. Regeneration takes you out of the world, and 
sanctification takes the world out of you. Hence, we 
must have a double divorcement from the world be
fore we can go to heaven. Against the gradualistic 
theology, which everywhere curses the modern pulpit, 
the New Testament is outspoken and decisive from 
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Alpha to Omega. The aorist tense in this passage and 
hundreds more admits of no gradualism. It positively 
means "sanctify you this moment." The gradualism 
in the plan of salvation is all on the human side. We 
gradually approach sanctification, suddenly enter it, 
and gradually progress indefinitely. The Greek for 
"wholly" is holoteleis, from halos, the whole, and telos, 
perfection. Hence, it means entirely unto perfection; 
i. e., every constituency of your being sanctified unto 
completion. Paul makes no provision for sin, and 
gives no place to the devil. In E. V. this word is an 
adverb, qualifying sanctify. In the Greek it is a com- 1 

pound adjective, with a double superlative significa
tion. It does not occur in the classic Greek. Paul, a 
tiptop linguist,manufactured this wonderful compound 
superlative adjective to describe the people whose re
sponsibility he must bear at the pearly portals. The 
word describes the pronoun you, in the text. Hence, 
you, yourself, must be complete in every constituency 
of your being if you ever enter heaven. Many adroit 
tergiversations are resorted to by Satan's preachers to 
evade a clear a~d unequivocal revelation of God's 
truth in this passage. But not one of them can stand 
before the white· light radiated by the Holy Ghost 
from these inspired words, "May your whole spirit, 
mind, and body be preserved blamelessly at the com
ing of our Lord Jes us Christ." The rank and file of 
the modern clergy are dichotomists-i. e., advocates 
of the two natures; i. e., soul and body-unfortunately 
confounding spirit and mind, and preaching.·intellec
tualism and metaphysics, instead of spirituality. John 

! 
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Wesley was a trichotomist, like the apostle Paul, 
preaching the three constituencies of humanity-spirit, 
mind, and body. Total depravity applies to the human 
spirit only, not to the mind and body. Man in the fall 
became a spiritual corpse, retaining hi_s intellectual 
and physical life, though terribly wrecked and dilapi
dated. A thousand systems of counterfeit religions 
prevail in the world this day, consisting of mentality 
and materiality, without a solitary vestige of spiritual 
life-Satan's illusory passports to hell, all competent 
to live and prosper without the Holy Ghost, who alone 
can quicken the dead human spirit into life, sanctifying 
it with our entire being for an eternity of bliss. The 
silly heresy somewhat prevalent among ignorant peo
ple, vindicating the theory that sin remains in the 
body after the soul is made pure, is utterly eradicated 

' and annihilated by this passage, as we see here that 
sanctification includes spirit, mind, and body; i. e., our 
entire being, leaving no pocket for the devil. Here 
you see also the peculiar prominence given to the 
Lord's second coming by apostolic preaching, as in 
this powerful and importunate prayer for the entire 
sanctification of the Thessalonians, the petiti0n in
volves their abiding in the experience till the Lord 
comes. Hence, we have the New Testament standard 
of religion here clear and unequivocal; i. e., entire 
sanctification of spirit, soul, and body, and persever
ance in the experience till the Lord comes. Hence, 
you see the glorious climax of the New Testament 
gospel culminating in these beautiful and transcendent 
truths; i. e., and the Lord's return to the earth to exe-
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cute righteous judgments against the wicked nations 
and fallen Churches, and establish his kingdom from 
the heads of the rivers to the ends of the earth. 

24. "Faithful is he who calleth you who also will 
do it." Your omnipotent Savior, who is infinitely 
abundantly able to do this work, calls you to sanctifi
cation. Hence, it is wicked, rebellious, and blasphe
mous to say you can not get it. It is not your work, 
but that of the omnipotent God, who creates a world 
in a moment. Hence, you are left without excuse, as 
you have nothing to do but turn over your sanctifica
tion into his hands, raise the shout of faith, and be 
loyal to God. He does it without any help on your part. 

26. "Salute all the brothers with a holy kiss." The 
word kiss is philema, from phileo, to love, and simply 
means a love token given-a literal kiss of the lips, 
or a cordial salutation in some other way. It is cer
tainly our privilege to administer the kiss; however 
we should not sticklerize, lest we be brought under 
bondage. In this glori<;ms full salvation the Lord 
breaks from our necks every yoke which Satan and 
men have put on us. So let us jealously conserve our 
perfect spiritual freedom, never permitting men or 
devils to lay the weight of a feather on our consciences, 
and see that we do not manufacture yokes with our 
own hands, and put them on our own necks. The 
world is in the devil's bondage, and unsanctified Chris
tians in legal bondage. Let us all watch and pray, lest 
men, devils or our own hands, ever interfere with this 
blessed, sweet, and glorious liberty, a prelibation of 
heavenly bliss. 

27. "I adjure you by the Lord that this epistle be 

J 
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read to all the brethren." This verse solves the prob
lem of legal oaths, as here we see that Paul administers 
an oath to the brethren, that this letter should be read 
to all the saints. As these people had been so recently 
converted out of heathenism, it was a matter of the 
most vital importance that it should be read to every 
one of them; hence Paul adjures them in the name of 
the Lord, thus tightening up their obligations, and 
augmenting the certainty of the great end in view, 
that every disciple should hear this letter. It was not 
enough simpl)r to read it in the public audience, but 
they must make certain investigation, finding out every 
absentee, hunting him up, and reading this letter to him. 

28. "The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with 
you." This is simply an apostolic benediction, such 
as we find, in diversified forms and magnitudes, con
cluding every epistle. The popular superstition preva
lent in the Churches, using only 2 Corinthians xiii, 13, 
in the dismission of a congregation, and restricting 
the privilege to an ordained clergyman, is by no means 
commendable. It is certainly the. gracious privilege 

· of every Christian conducting religious service to pro
nounce these benedictions pursuant to the light and 
leading of the Holy Spirit. 

APOLO GUE. 

This epistle is one of the most lucid, clear, and 
beautiful of the Pauline series, thrilling, explicit, and 
forceful on Paul's two favorite themes; i. e., entire 
sanctification by a second work of grace after conver
sion, and the Lord's return to the earth in judgment 
and glory. 

, 
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PROLOGUE. 

Both of the Thessalonian letters were written at 
Corinth, perhaps in the fall of A. D. 52, and not far 
apart. The necessity of the second epistle was cre
ated by the first, which aroused them on tiptoe, de
veloping a great excitement relative to the coming 
of the Lord, which was intensified by certain false re
ports circulated by ill-designing people that the Lord 
had already come and taken up his people, and they 
had been left . This false rumor was augmented by a 
counterfeit letter with Paul's signature sent to them. 
The effect of these false reports was to flood them with 
grief and mortification, thinking the . Lord had come, 
taken up his Bride, and they had been left. Hence, 
Paul forthwith sent them the second epistle, in which 
he corrects the false reports, and fortifies them against 
similar intrigues of Satan in the future, by calling 
their attention to certain prophetic events destined to 
transpire before the second advent. 

CHAPTER I. 

I. The Apostolic Churches were all "in God the 
Father and the Lord Jesus Christ." That excludes 
the masses of modern claimants altogether. 

204 
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ARGUMENT !.-SANCTIFICATION SUPERINDUCES 

SUPERABOUNDING FAITH AND LOVE. 

The first epistle was heroic on entire sanctification, 
stirring up a sweeping revival on that line. Sin always 
goes out to make room for grace. Love is never per
fect whil.e mixed with depravity, and faith always im
perfect till the last doubt is eliminated. 

ARGUMENT II.· -THE BLESSING OF PERSECUTION. 

5. We s_ee here that it is a great blessmg and an ex
alted honor to be counted worthy of the kingdom 
of God, so that we are permitted to suffer persecution 
for Christ's sake. Hence, it says that persecution is 
"a manifestation of the righteous judgment of God." 
Christ (Matthew v, IO) catalogues persecution among 
the beatitudes. Have you considered that the prob
able reason why you are not persecuted is, because 
you are not worthy of the kingdom of God? The Lord 
give us light to examine our hearts, and consider our 
lives! 

ARGUMENT III.-THE RAPTUR]t. 

Paul gave us the largest paragraph in the first 
epistle on the rapture of the saints. Here we have it 
again in glowing colors, describing the unearthly 
splendors of that glorious revelation ·of the triumphant 
God-man in scenes of grandeur, sublimity, and glory, 
beggaring all description. 

6. An awful retribution awaits the persecutors of 
God's saints. 

7. "To you who are troubled rest with us." How 
glorious to have rest with apostles and saints in that 
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awful day! Shall we have it? It is the revelation of 
our Lord Jesus Christ from heaven, with the angels 
of his power. 

8. "In fire of flame." Fire throughout the Bible 
means destruction. It is the regular symbol of sancti
fication, because sin is destroyed in that work. Here, 
as in Daniel vii, it symbolizes the destruction of the 
wicked when our Lord comes in his glory to execute 
retribution on the incorrigible, to gather his saints, take 
up his Bride, and receive his crown at the hands of the 
Father, King of kings and Lord of lords. The finally 
incorrigible are to be destroyed, as ymbolized by the 
fire here, and Daniel vii, Acts iii, 23, Revelation xi, 18. 

9. "Eternal destruction." Aionion is the strong 
word in the Greek language for endless punishment. 
It is used by the Holy Ghost to reveal the eternity of 
the heavenly life (Matthew xxv, 46), human redemp
tion (Hebrews ix, 12), and God (v, 14). 

IO. "When he comes to be glorified among his 
saints, and to be wondered at in that day among all the 
believers, because our testimony was believed by you." 
0 what a time of wonder and admiration! Immortal 
tongue fails to describe the ineffable glories of our 
King, who will be the center of adoring wonder by 
all his saints. Meanwhile we will be lost in utter 
bewilderment in contemplating God's mercy to us, 
and how it happened, in the wonderful providence of 
God, that we ever believed his Word and got saved. 
Shall you and I participate in the enraptured wonders 
and glories of God's saints in that day? 

I 1. Well do we join Paul in his prayers in your 
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behalf, that God may count us worthy of our high 
calling in Christ. 

CHAPTER II. 

1. "We pray you, brethren, concerning the coming 
of our Lord J esu:; Christ and our gathering unto him." 
When our Lord comes, all the members of his Bride
hood will be gathered to him, and taken up to the 
marriage supper in heaven. 

ARGUMENT IV.-THE FALSE REPORT. 

2. "That you be not shaken from your mind, nor 
jostled, neither by a spirit nor by word nor by letter 
as by us, as that the day of the Lord has come." 
Paul's first letter had wonderfully stirred on sanctifi
cation and the coming of the Lord. Their enemies had 
availed themselves of the opportunity to circulate the 
report that the Lord had alrea<ly come and taken up 
his Bride, and they, of course, in that case had been 
left. This report filled them with grief and mortifica
tion, as in that case they had been left, thus forfeiting 
their place in the Bridehood. Their enemies had even 
confirmed this false report, by circulating a counter
feit letter with Paul's signature, certifying that "the 
day of the Lord has come." E. V. has the present 
tense here; i. e., "the day of the Lord is at hand." 
You know Paul frequently states "the hour is nigh." 
The uniform testimony of the inspired writers is that 
the "day of the Lord is at hand." But the Greek here 
is in the past tense. E. V. has it wrong. R. V. cor-
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rects it in a measure. Paul assures them of their happy 
mistake, as the Lord has not yet come, and your 
chances are all right. Now he proceeds in the light 
of prophecy to specify certain events, which will pre
cede the advent. 

ARGUMENT v.-THE MAN OF' SIN, POPn AND ANTI

CHRIST. 

3. "Let no one deceive you in any way, because 
unless there may first come an apostasy and the man 
of lawlessness, the son of destruction may be re
vealed." The spirit of prophecy on Paul reveals cer
tain events, destined to transpire before the return of 
our Lord, though giving him no dates as to the time 
of the predicted interventions. The great apostasy 
here revealed transpired in the fourth century, as the 
immediate result from the great change in the attitude 
of the political and religious world toward the Church. 
During the first three centuries following the confla
gration of Rome, martyrs' blood flowed incessantly, 
each succeeding emperor enforcing the cruel edict of 
Nero, pursuant to which ;paul was beheaded, Peter 
crucified; and an indiscriminate massacre of the saints, 
especially their ejectment to the wild beasts in the 
Coliseum, followed in ten great persecutionary epochs. 
at intervals of about thirty years, thus mowing 
down each succeeding generation with the bloody 
sword of martyrdom, till the conversion of Constan
tine, A. D. 325. This radically revolutionized the re
lation of the Church to the world. Constantine, by 
an imperial edict, proclaimed Christianity the religion 
of the empire, thm• bringing the pagan millions into 
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the visible Church; the effect of which was to paganize 
Christianity, and degenerate the Church into Roman 
Catholicism. Martyr blood and fire had kept the 
Church humble, poor, unpopular, and despised three 
hundred years. Meanwhile she had no creed but the 
Bible. Now that she was become popular, influential, 
and wealthy, the great Council of Nice in Bithynia 
convenes, the Emperor Constantine sitting in a golden 
chair, presiding over it, while they make the first hu
man creed, which has been followed by others in sub
sequent ages, thus recognizing and inaugurating hu
man authority, going off into ecclesiasticism, no longer 
content with New Testament simplicity, substituting 
the Antinomian heresies for the gospel of purity, thus 
turning over the nominal Christian dispensation to 
the devil as the Antediluvian, Patriarchal, and Mosaic. 
The "Man of sin" (E. V., is the man of lawlessness). 
Greek Anornia, lawlessness, is from alpha, not, and 
nomos, law. Hence, it means the man who ignores 
the law; i. e., treats it with contempt. The law of 
God says positively and repeatedly, "The soul that 
sinneth, it shall die;" "The wages of sin is death;" 
"He that committeth· sin is of the devil." Satan 
counterfeits all of God's work, and thus deludes the 
world, making them believe that he is God, and in this 
way rules earth's millions. As the result of the great 
apostasy, sinning religion sailed out under the cog
nomen of Christianity, boldly offering the world salva
tion in sin in contradistinction to the Bible, which 
offers salvation from sin. Before the apostasy, Chris
tianity was unpopular and terribly persecuted. As 
the result of the Constantinian apostasy, a system of 

14 
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popular Christianity, congenial to the world and pro
voking no persecution, has been propagated in all 
lands. However, God has always had a true people 
on the earth, and always will till he takes up his Bride. 
These faithful few who survived the great apostasy, 
soon so provoked the animosity of popular religion as 
again to become the victims of blood and slaughter. 
No wonder this Antinomian heresy of the sinning re
ligion is denominated by the Holy Spirit, "the Son of 
destruction;" 

1

hecause nothing but wholesale ruin, 
death, and damnation c.:>n follow in its tread. Every 
institution is abstract before it can become concrete. 
Satan, in Paul's day, was busy sowing the seed of 
sinning religion in the hearts of the people; which in 
after ages, when martyrdom abated for a season, as
sumed a visible organization in the fallen Church, and 
roncrete personality in the pope. 

4. "Who opposeth and exalteth himself above 
everything called God, or Divinity, so that he sitteth 
in the temple of God, shewing himself off that he is 
God." This applies directly to the pope, whose de
luded votaries actually call him our lord god the pope. 
He exalts himself above God, in that he claims that, 
as the vicar of Christ and vicegerent of God, the gov
ernment of the world, political and ecclesiastical, has 
been turned over into his hands, Christ having re
treated away to heaven, and left him in the rulership 
of the world, to reign in his room and stead. This is 
the very definition of antichrist, as anti means instead 
of; hence antichrist is a person in the place of Christ. 
While the pope is the antichrist, all the preachers of 
a sinning religion offer the people salvation independ-
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ently of Christ and in opposition to him, and conse
quently practically fall under the cognomen of anti
christ, as the subordinates of the pope. The Bible 
positively reveals that all in sin are lqst, and salvation 
is only possible in the eradication of sin, which none 
but Christ can do. Hence, the man who offers you 
salvation, without going to Christ and having your 
sins exterminated by Omnipotent Grace, assumes the 
atttitude of antichrist; i. e., a substitute for: Christ. 
John said there were many in his day. The world is 
flooded with them at the present day, just as Christ is 
the personal head of all true soul-savers, who faithfully 
hold him up as the only One competent to impart 
actual salvation in the utter destruction of sin; even 
so the pope of Rome is the personal head of all who 
offer salvation to the people on various lines of hu
man substitution. ·while the pope is, and always has 
been, the antichrist in the proper sense-i. e., the chief 
antichrist-there is no doubt but in prophetic fulfill
ment he will in a future day assume much greater 
prominence in the development and manifestation of 
the antichristhood. Doubtless the great tribulation 
will open a wide door to the assumption of the old 
papistical claims of a universal pontificate, which has 
in all ages been the climacteric dream of the papacy. 
A similar door was opened in the fall of the Roman 
Empire, when the pope did boldly arrogate to himself 
this universal pontificate. \Vhen all human thrones 
shall fall (Daniel vii), rest assured the pope, pursuant 
to his long-cherished pretensions, will assume absolute 
autocracy, thus developing into the eighth head of the 
Roman beast (Revelation xvii); as John says that this 
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eighth is one of the seven, it must be the pope, because 
he is the only surviving head of the seven-headed 
Roman beast (Revelation xiii), the other six; i. e., the 
kingdom, the con:;ulate, the triumvirate, the dictator
ship, the tribuneship, and the empire (the empire hav
ing long ago passed away), leaving the papacy the suc
cessor of the sixth imperial head, which received the 
deadly wound in the destruction of the empire by the 
Goths, Huns, and Vandals; the only survivor, the 
deadly wound on the imperial head having been healed 
in the papacy. During the terrible confusion of the 
tribulation, when all human thrones shall be cast 
down (Daniel vii), rely upon it the pope will endeavor 
to occupy and recuperate every fallen throne. For this 
he is making vigorous preparations in the United 
States of America as well as other countries. As the 
Ch_risthood develops and culminates in the second 
coming, doubtless Satan, the uncompromising rival 
of Christ, will perpetuate a corresponding development 
of the antichristhood. 0 what a grand open door 
for the magnification of the antichristhood, when all 
kingdoms shall totter and human governments col
lapse and fall amid the terrible revolutions of Arma
geddon (Revelation xvi)! Paul here describes the pope 
"as sitting in the temple of God, showing himself off 
that he is God." This prophecy received a signal ful
fillment in 1870. On the day appointed to proclaim 
the dogma of his infallibilty in presence of fifty thou
sand people in St._ Peter's Cathedral, arrangements 
were made, at tremendous cost, to so encompass the 
multitude with concentric mirrors as to reflect the 
splendors of the pope's person, most gorgeously 
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decked with gems, rubies, diamonds, and gold, so as 
to throw an unearthly splendor from his person, daz
zling the eyes of the multitude, and impressing them 
with the very presence of God. All this blasphemous 
enterprise was signally defeated by Him who sits upon 
the circle of the heavens, and turns the seasons round. 
At the very hour appointed for the blasphemous proc
lamation of the pope's infallibility, God sent a terrible 
thunderstorm, so darkening the elements as to utterly 
disqualify them to use the mirrors, and thus permit 
the pope "to show off himself as God." 

6. "Now you know that which hindereth, that He 
should be revealed in his time. 

7. "For already the mystery of lawlessness is work
ing; only there is one hindering until he be taken 
from the midst." In Paul's day the Satanic mystery 
of a sinning religion in the normal Church of Christ 
was at work, which in after ages developed into the 
papacy and Romanism, and is now rapidly developing 
in the swift apostasy of all the Protestant Churches 
outside the holiness movement. The "hindering one" 
here mentioned by Paul as keeping back the manifes
tation- of "this man of lawlessness"-i. e., the pope
was the Roman Emperor, who would have killed the 
pope if he had risen in his day. The world could not 
have a Cresar and a pope at the same time. Hence, 
Cresar must fall before the pope can rise. Paul here 
very judiciously in this prophecy withholds the per
sonal mention of the Roman Emperor, as he very 
probably would have expedited his own martyrdom 
by a direct statement. It is a historic fact that the 
bishop of Rome, who became pope, actually did as-

I 
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sume supremacy over the Roman world soon after the 
fall of the emperor, and has claimed it ever since, and 
is only now awaiting an opportunity to enforce his 
claim, which he will doubtless find in the great Tribu
°Iation. 

8. "And then that lawless one shall be revealed, 
whom the Lord J es us will destroy by the breath of 
his mouth, and annihilate by the brightness of his 
presence." The "breath of his mouth" evidently 
means the Bible. (2 Timothy iii, 16.) "All Scripture 
is given by inspiration of God." The Greek says, 
"All Scripture is God breathed;" i. e., the Bible from 
Alpha to Omega is the breath of God. 0 how the 
Bible has been destroying the power of the pope the 
last two hundred years! The sword of the Spirit hews 
"the papistical pretensions all to pieces wherever it 
goes. If you would successfully fight the devil and 
the pope, take the Bible all the time. "Will annihilate 
him by the brightness of His presence." John devotes 
four chapters (Revelation xvi, xvii, xviii, xix) to a 
climacteric description of the great Tribulation. In 
th ~ sixteenth chapter, the bloody wars of Armageddon 
shake all kings from their thrones. In the seventeenth 
chapter, antichrist lays claim to all the vacated thrones. 
In the eighteenth chapter the tide turns terrifically 
against antichrist in the fall of Babylon, his Bride. In 
the nineteenth chapter there is a mighty culmination. 
Christ rides forth on the white horse. All the kings 
of the earth are marshaled against him, only to suffer 
signal defeat and final overthrow. Last of all the 
rivals of Christ on the earth (except Satan) , Babylon 
having fallen and the kings all perished, still pope 
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and Mohammed survive upon the earth, hopeful again 
to raise up armies and Churches. But we see them 
"both cast alive into the lake of fire that burneth with 
brimstone." (Revelation xix, 20.) The next verse 
says, "The rest were slain by the sword proceeding 
out from the mouth of him that sitteth upon the 
horse;" i. e., all their leaders having been taken out 
of the world, the surviving millions inhabiting the 
globe at the close of the Tribulation will all be con
verted to God, there being no devil on the earth, either 
personally, through his demoniacal myrmidons, nor 
through human agency, to lead them. 

9. "Whose coming is according to the working of 
Satan in all power, signs, and wonders of falsehood." 
This is the coming of the pope; i. e., antichrist. J annes 
and Jambres in the days of Moses wrought miracles 
by the power of the devil. Satan can perform works 
so far superhuman as to be incomprehensible by us; 
i. e., miraculous in our estimation. Though he is a 
finite being, and utterly incompetent to compete with 
God, yet he can do works so far above our compre
hension as to pass off currently for miracles. The 
Tribulation will be the great final conflict, in which, 
doubtless, Satan, through the pope and others, will 
dazzle the eyes of the world with his miracles, "de
ceiving, if possible, even the elect." 

IO. "In every delusion of unrighteousness to them 
that perish, because they did not receive the Divine 
love of the truth, that they might be saved." This 
agape, so prominent in the New Testament, is poured 
out in the heart by the Holy Ghost (Romans v, 5), 
and is the very essence of Holy Ghost religion, and 
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the only thing that gives you the Divine nature and 
saves you. While the Bible is going to the ends of 
the earth, the division here is rapidly being drawn 
between the savable and unsavable people. Propor
tionately to the circulation of the Scriptures, infidelity 
is on the increase, as action always produces reaction, 
and Satan works wherever God works, contesting 
every inch of ground, and dividing the spoils with 
him, the calling out of the elect always revealing the 
non-elect. 

11. "Therefore God sends on them the working of 
delusion, that they may believe a lie, 

12. "That they may all be condemned who believe 
not the truth, but take pleasure in unrighteousness." 
The world is all on probation, being duly tested and 
tried for the unchangeable state of eternity. Satan 
could not be in the world if God did not permit him, 
as in due time he is going to take him out. (Revela
tion xx.) The culmination is rapidly developing, and 
the gospel, with unprecedented expedition, is speeding 
its flight to every nation, revealing the appreciative 
elect in every land, and rendering conspicuous the 
non-elect millions, who are fast ripening for destruc-
tion. Though the Bible is in every home in many · / 
countries, how few comparatively read, believe, and 
obey it! It lies on every pulpit, to be insulted with 
the human dogmata of a sinning religion. The issues 
of eternity are culminating on all sides. How very few 
have the grit and grace to preach the Word as it is, 
fearless of men and devils! If God were to save 
people against their will, he must dehumanize them. 
When they do not will to receive his truth in the love 
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of it, what can he do but leave them in the hands of · 
the devil, to "believe a lie (and that lie is a sinning 
religion), and all be damned who do not believe the 
truth, but take pleasure in unrighteousness." God's 
religion is self-denial throughout. Satan's counterfeit 
offers you salvation and heaven without self-denial._ 
The people of this world will have the pleasures of 
sin. If they become religious, they still hold on to 
the world's sinful pleasures, thus worshiping the devil 
instead of God, believing his lies rather than God's 
truth, and receiving damnation instead of salvation. 
We should expedite the gospel to the ends of the 
earth for the sake of the elect; meanwhile the no11-
eled, who reject and abide under the delusions of 
Satan, will only pltmge into a hotter hell than if they 
had never heard the silver trumpet blow. 

ARGUMENT VI.-ELECTION THROUGH SANCTIFICA

TION OF THE SPIRIT. 

i3. "But we ought to give thanks to God always 
in your behalf, brethren beloved of the Lord, because 
God chose you unto salvation from the beginning 
through sanctification of the Spirit and belief of the 
truth." It is exceedingly consolatory to know that 
God elected us millions of ages before we elected him 
in the sanctification of the Spirit. Let us hold on to 
all of God's precious Word, even though it may seem 
to antagonize some of our creeds. Can men, by the 
free exercise of their will, contravene the Word of the 
Lord? They certainly can. David, flying from Saul 
like a bloodthirsty greyhound on his track, arriving 
at Keilah, \<=ceives an adulatory ovation by the citi-
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zens. Suspicious of their hypocrisy and their evil in
tention to purchase royal favor with his head, he goes 
to the Lord in secret prayer for the needed revela
tion. "Will the men of Keilah deliver me up into his 
hand?" "Will Saul come down?" The Lord said, 
"He will come down. They will deliver thee up." 
(1 Samuel xxiii, 11, 12.) Here we have a plain state
ment, Will come down to Keilah, and the Keilites will 
deliver David into his hands. But we find that neither 
of these events transpired, because David fled away 
with all possible expedition. Then Saul, close on his 
track, hearing that he was gone, changed his route, 
and did not come to Keilah. Though it is not so 
specified, David well understood: "If I stay, Saul will 
come down, and they will deliver me up. Hence, I 
will hasten my flight from Keilah." The Bible is the 
most common-sensical book in all the world. Let us 
believe it all, and never saddle on it any of our creed
istic interpretation. Because our little gourd-heads 
are incompetent to harmonize God's sovereignty and 
man's free agency, is no reason why they are not both 
true. So let us believe both and everything else re
vealed in the Bible, rejoicing on our way. The Greek 
word for election is eklektoi, from ek, out, and !ego, to 
choose. Hence, it has a double meaning, involving 
both the Divine and the human; i. e., God chooses 
us, and we choose him. We see here that this elec
tion "is through the sanctification of the Spirit." 
Hence, if you do not get sanctified, your election is 
an eternal failure. Calvinists ought to be red-hot sanc
tificationists by the genuine route of the Holy Ghost 
and fire, as their doctrine all collapses without the 
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sanctification of the Spirit. \Ve see here that belief 
of the truth follows the sanctification of the Spirit. 
How can this be? Do I not have to get sanctified by 
faith? Of course, you must have faith for sanctifica
tion if you get it, as that is the only way you can ob
tain it. But your final election in heaven not only 
requires you to be sanctified by the Spirit, but to live 
a holy life by faith in all of God's truth. The faith 
period of Christian experience is subsequent to sancti
fication-the faith of the unsanctified always having 
a large admixture of doubt, fog, and skepticism, terri
bly conflictious with that gigantic grasp of inspired 
truth necessary to heroically appropriate the Divine 
promises, and bring real and perpetual victory into 
our spiritual life. I preached fifteen years without 
sanctification, thinking all the time that I believed the 
Bible; but I now see that I was a semi-infidel. Entire 
sanctification must burn out all the devil's doubt and 
fog before we really are prepared to live the life of faith 
in God 

15. "Then, therefore, brethren, stand and hold the 
commandments which you have been taught, whether 
by our word or epistle." "Traditions," in E. V., is 
by no means a good translation, as that word in mod
ern use conveys the idea. of something vague and 
shadowy transmitted to us. There is no such an idea 
in the original. He simply exhorts them to be stead
fast, and hold pertinaciously all of his teaching, 
whether oral, in their presence, or epistolary in their 
absence. 

17. "Comfort your hearts, and establish you in 
every good work and word." This is Paul's fervent 
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prayer to the Father and the Son in behalf of the 
Thessalonians. The Holy Ghost is the Comforter, 
and the only One in the universe. Human comfort 
being a mere sham, not only do we rieed the indwell
ing Holy Spirit as a Comforter, but his establishing 
grace is our only fortification against backsliding out 
of the sanctified experience. John Wesley said, the 
people in his day generally had to get sanctified two 
or three times before they became established in it, 
so as to abide: John Fletcher received the experience 
five times, before he became so established as to retain 
it in triumph to the end of his life. This establishing 
grace is much neglected, and consequently great and 
distressing defection in many localities. There is no 
reason why any one should ever lose the experience 
of holiness, as you have nothing to do but be true to 
God, obedient to his will, and feed on his Word, to 
"grow up like calves of the stall," making great and 
rapid proficiency in all the beautiful and amiable 
graces of spiritual establishment. 

CHAPTER III. 

2. "That we may be ·delivered from ungodly and 
wicked men." _ The Greek, which I translate "un
godly," is atopon, from alpha, not, and topos, place. 
Hence, it literally means out , of place. But man's 
place is with God. He is out of place and ruined when 
he is away from God. How pertinent Paul's solicita
tion for prayer that the Word may run and be glori
fied! 

' 
• 
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ARGUMENT Vll. - -COMPLETE DELIVERANCE FRUM 
THE DEVIL. 

3. "But the Lord is faithful, who will establish 
you and keep you from the evil one." Unfortunately, 
the .E. V. translates this evil, giving the abstract; 
whereas the Greek gives the concrete. Instead of the 
prayer of Paul and Christ for all the Christians to be 
delivered from "evil," the true rendering is the "evil 
one;'· i. e., the devil himself. We have this petition 
in the Lord's -Prayer (Matthew vi), and in lUs vale
dictory prayer for the sanctification of all that should 
ever follow him in this world. So, here we see Paul 
and Jesus both praying that their followers shall be 
delivered from the devil, setting forth the glorious 
reality that it is the happy privilege of all true Chris
tfans to get rid of the devil altogether; not that we will 
be free from his temptations, for they can never hurt 
tis, but are really in the victorious grace of God made 
a great source of blessing to us, in the discipline of 
our ·virtues, the trial of our faith, and the development 
of our gifts and graces, as the soldier who fights no 
battles wins no victories; but while Satan roars like a 
lion (and his roaring can never hurt us), he is not 
allowed to touch us. Truly, he can never get in gun
shot of us. Though he shoots at u~ day and night, 
he only wastes his ammunition. Though he fishes all 
day in our pond, he will never catch anything, because 
entire sanctification has taken everything out of our 
hearts that wants the devil's bait, so he toils all day, 
catches nothing, and goes home at evening with weary 
leg and hungry stomach. You must have faith in 
Christ for justification as a sinner, and faith for sane- : 
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tification as a Christian. But you have an awful battle 
to fight, if you ever stand on the mount of victory. 
In this war with the devil, you have all the worl<l 
against you. Hence, you are sure to fall and sink 
into hell, unless you turn the battle over to the Om
nipotent Jes us, who is a million times stronger than 
the devil and all the world combined. You do this by 
faith after you have been sanctified. If you have faith 
in Jes us for victory every moment, you have victory 
every moment ; if you have faith in Jes us to keep the 
devil from ever putting his black hand on you, he will 
never touch you. What a glorious privilege to get 
rid of the devil forever! Then his temptations will all 
be sanctified to your good, and turned into a blessing 
to you. The battlefield makes the hero, who wears 
the victor's wreath forever. 

4. "I have confidence in the Lord, that you do and 
will do the things which we command." What a glori
ous experience had Paul at Thessalonica ! You can be 
there, where Paul would thus command you if he were 
on the earth to-day. 

5. "The Lord direct your hearts into the love of 
God and the patience of Christ." God's love sent his 
Son to die for us. We can have the same love, filling 
us with the spirit of martyrdom. Christ was perfectly 
patient amid the insults and tortures of a most cruel 
death. He died praying for his murderers. We can 
have the same patience. 

ARGUMENT VIII.-CHURCH DISCIPLINlt. 

6. "I command you, brethren, in the name of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, that you withdraw from every 
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brother that walketh disorderly, and not according 
to the instruction which he received from us." One 
rotten potato will rot a whole barrel. "Truly, the chil
dren of this world are wiser in their generation than 
the children of light." If we did not separate the 
rotten from the sound, all of our fruits and vegetables 
would rot in a pile. How sadly this was verified in the 
Churches! One dancing damsel will lead all of the 
young people into Satan's fandangoes. No wonder so 
many Churches are rotten masses of spiritual putre
faction. The forfeiture of disciplinary power is the 
saddest phenomenon of the age. It simply illustrates 
the deplorable fact that the popular Churches are past 
redemption. Luther, Wesley, and Bunyan tried it, and 
failed. They saved many individuals. But history is 
silent on the reclamation of a fallen Church. Bishop 
Key says that it easier for God to raise up a 
new one than resurrect a dead one. If all of the 
Churches in this city (Los Angeles, California) would 
obey this plain and positive commandment, it would 
bring a Pentecost on California. If one should try it 
alone, the excommunicated would simply unite with 
other Churches, and the effect on them for their salva
tion would be largely counteracted. I knew a Meth
odist Church where Judge J-- wore the bell, 
and presided over the Official Board. Still he was a 
notorious sinner, as all knew and frankly admitted. 
Revivals came and went, bnt could not touch him. 
He would feed and pay the preachers, and do every
thing but get religion . So eventually the Conference 
sent a simple-hearted little man to that circuit. On 
arrival, he began revivals, and went round his circuit 
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like a fiery cyclone. When he got through, he turned 
and excommunicated all that did not get religion 
(that was in the olden time). He did not begin 
with the little folks, but walloped the big horse first of 
all. The excitement was intense. Many said, "The 
Church is ruined." The stewards told the preacher he 
would starve, as Judge J-- collected more money 
than all the balance. He said he would rather st'arve 
for God, than fatten for the devil. The judge roared 
like a liori, and said he had spent his money freely for 
the Church, and they had treated him like a dog. So 
he went out with a rage, vociferating that he would 
never be a Methodist again. Other Churches had 
their eye on him. Three years roll away. Of course, 
his mad spell wore off. A revival of unusual power 
visits the Methodist Church. Many hard reprobates 
are gloriously saved. The revival runs about three 
months. Erelong the judge, who never entered the 
house since his expulsion, is seen in the vestibule. He 
comes on, and nightly _gets a little nearer, till, to the 
surprise of all, he comes and falls full-length at the 
mourner's bench. Night after night for two whole 
weeks he is heard groaning at the altar. Finally he 
comes through as a sunburst. I conversed with his 
widow (a paragon saint) after his death, about ten 
years subsequent to his conversion. She told me he 
passed out of the world in glorious triumph. She said 
she believed he would have been lost if they had not 
turned him out of the Church. He was not a bad man; 
had no evil habits. About all that could be said was, 
that he had no religion, and did not claim to have. He 
depended on the prayers of his wife, the preachers, and 
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the good people to save him. But they turned him 
out. 'on the abatement of his wealth, he began to so
liloquize, "Who cares for poor me? They have given 
me over to the devil." The simple fact is, Judge J-
has to do something for himself, or the devil will get 
him. Conviction seized him. He cried to God night. 
and day, and doubtless is this moment playing on his 
golden harp. 

ARGUMENT IX.-SELF-SUPPORTING EVANGELISM. 

7-12. Here we see that while the apostles earned 
th~ir bread by manl.1.al labor, they certify (verse 9) 
that they have a right to their temporal support while 
preaching the gospel. This is certainly the feasible 
basis for the evangelization of the world. Delinquency 
in reference to our temporal support does not excuse 
us from the commission, "Go ye into all the world, 
and preach the gospel to every creature." We are to 
go and preach just as if we had a bushel of gold lying 
in the Bank of England to draw on ad libitum, trust
ing God, with or without human agency, to feed us 
like he feeds the birds. Thus we are to push the con
quest to the ends of the earth, evangelizing all nations 
under the commission, ''Lo, I am with you always, 
even unto the end of the age." (Matthew xxviii, 20.) 
With his presence we can certainly trust him for our 
bread. All this so strikingly contrasts with the finan
cial policy of modern ecclesiasticism, hiring the 
preacher like a rail-splitter. 

10. "For when we were with you, we commanded 
this to you, that if any one does not wish to ·.vork, let 
him not eat,'' The Bible is the plainest of all books, 

15 
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solving every problem of duty so clearly as to leave al~ 
without excuse. Well are we assured that "he who 
runs may read," and the "wayfaring men, though 
fools, may not err therein." (Isaiah.) On this great 
problem of material sustenance, 0 how plain and 
simple, "If any one is not willing to work, let him not 
eat!" When the first American settlement, founded 
at Jamestown, Virginia, in 16o7, having consumed 
the supply brought over from England, and finding 
the Indian resources exceedingly meager, starvation 
began to look them in the face, their only hope is to 
fell the forest, and cultivate the rich virgin soils. But 
how can they do this, when nearly all of their colony 
are goldsmiths, having come over in search of the 
precious metals, and their tender hands never hard
ened by the ax, maul, and hoe. In their emergency, 
fortunately they elect Captain John Smith president, 
whose first law proclaimed in the Colony is a transcript 
of this laconic mandate of the apostle Paul, "Those 
who do not work shall not eat." Soon cloth coats are 
stacked, sleeves rolled up, and all hands blistered 
while the Colony is vocal with the roar of the ax, the 
thunder of the maul, and the crash and smash of fall
ing trees, whose burning brush lights the firmament 
by night; and they are all feasting on peas, potatoes, 
and roasting-ears. With the enforcement of this sim
ple law of heaven, earth teems with plenty, and beg
gary takes her everlasting flight; hireling preachers all 
transformed into shouting evangelists. 

13. "Brethren, be ye not weary doing well." What 
a salutary guarantee against dissatisfaction, and what 
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a stimulant to indefatigab1e perseverance in every laud
able enterprise! 

ARGUMENT X.-CURE FOR HERESY. 

14. "If any one does not hearken to our Word 
through the epistle, spot him; have no fellowship with 
him, in order that he may be ashamed." All the doc
trines of grace in the Bible are beautifully focalized 
in the apostolical epistles. Consequently these plain, 
concise, inspired letters give you a miniature Bible, 
infinitely to your convenience and profit. Suppose 
this law were enforced in the Churches of the present 
day, what would become of bejeweled, gaudily-appar
eled, frolicking anti-holiness members? They would 
move out like a landslide, . leaving the faithful few, 
who, like Zacharias and Elisabeth, "are walking in all 
the commandments and ordinances blameless." We 
never can redeem the Church from sin, Satan, and 
hell, unless we enforce New Testament discipline. It 
is the imperative duty of every pastor this day to read 
these letters to every member, and see that they accept 
them,. and govern their lives accordingly, with a dis
tinct understanding that all recusants and delinquents 
forfeit their membership. Paul even obligated the 
Thessalonians, in a sacred oath, to read these letters 
to every member. What will the pastors do in judg
ment-day, when God shall hold them to a strict ac
count for the souls committed to their care, whom 
they, by willful neglect of known duty, have permitted 
to slip through their fingers into hell? Here we see 
a plain commandment in the New Testament, to with-
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PREFACE 

I wanted a tract to distribute for the glory of God, 

giving a clear, brief statement of the Gracious Econ

omy. Failing to find such an one, I have compiled and 

produced the following. It is not for theologians, 

but for the people. For the sake of brevity, I have 

given citations instead of quotations. Hope the reader 

will find all the allusions and read them as he reads 
the tract. 

W. B. GODBEY. 



Plan of Salvation 
CONVICTION 

Conviction is that deep, spiritual awakenin~, aris~ 
ing from the interpenetration of the human splrit by 
the Holy Spirit, by which the soul is enabled to see 
its lost estate and constrained to fly for refuge. 

It is primary in salvation, the necessary antecedent 

of conversion; when not resisted, it always leads to 
conversion. (John 16: 8.) He (Holy Spirit) will 
reprove (convict) the world. 

Conviction superinduces repentance, which is the 

Godward motion of the soul, ultimating in the very 
splendor of the divine presence, where faith tremu
lously reaches out, takes the hand of Jesus and re
joices in sweet salvation. 

JUSTIFICATION 

I. The Nature of Justification. 
Justification is the forgiveness of sin. 
Justification is acquittal. It dissolves the obliga

tion to suffer the penalty of the law. It removes the 
guilt ·of the transgressor. It restores the alienated sin
ner to favor with God. 

''As far as the east is from the west, so far hath 
he removed our transgression from us. '' 1(Psa. 103: 
] 2; Isa. 43 : 25 ; Isa. 44: 22; Ex. 34 : 6, 7; Psa. 32 : 1, 2.) 

''Being justified freely by his grace through the 
redemption that is in Christ Jesus." (Rom. 3: 24; Col. 
1: 14; 2 Cor. 5: 19; Tit. 3: 7; Rom. 5: 18.) 

.Justifiration is not a legislative act. It lies beyond 
5 
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the domain of law. "The law of the"Lord is perfect;" 
it can not be amended.. "It is easier for heaven and 
earth to pass, than one tittle of the law to fail;" there
fore it can not be repealed. The divine law is the 
expression of God's holiness, justice, and goodness: 
''Wherefore the law is holy, and the commandment 
holy, and just, and good." (Rom. 7: 12.) Its re
quirements are holy; its penalties are just; and its 
working is good. 

To pardon is the right of the ' ' executive power,'' 
the throne. But how can the penalty of the law be 
remitted when the law is itself the expression of the 
divine holiness, justice and goodness 7 Infinite holi
ness and justice weighed the penalty against the trans
gression, matching its heinousness; infinite love and 
goodness emphasized the penalty (Heb. 10: 29), pro
tecting the obedient. Can the divin~ attributes fall 
into anarchy! Can God oppose Himself! 

Since infinite holiness, justice, love and goodness re
quire the punishment of the transgressor, how is par
don possible? In the first place, the object of punish
ment is to vindicate public justice and prevent the 
repetition of transgression. On this point, eminent 
jurists agree. Secondly, the principles of just govern
ment on the earth, and .of government in Heaven, being 
the same (Rom. 13: 1-7), it follows that any means 
suitable to vindicate the divine governmental justice 
and prevent the repetition of transgression meets the 
design of punishment, and may be substituted for it. 
Thirdly, this design is met in Christ, who died for the 
ungodly. (Rom. 5: 6.) That Christ actually meets this 
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design, may be demonstrated in every man's experi
ence. 

II. The Ground of Justification. 

While the love of God is the source of salvation, the 
person and death of Christ are declared to be the 
grounds, or procuring cause, of justification. 

''God so loved the world that he gave his only be
gotten Son, that whosoever believeth on him should 
not perish, but have eternal life." (John 3: 16; Rom. 
3: 24-26; Isa. 53: 4, 5.) 

''John seeth Jesus coming unto him, and saith, Be
hold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of 
the world." :(John 1:29; Lev.17:11; Heb. 9:14, 15, 
22; John 3: 35, 36; Heb. 2: 9; Acts 5: 31; Acts 13: 38, 
39.) 

''And he is the propitiation for our sins; and not 
for ours only, but also for the sins of the whole world.'' 
(1 John 2: 2; 1 John 4: 10; Acts 4: 12.) 

These Scriptures do not teach that Jesus Christ 
became guilty of the sins of the world, and suffered 
the endless punishment pronounced upon them. In 
this case the sufferings of Christ would not be a 
substitute for the threatened punishment, but would be 
that punishment itself. Guilt, or blameworthiness, can 
not be transferred from one person to another. 

On the supposition that Jesus Christ suffered the 
actual punishment due the sins of the world in order 
to make forgiveness possible, no sinner could be pun
ished for rejecting Christ; for this sin, according to 
the supposition, is punished already in the endless 
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punishment of all sin in Christ, and can not, therefore, 
be punished a second time in the transgressor. Uni
versal reason revolts at the thought of punishment 
twice for the same offense, and this revolt of reason 
is sustained by the scriptural declaration that God will 
punish forever all who reject Jesus Christ. 

Again, the Scriptures nowhere state that we suf
fered in Christ the penalty of our sins, or that we 
obeyed in Christ the requirements of the moral law 
upon us, or that Christ's obedience is by the Father 
accepted in the place of our actual obedience. But 
the Scriptures do state that Christ is the ''Author of 
eternal salvation to them that obey him." (Heb. 5: 9) ; 
that He "condemned sin in the flesh, that the right
eousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk 
not after the flesh, but after the Spirit'' (Rom. 8: 3, 
7); and that God will recompense tribulation, "in flam
ing fire taking vengeance on them that obey not the 
gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.'' (2 Thess. 1: 8.) 

Mr. Wesley justly remarks: ''The judgment of the 
all-wise God is always according to truth; neither can 
it ever consist with His unerring wisdom to think that 
I am innocent, to judge that I am righteous, or holy, 
because another is so. He can no more confound me 
with Christ than with David or Abraham." ("Ser
mons.'') 

The foregoing Scriptures do teach that in Jesus 
Christ the rectoral justice of God is satisfied, and the 
obligation of the believer in Jesus to suffer the penalty 
of the divine law is dissolved; that justice demands 
the forgiveness of the believer in Christ as well as 
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the endless punishment of the rejecter of Christ; that 
the divine righteousness is manifested in forgiving 
the believer in Christ as fully as it is manifested in 
damning the impenitent disbeliever out of Christ and 
that there is an end put to sin. In Christ the repeti
tion of transgression is impossible. (2 Cor. 5: 17; Rom. 
8: 1, 2; 1 John 3: 9.) 

The two objects of punishment, the vindication of 
public justice and the prevention of transgression, are 
fully met in the vicarious death of Jesus Christ. God 
can now "be just and the justifier of, him that be
lieveth in Jesus.'' (Rom. 3: 26.) ''God was in Christ 
reconciling the world unto himself, not imputing their 
trespasses unto them." (2 Cor. 5: 19.) Christ became 
"obedient unto death, even the death of the cross 11 

(Phil. 2: 8), "that we might be reconciled to God." 
(Rom. 5: 10.) He partook of flesh and blood, "that 
he by the grace of God should taste death for every 
man" (Heb. 2: 9), "that through death he might de
stroy him that had the power of death, that is the 
devil" (Heb. 2: 14), and "save unto the uttermost all 
that come unto God by him." (Heb. 7: 25.) 

Thus Christ saves us, not by mere power, not by 
mere doctrine, not by mere example, not by mere sub
jective moral influence, not by supplementing our im
perfect obedience with His perfect obedience, nor by 
rendering obedience in the place of our obedience and 
so canceling our obligation to obey; but by His death 
giving satisfaction to the rectoral justice of God (Rom. 
3: 25, 26), and putting an end to sin. (Heb. 9: 26: 
10: 19-23.) It is in this way that Christ saves e s. 
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having ''condemned sin in the flesh, that the right
eousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk 
not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.'' (Rom. 8: 4.) 
The Atonement does not make the law void £or believ
ers: ' 'Do we then make void the law through faith~ 
God forbid: Yea, we establish the law.' ' (Rom. 3: 31.) 

"But," says one, "I can not see how Christ saves 
sinners by the sacrifice of Himself.'' Let all such indi
viduals employ the divine method of solving this diffi
culty, ''If any man willeth to do his will, he shall 
know of the doctrine.'' (John 7 : 16.) Let them re
ceive Christ and trust Him alone £or present salvation 
from sin, and the'y will KNOW that He is the satisfac
tion of divine justice and the end of the practice, 
guilt, and love of sin in them, which is much better 
than seeing how it is done. God bears witness to be
lievers, ''giving them the Holy Ghost.'' 

III. The Condition of Justification. 
Believing, or trusting, is the condition of justifi

cation. This faith involves the complete abandonment 
of all sill. 

''Therefore being justified by faith we have peace 
with God through our Lord Jesus Christ." (Rom; 5: 
1 ; Isa. 55 : 7 ; John 1 : 12.) 

''Therefore we conclude that· a man is justified by 
faith without the deeds of the iaw." (Rom. 3: 28; 
4: 4, 5.) 

"He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting 
life; and he that believeth not the Son shall not see 
life; but the wrath of God abideth on him." (John 
:' : ~6; Gal. 2: 16; Rom. 10: 8-10; Gal. 3: 8, 11, 26.) 
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''Do we then make void the law through faith 1 
God forbid: Yea, we establish the law." (Rom. 3: 31; 
John 6: 28, 29.) 

In the light of these Scriptures, the good works 
of a mo~al life cannot be the condition of justifica
tion. Neither good works with faith added, nor obedi 
ence to the moral law, nor assent to Gospel truth, nor 
penitence (Prov. 1:24-30) , nor prayer (Ezek. 9:18), 
nor sacrifice (Isa. 1: 13) , nor rites of baptism and. com
munion (Gal. 5 : 6), nor regeneration and sanctification 
(Rom. 4: 5), can constitute the condition of forgive
ness of sin. 

Faith, and faith alone, is the condition of justifi
cation. This faith, in utter self-abandonment, receives 
Christ and reposes in Him alone for present salvation 
from sin. Whoever has this faith is justified; and 
whoever has not this faith, although possessed of every
thing else, is not justified. This faith saves us, not by 
any inherent saving virtue, but by uniting us to Christ, 
whose divine virtues save us from sin. 

Justification is by faith, because it could not be 
otherwise; for faith is the only rational and possible 
condition of holy activity. All reasonings in order to 
certain volition, end in conviction, belief or faith. Faith 
is fundamental in volition. And justifying faith, receiv
ing Christ and reposing in Him, is a volition. Again, 
justification is by faith, because faith is the least com
plex, the simplest activity of the mind, and is common 
to all conditions of rational humanity. In Gospel 
drapery, the thought is, "It is of faith that it may be 
by grace." (Rom. 4: 16.) 
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In the foregoing Scriptures on the nature of justi
fication, we have seen that justification is the divine 
declaration of pardon. It is an act of God conditioned 
on the faith of the transgressor. It, of necessity, oc
curs after the act of transgression; therefore it cannot 
be eternal. 

Justification changes our relation from condemna
tion and guilt to acquittal and innocence; and, being 
conditioned on our faith, it does not puJ< an end to our 
probation. The notion of a non-forfeitable justifica
tion has no support in the Scriptures. That one is. 
irreversibly incorporated into Christ in the initial act 
of justifying faith, is contrary to the Scriptures. 

l. If eternal salvation were secured by an act in 
the past, verbs expressing that condition of final sal
vation would not be put in the present tense, which 
"represents an action as going on now," which "de
notes merely the continuance of an action without 
reference to its completion. " (Prof. Goodwin's "Greek 
Moods and Tenses,'' pp. 4, 5.) ((Instance: John l : l 2 ; 
3: 15, 16, 36; 11: 25, 26; Rom. 1: 16; l Cor. l: 21.) It 
follows that final salvation is conditioned on believing 
unto the end of probation. 

2. If a momentary act of faith in justification se
cured final salvation, the verb expressing the condition 
of salvation would be put in the momentary tense, 
the aorist, which always denotes a momentary, or 
single, act. Professor Goodwin says: ''The aorist indi
cative expresses the simple momentary occurrence of 
an action in past time.'' ''This fundamental idea of 
simple occurrence remains the essential characteristic 
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of the aorist through all the dependent moods, . how 
ever definite they may be in regard to time.'' (Greek 
"Moods and Tenses," p. 24.) It is plain that, if 
eternal salvation were conditioned on a single act of 
faith in the past, this. tense would exactl1 ~uit the 
case; but the verbs expressing the condition of eternal 
salvation are put in the present tense, which ''denotes 
merely the continuance of action without reference 
to its completion,'' therefore the condition of eternal 
salvation is continued faith, or trusting. (See John 
3: 15, 16, ·36; 11: 25, 26; Rom. 1: 16; 1 Cor . . 1: 21.) 

3. The Scriptures warn believers against forfeiting 
present and eternal salvation. ''Follow peace with all 
men, and holiness, without which no man shall see 
the Lord! Looking diligently lest any man fall from 
the grace of God; lest any root of bitterness springing 
up trouble you and thereby many be defiled." (Heb. 
12: 14, 15.) "For if, after they have escaped the pol-

. lutions of the world through the knowledge of our 
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, they are again entangled 
therein, and overcome, the latter end is worse with 
them than the beginning. For it had been better for 
them not to have known the way of righteousness, 
than, after they have known it, to turn from the holy 
commandment delivered unto them." (2 Pet. 2: 20, 
21.) "For we are made partakers of Christ, if · we 

hold the beginning of our confidence steadfast unto 

. the end." (Heb. 3: 14. See Matt . . 24: 12; 2 Thess. 

2:3; H'eb. 6:4-6; 2 Pet. 3:17.) 

4. The Scriptures give examples of apostasy both 
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of angels and men. (See 2 Pet. 2: 4; Jude 6; 1 Sam. 
15: 11, 24; Mark 14: 66-71; 1 Tim. 1: 19, 20.) 

Dean Alford comments on John 5 : 24: ''Where the 
faith is, the possession of eternal life is; and where 
the one remits, the other is forfeited.'' Present par
don is conditioned on present believing; future par
don, on future believing ; and final pardon, on final 
believing. "~'or by grace are ye saved through faith." 
(Eph. 2: 8.) 

This justification discussed in the foregoing pages 
must not be confounded with that justification at the 
general Judgment. This is a justification from sin; 
that, a justification unto reward. This is conditioned 
on faith; that, on works. This is the justification of 
a sinner; that, of a saint. 1(Matt. 26: 31-46.) 

The. justification of the sinner by faith in time is 
causal to his justification as a saint by works in eter
nity. Remitting faith for justification in time, forfeits 
the fruit of faith; good works, for justification in 
f'ternity. 

REGENERATION 
I. The Nature of Regeneration. 

Regeneration is effected in the moment that we 
are justified. It i& a change in man's spiritual nature. 

''Regeneration is the new birth of the soul in the 
image of Christ, whereby we become the children of 
God." (M. E. Catechism, p. 37.) 

Reformation is not regeneration, but may be tho 
result of it. Regeneration is a change in man's na
ture; reformation is a change in man's conduct. Re
generation is internal; reformation is external. Re-
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generation is the act of God; reformation is the act of 
man. 

Regeneration is the reproduction of spiritual life 
in the soul, enabling us to keep the commandments of 
God, to ·conquer all temptations and all inward tend
encies to transgression. The act of r egeneration, like 
the act of justification, is a divine volition, therefore 
instantaneous. It is wrought in the heart by the di-

' rect and immediate agency of the Holy Ghost. 

'''But as many as received him, to them gave he 
power to become the sons of God, even to them that 
believe on his name.'' (John 1 : 12; Ezek. 11 : 19, 20; 
John 3:5-7; Eph. 2:1, 5, 6, 10; 1 John '3:2, 3, 8, 9; 
5: 18.) ' 

According to these Scriptures, regeneration is the 
reception of a new disposition by a spiritual birth or 
creation. It is the resurrection of the soul from the 
death of sin i.nto the life of Christ. It is the entrance 
into the kingdom of God. 

Regeneration in its nature differs from justification. 
1. Justification is God's act of free grace in par

doning our sins; regeneration is God's act of free 
grace in renewing our nature by the impartation of 
divine life to the soul. 

2. Justification removes the GUILT of sin; regen
eration destroys the DOMINION of sin. 

3. Justification is an act done FOR us; regenera
tion is an act wrought IN us. 

4. Justification changes our moral RELATION from 
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<!ondemnation to acquittal; regeneration changes our 
moral NATURE from enmity to love. 

5. Justification removes the sins of the past; re
generation prevents transgression in the future. 

The notion that a Christian is one whose daily sin
ning is constantly forgiven and so kept free from con
demnation, is not scriptural; God declares that "Who
soever is born of God doth not commit sin.'' Sins 
committed after conversion forfeit divine sonship (2 
Pet. 2: 15-21) : "He that committeth sin is of the 
devil.'' That one may be guilty of voluntary sin and 
yet be a child of God, is blasphemous. 

It does no good to refine the statement by saying 
that the flesh, or body, sins while the spirit, or soul, 
remains pure before God. Divine grace sanctifies soul 
and body as well as spirit, and preserves them blame
less unto the coming of the Lord. (Rom. 12: 1, 2; 1 
Thess. 5 : 2, 3.) 

That the flesh sins while the spirit remains pure 
before God, is the polluting doctrine of thE: Nicolaitanes, 
condemned in Revelation 12: 13-15 and in the First 
Epistle of John. If this pagan doctrine that sin in
heres in the body while the soul is pure before God, 
were true, one might commit any kind of sin, and yet 
be a child of God. But God declares the committing 
of sin to be the mark of "the children of the devil,'' 
and the not committing sin the mark ·of God's chil
dren. (1 John 3: 1-10.) The theory of the body sin
ning is as unphilosophical as it is unscriptural. Sin
ning is the act of the will, and the will is the executive 
power of the spirit; so, if the will sins, the spirit sins. 
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II. The Condition of Regeneration. 

Regeneration, like justification, rests on faith. 
''For ye are all the children of God by faith m 

Christ Jesus.'' (Gal. 3 : 26 ; 5 : 6.) 

When the condition of spiritual life is furnished, 
that life comes into existence; and, when the condition 
is withdrawn, the spiritual life ceases to exist; and the 
soul is filled with spiritual darkness and death. 1(John 
l: 12; 3: 16; Rom. 11: 20, 21; 2 Cor. 1: 24; Ezek. 33: 
11-13; Heb. 3: 12-14; 6: 6; 2 Pet. 2: 15-21.) 

Justification and regeneration are inseparable. The 
unbelief that forbids the one forfeits the other. But 
pe~sistent faith in Christ obtains and perpetuates both. 

ADOPTION 

I. The Nature of Adoption. 
This term denotes a change of relation. Adoption 

is God's act of free grace by which, upon our being 
justified and regenerated, we who were alienated by 
sin and disinherited, are received again into the fam
ily of God, and made heirs of His eternal glory. 

"Beloved, now are we the sons of God; and it doth 
not yet appear what we shall be; but when he shall 
appear we shall be like him; for we shall see him as he 
is." (1 John 3: 1, 2; Gal. 4: 7; Eph. 1: 3-5; Rom. 8: 
17.) 

Adoption introduces us into the fellowship of the 
Father and His Son (1 John l: 3), and of the Spirit 
(Phil. 2: l), where we are fellow-citizens with the saints 
(Eph. 2: 19), and with the angels (Heb. 12: 22), and 
are heirs of the universe (Rom. 8: 32; Heb. 1: 2; Rom. 
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8: 17; 1 Cor. 3: 21, 22), and of God Himself 1(Gal. 4: 7; 
Eph. 2: 22; John 17: 21-24). No marvel, th.en, that 
John cried out, "Behold what nianner of love the 
Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should be called 
the children of God!'' 

Faith is the only condition of adoption. "For ye 
are all the children of God by faith in Jesus Christ." 
(Gal. 3:26; John 1:12; 2 Cor. 6:17, 18.) 

It follows from these Scriptures that adoption is 
contemporaneous with justification and regeneration. 
Whoever is justified is also regenerated, and whoever 
is justified and regenerated is also adopted into the 
family of God. The one implies the other two, and all 
three are instantaneously wrought. They are ~imul
taneous, although different in nature. Regeneration 
is wrought in us; justification and adoption are ef
fected for us, justification changing our relation to 
God's law, and adoption changing our relation to God's 
family. In order of contemplation, they stand, justi
fication, regeneration and adoption. 

THE WITNESS OF THE SPIRIT 
This is at once the heavenly assurance and divine 

test of the genuineness of our justification, regenera
tion and adoptio~. 

I. Indirect Testimony Will Not Suffice. 
Be not deceived. Obedience to the Gospel is as

sumed to be infallible evidence of the divine favor and 
the divine indwelling. Some persons reason thus: The 
divine commandments can be kept only by divine favor 
through the indwelling Spirit of God; I keep the di-
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vine commandments, therefore the divine -Spirit must 
are characterized as great workers in benevolent en
be dwelling in me. Thus the voice of their own spirits 
is taken for the voice of God's Spirit. 

The fallacy in this reasoning is in the second propo
sition, in arrogating to one's self the judgment of his 
own obedience. And, to fortify the fallacy, they quote 
this text: ''He that keepeth his commandments dwell
eth in him, and he in him.' ' But this is only one-half 
of the verse. To guard one from still relying on his 
own opinion of his obedienr.e, God declares: ''And 
hereby we know that he abideth in us, by the Spirit 
which he hath given us." (1 John 3: 24.) 

Truly orthodox, thoroughly self-sacrificing, and 
very devotional people are sometimes decoyed into 
the snare referred to by over-estimating their complete 
external conformity to godliness. They esteem very 
highly the ordinances of baptism 'and ''the breaking 
of bread;'' they hold in high r~ard the l:!ervices of 
divine worship, being always present at the preach
ing, at the prayer-meeting, and in the Sunday-school; 
they are regular in Bible reading and private devo
tion; they are liberal supporters of the Chur~h; they 
terprises; and the poor have them in grateful remem
brance. In short, they are considered pillars in the 
Church of God; but, for some reason or other, they 
are not spiritual. They talk fluently about religion, 
but their personal testimony is very meager and very 
general. Religion to them is a sentiment and a serv
ice, rather than a life of loving obedience in the Lord. 
They live by "principle." They are great workers, 
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but not soul-savers. They move no one; they have no 
lire. The church's high official, Nicodemus, likewise, 
had not the Spirit. 

Genuine obedience to the Gospel is inseparable from 
a joyous consciousness of the indwelling Spirit of God. 
The kingdom of God is "righteousness, peace, and joy 
in the Holy Ghost." (Rom. 14: 17.) In the genuine 
keeping of the commandments, there is a joyful hal
lowing of God in the soul, with a remarkable oblivious· 
ness of one's own works. (Matt. 25: 37-39.) 

II. You Must Have the Direct Witness of 
the Holy Spirit. 

This testimony is not inferential, but immediate. 
In the lucid language of John Wesley, the evangelical 
view is, "By the testimony of the Spirit I mean an 
inward impression on my soul whereby the Spirit of 
God immediately and directly witnesses to my spirit 
that I am a child of God." ("Sermons.") 

"For ye have not received the· spirit of bondage 
again unto fear; but ye have received the Spirit of 
adoption, whereby ye cry, Abba, Father. The Spirit 
itself beareth witness with our spirit that we are the 
children of God." (Rom. 8: 15, 16.) 

''And because ye are sons, God hath sent forth the 
Spirit of his Son into your hearts, crying, Abba, Fa
ther." ·(Gal. 4: 6.) 

"llereby we know that we dwell in him, and he 
in us, because he hath given us of his Spirit." (l 
John 4~ 13.) 

"Ile that bclievcth on the Son of Q,)d bath the 
witness in himself; he that believeth not God hath 
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made him a liar; because he believeth not the record 
(witness) that God gave of his Son." (1 John 5: 10.) 

In verses 7, 8 and 9 of this chapter, the supreme 
credibility of the Holy Ghost as a witness, is compared 
with "the witness of men." The concurrent "witness 
of men'' is accepted as infallible. But ''the witness 
of God is greater.'' It surpasses the certainty of a]l 

human testimony by so far as God is above man. Mn• 
may witness falsely, but God cannot lie. And as thf 
client in court distinguishes his witness, who testifies 
in his favor, as an individual distinct from himself, 
so clearly the child of God distinguishes the testimony 
of the Holy Spirit from the operations of his own mind. 

This fact is so forcible that mistake is utterly im
possible. A French nobleman remarked that this 
direct witness of the Spirit to one's forgiveness is 
clearer and stronger than mathematical demonstration. 
The Holy Spirit's testimony is so indubitably clear and 
strong as to render the certainty absolute. The only 
altern!ltive is to charge God with falsehood: "He that 
believeth. not God hath made him a liar." (1 Cor. 2: 
12.) 

"Who hath also sealed us, and given us the earnest 
of the Spirit in our hearts.'' (2 Cor. 2: 22; Eph. 1: 
13, 14. ) 

"And grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, whereby 
ye are sealed unto the day of redemption." (Eph. 
4: 30.) 

The State puts its seal upon a title-deed, thereby 
assuring the holder of his purchase or gift, and pledg-
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ing the Government to protect him in his possession. 
Likewise, God seals the saints "with that Holy Spirit 
of promise, ' ' thereby assuring them .of the promised 
glory, and pledging the divine Government to protect 
them in the possession of their gracious claim to the 
divine glory to be fully realiz ed in the day of final 
redemption. 

1. This ''Holy Spirit of promise,'' foretold (Isa. 44: 
3 ; Ezek. 36 : 26 ; Joel 2 : 28 ; Zech. 12 : 8-10) and fore
telling the fulness of glory in Heaven (Eph. 1: 13, 14; 
4: 30), is the divine seal of the new covenant, and the 
privilege of every penitent sinner. 

2. The witness of the Spirit giving complete assur- · 
ance of adoption into the family of God, characterizes 
every true believer under the new covenant. (Joel 2: 
28, 29; Acts 2:1, · 4, 14, 17, 18; 3:38, 39; 5:31, 32; 
15:8, 9.) 

"But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if 
so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you.'' 

" Now if any man have not the Spirit of Christ, 
he is none of his." (Rom. 8: 9.) · 

3. The design of God in giving believers in Christ 
the witnessing Spirit is indicated in the Scriptures 
quoted in this chapter. Nowhere in the Scriptures is 
the witness of the Spirit set forth as the ground of 
faith by which we are saved; but it is given after we 
have believed (Eph. 1: 13), and become children of 
God (Gal. 4: 6), and while we continue in trustful 
obedience ( 1 John 5 : 10 ; Acts 5 : 32) . The ground, or 
basis, of faith is the Word of God; and the witness of 
the Spirit is God's seal to the righteousness of our 
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faith. God alone thus tells us when our believing His 
Word comes up to His standard. 

This direct witness of the Holy Spirit is the only 
adequate attestation of the divinity of Jesus Christ, 
and of the validity of His atonement. 1(John 15: 26; 
Heb. 10: 14, 15.) 

''No man can say that Jesus is the Lord, but by 
the Holy Ghost." (1 Cor. 12: 3.) 

4. That the direct witness of the Holy Spirit is 
inseparably connected with saving faith under the 
new covenant, or Christian dispensation, is placed by 
the Scriptures beyond doubt. And such has always 
been the creed of evangelical Christianity. 

John Wesley testifies: ''I apprehend that the whole 
Christian Church enjoyed it. I really conceive that 
all reformed churches of Europe did once believe 
every true Christian has the divine evidence of his 
being in favor with God. I know likewise that Luther, 
Melancthon, and many (if not all) of the reformers 
frequently and strongly assert that every believer is 
cons.cious of his own acceptance with God, and that by 
a supernatural evidence." ("Biblical Theology and 
Ecclesiastical Cylopedia, '' by McClintock and Strong, 
Vol. I, p. 485.) 

The distinguished pietist, John Fletcher, declared: 
"Undoubtedly assurance is inseparably co.anected with 
the faith of the Christian dispensation. Nobody, there
fore, can truly believe according to this dispensation, 
without being immediately conscious, both of the for
giveness of sins, and of peace and joy in the Holy 
Ghost. 
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"This is a most important truth, derided indeed by 
fallen churchmen, and denied by Laodicean dissenters, 
but of late years gloriously revived by 'i\fr. Wesley and 
the ministers connected with him." ("Fletcher's 
Works," Vol. I., p. 429.) 

Thus wrote Mr. Flet~her a good deal over a hundred 
years ago. Since then the doctrine and experience 
have been spreading throughout the world. 

The General Evangelical Alliance of Christendom, 
in 187 4, agreed that ''The Christian is a man united 
with Christ by the indwelling if His Holy Spirit.'' 
(Address of Dr. Hodge.) And in his popular work, 
recently published, the eminent Presbyterian divine, 
Dr. C. Hodge, justly declares: "By this indwelling of 
the Spirit, believers are united to Christ, and to one 
another, so that they form one body." ("Systematic 
Theology," Vol. I., p. 532.) 

Looking at this matter from the missionary stand
point, the spiritual reformer, Melancthon, declared 
that this assurance by the witnessing Spirit is the 
''discriminating line of Christianity from heathenism.'' 
Ecclesiastical history abounds in testimony proving 
that wherever this experience of the assurance of for
giveness of sins declines, there everything tends to
ward barbarism. 

History verifies the truth so fully presented in the 
Holy Scriptures, that Christian conversion is divine 
justification, regeneration and adoption, attested be
:vonc1 doubt by the Holy Spirit, and that this conver
sion invariably manifests itself in love and constant 
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obedience to the divine precepts m the Gospel of 
Christ~ 

Let no one presume to rest in any supposed wit
ness of the Holy Spirit, which is without loving pbedi
ence to the Gospel precepts; and let no one presume 
to rest in the keeping of the commandments without 
the direct and immediate witness of the Holy Spirit, 
In the Christian life, these two are forever inseparable. 

''So then, they that are in the flesh cannot please 
God. But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, 
if so it be that the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now 
if any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none 
of his." (Rom. 8: 9.) 

SANCTIFICATION 

Holiness is the climax of all God's commandments. 
(Lev. 11: 44, 45, and 19; and 20: 7; 1 Pet. 1: 15, 16; 
Heb. 12: 14; and 1 Thess. 4: 3.) It is identical with 
Christian perfection, so persistently and urgently com
manded by our Savior and His apostles in the New 
Testament, (Matt. 5: 48; Heb. 6: 1.) 

"~agiadzo" means the elimination of all depravity 
from the spiritual organism. This is not done in the 
new birth. (1 Cor. 3: 1-3.) In this Scripture we find 
that babes in Christ have carnality (depravity), which 
disqualifies them for Heaven. (Rom. 8: 6.) To be 
carnally minded is death, but to be spiritually minded 
is life and peace. 

Sanctification removes carnality (the old man) cru
cified in regeneration. (Rom. 6: 6.) It eradicates the 
bitter roots of inbred sin (Deut. 29: 18; He.b. 12: 15; 
Psa. 51: 5; and Rom. 7: 17), and casts out the body 
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of sin. (Rom. 7: 24, 25.) Thus the enemy is cast out, 
the civil war is ended, and the heart is pure and clean ; 
the Holy Spirit gladly occupies the vacated territory, 
spreads His banner of love over the fair empire of thi:i 
soul, and fills the heart with that perfect love that 
casteth out all :fear. ( 1 John 4: 18.) Faith mounts 
up to the full altitude of God's promises; the soul truly 
enters the land of rest and victory, and jubilantly 
sings: 

''My Savior comes and walks with me, 
And sweet communion here have we; 
He gently leads me by His hand, 
For this is Heaven's border-land.'' 

We say this is the land of rest. We rest from all 
our sins, actual and inbred; for Jesus hath washed 
them away. (1 John 1: 7.) "The blood of Jesus 
Christ, his Son, cleanseth us from all sin.'' This is our 
constant and joyous experience. We must abide in 
the healing stream. Having been cleansed from all sin 
by the efficacy of the Blood, applied by the Holy 
Ghost, we are kept from sin by an abiding salvation, 
wrought and perpetuated by an abiding Savior. (Isa. 
26: 3.) We not only rest from sin, but rest from all 
burdens of every kind, for our Savior carries them for 
us. (Isa. 53: 4.) It is His sweet will that we be light, 
elastic and utterly disencumbered to labor in His vine
yard. 

Again, we say it is the land of victory. The con· 
stant presence of our Savior gives us constant victory 
over the world, the flesh and Satan. 

We fight the good fight of faith; that is, by faith 
we hold to Jesus, and He fights our battles for us and 
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always conquers. So we are carried in His arms over 
victorious battle-fields, enjoying a sweet heaven in 
which to go to Heaven. 
. In justification, Christ, by simple, receptive faith 

on our part, becomes our imputed righteousness, while 
in sanctification, by the same simple, receptive faith, 
He becomes our practical ~ighteousness and lives our 
life £or us. Reader, does Jesus live your life £or you~ 
This He wants to do, and oh, what a happy life it 
will be! 

What is inbred sin? Hereditary spiritual evil, 
transmitted from Adam. "Old man." (Rom. 6: 6.) 
"Body 0£ sin." (Rom. 7: 17.) "Roots of bitterness;" 
"gall and worm-wood." (1 Cor. 3: 1-3.) Carnality
depravity. 

Is it removed in conversion? No. (1 Cor. 3: 1-3.) 
Must it be removed before we enter Heaven? Yes. 
What becomes 0£ people who die unsan.cti:fied; i. e., 
with inbred sin in them? They are lost. (Heb. 12: 
14.) Does a converted person ever die unsancti:fied? 
No. God always :finishes His work. No unper£ecte<l 
soul enters Heaven. None enter Heaven in spiritual 
babyhood, but all are made perfect by sanctification; 
i. e., the removal 0£ depravity by sanctification. 

Converted people stand on a par with infants. 
(Matt. 18: 3.) Both must be sanctified before they 
enter Heaven. 

I. Reasons for Immediate Sanctificat ion. 

1. The fea-cluL.liahility of...a.p.os~ .in the 1msanc
tified state. Wesley says the bent 0£ the heart in the 
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unsanctified state is backward, but in the sanctified 
state it is forward. 

2. Happiness in the unsanctified state is epochal 
and inconstant. In sanctification, it abides perpetual, 
and fills the life with an unbroken sunshine. 

3. Our efficiency for ,God is marvelously aug
mented by sanctification. I know a preacher of the 
Gospel who preached fifteen years unsanctified, then 
r eceived the plessing, and has since preached fourteen 
years. He certifies me that the most barren year of 
his sanctified labor has been more productive than the 
entire fifteen years of his unsanctified life. 

A sanctified church would conquer the world for 
Christ, and bring the Millennium in a century. 

If a man would lay up treasures in Heaven (Matt. 
7: 19), and wear a bright crown in glory, let him get 
sanctified. 

People who wait till the end of life to be made per
fect will have but little or no treasure in Heaven. 

4. We are admonished in Scripture to be always 
ready to die. (Matt. 24 : 42, 44.) This is true only 
of the sanctified. They are always ready to work for 
the Master and to die. They are without fear ' of pov
erty, disappointment, adversity or death. 

II. , How to Get the Blessing. 
Faith is the condition of every step in the divine 

life. You were justified by faith alone, and so you 
are sanctified by faith alone. (Mark 9 : 23.) Jes us 
said: "All things are possible to him that believeth." 
Hence it is possible for you to be sanctified this mo-
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ment, if you only believe. (Isa. 7: 9; Matt. 8: 2, 3; 9: 
22-29; Mark 11 : 24; Rom. 1 : 17 ; Acts 15: 9 ; 26 : 18: 
Rom. 9: 32; 2 Cor. 3 : 5 ; Eph. 2: 8 ; 1 Thess. 3 : 10-13. ) 
What is believing 1 It is trusting Jesus to do what 
you can not do yourself. You have long tried to get 
rid of . inbred sin and signall:y failed. Now stop ; let 
Jesus wash it away with His precious blood. (1 John 
l: 7-9.) "The blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth 
us 'from all sin.'' Believe it. And while you trust, 
the Holy Spirit will apply the cleansing blood and cer
tify to you the holy experience, and enable you intelli
gently to testify, "sanctified wholly." (1 Thess. 5: 
2, 3.) 

III. How Can I Know I Am Sanctified? 

By the testimony of God. (Acts 15: 8, 9; l Cor. 2: 
10-12; Heb. 10: 14, 15.) "For by one offering he hath 
forever p~rfected them tliat are sanctified. Whereof 
the Holy Ghost also is a witness to us.'' (Heb. 11: 
5; 1 John '3: 24; 4: 13.) 

"When, after having been fully convinced of in

bred sin, by a far deeper and clearer conviction than 

that which he experienced before justification, and 

after having experienced a gradual mortificati?n of 

it, he experiences a total death to sin, and an entire 
renewal in the love and image of God, so as to rejoice 
evermore, pray without ceasing, and in everything 
give thanks. Not that to feel all love and no sin is 
sufficient proof. Several have experienced this for a 
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time, before their souls were fully renewed. None, 
therefore, ought to believe that the work is done till 
there is added the testimony of the Spirit, witnessing 
his entire sanctification as clearly as his justification." 
(John Wesley, "Discipline," 1808, p. 112.) 

No converted person will go long without convic
tion for inbred sin, which is the call of the Holy Spirit 
to the higher life. Then let him seek the Spirit's 
thorough illumination, and consecrate all on GQll 's 
altar. Then let faith come fully up to the altitude of 
the divine promises. (Matt. 23: 19.) ''The altar sanc
tifies the gift.'' Believe it. You have consecrated 
all. Your side is consecration; God's side is sanctifi
cation. 

God accepts everything you give Him. Believe it 
with all your heart. Faith precedes experience. Let 
all holds go and fall into the crimson flood; then abide 
in the healing stream and all will be well. In due 
time God will speak to your heart and tell you you are 
sanctified wholly. Never rest without the testimony 
of the speaking witness. The Christian religion is 
sweetly and transcendently intelligent. The Holy 
Spirit speaks to the justified and tells him his sins are 
forgiven; He speaks to the sanctified man and tells 
him he is sanctified wholly. 

Reader, have you this testimony 1 It is for you. 
God wants to reveal to you His glorified Son, whose 
brightness will make your life an unbroken sunshine. 
He wants to give you a delicious plunge into the ocean 
of redeeming love, and fill you with the rhapsodies or 
full salvation. Come over the Jordan and dwell ir. 
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Canaan, where lilies bloom and milk and honey flow. 
Your Sa'\l'ior wants to carry every burden, temporal 
and spiritual, fill you with His love, baptize you with 
His Spirit, and give you a sweet heaven in which to 
go to Heaven. 

Are you saved to the uttermost ? (Heb. 7: 25.) 
God wants to lead you into full salvation. Do you 
enjoy it? Don 't reject it. 

Go, little tract, and God go with you! May He 
condescend to use you in the conviction, conversion 
and sanctificati9n of precious, immortal souls. 



POPULAR EVANGELISM 
by 

W. B. GODBEY 
'· ' Satan in all his history has been exceedi::lgly re

ligious. In the days of Job, he was a punctual church
goer, so he has be'en in all ages . and is to this . day. 
If he could have his way, there wo11ld not be an out
sider in all the world; but every man, ,,voman ap.d 
child would be a regular high-toned, respecta.bl~ .churcb.
member, in good standing. It is a great mistake to 
think the devil is opposed to the churches. - On the 
contrary, he is raJical on the other side. He is so 
liberal in his religious views that he' is in p.rofound 
sympathy with all the churches. 

(a) Whe'n the gr~at archangel Lucifer backslid 
and became the devil, it was because he set up in com'. 
petition with God. He is there to this day, God'~ 
rival , consequently he imitates evei·ything · God does 
and counterfeits it. 

When Moses came from the burning bush in Ara
bia, where he received the fiery baptism . which sancti
fi<o;d him wholly and, responsively to God's · comn1is
sion, stood •before Pharaoh and preacheJ the ·Gospel 
wHh the Holy Ghost sent down from Heaven. He thus 
gave him the grandest opportunity of his whole life to 
have received a crown in Heaven, coveteJ by all the 
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archangels. Pharaoh ruled the •whole world and had 
command of all the people and all the money, and we 
read in Romans, first ch:wter, where God says: "For 
this cause have I raised. thee up, that I might show 
forth my power, and that my name might be pro
claimed in all the earth." 

God did not mock Pharaoh nor anybody else, but 
honored him ·with His best preachers in all the world, 
Moses and Aaron, to give him truth anJ all the light, 
that he might walk in it and be converted, and send 
the Gospel to all the people on the earth, which he 
could have done, proclaiming God's name in all the 
earth. But unfortunately, Pharaoh, like other sinners, 
rejected the truth · and rushed headlong to his own 
destruction. 

In his bold prf)acfiing, Moses demanded th.'.lt Pha
raoh should let Israel go out of bondage, giving as his 
reason that they might worship their GoJ. Pharaoh 
responded, "Let them go ahead and worship their God 
as much as they please here in Egypt"; congratulating 
him, "If you Jid but know it, your God and myself 
are on good terms,'' Satan thus speaking through 
Pharaoh. and throwing the dooir wide open for Israel 
to worship the Lord in the land of Egypt. 

~foseR then notifies him that they cannot do it, be
cause in that case they would sacrifice to God the 
abomination of Egypt, anJ the people will stone them. 
Abomination in the nib le constantly mean idolatry; 
as Egypt had been filled with Satan's relig ions, and 
they were worshiping the ox, the sheep, the goat, and 
other animalfi, therefore if they saw the faraelites slay 
those animals, they would stone tl!em, <'Onseq11ently 
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they had_ to go out of the country before they could 
offer sacrifices to Jehovah. 

(b) Here you see the devil had filled up Egypt 
with his religion. All the ten plagues that God sent 
upon the eountry were awful castigatory judgments 
hurled against the idolatries of Egypt. Now Moses 
and Aaron have come to start another religion, and 
Satan, through his faithful servant Pharaoh, makes 
a tremendous effort to capture it, anJ take it in with 
the many religions he already had there. Whenever 
the Church is faunched, Satan maneuvers at once to 
Jasso it and hold it tight. 

God raised up Wesley and his compeers to launch 
a pure Gospel church on the earth. A church' has just 
two great works to do in this world-the one, to save 
sinners and bring them into God's family in this 
world; and the other, to sanctify believers and make 
them eligible to membership in God's family in Heaven. 
A church that is not straight and unequivocal on these 
two great li~es of warfare against the devil, has no 
right to an existence. 

Jesus positively forbids any one to preach in the 
Gospel dispensation without the baptism of the Ifoly 
Ghost, i. e., sanctification. Therefore Wesley arranged 
for all of his preachers to take a solemn vow certifying 
that they . expected to be made perfect in love in this 
life, and were going on to it, even groaning after it. 

He felt sure that would fortify his work again:;it 
the invasion of Satan's wo1ves, who would fight "holi
ness, without which no one shall see the Lord." (Heb. 
12: 14.) Here we see that the dear good man inad
vertently left a loophole through which the devil has 
come in and done awful havoc. 
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( G) While the building of a valuable tank requires 
the knowledge of a great engineer, yet .an illiterate 
b<)y · can ·find the .leak by .Jiligent attent~on, .after the 
tank is made and come into use. We are happy to 
see all the Holiness churches wisely receiving profit 
from the mistake Father Wesley made in the construc
tion of the tank, whose leakage has become so preval
ent as to supednduce the necessity of an.other effort 
o'n t he same line. · 

' ·It is no tfouble' for men to get into the pulpits· '6f 
all the great 'Protestant , churches and, in3tead of 
preacl~ing the "holiness unto the Lord'' without which 
rio ' oine ' can get to Heaven, they actually have the 
audacity to throw stones at the beautiful and lovely 
angel, Perfect Love, the guardian of GoJ's Church, so 'iri 
n~'cent, amiable, be~efi'cent, winning.and charming that 
.1~hn Fletcher said the devil had to throw a bear skin 
ove~ he~ before he could even get his Hell hounds to 
chase her. ' ' 

' The preachers all say they believe in holiness, even 
Catholic, priests assuring you outright that without 
it you will never pass the pearly portals; but they turn 
you over to Purgato1•y fires ,to get it, which to :voru will 
prove Hell fire, out of which you will never escape. 

Others tell you that you get it in Jeath_, so the 
devil will have all this life to pull on you and be cer
tai.n to get you backslid.den in your justification before 
you die, sq, instead of holiness, you find .Hell. 

Others again very adroitly. teU you you already 
have it, having received it in conversion, and claim it 
themselves. Thus they flatly contradict the Savior, 
who, in His valedictory pra;ver (John 17th· chapter) 
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for the sanctification of all His disciples, not only at 
that time but till the last trumpet blows, at the same 
time says, "I pray not for the world, but for those 
whom Thou hast given me out of the iworld." Thi1 
shows plainly that no one ever did, or ever will, or 
even .can, get full sanctification along with conversion, 
but must in every case receive it by a seconJ work, 
subsequently to conversion, which is also abundantly 
corroborated by all the apostolical Epistles, not one 
of which is written to sinners, but all to Christians, in 
order to get them sanctified. 

(d}' We are happy to know that the Holineslll 
churches are wide awake at that great salient point. 
They ordain and send out ll.one but the people who 
have received the two great works of the Holy Ghost, 
regeneration to make you a disciple of the Lord, with
out which you cannot be, and sanctification received 
as a disciple and not as a sinner. Though they may 
backslide after they get into the ministry, they simply 
take .away their credentials anJ use them no more. 

Witliout constant vigilance at this point, the devil 
will get any church. 

The nine hundred million!!! of heathen to-day -,vor
shiping idols, are the apostasy of the Patriarchal 
Church, in iwhich Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Mel
chizedec. Jethro and Job lived, preached, died trium
phantly and went to Heaven. 'fhe bloody Mohammedan 
Church and fallen .Judaism are but the apostasy of the 
Mosaic; in which Moses, Joshua, Samuel, Elijah, 
Elisha, Daniel, Isaiah, .Jeremiah, Ezekiel and John the 
Baptist lived, preached and shouted their way up to 
Heaven. 

·- - ·-- - --
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The five hundred millions of Catholics-Greek. 
Roman, Armenian, Syrian, Coptic, etc.-whose rank 
and file, clerical and laical, are this day so wrapped 
in the black clouds of idolatry, debauchery and sun
dry wickednesses, are the apostasy of the Apostolic 
Church,· in which the apostles and martyrs lived, 
preacbed · and shouted, sealed their faith with their 
blooJ, and went to Glory. 

All of these sixteen hundred millions of people are 
church-members and exceedingly religious, many of 
them actually wearing themselves out ·with religion; 
but it's Satan's delui;;ion, constituting his greased 
plank, over which he is sliJing them into Hell. Are 
they all lost? No, praise the Lord! He is so won
derfully good that he saves people in heathenism, Mo
hammedanism, Catholicism, and everywhere else, if 
they will only walk in all the light they have, and do 
the best they can. But there is the great trouble. 
They are so manipulated and dominated by corrupt, 
even lecherous and debauched, priests, that they look 
to them instead of God, who alone can save. 

It is very sad to contemplate the great Protestant 
churches of the present day, going at race-horse speed 
:down the incline plane on which the fall dropped every 
human being in the track of their predecessors into 
darkness, apostasy, and damnation. 

( e) The Lord used my humble instrumentality to 
pioneer the Holiness Movement from the Atlantic to 
Mexico, as He gave me the experience forty-four years 
ago, fifteen years before it reached great Dixie Land. 
In the wild West, I have been much in contact with 
immigrants from the Old ·world. In the midst of a 
great revival in Texas, a noble German preacher was 

' 
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in the meeting, and spotke publicly, in his testimony 
to the signal blessing he found the preachers enjoy
ing in America_ That blessing was the privilege of 
beginning a revival campaign, preaching to people 
who were already convicted, so they knew they were 
sinners_ He observeJ that in Germany, all the 
people were in the churches and believed they were 
Christians, thus preachers who would get souls saved 
had a double job on their hands, first to convince the 
people that they were sinners, and second, to get 
them to seek and find the Lord; the first being the 
bil!'[.\er Job of t he t "l'.'O. 

"'iYe' are livin g in Sata n's age. Second Corinthians 
4 : 4 says, "The god of this age," not as the English ver
sion, "this world." Satan's age began with the fall, 
and will continue until his arrest by the apocalyptic 
angel. (Rev. 20 : 1-4.) 

The normal effect of popular evangelism this day is 
to bring the unconverted into the Church; which is 
the chicanery of the devil to insure their damnation, 
as he is doubly certain in that case to get them into 
Hell thr-0ugh his adroit strategy, of false peace, false 
comfort and false hope. 

The Lord lets me travel · more than any other 
preacher in the world, not only four tours around the 
historic world, but across this continent immemorially, 
preaching as I go; thereby enjoying the .rare privilege 
of •World-wide observation. 

(f) Ip. my late Western tour of ten thousand 
miles, preaching in sixteen states and British Columbia, 
I was in Wichita, Kan., while Billy SunJay, the great 

11 popular evangelist, held his meeting. I wanted to 

I 

I 

-- ----~-
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hear him, but the Holiness people kept me preaching 
to them night and day, and I did not enjoy the privil
ege. 

Brother Ramsey, a paragon saint of eighty years, 
whose kind hospitality I was enjoying, told me that 
he heard a pastor (who was not a Holiness man) say 
that Billy's revival gave him 150 members, and only 
four of them were converted. I would gladly this day 
suffer martyrdom before I would do such work. Do 
you not know that the work 1which fills up the churches 
with the unconverted is that of Satan and awfully 
militates against the salvation of those people? -It is 
very cons·olatory that four out of the 150 got converted. 
who of course had a right to a place in the Church; 
but my heart breaks for the 146, so manipulated by 
the devil that he has two ropes around their necks 
instead of one to pull them into Hell. One rope, their 
sins, and the other, Satan's falsificatiotIJ., making them 
believe they are Christians. Without conviction, co:t 
verSion is impossible; without conversion, sanctifica
tion is impossible; without sanctification, the Lord 
says no one shall see Him. (Heb. 12: 14.) , . 

The only hope for those 146 poor sinners 1was what 
lit~le conviction they had. Billy's meeting, instead of 
augmenti~g their conviction until it would have pre
cipitated th~m into the Kingdom "(which is the normal 
eff.ect, actually to get such a grip on them, that they 
cannot eat nor sleep, and never will until they ,get 
'saved), took away the little conviction they hail, and 
set them down in the easy chair of carnal security, 
which Satan wiH rock for them through the instru
mentality of an anti-Holiness pastor, until he can 
Jump them into Hell. 

--- ·-
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Oh, what awful dealing with souls; precipitating 
I he fulfillment of the Pauline prophecy of the fast days, 
when people will not endure sound doctrine (Greek, 
hygienic teaching). Regeneration raises the soul trom 
the dead, and sanctification heals all hereditary ail
ments; the former giving you the ticket over the New 
Jerusalem railroad up to Heaven, and the latter sup
plying you with the health certificate which you are 
bound to have if you ever pass through the pearly por
tals. These you will find guarded by the angels, with 
swords crossed, demanJing your health certificate, as 
all Heaven's quarantined against this world, so that 
no soul •Will ever be admitted without the health cer
tificate, which is sanctification. 

(g) Any preacher who will supply the rich, world
ly churches with members can get all the money he 
wants; Satan so adroitly manipulating them to pour 
out their money for immortal i;ouls for him to torment 
through all eternity. 

Oh, the awful latitude of the popular evangeli!'lt ! 
He not only robs the ' people of their money (How i!'l 
that? Why, even the criminal court would find a true 
bill against any preacher who receives money for hi!'! 
service and does not tell the people the sure way to 
Heaven, which is entire sanctification preached by no 
popular evangelist, as he would forfeit his place the 
very first sermon), but, worst 0if all, he robs the poor 
sinners of their conviction, which is their only hope 
of glorious immortality, and worth more to them than 
all the gold that ever glittereJ, and all the diamond!'! 
that ever sparkled, and all the rubies that ever charmed 
the passer-by . 

·--
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When I was preaching in San Francisco, Gypsy 
Smith was there. Though I was so crowded with 
work I never got to hear him, yet I heard from him 
all the time through the Holiness preachers, all of 
whom ·attended his meetings more or less. They said 
his preaching was good and true and magnetic, but he 
had no altars, but the inquiry room, into which he ex
hoded every one to go that wanted salvation. M~ny 

were all the time going into the inquiry room as seek
ers, meanwhile, either by person or proxy, he diligently 
preserved what he calleJ "good order," permitting no 
loud noises of any kind, but having everything quiet, 
decent and orderly. The result was that no fire fell 
and t he atmosphere was down to the North Pole tem
perature; so the Lord's fire-baptized people felt a chill 
the moment tlley entered the room, and the yoke of 
human order on their necks so that they could not do 
anything. 

(h) The order of a thing depends on what sort of 
a thing it is. The orJer o·f a graveyard is silence pro
found as the midnight of eternity. The.. order of a 
railroad train is to run a mile a minute with tremen
dous roiar, making all the noise it pleases, running over 
•every old cow and horse that doesn't take the warning 
of the steam whistle and clear the track. The order 
of an inquiry room, unless it is perverted by Satan, 
and a ridiculous farce, is to pray through to God, to 
hang your •Weakness on the Omnipotent Arm; and thus 
Jisencumbered of yo~r burden, to get Jesus to baptize 
you with the Holy Ghost and fire, crucifying the old 
man of sin. Meanwhile he will scream like a panther 
and roar like a lion, never relaxing a moment until he 
is dead (Rom. 6: 6), then having a regular funeral, in 
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which, in the Bible times, there were always much 
weeping and wailing. 

( i) The inquiry room is the pl.>ace where the chil
dren of God are born. He has no still-born children; 
they are all Satan's counterfeits and shams, to hoax 
ignorant people, and so bewitch them that they will 
swallow down his stupifying opiates t ill he will have 
no trouble to bore the nose, put a ring in it, a chain in 
the ring, and girn the ort:her end to a sable demon to 
lead him like a dumb dog Jown to Hell. God's babies 
'llways cry for milk. 

The inquiry room is the place where are waged all 
kinds ·of battles with the powers of darkness; whence 
we hear the roar of demons ejected by the Lion of 
,Judah's tribe, the howls of devils cast out by the Con
queror of Mt. Calvary, the hissing of the reptiles which 
have invaded the camp of Israel, and the groans of 
converts while the Omnipotent Sheriff is nailing them 
to the cross. 

The Holy Ghost is the only arbiter of the order 
pertinent to an inquiry room. I have spent my life 
in it and have seen men and women lying alJ around 
like they were dead. I have haJ many a meeting 
like Heaven, where it is said congregations ne'er break 
up and Sabbaths have no enJ. I have seen stalwart 
men fall in the morning s·ervice, utterly unable to 
stand on their feet , much less to walk; they would lie 
stretched o~t on the flo or or tbe ground during the 
noon intermission, till the afternoon service, 1when a 
lot more would receive the heavenly dynamite in a 
knockdo.wn conviction fall and lie there till the night 
service; then God would send a regular cyclone and 
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tumble them all around, like the falling walls of 
Jericho, and thiey would have to stay all night. 

(j) "What did you do with them?" you ask. I di
vided out my workers, like the old Roman~ their sol
diers. As there was a penalty of death folr a Roman 
soldier to go to sleep on guard, in order to s:ive the 
li,-es of their men, they divided the night into four 
watches, each sentinel only standing three hours. The 
first watch was six to nine; second, nine to twelve; 
third, twelve to three; and the fourth, three to six. 
In a similar manner, I have divided out my workers 
to run through the whole night. Now in that case 
my inquiry meetings ran on days and weeks, contem
porary with the protracted campaign. During thoS'e 
meetings, at all hours of the day and the night, .Tesus 
would continue ad libitum, to raise this one from the 
dead and baptize that one •with the Holy Ghost a:id 
fire, indiscriminately about the room or camp, as it 
might be. 

Then they would shout as they did on the day of 
Pentecost, when Jesus poured Jown on them the Holy 
Ghost and they roareil. so .that they aroused the •whole 
camp-meeting a mile distant on the Holy Campus be
yond the temple on Mt. Moriah, far across the Tyr
ophrean valley, obstructed by the temple edifice, the 
tre:umry building, Solomon's porch, and other super
structures. When Jesus poured on them the Holy 
Ghost and the fire in that wonderful b~ptism, they 
shouted so uproariously that the people attending the 
great annual Holiness camp-meeting at Pentecost heard 
them and ran all the way to the summit of Mt. Zion, 
the site of that upper room in which they had prayed 
the ten Jays. 
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( k) Therefore you here see· an infallible, ·illustra
tion of an inquiry room. The Jews are an exceedingly 
stalwart people, having tremendous lung power. When 
,Jesus baptized them with the Holy Ghost and,,fire, 
they roared till they heard them all over the city,. tl;rqs 
suv.er~edi~g the uti'lity of a loud-sounding bell. So 
thev summoned their -0wn audience, and a hundred 
iho~1sand people responded to the notification' by an ex': 
peditious rally to the sumi;nit of Zion: · · .: . 

. Jesus ,is not changeJ. The . baptism with the Uoly 
Ghost and :fire whieh He gives has uot changed a sol
itary iota. Sin has not changed. The devil .h3is not 
changed. Conversion has not changeq.1 

• Tben will y.ou 
dare say that . the inquiry room has cbangel? 'l:bere 
is but one change it could make, and th!lt . is to go 
out of t)le hands of Jesus into the h.a.ads of the devil. 

- ' ~~s I was busy all the time, I did not get to attend 
Gypsy ·Smith's 'meetings; but I had straight · repor'ts 
borne to nie by Holiness preachers who' were 'in ' them, 
certifying to the icebergy tempei•ature of the spiritual 
atmosphere, . which settles the question of its admin
istration . . Where Jesus baptizes 1with the Holy .Ghost 
anJ fire, the icebergs all melt; the .fogs evanesce, and 
the clouds retre.at away, while heavenly sunshi.ae with 
perennial flowers and never-failing ,fruits, give. : you 
eternal springti~e, and autumn, with neither wintry 
cold nor summer heat, but a heaven in which to g0 to 
Heaven. 

( l) When inquiry meetings are cold and. chilly, 
rest assured Satan is running them, whose religion (and 
he is wonderfully religious) freezes people here : and , 
burns them hereafter; while GoJ's religion is charac-

- ~ -
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terized by His own presence, a fire consuming all sin, 
running the devil and bringing Heaven down. (Heb. 
12: 18.) 

My heart was crying to God in behalf of souls the 
three weeks I preached in the cities in front of the 
Golden Gare, where two millions of immortal souls 
were swinging like a pendulum between a world of 
bliss and an eternity of woe. Gypsy Smith had a 
whole dozen fire-baptized Holiness churches and mis
sions at his command all ready to come into that in
quiry room like Gideon with his three hundred braves 
who put to flight three hundred thousand Midia:::iites. 
God is as good to-day as He was then, and that won
derful victory fresh in His glorious mind as the events 
of yesterday. San Francisco is shown up by the 3ta
tistics as the most wicked city in America; other great 
cities, e. g., Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, etc., having 
one person out -of every fifteen iJentified with an 
evangelical church, while San Francisco only has one 
in twenty-eight persons. 

There Gypsy Smith was in command, and the three 
hundred braves were on th'e mountain ready; if you 
had only said, "Go break your pitchers, hold up your 
torches, blow the trumpet, and shout, 'The sword of 
the Lord and Gypsy Smith!'" the victory would have 
come as it did in case of Gideon, as God is no respecter 
of persons. Any illiterate pilgrim who will take Him 
in as senior partner will see the stampede of the Midi
anite host. 

(m) We were praying all the way through that God 
woulJ defeat the enemy and send a Pentecost to that 
judgment-smitten city; even yet abounding in the ruins 
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of the earthquake which so recently buried the fugitive 
multitudes in untimely graves, whose skeletons are 
still being exhumed. If Gypsy Smith had turned that 
inquiry room over to the Holiness people, they would 
have rallied at every cost and united and hung on night 
and day till a pentecostal sunburst swept down from 
Heaven and wrapped that wicked city in flames of 
celestial fire. 

The Pentecostians at J ·erusalem prayed ten days. 
I fobnJ the Gypsy Smith meetings running when I ar
rived and I was there more than twice ten days. I 
found the Holiness people all ready and anxious for 
an invitation, or at least an open door. But they kept 
the iceberg refrigeration on it all the time, under the 
false cognomen "order." 

God's order of a salvation meeting is perfect free
dom, which He wants to give ' everybody, i. e., His own 
freedom. He is free to do everything good and noth
ing bad. He wants to give His own freedom to every 
human being. This freedom is actually a heayenly 
prelibation. 

Quakerism is the finest type of Bible religion ever 
seen this siJe the pearly portals. It means, the Holy 
Ghost in charge and every man, woman and child, free 
as angels flying through celestial eth,er. In a pure, 
orthodox Quaker meeting, you could not tell the 
preacher in charge, presiding elJer or bishop from any
body else, because every one is perfectly free: all o::i the 
same broad, full salvation plain. 

( n) In this model Quaker meeting, every one per
fectly free and led by the Holy Spirit, we never know 
who will be the next one to speak and what is going 
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to be said, as there is no human order. It is all divine 
order, which, in the estimation of fallen humanity, is 
no order at all. God's order is this perfect freeJom, 
which mean!!! that the sinner is to fall on the floor, 
as. the Spirit v;;itb the sledge hammer of conviction 
knocks him down, and roar like a lion, till God hears 
'his cry, ·breaks Satanls grip, and sets him free. Then 
he is perfectly free to shout like an angel, making the 
heavenly arches roar and reverberate with the jubilant 
shouts of the happy soul rescued from the devil and 
plw;;ked out of Hell fire. 

In the inquiry room, where the Holy Ghost has His 
way, the saints unite their prayers an d mutually help 
one ·another, till they pray through and puU the fire 
down from Heaven in sin-consuming flames, to rout 
the devil and run him off the campground. 

This is the way Abel did, and God answered by fire 
His acceptance of his sacrifice, because he offered the 
bleeding larnh, thus symbolizing the Lamb of God which 
taketh away the sin of the world. There was no order 
about his sacrifice but to put the victim on the altar 
and pray till the fire fell down from Heaven and burnt 
it up. 

( o) When Abraham offered his sacrifice at :\famre, 
he stood b;r it till the fire fell. Though ·offered in the 
i110rning, the fire never fell till the ensuing midnight. 
The bot semi-tropical sun of mid-afternoon so heated 
them up as to transmit a great smell throughout the 
air rwhich brought th e vultures in clouds around on 
t-heir black pinions, voracious to satisfy their craving 
hunger, but Abraham clubbed them all away, glorify
ing God by the strength and activity of bis gigantic 
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boJy. When the sun went down and a horror of great 
darkness came on, he still stood· guard over his conse
cration, despite the roar of the lion, the growl of the 
bear, the howl of the wolf, and the scream of . the 
jackal thronging around, determined to have ·their ·sup
per, and attracted thither by the flavor of the meats. 
But Abraham proves more than a match for them, with 
his herculean arms, hurling those ponderous negro
head rocks and smashing .their craniums on all sides, 
till he stampedes them. Then, behold, the fire falls! 
God has heard him and his prayer has prevailed. 

A popular evangelist woulJ have taken him down, 
and told him to get away with his clubs and rocks, and 
said, "Let us have order . in this inquiry me~ting." 

The order was perfect. Why? God answered it with 
fire, and He would have done the same at San· Fran
cisco. 

N. B. In a Gospel meeting, for the salvation of 
souls, there is no order but the leadership of the Holy 
Ghost, which is always perfect order, and confusion 
to the devil. 

I was directly informed by the pastor of tire Naza
rene Church in that city, for whom I •was preacliing 
at that time, that he heard Gypsy Smith preach entire 
sanctification as the sine qua non of aJmission into 
Heaven, as straight as he ever heard from any one 
else in all his life. 

(p) Then he had the ear of that wicked city as 
perhaps no man ever before had, and we fear , never 
again will have. I am witness to the fact. ·that they 
came to hear him from all parts throughout the cities 
around the Golden Gate, and were all stirred up with 
an interest which they said was unprecedented. 

-·- -- - .... _ 
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I asked this preacher why they did not get him 
to open the altar and give them a chance to seek it 
as a second definite work of grace after conversion. 
"Oh," he said, "that would have ruine.J him, as he was 
supported by all the pQPular churches, which, while 
they were obliged to take sanctification as a Bible 
doctrine and an experience absolutely indispensable 
to their admission into Heaven, yet all opposed it as a 
second work of grace." They either believed they got 
it in conversion or in the death of the body. There
fore, while Gypsy Smith preached it so powerfully as 
a Bible experience •which everybody has to have ~;:i order 
to enter Heaven, they all said "Amen," but if he had 
preached to them that it was received after conversion 
and before death, sought and found in a definite work 
of grace, and that now is the time, and thrown the 
altar open and urged them to come and seek it now 
till they find it, they would all have dropped him like 
a hot potato, and have said, ""'iVell, you are a Holiness 
crank, and you can go on; we do not want you." 

It lookeJ like a plain case of his refusing to walk 
in the light, because he wanted the filthy lucre of the 
dead churches. Oh, what an awful thing is mammon, 
the god of this world! 

( q) It ruined an apostle and sent him to Hell. 
I have my serious doubts whether Paul had a larger 
ministerial following than Judas. Some say Judas 
was a devil from the beginning and quote the Scrip
ture. There is no such Scripture and never was. 
vVhen our Savior said to His apostles, "Rejoice be
cause your names are •written in heaven," Judas was 
•with them. Jesus says the Father gave them all to 
Him. Where it says (John 6: 71) , "One of you is a 
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devil,'' the correct reading is, "One of you is devilish." 
This was spoken after JuJas had been preaching with 
the other eleven two years and not an insinuation 
against him. At this time the devil was pulling on 
him and tempting him with the money. He continued 
to pull till the night of the Lord's betrayal, .a year 
afterward, at the Last Supper; when Jesus designated 
His betrayer by giving Judas the morsel, then Satan 
entered into him, and took full poss'ession of him, so 
he went away at once to the chief priests and sold 
Jesus out for money. The same business is still going 
on. It is awful to see the preachers sell out to the 
devil for filthy lucre. 

In the providence of God, I am author of ninety
three books. Quite awhile ago, a man worth three 
millions of dollars told me there was a fortune in my 
books for me if I would have them published. I tolJ 
him I had not the money. He said, "That is nothing; 
take in a financial partner and go ahead and you are 
a rich man." I had nothing to do but say "Yes,'' but 
I am glad I said "No." I am nothing but a preacher. 
I do not stop preaching to write books. I dictate them 
to amanuenses. While dictating a book, I am preach
ing to my largest congregation-all who will ever read 
it, fifty to a hundred thousand people. 

As I have no moJ:!ey to publish them, I do not own 
them, but they belong to the publishers, and I have to 
buy all they circulate anJ have no thought of makiag 
anything on them. I am doing it for Jesus only, with 
no expectation of leaving this •world worth money 
enough to bury me, as I give all that comes into my 
hands to the missionaries anJ own nothing but the 

·- - -
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books I have on hand unsold; which I have . already 
willed to the missionaries. I am leaving the Trustees 
of th.e Bible School and my son, W. H. Godbey. Perry· 
v:ille, · Ky., the distributors of . the same, indiscrim· 
inately .,in all the f.oreign fields. 

(r) · As I was reared on a farm, I never learned 
anything else but rough, rude labor, having begun to 
pre·a~h when a oeardless stripling, :fifty-n,ine years ago; 
therefore I know nothing .about publication. M'y books 
are so many it would have encumbered me with busi
ness, which a godly layman can do as well as a 

' I l ! • 

preacher. I am glaJ I never did encumber myself 
with it. I only dictate books to get to preach in that 
way, •and the Lord has wonderfully used my in~tru· 
mentality, permitting me to preach to all nations, 
as my books girdle the globe . . ' 

When I was preaching in the First ;Nazarene 
Qhmjch, Eggleston Street, Chicago, B,rother Martin, the 
past"Or, told the peopl~ t}lat more were reading my 
books .than any other person that had ever lived on the 
~rth. I . had never especially thought of it in thait 
way, .but when I reflected that, in my journeys rouu.d 
the , worlil, I h~d found them in all lands, I co:irludtld 
perhaps he •was correct. 

I ~II m,.v lite longed to go fo Jerusalem, ·the Holy 
,Qity qf ,tqis . worlJ. The Lord let me reach it seven
t~en years ago . . On arrival, I broke out siugin·g, 

'; r 've reached the land ·of corn and wine, 
• \ ~ •• I' And ' all its riches freely lnine; 

1• • There shines undimmed one blissful day, 
, For ~11 my night has passed away. 
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"My Savior c~mes and talks to ~e, 
And sweet communion here have yve. 
He gently leads me by His hand, 

' And thie is Heaven's borderland. 

''A sweet perfume . upon the breeze ;tlf 

. ·' 
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' '. 
Is borne from all the vernal trees, . 
An.i flowers that never fading glow,, 
And streams of life forever flow. . 

I I 4 c! J,, • 

''The zephyrs seem to Ji.oat to me', ' 
Sweet songs of Heaven's .melody; 
While anli:els in their white-robed throng,, 
Join in the SW!jet redemptii:in so)lg./' 

. 
J '·' , .. 

i I ~ , 

l ' • 1 l . 
Oh! lww I was surprised when I reached Jerusalem, 

. j ' ',., 1: J 1(• 

to find my books there, having out-~rav,eled me . and 
' ' ' ' l j '·.' • 

havipg antic~pated me iil the Holy City. , W}1en . .I 
reached far-off India, I ~as. so surpr,sed ,.to find II).Y 
Commentaries ther.e, translated into th.e n'ative tongues 

• • ' ' ' ' 1 ' I 

and being studied by th,ose black, yellow. red and bro~n 
, ·' -.1 ,1-, 

preashers ?f the distant Orient. '.. 

( s) Preachers are. poor, frail, mortals . like ot]:i~r.s, 

su~Je.ct to the te,mptaHon o~ mamni.o,n pr~-eminence, 
despite the awful warning of an ap~~tle ruined wqrld 
without ·enJ. W~at =:tn appalling ,J.1isk fqr 1;1- yref,l<;her 
to walk in the footprints of Juda& .. and .sen o~t · .J,e~.l1S ! 
Yet their name iri . L~gion. , , , , , 

I kn.ew a pastor of a large ·church to· sa-y, "I know 
the truth and believe it; but dare not preach •it! · H I 
did1 I would lose my job." . It weu1d be the· gloryi 6f 
my. soul to starve to death preaching the truth ratlier 
than to be a millionaire and not preach ·it. I mah:ely<1u 
who read my boob, witness the ·truth, that I do not 
shun to declare the whole counsel of God. So said 
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Paul and Wesley, in order that they might be free 
from the blood of all people. 

I am the oldest active preacher in the Holiness 
Movement and have a national acquaintance an1 still 
more beyond the great oceans. I have seen so many 
preachers, for the sake of filthy lucre, shun to declare 
the ;whole counsel of God .that my heart turns sick · and 
my brain gets dizzy as I contemplate them . 

Jesus commands us (Luke 17: 9) :· "Make to your
selves friends of the mammon of unrighteousness, that 
when you fail they may receive you into eternal habi
tations." ·what is the mammon of unrighteousness? 
Money. How can you make money your friend? Only 
in one way, and that is to get sanctified wholly and 
so live till God sends an angel for you. In that case 
you will be the master and money the servant. \\'hen 
you say, "Go to the other side of the world to preach 
the Gospel to the poor heathen," it will go along. 
When your work is done and this feeble body fails, 
"they" (i . e., the people who have been saveJ by your 
money) will receive you into eternal habitations. 

(t) Sam Jones, early in the Holiness Movement~ 
got sanctified, while Dr. Dodds (the old editor of the 
Way of Life at Atlantic, Ga., afterward consolidated 
with the Pentecostal Herald at Louisville, Ky.) was 
praying for him. -nrhile he retained it, he was a 
world's wonder. Unfortunateily, he yieldied to tt'he 
temptation offered by the popular churches, and lost 
his holy locks, like Samson .on the lap of Delilah. 
1\fany others move in panorama before me in the same 
unhappy downward· track. I do not envy them the 
money. I am sorry for them and tremble for their 
fate. I •WoulJ so much rather die for Jesus in my 
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tracks, than flicker an iota for anything beneath the 
skies that glitters and jingles. God has promised to 
feed us like the birds and clothe us like the lilies. 

''My Father is rich in houses an.d lands, 
He holdeth the wealth. of the world in His hands; 
Of rubies and diamonds, of silver and gold, 
His coffers are full, He has riches untol.i.'' 

Heaven's bank is unbankruptable. The Bible is 
our check-book, cram full from lid to lid. The loving 
Father is President; the interceding Son, Cashier, and 
the blessed Holy Ghost, Teller. 

Oh! how the angels would have swept down from 
Heaven with their pinions of light to radiate the face 
of Gypsy Smith with celestial glory if he would only 
in San Francisco have practised what he preached, 
when he told them so positively that they must be born 
from above anJ. sanctified wholly, or the devil would 
draw them into Hell; and if he had then opened wide 
the altar and plead with them and never ceased this 
indefatigable seeking till they found the Pearl of Great 
Price! If he had only been true to his own preach
ing, God would have used him to bring a sunbur:;l 
on that wicked city, in which he was then •wielding a 
more potent influence than any of his thousands of 
predecessors. Of this I was assured by the Holiness 
people who attended his meetings, still encumbered 
with manacles on their hands, but all the while praying 
and hoping that grace would prevail and their libera
tion would come; but, in the sad finale, disappointed 
There is but one solution. He feared the anti-Holiness 
popular churches, who had the people and the money. 

(u) When the Lord baptized me with the Holy 

' 
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Ghost and fire forty-four years ago, I was in the vigor 
of young manhood, having the roar of the lion and the 
hardihood of the crocodile. I had glori_ous revivals 
everywhere I went. I haJ more calls into the popu
lar churches (as there were no Holiness churches or 
missions then) than I knew what to do with. I al
ways •went for victory in the name of Jesus and stayed 
until it came, unless they ran me away, as they often 
did. I never found a place where I could not have a 
glorious pentecostal revival if they would let me stay 
till it came. We had eventful times. I was often 
mobbed and threatened with immediate death. Oh! 
'"hat combinations were turned on me to deflect me 
from the bee-line of the Divine leadership, as a min
ister by His Word, Spirit and providence. I know 
what it is to stanJ alone (as the Lord used me to 
pioneer the Movement fifteen years before it reached 
Dixie Land), with no one to whom I could say a word. 

I carried with me two fire-baptized young men to 
conduct introductory meetings and work at the altars. 
The thrilling reports of the revivals going out in the 
papers and viva voce, brought me floods of calls by 
churches and pastors who wanted revivals. But how 
difficult it iwas to get them to stand the plain truth. 
preached with the Holy Ghost sent down from Heave::i. 
and to bear the two-edged sworJ turning every way, 
and ~utting everything. out of the people that they 
could not take to Heaven with them, as they saw Hell 
uncapped, and multitudes hanging over it by the brittle 
thread of life; the death angel on the wing with drawn 
sword, ready to sever the thread and let them drop 
to rise no more! 

The awful panorama of a bottomless Hell, a top-
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less Heaven, and a boundless eternity moved before 
them until the 1?1embers would rise anJ tell the pastor 
1f he didn't send me off they would send him off. Then 
he would try it, but he would find the tide so strong 
that he would break down and fail; the conviction 
wave rolling so high that he would see that it was 
too late to stop it. Consequently we would move on 
until God rained fire from Heaven, and everything fell 
before it, and a revival such as mortal could never tell 
swept the whole country. 

( v) The case is very ·Jiffereat now, ·in the fact 
that the Holiness people, then so few you could count 
them on your fingers, are now a mighty host, fifty 
thousand already in the organized Holiness churches, 
and rapidly· increasing, and Holiness preachers, male 
and female, hunJreds and thousands whithersoever you 
turn. Meanwhile, Macedonian cries are heard wafted 
on every breeze, from every point of the compass, 
"Come over and help tis !" 

The awful detriment of the popular evangelism 
of the present day has two phases: first, it is tak
ing vast multitudes of unconverted people into the 
churches, as only a very small per cent. of the acces 
sions are converted, which is terribly detrimental to 
them spiritually, because they will lean on the church, 
settle do"'D i:i carnnl srcurity and he so much more 
likPly to lose their souls than if they were outside 
where they rwould have no false props on which to lean. 

The very fact that . the normal effect of popular 
evangelism of the present day is to fill the churches 
with unconverted people is demonstrative proof that 
they do not preach the Gospel, but a human counter 
feit, manipulated by Satan. God has but one defini· 

- - - ---
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ti on of "Gospel" (Rom. 1 : 16), "The power of God 
unto salvation." The word here is dynamite, the great
est explosive in the universe, and it actually means 
the very thing that blows the ·Jevil and everything 
he ever put in them out of the human spirit; not on lv 
all actua,l sins in regeneration and inbred sin in sanc
tification, but Satan's furniture, lodgery, politics, sec
tarianism, etc. 

( w) In all my experience since I have been a Holi
ness preacher, the last forty-four years, in my great 
revivals, I never knew an unconverted person who 
wanted to join the church. Church-joining is not 
superinduced by the true Gospel, which is God's dyna
mite. As people in the church are so much harder to 
save than those who are out, it illustrates the serious 
detriment of taking them, or retaining them after they 
backslide. The true visible Church consists of none 
but the invisible family of God, who are born from 
above. While it is all right to make out a roll of the 
membership as a matter of convenient reference in 
church-work, this modern church-joining is a heresy 
from the bottomless pit, sent out by Satan to deceive 
the people, making them think that they can get into 
the Church of God by joining, which is utterly untrue 
and always was. The Church of God is His family . 
Your children were not joineJ into your family, but 
they entei:ed it by a natural birth . The children of 
God are not born into His family, but enter it by a 
supernatural birth . The admission or the retention of 
people in the visible church who are not mern bers of 
the invisible, which is the famil.v of God, is the device 
of Satan for their damnation . 

Dives (Luke 16th chap.) was not only a church-
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member, but stood at the very fr<?nt and was honored 
by a magnificent funeral, while his poor soul was in the 
flames of Hell. How terrifically does history repeat 
itself! Oh, how common now to have pompous fun
erals, lauding people up to Heaven, while they are in 
Hell crying for water to cool their tongues! 

(x) If the churches would do their duty, they 
would all hold meetings among themselves and lea.I 
all their members to get saved, and show it up unmis
takably by the fruit of the Spirit, and actually re
ceive His own witness in their hearts, so they would 
know it better than they would know anything else. 

A Methodist bishop recently said that not more 
than one member out of every twenty of the great 
Methodist Church had the •witness of the Spirit to his 
own regeneration. That was an alarming statement, 
as it is certain that the Holy Spirit always witnesses 
to His work, and it would simply mean nineteen out 
of every twenty on their way to Hell, walking through 
the Methodist Church. 

In the days of our fathers, a Methodist had never 
been seen in Hell. ·why shall we not get back there? 
In the days of John Knox, a Presbyterian woulJ have 
been a total stranger in Hell. The sarrie is true in 
reference to the Baptists in the days of John Bunyan. 
Is it possible that we preachers are going to be put 
to the blush in the ,Judgment for letting the people slip 
through our fingers into Hell? God forbid! 

Every church should immediately proceed to hold 
revival meetings and give its members a chance to get 

' saved, and if they would not, they should proceed un
hesitatingly to excommunicate all the unsaved, and ·so 
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let the Church no longer bear a false testimony before 
ihe world, claiming to be the saved people of GoJ, 
while in the meantime they are the lost people of Satan. 
If tbey would only do that, it •Would actually shake 
the world with the tread of a spiritual earthquake. 

Excommunication is the most potent convictor 
within the hands of the Church militant. You see the 
case of the adulterer in Second Corinthians. •where Paul 
saJ'S, ''Turn him over to Satan for the destruction of 
carnality (E. V., "flesh"), that he may be saved in the 
Day of Judgment." Now that means, Turn him out 
of the Church, as the devil has the whole world, and 
that would be the way to turn him over to Satan; the 
very way to alarm him so he woulcl seek and find the 
Lord and get saYed. 

While the work of the Church is to save people. 
taking them in unsaveJ is the very thing to defeat the 
enterprise of their sa lYation, as Satan will use their 
membership by way of consolation, and take away their 
convictjon until they live and die in the Church, and 
he will get them. The work of preachers and Chris
tians in this world is not to prop up lost people, but 
to knock all the props they have already put under 
them, until they see themselves falling into Hell, as 
they truly are, and cry for mercy and fly for refuge. 

(y) In the first place, for the sake of the immortal 
soul, •we shoulrl keep no one in the Church unsaved, 
as in that case the devil is all the time using it as a 
greased plank to slide him into Hell ; whereas, if he 
was out, anJ had no false hopes or false props. he 
would be infinitely more easily convicted and con
verted. In the seeond place, for the sake of the Church, 
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we should not m.ake her the "synagogue of S~tan," .a!! 
every true church is but the, kingdom of .God, in whi_ch 
every member is a bona fide citizen, in joy.ous antici
pation of co)lling glory . 

. Why, do you not see how Satan fixes th(\ - ~hurcl\es 

so that he actually has the control. of them? W,hen , i 
was a boy a half century ago, the people did not say 
Methodists, but they said shouting Methodists) U!'!ing 
the qualifying ~djective curr_ently. When they did not 
attend the class-meeting, where they all prayed, talked 
and ahoutedl they would fo~n them 01;.t. . r' )lave ~ctri· 
ally seen th,e Presbyterians keep ' people seeking at the 
altar .three months to get them satis,!actorily converted; 
and all the Baptists I ever knew in 'the land of mv 

': ' ,.., -· .,, 
nativity were required~ on. appl~c~~ion , for m~m.bers~-~~.' 
to stand up before _the whole congre~ation a.nd tell _ th~~~ 
experiences. If they did not have this clear, they were 

• ' ': ' 4 • ' • ' I .. ~ ' ' • I 
voted down and kept out on the mourner's-bench until 
they got it. · . ,. ' 

... 
I lived twenty years in my native land when I. left 

for my collegiate education, and never liyeJ there any 
more. I all my life knew .well a Baptist deacon'a wl.ie 
(•whose children were 'my schoolmates) ; she. was·' ':it 
the altar in every revival meeting, seeking con\re~sion, 
and often tried to join, but when they heard . her" ex
perience, . as it was not satisfactory; they . ~o"te,d her 
down. When I left that country sh~ was still a 
mourner, and had not succeeded in getting 'int9 the 
c~r~ · · · · ' 

The great Catholic Church filling the world (five 
hundred millions) has long since lost all. its pow.er 
to keep sinners out, and makes no ·effort · to do it. The 

-·-------
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Lutheran Church, in the days of her heroic founder, 
rigidly required experimental salvation as a condition 
of admission. 

The Lord used me to pioneer the Holiness Move
ment from ocean to ocean. Among the states in which 
He permitted me to first carry the Holiness banner 
was Colorado. On my first tour I stayed a long time 
in Denver, preaching. 

(z) Dr. Yoakum, now of Los Angeles, Cal., and 
known throughout the continent, in whose sanctifica
tion the Lord used me while he was a practicing phy
sician in Shreveport, La., was then living in Denver 
as a practicing physician, and a zealous Holiness 
worker. He and others were looking out for place -, 
where I could go and preach the great doctrine of 
full salvation which •was quite a novelty, and creating 
no little interest. As there were no Holiness churches, 
they were interviewing the pastors and members, and 
finding every place where the door would come open. 

I have this now from the lips of the beloved doctor. 
my son in the Holiness Gospel. Among others, he 
appealed to the pastor of a Lutheran church, who said 
to him that we were a thousand times welcome to corn<' 
into his church and preach sanctification as much as 
we pleased, as he knew the Bible was full of it and 
we all had to have it to go to Heaven, but told him to 
tell me that T must be careful to say nothing against 
whiskey or beer or anything of that )rind, or against 
saloons, because his monied members were all in that 
business, and he was dependent on them for his living. 
Now you see •where the poor fellow's church was, com
pletely in the hands of the devil. He wanted me to go 
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in there .and get his members all sanctified and at the 
same time spare the devil's saloons, whiskey, brandy 
and beer. That was one wide-open door and generous 
invitation that I never entered. 

It breaks my heart to see the great Protestant 
churches (in which 1 was born and reared and spent 
my life) drifting so rapidly into the awful maelstrom 
which has devoured their predecessors; thus the daugh
ters follow in hurricane succession the old harlot 
mother, debauched Catholicism. 

God has always had a people in the worlJ on whom 
He can put His hand and they say "Yes" to His whole 
will. If the Protestant churches had been true to 
Him, He never would have raised up any of the Holi
ness organizations which, though but of yesterday, 
already girdle the world, and are springing up con
stantly like mushrooms in the night in all lands, as 
the missionaries throughout the whole •world are, al
most without exception on that line, Holiness people 
preaching enter sanctification. 

While the Lord permitted me to preach among the 
heathens .• I constantly preached salvation for every 
sinner, and sanctification for every Christian, and met 
no opposition anywhere, but all ·denominations, even 
Lutherans, were Holiness people. In India I preached
three months, night and day, traveling six thousand 
miles and saw more people converted, sanctified and 
called to preach than anywhere in all my life in the 
same length of time. 

God bless you, reader! 

THE END. 



PRESBYTERIANISM 
by 

lV.B. GODBEY 

We now speak of a great people, close· to eight 
million, through whose instrumentality God has 
wrought mighty works the last two hundred years. 

They have spread over the whole earth; sending 
their missionaries to the ·ends of the world, girdling 
the globe with salvation and holiness unto the Lord, 
and this day constituting a grand division of Emman
uel's army. 

(a) Among the religious denominations, Presby
terianism ranks pre-eminent in the learned world; hav
ing a higher grade of intellectual culture and educa
tional advantages than any other; sending into the 
world the most learned ministry beneath the skies. 
So far, so good. 

Learning, when sanctified by the Holy Ghost, is 
a potent enginery and a redoubtable fortress against 
the devil's trinity, which is sin, ignorance and super
stition, in contradistinction to God's trinity of graces, 
faith, hope and charity. Oh, how Satan's trinity cor
rupts and ruins the religion of many, under the ma
nipulation of demons, playing the Holy Ghost on the . 
people, leading them into wild fanaticism fos_tered by 

1 
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his unholy trinity, sin, ignorance, and superstition, 
against which knowledge, unmixed with the errors 
which infidels have always tried to ring in, is a pow
erful palladium. 

God says in His blessed Book, ''My people perish 
for lack of knowledge.'' We should all take heed 
and govern ourselves accordingly. 

While the Bible is the revelation of God's gloriou~ 
truth in the realm of grace, the sciences reveal His 
truth in the kingdom of nature and are consequently 
a great blessing to the world. 

The Presbyterian Church has her great institutions 
of learning all over the world; heroically taking up 
poor boys and girls and educating them to carry the 
Gospel to all nations. Consequently we recognize this 
great de.nomination as a breakwater against infidelity 
in all the earth, which has in by-gone ages done its 
utmost to refute the Bible on tbe allegation that science 
contradicts it. 

(b) As geology shows that the earth has been in 
existence for indefinite ages, infidels have studied it 
in order to refute the Mosaic history of its creation 
in six days. The first sentence of the Bible says, ''In 
the beginning God created the heaven and the earth,'' 
and does · not say when that beginning was. Then it 
goes on to describe the work of creation in successive 
days. 

N. B. The Hebrew word "yom," translated day, 
simply means a period of time and may be applied 
"ad libitum," without restriction as to duration. 

J>.eter ·says, "One day with God is as a thousand 
years,'' and vice versa. These demiurgic days during 
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which He did the work of creation are not man's days, 
but God's. The sun is not' mentioned till the fourth 
day. As the same word is used for all the days, it 
follows that none of them were solar days. God cre
ated the great solar system in the ·beginning as the 
first verse in the Bible says, and afterward developed 
it by law. The fact decisively corroborates the con
clusion that the sun and all the planets constituting 
our solar system wel'e created simultaneously in the 
beginning. A vast amorphous mass of matter extends 
beyond the orbit of Neptune, which orbit is six hun
dred million miles in diameter. God, by His own hand, 
gives it a rotary motion subservient to the two great 
laws which prevail throughout the world, i. e., \:len
tripetal and centrifugal forces, which normally tend 
to an equilibrium. As the whole mass was in a vapor 
state, the centrifugal force, which is universal gravi
tation, superinduces the trend of every atom towar'1 
the primal center; meanwhile the centrifugal forcoe 
lies off on a tangent. 

(c) Now, pursuant to the force He gave it with 
His omnipotent hand, He superinduces revolution upon 
its axis, and gravitation, drawing every atom to the 
center. Under the combined influence of 'these two 
forces, the centripetal and centrifugal, eventually the 
latter predominates over the former, and a great mass 
is disengaged, utterly amorphous, but actuated by force 
of gravity. It assumes a spherical shape which con
stitutes the planet Neptune, three hundred million 
miles from the sun and having the centrifugal force 
of th;e primitive integer, and continues to move in his 
orbit. 
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Meanwhile condensation goes on until the vapor 
assumes a fluid state, and it will still continue until 
it becomes solid and forms a crust on the exterior, as 
in case o! this earth, which is a globe of melted lava, 
with a crust on the outside, not so thick in proportion 
to the size of the earth as the shell of the egg is in 
proportion to its size. · 

The condensation continues responsively to the laws 
of gravitation and projectility till the condensation 
brings down the mass to the orbit of Uranus, one 
thousand eight hundred million miles in diameter, when 
another mass rolls off utterly irregular and, pursuant 
to the laws of gravitation and projectility, forms an
other world, which continues to revolve around the 
integer. 

Again the condensation goes on till we get down 
to the orbit of Saturn, where another mass rolls off 
and is developed into that planet, which is eleven 
hundred times the size of the •earth. 

The condensation continues till it gets down to the 
orbit of Jupiter, where another great mass rolls otf 
which is developed into .. the largest world in the solar 
system, which is fourteen hundred times the size of 
this earth. 

Then the condensation continues till it gets down 
to the asteroids (consisting of fifty-two small planets) , 
when another great mass rolls off, which in the revolu
tion of the ages underwent an explosion. The frag
ments, responsively to the laws of gravitation, assume 
a spherical shape, and, pursuant to the impetus of the 
integer, move on in their orbits. Meanwhile the small 
pieces flew away so far that they lost sphericity of their 
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orpits and went into parabola, which never does turn 
into itself, and consequently they wandered farther 
and farther, till they reached the gravitation of some 
other world and fell on it. 

In this way we account for the meteorite stones, 
many of which have fallen on the earth and doubtless 
more on Jupiter and Mars, because they are on either 
side nearest to the orbit of the asteroids. 

Then the condensation continues till we reach the 
orbit of Mars, one hundred . forty-five million miles 
from the sun, when a mass rolls off, forming that 
planet. 

Then we reach the orbit of the earth, when an
other great mass rolls off and forms this planet on 
which we dwell. 

Then condensation continues, till we reach the orbit 
of Venus, when another mass tolls off and forms that 
planet. 

Now it gets down to the orbit of Mercury when 
another mass rolls off and is dev,eloped into that planet. 
By this time the condensation has gone so far that 
there is no more disengagement and planetary devel
opment but it continues until it becomes luminous and 
constitutes the great sun, which lights up His eight 
planets, all of which emanated from him. 

(d) The first chapter of the Bible says, "Let there 
be light, and there was light," long before there was 
any mention . of the sun, which does not appear till 
t_h.e fourth day. The normal conclusion is, that this 
light emanated from the superior planets, Neptune, 
Uranus, Saturn a,nd Jupiter, which were formed long 
before the sun. 

"' 
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In the normal development of the planets, the first 
transition out of the vapor state is into the :fluid, which 
is molten lava, such · as we see now as we look down 
into the volcanic crater, as I did on Mt. Vesuvius in 
1899. There I saw the fiery billows rolling, and vol
umes of melted lava shooting high up into the air, and 
falling back into the crater. 

Doubtless there was a time when this earth shone 
like the sun, until it radiated into space, and a crust 
was formed on the exterior. The normal result of this 
radiation of heat into space would be so to cool off the 
crust of the earth, that vapor would be condensed 
into water and fall on it, so that the whole earth would 
be covered with water and become sea bottom. 

The conclusion is abundantly corroborated by the 
fact that we find sea shells on all the mountains, even 
up to the summits; showing that they have at one 
time been under the ocean. 

( e) When the water thus precipated on the earth, 
covered it all over and percolated through the thin 
crust, down to the burning lava, then by the heat ex
panded into steam, increasing its volume a thousand 
times, in that way it would cause explosions every
where, and heave up the mountains. 

The normal contraction of the earth, responsively 
to the law of universal gravitation, would make the 
crust too large to fit it; as drawing a band tight around 
a hat would cause it to kink up, rising in some places 
and "sinking down in others; so the earth under the 
influence of her own gravitation getting smaller, the 
crust becoming too big to fit it, would rise in great 
mountain ranges. Thus the contents are raised above 
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the ocean, and the islands throughout the ocean arc 
simply sub-oceanic mountains, which have towered 
above the surface of the water. Thus science, instead 
of antagonizing, really corroborates the Bible. 

7 

(f) The reason why we have Holiness schools and 
colleges throughout the whole country, and they are 
incessantly multiplied, is because infidelity has gotten 
into the public schools, and secular colleges, even the 
denominational schools teaching man's evolution out 
of the animals, i. e., monkeys, apes, orang-outangs and 
gorillas. Christians object to the word evolution, be
eau'!e infidelr. r_--;r> it . In tlirt they are mist aken. Evo
lution is all right if you put it in its own right place. 
We are evolutions from Adam and not from the ani
mals. 

The Bible says, when God created everything, its 
seed was in itself. It also says that He created every
thing in the six days, i. e., the six great demiurgic 
days, and rested on the seventh. Therefore there has 
been no creation since those sh: days. But as He says, 
every'thing had its seed in itself, i. e., all the animals 
and the vast vegetable kingdom from the tiniest fern 
to the tallest redwood. The same is true in reference 
to the human race. He created them all in Adam, Eve 
being no exception to the rule, as ahe was not a sepa
rate creation, but a transformation of Adam's rib and 
consequently created in him. Acts 17 : 26 : ''Of one 
man God created every race of peoples who dwell upon 
th·e face of the whole earth. ' ' 

This is the ·most important Scripture, as it really 
refutes the Darwinian infidelity, which teaches that we 
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have evolved out of the animals, and as you see flatly 
contradicts God's Word. 

So the doctrine of evolution is all right if you let 
it stay where the Bibli puts it, as in case of everything 
else. This is a most important rule of biblical inter
pretation, diligently to leave everything where God 
puts it. 

(g) While the great Presbyterian Church actually 
stands at the front of Christendom in the diversified 
ramificat~ons of educational interest, giving the world 
the most. learned ministry of all the ages, we must 
not conclude that hunian learning is a sine qua non 
of the Gospel ministry, as our Savior clearly refutes 
such an hypothesis in the selection of His ministry 
from the illiterate and unscientific. Acts 4: 12: "See
ing that they (i. e., the Apostles) were unlearned and 
ignorant men.'' The Greek here is very strong, 
'' agramma tar, '' from ''alpha,' ' not, and '' gramma, '' 
a letter, hence it means that they were unlettered, 
i. e., never had gone to school until ,Jesus Himself 
taught them those memorable three years. 

The word translated ''ignorant'' is also very strong, 
as it is "idotai," which is our word, "idiot," involv
ing the conclusion that they were rustics who had never 
gone to school. He is our infallible Exemplar in every
thing, putting all quibbles to an eternal quietus. 
T_herefore while collegiate graduation, when sanctified 
by the Holy Ghost, is a great blessing, it is a great 
mistake to restrict the Gospel ministry to it. 

(h) So when Jesus wanted preachers, let us not 
forget that He gathered them up from the lower walks 
of life, .taking the plebeians instead of the patricians. 
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But when He wanted a teacher to give the world the 
New Testament, by which we are saved, sanctified, fed, 
panoplied and will be j.udged in the Great Day, He put 
His hand on the most learned man in the world-Saul 
of Tarsus, a double graduate, having graduated in 
the Greek colleges of Tarsus, and the Hebrew sem
inaries of Jerusalem . . He was also a member of the 
Sanhedrim, having been brought up at the feet of 
Gamaliel, the great rabbi; and at the same time doubt
less the greatest intellectualist in the world, and at the 
same time the greatest enemx Jesus had on the face 
of the earth ; yet when He got ready He managed him 
as easily as those illiterate fish·ermen, simply looking 
him in the face and speaking to him one time. 

We see Saul undergo an immediate and complete 
somersault, ecclesiastically, theocratically, messian
ically and experimentally. He exhibited the paraqox
ical transition to the very opposite pole of the world's 
battery; roaring out the shout, "You may have all 
the world, give me Jesus.'' He kept up the vociferous 
acclaim, without a quiver until he ran the most heroic 
racfil ever witnessed by mortal eyes, and his head 
dropped off on Nero's block. Then the angelic convoy 
joined his triumphant shout which reverberated 
through celestial concaves, until it made the heavenly 
arches ring, when he joined his glorified Lord with 
grateful hallelujahs before the effulgent throne. 

From the facility witli which Jesus managed him, 
you see He could have supplied the apostolic ministry 
from collegiate halls just as easily as from the fisher
men's tackles. 

(i) As the doctrines of Presbyterianism, at least 
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nominally, are Calvinistic, it is pertinent to say that 
the Bible teaches clearly two separate and distinct 
lines of election. The one is Messianic, i. e., including 
the progenitorship of Christ, Noah, Shem, Abraham, 
Isaac, Jacob, and is unconditional; although not solv
ing the problem of salvation or damnation, but simply 
the ancestry of Christ, which was an incalculable bless
ing, peculiar to Israel in contradistinction to all the 
world besides. For to them were committed the di
vine oracles, the covenants, the law and the promis·es; 
hence it was freighterl with blessings, coveted by the 
angels. 

This was all a matter of absolute election and 
predestination, yet while the people included in it 
had the brightest light that had ever shone upon im
mortal intelligences, it did not settle the salvation 
problem. They had to make their own election on 
that line, just ·as we do, repent of all their sins and 
seek the Iiord with all the heart, and be true to Him 
at every cost. 

While the election of the Messianic progenitor
ship was unconditional, that of grace, culminating in 
Glory, and crowned with Heaven, was on condition 
of radical repeJ;J.tance, doubtless faith, confirmed by 
obedience unto martyrdom. 

(j) The people read about Esau (Heb. 12th chap.) 
who sought repentance and found it not, although he 
sought it earnestly with tears, and think that he 
could not be saved, because he was not one of the 
elect. 

Esau at that time was not seeking repentance in 
his own heart, but on the part of his fa th er Isaac, 
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that he might get him to change his mind and revoke 
the blessing and confer it on him, as repentance sim
ply means a change of mind. In the gracious econ
omy it means to get rid of the carnal mind and re
ceive the mind of Christ. This revocation Isaac could 
not do, because God had already settled that matter 
before Jacob and Esau were born. Romans · 9: 11: 
"The children not yet having been born, nor having 
done anything good or evil, in order that the pur
pose of God might remain according to election, 
and not according to their works, but of him who 
calleth (God),'' for reasons not revealed to us, He had . 
actually given Jacob the blessing before he was born. 

That blessing did not give Jacob Heaven, but the 
progenitorship of Christ, with glorious opportunities 
to gain Heaven, if he would appreciate them, but if 
he rejected them, he would be lost like other sinners. 
Yet Christ died for .Esau as truly as for Jacob, and 
he could be saved on condition of repentance and 
faith, as well as Jacob. 

'We have in the same chapter there the case of 
Pharaoh, God saying to him, ''For this cause have 
I raised thee up, that I might show forth my power 
in thee, that my na~e may be proclaimed in all the 
earth." The popular conclusion is that God raised 
up Pharaoh that He migh 

0

show forth His power, deso
lating his country with those ten awful plagues and 
the death of the firstborn in every family, and finally 
his own destruction and that of his army in the Red 
Sea; all that He might show forth His power. 

An utter mistake. Pharaoh stood at the front of 
the world, which was then very small. He 'had it all 
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under his control. God does not mock anybody. He 
honored him with His two best preachers, Moses a::id 
Aaron. If he had repented and gotten saved, he had 
the men and women to send the Gospel to every soul 
beneath the skies, and thus proclaim the name of God 
in all the earth. 

Pharaoh, · like all other sinners, defeated God's pur
pose. Did not God harden his heart? The same sun 
softens the wax and hardens the clay pursuant to 
God's law in nature. The Gospel is a savor of life 
unto life and death unto death. The Gospel preached 
in our camp-meeting will be honored in the salvation 
of some; while it will expedite the damnation of oth
ers because they ;eject it. The reason why God hard
ened Pharaoh's heart was because He had sent him 
the Gospel to save him, and he would not let it, like · 
all lost souls, actually turning the blessing into a curse. 

(k) The potter and the clay are woefully misun
derstood. In my last tQur, a year ago, I spent qµite 
a while in a pottery in Beirut, Syria, looking at them 
make the vessels. While some of them proved all 
right, I saw others prove worthless, and cast into the 
rubbish heap, fit only for the ditches. Why did some . 
of them prove vessels of dishonor, i. e., bring no money, . · 
being utterly worthless, which is the meaning of the 
Greek~ Because they were "marred on the wheel in · 
the hands of the potter, who aimed to make a good 
one, i. e., one that would bring the money; but be
cause they were marred and spoiled, they made out 
of them dishonorable, i. e., worthless, rubbish. · . 

Now the thing that spoils the vessel in the hands 
of the Omnipotent Potter is man's will, which is free , 
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to acquiesce in the divine will, and let Him ma~e a 
vessel. unto honor; but antagonizes Him, until He ut
terly, contrary to Hi~ purpose, makes a worthless ves
sel, i. e., unto dishonor. Rest assured that God every 
time. aims to make a good man, a good woman, ~nd 
the only reason why He does not, is because the human 
will antagonizes Him and will not let Him have him, 
as He purposed from the beginni~g and would have 
carried it out with the acquiescence, perfect submis
sion and co-operation of the human will. 

It is necessary for every Bible reader to keep these 
two lines of election before his. m'.ind, that of the 
progenitorship, which is unconditional, anq that <;>f 
grace and glory, on condition of repentance and fait.h 
on the part of the recipient. 

When David, in his flight f;rom Saul, accompanied 
by his six hundred, came to Keilah and found them 
in deep distress, mercilessly invaded and overrun by 
the :Philistines, he tqok the ephod, which .Abiathar, 
the priest, had carried from Knob, and consulted God 
in reference to the coming of Saul, who was hot on 
his track. "Will Saul come down to Keilah 1" The . · 
an~wer came, "He will come down." Then h~. asked. 
Him, "Will the men of Keilah deliver .me up,Y'.' Th(} 
answer came, ''They will deliver thee up.''. 

If David had believed in unconditional decrees, 
he would have put his face in his hands and given up . 
to die, but his acquaintance with God at once led 
him into a correct understanding of° His responses, that 
Saul would come down if he stayed there, and that .. 
in case he came, the Keilahites would deliver him up 
to him. Consequently he that moment seized his bugle 
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and blew a double quick skedaddle with all his might, 
gathering his men scattered about over the city, with 
all possible expedition and moving out on forced 
marches, .night and day, till he made his escape. 

Meanwhile Saul, who kept his scouts on David's 
track and posted in reference to his movements, hear
ing that David was gone, changed his course, as he 
was up north and David fled away eastwardly. So 
turning from the hypotenuse of a right-angled tri
angle he proceeds to intercept him. 

Therefore you see from this inspired record that 
when God says He will do a thing, He is still liable 
to change His purpose, if man changes. You see this 
illustration when He sent Jonah to preach to the Nin
evehites that brief, terse, positiv.e and awful ser
mon, consisting of the solitary sentence; ''Yet forty 
days and Nineveh shall be destroyed!" But when 
the king and all his people came down and lay in sack
cloth and ashes, mourning before Him three days and 
nights, He was moved with compassion and had mercy 
on them, so He actually postponed the destruction of 
the city two hundred years, till long after all of that 
generation had passed away, and others had followed 
them who were more wicked than their predecessors. 
The normal trend in all this wicked world in all ages 
and places has been from bad to worse. Then God 
executed the awful destruction, leaving Nineveh, the 
world's metropolis, even to this day a heap of ruins. 

(Ii) The J>re.sbyterian Church, which stands at 
the top of the world's learning, ecclesiastically has 
prominence in its creed, ''Once in grace always in 
grace.'' They ought either to eliminate or ignore 
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and preach it no more, as it is an awful heresy, and 
so detrimental to souls; hallucinating millions of back
sliders with the false hope that they will get to 
Heaven; oblivious to the fact that, instead of no back
slider going to Hell, as that false and dangerou'!l 
d~gma assumes, there is nobody in Hell but back
sliders. 

Satan himself, to begin with, having once been the 
great archangel Lucifer, apostatized and was cast out 
of Heaven, down to Hell. Revelation 12: 3, 4, certifie'!l 
that the dragon's tail, i. e., Satan's influence, drew 
one-third of the stars, i. e., Qne-third of the angels, 
after him when Michael drove him out of Heaven. 
Thus you .see one-third of all the . angels followed 
fallen Lucifer, backsli'd, and were cast out of Heaven 
and consigned to Hell. 

Now when we diagonose Hell to find lost people, 
you will never find an infant, as they are all savetl, 
normal grace of God in Christ reaching them even 
in the prenatal state (Heb. 2: 9), so that every human 
being is born a Christian, as confirmed in the case of 
the prodigal son and elder brother, who were both 
born in their father's house, i. e., the kingdom of God. 

While the younger sinned out, became a sinner 
and traveled the broad road all the way to the hogpen, 
the last station before Hell, he was miraculously res
cued by redeeming grace, and reached home in the 
richness of regeneration, which he received when the 
father met and ki'!!sed him, and is sanctified speedily 
afterwards, when the father had them put on him the 
best robe. 

Meanwhile the elder brother, having been happily 
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converted before he lost his infantile justification, was 
there safe and all right, and no backslider, though 
he ·badly needed sanctification to take the fret and 
jealoul!y out of him, which he manifested when they 
raised the big shout over his returned brother, instead 
of ' shouting over him, as he thought they ought be
cause he had been so good, and his brother so bad. 

The conclusion is clear and irrefutable, that every 
human being in Hell is a backslider, having been born 
a Christian, as these two sons, both born in their 
father's house, i. e., t~e kingdom of God, and repre
senting every son and daughter of Adam's fallen race. 
Therefore instead of the dangerous dogma involving 
the conclusion that there is no backslider in Hell you 
see there is nobody there but backsliders. It is simply 
God's penitentiary for the incarceration of the incor
rigible subjects of His universal empire, who have 
backslidden from the heavenly state and become de
mons, and in this world having backslidden proved 
irreclaimable. 

(m) The Presbyterian Church has a glorious 
pedigree, 'in the providence of God having developed 
out of the Holiness bands', in the bloody era of perse
cution while Bloody Mary was on the throne of 
England, and the Pope had his cruel hands on the 
lovely island kingdom and was doing his utmost 
by the flaming fagot ·to exterminate all that would 
not recognize his supremacy and bow before his im
ages. Meanwhile they were hunting the Covenanters 
of Scotland with blood-hounds, all over mountains, 
valleys, plains and all the seashore; arresting them, 
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taking them to London and burning them at Smith
field. 

John Knox, their heroic leader, in an all-night 
prayer-meeting out in a sequestered retreat, prays 
through at three o'clock in the morning and hears 
from Heaven. Upon rising, he says to his comrades: 
"Deliverance has come; I have ·heard from Heaven." 
They had no fast news then as they have how. It 
traveled slowly "viva voce. ii · What was it 1 Why. 
Bloody Mary dropped d~ad :lrom the throne of 
England. 

John Knox had actually walked all the way to 
Londo~, entered the royal pal~ce a~d preached to 
her as she sat upon the throne; thundering like a 
messenger from Heaven; giving her tP.e. awful truth 
of God, like the Hebrew prophets in the olden ti:µies 
standing before the kings, Elijah before .Ahab, and 
Nathan before David. . God sent John Knox to pr.each 
to her, warning her of her· awful doom, and .thunder
ing against her maladministration, burning the mar
tyrs. His terrific message of truth and righteousness, 
delivered with ·the boldness of John the Baptist to 
Herod and Herodias, scared her so that she actually 
let him get away uninterrupted, and return to Scot
land; but she told her peers and lords .and soldiers 
that they must get that man, as she feared his pray
ers more than all the armies of\ Europe. . . Well she 
might, because he prayed her down from the throne, 
till she fell dead. John Knox had so prevailed with 
God that He had to answer his prayers and Bloody 
Mary wa'S- so manipulated by the Pope that she was 
utterly incorrigible, therefore there was no way to 
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answer the prayers of Knox and his Holiness bands, 
but by taking her out of the world. 

(n) Her own sister, Elizabeth, succeeded her on 
the throne; but she, fortunately, through the grace 
and providence ot God, espoused the eause of the 
Protestants, and proved herself wonderfully wise and 
heroic; even eclipsing all the lords of the kingdom. 
Not only very wise in counsel, but showing up mascu
line heroism on the battle-field. Mounting her war 
horse, she went to the army and delivered speeches to 
the soldiers, wonderfully arousing their patriotism 
and courage, till, flashing their swords in the air, they 
shouted aloud, ''We will die for our good Queen 
Bess!'' 

The Pope raged, the Vatican thundered, the Cath
olic world was stirred from center to circumference, 
and all united for the subjugation of the Island King. 
dom. They outfitted the greatest fleet ever known ; 
the Pope blessing it and cognomening it ''The In
vincible Armada,'' all believing that it could not be 
conquered. And so they came and opened the battle; 
but again God wonderfully answered the prayers of 
John Knox and his Holiness bands, sending a storm 
which utterly disorganized the magnificent fleet, dis
qualifying them to act in con~ert; wrecking many of 
them and driving others far away and dashing them 
against the rockbound shores, so that the people sur
viving the wreckages, stayed in the countries whither 
they were driven, and never did get back. 

Meanwhile Lord Nelson, in command of the land 
forces, utterly smashed up the Pope's army, so that 
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the victory was decisive, and the Protestant atms 
triumphant by land and sea. 

Amid the wonderful military statuary in the Tower 
of London, I was electrified by .seeing Queen Elizabeth 
mounted on her war horse, riding . to St. Paul's Ca
thedral (the largest Protestant church in the world, 
covering a whole square of London), to offer thanks 
to God for the great and signal victory over the com
bined armies of the Catholic world. Thus the founda
tion of the great British Empire, the protector of the 
missionaries in all lands, the patron of the arts and 
sciences, the leading educator, civilizer, colonizer and 
Christianizer of all nations, was laid. The reason why 
our missio.naries are now in every land beneath the 
skies is because the Union Jack waves round the world, 
and British gunboats thunder from every shore, thus 
protecting the heralds of free grace, open Bibles and. 
full salvation in every land beneath the skies, expedit
ing the world's evangelization and the Lord's near· 
coming. 

( o) The Presbyterian Church, in the providence 
of God, developed out of these Holiness bands of Scot
land whose wonderful leader, John Knox, was as truly 
God's prophet as Isaiah and Ezekiel. Since the Bible 
has been finished, God's prophets, filled with the Holy 
Ghost, by His illuminations, proclaim and expound 
His Word which the Old Testament prophets and New 
Testament apostles were inspired to reveal; yet the 
prophetic office is still in the Church and will be to 
the end of the Gospel ages. · 

Thus you see the Presbyterian was launched a Holi
ness church, and irrigated copiously with martyr's 
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blood, and ought to be the same true Holiness church 
to-day. They all believe in entire sanctification and 
preach ~t; but only one here and there, Dr. E. F: 
Walker, and a few others in the great Presbyterian 
arm'.y, ' telling you, you can get it now, while the great . 
ran~ 3:nd ~le ~ell you . you have to die in order to get 
it. Oh, that they would all come back to first prin
ciple~ and go to preaching entire ~anctification in this 
life ,for everybody that will meet the. conditions, and 
pay the price, i. e., all the · world, and get it to shine 
and . sh~ut and spread scriptural holines~ from the 
heads of the rivers to the ends of the earth! 

Twenty yea.rs ' ago, the .godly wife of a noble Pres
byterian preacher in this country was very sick, and 
by the physicians given up to die. Like all real Chris
tians, she had been hungering, sighing and crying for 
the Blessing, ever since the light of the Holy Spirit 
had so illuminated her heart as to reveal her need of 
it; but, under, the ministry of her noble husband and 
others, she had been taught that she could not get it 
till .deatl).. Now tµe pP,ysicians .tell her her end is 
very , nigh, a,nd, she is liit,ble to go .any mpment. Her 
lovin,g husba,nd was : by her side, with broken hear.t 
holding to. Gqd to sanctify .her in the article .of death, 
and telling her she ,cnuld not get it: before that crucial 
ordeal. She says, ''Now;, dear husband, I wish the 
Lord would just give it to me even a little while 
before L die, and will you not j,oin me in wayer and 
ask Him, as I certainly am so o~ose to the end, in 
His condescending mercy to give it to .me now¥" 

Sure enough, Heaven opens and the blessing pours 
down and floods her soul with rhapsody so potent, 
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that, under the transporting influence of this fiery .. 
baptism, she jumps out of the bed, shouting like an 
angel; the Lo!,'d ' having given her even more ' tha~ she 
asked, sanctifying her soul and healing her body, so 
that she did not die, but lived on, a flaming herald of 
entire sanctification, rich, sweet and g~orious in this 
life. Her husband, then seeing that he ha\i been mis- · 
taken, sought and entered into it and 'proceeded to 
preach it with all his niight. Oh, that this may b.e 
the happy; lot of every Presbyteri.an pi;eacher ! 

(p) The Holiness Movement, has so spread over 
the earth, in thousands of camps, Bible .Sch9ols, a,nd 
Holiness colleges and, churches, organized specifically 
on that line, ,that it is too late for people to say they 
can't get i~ 'till they die. We are p.ow · confro~ted , 
with a vast cloud of witnesses, testifying that we can 
g-et it now, and · I am so glad to be one of that mighty 
host, . girdling the 'world with the 'testimony of full . 
salvation now, without waiting; as the Lord gave it· 

I I , • 

to me forty-four years ago, and it has been getting 
better eve~ sin~e. 

The trouble now is that, amid the effulgent light 
radiating from so many witnesses -and . corroborated 
by Holiness colleg.es, girdling the globe, people cannot 

· keep their justification, if they do not go for sanctifi
cation; from the ostensible fact that you cannot be 
justilied, i. e., have any religion, as. justification is· the 
lowest standard, . no.less you walk in the light which 
God gives you by His Spirit, Word and providence. 

( q) That wonderful Scripture, 1 John 1 : 7 : ''If 
we walk in the light, . . . the blood cleanses us from 
all sin,'' applies to every person in the whole world. 
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Heathens, Mohammedans, Roman Catholics, and every
body in the world who walks in all the light God gives 
and does the best he can, gets saved. This is abun
daptly confirmed in Matthew 25: 31, where we have a 
whole paragraph on the final judgment of the heathen. 
The Lord coming with His mighty angels, sitting on 
the throne of His glory, all the heathens are gathered 
before Him. He separates them, putting the sheep, 
i. e., the saved people, on His right, and the goats, the 
lost people, on His left. Then He says to those on 
His right, ''Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the 
kingdom prepared for you before the foundation of the 
world; for I was hungry and ye fed me; thirsty, and 

. ye gave me drink; naked, and ye clothed me; sick, and 
in prison, and ye ministered unto me.'' Then they 
respond, "Lord, when saw we thee hungry, thirsty, 
naked, sick, or in prison and ministered unto thee Y'' 
thus showing clearly that they never had known Him 
historically, i. e., never had seen a Bible nor a mission
ary. Then He says to them, ''Inasmuch as ye did these 
things to the least of my brethren, ye did them unto 
me.'' 

Every man in all the world is His brother and every 
woman His sister. Hence you see these people had 
been philanthropic, charitable, good and kind to every
body, cheating and defrauding no one, but living un
selfish lives and going about doing good. This they 
did without the written Word or a missionary, walking 
m the light of God's Spirit, providence and nature. 

''The untutored savage, in his primeval wilds, 
Sees God in the clouds, arid hearb' Him in the winds: 
'Whose soul proud science never taught to stray 
Far as the solar walk, or the Milky Way." 
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(r) Now He turns to those on the left and says, 
'' D,epart from me, ye cursed, into eternal fires, pre
pared for the devil and his angels, for I was hungry 
and ye gave me no food; thirsty, and ye gave me n'.:l 
drink ; naked, and ye clothed me not ; sick and in 
prison, and ye ministered not unto me." Then they 
will say, "Lord, when saw we thee hungry and fed 
thee not; thirsty, and gave thee no drink; sick, and in 
prison, and ministered not unto thee?'' Then He will 
say, ''Inasmuch as ye did not these things unto the 
least of my brethren, ye did them not unto me,'' and 
these shall go away into eternal punishment and the 
righteous into eternal life. 

These are all heathens, too, having never seen a 
Bible nor a missionary, but, unlike the ''sheep'' on the 
right, these "goats" had not walked in all the light 
which God gave them by His Spirit, providence and 
nature, but had sinned against the light they had. 
They lived like hogs and dogs-for themselves alone, 
blind to what does not glisten, and deaf to what does 
not jingle, laying up their treasures on the earth, 
neither feeding the hungry, nor clothing the naked, 
nor ministering to the sick and poor, nor doing elee
mosynary works of any kind, but living for them
selves alone, and therefore they lose their souls. 

(s) We have these two classes obviously con
trastive in every nation under Heaven-savage, bar
baric, half-civilized, civilized-and here you see the 
dividing line. People only lose their souls by reject
ing light. Oh, how the great Protestant churches in 
all the world need awakening at this point! They 
think they can reject sanctification with impunity. 
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God says (1 Thess. 4: 8), "He that rejecteth sanctifi
cation, rejecteth not man but God, who giveth unto 
us His Holy Spirit.'' So God gives His Holy Spirit 
to all Christians to sanctify them. If they will not 
let Him, they walk out over Hell on a rotten plank 
which breaks and lets them fall to rise no more. 

For that reason there has been an awful apostasy 
in all . the churches within my recollection. I have seen 
the Presbyterians keep seekers on the mourner's-bench 
three months to get them clearly and intelligently 
converted before they would rec,eive thei:n into the 
church. Now they have no mourner's-bench. 

As to sanctification in the article of death, that is 
a grand truth recognized by all of the old theologians, 
so prominently that they hav,e even stereotyped a 
phrase, ''in articulo mortis, ',' revelatory of sanctifica
tion in the article of death. Then and there all infants 
and idiots r'eeeive it by the cleansing- Blood, applied 
by the blessed Holy Spirit pursuant to the normal 
economy of the vicarious substitutionary atonement, 
which God; through Jesus Christ, His only begotten 
Son, hath, in condescending mercy, made for every son 
and daughter of Adam's ruined race. In a similar 
manner, the Holy Spirit gives entire sanctification to 
all Christians who walk in all the light they have, thus 
abiding in the justified state till they die. 

(t) N. B. You cannot retain your justification, if 
you do not walk in all the light you have. Therefore 
the reason why the apostasy in the great Protesta:it 
churches is so lamentable at the present time, is be
cause they do not walk in the light which God, in 
love and mercy, hath providentially sent them, through 
the Holiness Movement. 
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We are living in the last days and witnessing the 
fulfillment of those fearful Pauline prophecies: ''In 
the last days some will depart from the faith, giving 
heed to seducing spirits, the teachings of demons, hav
ing their consciences seared with a hot iron, heaping 
to themselves teachers, having itching ears,'' i. e., the 
people have itching ears and wanting the preachers 
to scratch their ears with beautiful consolatory words, 
comforting them in their sins. 

When I was preaching in Central Holiness Univer
sity, Oskaloosa, Ia., two months ago, the students told 
about Presiding Elder Danford, from the Nvrth Da
kota Conference, who had recently preached for them. 
He stated that a brother in one of his pastoral charges 
wrote to him that he wanted him to take away his 
pastor, who was all the time hammering on .them to 
get sanctified, and send him another who would let 
the Christians alone and preach to the sinners to get 
them saved. He simply sent the man by return mail 
a copy of my "Holiness or Hell." His next word from 
him came through his pastor, stating that he had read 
the book, gotten gloriously sanctified an~ was the 
hottest man he had on his circuit. Oh, that we had 
an ample supply of such presiding elders in all the 
world, who would not pander to the clamor of people 
"having itching t:ars," but give them the truth, which 
alone can save them! 

(u) The great Presbyterian Church, like others in 
this day, is suffering awful spiritual detriment for 
the want of sanctification, waiting to get it when 
they die; at the same time encouraged by the vain de
lusion, ''Once in grace always in grace.'' They know 
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and even confess that they are sinners committing 
known sin day by day, but are leaning on these false 
props, congratulating themselves that all things will 
come right in the article of death; when lo and be
hold, the grim monster! and they do not get sanctified. 
If they ever were justified, they have lost it and fallen 
under condemnation, and are. now backsliders and not 
Christians, but sinners, and Jesus settles the question 
in His ~aledictory prayer, that a sinner cannot be 
sanctified, _as it is for Christians only. Jesus settles 

.1o;i: lOU A'.u.1d I,, 'A:1qulndS!PU! .1aAa.IOJ uo!snpuo;i S!l{l 
the worl~, but for those thou hast given me out of the 
world." Therefore you see that sanctification is for 
disciples only, and no sinner can get it. 

Regeneration takes you out of the world into the 
kingdom of God, making you a member of His Church, 
the '' ecclesia, '' i. e., the called-out people, therefore, 
neither a sinner nor a backslider can get sanctified, 
till conversion or reclamation shall make him a dis
ciple, as Jesus positively certifies that the sanctifica
tion for which He prayed is for disciples only. You 
cannot retain your justification a minute and commit 
sm. l John 3 : 8: ''He that committeth sin is of, the 
devil." Verse 9, "Whosoever is born of God, doth 
not commit sin, because his seed remaineth in him 
and he is born of God. '' Hence you see no sin is eve.r 
committed in God's family. The moment you consent 
to commit it 'you slip and fall down into Satan's king
dom and commit it there; and will be lost forever if 
you do not repent, get reclaimed, and then get sanc
tified. 

( v) Amid the superabounding worldline0 s now in 
the popular churches, it is exceedingly difficult to keep 
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justified. That is the reason why Holiness churches 
are springing up everywhere like mushrooms in the 
night, and the l.;ord 's people, who are determined to 
be true to Him, and, instead of backsliding, go on to 
perfection, are pouring into them, that is because they 
see they cannot hold their ground amid the super
abounding worldliness in the popular churches, conse
quently there is a universal clamor for us to organize 
Holiness churches. 

The Lord's sheep are so terrified by the howling 
of the. wolf, the growl of the bear, the roar of the 
lion and the hissing of the serpent, that they are 
stampeding from the popular churches now infested 

by these awful monsters, and bleating on all sides for 
the safe fold of the Good Shepherd. There is too 
much light shining on all sides, for people to keep jus
tified unless they are sanctified; which is God's pro
vision for the maintenance of their justification, unless 
they are pressing forward to it. 

The Presbyterian Church was founded by straight, 
clear, radical Holiness people, denominated "Covenan
ters,'' amid the a.wful bloody persecutions while the 
Pope had his diabolical grip on the lovely British 
Islands (England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales), and 
using Bloody Mary with soldiers and bloodhounds to 
hunt them through all the mountains and bring them 
to Smithfield to burn at the stake. Rest assured, they 
had the genuine article, the shine, the shout .and the 
leap, and heroically sealed their fate with their blood, 
and were all right on the great doctrine and experience 
of entire sanctification. 

(w) Oh! how I have the eight millions of Presby-
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terians on my heart; as I see their churches so shock . 
ingly worldly, and their preachers s~ dumb on its only 
remedy, which is ent~l'le sancti:ficatjon. That word 
simply means to take the world out of you; "hagiadzr," 
from ''alpha,'' not, and ''gee,'' the world. 

John 2: 16: "All this is the world, the lu:;;t of the 
, flesh, the lust of the eye, and the pride of life,'' which 

constitute Satan's unholy trinity. The lust of the ftesh 
includes that black cohort, constituting its filthiness. 
Second Corinthians 1 : 7: "Cleanse yourselves from all 
filthiness of the flesh, perfecting holiness in the fear 
of God." Paul is very e~phatic on. the filthiness of 
the flesh. "Uncleanness, fornication, adultery, lasciv
foustless, 1 ' these four are very strong words; and all 
'specify congenital demons, hereditary in every fallen 
soul, and sworn and leagued for its damnation. 

The lust ' of the eye takes in fasions, styles, finery, 
and needless ornamentation in all its forms and phases; 
also fine and beautiful church edifices with princely 
fortunes wasted on high steeples, Corinthian columns, 
Gothic domes, loud-sounding bells, great pipe organs. 
etc., magnetizing the eye and ruining the worship while 
in the church; plunging you headlong into idolatry, 
so you worship that gorgeous paraphernalia instead of 
God, thus actually deg·enerating into even paganistic 
idolatry. And the pride of life is the ambition to 
enjoy the pre-eminence and be the bontons of society; 
fill the .offices of the church, and be sent away as del
egates to the great assemblies, and even to l:!njoy pro
motion in the Commonwealth, a place in the Legis
lature, Congress, etc. 

Entire sanctification, which we ~ust have to go to 
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Heaven, is God's palladium against all these troubles, 
which war agains~ the soul in this life. 

(x) Worldliness is the demon eloped from ,the 
bottomless pit, who is now so alarmingly . not only 
capturing the popular churches, but fortifying himself 
in them with all the phantasmagoria of styles, fash
ions, inn.ovations, and everything which ~atan can in
vent on the ''ad captandum volans' ' line, i. e., to cap
tiv·ate the rabbie. .This demon succeeds and people 
pour into the churches, not to worship God, but .this 
grand pageantry of idols; deplorably running head
long into idolatry. 

(y) How it caps the climax of all Hellish horror, 
to see the pastor, God's ambassador, sent of Heav.en 
in the footprints of Jesus, to rescue people from sin, 
Satan, Hell, and damnation, grieving the ~oly Spirit 
by using the time God has given him to study His 
Word, and linger in prayer, to whet his sword an<J 
light his torch to assault and defeat the enemy, drive 
him out of his church, and stampede him from the city 
(in jubilant verification of God's wonderful promise, 
''One shall chase a thousand, and tw.o put ten thousand 
to flight")' now descending from this glorious pre
eminence of victory in the name of Jesus down to 
Satan's groveling level, to spend his time to become 
an expert at and even a teacher of billiards, pool, an<l 
ten-pin alley; thus crowding his cranium to the over
flow with Satan's trash and foolery, appallingly griev
ous to the Holy, Ghost. Thus he drives the Spirit away 
and He leaves him to his own futile resourc·es, so that 
his preaching is a failure; whereas God wants him to 
have the victory, and a clean heart, full of perfect 
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love, so that he can preach with the Holy Ghost sent 
down from Heaven. He has prom_ised that ''His word 
shall not return void, but accomplish that whereunto 
he hath s·ent it;'' at the same time, assuring us that 
this Word is ''the power of God unto salvation, unto 
every one that believeth." (Rom. 1: 16.) 

"Power" in the above passage is dynamite, which, 
though a pure Greek word (as all the Scripture), has 
been adopted into the English language, and is God's 
own definition of "Gospel." Oh, what a ridiculous 
farce is the popular gospel of the present day ! An 
eloquent routine of high-sounding words, soft and mu
sical sentences, and toploftical flights; the collegiate 
preacher soaring through celestial vaults, climbing the 
skies, jump1ng from star to star, leaping over Milky 
Ways, cl!asing the planets in their orbits and the com
ets in their flight; to the infinite delectation of his 
spell-bound audience, who go away, daz·ed with as
tonishment, and pronounce him the greatest preacher 
they ever heard. All this although his sermon con
tained not a scintilla of Gospel truth; not dynamite 
enough to kill a flea, much less to silence the roar of 
Satan's lions, defeat Hell, bankrupt the pandemonium 
and bring down from Heaven a nightmare conviction 
on the poor lost people, captured by the devil, and 
marching down to Hell in solid columns. They are 
hastening to the grave and the judgment bar, where 
the high-falluting preacher niust meet them face to 
face, and God will require their souls at his hands. 

Oh, the momentous responsibility of the Gospel 
preacher, God's messenger of life and salvation to a 
lost world, manipulated by Satan, bound in adamantine 

( 
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chains from top to toe, led captive at his will, every 
step bringing our pace nearer the awful abyss of irre
trievable woe I 

A blind man lived on a beautiful lawn, where the 
shade trees threw their umbrageous shadows, pro
tecting him from the burning sun. He daily walked 
out for recreation, staff in hand, along a lovely path. 
There was an awful precipice, five hundred feet sudden 
fall, which he always had in his mind when taking 
his walks, carefully keeping away from it. One day, 
unfortunately, he gets out of the path and at once 
proceeds to get back, walking carefully and dropping 
down his staff before him, lest he might get to the 
precipice. You know a lost person always goes the 
wrong way. So, moving along with great care, feel
ing his way before him with his staff, he has actually 
reached the brink. Standing a moment and taking a 
rest, before he takes another step, he reaches out his 
.staff to feel his way. As there is nothing for it to 
rest on,. its weight pulls it out of his hand, and the 
precipice is so deep he does not hear the stroke on 
the rocks beneath, but thinks it has fallen noiselessly 
on the soft grass, as it often did. Then reaching down 
to pick it up, he loses his equilibrium, pitches headlong 
over the precipice, and is dashed into smithereens, his 
soul suddenly dispatched into the presence of God. 

This is a simple portrayal of the attitude of and dis
mal doom awaiting every sinner. Each such sinner is a 
spiritual corpse, having eyes but seeing nothing, not 
a solitary inch before him, all the while this world is 
full of enemies; demons excarnate, sweeping through 
the air in great armies (Eph. 2: 1), and incarnate, 
in the cparming personality of fathers, mothers, broth-
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ers, sisters, companions, friends, preachers, and offi
cial members, not only thronging the world, but the 
churches, and doing their best to keep you in thlil 
sound sleep of .carn~l security, until Satan can drop 
you into Hell. 

As we are 1,iving in Satan's age, he has the big 
end ~f everything, while the Lord's people are but 
a traveler here and there. Oh, how difficult to get 
people contented to walk alone with an unseen God! 
Only such will ever reach the Kingdom. When the 
Millennium comes, and Satan and his myrmidons shall 
be ta.ken o~t of the world, the tribulation judglij.ents 
having . swept all of Satan's churches from the earth, 
in th~ .fall of Babylon, which will wind up all the 
churche~ and, religions except holiness to the Lord ; 
when holiness shall cover the eartl)., as the waters the 
sea, and 

"He shall have dominion, 
Over river, sea and shore, 

Far as the eagle's pinion, 
· Or dove's light wing can soar,'' 

then ''the leopard shall lie down with the lamb, and 
the lion eat straw like the ox, and nothing shail hurt 
in all my holy mountain.'' This holy mountain will 
be the millennial kin"dom which · shall fill the whole 
earth. (Dan. 2: 46.) I am glad it is very nigh, even 
now drawing near;· and that is the reason why Satan 
is stirring earth and Hell to lasso for damnation every 
one he can. Reader, look out! Never rest without 
the clear witness of the Holy Spirit, that you are born 
from above, and sanctified wholly. 

THE END. 
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PROPHECIES FULFILLED 

Nebuchadnezzar conquered all the world so quick
ly that Daniel descr ibes him as moving on eagle 
wings. Having spoilated all the cities beneath the 
azure skies, to enrich his capitol; great Babylon, 
located on the lovely plain of Shinar the majestic 
Euphrates in the Bible dominated the flood; rolling 
his placid volume through the City, 350 feet high 
and 87 broad, supported by stone arches; meanwhile 
the odent was ransacked for precious stones of ev
ery diversity, rubies, diamonds, sapphires, carbun
cles and every species of princely ornamentation, 
sought out, and brought thither to adorn the pal
aces, shrines, and temples, glitt ering and radiat ing 
the gorgeous splendor of t he bright Oriental sun, 
flashing in gorgeous beauty ; so the t raveler enter
ing the city on a bright sunny day would feel as if 
ten thousand suns, were turning in their splendor 
and glory; thus making that city truly, the glory of 
the Chaldees, the excellency and the joy of the 
whole world. Nebuchadnezzar is enjoying a recre
ation walk along the royal, majestic boulevard, gaz
ing around on the majestic walls along which the 
chariot races, where the favorite recreation of the 
nobility; far up thither 350 feet in the ether blue 
and amply broad for six war chariots to run abreast 
at race horse speed. His heart is elated with pride 
and he soliloquizes "Is not this great Babylon which 
I have built by the might of my power and for the 
glory of my majesty?" God is displeased with his 
egotism; touches that gigantic intellect, doubtless 
the greatest in the world; staggering from its 
throne in his royal cranium "God gives him the 
heart of the beast." Consequently leaving his 
throne in his gorgeous diamond decked palace; he 
wanders away to the haunts of the wild donkeys, 
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salutes them as his comrades, thinking he is one of 
them, as God has given him the asanine heart. As 
the heart is everything. If you should receive the 
heart of a dog, you would leave the abodes of men 
and dwell in the dog kennels. Therefore the 
world's monarch, leaving his golden palace. dwells 
with the wild donkeys seven long years,, till his hair 
grows out like the eagle's feathers, and his nails 
like the eagle's claws, and his person utterly neg
lected; his head is mighty with the dews of heaven 
(here the Hebrew says, baptized with the dews ; the 
Greek ebaphee from bapta to baptize, showing the 
utter falsity of the immersion dogma; as his body 
was not plunged into the dew; but it fell on him like 
a shower of rain.) Seven years pass away during 
his insanity, commemorated by his sojourn with the 
donkeys, thinking that he was one; when he wakes 
from his long mental delirium; God again reaching 
down and lifting back his gigantic intellect, re• 
stores it to its demounted throne; giving him, the 
wonderful power and brilliancy which crowned his 
antecedent with victory, awes every nation under 
heaven and takes pre-eminence on the throne of 
the wor1d. When God's own people made such an 
awful failure, wrecking their loyal fidelity and 
plunging deep into the fascinating polytheistical 
idolatry, the popular religion of the whole world; 
he found it necessary to let them go into captivity, 
the only available remedy for their incorrigible, 
paganistical predilection; thus permitting theocra
cy to evanesce from the earth he selected the most 
competent man in all the world, to succeed Him on 
the throne. The news of his restoration mounts on 
the wing and flies to the end of the earth, pro
ducing a popular sensation unprecedented in the 
world's history. Consequently the princes as well 
as Patricians and Plebeians, rally from every part 
of the compass to see their restored Royal Cham-
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pion. They trim, wash and invest his person with 
the royal regalia, lift him up on the shoulders of his 
tallest champions, amid music, from every instru
ment in the known world wafted on heavenly breez
es and royal banners waving in volumes of brilliant 
patriotic maxims, floating in the air; the welkin 
roaring and reverberating, with the stentorian 
shouts in vociferous ejaculations, rolling like the 
oceanic billows through the air, accompanied by 
every conceivable demonstration of public joy; 
while to their infinite delectation, they behold their 
great King in peerless majesty, re-enthroned; scep
tered, crowned and inundated by the grandest ova
tion, ever seen by mortal eyes. Thus re-instated, 
he sits down on his universal throne, his crown rad
iant with rays of an unsetting sun and his sceptre, 
sweeping the circumference of the globe. There he 
reigned without a rival to the end of his long and 
eventful life. 
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CHAPTER I 

The Paradoxical Parenthesis 

Just as Nebuchadnezzar's insanity, constituting 
a wonderful parenthesis in his administration; so 
the Gentile dispensation is parenthetical in the di
vine administration, which went down with the fall 
of theocracy; and the Chaldean army captured J e
rusalem B. C. 587. Oh what a wonderful thesaurus 
of heavenly gems, we have in the Bible! In this 
parenthesis we have the Gentile dispensation, from 
beginning to end. As crazy Nebuchadnezzar 
though playing king among the donkeys these sev
en years was utterly incompetent, even for a don
key-king. We see him enthusiastically pushing a 
head, administering his government over the herds 
and flocks, cognomen the different nations and 
thinking he was ruling the world; when his life and 
labor are a consummate failure; with no intelli
gent apprehension on the part of the donkeys. 

(a) Even so the great, costly, pompous and de-
monstrative world wide machinery of human gov
ernment is this day an utter failure, always has 
been, and always will be; from the simple fact that 
no human being is competent to rule a nation. God 
never created man to rule; but to serve; conferring 
on him the sweetest and richest beautitude in all 
the universe,, i. e. love slavery. The slave has no 
care on him for anything at all; food, clothing, life 
or death or anything else. All these and everything 
else you can think of devolved on his master. When 
he is perfectly good infinitely rich and loves the 
slave more than language can tell; he is the happi
est being you can find in the illimitable universe. 

(b) During slavery a godly widow in North Caro
lina owned a very valuable man, whom she much 
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appreciated; as in her widowhood he was father, 
husband and son as well a's a valuable slave. She 
says, "Tom, I waRt you to go up and nail some 
boards on the north gable of our house to keep out 
the cold, November winds." The work was simple; 
shove a plank through the crack of a log house that 
he may stand on it and do the work; meanwhile 
someone will sit on the inside end, hold it down, lest 
it capsize and let him fall. He turns his keen 
black eye on the situation, diagnoses carefully and 
greatly interrogates; "who will sit on the end of 
the plank?" Thinking to sweep cavil from the field 
and put all quibbles to quietitude, she responds, 
"You dear wife, Manda, will sit on it and certainly 
hold it down with her 250 pounds." He hesitates 
again and shaking his head, he responds, "Manda 
is a good woman and she loves me all right; but 
she has always been very forgetful ; therefore if 
she would forget and just .get up to do something 
this nigger's neck is broken." Then she responds, 
"Whom will you have; if you cannot trust yE>ur 
own wife to care for you?" "Oh,'' says Tom, "I take 
you yourself; I know you are not going to let your 
negro get killed," (that would have cost a thousand 
dollars out of her pocket; then with a jolly laugh, 
she sits down on the plank and Tom goes out with 
boards, hammer and nails and does all the work, el
egantly without a flicker; being sure that the inter
est of his mistress is an ample assurance of his 
life. 

(c) I am God's love slave, ready every moment, 
responsively to His bidding to· do everything He 
wants; as He is sitting on the inside end of the 
plank. Therefore the very place God gave us in His 
boundless universe, that of love slavery is the most 
felicitous and desirable of all. Satan inflates us 
with vanity, sends us off on wild goose chases; like 
the man in the gospel who had gotten so rich that 
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he had to take down barns and build greater ones; 
having succeeded to his heart's content, he finally 
settles down in perfect satisfaction, soliloquizing, 
"Soul take thy ease thou hast much goods laid up 
for many years;" when the answer comes "thou 
fool this night they are requiring thy soul of thee." 
The verb here is in the present tense, third per
son plural and has for its subject, the deinons in the 
air, standing round him, ready to manipulate his 
soul and drag it into hell, that very night when he 
wound up his earthly career, talking so foolishly. 

(d) Now let us see this inspired measurement as 
Gentile rule on the earth. We can only measure 
time by the revolution of the heavenly bodies, speed
ing their flight around the effulgent throne; respon
sively to the omnific ipse dixit. The patriarchs and 
prophets and Jes us and His apostles always measur
ed time by the revolution of the moon around the 
earth. In these prophecies a day means a year all 
time; how do you kow? Because Daniel 9th ch. tells 
us that there will just be 70 weeks from the found
ing of the second temple by Ezra, Zerubbabel, and 
Nehemiah, when the Jews returned out of Babylon
ian captivity in fulfillment of Jeremiah's prophecy, 
till "Messiah be cut off." History gives us the fact 
that it was just 490 years which is the number of 
days in 70 weeks; confirming indubitably, the year
day system of perpetual interpretation, which ob
tains throughout the Bible. The lunar year is 345 
days; seven times this number is 2478, the whole 
period of Gentile rule. As Jerusalem was taken by 
the Chaldean army B. C. 587. Now add to this 
the time which has elapsed since the Christian Era 
1914 and you have 2501, subtract from it the 2478 
and it leaves you 23, showing up the fact that the 
Gentile times have already run out and 23 years 
more. Daniel in his last chapter tells us the trib
ulation will last 45 \.ears, 1335 (v. 12)-1290 ,(v. 11) 
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equals 45. Hence you see the 45 years will close 
up the Gentile dispensation. But the lunar chro
nology expires the Gentile time and 23 years more 
already. Add to this the 45 years of tribulation it 
gives you 68, showing up the fact that the rapture 
of the saints, which will procede the tribulation is 
already over due 68 years; God in His mercy, wait
ing on our shameful prolixity in getting the bride 
ready for the coming of her cavine spouse; as we 
must preach the gospel to every nation (not every 
creature as E. V. Mark 16: 15, which is an interpo
lation; the last 16 verses of Mark's gospel having 
been added by an unknown hand, 500 years after he 
and Peter who dictated it, had been playing on their 
golden harps. N. B. This is very important as it 
postpones the coming of the Lord for His bride, till 
we preach the Gospel to every creature, which we 
cannot do under the reign of Satan, which contin
ues until the Lord comes and dethrones him and 
takes the world into hand. This conclusion is con
firmed by the fact that in the last hundred years, 
despite all our efforts to evangelize the heathen, we 
have not even kept peace with the increasing popu
lation which has gained on us 200 millions. Besides 
our Savior tells us that the world will get worse in
stead of better till He comes, showing that in our 
dispensation we will never get everybody evange
lized ; our work being simply to get the bride ready 
in all the world, in which we are. succeeding glori
ously; whereas the millennial dispensation is not 
only to evangelize all, but get all saved, "till the 
glory of the Lord will cover the sea," and He shall 
have dominion over river, sea and shore, 

Far as the eagle's pinion 
Or dove's light wing can soar. 
(e) While Daniel gives us the tribulation period 

forty five years, Jesus tells us in His valedictory 
sermon which He preached on Mt. Olivet, Wednes-
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day afternoon, before His crucifixion, the following 
Friday, that it will be shortened, as otherwise no 
life would be left on the earth such being the awful 
destruction of the armageddon wars and destroy
ing angels; of the latter Daniel saw 1,000,000 If a 
solitary angel Isa. 37 ch. destroyed 185,000 Assyri
an soldiers in Sennacherib's army besieging Jerusa
lem in one-half of a night; how many will 1,000,000 
destroy in 45 years? Jes us tells us that God will 
shorten the tribulation in the interest of the elect, 
i. e. the people on the earth, who will let God save 
them. N. B. This is the Bible definition of the elect, 
i. e. all who will let God save them; because He 
wants to save all and does save all who will let Him. 
Is He not omnipotent? Oh yes, but omnipotence 
cannot save people against their will, as in that case 
He would dehumanize you ; thus def eating the pri
mary end for which He created us, i . e. that we 
might be His happy love-slaves, and of our own free 
will with unutterable delight do His will on earth 
as the angels do it in Heaven. 

(f) The reason why no one knows the day nor 
the hour of His coming is because we know not how 
much of the tribulation will be shortened. God 
knows who will let Him save them and who will not. 
Therefore the awful tribulation will just take out of 
the world the multiplied millions who will not let 
God save them. According to this lunar chronolo
gy which the patriarchs and ·prophets and our 
Saviour and His apostles used all their lives the 
rapture of the saints is already overdue 68 years, 
God waiting on us all this time to get the bride 
ready. He is not tied to the chronologies, they are 
for us, duly posting us up, so we will be robed and 
ready, washed and dressed, loins girded, and staff 
in hand ; listening for the trumpet to blow and the 
proclamation ring, whether midnight or noonday, 
"Behold the bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet 
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him." The calendar chronology, which measures 
time by the revolutions of the planets around the 
sun and used in Europe has 360 days in the year. 
360 times 7 equals 2520. · Hence you see the whole 
period of Gentile time is 2520 years. As Jerusalem 
was captured 587 before Christ, add to that number 
1914 after Christ and it equals 2501. 2520 less 
2501 equals 19 years of Gentile times yet to come. 
As the last 45 years of Gentile time will be tribula
tion, 45-19 equals 26, showing up the fact that the 
rapture of the saints which is to take place before 
the tribulation sets in is a1ready overdue 26 years; 
the Lord waiting on us all .this time to get the bride
groom ready; so He is going to rule the whole world 
through the saints of His bridehood, Hev. 20: 6; 
therefore He must have enough in every nation to 
serve as His subordinates in the administration of 
that people. 

(g) The solar chronology is used in America and 
measured by the revolution of the earth round the 
sun; having 365 days in the year. 365 times 7 is 
2555, the whole period of the Gentile time according 
to our own chronology. As you see to the present 
date 2501 years have elapsed; leaving 54, still pend
ing. As Daniel gives the tribulation 45 years, and 
54-45 equals 9. Hence you seet it would make the 
rapture of the saints due in 1923. Therefore you 
see most indubitably we are treading the ragged 
edges of the Gentile dispensation, with every con
ceivable reason to be on the constant outlook for 
His glorious appearing. 
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CHAPTER II 

Fall of the Turkish Sultany 1909 

'Vhen the Romans exterminated the Jews out of 
the Holy Land, because they would crown those 
false Christs king) which was high treason against 
the Emperor; it was a penalty of death to a Jew to 
be found anywhere in all the country of Canaan or 
in any other country under heaven traveling with 
his face that way, he was to be taken up and killed. 
Therefore they desolated the whole country, leav
ing it a heap of ruins, in order to obliterate every 
thought from the Hebrew mind to get back to their 
own sacred mountains and hallowed vales. There
fore centuries come and go, without ever seeing a 
Jew anywhere in that country. 

(h) While Rome held the whole world in her iron 
grip, commanding the resources of every nation she 
built great macadamized roads, bridging rivers and 
cutting down mountains, far away into every 
country under heaven, to facilitate the imperial in
terest, focalizing everything on those immortal 
seven mountains; from which armies marched and 
proconsuls went forth into every land and clime; 
thus ligamenting all nations indeffragably to the 
celestial city. Among others, the Goths, Huns, 
Vandals, Heruli, wild nation around the North Pole, 
where the government held a loose grip because 
with her the sword was arbiter of all human des
tiny, and the winters were so terrific that Roman 
soldiers going out from the lovely genial Italian 
homes, protected from the boreal blizzards by the 
great Alpine range; thus giving Italy semi-tropi
cal climate; just could not stand the winters; but 
would freeze to death. These barbarians, saw the 
golden house of the Emperor, surrounded by the 
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5,000 senators, living in silver houses, constituting 
his counsel board in the administration of the 
whole world. The temptation was too great. They 
conceived the idea of getting that gold and silver. 
Consequently they began to invade Rome in the 
days of Paul and Peter; everywhere carrying with 
them terror and devastation. So they continue 
four hundred years; despite the awful battles by 
the Roman armies, confronting them and driving 
them back; when they tarry a generation and 
return, vastly more formidable than ever . Finally 
they succeed in the capture of the city, when it took 
them a whole week, to gather the gold and silver 
from the palaces, temples and shrines. At the end 
of the week; they return home, common soldiers 
having become millionaires; the plebeian who was 
not able to buy a breakfast, when he entered the 
city, having to employ a donkey to carry his purse 
of iiold and silver; as it would have broken his own 
back. ·.--. 

(i) With the fall of Rome, shackles were broken 
from the rising of the sun to the going down of the 
same; not only liberating the Hebrew millions, this 
first in all nations; but revolutionizing the world 
;:ind superinducing the toe stage of Daniel's chro
nological image, and it has continued to this day, 
Dan. 2: 46 says, "In the days of these kings," i. e. 
the toe kings, England, France, Sweden, Norway, 
ets., (for during the Chaldean head of gold there 
was only one king, Nebuchadnezzar and his suc
cessors; during the Persian breast and arms of sil
ver there was only one king, Cyrus, and his suc
cessors; during the Grecian abdomen and thighs of 
brass, there was only one king, Alexander and suc
cessors ; and during the Roman legs of iron there 
was only one king, Caesar, and his sucessors). Af
ter the fall of Rome, she was disintegrated into ten 
or one dozen kin2'doms which are standing today, 
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but you see above that their time is just now run
ning out. Hence we should be constantly looking 
for the fulfillment of Dan. 2 : 46, "In the days of 
these kings, the God of Heaven shall sit up a king
dom which shall never be destroyed; but will break 
in pieces and bruise all others, till they will be
come as the chaff of the summer threshing floor, 
and the wind will blow them away" and this stone 
kingdom (God in both places is called a rock) ; and 
will fill the whole earth and stand forever. This is 
the glorious kingdom, now so brilliantly dawning 
in steam and electric cars, automobiles and a literal 
bewilderment of infinitesimal inventions, all of 
which belong to the millennium, now collapsing ov
er on the Gentile dispensation. 

(j) The fall of the Roman empire having broken 
the shackles of the Hebrew slaves; they began to 
creep back, one her and another there; gradually 
increasing as the ages rolled along. Meanwhile the 
Turks observing the phenomenon and fearing the · 
aspirations to recover their country in A. D. 1874, 
passed laws utterly disqualifying a Jew to citizen
ship under any circumstances whatever, and the 
same time disqualifying him to own property any
where in the Turkish Empire; also making it a 
penalty of death for him to come into the temple of 
the holy campus, 35 acres surrounding the temple, 
always regarded by the Jews as a part of it and 
equally holy, where our Saviour did all of His 
preaching, when the E. V. says He was preaching 
in the temple, it was simply on that holy campus, 
as the temple building was in the hands of the 
priests, who turned against Him in the beginning 
of His ministry and would not admit Him into it; 
yet they could not keep Him out of the holy cam
pus, to which every born Jew had a perfect right, 
though it was a penalty of death for a Gentile to 
come inside of it, (to eiron, the holy means not on-
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ly the temple building, but includes all of that holy 
campus, left bare in order to pitch their tents dur
ing their great annual camp meetings, passover in 
the spring, Pentecost in the summer and Taber
nacles in the fall; Solomon's porch (separate from 
the temple, 200 yards) and the treasury and some 
other sacred buildings, beside the temple were all 
occupying the holy campus; thus the greater space 
left for their tents, during their festivals.) 

(k) In 1885 only 10,000 Jews were in all the Ho
ly Land; quite a novelty then as so many centuries 
had rolled away without seeing an Israelite walk
ing over any of the holy mountains. When I first 
went thither in 1895, 19 years ago, there were 
100,000; when I returned in 1899 there 200,000; in 
1905 we found so many that they couldn't get the 
statistics, as they were not allowed to citizenship 
and consequently no census was taken; but the in
crease had been wonderful. When I returned in 
1911, three years ago; they were the largest, na
tionality at Jerusalem, where we have almost all 
nations represented; a lovely and prosperous Ameri
can colony, with which you will be delighted when 
you go; a great German colony; also French, Ital
ian and many others; magnetized thither by the po
tent charm which the holy city of all the earth puts 
on the wandering children of Adam in every land 
and clime; all feeling an internal aspiration to see it 
one of these bright days, and if never in His prov
idence permitted. without defalcation, to reach the 
New Jerusalem, the Mother of Saul, Gal. 4 ch., 
where the wicked cease from troubling and the 
weary for forever at rest. 

(I) This old sultany has been standing ever since 
the Moslems subjugated the country, A. D. 634, un
mercifully and uncompromisingly to the Jews, ut
terly disqualifying them to hold citizenship or own 
property anywhere in all the land of Canaan till in 
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1909 an awful bloody revolution broke out and 
spread throughout the empire; heaping Constanti
nople with the slain and deluging it with blood; de
throning the old sultan and would have killed him if 
his woman had not hid him so successfully that 
they could not find him. Having revolutionized the 
<empire and taken everything into their own hands; 
nnally the old fell ow turns up alive; mercy prevails 
and they still let him live; his crown scepter and a 
ten milllion dollar annuity having evanesced away; 
himself a prisoner without a solitary gleam of hope 
ever to recover his throne ; yea a prisoner for life. 
This new par ty, (the young Turks) having receiv
ed the government in the revolution is sympathetic 
with the Jews. They immediately called a great 
convention in Jerusalem; inviting everybody, Jews 
and Gentiles; voting citizenship to the Jews and 
the right to own all the property they would and 
had a great procession in which Turk and Jew 
marched arm in arm through the City, with ban
ners flying and music roaring. During the sultany, 
despite all their tyrannical legislation, disqualify
ing them to citizenize one. Only permitting them 
to come as pilgrims rigidly to leave in 30, 60 or 90 
days; yet I have it from the oldest Judes in that 
country that none of them left; because they would 
bribe the Turkish officers to let them stay; mean
while despite their tyrannical disqualification of a 
Jew to hold property they were building on all 
sides: doubling the size of Jerusalem and rebuild
ind all the old cities which had been desolated by 
the Romans, and pushing along just as if every
thing was in their favor; fulfilling the prophecies 
most wonderfully. Jeremiah. 31: 38 prophesied Je
rusalem will be rebuilt from the tower of Hannibal 
to the gate of the Commar, the king's wine press, 
the hill Garab, Joash, the valley of dead bodies and 
the horse gate, extending over an area of about 
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1000 acres, on Mt. Zion outside of the wall.. I have 
repeate<lly been there and seen for my self, that 
this has been done. 

(n) I have stood by and seen children in thir 
teens, male and female, doing the nicest mechanical 
work I ever saw, polishing stones with artistic in
genuity such work as would cost $5.00 a day in this 
country. It cost them nothing, as their children did 
it in obedience to their parents. While I saw these 
wonderful works going on, my soul did shout for 
joy, praise the Lord, the Hebrew children are not 
all dead. When I was there three years ago there 
were fif ty Jewish colleges scattered over that coun
try, and coming all the time. This new administra
tion the young turks, issued a proclamation to the 
wandering children of Abraham to come from the 
ends of the earth and settle in that lovely land, the 
paradise of the earth, whose fruits command the 
premium in all the markets of the world. 

(e) In our country California is the Canaan; 
whither the Palestinian fruits have been transplant
ed and have commanded the premium in all our 
markets. I have preached week after week with 
the oranges lying on my table and seldom touch one 
lest it might prove sour or pithy in which case I 
did not want it. In Palestine I eat them all the 
time, and never do find them unsatisfactory; but 
invariably sweet and juicy. The fruit of that coun
try superabounds both in quantity and variety. 
Actually endless variety of most delicious nuts. 
Ezekiel prophesies of the Jews gathered into that 
country from all the ends of the earth making it 
bud, blossom and groan beneath the load of deli
cious fruits, is this day receiving its wonderful ful
fillment. 

(p) Far away a thousand miles from Jerusalem 
on the banks of the Cheban; Jerusalem a heap of 
ruins and the whole country a desolation; he sees 
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them rise out of their graves, move in panorama be
fore his bewildered gaze; back to their own country 
and take possession not simply from Dan to Beer
sheba, the old settlements occupied in the palmy 
days of David and Solomon; when they only poss
essed about one-fourth of the land grant Jas. 1 ch. 
extending from the river of Egypt on the south to 
the great Euphrates on the north; from the Medi
terranean on the west to the waters of Maribah on 
the east; but he now begins on Euphrates and gives 
Dan this portion, followed by Asher, Naphthai Man
asseh, Ephraim, Reuben, Judah, Benjamin, Simon, 
Issachar, Zebulon, Gad. Thus Ezekiel in his lone
ly exile 3000 years in the future sees the Jews drop
ping off their captive chains in every nation under 
heaven, shouting the victory, mounting donkeys, 
camel's, dromedaries, again assembling in the land 
flowing in milk and honey and abounding in corn 
and wine, spreading their tents and building cities 
and responsive to their jubilee trumpets all the an
cients leaping at life with shouts of victory. 

( q) The grand salient point in the fall of Turk
clam is the concurrent prophecy of Daniel and John. 
The former (ch. 11) gives it in 1290 years; the 
latter in many scriptures gives it 1260. The reason 
of this difference of 30 years arises from the fact 
that Danield used the linar chronology measured 
by the revolutions of the moon around the earth, 
which was always used in Asia and Africa by pa
triarchs and prophets and Jes us and His apostles 
the lunar year only having 354 days and conse
quently the more of them in any given period; 
whereas John who saw all of his prophetic visions 
on the Isle of Patmos which is in Europe, where 
they use the calendar chronology which has 360 
days in a year. 

(r) Now let us proceed to the simple arithmetical 
harmonizing of John and Daniel; nothing to do but 
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to split the difference adding to the one and sub
tracting from the other; 1290-1260 equals 30. and 
30 divided by 2 equals 15. Now add to the num-
ber of long years and subtract from the number of I 
short years, 1260 and 15 equals 1275, whereas 
1290 less 15 equals 1275. Therefore you see the 
harmonizing of Daniel and John gives you 1275. 
This is legitimate from the simple fact that they 
both saw the same visions, but as Daniel lived and 
died in Asia where they always used the lunar chro
nology, therefore he held on to it to the end of his 
life. For similiar reasons John having become a 
European in his evangelistical peregrinations and 
seen his missions in that country used their chro
nology. They lived 600 years remote in time and 
as Daniel saw his prophecies far away in Babylon 
and John in Europe in space they were about 2 thou
sand miles remote either from the other. Daniel 
saw his missions when a young man, though he 
lived in the old dispensation; whereas John saw his 
when about a hundred years old, though living in 
the new dispensation, despite sundry dispositions, 
they saw the very same visions and precisely har
monize as you see in the 1275. As the Moslems 
took that country, A. D. 634. You must add that 
to the 1275, which gives you 1909, the very year 
the Turkish sultany fell, and a Jewish party got 
the government; from that time the children of 
Abraham have been pouring in from the ends of the 
earth. When I was there three years ago among 
all the nationalities which constitute the mongrel 
population of Jerusalem; that Jesus had the great 
majority and were in the lead of all the business, 
mercantile and financial; thus Jerusalem having 
again become a Jewish city as our Saviour says in 
his sermon which he preached on Mt. Olivet on 
Wednesday afternoon before His crucifixion that 
Jerusalem would be trodden down till the times of 
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the Gentiles would be filled. Therefore the fall of 
the sultany in 1909 was at best a proximate fulfill
ment of that prophecy, and ought to stir all Chris
tendom today and raise them on tiptoe. Prophe
cies are frequently fulfilled progressively. That 
this is an eventual fulfillment of Daniel and John, 
we cannot ignore. Doubtless the complete fulfill
ment is coming along in due time, which will be 
characterized by the Jews, receiving the govern
ment of (Acts 1: 6) when the disciples said to the 
risen Saviour, "dost thou now restore the kingdom 
to Israel ?" 

(s) Our Saviour responded, "It is not for you 
to know the times and season, i. e. periods and ep
ochs which the father hath put in his own author
ity." I am ,on the constant outlook for something 
to transpire among the nations which turn over the 
Holy Land to the Jews. During my second tour 
in the old world in 1899, while England was subju
gating the Boers to get possession of the prolific 
gold mines, old Ophir, where Solomon commands 
such a quantity to embel1ish the temple; when in 
their conquests they got command of vast splendid 
lands on the Congo and as the Jews are the most 
enterprising people in the world, they hit upon the 
scheme of giving it to them to get them to come 
and settle it and thus populate and civilize the dark 
continent. They called a great convention in Brus
sels, Belgium, to consider the pro-offered donation. 
Having given it thorough attention, they decided 
unanimously in the negative. Thanking them for 
their favor, but declining its acceptance; on the 
beautiful rationale, that they had a country of their 
own and expected to go to it. In every country un
der heaven throughout the wide World dispersions, 
when they build their beautiful houses, you will al
ways find something about them unfinished ; far up 
in the cornice you will find something missing ; a 
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silent monitor of their transiency and destinator to 
immigrate, all looking forward to their final gath
ering in the lovely land of Canaan, which God gave 
to their fathers. 

(t) This fall' of Turkdom in 1909, so harmonically 
prophesied by Daniel and John, ought to stir all 
Christendom everywhere to rise up, calculate their 
latitude and longitude on time's stormy ocean, di
agnose the signs of the times ; so obvious in all the 
earth. 
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CHAPTER III 

His Proximity 

In His memorable sermon on Mt. Olivet Wednes
day afternoon, preceding His crucifixion, drop your 
eye on Matt. 24: 29 (you see the same in Luke 21 
ch. and Mark 13 ch.) He proceeds, "immediately 
after the desolation of these days the sun will be 
darkened and the moon will not give her light and 
the stars will be falling; then shall the sign of the 
son of man appear in Heaven, i. e. the firmament 
the lower heaven. The E. V. says tribulation, which 
leads the mind to the great Gentile tribulation 
which has not yet come on, because this very pan
orama runs into it. The Greek thlipsis means trib
ulation and also desolation, the latter being the cor
rect meaning in this passage; because it really al
ludes to t he Jewish tribulation, A. D. 66-73; which 
utterly desolated all that country even demolishing 
the beautiful temple despite all the efforts of Titus 
to protect it; the Roman soldiers went ahead and 
fulfilled the prophecies of Jesus, tearing it all to 
pieces, thinking the Jews, the richest people in the 
world had hidden their money in it ; so fulfilling the 
prophecy pf Jesus, "stone shall not be left upon 
stone, that shall not be thrown down." As Roman 
policy was rule or ruin; any nation they could not 
govern, t hey obliterated from the world's escutch
eon; selling them all into slavery and thus blotting 
out their nationality. As the Jews were s-0 perti
nacious for their native land, they destroyed all 
their cities and left nothing but mouldering arty
where, the habitation of owls and bats, scorpions 
and rattlesnakes. Having destroyed Jerusalem and 
desolated the land; selling into slavery all who sur
vived the sword, pestilence and famine; leaving Je-
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rusalem without an inhabitant and so it remained 
50 years till the Emperor Hadrian going thither 
founded a Roman colony and called it Elia Capito
lina and erected a heathen temple on the spot where 
the holy edifice had stood. So idols were worship
ped on that sacred· mountain. 200 years roll eway 
and the Emperor Constantine gets converted and 
·going thither he takes down the heathen temple 
and builds a Christian church on the spot. 

(u) Meanwhile the Bedoin Arabs, the children of 
Abraham, through, Ishmael, Esau and Keturah his 
second wife, migrate thither, populate the country 
and have been there ever since. As they do not live 
in houses but in tents, because religiously they rig
idly follow father Abraham, who never lived in a 
house but in a tent, which he carried on a camel's 
back whithersoever he went, pitching it on a spot 
where God told him; refusing to live in a house be
cause he was a pilgrim and a stranger on the earth 
traveling to his house in Heaven. The reason why 
Paul could make enough by his trade, tent-building, 
was because the Bedoins are the greatest nation in 
that part of the world and make no use of houses 
but all live in tents. For these reasons the desola
tion wrought upon the land of Canaan by the Ro
mans, remained through the ages, till the return of 
the Jews who have poured in from the ends of the 
earth and everywhere rebuilding the old cities. In 
direct fulfillment of the prophecies. 

( v) In these scriptures the son means the kings 
and the moon the queen and the stars the subordi
nate officers of the government. When our Saviour 
had finished his work and flown up to heaven and 
reported to his father, (Acts 2 ch.) He said, "Sit 
thou on my right hand, till I make thin& enemies 
thy footstool." He is sitting there yet; but the 
prophecies have been so wonderfully fulfilled and 
constantly receiving their fulfillment that we have 
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every reason to be on the constant outlook for the 
Loi·d to descend and shake down every rival as no 
one but the Lord Jesus Christ has a right to rule 
this world. Dan. 7: 9, "I beheld till the thrones 
'Nere cast down and the Ancient of Days did sit and 
and a fiery stream went before him, and a thousand 
thousand, ie. a million (destroying angels) minis
tered unto him;" i. e. these destroying angels under 
armageddon wars will take out of the world the roy
al dynast ies, who would not let the Lord have a mil
lennium. 

(w) As we read this prophecy we see after the 
kings, queens and potentates have fallen; then will 
the sign of the son of man appear in the firmament. 
The sign is not the son of man, but something after 
the order of the star of Bethlehem which herald
ed his first coming; but it will be infinitely mo1·a 
magnitudinous as His second coming will be trans
cendently more glorious than His first. As He 
came the first time to suffer and to die and the sec
ond time He will come to conquer and to reign. 
Therefore the sign of His coming will doubtless ~x
hibit the phenomenon of a great aurora borealis, 
such as the world has never before seen ; when all 
the telescopes will be turned on it diagnosing it and 
expounding it astronomically; whereas it will sim
ply be the normal splendor of His glorious appear
ing, shining out millions of miles before Him. Read 
the next verse, "Then all nation~ will weep and 
mourn, ·when they shall see the son of man coming 
in a cloud with power and great glory. You see 
by this time He has come in sight and they will alf 
see him, Rev. 1: 7, where it says, "that every eye 
shall behold him." as the earth is round and revolv
ing in the face of the sun ; it will only take 24 hours 
for every person in all the world to see him with 
their mortal eyes as the scriptures positively says, 
(see the next verse); "Then will He send forth his 
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angels who will gather His elect, from the four 
winds of the earth;" from the extremities of na
tions from the extremities of the Heavens unto the 
extremities of the same. Here you see the rapture 
of the sains, who are the Lord's elect and the res
urrection angels will scour the world round and 
round and gather them all up from land and sea; 
from Abel the first martyr and the first soul to raise 
the shout, of victory and raise all the angels on tip
toe to see the first specimen of redeeming grace and 
dying love ever beheld by immortal eyes. 

(x) Hence you see this will be the rapture of the 
saints, when the Lord shall come to take away His 
bride. This is the brink on which we stand and 
with eager eyes look up into the azure skies, every 
moment anticpating his glorious appearing. I have 
often stood at the cave of Macpelah in Hebron, ov
erbuilt by a great mosque and containing the holy 
family, Abraham and Sarah, Isaac and Rebecca, Ja
cob and Leah and guarded by Turkish soldiers with 
loaded guns, ready to shoot me if I should attempt 
to enter. As there I have often stood and looked; 

a panorama of the descending archangel and the 
trumpets mighty roar has passed in the brillant re
alization, before my contemplative spirit; when I 
saw those Turkish Soldiers fall like dead men and 
the patriarchs and matriarchs, disentombed, rise 
with jubilant shouts of victory and fly up to meet 
the Lord in the air. 

(y) Mt. Olivet is the larget in all the Holy Land 
and so hallowed, because Jesus there walked so 
much peregrinating from Jerusalem where he 
preached so much on the streets; over this great 
mountain to the humble home of Mary, Martha and 
Lazarus on its southeastern slope; where He spent 
the night, the ensuing morning returning to his 
vast audience always ready to gather round Hirn on 
the Holy Campus and hang spell bound on His el-
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oquent lips. Mt. Olivet is the Jewish cemetery this 
day. Honored with the sepulchers of the patri
arch and prophets and the Hebrew pilgrims in all 
the ages not only abiding at Jerusalem, but through 
the rolling centuries, coming from the ends of the 
earth; longing for the privilege of dying in the Ho
ly City. I have seen them in their tombs reading 
their Bibles and waiting the Lord's ipsi dixit, to 
fly away to glory. Oh! what an impressive sight! 
Only three years ago I looked on those Hebrew pil
grims gray and bald, in their own sepulchers, read
ing their Bibles and praying to the God of Israel; 
having come from a far off land and determined 
never to leave, until the proclamation rings down, 
you have suffered and toiled enough; come unto me 
and rest your weary feet on the bright evergreen 
shore. From the summit of this mountain our 
Lord ascended to Heaven. How pilgrims delight to 
put their feet on the very spot hallowed by His 
tread; stil'l left vacant, that they may enjoy the 
blessed privilege. 

(z) In a few steps of the spot pointed out to us, 
whence Jesus ascended to Heaven; stands a great 
stone tower, 275 feet high, erected for the special 
accomodation of pilgrims to follow the Lord all the 
way up · to Heaven, and much appreciate the bless
ing of following Him up to the full altitude of that 
tower. Four times have I climbed it to its topmost 
pinnacle; where standing looking up into the azure 
vaults it seemed that I could catch a gleam of His 
glory, flashing down from the distant pinnacles of 
the starry vaults and catch an echo of the clatter, 
ringing down over the starry pavements, proclaim
ing the proximity of His approaching chariot. Read
er are you ready, washed in the blood, invested in 
the snowy white robe of Holiness, watching and 
waiting? Rest assured He will soon come or send 
an angel as in case of Lazarus. 
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Psychology and Pneumatology 

by 

W. B. GODBEY 

Man is a trinity consisting of spirit, soul and body. 
The human spirit consists of the conscience, the will 
and_ the affections; the soul consists of the physical 
life, the intellect, the judgment, and the sensibilities; 
but the body has neither mentality nor spirituality, 
but is simply the material tenement in which the 
animal soul abides, in anticipation of glorification 
through the transfiguration, if we abide till Jesus 
comes; whereas if He tarrieth and sends an angel to 
call us away, then this body will be consigned to the 
dust, and He will glorify it through the resurrection. 

(a) On the Mount of Transfiguration we have a 
brilliant adumbration of the happy and glorious des
tination awaiting the bodies of God's children, which 
are included in the redemptive scheme. In His won
derful, signal and condescending mercy, God not only 
takes in these material tenements, but even this ter
restrial globe, as Peter so gloriously reveals. He says 
it will be sanctified by fire, and John beautifully gives 
us its renovation (Rev. 21st and 22nd chaps.), and 
Jesus its final destination, i. e., the inheritance of the 

1 



2 Psychology and Pneumatology 

saints when this mortal shalil put on immortality. 
Matthew 5: 5 : ''The meek shall inherit the earth.'' 

While the psyche (the soul), embracing the intel
lect, the memory, the · judgment, the sensibilities and 
the physical life is man's p:r:e-eminently glorious en
dowment, by which he is contradistinguished from 
all the animal creation, enjoying decisive and extra
ordinary pre-eminence, it is not the man. But the 
pneuma (spirit) is the man, and goes to God (Eccles. 
12th chap.), while the material tenement reverts to 
the dust whence it came. 

First Corinthians 15th chapter tells us there is a 
natural (psychical) body and there is a spiritual (pneu
matical) body; i. e., there is a body for the psyche 
(soul) to live in and also a body for the pneuma 
(spirit) to live in. In the present age this body is 
the soul's house; in the resurrection age, this same 
body will be the spirit's house. V. 51 : "We shall 
not all sleep, but we will all be changed, in a moment; 
in the twinkling of an eye, we s_hall be changed, this 
mortal shall put on immortality, and this corruption 
shall put on incorruption, and mortality shall be swal
lowed up of life.'' 

Those who are blessed with survival till the Lord 
comes for His Bride will enjoy the richest of all priv
ileges, i. e., the instantaneous transfiguration, without 
ever evacuating the body and committing jt to death 
and disintegration. W c are exceedingly fortunate on 
the earth at the present time, as our chances for the 
transfiguration, triumphantly over death and disin
tegration, are so auspicious and exceedingly hopeful. 

As the human spirit is the man proper, and all 
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true religion is spirituality, it behooves us to thor
oughly study the human spirit, as a fortification 
against dangerous heresies. When God created· man 
out of the dust of the earth, he had the animal life 
but not the spirit, which God afterward imparted to 
him, when He breathed into his nostrils the breath 
of life, and he became a living soul, i. e., a soul having 
the Divine spiritual life. 

t(b) The word for breathe is the verb form of 
the Hebrew ruach (spirit), and means that God im
parted the human spirit to man, in that way elevating 
him pre-eminently above the entire animal creation, 
which had body and soul1 but .not spirit. Then are 
not the animals immortal? No, because the immor
tality belongs to the spirit, which the animals have 
not. 

Sometimes spirit only signifies the breath, such 
as God imparted to man by breathing it into him. In 
the sense of the breath, the animals have it and had 
it from their creation; as man had the physical life 
from his creation before God imparted to him the 
spirit. 

Pneuma (spirit) is the very same word which 
mean the Holy Spirit, and is the only element of 
humanity on which the Holy Spirit operates directly. 
When He illuminates and quickens the human spirit, 
that light and life pass on into the mind and through 
the body to the world. So this body constitutes the 
medium through which we reach the whole world; the 
Holy Spirit abiging in my spirit, through it reaches 
my mind, and through my mind my body, and through 
my body, the whole world in which I mov-e. Hence 
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you see all real religion is spirituality, subsidizing and 
utilizing mentality and also materiality. 

The peculiarity of false religions is their destitu
tion of spirituality and their consistency of mentali
ties and materialities. For example, Campbellism, re
pudiating the personaJity of the Holy Ghost, has no 
spirituality, and consequently no salvation, unless they 
transcend the purview of their theology. 

(c) The awful heresy of Christian Science, which 
is so rapidly now spreading all over the world .. is the 
fact of its utter destitution of spirituality, conse
quently it is not religious at all, but philosophical; 
treating man as .a psyche (soul) instead of a pneuma 
(spirit). They make all their converts by mind cure, 
in that they avail themselves of a great truth which 
has always been in the world, i. e., the pre-eminence 
of mind over matter. 

When a student in college, fifty-six years ago, I 
had in my own history, a brilliant illustration of it. 
I paid for all of my education by teaching, not where 
I received my education, but off in other places; at
tending college awhile and then teaching to make 
money to go again; always having my scheols pre
engaged at least a year. On one occasion, at the very 
time my money was spent and I wanted to go away 
and earn more by teaching, I was attacked by an 
awful fever, it burnt as if I was in a furnace. In 
the night my roommate took alar?l, ran away and 
brought a doctor to see me. He, upon diagnosis, pro
nounced it a malignant attack of ty:P-hoid, very dan
gerous in that country, and said it would take a whole 
month to break it and raise me from that bed, and 
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that he would come the ensuing morning and bring 
his medicines and put me under a regular course of 
medicine to break the fever. 

After his departure, I diagnosed my situation
"No money, ~ a strange land, a school already en· 
gaged and disappointed if I do not go at once. If 
I stay here, I am a pauper on public charity, no friends 
to assist me financially, perhaps be carried off to a 
charity hospital to die among strangers.'' 

At that time there was no light on Divine healing, 
and never a word said about it. I was then a preacher, 
a servant of servants, preaching to the negroes, and 
having glorious times, and of course took everything 
to the Lord. Therefore, with everything else, I turned 
over my sickness to Him and resolved to go away at 
once to the school where I was engaged. Conse
quently I got up, bundled my books and clothes and 
made all preparations to board the stagecoach which 
started out at daydawn every morning (no railroad 
then), and would reach my destination the second day. 
My roommate, six years my senior, did his best to hold 
me, but in vain; I would nM be held. I t~ld him 
to meet the doctor next morning, give him my love, 
tell him good-by, and pay my bill. 

( d) So I went away to a stage-office hotel, arriv
ing an hour ahead of embarkation; boarded the vehicle 
and rolled out for my school. My convalescence was 
so rapid that, on arrival, I reported well; the fever 
evanesced away, and I have never had it since, though 
fifty-six years have come and gone, and I have been 
in febrile locations ·ever and anon. Jt was a case of 
mind cure; my mind, stronger than my body, pre-
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dominating over it, catching it up and running away, 
leaving the fever there on College Hill to paddle its 
own canoe. 

I give this illustratively of the bodi!y healing by 
the Christian Scientists. They do not claim Divine 
healing, but call it mind cure, which is true, and they 
actually get many healed and maJrn them converts in 
that way; but they do not succeed with all. Many 
of their patients die. Their teaching is a simple illus
tration of natural law. When we obey the laws of 
nature, we receive the benefit which God, in His provi
dence, confers on people who obey His laws in any 
realm of His administration, mental, physical or spir
itual. 

(e) This great law appertaining to the pre-emi
nence of mind over matter even the poor savages and 
barbarians have been utilizing in all ages and nations. 

''The untutored savage, in his primeval wilds, 
Sees God in the clouds, and hear~ · Him in the winds: 
Whose soul proud science never taught to stray 
Far as the solar walk-the Milky Way.'' 

• The Indians of this cou,ntry always practiced it. 
They, like all savage and barbarous nations, had their 
doctors, as we do, who knew nothing about anatomy, 
physiology and hygiene, but claimed to charm the dis
eases away. Therefore, the doctor would come in his 
dignity, his body covered with diversified animal skins, 
snake bones hanging around, and with many enchant
ments, and a drum, which he would beat, and others 
with him with a diversity of musical instruments., so 
charge and roar as if they were wild, and so monop
olize th.e mind of the patient that he would forget his 
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sickness, leap from his bearskin bed and JOIIl the 
crowd of jumping, shouting, roaring, yelling revelers, 
and that would be the last of his sickness. Thus 
in their illiterate superstition, incidentally and provi
dentially they utilized the great law of mind pre
dominating over matter. 

(f ) In Africa, Australia, China, India, and the 
South Sea islands, they practice the same, therefore, 
it is no new discovery of the Christian Scientists. The · 
reason why they are so 1lggressive, gathering the mul
titude of all denominations, is the simple fact that 
their institution was launched on the plane to which 
backslidden churches all drop down, in their retro
gressive trend away from God. Romans first chapter 
clearly shows up the different stages of apostasy away 
from God. ''The invisible things of him are knowB · 
from those which are made, even his eternal power 
and divinity, ·so that even the heathens are left with· 
out excuse. . . . As they were not willing to retain 
God in their thoughts, they became vain in their imag
inations" (reasonings) dialogismois. (This word 
means imaginations and also reasonings.) 

Here we see the first stage of apostasy from God ; 
they drop down from the heights of spirituality to 
the plane of ·mentalities, which they preach ini;;tead 
of spiritualities, and consequently, have no Gospel, 
because it is all spirituality, and the:y have nothing 
but mentalities. 

It is a lamentable fact that the great Protestant 
churches now are all on the intellectual plane rather 
than the altitudes of spirituality; their preachers, 
with their collegiate culture and metaphysic~! lore, 
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preaching with the power of their intellect and educa
tion instead of the Holy Ghost sent down from Heaven. 

(g) Consequently Christian Science, which never 
had any spirituality, but was launched on the intel
lectual plane, is in arms-reach of all the great Protes
tant churches. Consequently, they are pouring into 
it with astonishing rapidity. Recently a bishop in 
one of our great Northern cities, sitting in the pul
pit, was interrogated by the pastor as to what he was 
going to preach, and responded : ''Against Christian 
Science.'' Then the pastor plead with him to change 
his subject, observing that the most of his members 
had gone into it and the balance soon would, and he 
would ruin himself if he undertook to fight it. The 
consequence was he changed his subject and said noth
ing about it. If I had been there, I would have stood 
by the old Latin motto: "Fiat justitia, ruat selima" 
("Let justice be done though the stars fall"). So the 
reason why Christian Science is swallowing up every
thing is because the churches have all come to it on 
their ground of mentalities instead of spiritualities. 

In this same chapter (Rom. 1) y;ou see the normal 
trend of apostasy from God in all ages; first, into 
mentalities, where the great Protestant churches are 
now, and Christian Science along with them; sec
ond, into idolatry, as you see in that chapter where 
it says "worship the creature rather than the Crea
tor, who is blessed forevermore.'' When you worship 
anything but God (and you intuitively do worship 
everything you regard as essential to salvation), you 
are guilty of idolatry. Five hundred millions of Cath
olics (two hundred and seventy-five million Roman, 
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one hundred and twenty-five million Greeks, and one 
hundred million Armenians, Russians, Syrians and 
Copts) are now on the plane of idolatry. 

You will see in this· chapter that it winds up with. 
the blackest picture you ever beheld in all your lives, 
exhibitory of the last stage, which is brutality. We 
li'ave nine hundred millions of heathens tlo-day in 
brutality. I have been among them and cannot tell 
you the horrors of the shocking brutality into which 
they have sunk; even worshiping their own genital 
organs, and in their temple worship practicing the 
most horrific debaucheries, gross sensualities, ' and 
diabolical bestialities in the name and adoration of 
their gods, who are the incarnations of their own 
worse than brutal, even diabolical, lusts and passions. 

(h) Man is a trinity consisting of spirit, soul and 
body. (1 Thes§. 5: 23.) The spirit is the man him
self, consisting of the conscience, the will and the 
affections. The conscience survived the fall and never 
went over to the devil. If it had, we would all, like 
the fallen angels, have been past redemption, but the 
conscience, having survived the fall, remained on God's 
side and became the medium of conviction, which is 
primary in the execution of the redemptive scheme. 

The conscience is God's telephone, through which 
He speaks to the sinner and convicts him; when he 
commits sin, the conscience rebukes him, taking God's 
side of the controversy and bringing him under con
viction. The Holy Spirit arraigns him before the tri
bunal of conscience, which is the . miniature of 
the Judgment Bar; therefore when the conscience 
is vitiated the sinner crosses the dead line and 
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cannot be saved. Though God still speaks to him,, 
he no longer hears Him, because the telephone is out 
of order, or perhaps destroyed ~!together. While God 
is still speaking, he no longer hears, but rushes on 
heedlessly on his Hellward-bound way, from bad to 
worse, till he takes the awful plunge into irretrievable 
woe. 

(i) A man by the name of Burke was hung in 
London a century ago and confessed on the gallows 
his wicked life, stating that he had made his living 
by supplying the surgeons with human bodies for 
post mortem dissection. 

To that great world's metropolis, medical students 
rally from all nations to prosecute their education, 
as a diploma from London is a sure passport to a 
lucrative practice, the auspicious antecedent to a finan
cial fortune. As nobody is willing for the members 
of his family to be cut into smithereens in surgical 

-; offices and utterly used up, for the instruction of stu-
-dents, this~ man Burke found it difficult to procure 
dead ·bodies sufficient to fill his contract. As the doc
'1io.ris' were obliged to have them, there was not much 

, liability that they would witness against him, through 
suspicion of his having murdered them; as they never 
ask.ed any questions as to how he got them. There
fore when he couldn't possibly procure a subject for 
their post mortem examination otherwise, he began to 
kill people. He stated that the -first one he murdered 
shocked him so awfully that he almost broke down 
on the job; and it was quite awhile before he so re
covered his courage that he proceeded to kill another; 

. but when he did it the shock was not so prostrating. 
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Then it got less and less, until he cared no more to 
kill a person than to butcher an animal in the slaugh
ter-pen for food, and so he went on a long time; 
whenever he couldn't procure a body otherwise to 
fill his contract he killed someone, feeling no remorse 
of conscience whatever; having actually destroyed his · 
conscience by overtly ignoring all of its rebukes, warn
ings, remonstrances, threats and terrific alarms . . 

(j) Conscience is not only God's telephone, or, 
as philosophers denominate it, ''the voice of God in 
the soul,'' but it is also a mental faculty, recognized 
and diagnosed by phrenologists and more or less de
veloped in the cerebral lobe of the brain. Mental 
philosophy decides the indestructibility of the mental 
faculties, which operate through the brain and become 
neutralized or vitiated by .injury or disorganization 
of the brain. Yet they still survive and resume their 
diversified attitudes and offices (as there are about 
forty different mental faculties, which operate through 
the brain), when this mortal puts on immortality. We 
think we forget knowledge which we have intelli
gently acquired. This is a mistake; as it only becomes 
latent in the mind and will be restored when we pass 
out of this mortal tenement; through whose material 
organism the mental faculties perform · their diversi
fied offices and operations. 

The lovely, innocent angel conscience is grieved 
and affiicted by every transgression of the divine law, 
lifting her voice in rebukes, entreaties, expostulations, 
warnings, threatenings, judicial forebodings and aw
ful anathemas. If we heed her illuminations; approv
als, disapprovals, warnings, rebukes,. alarms; · forebode 
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ings, and adumbrations of coming judgments and eter
nal retributions, she will faithfully and promptly per· 
form her office, giving timely warnings in every case, 
keeping her beautiful escutcheon unsullied and clear 
and giving us a cloudless sky and a joyful pilgrimage 
to a blessed immortality in the glorious beyond. If 
we entrench upon her prerogative, wink at her revela
tions of danger and peril, ignore her rebukes and heed 
not her warnings, giving way to discouragement, she 
no longer walks closely by our side, but falls behind 
or retreats away or passes on before, taking her beau
tiful heavenly light with her; leaving us under clouds, 
which get darker and blacker, till we actually walk 
in spiritual midnight and see not the hellish monsters 
on all sides, opening wide their voracious mouths, to 
devour us without mercy. 

(k) Many, even in life's morning, treat this heav
enly visitor so unappreciatively as to disgust and dis
courage her in life's early morn, so they plunge head
long into horrific vices; thus crossing the deadline 
even in their youth and rushing on to swift destruc
tion, reaching Hell in the bloom of their youth. 

In this city (Cincinnati), an old man, Ross, was 
murdered for his money, as he was rich. Two des
peradoes did the work; while Willie Case, only six
teen years old, was with them, serving as an accom
plice in the dark tragedy by holding Ross' horse 
while his vile comrades did the bloody work; and only 
receiving from his person a dollar and a half. They 
were detected and all hung in the jail. Willie's 
mother came in to see the last of him, pleading with 
them to spare her dear boy, but in vain. They pro-
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ceeded to hang him and the other two. When they 
hung Willie his m~ther fainted and never convalesced. 
She was a poor, humble Christian, but Satan had cap
tured her dear boy and, even so young, he had been 
led away by thieves. He remained defiantly wicked 
to the very last, even cursing his executioners, telling 
them to hurry up, as he wanted to get to Hell on the 
first train in good time for dinner, as it was then 

10 A. M. 
Oh, how families in this world are divided and 

going to opposite destinations! What a scene in that 
jail! Demons and angels both present, the former 
taking the souls of those three murderers and the 
latter that of the dear old mother, who dropped dead 
under the awful shock, which broke her heart and 
liberated her spirit from the prison of clay! 

(1) Thus the lovely angel conscience is, many a 
time, knocked down amid the tornadoes of youthful 
passion and hellish wickedness, so her monitory voice 
is heard no more. In other cases they live long and 
gradually move on from bad to worse, constantly grow
ing harder and more reprobate, till finally sh- gives 
up in despair and retires. God says, "Let him alone; 
he is joined to his idols.'' "Let him believe a lie and 
be damned." (2 Thess. 2: 12.) 

Mental philosophy decides that our faculties which 
have been vitiated and apparently destroyed in this 
life are all restored when we pass out of these bodies; 
memory coming back and running over the devious 
track of a wicked life, gathering up all the sins and 
dark crimes which have checkered a reckless, Hell· · 
ward-bound career and filling them up in the pres-

• 
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ence of the immortal soul while evacuating this pro
bationary tenement, till it actually rises and towers 
into a huge mountain; millions of sins and wicked 
transgressions, dark iniquities having been committed 
and forgotten, till the huge mountain towers high as 
the skies. Satan, still maneuvering to blind the vi
sion of the soul till he actually gets it into Hell, drops 
down a beautiful, white, snowy mantle covering the 
mountain to consummate the delusion of the captured 
soul with the false consolation that his sins are all 
hidden. But the deep-toned thunders are heard in 
the interior, the monitory antecedents of the pending 
explosion. The smoke ascends from that snowy
capped summit; the whole mountain trembles; the 
final eruption, proclaimed by thunder-peals, and ac
companied by the precipitate floods of burning lava, 
pours from the summit and inundates the reprobate 
soul in the lake of fire and brimstone, that burneth 
forever and ever ! 

(m) These psychological revelations of indestruc
tible conscience and memory abundantly corroborate 
the ible, Hell actually verifying it from the stand
point of metaphysical exegesis, as you here see. 

The great infidel, Randolph, having spent his life 
and used his wonderful intellect pr.eaching infidelity, 
went out of the world roaring from his own lips the 
confession of judgment against himself in the exclama
tion: ''Remorse! remorse!'' alarmingly confirmatory 
of the above illustration. 

Conscience, having been knocked down and trodden 
under foot by reckless rebellion, transgression, and 
determinate resistance, finally rises from her own 
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ashes, in brilliant memory restoring the mountain of 
lifelong sins committed and piling up to the skies, 
generating its own volcanic floods of red-hot lava, 
in the awful finale constituting the lake of fire, which 
will wrap the soul in unquenchable flames through the 
flight of eternal ages. 

The nurse who witnessed the death of Tom Payne,_ 
the great French infidel, was affrighted till she could 
hardly perform her service giving him attention, and 
said she never would witness the death of another 
philosopher. He was a great philosopher and an 
equally great infidel. 

I have often looked upon the statute of Voltaire, 
the great infidel writer who prophesied the utter 
evanescence of the Bible from the world in one hundred 
years, till there wou~d not be one. When the hun
dred years rolled away, it so happened, property chang
ing hands as you know it always does, that the identi
cal room in which he wrote the prophecy was a Bible 
depository and is to this. day. 

(n) The truth is simply the conclusion that sin 
is its own hell and as indestructible and inalienable 
as the existence of the immortal soul, and carries its 
own hell with it. We may, by the power of a strong 
will, manipulated by a strong devil, take the bit in 
our teeth, run away with the probationary . wagon, 
and reach a stage of procrastination ani obduration 
in whi~h we no longer feel the lash of a guilty con
science, but actually commit atrocious sins with reek. 
less and oblivious impunity, yet conscience is not dead, 
but only taking a nap, destin~d to wake up in all the 
vigor and brilliancy of the resurrection morn, resume 
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her throne in the m)ind, and a-ctually become the 
demon of endless torment; as she is a mental faculty, 
identified with the immortal soul, and will live for
ever in felicitous approval and heavenly smiles, or 
hellish retributions, amid unquenchable fires. 

( o) A sea captain was determined to make a fortune . 
. He was loaded with a commodity exceedingly rare and 
costly and determined to reach a distant port before 
his competitors and sell out at his own price, the top 
of the market. Under swift sail they come in sight 
of a wreck, the people going down and drowning and 
crying alqud, ''Down the boa ts ! Down the boa ts ! '' 
But such is his love of money and determination to 
outrun his competitors, reach the best market in the 
world, sell out at an exorbitant price, thus expediting 
the fortune which was the idol ~f his soul, that he 
moves on and leaves them to drown. He reaches the 
market in advance of his competitors, sells out at his 
own price, and goes ahead, till he is so rich that he 
concludes to retire and ploug\l the wild seas no more. 
So he builds a princely mansion on a majestic, lovely 
plain overlooking the great sea, where he had made 
his fortune, and says, ''Now I'll rest the remnant of 
my days.'' But how he was mistaken! Sleep re
treated from him and he could not rest night or day. 
Whenever he got to sleep he was awakened by the 
mournful wail, "Down the boats! Down the boats!" 
The loss of sleep breaks down his health and even 
crazes his mind till he becomes a miserable mania<', 
crying in the asylum, "Down the boats! Down the 
boats!" till life's little remnant ebbs away; when he 
goes on stalking through the dreary realms of endles<i 
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woe, crying forever, "Down the boats! Down the 
boats!" 

(p) While the Bible Hell is real and true, yet 
psychology abundantly reveals its own hell, but has 
no remedy for it. This we find in pneumatology, as 
salvation is all spirituality. In the New Testament 
we frequently find the word ''spiritual'' (Greek, 
pneumatikoi), which is never applied to any but the 
regenerate. When the Holy Spirit operates on the 
human spirit, quickening into life, this adjective is 
applied and all regenerated people designated spir
itual; meanwhile, we have the word psychikoi, used 
in the Epistle of James referent to the wisdom of 
the world in contra-distinction to the wisdom that 
comes down from God out of Heaven, giving us the 
statement "This is not from above, but earthly, sen
sual and devilish.'' 

Here psychikoi, psychicall, is translated sensual. 
We have the same word in Jude's Epistle (verse 9): 
"These are they who sidetrack,'' psychical, not hav
ing the Spirit. Jude here applies it to the false proph
ets and counterfeit preachers indiscriminately, who 
do so much harm. The two words pneumatical and 
psychical, are constantly used by the inspired writers 
in contra-distinction either to other . . 

( q) In First Corinthians 3rd chapter, you see Paul 
addresses them ·as babes in Christ, and consequently 
spiritual and yet carnal, and exhorts the very same 
people (2 Cor. 1: 7): "Therefore, having these prom
ises let us cleanse from all filthiness of the flesh and 
spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God." 
James, in his 1st and 4th chapters, speaks of the dou-
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ble-minded, i. e., double-minded people. Greek d.ipsu
chous, literally double-souled, as psyche means the 
soul and duo, too, therefore, it means people having 
two souls. 

(r) The sinner has but one soul, and that is a 
bad one. The sanctified man has but one, and that 
is a good one, while the unsanctified Christian is de
nominated the double-souled man, having the old, bad 
soul which he · inherited from fallen Adam, or rather, 
from Satan through Adam, in a subjugated state, 
with grace to keep it from breaking out and com
mitting actual sin; and at the same time the mind of 
Christ, i. e., the new soul imparted in regeneration, 
but antagonized by the old depraved nature. 

James, in his 4th chapter, gives an altar invitation; 
verses 8, 9: ''Draw nigh unto God and he will •.iraw 
nigh unto you. Cleanse your hands, ye sinners, and 
purify your hearts, ye double-minded. Be afilicted 
and mourn; weep aloud: let your laughter be turned 
into mourning and your joy into sorrow. Humble 
yourselves before the Lord and he will raise you up.'' 

This is a burning altar call to sinners and Christians, 
both together, to crowd the altar, the former to cleanse 
their hands from all the sins they have ever committed, 
and the latter to purify their hearts from double- ' 
mindedness, by getting rid of the carnal mind, and 
receiving the whole mind of Christ to fill the heart 
and reign forever without a rival. 

This fervent altar call of James is in perfect har
mony with ·all the Holiness camp-meetings in all the 
world, where you see th~ altar open for sinners to 
seek salvation and Christians entire sanctification. 
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(s) The very fact that the word spiritual is never 
applied to any but the regenerate, is demonstrative 
proof that salvation is all spirituality, appertaining 
to the pneuma in contra-distinction to the psyohe, 
therefore the metaphysical preaching which fills the 
popular pulpits has no salvation in it, as it only 
applies to the psyche and not to the pneuma, which 
is the only element of humanity on which the Holy 
Spirit operates. . N. B. You see the close consanguin
ity revealed in the fact that this same word, pneuma, 
means the Holy Ghost, and also the human spirit, 
only contra-distinguished by the adjectives. We em
phasize this great, salient point, i. e., that true reli
gion, which alone has salvation, is all spiriJ;uality, 
which begins in the regeneration worked in the heart 
by the Holy Spirit, and is consummated in entire sanc
tification. by the same omnipotent Agent of the Heav
anly Trinity. 

Therefore, all Christian Science is utterly untrue, 
because it is neither Christian, nor science, as Chris
tianity is all spirituality, and they eliminate the human 
spirit, pneuma, altogether, giving the mind the entire 
field, i. e., making the psyche the entire immaterial 
element of humanity. 

Here they forfeit their claim to science, so far as 
humanity is concerned; because they make man a 
dichotomy, i. e., having two natures-mind and body 
-in contra-distinction to the Bible and John Wesley, 
recognizing constantly the elements of humanity
spirit, soul and body (1 Cor. 5: 23)-making man a 
trichotomy, and not a dichotomy, as the Christian 
Scientists treat him. Therefore, their doctrine is 
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neither Christian nor science, and consequently ut
terly without salvation. 

(t) This metaphysical preaching is all the go; 
the collegiate pastors of all churches drifting into 
it, leaving the beautiful Gospel track of pure spiritu
ality; i. e., Holy Ghost religion, begun in a sky-blue 
regeneration and consummated in a sunburst sanctifi
cation, superinduced by the baptism which Jesus gives 
with the Holy Ghost and fire; and going off to roam 
through the labyrinthan disquisitions of metaphysical 
lore, which is beautiful and all right, but has no busi
ness in the pulpit, from the simple fact that it is 
without a scintilla of Gospel dynamite (Rom. 1: 16), 
which alone can blow out the devil, and everything 
he has put in poor, fallen humanity. 

Our glorious, omnipotent Christ is abundantly com
petent to execute this stupendous work. He comes 
with the tread of a conqueror mighty to save and 
strong to deliver. Will you not give Him a chance, 
and that without delay~ as procrastination is the thief 
of time, slipping in like a weasel and stealing away 
your golden opportunities until eternity looms in view. 
When the die is cast, judgment comes, the trumpet 
blows, and eternity _ looms in view, never to retreat, 
and permit probationary grace to come back. 

Metaphysical preaching is a great temptation to 
the preachers because it is a beautiful and boundless 
field in which they will find inexhaustible r esources. 
Besides, it is very popular, as, instead of killing old 
Adam, as the true Gospel does all the time, it does 
not so much as throw a rock at him; but serves as a 
convenient opiate to lull unsaved and backslidden peo-
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ple into a deeper sleep, until Satan can knock the 
pin out of the trapdoor and let them fall, by the 
normal gravitation of their own ponderous iniquitit s, 
tumbling into Hell. 

(u) The great trouble with the churches is not 
only their depreciation of spirituality, but their an
tagonism to it, which shows positively that they are 
sinners going through the churches down to an awful 
Hell. The false idea prevails, even among Holiness 
people, that it takes sanctification to make people 
spiritual, which is utterly untrue, as regenetation doe~ 
that work. It does take sanctification to perpetuate 
spirituality, and all regenerated people are hungry 
for it, and the sanctified . still long for profounder 
depths, broader latitudes, grander longitudes, and 
loftier altitudes of God's holy love poured out into 
the heart by the blessed Spirit. The very fact that 
people antagonize spirituality is positive proof that 
they are either unconverted sinners, or backsliders, 
needing the first work of grace. 

Doctor Clarke says, "The very fact that a man does 
not desire Christian holiness is demonstrative proof 
that he is no Christian.'' When people do not desire 
the second work of grace, it is simply because they 
have not the first. The Hebrew word for sanctifica
tion, tamaim, means "strained honey." In regenera
tion, we find a beehive; but in sanctification our honey 
is strained ; the wax and all trash and dead bees being 
eliminate~ out, leaving us nothing but the pure honey. 
You never saw bees that did not love honey. 

(v) At one time I was taking the honey, invested 
with the armor to protect me from the bees. Find-
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ing a break in it, they got in and stung me so that 
I had to run away, leaving the honey which I had 
taken on a table within a stone's-cast of the hives. 
I waited three hours for them to settle so I could get 
the honey, then went after it but found none. They 
had come from the stands and eaten it all up. God's 
bees all love honey and have keen appetites for it; 
but Satan's wasps, hornets, and yellow-jackets do not 
love it, but want something sour. The preachers say 
that if they preach holiness all the time they will 
drive the people away, and they will go to churches 
where they get soft and smooth things, which ease 
their guilty consciences, and do not disturb their sleep 
at night. The preachers thus desist from the old 
beaten track' of "Holiness to the Lord" in order to 
hold the people; an awful mistake. If you cannot 
hold them to the Gospel truth, regeneration for sin
ners and sanctification for Christians, you had better 
let them go, as they will only be a dead weight on 
the salva~ion wheel, clogging it and keeping others 
from getting saved. 

How difficult it is to keep in the track of ,Jesus, 
who says that the multitudes travel the broad road 
down to Hell and few the narrow way up to Heaven. 
Jesus came to His own (nation) and His own received 
Him not. He had but few followers; so at the end 
of His ministry we only find 120 in that upper room. 

Instead of following the multitude, we should run 
the other way; because we are living in S.atan 's age 
(2 Cor. 4: 4). He always has had the crowd, and al
ways will, until he is arrested and taken out of the 
world, which is very nigh, as even now the glorious 
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millennial dawn is throwing her brilliant aurora 
around the world, and will soon be here, when Holy
Ghost religion will be popular, and ther!J will not be 
an anti-holiness church in all the world, for the want 
of a devil to run it_ 

(w) The pneuma, which is the man proper, con
sists of the conscience, the will, and the affections. 
The conscience is the voice of God in the soul, His 
telephone through which He speaks to the soul; fhe 
only survivor of the fall. If it ha<f gone down, the 
doors of humanity would have' been sealed like that 
of the fallen angels. It is God's medium of convic
tion, as it always takes God's side in time of tempta
tion and actual transgression, warning, rebuking and 
condemning. The will is the king of humanity. In 
case of every sinner, Satan has his will, cunningly 
manipulating it for his damnation. In regeneration 
an awful battle is fought between the devil and the 
Holy Ghost, in which the latter achieves the victory, 
wresting the will out of the hands of Satan, and turn
ing it over to God, who holds it forever, unless the 
man backslides. Therefore, as the will is in the hands 
of God, every Christian says "Yes" to God all the 
time, and "No" to Satan, one solitary "No" to God 
forfeiting his loyalty and cutting him loose to drift, 
exposed to the caprices of a thousand storms, which 
Satan is certain to send, if the poor backslider ever 

undertakes to get back to God, as all Rell is combined 
to hold the backslider in his alienation from God, and 
make his damnation an indubitable certainty. 

As a rule, it is believed that it takes sanctification 
to put us where we say "Yes" to God all the time, 
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and "No" to the devil. That is a great mistake; 
regeneration settles that question and brings in an 
eternal "Yes" to God, and an unequivocal "No" to 
Satan. 

I saw a great evangelist in a Holiness camp-meet
ing exhorting a lot of people at the altar, seeking 
sanctification, to say ''Yes'' to God; some of them 
acquiescing, and others declining to do so. I took 
him aside a moment, and said to him in an under
tone, ''These peqple who refuse to say yes to God are 
not converted, so you are offering them the wrong 
medicine; the thing they need is salvation.'' He ac
cepted the ·correction, came back to the altar, con
fessed his mistake and asked their pardon and ex
horted them to go for salvation with all their might. 

It is very hard to keep the standard of regenera
tion on the high plane above sin where it belongs. 
General Booth says, ''Sinners are under sin, converted 
people above sin, and the sanctified without sin.'' 

(x) If regenerated people say "Yes" to God all 
the time and "No" to Satan, what more is left for 
sanctification to do 1 Rest assured, a big lot. While 
the regenerated all say "Yes" to God and "No" to 
Satan and never fail (as a solitary case would actu
ally sever the allegiance to the former and turn it over 
to the latter), yet while this is true, there are ele
ments in the hearts of the reg.enerated that do not 
say "Yes" to God and "No" to Satan all the time. 
Depravity, which is the ally of Satan, is still in thP 
heart, thongh conquered, fettered and chained so it 
is not permitted to break out and commit overt sin; 
yet it never does say "Yes" to God, but "No,'' and 
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"Yes" to Satan. It wants to follow the styles and 
fashions, and ''sail along bn flowery beds of ease, while 
others fight to win the prize, and wade through bloody 
seas.'' 

During the Confederate War, my state, though lo
cally identified with the South (as the Ohio River was 
Mason's and Dixon's line between the free and slave 
states), yet she never seceded, but remained in the 
Union through the terrible, bloody conflict, the Gov
ernor invariably responding to every call made by the 
President for soldiers or anything else, precisely like 
Ohio, her near neighbor; therefore she never faltered 
in her loyalty by taking sides with the Confederacy, 
which was in open rebellion against the Union. Yet, 
she had thousands of Secessionists within her border, 
in full sympathy with Jeff Davis, multitudes of whom 
went South and joined the Rebel army. A bloody 
quadrennium, never to be forgotten, rolled away. 
Meanwhile the sword of the Union destroyed Seces
sionism and blotted out the Confederacy, eventually 
loyalizing all the states which had gone off in the 
revolt. 

So in this memorable crisis, Ohio, with her sister 
free states, represents political sanctification; Ken·· 
tucky, regeneration, and the Southern Confederacy, 
the rebellious world. Thus, as the sword of the Union 
destroyed the Confederacy with all its rebellion, and 
loyalized the South, it also exterminated Secessionism · 
out of Kentucky and loyalized the state. Not a citizen 
of this great nation now wants the Southern Confed
eracy, but all prefer the united republic. 

God's precious Word is the two-edged sword, thP 
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salvation edge keen as the lightning and ready to 
cut out of us everything we can't take to Heaven 
with us, if we heroically hug it; but if we do not cour
ageously meet the salvation edge, we are bound to 
encounter the damnation edge, which is equally sharp 
and absolutely certain to cut us out of all our hopes 
of Heaven and seal our doom in irretrievable woe. 

While sinners say ''No'' to God and ''Yes'' to the 
devil, all Christians, however Wflak, say "Yes" to 
God and "No" to Satan all the time, yet elements 
abound within which say "No" to God and "Yes" 
to the devil; but we, as true soldiers, heroically hold 
our ground and :fight against them. 

As a rule, while unregenerated, we need about all 
the grace we can get to prosecute this civil war against 
indwelling enemies, and have no resources with which 
to prosecute the war against the devil and Hell and 
save the world. Therefore it is infinitely important 
for us to wind up this civil war, and get disencum
bered, so we can turn all our forces against the pow
ers of darkness, and do our utmost to save a lost 
world. When we fully, unreservedly and eternally 
abandon to God and turn over this awful battle to the 
omnipotent Christ, as Samuel hewed Agag to pieces 
with the sword, so our Samuel quickly hews to pieces 
Adam the :first, our uncompromising enemy whom 
Satan captured in Eden and which, by the law of 

· heredity, is transmitted to every human heart. 

(y) John the Baptist roared aloud with his sten
torian voice throughout his entire ministry: "He will 
baptize you with the Holy Ghost and :fire.'' Baptize 
has no Bible meaning but to purify. (Luke 11: 38; 

• 
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Eph. 5: 26.) In these two passages, Jesus defines 
baptidzo (baptize) by catha.ridzo, to purify, and 
hagiadzo (to sanctify) by the same word catha.ridzo, 
showing that they both have the same meaning, i. e., 
reveal the same great work of grace by which Jesus 
cleanses the heart, eliminating out of it everything 
Satan ever put into it, and making it pure and holy, 
as God made it in the beginning. 

In 1 John 4: 1: ''Try the spirits and see if they be 
of God, because many false prophets have gone forth 
into the world.'' How can we try the spirits? By 

·the Word of God alone. As positive evidence that the 
Tongues people are sadly mistaken, they contradict 
the Word of God in most vital points of spiritual in
terest. For instance, they tell us that sanctification 
is one thing and baptism of the Holy Ghost another, 
while .Jesus settles their synonymy beyond all possible 
controversy, defining both by the same word catha~ 
ridzo, which has no meaning but to purify, and is used 
so frequently in the Bible, revelatory of the innumer
able catharisms practised under the levitical law. 

Jesus says (John 11): "I am the resurrection and 
the life.'' In regeneration He raises the sinner from 
the dead, as in the case of Lazarus when He issued 
His authoritative mandamus, and the dead man walked 
out of the sepulchre, gloriously resurrected. Then 
He commanded them '' t<J loose him and let him go,'' 
i. e., completely discencumber him of the grave clothes . 
and set him -free. This means entire sanctification, 
which Jesus gives when He baptizes us with the Holy 
Ghost and fire, i. e., He uses His omnipotent Agent, 
His own Spirit (Acts 16: 6, 7), to do these mighty 
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works. Every one is a spiritual corpse till the Holy 
Spirit creates the divine life in him. Ephesians . 2: 1: 
"You. hath he quickened who were dead in trespasses 
and in sins "-Greek, soo.zee poies, literally meaning, 
"He has created life in you," showing positively that 
in regeneration the Holy Spirit actually creates di
vine life in the human spirit as truly as He created 
a world out of nothing. 

Do not forget these fundamental truths. When the 
foundation fails the superstructure topples and falls. 

(z) In a similar manner, when Jesus executes the 
great second work of entire sanctification, He bap
tizes you with the Holy Ghost and fire, i. e., He pours 
on you the Holy Ghost as at Pentecost in flaming fire 
which was seen on their heads. Jesus was then in 
Heaven sitting on the right hand of the Father, where 
He sits to-day and executes His mighty works, saving 
and sanctifying all the people who will repent of all 
their sins, utterly and eternally abandon to God, and 
receive His mighty works by simple faith. 

Oh, how difficult it is to get people to understand 
the wonderful plan of salvation ! They stumble over 
its very simplicity. Paul said to the panic-stricken 
jailer: "Believe ·on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou 
and thy family shall be saved.'' Faith just takes 
God at His word, and enters into perfect rest, believ
ing that He does it. The nrilliq_ns thronging this lost 
world are already purchased with His precious blood, 
and have nothing to do but leave the devil, giving 
him back all they ever got from him, i. e., all their 
sins-actual, original, hereditary, omissionary, com
missionary, and accidental. In perfect and eternal 
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abandonment to God, thus you reach believing ground, 
on which you have nothing to do but to receive every
thing needed, by simple faith, which means to have 
perfect c·onfidence in Him to do it. In that case He 
sends the Holy Spirit ~o create the divine life in the 
sinner, to raise him from the dead, and in the ca
pacity of omnipotent Sheriff of the divine government; 
to arrest the "old man" (the dark criminal in the heart, 
by heredity from the fall), and nails him to the cross 
till he is really dead and the body of sin -thus de
stroyed. Then he buries that old crucified body of 
hereditary sin deep down in the Atonement, the mag
nitudinous sepulchre which the divine economy plannei 
for the interment of the sin personality transmitted 
to every human soul. 

This is our sanctification, because to sanctify just 
means to purify, and our purification is the expurga
tion of everything Satan transmitted to us, out of the 
heart. 

Omnipotent grace finds no hard jobs, therefore no 
one is excusable for a moment's doubt or hesitation. 
"Jesus came to destroy the works of the devil." (1 
John ? : 8.) That work is the sin transmitted to our 
immortal being. The Holy Ghost is the Executive of 
the Trinity, the omnipotent Agent, the Convictor of 
every sinner, the Regenerator of every penitent, the 
Restorer of every backslider, the Sanctifier of every 
Christian, the Glorifier of the faithful pilgrim when 
the battle is fought, the victory won and this mortal 
shall put on immortality. 

The reason why all orthodox religion is spirituality 
is because it is all the work of the Holy Spirit, wrought 
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in the human spirit, which is yourself, your immortal 
being, seminally generated in Adam, and regenerated 
personally in Christ. Pursuant to the normal economy 
of grace, this is done in the prenatal state (Heb. 2: 9), 
but in the great majority of cases, they are back
slidden, like the Prod'1gal Son, so they have to be 
rescued from the hog-pen and squeezed into the King
dom by the skin of the teeth. In the wonderful facil
ity of the greatest economy, our glorified Savior sends 
the Holy Ghost right to us to execute the work of 
regeneration, restoration, or sanctification, as the case 
may be. While Jesus intercedes for us in Heaven and 
makes everything right at that end of the line, the 
Holy Spirit comes to the broken-h~arted penitent-
drunkard in the gutter, prostitute in the brothel, crim
inal on the scaffold, king upon his throne, prince in his 
palace, or queen in the seraglio-and, indiscriminately 
of rank, race, or nationality, never passes by a solitary 
soul, as He came all the way from Heaven to be the 
sinner's vicarious substitute, take his place under the 
law, bleed and die to redeem him from sin, death, and 
Hell. 

The blessed Holy Spirit (who is none other than thP
excarnate Christ) delightfully administers to every 
contrite, believing soul the full benefit of the glorious 
redemption which He imparts with His own blood, 
baptizing, i. e., purifying, him by an application of the 
precious Blood, the elixir of all purgation. As Lhe 
laundryman applies the powerful soaps to the cloth
ing, eliminating out all the filth there accumulated, 
and making them perfectly clean, even so the blessed 
Holy Spirit, the Custodian of the Blood, does, the ben-
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efits of the great vicarious, substitutionary Atonement 
perfectly purifying the soul and at the same time burn
ing up all sorts of trash, as Himself is a consuming 
fire. (Heb. 12: 18.) He burns up lodgery, politics, 
sectarianism, fashions, ' styles, etiquette, and every 
species of satanic phantasmagoria, pomp, pageantry, 
false modesty, and foolishness, in all their multitudi
nous forms and phases, preparing us to stand before 
the Judgment Bar and give an account to Him who 
said that for every idle word (i. e., every word that 
does not glorify God) we must give an account. 

The Holy Ghost fires burn up metaphysical sermons, 
popular evangelism, a hireling ministry, and all sorts 
of vain and silly excuses for not doing God's will on 
earth as the angels do it in Heaven; leaving no leader 
but Jesus, no guide but the Holy, Spirit, and no guide
book but His Word. 

THE END. 
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PURITY 
Bro. G. Gilbert of East Springfield, Pa., writes 

me a splendid letter in which he states, though never 
having met me, he has read many of my books, much 
to his edification and, D. V., he is going to read all 
of them. Quite a job, as this is the one hundred and 
ninetieth of my authorship. In a similar manner I 
find it the clamor of the preachers throughout the 
world. [As I am acquainted with more of them than 
any other living person.] In my immemorial pere
grinations from ocean to ocean and from the Gulf up 
into British America and from journeys around the 
world, I find the preachers everywhere in my travels 
like Brother Gilbert, pronouncing my books the most 
instructive in circulation. 

If you hunt the world for a tip-top preacher, you 
need not pass by my Gospel son, Rev. L. Milton Wil
liams, of University Park, Ia. I heard him say in a 
sermon to an immense audience in Seattle, Wash., 
that he had learned more from the books of your 
humble servant than any other person living or dead. 

When preaching in our great Nazarene Church 
of Chicago, Ill., with a membership of 800 and a Sun
day-school of 400, Pastor Martin told the people that 
more were reading the books of my humble author
ship than any other person living or dead. I had 
not thought of it in that way, but as I contemplated 
my world-wide peregrination, e. g., when I first 
reached Jerusalem, A. D. 1895, having long sighed 
and prayed that my feet might tread the holy moun
tains and stroll the sacred vales. On arrival I broke 
out singing: "I've reached the land of corn and wine," 
while my soul did sing joyfully as days of rapture 
passed away; so delighted with the Holy City, im
mortalized by patriarchs, prophets, apostles and mar-
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tyrs and glorified by the hallowed tread of the world's 
Redeemer. So, like Paul in his transportation up to 
the third heaven, I was almost oblivious to the prob
lem of my corporate personality. Oh, how I was 
surprised to find my books there, having out-stripped 
me in my life-long pilgrimage for the Holy Land. In 
my journey all the way around the world accompan
ied by those black, yellow, red and brown preachers 
heroic successors of James, John and Peter, the sons 
of thunder and apostles of fire, A. D. 1905-06. 

In my continental peregrinations through great 
India, I was so surprised to find my commentaries 
there, translated into the natives languages and stud
ied by those black, yellow, re'd and brown preachers 
of that far off land; meanwhile while preaching for 
Sister Ramabai, of Mucti [Salvation, as this is the 
appropriate name she gives the city, constituting her 
vast Bible School with fifteen hundred girls and three 
hundred boys and supplied with all the prominent 
institutions of Christian civilization in order to give 
employment to this grand literary host, mainly de
pendent on their own labor for the defraying of their 
expenses], and witnessing those miraculous pente
costs with a thousand seekers at the altar, running 
all night as they proved heroically unadjournable; 
thus permitting me to see more people converted, 
sanctified, and called to preach under my humble 
service than ever before in the same length of time; 
jubilantly revelatory of the fact that we are living in 
the last days and the eleventh hour, pentecost on the 
poor heathen felicitously getting the bride ready in 
every land beneath the skies, washed in the Blood 
and clothed in white robes for the sudden and speedy 
appearing of her Divine Spouse. This wonderful in
carnation, oriental learning and sacerdotal dignity, 
a high class Brahman, a blood-royal Aryian, tracing 
their lineage from Noah's youngest son, Jephthah, 
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the ancestor of the white races, now at the front of 
the world, waving the Union Jack over every land 
and thundering from British gun boats around every 
shore; thus in his wonderful providence, protecting 
the missionary standing beneath every sky and 
preaching the everlasting Gospel with the Holy 
Ghost sent down from heaven, everywhere rounding 
off the work of our dispensation (Acts 15 ch), get
ting the bride ready for His glorious and speedy 
coming. 

As Sister Ramabai runs a great publishing house, 
she at once sent to Cincinnati for all of my books and 
proceeded to their publication in the native language 
of that far away land. So in all my peregrinations 
round the world I found them in every land. They 
are made by four different publishing houses; more 
here (Cincinnati) than anywhere else. One of these 
houses, under the leadership of Bro. W. R. Cox, 
Greensboro, N. C., is now making ninety thousand. 

Brother Gilbert wrote me, begging me to write on 
Purity, giving noble reasons for its import in the 
field. I acquiesced at once, taking it for granted 
God was thus using His prophet to give me a message 
for the hungry children of His kingdom in all the 
earth. 



Chapter I. 

MORAL PURITY 

This is the general signification of the word, but 
so far below the Bible as to be almost meaningless. 

During the late presidential canvass I was preach
ing in New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Balti
more, and many other yankee cities. I knew Wil
son was going to be elected, because multitudes. 
of red hot Republicans were constantly, as they man
ipulated the dailies, fluttering in every car, vocifer
ating, "Wilson is the only clean man on the track and 
I am going to vote for him." The poor fellow is in 
the wrong crowd (Democrat), as they were red-hot 
Republicans, waving their politics in the interest of 
their country, in order to get the best man. Conse
quently I knew assuredly that Wilson would be elect
ed. I traveled through his state and found to my 
delightful encouragement, the testimonies of the pa
pers in reference to his moral purity, irreproachable 
and abundantly corroborated by the people who had 
known him all his life. 

While I hope our president is a real and noble 
Christian, this conclusion does not follow as a logical 
sequence from the world-wide flourish appertaining 
to his irreproachable character. The grand ancient 
encomium of the Lacedaemon center, under the cele
brated code of the immortal Lycurgus, the great 
Spartan legislator, whose laws remained in force 
longer than those of any other who ever lived on the 
earth, 1400 years, except Moses, who wrote his laws 
[the Penteteuch, which I have often held in my 
haIJ-d] 3581 years ago and is to-day holding the world 
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in its briarean arms, soon to be gloriously reinforced 
by the King of kings and Lord of lords; fill the whole 
earth, till He shall have dominion over river, sea 
and shore, far as the eagle's pinion or dove's light 
wing can soar; (Luke 1: 33), "When he shall sit 
down on the throne of David and rule over the house 
of Jacob forever, and of His kingdom there shall be 
no end"; Satan's reign having been restricted to the 
bottomless pit in outward darkness; this earth hav
ing received millennial regeneration (Matt. 19: 28) 
and her glorious sanctification destroying Gog and 
Magog, Satan's gleaning after his magnitudinous 
harvest, Armageddon, (Rev. 20 ch.) and the Edenic 
state triumphantly and eternally restored, (Matt. 
5: 5) "When the meek shall inherit the earth 
through all eternity." (Dan. 9: 18), "I beheld till 
the saints of the most high possessed the kingdom 
and will possess it forever and ever and ever." (v. 13) 
"I beheld till one likened to the Son of man came 
to the Ancient of Days and received a kingdom which 
will never pass away;" thus forever settling the do
minion of Christ and His bride, not only throughout 
this world, through all eternity, but the entire celes
tial universe, eighteen hundred millions of suns and 
two billions eight hundred millions of worlds already 
having been reached by the telescopes. Meanwhile-
all the astronomers conclude that this infinites
imal and paradoxical number constitutes but the 
suburbs of the celestial universe; meanwhile the 
astronomical world has settled down in the conclu
sion that Alcyon, one of the Pleiades (seven stars), 
which enjoyed a pre-eminence- through a few decades 
among all celestial worlds as the primal center 
around which the one hundred and eighteen million 
suns, with their countless millions of worlds are all 
revolving; and consequently has rested in the con
clusion that she was the honored center of the celes-
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tial universe, containing the effulgent throng of the · 
great Jehovah and honored with the presence of the 
Heavenly Hierarchies. 

A. D. 1913 will forever be immortalized in the 
astronomical calendar for the discovery of 100 mil
lion suns fro:qi the observatory of Harvard Univer
sity on the Andes of South America and also for the 
discovery of locomotion on the part of Alcyon; thus. 
upsetting the dogma of her centrality, and proving 
that she too is moving like all other heavenly bodies, 
revolving around the primal center, i. e., the glorious 
capital and metropolis of the Celestial Universe. 
Consequently all astronomers are now at sea, rang
ing the fenceless fields of the illimitable upper ocean, 
hunting that wonderful and glorious center around 
which these eighteen hundred million suns, attended 
by the twenty-eight hundred million worlds are all 
revolving. 

The first chapter of Ephesians and the first chap
ter of Colossians both certify that our wonderful 
Savior created all these worlds. He now sits on His 
Father's throne by His side. When He ascended up 
from Mt. Olivet and reported this work (Acts 2nd 
ch.) the Father said to Him, "All right my Son; you 
created that world; Satan invaded and captured it; 
you espoused the lost cause; 110bly fought, bled and 
died; thus triumphantly redeeming it with your 
blood; therefore it is yours forever, sit down on my 
right hand till I make thine enemies thy f9otstool." 
As no one has a right to rule this world but our 
blessed, glorified Christ, therefore all others are 
satanic usurpers, destined to fall forever, forfeiting 
their crowns, sceptres and thrones, the moment the 
Father fulfills His promise, in due time to shake 
them all down and give the throne of this world to 
its rightful and eternal sovereign. 

Whatever belongs to the king also belongs to the 
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queen, who sits by his side on his throne. hence we 
see the unlimited magnitude of the heavenly queen
ship, the illimitable and boundless universe with the 
twenty-eight hundred millions of worlds already dis
covered and the weight of astronomical evidence, 
favoring the conclusion that the stupendously mag
nitud'inous universe has already discovered, consti
tutes in the language of the sainted Dr. Diels, but the 
suburbs of God's creation, the primal center, around 
which all others revolve, not having yet been reached. 



Chapter II. 

THE SOCIAL EVIL 

Oh, how weak and inadequate the phrase, scarcely 
giving us even a vague idea of the appalling reality! 

In a camp-meeting in Texas a dozen years ago 
in a great sermon preached by an elect sister to a 
vast Sunday audience, she said that while preaching 
in a Texas city, a telephone message reached her 
from a poor girl, who had come in to see the city 
and had been captured at a complimentary wine 
supper, given by procurers for a great boda house; 
thus trapped, sold, and robbed. In her awful dilem
ma, when the matron goes away, succeeds in getting 
a telephone message to this evangelist whom she 
knew. Darting her way at once with the velocity of 
the lightning car, finding her in a few minutes, has 
her on her hands for the rescue. Robbed of her 
money she had to wait till they could pay her car 
fare home. They succeed very expeditiously. The 
money is raised and the coach is ready to take her to 
the depot, when unfortunately the matron arrives, 
discovers the manoeuvre, rages like a demon, rushes 
on her, roaring vociferously: "Be gone or I'll kill you, 
no one can take a girl out of this house without my 
consent!" Meanwhile putting the muzzle of her 
her revolver against her head and blasphemously 
threatens her life. The coach man, alone present, 
looks directly away from the scene, lest he will have 
to testify in court, feeling certain that murder will 
be committed. Meanwhile the evangelist says not a 
word, but still holds the girl by the hand, talking to 
Jesus, "Loving Savior you came from heaven and 
died to save this girl, if you need my blood added 
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to yours to defeat Satan and save her, it is ready." 
Amid this attitude, the revolver against her head 
and holding the girl with her hand, the Satanic 
vagrant raging demoniacally, clamoring that she 
would shoot her. Instantaneously the revolver clat
ters down on the floor, and the matron, her arm para
lyzed and expecting instantaneous death, roars aloud, 
"Take her and go," herself skedaddling her way, so 
glad to escape with her life. At once they mount the 
coach, hasten away to the depot where she em
barks for home, to the infinite joy of her whole 
family, broken-hearted and bewildered, vainly hunt
ing her night and day. 

Meanwhile she stood in that memorable attitude, 
with the revolver against her head, she saw a Meth
odist steward and a Baptist deacon go, you know 
where. Here you see a mournful definition of the 
Social Evil. It belongs to the midnight and the dark 
morning hour. These men had good moral charac
ters and stood at the front of their churches. 

The drink demon is now the focalization of na
tional prayer, which God is answering in the conti
nental clamor: "The Saloon Must Go." This demon 
turns over to the drunkard's grave and an awful hell 
a hundred thousand of our best citizens-fathers, 
husbands, brothers and sons, annually. 

The Social Evil and the Drink Demon, are the 
Scylla and the Charybdis. The one on the coast of 
Italy and the other at the shore of Sicily, the cen
te1· of the world during the Roman age. The iron 
horse who now plows every sea and roams every con
tinent, dashing through the great mountain ranges 
a mile a minute. 

"So the hero chieftan, laying down his pen, 
Closes his eyes in Washington at ten: 
The lightning curier leaps along the line 
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And tells the St. Louis tale at nine; 
Halting a thousand, whence he departed 
And getting there an hour before he started." 

This monster had never uttered his monitory 
scream till the ages Antediluvian, Egyptian, Phoe
nician, Hebrew, Chaldean, Persian, Greek and Ro
man had come and gone and a thousands years, sig
nifically denominated the Dark Ages, had buried 
their brilliant achievements in the sepulchre of bar
barism. 

During the long row of the preceding ages, those 
whirl pools were the terror of the maritime world. 
Their roar was heard many leagues over the deep, 
and all the nautical wisdom of the ages was brought 
into availability to escape their dangerous maw, ever 
insatiable, as every ship swallowed up, with all its. 
crew, passengers and cargo, only whetted the appe
tite for its successor. If she escaped the civil, the 
charybdis was nearly sure to catch her, as these 
whirl pools were encircled by vast gyratory waters 
which, having once caught the ship, she was run on 
the ark of a constantly diminishing circle; getting 
faster and faster, till moving with tremendous ve
locity, reaching the centre with an awful roar, goes 
down to rise no more. As these two whirl pools kept 
the ancient world in trepidation, meanwhile gene
rations and ages expeditiously succeeded each other; 
so to-day the Social Evil and the Drink Demon hold 
the world in awful trepidation; the nations all puz
zled to settle the pre-eminence; as the rule giving it 
to the latter, sweeping the continent with the irre
pressible clamor, "The Saloon Must Go." 

Let no one compromise an iota, but while the anti
saloon tide is moving, all do our best to drive this 
worse than heathen shame out of our celebrated 
Christian land. 
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The drink demon is to receive no mercy, but all 
the powers of the nation to be turned against him 
till this horrific scourge is banished from the earth. 
We can never afford-to make any compromise, as it 
is a problem of life and death; yet the only final 
remedy is His glorious appearing, to dethrone Satan 
and reign forever. 

Wilson's election was a great victory, because he 
i3 a good man, but what can a good president do 
when Satan runs the Government? I know of noth
ing he can do, except to help us pray the Lord to 
come and dethrone the devil and put an end to this 
tide of damnation which engulfs a hundred thousand 
of our citizens annually into a drunkard's grave and 
an awful hell. 

Another evidence that Satan runs the Govern
ment is the simple fact that the laboring people pay 
several prices for the necessaries of life in order to 
make millionaires. If a man in this city would 
steal fifteen dollars, he would be sent to the peniten
tiary immediately. We have a citizen living in a 
neighboring city, said to be worth one billion, five 
hundred million dollars, i. e., a million times fifteen 
dollars. Instead of sending that man to the peniten
tiary, he stands at the head of the Church, leads 
the Sunday-school, and teaches the Bible, in the face 
of the fact of his having stolen a million times fifteen 
dollars. · 

When I was preaching in a Holiness Church in 
New England, the pastor said that this millionaire's 
pastor was his first cousin and he wrote to him to 
get some help for his missionaries in heathen lands 
and he answered him that his orders to all of his 
clerks was to answer no begging letters; thus closing 
the door in the face of the Ethiopian millions reach
ing out their hands and crying for the bread of life, 
and the Macedonian straining his voice to send the 
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wail from the mountain top over the sea, "Now come 
and help us." This millionaire and all others ought 
to rush to the open door; as perhaps if they would 
give all their stolen gains to save the heathen, God 
would have mercy and save their souls. While the 
devil actually pays the Government throughout the 
whiskey traffic, wagon loads of money for these hun
dred thousand souls every year to populate hell. It 
is equally true that the monopolists could do nothing 
without the Government at their back. We should 
do our best to relieve the people of the gigantic 
monsters eloped from the bottomless pit and with so 
magnitudinous swathes sweeping our people into ir
retrievable woe; we will have to wait patiently till 
Jesus comes and dethrones the devil and thus put an 
end to all his work on the earth. 

Appertaining to this glorious consummation so 
devoutly to be wished, we have wonderful encour
agement, as the lunar chronology, measuring time 
by the revolutions of the moon around the earth and 
used by the patriarchs and prophets and Jesus and 
His apostles all their lives, make the rapture already 
overdue sixty-eight years; while the calendar chro
nology measured by the revolutions of the planets 
around the sun and used by the Apostle John makes 
the rapture of saints overdue twenty-six years; the 
solar chronology, measured by the revolutions of the 
earth around the sun and used in America, makes 
the rapture of the saints due in 1923. The rapture 
of the saints will not wind up the devil's reign; but 
simply take away the saints, living and dead, to the 
Oecumenical Conference, which He will hold in the 
air and give all their appointments in the kingdom, 
which He will bring with Him when He descends 
with His Conference, accompanied by all His saints 
with their respective 'appointments to take the whole 
world into hand and reign with Him (Rev. 20: 6) a 
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thousand years and not stop then but survive Satan's 
post-millennial campaign for the recovery of his 
throne, which he forfeits when Jesus comes to reign 
and is cast into hell; Daniel 7: 18 showing up the 
fact that the reign of the saints on the earth has 
the subordinates of Christ on the throne of David 
in Jerusalem; will not be contravened by Satan's 
post-millennial war as he only gets Gog and Magog, 
(Rev. 20: 9), the gleaning of his great Armageddon 
harvest; who with Satan and all his followers, de
moniacal and human, are cast into the lake of fire, 
(Rev. 20: 15), located in outer darkness, i. e., the 
darkness which is beyond the illuminated universe. 

At present, hell is in the interior of the earth. 
(Luke 16: 23.) I have seen it in the burning crater 
of Mt. Vesuvius just as Jesus describes it, fire and 
brimstone. As this earth is to be sanctified holy 
when the Lord will baptize her with fire; burning 
out everything the devil imparted in the fall; ut
terly destroying Gog and Magog, Satan's gleaning, 
surviving his great Armageddon harvest and thus 
restoring her back to Edenic state, when the meek 
will inherit her forever (Matt. 5: 5); Satan and 
all his followers, demoniacal and human, having been 
ejected into the lake of fire which is in outer dark
ness eis to nothos to exootheros, i. e., into the dark
ness which is without, i. e., into the darkness utterly 
outside the illuminated universe. Astronomers have 
discovered 118 million suns, many of them larger 
than ours, which is a million times the magnitude 
of the earth. Now tell me how far the combined 
illumination of these 118 millions of suns will trans
mit their light. If an archangel had begun to fly 
on creation's morn and moving with the velocity of 
light, 220,000 miles per second, i. e., fast enough to 
go round the world fifty times in a minute; and been 
flying till this moment, he would not have passed 
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over the millionth part of that space. Then how will 
Satan and his demons and devotees, diabolical and 
human ever reach that ultima thule, the dismal doom 
of the damned, into the Eutopian wilds of the un
created nonentity; thus irretrievably banished out 
of the boundless celestial universe, whence if free 
to exercise ad libitum locomotion, they never can 
get back in all the flight of endless ages again to 
disturb God's peaceful universe. 

Among the hideous monsters eloped out of the 
stygian realms of the bottomless pit I trow this 
feeble cognomened "Social Evil" bears the palm and 
crowns the climax; strolling about in the dead of 
darkest night, creeping into the vilest hell-dens this 
side of the pit; contracting mortal disorders and 
transmitting them to their own innocent wives, sup
erinducing the necessity of cruel surgical operations 
which kill them; leaving children motherless; be
sides in these pestilential cess pools of iniquity, con
tracting incurable mortal diseases, which they trans
mit to their unborn posterity; thus transforming 
poor fallen humanity into a heterogony of pestilen
tial, incurable diseases, entailed on all coming gen
erations, till the Lord consummates His wonderful 
work of restitution; having in His castigatory judg
ments, i. e., the flood, the plagues of Egypt, the 
Jewish tribulation, and the final Armageddon, sup
plemented by Gog and Magog, his last gleaning, 
eliminated out of the world through the successive 
ages~ the unsavables and incorrigibles, i. e., all the 
people who take the bit in their teeth and will not let 
Him save them; thus in the glorious ultimatum, 
eliminating out of the world all except the meek, its 
ultimate heirs. (Matt. 5: 5.) 

In all ages God has always saved the elect and 
and a1ways will. Who are the elect? Why, those 
who will let God save them; as He is full of mercy 
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and it endureth forever; meanwhile He delights 
not in the death of the wicked (Ezek. 33: 11) but wills 
that all turn to Him and live; ringing round the 
world the lugubrious wail of a loving Father, "Why 
will you die?"; at the same time confirming eter
nally His loving paternity, augmenting His Word 
reiterated over and over by the awful solemnity of 
His immutable oath, swearing by Himself as He 
could swear by none greater, "As I live," saith the 
Lord, "I delight not in the death of him that dieth; 
but that the wicked turn from his way and live; 
turn you, Oh, turn you, why will you die;" thus 
leaving Satan's doomed followers without excuse; 
because He would have saved every one of them if 
they had only permitted Him. 

N. B. God cannot save people against their will, 
as in so doing He would of a necessity, dehumanize 
them. Therefore the most lugubrious wail of the 
damned in the illimitable roll of eternal ages, will 
be their own self recrimination; eternally confess
ing judgment against themselves; "I die as the fool 
dieth; no one to blame but myself." 

Will this be true of the lost heathen? Certainly, 
as none of them will be lost if they walk in the light 
they have, i. e., the Holy Spirit, their own conscience, 
God's telephone and the light of nature, which they 
all have, and consequentl}.7; as Paul says (Rom. 1st 
ch.) "That even the heathe·~are left without excuse; 
because that which is known of God is revealed in 
them, even 'His eternal power and divinity" ; and 
as we see in their final judgment (Matt. 25: 31, 46), 
the "sheep" who are His own people doing-the' best 
they know are all saved, and only the "goats" who 
have sinned against the light they had, are lost. 
That wonderful scripture, (1 Jno. 1: 7), "If we walk 
in the light the blood cleanses from all sin" reaches 
all the people now on the earth and all who ever. did 
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or ever will here survive; those who walk in all the 
light they have, cleanse from all sin, go in with a 
shout of victory to inherit His kingdom prepared 
for them before the foundation of the world. 

• 



Chapter III. 

THE NORMAL RESUME 

In the solution of this problem of purity infini
tesimally transcendent in its importance; (Matt. 5: 
8), "Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see 
God." This covers all the ground and gloriously 
reveals the feasibility of real actual and triumphant 
salvation for all who will take it. The world-wide 
boasts of moral purity, especially in the political 
arena, is nothing more than good heathen philoso
phy. In this writing I referred you to the code of 
Lycurgus, the great Spartan legislator, whose laws 
remained in force 1400 years, i. e., longer than ever 
known except the legislation of Moses, ~till in force 
after 3,581 years and rapidly gaining ground and 
destined to abide forever. 

Lycurgus resorted to a stratagem to perpetuate 
obedience to his laws; observing to his people that 
he was going on a journey and solicited them to obey 
his laws till he got back. Thus having secured unan
imous promise he went away and never did return; 
preferring to wind up life in a foreign land, whence 
they never heard of him as there were no newspapers 
in that day; in order to hold them to their promise 
indefinitely. This awful problem of impurity was 
created in hell and will populate it forever and is 
only solved in the wonderful plan of salvation. The 
·conqueror of Mt. Calvary has fought the battle and 
won the victory; brought life and immortality to 
light; girdled this dark world with His banner of 
peace, love, purity, life, immortality and victory, 
world without end. The blessed Bible, the Book of 
all books, really the only book in the world as the 
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word is Greek and has no meaning but book; thus 
debibliothizing all other books, except as they nor
mally radiate from the Bible, like the sun transmit
ting his light in the boundless universe, every ray 
peering away till it evanesces in the Eutopian con
cave. So the book which is not in perfect harmony 
with the Bible, auxiliary to it, and exegetical of it, 
has no right to an existence and should share the 
fate of the magical pile at Ephesus, consigned to the 
flames. 

Science is in perfect harmony with Revelation 
as it is all the simple exegesis of God in nature, 
while the Bible is His expositor in the realm of grace. 
Consequently they are both in perfect harmony and 
never can be otherwise, despite all the cavilings of 
vain philosophy to the contrary. 

Christian Science, the most aggressive church in 
the world, is a magnitudinous disgorgement from 
the bottomless pit, honored by Satan with a double 
eulogistic cognomen ; both normal to their origin, 
utterly false as they are destitute of both Christi
anity and Science; ignoring the divinity of Christ 
and thus hopelessly forfeiting their claim to Chris
tianity, as a Christian is a soul saved by Christ; 
whereas without divinity He cannot save anyone, 
as salvation is of God alone; all human claims utterly 
futile and nugatory. Hence their claim to Chris
tianity is a bold, false, and unattainable assumption. 
Whereas their claim to science is equally bereft of 
a solitary plausible allegation, from the simple fact 
that man is a trichotomy, i. e., a trinity like God 
(1 Thes. 5: 23, 24.): "And the very God of peace 
sanctify you wholly; and I pray God that your whole 
spirit and soul and body be preserved blameless 
unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. Faithful 
is he that 'calleth you, who also will do it." You see 
here the clear and unequivocal revelation setting 
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forth man as a trichotomy, having the pneuma,, 
spirit,psyche, soul (or mind), and soma, body. In 
the face of this and other corroborative scriptures, 
they take your spirit away from you, making it· 

. simply your breath, which is nothing but the wind,. 
leaving you, the despiritualized dichotomy, i. e., 
making man a duality instead of a trinity; actually· 
dehumanizing him and bringing him to the animal 
creation. Therefore they have superscribed on their· 
banner a double falsification, in order to captivate 
the world. 

While man is a trinity like God, he is also a unity
like Him, as the pneuma is the man himself, the
pneuma consists of the conscience, the will and the 
affections; thus constituting humanity; the con
science, the medium of conviction as it is God's tele
phone, through which He speaks to him ; the will, 
the medium of conversion and the affections, the 
boundless ocean of love, when saved all right, the 
medium of sanctification; meanwhile the psyche
(the soul), comprising the physical life, intellect, 
memory, judgment, and sensabilities; constitutes his 
grand enduement contradistinguishing him from all 
the lower animals and qualifying him for communion 
and companionship with God ; an assiduous student 
at His feet, eternally taught by the Holy Ghost, the 
deep things of God and the wonderful things of the 
kingdom; meanwhile the soma (body) is simply the 
tenement in which the psyche lives during proba
tion and in which the pneuma will live through all 
eternity; as Paul assures us (1 Cor. 15: 51, 60) that 
there is a psychical body, i.e., this body in which the 
psyche, i. e., the animal soul now lives; but while the 
transfiguration for which we are on the constant out
look, will perpetuate our pe,rsonality indefinitely', 
through all the flight of eternal ages ; it will elimi
nate out of us in the "twinkling of an eye," all 
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pondersome matter, so we will not weigh any
thing and hence be perfectly free to move respon
sively to the impulses of our interior spirit and 
will consequently fly away to God, forever with 
Him to abide; this same body, dematerializing and 
deponderated, having served its appointed time as 
the tenement · of the animal soul; by the trans
figuration having been eternally adversed with 
mortality all ponderous matter so eliminated that it 
will not weigh as much as a feather. Therefore 
like Enoch and Elijah, those brilliant prophetic sou
venirs of the Edenic economy, [as none would have 
ever done if Satan would have let us alone]; but like 
these prophets, responsive to the divine ipse dixit, 
would have mounted the fiery chariot and rode away, 
delectably victorious and never known corporeal 
dissolution, felt an ache or pain or tremor. This 
will be a happy lot of all the saints living on the 
earth when the Lord snatches away His waiting 
Bride. 

Now let us come to the final settlement of this 
transcendently interesting purity problem. While 
it is the indispensable sine qua non (Matt. 5: 8), our 
infallible Christ giving it as the only golden key that 
will ever unlock the pearly portals and admit the 
soul into the realms of perennial bliss; therefore none 
of us can afford to take any risk of it; as a mis
take would prove our irretrievable ruin. Luke 11 : 
37 gives you the key; consequently you have noth
ing to do but take it and hold it tight. In that 
notable case when He responded to the invita
tion of the pharisee to dine with him. Because 
He had proceeded to eat without washing His 
hands, of which they were so particular, quite 
a unanimous criticism had sprung up among them; 
meanwhile He only responds to their inward casti
gations, observing, "You Pharisees make clean the 
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outside of the cup and the plate; while the inside 
is full of impurity and extortion. Therefore make 
clean the inside and the outside is all right." The 
word here translated "wash" is baptidzo and our 
Savior defines it by catharidzo, hence you see the 
absolute synonymy of the two words. In Ephesians 
5: 26, He defines hagiadzo, the word for sanctify, 
by the same catharidzo; clearly showing up the lit
teral synonymy between hagiadzo, sanctify, and bap
tidzo, thus forever settling the synonymy of sancti
fication and the baptism of the Holy Ghost, as He 
defines them by the same word, catharidzo, which 
has no meaning but to purify. 

Every physician is a constant witness to the great 
work of Jesus in the purification of humanity from 
everything the devil ever put in us, which is His 
great and glorious work. When you call a physician, 
he diagnoses you, pronounces your stomach or your 
blood defiled in some way and says you need a 
cathartic to purify your system. This is the very 
same identical word used by the Savior to define 
sanctification and the baptism of the Holy Ghost. 
Therefore every physician, preaches in his daily 
practice entire sanctification; using the very same 
strong Greek word, now adopted in the English lan
guage. How this should put to blush the cowardly, 
compromising preachers everywhere. Coax the peo
ple with their counterfeit gospel, which leaves them 
full of impurity and dooms them to hell; despite all 
the evasions of Campellite preachers and Mormon 
prophets, taking them off to mill ponds and deceiving 
them with the vain delusion that water can wash 
away sin; meanwhile four hundred millions of Cath
olics are looking to their besotted priest to take 
away their sins ; and they are the worst sinners 
among them. Thus Satan fills up the world with his 
vain subterfuges and foolish hallucinations; con-
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cocted by demons in the pit, to delude the people and 
decoy them away from the Great Physician who 
alone has power to do His own work, simply to de
stroy the work of the devil, for which He came into 
the world. (1 John 3: 8.) 

The fanatical Tongue people are badly giving 
themselves away as they constantly preach that the 
baptism of the Holy Ghost and sanctification are 
entirely different works of grace; whereas Jesus set
tles the matter of their absolute synonomy by de
fining both by the very same word, catharidzo, which 
has no meaning but to purify, i. e., to take out of 
you everything the devil put in you. Thus the 
Tongue people confess judgment against themselves, 
from the simple fact that with them what they call 
the baptism of the Holy Ghost is entirely different 
from sanctification, from the simple fact that it is 
the counterfeit work of the evil spirits, playing the 
Holy Ghost on them and deceiving them as in all 
ages. A tongue is a language. They have none but 
only the noises inparted by these demons who would 
give them a language if they could. I know lan
guages unknown to you, but I could not give you 
one of them to save my life unless you study it at 
my feet. God alone can impart a language as He 
did at Pentecost. You are commanded to seek noth
ing but the Lord. When you seek something else, 
the demons which throng the air will come in and 
give you something to get you away from the Lord. 
They can work on your sensibilities, stir up your 
emotions, give you carnal happiness, so you will 
jump and shout as in dances, saloons, race tracks, 
election poles and shooting matches and dog fights. 
Isaiah speaks of the wizards who chirp and mutter. 
The jugglers, magicians, necromancers and devil
worshippers, Spiritualists and Mormons have always 
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had it. It came to us from the Spiritualists and I 
have repeatedly traced it right back to them. 

"By their fruits you shall know them." A Free 
Methodist pastor told me that a lot of his members 
in Spokane, Wash., went into it and quickly backslid, 
falling in with the foolish styles of the world. The 
same took place in Danville, Va. I have known in my 
personal observation, having been with them from 
the beginning and throughout the whole country as 
no other man in the world has traveled so extensively 
and known to my sorrow, not only their spiritual 
wreckage, but moral ruin, actually becoming wicked. 
This is normal to the fact that the demons are all 
fallen angels, a higher order of beings than our
selves, older than Adam would have been if he were 
living on the earth, and consequently too strong 
and wise for us. Therefore our only security is in · 
having nothing to do with them; standing aloof in 
every case. 

The Spiritualists make all their converts in this 
way ; the demons playing their dead friends and rela
tives on them as the wicked cannot come back. 
(Luke 16 :24.) Abraham by the inspiration of the 
Holy Ghost, telling Dives that none of them can get 
away. The Russelites tell you they can. You will 
act very foolishly if you believe them instead of 
Abraham, who was inspired by the Holy Ghost to 
give you the truth. The saints are so delighted in 
heaven that they do not want to come back to this 
world of sin and sorrow. The demons in the air 
are so old that they have broad opportunities of 
acquaintance with our departed friends and can, in 
many cases represeut them 4uite successfully; 
though the Spiritualists admit that some of them 
tell them lies. Doubtless some of them lie malicious
ly for the destruction of souls and in many cases of 
course they simply lack the necessary information. 

1~1 
Owosso Co lege Library 
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A prominent citizen of Denver, Colo., recently died. 
In a few days the Sisters of the Spiritualistic Church 
waited on his widow ,observing, "Oh, you should have 
been at our service last night, as your husband was 
with us, taking an active part." She meekly re
sponded, "You are mistaken; he was not with you." 
Then they answer, "We know he was and you surely 
will not impeach our veracity." "Please excuse me, 
.as I do not mean to contradict you, but simply notify 
you that you are mistaken, of course innocently.'' 
"How do you know that we are mistaken?" "Be
cause my husband has lived with me in this city 
forty years; meanwhile after going away and com
.ing back, but everytime coming to see me. .He never 
·did come to Denver in all this time without coming 
to see me. Therefore I know you are mistaken; he 
was not here as he would certainly have called on 
me." Thus they happened to run on a woman who 
had good solid sense and they could not fool her. 

The thing to do on the purity question is to go 
to Jesus for a clean heart, which is the very meaning 
of that wonderful baptism which He gives you with 
the Holy Ghost and fire. There is no possibility of 
defalcation or denial as His Word is as solid as His 
throne and settles ·everything for ever. This awful 
trouble in purity, that climacteric demon, the Social 
Evil, can only be eradicated by the~baptism He gives 
with the Holy Ghost and fire. The awful dereliction 
in matrimony not only going into bachelorhood and 
neglecting it all together, but vitiating it by un
scriptural divorce, appallingly augment the horrors 
and wreckage of homes by this monster, iniquity . 
.Preachers ought to preach on matrimony and do 
their utmost to get the people to appreciate this 
only survival of fallen Eden, in mercy permitted to 
come down and wave the beacon of hope to the de
.sponding gaze of a sinking world; as it is the nucleus 
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of the Christian home, the basis of civil society and 
the only hope of the world. 

The multiplication of divorces, increasing on us 
with paradoxical and alarming rapidity in these lat
ter days for a signal fulfillment of the Pauline proph
ecy appertaining to the awful iniquities of the last 
days. The preachers should everywhere wake up 
and do ;their best to confront this mammoth scourge 
of Satan. We may here observe that those scrip
tures (Matt. 5: 32), and other parables stating that 
if a man marries a divorced woman he commits 
adultery, et vice versa are wrong translations as it 
should read, the cast off woman ; i. e., a case of dis
harmonies, fusses and troubles, the man stronger, 
having whipped her and run her off; then a man 
marrying her is guilty of adultery because she is still 
that man's wife; whereas if she was scripturally 
divorced, he would have a perfect right to marry 
her and no adultery about it; as a scriptural divorce
ment always contemplates another marriage; as 
apostasy means the relegation of the parties back to 
celibacy where matrimony found them. God believ
es in matrimony as it prevents more sin than any
thing else; as this Social Evil is Satan's greatest 
citadel this side of hell. 

A false maxim is very current, that Satan gives 
some of the marriages. Utterly untrue. If he had 
his way there would never be another marriage, but 
the whole world would be a brothel from the rising 
of the sun to the going down of the same. The thing 
to do is to come to the Bible and grant no divorces 
except for fornication, i. e., the iniquity of an un
wedded person and adultery, the same with a mar
ried person. The great trouble is that millions sep
arate with divorcement from an infant diversity of 
allegations and of course utterly invalid, i. e., the 
same as none at all. Our Savior repealed the law of 
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Moses granting divorcements for incompatibility of 
tempers, i. e., "hardness of the heart," and restrict
ing the privilege suppliantly to a case of conjugal 
infidelity, i. e., unmarital conduct of the wedded 
person. There is a crying need of a reformation 
throughout Christendom, bringing the people to the 
literal word of our Savior; granting divorcements 
only in case of conjugal infidelity which in its very 
nature obliterates the unity of the wedded parties, 
normally superinduced by holy matrimony; the di
vorcement being mere recognition of that fact in the 
interest of the innocent party, thus relegating them 
to the celibacy whence matrimony found them. In 
this so much needed reformation; all churches should 
not only get back to the law and the testimony but 
make a new departure along the line of preaching 
the gospel of matrimony and keeping the people out . 
of celibacy, where they are so exposed to Satanic 
temptations, catching them in the lasso of their vam
pire of the pit to mildly demonate the Social Evil. 

If we would do solid work, defeat Satan, save the 
people, disappoint hell, bring on the millehnium and 
have heaven on earth. The King's Highway is plain, 
open, free for all, no lion, nor ravenous beast, nor tall 
gate on it. The supernatural birth admits you on it. 
The the Blood applied by the Holy Ghost when Jesus 
baptizes you with the Holy Ghost and fire, puts you 
in the holy way within the highway, where Satan's 
artillery will all overshoot you and his lassoes fail 
to reach you and you will have nothing to do but go 
shouting on your way with ever exhilarated velocity 
till you sweep with a shout through the pearly por
tals and receive a starry crown that will never fade 
away but brighten through celestial ages. 

W. B.GODBEY. 
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Regenerated Earth 
When Satan fought the battle of Eden, he achiev

ed the greatest victory of the ages; because when 
God created Adam He created the race; thus every 
human being that ever will live in the flight of end
less ages, was created in Adam. When God had 
finished all creation, He pronounced it "good and per
fect" and everything "had its seed in itself" and 
there has been no subsequent creation of the differ
ent species and general; but they have multiplied 
wonderfully, not by new creation, but homogeneous 
evolution. The Darwinian infidelity teaches hetero
geneous evolution, i. e., that we were evolved out of 
apes, gorillas, orang-outangs. We know this is 
false simply because it flatly contradicts the Bible. 
(Acts 17: 26.) "Of one man (E. V. "one blood") God 
created every race of people that dwell upon the face 
of the whole earth." This settles the matter for
ever and refutes the prevailing heresy on which the 
books have been written in an attempt a predanus 
race; alleging that when Cain was expelled from 
home went into the land of Nod, he found his wife, 
recognizing her as already there and waiting for 
him and could not have been a member of Adam's 
family. Nod is no special country as the Hebrew 
word simply means wandering. Hence the conclu
sion during his wandering life which was long, as 
he lived nearly a thousand years ; he found his wife. 
As the centuries went by, there was ample time for 
his sister to grow up and become his wife as we 
must conclude the children of Adam and Eve inter
married. The fact that no sisters are mentioned, 
does not involve the conclusion that Adam and Eve 
had no daughters; as the few sons mentioned are 
simply given genealogically in order to run the pro
genatorship of Christ back to Adam and prove to 
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the world that he is one of us and hence competent 
to become our substitute under the law. In the gene
alogical table throughout the Bible, fathers are only 
mentioned as generation is paternal and not mater
nal an important fact which relieves us of serious 
trouble in reference to our Savior. 

(a) People in all parts of Christendom have ar
gued that Jesus had depravity like all the rest of us, 
having inherited it from his mother. To relieve this 
dilemma, Pope Pius IX. posted on the Catholic 
Church the dogma of the emaculate conception of 
the virgin Mary, that she came into the world free 
from depravity-utterly untrue because Psalms 51: 
5 says, "I was shapen in iniquity and in sin did my 
mother conceive me, Lord I am vile, conceived in 
sin, born unholy and unclean ; sprung from the man 
who from the fall corrupts the race and ruins all. 
That takes in the Virgin Mary and every human 
being who lives on the earth. The reason why the 
genealogical catalogue only gives the father, not only 
in the antediluvian world, but the post-diluvian ; is 
because generation · is paternal and not maternal: 
the mother serving as receptacle and custodian of 
the progeny, performing the office of gestation till 
it developes as to become competent to survive in 
the open air. Now when we remember that genera
tion is paternal and not maternal and recognize the 
fact that our Savior had no earthly father, but was 
generated by the Holy Ghost, (Luke 1: 34.). The 
archangel, Gabriel, responds to Mary's question, upon 
his announcement of her honored maternity of the 
Lord : "How can these things be, as I know not a 
man?" He responds, "The Holy Ghost will come 
upon thee, the power of the Highest will overshad
ow thee. and that holy thing which is generated in• 
thee will be of the Holy Ghost." thus forever clear
ing away the fog that was accumulated along the 
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line of his ancestry, as generation is paternal only, 
and he had no earthly father. When Satan slew 
Adam and Eve he gave a death blow to every hu
man being that came into existence because through 
Adam was the seed of humanity and invested with 
the power to repeat himself infinitesimally; if he 
could not love, and having lost his spiritual life be
fore he had posterity, he could only propagate dead 
people, spiritually, on the earth. 

(b) God had wonderfully made this earth, as 
we are satisfied through long rolling ages as the 
days of creation are demiurgic, creative periods. Thus 
utilizing the great geological agencies, through long 
periods and epochs ; he wonderfully made this world, 
so beautiful, grand and sublime, as to elicit the jubi
lant Gadaemaus of all the heavenly host, who an
swered the anthem, the stars that sung together at 
creation's birth; meanwhile all the sons of God shout
ed for joy. All the trees of the earth bore delicious 
hygenical fruits and when clothed beautiful foliage, 
not a briar, thorn, thistle, bramble, cactus, dog
fennel, pennyroyal, spanish needle or cuckle berry. 
All these sprung up after Satan took the earth into 
hand, which he did unhesitatingly so soon as he con
quered king Adam and queen Eve. Thus the earth 
fell under the black grip of Satan along with her 
proprieties, sunk the same dismal fate. If Satan 
had let her alone she never would have received a 
dead body in her vitalizing lap. Already the tree of 
life was growing and producing the fruit competent 
to fortify them against disease and death. When 
we had served our probation on the earth; guided 
by providence, we would have had access to the tree 
of life. The normal efficiency of whose fruit would 
have conferred immortality, eliminating out of us 
all ponderous matter, so like Enoch and Elijah, we 
would have flown away to celestial worlds, to rartige 
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the fenceless fields, traversed by millions of unfallen 
worlds and with adoring wonder receive erudition ad 
infinitum; instructed by angels, archangels, cher
ubim and seraphim. 

(c) When Satan captured the earth she soon 
became wrapped in thorns, brambles, mismatic mo
rasses, pestilential swamps, epidemical quags and 
ague frog ponds, burning deserts, roaring volcanoes, 
icy mountains and as the air belongs to the earth 
and developing her in etherial f ermament a hundred 
miles high; he proceeded to quarter his soldiers in the 
vast etherial regions; barracking them in their bar
acks, where they generate storms, tempests, hurri
canes, cyclones, simoons, sirrocos and send them in 
desolating havoc over the continent, smashing for
ests and buildings indiscriminately and heaping the 
earth with the same and 01ver the great oceans-the 
terror of all sea-faring people, striking panic to the 
bravest and oldest sailors; catching ships in their 
whirls, and tossing them into the air like tops; roll
the great sea over them wrecking them and burying 
them in the cavernous sepulchre in the dark huge 
ocean and storm-riven seas. 



Chapter I. 

THE EARTH GROANING FOR DELIVERANCE 

Paul says in Romans 8: 19-23: "The earnest ex
pectation of the creature awaiteth the revelation of 
the sons of God; for creation has been subordinated 
to mortality, not willingly but through him who has 
subordinated, because persuing to hope nature itself 
shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption in
to the liberty of the glory of the children of God, 
for we know that all creation groans together and 
travaileth in pain together till now and we ourselves 
being the first-fruit of the Spirit, groan among our
selves, awaiting the adoption of sons the redemption 
of the body. In this scripture we see that the earth 
and everything in it is groaning and sighing and 
agonizing in the pains of gestation, longing to be de
livered from corruption and mortality and thus in 
anguish and anxious anticipation awaiting the mani
festation of the sons of God. When the Lord shall 
descend and take away His Bride, He will resurrect 
all the buried saints. 

Satan has not only captured the earth and sub
ordinated her to his castigatory ministration, using 
her to produce obnoxious and poisonous thorns, 
thistles, weeds, briers and all sorts of useless, inj ur
ious productions, giving the people toil and pain and 
burdens incessant and intollerable and all for naught 
to gratify his diabolical capericions. 

( d) But when the Lord shall descend from heav
en with a shout, with the voice of an archangel and 
the trump of God, (1 Thess. 4th ch.), "And the dead 
in Christ will rise first, (i. e., before the transfigura
tion of the living), then we who are alive will be 
transfigured in tl~e twinkling of an eye." (1 Cor. 15: 
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51), "We shall not all sleep (i.e., not all die), but all 
shall be changed in the twinkling of an eye and we 
shall be changed, this mortal shall put on immor
tality; this corruptable put on incorruption and the 
mortal be swallowed up in life." And that will be 
the glorious manifestation of the sons of God; the 
answer to the agonizing prayers of Mother Earth, 
described in the above scripture; Romans 8, as groan
ing, sighing and suffering the pains of parturition, 
longing to be delivered; when the children will re
spond to the call of the returning Savior, the voice of 
the archangel and the trump of God shall leap into 
life into all parts of the world; Abel the first martyr 
and the first soul to shout the victory of redeeming 
grace among the angels, when from the fratricidal 
club of his murderous frollic, he leaped from Mother 
Earth so reluctantly drinking his blood, and shouted 
his way to the city of God, the first to deliver the 
news that the plan of salvation is a glorious suc
cess. How the Holy family-Abraham and Sarah, 
Isaac and Rebecca, Jacob and Leah will leap with 
jubilant hallelujahs from the cave of Machpelah. 
whereas so often we see their sepulchre guarded 
with soldiers with guns in their hands, ready to 
shoot me if I had attempted to go in; meanwhile 
gazing on that sepulchre the Lord gave me a glorious 
panorama-the sounding trumpet, the ascending an
gels and the vociferous call of the conqueror of Mt. 
Calvary, when the sepulchred saints all leap into life. 

(e) Mt. Olivet, the largest in all the Holy Land 
is the sepulchre of Israel; covered almost everywhere 
with tombs containing the sacred dust of patriarchs, 
prophets, martyrs, pilgrims and heroes of the by
gone ages. The Jews in far off lands sighing and cry
ing to get back to Jerusalem and enjoy the privi
lege of dying there. I have seen them in their sepul
chres reading the Scriptures and waiting the sound 
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of the trumpet; their minds made up never to leave 
the Holy City, but die there and be buried in the sep
ulchre of the mothers and fathers of by-gone ages. 
At Jerusalem the Jews bury on Mt. Olivet; the 
Christians on Mt. Zion, and the Mohammedans on 
Mt. Moriah and Calvary. We have a flourishing 
American colony there now, on the daily outlook for 
the Lord's appearing and their minds made up never 
to leave the Holy City till He comes and calls them 
to meet Him in the clouds or in case He tarries to 
send an angel to call them away. When I was there 
the last time in 1911, I had an awful cholera morbus, 
lasting me eight or ten hours at night and I felt it 
would be a glorious privilege to be buried at Jeru
salem. I shouted in anticipation of it; but the Lord 
had a little more work for me to do and as I am fe
licitously lost in His will, it was perfectly right with 
me to come away and labor a while longer; though 
I was bitterly electrified with the thought of leaving 
my body on Mt. Zion, the patriarchs and prophets 
to respond to the trumpet blast of the first resur
rection. 

(f) Not only is the earth described in the above 
scripture <Rom. 8 ch.) as sighing, crying, groaning, 
and agonizing to be delivered from corruption and 
vanity, mortality and the evils of the fall with which 
Satan has encumbered her; but all the animal cre
ation is included in the scene. They not only suf
fered much in the fall, because Satan imparted to 
some of them with an awful thirst-blood, e. g., the 
lion, bear, tiger, hyena and leopard, he imparted to 
the reptiles rank and destructive poisons. We see in 
Isaiah 11th ch. that this was not so before the fall 
when Satan captured the earth and everything on it; 
because you see in that chapter his beautiful descrip
tion of the millennium, reading: "When the cow and 
bear feed together and leopard lie down with the 
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lamb and the lion eat straw like the ox; the baby 
will play at the hole of the moccasin and the wean
ed child at the den of the rattle snake" with utter 
impunity, showing that when Satan is arrested by 
the angel of the covenant, bound and taken out of 
the world and prisoned in hell, there will be a wonder
breaking of his power in all the earth, so the car
niverous animals will become granivorous and the 
veneral reptiles will lose their poison. . Hence we 
see that the regeneration of the earth will miracu
lously effect everything on it, both the fauna and 
flora. 



Chapter II. 

REGENERATION 

(Matt. 19: 28), "You who have followed Me, in 
the regeneration, shall sit upon twelve thrones, judg
ing the twelve tribes of Israel, while the Son of 
man shall sit upon the throne of His glory." Jesus 
is now sitting on His Father's throne interceding 
for this lost world. (Dan. 7: 9), "I saw one like unto 
the Son of Man come to the Ancient of Days and re
ceive a kingdom that will never pass away"; (v. 8), "I 
beheld till the saints of the Most High possess the 
kingdom and will possess it for ever and ever and 
ever." Here we see in the very strongest phrase
ology the certitude of the endless durability of this 
glorious coming kingdom, by whose anticipation we 
are constantly electrified. It will not be a fleeting 
quadrumen like the election of president Wilson, but 
as it repeatedly says of His kingdom, there shall be 
no end. Satan's post-millennium rade will prove an 
utter failure so far as the destruction of this king
dom is concerned which will be his grand end in view 
when the Lord receives His kingdom from the Fa
ther, we will sit with Him on His throne as He says 
in these scriptures: "As My Father has given unto 
Me, so give I unto you a kingdom and as I sit with 
My Father on His throne so shall you sit with Me 
on My throne in My kingdom." This kingdom the 
Lord will give to His disciples in the regeneration of 
the earth. Regeneration simply means a birth and 
as we here read in the eighth chapter of Romans, 
"All the earth is groaning and sighing together un
til now, awaiting her deliverance," and so this 
regeneration will take place when the sons of 
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God are made manifest and will really usher in the 
glorious millennium, when the saints of the Bride
hood will reign subordinately with Christ. <Rev. 1: 
6): "Blessed and sanctified is he what hath part in 
the first resurrection, for over such the second hath 
no power, but they shall be kings and priests unto 
God and reign with Him a thousand years." Here we 
see that the Lord is going to rule all nations through 
the instrumentality of the Bridehood. 

(g) The idea generally prevails that the work of 
our dispensation is to get the whole world converted. 
this is a great mistake. Here the Post-millenialists 
bring in their argument that we had to work hard, 
evangelistically, educationally and philanthropically, 
thus making the world better with all our might till 
we shall normally bring in the reign of righteousness. 
This hypothesis is a great mistake, because it flatly 
contradicts the Savior who says the world will get 
worse to the end and that He will come and they 
are going ahead with all their enterprises, !l'larrying 
and giving in marriage, buying, selling, building and 
pushing all sorts of enterprises as they were actually 
doing in the days of Noah, till the flood came and de
stroyed them all and as in the days of Lot when Sod
om and Gomorrah were on a business boom when the 
angels came from heaven and rescued Lot and his 
family and God rained on them fire and brimstone 
and destroyed those wicked cities. God's Word 
cannot fail. It settles everything of this world and 
all other worlds. You see the things mentioned here 
are not in themselves sinful; but they simply set 
forth the fact that they had not time to serve God. 
Absolutely too busy to take time to be religious and 
hold fellowship with Him. They had actually for
gotten Him and living prayerless lives. Surely we 
are now in the midst of thrilling signs on all sides
a world-wide prevalence of the very diversions, bus-
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• iness pressure and enterprise which characterize 
them in the days of Noah and Lot. While our dispen
sation is to get the Bride ready; the glorious mil
lennium, now so auspiciously dawning will be utilized 
and honored with the conversion of the whole world. 
That our dispensation is to get the Bride ready; we 
have abundantly revealed in Acts 15th chapter, that 
notable Jerusalem council of Apostles, Elders and 
Brethren, over which James, our Lord's brother pre
sided, and before which Peter delivered a speech, re
ferent to his ministry in the house of Cornelius, 
where God used him to open the door of the Church 
to the Gentile world. Jam es addresses the council, 
"Simeon hath adverted to the fact that God has in
terposed to the people out of the Gentiles in His 
name; to this refer to the words of the prophet 
(Amos) ; "After these things I will return and build 
the throne of David, which is fallen down, and build 
again the ruins of the same and set it up again ; in 
order that the remainder of the people may seek 
-0ut the Lord, even all those on whom His name has 
been called." 

(h) This chapter shows our work is to take the 
people out of the Gentiles in the name of our Lord. 
That is precisely what we are doing; running all 
over the world, getting a few sanctified here and a 
few there, in fulfillment of our Savior's graphic de
scription of the present age, while Satan is on the 
throne of the world; "Broad is the road that leads 
to death and thousands walk together there, while 
wisdom shows a narrow path with here and there a 
traveler." As Satan has the world in his iron 
grip and will hold it till the Lord comes and de
thrones him; so during the present dispensation, 
His people on the earth are few, and scattered 
widely, here and there a traveler. The reason why 
we must preach the Gospel to every nation, is be-
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cause the Lord must have enough in every nation 
to teach His precious Word, preach the Gospel an<l 
administer the government, thus dispensing the serv
ice necessary for their spiritual welfare and the glo
rification of God through the instrumentality. The 
Lord said when we had preached the Gospel to every 
nation He would then come back. One of the evi
dences of His proximity is the fact that we now have 
missionaries preaching the Gospel in every nation 
under heaven, so far as we know; the presumption 
is that God knows some nations who have not yet re
ceived the Gospel, and consequently He tarries. The 
Bible settles all controversy. This chapter shows 
explicitly that our \'mrk is not to get the whoJe 
world converted but to get the Bride ready. Our 
post-millennial critics accuse us of pessimism, al
leging that our dispensation is a failure; utterly un
true, because nothing is a failure which accomplishes 
the work for which it is designed. The Lord Himself 
settles the matter, as you see in the above scripture 
that our work is the call and equipment of the Bride 
and consequently no failure. 

(i) Antithetical to the fact that our work is to 
get the Bride ready; these same scriptures so that 
the work of the millennium will be the conversion of 
the whole world; this you have abundantly confirmed 
in verse 17, in order that "the remainder of the peo
ple may seek out the Lord." That sho·ws that all 
the people who survive the tribulation judgment will 
seek out the Lord; not as E. V. "seek after the Lord" 
-a wrong translation, as the Greek ekzetezosn, from 
ek, out, and zeteo, to seek. To seek out a thing is to 
find it every time. You may seek after it all your 
life and never find it; but this wonderful scripture 
says that all the people who are left on the earth, 
by the great tribulation judgments, will seek out the 
Lord, i. e., will seek Him till they find Him. This is 
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clearly confirmed by the seer of Patmos (Rev. 19: 21.) 
(j) In this chapter we see all the kings of the 

.earth on the battle field, fighting against the Lord 
Jesus Christ for the recovery of their kingdoms, 
which had fallen. (Dan. 7: 9.) They are led by 
Pope and Mohammed and fighting with all their 
might, amid deluges of blood and mountains of the 
dead. They all go down in signal defeat. Pope 
and Mohammed are arrested alive and cast into the 
lake of fire, a thousand years before the devil gets 
there. An angel standing on the sun-a conspicuous 
place, convenient to the whole world, as he rolls his 
fiery chariot around it and calls aloud to all the car
niverous beasts and birds in the world, a generous 
welcome to the great banquet, to come and fatten 
on the flesh of kings, queens, princes, potentates, 
servants and all sorts · of people fallen in the great 
Armageddon, i. e., the mighty host of unsavables and 
incorrigibles, of every land and nation, who have 
committed the unpardonable sin, grieving away the 
Holy Spirit and searing their own hearts as with a 
hot iron, till they are past feeling and can not re
pent, like the man Bunyan's pilgrim saw locked up 
in an iron cage. Now drop your eye on the 21st 
verse and it says all the rest were slain by the sword 
proceeding out of the mouth of him that sitteth on 
the horse. The swnrd means the Word (Heb. 4: 12) 
and you see it p:mceeds out of the mouth of the Sav
ior, showing clearly that it is the Gospel. To be 
slain by the sword of the Spirit means sirnply for 
the sin personality in the heart, old Adam, to be 
slain, and your soul gloriously saved through and 
through with shouts of victory to live forever .. These 
two plain and unmistakable scriptures so irrefuta
bly, that all the people, who survive the awful Arma
geddon will get saved at the beginning of the millen
nium, which will set in immediately. 

I 
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Chapter III. 

TRIBULATION JUDGMENTS 

When a man gets born from above, his sins are 
freely forgiven in heaven and he receives a clear re
cord for Christ's sake, responsively to this free justi
fication, the Holy Spirit regenerates his heart, Jesus 
raises him from the dead. So a wonderful revolution 
transpires in His biography. For example we will 
say he has been a desperately wicked man, possessed 
with many demons ; each one running him on some 
special line of sin. Amid the terrible battle the Holy 
Ghost wages against the devil and his host; omnipo
tent grace triumphs gloriously in the ejectment of 
all the demons, and the purification of his heart from 
the horrific stenchy debris, which has accumulated 
through rolling years of iniquity, obliquity dark ter
pitude, gross sensuality and low debauchery. Omni
potent grace is more than a match for the combined 
powers of earth and hell. God in His wonderful con
descending mercy, has not only through the immeas
urable latitudes, longitudes, altitudes and magni
tudes of His superabounding grace, made ample re
demption for every soul; but has felicitously included 
this earth which he made for our home in the glor
ious redemption, (Matt. 5: 5) , "The meek shall in
herit the earth." As the plan of salvation has two 
works of grace for the human soul, we see his strik
ing similitude in the redemption of Mother Earth. 
We have already expounded her prolific parturition 
in the manifestation of the sons of God, when her 
children whom Satan has slain will leap from her 
dusty lap into glorious life again, never to die; but 
to bloom in immortal youth forever. Regeneration 
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is really a resurrection. Jesus says, "I am the res
urrection and the life. (John 11 ch.) As in case of 
the wicked man, gloriously regenerated; all demons 
were cast out and his wicked habits utterly destroy
ed and blotted out, "cast into the sea of forgetful
ness." So in case of the earth passing through the 
crucible of regeneration (Matt. 19: 28), all the wick
ed unsavable people must be destroyed and utterly 
removed, so she will have a chance for a new popula
tion; a new life and biography. This magnitudinous 
revolution is superinduced by the destructive wars of 
Armageddon and the destroying angels; which will 
radically revolutionize the whole earth, eliminating 
away all of Satan's grand enterprizes so that the 
reign of peace, love, righteousness and joy in the 
Holy Ghost will settle down on the earth to abide 
forever; even though Satan's post-millennial univer
sal campaign would seem to wither, blight and de
stroy and bring back his memorable reign of ini
quity that swept the earth four thousand years; yet 
our Lord's kingdom will be so solidly established, 
that all his battering rams will be hurled against 
the indefatigable works of peace, righteousness and 
holiness, that the battering rams of Diabolus and the 
combined powers of hell again turned loose for a 
season will make a signal failure. 

(I) In Revelation 16th chapter, we "see the sixth 
angel pours out his bowl of divine wrath on the great 
river Euphrates, and his waters are dried up, so the 
kings may gather from the rising of the sun to the 
great battle of God Almighty, which is Armageddon, 
and I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out 
of the mouth of the beast, the dragon and the false 
prophet, and they go forth to the kings of the whole 
earth to stir them up to the great battle of God Al
mighty, which is Armageddon. "Behold I come as 
a thief, blessed is he that keepth his garment, that 
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he may not walk naked and they may see his shame." 
Then the seventh angel pours out his bowl of divine 
wrath, which is the last and fills the air, and the 
Lord comes for his Bride and the Armageddon sets 
in. The wonderful fulfillment of this chapter is now 
in progress. In 1909, there was an awful bloody 
revolution in the Turkish Empire, which shook down 
the Sultan from his throne, and the revolutionists, 
the Young Turks, would have killed him if the wo
men of his harem had not hidden him, so they could 
not find him, and concluding he was dead, they took 
the government in hand and they had it ever since; 
thus fulfilling the above prophecy of the sixth an
gel pouring out his bowl of wrath on the great river 
Euphrates, which waters the Turkish Empire, and 
so drying them up. The kings from the rising of the 
sun can all gather to the great battle of God Al
mighty, which is Armageddon. As the Great Sea 
is on the west and the Eastern continent, Asia, the 
largest grand division of the earth, lying on the 
east, with the teeming population of the globe, the 
seat of the great ancient kingdoms; all obstructions 
are removed so they can come with their millions 
to the great and final conflict of God Almighty, be
cause it is against Him when He shall come down 
and shall shake the kings from the throne , (Dan. 
7: 9), thus vacating them for the occupancy of His 
Son; responsively to His promise, when He had 
finished His wails and ascended up from Mt. Olivet, 
(Acts 2nd ch.) and restored it to His Father, who 
said: "Well done, my Son, your work is perfectly 
satisfactory; as you have redeemed that lost world 
by your blood, it is yours forever. Sit down on My 
right hand, till I make your enemies your foot stool." 
He is sitting there to this day; but the prophetical 
fulfillments all admonish that the time is at hand 
when the Father will fulfill His promise, come down 
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from heaven, shake every king from his throne and 
vacate them all, for the occupancy of His Son. These 
fulfillments began in 1909 and are still in progress. 
The fall of the Sultan in 1909, was literally prophe
sied by John and Daniel; the latter in Daniel 12: 11: 
"Jerusalem shall be trodden down till the time of the 
Gentiles be fulfilled, which shall be 1290 days." Days 
in these prophecies mean a year, as we have demon
strated in the 9th chapter, where Daniel says that 
from the founding of the second temple by Ezra, 
Zerubbabel, and Nehemiah, under return of the Jews 
out of Babylonian captivity, after 70 years, as proph
sied by Jeremiah, would be just 70 weeks. It was 
490 years till Messiah be cut off, i. e., Christ cru
cified. John, in Revelation, repeatedly gives the 
time 1260 days. They both saw the same vision; 
Daniel using the Lunar chronology of Asia and Af
rica; and John the Calendar chronology used in Eu
rope, as he saw his vision on Patmos, a European 
Island. As they saw the same we must harmonize 
the chronology, splitting the difference between 
1260 from 1290, which is 30; divided by two is fifteen. 
Now add this difference to the number of long years 
as the Calendar chronology has 360 days in a year 
and the Solar only 354. Therefore adding the 15 to 
1260 makes 1275, and 15 from 1290 makes 1275; 
hence you see the harmonization of John and Daniel 
brings them to 1275 years. Now as the Turks took 
that country, A. D. 634, we must add this to 1275, 
which gives us 1909, the very year the posterity fell. 

(m) Now the Seer of Patmos saw three unclean 
spirits like frogs, the spirits of demons, working 
miracles, come out of the mouth of the beast ( cho
lozim, the dragon) old paganism, and the false proph
et, (Mohammedanism) and these miracle working 

· demons go forth in all the earth that they may 
stir up all the kings to come to the great bat-
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tie against God Almighty, which is Armageddon. 
In the Armageddon will be used the most valuable 

and costly materials the world can command, or cut 
out and use to expedite the work of death and de
struction, so as to kill people just as fast as possible; 
the most costly inventions, potent and formidable 
machinery will be brought into availability to ex
pedite the work of death ·and destruction. Every 
conceivable evidence points to the fulfillment of the 
prophecy appertaining to the war demons coming out 
of the mouth of the beast, the dragon, and false 
prophet, going forth to all the kings of the earth, 
stir them up to the great Armageddon, which will 
forever wind up human rule on the earth, which 
has from the beginning been a failure, as abundantly 
demonstrated in the chronological image (Dan. 2 ch.) 
with the golden head, silver breast and arms, the 
brazen abdomen and thighs, the iron legs and feet 
with ten toes, iron mixed with clay, having the 
strength of one and the weakness of the other, all 
mixed up. 

(n) We are now living in the ten toe age of the 
chronological image, when all the governments of 
the earth, with their bushels of money, wonderful 
inventions, vast learning, mighty armies, formidable 
weapons of swift destruction, command incalculable 
power, but their infidelity either in the other, sus
picion, incoherency, selfishness, pride, ambition, cov
etousness, vanity, lust, and heterogeneous political 
corporation, anarchy, treason and appalling religious 
heresies and heterodoxy, culminating in actual Sa
tanism; our elements of weakness so formidable 
as to render the entire body politic the abolcanico; 
culminating in the Armageddop, destined to sweep 
on till the malcontents, unsavables and incorrigibles 
.are all swept from the earth, leaving nobody but 
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simple-mrnded people, saying, "Lord what wilt Thou 
have me do to be saved." These terrible conflicts 
will sweep on, fomented, and exasperated, intensi..:. 
tied and diabolized by Pope and Mohammed, Satan's 
right and left powers in all the earth; leading· 
their deluded millions into swift destruction. 

(o) "Will there be any chance for salvation 
during the Armageddon?" Drop your eyes on Rev
elation 20: 4: "I saw thrones and those who sit on 
them and judgment was given unto them. I saw the 
souls of those who had been beheaded for the wit
ness of Jesus, who had not worshipped the beast, 
nor his image, nor received his mark in their fore
heads, nor in their hands, and they lived and reigned 
with Christ a thousand years." · 

N. B. In the rapture the Lord only takes His 
Bride, leaving the foolish virgins and the sinners. 
(Matt. 25 ch.) All the ten virgins had their lamps 
lighted, which means conversion, for all sinners are 
dead and a dead man though he has eyes does not see 
anything. When he has raised him from the dead, 
then he sees. The foolish virgins thought as their 
lamps were burning they could get along all right, 
and they symbolize the Christians in the world who· 
content themselves with one work of grace, thinking 
that is enough. The other five made a new departure, 
soliloquizing, "We know not how long the Bride
groom will tarry, nor · how dark the forests, dreary 
the swamps, wild and rugged the deserts, lofty and 
scabriou;;; the mountains, deep and wide the rivers, 
through which we must pass in our pilgrimage to 
meet the bridegroom. Therefore we had better lay 
in a supply of oil." Consequently they get their 
vessels filled with oil, i. e., their hearts filled with 
the Holy Ghost. Every heart is full of depravity, 
till it is sanctified wholly. Then the Holy Spirit 
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moves in to stay. Our Savior pronounced the vir
gins "foolish" and the other five who went for the 
second work of grace,"wise" for that reason. Read
er, you cannot afford to let the Savior call you fool
ish. You can afford to let everybody else call you 
a fool, as they will if you with all your heart go for 
the second work of grace; but their calling you a fool 
does not make you one, and will not hurt you. If 
Jesus calls you a fool, it is absolutely certain that 
you are a fool and you are certain to have untold 
trouble and if you remain in that attitude, lose your 
soul. The great majority of Christians are now 
neglecting the second work of grace. N. B. These 
five foolish virgins were not like the rank and file 
of church members now, who not only stop with 
conversion but grieve away the Holy Spirit by neg
lecting sanctification till they backslide and become 
sinners. Such this day constitute the multitude of 
the popular churches, either never converted or back
sliders. 

(p) These foolish virgins deserve great credit 
for holding to their regenerated experience, with the 
formidable difficulties, which always environ every 
Christian who does not go on to perfection. When 
the midnight cry rings out the alarm, "Behold the 
Bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet Him," we have 
the clear revelation that they all rose up and trim
ed their lamps ; the foolish as well as the wise. The 
lamp is their profession of Christianity. Hence you 
see they were still holding to it and their lamps were 
not out as the E. V. erroneously says, "Our lamps are 
gone out" ; correct reading, "Our lamps are going 
out"; thus showing clearly that they had not lost 
their spiritual life, in utter apostasy ; but they still 
had some oil and some fire, otherwise their lamps 
would have been out, and though they were burning 
low, they needed a supply of oil, to replenish them 
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and consequently appealed to the wise virgins, who 
respond in the negative (as nobody has any religion 
to spare, though we can tell them where to get plenty 
of it), "Please excuse us, lest there be not enough 
for us and you, but go ye rather to them that sell and 
buy-to Jesus and the Holy Ghost, whose shops are 
open night and day and ready to sell you all you 
want without money and without price, charging 
you nothing but all your sins, which they will not 
take, but require you to give them all back to the 
devil, from whom you got them; thus everyone must 
get perfectly honest, so he will pay all of his just 
debts before he gets saved. As all your sins belong 
to the devil, you are to give him back his own, be
fore the Lord can save you, as no man can serve 
two masters. Therefore you have to leave the devil 
forever before the Lord can save you. 

( q) Now you see in the rapture of the saints 
there is no one left on the earth, except the sinners, 
and the foolish virgins, i. e., the unsanctified Chris
tians. 

Now who are going to occupy these thrones? 
(Rev. 20: 4.) We respectfully answer, the transfig
ured saints will sit upon them and rule the whole 
world as the subordinates of Christ. (v. 6.) Then 
who are the souls who had been beheaded for the 
witness of Jesus? Rest assured they are the people 
who get saved during the Armageddon-foolish vir
gins, i. e., unsanctified Christians and sinners. We 
are forced to this conclusion, because all the other 
people in the world, who are none but the wholly 
sanctified, as in regeneration we are born into the 
kingdom, but in sanctification married to the Lord; 
have gone up in the rapture, as the Lord is only com
ing for His Bride, to take us away to the Marriage 
Supper of the Lamb, to attend that glorious Oecu
menical Conference of sanctified preachers exclu-

i 
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sively, including the buried saints from Abel down 
till the trumpet blows, resurrected and glorified, and 
all the living saints on the earth at that time; 
will be transfigured in the twinkling of an eye, and 
caught up to meet the Lord in the air. 

(1 Thes. 4 ch.) The Lord must hold that Con
ference and appoint preachers who will also exercise 
the office of kings as well as priests, not only preach
ing the Gospel, but ruling in Church and State, dur
ing the glorious millennium. As every inch of ter
ritory must be supplied all the continents and is
lands, from the equator to the poles, the Lord will 
need a mighty host. While Satan is on the throne 
His people are few and scattered. When He comes 
to reign, the devil and his myrmidons will be gone 
and the earth delivered from their votaries, actually 
born again, i. e., regenerated. (Matt. 19: 28.) So 
when our Lord shall wind up that great Holiness 
Conference and ride down on the throne of His mil
lennial kingdom, accompanied by His Bride, all with 
their appointments, like a great Methodist Confer
ence, adjourning with the Bishop and going away to 
their diversified fields of labor, so the Lord will de
scend, accompanied by the saints of His Bridehood, 
ready to proceed with our appointments, in every 
land and nation. 

(r) Now you see He raises these people from 
the dead, thus giving them a place in the first resur
rection, coming in as a supplement, also takes them 
into this magnitudinous- Holiness Conference and 
gives them appointments; thus vouchsafing to them 
membership in the Bridehood and complimenting 
them with appointments in the world-wide ministry 
of the transfigured saints. When the Lord shall 
come and call His Bride to meet Him in the air, all 
the sepulchred saints from martyred Abel down 
through the ages, will hear the t rumpet blow and 
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leap into life with shouts of victory; then very quick
ly the sanctified people will be transfigured, in the 
twinkling of an eye (1 Cor. 15: 51). Thus divested 
of our weight, becoming utterly inponderable so we 
do not weigh a feather, we will be caught up (1 Thes. 
4 ch.) to meet the Lord in the air. Then the tribu
lation will set in immediately and the pope, the 
anti-Christ of prophecy, will take the throne of the 
world. (Rev. 17 ch.) In this chapter we see that 
that anti-Christ will be the eighth head of the Ro
man beast, which came up out of the sea, with seven 
heads, and ten horns. <Rev. 13 ch.) The first head 
was the kingdom lasting two hudred and fifty-three 
years; the second head the Republic, which stood 
five hundred years, and was followed by the Empire, 
which was the sixth head and was on the beast in 
the days of Christ and the apostles, but went down 
with the fall of Rome, A. D. 476. The transition of 
the government was brought about by the great 
and bloody revolutions, running through years of 
terrible conflict; meanwhile for a time Rome was a 
tribuneship, and for a season she was a triumvirate, 
ruled by three men ; thus making the Empire in 
which Christ and the apostles lived, the sixth head; 
whereas the Papacy is the seventh head. In this 
chapter 17, you see that the anti-Christ will be the 
eighth head of the beast, come up out of the bot
tomless pit and go into perdition, i. e., come from hell 
and go back to it. As the Papacy is the only sur
viving head of the beast, the kindgom having evan
esced five hundred years B. C. and the republic, just 
before the Christian Era, supervened and the Empire 
A. D. 476, therefore the Papacy is the only head that 
has been on the Roman beast the last 1437 years. 
Therefore as all the other six heads have long ago 
passed away and the Papacy alone survives, we must 
recognize the pope's identity with the eight heads of 
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the beast which will supervene when the kings all 
fall from their thrones (Dan. 7: 9) the rapture of the 
saints shall take place and the great tribulation set 
in. 

(s) Therefore the pope will be on the throne of 
the world, Satan's first subaltern, when the tribula
tion sets in. History puts the number of saints whom 
he has already martyred at different estimates run
ning fifty to a hundred millions. Now while the 
tribulation judgments are sweeping the earth and 
the reprobated millions are pouring into hell; thus 
Satan reaping his greatest harvest through all the 
ages; meanwhile tribulation revivals will break out 
and roll over the country from the risiJtg of the sun 
to the going down of the same. (Rev. 5: 9.) We 
hear the souls of the martyrs under the altar cry
ing out, "How long 0 Lord, till you wiH avenge our 
blood from those who live on the earth?" The an
swer comes, "Wait till your fellow servants who are 
about you suffering martyrdom shall be added un
to you." This shows that the earth will yet drink 
the blood of her sainted daughters and sons, and 
the martyrs of the tribulation, are still to be added 
to the two hundred millions, who have gone on be
fore; Jesus Himself leading them. Therefore when 
the rapture of the saints will remove the faithful 
pilgrims, here and there and in all parts of the world, 
a wonderful sensation will prevail; the newspapers 
will all be flooded and the people on tip toe with ex
citement to know what there is of it, as they will 
miss them in every land and clime. Consequently 
they will run and ring their church bells and people 
will gather by multitudes and crowd their great aud
itoriums which have so long been decimated by the 
picture shows, theaters, circus, billiard halls, pool 
rooms, .horse races and fandangoes. Breathless with 
solicitude, they will appeal to their preachers, "Why 
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did you let this great calamity overtake us, the Holi
ness people have been singing all around: 

'Some morning fair I am going away 
And will not come back till millennial day.' 

You said they were fanatics, but now they are gone 
and we have missed the grandest opportunity of our 
lives. Oh, what shall we do!" The pastor with flow-· 
ing tears, says, "Do forgive me, as I was led astray 
by a wrong education and my influential leaders in
structed me erroneously and I am so sorry of it; but 
do not despair, 'God's mercy endureth forever'; 
'while the lamp holds out to burn, the vilest sinner 
may return.' " By this time they are making for the 
altar from all directions, and it takes half the house 
to accomodate the mourners and a great revival 
breaks out, as all the sanctified people are gone and 
the pope is on the throne of the world and claiming 
to be the vice-gerent of God and vicar of Christ, ac
cepting the title, "Lord God the Pope, and the Cath
olics at the front of the world in all respects, their 
churches crowded and all the people bowing beforfil 
their images and recognizing the divinity of the pope, 
thus paying him adoration. Consequently the pope 
orders the civil authorities to stop that disorder and 
put down that fanaticism, requiring everybody tc> 
recognize his supremacy, i. e., worship him. 
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Chapter IV. 

THE RESIDUUM OF DEPRAVITY 

As all people in the regenerated state still have 
a residuum of depravity, so positively confirmed by 
John Wesley and so currently and unanimbusly 
preached by the Methodist Fathers and recognized 
by all the creeds of christendom. You find it clear 
in Nicene, the mother of all creeds, formulated by 
the Council at Nice, Bithynia, A. D. 325, over which 
the Emperor Constantine presided, sitting in a golden 
chair, surrounded by the Fathers of the Church, in 
his generation truly looking a council of martyrs, as 
there was scarcely a sound man among them. Here 
stands up a great preacher of the Gospel minus his 
right arm as it has been cut off by the persecutors ; 
for the same reason minus a leg; another minus an 
eye and another an ear. That council formulated the 
first creed, which is still used by the Roman Catholic 
Church; the Episcopal, a modificatio1il. of it and the 
Methodist a modification of that. All the creeds of 
christendom recognize the absolute necessity of en
tire sanctification by a second work of grace, in order 
to remove this residuum of depravity, give you a 
clean heart, so the Holy Spirit will come take up His 
abode: abide in you and walk with you, fighting your 
battles, winning your victories and giving you a heav
en in which to go to heaven. 

(t) Whereas the earth will be thronged with 
sanctified people during the millennium, yet she will 
only be in the regenerated state, till she gets her 
fiery baptism, simultaneously with the white throne 
judgment in the last day, in which Satan will gather 
his gleaning, having taken his harvest in the Arma
geddon. The millennialization of the earth accom-
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panied by the arrest, ejectment and imprisonment 
of Satan, will superinduce her new birth for which 
she is now sighing, groaning and agonizing and 
waiting the manifestation of the sons of God. (Rom. 
8th ch.) When her children, whom Satan has slain, 
responsively to the archangel's trumpet and the sten
torious call of Calvary's glorious Conqueror, will leap 
from ber dusty lap with shouts of victory, reverber
ating from pole to pole, the encircling world around 
and joined by h~r sainted living children, gloriously 
transfigured, leaping up to meet the Lord in the 
clouds. This will be her glorious regeneration in 
which she will be born again ; the Armageddon wars 
and destroying angels relieving her of the multiplied 
millions, who will not let the Lord save them, and 
consequently are utterly unmanagable by the reign 
of righteousness, peace, love, joy, and charity, com
ing on the whole world. The regenerated state of a 
soul is wonderful and glorious, as the Man of Sin is 
not only couquered, but grace given to keep him down 
so that he cannot break out and commit known sin. 
It is really a victorious life and only differentiates 
from the sanctified by the fact that we have inward 
foes, but still have the full grace of God in Christ 
ministered by the Holy Spirit without stint to keep 
them down; whereas in sanctification our enemies 
are all on the outside. The lion which you had in 
your house, caged so he could not hurt you but keep
ing you always in solicitude, lest he might get out 
and take your head off; meanwhile you had to give 
him room and feed him, but in sanctification he is 
utterly gone so far away you cannot hear him roar 
and consequently he terrifies you no more. 

(u) The reason why we know the earth will not 
be sanctified during the millennium is because the 
children will all be born with depravity in them, 
though amid so blessed and glorious environment on 
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all sides that they will get happily converted in in
fancy and get gloriously sanctified before they back
slide. Yet we know that depravity will abide on the 
earth, Isaiah prophesying the glorious oncoming res
titution to the Edenic state, says, "Then it will no 
longer be said that the parents ate sour grapes and 
the children's teeth were set on edge," involving the 
conclusion that this will be in the millennial age, but 
assuring us that hereditary depravity will not con
tinue in the final restitution. Besides, the presence 
of Gog and Magog settles the depravity question, 
because they are depravity itself; as they want the 
kingdoms, crowns and scepters wielded by their royal 
ancestry during Satan's long reign of six thousand 
years. Gog is a Greek word from gogo and means to 
lead, consequently it signifies king; while Magog 
means the kingly people. As Satan rules all the 
world and has ever since he conquered Adam and Eve 
in the Garden of Eden and will till his final dethrone
ment, he rules it through his subordinates. Our 
nation had a jubilee over the election of Wilso~ be
cause all said he was a good man. I was preachnig in 
the great cities of Yankee Land all the time of the 
canvass. When the people were much excited over 
politics and as the Republicans have the multitude 
of all the country, I would hear them talking: "Wil
son is the best man on the track; nobody can say 
ought against him, therefore I am going to vote for 
him, I do not like his crowd; the poor fellow is in the 
wrong crowd-Democrat-but I am going to vote for 
him anyhow." Before the election came off I knew 
he was going to be elected, 'because millions of Re
publicans voted for him, from the simple consider
ation of his goodness, and his political purity. So 
the nation gave a big shout when he was elected. So 
far, so good; but what can a good pr.esident do when 
the devil rules the government. I do not know any-
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thing he can do except help us pray that the Lord 
may come and dethrone the devil and put him out 
and take the world into His own hands. Really that 
is the only permanent relief. Ours in the providence 
of God is the best government in the world, and yet 
nobody can deny that Satan is ruling it and would 
make it pandamonious if he could, but the Lord helps 
us wonderfully to put the breaks on him and hold 
him in check. When we consider the fact that a 
hundred thousand of our men every year sink down 
into a drunkard's grave and a drunkard's hell, the 
government actually selling them out to the devil 
for the multiplied millions of paltry dollars, dropped 
into her coffers through the saloon's and distilleries, 
no one can fail to see that the devil is running the 
government when it actually sells out to him a hun
dred thousand of our citizens a year, to go down and 
populate hell to the awful horrors of the liquor traf
fic, soon strike panic to every intelligent, honest cit
izen. 

(v) Again the monopolies and trusts all over the 
country make the common people pay two or three 
prices for the necessities of life, in order to make 
others millionaires,-a high-handed theft and whole
sale robbery. If a poor man shall get into a tight 
place and steal fifteen dollars, they trot him out to 
the penitentiary in a hurry. Rockefeller is said to 
be worth one billion, five hundred million of dollar:'!, 
i. e., a milli~1 times fifteen dollars and how did he 
get it? By making the common people pay several 
prices for the necessities of lif e,-in the light of 
heaven, judgment and eternity, wholesale robbery 
and theft. Instead of sending him to the peniten
tiary, he stands at the head of the church and teache~ 
the Bible class. No wonder Paul (Romans 8th ch.) 
describes the earth as groaning. sighing, crying, 
agonizing, over the awful corruption, depravity, in-
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iquity, obliquity, with which Satan hath flooded her 
and longing to be delivered. 

While the millennium will be her supernatural 
birth, actually denominated, regeneration (Matt. 19: 
28) then Satan be arrested, dethroned, cast into hell 
and all his myrmidons skedaddled from the globe, and 
the glory of the Lord cover the earth as the waters 
cover the sea; yet she is not satisfied but continues 
to groan and weep and mourn, beautifully illustra
ting a true Christian amid the illumination of the 
Holy Ghost, revealing inbred corruption, sighing and 
crying for the glorious deliverance. She has her eye 
on the Edenic state, which she lost in the fall and 
will never be satisfied till its recovery. 

(w) While the millennium will be unutterably 
glorious, yet it is not our paradise, but a grand ap
proximation toward it. It is really a transition state, 
contemplating the full restitution, to the restored 
Eden; as our Savior fully recognized in His sermon 
to the Samaritan woman at Jacob's well, who said 
to Him, "I know that the Messiah cometh who will 
restore all things." He then responded, "I, who 
speak to thee, am He," so under His wonderful 
ministry she was gloriously converted. So Mother 
Earth is described as sighing and mourning over her 
awful fate, lassoed by Satan, but so fortunate to be 
included in the redemptive scheme; so mercifully 
and lovely magnitudinous, not only to take in my im
mortal spirit, my never-dying soul with its intellect, 
memory, judgment and sensibilities and this physical 
tenement, God has given me in which to dwell; but 
even this broad earth, with her fertile countenance, 
beautiful islands, majestic oceans, crystal seas, all 
to be restored back to the Edenic 'state. 

God bless you. 
W. B. GODBEY. 
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Regeneration 
We have now reached the Pharsalia where the 

combined powers of great Rome, having organized 
.from two exposed infants for the voracious wild 
beast roaming the great forest on the bank of the 
Tiber, taken up by a wolf roaming out for prey, car
ried into her cave, nourished by her milk and warmed 
by a long, shaggy hair, rapidly grow. into robust 
lads, entertained the wondering vagabonds roaming 
through the seven mountains distant to figure so 
conspicuously in the world's history; swelling into a 
tribe and becoming the nucleus of nations; wonder
fully revealed prophetically <Rev. 13 ch.) in the beast 
rising up out .of the sea with seven heads and ten 
horns ; first a kingdom 253 years ; eventually as Dame 
Fortune revolves, her capricious wheels-the re
public--<'.omes to the front and stands five hundred 
years; meanwhile these 753 years roll away. So con
stant is the work of death that the Temple Janus, 
whose open doors signified war and closed, the har
binger of peace that they were never closed but 
twice in that long roll of centuries; first during the 
reign of Numa Pompilius and secondly, immediately 
after the first Punic War. Finally the great culmi
nation of all the nations of the globe in the battle 
of Pharsalia, led by the master spirits, Julius Caesar, 
Pompey and Antony, deluged with blood and heaped 
with the slain, ultimating in the fall of the republic 
and the organization of the empire, and the corona
tion of the Augustus Caesar on the throne of the 
world; his crown radiant with the rays of an unset
ting sun and his sceptre sweeping the circumference 
of the globe, the third glorious dawn of peace since 
the launching of this notorious kingdom, prophesied 
by Daniel, to break to pieces and smash all nation
alities and fill the world. Good reason now for this 
hallowed reign of peace because Rome was the mis-
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tress of the earth without a rival beneath the skies; 
the auspicious time of the Lord's appearing, as He is 
the prince of peace. Such had been the evolutions, 
rolling over all nations that they were all looking out 
for the Lord's Messiah, when an angel, sweeping 
down from heaven across the shepherds of Bethle
hem out with their flocks the whole night long. 

Hark ! the glad voice, the lonely desert cheers ; 
Perhaps the way of God appears! 
To earth, receive Him from the bending skies; 
Sink down, ye mountains! ye valleys rise! 

With heads declined ye cedars homage pay! 
The Savior comes: by ancient bards foretold! 
Hear Him ye deaf, and all ye blind behold! 

As the battle of Pharsalia was the bloody culmi
nation of the whole world; the magnates of the age, 
the master spirits all there in deadly conflict; ulti
mately in the lynching of the empire and brilliantly 
memoralizing the birth of the Savior; so regenera
tion Pharsalia whither focalize and culminate all the 
artillery of Satan's kindgom. Here he fights in his 
last ditch and expends all his ammunition, sparing 
nothing; gathering Catholicism, Campbellism, Mor
monism, fallen Protestantism, New Thoughtism, 
Higher Criticism, Socialism, Christian Science and 
a diversity of heresies ; utilizing all the artillery 
commandable in earth and hell to def eat every soul 
on this battlefield. The reason why the churches 
fight Holiness is because Satan has already defeated 
them on the regeneration plain: because all regene
rated people are hungry for Holiness, walking in all 
the light they have. 



Chapter I. 

THE REAL THING 

The water god is the greatest rival to Jesus in all 
Christendom, including the four hundred and fifty 
million Catholics and a hundred and fifty million 
Protestants. Great Catholicism solidly maintains the 
dogma of regeneration through water baptism, being 
administered by the Catholic priest. 

(a) When I crossed the Atlantic the second time, 
we sailed on a German ship from Genoa-the nativ
ity of Columbus-to New York, about 4500 miles. 
While the ship was in the harbor and we were all 
waiting to sail, I became acquainted with a highly 
cultured Catholic priest, a native of Canada, who had 
graduated in America and then went to Rome and 
spent four years in the Vatican College at the feet 
of the Pope. I found him exceedingly interesting, as 
well as edifying, the normal result of his brilliant 
intellect and high grade of scholarship. As he sailed 
in the first cabin, with the nobility and consequently 
enjoyed all the privileges of the ship, and I sailed in 
the second, to economize the Lord's money and was 
and was restricted, therefore he could come to me 
ad Ii bi turn; but I could not go to him. During the 
voyage he often came to me to enjoy conversation 
appertaining to the kingdom of God. He seemed per
fectly honest and candid talking on regeneration, 
with the Scripture on his tongue, but unutterably sur
prised when I told him that there was something in 
it beside water baptism administered by a priest. I 
found him teachable and appreciative. 

(b) In a similar manner he spake fluently on 
sanctification, giving the scriptures in original ton
gues, but so surprised when I told him there was 
something in it besides good works. On disembarka-
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tion we lovingly bade adieu, exchanging cards and 
promising to pray either for the other, be true to 
God at every cost, and meet where they never say 
farewell. I allude to him as a specimen of highest 
culture and feeling perfectly assured that he was a 
bona fide Christian and a true preacher of the Gos
pel; when he actually had nothing but the idola
trous dogmatism of Babylon, i. e., counterfeit re
ligion. 

My amanuensis asked me how he could be a 
Christian. It is easily answered; he was n·o Chris
tian, but the pitiful dupe of Satan's counterfejt 
Christianity, which is simply a greased plank to hell. 
Of course salvation is free for that priest and every
body in the world that will take it; yet the Bible 
forever settles the matter that there is for him no 
conceivable hope, unless he gets regene1•ated and 
sanctified. Of course he can get it as God is no re
specter· of persons; but Satan's counterfeit religion 
is awfully in his way. Yet God is stronger than all 
the combined powers of hell and this wicked world 
thrown in for good count. In case of this man, [and 
it is equally true of millions] he can only get saved 
in spite of the devil and his doctrine too, as things 
are all against him. Yet God is stronger than them 
all and if he ever reaches the point where by His 
grace he fully surrenders to Him, to be loyal at 
every cost, even martyrdom. 

(d) As the Catholic Church has arrogantly de
scended from the Apostles, though having lost every 
scintilla of spirituality and utterly captured by Sa
tan, who plays God on them, deceiving them all the 
time, passing himself for God ; yet she has held to 
some of the forms of revealed truth; e. g., the mode 
of baptism (Ezek. 36: 25), "I will sprinkle clean 
water on you, from all your filthiness and idols will 
I cleanse you, a new heart will I give you and a new 
spirit will I put within you and take away your stony 
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heart and give you a heart of flesh." Here Ezekiel 
gives the commission 600 years before Matthew. It 
is grand, complete1 and glorious; as it has regenera
tion twice, so nobody can fail to see it and sancti
fication twice for the same reason; thus putting a 
burning emphasis on these two great sine qua non 
which everybody has 'to have or drop into hell; at the 
same time symbolizing both by sprinkling clean water 
on the people. 

(e) You will make the mistake of your life if 
you do not settle down on the Bible as your only 
authority. Sprinkle abounds in both Testaments, 
typical of water baptism. Pour is the same thing, 
simply a little more copiously administered. Hence 
no difference between the two. That affusion is the 
Bible mode of baptism, no honest reader can fail to 
see; whereas it is a notorious fact that immersion is 
nowhere between the lids of the blessed Book. God 
pity the man who is so wedded to a human creed 
that he leaves the Bible to find his doctrine. Rely 
upon it, he is deep down in idolatry and awfully 
needs the first principles. It is really a wonder that 
the great Catholic Church has not all gone into im
mersion, as it is so magnitudinous and showy, yet 
they are precisely with the Campbellites and :Mor
mons on baptismal regeneration-the mastadonian 
idolatry of the fallen Church. 

(f) Whereas immersion is not in the Bible, we 
have two greek words which have that meaning 
precisely: katadontidzo, (Matt. 18: 6) and buthidzo, 
(1 Tim. 5: 9), also means to immerse; but neither 
of them are ever used a single time for baptism. 
Demonstrative proof that it never was immersion. 
Besides .all those statements about going down into 
the water and coming up out of it, but simply put in 
by King James' translation, who had been immersed 
three times; first right side downward in the name 
Of the Father, then left side downward in the name 
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of the Son and then face downward in the name 
of the Holy Ghost. This trine-immersion having be
come prevalent during the Dark Ages, utilized by 
the Trinitarians, to catechise the people on the im
portant doctrine of the Trinity, thus fortifying them 
against the Unitarian heresy. 

-t. (g) The strongest case in favor of immersion 
1 is that of Philip and the eunuch. I have been there 
~ eight times. It is simply a water spout about the 
\ size of my thumb, shooting out of the rock on the 

left side of the road as we go south from Jerusalem 
1 toward Gaza on the back bone of the great range, 
~ running throughout the peninsula. The great Medi

terranean on the west, forty miles and the Dead Sea 
on the east, thirty miles; no river nearer than the 
Jordan, seventy miles, the peninsula two narrow for 
a river; no immersion water anywhere about that 

I highway; no stream running away from this water 
) sp9ut as they catch it all for use. I have always 

recognized it a long way off by a group of women 
standing around with their water pots, jug shaped, 
and different sizes, waiting their turn to hold them 
under the spout till they run full. On my second 
tour I was accompanied by two young men. Well, 
as my old guide, born in Jerusalem and educated for 
dragoman and acquainted with every thing far and 
wide, who in harmony with guides and guides' books, 
certifies that this is the place; Eusebius in the fifth 
century, having made the same affirma.tion. On ar
rival my young men leaped out and ran to the foun
tain, caught water, drank and brought me a drink. 

(h) While changing vessels a little water would 
fall which formed a puddle on the hard earth, the 
women with their bare feet standing in it. I saw 
them both go down into the water and come up out 
of it. When they got in the carriage I asked them 
if they got their feet wet as they only had on shoes. 
They said, "No." This illustrates the foolishness 
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of proving immersion by the statement that they 
went down into the water and came up out of it. 

(i) When our Savior and Peter were in Caper
nium (Matt. 17 ch.) and they called on them to pay 
their temple assessment, a coin of thirty cents and 
they did not have the money ; Jesus told Peter to go 
down to the sea, cast in a hook, lift up the first fish 
that bites and he would find a stater, a coin of sixty 
cents, bring it back and pay them. So He went, 
caught the fish and got the money, paid their temple 
assessment. Now, reader, do you believe that Peter 
waded into the sea waist deep in order to catch that 
fish? You know he did not, as nobody but an idiot 
would have done such a thing when he could catch 
it as well standing on the bank. Why do I give this 
case? Because we have the same verb, posevoo, 
go, and the same preposition eis, which means to, 
into, toward, and at. The "down" was simply out 
of the chariot, antithetical to the "up" which took 
him from the road into the chariot. This is the 
strongest case they use for immersion and not a 
syllable of truth in it. The eunuch was actually 
reading the last verse of Isaiah 2nd ch., when Philip 
over took him. "So shall He sprinkle many nations," 
as He does in the spreading of the Gospel. You 
see in your Book that he was reading at the beginning 
of Isaiah 3rd ch. ; but he was reading the Septuagint, 
i. e., the Greek version of the Old Testament, made 
B. C. 280 and had no division into chapters. There
fore the case is perfectly clear that Philip had heard 
him read, "So shall He sprinkle many nations." Then 
he proceeded at once to explain it to him, and when 
they reached the water the eunuch shouts, "Idov to 
hodar," "Behold the water." If it had been a river, 
Philip would have seen it, but that little spout, de
manded the call of his attention. Every other case 
is as easy and plain as this. 

(j) You cannot build an argument on preposi-
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tions and conjunctions because they are only the con
nections of a language. In the English, which is a 
very weak language, we do not need them and conse
quently when I send telegrams, I never use them. 
While the English is a very weak language, the Greek 
is the strongest in the world and consequently does 
not need prepositions at all. An argument built on 
prepositions is really self-condemnatory, demon
strating the fact that it has no truth, because all the 
truth in the Bible is revealed in the body of the lan
guage, independently of the connections of the lan
guage. 

(k) (Mark 1 : 8; Luke 3: 16 ; Acts 1: 5 ; Acts 
11: 16; Heb. 10: 22.) In these fine Scriptures we 
have the testimony of Jesus, John the B'aptist, Peter, 
Paul, Mark, Luke, and Apollos all certifying that 
they handled the water and not the people. This 
is clearly revealed in the fact that hudati, water, is 
in every case the dative of instrumentality, showing 
that they handled it, just as I walk with a cane, tak
ing it in my hand. 

(1) This is abundantly corroborated by the fact 
that all the statuary represents Jesus standing and 
John pouring water on His head, as I have often seen 
with my own eyes. In our last tour, when we en
tered the house of Judas on Straight Street in De
mascus, our entire party broke out into a roaring 
shout when they saw in beautiful marble statuary, 
Paul standing and Ananias pouring the water on 
his head. That very house is to this day used as a 
church by the Greek Christians. You know they 
would not have tolerated lying statuary through the 
ages. When Ananias preached to him, he had been 
on the floor three days, prostrate and crying for 
mercy, a broken-hearted penitent. When he saw the 
scales fall from his eyes and his face brighten up, 
saved and his sight restored to him, Anastas bap
tiasi, standing up received baptism. 
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(m) The immersionists stoutly certify that 
baptidzo means to immerse. Origen was the first 
man in all the world to write commentaries on the 
Bible. He belonged to a family of greek philoso
phers; his father and his grandfather both having 
preached before him and suffered martyrdom. You 
see this family ran back into the very days of the 
apostles as he lived and wrote in the third century 
his father suffering martyrdom when he was only 
seventeen years old. Receiving his father's mantle, 
he began to preach and lived seventy years a fugitive 
from one country to another, to sa.ve his life, and 
.finally he, too, sealed his faith with his blood. He 
wrote in his own native Greek. I have his commen
taries. In his exposition of 1 Kings 18 ch. where 
Elijah poured those twelve pitchers · of water on his 
altar on the summit of Mt. Carmel, he uses the word 
baptidzo, where an immersion was utterly impos
sible. The drought had been on the earth three and 
one-half years· and it would have taken Noah's 
flood to immerse that altar. N. B. This is by a' na
tive,Greek philosopher who certainly understood his 
own language and it is utterly impossible to con
strue it into immersion, which would actually have 
required Noah's flood. 

(n) While baptize is a Greek word, immerse is 
Latin. The Whole Bible was translated into Latin 
during the Apostolic Age. If immersion had been 
the Aopstolic practice, it would abound in the Latin 
Bible. I am familiar with it, and it is not there, 
showing positively that it was not the apostolic prac
tice. The ancient baptisteries used in the Apostolic 
Age, are now to be seen in the Bible lands. I saw 
one in the house in old Cairo, Egypt, where Joseph 
and Mary with the infant Savior lived the month 
of their sojourn in that country to protect Him from 
Herod's cruelty. These baptisteries [simple stone 
basins hewn out in the top of a pillar, the size of a 
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common wash bowl], are all to small for immersion. 
They tell us that there was no immersion in the 
Apostolic Age. 

(o) When I traveled around the world I got all 
needed light on the origin of immersion, as I saw the 
heathen practicing it everywhere to wash their sins 
away. They, like many heretics in christendom be
lieve the physical body is the sinner and go in all 
over to wash their sins away. In great India where 
the Brahman priest, the highest caste which is so 
potent in influence and teach the ·people that the 
great and beautiful rivers, Ganges and Jumna, are 
holy and have the power to wash sins away, so the 
people all do their best to get to them to enjoy the 
blessed ablution. But as that country contains three 
hundred millions and the most of them remote from 
these holy rivers;i the priests encourage them to ex
cavate tanks in !J.ll parts of the country and supply 
them with water from the most convenient river. 
Then they consecrate these tanks, assuring them 
that in that case the water is just as holy as the 
Ganges and the J umna. • 

(p) In my peregrinations 6000 miles through
out that country, running day and night and preach
ing everywhere, I spent a solid week in Madras, 
the largest city in South India; meanwhile I gave 
special attention to the holy tank, occupying a whole 
square in the city, the earth lifted out, a nice stone 
floor laid and a flight of stone steps leading up to 
each street surrounding it on all sides; thus ample 
room for thousands to come down simultaneously 
and wash their sins away. 

( q) While the Pagan priest preached precise
ly the baptismal regeneration we hear throughout 
Christendom by Catholic priests, Campellites and 
Mormons; they are constant in the fact that they 
tell the people to go in every time they sin, which 
ought to put the blush on the Christian world who 
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preach the same doctrine of baptismal regeneration 
and refuse to give it to you but once; whereas con
sistency would certainly say, "Go in every time you 
sin." The heathen have a very tender conscience, 
believing that if they accidentally kill an insect, 
they are guilty of murder. Many a devout Hindoo 
gets immersed a million times in his life to wash 
away his sins. When I was traveling on the Ganges, 
I saw them at it all the time. The devout idolater 
goes down and washes his sins away, coming up the 
bank accidentally steps on a bug or a worm and kills 
it. Now he is guilty of murder and polluted again; 
therefore he goes back again plunging beneath the 
limpid wave, down into the liquid grave. 

(r) Lactantius the oldest historian in the Chris
tian era, lived and wrote in the third century, these 
words: "John the Baptist sprinkled, Peter sprinkled 
and Christ sent His own apostles that they should 
sprinkle the nations." When this man lived and 
wrote, people were swarming all around him who 
had been baptized by the apostles and the matter 
had not evanesced from the popular memory. The 
immersionists quote Mosheim, Neander, Wilson and 
Orchard, giving immersion as the apostolic practice. 
These men all lived and wrote in the 18th and 19th 
centuries, 1500 years to late to know anything about 
it and not one of them quotes an ancient author. 
Therefore their testimony is utterly worthless, and 
amounts to no more than the ipse dixit of a Campbel
lite preacher, who says it, but knows nothing at all 
about it, and cannot prove it to save his life. We 
must remember that a thousand years of rayless 
midnight lie between us and the Apostolic Age, dur
ing which Satan's millennium filled the world and 
he did his utmost to utterly obliterate every trace of 
Bible truth. Therefore the shout should engirdle 
Christendom, "Back to the Bible." 

(s) A. D. 321 the emperor Constantine was con-
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verted to Christianity, a glorious sunburst on the 
bleeding persecuted Nazarenes, everywhere running 
for their lives and at the same time preaching with 
the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven. As they 
were everywhere misunderstood, misjudged, hated, 
despised, anathematized and caricatured as the dregs 
of slumdom, the refuse or offscouring of the earth. 
Therefore the Royal family felt that they were dis
graced forever. Consequently the aristocratic wing 
revolted against Constantine and an awful bloody 
war at once broke out. Terrible battles were fought. 
A great culminating conflict is pending and believe 
this will be really a deluge of blood and death dealing 
tornadoes. Maxamini, the leader of the opposition, 
moves to Jupiter, the chief Roman god, that if he 
will give him the victory over Constantine, till he 
exterminates Christianity from the earth. The bat
tle oomes off and is appalling beyond all conception, 
bloody rivers and mountains of the dead; but Con
stantine whips, carrying everything before him and 
Christianity becomes the imperial religion. Sud
denly the despised Nazarenes are promoted from 
the lion's mouth and the burning stake to Caesar's 
palace. 

(t) A. D. 325 Constantine calls the great coun
cil Nice in Bithynia, over which he presides, sitting 
in a golden chair. It really shows off a council of 
martyrs, as a sound man was the exception. One is 
minus an eye, torn out by the persecutors, another 
an arm and another a leg, while another has been 
cruelly mutilated by the excision of his ears. Con
stantine becomes wonderfully zealous and does his 
best to make Christianity the religion of the world; 
laboring hard to get all the pagan temples out of 
Rome, but could not possibly succeed as it was crowd
ed full of them, having been built during the con
quest of those 753 years; meanwhile she had con
quered all nations universally adopting temples for 
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them at Rome, of which not a few are standing this · 
day, as I have seen them. 

(u) As Constantine could not possibly get all 
the heathen temples out of Rome, he went a thou
sand miles toward the rising sun and confirmed his 
wonderful wisdom, founding the city on the Bos
porus connecting the Mediterranean and Euxine seas 
and separating Asia and Europe; selecting seven 
great and beautiful mountains because Rome was 
built on seven hills ; walking around it, accompanied 
by a vast multitude, marking the ground on which he 
trod, so as to build the wall on it. He called the city 
New Rome, but never could make the name stick 
as the people were so carried away with enthusiasm, 
knowing that the world's capital brought to them 
would make them all rich, as their city Byzantium 
had been founded a thousand years and never grown. 
Consequently despite all his efforts to call the city 
New Rome, the people complimented him with the 
name Constantinople (city of Constantine.) 

While Constantine was a great and true man and 
actuated by noble motives to bring all nations into 
the Christian Church, Satan out-witted him and in
stead of capturing the world for the Church, the 
rich cunning world swallowed the Church as the 
whale swallowed Jonah, thus laying the foundation 
of great Babylon, the mother of harlots and all abom
inations, filling the earth and populating hell. 

(v) While the heathen millions were thus brought 
into the Church under the potent influence of Con
stantine; great temples with thousands of members 
receiving the ci:oss and Christian cognomen; the 
edifices becoming Christian Churches the priests 
turning preachers and the devotees of many heathen 
gods, nominally turning Christians; meanwhile only 
a minority of them really get saved and they soon 
die and go to heaven. Such was the origin of the 
Catholic Church-gradually developed out of the 
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great Constantinian; thus losing her hold on God, 
she drops away into idolatry; dropping their pagan
istic .nomenclature, they adopt Bible names; still 
holding on to their idolatry; worshipping the virgin 
Mary instead of the Diana, and Peter, taking the 
place of Jupiter, etc. Thus you see it is an easy mat
ter to account for immersion in the Church, when the 
whole heathen world has been practicing it in all ages. 

(w) As the heathen have no truth to enlighten 
and guide them, they think the mortal body is the 
sinner, [The same paganistic dogma is largely pre
valent in this country, especially in the Baptist, 
Campbellite and Morman Churches. A civil judge 
in South Carolina prosecuting a man for horse-steal-
ing, who plead his own innocence, crying out, "Oh, 
judge I am a Christian but this old body in which I 
live is an awful sinner, and when this sinful right 
hand reached out and took that horse and led him 
away, my soul was happy in the Lord." Then the 
judge ordered the sheriff, "Take this man's body and 
put it in the penitentiary and let his innocent soul 
go where it pleases."] You would be astonished if 
you knew the prevalence of this foolish materialistic 
infidelity, imputing sin to the body, which is abun
dantly refuted in 1 Corinthians 6: 18: "Every sin ,( f 
is without the body. He thateommitteth fornication 
sins against his own body." Thus the libertine and 
the drunkard actually murder the poor body by their 
dissolute lives. 

(x) Perhaps Satan has made more capital out 
of the burial baptism than any other of all his in
famous tergiversations. It is really the battle cry 
of immersionism that we must be buried in baptism. 
(Read Rom. 6 ch. and Col. 2 ch.) It so happens that 
water is not mentioned in either of these epistles. 
Consequently only those who have it on the brain 
can possibly find it there. N. B. A man enters the 
city hospital for treatment. They diagnose him and 
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say to his friends, "Be good to him and have his 
coffin ready as nothing can be done but bury him 
because he has hydrocephalous, (water on the brain.) 
The people who find water where there is none, all 
have this awful spiritual infection, pronounced in
curable by the whole medical world, but I am happy 
to say Jesus has no trouble to cure it. I had it badly 
when I constrained a Methodist preacher to put me 
in water over my head. When I get to heaven I ex
pect to hunt up and thank him for it; as in so doing 
he kept me in the Methodist Church; otherwise I 
would have joined the Baptist to get immersion and 
no telling where I would have drifted. 

Alexander Campbell was a Baptist preacher and 
founded the a\\'.ful heresy that bears his name, blind
ing millions till they drop into hell. Joe Smith was 
a Baptist preacher, who became a false prophet and 
founded Mormonism. 

(y) You cannot in all the Bible to save your life 
find a human body buried in water. In the Scrip
tures, baptism is not a burial, but the one who buries 
-the sheriff of the divine government who arrests 
the criminal, "the old man," i. e., the sin personality, 
called "old" because he is as old as the devil, i. e., the 
devil nature in you condemned to die. (Ezek. 18: 
4, 20.) The statement is perfectly plain and unequi
vocal that this old man, which is depravity in your 
heart, the body of sin, after he has been crucified and 
the body destroyed, is buried by baptism, not into 
water but into the death of Christ as you see in the 
same paragraph: "Know ye not that as many of us 
as have been baptized into Jesus Christ have been 
baptized into His death?" Our Savior gives bap
tism but one meaning and that is to purify. Luke 
11: 30; Eph. 5: 26; John 3: 25, and all other scrip
tures define this word by catharidzo, which has no 
meaning but to purify and is now an English word 
and used by the whole medical world in their con-
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stant practice only in the sense of purification. 
The application of these scriptures to the human 

body is not only a gross and unplausible assertion 
but diabolical, hell-hatched humbuggery for the de
lusion and damnation of the poor souls who are silly 
enough thus to be hallucinated by Satan's preachers. 
They bury your body alive in water and resurrect 
the same. In the Scripture the body of sin is cruci
fied and dead before it is buried. The thing buried 
is the old man, the son of the devil, and the thing 
raised up, the New Man the Son of God; thus as dif
ferent either from the other as God is from the devil. 
This crucified body of sin is buried, not into water, 
but as it positively says, "Into His death," i. e., the 
great substitutionary atonement which Jesus made 
for the sins of the whole world, the magnitudinous 
sepulchre into which every sin must be buried, or 
buried into hell. 

(z) Verily the chicanery. of Satan for the de
lusion and damnation of souls in his gross and un
apagogical perversions of these scriptures so trans
parent that it is only an indissoluble conundrum to 
think how intelligent people are swept even by whole
sale into this seductive delusion, which means their 
own damnation from the simple fact that every sin 
personality, normal to the unsanctified heart, which 
is not crucified and the body destroyed and buried 
into the Atonement, will assuredly be buried into 
hell; thus proving Satan's millstone around the neck 
of its notary, sinking him to a deeper damnation, 
through the flight of eternal ages. This crucifixion, 
destruction and burial are all the work of the bap
tism which Jesus gives us with the Holy Ghost and 
fire. You know that immersion in water is utterly 
important in this emergency. I tried it in good faith 
to get rid of the old man and found to my sorrow 
that it did not phase him. The very people who put 
you off by burying your body in water, utterly deny 
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the baptism of the Holy Ghost, certifying that it 
never was for anybody but the apostles and conse
quently none of us can get it now. How awful these 
assertions in the face of Acts 2: 39, "The promise 
[i. e., the baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire which 
they received at Pentecost] is unto you and your 
children and unto all who are afar off, even as many 
as the Lord our God shall call." No wonder I am 
doing my best to get all the Holiness people to help 
us preach the Gospel when we have gross infidelity 
currently preached from popular pulpits, under the 
pretense of genuine Gospel. Campbellism is the most 
popular and aggressive Church of the age,. because 
they have no cross on which to crucify old Adam, 

- but gladly welcome him into the Church; immerse 
him in water, send him to college; graduate him 
with honors, and send him out to preach what they 
falsely designate the Gospel. Oh, what a travesty 
on the Bible which gives but one definition, <Rom . 

..f ~- r 1: 16), the dynamite of God unto salvation to every
one that believeth. So the Gospel is simply God's 
dynamite·· that blows the devil out in regeneration 
.and in sanctification crucifies the old man, destroy
ing the body of sin and blowing him out for ever. 
How we need honest people who will go out and tell 
the dying millions how to be saved. Take out of 
Campbellism their infidelity on the Holy Ghost and 
their idolatry on immersion and a Philadelphia law
yer can never find the balance. 



Chapter II. 

BORN FROM ABOVE 

"Born again" is not in the Bible. Jesus did not 
say paplin, but anoothen, which simply means from 
above, i. e., that our regeneration comes down from 
God out of heaven, without which every soul is ir
retrievably doomed. Oh, how the heretics do spread 
their opinions on "born of water and spirit." I have 
had many debates with Campbellites. This is their 
great gun, they make it everything; proving immer
sion by it; alleging that you cannot be born of a 
thing less than yourself, in their estimation, knock
ing sprinkling out. 

(ab) Nicodemus made the mistake, thinking Je
sus meant something to be done to his body; obser
ving, "How can a man be born when he is old. Can 
he enter the second time into his mother's womb 
and be born?" Jesus corrected him with a loving 
castigation, "Art thou a teacher in Israel and know 
not these things?" Thus you see he turns on him 
a castigation for his ignorance as he ought to have 
known better. How strange so many this day have 
their feet in Nicodemus' hobble, instead of profiting 
by the correction enforced by the castigation which 
Jesus gave him for his ignorance. Everybody ought 
to see how Nicodemus here was mistaken, thinking 
that Jesus meant something to be done to his body 
and Jesus proceeds to correct him, "That which is 
generated of depravity is depravity and that which 
is generated of spirit is spirit; marvel not that it is 
said unto you, You must be born from above. The 
Spirit breatheth on whom He will, thou hearest His 
voice, but canst not tell whence He cometh, nor 
whither He goeth, even so is every one who is born 
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of the Spirit." Thus Jesus clearly and lucidly shows 
up the pure spirituality of the transaction and eter
nally smashes the materialistic infidelity that has 
accumulated in mountains of idolatry around his 
beautiful and glorious sermon to Nicodemus on the 
supernatural birth. 

(bb) N. B. The division in chapters and verses 
was never made by the inspired writers but by the 
London preachers in 1551 as a matter of their own 
convenience in handling it. Therefore while reading 
you should never give any attention to chapters and 
verses, as those printers were so ignorant of the Bi
ble that they indiscriminately broke the connections 
instead of observing them. Now wink at the fourth 
chapter and you run at once into His next sermon 
to the woman at Jacob's well, in which He mentions 
the water seven times, contrasting with only one to 
Nicodemus. 

(be) The woman naturally concluded that He 
meant the water sparkling ninety feet down in the 
well, on whose wall they were sitting; for which she 
had come a mile as the quality is excellent; reminds 
Him of its depth and the absence of a windlass to 
draw it up; when He proceeds to notify her twice 
over that she is mistaken, emphasizing the fact that 
He is not speaking of the water in the well at all, 
but living water. 

(bd) Now hear the stentorian voice of Isaiah, 
preaching to the multitudes of Jerusalem: "Ho, every 
one that thirsteth, come ye to the waters and drink!" 
You know he did not mean an invitation to take a 
drink of material water, but he did mean to come to 
the God of Israel and get their souls saved. (Eph. 
2: 1), "You hath He quickened who were dead in 
trespas·ses and in sins." Every sinner is a spiritual 
corpse till the Holy Ghost, in regeneration, creates 
a divine life in his dead soul. It is a real new cre
ation as if God should create a new world and give 
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it its place in the celestial ecliptic, to speed its 
flight through its orbit around His effulgent throne 
forever. Paul's inspired words here are unmistak
able zooeepoiese, from zooee, life, and poiese, to cre
ate . Therefore it simply reveals the fact that in re-

., generation the Holy Ghost creates the divine life in 
1 

the dead soul. The Holy ·Ghost is the executive of 
the Trinity; the convictor of the sinner; the regene
rator of the penitent; the restorer of the backslider; 
the sanctifier of the believer and the glorifier of the 
saints when this mortal shall put on immortality. 

(be) When the sinner heartily repents of all his 
sins in utter desperation, casting himself on the 
mercy of God in Christ; the loving Father freely 

) cancels His cond~nation from heaven's chancery. 
Then the Holy Spirit instantaneously creates the di
vine life in the dead soul of the sinner. God Himself 
is life and gives it to every creature that has it spir
itual, physical, human and all the heterogeneous 
animal creation. This divine life is the .. water God 
gives. Hence you see when the Holy Ghost executes 
the stupendous work of a new creation, He actually 
creates the divine life in the heart; that life is the 
water and the Holy Ghost the Spirit, so that every 
moment the soul is born of water and spirit, i. e., 

,r receives the divine nature as the Holy Spirit creates 
it in his heart. Therefore you see, there is not a 
drop of material water in a million miles and never 
was. Oh, how Satan, through his preachers, has 
manipulated these beautiful scriptures to flood the 
world with idolatry, and hide from their eyes the 
most important truth in the Bible, i. e., the super
natural birth, without which the grim monster has 
his adamatine grip on every soul, through the flight 
of endless ages. This awful materialistic infidelity 
is the stalwart comrade of idolatry, moving like a 
virgin spectre over the whole earth, disseminating 
pestilence through every land. The grand stratagem 
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of Satan is to take the blessed truth out of the hands 
of Jesus and turn them over to his idols. Here you 
plainly see how the preacher takes the place of the 
Savior and piety, the water in lieu of the Holy 
Ghost. The inevitable result is that the soul like 
Dives finds hell instead of heaven. 

(bf) Campbellites preach more sermons from 
Mark 16: 16, "He that believeth and is baptized 
shall be saved," than any other scripture. Here we 
have some pronouns and three predkates. The prob
lem is solved in the antecedency of the pronouns, 
which is either the soul or the body.• Let us try it. 
Does it mean the body? You know that my body 
is utterly incapable of exercising faith . ., It does not 
believe it is in Cincinnati any more than Africa or 
Asia where it has often been. Therefore this does 
not mean my body. Does it mean that my body 
should be saved? You know the body of the saint ~ 
dies just like that of the sinner and are buried side 
by side in the same graveyard, consequently it does 
not mean bodily salvation. This sentence positively 
certifies that the same thing believes is baptized and 

.. saved. Therefore all you can possibly make out of 
it, unless you swop off your head for a green gourd, 
is the simple fact that the soul believes and is bap- • 
tized and saved. Hence this is all the work of our 
wonderful Savior, and nothing left for the Campbel
lite preacher, Mormon prophet, or Catholic priest, 
unless they will get gloriously saved and accept the 
call to preach, which is simply to go and tell a lost 
world about Jesus, pray for them and plead with 
them to give Him a chance to save them, as He is al
ways on hand and never misses an opportunity leav
ing us nothing to do but to believe on Him with all 
the heart, soul, mind and strength. Then he bap
tizes and saves us. 

~ 
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REPENTANCE 
This was the constant cry of John the Baptist, 

that glbrious sunburst on the Hebrew world, after 
a dreary night of 400 years, since Malachi, mean~ 
while, God had not spoken to His people with a 
prophetic voice. Consequently a nominous gloom 
had settled down like a dismal nightmare every-· 
wher~ hovering her sable pinions over the children 
of God's promise, mercy and grace; looking for the 
glorious Messiah for a thousand years. Cons~ 
quently when the hermit prophet awoke the wilder
ness by his stentorian acclaim, "Repent for the 
kingdom of Heaven is at hand." In that lonely 
land only inhabited by .a few poor essenies (Holi
ness people, re~orted thither for room, quietude and 
liberty to serve God under their own vine and fig 
tree) ; and the wandering Arabs, roaming hither 
and thither with their herds and flocks ; everyone 
who felt an unseethed thunder bolt quaver through 
his interior spirit and ran with all his might, pro
claiming the thrilling news, "A wonderful prophet 
in the wilderness." Fast as the proclamation rings, 
the people run away to hunt the hermit prophet, 
see and hear for themselves. Consequently from 
dewy morn till dusky eve the crowd pressing along; 
cities empty and the wilderness populated from 
dewy morn till dusky eve the crowd passing along; 
the rich on their camels, the middling classes on 
their donkeys, and the poor pedestrians, trudging 
along with their dogs through the dust; all eager 
to re.st their longing eyes on the first prophet that 
generation had ever seen as they had from their 
infancy studied the scriptures of the prophets, who 
had been all dead so long that their grand parents 
had never seen any of them. It is truly a sunburst 
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of hope on all Israel. Newspapers then undreamed 
of stm slumbering with steam, electrics and auto
mobiles in the recesses of, oblivion; news only travel
ing viva voce on the back of camel or donkey or 
toiling pedestrian. The learned Apollos hears the 
news and comes all the way from Africa ; the great 
Tarsean evacuates his Greek university and hastens 
away to join the pilgrims from every land beneath 
the skies, as the Jews were always the most migra
tory people in the world. Oh! what a convocation 
of Abraham's children gathered from the ends of 
the earth to hang with breathless silence on his 
eloquent son who had never rubbed against a col
lege nor dre.amed of a theological seminary ; but 
lived a hermit in the wilderness, taught of God 
and patiently waiting his majority. Meanwhile the 
myraids pouring from ultima thule of the Hebrew 
wared unanimously leaped to the conclusion that 
He must be the Christ, whom they had been wait
ing 4000 years. 

From dewy morn till dusky eve priests were 
seen in the crowd with their long rolls of the 
prophecies spread out, searching if he does not 
verify the inspired word confirmatory · of his Mes
siah8hip. 

Eventually they conclude to · refer the 
problem to himself; sending a delegation of priests 
and Levites to wait on him, propounding the in
quiry. "Art thou the Christ or do we look for an
other?" 

He confirms the conclusion already reach
ed from the constant trend of His preaching, that 
He is the very incarnation candidly, frankly re
sponding "I am not the Christ but the voice of one 
roaring in the wilderness, prepare ye the way of 
the Lord and make His path straight," At the 
same time electrifying all by the certification that 

He is already on the earth and himself will re-
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veal Him t.o them in due time. This proclamatfon 
wonderfully augments his already magnitudinous 
audience; as they now come purposely in anticipa
tion of the Messiah with their own martial eyes 
when John shall point Him out. As John was six 
months older than Jel!lus and both of them born 
priests and restricted t.o the age of thirty t.o enter 
upon their ministry ; at the end of six months J el!lus 
walks all the way from Nazareth 80 to 90 rnil'el!I 
to receive John's inauguration into his official Mes
siahship. So the wonderful reviva] tide has been 
rolling six months; the fame widening out like an 
illimitable sea and the children of Abraham gath
ering from every land to satisfy their curiosity, per
taining to the hermit prophet, so odd in all his 
ways, clothed in a rough camel's hair mantel, tied 
around his body by a string of raw hide like. the 
poorest man in the land living on the animal and 
locusts desert, (as I have seen them in great quan
tities,) and the Bedouins now eat them. The day 
is bright and glorious peculiar to the Palestinian 
climate; about ten thousand people are listening 
spell bound; when John from his rough stone pul
pit points t.oward the North and shouts, "Behold 
the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the 
world" ! All eyes are focalized on the strange 
young man walking rapidly down the Jordan bank; 
(As John Mark 1: ch. having begun to preach and 
baptize in the wilderness, where there is no im
mersion water, confirming the conclusion that he 
did not immerse when the crowds became large, 
finding it necessary to go to the Jordan, in full view 
but a dozen to 20 miles distance (not as I have 
heard immorists certify that the Jordan flows 
through the wilderness of Judea,-utterly untrue); 
to supplry the multitude with water for themselves 
and their animals to drink ; as well as culinary pur
poses; for a great camp meeting running six monthl!I 
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demanding 20 times as much water as im-
mersion; (having early in the meeting moved 

away to the Jordan.) Now the vast multitudes all 
turn their gaze on John and Jesus, the two great
est prophets the world. had ever seen; the former 
leaving his temporary pulpit and going to meet the 
latter; who demands baptism at his hands; John 
modesty declining with the alegation, "I have need 
to be baptized of Thee, and comest Thou to me." 
Then Jesus reminds_ him of the levitical' law, re
quiring every high priest to be anointed, as you 
see abundantly evinced, in the fact that as soon as 
John poured the limpid rill on His head as Moses, 
the oil on Aaron's head. That our Lord's baptism 
was His anointing for the high priesthood is in
dubitably revealed in his own words. Enter
ing upon his high priestly office in Jerusalem He 
proceeds to cleanse the temple, which the high 
priest alone had a right to do, driving out the buyers 
and sellers They demand his authority, when he re
fers them to the baptism of John. Water baptism · 
within itself is nothing but an outward sign, while 
the baptism Jesus gives with the Holy Ghost and 
fire is the only one in the plan of salvation, 
Eph. 4: 5. Jesus never was baptized with the Holy 
Ghost; as the only meaning of baptism is a purifica
tion and He had no defilement to take away. There
fore, when He received the baptism He came on 
Him in His beautiful, lovely symbol of the innocent 
dove. As every other human being in all the ages, 
except the humanity of Christ had depravity; there
fore they must be baptized with the Holy 
Ghost or forever lost Consequently He came on all 
the disciples at pentecost in flaming fire. As they, 
like John the Baptist and every other human being 
had been generated in fallen Adam and inherited 
depravity, i. e. devil nature; which had to be sanc
tified. 
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Here we see the devil's great gun, wielded by 
Campbellites, Catholic and all other dead church 
people; doing away with the baptism of the Holy 
Ghost without which no one shall see the Lord. Heb. 
12 :14, and vainly substituting their own baptism 
which simply means the damnation of the recipient, 
if He does not get his eyes open, see it 
felicitly and- fly to Jesus for His baptism, the 
absolute sinequanon of admission into heaven. 

Chapter I. 

GENUINE REPENTANCE 

2 Cor. 7 :10, "A godly sorrow worketh out re
pentance, not to be regreted." Repentance is an 
absolute sine quanon to the salvation of every soul 
without which damnation is the inevitable doom. 

This conclusion follows from the fact that re
pentance alone can break the devil's yoke, which will 
hol'd you tight forever. Therefore the churches 
afforded with false doctrines on repentance, the 
simple strategy of satan for the damnation. 

(a) Godly sorrow which alone can work in you 
repentance is almost unknown in the church of the 
age. Campbellism the most aggressive church in 
the world, because it has no cross and does the 
devil no harm and consequently He is not foolish 
~nough to fight it; thus wiasting his ammunition; 
actually has no repentance. You see this confirmed 
by the utter absence of · the word in their Bible, 
which Campbell -translated and leaves out the word 

- altogether, :putting . in its place reformation 
which is man's work arrd cannot save any body. 
· - You 'can reform all your life and-go to hell, the 
same as if you had never reformed ; from the simple 
fact that at· its · best, it is only man's work, and 
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the Bible says positively; salvation is of the Lord. 
(b) If people could have been saved by their 

own reformation or anything else man can do, 
Jesus would never have left the throne af 
Celestial glory and come down to die. Every thing 
on the line of religion which is not purely and un
equivocally the Lord's work is satan's counterfeit 
for the delusion of the people, superinducing rest in 
carnal security till he can dump them into hell. 
You see from the above Scripture th:at repentance 
is wrought in the heart by godly sorrow alone ; 
whereas the sorrow of the world, only "worketh out 
death." Yesterday afternoon Bro . Kulp in his bac
calaureate sermon to the graduating class told us 
bout a millionaire in Grand Rapids; owning a home 
in Dixie land, another in California, another at 
the National capitol, for conveniences in his pereg
rinations, dodging the bared storms, characteristic 
of Michigan winters; but suffered such awful grief 
over the adverse revolution of fortunes capricious 
wheel, as his poor soul was absorbed in luxuries? 
the God of this world ; when Mammon tottered on 
his throne sinking beneath the swelling flood of 
intolerable grfef, he committed suicide; 

(c) In the succession of Judas the fallen Aposo
tle, who never repented, as the E. V. says, be
cause metanoeoo, the word for repent, which liter
ally means a change of mind, i. e. the removal 
of the carnal mind, i. e. depravity out of the heart 
and the reception of the divine mind, i. e. the mind 
of our wonderful Saviour, this carnel mind, con
quered in regeneration and so dominated by grace, 
that it can not break out and commit known sin; 
but utterly taken away in the crucifixion of the old 
man, wrought by the baptism which Jesus gives 
with the Holy Ghost and Fire. Rome 6 :6, hence 
you see repentance is purely the work of God, 
wrought by the Holy Ghost in the heart, responsive-
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ly to that godly sorrow which crushes the awakened 
repentance spirit with the awful realization of 
David Ps. 51 ch., "Against Thee and Thee only 
have I sinned and done this evil in Thy sight." This 
heart rending godly sorrow puts you where you 
would die in your tracks rather than commit 
another sin. At the same time you gladly and 
heroically restore all ill-gotten gains, at the same 
time confessing everything out fully and only glad 
of an opportunity. 

(d) My life has been full of hard work. This 
is my 121st book. I am closing out the 61st year 
of my ministry; as a normal result of my infantile 
conversion having given my whole life to Him who 
poured out His blood for me; this childhood conver
sion having felicitiously fortified me against satan's 
dark lasso and kept me from wasting the innocence 
of my childhood the bouyancy of my boyhood, the 
vigor of my youth and the enterprise of my young 
man hood, serving satan through this extraordinary 
of human longevity having been booked in 
the morning, Bible teacher in the afternoon 
and preacher in the evening; even the pres
ent year, 1914, in an Idaho city second Sunday in 
April I preached 6 times; having been selected by 
the Holiness people in the dawn of the movement, 
when you could count them on your fingers to write 
the commentaries. I did that as well as other 
books in my toiling peregrinations from the Atlan
tic to the Pacific, from the Gulf to British America. 

(e) Among my innumerable writers, a brilliant 
young lady in Yankee land did more than anyother 
one person, in that densely populated region, 
crowded with cities following me to different places 
and serving as my amanuensis ; amid the hot shot 
and shell would inspire truth, she frequently 
dropped her pencil, fell on her knees and had me 
pray for her; thus receiving a powerful experience, 
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her experience superinducing frank and astounding, 
confessions to my unutterable surprise ; though 
having lived without suspension the dark iniquities 
of her life, with broken heart and beautiful face 
deluged with penitential tears, frankly confessing 
all, and enthusiastic to roar and the same indis
criminately to the world, which meant the literal 
massacre of her hitherto unsolid reputation. I plead 
with her not to do it, as it would do the wicked 
harm instead of good; but to confess to the con
fidential saints of His own selection who would help 
her by their prayers and council. The result was 
she received a wonderful experience, preached the 
Gospel with the Holy Ghost sent down from Heaven, 
became t he wife of a godly man, who assisted her 
in her evangelistic work. Having outstriped me 
in the race for glory, she exchanged the silver 

trumpet for the golden harp and flew away with 
angelic convoy. 

(f) This bottom rock repentance, wrought in 
the heart by the godly sorrow, that loses sight of 
every thing but God and His Kingdom, actually 
makes you perfectly transparent, so every body can 
.see through you; thus smashing lodgery, which is 
all satanic secrecy into smitherines, so that you 
actually confess every thing and give your sainted 
comrades quite a job, to put on you providential re
straint, which to God and His saints, every thing 
is to be confessed, and where unsaved people are 
concerned personally it is to be confessed to them; 
but in t he interest of their souls, as well as the 
progress of God's Kingdom; we are prudentially 
to restrict the realm of this indiscriminate conf es
sion. 

(g) The third Sunday in April, 1914, I preach
ed in the Idaho penitentiary and for the encourage
ment of the convicts in my efforts to lead them t~ 
God, I told them about a man who had served two 
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terms in that prison and 'one term in the North 
Dakota penitentiary but now a flaming Holiness 
evangelist. While preaching in a rocky mountain 
city, that brother dropped his own work and a;t
tended my meeting, to avail himsel!f of my Bible 
teaching. At the dose we farewelled from the 
same depot going in opoposite directions to our 
fields of labor, taking me aside, he opened to me all 
his secrets, confessing his service those three 
sentences in the penitentiaries; as he had inherited 
brilliant native talents; born to lead. Satan having 
:anticipated Jesus, got his black lasso around His 
neck and wonderfully manipu~ated him in the capa
city of a robbe:r; leader through out the great 
wide west. The Lord as in case of the gifted and 
cultured Pareson, having work for him to do, in the 
nick of time, bade satan to schedaddle, giving him a 
pandean sillver trumpet to blow. When he sur
prised me by his frank and paradoxical confession, 
I thanked Him for the information, as I knew I 
could utilize it in the interest of His Kingdom ; but 
charged him only to make those revelations to 
influential saints, who would assist him with their 
prayers and utilize all his confessions in the interest 
of God's kingdom. This man is in the succession of 
John the Baptist a bright and shining light, and 
multitudes the blessed by bis humble ministry. If 
his history was known to the wicked, it 
would do them no good; as they would only stum-

. ble over it and sink deeper into sin; meanwhile the 
kingdom of God would only receive detriment. 

(h) In the early years of the great New South, 
after her bloody war and slavery emancipation, 
while preaching in a Georgia City, the Lord giving 
us multitudes of souls, at the altars, passing tri
umphantly into life and sweeping land with 
tremendous shouts of· victory among the latter. 
Brother and sister Johnson, were exceedingly 
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prominent, electrifying all by their brilliant testi
monies. Eventually Brother Johnson from the 
platform astounded the packed multitudes by his 
confession, unearthing the fact that he was a de
serter from the Union army, who had found hiding 
in their piney woods and had escaped destruction 
as a matter of course having changed his name. He 
had entered in the wedlock with a daughter of 
Dixie land; a group of little ones were by his side. 
Oh, horw the people were surprised when that man 
a leader of the M. E. church made this paradoxical 
confession; not only to aM the people but to his 
own wife by his side, who in the delusion, not 
even knowing her own name. In his confession, he 
left nothing ambuscaded ; but made a clean 
breast. 

At his own request the great audience con
gratulated him and his wife, no longer Johnson; but 
Stevenson, his birthname, under which he had serv
ed in the Union army, till his desertion. Now it 
is all over .and what is to be done, for the man is 
guilty of high treason against his government ; the 
confederacy to which he deserted and under which 
he lived, having already evanesced and numbered 
with the centuries before the flood. 

Brother Dunlap, the pastor, and your humble 
servant, wrote to Congress, stating the matter and 
revealing his wonderful salvation and asking their 
pardon for deserting the army, whose penalty is 
death they gave us an appreciative audience, and 
sent the man a free pardon. 

(i) He must go down to the bottom, confess 
everything ; restoring experiences it is practical 
thµs doing our best to undo all our meanness, and 
make all wrongs right. It is wonderful, how God 
will help us out of trouble, if we will only quit 
hiding anything and let everything come to the 
light. . 
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N. B., there are no locks and keys in heaven; 
as they are not needed, where there never has been 
a dishonest person since the Arch Angel Michael 
in command of the heavenly host, drove out fallen 
Lucifer and all his followers. Rev. 12: ch, and 
never will be again. Consequently no locks and keys. 
are needed. 

Only people go to Heaven who take their 
Heaven with them in their heart. It is equally true 
that only people go to hell who take their hell 
with them in their heart. Our wonderful Saviour 
saves us all by taking out of us all satan ever put. 
in us. 

This is done when He baptizes us with the 
Holy Ghost and Fire, which will never do until 
we repent, and thus' get satan's yoke broken off of 
our necks and enter the kingdom of God, for which 
we need nothing but repentance. This is abso
lutely confirmed by the ministry of John the Bap
tist and Jesus; both preaching with all their might, 
"Repent for the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand;" 
showing up the consolatory and irrefutable conclu
sion, th.at repentance alone prepares us to enter the 
Kingdom. Every human being wants to be saved; 
the vilest reprobate this side the pit, bewails his 
doom and longs for deliverance. Why does he not 
get out of bondage? 

Satan's yoke on his neck, is iron wrought 
in the adamantine forged of the bottom
less pit. Neither men nor angels can break it. God 
alone can do that work, which He always does 
when we repent. The Holy Ghost who is none 
other than the very eternal God alone can give re:
pentance, "Thus God hath granted unto the Gen
tiles repentance unto life," Acts 11 :15. 

(k) 1849 is memorial in history for the uni
versal stampede from every nation under heaven, 
to seek their fortunes in the gold mines of Cali-
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fornia, the richest ever known since the days of 
Opher, when Solomon brought it in shiploads to 
enrich and beaiutify the temple. 

Adventurers from every nation under heaven, 
arose wending their way to the axriferous moun
tains, in compassing the golden gate with their 
briarean arms. In New York state two men set 
out together to cross the continent, an auriferous 
undertaking. As the iron horse had never awaken
ed the Rockies and Sierra Nev,ades by the thunder 
of his tread, one of these men had money and 
the other, but little, if any. Before they evacuate 
their native land the latter murdered the former, 
cutting off his head; burying it under a tree and 
the body to itself under another tree thus hop
ing to elude detection. As he has plenty of money 
he makes the journey; prosopers in his mining 
enterprises; accumulates a fortune, marries a wife, 
builds a palatinate mansion in that lovely land, 
can wish as far as this world is concerned, he has 
the desideratum of the world, the canon of fair 
Columbia, where winter never comes and summer 
ever lasts, flowers never fade and fruits never foil; 
singing birds cheering the happy home the en
drcling year. His sons are intellectual, bright and 
enterprising; his daughters beautiful, charming and 
cultured; his princely mansion resounding with a 
diversity of musical instruments, the delight of the 
family and their guests who are not a few as their 
house is a fanciful resort, of the high cultured 
and enterprising. While he has everything heart 
a hell in his own heart, which he dare not com
municate to a living person, and thereby receiving 
a word of sympathy. Thirty years have rolled 
away, his once rena.in physique, corrugated into 
heavy gray. He writes a letter to the sheriff of the 
county in which he had commited the atrocious 
murder, discribing the pl'ace, which had moved in 
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panorama before his eyes a third of a century. The 
sheriff used the letter as a guide, succeeds in find
ing the body under one tree and the head under 
another and identifying them satisfactory. He 
travels all the way to California using the elaborate 
letter, replete with frank and honest confession as 
a way bill. When me reaches the house, calls for 
the land lord and identifies himself. He at once 
beckons to the .sheriff to communicate not a word 
t~ ·~.anyone. When he has been refreshed and 

rested and ready to travel he goes away with him; 
the family all' thinking that they ha\re simply gone 
out on an exploring expedition, in due time to re
turn. 

But they make for New York. 
(I) On the journey he has ample time to talk 

to the sheriff, posting him thoroughly about the 
whole dark tragedy. Meanwhile he insists on their 
taking his confession and making a short business 
of it, executing the penalty of the law in its ful
ness. Of course, they go . through the form of a 
trial; but having no evidences except his own con
fession, pursuantly they gave ' their verdict, hang
ing by the neck; responsively to his request giving 
him all the time he wants to speak to the multi
tude. He really preaches them a powerful Gospel 
sermon ; in which he tells them all about it and 
confesses the whole matter, frankly, unreservedly 
and unequivocally; assuring them that it was the 
'.happiest day of his life, having spent thirty years 
in hell, burnt by the consuming fires of a guilty 
conscience ; meanwhile the princely fortune he had 
accumulated the large and interesting family thll!t 
had gathered round him, and his platoons of friends 
had proved utterly incompetent to deliver him from 
the devouring Harpies of his own guilty conscience. 
Now after he has confessed it all and gone to the 
bottom and done his best in the way of restitution 
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to the family of the murdered, actually leaving no 
stone unturned; Heaven is broken in on his soul, 
flooded him with life, light and victory, and while 
the multitudes who had come to witness the haifg
ing weep all around him, he shouts triumphantly, 
pronouncing it the happiest day of his life. 

(m) Rest assured, the Holiy Ghost alone can 
give you the repentance which breaks the yoke of 
satan and sets your soul free, so you have noth
ing to do but enter the kingdom, responsively to 
the wonderful and powerful preaching of John the 
Baptist, the greatest of the prophets, and Jesus, 
whom he introduced the climax of all, "Repent, for 
the kingdom of Heaven is at hand." Be sure 
you receive this gospel for your own soul and thus 
leap into the kingdom with a shout of victory; 
then go and preach it to everybody you meet, 
while you peregrinate this terrestrial ball. The im
portance of your commission transcendantly eclipses 
every other. 

Truly the enterprises of the ages, achievements 
of the ages and the victories of the time hon
ored master spirits, who have figured conspicuously 
through the sweep of these six thousand years. 
When Napoleon Bonaparte was dying, he stated 
to the watchers around his bed, "Alexander, Hanni
bal, Charlemagne, Tamerlane, Caesar, and myself 
have all established kingdoms with the sword; but 
they have evanesced away, leaving not a trace of 
their former grandeur." Jesus of Nazareth estab
lished a kingdom bv the power of truth and love, 
which has survived an others, stands today, and 
will abide forever. This kingdom is free for every 
son and daughter of Adam's ruined race. They 
all want to enter it but are held tight by satan's 
yoke on their necks,which God alone can break when 
you repent. In this repentance there is human 
side which is your own act. 
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(n) Peter elucidates it in his afternoon ser
mon at the great Pentecost Acts 3 :19, "Repent and 
turn, that your sins may be blotted out and sea
sons of soul renewing may come from the presence 
of the Lord and He may send forth Jesus who has 
been preached unto you as the Christ whom it be
hooveth Heaven to receive, till the restituti'on of 
all things which Moses and the prophets have 
spoken." "Be converted, E. V., is a wrong trans
lation as it literally means, turn back; i. e. come back 
to your Father's house, a broken hearted prodigal, 
assured that He will come to meet you, kiss you 
with a free justification and invest you . with the 
best robes of entire sanctification; giving you the 
ring of the covenant, i. e. membership in the bride
hood, and the sandals for your evangelistic peregina
tions, i. e. the call to preach the everlasting gospel 
with the Holoy Ghost sent down from Heaven. In 
this wonderful passage metanoesate, get rid of the 
carnal mind and receive the mind of Christ, which 
utterly breaks the devil's yoke from your neck and 
sets you free, then follows epih rephate, which 
simply means turn back and run home, to fall into 
the arms of your loving Father. When you do that, 
God never fails to blot out all the dark past, which 
is a fine justification and send into your soul seas
ons of renewing, i. e. regeneration and sanctifica
tion. · I i I ?! 

(o) Our part of repentance is simply to give 
back to the devil all your meanness, as you got 
it all from him, go out of business with him and 
say farewell forever. When you do that the Holy 
Ghost gloriously breaks off the devH's condemnatory 
yoke, making you free as a bird of Paradise and 
revealing to you the king's highway which you 
enter in the very threshold of His Kingdom ; the 
magnificent superstructure which Jesus built with 
His own bleeding, toiling hands, every step of the 
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way from the City of Destruction to the New Jerusa~ 
lem; no lion nor ravenous beast on it. Ist. 35 :8, 
no toll gate, but perfectly free for :all, far up above 
the Hell traps and pitfaBs which satan has adroitly 
located all over this world. Consequently you can 
only escape them by getting up on the Highway, as 
none of them are there. As He here says, "Repent 
and turn back" (to your Father's house), that 
simply means therefore when you give back to 
Satan, everything that you ever got from hlm, you 
have nothing to do but run with all your might, 
shouting every jump, till you leap through the 
pearly portals and receive a starry crown, never to 
fade away, but to accumulate new luster through 
the flight of eternal ages. 
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Chapter II. 

THE REPENTANCE OF BELIEVERS 

Father Wesley has left us a sermon in his 
wonderful collecti'on with the above caption. There
fore we see that Repentance constitutes the entire 
human hemisphere of the new world · created in the 
heart by the Holy Ghost in regeneration. There
fore the Repentance of the believer is his full and 
complete consecration, when he puts all on the al
tar; "Here I give my all to thee, Friends and time 
and earthy store, 
Soul and body thine to be; 
Wholly Thine forevermore ; 

Wash me in the Saviour's precious blood 
Cleanse me in the purifying flood, 
Lord, I give to Thee 
My life and all to be, 
Thine henceforth, eternally, 

Now let me die so dead 
That no desire will rise, 
To pass for good or great or wise 
In any but my Saviour's eyes." 

The reconcilement of these two plains of Repen
tance is found in the fact that the preponderating 
element is abandonment. When the sinner repents 
he gives up all his bad things to satan, with the 
understanding that he leaves him forever; having 
unconditionally gone out of business world without 
end ; notifying him to take his name off his books 
forever, thus shouting back to him a final and un
conditional adieu. 

(p) In case of the Christian seeking sanctifi-
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cation, we have the same abandonment, with 
antipodal environments; now we give up all our 
good things to God to be used for His glory forever. 
This includes any spirit, soul and body, all my 
earthly possessions and my availabilities in every 
respect, including all I know and all I do not know; 
unreservedly and eternally abandoned to God, for 
this and all other worlds ; everything I know and 
all I know not on the altar, tied fast by the adaman
tine of His undefragable promises, which satan can 
never break, the normal effect of this finar and ut
ter abandonment, identifying me with God forever, 
sinking me away into His blessed divinity so deep 
the enemy can never find me; broadening my pin
ions for grander latitudes; quickening my energies 
for more aggressive longitudes; ballooning my spirit 
for illimitable flights through the fenceless fields 
of ethereal space where farthest planets roll, any
where and everywhere His sweet will may conodes
cend to use my humble instrumentality. 

(q) A young man in my native state, unfortu
nately born in affluence, environed by everything 
heart could wish; unfortunately yieMing to tempta
tions becomes a drunkard in his teens, in a saloon 
killing a man in a debauch, so drunk he didn't know 
it and his poor victim in the same awful plight, 
ushered into eternity. The criminal court fails to 
find a case of murder, but pronounces it homicide; 
sending him to the penitentiiairy two years. Born 
and reared in affluence and never hardened by 
manual toil, he finds the rough, heavy work and the 
austere fare a decisive transition, contransitively 
with his delightful luxuriant, Kentucky home. For
tunate for him he can get no intoxicants ; mean
while he has ample opportunity to sober down and 
reflect. In his mediations he finds himself soliloquiz
.ing "Oh, my awful fate! Is it possible I am a peni
tentiary convict! Disgraced and anathematized 
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forever. If I do not die under the hard toil and 
rough fare of this dreary prison, and should sur
vive my dark biennium and go out into the world, 
everyone will point the finger of scorn at me; with 
ia hiss of contempt, saying, 'Yonder goes Absug, just 
out of the penitentiary! Keep away from him, I hope 
he will not come to our house." 

(r) In the sequel of his gloomy soliloquies, he 
settles down into the conclusion, "I have made a 
failure so far as this world is concerned; it has 
treated me very roughly, covering me with ignomi
nious scandal ; I have heard the preachers 
and the Christians talk about Heaven; if God in 
His mercy will only let me live to get out of the 
penitentiary, I will set out for Heaven and devote 
the remnant of my days in an humble faithful effort 
to get there when this fleeting life winds up." He 
comes to our meeting at Robards, Ky., and at once 
comes to the mourner's bench, an honest and im
portunate seeker. After successive days agoniz-
'ing and pleading for pardoning mercy ; about 3 I 
o'clock in the morning it seems that the bottom 
falls out of Heaven and floods his soul with un-
earthly joy, inundating him with transporting rap-
tures. He runs to the preacher, pullls him out of 
bed, shouts on till he wakes up everyboody and 
actually captures the village of five hundred and 
the day dawn has the whole community on foot, 
responsively to his trumpet voice filling the town 
and environments with his vociferous Hallelujahs; 
by the rising sun it seems that he has actually 
gathered them all and they are hanging spellbound 
upon his eloquent lips; as he was quite a gifted 
youth, and immediately developed into a powerful 
preacher. He at once goes for sanctification and 
enters Beulah land with the brilliancy of a meridian 
sunburst. 

(s) With your humble servant we were hold-
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ing a glorious revival in a. county seat. That was 
the pioneer age of th~ movement, when the persecu
tion was rife and they flooded the Holiness people 
with promiscuous falsifications. It so happened that 
he had debauched in that town, thus acquiring no
toriety. Therefore the populiar ipse dixit was ring
ing everywhere: "You know these Holiness peopleare 
a bad lot, they will not do, here they have Absug 
up in the pulpit preaching, the worst scoundrel ever 
in this town." The saints, few, unknown and per
secuted were laboring assiduously to persuade 
the people to desist; observing, "The poor fellow 
can't help it now, as 'tis past and gone, and you 
ought to drop the curtain over it and encourage 
him if possible to make a new departure and lead 
a better life. " 

(I) Men when he ascertained that the Saints 
were thus apologizing for him, he prefaced his 
evening sermon to a packed audience, with this 
appeal: "Please desist from all' your efforts to 

• prevail on the people to no longer bring up my 
desolate life in order to depreciate my ministerial 
efficiency; while with the devil I served him with 
all my heart, soul, mind, and strength; when I left 
him I gave him back all my meanness, profanity, 
debauchery thieft, drunkenness, and murder, there
fore all this black catalog they now perade against 
me bel'ongs to the devil, constituting his stock in 
trade. 

Therefore I intreat you to rest easy and bother 
Diabolus no more; let him make all he can, on his 
own merchandise; as it is all he will ever get, praise 
the Lord He has delivered me out of his hands 
forever; I will have my head cut off, if necessary 
to be true to God and do His will on the earth ; as 
the angels do it in heaven." • 

This voiced the Repentance of a Christian in 
order to get sanctified; having given the devil all 
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his meanness when he left him, with the under
standing that he is gone forever; in sanctification 
he gives to God alll his good things, to Abide with 
His forever. Therefore in both cases it is a giving 
up unreservedly and eternally; with the sinner, all 
his bad things to the devil, to leave him forever, 
and with the Christian, all his good things, to God, 
to stay with him forever. 

(u) On the repentance problem, satan stirs 
all hell .and fights in his last ditch. With utter 
desperation. The great Catholic world substitute 
pronounce (i. e.) physical toill and suffering for re
pentance; simply a greased plank of satan, over 
which to slide people into hell. The essence of it 
is materialistic infidelity; because repentance is a 
pure spirituality, constituting the 'transition out of 
the carnal or satanic mind, into that of Christ, as 
the word metanooia, from meta, change and no us, 
the mind. Therefore this transmutation, out of the 
carnal into the mind of Christ, constitutes the work 
of repentance, wrought by the Holy Ghost who in 
Regeneration credits the mind of Christ in the 
fallen human spirit, which will be .antagonized by 
the Aborriginee, hereditary depravity; symbolized 
by Ishmae¥ in the house of Abraham (Gal 4 ch.,) 
who was thirteen years older than Isaac, who sym
bolizes the new creature, created in the heart by 
the Holy Ghost in regeneration; Abraham symbo
lizing God, Sarah the invisible spirit of the church 
the mother of all Gods children and Hagar, the 
fallen carnal church. Until Isaaac was born, Ish
mael was the joy of the Patriarchal home 
and erroneously looked upon as the heir of promise. 
When Isaac was born, all eyes were turned away 
from Ishmael and focal!ized c:in. him, who was a 
beautiful and powerful symbol of Christ; his very 
name signifying laughter as Christ is victory and 
Glory all the time. In all the life of Isaac, we never 
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hear of a solitary aligation against him. When the 
trouble supervenes in the Holy family, because 
I$hmael, seeing his own depreciat ion was filled 

with envy and jealousy and would have killed Isaac 
if he had been permitted to stay, consequently Sarah 
the true invisible church~ having the very loyalty 
and fidelity of God, appeals to her noble husband 
to take away the bond woman and her son, (i. e.) 
cast out the fallen carnal church, that the new Holi
ness church might have the field with neither rival, 
detriment nor peril. Abraham, true to his 
partiarchal trust and integrity refers the matter 
to God who promptly answers your wife is right, 
cast out the bond woman and her son that very day 
they were both taken away and never brought back 
any more. 

(v) This shows up demonostratively and ir
refutably, that we must be true to God and Holi
ness, at every cost; (i. e) Every thing counterfeit 
and satanic, must go. In this beautiful symbolism, 
Abraham, represents the whole visible church, as 
he is the father of the faithful; while Sarah typi
fies the Bride of Christ, who alone will have a place 
in the Glorious rapture of the Saints ; as the Lord 
is only coming for His bride, the brides are all 
married as you see Luke 12 ch., revealed in our 
Saviour's words, "Think not that I have come to 
send peace but division; in every home two against 
three and three against two father against son, 
son against father, mother against daughter, 
daughter against mother in law against daughter 
and daughter against mother-in law," Here 
daughter-in-law is nymphee which has no meaning, 
but bride. Our Saviour here is simply giving us 
the benefit of His prophetic office and prophesying 
what will take place despite His boundless redeem
ing grace and dying love; not only making Salva
tion free for all but exceedingly feasible as His 
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omnipotence forever sweeps away an difficulties and 
making salvation optionary to every human spirit; 
as He willeth not the death of any; but is delight
ed to save all. Many unwittingly conclude that 
God would save all if He could; this would at once 
run us into Universalism, an awfully . dangerous 
ressey because God has abundantly revealed to us 
that He willeth not the death of any, not only as
suring us by His infallible word; but confirming 
His word with His oath as He could swear by none 
greater, so sworn by Himself, "As I live, I delight 
not in the death of the wicked, but that he turn 
from His way and live; turn you Oh! ttirn you for
why will you die? 

(w) Therefore we are forced to the conclu
sion that God saves everyone who will l'et Him, 
never missing a chance. There are some things
He cannot do. The Bible says He cannot lie. It is 
equally true He cannot save a soul against His will 
as He has repeatedly revealed, "The soul that sin
neth, it shall die." Ezek. 18: 2, 4, 20. Truth is the 
splendor of His throne and the glory of His king
dom and will abide forever. God knows all who will 
let Him save them and in mercy spa,res them amid 
constant perils waiting for them to · repent. If He 
would save you, without the reciprocation of your 
own free will, in so doing He wouold dehumanize 
you, so you would never be a human being any 
more. What you would be we cannot opine; but we 
do know, humanity in all its phases and attitudes is· 
characterized by spiritual freedom. 

(x) Therefore satan lays under contribution 
all his myrmidons in earth and hell to put off on you 
a counterfeit repentance; knowing well that the 
real thing breaks his yoke forever and upsets all 
his enterprises for your damnation. If he can do 
anything to supercede, avert, or substitute for the 
godly sorrow, which invariably worketh repentance 
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in the heart, not to be regretted, believes the soul 
from the satanic yoke, opens the flood gate for the 
ingress of the Holy Ghost with the omnipotent re
sources of the new creation ; as every soul is a 
spiritual corpse, till He creates the divine life in 
it, the strong Greek compound zooeepoiese, from 
zooce, life, and poieoo, to create; consequently the 
literal meaning is, creates the divine life in you; 
thus bringing into the deal soul of the sinner a glo
rious new creation. So long as satan can keep you 
haU:ucinated with a counterfeit, e. g. Campbelism. 
which leaves out the very word repentance, putting 
in its place reformation; Oh, what a cunning satanic 
caprice! because reformation is nothing but man's 
work and utterly incompetent to av.ail a solitary 
iota in the stupendous work of .salvation, verily a 
new creation. Here you have the Campbellite at 
your door, offering you his reformation, it is alright 
in its place, we certainly should reform from ev
erything which is not right in the sight of God; 
satan has no objections to it from the simple fact 
th atit does not faze his yoke of bondage which hold 
th a tit does not faze his yoke of bondage which holds 
you tight in his black grip. " Man looks on the 
heart." Satan claims to be God, counterfeits Him 
and the great rank and file of humanity, take him 
for God and worship him, to his unutt.erable delight. 
Multitudes of people are so wick~d that they make 
the devil ashamed of them. They overdo the thing ; 
as all he wants is to get them and keep them for
ever. Therefore he has no objection to this great 
pomp and parade of reformation, church joining, as
signing pledges and pushing prohibition enterprises 
as there is no salvation enterprisesMFWYP--
as there is no salvation in any of them and you 
may have it al and like Dives, the great leader of 
religion, social reform and philanthropy in its day; 
wake up in hell. 
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(y) Another magnitudinous greased plank to 
run people into hell by millions without friction, is 
popular evangelism. I preached in Wichito, Kansas, 
during Billy Sunday's great revival and saw God's 
mighty works in the Free Methodist church. Good 
old Brother Ramsey, a saint ripe for glory, told me 
that a pastor who was not a Holiness man told him 
that he received a hundred and fifty of Billy's con
verts, and only four of them were converted. What 
a wholesale delusion,-a hundred and forty six de
ceived and twofold more the children of hell, be
cause they had lost their conviction, which was 
their only hope, meanwhile the four converted ones, 
got saved despite the multitudinous machinations of 
satan to deceive them, like the hundred and forty
six. od never fails to save people when they seek 
Him with all the heart, soul, mind and strength ; 
consequently some get saved amid this wast parade 
of drums, horns and infinitessimal Vanity Fair; 
meanwhile so many yield to the human manipula
tions, get their eye off od and Gtheir convictions 
evanesced before they are aware. It is said that 
Billy Sunday's revival in Pittsburg took out of it 
$15,000. This was a wonderful combination of 
human work, which never can save a soul, as s.alva:
tion is of the Lod. Our place is simply to adver
tise Him like John the Baptist and keep out of 
the way. 

(z) There is no trouble about salvation when 
the people give od a chance; as the omnipotence 
that tossed millions of worlds out of Utopian chaos 
into their appointed orbits, to sing, shine and speed 
their precipited flight around His effulgent throne, 
responsively to His amnific fiat forever. Reader, 
take no risk for your soul;, be sure you have that 
godly sorrow for sin, that makes you leave it all 
forever, confess to the very bottom and restone to 
the utmost possibility; when Omnipotence always 
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breaks Satan's yoke of bondage, sets the soul free 
as a bird of Paradise, to wing its flight away from 
transitory things, shne and shout around the 
throne, sing redeeming grace and dying love; eter
'nally delighted to go on unissions of love and 
mercy, to the ultima thule of the bouondless celes
tial universe. Oh! 'tis sweet to think hereafter 
when the spirit leaves this sphere; fove with death
less wings shall waft her to those she long hath 
mourned for here; 

Hearts from which 'twas death to sever, 
Eyes this world can ne'er restore; 
There is one, as bright as ever 
Shall greet us, and be lost no more. 

How unutterably blessed to sink away into 
His unfathoomable divinity, and float on the bosom 
of His infallible providence and grace, till He says, 
"Come up higher." 
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THE MIDNIGHT CRY. 

Matt. xxv. 1-13. 

Sometimes something may occur to you so harmoni
ously that you feel it is the Spirit's revelation, and that it 
would be better for the glory of God for you to ask a 
question, and if so, I make you free to do so at any time 
during the sermon. I have preached forty-four years, 
and have had a wonderfully strong voice, and have worn 
it out, and hence I am better adapted to teaching the peo
ple of God than the multitudes of the world. 

I would love to preach several times on the streets 
every day. You co_uld not keep me from it. Fifteen 
years ago I was preaching regu1arly six times a-day.-

You may wonder what my f.ext is. Sometimes people 
look for a special text. I do~'t believe in taking -t~xts; 
! believe in _perfect spiritual freedom ; I believe in letting, 
the Holy Ghost haye his way; and so: if (take a text,.. it. 
is because people 1091< for it: · I want it distinctly under- , 
stood that I am free. I am a member of i church, but 
I don't belong to _it. I belong to th~'"Lor4; :and am as 
free~ .as Abraham: Hallelujah! Wil(give yo"u this .text: 

"At midnight there was a cry made, Behold, thebride
' grdom cometh ; .go ye out to meet him." 

There were two great classes:· the virgins and those 
who were not virgins. Y o_u i;ee1 the ten" virgins all had 
their lamps lighted, and the balance were all "walking i_n 

- profound darkness. Every _ ;fnn~r walks _ in the 'd_evil'i; 
midnight; not a solitary ray of light falls ~~ his pathway. 

5 - ~ _.,. 

> 
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A number of our good brethren here to-night have just 
testified to a long life of wickedness. Their life was 
lived in darkness. 

My life as a sinner was as irreproachable as it has been 
as a Christian. I did not know the taste of whisky or 
beer, I never used profane language, never even used 
by~words, which is a wicked habit, for Christ says: "Let 
your yea be yea, and your nay, nay; for whatsoever is 
more than this cometh of evil," and your "Yes" is as 
strong without by-words. But I am much associated 
with those who have been the most wicked people. You 
have no idea of the multitudes of such people in the circle 
of evangelists from the Atlantic to the Pacific. In every 
State I have been intimately acquainted, and daily asso
ciated, with drunkards and saloon-keepers, who have 
been saved and sanctified, and in the pulpit full of the 
Holy Ghost. 

In one of my meetings in North Carolina my helper 
was Sam Page, a very wicked man, who had been saved 
and filled with the Holy Ghost; and every now and then, 
as shouts of glory were bursting here and there, he would 
get a landslide from heaven and shout at the top of his 
voice, "Don't you know I am Sam. Page?" The truth of 
his conversion seemed too wonderful. He knew the 
change had been wrought in him, and that he had been 
·brought into marvelous light; but he could not ex
press it. 

My own life was never blackened by any of the vulgar 
vices, but who knows but my self-righteousness was in 
the sight of God as abominable as the murderous, drunk-
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en deeds of others. The devil had put on me a mountain 
of self-righteousness, and the Holy Ghost made me so 
convicted I could neither eat nor sleep, and I thought I 
was the meanest boy out of hell. All sinners stand in 
great, black condemnation before God Almighty; the 
moral sinners will stand condemned with the drunkards 
and saloon-keepers in a little while. 

A short time ago I invited a man to come to my meet
ing, and he said, "I know where it is; the place belonged 
to the same party that owns my saloon," and then he 
spoke of his business and said: "I could not go there 
and then come here and sell whisky. I must tend to my 
business. It is this or starvation. I couldn't go to your 
meeting." There is a man under awful conviction. May 
the Lord help him. I encouraged him all I could by 
telling him I knew many who had been saloon-keepers 
who were now saved and doing well financially. 

I am intimately acquainted · with a brother in Texas 
who told me he heard of a sweeping revival conducted by 
an evangelist, and one night he went, and as he walked 
down the aisle the man standing in the pulpit cried out his 
name and said: "Is that you?" and he said he knew the 
man well, and when they had last met both were ·dru?k, 
and when they met in that revival both were evangelists. 
We live in an age of miracles. 

If the sinner dies unsaved, he walks from the .devil's 
midnight into hell. But r" need not dwell longer on that 
part of the theme, and I pray that if-you are not all Chris
tians, God will send the light to your heart, that you may" 
fly to him for mercy. 
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'!'he ten have their lamps lighted. '!'hat is regenera
tion. 'I'he lamp is union with God. They were all one, 
and when your soul gets the Holy Ghost you have the 
light; so at first they all had their lamps lighted, and 
there was no difference. So where does the difference 
begin? The reason the five were wise, Dr. Clarke says, 
they had their lamps full of oil. They filled their lamps 
and kept them trimmed. 

All through the Bible oil symbolizes the Holy Ghost. 
They poured it over the priests, symbolizing the out
pouring of the Holy Ghost. Being regenerated makes 
you a priest, and sanctification puts you into the sanc
tum sanctorum. Sanctification leads you into the holy of 
holies, and so in the new dispensation the priesthood is 
transferred to the members of the church; and then what 
becomes of your license to preach? Peter and Paul had 
no license, and they were pretty good preachers. Giving 
a license is a mere church courtesy. They said to me: 
"Boy, they tell me you are preaching all over the coun
try. Why don't you get a license?" I said: "I can not 
preach good enough ; but if you want to give me a license, 
I will thank the presiding elder for it." They told me to 
go to the next conference and they would fix it up; and 
I went, and as I had preached five years without a license 
they jumped over the license of exhorters and gave me a 

license to preach. I wouldn:t miss mine, because I 
learned to preach without it. 

The oil is the Holy Ghost and the vessel is the heart, 
and the reason five were wise was because they were full 
of the Holy Ghost. 
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Sinners have no lamps lighted. A man walks head
long into the Ohio River because he has no lamp lighted, 
but is walking in darkness. 
)(Why the other five were called foolish was because 
they did not get more oil. Simply because they didn't 
get their hearts filled with God. 

A man said to me: "I told some preachers about you, 
and they said you were a crank.'~I can afford to have 
preachers call me a fool, but I can't afford to have God 
call me a fool. X Let people call you a fool or a crank, 
but don't be a fool in God's sight. People thought, twen
ty-six years ago, I was crazy; they actually gave me a 
free ride from Boone County, Kentucky, to turn me over 
as a crazy man, and I jumped and shouted more than 
any one you ever saw. 

And that ride was the happiest of my life. The driver 
was blue as indigo, and my shouts only convinced them 
more thoroughly that I was crazy. On the way they con
cluded, instead of taking me to the asylum they would 
take me to the presiding elder and give my case over to 
him. At that time Bishop McTyeires was calling 
for volunteers to go to the Lone Star emp~re, 

and so I told them to telegraph my name to 
Bishop McTyeires, and said: "I am not at home 
among the proud people of my · native land, but 
I would feel free among the poor and ignorant, and 
out among the cowboys." I will never forget his ~ook. 
He was in sympathy with me, . and said: "Brother God
bey, the man who had four hundred people converted in 
his circuit last year can not transfer from the Kentucky 
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Conference. I would rather lose any other man than 
you." "But," said I, "they have hauled me off and won't 
have me." And he answered: "Our Cabinet was flood
ed with calls for Godbey, but I managed to get him 
where he was needed-where no one had petitioned for 
him, but where he was most needed; but now I will take 
you away and send them a dead man, for I have more 
than I know what to do with," and so he exchanged me 
with a wonderfully fine looking man. And after the 
Cabinet swapped our appointments hundreds of people 
were saved on my charge, and some were sanctified, and 
the membership more than doubled, and showers of 
blessings fell, and the people who hauled me off heard of 
the mighty work of God where I was sent, and the very 
man who drove the wagon that hauled me off said to me: 
"We did not know our opportunity, but it's too late." 

So I have been called a fool and a fanatic for Jesus' 
sake, but calling me a fool does not make me one; and so 
all the people of the world can call you a fool, but when 

)(" Jesus calls you a fool you can mark it down you are a 
fool, and you can't get away from it. There are thou
sands of Christic,ms all around us, and Jes us has decided 
that they are all fools. My Lord! Have mercy! that is 
an awful thing. 

There is a great advantage in having oil of your own 
on hand, and you can keep your lamp brightly burning. 

Before I was sanctified I had a glorious regeneration, 
and had showers of blessings, but then they were followed 
by long, dry times, like the drought that has prevailed 
this summer so extensively in many of the States ; but; 
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glory to God, when He sanctified me twenty-nine years 
ag~e came into my soul to stay, and I have heard the 
music of heaven night and day ever since. 

Before I was sanctified I was shouting happy in a 
revival many a time, and then the gloom would gather, 
and the glory would be transitory, and it would evanesce; 
but twenty-nine years ago I met one who said, "I will 
never leave thee; I have come to stay with you forever," 
and I have found it so. I praise His name forever. And 
so, get your vessel filled with oil. Then you will shed 
light on others, and you will be able to supply your 
neighbors at any time. 

When I was a little boy I used to hear mother sing: 

"The rightest man I ever saw 
Was the one who prayed the most, 

His soul was filled with glory, 
And with the Holy Ghost." 

Sanctification brings into your heart a spirit of prayer 
which never departs. Beloved, there is a vast difference 
between profession and possession. Don't grasp at the 
shadow and miss the substance. I beg of you to be 
sure your vessels are filled with oil. If not, you are fool
ish, and you are foolish to your own awful and eternal 
discomfiture. Oh ! Spirit of God, write this truth in
effaceably on believers and on the hearts of all. 

Some question will probably arise as to the sleep. 
While the Bridegroom tarried they all slumbered and 
slept. 
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Dr. Clarke said they all died, and it was the sleep of 
death, but he wrote from your Bible, which reads their 
lamps had gone out, while the Greek reading is, "Our 
lamps are going out," which makes a different meaning. 
A lamp that is going out is still burning. If you say it is 
going out, you mean there is still a light; you mean it 
still burns; if it had gone out, you would say so. Cer
tainly ! The lamps of the foolish virgins were burning, 
but dimly; burning out because of the deficiency of oil. 
So everything comes out so harmoniously, and you find 
everything so consistent you must make it a spiritual 
sleep, and I can see how this would hold true of the fool
ish virgins; but how about the wise? The Bible is its own 
expositor. We need not explain the slumber of the fool
ish, because you see that. 
~ Well, don't you know that every person who is full of 

the Holy Ghost is a wise virgin; but because the pulpit 
has been silent on this subject for the last fifteen hundred 
years you can't listen to these doctrines in any of the 
churches, and they are not preached because it is all con
trary to their adopted creed and catechism, and so they 
sweep away the expectancy of the Lord's coming and do 
away with the millennial reign of Christ in glory on this 
earth. They are right on some of the doctrines of Christ, 
but here they have not the independence to cut loose and 
leave their creeds and preach the Bible, entirely regardless 
of the intolerancy of ecclesiastical authorities, and the 
refusal of the fallen bride to support them. And so, dur
ing the ages past there have been thousands of people 
who were wise and filled with the Holy Ghost who were 
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not on the lookout for the Lord's return. They don't 
profess it. No ! they never heard it 'preached. 

The Holy Ghost made me free and gave me the whole 
Bible to preach, and I am going to preach it. 

My great-grandfather owned over thirty col~red peo
ple, but he got connrted under the preaching of Bishop 
Asbury, and went to his negroes and told them what the 
Lord had done for his soul, and said: "Now you ·are as 
free as I am." And so slavery went out of our family in 
the days of my great-grandfather; and I have made many 
an anti-slavery speech when I was a boy, but after a 
while I went North and spent the war pedod in the 
North, and the Lord used me there to pioneer the holi
ness movement; and so sanctification makes you free and 
takes out all the North and South and East and West. I 
am as free in Michigan as in Texas, and I go where the 
Lord leads me. The Lord led me into the Methodist 
Church, and has not led me out, and that is why I am 
there to-day; and so the Holy Ghost makes you free 
under all circumstances, and full salvation burns out all 
sticklerism. I went to Washington in response to a call 
from the pastor of the First Baptist Church and preached 
for the Baptists. Why, certainly! Of course I did; went 
all the way from California to preach for the Baptists in 
Washington ! 

The holiness movement is going on throughout the 
West. While in Washington I was walking around the 
city in the afternoon, and I heard the drum in the ·street 
meetings and saw the Army, and over there were the 
American Volunteers and on this side the Methodists 
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and on that side the Free Methodists, and here were my 
Baptists, jumping as high and shouting as loud as the 
rest, and I said, "Hurrah for the Baptists!" and when I 
go back I shall fall in with my Baptists again. Why, cer
tainly! I find sanctified people in all denominations, and 
many of them don't claim it; don't know it. No, they 
don't know what it is. A long time ago, in the midst of 
my sermon a gray-headed Methodist preacher got up 
and said, "If I don't shout, I will burst!" I have been 
sanctified twenty years, and never found it out until to
day." Time he shouted. I let him shout. Why, cer
tainly! And I preached in a place where they had never 
heard of sanctification, and an old Campbellite said he 
.had never heard of it, but had had it seven years; and so 
you Methodists let the Campbellites get ahead of you. 
And so, I find people in all denominations-Baptists, 
Presbyterians, Congregationalists, and all others
are sanctified and do not know it. There are 
thousands and thousands of people filled with the 
Holy Ghost. I have many a time found an · old 
negress at the washtub who did n?t know her letters who 
would shout as she did her humble duties, and did not 
know she had sanctification, i. e., did not know what to 
call the blessing. And so you will find some in all 
churches filled with the Holy Ghost. Find them occa
sionally even among the Roman Catholics. While 
preaching in Denver, Colorado, I heard it announced 
that a Roman Catholic priest would preach the next 
night, and he was a gloriously sanctified man. A sanc
tified Roman Catholic priest! and don't you know 
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Thomas a-Kempis, who has helped you so, lived and 
died a Roman Catholic priest ? 

"Of Him who did salvation bring, 
I'm at the fountain drinking; 

I could forever think and sing, 
I'm on my journey home. 

"Glory to God, I'm at the fountain drinking, 
Glory to God, I'm on my journey home." 

There! You thought that was a Methodist song,. 
didn't you? An old Roman Catholic priest, living eight 
hundred years ago, in the middle of. the dark ages, who 
was gloriously sanctified and full of the Holy Ghost, 
wrote that song, and I don't wonder John Wesley put it 
in his song. And Madame Guyon lived in the Roman 
Catholic Church. And here is the fact: The whole Bible 
is not preached in the pulpit, and people are living in 
ignorance of these truths, and many are sleeping. Sleep
ing is the antithesis of watching. A so16ier who stands 
as sentinel must not sleep, and is bound not to sleep, but 
must watch ; and so we are to be on the watch for the 

,Lord's coming. Those whose vessels are filled with oil 
are ready, and the Lord is coming, may come at any mo
ment, and to his true people it will be the happiest sur
prise of this life. They will just wake up and say, "Hal
lelujah! Well, Jesus, is this you? I would rather see you 
than any one in this universe. Glory! Glory! Glory! I 
was not looking for you now. I thought you were not 
coming so soon. Glory! Glory! Glory I" But they are 
not all that way. 

Wesleyan Church 

ARCHIVES 
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Some were shouting, "Behold, He cometh! Behold, 
He cometh!" I have been shouting it for twenty years. 
What a wonderful flood of light on this subject is inun
dating the world! Only two years ago Brother Carra
dine got light on it, and preached it, and Dr. Watson 
preached his first sermon on it, and there has been a 
regular revelation on the subject in the last few years. 
You do not find one sanctified man in a thousand who is 
not looking for the speedy coming of the Lord. 

You people who are trying to put creed on the . holi
ness movement, I hope you will ride the horse bareback, 
and I hope if you put this saddle on, you will see it 
shaken off. 

Wesley had all he could do to revive the great doc
trine of entire sanctification, and he did not make a spe
cialty of this, though he believed it. But God wants us 
to preach it, and be on the watch for Jesus, and believe 
the Bible instead of creed. 

"At midnight there was a cry made." 
What does that mean? Of course, it can not have 

the natural meaning, because it is midnight somewhere 
every twenty-four hours; but here it means the time of 
sleep, the deepest slumber, when naught is heard but the 
roar of the lashing waves upon the rock-bound shore, 
and the low barking of the watch dog and the screech of 
the night owl, and when in the popular church there will 
be few, comparatively, who will be on the lookout for 
Christ, At present the expectancy of His comin2" is 
almost confined to the holiness movement, which is but a 
handful when contrasted to the multitudes in the churches 
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and of the world. And so, it is the very hour of mid
night when the cry is made, "Behold, the Bridegroom 
cometh; go ye out to meet Him!" 

There will be a wonderful sifting of the holiness move
ment when the Lord comes. Nothing but the filling of 
the Holy Ghost will qualify you for the Coming. 

And so, the foolish virgins were unsanctified Chris
tians. The Bible is our finale in every investigation of 
the truth, and here we find the lamps had not gone out, 
and so the virgins were not apostates; they had not lost 
their regeneration ; they were not backsliders ; but they 
were Christians in th'e churches, justified people, who 
think that if they can keep their justification that will do. 
They said: "If we can manage to keep our lamps burn
ing, it will be all right"; but they were shut out, though 
the lamps were :;till burning when the Lord came. They 
kept their lamps burning, but they were not admitted to 
the marriage supper. None but the wise went in. None · 
but the members of the Bridehoocl were present at the 
marriage supper of the Lamb. And so, none but those 
who are sanctified wholly will have a part in the first 
resurrection. The bridehood will rise from the dead, as 
the apostle beautifully explains in the fourth chapter of 
first Thessalonians: "And those who are alive at His 
coming will not prevent those who are asleep"; and meet 
Him in the air. 

How glorious it will be not to see death, but to be 
translated, and never see death and never lay down this 
body in the grave! 
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If it be the Lord's will to delay His coming, and thi5 
body dies, I will go to Him, of course. The Lord will 
come for me when I die as when Stephen died, or send 
angels, for Jes us will not come fo r us ; we go to Him ; 
and so, if it is His will for me to go to Him, Amen! All 
right! And they need not nail on my coffin lid very 
strong, for I am going up with the L ord when He comes, 
and should He come to-day, I will never have to leave 
this body and will never see death. 

Now, suppose the arch-angel's trumpet should roar 
and the voice of Jes us should ring around the earth and 
awaken the sleeping millions of the bridehood, and the 
first scene would be the raising of the dead, and this dark, 
cloudy night they would light the firmament, and we 
would see the very elements illuminated with the glory 

of the risen saints, and the earth should ring with their 
shouts of victory, and while thus bewildered in contem
plation, before we were aware we would find ourselves 
shouting in the air. One hundred and twenty-five 
pounds is all that keeps me on this earth. Your trans
lated body won't be heavy enough to hold you here, and 
so your body will go responsive to your soul, and so we 
will be translated before we know it, and while we are 
still spellbound, listening to the shouts of the risen saints, 
and beholding the very firmament, illuminated, with the 
glory of the risen saints-before we are aware, we will 
shout like them, and be just like them, and this is the 
rapture. The parable of the virgins really culminates in 
the rapture. 
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At the most unexpected hour He will come secretly 
and steal away His bride unknown to the frolicking 
church. No one expecting Him but the Bride. 

A man has contracted marriage with a lady, and while 
all the family are asleep at midnight they are going to 
run away; and so he comes and takes her away unknown 
to all save herself; and so Jes us comes for His bride. I 
am looking for Him. Oh, I want to be stolen. I am so 
anxious to be stolen. My friends, my friends! suppose 
you miss it, and if you are not truly sanctified, there is no 
mistake, no bunkum about it, many holiness people are 
going to be left outside with the foolish virgins. They 
have not the complete victory. They have claimed it, 
but have not really reached it in its fullness; they have it 
not in harmony with the New Testament standard, which 
means they must be filled with the Holy Ghost. I would 
not take any risk on it for worlds. 

The time is at hand. The rapture will last, according 
to Scripture, forty-seven years, and oh, beloved, you can't 
afford to miss it and be left outside when Jesus comes. 

In the meantime, the great tribulation will be raging 
over the earth, God will be executing His judgments on 
the wicked of the earth, and if He spared not the wicked 
cities in ages past, He will not spare this wicked world 
when He comes. The same awful destruction will come 
on it, and every throne shall fall, and Babylon will be 
smashed into smithereens, and all except the holiness 
movement, the holiness people, properly so called, or the 
people who believe and possess Holy Ghost religi'-1, will 
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be here in the glorious millennium, and will flood the 
world with the glory of God a thousand years. 

"Don't people say to come out of Babylon?" Yes, . 
they say, Come out, it is going to fall; and some day we 
who are sanctified will come out of Babylon, and the 
great tribulation will set in and Babylon shall fail,XThere 
are millions of preachers in Babylon, a·nd wherever you 
find anti-holiness religion you find Babylon, which means 
confusion, and I feel God wants me there to preach Holy 
Ghost religion, and I won't be condemned. 

The sound ship floats on the ocean, and I know I am 
all right so long as Babylon doesn't get in me. I am 
ready to go and shine and shout in the midst of Babylon, 
and God needs me there. 

When the five foolish virgins came and knocked, 
what did the Savior mean by "I know you not"? God 
says to the sinner, "I know you not," and yet he knows 
him as a sinner, but knows him not as His child. And so 
you will not be known as a member of the bridehood 
unless you are sanctified wholly. In regeneration you are 
betrothed, but you are not married, and you are not a wife 
until you are married, and so regeneration is your be
trothal and sanctification your marriage to the Lord 
Jesus Christ, and so when He comes again He will take 
His bride, and you have to become married to Him 
before you can become a member of the bridehood, and 
hence unsanctified Christians will be excluded from the 
bridehood while the tribulations are inundating the globe, 
which are described in Judges and in the 16th, 17th and 

18th of Revelations. 
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The saints of God will not be harmed, but the wicked 
will be killed; and, oh, what a description we have of 
these tribulations! The Bible says such a time of trouble 
there will be as the world never saw, and so I believe the 
Bible. My Savior, though, will take up His bride, and 
we won't be here during these wars and tribulations, and 
while these are taking place on earth and countles& mul
titudes of dead are everywhere, we will be caught up 
during that time to the marriage supper of the Lamb. 

Some think the tribulation will last only seven years, 
and some think it will be three and a half, for if that per
iod were not shortened, there would be no life left on the 
earth; but however that is, during that time will be the 
marriage supper, and there will be the judgment, and 
the "last shall be first and the first shall be last," and the 
one who has received five talents and gained five more 
will be made ruler over five cities, and the one who has 
received ten talents and gained ten more, will be made 
ruler of ten cities. 

Don't you know the world is going to be ruled by the 
transfigured saints, and this whole world will be the 
possession of the saints, and be ruled by them from the 
rising of the sun to the going down of the same? 

There are twelve grand divisions of the globe to-day, 
and some of the saints will have rule of these soon. 

And so we will all have our places in the coming 
kingdom, and I feel a divine intimation that the apostle 
Paul will be President of the United States. I expect we 
will receive an invitation from him to the grandest holi-
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ness convention that the world ever saw, and people will 
come from all over Christendom. 

And in the glorious coming kingdom there will be no 
law but the Bible, and on every mountain and hill and 
acre will be scenes of peace and industry, and on every 
hand we will see "Holiness unto the Lord," and on every 
side we will hear "Holiness unto the Lord"; and the 
judgment of the bridehood will take place and we will be 
rewarded according to the deeds done in the body . . It is 
the truth, it is the Word of God, and I like to preach it. 
They tell me if I don't stop preaching it I will have 
another paralytic stroke, but I am going on preaching it. 
I have been preaching it twenty years, and I am going 
on preaching it until I get my golden harp, and I am 
going to do the best I can, and get the richest reward 
there is for me in the coming kingdom in spite of the 
howling of so-called holiness leaders, who fight the plain 
truth of God, and the ecclesiastical authorities, who would 
have me stop preaching the coming of Jesus, for I am 
out under the wonderful leadership of the Holy Ghost. 
I am so glad he led me out of the Kentucky Conference, 
and told me to fly to the ends of the earth and preach the 
everlasting Gospel, and, oh, beloved, if you could only 
have an illumination flash out on the wonderful realities 
of the coming kingdom, how it would inspire you who 
suffer for Christ's sake. Do all you can and you will 
receive a rich reward. I don't know that; the Bible 
don't say so; but it does say Jesus will be King of kings 
and Lord of lords, and that we ·shall be kings and priests 
unto Him, and reign with him a thousand years, and "the 
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last shall be first and the first shall be last." And the tall 
plug-hat preachers and those who sat in the front pews, 
if they have not their vessels filled with oil, will not be 
ready to meet Him. Oh, beloved, beloved, get ready and 
have your vessels filled with oil when Jesus comes. 

The United States army is increasing, and every na
tion is making more preparations for war, and they are all 
rocking with the throes of the terrible earthquake which 
shall be when Jes us comes and calls His people from 
every nation under the sun. Oh, beloved, get ready! 
Then the tribulations will set in, and there will be such a 
time of trouble as the world has never seen. There will 
be no protection for your persons nor property, and sin 
will have its course among the people, and men will be 
unrestrained by laws, and they will shoot each other down 
on every hand, and women will be brutalized, and, oh, 
beloved, get ready, get ready to mount the skies and be 
forever with the Lord. While the world is belted with 
these tribulations we will be enjoying the marriage sup
per of the Lamb, and then, at the end of that period we 
shall return, and the millennium will set in, and the glory 
of the Lord will cover the earth, and the millennium will 
be the glorious harvest, and people will get converted 
then before they get old, and get sanctified before they 
have time to backslide. 

Oh, don't you see the good time coming? I feel like 
Henry Clay. Years ago, as he stood on the summit of 
the Allegheny Mountains and enjoyed the scenery, as he 
stood in a listening attitude, and was asked for what he 
was listening, he replied: "I am listening to the tread 
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of the coming millions." He knew they were coming to 
populate the Pacific Slope and constitute the greatest 
nation on the globe. 

Glory to God! Jesus, the Hero, the Conqueror, will 
be here, and no devil to deceive the people, and actual sin 
will not be tolerated at all; but all will need the grace o( 
God to give them clean hearts and keep them, and the 
prophecies will be fulfilled that a nation will be born in 
a day. The Lord will return with thousands of His 
saints, and ten thousand of them will light down on Ohio 
and her wicked cities, and we will hear that all Ohio is 
saved, and then twenty thousand sweep clown with light
ning velocity to New York, and soon a signal reaches 
us, "All New York is saved," and a cablegram from Ire
land tells us Ireland is saved, and Scotland is saved; and a 
hundred thousand transfigured saints light clown in Paris, 
the city of fashions, the city. of murders, the city of sui

cides, the city of harlotry, the home of all sin, and a cable
gram bears the news to America, "Paris is saved." 

You sing: "We'll girdle the globe with salvation." 
The time is nearing. The grand harvest is coming. 

This first resurrection will take in the saints of the 
martyrdom, and all the sanctified Christians will go up 
with Jesus when he calls, but the unsanctifiecl Chris
tians will be left on the earth to take their chances during 
the awful tribulation, when the wicked will be killed. God 
knows and will spare those who will receive the grace of 
God, but all the rest will be hackled out. All who will 

not submit to the kingship of Jesus and His righteous 
rule of the world will have to leave. All who have 
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crossed the dead line will leave to make room for the re
turning saints, who will populate the world after the trib
ulation. Oh, this world's population will be sifted, and 
oh, beloved, beloved, get ready! get ready! My Lord! 
help every one here to be ready ! Are you ready to-night 
for the midnight cry? Oh, beloved, you can not afford 
to miss the chance of being taken up out of the tribula
tions which are coming. Oh, beloved, get ready, get 
ready! 

.· 
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CHRIST'S RETURN SYMBOLIZED. 

"And she said: I will go."-Gen. xxiv. 58. 

One reason I seldom give readings in the Old Testa
ment is because it covers so much territory. But to
night we will sit at the feet of the Revelator, and explore 
this wonderful chapter a little while. 

As nearly all were here while the lesson was being 
read, and are familiar with the story of Rebekah, I will 
give you the spiritual application of it without spending 
time to rehearse the chapter literally. 

Will give the literal facts before we give the explan
ation. 

Abraham, in this chapter, symbolizes God, Isaac, the 
Lord Jesus Christ. Eleazar, the foreman of Abraham's 
house, symbolizes the Holy Ghost. 

Yott must remember that Abraham was immensely 
rich in silver and gold. He was a millionaire, and it was 
necessary that he should possess this wealth to be like 
God Almighty who is rich. It is said also that Isaac was 
heir to the unbroken inheritance of his father. Eleazar, 
the foreman of his home, and chief steward, is like the 
Holy Ghost, for we have the fact revealed that the Holy 
Ghost is the steward of all the riches of the heavenly 
Father's boundless Kingdom, and He is sent out into 
this world to hunt a wife for Jesus. 

The world at that time had a small population, as it 
was a short time, only a few generations, after the flood. 
Hence the world, having so sparse a population, was a 

26 
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dreary waste, a vast wilderness, and there was not an 
organized government on the globe, and religion was 
simply confined to the family of Abraham, who inaugur
ated the patriarchal dispensation, and gives charge not 
to take a wife of the daughters of Canaan, but to go 
where the family reside. The bride of Christ is not to be 
taken from this wicked world. 

Like the hideous inhabitants of Canaan, but for the 
power of God, Abraham's family would have gone into 
idolatry, and consequently God called Abraham out of 
that family and made him a patriarch in the new dispensa
tion, and this family retained the worship of the true God 
from the house of Noah, whereas others rapidly drifted 
into idolatry. 

He goes to procure a wife for Isaac, and was made to 
confirm by a solemn oath that he would not take from 
the daughters of Canaan, a land of idolatry, a wife for his 
son, and Christ is not to take a bride from the people of 
the wicked world, but from the people of God; and here 
we have an unanswerable argument for the second work 
of grace. He makes him swear that he will not take a 
wife from worldly people, but go to Mesopotamia, to 
Abraham's own people, the people of God, who, you re
member, recognized the Almighty, showing they were 
worshipers of Jehovah. 

It was a long way to Mesopotamia, and a dangerous 
journey, and Eleazar had to take an armed guard with 
him. 

So, having traversed that long, dreary journey 
through the desert of Arabia, and through Syria and 
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Mesopotamia, he reaches the end of his journey; and, 
you remember, he prayed that certain signs might desig
nate the intended bride; and the damsel that shall be so 

kind as to give them drink should be the one selected by 
the Lord for his master's wife; and, sure enough, Re

bekah comes to the well, and she responds most gladly: 
"Yes, my Lord," and gives them drink, and will draw 
water for their camels ; and here is a peculiar phenome

non: This well, like the well in Mt. Zion and the pool of 
Salome, and also of Bethesda, near Jerusalem, was de
scended by a flight of stone steps, and it was no little 
labor to go down those steps and carry up water enough 
to satisfy ten camels, for the camel is a large animal, and 

drinks much water; and it looks inconsistent, Abraham's 
servant and his attendants sitting by the well, while she 
carries water for their camels and themselves. 

The justified experience is characterized by labor. 
Trials and labor all through. Rebekah was in the justi
fied experience ; she had the working religion when . 
Abraham's servant met her. How inconsistent to see her 
running up and down those steps. However, the pitcher 
she carried was not the size of your pitchers. The same 
Hebrew word which is here translated pitcher is used in 
the Old Testament as "barrel," the "twelve barrels" of 
water which were poured on Elijah's sacrifice. It was a 
great earthen pitcher, hence larger vessel than we use as 
pitchers; but she must have made forty trips up and 
down those steps, and those big fellows sitting around 
and doing nothing, seeing her do that. So we learn the 
lesson of the justified experience; it is labor, spiritual la-

I 
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bor. In the same time a rested man will do ten times 
more and better work than a man who is overworked . 
.l( When I was in the justified experience I had to work 
all the week to prepare two sermons for Sunday, but since 
I was sanctified I have never seen a moment when I was 
not ready to preach and ready to die. Sometimes I have 
preached six or seven times a day, and would actually 
enjoy preaching to you a ye'ar, but I can't stay that long. 

But, oh, the labor! the labor of the justified experi
ence! 

\\Tith another man I ran across the plains to Los 
Angeles, California, and at Ogden the agent came up and 
took our tickets and kept punching them, describing us; 
he noted size and complexion, and everything about us, 
and marked me as middle-aged, and when in California 
I met the other man and referred to the descriptive card 
and found that the same man who marked me middle
aged marked the other old, and I am thirteen years older 
than he is. .It was because I got sanctified before I got 
old. In the justified experience of hard labor people get 
prematurely old. I am in the forty-fifth year of my 
ministry, and, don't you know, I would have been super
annuated long ago if I had not been sanctified. Ministers 
get old, and no one wants them, and they have to be 
superannuated. No man wants to be thus laid aside, but 
there is no appointment for them. Well, don't you know 
the reason? "Why, I have calls enough to-day for a thou
sand men. Certainly! More than I ever had in my life. 
Had to get sanctified in self-defense against superannua
tion. Never get old. Bloom in glorious youth forever. 
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The reason our ministers are broken down is that 
they have this toiling religion. Work, work, work, 
ceas6less drudgery. They need the perfect rest that will 
make them bright and lively, and feeling like they could 
leap across the Ohio at a single bound. 

Rebekah said: "Yes, my Lord," and drew water for 
the camels also. She submits willingly and gladly, and 
when justified people do that He always gives new light, 
and calls them to something better. 

Eleazar gave her gold, which is typical of Holy Ghost 
religion. In our dispensation women wear gold on their 
persons instead of in their hearts. They are three thou
sand years behind the age. The gold in Solomon's tem
ple was fine, and emblematizes the fine gold of Holy 
Ghost religion, which is to be in the temple of the Holy 
Ghost in us; and yet our churches display the golden 
chains and rings and ornaments, and rob themselves and 
·spend money for jewelry which they ought to be spending 
in saving the heathen, and show themselves to be way 
behind the age. 

The money Rebekah received at the well was the call 
of the Holy Ghost to something better; and when she 
came to the house they saw the valuables. 

An<l if you get Holy Ghost religion, every one will 
h.now it; and, like her brother and father and mother, 
will want to know what is the matter. They will see the 
light in your face, and the fl.ash from your eyes, and the 
Holy Ghost will manifest Himself to all you meet. 

Rebekah brought them all home with her, and when 
Eleazar came to the house they received him kindly, and 
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heard their story, and provided for their camels, and pre
pared a sumptuous repast for them to satisfy their hun
ger, and allowed them to rest from their toil. Then they 
urge a delay, and bid them tarry with them, but Eleazar 
says he can not stay; he is on business, and so you 
see the haste of Eleazar.)( All the way through, the Holy 
Ghost is quick. He is lively, and so no wonder they 
are freezing our churches into ice-houses with their long 
preludes and interludes and afterludes. Some one ought 
to sing through the preludes, though it would be grossly 
out of order except to sing: 

"Hark, from the tombs the doleful sound I" 

Thus the Holy Ghost is grieve.cl away. Holiness peo
ple should remember that they are the custodians an<l 
the representatives of the Holy Ghost. Wait for noth
ing. Lead in prayer, go on and preach a sermon while 
they are getting ready. The Holy Ghost is an effectual 
cure for the slow, and you can not keep the Holy Ghost 
unless you are lively. Eleazar proceeded at once to 
learn whether he might take the damsel home to his 
master; and her kindred, like all true worshipers of 
Abraham's God, said: "The thing is of the Lord," and 
would not oppose he~True Christians will never op
pose sanctification. Th~y say it is of the Lord, and as 

. soon as they learn of the Holy Ghost they will receive 
Him. 

So now the damsel is called, and they let her decide, 
and when they call her before them she says, "I will go." 
That is her consecration. She makes complete conse-
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cration, and says, "I will go." Eleazar, having taken 
supper and spent the night, wishes to go at once the next 
morning, and despite their entreaties she goes with him. 
She has consecrated all, and says, "I will go"; and so 
Eleazar, with the characteristic quickness of the Holy 
Ghost, makes no delay; makes ready for the journey. 

Oh, that churches would receive the Holy Ghost! 
They are being slowed to death. Preachers and mem
bers slowed to death by the church services, and by one 
another. Why, don't you know, you can slow a rail
road train down and down until it comes to a halt ? 
Take all the brakemen off and turn every one into fire
men; we need no brakemen, for it is up grade all the way. 
The hardest temptations were given me by Methodist 
preachers and good friends. They would point out a 
blue grass station, and about the preacher say, "Godbey, 
you can preach out of sight of him." Well, they once 
had me in such a place, and they knew it would not do 
again to send me . to rich places, and I am glad of it. 
God gave me victory in that temptation, and I told the 
bishop I was a candidate for the roughest hard-scrabble 
mission in Kentucky Conference. I bid for it to glorify 
God, and they knew I was ready to go to the hardest 
places; but they never sent me where I did not get a good 
living. The report came from the Cabinet to me, "He 
loves Jes us so he would gladly go to the North Pole 
and freeze to death for Him; and as he won't take care of 
himself, we have to take care of him"; and they never 
gave me an appoint1!1ent where I was not well cared for, 
and the people never let me freeze or go hungry. So 
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you follow the Holy Ghost, and you will get along better 
tlian you expected. 

Don't you know a man's enemies will be of his own 
household? My friends wanted me to have a paying 
charge, but I put in my bid for a poor country circuit. 
They meant it for my good, but they had not . the light 
I had, and I would not for a million worlds have taken it 
and been untrue to the leadership of the Holy Ghost. 

Oh, learn to meet the devil squarely! If you give 
him an inch, he will take an ell. Never run from a bay
onet charge. More are killed by retreat than by rushing 
to meet the foe. Face about and beat the devil at his 
own game. 

The question is with them, Will they let her go? 
She is going to a far country, and they may never see 
her again, and so they ask a little time. True people of 
God will not lay anything in the way of serving the Lord, 
and so they let her choose, and she said, "I will go." 
And they blessed her and said, "Be thou the mother of 
thousands and millions, and thy seed shall possess the 
gate of those which hate them," and we are under this 
wonderful prophecy of the coming millennium, and her 
children will belt the globe and rule the people and pos
sess the gates of the cities ; yet the givers of this pro
phecy knew nothing of the coming millennium; but had 
the spirit of prophecy. There was a long, hard, and 
dangerous journey before her through the desert, and 
through a land inhabited by robbers, and the hiding 
places of wild beasts on either side of the path, and the 
unknown country before her, and it required courage to 
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face those dangers ; but she said, "I will go." God help 
us to say, "I will go." 

When I was traveling through that country in 1895 
I had to hire an armed guard to keep the robbers off, and 
the region has always been the hiding place of thieves; 
and it meant a good deal to Rebekah to bid farewell to 
father and mother and friends and home, and take this 
perilous ride to a country she knew not, and with people 
who were strangers to her; but she heroically said, "I 
will go." 

The Holy Ghost is calling you. Will you go? Will 
you mount the camel? 

You know the camel has the strongest back of any 
beast in the animal kingdom. They can easily carry a 
big wagon load, and it is wonderful how much can be 
packed and bound on a camel's back. When I was 
going through a street in Jerusalem called "Via Dolo
rosa," meaning "painful," where Jesus walked, bearing 
His cross, I met a camel carrying a load of straw which 
filled the street. 

Everything in Jerusalem is carried by camels and 
donkeys. They are removing old buildings and erect
ing new ones all the time, and the camels carry all the 
rock, ten miles into the city, and they even load them 
with railroad ties for the road from Jerusalem to Joppa. 
Once while riding through the streets some one whipped 
my donkey (it is always considered in that country to be 
a- favor to have your donkey thrashed; however, I did 
not so consider it; my donkey was going along all right 
until they whipped him), and then he ru~hed into a group 
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of camels carrying those ties. It seemed cruel to load 
them so heavily, and yet they easily carry weights that 
other animals could not bear at all, for the hump on 
their back comes together so as to form a fulcrum, and 
they seem to be made for the purpose of bearing these 
burdens. 

Well, the Holy Ghost has been sent into this world to 
take out a bride for the glorified Savior. When Aha
suerus commanded that Vashti be brought before him 
at his feast, and she refused to come, he sent out couriers 
to traverse the one hundred and twenty-seven provinces 
of the empire and hunt the fairest damsels, that he might 
choose a queen from them ; the choice was Esther; so 
the Holy Ghost is coming to hunt out a bride for Christ, 
and He will take her from the justified. If only regener
ated by the Holy Ghost, they can respond to the call of 
the bridehood. 

The Holy Ghost is here to-night, and is hunting fof' 
the bride of Christ, and calling Rebekah to meet Isaac, 
and as Isaac inherited the vast estate of his father, so 
the Son of God inherits all things, and is waiting in 
heaven until the Holy Ghost has prepared · the bride to• 
meet Him, and Jesus says: "Lo, I am with you always"; 
so you must keep in your mind the spiritual Christ and 
the literal Christ, or you will get tangled up. Some are 
not looking for Jesus because he is here, but the literal, 
glorified Christ is not here. So keep before your eyes 
the literal Christ and the spiritual Christ, and your the
ology wiU be orthodox. By Jiteralizing Christ you run 
2nto the error of the Soul-sleepers, who do away with the 
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spiritual; while, as a rule, the Presbyterian preachers 
and Methodist preachers want to spiritualize the literal 
Christ. So I would leave with you this thought: that the 
spiritual Christ never left this world, but the literal Christ 
did fly up from Mount Olivet, and is coming again "in 
like manner," and his feet shall stand on Mount Olivet." 

The Holy Ghost longs to prepare you for His com
ing; and as Eleazar had all the provisions necessary for 
the journey, so the Holy Ghost will give you all the help 
you need; so mount the camel if you would be a mem
ber of the bridehood, and yield to Him, and He will do 
all He can to help you. 

'There's a teh.der voice within, calls away; 
'Tis the warning voice I have heard o'er and o'er; 

But my heart is melted, now I obey; 
From. my Savior I will wander no more." 

"Yes, I will go; 
Yes, I will go ; 

To Jesus I will go and be saved; 
Yes, I will go; 
Yes, I will go; 

To Jesus I will go and be saved." 

The Holy Ghost is ready to mount you on the camel, 
and there is no trouble in climbing up on him. He 
kneels, and there is nothing for you to do but sit down ; 
and, glory to Jesus! he now goes down for every one 

of us. 
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I have nothing to boast of, yet I humbly believe that 
I have suffered· something with Jesus; I am willing to 
"go through" and bear reproach, that I may share the 
honor, that I may have the privilege of sitting with the 
King forever . 

If you are not ready to-night for Jesus to come, you 
had better get ready. This is the hour to be sanctified 
wholly. This is the hour to put on the robe of righteous
ness. This is the hour to get oil in your vessels and be 
filled with the Holy Ghost, so that when Jesus comes you 
will not be confounded. 

Preached at Cincinnati, Ohio, December I, 1898. 

THE END. 

Wesleyan Church 

ARCHIVES 
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I want to say to you that it is a powerful incentive to 
holiness to believe that Jesus may come at~any hour" In 
Scotland's darkest days, the nation came to the conclu
sion that their only hope was the return of John Knox, 
and so they sent for him, and they waited anxiously for 
the first token of the advent of the great reformer. It 
seemed that the Reformation had gone as far as it could 
without his presence. One day a man went up to Leath, 
where the representatives were secretly closeted, and he 
slipped in and closed the door and whispered, "John 
Knox is coming," and it went from lip to lip, and from 
village to village, and from hamlet to hamlet, and every
where the news came it brought fresh coutage to the 
hearts of the saints and struck terror to the ~nemies of 
God, and thus Scotland was saved. 

When it shall be announced that the Gon of God is 
coming it will fly from lip to lip, and from village to vil
lage, and from city to city, the announcement will go all 
around this earth, bringing new courage to saints and 
striking terror to the enemies of God; and thus this old 
world will be turned to truth and righteousness. 

I am anxiously waiting the announcement of His 
advent. I have sold my possessions below. I have tak
en stock in the Joint Stock Company of the skies. I am, 
with an upturned gaze, looking for that meeting that has 
been announced; it has been a.qvertised that there will be 
a meeting of the stockholders in the air, and the dividends 
are crowns and thrones. I do not want to miss my divi
dend. I am. expecting something; I am looking for 
some returns. 
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sionary. This whole movement is not over one hundred 
and seven years .old, and to-day there are nine hundred 
missionaries in the foreign field and four hundred more 
in this country, ready to go, were the money but conse
crated. 

The reason the money is not forthcoming is because 
the people have not got the Holy Ghost. We have a 
great number that are burning to go, and every land 
might hear the name of Jesus in the next ten years if the 
Church would bestir herself. The Son of God will be 
sure to come when that is done. . I am praying to God 
to deliver us from this stingy, close-fisted counterfeit of 
religion, which will not spend money to save the heathen. 

We are commanded to pray for His coming. Will 
you do that? You undertake it, and if you are not right, 
the prayer will choke you. Oh, people talk about '!th~ 
coming of the Lord" in a light manner, but you under
take to pray for His coming, and if you are not right, 
you can not do it; if your account book is not right, you 
will get to thinking, "What if He is looking over my 
shoulder?" and if there are volumes on your center table 
you do not want Him to see, you will feel like slipping 
them away; and if there are pictures you do not want 
Him to see, you will feel like turning th~m to the wall or 
tearing them down. You get down and pray for "the 
coming of the Lord," and you will think of that woman's 
reputation off of which you stole a corner, and you will 
go and take it home. You will think of the old debt that 
has been outlawed, and you will go and straighten things 
up. 
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their diamonds, and with themselves, ar;id with the things 
they love best, but the folks that are ready will go in with 
Christ, and, thank God, this holiness movement is getting 
folks ready in all the Churches. 

About two hundred years ago nearly all the holiness 
there was in the world was in the Quaker Church, but 
the time has come when this movement of holiness is 
not confined to any Church; it is in every Church, and no 
one seems to be respon.sible for its getting in, but it has 
just jumped over all barriers and has leaped in uninvited 
among the high-church Episcopalians and the Presby
terians; and where the pastor did not want it, and where 
he did his best to keep it from coming, it went in anyhow. 
The Lord is getting a people ready Himself, and they 
are putting on white garments, linen clean and pure. 
This great holiness movement is getting people ready for 
the coming of the Lord. 

The last sign I want to call your attention to is the 
great · missionary movement that is connected with the 
holiness cause. About one hundred and eight years ago 
William Carey, a plain sort of man, stood up in a min
isters' meeting and dared to propose as a topic of con
sideration our obligation to the heathen, and offered him
self to the work of converting the heathen, and they said, 
"Young man, sit down. vVhen God wants to convert 
the heathen, He will do it without you or me." But the 

3d of October, in 1791, I believe it was, about one hun
dred and seven years ago, the first missionary society 
that was ever organized was organized, and William 

Carey threw himself into the lap of the society as a mis-
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God's Word, they are coming to the day of grace, for 
Jes us is coming a-gain. 

Just before Christ came the other time there were anti
christs, and the Scripture says there will be again; and 
there are to-day. There are not less than six in the 
United States to-day. One in Illinois, one in Kansas, 
and one in Georgia, and others elsewhere. I was preach
ing some years ago in the State of Maine in a city 
church, and a tall man with white pantaloons and a red 
coat and a long beard came up to the pulpit and claimed 
to be Jesus Christ. You say he was insane. I say he 
was possessed with the devil fulfi lling prophecy. I do not 
know when J esus is coming, but I know there are certain 
signs appearing which are significant. 

Another sign which I wish to speak of to-night is the 
fact that the bride is making herself ready. You watch 
a bride closely, and you can teil when the wedding is 
approaching. As a matter of fact, she is supposed to 
know when the wedding is to be. Other folks do not 
know, but she knows, and I am of the idea that the bride 
will know when the Bridegroom is nearing. I see her 
making herself ready now. Where? In the holiness 

movement. This crowd here in this hall-we can hardly 
secure a church, and why? Vl ell, that i& another sign 
of His coming. Because the Church is rejecting Christ, 
because the Church has other lovers . People that have 
other lovers will not go in with Jesus, and if your affec
tions are divided, you will not go up with Hin~. No one 
is going up with Him but those who love Him. Other 

folks are going to sit with their railroad stock and with 
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nations of the earth as King of kings and Lord 0£ lords. 
The very same Christ who wore the crqwn of thorns will 
wear a crown of glory, and will sway a scepter before 
which all nations of earth will be broken as a potter's 
vessel. 

A sign of His coming is the return of the Jews, 
though people deny and doubt this truth. I read some 
Scripture, and I find it was prophesied that the Jews 
should be scattered, divided, cast out, without sure dwell
ing place, landless, because they crucified the Son of God. 
Where is the man that does not know that that Scripture 

. has been fulfilled to the letter? But, in the very same 
chapter, among the very same prophecies, there are some 
relative to their being gathered again. According to this 
Scripture, they are to return, they are to have another 
chance, and if the first set of prophecies were fulfilled 
with exactness, why may we not expect that this will be? 

I believe the Scriptures are being fulfilled. I believe 
God is already beginning to give the Jews a day of grace. 
They have the money, and they are returning to the Holy 
Land. Ten years ago there were only five thousand 
Hebrews in the Holy Land; to-day there are thirty-five 
thousand. Thousands of Jews are being converted, and 
I am always glad to hear of a Jew being saved. I have 
nothing against the Jews. Folks seem to hate them. 
The Jews were once God's chosen people, and they were 
promised that a remnant should be saved, and God is 
beginning to graft back again that which he broke off. 
The salvation of the Jews is to me a sort of pointer, tell
ing which way the wind blows. I believe, according to 
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are always having a time with their servants. If they 
have no money, -they want money, and when they get 
it, it curses them. 

Oh, the unrest, the turmoil, the heavy rolling billows 
of this ocean of life that break upon the shore and roll 
back with more restlessness than before. These will be 
at rest when Jesus comes. 

Before Jesus came the first time people were looking 
for Him, and before He comes again they will be looking 
for Him. There were a few people ready for Him then, 
not many. There was that aged prophetess, Anna, in the 
temple. She was ready for Him. There was the old 
prophet who was expectant. There were the shepherds 
in the field who were waiting. There were those wise 
men in the East, who were ready to cross the desert to 
see Jesus. 

They were wise men, too. If they told their errand 
before they left home, I guarantee that they were called 
fools; the fun-makers were the fools. There are wise 
men nowadays who are looking for the Son of God, and 
there are fools making fun of them. Brother, if you do 
not see into the truth of Jes us' coming, do not oppose it. 
You can not afford to go against anything God has prom

ised, as He has this. 
Let us rather trust the Holy Ghost to reveal the truth 

to us, and let us accept it, for He is coming again, and 
"to them that look for Him He will appear the second 
time without sin" (without a sin offering). He is coming 
the next time, not to be spit upon; not to wear a crown 
of thorns; not to wear purple in derision, but to rule the 
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into his secrets and bring them out, so we can be in 
readiness for the coming of the Lord. The things that 
are m6st commonplace are to me evidences that we have 
almost struck twelve. 

Do you know that men can not go much farther 
in mechanical invention without outdoing themselves and 
becoming gods? Do you know that in almost every
thing we have gone about as far as we can go, and that 
even scientists, who deny the truth that I am preaching, 
are confessing that we are on the eve of some tremen
dous crisis? They do not know what it is, but they 
know things can not go on this way long, and the time 
will soon come when there will be a change. It has been 
whispered in my ear, "The Son of God is coming." I 
do not know how soon; I have no time set; I do not want 
to set to-morrow, for I want Him to come to-night if He 
wants to, but I believe in my soul that we are on the eve 
of some tremendous happenings, and that the time will 
soon come when the heavens will part and the Son of 
God, who went up in a cloud, will come back in a cloud. 
That cloud was perhaps a cloud of angels. 

Men are "running to and fro." They run to Europe 
and back again, to Africa and back again, to the moun
tains and back again, to the seaside and back again. 
They run everywhere for health, for wealth, and for pleas
ure. People run, and they do not know what they run 
for. They come home and want to go again, and do not 
know why; are restless and unhappy and peevish. If 
they have plenty of money and ride in palace cars, it is 
either too hot or too cold. If they have servants, they 
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To have a broad-brim-hatted Quaker so sancti
fied that he is looking into the skies; to have a high
churchman so saved that he is looking just where the 
Quaker looks; to have a blue-stocking Presbyterian so 

. full of this hope that he is looking just where the Quaker 
and the Episcopalian are turning their eyes, and to have 
Congregationalists and Reformed Lutherans and Luther
ans who are not reformed, and saints of all churches look
ing for the Lord's coming-all this is intensely signifi
cant. 

You go out on the street, and see a dozen men all 
looking up; you conclude there is something up there to 
look at, and the probability is you look up, too. One 
thing that made me take my eyes off this earth was that I 
saw all the most deeply spiritual men and women of this 
age looking up. 

I am looking for something to happen. I am looking 
for a "picnic in the sky," if that is what you want to call 
it. People sometimes think they are brilliant, and ridi
cule God's people, and call them "star gazers," but they 
see beyond the stars. The cavil1ers can see the stars, 
but the Bride sees the other side of the stars, and beholds 
the King coming, and is on tip-toe to meet Him ! 

Another sign of His coming is the progress of our 
times. The commercial enterprise, the intellectual activ
ity, the mechanical invention of our day, are almost un
believable. It seems that Daniel's prophecies are being 
fulfilled, and that "knowledge is being increased," and 
"men are running to and fro" as they never did before 
It seems that God has put wisdom on man, and let us get 
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liness ! Let us never go to sleep spiritually, let us never 
get drowsy, for some time it will be announced, "Behold, 
the Bridegroom cometh!" Will we be ready to meet him 
when He comes? Will we have oil in our vessels-oil, 
the symbol of the Holy Ghost? The people who have not 
received the Holy Ghost will find their lamps going out, 
and will ask us to give tliem oil, but we can not; it will be 
too late. 

When He comes He is coming like a thief in the 
night, like the lightning flashing from east to west, with
out warning other than the "signs of His coming." We 
are expected to be watching and waiting, and ready for 
the coming of our Lord in the clouds of heaven. 

What are some of the signs of His coming? To my 
heart there are many_ and one of them is the fact that the 
most spiritual people in all churches are looking for His 
coming. That very thing is suggestive to me. In all 
denominations there are a few who have the upturned 
gaze, and stand on tip-toe looking into !he skies. The 
very fact that this impression has seized the most spirit
ual, the most scholarly, the most level-headed Bible stu
dents of this age; the very fact that there are thousands 
of saints led on by hundreds of the most deeply spiritual 
men who are eagerly looking for Jesus. If you are of an 
irreverent turn of mind, you may call them "star gazers," 
you may say they are looking for a "picnic in the skies." 
It does not take much brains to call names. But these 
men are noble souls, they are representative men, they 
are · careful, prudent men, seized in these last days with 
the impression that the Lord's advent is nigh. 
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He is the rightful King, and that His place is on David's 
_ throne, and that He has a right to reign. He will plant 

His throne on the very place where His cross stood, baf
fling all hell, and the devil who conducted that high jubi
lee that <lark afternoon when Jesus was suspended be
tween heaven and earth, will remember it all as he goes 
into the pit, to be locked up forever, and he will acknowl
edge that Jesus Christ is not only the Son of God, but 
that He is Lord of lords and King of kings. 

We want to notice to-night that we have some evi
dences of His soon coming. Whatever Christ and the 
apostles have magnified we must not minify; whatever 
they have made much of we must not belittle. It does 
not become me to ignore a truth so exceedingly promi
nent in the Bible as is the truth of the soon coming of our 
Lord. 

My heart swells within my breast as I remember that 
He may come to-night. Often the tears I weep are not 
only tears of sorrow, but tears of hope, for J esu~ may 
soon come. When He comes we will have resurrected 
bodies, and there will be no more pain; no more sickness; 
no more crying; no more headache; no more heart
ache; no more neuralgia ; no more burning fever; no 
more l~ng, weary, wakeful nights. 

There will be no more days of terrible grief, for when 
He comes He is going to bring our loved ones with Him. 
We have laid them away, but they are coming back with 
Him. If we knew that they would come on the midnight 
train, there would not be any of us go to sleep. Oh, that 
Gc;,d' will somehow wake men up from the sleep of world-
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There are going to be lots of people in the kingdom 
who will be crownless, stark bareheaded, and you will be 
one of them if you do not get ready for the coming of the 
King, working for Him and hastening His coming. 

The text teaches that people who have suffered with 
Him shall also reign with Him. Those who have walked 
with Him in humiliation will walk with Him in exalta
tion; those who have shared His reproach without com
plaint will reign with Him, wearing crowns and sitting 
in the council chamber of the King. The text teaches 
us that we, though ever so poor now, are going to be rich, 
provided we are true to God. We are going to possess 
all things. We may have had to live in very narrow 
quarters, and our home may have consisted of a single 
room, with very plain furniture, but if we have walked 
with ·the Son of Cod in all humility and in all faithful
ness, He is going to see to it that we are exalted in that 
day, and we will reign over a city, maybe two, maybe five, 

maybe ten. 
The first is going to be last, and the last is going to be 

first. Things are going to be awfully changed, and many 
a millionaire will take the place of a poor bootblack, and 
many a poor, insignificant, unknown person is going to 
be promoted to the galleries of the upper skies. The text 
teaches me that when He comes the kings of this earth 
are going to pour out their hoarded millions at His feet. 
They are going to bring gold and silver and get down on 

their knees to our King. 
The people that have despised and rejected the Son 

of God are going to bow down to Him and confess that 
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His people the deep and secret things that are locked up 
in the secret chambers of heaven, and we are going to 
know things after a while that the angels do not know 
now. 

As a boy I used to have the idea that in heaven we 
would wear white robes and play harps, and sing forever 
and ever; but that would become monotonous. God is 
going to have us progressing eternally, and making ever
lasting advancemen~. We will be hunting for the boun
dary line of eternity through the coming ages, but we 
will never find it. 

Again, this Psalm teaches that it is going to be a uni
versal kingdom. There are not going to be any little 
kings, or little popes, or little bishops. The King of 
kings is going to reign, and they who reign with Him 
will be in harmony with Him. Under this reign you and 
I will be rewarded for what we have clone. 

There will be plaudits sounded, and crowns bestowed. 
The man who thinks all are going to be equal in heaven 
does not know the truth. All are not equal here; all do 
not want equal amounts of grace; they do not want to be 
numbered among God's elect; they do not want to meas
ure up; they do not want too much religion. They are 
like the little girl who said she wanted to be just good 
enough not to be whipped. They want religion enough 
to escape hell and get to heaven, but they do not want to 
be sanctified; they do not want the best things. To tell 
me that that kind of a Christian is to have as much as 
Paul . is to tell me something which the Bible does not 
teac11. 
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it can not find it. Every one is deeply and profoundly 
impressed with the mutability of everything about us. 
No wonder that that great French general, when review
ing his army before the pyramids, said: "Ther.e is noth
ing lacking here," and then, catching his breath, "except 
permanence." 'vVe may conclude, this world may con
clude, that there is nothing lacking here, but all are.forced 
to catch their breath and confess, "except permanence." 
Permanency is lacking under this present rule, but we 
have found something that is to live forever. We have a 
gospel that is going to shine and burn and blaze more 
brilliantly in a million years from to-night than it does at 
this~hour. 

We have to admit thatthere is a fullness coming that 
has not yet come, and will not come until the resurrection 
of the dead. There are some things for which we wait; 
there are some things for which we groan, and are bur
dened. This old earth is groaning to-day for deliverance 
from the curse of sin, and it is coming, thank God. Mon
archies have failed; democracies do not succeed; the 
greatest institutions of the earth crumble to dust. Your 
securities and your investments are going to die in the 
ashes of a dissolving world, but the Son of God is com
ing, and is going to bring in a kingdom which, as the text 
says, is to be an everlasting kingdom, each succeeding 

age exceeding in glory the 'preceding age. 
Heaven is not going to be a monotonous affair, a 

ceaseless round of ceremonies, an endless circle of duties, 
but eternal progression, and each successive age is going 
to outdo all the previous ones. God is going to reveal to 
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of the past, but the Son of God was never so well known 
as he is to-day. Where is the man who can give me the 
names of the ten spies? There is not one in this audience 
to-night, but a ten-year-old child knows of Caleb and 
Joshua. 

It is wonderful how the things of this earth peri~h, 
and the. smallest thing that comes from God lives as an 
imperishable monument to his glory forever and ever. 
I want to take sides with something that is going to last. 
I do not care to end up in a hole in the ground. I want 
an experience ~hat will knock the other end out of the 
tomb and let me out into the blaze of resurrection light, 
and let me stand on the sunny south side of the cross; 
that will give me something tropical, something sun
shiny, something genial, not something depressing, for 
while the cross has a dark side, it has another which 
blooms with rich glory and promise of resurrection and 
the coming kingdom. 

On the plaster of an old Mahometan mosque was 
traced in gilt letters the name of Mahomet, but a Chris
tian architect had secretly chiseled the name of God and 
a text of 
adjusted. 
crumbled 

Scripture in the stone before the plaster was 
Centuries passed, and the superb plaster 

and fell off, and the name of Mahomet was 
gone, but the name of Goel and this text, "His kingdom 
shall be an everlasting kingdom," stood out in clear, 
readable letters. 

We have struck the thing that is going to last for
ever. We have found something that will never die. 
This world has been hunting something that will last, but 
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more homes made desolate ; there will be no more sor
row and pain as the result of sin. 

Again, according to the Psalm, our King is coming to 
establish an everlasting kingdom. Kingdoms rise and 
fall; thrones appear and then crumble to dust. The 
secret of it all is that this old earth has never yet found 
her true King. The only living heir to David's throne is 
yet to be crowned. His throne is usurped; it is usurped 
by another to-day, but He is coming to have His rightful 
place. As sure as God is God and truth is truth, Jesus 
is coming again to rule with a scepter that will command 
the homage of all nations. 

"An everlasting kingdom." It is wonderful how little 
this old earth and this world, with its unholy ambitions, 
accomplishes. It is startling the way the things of the 
world come to naught. ·where is Pharaoh to-night? 
He is a withered old mummy in a glass case in the Brit
ish Museum. Where is Caesar to-night? He is a hand
ful of dust that helps to make up old Rome. Where is 
Nebuchadnezzar to-night? The exact site of his splen
did city can not be identified. Where is Pontius Pilate 
to-night? \\There is Herod to-night? The greatest men 
this world has ever produced have gone into oblivion, 
while God's saints live and blaze and burn forever. 

Pharaoh has gone, but Moses is one of the · most 
illustrious characters of his century. Nebuchadnezzar 
has passed into darkness and uncertainty, but Daniel's 
prophecies are just now reaching their grandest fulfill
ment. Caesar is forgotten, but Paul is preaching to the 
teeming millions of this earth. Pontius Pilate is a person 
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of iniquity will be destroyed, and all over this country 
righteousness and true holiness and love and peace shall 
reign supreme. The Son of God is coming to put an 
end. to this awful tragedy of sin and stop the peopling of 
hell with souls that ought to be saved. 

When the King comes He is going to rule a kingdom 
of peace. The text says so. The margin suggests 
"peaceable peace," "universal peace." Other kings have 
ruled with the sword, but Jesus is going to rule with 
peace. If David was a type of Jesus in His conflicts and 
conquests, Solomon was a type of Jesus in his reign of 
peace. "They shall learn war no more," thank God! 
Oh, the horrors of war. Who can calculate its expense 
in money and blood? Think of the millions of graves 
that mark the path of earth's greatest conquerors. Think 
of the lands that are laid waste everywhere by war, and 
then remember that it is all coming to an end! 

This world is bristling with bayonets to-night, and is 
garrisoned with armies of men. The nations of the 
earth are looking into each other's faces across living 
walls of men in uniform. More than ten million men 
stand ready to-day to fire into each other's ranks. There 
is not an important nation that has not been deluged in 
blood during the last half century. The firing of a gun 
would be enough to throw the nations of the earth into 
confusion, but the coming of the King is going to make 
all nations ground arms. When the Son of God shall 
appear there will be no more broken-hearted widows; 
there will be no more children orphaned ; there will be no 
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The material is rotten. We can not be worked into the 
structure, so we can bear each other's weight, until sin is 
destroyed, and all our attempts at social reform, all our 
humanitarianism, all our philanthropy, all our politics, 
patriotism, philosophy, and all attempts that men makt" 
to better humanity, utterly fail, unless sin is met and 
vanquished. Sin must be put away;' sin must be de
stroyed. 

The Bible teaches us that through the gospel, in the 
coming of the Holy Ghost, sin is destroyed in the heart 
where He is permitted to come, but sin will never be 
destroyed in this great, lost world as a world until Jesus 
comes. This world rejected Christ; it crucified Him ; it 
would crucify Him again if it had a chance. It does not 
like Him any better now than it did eighteen centuries 
ago. It will take the presence of the Son of God in this 

t country as a King to ever destroy the sin that is around 
us; the sin that oppresses us; the sin that depresses us; 
the sin that causes us to groan; that keeps us awake at 
night; the sin that makes the scalding tears chase each 
other down our cheeks ; this sin about us will not be 
destroyed until Jesus comes. 

But, thank God ! according to the teaching of the 
Psalm, the coming of the King will put an end to sin 
in this country. Will not that be glorious? When the 
saloon disappears from the street corners, the bar from 
the hotels, and the smoking car from the railroad train, 
the fumes of tobacco from the atmosphere, the brothel 
from the alleys, the cellars and garrets will be sweetened 
and made healthy! The awful fumes from .the cesspools 
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exactly how to apply it, and how to accomplish His pur-
pose in everything. 

Oh, the injustice, the iniquity, the unrighteousness of 
these days I What a glorious thought it is that when our 
King shall come He shall come to make wrongs right; 
He shall come to judge in righteousness. This earth 
owes much to wise sovereigns, but her true King is 
yet to come, and when He comes He is going to deliver 
the oppressed; make wrongs right and crooked things 
straight. The iniquity which we see on every hand will 
be adjusted. The sorrow of millions of hearts, the result 
of sin, is awful, but when Jesus comes all these things 
will be made right. 

All the sorrows of this earth are the result of sin. 
Sin is the secret of our failure in all our attempts at social 
and political reform. An Achan in the ranks or in the 
heart spoils everything. It is because the material is bad 
that we can not succeed. Sin has touched every one, and 
we have no good material with which to build. 

Yonder is a building in ruins, and a group of men are 
discussing the cause. The architect says that the "plans 
were all complete"; the contractor says that the "speci
fications were followed exactly ; that every brick was in 
its place, and every arch was rightly set," and yet the 
building is in ruins. A plain workman comes along and 
picks up a brick and crushes it in his hands, and he says. 
"Here is the difficulty. The brick are rotten. They will 
not bear each other's weight." 

This is exactly the trouble we encounter in all at
tempts to build in this world with the material we have. 

~~ 
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Psalm lxxii. 1-12. 

BY SETH C. REES. 

It is said by some that this Psalm was written for 
Solomon. It may have some reference to Solomon's 
kingdom, and what it should have been, but the prophe
cies of this Psalm were not fulfilled in Solomon's day, 
nor in any other day. Their true fulfillment will never 
be known until Jes us, the King, shall come to reign in 
the coming kingdom upon this earth. 

It has given me great comfort, as we have sung to
night, to know that Jesus, who wen~ away, is coming 
again; that His \Vord is settled forever in heaven. and 
that the promises which he has made shall be fulfilled to 
the letter. Our hearts are enlarged as-we contemplate 
the fact that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is going to 
make another visit to this earth, not as the despised, the 
rejected, the crucified Nazarene, but as Lord of lords 
and King of kings, sitting upon the throne, and reigning 
over the nations of the earth. 

We are taught in this Psalm that when Jesus shall 
come He shall come to judge with a righteous judg
ment. The judgment expressed in this text means wis· 
dom; not the wisdom of this world or of the schools, but 
the wisdom of the skies. Solomon was a great king, and 
was possessed of great wisdom. His wisdom, however, 
was the wisdom of God. But a greater than Solomon is 
coming, One ~ho not only has all wisdom, but knows 

86 
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where preaching the Word," till every nation under heav
en shall have received the glorious tidings, as then we are 
assured that our Lord will return, re-establish the throne 
of David (Acts xv. I6), and then "the remainder of men 
will seek after the Lord." I suppose this is a sufficient 
answer to your question. I have not answered you in 
creeds or theologies, but in the plain and unmistakable 
Word of God, which will judge us all when we stand 
before the great white throne ; our creeds, confessions, 

theologies having no more to do with our judgments than 
the farmer's almanac. ·1 do believe "the Lord is nigh." 
It is high time that we lose sight of. our opinions, believe 

and preach the living Word as God has given it to us, 
though it may cut off our theological heads: as in that 

case God is sure to give us a better head than we ever 

had before. 
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Does not this exegesis encourage wickedness in the 
present day? I see not why, as it is a plain case that the 
wicked are exposed to the tribulation, and in constant 
liability of death and damnation. They dare not pur
posely wait for the millennium, in which to repent, as 
God's righteous judgments in this world, and an opep 
heli in the world to come, look them in the face. Is it not 
very unfair for the people who live and die before the 
millennium? God's ways are always fair and right. Mil
lions of heathens have died without ever hearing the name 
of Jesus. Yet salvation was as graciously possible to 
every one of them. "The grace of God that bringeth sal
vation to all men hath appeared." From this and many 
other Scriptures we clearly see that God left all in all 
ages without excuse. 

The above pcriptures are plain and unmistakable, 
assuring us that when the incorrigible millions shall have 
been hackled out of the nations by the righteous judg
ments of the Almighty, and the devil himself a partici
pant of his own righteous retribution in his personal 
arrest and ejectment into hell, an1 our glorified Lord 
shall return to the earth, that He shall be crowned King 
of kings and Lord of lords, and '10t only the Jews rally 
to Him, hail Him Conqueror, but all the nations of the 
earth, "on whom His name has been called," during the 
Gospel dispensation, and that will be all, because he does 
not promise to return until the "Gospel of the kingdom 
shall have been preached to every nation." 

Oh, that the Christian world were only awake to these 
momentous truths! What an inspiration to "go every-
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saved during the preceding ages are but the first fruits. 
Thus the millennium will be the great salvation period of 
the earth. Brother Godbey, are you not thus teaching 
second probation? We are all living in the second pro
bation, and will so continue to the end of time ; the first 
probation having been forfeited in the fall: God in His 
infinite mercy through Christ granting unto the world a 
second probation; of course, this probation continues 
during mortal life upon the earth, which will go on to 
the end of time. There is no foundation whatever in the 
Catholic dogma of purgatorial probation or the theories 
proclaimed by some of our contemporaries in favor of 
future probation, hell, redemption, etc. No person who 
has passed through this mortal life on the earth in any 
age will ever have another opportunity of salvation. "As 
the tree falleth, so it lieth." Daniel, in the conclusion of 
his prophecy, pronounces all blessed who come to the end 
of the great tribulation. "And it shall come to pass that 
every soul who may not hear the Prophet shall be cut off 
from among the people" (Acts iii . 23). God knows all 
the savable people on the earth, hence during the great 
tribulation He will liackle out of the world the unsavable. 
During the millennium humanity will be as free as in 
any preceding age, but the great power of temptation 
eliminated. "He will rule all .nations with a rod of iron" 
(Rev. xix. 15); thus tolerating no overt wickedness. 
Men will be free to rebel and plunge into sin, on their own 
responsibilities in the absence of the devil; but in that 
case will drop dead and fall into hell. 
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heaven (Acts ii. 29-35). David's kingdom on the earth 
was not his own, but the divine theocracy of which David 
was the regent and executive under God at that time. 

When Christ ascended into heaven and was crowned 
David's successor, His Father said: "Sit down on my 
right hand till I make thy enemies thy footstool" (Acts 
ii. 34, 35). The wicked rulers of the earth, political and 
ecclesiastical, are the royal rivals and enemies of Christ. 
The "Ancient of Days" vvill shake them all down (Dan. 
vii.; Rev. xix.), and crown His Son King of ~ings and 
Lord of lords. Verse 17: "In order that the residue of 
men may seek out the Lord," i. e., seek Him till they 
find Him, "even all the nations on whom my name has 
been called, and upon them, saith the Lord, who doeth 
all things known from the beginning." This verse certi
fies positively that all the people surviving the great trib
ulation and still living on the earth when the Lord rides 
down on the throne of His glory, dethroning all kings 
and smashing old Babylon and arresting the devil, taking 
him out of the world, "will seek out the Lord." The 
Greek means Him thoroughly, i. e., seek Him till they 
find Him. We need not wonder that all nations will be 
converted to God when Jesus returns on the throne of 
His millennial glory; when we consider the fact that the 
devil will be taken out of the world, and, of course, myr
midons will go out with him, thus forever removing the 

·great power of sin from the earth. (Rev. xx.) 
The prophets of both Testaments all get eloquent on 

this theme, assuring us "that a nation will be born in a 
day.'· This will be the grand harvest of which the souls 
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NO SECOND PROBATION. 

In answer to a query involving the above question, 
Brother W. B. Godbey says: 

The Scripture responses to this question are so copi
ous throughout both Testaments as to afford ample 
resources to write a large volume. So we will go to 
headquarters, in the Jerusalem Council (Acts xv. 14-21). 
Here we have the concurrent decision of all of the Apos
tles and el~ers, confirmed by the inspiration of the Holy 
Ghost. Verse 14: "Simeon hath expounded how God 
;:;,t first interposed to take from the Gentiles a people in 
His name." Hence we see from this Scripture that the 
Gospel dispensation did not contemplate the salvation of 
all, but simply calling the elect out of every nation under 
heaven. Of course, salvation is free for all, but only the 
elect. receive it during these ages of Satan's reign and pre
ponderant temptation. Verse 16: "After these things," 
i. e., the "things" in the preceding verse; i. e., the calling 
out of the elect from every nation, "I will return," i. e., 
this is a positive statement of our Lord's personal return 
to the earth after the Gospel has been preached to every 
nation (Matt. xxiv. ro; Mark xiii. ro). "And I will 
rebuild the tabernacle of David, which is fallen down, and 
will build again the ruins of the same, and will set it up 
again." The Greek "skeemee," translated tabernacle, 
also means dynasty, and in this passage means the royal 
line of David, and is so defined in Robinson's Greek 
Dictionary, which see. When our Lord ascended up to 
heaven, He became the incumbent of David's throne in 
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do not aim to do it. I could talk to you until the morn
ing comes upon the signs of His coming. They are all 
around. Oh, glory to God, they are all around, and so 
I am on the lookout, and it seems to me I can hear the 
clatter of His chariot wheels over the stony pavements 
just now, and, oh, I feel the Lord is nigh! 

EXHORTATION. 

' The five wise virgins had their lamps burning, and 
so we must not only have our lamp brightly burning, but 
filled with the Holy Ghost, and we give you a very loving 
invitation to come up to the altar. You want help from 
God to prepare you for the coming of the Lord. Oh, 
you are liable to miss the greatest opportunity of happi
ness, and that is a place in the first resurrection. You 
are liable to miss this glorious translation, the greatest 
inspiration to holy experience and to a holy life in all 
the world, and so we hope you will come right along. 
Avail yourself of the opportunity, and stay right here 
until you get the baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire to 
prepare you for the coming of the Lord. for a place: in the 
first resurrection. Prepare you to enter the glorified 
state by the short way of translation instead of going the 
long route of the resurrection. Oh, glory to God! I 
would rather have it than all the gold that ever glittered, 
and I would have a place in the first resurrection. Come. 
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of the earth, and running everywhere. Oh, it is wonder
ful, wonderful ! I preached for two weeks with Brother 
Dennett, a man saved out of the slums. God saved him 
wonderfully, and do you know that last year Brother 
Dennett gave $so,ooo to spread the Gospel among the 
heathen? \Vith such strides we certainly should girdle 
the globe with salvation and holiness to the Lord. I 
know a man in Europe worth $7,000,000, who got glori
ously sanctified on his knees in the dirt, out on the streets 
in front of a salvation army drum, and from that day to 
this he has been giving $100,000 per year to spread the 
Gospel; and so we are running to the ends of the earth. 

Missionaries go without salary, and God feeds them like 
he feeds the birds, and they are girdling the globe with 
the Gospel proclamation, and so you take this wonderful 
prophecy, scattering the fire of the holy people, and it is 
hard to tell who is doing it. It is wonderful the way the 
holiness people are doing it, but it is wonderful how the 
anti-holiness people are doing it. Do you know in some 
places they will take their sanctified men and send them 
away off into some cold place? Is not that the way to 

scatter the fire? They can not do better to scatter the 
fire. This persecution is the very thing to scatter the 
fire. The cause would have actually suffered had not 
the opposition driven the men out. You can hardly find 
an evangelist who has not been driven out some way, 
and hence he has taken the evangelistic field, his soul on 
fire, and so it is a puzzle to a Philadelphia lawyer to 
diagnose the problem, which are scattering the fire most, 

people opposed to holiness, or the followers . \'.' c!I, they 
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Why, they are not for the devil's accommodation, but for 
God's people, and so they are revealing the speedy com
ing of the Lord. In the last chapter of Daniel it says: 
"When they shall have finished breaking in pieces the 
power of the holy people, then shall the end be." How 
wonderfully this is being fulfilled! How the power of the 
holy people is being scattered everywhere! It is won
derful. I never in my life, that I know of, was worth 
money enough to bury me. You say how could you 
travel twenty-five thousand miles a year, then? Why, 
praise the Lord, I can fly across the ocean and to the 
ends of the earth, which is the fulfillment of prophecy. 
God Almighty is scattering the fire of the holy people 
and preparing the world for the coming of His Son. 
Among the signs of His coming He says: "Many shall 
be purified." Well, that is going on. And He says the 
wicked will not understand. Can you make them under
stand it to save your life? "But the righteous shall un
derstand." So these wonderful prophecies are being 
fulfilled everywhere, and now you take this problem, the 
fulfillment of this prophecy, the scattering of the fire of 
the holy people. Among the signs of His coming I 
would mention the morning star, which precedes the ris
ing of the glorious Sun of rightef'~1sness, and I mean by 
this morning star the Holiness Mo1ement. John the Bap
tist was the morning star which preceded the first com
ing of the Lord, and the Holiness Movement is the John 
the Baptist which precedes the second coming, and this is 
an obvious sign of His coming, and that it is very near. 
We are scattering the fire of the holy people to the ends 
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11 prophet in the first resurrection when the Lord rides 
down to take up his bride. And he said to him: "Close 
the vision until the time of the end." That means it will 
be opened at the end. When Brother Oney was. presid
ing elder he told the preacher to close up his record until 
the final conference, and then it would be opened. I be
lieve without doubt that we are in the time of the end, 
and it is everywhere being revealed to people who have 
ears to hear an~d eyes to see. The dead nevet see nor 
hear. Now he says: "Close up the vision and seal the 
book, for many shall run to and fro." Do you not know 
that the steam engine is but of yesterday, and it is but a 
little while ago since the first steamboat was run on the 
Hudson River? \i\T ell, what about these wonderful in
rentions? They were made to accommodate us with 
rapid locomotion. It is the fulfillment of the latter day 
prophecies, that we may traverse the whole earth to get it 
ready for the coming of the Lord. These wonderful. 
facilities you meet with everywhere are a sign of His 
coming, because they are the preparations of the world 
for the coming millennium. They are not invented for 
the accommodation of the devil, but for the accommoda
tion of God's people that they may evangelize the whole 
world speedily, and during the millennium they will run, 
and every street car will have inscribed on it, "Holiness 
to the Lord; Hallelujah!" and every conductor when he 
bawls out, "All aboard!" will follow it with a big "Halle
lujah!" Well, all these are signs of His coming, for they 
are preparations for the millennial age. They are God's 
preparations. Why did not God reveal them long ago? 
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the latter day prophecies. And does not Paul say that 
men will not endure sound doctrine? And the word 
there meaning sound doctrine is hygienic doctrine. Well, 
regeneration is the doctrine _of spiritual life, and sancti
fication is the doctrine of soul health, and therefore this 
hygienic doctrine is the very doctrine of holiness which 
Paul says men will not endure. He says men will have 
the form of godliness denying the fire. The fire is sancti
fication, and they are denying it. But turn away, and do 
like God told Isaiah to do. Cry aloud and show people 
their sins. He did not tell Isaiah to go out of the Church 
at all, but to open his mouth, and when you do that you 
will not be apt to have to go out; they will relieve you of 
the job and put you out. So the thing for you to do is 
to be true and show Israel their sins; that is, show the 
Methodists, etc., their sins. vV ell, those prophecies are 
all being fulfilled. Oh, what a wonderful fulfillment in 
the Protestant world around us. And now, do you not 
know that when Daniel saw these wonderful visions they 
so impressed him that he actually fainted from fear? 
They overcame him. They had such wonderful power. 
They had a wonderful thrilling influence over him, and I 
do not know whether he fainted or fell. He was so 
anxious to know his own vision. He was away back 
yonder, but we are living in the time of the end, and can 
know what Daniel himself could not know. He was so 
anxious to know his visions that he fainted, and a voice 
said to him, "Go thy way, Daniel; thou shalt stand in the 
latter days." Daniel was a prophet, and in the resurrec
tion we will be raised as we live, and Daniel will be raised 
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tively that immediately before the coming of the Lord 
there will be a great apostasy. There was just before his 
first coming an awful apostasy. The Church is going 
down. Fifty years ago---:do you know the Protestant 
Churches are not akin to themselves fifty years ago? I 
remember that if any member of the Methodist Church 
did not go to class meeting, and get his mouth open and 
say something, they would turn him out. How is it now? 
You can see clearly they are not the same people at all. 
I 11ave in my mind now the wife of a Baptist deacon who 
was actually on the mourners' bench twenty years to get 
an experience to join the Church, and they would not 
take her in because her experience did not have the right 

ring. Every one who wanted to join the Church had to 
stand up and tell their own story, and if it did not have 

the true Holy Ghost ring they would vote them down. 
You know there is nothing of that kind now. I remem
ber well when I have seen Presbyterians keep people 
three months on the mourners' bench to get them r·eady 

to join. I have a good recollection, and I was then six
teen years old, fifty years ago, and I give you my testi
mony of that day, and you people that have a good recol
lection of twenty years ago can corroborate me that a 
monstrous change has taken place in that time. Do you 
not know that Jesus said that just before His coming 
they would put you out of the synagogues ; that is, ou_t of 
the Church? Do you not see the wonderful turning out of 
the Church for professing sanctification? A sign in all 
the Protestant Churches-oh, a man with half an eye 

can see it. A wonderful sign of the literal fulfillment of 
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on the globe, and they are the greatest scholars on the 
globe. Oh, I tell you God's covenant with Abraham is 
as real to-day as it was when he walked out and looked 
up to the twinkling stars. How wonderfully is God in 
every nation prospering the Jews, and the Jews are going 
to come to the front again, and be at the front in the 
glorious coming kingdom, when holiness shall cover the 
earth as the waters cover the sea. Do you not know the 
Bible says that in that good time the nations will beat 
their plowshares into pruning hooks, and there will be no 
war any more? Then Jerusalem shall cover all Pales
tine, and become the capital of all nations, and the Jews 
again at the front of the world, as they were before they 
rejected the Savior. Do you not see how remarkably 
they are this day being prepared for the leadership of all 
nations? Supposing a dispute would come up between 
Germany and America. Why, they would only have to 
send it over there to Jerusalem, and submit it to a com
mittee of American Jews and an equal number of German 
Jews, and all of them sanctified and full of the Holy 
Ghost, and they would just drop on their knees a moment 
and pray, and then send a telegram to Germany and 
another to America, and the two nations would shout 
together over the reconcilement of the difficulty. So, in 
a most wonderful way is God preparing the Jews to come 
to the front of the world. Oh, the signs of His coming 
among the Jews I Oh, I tell you it is most inspiring to 
see the wonderful fulfillment of the latter day prophecies! 

Now, the signs among the Protestant Churches: We 
find repeated predictions. In 2 Thess. ii. it says posi-
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there are signs everywhere among the Jews. You may 
say it is not so among the Jews of Cincinnati. It is not 
so much so in the Western World as it is in the Eastern 
World. "Let the elect few be gathered back." Not all 
of the J ews are going to be gathered back, and so you 
find Jews here that care nothing about it, and think noth
ing about it. Really, that is a confirmation that they will 
not be gathered back. But when Turkdom falls, how 
Christians will be stirred to restore the children of Abra
ham. Don't you know they own no land on the face of 
the earth, and so a Jew can pack his trunk and be under 
way in twenty-four hours. Then, there is another won
derful phenomenon-wonderful, wonderful ! Do you not 
know that the Jews rule the world to-day by their money 
power? They rule all the Old World by their money 
power. Certainly, they do. The people say the reason 
why the financial crisis came on us was because the Jews 
had bought Cleveland, and I do not know whether it is 
true or not, but they say they have bought McKinley 
already. Well, they hold the purse of the nations, and 
they are ruling the world. When I went to the Old 
World I exchanged my money in New York for a letter 
of credit, which enabled me to draw money in all the 
cities of the Old World. I did not know until I crossed 
the ocean that I had to get every cent of my money 
from the children of Abraham. When I reached London 
I had to get it from the children of Abraham, and I had 
to get it in J erusalem from a Jew in charge of the bank; 
and so the J ews have got hold of the purse of all bations, 
ruling the world. Besides, they are the greate:t h'.'>Y~''J 
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Jews down on their knees, with their gray locks floating 
and their eyes flowing with tears, and while down on their 
knees on the outside (for this money only bought them 
the privilege of going to the temple on the outside)-and 
there they were, kissing those great stones, which had 
been put there by King Solomon, and meanwhile they 
were reading the promises of God to Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob recorded by Moses and the prophets, in which God 
says, "When you cry to me from the ends of the earth 
I will hear you, and gather you back" ; and, oh, how they 
wail and wail! Sure enough, it is called the wailing of 
the Jews. Well, I have a very sympathetic heart. My 
eyes flowed like rivers. My heart melted and broke 
down, and I listened to the wailing until I actually be
came a little afraid I might be overcome, and so I gave all 
the money I had about me and put out, and when I went 
away their wailing :-ang in my ears-rang in my ears. I 
tell you, I thought God Almighty heard it. I believe 
that he bent down his ear and heard the wailing of _the 
poor children of Abraham. Oh, I believe he heard it, 
and I believe he is hearing them from the ends of the 
earth. This is one sign among the ] ews that the Lord 
is nigh, and they are receiving the Gospel, and they are 
being gathered back to their native land ; so this is one of 
the signs of the Lord's near coming. It is said, and I 
have never heard it contradicted, that the ] ews in Rome 
and in St. Petersburg and in Naples, and in other Euro
pean cities are chiseling out the finest pieces, and pre
paring the materials to build the temple ; that they are 

preparing to rebuild the temple. Well, oh, beloved, 
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out and bring them back." Well, what about that? You 
have heard about how they have been driven out of the 
different countries, especially out of Russia, and so they 
are the hunters driving them out, and these colonies are 
the fishers drawing them out and bringing them back. 
We do not have to wait for their conversion to drive them 
back. The very moment Turkey falls, the Holy Land 
comes back to Christian nations, and they will call the 
Jews to come back, and, oh, how we will go there and 
pitch our Gospel tents and preach to them and get them 
saved! In connection with this I must mention the wail
ing of the Jews. You see the Mohammedans think their 
salvation depends on robbing the Jews of their promises. 
There are thirty-five acres of nice table-land on Mount 
Moriah, where the wicked, Christless Mohammedans 
meet at the times of their great religious gatherings, 
where the Jews in olden times used to gather to offer 
their sacrifices, and now if a Jew puts his foot on that 
ground, they kill him sure. I was allowed to go in, but a 
Jew is not. So I went in and walked all around. The 
Jews who love that spot come up to wail over it, and, oh, 
how they sigh and cry over their temple! Long years 
ago Christian money bought from the Turks the privi
lege to let the Jews gather along the west wall of the 
temple, about one hundred feet long. They are only 
allowed to gather there once a week, and that on Friday 
evening, Friday being the Mohammedan Sunday, and I 
said to my guide at Jerusalem, "Be sure you take me to 
the wailing, and do not forget it" ; and so on Friday aft
ernoon I went to the wailing, and there I saw those old 
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tion, before the Jews are converted. Missions among 
the Jews now are about as encouraging as missions 
among the Gentiles. A great Jew from Russia went to 
Jerusalem, and he was a staunch Jew, and did not believe 
in Jesus Christ at all, and I give you his experience 
briefly. He certified that Jesus Christ met him in per
son in Jerusalem, like he met Paul on his way to Damas
cus, and he was wonderfully converted, and went home 
to Russia and went to preaching to the Jews with all his 
might, and God wonderfully blessed his labors, and he 
organized a church among them. It is called the "Israel
ites of the New Covenant." He thought it not best to 
have them join the Gospel churches, and so he organized 
a church in the midst of Judaism called the "Church of 
the New Covenant," and they are just flocking into it 
and being converted by hundreds and thousands, and it is 
spreading throughout the Old World, and he came to 
New York a short time ago, and fifty thousand Jews came 
to hear him preach. This is one of the obvious signs of 
the Lord's near coming. 

Well, then the gathering of the Jews back to Pales
tine I must mention as· among the signs of his coming. 
When I was there in 1895 there were 121,000 Jews gath
ered back there, af!d they told me that ten years before 
that there were only ten thousand Jews in all Palestine, 
and they have been gathering with wonderful rapidity 
ever since, and there are now eleven great colonies work
ing to gather the Jews back to their native land. God, 
speaking through Jeremiah, says: "I will send out the 
hunters lo drive them back, and the fishers to draw them 
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cent monument to commemorate the victory of Victor 
Emmanuel over him. Well, of course, it will break his 
heart to look out and see that reared by the people that 
claimed to be the best Catholics in the world. Well, you 
say, "I would look over the other way." Well, if he 
looks ~ut the other window he sees a huge monument 
for Garibaldi. He will never regain his temporal do
minion, hence the papacy is already half fallen, and every
where preparing for war. Everywhere getting rtady for 
the battle of Armageddon, so frequently mentioned in 
the prophecies. So the signs of the papacy are rife, and 
just about keeping pace with the signs in the Moslem 
world. 

For a minute I will speak about the signs among the 
Jews. You know our Savior said the Jews were first 
to receive the gospel under the old dispensation, and then 
they rejected it under the new, and when all the Gentiles 
have received the Gospel, then the Jews are going to re
ceive it; and last year at Orchard camp meeting we had 
missionaries from all parts of Asia and Africa, and it was 
the decision of all that they did not know a country on 
the globe that had not received the Gospel, because the 
last two nations in Asia that had not received it have now 
received it, and the only region in Africa that had not 
received it, has received it, and so I do not know of a 
country on the globe that the Gospel has not penetrated. 
The very fact that the Jews are so wonderfully flounder
ing and stirring everywhere is demonstrative truth that 
the evangelism of the Gentiles is very near at an end; 
that is, the Gospel must have reached every Gentile na-
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Church, and so the beast is carrying them. Well, very 
largely in this country the world is carrying the Church, 
and among the churches in America that pay $5,000 a 
year to the pastor, if the devils were taken out of them, 
not more than $500 would be paid, and the devils really 
pay the money to get the church. That is the universal 
state of things, but now you see that beast gets tired of his 
burden. The Church says: "You carry me, and I will 
take you to heaven." It is a lie, and so now this woman 
dressed in jewelry all over is the fallen Church, riding the 
world-riding the world. Do you not know that all the 
governments of Central America and Mexico and South 
America, and all the Roman Catholic governments in 
Europe are already kicking up? They are throwing off 
the Pope everywhere. There is a general kicking up 
now going on everywhere, and has been ever since Victor 
Emmanuel shook the Pope down from his temporal 
throne. What is meant by throwing off that woman? 
Why, utterly throwing off the ecclesiastical power. Do 
you not know that the Roman Catholic Church has mil
lions and millions of dollars' worth of goods, and the 
beast is already kicking up? And people that read the 
Scriptures and are a little posted in the political world 
can see it everywhere. The beast is kicking up in Mex
ico and Central America, and kicking up in Europe, 
and they have about driven the Jesuits out of France, 
the most Catholic country on the globe; and so the signs 
in the papacy are exceedingly obvious. When I was at 
Rome it seemed that the Holy Father was in a deplorable 
fix, for there they were rearing up a grand and magnifi-
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to rule the western hemisphere; consequently the pro
phecies are the same in regard to both of them. You 
take the period 6o6, and add to that I26o years ; that will 
bring you down to 1866, the very time when Pope Pius 
IX. convened that conference, and held it four years, 
and compelled it to sign the dogma of his infallibility, 
and the ink was scarcely dry on the paper when Victor 
Emmanuel, which is the name of Christ, who was at the 
head of the Italian army, swept into Rome and shook the 
Pope down, and so he began to fall even then, and that 
really is a fulfillment of prophecy, and now that is the 
line of the Pope. These prophecies are all being ful
filled. It was about fifty years from the Pope's assump
tion of universal spiritual supremacy until he proclaimed 
his universal political supremacy, having the right to 
dethrone the king and enthrone whom he would, and thus 
proclaimed himself the vicegerent of God, and as it took 
about a half a century for the consummation of the papis
try, a similar period will doubtless transpire in its dis
integration, which would run out in 1915, or somewhere 
around there, which illustrates the fact that we are living 
in the time of the end. In Revelation xiii. we have the 
beast with seven heads and ten horns, and the Pope is the 
seventh head. In the 17th chapter we have John's vision 
of the beast carrying that woman arrayed in purple, and 
decked with precious stones; we see the beast going 
along, and it gets tired of the burden, and kicks up and 
throws her over his head, and turns around and eats ttp 
her flesh. The beast is the world, and the governments 
of the world for ages have been carrying the Roman 
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the lookout for it, and the signs there are most ominous 
that the power is liable to fall every day. What is the 
significance of that? In our Savior's talk on the second 
coming He says that immediately after the desolation of 
those days, the sign of the Son of man shall appear in 
the heaven, and so as soon as the Moslem power falls 
in the Rely Land, the Lord is going to appear. That 
is what it says. The desolation will last until about the 
time of the Lord 's appearing, and it says in so many 
words t.hat immediately after the desolation of the Holy 
Land (and that desolation will be there until the Turkish 
Empire falls), immediately then will the sign of the Son 
of Man appear. Of course, that power is liable to fall 
at any hour. Baron Rothschild has a mortgage on the 
Holy Land, and he is liable to close it any day, and as a 
citizen of Great Britain she would protect him, and thus 
the land would pass out of the Moslem power into Chris
tian, and the Russians are there and determined to have 
it, and the French are there and determined to have it; 
and so all Christendom is looking eagerly and ready to 
take it at any moment; so there is no place for it to go 
but into Christendo,m, hence the signs among the 
Mohammedans are exceedingly obvious. 

Now I will speak a little of the signs among the 
Romanists. You must remember history gives the rise 
of Mohammed A. D. 6o7, and the first Pope was crowned 
A. D. 606; no doubt they were both crowned at the same 
time. When the devil got the world into hand during the 
dark ages he found he needed help, and so he raised up 
Mohammed to rule the eastern hemisphere, and the Pope 
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Then and there the death blow was given to the Moslem 
power, and it has been dying ever since; and God 
Almighty did it; and though all Christendom had fought 
two hundred years to recover the Holy Land from her 
desolaters, they signally failed, because none but God 
Almighty could break the Moslem, and so He began to 
break that monster of the bottomless pit, whom he per
mitted to thus curse the world, and it has been breaking 
and breaking ever since, and it is a well-known fact that 
there is no government on the earth to-day that is holding 
up the Moslem religion but Turkey, and she is about 
ready to break ; and if it was not for the electricity fur
nished by her Christian neighbors, she would drop into 
the grave. She is a political corpse, and being carried 
to her long-merited grave by her neighbors. Well, as 
the prophetical period of the Moslem power in the Holy 
Land is given as forty-two months, or 126o days, and a 
day being a prophetical year, their power was to last 
there 1260 years. They captured Jerusalem A. D. 637, 
and that would have made the time of the Moslem power 
in the Holy Land run out in 1897. Some of you saw in 
the book of Revelation a statement of that kind, and were 
looking for it to fall in 1897. This failure is accounted 
for by the fact that we have not the correct chronology. 
If the American chronology is correct, the time will not 
be out until about a dozen years from now. It is highly 
probable it will verify the American chronology. Of 
course, this chronology is not perfectly accurate, but 
while I was in Jerusalem in 1895 every one there was 
looking for the power of the Turks to fall , constantly on 
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the battle cry, "Not to us, 0 Lord, but to Thee shall b\! 
the glory"; and so seventy thousand warriors rode into 
battle with that battle cry. Thus they assaulted that for
midable Moslem army that had conquered all the world 
except that little corner there. Now notice a wonderful 
coincidence. The people then knew nothing about astro
nomy, and at that time a total eclipse of the moon took 
place. She was then full, you know, and a symbol_of the 
universal conquest of the Moslem power, and they re
g-arded it as the very omen of the consummation of their 
conquests for which they had been fighting seven hun
<lred and fifty years, and deluged the world with blood 
and heaped it with mountains of the dead. About this 
Lime the total eclipse came on, and as the sky was per
fectly clear the moon just faded away. Well, it scared 
those Moslems nearly to death. Oh, a terrible panic 
seized them, until they were just paralyzed with fear, 
and they raised an uproarious shout everywhere : "Do 
you not see we are undone? God is against us. We are 
gone l We are gone!" The result was a universal con
fusion and disorganization, and in vain did their leaders 
strive to rally them ; but they retreated, and left the field 
fairly burdened with gold and silver, which they had cap
tured. So the tide of the Moslem power began there to 

. roll back, and it has been rolling back ever since, and 
since that day a whole dozen great empires have been 
raised out of the power of the Moslems. That is a ful
fillment of prophecy. In Daniel viii. 25 it says: "He 
shall be broken without hand." All the world could 
never whip the Moslems, but God Almighty could do it. 
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dred and fifty years, during which it seemed that the Mos
lems would actually take the world, as Nebuchadnezzar 
or Alexander the Great had done, and they were deter
mined to do it. Their banner exhibited the Crescent; 
that is, the moon increasing-until it becomes a round 
globe; and the meaning of it was that their power was to 
increase until they took the whole world, and they all 
believed it, and it just seemed that they certainly would 
drive Christianity from the globe. When they had thus 
swept Christianity from all the more important cities of 
the earth, they lay siege to Vienna, three hundred thou
sand strong, and they coil around it in A. D. 1683, like a 
huge. boa constrictor. They feel sure of victory, and with 
the fall of Vienna they are satisfied that they will triumph 
over all the balance of Europe, and thus sweep Christi
anity from the globe, and thus consummate the prophe
cies of the false prophet that he was to take the whole 
world by the sword. Amid this awful siege the people of 
Vienna send messengers to Poland, which was at that 
time a great military power, and exceedingly religious 
and devout, for help, if possible. John Sobieski, the cele
brated Christian hero, was then in the meridian of his 
glory, and he gets seventy thousand Christian warriors, 
and under the banner of the cross they set out immedi
ately for the relief of Vienna. They arrive before that 
city on October 12, 1683, on a beautiful bright day in 
autumn, and he delivers a flaming speech to his warriors, 
in which he declares his determination to conquer or die 
on the field, and he rides in front of his army at a sweep
ing gallop, and waving his sword in the air and shouting 
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crusades, and determine to drive the Mohammedans out 
of the Holy Land, and they fight two hundred years. 
When I was exploring the Church of the Holy Sepulcher 
they showed me the sword of Godfrey, the leader of the 
crusades (and, by the way, his name was something like 
mine, and he was a noble Christian gentleman). So all 
Europe went out, and they swept into Asia, determined 
to recover the patrimony of our Savior, actuated by the 
most pious and godly impulses, to recover the Holy 
Place and drive the infidels from the Holy Land, and they 
capture Jerusalem, and you see many of their works there 
now, for they held it seventy years; but the Mohamme
dans never ceased to fight, and at the expiration of two 
hundred years from the invasion of the Holy Land by 
the Crusaders, they drive them out of Asia, leaving the 
bones of two millions of Christians to bleach on Asiatic 
soil, and it seemed that the last hope of recovering the 
patrimony of our Savior had gone down to the gloom of 
an eternal night. The Moslems, encouraged over this, 
break out worse than ever. You have the second pro
phecy of the Mohammedan wars in the latter part of the 
ninth chapter of Revelation, and it says they lasted a 
year and a month and a day and an hour; that is, 396 
days and a little more, and a day, a prophetical year, 
makes the tremendous period of four hundred years. They 
founded the Mogul Empire, whose capital was Bagdad, 
and it almost dominated the world for two hundred years. 
As they had driven Christianity out of the more impor
tant countries of Europe they were determined to drive 
it out of the world. Those terrible wars lasted seven hun-
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Church and the Latin Church, and both of them had 
images like the Roman Catholics have now in their 
churches, and Mohammed, a wild Arab, thought these 
images idols, and looked upon Christianity as idolatry, 
and he declared that God had sent him to exterminate 
idolatry from the earth. You may go into their mosques 
now-I have been in them-and they have no images; 
so Mohammed declared that God had sent him to destroy 
idols, and to reduce the whole world to the worship of the 
one true God. Of course that is the correct idea, but 
Mohammed was the devil's man, and hence we see a man 
of blood and wickedness, and in the mysterious permis
sive providence of God he lived and moved out . upon 
the earth, the most terrible scourge the woild had ever 
seen. He sweeps his armies over the various countries 
where the Apostles had established the Gospel, and kill
ing every one who would not turn Mohammedan, and so 
exterminating it out of these coun~ries where it flour
ished ; and crossing the straits of Gibraltar into Europe, 
entering Spain, which was the most densely populated 
country in Europe then, and so they overrun all Spain 
and swept Christianity from there; and they' cross over 
into France, and in A. D. 733 Charles Martel, at the 
head of the French army, meets this tremendous motley 
host, flushed with a thousand victories, and there the 
Moslems meet their first defeat, and the Christians follow 
it up. Now this finishes the first hundred and fifty years of 
the Mohammedan wars, and there was a kind of cessation 
and a temporary victory on the part of the Christians, 
and it encourages them, and eventually they embark in 
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because the horn means political power, and hence the 
propriety of the epithet, for they became so wonderfully 
great; and in the eighth chapter of Daniel it says: "I 
saw the little horn becoming great toward the south and 
toward the east and toward the glorious land." Asia 
means east and Africa means south and the glorious land 
means the Holy Land, and so they push out and sweep 
over these countries, and everywhere they just roll a 
tide of devastating fire and inundating floods, and their 
terms were, "The Koran or death." If the people would 
not submit to the Koran, they were killed. So they roll 
on dbwn and they enter the Holy Land, take Jerusalem 
A. D. 637, and they continue to roll their conquests over 
Asia and Africa, which were the civilized world of that 
time, Europe being the wild west and America unknown; 
and in the ninth chapter of Revelation, the first part, you 
have the prophet describing the rise of t~e Moslem pow
er, and he says he will continue five months, and have 
power to hurt men five months; that is, 150 days, and a 
day standing for a year, is 150 years. Now 11otice the 
attitude of Mohammed. All the bad in the world is by 
the permissive providence of God. The devil could not 
be here unless God let him. You see if you can not go 
through the devil's flint mills a thousand times, and come 
out with a big shout every time, you will not do for a 
place in the bridehood. Consequently, the devil is per
mitted to reign when the Holy Ghost is calling the bride. 
These things are wonderfully deep and exceedingly beau
tiful. We find that in the seventh century Christianity 
had degenerated until it had fallen into the Greek 
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faced him and said to him, "I can go with you no fur
ther. God Almighty sits on the throne of the universe 
in the seventh heaven, and as I am not worthy to accom
pany you any further, you will have to go alone"; and so 
he says he went alone. That illustrates a beautiful point 
in Christian experience. We can lead and lead you, but 
you will have to go alone to God. That is the reason so 
many people do not get sanctified; they stop when we 
stop. He says he leaves Gabriel and goes to the sev
enth heaven, and there stands in the august presenGie of 
the Almighty Father, and the Koran says He addressed 
him and said to him that He had sent prophets into the 
world, and the people would not believe them, but killed 
them, and that He had sent Jesus Christ into the world, 
and they would not believe Him, but killed Him; and 
that He had sent the Apostles into the world, and they 
would not receive them, but martyred them. He had sent 
all these so that people would repent, but they would not 
repent, and now, He says: "I send you the greatest and 
last prophet that shall come on the earth," [in his phrase
ology. Of course, it was blasphemous, but I give it to 
you as it is in the Koran] ; "I send you not to persuade 
them, but to compel them to repent"; and so he took the 
sword to conquer the world. This just suited the wild, 
ferocious Arabs, and they rallied under his military ban
ner by millions, and soon Arabia submitted to him. The 
eighth chapter of Daniel is all about Mohammed, and he 
is called the "little horn," just like the Pope is called the 
"little horn" in the seventh chapter, and as these men 
are the greatest in all history they are called "little horn," 
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time of the end. Well, as I am under promise to speak 
of the signs of His near coming, and it has been my 
privilege to read history, and I have a good memory, 
and consequently have before .me the whole world, just 
like you have this congregation under your eye, and 
there is so much in this theme, I will, the Lord help
ing me, condense and be as brief as possible, but it is 
exceedingly voluminous, hence I will have to scan rap
idly. In the first place, I would speak to you of the 
signs among the Mohammedans. Mohammed began to 
preach in Arabia, his native land, A. D. 6o7, and he 
related a wonderful story in the Koran-of course, origin
ally relating it verbally. It is this. One night he heard 
a voice at his gate, and he went out, and there was the 
angel Gabriel, who had come to take him into the pres
ence of the Father, and he had with him the animal that 
Christ rode into Jerusalem, and as he had not been ridden 
since the days of Christ, then more than five 
hundred years, he found him very skittish, but 
pursuant to the mandate of Gabriel, he mounts, 
and so they fly away and leave the world far 

· behind them, and they speed their flight and pass 
blazing suns and rolling worlds, and eventually they 
arrive at the first heaven, and find there Adam and Eve 
and a number of others, and they go on to the second 
heaven, and find there still others of the prophets, angels, 
and so on; and they go on to the third heaven and find 
still more there, and to the fourth, and so on to the fifth, 
and finally the sixth, and they reach the sixth amid vast 
and countless multitudes of redeemed spirits, and Gabriel 
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(Matthew xxiv. 32-41.) 

Here we have our Savior's own illustration of the 
signs of His coming, setting forth the fact that they 
are as unmistakable as the signs which proclaim winter's 
retreat and- spring's ingress. You can not find an idiot 
in Ohio or Kentucky who would go out and see the 
buds everywhere coming out into beautiful green leaves, 
and the flowers evolving their variegated petals, who 
would not tell you outright that summer is nigh. That 
is our Savior's own declaration. Beloved, when "the 
branch of the fig tree is yet tender, and putteth forth 
leaves, ye know that summer is nigh; so likewise ye, 
when ye shall see all these things, know that it is near, 
even at the doors." Consequently we can know the time 
of our Lord's coming, as we can know the approach of 

springtide. Blessed Holy Spirit, light up this moment
ous reality! Now, while it says here that no one knows 
the day, arising from the fact that no man knows the 

correct chronology, yet we can know the time of the 
end, as our Savior here so unequivocally affirms, and 

know it as positively and as unmistakably as we can 

know that winter has retreated away and summer is com
ing on. I do believe without 'a doubt that we are living 

in the time of the end, amid the wonderful fulfillment of 
the latter day prophecies. Of course, it is fanaticism for 

al'1y one to appoint the day, for that only damages the 
truth, but our attitude is simply that we can know the 

67 
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cisco, California, at eight; and the next day in India, and, 
glory to God! don't you believe it? You must believe 
the Bible. Certainly ! I have never drawn a conclusion 
in which I have not given the ·word in first and last, and 
I expect to keep it up. 
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grand judgment Christ will have a hundred times as 
many people as the devil had. We will be in the ma
jority, and the devil's people in the day of judgment will 
be only a little handful. Oh, what a gathering in the 
time of the restoration of all things, to reign in His 
glory forever. The millennial glory will belt the globe. 

While talking to Sister S. of her trip to California, 
she said she had never been far away from home, and as 
she crossed the dreary plains she cried; but when I cross 
the deserts I have my eye on the promise that "The des
ert shall rejoice and the wilderness bloom," and the tables 
groan with the luscious grapes and the delicious fruits, 
and the trackless deserts be populated with teeming mil
lions; ;nd~ don't you know, I shouted "Glory to God!" 
I expect to be here, and I am looking for Him to-clay. 

Truly, Moses says: "A prophet shall the Lord your 
Goel raise up; look unto Him." Christ is that Prophet, 
and He will restore all things. There is to be a time 
when all shall say amen to Christ, and shall say, "Blessed 
be the name of the Lord." 

"And every soul that will not hear the Prophet will 
be cut off from His gerreration." Left in the great tribu
lation. There are millions of heathen who have never 
had opportunity to hear that Prophet, but the Lord 
knows every one that will have a willing heart, and the 
first work will be to get people saved and filled with the 
Holy Ghost. I expect to preach in the transfigured 
body, and won't have to pay car fare, but I can go and 
preach in Pekin, China, in the morning, and come back 
here at three in the afternoon, and preach in San Fran-
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tion was that of Jerusalem, and that was followed by the 
dispensation of our Savior's ministry, which was an ap
parent failure, and instead of receiving Him, they knew 
him not, and that dispensation wound up with the awful, 
bloody scene of Calvary. The prophecies teach that the 
dispensation of the Holy Ghost will go the same way, 
and wind up with the most awful destruction. They say: 
"There was never such a time of trouble known." Never 
known because there never were so many millions who 
would not do for the reign of Christ. 

Don't you know the world is full of people who won't 
let Him reign? 1'he world is fast ripening for destruc
tion, and is full of wickedness. There was a possibility 
that He would have come long ago and called out His 
bride from every µation, and He would have come right 
back, but for the delinquency of the Church, and this 
delinquency still delays His coming. 

The old prophets said: "A nation shall be born in a 
day"; and the day of Pentecost and the wonderful reviv
als since have been but the first fruits, and, brethren, don't 
you know the first fruits are always gathered before the 
general harvest? Don't you know Jes us said: "Broad 
is the road that leads to death, and many there be that 
walk in it"? We're living in the devil's age of the world. 
It set in when one man fell, and will continue -until the 
last coming of Jes us on the throne of His glory. 

I used to wonder who was talking in the fifty-third 

chapter of Isaiah. It was a millennial Jew. The Jews 
will come to the fold of the Church in the days of the 
theocracy, under the wonderful reign of Christ. In the 
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out, that refreshing may come from the presence of the 

Lord." 
You need it now to prepare you for His coming. 

"That He may send forth Christ Jesus unto you who 
was before preached unto you." So get ready, that He 
may send Him forth. If the Church had been true, He 
would have come before. Read the last verse of the r6th 
chapter of Matthew. I hope you will wake up and get 
ready. Your Bible does not read correctly here. The 
true reading is: "Truly, I say unto you, that there are 
some of those who are standing here who mqy not taste 
of death" (yours is in the indicative mode), "until they 
may see the Son of man coming in His kingdom." So, 
you see, there was a possibility that in that generation He 
might come again. That is the reason we are trying to 
get people saved, and give every one a chance, and call 
them to the bridehood. That is why Brothers Taylor 
and Simpson have sent so many missionaries, and why 

, they are sending people constantly who are filled with 
the Holy Ghost. He said He would come back, and if 
that generation had been true, He would have come then. 
But they were not true. Man has always been a failure, 
in every dispensation and under all circumstances. He 
failed utterly in the antediluvian dispensation, which 
wound up with the flood, and the Bible tells us man is 
getting worse and worse. They became worse and worse 
after the flood, until another dispensation wound up, and 
the wicked were buried in the Red Sea, marking another 
great epoch in the world's history. The next great cul
mination of destruction at the end of the first dispensa-
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can not get the full meaning, so I will give you the Greek 
word, "keleusma" ( ?), which means the call of a general 
to his army, or a captain to his warriors. "And the 
redeemed will fly up to meet Him in the air." He sim
ply comes down within calling distance. Of course, you 
couldn't compare His voice to yours, for you could not 
summon the whole earth to meet you by shouting to 
them; but were you to try to call people from all parts 
of the earth, you would not stand down here in Cincin
nati or in the Mississippi River Valley, but you would 
want to be as high as possible from the earth. So Jesus, 
when He comes, will call people into the air to meet Him, 
and the call will be heard by all His saints, and from all 
parts of the earth they will fly up to meet Him; and so, 
you see, He will not come close to the earth when He 
comes. 

Then we enter upon the period of the rapture, and 
then will set in the great tribulation, in which God 
Almighty will come down and fulfill his promise: "I am 
satisfied with the redemption I have made; sit down till 
I have made your enemies your footstool"; and so, as 
John says: "I beheld till the thrones fell and the ancient 
of days did sit." And the Father will come down and 
judge the wicked nations and fallen churches, and we 
will run to meet Him with a shout; we will not "shrink 
from Him with shame," but will say Amen to the Lord's 
coming, and be ready to meet Him with a shout. 

In the third chapter of the Acts of the apostles God 
says: "Repent, and turn, that your sins may be blotted 
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the existence of hell, and thus literalize everything; and 
so you see the two extremes ; and I pray God to broaden 
your mind, so you can receive the whole truth of the 
Christhood. You know the old Bible is the biography of 
Christ excarnate, and the New Testament gives us the 
life of Jesus or Christ incarnate. 

When we talk about the Coming of Christ, I mean 
the man Christ, the glorified Jesus; and so you must 
take in the great problem of the Christhood, the spiritual 
Christ, and the literal Christ, for the human Christhood 
is perfect man and perfect God. I am looking for the 
glorified man· Christ, and for reasons I may not have time 
to give I am expecting Him to-day. The prophecies 
turn in a flood of assurance that we are living in the last 
dispensation, though no one knows the day, because no 
one knows the exact chronological time. The difference 
in time is such that no !Jlan knows, and there is no way 
of learning the exact time. There are three distinct 
methods of reckoning time: The Lunar, used in Asia 
and Africa, measured by the moon ; the Calendar, used 
in Europe; and the Solar, used in America, which may be 
precisely correct, as the Lunar is too short and the Cal
endar too long. 

According to Calendar time, His coming will be in 
thirty-six years; but I believe the time is at hand, and I 
am looking for Him this very day, because I believe the 
Bible, and it teaches that He will come and take away His 
bride before He comes to reign. 

In the fourth chapter of Thessalonians He says He 
will come with a shout, but from the word "shout" you 
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and died, and rose from the grave, and ascended into 
heaven, and, oh! beloved, He's coming again! There 
is no dodging the truth. The apostolic saints believed it, 
and so do I, and you can't deny it. Good Lord, heir 
you to burn your creed and shout aloud. 

There was a time in the dark ages when there was an 
apology for the existence of human creeds, but now we 
all have our Bibles, and we all read, or have some one to 
teach us, and who wants a creed? The Bible's my creed. 
Why, certainly! But you say: ''Brother Godbey, are 
you not committed to the Methodist creed?" Well, the 
Methodist preacher positively certifies that he believes 
that the Old and the New Testaments contain the whole 
truth of Goel, and so he is really committed to the Bible. 
So don't preach it from your creed, but preach the Bible, 
and you will do some good, and if your creed can't pad
dle its own canoe, you go ahead and preach its funeral 
sermon while it sinks. 

The holiness movement is to give the world the full 
Bible, and God has raised it up for that; so preach it, and 
remember "he that biddeth God-spee_d is partaker of evil 
deeds," if others come, bringing not this doctrine, i. e., 
that Christ is coming "in the flesh." 

Brethren, here is the point where nearly all the here.; 
sies in Christendom spring up, along the line of the 
Christhead. 

When preaching in Jacksonville, Fla., I met the Swe
denborgians, who spiritualize everything; and in some 
places vve have the Soul-sleepers, who take away your 
soul and brutalize you and rob you of heaven, and deny 
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swer; and so she kept on weaving for years, and would 
have finished the web many times over had she not sat 
up nights and raveled out what she did in the daytime. 
So she kept on weaving and raveling out the web, and 
waiting and waiting until ten years had rolled away, 
when her husband came. 

He knew of the trouble at the Court, and how his 
wife's lovers had tormented her so incessantly, and so 
he did not let them know who he was when he returned; 
but his wife knew him, and his dog knew him and died 
of joy on seeing him, and his wife whispered a word to 
him secretly once in a while, until at last he managed to 
get up a boxing game, in which he had a right to join, 
and he slew every one of the tormentors on the spot; and 
so the bride of Christ still believes He is coming, and 
though He long delays; her hopes will be revived, and 
when He comes He is going to slay every one who has 
sought her. 

The false church has already accepted the "love of 
the world," and gotten married, and, of course, she 
doesn't want Christ to come back. It would break up all 
the arrangements. Certainly she doesn't! She is in no 
fix for Him to come, and so she doesn't want Him. 

"If any man come to you and does not bring this 

doctrine,'" i. e., the doctrine that Jesus is coming again 
in the flesh, "do not receive him to your house, nor bid 
him God-speed." Good Lord, help us to believe the 
truth. It is plain, unmistakable truth that He is coming 
again. He came incarnate, and was placed in a manger, 

and suffered in the garden, and was nailed to the cross, 

' , 
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yourselves, in order that ye may not destroy the things 
you have made, but that you may receive a full reward." 
You might miss your place in the bridehood. "Every 
one going forth and not abiding in the doctrine of Christ 
is not abiding in the Lord." He has come, and suffered, 
and died in the world, and is comin$ again to reign for
ever. I have no doubt but the Church leaders actually 
changed this verse and made it to refer to His first 
coming. Instead of "is come" it should have been trans
lated "is coming." They did not want Jesus to come. 
Why, certainly! for they were in no fix to meet Him 
after they had apostatized and become worldly. Sup
pose my wife is flirting with a dozen other men; she is in 
no fix for me to come home. 

When the bride forsook her beloved spouse and got 
married to the antichrist, she did not want the Bride
groom to come. It is His fallen bride who opposes His 
coming. The true bride is on the lookout for Him. 

When the king of Ithaca went off to the Trojan wars, 
which lasted seven years, he returned not for years after 
the wars were over. He wandered off on the seas, with 
no companions, for ten long years, and when all the rest 
got back they all sought the queen and wanted the king
dom of Ithaca, and she was afraid they would make war 
on her and take the kingdom, so many were coming. 
But she refused to listen to them, though they tormented 
her incessantly, for she believed Ulysses would return. 
After a while she told them she was weaving a great web 
for her father-in-law to be buried in, and when she had 
completed her work she would give one of them an an-
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climbed to the top of the tower I did not like to come 
down, but stood looking up through the tower to the 
shining sky, whither my Lord had flown, and, oh! that I 
could see him flying down in a cloud! 

"His feet shall stand again upon Mount Olivet"; the 
sarrie Jes us will return in a cloud, and, oh ! beloved, don't 
you believe it? If you believed the Bible, and believed 
it just as it is, you would be real happy. Faith is the 
hand that receives everything from God. If the sinner 
will believe the Bible, he will get saved and get gloriously 
sanctified before he knows it, and be on the watch for 
the Lord's return. Believe the whole truth, and you will 
be absolutely flooded with glory. You don't know how 
happy I get. I can hardly stay in this body. 'I'he secret 
is, f believe the Bible. I used to follow the big Metho
dist preachers, and was happy once in a while, but not 
all the while; now I am following Jesus only, and am 
happy all the time. 

"I would rather be the least of them 
Who are the Lord's alone, 

'I'han wear a royal diadem 
And sit upon a throne.' 

You sang it, now stick to it, and JOU will get happy 
to stay. 'I'he reason the cloud comes is that unbeli~f 
comes. 

'I'he great facts were: 'I'he Lord has come, and is 
coming again, and the Bible declared every man who 
does not believe this trut11 to be a deceiver and anti

christ; so don't turn out an antichrist. "'rake heed unto 
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in this country. The holiness people are the same in 
Asia and Africa, Europe and all the world, and He has 
raised them up to prepare the people for the Coming. 
The present holiness movement is the morning star light
ing the world, and preparing the people for the rising 
of the Sun of Righteousness for all nations. I glory in 
our privileges. Of course, the great burden is to get the 
people ready for the coming. If they only knew the 
truth of the prophecies, it would stir the dead churches 
and shake them like volcanoes, and would move the 
world with a spiritual earthquake. 

I want you to remember how this reads, how the Holy 
Ghost gave it. He says: "Many have gone out into the 
world who do not confess that Jesus is coming in the 
flesh." So what about the people who don't believe He 
is coming? 

"Brother Godbey, you don't believe it, do you?" Sure
ly, I do believe it; why, certainly! Did not His glorified 
body fly up from Mount Olivet, and did not the angels 
shout out, "Know ye not that the same Jesus whom ye 
saw will come again in like manner," actually repeating 
the statement that as you saw Him go, He is coming 
again? "His feet shall sta~d again upon Mount Olivet." 
I was never satisfied walking over Mount Olivet; I want
ed Jesus to come then. 

Of course, the very spot where Jesus stood when He 
left this earth has not heen revealed, but a few paces from 
where He ascended, there stands a stone tower two hun
dred feet high. It would seem the people wanted to fol
low their Savior iust as far as they could When I 
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the Roman Catholics were burning and killing Christians 
in every way, and the truths of the Bible were buried, 
the restoration was progressing? 

Martin Luther never expounded sanctification, al
though he was doubtless a sanctified man, as you would 
see if I had time to explain the history of Luther and 
the Pope of Rome. 

vVhen Luther was telling people to come to Christ 
alone, and get saved, and was producing the disturbance 
which developed into the Reformation, the Pope wrote 
to have his mouth stopped with gold, for he was about 
to ruin them; and he offered Luther a wagon load of 
gold; but Luther would not be bought, and the bishop 
wrote back, saying: "The beast don't love gold." Sanc
tified people don't love gold, and it won't budge them. 
No, never! 

Luther had all he could do to reveal the grace of 
justification; it was reserved for Wesley and his compeers 
to teach sanctification to be received by simple faith, 
and they lived and died working on that great subject; 
and probably it was as much as they could manage well; 
but we're to restore the doctrine of our Lord's return 
to the earth, and divine healing, and we will be untrue if 
we don't give the world the whole Bible. They did as 
much as they could in their day and generation, and the 
Lord has a crown of glory for the present holiness move
ment; and He has sent us to all nations to prepare the 
bride of Christ for Jesus. I have gone to far-away isles, 
where I never saw a Methodist, but I met the "holiness 
cranks," and they shouted there the same as they shout 
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have gone out into the world who do not confess that 
Jesus Christ is coming in the flesh." 

Every apostle preached the Lord's return, and was 
on the lookout for it, as we are looking for Him now, and 
anticipating His return. They and millions after them 
bled and died for the truth of Jesus. The devil tried, 
three hundred years ago, to destroy Christians from the 
earth by feeding them to lions in the Coliseum at Rome, 
and 'entertained hundreds of thousands of spectators by 
letting them see the lions eat up the Christians. Roman 
historians said that the emperors, with their armies, did 
their best to kill them all, and though thousands surren
dered their lives in the great Coliseum, the faith spread, 
and the devil found he could not get rid of them that way. 
So in 325 he joined the Church, and has been a member 
and in the front pews, and sometimes occupies the pulpit, 
aiding in the church services whenever possible, ever 
since. I mean when the Emperor Constantine pro
claimed Christianity the religion of the empire, and the 
pagan empires of the world made churches with crosses 
upon them, and heathenized Christianity. Soon after 
the world, in the person of Constantine, espoused Chris
tianity, they ran into Catholicism, and the Church looks 
back into the dark ages as the millennium, and the devil 
is now let loose after the millennium. 

The great trouble with the Protestant churches is that 
they have never repudiated the Roman Catholic dogma. 

Then the Greeks explained away the Second Coming, 
following in the wake of the Roman Catholics. Don't 
you know, while the world was flooded with Catholicism, 
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in the third century. So, of course, here I have noth
ing but the Bible, and the Bible is true, whether you be
lieve it or not. 

A young fellow, when I was p_reaching in Texas, a 
number of years ago, was speaking to a man about his 
soul, and was quoting Scripture to him, when the man 
said: "I will listen if you want to talk to me, but I don't 
want to hear the Scripture." But the young man read 
on, and was interrupted again by the man saying: "I 
don't believe the Bible." "Well," says the young man, 
"that is none of my business whether you believe it or not. 
If you are a born infidel, you are going to be damned in 
hell because you don't believe it"; to which the man 
replied: " If you want to talk to me like a reasonable man, 
I will talk." But the young man persisted, and said: 
"The Bible is true, and you're going to be damned in 
hell because you don't believe"; and by the third time 
the infidel ran to the altar. 

Give the people the Word of God. Your words are 
as sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal, but the Word 
of God endureth forever. 

We need nothing but the Word of the Lord. Why, 
certainly ! So now turn to the first letter of John, the 
second verse of the fourth chapter: "Hereby know ye 
the Spirit of God." In this and the succeeding verse the 
words "is come in the flesh" occur twice. The transla
tion being given in the perfect tense, refers to the first 
coming of Christ, whereas in the Greek it is the present 
tense, just as the Holy Ghost gave it. "Many deceivers 
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I hold in my hand the Sinaitic version of the New 
Testament, which God Almighty kept hidden during the 
dark ages. Forty years were spent searching for it, and 
at last it was discovered by Dr. Tischendorf in the Con
vent of St. Catherine, in 1859, the year I graduated, and 
I sent to Germany for it. So this book I hold in my 
hand came from Germany, and has traveled more than 
any book you ever saw in your life. 

Your Testament is a translation of a Bible written in 
apostolic times. In it there are over two thousand errors. 
You will understand how these errors, some of them, 
came to be in your Bible if you undertake to write off 
the Scriptures, for you will get some errors in it. Your 
Bible was the best Dr. Clarke had. Hence in his com
mentaries there is much error. The Greek Testament is 
the same as mine, only it contains some additions which 
have been made since its inspiration, which mine does 
not. Some portions were actually added to support 

I used to wonder at our Savior saying to the woman 
taken in adultery, "I do not condemn thee," when all 
through the Bible the horrible sin is condemned. Well, 
those first eleven verses are not in this Testament at all. 
They were added by corrupt, intriguing priests to apolo
gize for their own sins. "Why," you say, "you are at~ 
tacking the Bible." I am defending it. I hold in my 
hand the highest New Testament authority. 

Yours was written by hand at the close of the four
teenth century, ·and this was written twelve or fourteen 
hundred years before that. This was written away back 
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are too well pleased with it as it is. The Bible precisely 
suits me. It fits perfectly on my little gourd head, and 
so I wouldn't change it an iota if I could'. 

Some one says, "Brother Godbey, do you understand 
it?" No, I don't, It does say I am saved by faith, and 
I believe it all. We're not saved by knowledge, so you 
see this little man here has swallowed the whole Bible 
by faith as truly as the whale swallowed Jonah. I do 
not know much about it, but I delight to tell what little 
I do know, and bring rich food from the heavenly 
Father's storehouse, and feed the hungry multitudes; 
and when I get to heaven I will have a better chance to 
learn, and will be in better schools than I had in this 
world. 

I like to sit at the feet of Paul and learn of him, but 
you know glorified Paul, after he has been taught by the 
archangels and by the heavenly Trinity, will throw far 
into eclipse the sanctified Paul. I delight to sit at the 
feet of Daniel and hear his prophecies ; but, oh! what 
will glorified Daniel be when he has been taught in the 
great university of heaven ten thousand years! 

This little holiness meeting is the school of Christ, and 
I feel I am talking to preachers. And I am going to 
preach the Gospel to you as we have it revealed in the 
Bible, and I want you to go out from this meeting and 
give the light to others. Spread it everywhere. 

If you have some bogus creed between you and the 
truth, I can not help you any, for I will give you nothing 
but the naked Word of God, and so if you are bound 
down by any human creed, I can do you no gord. 
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At Waco (Texas) camp we had four thousand tenters 
· on the ground, and an attendance of twenty thousand 
people, and I delivered twenty discourses on the subject 
of the "Second Coming," so there is no . trouble for me to 
preach on it; but while I preach without difficulty, you 
had better have God's word than rJy words. I will be 
with you only a few days, and I want you to forget my 
words, but remember God's Word. 

The last time I heard Bishop McTyeires preach, he 
said before the Conference: "Preach the Word; by it 
God Almighty will judge the world. Don't preach your 
own words, preach the Word." I aim to do this. We 

have nothing to do but believe God's Word and follow 
its teachings. I am sorry some of our good brethren 
seem to forget this, and that some holiness papers take 
it upon themselves to tell us what to preach. The Holy 
Ghost has given us the blessed Bible, and told us to 
preach it all, and preach it to all the world regardless of 
the howling of holiness leaders and creeds and ecclesi

astical authorities. No faithful preacher can refuse to 
preach the whole Bible and please God, and if the holi
ness movement doesn't teach the world the whole Bible, 
we had better get out of it, and had just as well trot 
along with dead churches. Of course, the holiness peo
ple have no creed but the Bible. The holiness people 
know nothing; but the Holy Bible, and they only take 
the Bible; but they take it all, and take it just as God 
gives it, and don't want any of it explained away; they 

40 
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all. Glory to God ! the Lord is here to-night, and the 
Holy Ghost is now inviting every one, and the camels 
are already down, and the Holy Ghost will give you all 
the help you need. Farewell, father, and farewell, moth
er (and if Christians, they will bid you God speed) . 

I am so glad there is a camel down for every one to
night. 
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Rebekah is going, going with strangers through this 
howling wilderness, infested by robbers and wild beasts, 
leaving all; you go through this cheerless country, go 
with the Holy Ghost. Rebekah must have had a lion 
heart. But she goes, and ere long reaches the end of 
her journey, and Isaac is in the field, and he observes the 
camels are coming, and on they come, and Rebekah 
dismounts, and symbolic of her holiness she covers her
self with a veil, and she enters the marriage chamber, and 
the nuptials are celebrated. 

All through her journey she was protected and ac
companied by the armed guard; and who were they? 
Why, the guardian angels all around us, more than a 
match for thieves and robbers and howling beasts. Glory 
to God! and, oh, beloved! are you on the journey? are 
you mounted on the camels? are you looking for Isaac? 
Are you ready to meet your glorified Christ? 

Isaac, your Isaac, your glorified Christ, inherited all 
things, a~ He has conquered all enemies, and won com
plete victory for you; and He owns this universe, and He 
is crowned King of this world, and the Holy Ghost is 
hunting for a bride for Him. I am glad I am to have a 
place in the bridehood, glad I mounted the camel twenty
nine years ago. I have enjoyed the ride hugely, and I 
feel sure the road ahead is shorter than the one behind. 
I am looking for my Isaac, sweeping over the battle
ments of the skies ; and, oh, glory to God for my coming 

Isaac! so my Lord is coming down to meet me in the 

air, and escort me back to the glorious palaces and to 
the marriage supper of the Lamb. I want to meet you 
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When in the Old World, after I h~d climbed up the 
highest Egyptian Pyramid, I came down and saw my 
camel down on his haunches, ready to mount and ride, I 
had nothing to do but get on; and you to-night have 
nothi_ng to do but get on; and the Holy Ghost is here 
to give you all the help you need. 

Your mounting on the camel is your spiritual sancti
fication, spiritual wedlock to the spiritual Christ to start 
on your way to meet the literal glorified Christ and par
take of the marriage supper of the Lamb; and then you 
will get married to the glorified Chri~. Glory to God! 
I am so glad I am ready and on the camel and on the 
way, though the land is infested with roaring lions and 
growling bears, and screaming panthers and thirsty, 
horrible monsters of all sorts ; and while, worst of all, 
it is infested by robbers, Eleazar goes with me. 

When I went through that region I had to employ 
an armed guard to protect me. I only employed one, 
and so saved some of the Lord's money. Well, these 
escorts are quick as cats, and through my guide I talked 
to my escort, and asked him what he would do if they 
would rush out at us, as he was the only escort, though 
the guide and muleteer were both armed. He told me 
that he could fire seventeen shots from his gun, and had 
revolvers-enough to give them one hundred shots-and 
so, as the robbers were poor, and had no good arms, and 
knew how the escorts were armed, they seldom attempted 
to hold up a party so well protected, for they knew the 
escorts by their dress and the horses' regalia. So you see 
it is a dangerous journey. Can you say, "I will go"? 
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Revive and Refire 
You find this identical scripture in 2 Tim. 1: 6 

where the English says, "Stir up the gift of God 
which is in you." The Greek is anadzoopurien, from 
ana, again, zooee, life, and pur, fire. It is quite sig
nificant as in the Greek language the very word 
"fire" is pur; strikingly reminiscent ·of the fact that 
fire throughout the Bible is the great purifier. Hen~e 
how strikingly harmonica! with inspired truth when 
we find that in that pearl of all languages, pur is 
the very word which means the great and universal 
purifier in every land and nation. Peregrinate this 
city (Cincinnati) and you see the scavengers every
where, purifying t he streets by burning up t he trash 
and this is but a miniature ·of the whole world. In the 
grand finale this earth will be wrapped in fire, melt
ing and dissolving and eliminating all the impurity, 
and sin Satan ever put into it. Timothy was a fa
vorite Apostle with the great leader of the Apostolic 
army, who moved out to the conquest of the whole 
world, for Him who came all the way from Heaven 
to redeem it with His own precious blood. Timothy's 
opportunities were pre-eminent in a godly mother, 
Eunice, and a holy grandmother, Lois, who were in
strumental in his infantile conversion. (2 Tim. 3: 
16.) In case of your humble servant, God marvel
ously used the sainted mother, humbly instrumental 
in my happy conversion and call to preach, before she 
put on me the masculine costume, as I will never for
get the dress which my grandfather had bought me 
as I was his namesake and she had made it girl 
fashion and I had it on and taking me in her lap she 
preached to me the everlasting Gospel sent down 
from heaven, and she told me that she had given me 
to God for a preacher and that I would live long upon 
the_earth, which prophecy has been fulfilled these 
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sixty-one years of my humble ministry, and I am 
still at it incessantly. This happy conversion and 
call to preach I have never forgotten; those infan
tile impressions are brighter on memory's page than 
the events of yesterday. Little Samuel whom God 
so wonderfully used in his day and generation, was 
felicitously called to the proph,etic office at the early 
age of six years, and serving in the temple at Shiloh 
in the days of Eli, the high priest; when in the still 
hours of the night God called him, and after investi
gating and testing the matter; acquiescently he re
sponds, "Speak Lord, Thy servant heareth." Read
er, be sure that this is the obsequious response of 
your immortal spirit. In a similar manner John 
the Baptist was gloriously converted through the 
instrumentality of his sacred parents, Zachariah and 
Elizabeth, in his infancy; filled with the Holy Ghost 
from the womb of his mother; thus pressing on into 
entire sanctification, before the forfeiture of his in
fantile justification; thus like other patriarchs and 
prophets, receiving the experience proleptically, i. e., 
before its time, as other patriarchs and prophets, 
having entered it antecedently to its dispensation 
which was inaugurated with .Pentecost; vividly 
and mournfully contrasting with the rank and file 
of the ministry this day; trudging along in the howl::
ing wilderness, 3000 years behind their own glor
ious Pentecostal dispensation. The word "gift" in 
the above scripture (2 Tim. 1: 6) is charisma, and 
literally means a work of grace; contrastively with 
chakris, which occurs in the New Testament about 
120 times and simply means the grace of God by 
which we are saved. As the Bible is a book on sal
vation, from Alpha to Omega, no wonder this word 
superabounds. In the text which really becomes 
the name of this booklet, the verb has the vinary 
form; ~he word being a powerful triple compound, 
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in which the two great works of grace, regenera-
. tion for the sinner and sanctification for the Chris
tian are brilliantly and potently set forth. These 
are the two grand sine qua non without which no 
one will ever behold the light of celestial day, pass 
the pearly portals, walk the golden streets and play 
on a golden harp. 



Chapter I. 

SPIRITUAL LIFE 

When Satan invaded Eden, cunningly using the 
serpent and Eve as a passport to Adam, the king of 
humanity in whom all were created and from whom 
all emanate; while he succeeded in the fatal assault; 
prosecuting the war so galliantly, heroically and in
defatigably, as to bear off the palm of victory in 
signal triumph. God had said, "In the day thou 
eatest thereof thou shalt surely die." He did not 
pronounce the death-knell on his body; though it suf
fered awfully in the fell-catastrophe; losing its im
mortality and sinking down into dismal mortality. 
He did not say to his immortal gigantic mind, "Thou 
shalt surely die," though it suffered lugubriously 
in the awful crash of humanity, sinking down from 
the companionship of angels and archangels and 
from the glorious dignity of taking in the deep and 
wonderful truths of God by diagnosis and intuition, 
it is taken down from that lofty pre-eminence of 
cerebral dignity to the toil of the studium and the 
laborious lucubration of the midnight lamp, in the 
prosecution of an education, to patch up the wreck
age and dilapidation received in the fall. But when 
we come to the human spirit, the man himself, there 
the awful admonitory castigation receives its literal 
fulfillment; he drops in his tracks a spiritual corpse; 
glory and immortality having irretrievably evanes
ced and Satan's ow:n fatal and awful endless exis
tence surviving him. 

(a) When Satan fought this memorable battle 
of Eden, he achieved the most glorious victory of 
the ages, because we were all in Adam, there being 
but one creation; Eve no exception to that unity, as 
she was but a transformation of Adam's rib and was 
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not a ded nova creation, but a metamorphism of 
Adam's rib; having been created with Adam. As 
he was created with the enduement of homogen
eous evolution, like everything else in all the mater
ial world, as you see in the early chapters of Gen
esis that when God created all "the material world, 
He said everything had its seed within itself, in
cluding man and everything else. As he was thus 
created with the enduement of homogeneous evo
lution, i. e., producing its own kind; he still retained 
that power; though utterly incompetent to trans
mit what he did not have and consequently could 
not impart spiritual life; but could only fill up the 
world with people, minus that life. 

(b) Therefore the first great sine qua non is the 
impartation of spiritual life, without which every 
soul is doomed, world without end. In regeneration 
the Holy Ghost creates the divine life in the dead 
soul. A dead man doesn't want anything to eat, you 
may prepare the best dinner possible and bring it to 
him and he will not get up and eat it. When a man 
is raised from the dead he must go to eating again. 
When Jesus raised the daughter of Jairus from the 
dead, He told them to give her something to eat. 
The same is true when Peter raised Dorcas from the 
dead at Joppa. He had them give her food. The 
soul must eat as well as the body. Therefore the 
very same power that creates the divine life in the 
soul, must perpetuate that life. 

(c) As the commandment here specifies, revive 
and retire; it means to renew and revive the spiritual 
life in the dead soul. How would you revive a poor 
horse? Give him plenty to eat, and water to drink 
and good exercise. 

In the providence of God this is my 122nd book; 
all telling people the sure way to heaven, as they 
are all Bible teachers. The blessed Bible is the bread 
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of heaven and the water of life. By it we are saved, 
sanctified, healed, panoplied and will be judged in 
the great day when the world is on fire and the sea 
shall give up her dead. Our Savior taught His own 
apostles three years to qualify them to launch the 
Gospel Church; without this His work would have 
been a failure. Three days would have been enough 
to suffer and die and go back to heaven; but in that 
case Satan would have hidden it with his black 
wing and the world never would have known the 
great fact of their redemption by His precious blood; 
but would have gone on down to hell pell-mell, by 
millions, as if they had not been redeemed and the 
wonderful vicarious atonement, perfectly satisfying 
the violated law, so as to precede the necessity of 
the damnation of a solitary soul. 

( d) The brightest and best preachers over the 
earth, say publicly and privately that they learn 
more f1om reading the books written by your hum
ble servant than any other person. I think it is be
cause I read the very words that Jesus and His 
apostles preached in the original language, and con
sequently get the clear straight truth, pure as the 
limpid water of life flows from hallowed Eps and 
regains a perishing world and the pure nutritious 
bread of the Gospel as Jesus breaks it and dispensed 
it to His disciples ·who hand it out to the famishing 
multitudes. There is nothing like feeding the soul 
on the bread of heaven and keeping it well supplied 
with living water, which sparkles in Jacob's well. 

(e) If the soul does not eat, it will dwindle, 
dwarf and die. Oh, how the whole country is strewn 
with skeletons, who once had the shine, the shout, 
and the leap, but a famine came over the land as 
the Bible speaks about "the famine of reading the 
Word." Feed the soul bountifully and it will flour
ish like the green bay tree, spreading out in all di-
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rections and covering the earth. It will grow out 
of pigmyhood into gianthood. 

(f) Every Church and mission ought to be radi
cally Holiness; if not, it has no right to an existence, 
as it is out of divine order and will prove Satan's 
greased plank, over which to slide people into hell. 
Therefore it should be a restaurant for everybody 
to come and get a lunch, reviving up; taking a square 
meal and actually filling his haver-sack with food 
to eat on the road, while crossing the desert. There..: 
fore every Church and mission should not only be a 
restaurant where they can come in and eat a Benja
min's mess, but it ought to have a commissary at
tached, so it would never run out of food. Would 
that not be expensive? Not to us because our God 
is neither poor nor stingy. We jubilantly sing as we 
journey along: 

"My Father is rich in houses and lands, 
He holdeth the wealth of the world in His hands ; 
Of rubies and diamonds ; silver and gold 
His coffers are full, He has riches untold." 

Therefore the only question is, will we take it on 
ourselves to run the restaurant and patronize the 
commissary. We are surrounded on all sides by 
starvation churches, where they' have fine houses, 
tall steeples, gothic domes, corinthian columns, great 
dining-room$, plenty of splendid chairs all around 
well supplied with implements of every kind: oh, 
what a clatter and parade! but the trouble is nothing 
to eat; even the mice around starving to death for 
crumbs to satisfy their hunger. Where there is no 
loaf there is no crumb. 

(g) Surely you will all go to work, launch this 
restaurant, with commissary attached and proceed 
to feed the people. 



Chapter II. 

HOLY GHOST FIRE 

The squatter out amid the Rocky Mountain wilds 
is chased by a pack of howling, hungry wolves. In 
vain he gallops his pony to get away from them; as 
night is coming on and he knows their sharp teeth 
are watering for his flesh and their voracious mouths 
whetted sharp for his meat. They are determined 
to have him for supper. He is in an awful dilemma; 
they are crouching him; evening shadows are gath
ering; the beautiful lovely nocturnal queen is tread
ding the starry firmament amid the glittering con
stellations. Everything above his head is lovely in 
the extreme, but what shall he do with these blood
thirsty, howling wolves. Dismounting, heroically 
he rocks them so terrifically that they retreat in dis
may but what shall he do if he goes to sleep, as he 
must tent out. They will eat him up. He strikes a 
match and soon has a flaming fire; puts down his bed 
between two fires and soon is fast asleep as every 
wolf fears the fire and retreats from it. 

(h) Satan is like a wolf, afraid of the fire, (if it 
comes from heaven), as the Christian's fire always 
does. Therefore we must have the fire of our Savior's 
sanctifying baptism to destroy the carnal mind, the 
sin personality and gives us the victory. We abso
lutely must have a family altar; rally around it ev
ery one that can pull an ounce on the horns of 
heaven's altars; old and young, great and small, rich 
and poor, free and bound, black and white, in dis
criminately do our best and all together pull on the 
ropes of infallible promise, till we tilt heaven's altar 
and the fire sweeps down and wraps the home in a 
Pentecostal flame; so the devil cannot get in shoot
ing distance. 
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(i) The same fires that run the devil away, we 
must keep burning flammiferously, in order to keep 
him away; thus keeping him run off night and day; 
till he can not get in shooting distance. Thus all 
hands rally and do our best to get the fire down from 
he~ven, burning brightly and flaming luminously. 
If you want to keep the fire burning, supply it with 
plenty of fuel. God in His superabounding mercy 
in bygone ages, millions of years ago, has been pre
p8 ring great coal mines, growing the timber in rapid 
and copious and superabundant accumulation, then 
clr0pping down the surface letting in thP, great thun
dering sea to spread her briarean arms over the vast 
accumulated rack heaps of timber, on which vast 
deposits of stone in solution settle down and accu
mulate in mountain strata, condensing it into valu
able bituminous and anthracite coal mines; mean
while immense lakes of oil for illumination as well 
as combustion are exuded out of the mountain for
ests, drifted together in the great subsidencers of 
the under line and superincumbent strata. 

(j) When I first crossed the great Atlantic 
ocean, nineteen years ago, entirely alone, bound for 
the Promised Land ; we sailed directly to London, 
where I bought a ticket for Egypt, on a P. and 0. 
steamer, bound for Calcutta, India, 8600 miles. We 
first sailed 1200 miles to Gibraltar, the terminus 
of the great Mediterranean Sea into the Atlantic 
Ocean. There we stopped and had a great coaling up 
which took seven or eight hours, constant assidu
ous toil of a hundred men. If we had not thus 
halted and taken in an ample supply of coal, we would 
have stopped mid-sea for the want of power to prose
cute our voyage. Then embarking we sailed a thou
sand miles toward the rising sun and reached the 
island of Melitus (Acts 27 ch.), now Malta, where 
Paul was shipwrecked and forced to tarry till the 
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winter storms passed by and the singing birds and 
vernal sun again called them to embark on the/ 
treacherous stormy deep and take chances for the 
the world's metropolis whither he so long prayed and 
waited, that he might reach it with the message of 
the Gospel grace, as great roads had been built 
thence into every nation under heaven, which we 
travel to-day in our Oriental peregrinations. Having 
thus waited so long, finally he appealed to Caesar; 
not that he cared anything about his tribunal be
cause when the Lord appeared to him on the Damas
cus road, radically revolutionizing him for time and 
eternity and calling him into the ministry, He said, 
"I have appeared unto thee to make thee a minister 
and a martyr." From that notable epoch in his event
ful career, he knew that he would seal his faith with 
his blood. When a prisoner in Jerusalem, as a Ro
man citizen, having a right to the highest tribunal 
of the government, he appealed to Caesar, thus forc
ing his enemies to pay his traveling expenses on that 
long and stormy voyage that he might preach the 
everlasting Gospel in the world's metropolis, hence 
like the sun from his meridian. Glory would shine 
out in all directions, throughout the whole world; 
reaching the millions sitting in darkness and in the 
shadow of death, and scattering the salvation fire 
not only to the ends of the earth, but down through 

• the rolling centuries, till the nations of the globe 
will all join in the voluminous shout to Him who 
hath loved us and given Himself for us and the con
templative angels catch up the jubilant acclaim sym
pathetically with redeemed saints, ring it round 
the effulgent throne': "Now to Him who hath loved 
us and given Himself for us, be honor, glory, and do
minion, for ever and ever and ever." 

(k) So again at Melita we had another big coal
ing up and run on another 100 miles to Port Said, 
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Egypt, where we again stopped and had a great coal
ing up. Thus upon all the great ship lines running 
around the world, we have noted coaling stations, . 
where the ships all stop and coal up and then run 
on to their destinations. Thus every Church and 
mission should be, not only a restaurant, where 
the people will get fed, but a coaling station where 
they can all come in from the icebergy churches, 
scattered around far and wide over the country; 
coal up, then out and get the ice all melted off and 
the snow out Df their beard, thus having a general 
warming up. Besides every Holiness Church is a 
coaling station where we can lay in_a supply of coal 
to suffice us in our subsequent voyage. It is an awful 
shame for a Church not to be well supplied with food 
to eat, fire to keep everything warm, and the ma
chinery all running, as the whole world is now run 
by the steam engine; the iron horse with bowels of 
fire and breath of steam, dashing thro.ugh all the 
great mountain ranges and rolling his stentorian 
alarms over every sea and across every continent. 
Clear the track or you will get run over! Fire must 
generate the steam, supply all the machinery and 
keep it running or the world will halt, the wheels of 
her infinitesimal machinery stop and all come to a 
stand still as in· the days of yore, before Adam and 
Eve were created and the angels sang the jubilant 
songs at creation's birth, responsively to the anthem 
of the morning stars, which answered the joyous 
shout of the sons of God; symphonically with all the 
sons of God who shouted for joy, when worlds from 
shapeless chaos responsively to the divine mandate 
rolled out and took their appointed orbits in the 
celestial ecliptic and entered upon their prolix pere
grinations around the grand far-away primal center, 
honored to contain Jehovah's shining palace and by 
and by the thrones of the heavenly hierarchies. 
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(I) This commandment Paul gave to his son 
Timothy to revive and retire is pre-eminently periant 
to us all. It is absolutely illimitable; the grand and 
eternally progressive passive hemisphere of the sanc
tified experience so copiously and lucidly revealed 
in Ezekiel's holy waters (47: 1-12) flowing out from 
the right hand side of the altar where the priest al
ways poured the blood of the sacrifice; beautifully, 
revelatory of this grand positive hemisphere, the 
;negative having been settled when we get under 
th Blood and old Adam is taken away and the heart 
is purified with the Blood administered by the Holy 
Ghost when Jesus baptized him with the Holy Ghost 
and fire. The trouble with people is that they stop 
with this negative side, which is only the beginning 
of a wonderful and glorious experience that will con
tinue not only through this life but all eternity. If 
we do not go for this positive hemisphere the nega
tive will sooner or later evanesce, leaving us again 
in the howling wilderness. · 

(m) When he first enters the holy waters they 
are ankle deep. As this is the walking joint, we only 
now go where Jesus goes and sing felicitously: 

"My Savior comes and walks with me, 
And sweet communion here have we, 
He gently leads me by His hand, 
For this is heaven's border land." 

Then comes a period of Bible study and evangelistic 
work and growing in grace. Behold we strike the 
holy waters again. Now they are up to their knees. 
This is the knee drill, we have finally reached. Here 
like Luther, Bunyan, Fox, Knox, Wesley and many 
others whose names are in the book of life; we won
derfully learn the lesson of prevailing prayer. It 
is a time memorial for going down deep and still 
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deeper into the deep things of God; broadening out 
into grander experimental latitudes and moving for
ward into more progressive altitudes, and especially 
sinking into profounder depths, deeper down into His 
blessed divinity than ever before. 

' 



Chapter III. 

DANGER AHEAD 

(n) On my return tour first around the world 
1895, an awful storm struck us five hundred miles 
west of Gibraltar and was on us five days and nights 
without a moment's intermission two thousand miles 
run mid-ocean; letting up 1500 miles east of New 
York. Fortunately for us that it was all mid-ocean; 
much of it five to ten miles deep; which is the se
curity of a ship in time of a storm, as she is all right 
if she does not strike a rock or a t ree or something 
else on terra firma. This storm was so constant, 
stalwart and sweeping that during the five days we 
could not tell noonday from midnight, ne vice versa; 
the ship constantly climbing great oceanic moun
tains, higher and higher till she reaches the dizzy 
summit, then plunging down, giving us the weird 
and indescribable expetience of falling through th<> 
air,-down-down-down till finally she reaches the 
bottom of th<' wave trough. with an awful crash, 
cracking like peals of th uncter, so terrific to all on 
boa1d. thrilled i.vith the impression that she is break
ing all to pieces; but still she revives, rising again 
and climbing- ancther oceanic mountain. 

( o) Meanwhile all on board are praying and 
crying as we had sailed from Italy on a German 
ship and consequently the most of the passengers 
and all the sailors speaking foreign languages, which 
I knew not; whereas all the English-speaking people 
were praying God to save their souls and forgive 
them for the unfortunate embarkation, promising 
Him never to sail again if He would only let them 
put foot on land once more. I was exceedingly happy. 
as all the doors and windows were closed tight to 
keep out the sea which was constantly rolling over 

I 
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the ship, even the upper deck deep enough to swim a 
horse. No light was seen save that which was 
caught from the lurid lightning as he traversed his 
burning pathway of clouds and I may certainly say 
that which shown out from the snowy white foam, 
riding up and down among the stars and reminding 
me of the snowy summits I have often seen in my 
runs through the lofty mountains of both continents. 

(p) Looking out through the port holes it seem
ed as if I could see the great Jehovah riding on His 
chariot of storm drawn by steeds of tornado, hur
ricane, with His golden sceptre commanding the ele
ments. I never before had such a presentiment of the 
Divine magnitude. I never in all my life did feel 
so little. The ocean in his illimitable vastitude is 
the grandest symbol of the Almighty in all the uni
verse. During those memorial five days, or I may 
say, five nights, each twenty-four hours long, for 
there was no day; not a solitary gleam, I had a won
derful experience; sinking deeper into God and broad
ening out into grander experimental latitudes and 
climbing into loftier altitudes than ever before. While 
all were weeping, wailing and promising God if He 
would only . let them embark anywhere at all they 
would never sail again; they asked me why I did not 
join them in that same , importune prayer. I re
sponded, "Why, I know not but that He may want 
me to sail again and if so it is all right." That was 
a wonderful episode in my biography; meanwhile 
I soliliquized while I peregrinate the globe, singing 
my song, 

"No foot of land do I ·possess 
Nor cottage in the wilderness; 
A poor, wayfaring man I wonder to and fro 
And camp awhile in tents below, 

Till I my heaven gain." 
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Is it possible, while I am too poor to own a grave, 
is my heavenly Father going to compliment me with 
the great Atlantic Ocean for a sepulchre and Him
self come down and serve as my undertaker, dig my 
grave, funeralize me in His condescending mercy! 

(q) While those memorial hundred and twenty 
hours were gliding over the deep, I interviewed a 
leading officer of foe ship: "Now suppose a boiler 
should burst during this awful storm." "Oh," he 
says, "We have thirty-six and if one should fail, I 
guess we could get alorig." Not only did the ship 
have the thirty-six boilers, but fortunately she was 
well coaled up. Consequently they just kept shovel
ing the coal all the time and pouring it into the fur
nace, generally so much steam as to keep her running 
at high speed all the time; which was the secret of 
our security as it was a head wind, sweeping from 
the west, with awful velocity, and would have driven 
our ship before it and wrecked us on the coast of 
Africa, where the cannibals and crocodiles would 
have eaten us all up, if she had not been abundantly 
supplied with coal, which they used, consequently 
costing the ship company an awful sight of money, 
but saving the lives of all on board. Therefore they 
keep the headway of steam so high and strong that 
she shot through the storm like an arrow, landing 
us in New York on schedule time. 

(s) Reader, take warning and be sure you are· 
well coaled up, because the storms are now howling 
and muttering in their windy caverns, impatient to 
get out and sweep over you without distinction or 
mercy. Do not congratulate yourself on fair weath
er; you will have your share, you will have your 
share of tempests and tornadoes. Therefore take 
warning and coal up, that you may be ready. There 
is a bird of glossy plume and beautiful physique, in 
mercy used of benevolent Providence to warn the 
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sailors of impending storms when the sky is clear and 
cloudless, not a ripple on the surge, but a dead uni
versal calm, the Storm Petrel suddenly drops down 
and runs along on her wings over the cerulean sea 
in front of the ship. The warning is heeded and 
the sails furled, masts lowered, curtains all rolled 
up,rigging immediately arranged and all prepara
tions to manipulate the life boats before they can 
possibly get ready, the sun is eclipsed and rayless 
midnight possesses the deep and the storm is act
ually on them in all its fury; God's timely warning 
having alone saved them all from watery winding 
sheets. The ship on which we made this memorial 
voyage was the Elms, one of the largest in the world 
at that time; but very old and was soon afterward 
condemned by the Court of Admirality as unsea
worthy and layed aside. Oh, what a wonder that 
she did not break to pieces during that awful storm! 
Do you know what I think about it? She had a 
cosmopolitan evangelist on board. We are all im
mortal till our work is done. The corn ship perished 
in the Mediterranean (Acts 27 ch.) and doubtless all 
on board would have gone down with her if Paul 
had not been there. He had to stand before Caesar 
and preach in Rome and God answered prayer, giv
ing him all his fellow travelers. The ship that car
ried John and Charles Wesley and the Moravian 
missionaries to America would have gone down if 
they had not been on board ; as the sailors did their 
utmost and gave her up, observing that there was 
no chance, that she must go down. This she could 
not do with John Wesley on board, in answer to 
their prayers He spared all the balance. While run
ning from India to China, the long way of the China 
Sea, we had terrible storms all the time, awful suffer
ing and alarm. Bishop Sellew and his good wife, the 
three Texas boys-John and Edd Roberts and Ally 
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Irick-as well as your humble servant, were all on 
board. Of course the ship could not go down. A 
dear woman from California was sailing to India to 
preach, when amid an awful storm the main mast 
fell down, knocked a great hole through the floor 
through which the sea was booming in and the last 
hope gone. She seizes the mast and shouts, "God 
told me to go to India and I am going"; that moment 
He sent a rescue ship to their relief. 



Chapter IV. 

DEEP WATER EXPERIENCES 

When I made my second tour, 1899, I was ac
companied by two young men-my son-in-law, F. M. 
Hill, of the Kentucky Conference and J. A. Payne of 
California. Having prosecuted our journey, the lat
ter concluded to remain in the Orient; meanwhile 
Brother Hill and myself hasten back to our beloved 
home folks. Embarking on a Russian ship, bound 
for Constantinople, we availed ourselves of a running 
visit and bird's-eye view, glanced over Western Asia, 
memorialized by the seven Churches: Ephesus,Smyr
na, Pergamos, . Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia and 
Laodicea; selected, not because they were all the 
churches in those countries, but seven is our Sa
vior's own sacred number, hallowed throughout the 
Bible. 

(t) On arrival in Smyrna we had to tranship to a 
vessel bound for Athens, Greece, on the other side of 
the sea. In the Apostolic Age Ephesus was a great 
New York of Western Asia, on the sea border, im
mensely rich and the great center of idolatry, hon
ored by the temple of Diana, whose errection occu
pied two hundred years, and it was pronounced one 
of the seven wonders of the world ; the Colosseum in 
Rome, 1800 feet in circumference, eliptical in shape 
and 160 feet high, solid wall up to the eve, built by 
Jewish captives, and standing to this day; the temple 
of Jupiter Olympus at Athens, 120 feet wide, 420 
feet long and supported by fluted marble columns 
90 feet high; the Collossus of Rhodes, a gigantic 
statute, built by Phineas; so large that it strode the 
harbor, all the ships passing between its legs ; the 
walls of Babylon, 350 feet high, 87 feet broad and 
60 miles in compass ; ample room on top for six war 
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chariots tu run a breast ; the pryamids of Egypt, 
those wonderful monuments of antediluvian indus
try and enterprise as it is said that it would take 
100,000 men twenty years or 20,000 men a hundred 
years to build the largest one, which covers thirteen 
acres of ground and is 550 feet high. (Nineteen 
years ago I climbed it to its apex, though assisted 
by three stalwart Arabs-one on either side and one 
at my back. It was the hardest work of my life, 
making me very sore.) The last of the seven, the 
Sphinx, the image of the god worshipped by the 
pyramid builders, having the body of a lion, 120 feet 
long and 60 feet high, the head of a man and the 
face of a virgin; thus showing up the strength and 
courage of the lion, the king beast, the intelligence 
of the man and the purity of the virgin. 

(u) You see how John prophesied against Eph
esus, who represents the backslidden Apostolic 
Church; Smyrna representing the martyr Church; 
Pergamos, the proud Constantinian Church; Thya
tria, idolatrous Catholicism; Sardis, ' the spiritually 
dead Church, normal to papistical idolatry; Phila
delphia, the Church of the Reformation, and Laodi
cea, the fallen Protestant Churches of the present 
age; the Holiness Church knocking at the door, 
ready to come in and bless every one who will give 
it a chance. 

(v) Though Ephesus was at the front of th~ 
world in the Apostolic Age, she failed to profit by 
the awful warning enunciated by the seer of Pat
mos. Consequently his withering prophecies have 
be·en signally fulfilled; her candlestick taken away 
and her gorgeous temple and edifices a mouldering 
ruin; run over by scorpions; even the sea having 
retreated away, till it is now nine miles from the 
ruin. Meanwhile Smyrna, a little, poor, dirty vil
lage, overshadowed by the metropolis, has a popula-
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tion 350,000, second only to Constantinople in the 
great Turkish Empire and 300,000 of them Chris
tians; what miracle of grace, in that country where 
Christianity is only professed at the peril of life; 
in 1860, twelve thousand Christians having been 
slaughtered in cold blood in Damascus, only stopped 
by the arrival of a French army who investigated the 
matter, arrested and hung the Governor because he 
did not prevent it and protect the Christians and 
favored the Turkish Empire to grant the Christians 
an assylum on rich and fertile Mount Lebanon, 100, 
000 acres of that wonderfully fruitful and productive 
land; producing all the delicious fruits of the tropi
cal, semi-tropical and temperate zones. Having a 
Christian government of their own and an army of 
800 men, to protect them from all molestation. 

(w) When we embarked on the European vessel 
at Smyrna, to leave Asia for Europe, we found her 
so crowded that we could scarcely get any room and 
nobody on board who could speak a word of English 
except one table st~ward who perhaps can speak 
about a dozen words very imperfectly. We sail on 
through the night and awake the next morning, our 
ship standing still in the harbor at Athens, Epirus, 
known in history from most remote antiquity. As 
I had been there on my first tour, four years ante
cedently, I identified the place and said to a Russian 
gentleman passing by, "Epirus ?" He answered me, 
"Epirus," as proper names are the same in all lan
guages, therefore though we may be utterly ignor
ant of each other's languages, we can converse in 
proper names. With this information I proceed at 
once to tell my son-in-law that we had arrived at 
Athens safely and to be ready every moment and 
look out for the disembarkation. The whole crowd 
with grips in hand, in a packed multitude on the deck 
were standing, while the ship is slowly moving into 
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the docks; when Brother Hill runs to me much ex
cited, ejaculating, "Brother Godbey, the ship is run
nig back to the sea with all her might." This to me 
was exciting news, as we had bought round trip tick
ets in New York and were then homeward bound. I 
soliloquized instantaneously: "Is it possible they are 
going to carry us off on unknown seas, to coun
tries and cities to which we are not booked; thus 
deflecting us from our own line, despite our longing 
solicitude to return home with all possible expedi
tion!" 

(x) At once I appeal to that table steward who 
imperfectly knew a few English words. He runs at 
once up to the pilot as if he had been shot out of a 
canon and instantaneously back with the news. A 
storm is coming. Then we understood it, because we 
had very recently been detained in Jerusalem await
ing the tranquilization of the sea at Joppa, where we 
were to embark, and the storms kept her away sev
eral days, off on the bosom of the dark huge deep. 
Such is nautical life throughout the whole world, 
i. e., to make for deep water in time of storm, which 
is the only safety for the ship. Therefore we should 
learn a great lesson in spiritual arithmetic from the 
sailors who roam the high seas, and that is to go 
for deep water in time of storm. This world will be 
one vast, raging tornado, desolating storm, sweeping 
hurricane, rolling cyclone, withering sirroco and pes
tilential simoon till Jesus comes and shakes the devil 
down from his throne, so he will never get it again; 
which glorious consummation is now indisputably 
very nigh as the prize is in sight. His glorious ap
pearing and the transfiguration of the saints, the 
case is the more importunate. 

"I have reached the land of corn and wine, 
And all its riches freely mine; 
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I have viewed it o'er and o'er 
And yet I long for deeper things. 

It is better on before." 

Let this be our constant anthem while we roam 
in this howling wilderness, for such it is practically 
and externally, so long as Satan reigns, though I 
have the land of Canaan in my soul. The conclusion 
from these investigations, culminates on all sides, 
warning us against shallow water experiences, which 
are the curse of the Holiness Movement. On all sides 
we find lamentable wreckage, simply because we do 
not go for the deeper things. N. B. When we get 
sanctified, though we receive a great and wonderful 
experience, the crucifixion of the old man and a clean 
heart, yet we only get the little end of that exper
ience, an earnest .of the mastodon coming on. The 
negative hemisphere of the experience is a magni
tudinous foundation, solid as the throne of God, but 
we must erect on it, superstructure of a glorious 
Holiness experience; . so brilliantly set forth (Ezek. 
47: 1-12) by the holy waters proceeding out from the 
right hand side of the altar, where the priests poured 
all the blood of the sacrifices. Therefore this won
derful progressive experience revealed by the holy 
waters is entirely subsequent to the great and glor
ious experience of a clean heart received under the 
Blood when Jesus baptizes you with the Holy Glwst 
and fire. Baptize has no meaning but to purify, i.e., 
take out of you everything Satan put in you. In a 
preceding chapter you see we expounded the first two 
stages of the holy waters, i. e., up to the ankles the 
walking joint, putting us where we only go where 
Jesus goes and then the next stage brings us in 
knee-deep, i. e., to the great knee drill, where we get 
the power to pull salvation down from heaven. 

(z) Now we reach the holy waters again, and we 
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find them up to the loins, the location of strength; 
revelatory of that progress in the divine life which 
puts us where we vote all our precinct for the Lord 
Jesus Christ; not only giving the Lord His tithes, 
but throwing in our nine-tenths and ourselves for 
good count with a shout of victory. We now have 
another vacation in which we do evangelistic work, 
study much and make decisive progress, when we 
come again to the holy waters: this t ime finding them 
over our heads-water to swim in. Here we reach 
the floating experience. It is a fact well authenti
cated by scientific investigation that as the human 
body is lighter than water, its specific gravity would 
always keep it above water so we would never drown, 
if we only understood it and avail ourselves of it. 
The reason why people drown is because they try 
to get out of the water; turning their faces down 
and struggling, get strangled and imbibe the water 
into the body, till it fills up the cavities and causes 
its specific gravity to drop down to that of the water, 
or even beneath it, in which case it sinks to the bot
tom of the river. When we fall into the water, if 
we could keep tranquil and deliberate, turning our 
face upward, looking toward God, we would keep 
our respiratory organs-mouth and nose-above 
the water, so we would not get strangled and float on, 
ad infinitum, till people would see us, come and get 
us out. Therefore these waters to swim in mean the 
floating experience, in which we stretch out on the 
bosom of God's providence and grace, turning our 
faces heavenward, shouting, Hallelujah, and thus 
moving, pursuantly to His sweet will on the broad 
bosom of His providence and grace. Such is the 
character of this deep water experience. 

(a) Scottville camp-meeting, Texas, was the 
pioneer of great Dixie land, a solid quarter of a cen
tury, a paradoxical souvenir of spiritual power. They 
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had me there every year. While expounding the pre
cious Word to the vast audience, the train arrives and 
they come pouring in. An elderly man, with robust 
constitution, brilliant and significant physiognomy, 
walks in with about one hundred others, having ar
rived from Louisana. This prominent man is known 
as Old Parvin, the great camp-meeting man of Lou
isiana, with 200 pounds, the lion's roar and the 
eagle's eye. I read people like Greek. So diagnos
ing his character, the Holy Spirit reveals to me his 
mission thither, sent by the preachers of Louisiana 
Conference, to confound and upset the second bless
ing; believing solidly that we were fanatics and 
their champion, though professing but the one bless
ing, had more religion than any of us. Thus paying 
his expenses they send him in to confound and de
molish fanaticism. In due time I open the altar, a 
hundred people crowd it. Knowing that I had a Jehu 
on my hands, I gave him special attention, turning 
him loose on the sinners, where he was perfectly at 
horn~ and keeping him away from the Christians, 
lest he get into controversy and grieve the Holy 
Spirit. As he was a bull dog, thoroughbred, which 
never lets go, he pushed the battle to victory every 
time. He is the hero of the field, the very man we 
want. Days go by. He comes to me in the preachers' 
tent and says, "Brother Godbey, I have just about 
come to the conclusion that you Second Blessing 
people have something that Old Parvin knows noth
ing about and I want you to tell me about it"; at 
the same time admitting the controversial motives 
which had brought him thither. I respond, "Brother 
Parvin, I see the Lord is leading you and I pref er 
to keep hands off as I know He will manage you all 
right." Then he goes to Brother Jarrett, the great 
Georgian evangelist, and makes the same statement 
to him. He responds, "Press your way into that 
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dense crowd (where a flaming testimony was run
ning on a lightning express train) ; and tell all those 
people just what you said to me and Brother God
bey." He proceeds at once to elbow his way into 
the midst of the packed multitude and standing on 
a bench makes his proclamation to them. Imme
diately a hundred voices roar all around him, "Down 
in the sawdust, Brother Parvin, down in the saw
dust!" He falls prostrate and they all carry him in 
their arms of faith and prayer to a throne of grace, 
for light and help to walk in it that the Blood may 
cleanse him from all sin. It is Friday afternoon. 
He is at the altar day and night, crying to God to 
sanctify him. 

(b) I had a tenement, a vacated Ethiopian cabin 
a half mile out, so I could get my needed sleep. Sat
urday night leaving him at the altar, I go to my 
tenement. At four o'clock Sunday morning, his lion 
roar awakens me. The Holy Spirit revealing that 
he had struck fire. I take another nap and hurry 
over to my Bible meeting at nine and find him run
ning around the camp ground like a race horse; his 
great club feet on those pine-board pavements, roar
ing like claps of thunder; his alligator mouth wide 
open and the lion's roar pouring out, and what was 
it? "Glory to God, I have struck an ocean without 
bank or bottom; a Mississippi river having long 
flowed through my soul, I have gotten out into the 
ocean, that has neither bank nor bottom!" 

( c) Every year he was promptly in the Camp 
and the same shout going up, the ocean without bank 
or bottom. Eventually we missed him and all full 
of inquiry. The news comes straight: "The Lord 
has taken him to heaven." And the information was 
very clear and specific. He was in the midst of a 
glorious revival, when he spoke a loving adieu, with 
the astonishing words : "My work is done and the 
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Lord says I may come home ; so I bid you all a loving 
adieu! Meet me in the bright upper world! Fare
well!" An unearthly radiance settles down on his 
face and he breathes no more. What a reminder of 
the translation of Enoch, Elijah and John; as his 
departure was so much more like a translation than 
a death. I mention this as an inspiration to all who 
shall read this booklet, to beware of shallow water 
experiences and go for the deep things of God with 
all your might. Deep and high are synonomous, as 
the same Greek word means both. Holy Spirit help 
you and me and all who shall read this message, to 
drop the curtain over the past; putting all under the 
Blood and under the Cross; and thus make a new de
parture in the divine life, henceforth to be more like 
Jesus than ever before; more heroic for truth and 
righteousness, God and souls, and to sink down 
deeper into His blessed divinity and broaden into 
grander experimental latitudes and move forward 
into more aggressive longitudes and climb to loftier 
altitudes than ever before; shouting as we dash 
along at race-horse speed, "It is better on before!" 
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RUSSELLISM 
Man has been denominated by philosophers, the 

religious animal. When God created the whole ani
mal creation, He brought them up before Adam and 
had him name them. The Hebrew language is pe
culiar in the fact that every word has a meaning, 
with no insignificance. Such was the wonderful en
duement of intuition and diagnosis conferred on 
Adam by the beneficent Creator, that he had nothing 
to do but look at an animal and read it through and 
through, diagnosing, analyzing, and understanding 
the zoological character. The meaning of Anthro
pos, man, is "lodking up" in co~radistinction to all 
the animals whose native posture . turns their eyes 
downward to the earth, whence they came and 
whither they return ; meaning man alone looks up 
to God, Whence he came and whither all would have 
gone if Satan had let us alone. There'Iore every 
human being inwardly sighs for the land of perfect 
rest; peace, and happiness, singing as we go, 

"0, land of rest, for thee I sigh, 
When I shall lay my armour by; 

And rest. my weary feet' 
On ~e bright evergreen shore, 
Sing and shout, my troubles eternally o'er." 

Jesus, in His Sermon on the Mount, gives us the 
key-note: "Broad is t!he road that leads to dea~h: 

"Broad is the road ithat leads to death, 
And thousands walk together there; 

While wisdom shows a narrow path, 
· With here and there a traveler." 
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This melancholy, hellward-bound trend of the 
multitudes will continue while Satan sits upon the 
throne of the world, which he accepted as the normal 
result of his Eden victory over Adam and Eve, the 
King and Queen of the earth ; taking them captives 
and taking out of their hands everything they had; 
sitting down on the throne of the world; God himself 
recognizing him as the god of this world (2 Cor. 4:-
4) ; and will retain his throne till our glorious Lord 
r'turns on the thro!J.e dI His Millennial Kingdom; 
fulfilling Revelation 20: 1 -4, "I saw an angel come 
down from heaven, having the key of the bottom
less pit and a great chain in 'his hand, who laid hold 
on the devil, that old serpent and cast him down into 
the bottomless pit !and bound him in chaip.s till a 
thousand years be fulfilled, after which he will be 
loosed a little season." The angel here is believed 
to be none other than the Lord Jesus Christ, the An
gel of the Covenant. In the preceding chapter we 
see the final battle of Armageddon, in which all the 
kings are united and fighting with all their might 
against the Lord Jesus Christ, 'here portrayed as a 
mounted warrior commanding His armies; mean
while we see the signal, utter, and hopeless defeat 
of all the kings; an angel standing on the sun, a 
convenient place, as the earth revolves every twenty
four hours ; calling vociferously all the carnivorous 
beasts and birds of ·every land and clime, giving 
them a cordial invitation to the grand banquet', to 
feast on the fleSh of kings, queens, princes, poten
tates, all the combined armies of Satan having in the 
grand ultimatum gone down in signal and hopeless 
defeat; forfeiting their kingdoms and never to re
gain them. As Satan was the commander-in-chief 
of all the armies of the Armageddon ; of course when 
they go down in crushing and hopeless defeat, he 
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can do no more, but will himself fall a victim to the 
Lord Jesus Christ who arrests, binds him hand and 
foot and imprisons him in liell; all his myrmidons thus 
signally and hopelessly defeated skedaddle from 
the earth, the triumphant millennial Kingdom imme
dFately ushering in, fulfilling Daniel 2: 44, "In the 
days of these kings the God of heaven will set up a 
kingdom which will fill the whole earth, abide for
ever and never 'be destroyed." 

(a) As the saints of the Bridehood constitute 
the heavenly queenship, and the queen always sits 
with the king on his throne, possessing and enjoying 
everything that belongs to him, the prophet says, "I 
beheld till the saints of the Most High possessed the 
kingdom, and will possess it forever and ever and 
ever" (Dan. 7: 18). Here you see the triple nega
tive adverb, sweeping away the possibility of ever 
having an end. This is in harmony with the in
spired history given by John, both he and 
Daniel seeing the same visions; t'he former 
showing up the fact of Satan's total failure 
in his postmillennial campaign against the Lord Jesus 
Christ at the close of the millennial thousand years 
when Satan is let out; his myrmidons again turned 
loose when they scour the whole world with martial 
music and banners flying ; doing their utmost to get 
the people dissatisfied with the reign of Christ and 
throw the world back into bloody wars, which in all 
ages have been the devil's revivals to fill up hell; 
slaughtering one another by millions, precipitately 
and unprepared. After the people have enjoyed per
fect peace, rest, and unpre~edented prosperity in 
every respect, the whole earth filled with the glory of 
the Lord; His "domini.on extending 'from sea to sea, 
from the heads of the -rivers to the ends of the 
earth," prove immovable by all _his belligerent parade 
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and caprices ; telling them how their ancestors wore 
crowns, wielded scepters, and sat upon thrones as 
his subordinates, and that they have been dethroned 
and reduced to plebeian rank, and exhorting them to 
fall in with him, promising them the restoration of 
their patrician honors, glories, and emoluments; ·but 
signally fail to prevail on any except Gog and Magog. 

(ib) Gog is from the Greek word gagao, to lea:d, 
and so means king, while Magog means the kingly 
people. Thus the old dethroned dynasties, along 
with the railroad kings, Carnegies and Rockefellers, 
millionaires, big-bugs, upper-tens, who desire carnal 
emolument, fall in with him, and as the eart'h by that 
time will have a flooded population, as none will be 
killed in war "and no one will say, 'I am sick,'" be
cause the Healer of diseases will be here on the 
throne of David; "An infant will die a hundred 
years old" (Isa. 65: 20). Infancy is about one-tenth 
of human life, 'hence you see the ante-diluvian lon
gevity will be restored, and all the people so healthy, 
prosperous, and longevitous, t'hat the world will have 
a superabounding, flooded population, as during the 
millennium, fields, gardens, orchards, vineyards will 
all flourish as in the days of Eden, consequently 
the above cases, in whom Satan and his myrmidons 
succeeded in arousing the lingering predilections for 
royal pomp, pageantry, power, and dominion, as 
Satan has promised to restore to them the kingdoma, 
thrones, scepters, and crowns enjoyed by their an
cestors, the 6,ooo years of his reign. 

( c) By this time you see the fulfilment of Ezek
iel's prophecy appertaining to the magnitude of Jeru
salem, built out over the ·great highlands of Pales
tine, Syria, and Mesopotamia; the capital and me
tropolis of the whole world, as at present all saints 
in every land, sigh and cry to go on pilgrimages, walk 
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in the footprints of Jesus in the land df His nativity, 
ministry, and martyrdom; but the difficulty is the 
fi~anccs. It is said that four dollars out of every 
five in our day go to support the armies and govern
ments, leaving but one dollar for the laboring peo
ple to live on. As during the millennium there will 
be no armies and no human government, except that 
of the transfigured saints, as the subordinates of 
Christ; no rulers on the earth, but the holiness 
preachers, male and female : "Blessed and sanc
tified is he that hath part in the first res
surrection, as over such the second death hath 
no power, but they shall" be kings and priests 
unto God, and reign 'with Christ a thousand years" 
(Rev. 20 :6) ; hence you see ther~ will be no rulers 
on the earth hut the holiness preachers who will en
joy a royal bounty in the Lord's tenth,-i. e., the 
tithes; only fifty cents out of the five dollars; thus 
leaving the people four dollars and fifty cents instead 
dl one dollar as at the present time. Consequently 
as the world will be flooded with every prosperity; 
the curse of sin, whiskey, tobacco, and all sorts of 
poisons and abominations done away, there will be a 
wonderful, immigration to the Holy Land, which 
really includes Egypt, Palestine, Syria,. and Mesopo
tamia, as you see it bounded (Josh. 1st ch.) on the 
south by the river of Egypt, on the west by the great 

- sea, on the north by the great river Euphrates, and 
on the east by the water-s of Meribah; in its former 
occupancy by the children of Abraham, only about 
one-fourth o'f it having been appropriated ; whereas 
you see< Ezekiel the last chapter, showing up the occu
pancy of the whofe territory, by the restored na
tionality of Israel. 

( d) Dan, on the Euphrates, extreme northern 
border and extending the entire width of the land 
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of Canaan, borderine- on the sea; then Asher, fol
lowed by Napthali; then Manasseh, Reuben, Judah, 
Benjamin, Simeon, Issachar, Zebulun, and Gad. Af, 
the Jews are this day the business people of the 
world, and the Mediterranean Sea the center of the 
earth, on which Europe, Asia, and Africa all border, 
and God in His mercy gave us Americans a straight 
run across the Atlantic, now in four days, and then 
two days more two thousand miles through the Great 
Sea, blue as indigo and straight as an arrow, till we 
jump off on the Palestinian soil and go up with a 
shout to Jerusalem, a dozen times the magnitude of 
London, the capital and metropolis of the whole 
world, to see the King in His !beauty sitting on the 
throne of David and ruling over the house of Jacob, 
-i. e., the redeemed Church, forever. 

( e) Satan will thus muster all his myrmidons 
and incarnate demons in earth as well as excarnate 
in hell ; determined to defeat the Lord Jes us Christ 
and regain the throne of the world; having inspired 
Gog and Miagog with the glowing enthusiasm to re
cover the thrones, crowns, scepters, and kingdoms 
enjoyed by their ancestors six thousand years, serv
ing as Satan's subordinates in the administration of 
this world, adroitly utilizing it as a prolific hell
feeder. Therefore determined to win at every cost, 
he coils his vast army around Jerusalem· like a hl;1ge 
boa-constrictor; all sanguine of the oncoming victory, 
whtn God rains down from heaven fire and brim
stone and utterly consumes them, as in case of Sodom 
and Gomorrah (Rev. 20:9); the second resurrection 
simultaneously with the conflagration of the world, 
relieving her of all the dead bodies, the fruitage of 
sin and the souvenir df Satan's victory in the Eden 
war, the same fires, purifying the earth, similitu
dinously to the expurgation of iall inbred sin out of 
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the human heart by the baptism which Jesus gives 
with the Holy Ghost and fire. Now as Gog and Ma
gog by the purgatorial fires are all disembodied, they 
immediately stand before the great white throne, en
cumbered by our glorious Christ who will judge the 
"quick and d~ad," as you see the liying receiving 
their judgment before the dead, who will receive 
theirs before the white throne; the living saints trans
figured and receiving theirs at the Marriage Supper 
of the Lamb, meanwhile the wicked will receive 
theirs in the great tribulation which will be run
ning simultaneously with the Marriage Supper, elim
inating out of the world all the people who will not 
let God save them; meanwhile the transfigured saints 
will all receive their appointments which will be their 
reward as the subordinates of Christ in the millen
nial kingdom. 

( £) Thus Gog_ and Magog,-i e., Satan's final 
adherents despite the glorious light of the millennia~ 
reign, having been consumed iby the purgatorial 
fires, at once meet their adjudication, and with 
Satan and· all his followers, demoniacal and 'human, 
receive their final destruction in the lake of fire in 
outer darkness. Revelation 20: 1 S says, "All who 
are not found written in the Lamb's Book of Life 
will be cast into the lake of fire, which is the second 
death,''-i. e., damnation. At present hell is in the 
interior of the earth ; but as the earth is to be sanc
tified, like the human spirit, soul, and body, and 
finally become the inheritance of the saints (Matt. 
S :5), "The meek shall inherit the earth," conse
quently hell must come out of it in the final expurga
tion in order to its final restoration back to the 
Edenic state. Here we see· the final and inevitable 
doom of the ·damned, all ejected into the lake of fire 
which is in outer darkness, eis to nothos exootron, 
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into t'he darkness, which is without,-i. e., the dark
ness utterly exterior to the illuminated universe. 

(g) Astronomers have discovered 215,000,000 
suns. Now tell me how far the combined illumina
tion of all · these suns would reach. If an 
archangel had begun to fly on creation's morn 
and speeding his way with lightning velocity (Luke 
IO :18), 20,000 miles a second, fast enough to go 
around the world fifty times in a minute; he would 
not by this time have passed over the millionth of 
that distance. Then you say, "How can Satan and all 
his followers, demoniacal -and human, ever arrive 
thither?" N. B. God, in the twinkling 'of an eye, with 
His omnipotent ·arm, can transmit them thither· the 
distance so infinitely vast as. to preclude the 'pos
sibility of their ever making t'heir way into God's 
peaceful heavenly universe during the flight o'f ages 
and cycles. Such is the dismal doom of all immortal 
intelligences who lose their souls. 

(h) While we sadly contemplate t'he appalling 
harvest of immortal souls Satan is now reaping, when 
we consider the fact that in the finale of Immanuel's 
war against him, his defeat will be hopelessly irre
trievable and his banishment from the celestial uni
verse into the utopian wilds of dreary and desolate 
nonentity through the flight of endless ages, will be 
final ; the earth having been regenerated in her mil
lennial experience and sanctified by her fiery baptism 
in her final restitution, followed by the illimitable 
ages of eternity; her superficial magnitude . havi~g 
increased twenty fold, as at present only one-eighth ts 
land and half of that frozen poles, burning deserts, 
and ·barren rocks ; but her purgatorial fires will burn 
up oceans and seas, ver-ifying the scripture, "There 
was no more sea ;" the Pacific Ocean having seventy 
billion acres ; the Atlantic, sixteen, and the Indian, 
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nineteen, giving us a hundred five billion acres of til
la:ble lands, rich as the gardens of the Lord, and pro
ductive as the fields of Immanuel; thousands of riv
ers, t'he last six thousand years having discharged 
their debris, thus exuberantly fertilizing the oceanic 
beds. You say,"What then will we do for water?" 
Read the last chapter of the Bible, eloquently des
cribing the Edenic state of the restored earth, and 
you will see the "river of life" flowing, meandering 
and ramifying everywhere, thus a:bundantly supplying 
all the earth with living water. Meanwhile the tree 
of life is everywhere growing on the banks of these 
crystal rivers. 

( i) After the final defeat of Satan and '&is exile
ment into utopian wilds with all his followers demo
niacal and human, will he get any more souls? Doubt
less a few will still make shipwreck and constrain the 
loving heavenly Father to turn them over to Satan 
the king of hell. Meanwhile the renewed earth will 
be in her Paradisian splendor and glory, and abun
dantly capacitated to support a thousand times her 
present population, while Christ will be reigning in 
His glory; the rank and file gloriously converted in 
infancy and sanctified in childhood, moving on into gi
gantic spiritual altitudes, glorifying God in this re
newed world, it having been restored and re-annexed 
back to heaven where it belonged before Satan broke 
it loose in view of adding it to hell. As the heautiftil 
ages speed their flight, the time will come when all of 
Satan's host, contrasted with the swelling millions of 
God's loyal children, will dwindle into an insignificant 
handful, but a drop in the bucket. Reader, be sure 
that you are sanctified from top to toe a.nd shouting 
the victory night and day, thus felicitously making 
your calling and election sure. 



CHAPTER I 

WAY TO HEAVEN UPGRADE 

The Lord has let me traverse the new world, my 
native land, from the Atlantic to the Pacific immemo
rially, preaching the Gospel to the appreciative myr
iads, and make four tours through Europe, Asia, and 
Africa. In my extensive travels, A. D. 1905-6, actu
ally circqmnavigating t'he globe, thirty thousand miles, 
I traveled over the great mountain ranges of both 
hemispheres, climbed the highest range in the world ; 
amid the snowy-capped summits of the Himalayas, 
looking on towering Evere;>t, the highest in the world, 
29,002 feet high, great Cunchi:nginga wit'h his many 
icy peaks only forty-six feet inferior. In all of my 
travels,-running over these great mountains, as the 
Rack and Pinion system of cogs and pulleys wends its 
way up altitudes actually paradoxical; whether in the 
homeland or climbing Antipodian mountains, I have 
invariably observed that we are obliged to have the 
push engine as well as the locomotive leader. Often 
have we waited for t'he push engine to get to his 
place and give us the needed help to climb the moun
tain. How awful it is for Pastor Russell and other 
no-hellites to hallucinate and humbug the people wit& 
the vain delusion that they can make the run without 
the "pus'h engine" which you know is the grand old 
Bible doctrine of hell and damnation, so prominent in 
all the inspired volume, that no one can foil to see it : 
"The wicked shall be turned into hell, and all the 
nations that 'forget God" (Ps. 9: 17), and he "lifted· 
up his eyes in hell, being in torments" (Luke 16 :23). 
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If yoit leave off the "push engine,"· you will never 
climb the mountain, but spend the time runnin&' along 
on Satan's dirty level, till a cunning myrmidon, play
ing die Holy Ghost on you, shouts out, "New Jerusa
lem. All get off the train," when it proves to be the · 

. climacteric falsehood o.f your unhappy life, deluded 
by Satan's false prophets, as Dives died in full ex
pec.tation of heaven, but found himself in hell. This 
route is truly a mountain railway, starting out from 
Sinait a majestic and lofty peak of Horeb, when the 
thunders roared, lightnings flashed, and the earth did 
quake, appallingly admonitory o'f the horrific doom 
of the sinner, with nq possible alternative but to meet 
the violated law and pay its penalty, none other 
than eternal damnation, of which he has received a 
prelibation on earth; die fires of lust, passion, temper, 
tobacco poisoning his heart, whiskey running him into 
delirium tremens, and opium climaxing all with a 
prelude of hell. The Bible, our blessed guide-book 
all the way to the New Jerusalem, leads us up the 
mountains all the time ; Sinai, with his thunderbolts, 
lightning-shafts, and earthquakes fixing on him a 
nightmare conviction like the huge 1boa-constrictor, 
whose deadly hug none but the paw of Judah's Lion 
can brea:k; so crushingly precipitating him into the 
unutterable horrors of helts prelibation as to pre
pare his despairing heart for the Gospel bugle ringing 
down from heaven : 

"Come, hum1ble sinner, in whose breast 
A thousand thoughts revolve, 

'Come, with your guilt and fear oppressed, 
And make this last resolve : 

"I'11 go to Jesus, though my sins 
1Like mountains round me close; 

.. 
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I know His courts, I'll enter in, 
Whatever may oppose. 

"Prostrate I'll lie before His throne, 
And there my guilt confess; 

I'll tell Him, I'm a wretch undone 
Without His sovereig_n grace. 

"I can but perish, if I go, 
I am resolved to try; 

For if I stay away, I know 
I must forever die. 

"Approach my soul the mercy seat 
Where Jesus answers prayer; 

There humbly fall before His feet, 
As none can perish there. 

"Thy promise is my only plea; 
With this I venture nigh; 

Thou callest a burdened soul to Thee, 
And such, 0 Lord, am I." 

(j) Thus the Gospel - train starts from the Sinai 
station amid the very "dynamite" of conviction, the 
only definition of Gospel in all the Bible. In Romans 
I :16 where the Englis'h version says "power," the 
Greek says "dynamite," which is now an English word 
and the very one to use, as nothing but God's dyna
mite can blow the devil out of a sinner and depravity, 
the devil nature, out of the Christian. The awful 
Gospel of conviction, nreached by the Lord's faithful 
prophet standing amid the quaking crags, rending 
rocks, deafening thunders, and lurid lightnings of 
Sinai is the only thin" that can superinduce repen
tance. When this bottom rock, Sinai conviction has 
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done its work, we soon find the train wending her 
wray up the crags of rugged Calvary and spontan~ 
ously the soliloquy supervenes, 

"In evil long I took delight, 
Unawed by shame or fear; 

Till a new object struck my sight 
And stopped my wild career. 

"I saw One hanging on a tree 
In agonies and blood, 

Who fixed His languid eyes on me, 
!As near His cross I stood. 

"Sure never till my latest breath, 
Can I forget that look: 

It seemed to charge me with His death, 
Though not a word He spoke: 

"My conscience felt and owned the guilt, 
And plunged me in despair; 

I saw my sins His blood had spilt 
And helped to nail Him there. 

"A second look He gave, which said, 
'I freely all forgive; 

This blood is for thy ransom paid; 
I die that thou mayest live.'" 

Calvary becomes the pulpit of the Gospel herald 
when he preaches to the broken-hearted "penitent the 
dying love of Jesus, till he gets his eyes on Him and 
sees His blood flowing to wash away his sins and to 
redeem his soul out of a devil's hell, till finally he 
hears from His dying lips, "It is finished." 
Faith inquires, "What is finished?" and the soliloquy 
responds, "My salvation, and I am free/' Then and 
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there that a.wful burden of guilt, crushing the soul 
down to hell, breaks loose, rolls and tumbles down 
Calvary till it falls into the sepulcher at the mountain 
base, and the soul goes on leaping for joy. 

(k) We now cross the deep Tyrubian Valley, and 
soon find our train puffing loudly as she climbs the 
craggy steeps of great Mt. Zion, on which, under the 
powerful preaching of the fire-baptized apostles, filled 
with the Holy Ghost, interpenetrating the deep inte
rior of the spiritual organism and revealingthehidden 
things of iniquity, the ferocious monsters o'f inbred 
sin revealing to us in appalling panorama the sur
vival of inbred sin. "If we say we have no sin,-i. e., 
we who are walking in the light of the regenerated 
experience, where we have nothing to do but radically 
consecrate and receive entire sanctification from all 
inbred corruption by simple faith; "if we say we have 
no sin,"-i. e., no sin left in us, after we enter the 
clear light of regeneration, "we deceive ourselves, and 
the .truth is not in us" ( 1 John I :8). How beauti
fully follows verse 9, "If we confess our sins he is 
faithful and just to forgive us our sins,"-i. e., justify 
us freely, and give us the new heart, "and cleanse us 
from all unrighteousness,"-i. e., the inbred sin which 
survives in every heart after regeneration. This 
superinduces the· aibsolute necessity of the second 
work of grace, as is so clearly confirmed in Jude 5, 
"Know ye not, for you once knew all . things, that 
after God ha.d saved Israel out of Egyptian bondage, 
he destroyed those who believed not the second 
time?" Just as they had crossed the sea by faith in 
their omnipotent Leader, who cleft it in twain, they 
also had to cross the flooded Jordan, in order to enter 
the Land of Canaan, for which they had left Egypt ; 
showing positively a.nd unequivocally the two ·cross
ings received by faith; the one taking us out of the 
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bondage of personal transgression, and the other out 
of the howling wilderness of inbred sin. -

(1) When they refused to meet the formidable 
giants occupying the land, and turned baL.k from Ka
desh-barnea, they were put under an awful discipline, 
visited by destroying angels, fiery serpents, pestilences 
and earthquakes, till their way was strewn witb the . 
graves of all those whose faith had failed at Kadesh
barnea, terrified by the formidable reports of the 
ten spies who certified that it was impregnably forti
fied and densely populated by huge warrior giants, 
in whose presence they were but as grasshoppers. 
Consequently, despite the importunate pleading of 
Joshua and Caleb who had faith in God to fight their 

· battles for them and give thein possession dl the land 
as He had prGmised, they would turn back and wander 
forty years in the wilderness. Meanwhile God's de
cree that none should see the land who had reached 
majority when they crossed the sea, except Jos'huaand 
Caleb, whose faith had not failed, was signally veri
fied in the fall of the whole nation in the wilderness, 
!because when their . faith was put to t'he second test 
at Kadesh-<barnea, they had flickered. Thus incontest
ably illustrating the indisputa·ble fact that the sec
ond work of grace is our glorious palladium against 
backsliding and the only alternative; so that all who 
do not go for the second work of grace, in the awful 
ultimatum make their bed in a backslider's 'hell. Dr. 
Clarke says, "The man who does not desire Christian 
holiness, is no Christian." 

( m) There'fore we must hold on to the two en
gines if we would make this run successfully. The 
Sinai Gospel having done its ndhle work, fastening 
on us the nightmare conviction, which never lets up 
till Satan's grip is ·broken and t'he glorious heavenly 
day pours into the soul, not only making us leap for 
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joy; /but in due time interpenetrating the deep, dark 
jungles of the interior spirit, revealing the dismal tur
pitude of hereditary depravity in its gorgon horrors, 
snapping dogs of irracibility, swelling toads of pride, 
croaking frogs of discontentment, filthy lizzards of 
envy, jealousy, prejudice, bigotry, pride, vanity, ego
tism, pomposity, fault-finding, impatience; even roar
ing lions of amlbition portraying the pomp and pa
~eantry of the world in its phantasmagoria! display, 
pride, passion, style and multitudinous phases of 
worldly conformity, all of which want to rise up and 
fight against the holy life inaugurated in regeneration. 
In the supernatural birth, Satan loses his crop, all 
swept away by the swelling flood of a sky-blue conver
sion ; ibut in sanctification he loses his farm, so he can 
never grow another crop. That is the reason why he 
turns all of his heavy artillery and gattling guns 
against that glorious experience of perfect and con
stant victory for which the soul does sigh and cry. 

(n) "Long my yearning heart was trying 
To enjoy this perfect · rest, 

But I gave all trying over, 
Simply trusting, I. was blest. 

Cuo.-"Glory, glory, Jesus saves me, 
Glory, glory, to the Lamb I 

0, the cleansing blood has reached me, 
Glory, g.lory, to the Lamb-I" 

On Mount Zion we receive the Pentecostal Gospel 
and enjoy the wonderful fulfilment of the Johannic 
prophecies: (Matt. 3: II) "I indeed baptize you with 
water unto repentance : but he that cometh after me 

/ 
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is mightier than I, whose sandals I am not 
worthy to carry, will baptize you with the Holy 
Ghost and fire." In Luke I I: 37 we read where Jesus 
responds to an invitation to dine with a Phari
see. As He did not wash His hands before eating, 
a religious ceremony much appreciated and uncom
promisingly emphasized by those formalistic profess
ors of sanctification, construing it but perfunctory, 
appertaining to the •body to the lamentable neglect of 
the immortal soul, they were inwardly criticizing Him 
when He proceeded to answer their reticent argu
ments orally, observing, "You Pharisees make clean 
the outside of the cup and tfte plate while the inside 
is full of impurity and iniquity." In this Scripture 
the word translated "wash" is l>aptidzoo and the Sa
vior defines it by catharidzoo which actually inun
dates the Bible and has no other meaning but to 
puri'fy. "Let God be true and ev:ery man a liar." 
Not only in this passage, but uniformly in His minis
try, our Savior defines baptidzoo, by the same word 
catharidzoo, which has no other meaning but pu
rify; so prominently used in that exclusive sense, 
that theologians denominate all religious ceremonies, 
catharisms,-i. e., purifications. As theirs was the 
ceremonial dispensation in contradistinction to ours, 
transcendently spiritual, they had a hundred times as 
mudh of these ceremonial purifications as we. 

( o) The dogma -that baptism is a New Testament 
institution is flatly contradictory of the Bible, it cer
tifying (1 Cor. 10th chapter), "All Israel were bap
tized unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea;" he, 
the mediator of the Old Covenant, and the most bril
liant type of Christ, is here recognized as the honored. 
recipient of their loyalty sealed by the baptism whidh 
they received by affusion while crossing the sea. "The 
clouds poured forth water" ( Ps. 77), harmonica! with 
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the Great Commission given by Ezekiel five hundred 
y~ars before Matthew : "I will sprinkle clean water 

, on you ; from all your filthiness and all your idols I 
will cleanse you ; a new heart will I give unto you and 
a new spirit will I put within you and will take away 
your stony heart and give you a heart df flesh." Here 
we have the commission given twice and sanctifica
tion twice, and all symbolized by sprinkling clean 
water on the recipient. 

(p) Throughout the Bible, Old and New, we have 
symbolic baptism, prominent and conspicuous, al
ways administered by sprinkling (pouring and sprink
ling are the same, diff~ing insignificantly, only in 
quantity) ; while immersion is not mentioned a single 
time in all the iblessed Book. If it had been the apos
tolic practice, rest assured it would appear frequently 
in the Latin Bible which was made in the apostolic 
age; as it is a pure Latin word, wlhile baptize is a pure 
Greek word. I have been reading the Latin Bible all 
my life and have lodked diligently for immergo and 
never found it. 

( q) Lactantius, the oldest historian of the Chris
tian era, who lived and wrote in the apostolic age, 
third century, in the Latin language, as the English 
had not been formulated and the Latin was the 
learned language of the world, rapidly superseding 
the Greek, which through the conquest of Alexander 
the Great, had become the classical language of the 
whole world, gives us these words, I ohanes tinxit, 
Peter Petrus tinxit, et Chiristus Apostolos suos misit, 
ut gent es tingerent; John the Baptist sprinkled, Peter 
sprinkled, and Christ sent his own apostles that they 
should sprinkle the nations. On Pentecostal Day 
three thousand were converted to the Christhood of 
Jesus in the morning and five thousand in the after
noon ; all scattered out and preaching heroically to the 
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astonished multitude; all electrified b_y the wonderful 
baptism of the Holy Ghost and fire which had de
scended on the disciples, accompanied by the gift of 
tongues and ears, ena:blin~ them to speak to the mul
titudes, gathered thither from every nation under 
heaven to attend the great annual holiness camp
meeting of the Jewish Church; the people all speak
ing the languages of the different nations among 
whom they had been bom and reared, and on that 
notable occasion miraculously endowed with the gift 
of ears, so as to enable them to hear all of that Greek 
preaching in their own language in which they wer.e 
iborn and reared. 

( r) The very fact that the Holy Spirit uses the 
same word revelatory of the baptism that Jesus gave! 
them all with the Holy Ghost and fire and the ordi
nance administered with water, shows positively the 
identity of the operations. Both are affusions. As 
there was no after meeting for the baptism of the three 
thous~d in the morning and the five thousand in the 
afternoon; giving us the mighty host of eight thou-

, sand, all baptized during the run of the meetings, 
(doubtless thy the women, as the Levitical law made 
every ceremonially clean person competent to admin
ister the ordinance of baptism; therefore as the men 
with their strong voices were all scattered about 
among the vast multitude, "preaching with all their 
might with the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven," 
the women with their weak voices I trow atp 
tended to the baptism) ; the immersion of so many 
•being absolutely impossible during the run of the 
meetings; especially from the fact that there is no 
immersion water at Jerusalem, the nearest being at 
the river Jordan fifty miles away, whither it is cer
tain th~y did not go. I ·have been in Jerusalem early 
in June, the very time o'f the Pentecostal revival and 
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with my own eyes saw the drinking water sold. As 
Jerusalem is a mountain city, too high to dig wells, 
every citizen diligently catches all the water that 
falls on his premises during the winter (there being 
no rain in summer), storing it away in tanks and 
cisterns, under the houses, and during the long sum
mer it becomes so scarce as to be bought and sold. · 
A visi,t to Jerusalem at that time of the year would 
forever settle the immersion problem in the mind of 
an investigating pilgrim. 

( s ) My travels around the world, seeing the hea
thens immersing their bodies to wash away their sins, 
perfectly satisfied me of its paganistic origin; having 
been 1brought into the Church by . tihe heathens, who 
under Constantine poured in by the millions, bringing 
their rites and ceremonies with them. That the 
origin of immersion is paganistic is especially cor
roborated ·by the fact of its utter absence from the 
Bible. The translators of the King James version 
of the Scriptures all having been immersed three 
times, as were the Trinitarians during the long roll of 
the Da.rk Ages when not one man in a thousand or 
one woman in twenty thousand could read, adopted 
immersion in order to enforce their doctrine and 
fortify the people against the Arian (Unitarian) 
heresy. 

( t) Rest assured, im!mersion cannot bear the light 
of investigation. Its votaries found their teaching 
entirely on the passages "Into the water and out of 
the water,'' which is not in the Bible, as I read . the 
pure Greek as easily as I do the English, and have used 
nothing else in forty years, and, "Buried by baptism" 
(Rom. 5 :5), which does not mean the human body 
at all; but as it says in the same sentence, "the body 
of sin," the old man,-i. e., devil nature hereditary 
in every human heart, called old because it is as old 
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as the devil, dating back to the fo.11 of Lucifer (Isa. 
14 :12), and the burial does not take place till after 
that old man is crucified, which Jes us alone can do 
for the poor sinner, and without it he loses his soul. 
He cannot take that devil nature to heaven wit!h him, 
as it here says it has to be destroyed or we all go to 
hell. 

( u) As there is not a trace or a track of immer
sion in the Bi'ble, and its paganistic origin is simply 
unquestionable, there are two great reasons why the 
people ought to be instructed, the one tbecause of its 
utter absence from the Bible, our only guide, for 
great detriment is suffered when we deflect from it 
an iota ; and another is, it normally leads to Idolatry ; 
so big you cannot take it wi"thout . looking at it; 
whereas, if you do not lose sight of everything but 
Jesus, and actually take Him for everything, you will 
never get the victory, 'for which every human soul 
doth sigh and cry,"'-i. e., perfect rest, a clean heart, 
victory over the world, tlhe flesh, and Satan, a sweet 
heavenly prelibation to comfort us in this vialley of 
sin and sorrow and fortify us against all the fiery 
darts of the wicked one. 

I suffered much in my own experience on die im
mersion problem, having been !born and reared in 

, the hot-bed of Campbellism, which is idolatry, wor
shiping the water-god, as the_ human heart intuitively 
worships everything essential to salvation. There
fore you are never perfectly free from idolatry until 
you lose sight of your sectarian idols and take Jesus 
'for everything. As the whole country in my native 
land was appallingly water-logged, · I took baptism 
both ways ; wandering in the wilderness nineteen 
years, before I got the victory over all my idols; the 
last of which to evanesce was immersion, the water
god when he retreated into a fog-bank and I never 
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saw him again. Then Jesus wonderfully baptized 
me with the Holy Ghost and fire, giving me the vic
tory, the shine, the shout, and the leap, which have 
been getting better ever since, and after forty-seven 
years have rolled aw:ay, and sixty-two years preach
ing the Gospel, at the age of eighty-two I have the 
vigor of manhood, working night and day for Him 
who did so muCh 'ior me; climaxing all by that bap
tism with the Holy Ghost and fire, whic4 burnt up 
t'he F ree Mason, the Odd Fellow, the Methodist 
preacher, the wrater-god and has made my life a 
glorious sunshine, singing as I go, "O, matchless 
bliss and joy sublime, I have Jesus with me all the 
time." 
"I'm in this way to stay, to go every step of the way, 
To hold my ground, to win a crown and play on a harp 

some day, 
And when the battle's over and the vict'ries all are won, 
When the saints shall meet on the golden street, We'll rest 

by and by." 

( v) The Mount Zion run is the sanctification 
Gospel and a glorious upward sweep of the New Je
rusalem train, with both engines, the full salvation 
locomotive in front, and the hell-scare in the rear, 
as hell is the only doom of those who do not make 
this heaven-bound run successfully. From Mount 
Zion, our train runs on a tressel so high crossing the 
valley of Jehoshaphat, over to Mount Olivet, the high
est in all Palestine, from whose summit our Lord 
ascended to heaven, and whither I am constantly 
looking for His return. "His 'feet will again stand 
on the Mount of Olives" (Zech. 14). I have fre
quently climbed the Russian stone tower erected on 
the summit for the acconunodation of pilgrims, whose 
hearts are iall aglow to soar away on the track of 
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our triumphant Leader to the bright upper world. 
Four years ago, on my fourth tour, our dragoman 
told us, there were at that time 40,000 Christian pil
grims in Jerusalem, enjoying the delectable privilege 
of walking in the footprints of Jesus, in the land df 
His nativity, ministry, and martyrdom. In the erec
tion of t'his to\\'.er, they left bare terra firma where 
they certify that our Lord's feet last trod the earth 
when He ascended to heaven; so that loving pilgrims 
can put their feet on that hallowed earth. While 
this route traverses the holy mountains, Sinai for 
Conviction, Oalvary for Conversion, Zion 'for Sanc
tification, and Olivet for the Transfigura.tion, where 
we will leave terra firma and fly away to meet Jesus 
coming in a white cloud, accompanied by His mighty 
angels; so reader, "beware of the fastidious pseudo
gospel of Russellites and all other no-hellites, as it 
will lull you to sleep by the siren song of sinful 
pleasure, congratulating yourself upon heaven sure, 
as they tell you there is no hell, and like Dives (Luke 
16th ch.) while they honor you with a pompous funer
al, lift up your eyes in hell, being in torments. You 
cannot afford to take any risk on your soul. There
fore take the Bible as God gave it, in a grand pano
rama moving before the contemplative eyes of every 
honest reader, exhibiting to the spell-bound specta
tor a ,bottomless hell, a topless heaven and a bound
less eternity. 



CHAPTER 1I 

HIGHEST TRIBUNAL 

Jesus tells us most unequiv.ocally in John's Gos
pel, that tlhe Bible will judge us all. In the Roman 
age, which held the whole world in her iron grip a 
thousand years, Cresar, in his golden house, sat on a 
diamond throne, his crown radiiant with the rays of 
an unsetting sun, his scepter swept the circumference 
of tlhe earth, looking out on five thousand senators, 
living in silver houses, and cons!ituting his council 
board in the administration of every nation, himself 
the umpire of the world, and from his tribuml, no ap
peal. You need not trouble yourself about what 
Russell or Godbey or anyone else says, but I beg you 
in Christ's stead, believe and obey the Gospel as by 
it we are saved, sanctified, panoplied, and will be 
judged in the Great Day. I am not your judge, yet 
I am God's witness, and as you read these pages, re
member you meet me on the block df testimony when 
we shall stand before the Great White Throne. My 
word is nothing; consequently I do not give it. This 
is my 205th book, all simply Bible teachers, not giving 
you my word, but that of Him who will sit on the 
Judgment seat. Therefore in t'he honesty of our 
hearts let us appeal to this final tribunal whither we 
iall hasten. 

( w) In Luke 16th chapter we have the inspired, 
infallible, biographical sketch of two men, Dives and 
Lazarus, living, dying, and beyond the grave. This 
little sketch of infallib1e history is invaluable to you 
and me and every traveler to t'he bar of Goo. We 

• 
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· have the positive statement that the angels carried 
Lazarus to Abraham's bosom, the Paradise of his 
dispensation, as none could go to heaven till the plan 
df salvation was perfected on bloody Calvary; yet 
God in infinite mercy provided for them the inter
mediate Paradise where the Old Testament saints 
enjoyed perfect bliss, and as they constitute the family 
of faithful Abraham, the cognomen Abraham's bosom 
is pertinent from the fact that they tvere all saved to 
the Albrahamic covenant, which was not valid till 
sealed with the blood of Christ. You see our Savior's 
verification of His promise to the penitent, believing 
thie'i on the cross by His side, "This day shalt thou 
be with me in paradise" ( 1 Pet. 3: 21), was glori
ously verified ; as He descended from the cross into 
hell and proclaimed, not preached as in the El).glish 
version, but was the herald of His own victory on 
Catvary, achieved by His redeeming blood, and find
ing all hell in a cataract jubilee, the heavy artillery 
thundering, the gattling guns roaring, and the myrmi
dons all shouting, celebrating the victory won on Cal
vary, after an exterminating war of 4,CXJO years, all 
the peers of the pandemonium, the innumerable de
moniacal host, shouting jubilantly, thus with ·bonfires 
ana illuminations celebrating the victory won on Cal
vary ; when wialking in on them suddenly and unex
pectedly as a thunderbolt from a cloudless sky, He 
dbserves, "That is so gentlemen, the greatest victory 
of the a$es has been won on Calvary today, but I 
have achieved it and you are the most summarily de
feated lot ever known, as I have taken the place of a 
guilty wqrld, pai~ the debt, satisfied and magnified the 
violated law; forever sweeping 'from the- field the 
vaguest apology for the damnation of a solitary son 
or daughter of Adam's ruined race; having with my 
own bleeding, toiling biands built the King's !highway 
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of holiness every step from the city of destruction to · 
the New Jerusalem; no ravenous beast on it, no lion 
(Isa. 35 : 8), no toll-gate; perfectly free for all, so 
transcendently satis'Iactory to the violated law, that 
the vilest wretch on the grace side of the pandemo
nium, has nothing to do ,but tip his hat to you fellows, 
bidding you ia final adieu, going out of business with 
you, world without end; dash away, mounting this 
grand causeway from earth to glory, at locomotive 
speed, with ever accelerated velocity, till he leaps 
with a shout through the pearly portals, receives a 
starry crown thiat will never fade away, but accumu
late new luster, through the fli~ht of eternal ages.'' 

( x) Having thus proclaimed His victory won on 
· Calvary, methinks, with the tread of a conqueror, He 
walks around the pandemonium, and with His own 
hands pulls down the trophies of 4,000 years· of suc
cessful wiar'iare, there suspended as souvenirs of vic
tories won; treading them beneath H;is triumphant 
feet; finally making at old King Diabolus, sitting on 
his ebony throne in the center of the pandemonium, 
pulls him down, puts his foot on his neck, verifying 
God's first promise to fallen humanity, "The Seed of 
the woman shall bruise the serpent's head.'' Then 
crossing the intervening chasm, impassa:ble to all 
finites, 1but nothing to Him, He enters upper Hades, 
the intermediate paradise, Abraham's bosom, meets 
the thief; meanwhile all the patriarchs and prophets 
(except Enoch and Elijah who h:ad been honored 
with a fiery chariot, a nigh way to heaven) a.11 shout
ing jubilantly, as they had looked for Him all' their 
lives and died without the sight, :and now He has come 
to see them. As He expired on the cross at 3 p. m. 
and descended into hell, proclaiming His victory, ver
ifying Philippians 2: 10,"Every knee should bow, of 
things in heaven, in earth and beneath the earth," con-
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sequently the midnight closing out Friday, the day He 
was to meet the thief in Paradise, :and ushering in 
Saturday, the good old Sabbath o'f the patriarchs and 
prophets; no tongue can tell the glory of that Sab
bath, solid twenty-four hours, as there is no night in 
heaven (Rev. 22 ch.); the ensuing midnight memor
i:alizing the glorious fulfilment of Ephesians 4 :8-10, 
announcing our Lord's descension into "the lower 
parts of t!he earth," not the sepulcher which was en
tered horizontally, hewn out of the great rock at the 
base df Calvary, as I have frequently been in it, but 
the heart,-i. e., the center of the earth (Matt. 12 :-

40), down to the deep abyss, Tophet, lower Hades, 
and having triumphed over all the hosts of hell and 
abolished the intermediate paradise began His ascen
sion with the ingress of the first day of the week, 
'following the midnight culmination, leading them all 
up with Him; halting at Jerusalem to receive His 
body. But what about the forty days of His abiding 
antecedently to His ascension up to heaven; only ap
pearing to His disciples a few time~ and never spend
mg a night with them? Methinks He had a heap of 
comJ*Lny to entertain, the mighty host of Old Tes
tament saints that forty days' camp-meeting at J eru
salem ; Himself alone visible, as they had not re
ceived their bodies, but will When the Lord comes 
for His Bride, for which I am looking every hour; the 
prophetic omens so transportingly auspicious; the 
Lunar Chronology making the rapture of the saints 
overdue 69 years; the Calendar, 27 years; and the 
Solar (our own), in 1923, only five years hence. 

(y) This conclusion, that they tarry witli Him at 
Jerusalem and ascend with Him from Mount Olivet 
is not gratuitous, as God permitted. the prophetic ~ye 
of David to behold the triumphant entrance: "Lift 
up your heads, 0 ye gates; and be ye lift up ye 
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everlasting doors ; and the King of glory shall come 
in. Who is this King of Glory? The Lord strong 
and mighty, the Lord mighty in battle." Now the 
Prince of salvation, triumphant over death, 'hell, and 
the grave, with the Conqueror's tread, Abrah:am on 
His right and Job on His left, enters the celestial Me
tropolis, followed by the long train of Old Testa
ment saints from Abel down, shouting jubilantly; re
ciprocated by the mighty hosts from myriads of un
'fallen worlds, never having known sin nor sorrow; 
gathered to witness the grandest ovation heaven has 
ever known,-i. e., the triumphant entrance of King 
Immanuel, leading His beatific host up the celestial _ 
altitudes till He halts before the Great White Throne 
and says, "Here am I and the children thou h:ast 
given me." 

( z) Now a testimony meeting follows which no 
tongue can describe. Abraham mounts a heavenly 
pinnacle and tells his wonderful experience. How 
they are all thrilled by the enrapturing testimony of 
Daniel rehearsing the unutterable glory of the Divine 
presence the night he rested his weary head on the 
shaggy mane of the old monster, the guardian angel 
with his pinions lulling him into profound slumber. 
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego electrify all with 
the trilling story of the wonderful night they spent 
in the fiery furnace, with the form of the Fourth, and 
the glorious victory in their evangelistic labors, the 
conversion of the world's monarch and the shaking 
of idolatry from center to circumference. Job's tes
timony actually climaxes all ; his princely fortune,-a 
billionaire in our time-swept away by the devil, his 
children all killed, and his wife apostatized, leaving 
hin1 nothing at all ; yet amid the universal catastro
phe, he shouts the victory in his soul ; having sunk 
so deep into God, and so triumphantly conscious of 
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His presence in e¥erything appertaining to soul and 
- body, that he says God did it all: "Naked came I 

into the world, bringing nothing at all; God gave it 
all to me and had a perfect right to take it all away, 
blessed be the name of the Lord." 

(a) Now Satan, by divine permission, goes for 
his person, utterly restricted from killing him, conse
quently he covers him with black leprosy from top to 
toe, like Agrippa( Acts 12th ch.), when the worms 
ate him· up. Job was a giant, they had a big job on 
their hands. Hear him shout after they have eaten 
up his skin, "Though after ·my skin the worms de
stroy this body, yet in my flesh shall I see tad whom 
I s'hall know for myself and not a stranger; I know 
that my Redeemer liveth and that he shall stand in 
the latter day on the earth and in my flesh I shall see 
God." Thus sweeping beyond the range of mortal life, 
he shouts the resurrection victory, which will give 
him bacl.~ his body in his transfiguration glory to shine 

·and shout 'forever. · 
(b) While the worms are eating him up, he thus 

shouts victoriously the triumphs of the transfigura
tion glory; meanwhile, Eliphaz, Bildad, and zPphar, 
magnates of the Uz conference, come to see him; 
confessedly to comfort him in his awful afflictions, 
though proving his tormentors, as they turned on him 
heroically t'heir anti-holiness heresy; fondly certify
ing that it was a judgment sent on him for profess
ing sanctification, which no one could have in this 
life; meanwhile Job flickers not an iota, but boldly 
maintains his pro'fession, going ahead with the regu
lar theological debate :against the three stalwart op
ponents, day after day waxing hotter and stronger, 
till fin~lly he does what all truly sanctified people are 
ready and willing to do ; He appe:als from man to 
God, who accepts the appeal, comes down in a whirl-

• 
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wind, metamorphoses the theological debate into a 
holiness meeting; looking the theologians in the face 
and saying, "You have not spoken that which is right 
concerning me as my servant Job has; therefore of
fer seven rams and seven bullocks,"-i.e., make a 
perfect consecration, as seven means Christ through
out the Bible, who is the incarnation of all perfec
tion, perfect man and perfect God; four represent
ing man, the cardinal points, as he is lord df the 
world, and three signifying God the Father, Son, and 
Holy Ghost, and four plus three are seven,-"And 
my servanj Job shall pray for you." 

( c) H~re we see that glorious holiness meeting, 
God leading it, the three big anti-holiness pre:achers 
down on their knees seeking sanctification; Job pray
ing for them, and Elihu, that juvenile holiness evan
gelist who had been crowded out by the theologians 
till he could not get in a word, though in perfect 
sympathy with Jdb, now when God comes in the 
whirlwind, takes charge, gives His verdict in favor 
of Job and calls the theologians to the altar to seek 
sanctification. He said he could stand it no longer, 
he had to open his mouth or he would burst ; there
fore he lifted the flood-gate, exhorting, testifying, 
and shouting. Oh, what a wonderful meeting, the 
loving Father in charge, the great preachers seeking 
sanctification, Job pr:aying for them, and Elihu shout
ing. I have dften read that as I have it in my Bible, 
Hebrew, Greek, and Latin; the Greek certifying that 
they all got it. In the wonderful finale, God not only 
perfectly restored Job, but gave him everything 
back. Perhaps you say his children are not 
doubled like everything else. N. B. His first family 
of children, destmyed by Satan's cydone, were all 
godly and simply transferred to heaven where 
they are still alive and will live forever. Conse-

• 
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quently, you see his family was doubled as well as 
everythini else. History certifies that Job was a 
hundred forty years old when his terrible affiic· 
tion came on him, and after his restitution he lived 
a hundred forty years with his second family, reach-
ing the age of two hundred eighty. . 

( d) In the simple history of Dives and Lazarus, 
the hell question is settled irrefutably and eternally, 
therefore it is climacteric folly and silly fanaticism to 
deny it. In t'he pioneer age o'f this Continent when 
the Atlantic States were populated and the great 
West unexplored, a preacher peregrinating the coun
try, sent an appointment, met ·a fine audience, and 
preaChed a great sermon, heroically advocating the 

• nd-hell heresy. At the conclusion, he asked them if 
he should leave another appointment; no one respon~ 
ing he repe:ats the question, kindly committing him
self to them as their humble servant, when the old
est man in the crowd responded, "Sir, if you have 
preached the truth •this time, we do not need you 
any more, as there is no hell to catch us, and we are 
sure of heaven; if you have preaChed falsehood, 
please do not give us any more o'f it." Th:at old man 
had good, solid sense. The Bible, Old and New, 
gives the trumpet no uncertain sound on the hell 
problem, but ties up the matter so inextricably as to 
sweep all possible cavil from the field; using the very 
same words and phrases to define heaven, hell, and 
even the existence of God; Revelation 14 :II speak
ing of the wicked, "The smoke of their torment as
cendeth up for ever and ever ;" whereas chapter I 5 :-
7 speaking o~ God, certifies that He liveth for ever 
and ever; the Greek in both of these passages, eis 
tous aioonas, the same in ·both of these passages, and. 
litenally meaning t'he ages of ages; whereas that 
same noun aioonas not only means age, but eternity . 

• 
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This expression is often used definite of God's 
own existence, as well as that o'f the 'Saints in glory, 
and all the angels. Therefore, the moment y<'u 
wind up the torment of the damned, you also close 
out the life of the saints in glory and even the ex
istence of God. 

(e) In Matthew 25: 46, we have the statement, 
"These (referring to the wicked) shall go away into 
everlasting punishment: but the righteous unto life 
eternal." The universalists and no-hellites in that 
passage certify that everlasting does not mean end
less duration, consequently, they wind up the pun
ishment of the wicked and :at the same titlle per
petuate the bliss of the righteous through all eternity. 
Jesus knew they would make that dodge and con
sequently headed them off, using the same Greek 
adjective in both clauses descriptive of the punish
ment destined to overtake the wicked, and the world 
of bliss the happy lot df the righteous. That word 
is aioonios, from aie :always and oon, the present 
participle of the verb illmi, to be. Therefore it is 
the strongest Greek compound in all of that won
derful language revelatory of endless duration. 
These facts are absolutely undeni:able and irrefut
able. God knew every lie the devil would tell, and 
in His superabounding goodness and mercy unan
swerably refuted them all. Therefore there is •but 
the one possible conclusion and that is the endless 
perdition of all the people who will not let God save 
them. 

"As the tree falleth so it lieth" (Eccl. II :3). In 
Revelation 22 :1 I we have the positive statement rel
ative to the destiny of every human being: "He that 
is unjust, let him be unjust still,"-i. e., un
justified, and consequently under condemnation for 
all the sins he ever committed; "he which is filthy,"-

• 
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i. e., unsanctified, his heart full of hereditary de
pravity which none but Jesus can take :away as He 
does in every human soul when He baptizes it with 
the Holy Ghost and fire, "let him be filthy 
still." "He that is just let him still 1be jus
tified,''-i. e., continue to be righteous; "He that 
is holy, let him still be sanctified." Hence we 
have the blessed consolation, that if we get justi
fied from· all of our sins and hold it till we go out of 
this probationary life, we will never commit another 
sin, hut do righteousne&s through all eternity. If we 
get sanctified,-i. e., receive the baptism which our 
omnipotent Savior has for every human soul the mo
ment we consecrate fully and receive it hy faith 
and abide in it till we go out of this life, we will be 
sanctified through aH eternity. 

(f) Even in this life the wicked suffer awfully, 
• physically, mentally, rand spiritually~ which ought to 

so convict every sinner that he would flee for refuge 
and cry for mercy without delay. Well did Jesus 
say; "My yoke is easy and my burden is light.' The 
righteous in this life enjoy a heaven in free preliba
tion, meanwhile the wicked suffer a miniature hell 
in awful :anticipation of eternal woe. 

Russellism is now the most aggressive phase of 
no-hellism, preaching it unequivocally and heroically 
on the streets and from house to house. We find 
the fruit pernicious and detrimental in the extreme. 
In a camp-meeting in West Virginia, my kind host
ess, a paragon saint, told me about a friend of hE!rs, 
who was very bright in the sanctified experience, and 
an exceedingly efficient Christian worker, like the 
Pentecostians preaching everywhere, face to face to 
everybody, truly like John the Baptist, "a bright 
and shining light," till she encountered the Russell
ites, who proselyted her to their no-hellistic 'faith, 
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wlhen she at once began to cool off and slow down, 
till she ceased to be aggressive, and gradually lost 
her fluency of speech and burning entqusiasm for 
the salvation of souls, quit talking salvation and be
came critical, f:ault-finding, ostracizing; thus sho"'.
ing to all her acquaintances the sad leakage of love, 
the lugubrious downward trend of her spirituality, 
which simply means apostasy and damnation with-
out a right-about-face reclamation. · 

(g) I was intimately acquainted with a most ex
cellent brother and sister, leading the holiness army 
in the great state of "brotherly love," who were ex
ceedingly influential, heroically running a holiness 
mission at their own expense• and doing a great 
work for the Lord. Unfortunately the Russellistic 
lasso caught them. Oh, what a change! Hitherto 
in my visits they had me praying for the salvation 
of a grandson living with them who had consump
tion and was given up by physicians to die, and un
s:aved. On my first visit after their sad collapse 
into no-hellism the sister told me that she felt she 
had made a mistake about her grandson ; as there 
was no hell, he would go to heaven anyhow, if he 
did not repent before he died he would afterward, 
and if he did not see proper to seek the Lord now, 
it was nobody's business. He died very soon, :as he 
lived, unsaved, and she too, as she was quite in life's 
evening, soon passed away. 

(h) I mention these cases, illustrative of the 
lanrentable fruit borne by t!he deadly Upas tree, no
hellism, conformatory of the fact that without the 
push engine we cannot run on the King's highway 
df holiness, because it is up grade all the way, and 
we are bound to have the locomotive leader in front 
and the push engine in the rear, if we make the run; 
otherwise we will get side-tracked and zigzagged 
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round through the rocky ravines amid hooting owls, 
screaming jackals, barking foxes, hissing reptiles, 
roaring lions, and doleful screech owls, till we hear 
the brakeman call vociferously, lugubriously, 
"Tophet, the end of the road, all get off the train, 
as it goes no farther, but returns to ·the apostate 
earth for another load of Rassengers." Oh, what 
awful responsibility 'for a man calling himself a 
preacher, who instead of · ringing the alarm bell and 
faithfully warning the people to flee the wrath to 
come, deliberately takes down the warnings God 
has given throughout the blessed Bible, alphal and 
amegal, in order to alarm the wicked in their hell
ward-bound way and stir them up to leave the devil, 
heroically getting rid of everything belonging to him 
and dashing off at race horse speed, running with 
ever accel€°!\"ated velocity till they leap through the 
pearly g:ates with shouts of victory and rest their 
weary feet on the brigfht evergreen, and play on a 
golden harp, and sing and shout forevermore ! When 
that preacher stands before the flaming Judgment 
Bar, God will require the blood of the souls he has 
side-tracked and deceived at his hands. Why ·do 
not preachers heed God's warning, Ezekiel 3d chap
ter, "When thou shalt see the wicked doing wickedly 
and warn him not, he shall perish in his sins and his 
blood will I require of thee; but if thou dost 'faith
fully warn him and he heed thee not, he shall per
ish in his sins; but thou hast saved thy soul." Hence 
you see the awful doom of the preacher& who fail 
to faithfully wain the wicked ; God will hold them 
guilty of their 1blood in the awfulJudgmentDay. God's 
:warning to the wicked is the doctrine of hell, their 
inevitable doom. Therefore, if they do not preach 
it in all its appalling horrors, just as God has re
vealed it, a lake of unquenchable fire, where ~ught 
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EDITORIAL. 

PRACTICAL OBSERV ANiCE OF THE SABBATH. 

Many are contentious for the true Sabbath. They 
c.annot bear the thought of observing the wrong day 
of the week. This is commendable so far as it goes. But 
reader, -God is no stickler for forms and ceremonies. Days 
are small things with Him. He desires most of all holy 
hearts, clean hands, spotless character. He demands, not 
simply, nor chiefly, that we keep a specific day, but that 
we keep the rest day holy. This is the essence of the 
fourth commandment. The spirit of true worship is 
needed; the real devotion to God; the reverent, un
worldly temper. Do you thus use the day? If not, you 
have accepted the hull and lost the kernel; kept the 
purse and thrown away the coin. 0, for a people who 
sanctify the Sabbath I 

1. The Bible. Do you search its holy pages on God's 
day? A Bible carefully read, lovingly studied, does much 
toward the sanctification of the Sabbath and of the life. 
But a slighted Bible mars the life of its 'possessor and 
leaves a spiritless sapless Sabbath. 

2. Prayer. Saturday may be contended for, or Sun
day wrangled over as the true Sabbath, but the prayer
less soul loses its purity and power, and really has no sa
cred, God-honored and God-honoring day. Prayer-real 
heart-born, faith-mingled prayer-gives a pull for 
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the upper world and renders halowed and helpful Urn 
day consecrated to worship and holy service. 

3. Conversation. St. Paul bids us see that our con
versation is "seasoned with salt," and exhorts that it L•..) 
"as becometh the gospel." He speaks of our conversa
tion-or citizeJlship, and the latter gives flavor to the 
former-being in Heaven. Peter also teaches that we 
should be "holy in all manner of conversation"-or li v
ing, and holy living naturally and· always yields holy 
conversation. Ile who talks of farms, merchandise, poli
tics, business, and gossip on the Lord's Day has no real, 
Scriptural Sabbath. "But," says one, "you surely would 
not have us talk nothing but religion all day Sunday?" 
I certainly would have you leave the world out of your 
thoughts and words on the day that God has set apart 
for His glory and for our spiritual improvement. 

4. Spiritual Service. This has many phases; ( 1), 
Toward Goel; (2), Toward men . In the service of God 
we should begin and encl the day with Him. This woulrl 
include (a.) Meditation. No true Christian character 
can be formed without thinking on the person, the at
tributes, the goodness, the love, the patience, and the 
perfections of our Maker. (b.) Bible Study and other 
spiritual reading. ( c.) Prayer and heart-searching. 
Self-examination is little practiced and, most generally, 
poorly performed-and yet how necessary to real prog
ress in the things of Goel. 

In the matter of Sabbath service to men we have tu 
consider (a), the claims of the their souls; (b), the need!" 
of their bodies. The Sabbath was made for man, for his 
improvement in time and his salvation in eternity. No 
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use of the day may be tolerated that robs others of :ts 
privileges. This rule will forbid the use and patronage 
of railroad trains, street-cars and livery rigs, milk and 
ice wagons, telephones and newspapers on the Sabbath; 
and why? Simply and plainly because they rob the 
toiling conductors, engineers, motormen, printers, news
boys, station agents, wagon drivers, phone-keepers, etc., 
of the day. A proper regard for the rights of the other>' 
according to the second great commandment (Matt. 22: 
37-40) will settle these and kindred matters. We should 
visit the sick-when needed, frequently it is overdone 
on the holy day-visit and pray with those in prison, 
look after the spiritual welfare of others, especially of the 
neglected ones about us. One good use of the day may 
be found in writing direct salvation letters-not buai
ness, pleasure, or ordinary correspondence-but real, re
ligious, scriptural epistles-to friends. 

A part of the day may be spent in praying from 
house to house, and in distributing tracts and religious 
papers; sometimes it might be well to carry a religious 
book one Sabbath, calling another to get it, each time 
speaking for Jesus, and, if opportunity allows, praying 
with the family. 

These suggestions might be lengthened, but space 
forbids. Above all, let us bear in mind to keep the day 
Holy, as under the eye of God; let us do nothing w·~ 
would fear to be engaged in when Jesus comes in His 
glory. (See Luke 12 :31-40; Rev. 1 :7 and 16 :15. 

L. L . P. 
P. S.-I would ,heartily recommend the following 

books to every reader. Can be had of this office: 
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(H. H. George) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
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THE SABBATH. 

REV. W. B. GODBEY. 

Responsive to numerous and repeated appeals, I dic
tate the following, relative to the exceedingly important 
and much controverted question of the Holy Sabbath. To 
the holiness people in ·all lands, we lovingly dedicate this 
with all -of our writings, trusting God to make it a bless
ing to all who read! it. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE EDENIC SABBATH •. 

There is no doubt but the six days in which God ere.. 
ated the earth were demiurgic periods of perhaps about 
a. th-0usand years each ( 2 Pet. 3 :8). "But beloved, -dv 
not forget this one thing, that one- day with the Lord ie 
as a, thousand years;- and· a thousand years as one ·day." 
We see here that God~s day is a thousand years. This· ie 
confirmed by the inspired recor-d, ·which reveals the sun 
as appearing for the first time on the fourth d"<ty. Con~ 

sequently the first three were not solar days, as there was 
no sun to measure them. The unif-ormity -0f the seven 
is legitimately inferable from the text. Therefore we 
conclude that the :first six dnys were creative periods, . 

'l 
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running about a thousand years each, followed by the 
Sabbath, which is Eden, and, presumptively, about a 
thousand years, as you must remember that the Mosaic 
history of creation and the entire ante-diluvian period, 
including the flood, only covers seven chapters of Gene
sis, running through a periodi of 1,656 years, and some 
authorities oo:y 2,200. 

CHAPTER II. 

THE MILLENNIAL SABBATH. 

In the order of the inspired history, the fall of Eden 
immediately follows the fall of man, which turned over 
the world to the devil (2 Cor. 4 :4), where inspiration 
calls him the god of this age, not as E. V. (English Ver
sion), the god of this world, which is going to be sancti
fied, renovated and completely taken out of his hands 
forever. Hence, you see from this scripture that when 
Satan captured the king of this worlq, he took him pris
oner, with all his dominions, spreading his black wing 
over the whole earth, so e.clipsing the sun ·of righteous
ness and wrapping it in darkness as to superinduce the 
inspired cognomen, "night," in decisive contrast with 
God's bright day of Eden on the one sidie and the glori
ous Millennial effulgence on the other (Rom. 13 :11). 
"And knowing this time, that it is already the hour that 
we should wake out of sleep; for our salvation is now 
nearer than when we believed. The night is far spent, 
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and the day has come nigh." "Salvation" here is used 
in its broadest sense, and: means glorification, which 
consummates our salvation by eliminating all infirmities. 

When man fell, his happy, Sabbatic rest ceased, and 
the proclamation rang out, "In the sweat of thy face 
thou shalt eat bread." God's day is a thousand years, 
and by the longest chronology, we. are now passing 
through the last day of Satan's toiling week and fast 
approaching God!s glorious Millennial Sabbath. So we 
are exhorted by Paul to wake up, because "the night is 
far spenrt and the day has come nigh." · If that was so 
in Paul's day, 0, how much nearer is it now I 

CHAPTER III. 

THE CAN .A.AN SABBATH. 

Heb. 4 :9. "Therefore a Sabbatism is le:ft to the peo
ple of God." Here the word is sabbatismos, which means 
a sabbatic rest is left for the people of God. Israel toil
ed hard in the Egyptian bondage, oppressed by cruel 
taskmasters, with no rest to recuperate their exhausted 
energies. In the wilderness life, though emancipated 
from slavery, they fainted under the weary marches, 
scathed, peeled and chased by their enemies, till they fell 
down dead -and their comrades buried them in the burn
ing sands, leaving their bones to bleach beneath the trop
ical sky. 0, how they longed for the rest of Canaan, 
where comfortable houses which they had never built, 
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prolific orchards and vineyards, which they never plant
ed, and crystal wells, which they never dug, awaited 
them, ready for their appropriation. Here they had 
nothing to do but rest and take possession, there being no 
one to interrupt them, as God gave them victory over all 
their enemies. This delicious, glorious and perfect rest 
which Israel found in Canaan, symbolizes the blessed and 
triumphant Sabbath the soul enters in Jesus, which is 
never to have an end. This sabbatism we receive in the 
experience of entire sanctification. In harmony with 
this fact, Moses, the mouthpiece of God, ordered· Israel 
(Num. 15 :35) to slay every Sabbath-breaker. 

What dioes this mean? The signification is plain and 
unmistakable; when we enter into this glorious, abiding 
Sabbatic rest in Jesus, it is indispensable that we draw 
the sword and: hew down every Sabbath-breaker. The. 
sword is the Word of God, with which we are tQ slay 
every sin that dares to 1ift up a snake-head, making no 
compromise whatever, as this is our only feasible method 
of preserving the Sabbatism of perfect love in the soul. 

CHAPTER IV. 

THE TYPICAL. SABBATH. 

1. Cor. 10 :11. "These things happened unto them 
i:ypically, and were written for the admonition of us, 
unto whom the ends of the ages have · come." This af
firmation of the Holy Spirit shows up the fact that the 
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Mosaic dispensation is full of types, shadows and sym
bols, all of which have their fulfillment in the spiritual 
ki~gd-0m. The Sabbath is a Mosaic symbolism, verified 
in the glorious experiences of the Pentecostal dispensa-
tion. ' 

Sabbath is a Hebrew word, and ;means rest, nat sim
ply physical, as that would be a most superficial and in
exhaustible meaning. It typifies the glorious rest which 
the soul enjoys in J eS'lls after every enemy has been sfain 
and none survives to disturb that rest. The body would 
soon die without rest. Now, if while taking our rest, 
something was prone to disturb us ever and anon, while 
such rest would be infinitely better than none, it would 
not satisfy. Such is the rest of justification. 

It is really glorious, when contrasted with the crush
ing toils Of slavery; yet it does not satisfy, because the 
carnal mind is a hididen enemy, watching his opportunity 
to disturb and even destroy our rest. Therefore, we long 
for the perfect rest which we can never have till the car
nal mind, with' all its hellish brood of rattlesnakes _and 
vermin, is utterly exterminated. 

CHAPTER V. 

THE ANTITYPICAL SABBATH 

Is the normal antithesis of the typical, and remember 
now, once for all, that this is really the New Testament 
Sabbath, despite all controversy. Rom. 14 :5. "For in-
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deed one judges a day above a day, and another judges 
every day alike. Let each one be fully persuaded in 
his own mit1d. He that regards the day regard!s it unto 
the Lord .... " V. 10. "Why do you judge your brother, 
and why do you set at naught your brother? for we 
shall all stand before the judgment seat of God." V. 13. 
"Then let us no longer judge one another, but judge 
this rather, that we are not to put an offence nor a 
stumbling-block in the way of a brother." V. 17. "For 
the kingdom of God is not meat and! d'l"ink, but right
eousness and! peace and joy in the Holy Ghost." Here 
he is speaking of conscientious scruples a:bout eating 
meats offered to idols and about keeping days, esteem
ing one day above another, some keeping one, and some 
another. He emphaticaHy certifies that these things 
haye nothing to do with the kingdom of God!, whrich is 
not temporal, but spiritual, consisting of righteousness, 
peace and joy in the Holy Ghost. 

The simple solution from these scriptures and> many 
others as they bear on the day question, ' is the fact that 
the full salvation of the gospel d·ispensation gives you 
the glorious abiding Saibbatism in your heart, making 
every day a Sabbath and giving you seven in every week. 
At Jerusalem, the Dervishes keep Thursday, the Mo
hammednns, Friday; the Jews, Saturday, and the Chris
tians, Sunday, giving you four Sabbaths every week. I 
told them I was ahead of them, for I had seven. The 
true an(li full gospel salvation gives you perfect soul-rest 
every day irr the week-a Sabbath which has no end. 
In that case you are ready for all demands, from the 
simple fact that your Sabbath reaches and sanctifies 
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every day. This is the glorious Antitypical Sabbath. 
Until you enter it, you will be tossed on the raging sea 
of warring sectism. 

CHAPTER VI. 

THE MOSAIC SABBATH. 

While we find all the other nine commandments of 
the Decalogue frequently rehearsed in the New Testa
ment and especially enforced by the Savior, we find noth
ing on the Sabbath except the persecutions which the 
clergy incessantly waged against Him for not keeping it 
in their estimation, to which He responded, "The Son 
of man is Lord of the Sabbath also." So he takes the 
Sabbatical problem into hand and forever satisfies it, by 
giving us an everlasting Sabbath in the soul, which is 
the grand antitype of the Mosaic institution. 

The stickler for the Mosaic Sabbath quotes Jesus 
(MaH. 5 :17) : "Think not that I came to destroy the 
law or the prophets; I came not to destroy, but to ful
fill." There is but one way you can ever fulfill the Sab
batic law, and that is to verify it in your experience. If 
you simply stop with keeping the day, you will never get 
out of the dispensation of Moses. So you are now 2,000 
years behind the age. We have no objection to your 
keeping the day, but it is an awful pity for you to abide 
forever in t'he types and! shadows, living in the moonlight 
instead af enjoying the glorious sun of gospel day. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

THE CIIRIS'l'JAN SABBATH. 

I use Christian here as a qualifying adjective sim
ply because that Sabbath is named> for Christ. 

Matt. 28 :1. "At the end of the Sabbaths, at the 
dawn toward the first of the Sabbaths, Mary Magdalene 
and the other Mary came to see the sepulchre." 

Mark 16 :2. "And exceedingly early in the morning 
of the first of the Sabbaths they came to the sepulchre." 

Luke 24 :1-3. "And on the first of the Sabbaths, at 
the depth of the dawn, they came to the sepulchre." 

J-0hn 20 :1. "On the first of the Sabbaths Mary Mag
dialene comes to the sepulchre early in the morning, it 
being yet dark." 

Here we see all four of the inspired writers using the 
word Sabbath in the plural number, and dvawing the 
contrast b} Elating that it was on the first diay of the 
Sabbaths, in contradistinction to the Mosaic Sabbath, 
which was the last day of the week. Of course, until 
this time, no day but the seventh of the week had ever 
been called the Sabbath. Matthew wrote his gospel fif
teen years after the resurrection -0£ our Lord. Luke 
wrote his twenty-five years, Mark wrote his thirty-six 
years, and John wrote his sixty-five years after the res
urrection;- thus ample time for the popular phraseology 
to develop, not only the recognition of the new Sabbath, 
but the contradistinction between the two, the -0ne being 
the last day of the week, and the other the first. 

The New Testament also abundantly sustains the 
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conclusion that they did honor and keep the- first day of 
the .week in commemoration 0£ our Lord's resurrection, 
designating it by the exalted epithet, "The Lord's Day." 
Rev. 1 :10. "On the first 0£ the Sabbaths we being as
sembled. to break bread; Paul ·spoke to them, being about 

to depart in the morning, and continued his sermon till 
midnight." Acts 20 :7. Here you see Paul and the dis

ciples at Troas, holding the meeting, preaching and ad
ministering the sacrament on the first day of the week. 

We find in all of his peregrinations he and· the people 
went to Jewish synagc>gues on the seventh day, simply 
that he might have a chance to preach to them. Here at 
Troas, where he did his last preaching in Asia before em

barking for Europe, he had a Christian church, and you 
see them holding their worship on the regular Christian 
Sabbath, signillcantly denominated the Lord's . Day, 
which is the preferable name. 

"On the first ooy of the week let each one of you lay 
by for himself, treasuring up something as to w]Jatsoever 
he may be prospered, in order that there be no collec
tions when I may come." Here we see the first day of 
the week observed by the great churoh at Corinth. These 
two cases, the one in Asia, and the _other in Europe, in
dicate cl~arly the current custom of the Christian 
churches in the apostolic age, to observe the first day of 
the week .. 

W o1\eyan Church 
ARCH\VES 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

BOTTI SABBATHS OBSERVED, 

As ind0icated by the current use of Sabbattoon, which is 
in the plural number. In the beginning there were none 
but Jews in the gospel church, eight or ten years after 
Pentecost elapsing before Peter, at the house of Corne
lius in Cresarea, threw open fue door of the gospel 
church to the Gentiles. The Jewish element stood at the 
front and! led the way till the destruction of Jerusalem 
forty years after the ascension of our Lord, which ex
terminated the Jews out of the Holy Land, a million 
falling by the sword, pestilence and famine; a million 
more sold into slavery to all nations, and the remnant 
carried captive to Rome and enslaved in the building 
of the great Coliseum, except those who fled away and 
hid among other nations druring those awful tribulations, 
which lasted through seven years of blood and death, 
and the Christians, who, responsive to the instructions 
of our Savior, when they saw, as predicted by Daniel the 
Prophet, the Roman battle flag, emblazoned with the 
pictures of the heathen gods for the soldiers to worship, 
unfurled from the lofty dome of SolomQn's temple on 
the holy summit of Moriah, when the Romans captured 
the city, fled away to Pella beyond the mountains of 
Gilead east of the Jordan and saved their lives. 

The destruction of Jerusalem broke up all the temple 
services, the Jewish converts having thus far still ob
served the law of Moses, cireumcising their children, 
practicing the ceremonial puri£cations, and even the ani-

:;:. ' .. 
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mal sacrifices, and of course keeping Saturday, and, as 
you see from the above citations, Sunday, too, in com
memorati-011 -0f our Lord's resurrection. * * * * 
A'Cts 21 :20. "You see, brother, how many myriads 
there are of those who have believed, and they are all 
zealous of the law, and they have been informed con
cerning you that you are teaching all the Jews who are 
among the ·Gentiles, apostacy from Moses, saying they 
are not to circumcise their children, not to walk accord
ing w the customs." 

You see from this scripture that the Jewish disciples 
held on to the law of Moses long after Christ had ascend
ed into glory, the Jewish wing of the gospel church hav
ing the pre-eminence, numerically and influentially, till 
after the dispersi-011, which followed the destruction of 
,lerusulem. There is no doubt but that the E:ebrew disci
ples kept ooth days as long as they lived. Whereas, the 
church began all Jews, that element depreciating nu
merically, and especially after the destruction of J eru
salem, and the Gentiles coming in with increasing rapid. 
ity, doubtless preponderating after the overthrow of the 
city, till the close of the first century found very few 
Jews in the church. 

CHAPTHR IX. 

THE GENTILE DISCIPLES NEVER DID KEEP THE MOSAIO 

-SABBATH. 

We find this abundantly confirmed in the action of 
the Jerusalem Conference (Acts 15), than which you 
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can find no higher authority wit4in the lids of the Bible, 
as that notwble council was composed of the apostles, 
elders and brethren. It originated from the fact that 
preachers had gone out among the Gentiles, stoutly cer
tifying to them that they could no t be saved unless they 
were circumcised and kept the law of Moses, which the 
Gentiles were not willing to do. As a consequence, they 
discussed the matter at Antioch, as well as elsew.here, 
and unanimously determined to send Paul and Barnabas 
to Jerusalem to refer the matter to the apostles. Conse
quently, the apostles, elders andi brethren, all in council 
convened, considered the matter and settled upon just 
what they would r~uire of the Gentile disciples an<l for
mulated those principles into a written document known 
as the decrees of the apostles, elders, and brethren, which 
contained everything they required of the Gentiles. You 
have the decree given twice in this chapter, in verses 20 
and 28, "For it pleased the Holy Ghost and us to lay no 
burden upon you except these necessary things, 
that you abstain from things offered to idols, 
and from blood, and from strangled things, and 
from fornication, from which keeping yourselves, 
you will d-0 well." God bless you, in this there is 
nothing said abo-µt keeping the Sabbath, which was so 
prominent among the Jews, and about which they were 
so particular. Since we know that none of the Gentiles 
ever did keep the Jewish Sabbath, this record con:lirms 
the fact that their converts to Christianity were not re
quired to keep it. You see here nothing enjoined· but ab
stinence from idolatry, which they pronounced neces
sary; and from the fact that the heathens alwa)'E did 
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eat ·blood and: animals which had Leen killed by strangu
lation, still having the blood in them, and all blood, even 
of the animals, emblematizes the blood of our Savior, by 
which He saved us from sin, death and hell; hence the 
pertineucy of abstinence from blood. 

None can go to heaven without the sanctification 
which brings you into holy and indissoluble wedlock 
with Christ, which is utterly destroyed by spiritual for
nication, and thrs is bound to co-exist with physical as 
well as all other sins. Hence the relevancy of clear speci
fication touching that sin. We can only be saved by the 
blood of Christ, with utter abstinence from all idolatry 
and spiritual fornication which mars an.di destroys the 
matrimonial alliance of the soul with Jesus, and neces
sarily excludes such an one from the Bridehood. 

CHAPTER X. 

OBSERVANCE OF THE LORD'S DAY IN THE EARLY 

CENTURIES. 

While it is perfectly clear that the primitive Chris
tians, who were Jews, didi observe both days doubtless till 
the Lord took them to heaven, it· is pertinent that we 
give some consideration to the centuries which immedi
ately followed the apostolic generation. When a student 
in college, I read a number of Roman historians who 
lived and wrote in the first, second! and third centuries 

/ of the Christian era; e. g., Sallust, Sentonius, Pliny, 
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and Livy, who of course were heathens, yet learned, can
did and honest. As we might expect, in the histories 
of the times, among other current events, they speak of 
Christianity, observing that it originated from a man in 
Judea called Jesus OhTist, who lived and preached dur
ing the administration of Tiberius, the Emperor, and 
Pontius Pilate, the Pro-consul of Judea, being arraigned 
and crucified as an impostor. They proceed to describe 
His religion as a strange frenzy, which affected the peo
ple somewhat like magic and witchcraft, causing them
to act in odd and peculiar ways. And though the em
perors treated those people who were called Christians 
from Christ, their lead'01", with the utmost courtesy, actu
ally proposing: to confer on their leader the apotheosis of 
the new empire; His followers repudiating the proposi
tion with disgust and horror, were utterly unwilling to 
worship any of the Roman gods. 

These heathen authors were themselves in sympathy 
with their emperors in the fact that they actually pro
posed! to the Christians to adopt Jesus Christ as one of 
the Roman gods and worship Him along with Jupiter, 
Apollos, Mercury, Venus, Diana, and others, whom they 
honored as the founders and builders of the Empire, and 
who, they claimed, had given them all nations. They 
proceed to state how stubborn, incorrigible and persistent 

the Christians were, despite all the efforts of the Emper
or to bring them into conservatism to the Roman gods 

and loyalty to the government. They describe the per
secution of the Christians for heresy and disloyalty, e.g., 
a man·is arrested under suspicion that he is a Christian, 
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and arraigned before a Roman magistrate, who pro
pounds the question, "Dominicum servasti (Hast thou 
kept the Lord's day) ?" . The answer comes promptly, 
"Ohristianus sum, intermittere non possum (I am a 
Christian, I am not able to omit it)." On this simple 
confession they proceeded to burn them at the -stake, or 
to cast them to the wild beasts in the Coliseum. Of 
course they had no prolixity in the trial, as all they• had 
to do was to ascertain that they were Christians. This 
is positive proof that the Christians kept the Lord's day 
as their Sa•bbath in those early centuries. 

How do I know that they did not keep Saturday? If 
they had, their persecutors would have asked them, "Sab
baticum servasti (Hast thou kept the Sabbath day)?" 
If they hadi interrogated! t'hem in thrs way, it would have 
been compatible with the fact of keeping the first day of 
the week, as this is called the Sabbath in the New Testa
ment, as well tis the seventh, being denominated repeat
edly, as you see from ipreceding quotations, "the first of 
the Sabbaths." But bow do I know that they did not 
mean the Jewish Sabba·th, when they asked them, "Do
minicum servasti (Hast thou kept the Lordt's day)?" I 
know it frarn the simple fact, which is well known and 
incontrovertible, that the Jewish Sabbath never was call
ed the Lord's day. 

These bloody persecutions broke out at Rome under 
Nero, in A. D., fiS, and continued till the conversion of 
Constantine, A. D. 321. You see the history of these 
persecutions shows plainly that the Christians kept the 
first day of the week as their Sabbath, calling it the 
Lord's day. Rev. 1 :10. Seventh-day Adventists tell us 
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that the Pope changed the Sabbath from the seventh day 

to the first. We care not what people tell us; we only 

want truth. It is a notorious fact that there never was a 

pope till the seventh century, when Phocas, the king of 

Italy, crowned Boniface, the Bishop of Rome, supreme 

pontiff of all the churches, thus making him pope, A. 
D. 606. 

CHAPTER XI. 

THE GENIUS OF THE DISPENSATIONS JUSTIFIES TH:!\. 

CHANGE. 

The old dispensation was under the law, which knows 

no mercy nor leniency, but says, "Pay me what thou 

owest." The new dispensation is that of love and mercy, 

and simply says, "I freely forgive thee all thou owest 

me." The old dispensation says, "Do all your work and 
rest afterward, and if you do not finish your work, you 

shall not rest." The new dispensation says, "Rest first, 

and then you will be in good condition to do all of your 

work" Hen'"!e, the pertinency of the Lord's day at the 
beginning of the week. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

THE CONSCIENCE OF CHRISTENDOM REQUIRES US TO KEEP 

SUNDAY. 

In Corinthians, the eighth chapter, as well as Romans, 
fourteenth chapter, Paul expounds the responsibilities of 
Christians in reference to eating meats offered to idrols, 
stating that the idol is nothing at all, being a creature of 
the imagination. So in case that the Christian has suc
ceeded in taking in the dear light and realizing that 
those called! gods are not gods, they can eat the meat of
fered to them with utter impunity; but if their con
sciences condemn them for idolatry when they eat it, 
they must abstain under all circumstances. This was a 
matter of more moment than you would think. In the 
great cities of Rome and Corinth, the Christians, who are 
generally poor, depending on their daily toils for their 
living, had no way to get meat, but to buy it in the mar
ket; whereas every animal was slaughtered as a sacrifice 
to some one of the Greek and Roman gods, the blood be
ing poured out as an offering to the idol and the meat 
sold to the people to eat. .Hence the question was much 
agitated, "Shall I eat the meat offered to these idols, or 
abstain?" Paul settles it on easy and simple principles. 

• As the idol is nothing, it d~ not affect the meat to offer 
it to him, either for good or bad. Therefore, if you can 
so apprehend that fact as to eat the meat with ·a clear 
conscience, you commit no sin in SQ doing. But if you 
have not received the dear light cm the non-existence of 
the heathen gods, so y<>u can eat the meat offered to · 

• 
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them (and anything else, for many other edlibles were 
also offered to them), with a clear conscience; then you 
must abstain; i. e., you must have a "conscience void of 
offense toward God and man," at whatever cost. 

Then Paul goes on to expound our responsibility in 
case our conscience is clear in eating the meat, but that 
of another is not. V. 10. "But if any one may see thee, 
having knowledge, sitting at the table in the idol temple, 
will not the conscience of him being weak be encouraged 
to eat things offered to idols? for he being weak perish-
es by thy knowledge; i. e., the brother for whom Jesus 
died, and you thus sinning against the brethren and 
wounding their weak consciences, are sinning against 
Christ. If, therefore, meat causes my brother to stum
ble, I will never eat any more meat, in order that I may 
not cause my brother to stumble." That is so plain BB 

not to need! an exposition. It sets forth the fact, clMrly 
and lucidily, that I am not only to keep my own con
science void of. offence toward God and man, but I must 
have such regard for the consciences of my brethren that 
I ·will not do anything which they believe to be sinful, 
lest taking me for an example, they falter and d'o things 
which their consciences condemn, and in this way com
mit sin, fall under condemnation and drop into hell. 
Awful thingi:; will be revealed' in the judgment day. Cain • 
appallingly sinned against God: when he denied that he 
was his brother's keeper. I tremble for the doom of the 
Seventh-day Adventists who keep Saturday and work on 
Sundlay. I have no objection to them, or anyone else, 
keeping Saturday as a holy Sabbath. In that they are 
all right, because their conscience demands it, and they 
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dare not disobey. But the trouble arises from the fact 
that they do not keep Sunday, and in this they sin 
against the conscience of the Christian millions; You 
see, the conclusion of their guilt and condemnation is 
absolutely undeniable. Paul takes the strongest case, 
that of the man whose conscience condemns him if he 
eats the meat offered! to idols. Why does his conscience 
condemn him? Because it is weak. Why is it weak? 
Because he thinks eating the meat is a sin when it is not. 
Why does he think it is sin? Because it is offered to the 
idol. Why is it no sin to eat meat offered to an idol? 
Because there is no such a thing as the idol, or any 
heathen god. Consequently it does not affect the meat to 
offer it to a thing which does not exist. Yet Paul says 
positively that when by eating the meat you sin against 
this weak brother's conscience, you sin against Christ. 
It is impossible to work on Sunday without sinning 
against the conscience of the Christian world. There
fore it make,; no difference whether you believe that Sat
urday is the true day, or disbelieve it, you are bound to 
keep Sunday anyhow, or lose your soul. I apprehend 

· that this is a great reason for the prevailing unspiritual
ity of Seventh-d!ay Adventists, which I have often ob
served. 
- We are frank to ad!mit that the Scripture bears on us 
who keep the Lmd's d!ay believing it to be the true Sab
bath of the gospel diispensation, and involves the conclu
sion ·that we are to have the utmost regard for the pt-o
ple who conscientiously observe the Mosaic Sabbath. 

If I lived in a community of Seventh-day Adventists 
I would keep that day along with them, lest I might dis-
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courage them in serving the Lord and incur guilt for 
sinning against their consciences. At the same time, I 
would diligently keep the Lord's day holy and invite 
them to abstain from labor and come to my meeting on 
Sunday, as I did to theirs on Saturday. So the case is 
clear that you are bound to keep Sunday or incur the 
Divine displeasure and imperil your own salvation, while 
if your conscience requires it, you must keep Saturday, 
too, and trust ·the Lord to give you a living in five days, 
instead of six. 

CHAPTER XIII. 

CONCLUSION. 

You see from the preceding investigations, that while 
Sunday ( i. e., the Lord's day, the Sabbath of Christen
dom) must be kept holy, and Saturday, too, if your con
science requires it, all this falls far short of the New 
Testament Sa:bbath, i. e., the Sabbatism (Heb. 4 :9), 
which simply means the glorious Sabbatic rest which the 
soul finds in Jesus, and is emblematizedi by the rest 
which God gave Israel in the land. of Canaan, which was 
perpetual, including every day of the week and running 
on forever. Therefore, the true Chri&tian Sabbath is 
this glorious soul-rest which entire sanctification gives 
us in J esU'S-a rest so deep that the troubles of this life 
cannot disturb it; . neither will the grim monster, nor 
the mighty thunders of the judgment day, n<>r the terri-
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ble earthquakes of the resurrection morn, nor the mighty 
sweep of the eternal cycles ever be able to disturb that 
glorious rest which J esus gives to the soul who has for
saken all and fled to Him for refuge. 

The old prophet says, "His rest shall be glorious,'' 
i. e., His Sabbath shall be glorious, for Sabbath simply 
means rest. 

Reader, I hope you have something more than the 
mere physical rest one day in seven, which is only the 
shadow of this glorious soul-rest which it is your privi
lege to have in Jesus, which gives you seven Sabbaths 
every we~k, thus elevating you above alr these superficial 
controversies about days. Glory to God! I have this Sab
batism in my soul, which gives me one unbroken Sabbath 
each revolving year. W. B. GODBEY. 



THE TRUE SABBATH. 

REV. L. L. PICKETT. 

The Saturday keepers are abroad in the land. Their 
zeal is worthy of a better cause. They would bring us 
under bondage to Judaism. They contend that we are 
all under the Mosaic law of the Sabbath, and brand all 
as sinners and violators of God's commandment who do 
not begin the rest day Friday at sunset, and close Satur
day on the same hour. Some of their arguments are 
ingenious and calculated to mislead the untaught. We 
wish to examine the foundations on which they build. 
We observe, 

First. The Sabbath is Universal. It was made for 
man and not simply for the Jews. It was given in Eden, 
and is founded on (a) The rights of God; (b) The needs 
of man. "Such world-famed scientists as Humboldt 
and Dr. Farre say that to rest one day in seven is as 
much required by the laws of nature as the nightly rest." 
The need and principle of Sabbath observance are uni
versal. The specific day observed by Moses, and the laws 
by which the day was protected, are not binding. We 
are under the law of the Sabbath given to Adam in the 
garden as much so as the Jews, and this law is enforced 
by the fourth commandment of the Decalogue as certain
ly now as at Sinai. But we are not under the Mosaic 
economy, the statutory laws by which this constitutional 
rest day was fenced in. We have nothing to do in fact 

28 
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with Moses and his ceremonial law, but we have much to 
do with God and His Ten Commanchnents . 

. Gocfs rights are as thorough, and His command· 
ments as binding on us as on any people, but the Jewish 
statutes and laws of ceremony are nailed to the cross and 
have no bearing on us. God is yet on the throne of uni .. 
versal empire, and every creature is amenable to Him for 
his CO'llduct. He made the Sabbath, and rto Hi we 
must answer for its abuse; He gave the fourth command
ment, and to Him we must answer for its · violation. 
The Salboath is the only one of the Ten Commandments 
which had: its origin in Eden. All recognize the others 
as being yet _ binding, but many seek to abrogate the 
fourth. But this cannot be done-it is the sign of God's 
crown rights in the earth. The day that preserves His 
word, that promulgates His gospel, and that weekly an
nounces His sovereignty. It is the shining jewel in 
God's crown of universal empire, and woe be to that man 
who ruthlessly tramples it beneath ungodly feet. 

The needs of man are also the same now as in the 
days of yore. The day of rest and worship is as essen
tial to man's happiness and holiness now as ever. The 
unrested limbs become as worn, the constantly-used 
muscles as jaded, and the over-worked brain as weary 
now as at any time in the history of the race. The Sab
bath was indeed made for man, and for him it must be 
preserved. His mind needs it for refreshing, his body 
for rest, his soul for worship, hence for the whole man it 
must be held sacred. We argue that the Sabbath is lo
cated in the rights of God and the need:s of man, and 
that it must'necessarily be of universal application, and 
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binding upon all ages, nations, and conditions. The ea
credi time for worship and rest, for the preservation of 
man on earth, and his welfare in the world to come, must 
be preserved inviolate, accordingly we conclude that the 
fourth commandment is as much in force as any one of 
the ten. 

Rev. W. F. Crafts well says, "It is too much forgot
ten that the Jewish nation had three codes, one C!Jremo-

, nial and obligatory on its own church alone, and on that 
only to the coming of the Messiah; another, civil and 
obligatory only on those who were under the Jewish gov
ernment, and on them only so long as that government 
existed; a third, compared with which the two already 
mentioned were only local and temporary bylaws was the 
very constitution of the J ews in common with all men
the Decalogue, which by its very nature proves itself of 
universal and perpetual obligation, as the common law 
of the world. "The Sabbath for Man." p. 357. 

We are certainly not under the Jewish law, but in 
common with them we must keep the Ten Command
ments. Touching the fourth commandment and the 
Mosaic enactments for its enforcement, Hessey says, 
"The political and ceremonial elements may be abolish
ed, the moral element remaining and being developed 
in a different way by Christianity." 

Second. The fourth commandment does not deter
mine the specific day of the week to be observed; it simp
ly determines the proportion of time to be devoted to rest 
and worship. While it bids us keep the seventh day holy, 
it does not use the words 'of the week.' We are no
where commanded in the Scripture to observe as our 
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Sabbath 'the seventh day of the week.' This omission 
is fatal to any and every argument that can be made by 
Saturday keepers. The Bible is instructive in the things 
it omits as well as in those it supplies. Men insist that 
our Sabbath day must be the last day of the week. But 
this is strictly a human dogma, and is not supported by 
any 'thus saith the Lord.' The :first day of the week, 
when kept in regular order, following six days of labor, 
meets the principle of the Sabbath perfectly, alid not 
only that, but covers exactly the letter of the law. When 
men try to enforce the last-dray-of-the.week rule, they 
are forced to add to the Word of God, a thing strongly 
condemned in Scripture. (Rev. 22 :19). The Jews 
may have observed Saturday for the Sabbath under 
Mosaic direction and in perfect consonance with the 
fourth commandment, and yet we, in the same spirit 
of obedience, may righteously and in the fear of God 
keep our 'seventh' day at the beginning of the week. In 
bet, a Jewish Rabbi has well said, 'There is no reason 
why a Jew should not observe Sunday as a holy day of 
rest instead of Saturday. * * * I do not believe, if we 
should even accept Sunday for the Sabbath, that any 

· great harm could come to Judiaism'." Certainly not, for 
all the elements of the Go~given command would be 

-kept as inviolate on the one d~y as the other. There 
would be an infraction of their custom, but not of the 
Divine commandment-no breaking of the Decalogue. 
The principle involved would be preserved, the man 
would rest and worship as certainly in observing the first 
day of the week as the last. God would be as certainly 
hono~, and His eommal,ldm~~t a,s de.fi~itely obeyed. 
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We have shown that in keeping the first day of the 
week sacred, we keep strictly within the limits of the 
fourth Commandrrnent. While ours is the first day of 
the week, it is as literally the seventh day• in succesfilon 
as that observed by the Adventists and other Saturda' 
keepers. Rev. W. F. Crafts well says, "The order of the 
Sabbath in the week was not a part of the Decalogue, but 
only a Jewish by-raw." 

Third. We now propose to show that the term "first 
day of the week," occurriing in connection with the r~sur
rection of Jesus and at other p7,aces in the Scripture is, 
in the original, neither more nor less than the S~bbath. 
The Greek word, that used by the Holy Spirit, is simp
ly Sabbaton. There are eight pla~s in the New Testa
ment where the expression "the first day of the week" 
occurs in the common version. These passag~s are as fol
lows: Mrutt. 28 :1; Mark 16 :2, 9; Luke 24 :1; Jno. 20: 
1, 19; Acts 20 :7; 1 Cor. 16 :2. In every one of these 
passages the word used is "Sab}aton". in some of its 
forms. 

Take as a sample, Matt. 28 :1, as it appears in our 
common version, called the King Jam es: "In the end of 
the Sabbath, as it began to dawn towards the first clay of 
the week," etc. You will observe that the word "day" is 
printed in italics, indicating that it is not in the original. 
The Greek text is, "Opse de Sabbaton, te epiphoskouse eis 
mian Sabbaton," and a literal rendering W!:mld be: '.'At 
the end of the Sabbath, as it began to dawn towards one 
of the Sabbaths." Now what is the meaning of this? 
Simply this, the Jewish Sabbath en.ded and the Christil!-n 
Sabbath began., the one Sabbath following ~mmedii1J~ly 
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after the other. This passage is simply given as a sam
ple. At .the other places in which the same record is 
made, the language is the same, with some times slight 
shades of difference. Thus what we are in the habit 0£ 
calling "Sunday" or the "first day of the week," and 
which Saturday-keepers are so persistently antagonistic 
to, God has simply labelled "the Sabbath." 

The "Emphatic Diaglott" renders Acts 20 :7 "Mia 
ton Sabbaton" "first of the Sabbaths." Calvin on 1 Cor. 
16 :2, "Mian Sabbaton," renders it "one of the Sab
baths." Cruden renders Luke 18 :12, N esteuo dis tou 
Sabbatou, "I fast twice on the Sabbath." 

The German New Testament follows the literal 
Greek rendering in Mark 16 :2 and 16 :9 "ersten tage 

. der Sabbather" -"first day of the Sabbaths." The Sun
day School Times says, "A literal rendering of the Greek 
of Acts 20 :7 would be, ''Upon the first of the Sabbaths." 
Rev. R. W. Hamilton, Leeds, England, says: "Mia Sab
baton" strictly the "first of the Sabbaths," which is ap
plied to the day of the resurrection, that plural never 
denoting the week. The four evangelists thus specifically 
and uniformly give it * * * the first of the Sabbaths 
may, without violence, describe a new serie&-the resur
rection-day, actually, the first. 

I am indebted for the preceding mabter to a book en• 
titled "The True Sabbath," Rev. I. H. Beardsley. Send 
75c to the PICKETT PuB. Co., for a copy. 

'l'he fact is, the principle of New Testament Chris· 
tianity demands that we use the first dray of the week 
for worship. God will accept no second place in our af
fections or customs. "Seek ye first the Kingdom of 
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God." In our Lord's teaching the first great command
ment is that we love God with all our hearts. In our daily 
prayer we are taught to say first, "Hallowed be thy 
Name, Thy Kingdom Come," after which comes our 
daily bread and the other affairs of this life. In har
mony with this teaching, the Sabbath holds the first 
place for worship and spiritual improvement, after this 
we are prepared to safely" grapple with the affairs of 
time and sense. 

H. Clay Trumbull well says, "Six days of labor are 
to be followed by a day of sacred rest. That is the com
mandment, as we understand it from the Bible text it
self; not from the commentators, nor from any denomi
nation of Christians." From Rev. W. F. Crafts' great 
book, "The Sabbath for Man" (it should be in the li
brary of every intelligent Christian, price $1.50. PICK

ETT Pun. Co.,) we make the following extract : 
· (1.) There is nothing in the fourth Commandment 

about keeping Saturday as a Holy Day. Men are there 
told to work six days and rest the next. The people that 
begin work on Monday and rest on Sunday do that as 
surely as those who rest Saturday. (2.) It is at least 
unprovable and improbable that the original Sabbath 
was Saturday. In the record of Creation, God's seventh 
day is man's first day, from which History is reckoned 
(Gen . 5 :3). There is a strong evidence that the primi
tive Holy Day was the :first day of the week. The an
cient nations all about the Jews devoted the first day of 
the week to what was at :first the chief symbol of God 
and then the chief goiL the s1m, calling it Sitnday. This 
holy day was strangely enough one day after tha,t of the 
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Jews. This remarkable fact may be explained by the 
theory of many scholars, with which the Scriptures har
monize, thrut the fi:rst-day-Sabbath, which Adam be
queathed io all nations-not under that name, however
was at the Exodus changed for the Jews only as "a sign" 
of their separation, and a protection against idolatry, to 
the preceding day, this change continuing until the cere
monial mission of the Jewish people had been completed. 
Then the Savior buried in his own grave, by sleeping 
there on Saturday, the Jewish part of the Sabbath-its 
sacrifices and its order in the week * * * ( 3.) During 
the last days of Christ's earthly ministrtj, and in the sub
sequent ministry of the Apostles, and among their imme
dude successors, the first day of the week was treated as 
the 'chief of days.' "The Lord's dJay was established 
either by apostolic or by ecclesiastical authority." 

It is to be hoped that our friends who have fallen 
into the meshes of the J udiastic, legalistic enemies of 
the Christian Sabbath may find their way forth into the 
liberty and joy of the New Testament resurrection day. 
"The Son of Man is Lord also of the Sabbath." To Him 
i·t belongs, and to His followers. When kept in the 
spirit of true Worship, free from the entanglements of 
business, restful, joyous, contented, the worshiper will 
find himself getting nearer to God and to the liberty 
wherewith He makes His people free. Saturday-keep
ing breeds discontent, unrest, and despoils the sanctity 
of the worship day by its barren, husky and spiritless 
legalism. 

fc,- ....... - --
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The following article is from the pen of Rev. W. F. 
Crafts, whose work in the Nation's C8*litol in behalf .. ,r 
reform measures is widely felt. His pen and voice give 
forth no uncertain note. Lovers of truth and righteous: 
ness should support him with their prayers, their pocket-
books and the asked-for petitions. En. 

BIBLE FRUIT. 

Bro. Craft's article is re-printed here from the edi
tor's book of Bible readings, which bears the inviting 
title, "Bible Fruit." It is carefully prepared, and beside 
the author's work, contains helpful chapter by Revs. J. 
B. Culpepper, A. Redd, S. G. Preston, A. M. Hills, W. 
E. Blackstone,Andre,}v Johnson; also from Mrs. Abbie C. 
Morrow, and John G. Woolley, recent candidate for PreR· 
ident on the Prohibition ticket. It is a very readable 
and most valuable book. Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents . 

.. 
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WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE SABBATH? 

A BIBLE READING. 

BY REV. WILBUR F. CRAFTS, PH.D 

(Superintendent of the Bureau of Reform, Washington, D.C.) 

"Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy." Ex. 20:8. 

Commonly the two words worship and rest are 
thought to include all proper uses of the Sabbath, 
while Sunday work and Sunday dissipation are the 
only abuses of it that are generally condemned. 
A careful study will show four great uses and four 
serious abuses. 

According to modern methods of teaching, the 
place to begin the study of a subject is at the point 
in it nearest to ourselves. Let us therefore read 
the last reference to the Christian Rabbath in the 
Bible (Rev. 1. 10): ·'I was in the Spirit on the 
Lord's Day." This emphasizes the first use of the 
day, worship. John, the aged exile, in prison garb, 
alone in Patmos, his island -prison, being "in the 
Spirit on the Lord's Day," when his keepers seem 
to have released him from his hard toil in the 
mines, found the transfigured Christ within speak
ing distance, and heaven in sight. Long before, 
on another Sabbath ("after six days," as Matthew 
17 tells us), he had listened to the transfigured 
Christ and beheld the opened heavens. This is the 
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highest use of the Sabbath, communion with what 
is highest, with Christ, with Christians, with en
nobling literature, in which we hear the voices of 
the great and good. 

Let us not allow ourselves to be troubled by the 
industrious sophistry of that little handful of day 
worshippers, active out of proportion to their 
number and the size of their theological specialty, 
who say we are devoting the wrong day to worship. 
They ask us to begin the argument in the middle of 
the Bible in the gospels, when it should by every 
rule of logic begin at one end or the other. Before 
discussing the "change of day" let them produce 
some inspired almanac to show us what the day is, 
that is, what exact twenty-four hours in the week 
corresponds with the original Sabbath. This is 
manifestly impossible, for our present year of 
365-! days and our months of 28, 29, 30 and 31 days 
are a gradual development. At one time, as is 
shown by Accadian tablets from the days following 
the flood, in every month the 7th, 14th, 21st and 
28th days were kept as '·Sabbatic, " or Sabbath, 
"day of rest for the heart," and then the remain
der of the month was added to the fourth week in 
order to begin the new month with a new week. 
What twenty-four hours shall be called Saturday 
to· day is determined in any particular place, not by 
unbroken succession of weeks from creation, but 
by international modern reckonings from an arbi
trary '•Sunday line" in the Pacific Ocean. The 
"seventh day" in the commandment (Exod. 20:8-11) 
is not the seventh day in the week, but the seventh 
day after each recurring six days of work-not 

~ --
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a petty rule, but a great constitutional provision 
that society shall unitedly devote a regularly re
curring seventh of time to Sabbatic uses. Any com
munity that so keeps what is commonly called the 
first day of the week, whioh might as properly be 
called "the seventh day of the Christian week," is 
literally keeping the commandment, which has no 
Saturday in it. 

Sabbath is not the name of a day of the week, 
but like Christmas, the name of a movable feast. 
In what day it shall be placed is not a part of the 
great constitution of Sinai, but only a by-law. I\ 
Jewish by-law placed it on Saturday, which cannot 
be proved to be the earlier usage. A Christian by
law substituted the day of the resurrection, which 
was ·a change of the day, but not a change of the 
decalogue. The important and conclusive thing, 
which the dissent of one-tenth of one per cent. 
of the population should not disturb, is that the 
name "Lord's Day" used by John has been con· 
tinuously applied to the first day of the week in 
Christian documents ever since. The coupling be
tween the Lord's Day of this week and that of 
John is unbroken. That being the practically 
unanimous voice of Christian scholarship, let us 
refuse to have our devotions disturbed by argu
ments that have been offered to earnest and intelli
gent Christians for centuries without appreciable 
effect. · · 

But the Sabbath is for rest as well as worship. It 
is not only our best opportunity to filfill ''the first 
and great commandment" by loving fellowship with 
God; it is also the highest expression of Christian 
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humanitarianism, of love-to man. One of its pur
poses, God declared through Moses, is that 
"thy manservant and thy maidservant may draw 
breath." (Ex. 23:13.) That is a bit of Moses' di
vine hygiene. One breathes 12, 960 cubic inehes 
more in eight hours of rest than in eight hours of 
work, with corresponding recuperation. Rest and 
let rest on the rest day. Rest in such a way as not 
to make work for others. Sunday amusements 
mostly require work and lead to more and more. 
More than two millions in this so-called land of the 
free are not even free one day in the week, but are 
kept in Sunday slavery, in unmerciful and unneces
sary work. 

But a less familiar purpose of the Sabbath is the 
one Christ chiefly emphasized, namely, that Sab
bath keeping is not doing nothing but doing good. 
(Matt. 12:9- 13; Mk. 3:1-4; Lu. 13:10-17; 14:1-6; 
John 5:1- 17; 9:1- 16.) Idleness is Sabbath-breaking 
hardly less than Sunday work. God halts selfish 
work to give Christlike work full play one day in 
the week. Even when John was wrapt in the 
vision of Christ, he was given the charge to 
"write. " Such letter writing is one of the best uses 
of the Sabbath. (Rev. 1 :11. ) 

But there is a fourth use of the Sabbath, pro
foundest of all, but one I have never heard pre
sented, namely, to wean us from selfishness. This is 
the chief thought in that fullest Bible expression of 
Sabbath law. (Isa. 58:13,14.) Note that selfish 
plea.sure is no less forbidden than selfish work. In 
order to make us finally unselfish on all days we 
a.re especially called from all forms of it on one day 
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of each week. But in giving up selfish ''pleas
ure" we are promised higher" delight,'' and in sus
pending work for gain we actually increase our 
earthly prosperity in the end. The richest nations 
in the world are the Sabbath-keeping nations. Two
thirds of the world's mail is in the English language, 
a fulfillment of the promise that Sabbath-keepers 
shall ride upon the high places of the earth. 

To the above reading contributed by Bro. Crafts 
for this book I add the following extracts from 
his great book, "The Sabbath for Man."* 

"Then I contended with the nobles of Judah, and said unto 
them, What evil is this that ye do, and profane the sabbath 
day? 

"Did not your fathers thus, and did not our God bring all 
this evil upon us, and upon this city? Yet ye bring more 
wrath upon Israel by profaning the sabbath?" Nehemiah 
13:17,18. 

We shall never save men from breaking the sixth 
- and seventh commandments by joining them in 

breaking the fourth. When the ardent color-bearer 
outran his company in charging a hostile fortress, 
and his captain cried, ''Bring back the colors to the 
company," he replied, "Bring up the company to 
the colors." We are not to drag the Sabbath down 
to the level of the Sabbath breakers, but by laws, 
leaflets, sermons, conversations, lead them to un
derstand and appreciate the obligations and advan
tages of the Sabbath of rest. 

*$1.50. This office-
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It has been truly said by William Arthur: "The 
barrier between a day of rest and religion, and 
a day of drudgery and dissipation, is only the 
sacredness of the day. Man's rights rest upon 
God's rights; the repose of the Sunday on the re
ligion of the Sabbath. Destroy that in England, 
then the physical toil and the moral pest of the 
French Sunday will invade the nation. From the 
rough hodman to the accomplished editor, the 
sacredness of the day is the laborer's only shield." 

The stability and character of our country and 
the advancement of the race depends, I believe, 
very largely upon the mode in which the day of 
rest, which seems to have been especially adapted 
to the needs of mankind, shall be used and ob
served. - John Bright. 

I am no fanatic, I hope, as to Sunday: but I look 
abroad over the map of popular freedom in the 
world, and it does not seem to me accidental that 
England, Switzerland, Scotland and the United 
States, the countries which best observe Sunday, 
constitute almost the entire map of safe popular 
government. - Joseph Cook. 

The crisis has come. By the people of this gen
eration, by ourselves, probably, the amazing ques
tion is to be decided as to whether the inheritance_ 
of our fathers shall be preserved or thrown away: 
whether our Sabbaths shall be a delight or a loath
ing; whether the taverns on this day shall be 
crowded with drunkards or the sanctuary of God 
with humble worshippers.-Lyman Beecher. 



Sanctified Earth 
1Johnl:8 

Christ was revealed that He might destroy the 
works of the devil. That means not only sin but 
all the effects of sin. When Satan entered Eden he 
found not only the garden but the whole world of 
paradise. Garden is not a suitable translation of 
the Hebrew word Gan, which means a native park; 
whereas garden in our land means a small cultivated 
piece of ground. At that time the earth had never 
been cultivated and never would if Satan would have 
let it alone, because it spontaneously produced every
thing that heart could wish. Not only did every 
tree bear its hygienical fruits, but there was the 
tree of life in the centre of the park whose fruit 
was competent to confer immortality. While God 
credited man with a material body, He designed him 
for immortality and made this fruit to confer it. If 
man had never sinned, he would have spent his pro
bation on the earth and then guided by providence 
had access to the tree of life, the effect of whose 
fruit would have eliminated out of him all ponder
ous matter, in which case, like Enoch and Elijah, 
he would have flown away to other celestial worlds. 

(a) When we consider the wonder vastitude of 
the celestial universe-117 millions of suns, each one 
encircled by a great retinue of worlds. Of our own 
system ten have long been diagnosed by astrono
mers till they are really well known; but recently 
the eleventh has been discovered, . Vulcan, so near 
the sun as to much perplex astronomers in their 
efforts investigating. Neptune is 3,000,000,000 
miles from the sun and sixty times the size of the 
earth. Uranus is 1,800,000,000 miles from the sun 
and eighty times the size of the earth. Saturn is 
995,000,000 miles from the sun and 1,100 times the 
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size of the earth and Jupiter is 495,000,000 miles 
from the sun and 400 times the magnitude of our 
earth. While our sun with its eleven great worlds, 
all revolving around him with their satellites is found 
to be revolving around a far away primal center 
which has been identified with Alcyone of the Ple
iades and pronounced by astronomers 25,000,000,000 
times the size of this earth. 

The Lord has let me travel entirely around the 
world 30,000 miles-25,000 the geographical circum
ference and 5,000 in zigzag in peregrinations through 
the different countries. When we made that long 
tour in 1905 and 1906 and finally sailed in through 
the Golden Gate and looked out on the city of San 
Francisco, but a few days before the great earth
quake, my heart leaped for joy to reach my native 
land again, having passed through multitudes of 
perils and among them that awful Asiatic cholera 
which gave me a squa.re look in the face from the 
grim monster. I settled the matter and gave my 
verdict in favor of the magnitude of this world
certainly no little thing. Then what is a world 
12,000,000,000 times the size of this. Finitude 
utterly recoils from an attempt to comprehend 
it; yet astronomers all find their telescopes as they 
sweep the celestial vaults, resting on boundless 
fields of Nebulae; so infinitely distant as to be un
dividualizable by the most powerful telesc-0.pe. We 
are led to the conclusion that God wanted company in 
His illimitable universe and created man in His own 
image and likeness.. (Eph. 5: 24.) For that pur
pose God delights Himself in living creatures and 
has illustrated by filling His world with them so far 
as we can ascertain in all ages. 



Chapter I. 

OCEANIC ZOOPHANY 

This word means the manifestation of animals 
in the ocean. There has been a time in by-gone 
ages when the whole surface of the earth was under 
the oceanic waters. How do we know this? Be
cause all over the 'world, even on the tops of the 
highest mountains, the fostif erous remains of maria 
animals abound. The railroad now runs over all 
the great mountain ranges throughout the world; 
the rack and pinion system of cog wheels enabling 
them to run up a paradoxical slate grade; with 
rapidity run over Mt. Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon. I 
also climbed the Himalaya 1range, between India 
and Tibet, the highest in the world and looked upon 
Mt. Everest, 29,082 feet high, and Cuncangane, only 
forty-six feet her inferior; these two being the 
highest mountains on the globe. We traveled in 
the night to Tiger Summit, in order to enjoy the 
wonder glory of the rising sun reflecting from a 
great world of snowy mountains. As that powerful 
Indian sun climbed the Oriental horizon, preceded 
by the rosy fingers of the beautiful aurora lighting 
up a thousand snowy peaks in all directions, it 
1ooked like the world was on fire, exhibiting an un
describable panorama on the summits of the loft
iest mountains. Sea shells are found, showing that 
the whole earth has long been under the oceanic 
waters. 

(c) The ocean is the great home of the animal 
creation; innumerable genera and species, from the 
coral insect, too small to be discerned without a 
microscope and yet dolng the greatest works of any 
other animal in all the world. We have the great 
Japanese empire, with 50,000,000 of people and all 
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built by the coral insects, even those great islands 
which constitute the seat of the empire and contain 
the populous cities, running up to millions, have all 
been built by the insects. They have been at it 
through all the by-gone ages and are still pushing 
the work; though a thousand islands have been dis
covered; they are still coming in sight. The first 
animals were created in the world were radiata, 
i. e., having form of the star, not only including all 
of these coralelmae, but multitudes of larger ani
mals, e. g., star fishes were great animals of the 
moluscious order with strong, horny shells on them 

I which inhabit the deep abyss of the ocean where the 
pressure of the water is so great that ten miles of 
water resting on them would kill them if not 
protected by these strong shells. In the Museum 
of London I saw whales 120 feet long and fifteen 
feet in diameter in the center of the body, by far the 
largest animal in the world. So the oceanic animals 
are the largest and smallest and then all sorts of 
sizes absolutely innumerable abound in this great 
home of the animal world. 

While the Phanan of the ocean, i. e., the animal 
kingdoms, is the most magnitudinous in the world, 
it is equally trice with flora as the vegetable king
dom flourishes throughout the great deep, seaweeds 
of every kind and bushes and trees. 

(d) The Bible speaks of a time when the earth 
was without form and void, i. e., had not received 
its formation into continents and islands and dark
ness dwelt upon the face of the deep and the Spirit 
of the Lord moved on the waters, showing that 
after the Lord created the material world, there 
came a time when it was all covered in water and 
God created animals to inhabit the ocean long ages 
before the dry land did appear. And this is demon
strated by the fact that everywhere we find sea shells 
and the fossiliferous remains of marine animals. 



Chapter II. 

FORMATION OF THE EARTH 

And he said let the dry land appear. The con
tinents and islands were formed by volcanic up
heavals; superinduced by the periculation of the 
water down into the heated interior of the earth, 
when it would undergo expansion and vapor enlarg
ing its diameter about five thousand times and thus 
producing the volcanic upheavals. We see them in 
our travels all over the earth. If you ever go to 
California over the Rio Grand R. R., you will be much 
interested as you pass Royal Guards and see the 
great strata mounted up to the clouds perpendicu
lar, standing on their edges. All this strata which 
constitute the crust of the earth were formed while 
in a horizontal position under the water of the ocean, 
containing insolutive mineral matter, which settled 
down and formed all the great rocks of the earth. 
When the crust of the earth was first formed and 
became a solid, the condensation superinduced by 
the force of gravitation continued till the crust be
came too large for the globe and as a normal result 
it had dropped down in some places and risen up in 
others, as if you band your hat too tight; it will 
sink down in some places and rise up in others in 
order to adjust itself to the tight band you have 
put on it. 

The Bible speaks of a time "before the moun
tains were brought forth or ever he had formed the 
hills"; attending to ages of the world antecedently 
to the formation of the hills and mountains. Dur
ing the by-gone geological periods and epochs of the 
world God has been manifesting his wonderful mercy, 
providing coal mines and lakes of oil in the crust of 
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the earth. It took great periods of time to do this 
as the Bible speaks of the six days of creation, 
which were not twenty-four hour days, but creative 
periods. Of this we are assured because the sun is 
never mentioned till the fourth day. Therefore the 
first four could not have been solar days. As the 
same Hebrew word Yorn, translated day, simply 
means a period; therefore we may rest assured that 
the days · of creation were demiurgic periods, dur
ing which the agencies which God used in creation, 
i. e., the centripetal force, giving all matter united 
magnetism and universal affinity, so it would tend 
toward the center and centrifugal force caused it to 
fly off in a right line. These two forces cooperated 
in the formation of all the worlds, till finally the de
velopment was such that air breathing animals could 
live on the earth which was impossible during the 
Carboniferous and Oleiferous, while God was forming 
these great coal mines, instratified in the eart,h, and 
forming the great lakes of oil, which supply the na
tions with light and lubrication. There was a time 
far back in the geological periods of Eplycods when 
the earth had become luminous as the result of the 
condensation of the great universe of vaporous mat
ter in which the original creation evidently took 
place. The condensation evidently superinducing 
luminosity, so the earth shone like the sun during 
this period of verluminosity; so much carbonic 
bonic acid was developed that an air-breathing ani
mal could not exist. During these times, however 
God had created countless millions of oceanic ani
mals especially the radiata and moulks, and at a 
later date when the earth became more mature 
He created fishes and reptiles innumerable, as we 
see in the fossiliferous remains all over the earth in 
which they were petrified. 

(e) After the dry land ha.o. appeared and the 
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atmosphere was so highly carbonized during the 
long period of the earth's luminosity which was uti
lized by our heavenly Father in the growth of great 
forests, most deciduous tree, which would grow up 
to great magnitude in a ' single season, die and fall 
down. It is a well known fact that volcanic soil is 
the richest in all the world and most productive, as 
the earth during those demiurgic ages was really a 
universal volcano, throwing out lava in great quanti
ties, forming soils the richest in all the world. Con
sequently forests grew up quickly and only survive 
during a season, die and fall down; accumulating 
vast quantities of timber brush of all sorts on the 
earth. Then a depression would take place, drop
ping down great areas of country and bringing in 
the oceanic waters, which in their ebb and flow gath
ered up these great forests which had died and fall
en down, and carried them into subsidence, accumu
lating them in great piles, then while the age rolls 
on the waters deposit great strata on those immense 
piles of drift wood which consolidated it into stone, 
coal, and thus forming immense mines in all parts 
of the world, which they are discovering all the time. 
China, the oldest country in the world, is now floun
dering like the mighty leviathan of the deep, calling 
for missionaries and teachers and actually illumi
nating her time on her old despotism and turning 
republic; thus opening wide the door for immigra
tion, which had been closed through the long rolling 
ages immemorial, inviting immigrants from the ends 
of the earth. Consequently ·they are pouring in and 
have already discovered great coal mines, which have 
been there through the ages unknown. 

(f) The superincumbent strata here pressed 
out the oil from those vast coal mines, forming 
great lakes. Oh, what rp.erciful provision that our 
heavenly Father made for His children long ages 
before the earth was competent for their occupancy! 



Chapter III. 

MAMMALS AND BIRDS 

Mammals are animals which nurse their young, 
in contradistinction to the lower orders, i. e., radi
ates molas, fishes and reptiles, which lay their eggs 
and let them hatch out. During the earths illu
minosity so much carbonic acid had accumulated in 
the atmosphere that an air-breathing animal could 
not possibly live. Therefore there were no m~mmals 
or birds in all the world. These were the crowning 
glory of the animal creation; the former so won
derfully blest with physical strength. The mastodon, 
an animal several times larger than the elephant 
(now the largest animal in the world), was on the 
earth before the flood, but has never been here 
since. Perhaps he was too large to go into the ark; 
or it may be that the growth of the forests on the 
earth since the flood disqualified him for peregrina
tions, necessary to his life. The elephant now 
weighs 10,000 pounds and more. The camel is the 
most useful animal in .the world, as the only one that 
is competent to cross the desert. He can also get 
his living out of the desert where other animals 
would starve to death. Go to Jerusalem and you will 
never see a wagon, because the camel can carry as 
much on his back as the wagon can haul and is so 
much cheaper. When the British government pro
ceeded to excavate the Suez Canal, 100 miles long, 
100 yards wide, forty feet deep, with nice stone 
masonry embankments at the cost of 100,000,000 
dollars, they went to the Bedouin Arabs and hired 
3,000 camels, and men to handle them, and so they 
did all that immense work, carrying up the earth 
and taking down the stone to build the walls, so 
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massive and stony that they would hold the beating 
tide of the great seas. Mediterranean on the one 
side and the Red Sea on the other. The boa-constric
tor of Africa; that great serpent 120 feet long and 
the size of an ox round his body, is about second only 
in magnitude to the elephant in all the earth; an 
awful terror because he would eat up a half doz
en large people for breakfast and want as many 
more for supper; a great carniverous animal but not 
poi1, sonous. 

The birds are wonderful for the beauty of their 
plumage. Every species from the little humming 
bird the size of your thumb, to the great ostrich, 
running at race horse speed, much expeding his loco
motion by his short wings. The crowning glory of 
the countless millions of the animal creation; the 
fauna of land and sea, endless varieties and infi
nite diversities inhabiting the whole earth, conti
nents and islands, thronging with them the oceans 
and seas, overwhelming the eclipse and the conti
nents in their infinite genera and species ; abundantly 
it is the delight of our heavenly Father in the pro
motion of vitality as everything is created teeming 
with life. 



Chapter IV. 

THE CLIMAX 

After He has created this great world, spreading 
out the vast continents and enveloping it with the 
mighty ocean and beautiful sea, all peregrinated by 
the innumerable species in genera of the diversi
fied fauna, leaping over mountains and plains and 
darting through the oceans and seas and the beauti
ful birds of infinite varieties, winging their flight 
through the selebuncois atmosphere beneath the 
beautiful azure sky and singing their beautiful 
songs of praise to the loving Father who has cre
ated them all, and finally He says to the other per
sons of the trinity: "Now let us make man in our 
own image and likeness"-"righteousness and true 
holiness," (Eph. 5: 24) and He gives him all this 
great and beautiful world. Oh, what a wonderful 
present! It does not stop there but He gives him a 
help meet to sit with him on the throne of the Yv'orld, 
which He has so wonderfully created. 

(g) The angels, who doubtless had cooperated 
in the great work of creation, were so delighted when 
they saw it all, that they made the heavenly arches 
ring ancl reverberate and ring, whose creative hand 
had wrought the stupendous work. So the morning 
stars, i. e., angels, sang together and all the sons of 
God shouted for joy; the celestial worlds were elec
trified with infinite delight in contemplation of this 
beautiful, grand and sublime creation, including the 
great continents, beautiful islands, mighty o<:eans, 
crystal seas. When God had created every thing, He 
pronounced it very good, i. e., perfect (Hebrew.) 
While everything was just what God wanted-the 
beau ideal of infinite wisdom and goodness-so 
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exceedingly wisely did He execute, eventually that it 
had its seed within itself, i. e., in those wonderful 
six days of creation, then existing all that ever would 
exist, because it had it:;; seed in itself; divinely in
vested with homogeneous evolution. The reason 
why we need Holiness schools everywheree is be
cause infidelity in the fo·rm of heterogeneous Darwin
nian evolution, has crept into all the colleges, which 
flatly contradicts the Bible. (Acts 17: 26), "Of one 
man God created every race of people that dwell 
upon the face of the earth. When God speaks there 
is no room for speculation. We either acquiesce in 
His Word without gainsaying, or take chances on 
the founding both of skepticism and infidelity. We 
should notice this fact of homogeneous evolution, 
which means that everything that God created pro
duced its own kind; thus He has prepared for the 
perpitude of the world ~nfinitesimally. Thus we see 
the divine epiphany, radiating from all His mighty
works on land and sea. There was not a worthless 
non-fruit-bearing tree in all the world, nor a car
niverous animal eating up others nor a poisonous 
snake. How do we know this ? Read Isaiah 11th ch. 
There we find the leopard lies down with the lamb and 
does not eat him up; the cow and the bear feed to
gether in perfect harmony; the baby plays with 
impunity at the hole of the moccasin, and the weaned 
child at the den of the rattle snake; delighted with 
his activities, brilliant colors and especially his rat
tling; thus substituting the toy so pleasing ·to a 
child, something it can rattle. This takes place dur
ing the Millennium. If Satan had let the world 
alone, the Millennium was already in progress and 
never would have ceased. The whole world was 
vocal with the birds of Paradise, commingled with 
the songs of the angels. 

(h) Now Satan enters and begins his diabolical 
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campaign; subsidizing the Nahash, the interme
diate between humanity and the animal creation; 
not a snake which belongs to the lower strata 
of the animal kingdom, whereas this one was the top. 
The most intelligent and the only one that could 
talk, as you see he spoke to mother Eve, who doubt
less had frequently hitherto been entertained by his 
conversation, and consequently was neither excited 
nor surprised. Through the Nahash and the woman, 
he reaches Adam, with great sagacity attacking the 
weakest citadel of the human trinity-body, soul 
and spirit. Bringing in all his diabolical chicanery, 
he proceeds to tempt their physical being, at the 
same time not ignoring the intellectual, but turning 
the edge of his argument in favor of the desire for 
knowledge, which had really proved the archime
dian lever, which had already tossed him out of 
heaven and consequently he knew its efficiency. His 
assault proved paradoxical, slaying them on the first 
round; thus saving two-thirds of his ammunition. 

(i) Oh what a contrast with a homogeneous 
tr.ansaction, four thousand years subsequently in the 
wilderness of Judea, when he assaulted Adam the 
Second, observing the same tactics which had proved 
so successful in the memorable Eden war, which had 
given him the throne of the world through the long 
ages. Jesus, after a fast of forty days, in which 
His spirit was so wrapped in heavenly ecstasy, amid 
that great host of angels, was so elevated above 
transitory things as to supersede physical appetites. 
When His heavenly company retreated and His nor
mal, natural status supervened, His hunger was for 
far more intense than in case of you or me because 
His physical organism enjoyed its unfallen vigor. 
Consequently after a fast of forty days, His hunger, 
I trow, was to us inconceivably voracious. At that 
crisis the tempter assaults his physical being, sug-

• 
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gesting to Him to turn a stone (which at that place 
everywhere abound, about the size and shape and 
looking like the dark barley loaves), into bread and 
satisfy His intolerable hunger, in that short way 
rather than to wait the provision of His Father. 
You see a solitary stroke with the Lord's sword, de
feats the devil every time. So He just hit him once: 
"Thou shalt not live by bread alone, but by every 
word that pl"oceedeth out of the mouth of God," 
(Matt. 4: 4), i. e., man is not simply a physical be
ing, but spiritual and intellectual, needing food for 
the soul, as well as the body. Then he takes Him 
forty miles to Jerusalem and puts him on the pin
nacle and tempts Him to jump off, quoting Ps. 91, 
"He will give His angels charge concerning Thee 
that in their hands they will bear thee up lest at any 
time Thou dash Thy foot against a stone." In this 
quotation, Satan adroitly leaves out the clause 
"keep thee in all Thy ways." Here he assaulted His 
human spirit, directing his battering ram against 
His faith which is the basis of grace, most important 
of all; thus adroitly seeking to supplant it by pre
sumption, his own stygian counterfeit. Again a sol
itary stroke with the Lord's sword (Heb. 4: 12), 
brings Him the victory: "Thou shalt not tempt the 
Lord thy God." Now he leads Him over the Valley 
of Jehosophat and up to the summit of Olivet, the 
highest mountain in all Palestine and there gives 
Him a brilliant panorama of all the kingdoms of the 
world and the glory of the same and tells him that 
he will give them all to Him; actually vacate the 
throne of the world to Him, if He will only recognize 
his divinity as he claims to be God and the great 
majority of people in the world actually worship him 
instead of God; clandestinely deceived, mistaking 
him for God. Could Jesus have yielded and fallen? 
Temptation does not mean a sin but simply an offer 
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to commit sin. The Holy Ghost constantly uses 
the word temptation in reference to him. This 
temptation was directed exclusively to His human
ity, as the Divinity cannot be tempted. (Jas. 1 ch.) 
If His humanity had yielded, the divinity would 
have left Him, and He would have become a great 
arch demon; the plan of salvation collapsing for
ever, and the last hope of humanity eclipsed in the 
gloom of eternal night. 

(j) Here we have infinite consolation; whereas 
in the battle of Eden, Satan saved tw"o-thirds of his 
ammunition; whereas in the battle with Adam the 
Second he used all of his ammunition and lost it all. 

Having thus subjugated Adam and Eve, he pro
ceeds at once to take everything they have in hand 
without delay. The world was all theirs, a wonder
ful present God had made them and given it to them 
forever. When he took the whole world into hand, 
immediately fortune's wheel turned adversely. If 
Satan had left us alone, instead of hard toil for our 
bread, we would have had it superabounding on all 
sides without labor. Though our wonderful Christ 
has so gloriously conquered the devil that He has 
actually made labor a blessing to us and everything 
else when we are true to God. (Rom. 8: 28), "All 
things work together for good to them who love 
God." We could not have all things and leave the 
devil out; because he is not only a thing but one of 
the biggest things in all the universe; yet he is in
cluded in the all things which work together for 
our good. 



Chapter V. 

REGENERATION 

Just as all Christians must be regenerated be
fore they can be sanctified, so our earth which God 
in His wonderful mercy createkl. for our habita
tion forever and has remembered the earth in the 
glorious plan of salvation-blessedly taken her 
into the covenant of redemption. You see (Matt. 
19: 28), "You who have followed Me, (i. e., His 
disciples), in the regeneration, shall sit upon twelve 
thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel." Re
generation in this passage applies to mother earth. 
Therefore we see the Millennialization of the earth. 
will superinduce her regeneration, i. e., supernatural 
birth, as in that case she will actually be resurrected 
from the death blow which Satan gave her ·when 
after he conquered and slew Adam and Eve, he pro
ceeded at once to take possession of the ~arth and 
everything on it; simultaneously administering the 
blight of spiritual death. The resurrection of the 
earth from the spiritual death, everywhere predom
inant in Satan's kingdom, will be ac0ompanied by the 
destruction of the unsavable and incorrigable mil
lions, filling the world at the close of the Gentile 
Tribulation. 

(k) As human government has always been 
a failure and always will be this is illustrated by the 
chronological image; beginning with the golden head, 
dropping down to the silver breast and arms, then 
to the brazen abdomen and thighs, then to the iron, 
finally to the clay, clay and iron mixed, having no 
real stability; as the clay is simply an element of 
utter weakness. Every great kingdom that has ever 
been and wielded the potent influence in the earth, 
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has wound up with awful calamities, destroying the 
unsavables and incorrigables; God in this way inter
posing in the manifestation of His Son, who is des
tined to not only conquer, but utterly destroy the 
works of the devil. (1 John 1: 8.) 

(1) As the wicked habits of a sinner are all de
stroyed when he gets converted; in a similar man
ner, simultaneously with the regeneration of the 
earth, will all the people who have grieved away the 
Holy Ghost in the churches by rejecting sanctifica
tion, consequently drifting away into all sorts of 
heresies, getting captured by evil spirits, playing the 
Holy Ghost on them, both excarnate in the millions, 
thronging the atmosphere, (Eph. 2: 1), and incar
nate, as they possess and utilize demonized people, 
filling the country with false prophets; so exceed
ingly shrewd as to deceive the very elect. We have 
an awful manifestation of it in the Tongue Move
ment, which has captured so many of our noble 
Holiness people; as Dr. Watson said in his sermon 
yesterday, June 17, 1913, that "five hundred people 
in their great camp-meeting at Los Angeles, who 
had once professed sanctification by a second bless
ing, had repudiated it altogether"; whereas our Sa
·vior in His valedictory prayer for the sanctification 
of all His disciples (John 17), says, "I pray not for 
the world, but for those Thou hast given me out of 
the world." Showing positively that .the people 
who claim sanctification in regeneration are all mis
taken. In regeneration we come out of the world, 
and enter the Holy Catholic Church, by the super
natural birth. This Church contains every soul super
naturally born and none others. It is identical with 
God's family, consisting of His children, which are 
all born into His family, and not joined into it. 

"Catholic," simply means universal, because every 
human being who is born from above is a member 
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of the Holy Catholic Church; the Roman Catholic 
being a fallen Ecclesiasticism, originating, not with 
the apostles as they claim, but in the seventh cen
tury, after the Dark Ages had come on the world; 
the lights of ancient civilization having already gone 
into eclipse under the black cloud of barbarism, 
which enveloped the whole world in the impenetrable 
fogs of ignorance, superstition and every form of 
iniquity. 

(n) They claim that they originated from the 
apostles; Peter being the first pope; whereas history 
shows clearly that there never was a pope till the 
seventh century, when Boniface III., Bishop of Rome, 
was crowned by Procas, the King of Italy, supreme 
Pontificate of all the churches, thus becoming first 
pope. Satan goes wonderfully for good names, and 
sets great store on the cognomen, Holy Catholic 
Church, in order to deceive the people, because the 
Great Catholic Church, 275,000,000 Roman, 125,000, 
000 Greek, and 50,000,000 Armenian, Russian, Syr
ian and Coptic independence, giving us the mighty 
host of 450,000,000 looking to the priests to take 
away their sins, instead of Jesus; meanwhile they 
are the worst sinners among them, libertines, drunk
ards and I fear not one in a thousand acquainted with 
Jes us. On the contrary they are the ministers of 
Anti-Christ; literally verifying that word which 
means a person taking the place of Christ. 

( o) Of course every one taking the place of 
Christ is His uncompromising antagonist, because 
he supplants Him in His official work of saving the 
world; and for this reason He is called Jes us, as 
that is a Greek word and means Savior. "He shall 
be called Jesus because He shall save His people from 
their sins." Not in then but from them. He saves 
by creating the divine life in the dead human spirit 
and then destroying the old life, and in so doing 
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establishing the new. I have often been in the 
bottle factories in Palestine. If you ever go thither, 
you will be certain to go to Hebron, Caleb's inheri
tance in the Valley of Eschol, so celebrated for the 
wonderful delicious grapes, of which the spies, sent 
out by Moses, carried a specimen when they re
turned to Israel, encamped at Kadesh-barnea. There 
you will enjoy an opportunity to satisfy yourself look
ing at those goat skin bottle. You will see great num
bers lying out and drying in the lovely sunshine of 
that semi-tropical climate. In regeneration you get 
a new heart, which is the new bottle and adapted to 
the Holy Ghost whom you receive in sanctification, 
when you fully meet the conditions, i. e., entire con
secration, utter abandonment to God for this world 
and all others, vocalized by the fervent prayer, "Let 
me die so dead, that no desire shall rise to pass for 
good or great or wise in any but my Savior's eyes." 
The answer to this prayer by the Holy Ghost, who is 
always on hand and giving you all the help you need 
to make this utter and eternal abandonment to God, 
in which you reach the bottom rock, consecration 
which the Holy Ghost will witness to you so clearly 
and inevitably that you will know that you are 
wholly given up to God better than you know any
thing else. 

(p) As our Savior so lucidly expounds this 
problem by the illustration of putting the new cloth 
into the old rotten garment, which will tear it all to 
pieces, and the new wine into the old goat skin 
bottles, which is so dry that it will not expand like 
a new, fresh hide, responsively to the fermentation 
of the new wine; which illustrates the infilling of 
the heart with the Holy Ghost; ever blessing and 
overflowing, electrifying and inundating your spirit 
with landslides, cataracts and avalanches from the 
upper world; sweeping over fences, cottages, and 
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inundating all the land, like the overflowing Nile,. 
flooding all the land of Egypt and depositing a new 
stratum of fertility; thus rendering that wonderful 
Nile Valley, the garden spot of the world in all ages, 
inexhaustibly fertile and productive of all the 
delicious fruits and valuable cereals of the beautiful 
semi-tropical land, actually producing four crops a 
year and as they told me, selling at four hundred 
dollars per acre; now, as in all bygone ages, the
most productive land beneath the skies. 

(q) In all ages we have seen this problem evolved · 
by our infallible Savior, signally verified in the his
tory of the Church. While .the apostles, with the 
exception of Paul, manifested the dispositlion to 
cling to old Judaism, dry and despiritualized and 
degospelized by the rejection of her own Christ;· 
(Acts 15 ch.) through the Jerusalem Council clearly 
disencumbers the Gentile Gospel Church of the old 
carcass of Judaism and sacredotalism, by the unani
mous decree of Apostles, elders and brethren, that 
the Gentile Church should be free from the whole 
curriculum of defunct ritualism, transmitted from 
fallen Judaism. Consequently they unanimously de
cree that they will only require them to abstain 
from idolatry in all its forms and phases, which 
means that we take Jesus for everything, and that 
in Him we get everything, as "in Him dwelleth all 
the fulness of the God head bodily," i. e., in the glo
rified body of Jesus we have the blessing of the om
nipotent trinity, the love and mercy of the Father, 
the nine graces of the Holy Ghost, by which we :>..re 
saved: love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, good
ness, faith, meekness, holiness, without which no 
one can be saved; also the extraordinary gifts of the 
Spirit: wisdom, knowledge, faith, bodily healing, 
working of Gospel miracles, (i. e., the manipulations 
of the dynamite of regeneration, sanctification and. 
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redemption), prophecy, discernment of spirits, the 
gift of tongues and the interpretation of tongues, 
by which we save others. All these gifts and graces 
we have in our omnipotent Savior, who dispenses 
them to us when He baptizes us with the Holy Ghost 
and fire. 

(r) In subsequent ages when the Church pro
posed to the world, "Come and join us and we will 
do you good by Christianizing you." The world ac
cepted the proposition, saying to the Church, "You 
are poor and I am rich, let me secularize you and I 
will give you my riches, and in return will let you 
Christianize me." The result was the Holy Spirit 
was grieved away and the Church compromised with 
the world and took them in with their idolatry and 
only a change in the names, ultimating in the pagani
zation of the Church. God in His mercy reached 
down His arm in the sixteenth century and raised 
up Luther to unearth the long lost Gospel and preach 
it to an astonished world, stupified and debauched 
by the silly sophistries of sacerdotalism, which had 
buried the precious truth of salvation by the free 
grace of God in Christ, received and appropriated by 
faith alone, deep in the rubbish of popery, prelacy 
and priestcraft. Then God in His mercy raised up 
the Protestant church; the new bottle to receive the 
new wine of the kingdom, which was bursting the 
old dried up, rotten, ecclesiasticism into smitherines. 

(s) That generation and their children went to 
heaven with shouts of victory, triumphantly re
galed by the new wine of the kingdom which God 
gave through Luther and his compeers. A century 
has rolled away and the Lutheran bottle has gotten 
old and dried up until, like her sister Episcopalian
ism, they no longer have the juvenile elasticity per
tinent to the elasticity and expansibility normal to 
the baptism with the Holy Ghost and fire, which 
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Jesus gives and without which there is no salvation. 
(Heb. 12: 14.) Therefore God raised up Knox in 
Scotland, Fox and Bunyan in England and used them 
to preach the pure, simple Pentecostal Gospel with 
the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven, and again 
shake the world with the tread of an earthquake, 
astonishing the nations with the restoration of the 
simple gospel of peace, salvation and holiness, which 
Satan had again manipulated to drive out of the 
popular churches by grieving the Holy Spirit, till 
He had retreated away to heaven, leaving paltry 
priestcraft to paddle its own canoe; the good ones 
having died shouting and gone to glory and their 
children taking their places in the proud worldly ec
clesiasticism, but not in the kingdom of God; the 
salt and the light having evanesced, leaving dark
ness and putrification, the encumbrance of the situ
ation. God in His mercy in the eighteenth century 
raised up the Methodists, to take the Gospel trumpet 
hanging on the wall since their saintly progenitors
Knox, Fox, Bunyan, the Waldenses, Albigenses, No
vations and their compeers-had gone to glory; ex
changing silver trumpets for golden harps, labor 
for rest, the cross for the crown, the battlefield for 
the Mt. of Victory. 

(t) The Lord has let me live these eighty years 
and preach sixty; fifteen years under a woe, as a 
matter of duty, responsively to the call; feeling, 
"Woe is unto me if I preach not the Gospel." I 
preached by the po,wer of my intellect and my edu
cation, as I knew nothing about preaching with 
the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven, when He 
gave me this baptism with the Holy Ghost and fire, 
forty-five years· ago, eratically revolutionizing my 
ministerial character. Whereas hitherto I was not 
prepared to preach unless! had studied hard and 
made a sermon. But since that time I have been c on~ 
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stantly ready to preach and ready to die. When I . 
can first remember the Holy Ghost was in all the 
churches to which I went, Methodist and Baptist, 
till Campbellism was born, when I was only ten 
years old; from the beginning giving themselves no
toriety for fighting Holy Ghost religion with des
peration, pronouncing it wilq fanaticism. In my day 
and time, Satan managed to shove an avalanche of 
worldliness into Methodism as well as other Protes
tant churches, grieving out the blessed Holy Spirit, 
so they have become in many instances dead, dried 
up, worldly ecclesiasticisms, utterly incompetent to 
retain the new wine of the kingdom without getting 
bursted all to pieces. 

(u) Consequently Holiness organizations-Free 
Methodists, Wesleyan Methodists, Nazarenes, Min
nonites and Apostolic Holiness Unions-have sprung 
up like mushrooms in the night; God's merciful 
providence for the reception of the new wine of His 
kingdom as they are all fresh and elastic, so every
body is free to get a knockdown conversion, a sun
burst sanctification, the Baptism of the Holy Ghost 
and fire, dispensed by the Conqueror of Mt. Calvary, 
enthroned at the right hand of His Father, poured 
down in heavenly showers; making the people leap 
and shout; effervescence of the new wine, giving no 
trouble to these new bottles as they are fresh and 
expansive. It is a significant fact that we need the 
new bottles everywhere to receive the new wine 
which the Lord is pouring into hungry and thirsty 
souls, North, South, East and West. It is not wise 
to put it into the old dried up ecclesiastical bodies, 
as it will burst them up and then they blame us for 
disturbing the churches and breaking them up; when 
we are perfectly innocent as it was the simple effect 
of the new wine of the kingdom, bursting from the 
presses throughout the land of Canaan; all the dis-
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turbance being the normal effect of the effervescense 
produced in humble, willing, appreciative hearts, by 
the copious outpouring of the Holy Ghost. I have 
actually been mobbed a number of times by people 
who got so awfully mad at the work of the Holy 
Spirit and blaming me for it; accusing me of run
ning the people crazy, breaking up churches and 
families, when it is simply the work of the blessed 
Holy Spirit in God's amazing mercy, saving, sancti
fying and blessing souls. 

(v) You see (Ezek. 47: 1-12), the wonderful in
undations and superaboundings experienced in the 
progressive spiritual enlargements, normal to the 
:positive side of the sanctified experience; the negative 
having crucified the same personality and given you 
a clean heart which is entire sanctification in the 
.sense of complete purification; whereas the upper 
.side of the exprienee is absolute illimitable and pro
:gressive forever, not only through this life but all 
eternity. When Ezekiel first reached the holy waters 
they were ankle deep. That is the walking joint, so 
we only go where Jesus goes, singing meanwhile, 

"My Savior comes and walks with me 
And sweet communion here have we; 
He gently leads me by His hand, 
For this is heaven's border land." 

Then there is a period of Bible study, a growth in 
grace ana conquest for Jesus till we reach the waters 
again, when they are knee deep. That is the wor
shipping joint where we become powerful in the knee 
drill, like John Knox in the seventeenth century, who 
prayed bloody Mary down from the throne of Eng
land, having walked all the way to London, coming 
into her royal presence, he preached the truth with 
the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven, telling her 
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the judgments of God coming on her kmgaum be
cause conservatily of the pope she was burning the 
Protestants at Smithfield, like the old prophets, he 
thundered against her tyrany, wickedness and pa
pastical conservatism like a messenger from heaven, 
till she almost died from fear of fright. When 
having delivered his message, he walked away and 
returned home. Convalescing from her trepidation, 
she says to her courtiers, "You must get that man; I 
fear his prayers more than all the armies of Europe." 
Then they hunted him and his Holines:::; band and 
Covenanters with blood hounds night and day. There 
spending a night in prayer in a sequested retreat in 
a dense wooded garden, till two o'clock in the morn
ing, when he rises and testifies, "Deliverence has 
come." He did not know what it was and no fast 
news in those days. When the tidings arrived, 
what was it? Bloody Mary has dropped dead from 
the throne of England and Elizabeth the friend of 
Protestant free grace and full salvation, has ascend
ed the throne. If you visit Westminster Abbey, as 
you doubtless will when you go to Londan, you will 
see the tomb of Elizabeth, directly above that of 
Mary, i. e., both buried in the same sepulchre; thus 
illustrating the significant fact of Romanism super
seded by Protestantism. Then in the providence 
of God, Britain received a boon under the reign of 
Elizabeth that brought her to the front of the world, 
where she stands to-day the champion defender of 
the open Bible, the free Gospel and free grace in 
every country under heaven. 

(w) When the pope marshalled the whole Cath
olic world against Britain, organizing the Invincible 
Armada, so pronounced by the pope who decreed that 
it could not be conquered when the battle came upon 
the sea between the Invincible Armada and ',the 
English fleet, Lord Nelson commanding the latter; 
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God sent an awful storm which caught the Invincible 
Armada, wrecking and sinking many of their ships 
and scattering the dismantled survivors upon the 
seas in different directions, till many of them were 
wrecked on the coasts of Ireland, Wales, Scotland 
and some driven far away to the Netherlands and 
the disaster crushing, signal and decisive, till many 
of the soldiers never did get back; but stayed in 
other countries. In the Tower of London, if you 
ever visit that place of so thrilling historic interest, 
you will see in life size Queen Elizabeth, mounted 
on a war horse, and hastening to St. Paul's Cathedral 
to return thanks to God for the signal victory. 

We have reached a crisis in the Holiness Move
ment, when we must have Holiness churches every
where to take care of our people. If we leave them in 
these dead formalistic churches they will starve out, 
die and evanesce, the cause of God suffering 
awful detriment. 

Now there is another period of edification, a 
Bible study, traveling in the Bible lands and sun
dry privileges enjoyed, conservably to edification 
and spiritual enlargement; as the negative side of 
sanctification in which we get only the little end of 
the experience and the elephant end and the mam
moth and the hippopotamus are still ahead. Now the 
prophet strikes the holy waters again and they are up 
up to the loins. What does this mean? The loins 
are the location of strength. Therefore when we 
get into the holy water loin deep we•do not talk about 
tithing any more, but make a comment and short 
business of the matter, dumping in not only the 
Lord's tenth with which we do not dare to tinker 
unless we be convicted of robbery, but our nine
tenths and throw ourselves in for good count and 
only sorry that we cannot do 1,000 times more for 
Him who has done all for us. 
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(x) We now reach another period of progress, 
·study, Biblical erudition, sinking deeper into His 
blessed divinity, broadening out into spiritual lati
tudes, moving forward into more aggressive longi
tude, sinking down into profounder depths of His 
blessed divinity, climbing to loftier altitudes, reach
ing the more dizzy summits of the mountains, from 
which we enjoyed a more copious view of the celes
tial city, its heavenly suburbs than ever before. 
Therefore, we again reach the holy waters and be
hold they have risen and become a swelling sea with
out bank or bottom. What shall we do? Our battle 
cry is still rising, Onward! Now as the waters are 
over my head, to wade in means to be drowned. 
Therefore what shall I do? Ezekiel says that these 
holy waters flowed toward the east, soon reaching 
the wilderness of Judea, a dreary desert, burning 
sands, persistent mountains, no rains. As they move 
on, a wonderful metamorphism supervenes: craggy 
steeps, frightful precipices, yawning chasms, and 
blighted wastes evanesce and we see fruitful fields, 
smiling gardens, prolific orchards, traversed by lim
pid rills, sparkling rivers and beautified by crystal 
lakes, and mellowed eves by the songs of birds, 
bleating flocks, and lowing of herds and odorized by 
the most delicious aromatic flowers. We followed 
down these holy waters to the Dead Sea, and as they 
pour in, his waters are healed of the awful death 
that struck them when God rained fire and brimstone 
from heaven and destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, on 
that very sight; the volcanic eruptions bursting up 
the strata and forming a great abyss into which the 
flooded Jordan has been pouring his thundering bil
lows from that day to this. The waters are becom
ing so highly minimized that nothing can live there. 
Multitudes of fishes borne by the precipitated Jordan • 
down into that sea, all die: even the birds that have 
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winged their flight through the air, also die. Every-. 
thing that has life, dying, so there is not an inhabi
tant and the whole region terribly infested with 
robbers; so the traveler will always need an armed 
escort, pertinently is it cognomened, the Dead Sea, . 
as nothing can live there. 

(y) Those holy waters pour down into that sea, 
transforming it into life and prosperity, as it will be . 
in the Millennium with prosperous cities, thriving 
towns and growing villages around on the bank; its 
waters abounding in great fat fishes; boats running 
everywhere, seeding them out and carrying them 
away to the markets, showi_ng the wonderful glory 
of the Millennial reign, when He shall have dominion 
over river, sea, and shore; far as the eagle's pinion 
or dove's light wing could soar. These holy waters . 
beautifully symbolize the grand, glorious and eter
nally progressive phase of the sanctified experience, 
which will cover the whole earth during the Millen
nium, but is included Ezekiel's vision, when the . 
desert will rejoice and the wilderness bloom, whereas 
the Millennium will be characterized by universal 
salvation: the sanctified experience predominating, 
the earth herself will be in the regenerated exper
ience, because depravity will still be on hand. This 
we see in the fact that Gog and Magog are still in 
the world. Gog means, king, from the Greek, gago, . 
to lead; while Magog means the king of people. 
In Noah's family we see the trinity of the racei'l 
Shem the red man, Ham the black man and Japheth 
the white man. Accommodatory to the different 
zones on the earth: black for the torrid zone, because 
it absorbs the heat into the body so it does not rest 
on the skin and blister it, covering them with sores 
and killing them. So Noah gave Ham Africa, Shem, 
the first-born, patriarchal law, consequently giving 
him a double portion of the estate: his color adapt- _ 
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ing him to the semi-tropical and frigid zones; where
as white is the adaptation to the temperate zone, in 
which Europe lies and Noah ~ve it to Jephthah. 

(z) We are living amid the fulfillment of Noah's 
latter day prophecy: "The Lord will enlarge Japh
eth. He will dwell in the tents of Shem and Ham 
shall be his servant." The Indians of America are 
f:hemites, having crossed over from Asia at Bering 
Strait, only thirty-six miles wide and frozen solidly 
much of the time, so that they had nothing to do but 
walk across long ages ago, as they were sea ttered 
over the three America's when Columbus made his 
discovery in 1492; twenty million in all at present: 
that prophecy is being fulfilled, as we are all Japh
ethites from Europe, living in tents of Shem, the In
dians; while Ham, the black man, serves us for hire 
in his own succession of bondage, 215 years before 
the emancipation. Genesis 10 ch. says Gog and Ma
gog are Japhethites. The white people are the rulers 
of the world. Gog and Magog are the royal dynas
ties, having ruled the nations six thousand years 
subordinate to Satan on the throne of the world. 
During the glorious Millennium reign as the devil 
will be a prisoner in hell, they will have no chance 
or even enjoy their patristic dignity, as all the world 
will be Plebeians during the Millennium; perfectly 
satisfied with Jesus only. 

(ab) As the Armageddon will be Satan's great
est harvest in all the ages. Gog and Magog will be 
his final gleaning. Hell is simply God's peniten
tiary for the incarceration of the incorrigible sub
jects of His universal empire. Satan is king of hell; 
consequently it is pertinent for him to be let out of 
hell and come and take his gleaning for the earth. 
By that time the world will have a wonderfully 
flooded population, Christ the healer of diseases 
being on the earth. No one , will say, "I am sick," 

' 
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besides antediluvian longevity, (Isa. 62: 20), "An 
infant will die a hundred years old." Hence you see 
if infancy runs up a hundred years, that will make 
human life a thousand. It says the life of a man 
will be that of a tree. The Olive tree superabounding 
in the Holy Land more than any other lives a thou
sand years. Trees in California have been found 
six thousand years old. (The taxodilun, 50 feet in 
diameter and 300 feet high. I saw the section of 
one in the British Museum at London 50 feet in 
diameter. You can count the growth by the layers 
of wood.) Not only will the world be flooded with 
population, as there will be no wars to kill anybody 
and the earth so productive that f9od will be abso
lutely inexhaustible. The land of Canaan (Josh. 
1 ch.) extending from the river of Egypt to the 
Euphrates and from the great Sea to waters of Mer
iba, as Ezekiel shows up so clearly, will be the lead
ing nation. All the tribes being gathered backl 
and receiving their inheritances. Ham on the Eu
phrates, followed by Asshur, Naphtali, Manassah, 
Ephraim, Reuben, Judah, Benjamin, Simeon, Issa
char and Gad; Jerusalem by that time as Ezekiel 
shows us, built all over the great interior highlands 
and plains of Palestine and Lyra; the greatest city 
ever on the earth; locally central where Europe, Asia 
anQ. Africa come together and how wonderfully God 
made the Mediterranean Sea, far the largest in the 
world; blue as indigo and straight as an arrow for 
the special benefit of us Americans who dart across 
the Atlantic, as we now make it in four days and two 
more sweep through the Mediterranean; jumping 
off on the Palestine coast, run to Jerusalem with a 
shout to see the King in His beauty, sitting on the 
throne of David and ruling the whole world through 
the instrumentality of His transfigured saints, beau
tifying the great continent from pole to pole and all 
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the innumerable islands and the vast oceans with. 
their glorified presence, serving the people as 
preachers, teachers and rulers in righteousness and . 
true holiness. 

(ac) Now Satan is out of hell, his drum and 
bugles are calling for volunteers over mountain, 
plains, valleys, cities and villages everywhere, with 
a tremendous rally of Gog and Magog, Satan's 
gleaning from his great Armageddon harvest, the 
dethroned dynasties who forfeit their kingdom, 
crown and sceptre when Satan was cast from thee 
throne of the world and cast into the pit to remain 
a prisoner a thousand years. Meanwhile the myr
midons scour the whole earth from pole to pole and 
rendezvous Gog and Magog innumerable as the sands 
of the sea and coil them around Jerusalem respon
sive to the mandate of King Diabolis, sanguine of 
victory and the recovery of the throne he had occu
pied for years and ready to re-enthrone all the dy
nasties of the different nations who had served as 
his subordinates during his long reign on the earth. 
All this time the Lord Jesus Christ is on His throne 
at Jerusalem and the saints of the Most High in all 
the places through the whole world, unshaken by the 
bugles, drums and artillery which had not been 
heard in a thousand years. The final culmination 
supervenes and they open siege with all energy, 
glowing with enthusiasm, sanguine of the victory. 
God, from heaven rains down fire and brimstone 
and destroys them all. We have no mention of a 
human being destroyed by that fire save Gog and 
Magog, Satan's army. Peter gives quite elaborately 
in his last chapter, specifying (5: 7) that the fire 
will be for the destruction of the ungodly people. 
Here we have two witnesses telling who will be 
destroyed by fire, neither of them even intimate 
that a righteous person will be destroyed. 
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(ad) The same language is used in reference 
to the flood when it specified that only the wicked 
were destroyed; the righteous riding triumphantly 
in the ark( which symbolizes Christ) over the swell
ing billo:ws, to populate the postdiluvian world. 
Christ Himself will be right here on the throne of 
David when Gog and Magog are destroyed by fire; 
He and His people enjoying an unbroken reign, (Dan. 
7: 18), "I beheld till the saints of the Most High 
possess the kingdom and will possess it forever and 
ever and ever." The same is spoken of Christ Him
self (5: 13). Simultaneously with the sanctification 
of the earth by fire, the final white throne judgment 
is in progress ; Satan and all his followers demonical 
and human consigned to the lake of fire in outer 
darkness, world without end. 

2 Peter 3: 10, E. V., reads, "The earth and the 
thing in it will be burned up. The highest New 
Testament in the world which I hold in my hand and 
use constantly as I have forty years read the same 
as English, reads, "will be discovered." Hence you 
see that the finis of the last day that destroys Satan's 
world with all its institutions, customs, laws, fash
ions, styles and soul-destroying institution and God
dishonoring enterprises and Satan magnifying in
ventions and devices will all be burned up by the 
fires along with Gog and Magog and utterly cleaned 
from the face of the whole earth. The devil has 
tumulted the mountains and excavated the earth and 
built his institutions all over it, so it will have to 
be melted in order to expurgate it. Everything 
idolatrous and abominable in the sight of God 
will absolutely be burned up; the normal re
sult superinducing the revelation of the earth 
as God made it and the angels all shouted for 
joy. Hence we see the result of the fires will super
induce the discovery of the earth as God made it in 
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purity, beauty, grandeur and sublimity. The Lord 
has let me make four journeys around the world, 
historic and prognistic. I feel I have never seen 
t he beautiful and lovely Edenic earth. I have seen 
t he world, dastardly perforated and torn to pieces 
and monumented by Satan's diversified fantasma
goria but never will see it in its Edenic beauty, 
p urity, splendor and glory, till after the purgational 
fi res have wrought their work and the Son of God 
administered His restitutionary baptism of melting 
flames, sanctifying the earth as He, by the same 
fiery baptism, purifies your soul and mine from all 
t he debr is Satan ever accumulted on it and all the 
filth and folly he ever injected into it. These fires 
will burn up oceans and seas and melt frozen poles 
and consummate the glorious restitution of the earth, 
init iatory to its celestialization and reannexation back 
to the celestial empire, to which it belonged before 
Satan broke it loose in view of adding it to hell. 

God bless you all. 
W. B. GODBEY. 
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Satan's Defeat 
UllllllllllUlllllHllllUlllllllJlllllllJllllO 

It does not behoove the slave of the Lord to 
strive (2 Tim. 2 :24-26), but to be gentle toward all, 
competent to teach and enduring evil in meekness, 
instructing the anti-holiness people, if perchance God 
may grant unto them repentance unto the perfect' 
knowledge of the truth, that they may escape from 
the snare of the devil, having been led captive by the 
same (love-slave at his will). This wonderful pas
sage w:as utterly misunderstood by the King James 
translators, who construed it that the man is led 
captive by the devil at his will; whereas the very 
opposite is true; this love-slav~ of the Lord's having 
actually defeated Satan in the hand to hand fight, 
rescued the holiness fighters from the snare of the 
devil and led them away captives at the victorious 
cha.riot-wheels of King Jesus, amid the shouts of 
angels, archangels, cherubim, seraphim, and all the 
heavenly hosts, looking down with adoring wonder, 
thrilling complacency, and transporting ecstacy as 
they contemplate the signal defeat of Satan by the 
Lord's meek, lowly, and humble love-slave. 

(a.) Three words in the New Testament are 
translated "servant,"-i. e., oiketees a hired servant, 
diakones, an official serva.nt, as a preacher or a church 
officer, and doulos, as in this passage, which is con
stantly applied to the apostles, and means a bond
servant,-i. e., a love-slave. When God created this 
great world, it seemed He was lonesome among the 
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countless millions of the animal creation from the 
microscopic coral insect to the monstrous whale, 
monarch of the mighty deep, one hundred twenty feet 
long, and fifteen feet through, and the innumerable 
terrestrial animals from the tiny insect to the· masto
don, an animal several times larger than the elephant 
which I saw in India weighing ten thousand pounds, 
_this mastodon having lived on the earth before . the 
flood and never afterward, therefore He created 
man in His own image and likeness, His devout love
slave, Perhaps you do not like the expression love
slave. Verily the slave is the happiest ·being in all 
the universe if his master is perfectly wise and good 
and independently rich ; so wise, that he can not 
make a mistake, so rich as to be absolutely unbank
ruptaible, and so good and kind as to be ready to 
give his own life for his love-slave, as God has ac-
tually done in case of fallen humanity. . 

(b) Amid these environments, the slave would 
· absolutely be the happiest being in all the world; 

perfectly free from every care as to his daily wants, 
food, raiment, lodging, and every conceivable desire 
of the human heart; from the simple fact that his 
master in his loving discrimination and infallible 
wisdom, abundantly satisfies every demand apper
taining to physical, intellectual, and spidtual exist
ence, amid inexhaustible resources actually confer
ring a perennial paradise. Such was the character 
and environments of man when he emanated from 
the creative fiat the climax of God's vast creation, for 
whose benefit He had created this world, with .its 
boundless resources of land and sea, · teeming and 
swarming with the fauna and adorned with the infi
nite diversity of floral ~ bea.uty, every tree not only 
adorned with never-fading flow·ers, but pendant with 
never-failing fruits. 
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( c) Man's living was abundantly provided 1by His 
beneficent Creator, every want supplied, and if 
Satan would have let him alone, he never would have 
needed manual and mental toil to provide sustenance, 
as every conceivable want was already supplied. As 
God had created him for a companion, honored to 
walk and talk with him, he would have been a student 
at His feet, taught by the angels and archangels, and 
especially by the Holy Spirit the dispenser of all 
wisdom, in the enjoyment of original intuition, ren
dering him competent t<f' acquire knowledge with 
wonderful rapidity by simple diagnosis and in
trospection, without the assiduous toil now neces
sary to learn ; as we see beautifully illustrated in the 
fact that his wonderful diagnosis and inner penetra
tion qualified him to analyze every animal and give 
it a name in the Hebrew language, which God gave 
him, significantly revelatory of its peculiar character, 
habitude, and sphere in its conservatorism of human 
ha.ppiness. 

( d) In Mississippi during slavery a slave auction 
was being held ; among those offered for sale was a 
young woman in the beauty and vigor of her maiden
hood; her body the beau-ideal of human symmetry 
and her face radiant with beauty and intelligence ; 
commanding in the mtarket twelve or fifteen hundred 
dollars. The people went and examined her as she 
stood on the !block, feeling of her arms and touching 
her body as t'hey would an animal, seeing that she 
was free from all blemishes. Among the bidders was 
an old Quaker, who continued to hold the last ibid, 
as he immediately followed every other bid, thus 
showing his determination to have the slave. Finally 
they went up so high, there was no other bid agail).st 
·the man of God ; when the auctioneer cried aloud and 
eulogized the slave, exhorting them that she was 
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worth more money, but failing to get another bid, 
finally knocked her off to the old Quaker. 

( e) The officials proceeded to make 01.1t bills of 
sale for all who had bought slaves on that occasion; 
proceeding unhesitatingly to hand the old Quaker, 
who had now. paid the money for the slave, his bill 
of sale; when to their surprise he responded, "The 
pa/per is not made out right.. I don't want a hill-of
sale for this maiden, ·but want you to make out free 
papers for her and deliver them to her so she can go 
just where she pleases." Then he told her that he 
only bid on her in order to set her fr.ee and that she 
did not belong to him, but was as free as the eagle 
that cuts the air with his pinions, could go just where 
she pleased and do as she pleased because he had 
only bought her to set her free. Then she 
responded, "I am going with you and will 
work for. you as long as you and I live. 
You have redeemed me, and I will gladly serve you 
as long as I have breath and joyfully die for you if 
necessary." Here we see a beautiful illustration of 
the love-slave, unutterably delighted to do his -will, 
because he had indubitably convinced her that his will 
was her summary prosperity and greatest delight. 

(f) In North Carolina, a widow owned a slave 
whom she much loved, as he was to her a husband, 
son, and brother in her bereavement and lonely widow
hood. Wh~n the N ovemben winds were howling shrill 
she said, "Tom, I want you ltoldimb up and na'il iboards 
on the north gable of our house to keep out the cold 
winds." All arrangements were made to go up 
stairs with the lumber and extend a plank out 
through the crack of the log house. Tom was to 
'stand on the outside on the end of the plank and do 
the work, someone sitting on the inside end to keep 
it from capsizing. When he saw the situation, he 
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hesitated and shook his head asking who was going to 
sit on the inside end of the plank. Thinking to put 
all quibbles to quietus, she proceeded to tell him that 
Manda, his wife, weighing two hundred fifty pounds 
would sit on the inside end of the plank. Again he 
hesitated and shook 'his head observing, "Manda is a 
good wife and loves me, but she is very forgetful; so 
if she would forget and get up, this negro's neck will 
be broken." Then the old lady responded, "Why if 
you cannot trust your own wife whom will you have 
sit on it?" He replied, "I will take you, yourself 
to hold tha.t plank down as I know you are not going 
to let your nigger get killed." Then with uproarious 
laughter she sat down on the planJ< and Tern walked 
out and did all the work without a flicker. 

(g) Truly God's love-slave is the happiest· per
son in all the universe. Angels and archangels en
joy no · higher felicity than the transcendent ibliss of 
perfect, indissoluble, and eternal subrnission to God. 

"Perfect submission, perfect delight, 
Visions of rapture now burst on my sight; 
Angels descending, bring from above, 
Echoes of mercy, whispers of love; 

"Perfect submission, all is at rest, 
I in my ·Savior am happy and blest, 
Watching and waiting, looking above, 
Filled with His goodness, lost in His love." 

I am ready to walk out over hell on God's errands; 
delightfully responsive to H.is bidding, as I know He 
is sitting on the inside end of the plank, and is sure 
to take care of His love-slave . . 

, 

• 



. CHAPTER I 

GIFTS AND GRACES OF GOD'S LOVE-SLAVE, REVEALED 

IN THE PRECEDING PASSAGE 

The .adjective here is from the verb dida'Skoo to 
teach, and literally means "Competent to teach the 
anti-holiness people." Every true disciple .is an 
assiduous student in the school of Christ, delightfully 
taught of the Holy Ghost the deep things of God's 
Kingdom. In His providence this is my 203d book, 
every one simply a Bible teacher ; as the Bible is by 
preeminence and super-excellence, contrastively with 
all others, the only book in the world, a Greek word, 
biblos, anglicized and qualified by the adjective 
"holy"; therefore Holy Bilble simply means a book 
on holiness; whereas every other book is subordinate 
and expository of the Bible, as all science is but the 
revelation, diagnosis, and exegesis of God in the ma
terial world; contrastively with the Bible, His glo
rious revelation, expository and elucidatory of the 
spiritual universe; radiating out from His own .un
utterable glory and eradiating the illimitable celestial 
universe; two hundred seventeen million suns, a.t
tended by two billion one hundred seventy million 
worlds accompanied by their multitudinous satellites 
all revolving around the primal center of the celes
tial universe; honored with His ine:ffaJble, effulgent 
throne and the palaces of the heavenly hierarchies, 
and till A. D. 1913 believed to be Alcyone of the 
pleiades (seven stars) estint<tted by astronomical 
calculations to be twelve thousand million times the 
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magnitude of this earth; but the astronomers in 1913 
discovered from the Harvard University Observa
tory on the Andes Mountains of South America that 
Alcyone is also moving; thus disproving hex: claim 
to the glorified center of the celestial universe eter
nally hallowed by the effulgent th_rone of the great 
Jehovah around which all the suns in the celestial 
universe, accompanied by the vast retinwes of . worlds 

'and innumerable concomitant satellites are all re
volving; responsively to the infallible ipse dixit of 
our glorioqs heavenly Father; meanwhile our won
derful Savior sits by His side and intercedes for this 
lost world, to wh1ch He will return in the fulness of 
time which •by the authority of the astronomical 
world and the assurances of all the chronologies, is· 
even now at hand. 

(h) When I was preaching in the Na.zarene 
Church in Chicago with eight hundred memlbers and 
four hundred in the Sunday-school, the pastor told 
them that more people were reading hooks of my 
humble authorship than those of any other person 
who ever lived or died: I never had thought of it in 
that way, but when I reflected a little, calling to mind 
my first visit to Jerusalem twenty years ~go, when I 
was literally overjoyed and broke out singing, 

"I've reach'd the land of corn and wine, 
'And all its riches freely mine; 
Here shines undimm'd one blissful day, 
For all my night has pass'd away. 

"The Savior comes and walks with me, 
And sweet communion here have we; 
He gently leads me with His hand, 
For this is heaven's border land. 

• 
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"A sweet perfume upon the breeze, 
Is borne from ever vernal trees, 
While flowers that never fading grow 
Where streams of life forever flow. 

Yet how I was surprised to find my books had out
stripped mre in the race to the Holy Land. Nine 
years subsequently when the Lord let me travel aij 
the way around the world, thirty thousand miles, 
preaching to the poor heathens, I was so surprised to 
find my Commentaries there_ translated into the 
native languages and studied by the black, yellow, 
red, and brown creatures of that far-off land. Only 
a few days ago the Lord blest me with the privilege 

. of donating two hundred forty dollars' worth (retail) 
to our African missionaries visiting us at the camp
meeting, who certified that my iboo~s were flying on 
eagles' pinions lighting up the Dark Continent. The 
most efficient preachers in the world today certify _ 
that they learn more out of them than any others, 
owing to the fact that I read the pure and !beautiful 
Greek, which Jes us and His apostles preached, a.s 
easily and rapidly as you yourself the plain English. 
Therefore these books expound to you the beautiful 
rock-bottom truth by which we are saved, sanctified, 
fed, panoplied, and will be judged in the great day. 

(ti) Reader, I hope you are the Lord's love-slave; 
if not this moment put your neck under H;~s yoke 
(Matt. II :29); as His omnipotence will carry the 
yoke, all the load, and yourself thrown in for good 
count, and instead of having a hard pull, as all do in 
the service of the devil, you will soon find that the 
yoke has been metamorphosed into an airship, and 
that you are actually enjoying a glorious balloon ride 
with the Lord, shouting vociferously: 

• 
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"I've found a friend in Jesus, He's everything to me, 
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul I 

The 'Lily of the Valley,' in Him alone I see,-
All I need to cleanse and make me fully whole: 

In sorrow He's my comfort, in trouble He's my stay; 
He tells me ev'ry care on Him to roll; 

II 

He's the 'Lily of the Valley,' the 'briglit and morning Star; 
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul. 

CHORUS: 
"Jn sorrow :Ho's my comfort, in trouble He's my stay; 

He tells me ev'ry care on Him to roll; 
He's the 'Lily of the Valley,' the bright and morning Star; 

He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul . 

. "He all my grief has taken, and all my sorrows borne ; 
In temptation He's my ·strong and mighty t~er; 

I've all for Him forsaken, I've all my ·idols torn 
From my heart and now He keeps me by His power. 

Tho' all the world forsake me, and Satan tempts me sore, 
Thro' Jesus I shall ~afely reach the goal; 

He's the 'Lily of the Valley,' the bright and morning Star; 
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul. 

I 

"He'll never, never leave me, nor yet forsake me here, 
White I live by faith and do His blessed will; 

A rwall of fire about me, I've nothing now to fear: 
With His manna He my hungry soul s·hall fill. 

When crown'd at last in glory, I'll see His blessed face, 
Where rivers of delight shall ever ro!t; 

He's the 'Lily of the Valley,' the bright and morning Star; 
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul." 

Such are the unuttera;ble, felicitous, and ineffa
ble raptures which await the soul, utterly and eter
nally abandoned to God for this world and all other 
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worlds; literally and gloriously shut away into His 
/blessed divinity down so deep that Satan will never 
reach you with hook or line,and if he did,it is certain 
that though in command of all this world, over which 
he will reign till our glorious Lord shall descend and 
dethrone him ; even ·now He is so nigh that we hear 
the clatter of His chariot-wheels coming down over 
the stony pavements and see the glorious millennial 
collapse in the steam and electric trains, automobiles, 
and air-ships, and hear the thunder of His conquer
ing tread in the roar of the labor-saving J111a.Chinery, 
now clattering and thundering 1beneath every sky as 
the chant of the rural anthem salutes us from every 
point of the compass ; of all the mighty nations in the 
East or in the West, this glorious Yankee · nation is 
the greatest and the best, from the great Atlantic 
Ocean where the day begins to dawn. and leaps across 
the Rocky Mountains far away to Oregon;our moun
tains, lakes, and rivers are all a blaze of fire, and we 
send the news by lighting along the telegraph wire; 
the hero chieftain laying down his pen, closes his eye 
in Washington at ten; the lightning courier leaps 
along the line and tells in St. Louis the tale at nine; 
leaping a thousand miles whence he departed and get
ting there an hour before he started. These great 
and mighty rivers which course along our hills are 
just the thing, for washing sheep and driving cotton 
mills. 

"Then come along friends and make no delay, 
Com~ from every nation, come from every way I 
Our lands, they are broad enough, and don't you 

be alarmed, 
For Uncle Sam is rich enough to give us all a farm." 

(j) This love-slave is blest with not only the nine 
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graces of the Holy Spirit (Gal. 5 :22), love, joy, 
peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness, faith, meek
ness; these graces all resolvable into love which is the 
divine nature crea.ted in the heart by the Holy Ghost 
in regeneration; joy, love, exultant; peace, Jove, rest
ing like a tired child in its mother's arms; long-suf.:. 
fering, joy in the delectation of martyrdom, perfectly 
delighted to die for Him who came all the way from 
heaven to die for us; kindness, love going about like 
the good Samaritan hunting somebody in distress ; 
goodness, love unutterably delighted with everything 
good, and turning unhesitatingly from everything 
bad; meekness, joy sitting down on the bottom of 
the valley of humiliation whence there is no falling 
unless you inbibe pride from the enemy and go to 
climbing, in which case you can fall and break your 
neck; temperance, as in the English version is too 
weak a translation of egkratia. It is from egoo, and 
kratia, power, and consequently is the strong word for 
self-control, superinduced by entire sanctification, 
sinking us away so deep into His divinity as utterly to 
lose sigbt of self and "see Jesus only;" but this love
slave also enjoys the nine gifts of the spirit, by which 
we save others (I Cor. 12: 1 I), wisdom, knowledge, 
faith, lbodily ·healing, gospel dynamite (miracles in Eng
lish Version), prophecy, discernment of spirit, gift of 
tongues and interpretation of the same ; these won
derful nine, beautifully shadowed in the nine muses 
which inspired the Greek poets, and ena1"ed them to 
hold all coming generations spell-bound-, describing 
Achilles wrath to Greeks, the direful spring of woes 
unnumbered, the heavenly goddess singing of that 
wrath which hurled to Pluto's blooming reign the 
souls of mighty chiefs untimely slain, whose bones 
unburied on the naked shore, devouring dogs and 
hungry vultures tore. 
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(k) You see wisdom stands at the head of this 
Pauline catalogue of the immortal nine gifts of the 
Holy Spirit, constituting the Christian soldier's pan
oply, invested in which he always routs the enemy. 
My mother's family, were O'Kelly's in Ire1and, and 
dropping the 0 when they. crossed the great ocean 
became Kelly's in America. They squatted down in 
the wild woods of Kentucky; cutting down the 
trees and building a log cabin with puncheon floor 
they proceded to clear up the wild forests, till the 
earth and hunt t'he game which superabounded, aJl 
delighted wit'h their rural home in this great new 
world, supera'bounding room contrastively with the 
narrow limits of the Emerald Isle. In. the provi
dence of God, the guardian angels erelong took the 
baby on their pinions of light away to the bright 
upper world, when the family wrapped in the pro
found superstitions of Catholicism and priest-craft 
are all broken-hearted, especially because there was 
no priest to baptize the baby, and pursuant to the 
superstitions which ha.cl come down from the Dari<: 
Ages, inculcated by sacerdotalism, they conclude it is 
in the fires of purgatory and ransack the settlement 
hunting for a prioest to get it out, till they run on to a 
squatter who assures them that there is a ffiian going 
arnund over that country called a circuit rider(James 
Haw, the first Methodist preacher ever in the wild 
woods of Kentucky sent by Bishop Asbury from the 
Baltimore Conference, to take the whole territory 
for his field of laibor; riding all over it on horseback; 
preaching every day and making his round every 
month). The truth of the matter is that the Catholic 
priests had not yet reached the wild west and con
sequently they could not find any. The squatter 
told them that the best they could do was to get this 
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circuit rider, who might be a priest for ought he 
knew. Consequently they ask him to send him to 
their cabin as quickly as possible. 

(1) Fortunately he happens to be in that part of 
his circuit and the squatter quickly meets him and 
tells !him about the awful distress in the Irish cabin 
because the baby had died and gone to purgatory and 
they were ransacking the whole country for a priest 
to get it out. He proceeds at once ; arriving a.t the 
cabin he knocks at the door; when they respond, he 
tells him he is the circuit rider for whom they had 
sent and they notify him that they are all hunting a 
priest to get the poor baby out of the purgatorial 
fires and ask him directly, "Art thou a priest?" and 
he responds in the affirmative (as he was priest of 
the most high God after the order of Melchisedec). 
Then they propound the question directly and inevas
ively, "Are you a Roman Catholic priest?" to 
which he responds, "Not exactly, but I can do any
thing a Roman Catholic priest can do. Feeling 
assured that the Catholic priest could get people out 
of purgatory, they proceed to tell him about the baby, 
and plead with him to get it out. Then he responds, 
"I have alreaey had this matter before God and am 
happy to say to you that the baby is not in purgatory, 
but in heaven and the prettiest thing you ever saw, 
the delight of the angels who all want to have it in 

' their arm's. It has never cried a whimper since it 
has been there and never will again." This thrill
ingly cheering news so delights the ignorant Hiber
nians, that they almost die of joy, and feeling sure 
that he is a priest beg him to come and see them 
again, saluting him "Holy Father." He had no 
meeting-house anywhere, but preached in the cabins 
and under the green trees. Consequently he adds 
their cabin to his circuit, responding "One month 
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from this day, I will come to see you again;" mean
while he publishes everywhere his appointment in 
the Irish cabin. When the day arrives, the house is 
overflowed with those red-hot Methodists, as there 
were no other kind in that day, Satan not yet having 
invented the Methodist ice-factory this day doing 
such a land-office business. Their fire-baptized 
prayers and thrilling full salvation songs, bring down 
a heavenly landslide till the people all fall prostrate, 
cry aloud for ·mercy, pray through and shout the vic
tory; the whole family actually knocked down by the 
thum:lerbolt convictions which swept the audience; 
those indefatigable Methodists praying them through 
till they all were gloriously saved and joined the 
Methodists, turning preachers, and have blown the 
silver trumpet from the Atlantic to the Pacific and 
round the world; your humble servant having the 
fortune in the good providence of God to be a mem
ber of that family, my maternal ancestery having mi
grated from Ireland. 

( m) I make this allusion to illustrate the infinite 
value and miraculous availability of these spiritual 
gifts, which are free for all, and we should joyfully 
utilize them in our labors of love, rescuing the per
ishing as this man of God, mentioned in the a:bove 
scripture. Knowledge, the second gift in the cata
log is insight 'into divine truth, luminously be
stowed by the blessed Holy Spirit; though not to be 
understood as precluding our own efforts, like the 
N erians, diligently searching and · assiduously study
ing the precious word, by which we are saved, sanc
tified, panoplied, and will be judged in the great day. 

( n) Faith is the third in the Pauline order and 
we must remember that the wonderful words "As your 
faith is, be it unto you," as truly appertain to the gifts 
as to the graces. Hence the infinite value of this gift 
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in behalf of our loved ones ; transcendently and tri
umphantly solving the problem (Acts 16:31), "Be
lieve on the Lord Jes us Christ, and thou and th:y fam
ily shall be saved," and God to Moses appertaining 
to Israel, "Not a hoof shall be left behind." Thus 
we are to go to God for the gift Qi faith in .behalf 
of our entire household as well as others pursuant 
to the gift of faith. A Wesleyan Methodist famiiy 
in New York consisting of quite a household, sons 

· and daughters, were all gloriously saved and sancti
fied except George, the black sheep of the flock; who 
was the eyesore of the family, as he was a poor 
drunkard. An awful railroad wreck had shocked the 
whole community ; !burying many whose names were 
cataloged in the paper antecedently to the removal 
of the debris; that of George . with i:µany others. 
How the whole family were panic-stricken when they 
saw his name among the dead, knowing that he was 
unprepared to meet God! Meanwhile the mother 
raises the shout of victory, praising God for spar
ing George; the whole family expostulating with her, 
"Mother, you are crazy, do you not see his name 
on this death-roll ?" She responds, "Oh, yes, but it 
is a mistake, George is not in that wreck, because I 
have prayed through to God and received the answer 
that George is to get saved and sanctified and preach 
the Gospel in his day and .generation. Consequently 
he cannot •be in that wreck." Twenty-four hours 
rolled away, and to their joyful surprise George 
comes home. They show himbis name on the death~ 
roll ; conviction like a thunderbolt strikes him and he 
falls on the floor, calling them, all to. pra;y for · him 
and send for their godly neighbors; certifying that 
it will not do for him to take chances on another rail
road wreck. He gets. wonderfully saved, gloriously 
sanctified, recognizes the call to preadh, from which 
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he had been running and trying to drink it off ; goes 
ahead and preaches like Paul on the Areopagus till 
the angels honor him with a passport to glory. 

( o) , The next gift is divine healing, which we all 
must have, as bodily health is indispensable to our 
efficiency for God and instrumentality in healing our 
afflicted neighbors all around us. I am 82 years old 
and have spent no time on sick-beds; not that I have 
not been sick, as I have been attacked with a diversity 
of the mJost dangerous diseases; forty-three years · 
ago given Uip by a physician to die of lung trouble; 
suddenly healed and have had no more trouble of 
that kind though using my lungs perhaps more than 
any other person on the earth ; even now preaching 
day and night; whereas in the vigor of my manhood 
when presiding elder forty years ago· my diary 
showed nine hundred sermons a year; thirty years 
ago while in malarial regions in Texas knocked down 
by sciatic rh~umatism, till I could not walk; yet 
preaching day and night and witnessing the mighty 
power of God in the salvation of souls. He healed 
me thoroughly till I have not a !hitch and now walk 
like a :boy. Sixteen years ago in Portland, Oregon a· 
troublesome sore came on my body which on medical 
examination was pronounced a cancer, the physician 
ordering me home to Cincinnati for amputation. I 
turned it over to the Great Physician who took it 
away; whereas in case of amputation it is so apt to 
come back. · In Burmah the worst cholera country in 
the world where the people die in piles; the old mon
ster put his iron grip on my body; amid convulsions 
eructations, cramps, chills, and paroxysms I got a 
square look on old Thanatos; but the Great Physician 
proved more than his match. I ha,ve consulted the 
leading physicians of the nations in my journeys 
a,round the world who have positively to me unani-
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mously disclaimed all power to heal diseases; simply 
recognizing their obedient attitude to help us diag
nostically, to ascertain what the disease is; mechan
ically to set and !brace broken-bones and hygienically 
to tell us how to live harmonically with the laws of 
nature; at t'he same time certifying to me that if I 
find a doctor who says he has power to heal diseases, 
to set him down as a quack and heroically bear in 
mind that God who made the body alone is competent 
to heal it, responsively to our perfect abandonment 
to be the temple of the Holy Ghost and all our bodily 
organs used only in the interest of His kingdom; thus 
reaching believing ground, where we have .nothing to 
do but receive healing by simple faith,-i. e., believe 
that He does it and sing our song, "Oh happy day, 
when Jesus took my pains away." 

(p) The fifth, in the English version, is working 
miracles. This word is mis~eading. Physical miracks. 
are not meant, as the word dynamite, now common 
in the English language, adopted from the Greek, 
is the only definition of Gospel in the Bible (Rom. 
I: 16), "The power of God unto salvation to every 
one that believeth" (Greek dynamite). Theyefore 
the Holy Spirit gives us the aynamite of conviction . 
for sinners, regeneration for penitents, sanctification 
for believers, and transfigur~tion for the saints, so 
fortunate as to be living on the earth when the Lord 
comes for His bride now so speedily pending. The 
Sinai Gospel preaches the law and shakes sinners 
over hell, superinducing a nightmare conviction, 
which will never let U!>l till superseded by a sky
blue regeneration. Then change mountains and 
run to Calvary, preach the dying love of Jesus to the 
broken=hearted pl'nitents till the / bloody panorama 
monopolizes the view and the desponding heart is 
electrified by the ejaculation of H5.s dying lips, "It is 
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finished;" when receptive and appropriative faith 
shouts the victory ( 1 John S : 4) and the soul is 
gloriously saved from sin. Then change to Mount 
Zion and preach inbred sin like Paul on the Areopa
gus till the people make the radical consecration, 
plunge !beneath the crimson flood, 

,; "W'alk to rise in heaven's own light 
Above the world and sin; 

With heart made pure and garments white, 
And Christ enthroned within." 

Then cross the Valley of Jehoshaphat, ascend Mt. 
Ol~vet and tread the pinnacle whence Jesus ascended 
to glory and preached the testimony of the comtem
plative angels (Acts 1 : II), "Ye men of Galilee, 
why stand ye gazing up into hea.ven, know ye not that 
this same Jesus will come again in like manner as He 
ascended up into heaven ?"-i. e., amid resplendent 
white clouds and accotnpanied by a mighty 'host of 
angels; · thus preaching heroically His glorious re
turn to conquer and reign forever till the people be
lieve it without a doubt, and through their faith, as 
in case of Sinai for conviction, Calvary for conver
sion, Pentecost for sanctification, they now believe 
without a doubt, and the Holy Spirit imparts the 
dynamite of transfiguration; thus eliminating all pon
derous matter out of the body till we will have 
no more gravitation to hold us on terra firma; · but 
like Enoch and Elijah fly up with shouts of vi~tory 
to meet the Lord in the air; hasten away to the mar
riage supper of the Lamb, the grand ecumenical 
holiness conference which the Lord must hold ante
cedently to the final fall of Satan and all the kings 
when His millenial kingdom now so brilliantly dawn
ing in the multitudinous labor-saving machinery and 

• 
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steam and electric trains, automobiles, and airships 
darting across the plains and speeding their flight 
over the magnitudinous oceans ; thus bringing the 
whole world into literal and social inter-communica
tion from the rising of the sun to the going down of 
the same; when the glory of the Lord will cover the 
earth as the waters the sea and He shall have do
minion over rivers, sea and shore, far as the eagle's 
pinion or dove's light wing can soar. 

( q) -The next gift is prophecy, which means 
preaching and has the decisive Pauline pre-emlinence, 
froni the fact.that God has committed this wonderful 
salvation treasure to these earth.en vessels ; thus hon
oring us above the angels. Consequently in a grand, 
practical signification we are actually all to preach 
as in the Pentecostal revival, Acts 8th chapter, "They 
went everywhere preaching the word." In I Corinthi
ans 14 :3, you have God's definition of preaching, "He 
that prophesieth speaketh to the people, edification, 
exhortation, and comfort." Apostolic preachiiig is 
preeminent for perspicuity and si111plicity. God 
claims us from top to toe, taking in every thought, 
word, and deed; actually giving us heaven by pre-
emption in sweet prelibation. · 

I 
"How firm a foundation ye saints of the Lord 
Is laid for your faith in His exceUent word I 
What more can He say than to you he hath said, 
To you who for refuge to Jesus have fled?" 

" In every condition, in sickness and health, in pov
erty's vale and abounding in wealth, at home and 
abroad, on land and on sea ! 

/ 
"When through the deep waters, I call thee to go, 
The rivers of sorrow shall not overflow; 
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For I will be with thee thy trials to bless, 
And sanctify to thee, thy deepest distress. 

"When through fiery trials, thy pathway shall lie, 
My grace all sufficient shall be thy supply; 
The flame shall not hurt thee; I only design 
Thy dross to consume and thy gold to refine. 

"E'en down to old age all my people shall prove 
My sovereign, eternal, unchangeaible love, · 
And when hoary hairs shall their temples adom, 
Like lambs they shall 'Still in my bosom be borne. 

"That soul who on Jesus hath lea!l'd for repose, 
I will not, I will not desert to his foes; 
That soul, though all hell should endeavor to. shake, 
I'll never, no never, no never forsake.'' 

Thus you see we have the honor to 'be His mouth
piece, really preaching the Gospel as the old Romans 
said, semper et ubique, always and everywhere; 
every sermon short or long, having these three natural 
and practical divisions, edification,-i. e., telling them 
the blessed truth they need to save them ; exhortar 
tion,-i. e., appeal to them with all the powers of sim
plicity, eloquence, and pathos, at every cost to b 
true to God, and finally inundating them with the 
beautiful, sweet, and precious promises of our loving 
heavenly Father, calling to a lost world (2 Cor. 
6 :18), "Come unto me and I will receive you, I will 
be unto you a father and you shall be unto me sons 
and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty;" moving on 
with His loving appeal (ch. 7: I), "Let us cleanse 
ourselves from filthiness of the flesh and spirit, per
fecting holiness in the fea,r of God,-i. e., receive a 
clean heart under the precious, cleansing blood, so 
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lovingly administered by the Holy Spirit when Jesus 
gives us rllat omnipotent, transforming !baptism ; thus 
expurgating out of our spirit everytl:iing Satan has 
transmitted to us through fallen Adam, our federal 
hea.d, and at the same time gladly and jubilantly 
throwing away everything that pollutes this body 
and grieves the Holy Spirit dwelling in it, tt>bacco 
in every form, intoxicants, narcotics, giving us 
blood-poisol!, intense suffering, and a premature 
grave, j~welry, foolish styles and fashions, and all 
sorts of needless ornamentation; so delighted to let 
the Holy Spirit, our precious heavenly Guest have 
His own way, ourselves unutterably blest with the 
privilege of love-slavery. 

(r) The next gift is spiritual discernment, Which 
we must have in order to utilize the Lord's ammuni
tion and not waste it on dead game; but always use 
the very weapon, pertinent to the emergency as the 
Holy Ghost is our armour-bearer ; omnipotent to 
carry heaven's heavy artillery Gatling guns and every
thing we need to storm Satan's citadel, thus le:::.~ing 
us unutteraly unincumbered for the greatest possible 
efficiency, never permitting a golden moment to fly 
a.way unappreciated and unutilized in the interest of 
our King. This gift qualifies us to read people like 
books, diagnose environments, and thus bring into 
availability all the resources of heaven's artillery 
against the powers of darkness. 

( s) The gift' of tongues, now so appallingly coun
terfeited by Satan in the current movement, actually 
bringing into ava.ilability all the resources of the bot
tomless pit, to rob Jesus of His · sin-exterminating 
soul-purifying, and Satan-defeating baptism with the 
Holy Ghost and fire, which crowned the glory of the 
Pentecostal revival, turning a sun-burst on the whole 
world and def ea.ting Satan as never before known in 
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by-gone ages. The English language though contain
ing only twenty-three thousand original words has 
grown to the enormous magnitude of four hundred 
fifty thousand, a gigantic, magnitudinous . mongrel 
gathered from every nation under heaven; in the 
providence of God destined to be the shibboleth of all 
natioi\s during the glorious millennial reign. The com
mon people only use from two to four hundred words; 
great scholars only eight or ten thousand. Therefore 
you see the illimitable possibilities on the part of the 
blessed Holy Spirit to amply supply us all with the 
English language; meanwhile · God -is now wonder
fully imparting to . the missionaries the languages of 
the nations to whom they preach, as I saw every
where demonstrated in my journeys around the 
world; in which I preached constantly, but through 
interpreters ; the blessed Holy Spirit utilizing the mis
sionaries in that capacity, to whom he had beautifully 
imparted the languages of the natives in all the na
tions populating the globe. Rest assured reader, the 
Holy Spirit will actually flood you with the language 
you need to talk for Him, whithersoever you go; 
whether heavenly inundations from your native 
tongue or the diversified languages spoken by the 
children of Adam beneath every sky. 

( t) Interpretation is a gift preeminently valuable, 
giving you insight into divine truth, so you will un
derstand the precious Word and qualify you to dis
pense it to others, and the good:.:books, elucidatory of 
the •blessed Scripture, with which God has flooded the 
world, and through the steam linotypes, literally 
flooding the nations. Oh, the ~gnificent investiture 
of God's love-slave, literally and triumphantly pan
oplied by the nine graces which save us to the utter
most and the nine gifts, miraculously qualifying us to 
save others. 



CHAPTER II 

VICTORY OF GOD'S LOVE-SLAVE 

Here we have a powerful adjective in that proli:x 
quotation you find at the beginning of this booklet, 
which signifies indefatigibility in the endurance of all 
evil within the range of possibility, manipulated by 
earth and hell. One of John Wesley's members was 
a gloriously saved wife of an exceedingly wicked bak
er, who got so tired of her going away to the meetings 
as to issue his imperial ipse dixit ordering her to stay 
at home, do her work, and behave herself. As she 
lovingly, though heroically, moved on the even tenor 
of her way as if no order had been given, he got so 
mad that he told her if she went any more, he would 
bake her in his oven. -

( u) Sure enough she goes along to the meeting 
all right; coming home she sees the smoke going 
up from the furnace and knowing him to be awfully 
stubborn, tyrannical, dictatorial, bull-headed, and in
corrigi1ble, she lifts up her heart to God, "Oh 
Lord, I am ready fot martyrdom; if your kingdom 
will be the !better conserved by my martyrdom than 
my humble service, it is all right, I will go with a shout 
into the fiery furnace-; yet I know you delivered Sha
drach, Meshach and Abednego and you are the same 
today, gloriously omnipotent to manage my wicked, 
tyrannical husband and save my life, if it is to the 
interest of your kingdom. She deliberately walks on, 
her soul so happy that she feels like flying. Reach
ing the door she sees him rolling over the floor and 
crying pitifully, "Polly, pray for me, I am an awful 
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sinner and hell is gaping to devour me." She has -
her children run round and call in the members of the 
Methodist society; they pray the whole night long; 
with the dawning of the morning the fair-fingered 
aurora flashes down from the heavenly highland the 
glorious daybreak into his blackened and Satan-rid
den soul; he passes triumphant into life, goes for 
sanctification and becomes a brilliant Methodist class
leader. This strong Greek compound adjective 
literally means patiently and joyfully enduring all 
evil for Christ's sake; as two hundred million martyrs 
have in by-gone ages in the track of Jesus and all 
the apostles, sealed their faith with their blood. 

( v) Martyrdom in the providence of God is a 
wonderful purifier of the Church. ry ou see in Rev
elation 20 :4-6 how the triibulation martyrs will il
luminate Satan's awful midnight while the tribula
tion judgments deluge fue earth with blood and heap 
it with the mountains of the slain; God mercifully 
eliminating out of the world the people who will not 
let Him save thei;n and then enjoy a felicitous pass
port into the glorious m'illennial reign, when He shall 
have dominion over river, s.ea, and shore, far as the 
eagle's ipinion or dove's light wing can soar, we s~e 
this love-servant of the Lord, pot only teaching all 
the anti-holiness people the way -of salvation, mean
while patiently enduring all the persecutions they 
can possi1bly turn against him ; 1but as we have the 
strong and beautiful statement, "In meekness in
structing all his opponents, if perchance God may _ 
grant unto them repentance into the perfect knowl
edge of the truth,"-i. e., full salvation, in which 
they may escape from the snare of the· devil, not as 
the English Version says, "Having been led captive 
by the devil at his will;" lbut as you see in the Revised 
Version the glorious translation of the beau~iful 

, 
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·Greek, signifying that they are led captive by this 
love-slave of the Lord's at His will; thus showing up 
the transcendently encouraging fact which should 
electrify the saints of every land and age; so won
derfully demonstrating the fact that God through 
our honored instrumentality, if we are true, perfectly 
submissive to His will, patiently and joyfully bearing 
all persecutions at the same time in meekness and de
lrghtful humiliation down at their feet teach them the 
beautiful truth of God by which we are saved, sanc
tified, panoplied, and will be judged in the great day. 

(w) These persecutors of the Lord's saints are 
to ·be pitied for their ignorance of the very alpha!bet 
of God's saving truth as revealed in His precious 
word. The word here is paidonta, from pais a child, 
and means patiently and lovingly to teach them the 
rudiments of salvation as they are utterly ignorant 
of the first principles and consequently grieve the 
Holy Spirit by fighting against His work, the only 
hope of the world. John Fletcher says perfect love 
is an angel so .beautiful and charming that t'he devil 
has to throw a bear-skin over it, before he can ever get 
his hell-hounds to chase it, as in that case they think 
it is a bear, therefore we should, as here we have the 
statement in reference to this love-slave, patiently, 
kindly, gently, and sweetly catechise the ~nti-holiness 
people, at the same time flooded with loving-kindness 
and inundated with disinterested ~hilanthropy; in
spired and exhilarated by indefatigable faith in God 
to give us t'he victory. 

(x) As the Lord gave me the sanctified experi
ence fifteen years before the Holiness Movement 
crossed the Ohio at Cincinnati, invading Dixie-land, 
rolling on its hallowed wave like a sea of glory all the 
way to the equatorial seas and from the great Atlantic 
to the Mexican border; meanwhile in condescending 
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mercy using your humble servant as a pioneer 
through the different states belting the continent in 
this lovely land whose climate is so genial contrast
ively with the Canadian blizzards, I had a diversity 
of thrilling experiences, even mobbed on different oc
casions and sometimes threatened with immediate 
death; as the secular papers aU wrote me up as a 
crazy man; meanwhile the Lord never failed to give 
me a glorious Pentecostal revival if the people would 
only let rne stay till I had time to preach conviction 
on the sinners and spiritual illuminations on the un
sanctified Christians. We should never ·be dis
couraged by the intensity of opposition. 

(y) Far out on the Mexican border, the population 
almost exclusively barbaric Mexicans and border ruf
fians from the United States and Europe, in the prov
idence of God a Gospel son of mine who had trans
ferred from my conference to that far-off land, 
called me to assist him in his labor of love. On ar
rival, an old Methodist preacher met me and told 
me that he brought with him four promising sons to 
that country and they had all been murdered. Walk
fog through the grave-yard, I was surprised to find 
many graves superscri'bed, "This man was mur
dered," giving date, and actually one double grave 
stating that they were both murdered while walking 
for recreation under the beautiful Mesquite trees 
within the city limits. A man walked up to me and 
advised me to get a.way, observing that a traveler was 
killed lby a robber on the spot a few days previously; 
having lassoed him in lbroad daylight, dragging him 
with his fleet horse a hundred yards, robbing him, 
and making his escape leaving him' to die. The 
Methodist, the largest church in the city was packed 
with people and I preached four or five days, shak
ing them all over hell ; unearthing all the .hidden 
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things of darkness and giving them a constant pano
rru_n.a of a bottomless hell, a topless heaven, and a 
boundless eternity. The night meeting began with 
the setting sun, the house at that time well filled and 
people hurrying up · so that they could get in. While 
ringing the 1bell a half an hour by sun, a superan
nuated preacher living there with his children came 
to me and stated that they were going to mob me 
that night, as there was no train over the Sunset 
Road, eastbound, till two in the morning, and that 
they had made all arrangements to guard me at their 
house till they could get me on the train as the only 
possible expedient to save my life. 

( z) He begged me to quit ringing and go home 
with him and stay; certifying, you will have no meet
ing tonight, as they are coming to mob you, and your 
life is in dange~. I felt wonderfully encouraged by 
the information that the devil was stirring all hell. A 
certain evidence that God was going to do a mighty 
work in that Sodom of the Wild West. I said, 
"Brother Walker, as you are afraid and I am not, we 
will turn the proposition around, you stay here and 
I will protect you." "Yes," · he said, "but you can't 
preach tonight, as they are not going to let you; but, 
take you and do you violence." Again ther crowded 

• the house, and I could see Satan in tht!m as big as 
a rhinoceros and hell-fire flashing from their eyes. 
I took for my text, "The wicked shall be turned into 
hell with all the nations that forget God," and en
joyed perfect liberty; meanwhile God wonderfully 
helped me. Hitherto, I had invited no seekers, heed
ing the maxim of Sam Jones, "Get the water hot 
before you scald hogs." Before I wound up, many 
people actually fell from their sea.ts, stricken down 
with thunderbolt conviction. I opened the altar and 
a round hundred poured into it; God actually drop-
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ping down from heaven a Pentecostal cyclone, and 
such a revivial beggars the English language to reveal 
with ~ts four hundred fifty thousand words, so you 
have to draw on your imagination. I staid twenty
three days, and eternity alone will tell the mighty 
works God wrought, actually leading the holiness 
fighters captive at the will of His love-slave . • 

• 
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SATAN'S SIDE-TRACKS. 
INTRODUCTION. 

There are many side-tracks for the holi
ness people. By the term holiness I mean 
the only religion that takes people to 
heaven (Heb. 12 : 14) : "Follow peace with all 
men, and holiness, without which no man shall 
see the Lord." The Revised Version gives 
it, "the sanctification, without which no man 
shall see the Lord." It is pertinent here to 
state that holiness and sanctification in the 
Bible are precisely synonymous, there being 
but one Greek word, hagiasmos, which is in
discriminately translated holiness or sanctifi
cation, at the option of the translator. It is 
always received by a second work of grace. 
In that memorable valedictory prayer of our 
Lord, in which He so fervently prays for the 
sanctification of all His disciples then living 
and all who should become His disciples in 
the oncoming ages, He specifically and repeat
edly says, ~'.J PWY nAt.. for the worl~" i. e., 
not for sinners, as they really constitute the 
world, conyersion J?ringing them out of the 

s 
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world, and sanctification taking the world out_ 
pf them. "The King's highway of holiness" · 
(Isa. 35: 8) is the grand trunk.line wnich our 
loving H'.eavenly Father built about the time 
of the fall, extending from a world of sin and 
misery up to a heaven of bliss and perennial 
glory. Tl,iis world is full of roads zigzagging 
in all conceivable directions. They are but 
the mazy tracks running hither and thither 
over the broad road that leads to death. The. 
~is full of clamor, the cultm;eQ. elergy_ 
evervwhere shouting, "Lo, this is the wa¥ ! " 
~while a still, small voice, only audible 
~ circumcised ears, is mmdgg gn eyer£._ 
heavenly breeze, .filld repeatigg:, ni~ht and dav, 
"I am the Wa.y, the Trnt.b,__and the Life." 
Among the 6,ooo religious denominations, the 
Lord has a people so meek, lowly, and unas
suming as to be unknown, misunderstood, 
discarded, and anathematized by the proud 
ecclesiasticisms that have already compro
mised with the worJd, and con5equently been 
subsidized by the enemy. Satan was a great 
archangel (Lucifer) before he fell, and has 
very largely retained his transcendent intel
lectual power in his fallen state. So an at
tempt to cope with him intellectually can 
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only ultimate in the most signal defeat and · · 
terrible disaster. }ie constantly lays under · 
contribution all his vast intellectual power, 
in order to defeat God's holy people. He has 
too much sense to waste his ammunition on 
dead churches, as he knows that if they go 
on in the even tenor of their way, he will dump 
them into hell in due time. But oh, how he 
does lay under contribution his gigantic in
tellect, his diabolical chicanery, and marshal 
all the myrmidons of the pit, and literally 
embargo earth and hell, to defeat the Holiness 
Movement. 

Satan is willing to have the world in com
motion. He cares not how many movements 
are dashing in panorama, ea~t, west, north, 
and south, just so they move neither Godward 
nor heavenward. When I sp~ak of the Holi
ness Movement, I mean the trend toward 
God, holiness and heaven in every land and 
clime. I have traveled in forty States in the 
Union, and twice in Europe, Asia, and Africa, 
meanwhile sailing on the seas with several 
different nationalities, but always found the 
Holiness people. We are poor, weak, de
spised, and nninfluential, but we have gone to 
the ends of the eai;th1 preachin~ holiness tq 
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the Lord and the near coming of our King. 
· We give Satan more trouble than two hun
dred and fifty millions of Roman Catholics, a 
hundred millions of Greek Catholics, a hun
dred and seventy-five millions of Protestants 
in their respective ecclesiastical attitudes. 
We have no creed but God's infallible word, 
no savior but Jesus, ' and no leader but the 
Holy Ghost, and know no authority but God 
revealed by His Word, Spirit, and Providence. 
King Jesus is our Captain. We are fighting 
for the same victory over the. whole world 
which we already enjoy in our own hearts 
and lives, by the power of His omnipotent 
grace, walking in the light of His infallible 
Word, Spirit, and Providence. Diabolus un
derstands the situation, and knows he never 
can, with the combined powers of earth and 
hell, conquer the Holiness people. Conse
quently his only alternative is to side-track 
them. f trow xou know the character e£ the 
rllilroad switch by which the train is side
tracked. It starts out apparently perfectl}' 
parallel with the main track, so as to bewilder _ 
all ordinary people, and sometimes even pu~ 
zle the trainmen to d@tegt it When you first . 
gcl" on it, . the course seems all right, and the ._,.... 

I 
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deflection so g:t:adual, that you djsrniss th• 

matter from your mind, give way to drowsi
ness, and take a nap, to wake up after a long • 
time, and find that you are actually turned 
around, and as you discover the rising sun, 
after a night's journey, you are actually goin,g
diametrically in the opposite direction, and 
running back whence you started. 

POPULAR HOLINESS. 

I doubt whether all the genius of hell has 
ever succeeded in inventing a side-track more 
prolific of wreckage, desolation, and damnation 
than popular holiness. Jesus says, ~'The 

world hates me." John says, 11 All the world 
lieth in the wicked one." God says, "Satan 
is the god of this age." Jes us prophesied to 
all His disciples, "The hatred and persecu
tion of the world." He said, " If .they called 
the master of the house Beelzebub, what will 
they call the inmates of His house?" James 
says, "The friendship of the world is enmity 
to God." You can not be holy and not be suf
ficiently like Jesus to provoke the animosity ?f 
wicked people, and incur the disgust, crit
icism, and persecutioa of carnal professors. 

The first three hundred years of the Chris.-
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tian era we were deluged with the blood of 
the saints, beginning with Jesus, and followed 
with Stephen and the desolating tide that 
swept over Judea, Samaria: and Syria, under 
the leadership of the persecuting Saul of Tar
sus, which did not down with his miraculous 
conversion, but still survived under the lead
ership of the enraged priesthood, till, three 
years subsequently, when the converted and 
sanctified Paul returned to Jerusalem to undo 
his bad :work in former years, he was forced 
to :fly for his life, and seek refuge again in 
Tarsus, his native land. All the apostles, ex
cept John, who is believed to have been trans
lated, sealed their faith with their blood. So 
far as we know their history, a similar fate 
overtook all of their prominent apostolical 
compeers. I have frequently stood in the 
great Colise.um at Rome, 1,800 feet in circum
ference, 160 feet up .to the eaves, all massive 
stone, with a seating capacity for a hundred 
thousand spectators. It was the great impe
rial theater, where cruel eyes daily gazed down 
upon the bloody spectacles of Christians 
cruelly devoured by the wild beasts, which, in 
lairs artificially constructed under the moun
tain hard by, were led out opportunely, bay~ 



ing been well starved, so that they would de
vour them expeditiously and voraciously. 
This began from the reign of Nero, A. D. 68, 
and continued till the conversion of the Em
peror Constantine, A. D. 313. While the 
Christians were used to fatten the wild beasts 
in the Coliseum for the entertainment of the 
cruel multitude, who paid their money for the 
sight, and, besmeared with turpentine, were 
set on fire to light the imperial parks by 
night, and throughout the world-wide empire, 
pursuant to the cruel imperial edicts, indis
criminately and remorselessly burnt at the 
stake, Christianity shone with au undimmed 
splendor, tr.uly the "lig-ht of the world " .and 
the "salt of the earth. " After the emperor 
embraced Christianity and proclaimed it the 
religion of the empire, turning thousands of 
heathen temples into Christian churches, 
thus suddenly promoting the despised and 
persecuted saints from the lion's mouth and 

·the burning stake to Cresar's palace and the 
front of the empire, a 'mist and a darkness 
~the Church, becoming more and mon;. 

~ismal and foggy, till priestcraft was foisted ..., 
upon the once fair escutcheon of apostles and . 

"martyrs; and ~was not long 1mtjl the hlood_y / 
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~secutor again lifted his hydra-head in th¢_.......i 
midst of the nominal Church, thus inangurat- ..,. 
ing the bloody annals of papi~tical ¥ersecn-, 
.tiQ.u.... gear the warning, 0 ye pilgrims, a!Jd 
govern yourselves accordingly! When the_ 
Holiness Movement becomes popular, h~ 
grave is dug and her shroud prepared. She. 

of £.re blood, war, 
but like 

a tale that is told, a matter of the forlorn and 
dreary past _, 
r 

MATERIALISTIC INFIDELITY. 

You cannot enjoy the experience of holi
ness unless you abide in New Testament 
simplicity,-utter ruin by the fall, complete 
redemption by Christ, received and appropri
ated by faith; eternal rewards of the right
eous, and endless punishment .of the wicked ; 
a real and actual hell; a heaven of unmin
gled joy, fadeless and eternal bliss ; the res
urrection of the bo4y, both of the just and of 
the unjust; the return of Jesus to the earth, 
and His glorious and eternal kingdom. We 
live in an age alarmingly prolific of heresies. 
They flood the churches and abound in the 
pulpits, Protestant as well as Papistical. 
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Satan gives himself but little concern about 
dead, formal ·professors, as he knows that, 
without a mfraculous intervention · of the 
Holy Spirit, he is sure of them. Not so with 
the Holiness people. Satan knows they are 
heaven-born and heaven-bound, and, if true 
to their profession, gone out of his clutches 
forever. Consequently, he lays under em
bargo earth and hell to side-track them from 
the highway of holiness. While he exhibits his 
infidelity unmasked to the world, to the Lord's 
true people he :ilways invests it in the sacred 
robes of Christianity. ~faterialistic jnfidelity 
<;omes under tb.e coguem@J;l. of Christianity and 
,b_oliness,,.st~aling in under the shadows of spir
itual night _j proves the vampire that sucks,,. 
!way every dr~p of blood and vitality, leaving. 
fts victim a spiritual corpse. 

As an org-anizatjon of materialistic infidelity 
Seventh-day Adventism is very prominent in: 

This country .. I meet it on the banks of the At
... lantic and Pacific, and throughout the great in

terior. It comes to the front, makes bold pro
fessio:1s, not infreguently professin~ sanc.:tifiGas. 
tion. H Judaizes on the Mosaic Sabbath. To 
llils we would not object, if they would keep 
the New Testament Sabbath also, which God 
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requires, responsively to the conscience of 
Christendom (r Cor. 8: 12), "And you so 
sinning against the brethren and wounding 
their weak conscience, are sinning against 
Christ." This and other parallel passages 
prove that we can not sin against the con
science of Christians and not at the same 
time sin against Christ. Let them keep Sat
urday as a holy Sabbath to their hearts' con
tent ; but this does not exonerate them from 
keeping Sunday. We must not only satisfy 
our own consciences, but the consciences of 
God's people. Christ pronounces a woe on 
those who cause offenses, or do anything by 
which a "brother stumbles or is made weak." 
This, however, is comparatively a .small item -
of the heresies propagated . by these people 
from ocean to ocean with a zeal which well 
deserves a better cause. Th~ 
e~aracteristic of these heretics is their 
everywhere avowed adhesion to a yain, Orien
tal philosophy, which is simply materialistic 
infidelity, actually rep11diating the very exis
t~nce of the soul and spirit, identifying the lat
ter with the air y011 breathe, and making the.. 
former nothing hut physical life ..... T4ey de-:

.fil)iritualize youi. thus making you noth°Tui-

I 
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but a great intellectual brute. The;y are 
more heretical an spiritirnlity than the hea
thens, who allow you to have vour soul, while 
t~ese people take it from you, thus hrutalizin2" 
).'.OU..J Tjiey are sometimes denominated SQQ} 

s.leepers. This is a mistake. as they do not 
believe you have a soul They do not believe 
ig heaven or hell, separate and distinct from 
this. world. In their enthusiasm to depsychize 
man they do not spr;rn~ the I,ord Jesns Christ, 
but deny to Him an immortal human soul 
and spirit..;.. thus shocking to say, even bru
talizing Hjs humanity;. thus illustrating the 
awful extremity to which the creed-worship
ers are driven. They literally identify s~ 
and body, th.us ghdng you no existence wh.a_t
ever between death aa<J the resurrection,;.. 

They are open and avowed No-hellites an 
.the annihilati0a -@xegesis..,. While their doc
trines are so flagrantly heretical and false, t~ 
~e the greatest pros@lyters on whom the sun,, 
]Doks down In reference to such, Jesus says, 
" You compass sea and land to make one pros
elyte, and when he may be made, you make 
him twofold more the son of hell than your
selves" (Matt. 23 : 15). Of such Paul says, 
" For of these are those creeping into houses 
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and leading captive little women, male and 
female, having been laden with sins, being 
led about by various lusts, always learning, 
and never being able to come to the perfect 
knowledge of the truth." That is precisely 
what these people are doing in all these broad 
lands. Gunaikara-A. V., silly women-is a 
diminutive not in the feminine, but in the 
neuter gender. Hence it means weak, silly 
people, both male and female. Wherever 
they go their contact is pestilential and 
deadly. As a rule they are adepts in the arts 
of flattery and blandishment. They are very 
cunning in their despiritualizing sophistries, 
actually perplexing weak minds with their 
plausible theories, and overwhelming them 
with their perversions of Scriptures, which, 
to unilluminated eyes, they craftily subsidize 
to the support of their dogmatisms. When 
once you are derailed from the great trnnk
line of holiness to the Lord, darkness soon 
begins its eclipse of your spiritual apprehe1?,
sions, and you get out farther and farthet 
into the fogs of materialism, till the light of 
the indwelling Spirit, first growing- dim, 
eventually evanesces, leaving you in the dis
mal darkness of doubt and unbelief, ready to ,/ 
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_Eursue any false light which diabolical caprice 
way flash through gloom, momentarily re-.. , 
viying hope. which bas already gone out i!! 
total eclipse.Jill again you really muster res.; 
olution, and resolve ta extricate yourself from 
the dismal guags of forlorn hope. So ag:ain · 
~ou bound forward, determined, despite all 
ii_fliculties, to regain your lost ground, only...?
·to your unutterable mortification, to find that 
the light which flashed around you is but the .,. 
phosphorescent glare of the ignz°£ ,fatuus, 
whose delusive ra Ii hts u unreal worlds 
an g ows but to betray. This materialistic 
infidelity under the fair escutcheon of Chri; 

.. .Jianity, is creeping into our holiness associa
tions, and, in many cases, working sad hayoc, 
undermining the simplicity of their faith, 
diverting the eye away from Jesus to some 

_xain human dogma which conduces to ego
tistical inflations rather than godly edifka-
~ makmg people wise above what is writ
ten, and transforming them from the pure, 
simple worship of the Heavenly Trinity to 
conservatism, to vain human dogmata, thus 
grieving away the Holy Spirit, their expe
riences evanescing, vanity, self-conceit, pride, 
and ere long Satan resuming his throne in 
their heart. 
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l'\ICOLAITANISM. 

We find the Churches in the post-apostru
ical age awfully infested with this heresy. = 
Among the seven churches of Asia Minor, 
addressed by John in the Apocalypse, about 
A. D. n5-20-for John was re.ally the patri
arch of the apostolic Church, in the provi
dence of God permitted to live a whole gen
eration after every other apostle had received 
his golden harp-most of the primitive saints 
had already gone to glory, leaving many 
new convetj:s, who had perhaps not gone deep 
into the mysteries of experimental godliness. 
Meanwhile a very fearful apostasy had super
vened after the glorifi':ation of the apostles 
and their evangelical comrades. Conse
quently, at the time of John's writing, which 
was near the close of a triumphant century 
in the ministry of the living Word, some very 
p.tal heresies had crept into the churches, 
among which Nicolaitanism seems to 
h~ve been most prominent. While theolo
gians have generally been variant, indeci
sive, and somewhat disharmonious in the ex
egesis of this heresy, thus leaving Bible read
ers much at sea in reference to its real mean
ing, we have the unmistakable verdict of God 1 
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in His most withering denunciation and con
demnation of the Nicolaitans, in His positive 
affirmation that He hated them. The best 
we i::an do by way of solution is a simple anal
ysis of the word by which the Holy Ghost 
designates these heretics. N_kclaitan is a 
c~mpaund word. from n£kaa, t<L.conquer, and 

jg,os, the people. Hence it literally mea~, 
dominion over the people; that is, the predi
iection for supremacy; as Paul says, '~ Dio-

"trophes loved the pre-eminence " Ambition 
to work in the lead is one of the last vestiges 
of the carnal mind to be eliminated · and sur
~ived in the i:;i11ctified experience. In the 
Holiness Movement the Holy Ghost must 
r'eign without a rival, or the experience will 
......... . . 
evanesce, as He 1s gneved away, . and fatal 
collapse is the inevitable consequence. The 
apostles predicted the rise of ambitiou5 lead
ers from the rank and file of the Church, and 
terrible calamities following, as they always 
do, in the track of human leadership. The 
Holiness Movement is this day seriously im
periled by human leadership. Parties are 
rising, east, west, north, and south, led by 
bold spirits, and, as we seriously fear, to the 
danger and detriment of the Holiness Move-
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m~t. As unworthy a man as myself has 
been earnestly :solicited to become a party 
leader. While the Holiness people in Texas 
five years ago were suffering an awful perse· 
cution, they wrote to me to come and organ
ize a Holiness Church for the State of Texas. 
Of course, I did not go. When the persecu
tion ceases the power always wanes, and fre
quently even the experiem:e utterly evanesces. 

While on the one hand the temptation to 
become leaders is supereminent, and great lia
bility of yielding to it and falling in the wake 
of our denominational predecessors, simply to 
add oJtr tribll:te to the Valley of Dry Bones 
(Ezekiel 37), and become propagators of a 

, party instead of heralds of the everlasting gos
pel ; the predilection on the part of the people 
to encourage the rise of these human leaders 
is a fearful omen of their dissatisfaction with 
their divine leadership, as in case of Israel 
when they asked for a king. Though God 
was sorely grieved over their dissatisfaction 
with His ruling, He reluctantly yielded, and 
it marked a notable epoch in their apostasy , 
expediting that downward and worldward 
trend which, in the roll of centuries, culmina
ted in that awful Babylonian captivity. The 



same is true of the gospel ages. _God, in His 
mercy, responsive to the cry of .a few true 
J:iearts, r.~ches down His gsui.ipatent arm and 
raises up a people fot-UimseH, as in ths days_ 
of huther, Bunyan, Knox, ~\~x, and lNesley.
So long as they remain in the primitive sim
plicity of the New Testament they are more 

"flian a match for earth and hell combined. 
When they are no long-er content to walk 

.,,elone with an unseen God, led by the Holy 
Ghost.along the King's highway, they soQll 

get stranded, foundered and wrecked._ ~ 
..:_world of wreckage, God has again looked 
down with pitying eye, and raised Y]3 the ....,,_ 
Holmess people to witness to His glory :iltHh 

preach the everlasting gospel to the ends of 
)he earth, thus hastening His coming to-..,. 
reign in righteousness If .. we can not, as a ...). 
people, keep our eye on Jesus, and be con- ., 
tent with the sovereign leadership of the 
Hcly Ghost tne Spmt will be grieved away, =
the power turned to human weakness, the_ 
clear light of full salvation testimony dwindle, 
into the ignis [atuus of mere fanatiristBi.. 
M_eanwhile the world will see Ichabod (the. 
glory is departed) superscribed on our escutch-

..eo.o...:.__oh, what incorrigible predilection in 



the human heart for a visible leader ! How 
cxceedingly difficult for people ever to get 
Mosaic faith! We read that when he fled 

. from Pharaoh, "he went out as seeing Him 
who is invisible." The true saint walks by 
faith, and not by sight. We must, as a peo
ple, oblivious of all human and partisan al
liances, gather around the great Captain of 
our salvation, and be content to follow Him 
only. This temptation has two hemispheres 
about equally potent: On the one hand, prom
inent preachers are powerfully tempted.to be
come leaders, while the rank and file of the 
Holiness people are ready to turn away their 
eyes from the Invisible One, and concentrate 
their vision on some mortal, moving among 
them. "The things which are seen are tem
poral; but the things which are not seen are 
eternal." 

FANATICISM. 

Satan always does his best to run sanctified 
people into wild fanaticism. He does this by 
sending an evil spirit (the air is full of these 
demons of whom Satan is commander-in
chief), whose office is invested in the habili
ments of an angel of light by his diabolical 
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chicanery, to play off on his victim and pass 
himself for the Holy Ghost. At first he pre
sents good and plausible things and laudable 
motives, but in some way out of harmony 
with the will of God as to time, place, and 
environments, thus, by little and insignificant 
beginnings, superinducing a deflection from 
the cloudless noonday of the Word, Spirit, 
and Providence, until yo:u ultimately get rad
ically revolutionized and fatally turned out of 
the straight and narrow way of holiness to 
the Lord, till, right-about faced, you are now 
traveling down to hell instead of up to heaven, 
still retaining your profession of holiness, but 
contradicting it by your life, like a woman 
quite celebrated as a teacher of holiness in 
Tacoma, Wash., who, at the time of my infor
mation, was attending balls and theatres, not 
as a participant, but, as she claimed, that she 

. might win the people to Christ who fre
quented such places, thus flatly contradicting 
J_>aul in r Thess. 5: 22, "Avoid every evil sight." 

I have known of people, making a loud pro
fession of sanctification, going so far into fanat
icism as to become utterly .unteachable. In 
that case they are so completely side-tracked 
by Sl=lt3:t! H~;it 9ln' Qnly possible resort to s~v~ 

. _. . ·-- -

• 
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them is by prayer, as in the case of an infidel or 
a haughty reprobate. 

True Christians are always open to light, 
truth, and conviction. This is preeminently 
true in the sanctified experience. There iS · 
but one effectual guaranty against fanaticism, 
and that is the triple leadership of the infalli
ble One. God has provi~ed ample fortifica
tion against all the side-tracking agencies of 
Satan's myrmidons in this wonderful and in
fallible triple leadership of the Word, Spirit, 
and Providence. The Word is for the enlight
enment and edification of the intellect ; the 
Spirit is for the illumination, sanctification, 
and guidaace of your own spirit; while God's 
Providence environs, cares for, and leads your 
body. If you follow the Word to the exclu
sion of .the Spirit and Providence, you will 
degenerate into dead formality. If you follow 
Providen~e without due appreciation of the 
Word and Spirit, you are in danger of drifting 
away into cold Deism. While if you follow 
the Spirit, to the exclusion of the Word and 
Providence, you thereby open the door for a 
demon arrayed as an angel of light, and pas
sing himself for the. Holy Ghost, to creep in 
11nd fatally delude you. It is utterly unsafe 
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from this consideration- i. e.,· the liability of 
demoniacal intervention and delusion-to 
adopt the maxim of following the Holy Gh~st 
unconditionally. He does not want us to fol
low Him ; but His mission on the earth is to 
get us all to follow Jes us. He does not speak 
of Himself, but always speaks of Jesus. "So 
many as are led by the Spirit of God, they 
are the sons of God" (Rom. 8: J4). So it is 
our glorious privilege to be constantly led by 
the Holy Spirit; but He always leads us right 
in the track, with our eye on Jesus. As the 
Holy Spirit has no incarnation, these shrewd 
and tricky demons can counterfeit Him. 
They were all once angels in heaven before 
they lost their first estate (Jude 6). Conse
quently, they know how to play the angel, 
and pass themselves for the Holy Ghost. As 
Jesus has a perfect, glorified body, and these 
demons have no incarnation, they can not 
counterfeit Him. Thus you have the infalli
ble example of Jesus revealed in the four 
Gospels. Consequently you have nothing to 
do but to study His biography, and live. a~ He 
lived, walking in His footprints and keepi,ng 
your eye on Him. In that case the Holy 
Ghost will always lead you by the hand, ~iv-
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ing you constant victory over all your ene
mies, your way shining brighter and brighter 
unto the perfect day. Consequently, thus 
fortified, you never can go astray. 

SECT ARIANISM. 

Heresy is a Greek word, and means sepa
ration. It was applied to the Christian 
Church in the beginning, because it was 
regarded as a separation from the Jewish 
Church (Acts 25). Its subsequent use was 
denotive of factions rising in the Christian 
Church, and becoming nuclei of sects, which 
eventually developed _into denominations. 
After the great Constantinian apostasy in the 
fourth century, which was soon expedited by 
the fall of the Roman Empire, A. D. 476, and 
the barbarian armies, under the leadership of 
Attila, conquered the empire, captured Rome, 
and took possession of C::esar's golden palace, 
thus developing that awful downward trend 
which resulted in the eclipse of ancient civ
ilization and the inauguration of Satan's mil
lennium, which continued a thousand years, 
during which learning. was utterly neglected, 
the arts and sciences forgotten, till Satan 
rei&"ned over a world filled with dar~ness, s<;> 
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dense and gross as to justly merit the historic 
cognomen of the Dark Ages, during which 
not one man in a thousand could read or 
write, shaken by the triumphant tread of the 
Goths, Huns, and Vandals-the aborigines of 
the mighty Russian Empire of this day
every king tottered and dropped from his 
throne, not a civil ruler on the earth surviv
ing to protect his subjects from anarchy, mis
rule, violence, and bloodshed. Thus the sixth 
head of the Roman beast (Rev. 13) being 
wounded unto death, the seventh head ~uper
vened, the papacy rising to the supremacy of , 
the world, temporal and spiritual, dictating to 
kings, princes, and potentates, levying wars 
and proclaiming peace• conservatively to its 
arrogant autocracy, boldly appropriating the 
keys of the kingdom (Matt. r6), and assum
ing the vicarage of Christ and the vicegerency 
of God in the rulership of the world, consol
idated into one universal empire, political 
and ecclesiastical, and dominated by the pope 
with a rod of iron. Under this mammoth 
misrule every · perceivable disharmony was 
denominated heresy, . and consigned to the 
flames of the merciless Inquisition. When I 
-w~ i,n St. Peter's Catheg;-al1 it! ~orµe1 ! s~00q 
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and contemplated, with vivid memories of 
the dark and bloody past, the great bronze 
statue of St. Martinique, the canonized in
ventor of the Inquisition, symbolized by a 
mad dog standing by him with a bundle of 
fagots in his mouth, swift to catch, and ready 
to burn all heretics. Satan is the great coun
terfeiter. When he gets possession of a 
church, he is shrewd to detect and courgeous 
to punish all opposition under the cognomen 
of here<>y. So, without the clear illumina
tion of the Holy Ghost and the- aadouded..
light of God's Wqrd, you will never be ~0111.:_, 

petent to discriminat 

real and true children of God living on ear.!h 
j nd in glory. Christ is the anlL Head. the ... 
Jjoly Ghost, the Conlli.Gtet:,.. ~generator .. 
~and .Keeper. There is constant 
liability of ambitious leaders ri~ing and de
taching souls from the mystical, spiritual 
body, and leading them off on various lines 
of human device and enterprise, thus devel-

. oping sects and growing into denominations. 
If you are going to keep sanctified, Jesus must 
be all and in all. You must know no cre~d 
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but the New Testament, and no interpreter 
but the Holy Ghost. God wants to give you 
the glorious freedom of His Son, your Saviour 
and Elder Brother. You have no time nor 
love to bestow on a human creed. You must 
be dead to everything but God and His Word; 

· must die so dead that no desire shall rise to 
pass for good or great or wise in any but your 
Saviour's eyes. 9hurchism and human dog
.!filltism will diyide your heart with Christ.v 
g_rieve away the Holy Spirit, and ruin yout) 
experience. Really, the nominal Christian 
world is full

1 
of idolatry. The Roman Cath

olics constantly indulge in Mariolatry, ~ 
worship of the apostles, especially Peter, and 
the ange~ Among the Protestants there is 
;115h ecclesialatry..;. i. e., ch.urch worshi~ 
a~ion of a fine, costly edifice, a great pi~ 
Qrgfin, a magnificent choir • '1rlth no salya
.1i.on},.an eloquent pastor, pomp, pageantry, and 
display,, Some are guilty of hydrolatry i}· e., 
Wij.ter worship J.,.baye known Holiness peo
ple rniuedin that way, running after imm;
sion, and getting away from.Christ. We have 
no criticism .for immersion or any other form 
of water baptism; unless you magnify it so as 
to impute to it saving validity. In that case 
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you have become an idolater, lost your sanc
tification, and are in great danger of losing 
your soul. Jesus will tolerate no rival in the 
form of church ordinances, fine edifices, pomp 
and parade of any kind. You must keep low 
at the feet of Jesus, satisfied with Him alone, 
or your experience will evanesce before you 
are aware. 

COME-OUTISM. 

If you are truly sanctified, you see Jesus 
only. His hand is on you, while your eye is 
on Him continually. Meanwhile, the Holy 
Spirit is your Guide, Illuminator, and Com
forter. Amiq these heavenly environments, 
walking in the light of God's Word, Spirit, 
and Providence, in the enjoyment of the glori
ous freedom of the saints in light, you need 
not be surprised at revolutions radical and 
undreamed of. There is at least a probability 
that God will lead you away from all the rudi
ments and predilections of childhood and 
youth, transmitted from a noble ancestry 
whose names you revere, and whose memories 
you love. Consequently, all sorts of changes 
in your religious environments are a constant 
probability. If God leads you tg change your ,,,... 



church relationship, joyfully say, Amen. IL 
the people burlesque you as a "come-outer," 
~il the reproach of Christ with a glad heaj;t, 
and be not discouraged nor jostled in your un
deviating, heaven-bound journey. In all thilii

you are really no come-outer. The mistake 
of come-outism is not withdrawal from all re
ligious organizations, but antagonism to the 
same. This is a great mistake, and a fatal 
maneuver of Satan. He knows there is 
strength in union, and utter weaknei;;s, with 
perpetual defeat, in disharmony. 

~ When a little schoolboy I read of an old 
~ -

i;pan who bad 6ve sons who troubled him 
much by frequently guarreling and fighting. 
When death looked him in the face, be sent 
jor all of his boys. Then he requested 
them to go out to the woods, and every 
one pick up a drv stick. When they 
arrived with their five sticks, he had them all 
Jied up in a -bn~hich he committed to 
the youngest one, telling him to break 1t. He 
did his best, but failed. Then he handed it 
to the next older, who also failed. So it went 
on, in the order of their a2"es, till each one in 
turn made a stalwart effort ta break the bun
dle, ~he eldest of al1, robust and strong, 111ak-
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i_gg- quite a herculean pull on it, but failin~ 

like his four younger brothers. J:'.inally the 
oJd man ordered the bundle to be untied and 
the sticks distributed, one to each boy, as in 
the beginning. Then he ordered each one to 
break his stick, which he did almost without 
an effort. Then the old man followed with 
his valedictory exhortation, urging them to 
always stand toi;ether, as the only guaranty 
egamst collapse and ruin.. • 

The New Testament Church is very simple, 
being nothing but a holiness band with a 
sanctified leader and a sanctified sexton_.:.._i. e., 
the bishop and the deacon, and a board of 
elders, consisting of saints enjoying spiritual 
seniority. God is the author of this organi
zation. So rest assured God believes in or
'ganization, and is Himself the great Organi
zer of the universe, physical and spiritual. 
When_you abnegate and ~etagonize all church 
organization, you grieye the Holy Ghost, and 
can not long keep your experience. Preach
mg come-outism is not only homog~neous but 
identical with preaching sectarianism. In 
either case you have left the gospel, and gone 
off after a miserable human dogma. We have 
no right to preach anything but Jesus, cruci-
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fied for a guilty world, and omnipotent to 
save to the uttermost. 

Honey is the best fly-cat!;hey. We must be 
full of perfect love, ready to preach and work 
for souls anywhere. The great trouble with 
come-outism is, it closes all doors against us. 
God wants them open, so we can go in and 
preach the everlasting gospel. Many Holi'ness 
people close themselves out, and thus lose 
their usefulness. . The world is ru$hing into 
hell with locomotive speed. We must do our 
utmost to keep every door" open, that we may 
save some. I do not mean that we shall com
promise with sin and error. This. we dare 
not do. We should adopt the motto, "Suavi
ter in modo, et fortz"ter in re" (Sweetly in 
l!lanner, and brayely in fac.4; i. e., JVe give 

).hem soft words, but hard truths • yte mus> 
~e trne as angels, and full of the sweet, ~ 
~et lsv@ which will eyer make u~~ all things. 
,Jg all mel!{' that we may save some. God 
bas sanctified you that you may save others. 
Therefore we must be " wise as serpents and 
harmless as doves." We must be so flooded 
.with loye that, as Fletcher aid1 ~' the devil 
will have to cover us with a bearski~ to 2"S.t 
h ;.s hell-hounds to chase us." 
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STARVATION. 

A dead man never eats, a sick man eats but 
little, while a blooming youth in perfect 
health is a gormandizer. 

Sanctification gives you perfect health, and 
makes you young forever ; therefore th sanc
tified soul must eat. The Bible is the grand 
thesaurus of soul pabulum. All good books 
~nd papers explaining the Bible are the tabl~ 
implements dispensing the food; hence }'.Oll 

must feed on · e night aud e~~. 
You must read Holiness literature, otherwise 

you will become weak and feeble, like carnal 
people . . 

You may have a fine education, and be a 
great reader, yet if you do not make the Bible 
your constant text-book, you will starve to 
death. 

Oral teaching is all right, and you should 
avail yourself of golden opportunities offered 
at camp-meetings and conventions where you 
can have the most efficient Bible-teachers ac
cessible. A good book is simply a teacher in 
another form, which you can carry with you, 
and enjoy in the quiet circle of your home. 

The sanctified people who do not become 
assiduous Bible students never amount to 
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much; as a rule, they leak, and their expe
riences evanesce. It is only a question of 
time ; they are destined to starve to death . 

..::.,__The church is the "School of Christ," in 
which the Holy Ghost teaches the saints the· 

<deep things of God, using the elect living and. 
dead, giving instruction oral and epistolary. 
- You must avail yourself of eyery opPQr
tunity to lay in a supply of soul-food. You 
~ liyingJor eternity, and have no time to 
-waste ou transitory trash. You will soon leap 
out of your body, and leave it forever, so far_ 
as a mortal tenement is concerned. If your 

Soul is all right, your body will soon be in
vested with fadeless glory 
• Therefore you have but one thin~ to d~ 
and that is to look after your immortal soul. 
Eeed it on good, wholesome food, and it will' .. 
grow into giantb00d, and continue to grow 
through all eternity. If you do not give it an' 
ample supply of genuine, hygienic, spiritual _ 
pabulum, it will emaciate, spindle, dwarf, and 
dte. - · -Remember that Satan is determined to 
starve you to death. Beware of his devices. 
He will persuade that intellectual food ·will 
suffice. This is his climacterical lie. You 

a 
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are not an intellect, but an immortal soul ; 
hence you can only subsist on the Bible and 
Holiness literature. 

As a rule the "so-called church" is a morgue 
full of spiritual corpses1-whose constant pu
trefaction produces miasmafa, pestilential and _ 
_deadly..._, In these churches there is no soul-
food, consequently starvation is the order of 
the day. , If you would enjoy life and beaWa.r -_you must fly away from graveyards, dcad.,-
'1.lousesruid~e.. ~ 

':Qie people who live in heaven must ns;>t 
.Qnly have life, but health. As heaven is a 
pedect world, perfect health is a sine qua non 
of admission into that world of ineffable bliss 
and unfading joy. 

The saints of God are neither stunted nor 
starved. They eat the fat things of the king
dom, and drink from the crystal wells of sal
vation. Look out for Satan's stratagem of 
starvation. 

SOUL-POISON. 

This is one of Satan's most magnitudinous, 
multitudinous and successful side-tracks for 
sanctified people. While regeneration gives 
_!ge, it is the glorioUS" prerogative of entire 
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~anctification to eliminate all soul ailments, 
and restore perfect spiritual health and vigor. 
Consequently, sanctified people are awful 
eaters and drinkers,;i.nd in constant liability'!. 
witliout incessant watchfulness along the line 

-Pf sou] pabulum, to become so voracious tbat 
they will literally devour almost everythip_g
the et hold of. The · dead man does not 
~at i a sick man eats irregularly, .and some- .. 
times almost staryes 1o death ; while a per
fectly healthy man always has a good appe
tite. St. Bernard, away back eight ·hundred 
years ago, in the midnight of the dark ages, 
a gloriously sanctified Roman Catholic, wrote 
the hymn which John Wesley put in his col
lection, and Methodists have been smgmg 
one hundred and fifty years : 

"Of Him who did salvation bring, 
I could forever think and 11ing." 

finally winding up : 

"Insatiate to this spring I fly; 
I drink, and yet am always dry; 

Ah, who agairn1t Thy charms is proof? 
Ah, who that loves, can love enough?" 

This is the normal experience of the sanc
tified. You cannot exhaust God ; the more 
you receive, the more you want. The more 
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you sink into His inscrutable divinity, the 
more intense your longing for a still more 
profound dive. 

When people get all the religion they want, 
their condition is alarming in the extreme. 
So the soul in the enjoyment of perlect 
h~ eats to the fulness ; his appetite still 
unsatisfied Ion s for more, and eats on ; ...the 
spiritual assimilation being so rapid-lUld 
vigorous as to perpetuate the ~nstant cry~ 
the~rt, " S.till therejs room e Lord, 
and fill me n " Conseguently there is,.. 
_great liability of imbibing soul poisons ... w~ 
we consider the fact that Satan is an exp@tt 

J.>harmacist, so ing-.eniously sugar-coating all 
of his pills. 

When the Apostle John, who represents the 
sanctified church, conversed with that angel 
standing with one foot 011 the sea and the 
other on the land (Rev. chapter 10), holding 
up the booklet and proclaiming, "The time 
is not yet ; ". he felt an incorrigible anxiety 
to receive the book, read and appreciate its 
eon tents. 

Though the angel warns him that the time 
is not yet, meanwhile certifying that it be
hooves him yet to prophesy before many 
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nations, kings, peoples, tribes and tongues 
i. e., to go. on preaching the gospel a long 
time before the end of the world, as this oc
curred during the sounding of the sixth trum
pet and the opening of the sixth seal ·= the 
seventh trumpet at that epoch, having yet to 
sound and the seventh seal to be opened, 
revealing the seven angels with the seven 
last bowls of God's wrath, containing the 
final castigatory judgments which were to 
come upon the world, consummating the 
great and final tribulation, which is evidently 
now very nigh ; whereas the prophetical trans
action referred to in this chapter, took place 
in the eleventh century, when_all Christen
_9.om arQSe, rendezvoued the co11ntle1tlii armie§ 

of the crusade, and marched away on t~ 
enterprise of driyiug ili.e False Prophet a.nd 
his barbaric.J!!illiruis-..irom th~ Bal~Lang,, 
deliyering Jerusalem and recovering the pat
rimony of our Savior. T.IJDugh. actuated by_ 
the purest and noblest motives of Christian 
'love, they had "zeal, not aceording to kno»(.},; 
e§ge," of which we are all so liahle. Conse
quently all Europe was revolutionized by the 
battle-shout of Peter the Hermit, and Walter 
the Pennyless, two Holiness fanatics f~ll of 



fire, commissioned by the Pope to preach the 
crusades to all Christend0w. 

What was the result? 
They marched away, crossed the lEgean 

sea, and invaded the Holy Land. After terri
ble fighting, rivers of blood, mountains of the 
slain, they captured Jerusalem under the 
heroic leadership of Godfrey, a great military 
chieftain, full of holy zeal, A. D. ro99. They 
hold it eighty-eight years, amid_ incessant 
wars, the Moslem millions pouring in from 
the great East, and never ceasing to deluge 
the land with blood, till finally, under the 
leadership of the great Saladin, they are sig
nally defeated in the battle at Mt. Hattan 
hanging over the. sea of Galilee, and finally 
driven out of Palestine, never to get back till 
Jesus comes in His glory. You remember in 
this chapter the angel said to the prophet, 
" Take the 1ittle book and eat it up, and it 
will be in your mouth sweet, ,but in your stom
ach bitter." John says he took it and ate it 
and found it just as the angel said. While 
the holy enthusiasm was rolling over all 
Christian Europe, and the people were volun
teering by myriads, then the book was sweet 
in the mouth, while a wave of holy enthusi-
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asm inundated Christendom. But when it 
came to the real dint of conflict, two hurldred 
years of blood and slaughter, Europe depop" 
ulated and impoverished, and a million bleach
ing their bones on Asiatic soil, and all to 
wind up in signal and hopeless catastrophe 
and defeat; then the book was bitter in the 
stomach. We should profit by this great mis
take of the church resulting in so much suf
fering, and all for naught. We must not 
only appropriate and duly utilize the nine 
graces of the Holy Spirit (Gal. 5 : 22), but 
put on the whole panoply, constantly appre
ciating the nine gifts of the Holy Spirit 
(1 Cor. 12: 8, 9). 

Therefore you must beware of the soul pab
ulum you receive. God has abundantly pro
vided for your sustenance. The Bible is 
a celestial world of green pa5tures, limpid 
water, pure atmosphere, and sunny skies. 
Your Good Shepherd will faithfully lead you 
into these fresh, green and inexhaustible pas
tures, and give you rest beside the still waters. 
The Bible is bread, meat and milk, and all 
the delicious fruits of Canaan there abound 
in inexhaustible exuberence. Of course we 
all need help. It makes no difference 



whether this help is oral or epistolary. Good 
books are convenient teachers, as we can carry 
them to our homes and avail ourselves of 
their instruction at will. While the Bible 
must be your constant companion, and espec
ially the New Testament, Holiness books con
stitute a loving cohort of faithful teachers, on 
all lines of spiritual edification; while the 
good Holiness papers, like ministering angels, 
brighten your cottage with their pinions of 
light every week ; therefore you are left with
out excuse, as you have plenty to mt. 

You are living on the fat of the land, drink
ing from the _milk and honey rills, copiously 
regaled with the corn and wine, and actually 
gormandizing on the grapes of Eschol, the 
pomegranates, the figs and all the luscious 
fruits of Canaan. 

Beware of the secular newspapers. They 
are full of soul-poison. I never let them come 
to my house, for love or money. You will 
get all the necessary news without them. 
You cannot afford to take them, as they not 
only imperil your own soul, but especially 
your children, and other inmates of your 
home. Of course all novels are utterly out of 
the question, as they do not even profess to 
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give you a syllable of truth. If you go to 
feeding on lies, you are gone, world without 
end. 

The world is full of soul-poison under the 
cognomen of Christian literature. When I 
was a young preacher, ransacking all the 
world for books, a Methodist pastor told me 
that if I would drop a card to a certain 
address, notifying them that I was a preacher 
and would like to have a s:opy of Channing's 
works, it would be sent to me gratuitously, 
as they were donating them to all preachers 
who would receive them. I did so, and the 
large, handsome volume reached me by mail. 
It is very able, and edifying, but a com
pendium of Unitarian theology, denying the 
divinity of Christ, which is rank soul-poison. 
Many Protestant p1eachers are largely tinc
tured with this heresy. Beware of anything 
which undermines the vicarious atonement. 
The great truths of utter, hopeless ruin in the 
fall, complete redemption in Christ, received 
and appropriated by faith only; regeneration, 
sanctification and final glorification by the 
Holy Ghost in the Pentecostal experience, 
the abiding and indwelling Comforter, the 
perfect suffl\::i~ricy ;m<l pl~n~ry jnspir~tiplJ. pf 

------- --- - ~ -- -- - ---
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the Holy Scriptures, these grand cardinal 
truths you must pertinaciously hold, zealously 
watching and flying from every encroachment 
of the enemy, having a tendency to under
mine or depreciate any of the above grand 
cardinal tru tbs. 

Be war 
atch Tower literature. abound in 

heresies which wm poison your soul, causing_ 
you to grow feeble, dwi.Bd.le, and d,U:. The 
Future Probation, N o-hellism, Annihilation of 
the wicked, and other dangerous dogmata you 
are constantly liable to imbibe if you read 
their literature, which will charm you by its 
beauty, and win you by its loveliness, only 
like the Sirens whose music, the ancient poets 
said, was so sweet and charming that it stilled 
the waves of the sea, and drew the sailors till 
they landed on the island, from which they 
never again disembarked, as they all perished 
in a swift destruction. 

Many books are not only tinctured with 
the above heresies, but diversified forms of 
materialistic infidelity. Beware of all litera
ture published by Sev;,:;-th-day A ~foentist; 
Jho even take y01J.t._immortal sonl-ttt:Jm y~ 
arid rock you to sleep in the easy cradle of ..1 

c . 
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materialistic infidelity, the ultimatum · of 
which is to dump you into hell. The Tom 
Payne and Bob Ingersoll infidelity are aWfully ~ 
dangerous, sweeping millions jnta hell, aRd. 
~arfully spreading over the world with in; 
creasing rapidity; but the above specified and 

&:indre<! phases of mfidelity and skepticism, , 
now sailing under the broad banner of Chris
tfanity, are infinitely more to be dreaded and 
shunned, as they meet you with a smile of 
love and mercy, and even salute you with the 
"holy kiss,'' only to lull you to sleep in the 
vain hallucinations of their charming and 
seductive sophistries. This done, you sleep 
sounder and sounder, till awakened by the 
dismal drumbeat of your own damnation; 
when, instead of the angel band you expected 
to welcome you as a saint of God, a plattoon 
of devils from the bottomless pit encompass 
your disembodied soul, and with their black 
hands, take hold of those adamantine chains, 
which Satan's myrmidons have already fast
ened on you, when they got you to believe 
their seductive and charming theories of 
N o-hellism, Future Probation, Annihilation 
of the wicked, or some other charming 
dogma, whic;:h really sapped the foundation 
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of your sanctifying faith, and became the 
vampire which sucked away every drop of 
your blood, and left you a spiritual corpse. 

_s.'.£AG NATION. 

A tinkling rill leaps down from the moun
tain crag and speeds singing on its way, im
patient for the anticipated plunge into the 
dark, deep sea where it will lose its individu
ality forever. 

An old pond in the open plain beneath the 
burning sun accosts the running rill, and 
says, "Stop, rill, you are fast running away!" 
" But,'' says the rill, " I am bound for the 
sea ; do not detain me." So the rill goes 
bounding on its way, and erelong reaches the 
great sea. The sun, as he rolls his fiery char
iot over the vaulted skies, sends down his 
burning rays, evaporates the rill from the sea, 
carries it back in his chariot of fire, drops it 
down in refreshing showers on fields and for
ests, making it a joy to man and beast. So it 
again replenishes the same channel through 
which it has flown from creation's morn, and 
keeps perpetually hastening on to the sea, a 
thing of beauty and a joy forever, making 
p:m.sk night and day, aud irrigating fields, 
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gardetis, orchards and pastures. Not so with 
the old pond. Too stingy to dispense his wa
ters upon the thirsty earth, he retains them 
pertinaciously in his grip. The result is, the 
waters breed wiggletails, tadpoles, frogs, toads, 
lizards, snakes, mud-turtles, mosquitoes, and a 
variety of doleful creatures, and at the same 
time generate so much malaria that the at
mosphere becomes pestilential, sickness pre
vails in all the surrounding country, funeral 
processions pass, crape appears on the doors of 
business-houses, and people are seen dressed 
in mourning, weeping over their dead rela
tives and friends. The ultimatum is that the 
pond utterly dries up. 

Now you must take your choice between 
the limpid, flowing rill and the stagnant, pes
tilential old pond. You are sure to be one or 
the other. This is a very fond side-track 
which Satan ingeniously utiiizes for the ruin 
of Holiness people. John Fletcher, than whom 
the world never saw a sweeter and brighter 
spirit since the translation of the Apostle 
John, in reference to whom John Wesley said 
while preaching his funeral, "There lies in 
that coffin the most saintly man I ever saw, 
and I ne~er expect to see another such until I 



go to glory ; " this great and good man lost 
the experience of sanctification five times be
cause he failed to testify to it. When, after a 
hard struggle, he got it back the sixth time, 
he proclaimed aloud, " The world shall never 
hear the last of it." So he never lost it any 
more. Take warning. Keep your mouth . 
open, and "always be ready to give a reason 
for the hope that is within you with meek
ness and godly fear." You must. not only 
keep your tongue '1oose at both ends and at 
the middle, and lubricated by the fire of the 
Holy Ghost, but your whole body and mind 
must be active for God, resigned to spend and 
be spent for Him alorre. Take warning. 
The world is going at race-horse speed down 
to hell. Your great Captain toiled incessant
ly, going about doing good, and finally laid 
down His life to save the earth's guilty mil
lions. If you would be His disCiple, you ruust 
travel the same road. Therefore you must be 
a bundle of industry, enterprise, and aggres
siveness for God and souls, everlastingly either 
pulling or pushing the salvation wagon, at 
the same time inviting all to mount and take 
a ride for glory. Rest assured that if you 
st:md still you will stagnate, your experience 
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evanesce, the fires on the altars go out, dark
ness supervene, and damnation throw over 
you its awful pall, maturing you for an eter
nity of woe. 

Satan is not much concerned about wicked 
sinners and dead church-members, as he 
knows he has them fast in the lasso of hasten
ing perdition, and he has nothing to do but to 
hold on ; hell will soon devour them. But 
when people take God for their portion for 
time and eternity, conseerating all to Him 
pertaining to soul, mind, body, home, friends, 
this world and the world to come, and ring 
out the battle-cry, "You may have all this 
world, but give me Jesus!" then old Apol
lyon stirs earth and hell to side-track them, 
assumes a thousand protean forms, and lays 
under embargo the gigantic intellect which 
he enjoyed while a bright archangel before he 
fell, and still retains and utilizes for the dam
nation of the world. His side-tracks are in
lmmerable. These ten are among the most 
prominent and fatal at the present day. If you 
will study them prayerfully, the Holy Spirit 
will designate them, qualifying you to recog· 
nize and avoid them. This s~ormy pilgrim
age will soon have an end, when the sun-
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burst of glory and immortality will break in 
on you with a flood of heavenly effulgence, 
vidory, and final triumph. The grand prob
lem for you to solve each revolving day is to 
keep steadfast on the King's highway of holi
ness to the Lord. The triple guidance of your 
heavenly Father by His precious Word, 
Spirit, and Providence, will amply and con
stantly fortify you against all the side-tracks 
of Satan, enabling you to be true to God and 
holiness at every cost. God be with you, read
er, until we meet beyond the stars ! Amen. 
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SATANIC DELUSION 

Lucifer, so named, on account of his brilliancy, 
as the word means light-bearer, not content with the 
supernal glory of an archangel, unfortunately dared 
to aspire to the divinity; i. e., the participation of 
the heavenly administration along with the great Je
hovah, who had created all things. As God is the 
only life in the universe, separate from Him every 
creature is dead. Death does not mean annihilation 
as the Seventh Day Adventists do vainly talk, but 
simply separation. All the vitality that buds and 
blooms and fructifies in the boundless vegetable world; 
vast waving forests encumbering the earth and reach
ing their brierian arms toward the effulgent green
sward adorned with myriad tiQ.ts and 'hues,-red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet-thus ex
hibiting all the diversified colors of the rainbow, re
ceived their vitality from Him who said, "Let the 
earth bring forth trees, herbs, and grasses and every 
thing bearing · fruit after its kind;" all of which 
flourish only during their connection with fhe only 

urce of arborescent life, from the microscopic vege
. , never seen by mortal eyes unless assisted by 

powerful microscope, to the gigantic taxodium 
wood) growing in California, 300 feet high and 
et in diameter and 6,ooo years old, growing on 
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the earth in the days of Adam and Eve, living so 
long because the great roots run down so deep as to 
tap the subterranean rivers which never run dry, and 
consequently surviving all the droughts, while other 
trees die of thirst. I have often seen a section from 
one of these trees in the British Museum in London. 
Solomon, in his wonderful wisdom, investigated the 
flora and fauna : from the hyssop growing on the 
wall to the majestic cedars of Lebanon; from the 
misroscopic animalcul:e, the coral insect, which has 
built up the Japanese empire, four large islands and a 
hundred small ones, to the great whale, which I saw 
in the museum one hundred twenty feet long 
and sixteen feet in diameter; from the tiniest micro
scopic terrestrials to the mastodon, an animal several 
times the magnitude of the elephant, which weighs 
T0,000 pounds, and bY, . whose side I stood in India, 
this mastodon having never lived on the earth since 
the flood. · 

(a) "Remember now thy Creator in the days of 
thy youth, while the evil days come not nor the years 
.draw nigh when thou shalt say I have no pleasure 
in them, while the sun, the moon, the light and the 
stars, be not darkened nor the clouds return after 
the rain. In the day when the keepers of the house . 
shall tremble, and the strong men bow down and the 
grinders cease because they are few, and those that 
look out of the windows be darkened, and the doors 
shall be shut toward the street, and he shall rise up 
at the voice of the bird, and all the daughters of 
musick shall be brought low. Also when they de 
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afraid of that which is high and fears shall be in the 
way and the almond tree shall flourish and the 
grasshopper shall be a burden ; for man goeth to 
his long home and the mourners go about the streets. 
Or ever the silver cord be loosed, or the .golden bowl 
be broken or the wheel broken at the cistern or the 
pitcher broken at the fountain ; then shall the dust 
return unto dust and the spirit return to God who 
gave it. Vanity of vanities, saith the preacher, all is 
vanity and vexation of spirit. Because the preacher 
was wise, he still taught the people knowledge, he . 
sought out and set in order many proverbs and that 
which was written was even words of truth. Let us 
hear the conclusion of the whole matter, fear God 
and keep his commandments, for this is the whole duty 
of man; for God will bring every work into judgment, 
whether it be good, or whether it be evil" (Eccl. 12). 

Solomon's counsel to the young in this lugubrious 
chapter is the mournful wail of the poor victim 
of sin at the end of his life, looking into eternity un
prepared to meet God, golden opportunities all fled 
and forever gone and a gloomy eternity heaving in 
view, without a solitary .ray of cheer; thus in this dis
mal panorama of a mis-spent life, warning the young 
to beware of Satan's seductive delusions. The conclu
sion from this chapter follows as a logical sequence 
that those who obey the commandment with which it 
starts out, "Remember now thy Creator in the days 
of thy youth," will never verify the gloomy experi
nce described in this inspired portrayal of a mis

t life. 
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(b) Here the sun, moon and stars represent the 
prosperity, cheer, and happiness which God has for 
all His children in this world, ominously adumbratory 
of a glorious immortality in the blessed beyond; while 
the darkening of these luminaries, whose normal of
fice is to give us light, night and day, portrays the 
heart-breaking disappointments, tribulations and ca
lamities normal to disobedience, prodigality and dis
sipation, throug'h the caprices of Satan so detrimental 
to the juveniles; withering and blighting their pros
pects of usefulness and happiness in this life, actually 
making it an appalling prelude of the eternal damna
tion so speedily pending, verifying . the hackneyed 
confession of disappointed hopes and perished aspira
tions, so common to mankind during Satan's dark 
reign, which began with the fall of Adam and will 
continue till his dethron~ment and the glorious millen
nial inauguration. 

"When young, life's journey I began, 
The glittering prospect charmed my eyes; 

I saw along the extended plain 
Joy after joy successive rise; 

"But soon I found 'twas all a dream, 
And learned the fond pursuit to shun, 

Where few can reach their purposed aim 
And thousands daily are undone." 

( c) In this scripture the hands are the "keepers 
of the house," and tremble because of dissipation 
and premature paralysis; the "strong men'' the lower 
limbs, which carry the body in our journey on ilie' 
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earth, already broken down with rheumatism superin
duced by exposure in running after the ignis fatuus 
whose delusive ray lights up unreal worlds and glows 
but to betray ; Jack with his lantern decoying you 

. away into dismal swamps where you sink into the 
mire, and in the darkness cry in vain for help, sink
ing deeper into the quicksands every struggle you 
make to get out, horrifically adumbratory of the dam- -
nation doom. Those that "look out at the windows 
be darkeneq," the eyes fail and prematurely 
go into eclipse; the "sound of the grinding is 
low,"-i. e., the teeth have fallen out; "the door shall, 
be shut in the street,''-i. e., the old man, his teeth 
gone, has to keep his mouth shut while eating to keep 
the food from falling out while his prolix mastica
tion makes a low, murmuring noise. The "silver 
cord" is the great spinal nerve, originating at the 
base of the brain in the medulla oblongata and rami
fying into all the members of the organism, supply
ing the 500 muscles which hold together the 2o8 
bones, , with two nerves for each, one for contraction 
and the other for relaxation; thus constituting this 
harp of a thousanq strings which with hygienic liv
ing, to our astonis1'ment keeps in tune so long. 
Meanwhile youthful follies and dissipations, bring on 
old age amid a thousand excruciating ailments, even 
in life's morning as we see so gloomily portrayed in 
tfiis chapter admonitory of all the youth who in 
His good providence shall ever read the blessed Bible. 

e "wheel" is the great aorta, the largest artery in 
· circulatory system; the "cistern," the heart the 
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seat of life; the "pitcher," the veins which receive 
the blood, propelled throughout the entire organism 
by the heart throug'h the arteries, into the capillaries, 
whence the veins receive it and carry it back to the 
heart; thus completing the circulation, indispensable 
to the perpetuity of life. As described here, the bod
ily functions are all broken up, and consequently 
death ensues. 



CHAPTER I 

SOMATICAL OBEDIENCE 

Man is a trinity, in that respect similitudinous to 
God, the blessed Trinity, Father, Son and Holy 
Ghost, mercifully accommodatory to. the wonderful 
and glorious plan of salvation; the loving Father 
giving the stupendous scheme;; the dutiful Son by 
His expiatory sufferings and death procuring t;he 
glorious redemption; and the blessed, omnipotent 
Holy Spirit executing the marvelous work of the 
new creation, regenerating the sinner, sanctifying 
the Christian, and triumphantly, in the glorious ulti
matum, restoring us J:>ack, spirit and soul and body 
to the Edenic purity in which we were created. Homo
geneous with the divine Trinity, man is also a trin
ity, consisting of spirit, soul, and body; the spirit, 
really the man proper, consisting of the conscience, 
the will, and the affections ; the soul consisting of the 
physical life, the intellect, the memory, the judgment 
and the sensibilities, while the body is our tenement; 
during probation, the habitation of the psyche,-i. e., 
the soul, and at the glorious transfiguration, this mor-

1 shall p~t en immortality( I Cor. 15 :51). "We shall 
t all sleep,''--i. e., not all die, "but wic shaU be 

ed in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye; for 
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the trumpet shall sound, and we shall be changed ; 
this mortal shall put on immortality ; this corruption, 
shall put on incorruption and we shall be changed, 
mortality shall be swallowed up of life." There is 
a spiritual body and there is a natural body. 

( d) The Greek word translated natural is psychi
cal now an English adjective, from the noun psyche, 
which means the soul. In this scripture we see that 
during the present life this material body is the tene
ment in which the psyche, the soul, lives during pro
bation; whereas the transfiguration will superinduce 
the wonderful elimination of all materiality out of 
the body, transforming it into a spiritual body, homo
geneous with the immortal human spirit, which will 
occupy it forever. I am held on the earth by only 
108 pounds avoirdupois, in constant lookout for His 
glorious appearing to transfigure this body, in the 
twinkling of an eye, the omnipotent Holy Spirit 
eliminating out of it all ponderous matter, superin
ducing literal and actual imponderability, so it will 
not weigh anything, and consequently move freely re
sponsive to the locomotion of my immortal spirit; 
and as a normal result, rise, like Enoch and Elijah, 
when suddenly transfigured. These changes are the 
gifts of eiod for our instruction, brilliant souvenirs 
of the original economy in which we were created, 
and, if Satan had let us alone, after a probation of 
perhaps a thousand or more years, duly tested and 
tried, guided by instinct or providence we would hav 
had access to the tree of life, the normal effect 
whose fruit would have eliminated out of us all ~-
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derous matter, so we would have flown away to other 
celestial worlds as Enoch and Elijah. 

(N. B.) Throughout the New Testament, heaven 
is in the plural number, showing up the fact that it 
consists of many worlds; e. g., in the Lord's Prayer, 
instead of "Our Father who art in heaven," Jesus said, 
"Our Father who art in the heavens." King James' · 
translators knew nothing about astronomy nor geology 
and were afraid of the sciences, as they were then 
largely investigated by infidels. Astronomers have 
discovered 217,000,000 suns attended ;by 2,170,000,-

000 worlds, with their innumerable satellites. Among 
these worlds, here in our own solar system, our near 
neighbors, we have Neptune, sixty times as large as 
Earth, Uranus, eighty times, Saturn, eleven hundred 
times and Jupiter, fourteen hundred times the mag
nitude of our earth; while astronomers certify, that 
Alc:r.one, one of the seven stars is twelve thousand 

, million times the magnitude of this world. Mean
while the greatest astronomers all give it as their 
honest opinion that all these 217,000,000 suns attended 
by 2,170,000,000. worlds, many of them paradoxically 
magnitudinous, constitute only the suburbs of crea
tion ; from the fact that the telescopes rest on vast 
fields of nebulce (star dust) so infinitely distant as to be 
unindividualizable by the most powerful telescopes, 
and believed to be suns to other systems; all revolv
ing around some far-away, primal center, by all 
recognized as the residence of the Great Jehovah 
urrounded by th~ heavenly hierarchies. Alcyone 

believed to be that honor~d primal cente.r, 
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around which all the suns, attended by their vast 
retinues of worlds, revolve, till the discoveries of 
A. D. 1913, by the Harvard University observatory 
on the Andes Mountains in South America, which 
discoveries show that she, too, is moving, and conse
quently cannot be the primal center, but is revolving 
around it, like all other worlds hitherto discovered. 
Therefore the whole astronomical world are · again 
at sea, sweeping the celestial vaults with their most 
powerful telescopes, hunting the primal center of the 
celestial universe, honored with Jehovah's effulgent 
throne and the palaces of the heavenly hierarchies. 

( e) The original economy did not contemplate 
our abiding on this earth forever in a state of proba
tion; but after we had been duly tested and tried and 
our loyalty to the divine administration perfectly 
confirmed, guided by instinct or providence, we would 
have had access to the tree of life, the normal effect 
of whose fruit would have been to c::liminate out of us 
all ponderous matter; thus perfectly liberating us 
from terrestrial gravitation, giving us angelic impon
·derability, when we should all in due time have flown 
away to other celestial worlds. This earth, however, 
having been created for us would still have been our 
residence, whit'hef we should return ad libitum, from 
our peregrinations from world to world on missions 
of love and mercy, responsive to the beneficent 
will of our heavenly Father. We see the loathsome 
caterpillar feeding on green leaves and drinking at 
the cesspool, and turn away with disgust to cont~ 
plate the butterfly moving on golden pinions from 
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flower to flower, deigning only to suck the honey
dews, as he wants no other food, and imagine that 
he is a supernatural being, akin to the angels. 

( N. B.) A year ago, he was the loathsome cater
pillar contented to live on green leaves and drink at 
the filthy cesspool. Having spent his probation, he 
spun his web, enveloping himself in the cocoon to 
protect him from the oncomi~ winter:. When the 
vernal sun in his gorgeous glory shines down from 
heaven, melting all the icy fetters and liberating 
mother Earth from her snowy winding-sheets and 
waking up all the slumbering seeds in her fertile soil 
to germinate and again clothe her in verdant and 
floriferous beauty, promising in due time prolific 
harvest to feed man rand beast, his colorific rays in·· 

. terpenetrate the cocoon, t?einvigorating the caterpil
lar, metamorphosing him into the beautiful butterfly, 
now winging his flight in the golden sunbeams and 
impressing the admiring ·denisons of earth with his 
angelic consanguinity. So we are now in the cater
pillar state and looking out for His glorious appearing 
to transfigure us, "in the twinkling of an eye," simul
taneously with the slumbering millions in their sepul
chral cocoons, from righteous Abel down to the pres
ent day, wh:en the entire constituency of the glorified 
Bridehood will rise with shouts to meet the Lord 
coming in a cloud with the mighty host ·of resurrec-

1ion angels ( 1 Thes. 4). The 'Lord will "descend 
rom heaven with a shout, with the trump of God 

and the voice of the archangel ; those who sleep 
esus(i. e., all the buried saints)will the Lord bring 
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with Him; the dead in Christ will rise first(i. e., before 
the living are transfigured) ; then we who are alive and 
left till His coming, will be caught up together with 
them to meet the Lord in the air, and thus be. forever 
with the Lord." 

(f) Th:e lunar chronology, measuring time by the 
revolutions of the moon around the earth, 354 days 
in the year, and used by the patriarchs and prophets, 
Christ and His apostles, makes the rapture of the 
saints already ( 1915) overdue 69 years. God is thus 
waiting on our slow motion getting the Bride ready. 
The calendar chronology, measuring time by the rev
olutions of the planets around the sun, used in Europe, 
36o days in the year, makes the rapture of the saints 
overdue 27 years, while our chronology, used in Amer~ 
ica, and measuring time by the revolutions of the 
earth around the sun, 365 days in the year, makes 
the rapture of t'he s.aints due in 1923. Thus all the 
chronologies assure us that we are the happy genera
tion, living in the time of the end, treading the . re
treating terminus of the Gentile dispensation, amid the 
glorious collapse of the devil's millennium with the 
constant whir of myriad labor-saving machinery, the 
thunder of steam-trains, the clatter of electric cars, 
and the roar of 'automobiles, all ringing in our ears, 
"Millennium I" God let the world run along 6,ooo 
years without these wonderful inventions, while Satan 
was on the throne, and is now bringing them in like 
mushrooms in the night from the rising to the setting 
sun, to glorify His name during the reign of our tri
umphant Christ, filling the whole earth with His 
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power and glory, as He shall have dominion over 
river, sea, and shore as far as the eagle's pinion or 
dove's light wing can soar. 

(g) Among the cheering phenomena of His near 
approach, we see the wonderful ripeness of the whole 
heathen world for the Gospel ; to get them ready, 
Macedonian cries are wafted over the seas by every 
passing breeze, and Ethiopian hands are stretching 
out from every point of the compass. 

"From Greenland's icy mountains, 
From India's coral strand; 

Where Afric's sunny fountains 
Roll down their golden sand; 

From many an ancient river, 
From many a palmy plain, 

They call us to deliver 
Their land from error's chain. 

"What though the spicy breezes 
Blow soft o'er Ceylon's isle; 

Though every prospect . pleases, 
And only man is vile? 

In vain with lavish kindness 
The gifts of God are strown; 

The heathen in his blindness 
Bows down to wood and stone. 

"Shall w~. whose souls are lighted 
With wisdom from on high, 

Shall we to men benighted 
The lamp of life deny? 

Salvation I 0 salvation I 
The joyful sound proc1a,hd, 
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Till eartli's remotest nation 
Has learned Messiah's name. 

"Waft, waft, ye winds, His story, 
And you, ye waters, roll, 

Till like a sea of glory, 
It spreads from pole to pole: 

Till o'er our ransomed nature 
The Lamb for sinners slain, 

Redeemer, King, Creator, 
In bliss returns to reign." 

(h) The reason why we find the tide of wickedness 
running so high in the homeland, is because the great 
tribulation is heaving in view and will set in as soon 
as the Lord takes His bride away, for which we have 
-every reason to be on the constant outlook, as the 
chronologies really make the rapture overdue. ( N. B.) 
God is not tied to chronologies; they are His merciful 
warnings to us to be robed and ready with staff in 
hand and loins girded, at the sounding of the trumpet 
to go out to meet Him. 

Noah preached to the antediluvians 120 years 
and saw no converts outside of his own family. The 
people had settled the matter, rejecting the Holy Spirit 
and grieving Him away (Gen. 6: 3), and were repro
bated to destruction; a signal mercy, to destroy peo
ple when they will not let God save them, as pro
longing life would only augment their damnation, 
there being _infinitesimal degrees in hell, where all 
will be punished for all the wickedness they have 
done. Therefore, there is mercy and judgment in tak-
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ing the wicked out of the worid and thus mitigating 
the awful retributions that await them in a bound
less eternity. 

(i) The world today with her flooded population of 
1 ,700,000,000 is fast ripening for destruction. The 
Bride in the lands long blest with the Gospel, al
ready called and equipped, is anxiously awaiting the 
appearing of her divine Spouse. Meanwhile the 
heathen lands are ripe for the Gospel call; anx
iously waiting, as I found them when I traveled around . 
the world; especially India, Malaysia, China, Japan, 
and the Hawaiian Islands of the Pacific, clamorous 
everywhere for preachers. So we could just take in 
multitudes everywhere if we only had the preachers 
to shepherdize them. When . Bishop Taylor was in 
Africa, he ascended the Congo with some mission
aries, to locate them where engagements had been 
made. As he was passing a town on the river bank 
the people called aloud, begging them to stop and 
preach the Gospel to them. But as he had no 
preacher to give them, he moved on till he reached 
his destination and located all the missionaries he had. 
On his return, descending the river, the same people 
crowded the bank and clamored vociferously, "Give 
us a God-man to preach to us the Gospel I" As he 
had none they moved on doWll the river. When the 
~le saw he was going to pa89 them by, they 

out, weeping and wailinf; actually as the good 
ald bishop said, almost killiag him; with ~ to think 

at those j:>eople had been waiting .,._ ~ 
years for the coming of the ~· 
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they raised a shout of gratitude when they saw them 
ascending the river, and though they were disap
pointed, when they saw them descending, the forlorn 
hope again revived and they pleaded with all their 
might as in desperation, but finally failed. Then they 
gave way to loud lamentations as it seemed that the 
star of hope had gone down in the gloom of an 
eternal night. 

This wonderful ripeness in all heathen fields is 
brilliantly phenomenal of the Lord's speedy coming 
for His Bride. He is tarrying till we get her ready in 
every land and nation; because, in His coming king
dom, He will rule the whole earth through the instru
mentality of His transfigured Bride (Rev. 20 :5), 
"Blessed and sanctified is he that hath part in the 
first resurrection, for over such the second death(i. e., 
damnation) hath no power (as their probation is 
ended), and they shall be kings and priests unto God 
and reign with Christ a thousand years," as there will 
be no government on the earth during the millennium 
except the holjness preachers, male and female. Sa
tan having been dethroned and imprisoned in hell, 
and all the kings having fallen (Dan. 7: 9), Babylon 
with all her daughters; i. e., Catholicism and all Sa
tan's churches, having fallen (Rev. 18), the Lord 
will rule the whole earth, secular and ecclesiastical, 
through the instrumentality of the transfigured saints, 
constituting His Bridehood. Our first work will be the 
evangelization of all the world that have survived the 
tribulation, as none but savable souls wili survive it. 
"Blessed jg he that shall come to the end of the 
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one thousand thre~ hundred and five and thirty days" 
(Dan. 12 :12). 

(j) You see in verse II, the desolation of J eru
salem, 1290 days,-i. e., years. Now from 1J35. sub
tract 1290 and you have 45 years, Daniel's period of 
the tribulation. Jesus certifies in His sermon on 
Mount Olivet, Wednesday afternoon, antecedent 
to His crucifixion the following Friday, that the· 
tribulation will be shortened, as otherwise no life 
would be left on the earth, owing to the facilities of 
destruction, gattling guns, heavy artillery, submarine 
torpedoes, and the million destroying angels Daniel 
saw(7:9), as you remember how a solitary destroying 

. angel, whom God sent down from heaven respons
ive to Isaiah's prayer in chapter 37, slew in half 
a night 185,000 soldiers in Senna~llerib's army. Then 
what would a million do in forty-five years? Here 
we see the reason why no one knows the day nor 
the hour of His coming, because God will shorten 
the tribulation in the interest of the elect; i. e., the 
people who will be on the earth during the tribulation, 
and will let God save them after the Millennium sets 
in. Therefore, Pa~iel pronounces everyone "blessed" 
who comes to the end of the tribulation, when Satan 
will be dethroned, chained, and imprisoned in hell, 
and all his myrmidons along with him, driven from 
the earth, and all the kings, princes, and potentates, 

ill go down in blood, as you see in Revelation 19. 
This final battle is that of Armageddon, ultimating in 
the utter defeat of the kings in their stalwart efforts 

main their thrones after God shakes them down 
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(Rev. 7 : 9), in order to vacate tl:\em for the occu
pancy of His Son. 

( k) At the close of this battle, you see Pope and 
. Mohammed both arrested alive, and cast into the 

lake of fire, in outer darkness, which is the ultimate 
doom of the devil, and all of his followers, demo
niacal and human. This darkness is utterly outside 
the illuminated universe, so . infinitely distant that 
the combined illumination of two hundred and 
~eventeen million suns will never reach it 
with a cheering ray, and is the ultimate and 
eternal doom of the damned. At the conclusion 
of Satan's post-millennial campaign for the re
covery of his throne, he will coil his grand army, 
Gog and Magog; i. e., the kings and the kingly peo
ple, the dethroned dynasties who will rally under 
his banner, with the millionaires, railroad kings, big
bugs, upper tens, and mal-contents, around Jerusa
lem, then the greatest city the world ever saw, during 
the Millennium •built out over the great highlands of 
Palestine, Syria, and Mesopotamia. Satan's pur
pose in besieging it will be to dethrone the Lord 
Jesus Christ, who will 'have reigned durJng the millen
nial centuries, and recovered the throne of the world, 
which he (Satan) occupied 6,ooo years; thus reinstat
ing the royal dynasties as his subordinates. But God 
will rain fire and brimstone down upon them as in the 
case of Sodom and Gomorrah, burning them up(Rev. 
20 :9), and sanctifying the whole earth, as your soul 
and mine are sanctified, when the Lord baptizes us 
with the Holy Ghost and fire. Death and hell will give 
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up their dead; the wicked all receiving their resur
rected, transfiillred, demonized bodies. If the devil 
had let the world alone it never would have had a 
irave; therefore in the glorious restitution, all the 
graves must come out; and whereas hell is now in 
lower Hades, in the earth's interior(Luke 16), it must 
come out as you see in the final resurrection (Rev. 
20: 11-18) . At the final Judgment the wicked dead, 
together with Satan and all his followers, demo
niacal and human, will stand before the great white 
throne to receive their eternal doom,-ejectment in
to the lake of fire; eis to noothos to exooteron, into 
the darkness w'hich is without;. i. e., utterly outside the 
illuminated universe, the ultimate and eternal doom 
of the damned, so infihitely distant that if an arch
angel had begun to fly on creation's mom, and with 
the velocity of, lightning (Luke 10: 18), peculiar to 
angels, redeemed spirits, and transfigured saints, 
twenty thousand miles per second,-i. e., fast enough 
to go round the world fifty times in a minute, and been 
flying till now, he would not have passed over the mil
lionth part of that distance. 

(I) Then, you say' how could the devil and his 
followers ever reach it? The Omnipotent Arm can 
transmit them thither in the twinkling of an eye, 
whence none of them ever can get back to trouble 
~'s peaceful universe. Thus in the glorious ulti
matum, our omnipotent Christ will eternally banish sin 
.and sinners, demoniacal and human; and this world, 
having been not only Tdieemed, but restored to the 
-~ic paradise, where Siltan found it, will finally be-
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come the eternal inheritance of the saints, who have 
fought in this long war of King Jesus against the 
devil for its recovery and final restitution (Matt. S :-
5). Thus in the glorious ultimatum, the glorified 
earth, which will be about twenty times her present 
superficial magnitude, as the sanctifying fires will 
burn up oceans, seas, melt frozen poles, and restore 
sandy deserts, transforming the whole earth into Im
manuel's delectable lands, rich as the gardens of the 
Lord, shall be bequeathed to the "saints, to possess it, 
forever and ever and ever" (Daniel ( :18). We now 
sing, as amid Satan's fiery darts we roam hither and 
thither, blowing the silver trumpets, 

"No foot of land do I possess, 
Nor cottage in the wilderness, 
A poor wayfaring man, 
I wander to and fro, 
And camp a while in tents below, 
Till I my heaven a-ain." 

In the good time coming we will have it all, a 
·blooming paradise, from the rising of the sun to the 
going down of the same, and we can invite all the an
gels home with us. Rest assured they will come 
with great delight, exultant to visit the old bat
tle-field of God's empire where His Son met the devil 
and all his fallen myrmidons _in battle array, fought, 
bled and died; the glorious eternal victory over sin 
and Satan, resting eternally on Immanuel's banner, 
destined to float from the topmost pinnacle of the ce
lestial metropolis, and be the electrification of angels, 
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archangels, cherubim, seraphim, and all the sacra
mental hosts of the redeemed, through the flight of 
eternal ages. 

(m) You see in the final battle of Armageddon, 
(Rev. i9), where all the kings go down~ ·blood, the 
banquet of the carnivorous beasts and birds unani
mously invited by the angel standing "On the sun, who 
thus in twenty-four hours reaches every plain, moun
tain, desert, and jungle beneath the skies, calling them 
hither to feast on the flesh of fallen kings, queens, 
princes, potentates, the mighty hosts from all nationali
ties who had crossed the dead.:.line and forever settled 
the matter that they would not let God save them; thus 
constituting hell's greatest harvest, gathered in the 
flight of all the centuries from the fall of Eden down t~ 
the glorious ingress of the Millennium. You see, in the 
last verse of that chapter, that the rest,-i. e., all who 
survived the Armageddon wars, were slain by the 
sword, proceeding out of the mouth of Him that sit
teth on the horse. Now what is it to be slain by the 
Lord's word( Heb. 4: 12), the two-edged sword with 
its salvation edge and its damnation edge? The salva
tion edge is as keen as the lightning, so that if you hui 
it heroically it is certain to cut everything the devil put 
in you out of you ; and if you do not courageously 
meet the salvation edge you are bound to meet the 
damnation edge, which is equally sharp an« avtail! to 
cut all your hopes forever out of heaven? You cer
tainly understand that to be slain by this sword can 
have no meaning, but to have the sin personality in the 
heart slain and your soul to be sanctified wholly, shine 
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and shout forever. Here, you see, John adds his tes
timony to that of Daniel 12: I2, certifying that all 
the people who survive the great tribulation will be 
gloriously saved at the beginning of the Millennium, 
through t~ preaching of the transfigured saints; as 
our first work will be the evangelization of all the . 
people living on the earth, when they will come with 
glowing enthusiasm, without a dissenting voice, from 
the simple fact that God has shortened the tribulation 
in order tha~ they may be saved; having looked down 
from heaven and seen their broken, contrite, humble, 
teachable, receptive, and savable hearts. 

(n) Relative to the testimony of John and Daniel, 
confirmatory of the consolatory revelation, that all 
the people who survive the Armageddon will be saved 
in the Millennium, drop your eye on the Jerusalem 
Council, Acts 15, consisting of apostles, elders, and 
brethren, all convened to determine the relation of 
the Gentile converts to the Gospel Church. There 
was James, the Lord's eldest brother honored with the 
presidency; and Peter, the senior apostle, compli
mented with the oration which solved the problem; 
referent to his humble ministry in the house of Cor
nelius, was used of God to open the door of the Gos
pel Church to the Gentile disciples; to which P.resi
dent James refers in verse 14: "Simeon hath declared 
how God has interposed, to take a people out of the 
Gentiles in his name. To this refer the words of 
the prophet(Arnos); After these things I will return 
and build again the throne of David, which hath fallen 
down, and set it up again, in order that the remainders 
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of the peoples may seek out the Lord, even all those, 
on whom his name has been called." Here we :have 
the testimony of James, Peter, Paul, Luke, Amos, and 
Moses, certifying that all the people who survive the 
tribulation will seek out the Lord; not "seek after 
Him," as E. V. You may seek after a thing all your 
life and never get it; whereas to seek it out, means 
to find it every time. Here we have the affirmation 
three times rc;peated, certifying that when we get the 
Bride ready in every n~tion, the Lord will come back 
and restore the throne of David, which is simply 
His right to rule God's people as His vicegerent, be
cause He never had a literal throne,Solomon(r Kings 
10: 18), having made · one, exceedingly magnificent 
and thrillingly significant of Christian experience, 
after David went to heaven. So the kingdom of Da
vid, the divine theocracy, is none other than the com
ing millennium, now drawing sq auspiciously upon the 
"'.hole earth. Here we have ekzetezoosam, from ek, out, 
and zeteoo, to seek. Consequently it means to seek out 
the Lord. We have all around us many people "see~<
ing after the Lord," so far behind that we are afraid 
they never will find Him, but here the Holy Spirit 
says that the people who survive the awful destruc
tion of the Armageddon will seek out the Lord,-
that is, find Him. · 

(o) As man is a trinity, consisting of spirit, soul, 
cf body, this wondedul salvation which restores us 

1:.ack to o~r primitive loyalty superinduces our faithful 
and joyful obedience int~ three great departmenb 

pertaining to spirit, soul, and body. "The very God 
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of peace sanctify you wholly, that your whole spirit, 
soul and body be preserved blameless unto the coming 
of our Lord Jes us Christ" (I Thes. 5 :23). Here 
we see that God has included our bodies and minds as 
well as our immortal spirit. In all the Apostolic 
epistles, where it reads, "Paul the servant of God," 
"Peter, the servant of God,'' etc., the Greek is 
doulos, a slave; oiketes, meaning "a ' hired servant;" 
and diaconos, an official servant; therefore you see 
we are the Lord's slaves, and so happy in that fact 
because the slave is perfectly free from all care, all 
devolving on his master, including food, clothing, 
shelter, doctor bills and everything. So if the Master 

. is perfectly rich, and loves him enough to die for him, 
the slave is absolutely the happiest man in all the 
world. 

(p) The · King of England was riding along in 
his fine carriage and saw a ragged boy . digging up 
briers in the fenoe corner ·and said to him,"Boy, what 
do you get for your work?" 

"Oh,'' says he, "I just get my food and clothes." 
Then the King answered, "Go ahead, I am the 

King of England, and that is all I get. Do you sleep 
soundly at night?" 

"Oh, yes." 
"Then," he says, "you are in a better fix than r 

am, as I have so much care on my mind I frequently 
can't sleep." 

A widow in North Carolina, in slavery time owned 
a man whom she much appreciated. As she had no 
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husband, she said to him, "Tom, I want you to go 
up stairs and nail boards on the north gable of our 
log house to keep out the cold winds." All arrange
ments were made and they weqt up with the lumber, 
hammer, and nails ; the plan being to extend a plank 
through the crack of the wall, and Tom stand on the 
outside end and do the work while some person would 
sit on the inside end, to hold it down. When he saw 
the situation, he hesitated and shook his head as she 
said, "Your good wife, Mandy, a two hundred 
pounder, will sit on it and hold it down." He still 
hesitated, shaking his head and observing, "Mandy · 
is a good wife, and she loves me all right, hut she is 
awfully forgetful, and if she were to forget and get 
up, then this nigger's neck is broken." Then the old 
lady said, "If you are not willing to risk your own 
wife, whom will you take?" 

Tom responded, reaching out his hand toward her, 
"I will take you, as I belongs to you, and I know you _ 
are not going to let your nigger get killed," as that 
would have been $I200 out of her pocket. Then the 
old lady with a big laugh sat down and Tom without 
a flicker went out and did all the work. 

(g) I am God's love slave; therefore I fearlessly 
walk out over hell and do all the work He wants, as 
I know He is sitting on the inside end of the plank, 
and is not going to let it capsize. God created man 
for a love-slave, which is really our normal attitude 
and the happiest this side the pearly gates, and if 
heaven has anything more felicitous, I am curious to 
g:et there, to find out what it is. Therefore my bod 
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is not only the temple of the Holy Ghost, but all of 
my bodily organs are perfectly given up to God, to 
be used only in the interest of His kingdom. Oh, 
how Satan takes the advantage of ·childhood ignor
ance and innocence to deceive and ruin us, world 
without end I In his . first battle, he actually slew us 
all in our federal head, as Adam lost his spiritual life 
in the falland we were all in him(1Cor. 15:22). We 
are infinitely fortunate in the fact that Jes us lassos 
everyone far hack in the prenatal state(Hebrews 2: 
9), "By the grace of God · Christ tasted death for 
everyone." Hence the moment soul and body con
stitute personality, the omnipotent grace of God in 
Christ supervenes, giving us justificatioh in heaven 
and the divine life restored to our fallen spirit, so that 
we are all born in God's kingdom. This is abundantly 
confirmed in the case of the prodigal son and his elder 
brother, representing every human being ever born 
into the world,~the Father's house there being none 
other than God's kingdom, of which every baby is a 
member, as was abundantly authenicated by our Sav
ior, who everywhere took them in His arms and certi
fied, "Of such is my kingdom," showing that they are 
not only citizens of the kingdom, but paragons, held 
up in order to emulate, by the supernatural birth, 
getting ·back to the innocency of infancy. 

(r) God's time for conversion is before children 
reach accountability and commit known sin, thus 
falling under condemnation, becoming backslidders, 
which is the attitude of every sinner, as you see illus
trated in the case of the prodigal son, whose conver-
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sion simply consisted "in his restitution back to his 
father's home, where his senior brother had spent his 
whole life, having been happily <:onverted before he 
reached responsibility and · vyent away from home. 
In case of infantile conversion, the action simply has 
the primary meaning of the word,-turning it around 
and introducing it to God, in whose kingdom it is -
born, for the hereditary depravity(Ps. 51: 5), turns 
the face away from God, holiness, and heaven, and 
toward this wicked world, sin, and Satan. 

( s) How acutely Satan deceives the little ones ; 
taking advantage of the non-development Qf their 
intellect, and getting them into sin so quickly that the 
impression prevails that we are all born sinners, 
which is not true. If a baby were a sinner, dying it 
would go to hell. A sinner is a person who commits 
sin, which a ba:by cannot do until it knows right from 
wrong. It is born sinful,-i. e., full of inbred sin; 
not a sinner, but an unsanctified Christian. Renee 
the thing to do is to turn the little one around, as 
the Holy Spirit used my sainted mother to turn me 
around and introduce me to God before I took off the · 
baby clothes ; thus heading off the devil so that I 
never lost the innocency of my infancy, buoyancy of 
boyhood, enterprise of my youth, and aggressiveness 
!Of my young manhood, by running after Satan and 
wwing wild oats to be reaped in hell. Consequently, 

is good providence I superabound in labor, having 
reached these sixty-two years, made four jour
eys around the world, evangelizing thia ~ 

ocean to ocean, times immemotjal 
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two hundred books, telling people the sure Bible way 
to heaven. 

(t) Satan terrifically goes for the juveniles in the 
most alluring and seductive manner, enticing them 
in every way of disharmony with the Holy Spirit, 
and the precious word of God; actually side-tracking 
them, not only into serious vices, gross immoralities, 
but into all sorts of unhygienical habits, calculated to 
entail on them acquired appetites not peculiar to the 
human race, but poisonous to the hood, which is the 
vitality and out of which the whole body is made; 
as medical science decides, the whole body undergo
ing a radical metamorphism every seven years ; the 
absorbent agencies eliminating it all away and the 
nutrient agencies building it up, so that one has 
material identity only seven years. 

(u) A few days ago at a grand old Methodist 
.church where I was pastor forty-two, three, and four 
years ago, I saw little boys, as well as striplings, 
youths, middle aged, and old men out in the yard 
smoking pipes, cigars, and cigarettes; thus filling up 
their physical organism with narcotic poison so detri
mental to body, mind, and spirit. Really, the time 
has come when we must take the tobacco demon by 
the throat and handle him without gloves. Where 
1 was born and reared out in the mountains, eighty 
years ago, there was no light on tobacco. My father, 
a Methodist preacher, all his life smoking and chew
ing, and my mother a great smoker, the preachers all 
using it; and even the doctors not only used it but 
recommended it as a good tonic ; whereas now the 
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preacher who uses it has to hunt a dark corner if he 
is acceptable even in a worldly church, and the .doc
tors are unanimously against it, pronouncing it the 
cause of eighty diseases, among them heart failure, 
cancer, paralysis, liver disease and a vast number of 
ailments that bring people to an untimely grave. At 
present heart disease is fearfully prevalent, people on 
all sides dropping dead instantaneously. 

A good holiness brother, resident of Carthage, 
California, the other day dropped dead in Cincinnati 
of heart trouble and was buried in his !home ceme
tery the day before I reached there. The funeral 
was the most largely ·attended, they said, of any 
known in the history of the village. On arrival, 
when they told me, I referred to the fact that the 
doctors everywhere impute the prevalent heart 
trouble to the use of tobacco, in their medical books 
cognomened "the tobacco heart." To my personal 
knowledge many have thus dropped dead; Bishop 
Parker, Southern Methodist in New Orleans, Dr. 
Potter of the same church in Georgia. When I re
f erred to the prevalent solution of heart disease by 
t;he medical profession who impute it to tobacco nico
tine, they respond that this was not true of that good 
holiness man as he did not use it ; whereas the infor

atian -sooa came to me by the testimony of the older 
liness people that this brother was a great smoker 

he got gloriously saved ten years ago, and of 
urse quit it. 
( v) It is rank poison to the blood and we are beund 
cut it down with the same tivo-edged sword, now 
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so felicitously slaying the drink demon. I was a 
dwarf and our foolish neighbors told my parents to 
make me chew tobacco and it would start me to 
growing. A notorious smoker said to my mother, 
"Orpah, my Jim was a runt like your W,ill till we 
made him chew tobacco and now he is growing fast." 
Consequently, my shouting Methodist mother whom 
God used to convert my soul in childhood, then or
dered me to chew tobacco, which I tried as I felt it 
my duty to obey her, but it made me so sic~ I broke 
down on it and gave it up forever. I became a good 
reader at the age of six, and finding a decision against 
it confirmed me in my total abnegation of it through 
life. That same Jim whose mother started him into it 
used it excessively till he dropped dead in his tracks 
of heart failure. In my boyhood, shouting Christians _ 
of different churches, especia!!J Methodists used to
bacco ; honestly walking in all the light they had, as 
not an anti-tobacconistic ray had reached that country. 
God, through the holiness movement, has poured a 
flood of light from the Atlantic to the Pacific inun
dating great Yankeeland so people cannot keep justi
fied and use tobacco; as it is impossible to retain 
justification if we do not walk in the light. The to
bacco poison is awfully --detrimental to body, soul, 
and spirit; so no one can use it and have a clean cem
science, void of offense toward God and man, which 
is the lowest standard of Bible salvation, and without 
this, condemnation normally supervenes. We have 
to walk in all the light God gives us in order to re
tain justification. Meanwhile thus walking in the 
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light and in case he shall give additional illumination 
we are already committed unhesitatingly to .walk in 
Jt as otherwise we cannot retain our citizenship in 

kingdom of God as our conscience is His tele-
one, through which He speaks to us. Therefore, 

if we disobey His mandate we fall under condemna
n trending down toward a backslider's hell. 
( w) The decision of wisdom is not only gladly to 

a.lk: in the light, doing His will on earth as the angels 
do it in heaven, but to believe His precious Word, 
that the blood cleanseth us fn?m all sin and the very 
God of peace sanctifies us wholly as in that case He 
gives us the glorious victory of a clean heart, baptizes 
us with the Holy Ghost and fire, taking away the 
itobacco appetite with everything else which is out of 
harmony with His sweet will. 



CHAPTER II 

PSYCHICAL AND PNEUMATICAL OBEDIENCE 

Satan always hurls his fiery darts against one of 
th~ three entities of humanity; body, soul, and spirit. 
When he tempted Adam and Eve in the Garden, he 
began with the body, seeking to so deflect them from 
God as to eat the forbidden fruit. He thus hurled 
his artillery against the physical man with grand suc
cess, as they yielded, and went down before him. 
So he manacled and lead them captive, taking from 
them everything they had ; as Adam was King and 
Eve Queen of the world; ascending the throne which 
he occupies to this day; but happy to say, is even now 
tottering and though he will embargo all the powers 
of earth in the oncoming Armageddon is destined to 
go down in the glorious ultimatum (Rev. 19), in sig
nal defeat. Though after an imprisonment of a thou
sand years, when permitted to come back and get his 
gleaning, God and Magog,-i. e., the people who will 
not let God save them, w'hom he will rendezvous from 
the ends of the earth,-and make his final desperate 
effort to regain the throne of the world, you see his 
signal defeat (Rev. 20:9), followed by his ejectment 
with all his followers, demoniacal and human, into the 
lake of fire, in outer darkness,-i. e., beyond the circle 
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'df the illwninated universe. He is thus signally and 
ally defeated and driven crestfallen from the 

battle-field, never again to get back; pursuant to the 
rious redemptive scheme of the Lord Jesus Christ 
de manifest to destroy the works of the devil" (I 

ohn 3 :8), having gloriously triumphed on ten thou
battle-fields, giving the earth her millennial re
tion (Matt. I9: I8) and her final glorious sanc

tion, baptizing her with the Holy Ghost and fire, 
Rev. 20: 9). This will be Satan's final defeat, and 

Gog and Magog· will be destroyed and hell taken out 
:Of lower Hades in the earth's interior; thus expurgat
ing this fallen world from all Satan's pollution. This 

e it is restored back to the Edenic state as you 
beautifully revealed in the last two chapters in 

t1ae Bible, when the glorified Bride, metamorphosed 
the golden city, fifteen hundred miles in cubical 

'-dimensions, descends from heaven and becomes the 
metropolis and capital of the new earth, i erited by 

· ts(Matt. 5: 5), to possess, shine, and snout forev
er, Satan and his followers, demoniacal and human, 
will have been banished eternally into the lake of fire 
in outer darkness far away beyond the Ultima 
Thule into dismal, utopian, eternal night, Whence none 

them can ever get back to trouble God's peaceful 
glorified celestial universe. This renewed earth in 
history, poetry, and romance of all celestial 

is eternally celebrated as the battle-field of 
's empire, where His Son met the devil and the 

of hell, fought, bled, and died, and ac6ieved the 
s victory which will be the SQng t the re-
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. deemed, the anthem of angelic millions, and the gau
deamus of ethereal preans, ethereal trumpets, and 
golden harps manipulated by cherubim, seraphim, and 
vociferated by t'he sons of God, while ages and cycles 
speed their precipitate flight. 

(x) The secret of this wonderful victory 
achieved by our glorious Christ is found in the fact 
that when John the Baptist poured on His head the 
limpid rill, thus anointing Him for the High Priest
hood and inaugurating Him into His official Mes
siahship, he confirmed His actual espousal of the lost 
cause, superinducing the necessity on the part of 
Satan to renew the Eden war and fight the battle over. 
Consequently the Holy Ghost led Him away into the 
wilderness to meet the Prince of the earth and King 
of the bottomless pit in battle array, giving him a fast 
of forty days antecedently so His unfallen humanity 
would realize the climax of hunger. When ap
proaching Him, he assaulted His humanity, tempting 
Him to satisfy this physical man with bread by trans
forming those stones which there abound the size 
and shape of barley loaves and satisfying his hunger. 
With a single stroke of the two-edged sword, "Man 
shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that 
proceedeth out of t'he inouth of God," Jesus signally 
defeated him, so the battle was wound up -on the 
physical plane. 

(y) Then leading Him to Jerusalem, to the pin
nacle of the temple, the devil fired a broadside against 
His pure, unf all en human spirit, tempting Him to le~p 
from the pinnacle, repeating Psalm 91, "He will give 
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his angels charge concerning thee so that in their 
hands they will bear thee·up and keep thee lest thou 
dash thy foot against a stone,'' cunningly leaving out 
the phrase, "In all thy ways." He thus turned this 
ponderous, hellish battering-ram against His faith, 
which is the basal grace, and if exploded, leaves 
the superstructure to totter and fall. Again Jesus 
siginally defeated him with a single stroke of the two
edged sword, "Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy 

Thus utterly discomfited on the spiritual 
plane, Satan led Him across the valley of Je
hoshaphat, up the summit of Olivet, the highest 
mount in Palestine, and gave Him a panorama 
of the time-honored empires enveloping · the 
globe. He proposed to Him to wind up the way by 
a compromise, giving Him all this world and letting 
Him reign over it forever, while he will content him
self to reign in hell on the solitary condition that 
Jesus recognize his divinity by falling down before 
him in the oriental attituc!e of worship, thus paying 
him divine homage. Then Jesus administered an
other stroke with the two-edged sword, "Thou shalt 
worship the Lord thy God, and Him only: shalt thou 
serve ;" actually putting Satan to flight so he ske
daddled, crestfallen from the field, as every army in 
;all ages has always done, when they ran out of am

·on and conseqently could not fight any more. 
J Satan in his fray with Adam the first, saved 

o-thirds of his ammunition, having achieved a 
·ous victory in the first campaign on the physical 
e; whereas in case of Adam the second, he used 
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it all and lost it all. Jesus thus achieved a victory 
transcedently glorious, as He did not need it for 
Himself, but fought and won it for Adam's ruined 
race. Actually so brilliant was the triumph and so 
signal Satan's def eat, that his only chance ever to get 
a solitary soul is to hallucinate, ambuscade, and hum
bug them out of their birthright which Jesus bought 
for every son and daughter of Adam's ruined race; 
the expiation is so perfect, the violated law so glor
iously magnified and the combined armies of hell 
were so signally defeated as to eternally preclude the 
shade of an apology for the damnation of a soli
tary soul ; so that none ever do or ever can make their 
bed in hell, unless they take the bit in their teeth and 
run away with the salvation wagon, fly the track, and 
plunge headlong over the Falls of Eternal Despair, to 
sink eternally in a bottomless hell, the football of 
myrmidons and the merciless victim of d~mons, that 
lash them with fire-brands, gouge their eyes and 
wring their neck for pastime as you see in case of 
Dives(Luke 16). He stood at the front of his church 
and fully expected heaven, but found himself in hell, 
tormented in the fire ; from the simple fact that in
stead of leaving the devil and seeking the Lord he 
followed the false prophet who bragged on him, took 
him into the church, baptized and sacramented him 
and elected him archbishop ; instead of lea<l:ing him 
to Jesus, praying for him and giving him the precious 
word of God to lead him down to a bottom rock 
repentance which confesses ·an sins, forsaking and 
restoring ill-gotten gains so far as possible ; utterly . 
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going out of businl s with the devil, giving him ·back 
all his sins whence they were gotten, and dashing off at 
racehorse speed up the King's highway of holiness, 
passing under the blood into the holy way central in 
the highway, where Satan's army waste their am
munition over-shooting one, and their lassos can 
never reach head, hand, or foot. This highway is out 
of gun-shot of all of hell's artillery, and you shout to 
see the devil wastihg his ammuniton by whole car
loads, turning . his broadsides of gattling guns and 
heavy artillery against you and wasting it all, because 
you are gloriously and etemally out of gun-shot and 
consequently have nothing to do but keep your seat 
in the full salvation car, unintimidated by high 
bridges and dark tunnels, for the .train is on schedule 
time; Jesus is the conductor, and the Holy Ghost the 
engineer, and God the Father, president of the road. 
So you have nothing to do but keep your seat and 
shout the victory as you make as quick time over the 
highest trestles and through the longest, darkest tun
nels as amid the broad daylight; sweeping on and 
on, a mile a · minute till you hear the conductor call 
(as there are no brakemen on the road because it is 
up the :Mk>unt all the way and does not need any), 
"New Jerusalem, Union Depot, all get off the train." 

(a) Oh, what a meeting as we see our fathers, 
mothers, brothers, sisters, children, and fellow-pil

s by whose side we have stood on the battle-field, 
fought and won thousands of victories for our glor-

us King, all now coming with loud 
e, calling our names on all sides. 
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"Oh, how sweet to think hereafter, 
When the spirit leaves this sphere, 

Love with deathless wings shall wait for 
Those she long hath mourned for here ; 

Hearts from which 'twas death to sever, 
Eyes this rworld can ne'er restore, 

There as warm, as bright as ever 
~all greet us and be lost no more." 

(b) Reader, are you now enjoying the unequivocal 
testimony of the Holy Spirit, born from a:bove and 
sanctified wholly? N. B. God is· neither poor nor 
stingy.. .It is His delight to flood your ~oul from the 
heavenly. ocean, giving you waters to '$Wi~n in; doing 
for you more than you ask or think. Oh, how He 
has run surprises on me over and over I Forty-seven 
years ago giving me that wonderful baptism with the 
Holy Ghost and fire, burning up the Free Mason, Odd 
Fellow, life insurance (for my life is now insured 
in the New Jerusalem Company which can never 
break), also burning up the college president, the 
Southern Methodist pre~cher, the candidate for the 
episcopacy, and all eartlily honors, flooding me with the 
song, "Take the World but Give me Jesu.S." Reader, 
take notice I- Beware of Satan's delusions. 
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Revelations 16: 12: "And the sixth angel poured 
out his bowl on th~ great river Euphrates, and his 
water was dried up, in order that the way of the Kings' 
way from the rising of the sun might be prepared." 

The evidence is very clear that this prophecy was 
fulfilled in the fall of the Turkish despotism in 1909. 
From the Turk's occupancy of Palestine the'y had 

• dealt tyrannically .with the Jews, making it a penalty 
of death to come on to the ground of the holy cam
pus (thirty-five acres surrounding the temple); at the 
same time unconditionally abnegating citizenship to 
them anywhere in the Holy Land, only permitting 
them to come on pilgrimages, rigidly obligating them 
to leave in thirty, sixty, or at the most, ninety days 
and utterly abnegating them the right to hold prop-
erty in that country. • 

In all ages God has keep His hand on His 
people, whom He elected out of all the nations of the 
earth, and while He has sent on them righteous judg
ments to castigate them for their sins and thoroughly 
test and try them, sifting out the unavailable, to per
pi:tuate the elect of Israel, till He comes in His glory, 

3 
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yet He has kept His providential hand over them, ever 
and anon miraculously interposing in their deliverance. 
After the return out of Babylonian captivity, as many 
remained scattered throl!ghout the Babylonian Empire, 
He still kept His providential hand over them. 

Whm I preached in Japan they were all 
shouting over their victory in the recent Russian War, 
praising their Mikado for his wisdom and their soldiers 
for their bravery. I said to them, "We know your 
Mikado is a wise man and 'your soldiers very brave, 
but you never got the victory in that way.'' Then I 
proceeded to explain it to them: "Great, proud Rus
sia, ruling about one-third of the globe, including half 
of all the Jews in the world, had given herself world 
wide notoriety in her awful oppression of the Hebrews, • 
throughout her kingdom, bea~ing, mobbing and slaught
ering them by thousands, so that they fled from their 
homes leaving everything they had as a prey to the 
robbers and murderers on their track with uplifted 
swords. Now," says I, "God wanted to punish big, 
proud Russia, for her maltreatment of the Jews. If 
He had sent the Yankees or the British, Germans or 
French,•to do that work, it would not have been half 
so humiliating as to confer the honor on you little 
,Japs." 

Then they said, "We will quit praising o-qr Mikado 
and soldiers and praise the Christians' God.'' Then, 
as I say to them, "We are the Yankees of the West 
and you of the East,'' they clamor round me : "Yes, 
and we are brothers.'' I say to them, ''You ought to 
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serve the Christians' God." Meanwhile they clamor 
I 

on all sides, "That is the very thing we want to do ! " 
So I found Japan the ripest Gospel field I ever struck. 

When President Roosevelt was. elected, he 
sent a consul to ,Jerusalem, as to all other nations. At 
present the Jews have the great majority of all na
tionalities at Jerusalem. As they could not hold cit
izenship in that country, they have always to hold it 
in the countries whence they came. Therefore many 
of them hold their citizenship in America, as it is one 
of the largest countries. When the consul found m:il
titudes of Jews coming to him with American papers 
who could not speak the English language at all, he . 
staggered over the matter, concluding that the:r paper3 
must be forgeries. Therefore he wrote to the Presi
dent stating the matter, as the Constitution of the 
United States never admits a foreigner into our ci ti
zenship till he has. been here five years, and in that 
time would learn the language. Roosevelt wrote back 
to him that if they had American papers, he should 
protect them as American citizens, as it was none of 
his business how they got them. This does seem like 
a providential intervention in their behalf. 

This Turkish revolution and the fall of the 
Sultanate in 1909 was a beautiful fulfilment of John's 
prophecy relative to the sixth angel pouri:Jg out his 
bowl of divine wrath on the Euphrates, drying up 
his waters so the kings could come from the rising sun 
to the great battle of God Almighty, which is Arma
geddon. The Euphrates waters the Turkish Empire 
as the Mississippi does our country. As its great, 

• 
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swellipg 'floods would obst1ruct ,traveling, the'y are 
represented as drying up, i. e., all impediment taken 
out of the way of marching armies, and running cars 
and wagon trains, to supply an army. 

When Jesus ascended up to. Heaven (Acts, second 
chapter) and reported His work to His Father, He 
said to Him, "Sit .thou on my right hand, till I make 
thine enemies thy footstool.'' He is sitting thete yet, 
but such has been the fulfilment of prophecy that we / 
have every reason to be on the lookout every moment 
for our blessed Heavenly Father to fulfil that promise, 
i. e., descend from Heaven and shake down every rival 
and vacate all the thrones, for the occupancy of His 
Son, who alone has the right to rule this world, a!'I He 
created it in the beginning. (Eph. and Col., first 
chapters.) 

When Satan captured it and held it tight in his 
cruel grip, He saw, and oh, amazing love! 

"Down from the shining seats above 
In joyful haste He fled, 

Entered the grave in mortal flesh 
Ami dwelt among the dead.'' 

Therefore it belongs to Him doubly, both by creation 
and redemption. The Father, for whom, in filial love, 
He created it, fully recognized His double right to it, 
when He ascended up from Mt. Olivet, telling Him to 
sit down by His side on His throne and make Himself 
easy, till He descends and dethrones all of His rivals. 
This we see gloriously fulfilled in Daniel 7 :9, 10; ''I 
beheld till the thrones were cast down, and the Ancient 
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of Days did sit, ·a fiery stream came forth from before 
him, thousand thousands ministered unto him.'' 

"Fire," throughout the Bible, means sanctification, 
because it is the great destroyer. Before the king 
of day can roll his fiery chariot through the dark 
erebus enveloping the broad oceans, and again climb 
the eastern skies, this great city could go down in an 
ocean of flame. Hence the fiery stream going before 
the Ancient of Days verily means destruction. We 
also see a thousand thousand, i. e., a million angels, 
ministering to Him, i. e., they come along to do His 
bidding, in the fulfilment of the promise that He gave 
to His Son to make every rule!' of the earth His foot
stool, i. e., to put Him on every throne beneath the azure 
skies. 

While Daniel saw the destroying angels, John 
saw the Armageddon wars, when the kings all fall 
from their thrones, as they soon will. John sees 
them (R.ev. 19th chap.) all on the battlefield, fighting 
against the Lord Jesus Christ, in the vain attempt to 
recover the thrones, kingdoms and scepters, wrested 
out of their hands, but they all go down in blood. The 
Pop.e and Mohammed, Satan's right and left bowers, 
are arrested alive and cast into the lake of fire, a thou
sand years before the devil gets there. 

You see in this sixteenth chapter, the seer of Pat
mos recognizes three unclean spirits, the beast (Catholo
cism), the dragon (Paganism), and the false prophet 
(Mohammedanism). These are the three grand di
visions of anti-Christendom: 390 m1illion Catholics, 
850 mjllion pagans, and 220 millioO: Mohammedans, 
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Demons come out of all of these and proceed to stir 
up all the kings of the earth to the great battle of God 
Almighty, i: e., against Him, when He shall descend to 
fulfil His promise to His Son, shaking down every 
usurper in all the earth, and vacating the thrones for 
the occupancy of His Son. 

Now if you will read this, the Lord says, "Be
hold, I come as a thief; blessed is he that watcheth and 
keepeth his garments, that he may not walk naked and 
that they may not see his shame." The garment is 
the bloodwashed robe with which the Bridehood saints 
were clothed. You see the connection of these proph
ecies. The sixth angel pours out his bowl of wrath 
on the great River Euphrates, which took place in 
1909, whPn that great Empire was convulsed by a 
revolution from center to circumference, and the Sul
tanate, the irreconcilable enemy of the Jews, was shak
en down to rise no more, because the Sultan himself 
is a prisoner for life, crownless and sceptreless, and 
only asking to live; whereas the new dynasty, cogno
mened the "Young Turks," is really in sympathy with 
the Jews, inviting them from the uttermost parts of 
the world to come and buy land and colonize, not only 
Palestine, but Syria and Mesopotamia, all the way up 
north to the great River Euphrates. 

The striking fact in this prophetical fulfilment il!I 
that they just recognize the ancient boundary which 
you see in Joshua, first chapter, extending from the 
river of Egypt on the south, to the Euphrates on the 
north ; from the Great Sea on the west to tbe waters of 
Meribah on the east. 
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Not only was the pr~phecy of Daniel and John 
literally fulfilled in the fall of the Sultanate in 1909, 
but that revolution changed the policy of the govern
ment from uncompromising antipathy, intolerance and 
ostracism of the Jews, t6 sympathy, recognition, citi
zenship and the right to hold all the property they will. 
Meanwhile, as the Jews are the financiers of the world, 
holding the purse of the nations, they are well able to 
buy the land, as they come from every nation and 
colonize it. 

When I first visited the country eighteen years ago, 
only a few colonies were in it, whereas two years ago 
there were fifty, all flourishing. Wherev:er they drop 
down a colony, everything leaps into life. 

They are not only the financiers of the world, but 
the best mechanics. It seems that every one is ac
tually a mechanical expert; even the children in their 
teens, girls as well as boys, do mechanical work I coulEl 
not do to save my life, and which in America would 
bring five dollars a d.ay. 

That country is the most prolific in all the 
world. They are now feeding the great Orient on 
oranges and satiating them with their delicious lemons 
the best I ever saw, two or three times as large as in 
this country and full of juice. My amanuensis asks 
me, ''Are they sour~'' No, but exceedingly delicious 
and refreshing. In America I am a very poor orange
eater because I so often find them sour or pithy, which 
I never did 'in the Holy Land, where I ate them all 
the time. For my own curiosity I have often hunted 
for the sour and pithy, selP-cting the most ill-flavored, 
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faulty and defective, so far as I could discriminate 
from the exterior, thinking, ''Surely this one will prove 
sour or P.ithy," but my search proved a failure every 
time, as I found it sweet and delicious. 

That whole country was in the Garden of Eden 
(Gen. 2: 10): "These rivers went out to water the 
garden, the Pison (i.e., the Jordan, taking in Palestine), 
the Gihon (i. e., the Nile, taking in Egypt), the Hidde
kel (i. e., the Tigris, encompassing Syria), and the 
Euphrates (which still bears its name, including Meso
potamia). All the world was Eden, i. e., Paradise, 
before Satan entered it, but the above countries were 
included in the native park. If Satan had left the 
world alone, we would have no need to toil for a living, 
as the earth spontaneously produced it, leaving us all 
our time for felicitous communion with God, study of 
His mighty works a:pd glorious fl 'vinity, taught by the 
Holy Ghost at His feet, and instructed by angels, arch
angels, cherubim, seraphim and the brilliant sons of 

' God, who answered the anthem of the stars that sang 
together at Crea:tion 's morn, when all the heavenly 
host shouted for joy. 

This same country included in the park, e. g., Gar
den of Eden, God gave to Abraham in an everlasting 
covenant, which He renewed with Isaac and Jacob to 
be a possession for his seed forever. ''If ye be Christ's, 
ye are Abraham's seed and heirs according to the 
promise." (Gal. 3rd chap.) 

When our Savior in human form visited Abra
ham, He walked him out beneath the twinkling stars 
and told him to look up and count them if he could, 
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and said, ''So shall your seed be.'' The stars repre
sent the spiritual seed of Abraham, the father of the 
faithful, and take in all the children of God in every 
land and age. · He also told him that his seed should 
be as the sand on the seashore, innumerable, and as 
the dust of the earth; it is utterly impossible to count 
th grains of sand and .the dust of the earth, which re
present Abraham's lineal posterity. 

The Lord at that time, in His personal interview 
with Abraham, said that his spiritual posterity would 
be as innumerable as the stars, and that takes in all 
·the Gentiles; and Jiis ethnological seed, i. e., the He
brew nationality, would be as the sand and the dust, 
and told him that they should inhabit the land of Ca
naan. (Joshua, first chapter.) This is bounded on 
the south by the river of Egypt; north, the Euphrates; 
west, the Great Sea, and east, the waters of Meribah. 
It includes Egypt, Palestine, Syria and Mesopotamia 
forever and ever, showing up terrene eternity, i. e., 
that the earth will endure forever. 

In this Scripture (Rev. 16 :15), Jesus says that 
immediately after those unclean spirits 1(Catholo
cism, paganism, and Mohammedanism) go out of the 
mouth of the beast (which is indubitably receiving its 
fulfilment as above elucidated), "Behold I come as a 
thief; blessed is he that watcheth and keepeth his gar
ments, that he may not walk about in a state of nudity, 
and they may not see his shame.'' 

Every soul that is not clothed with the blood
washed robe of Christ's righteousness is utterly nude, 
and exposed not only to the omniscient scrutiny, but 
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to the eyes of the angels and the Lord's anointed of 
this world. 

Verse 16: ''And he gathered them together in 
the place called in He brew, Armageddon." '!'his is 
the great and final conflict for which all nations are 
vigorously preparing. 

Verse 17: "The seventh angel poured out his 
bowl on the air, and a great voice came out from 
the temple saying, It is done." Daniel, twelfth chapter 
prophesies this same Armageddon, certifying that 
there would be a time of trouble such as the ages never 
knew or never will again; but every one whose name . 
is written in the book, i. e., on the Bride-roll, shall be 
delivered. At the same time he sees Michail, the cap
tain of the resurrection angels, standing before him 
ready to scour the world from pole to pole, gathering 
up all the elect of God. 

The resurrection of the buried saints will anticipate 
the transfiguration of the living. First Thessalonians, 
fourth chapter: ''The Lord will descend from heaven 
with a shout, with the trump of God and the voice of 
the archangel, and the dead in Christ shall rise first 
(i. e., before the transfiguration of the living), then 
we who are alive and left till his coming will be caught 
up together with the resurrected saints, to meet the 
Lord in the air and be forever with the Lord." We 
also have here the statement, "Those who sleep in J e
sus, will God bring with Him,'' i. e., the glorified 
saints, whose bodies are asleep in the earth, from right
eous Abel, the Lord will bring with Him when He comes. 

On the Mount of Transfiguration, we see 
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Moses and Elijah along with our glorified Savior, the 
former representing all who will be glorified through 
the resurrection, as himself had received it, and the 
latter standing for all who will be glorified through 
the translation, as himself received it without ever 
seeing death. 

The reason why we are the most fortunate genera
tion is b~cause the transfiguration is a climacteric bless
ing and an extraordinary privilege, as in that case we 
will never evacuate the body and return to mother 
dust, but instantaneously receive the immortal investi
ture. First Corinthians 15: 51: "We shall not all 
sleep; but we shall all be changed in a moment, in the 
twinkling of an eye, this mortal shall put on immor
tality, this corruptiin put on incorruption, and this 
mortality be swallowed up of life.'' 

The Lord has let me live far down on the Ultima 
Thule of the last dispensation of "a tan's reign, amid 
the glorious adumbrations of his speedy dethronement. 
when Jesus will take the whole world into hand, to 
rule it forever. Luke I :33, "He shall sit down on 
the throne of David, and rule over the house of Jacob 
forever; of His Kingdom there shall be no end." If 
He should send an angel to call me away, ~ trow the 
grass will not grow green over my grave till I hear 
the tr-umpet blast and leap out. Though we do not 
attend our own funerals, we all have an idea where 
we will be buried. In my case, it is very uncertain 
as I travel so much in the old world, and am already 
an octogenarian on the shady side, looking for Jesus 
all the time, and assured that if He tarrieth, He will 
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soon send an angel to escort me away. In the latter 
case, I leave my body somewhere in this world. If I 
should evacuate it in America, I know my homefolk 
will inter it in the family cemetery. If on the ocean, 
that will be my burying-ground. If beyond the great 
waters, they will simply depos~t my remains in a mis
sionary grave, as I am with them all the time, helping 
them in their labors. In any Gase whatever, I will 
have an idea where I left my body, and never forget 
it, as it has served me so faithfully. 

Therefore with great delight to recover my tene
ment, transfigured and glorified, I will descend with 
all who sleep in Jesus (1 Thes., fourth chapter), and 
re-enter this house of clay. 

In case He shall come whilfl I tenant this clay man
sion, it will be instantaneously transfigured, responsive 
to His omnipotent ipse dixit, forever delivering me 
from mortality and all the accidents and incidents ap
pertaining to probationary p1ilgirimage. T/herefore 
I have a constant view of the transfiguration mount; 
my Savior in His glory electrifying my spirit; Elijah 
by His side, reminding me of my constant liability, to 
enjoy a transfiguration; and Moses flashing on my soul 
a glorious reminiscence of a speedy resurrection, if He 
tarrieth. · 

Now, as we are living during the outp.ouring 
and running over of the sixth bowl of wrath (Rev., 
16th chapter), when the Lord comes as a thief, un
seen and unexpected by any except those whom He i--;; 
coming to steal, you have a case of an elopement in the 
dark mid-night hour. When naught is heard but the 
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thunder of the passing train, the lashing of 'the ocean 
billows against the rock-bound shore, and the barking 
of the sleepless 'fatch dog, the lover comes to steal 
away His bride, who is on the housetop, looking up 
into the glittering constellations as they beat their 
marches on their long sentinel rounds, never resting a 
moment through the roll of ages and cycles. Though 
the family and all the servants, guests and sojourners 
are wrapt in ambrosial slumber, no sleep comes to her 
eyes, nor slumber to her eyelids, as she is constantly 
watching for the appearing of h~ LovN. He takes 
her at midnight and no one has a suspicion, till they 
miss her at the breakfast table. 

The Lord says He comes "as a thief." Hence the 
conclusion that nobody is looking for Him but His 
Bride. Therefore, He is as unexpected as the flood 
to the antediluvians, and the breaking storm of fire 
and brimstone on the cities of the plain; but 
no surprise to Noah, who had faithfully warned then1 
120 years, nor to Lot, who had peregrinated the plains 
of Siddim, preaching righteousness, twenty-three years. 

The prophecies have· been so fulfilled that we 
have every reason to be constantly looking for His ap
pearing to steal away His Bride, as Daniel assures us 
He will before the awful Armageddon sets in. 

The tribulation will be the la.st woe that will come 
on the earth in castigatory judgments. Verse 18: 
"And there were lightnings and voices and thunders, 
and there was a great earthquake, such as had not been 
from the time men were upon the earth, and so great 
was the earthquake that the great city was divided in-

• 
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to three parts,'' i. e., the city of Rome will be torn 
to pieces by an earthquake, as San F1 ancisco a few 
years ago, in fulfilment of this prophecy. "And the 
cities of the Gentiles fell, and great Babylon came into 
remembrance before God, to give unto her the cup of 
the wine of the wrath of His indignation." 

The Pope will be the antichrist of the tribulation. 
Jn the Old World now, Catholicism, with her 390 mil
lions, has everything in her iron grip and is fast com
ing to the front in the New World. The largest pro
cession I ever saw in my life I saw i:ecently' in Yankee 
Land; all Roman Catholics, with their banners floating 
in the air. 

"Every island fled and the mountains were not 
found." London, the greatest city of the world, ani 
many other great cities are on the British Isles. Dur
ing the tribulation these awful earthquakes and vol
canic eruptions will co-operate with the million de
stroying angels seen by Daniel, and the Mvful Arma
geddon wars, by the seer of Patmos. (Rev. 13.) 

Verse 21 : ''Great hail like a talent falls from 
heaven on the people, and the people blaspheme God, 
on account of the plague of the hail, because its plague 
was exceeding great.'' 

The very word ''Armageddon'' is from ''ar'' moun
tain, and "Negiddo", the name of the great plain on 
which Debor11h and Barak, with the ten thousand 
braves, met Sisera, the commander-in-chief of the com
bined northern armies, under the leadership of Jabin, 
the King of Hazor • 
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We see from these prophecies, how earthquakes 
and volcanoes will co-operate with all the munitions 
of war by all the nations of the earth, as well as Dan. 
iel 's million destroying angels, in the awful expedition 
of the grim monster's destructive work,' eliminating 
out of the world all the incorrigibles and unsaveables. 

The first woe (Rev. 9: 1-12) lasted over 100 years, 
beginning with the rise of Mohammedanism and wind
ing up with ·tbe Battle of Tours, France, A. D. 732, 
where the Christians, under the leadership of Charles 
Martel, the heroic duke of Austria, won the vic
tory. He gained the cognomen "Martel," wh}ch 
means "hammer,'' because of this great victory! After 
the Moslems had conquered Palestine, Syria, Mesopo
tamia, all Egypt, and Northern Africa, the cradle of 
ancient civilization, where the patriarchs, prophets, 
Jesus and His apostles had lived and died, everywhere 
planting the Gospel trees of ambrosial fruit and irri
gating them with their blood; thus having driven Chris
tianity! out of all those countries, as they made it a 
rule to kill everyone who did not turn Mohammedan, 
as the false prophet certified that God had sent him to 
propagate his · religion by the sword and had given 
him a death warrant for every one that would not 
receive it, having conquered and killed throughout 
these countries, the fairest in the world, all the Chris
tians that did not run away or turn Mohammedan, 
they crossed Gibraltar, only eight miles wide, into 
Spain, and took it by storm. Then, crossing the 
Pyrenees, they invaded France, determined to take 
all Europe, then the wild West and the asylum of perse. 

' 
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cuted Christians, but Charles continued to hammer 
them and would not retreat before them. Finally he 
broke their p<>wer and signally defeated them, winding 
up the first woe A. D. 732. 

That victory so encouraged the Christians that they 
conceived the idea of going and driving the infidel 
l\foslems out of the Holy Land, so recovering the patri
mony of our Savior. 

They fought two hundred years, finally tak
ing the city, A. D. 1099, under the leadership of my 
namesake "Godfrey,'' the greatest military chief
tain in the world in his day. His body is 
now in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jeru
salem. I have often had his sword in my hand. From 
the size of it, he must have been a giant. 

They were only able to hold Palestine eighty-eight 
years; meanwhile they built many churches, still stand
ing. The l\foslems never did make peace with them, 
but fought on those eighty-eight years, finally defeat
ing them signally · in the Battle of Hattin, fought ou 
the mount of that name, hanging over the Galilean Sea 
from the west, by Saladin, the greatest general in the 
world in his day, even if he was a Mohammedan. His 
tomb is now in Damascus. This defeat proved so signal 
that the Christian Crusaders finally retreated out of 
Asia and never got back. 

That glorious victory for the Moslem cause so en
couraged them that they resumed the aggressive, be
coming very enterprising; conquering great India and 
making it the center of their movements for the con
quest of the whole world, for the false prophet, Akbar 
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the Emperor, and Tamerlane, the great Tartar con
queror; founding the Mogul Empire, which stood two 
hundred years at the front; under whose auspicies they 
pushed their conquest throughout the whole habitable 
earth; America though then inhabited, being utterly 
unknown to the Oriental hemisphere. 

They continued to push their conquests into 
every nation, carrying victory before them and killing 
many who did not turn Mohammedan. Finally 
Christianity is restricted to the wild West exclusively, 
i. e., northern and western Europe, and unknown in 
Asia and Africa, the home of the patriarchs, prophets, 
our Savior and His apostles. That is th<> reason why 
Asia and Africa are the mission.ary fielils to-day, be
cause the Mohammedans, long ago, exterminated 
Christianity out of it by the sword. 

This seeond woe (Rev. 13: 29 ) , as you see there 
ihsted Toilr hundred years. It seemeJ 'hat they •mrcly 
would take the whole world and hold it tight. 

Finally they coil their grand army of three 
lrnndred thousand around Vienna, Austria, the st-i:flng
est citadel in Christendom, closing in :;o as to preclude 
all ingress and egress, believing solidly that with its 
!'all Christillnity will evanesce from the Parth and all 
will be the faithful followers of Mohammed. 

The defen~ers of Vienna fortunately managed to 
get word to Poland, at that time one of the g-reat 
po\\"<'l"S of Europe (though in later centuries obliter
atr><l), and eminent for her piety, John Sobieski being 
at the head of affairs, political and ecclesiastical. 

He promptly resiponds to the call, rallying 
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every available soldier, arming and equipping, and 
hastening away to the relief of Vienna. Arriving on 
Sunday, September 12, 1683, he delivers a powerful ex
hortation to his men, in which he certifies his deter
mination to relieve Vienna or leave his body dead on 
the field; delivering to them the battle-cry, "Not unto 
us, 0 Lord, but unto Thee be the glory!'' 

He leads off the assault at sweeping gallop, fol
lowed by twenty thousand Polish warriors, all shout
ing at the top of their voices, "Not unto us, 0 Lord, 
but unto Thee be the glory!'' Their prayers, con
firmed by that perfect comecration, shook Heaven and 
earth. 

The'y dashed so valiantly against the Moslem 
phalanx as to break it in twain, rushing with avalanche 
impetuosity into the city, carrying victory with them, 
and throwing the whole city into consternation, every
where sending a panic and confusion through the Mos
lem host. 

In the providence of God, it was the full moon, and 
total eclipse; just utterly obscuring the beautiful queen 
of night, after she had risen in her full-orbed splendor, 
electrifying the Moslem host with shouts of victory. 
As their flag, then and now, was the crescent, repre
senting the moon beginning a mere thread and growing, 
till a full, solid orb, com:equently they b~lieved, and do 
yet, that their religion, beginning in the very smallest 
way, would move on without a break till it fills the 
whole world. 

Therefore when they saw the beautiful nightly 
queen appear above the Oriental horizon a complete, 
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full grown orb, they all shouted aloud, ''The victory 
has come at last; we've not fought so long in vain!" 
But when they saw her fading away as the earth moved 
between her beautiful face and the grand solar orb, 
whence she borrowed all her light, black darkness su
pervened, settling down in dreary midnight on the 
world. In that vast army of three hundred thousand, 
there was not an astromomer to explain the phenom
enon. They could neither read nor write, therefore 
panic struck them like a nightmare. Taking fright, a 
universal stampede sets in, the hosts shouting aloud, 
"Do you not see how God has forsaken us and our 
banner is fading from the sky?" Meanwhile the 
Polish army is everywhere triumphant; the people 
elated with their glorious and timely deliverance; and 
an unutterable Heavenly sunburst, not only on Vimna. 
but on all Christendom. The panic swept like a tor
nado till nobody thought of anything but to escape for 
life. Oh, what a stampede! Three hundred thousand 
warriors, flushed with a thousand vi :itories and laden 
with the spoils of war, so awfully affrighted that they 
stampede away, running over one another, no chance 
even to get their gold and silver and other valuables, 
while they leave the field groaning under the spoils of 
war, innumerable herds and flocks, wagons, horses, 
mules, camels, donkeys; millions of dollars worth le.ft 
on the ground. · 

This was the fulfilment of Daniel 8 :25: "He 
shall be broken without hand." All Christendom had 
fought two hundred years to break the false prophet, 
and signally failed. Then and there God put His hand 
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on him and broke his spinal column. Then and there 
the tide that had been constantly rising four hundred 
years, received an awful ebb and continued to roll 
back and has been going down ever since. The Mos
lem world then contained a whole dozen great empires, 
all of which one by one have been wrested from her,· 
till Turkey stands alone. And, as you see above, in 
1909, when the sixth angel poured out his bowl of 
divine wrath on the great River Euphrates, drying up 
his floods, pursuant to the prophecies of the confrater
nal seers of Babylon and Patmos, the fall of the Sultan
ate was really the death-knell of the false prophet. 

If I were a millionaire, I would gather the 
Ethiopians in Bible-schools from the Atlantic to Mexico 
and prepare them to preach the Gospel in the Land 
of Ham, where three hundred millions sit in darkness 
and in the shadow of death. Meanwhile the lasso of 
the false prophet is flying through the air and catch
ing them by myriads, after which it is so much more 
difficult to Christianize them than in raw heathenism. 

Why do you think the Lord is so nigh, when 
there are so many heathens 1 The work of our dispen
sation is not to get all the world converted, but to call 
and equip the Bride. (Acts, 15th chapter). In this 
Jerusalem Council of apostles, elders and brethren, b 
order to determine the relation of the Gospel Church 
to the Gentile world, James, the Lord's brother, pre
siding bishop; Peter, a fire-baptized evangelist, having 
delivered a speech, referent to his ministry in the house 
of Cornelius, opening the door of the Gospel Church to 
the Gentile world. · addressed the council: "God 
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hath interposed to take a people for Him
self out of the Gentiles (the very thing we are all do
ing, trav:eling to the ends of the earth, preaching to 
every nation (Matt. 28: 19), in order to give every na
tion a chance for the Bridehood, as Jesus said (Matt. 
24:14), that when we do that, he will come back. 
And to this refer the words of the prophet Amos, I 
will return and build again the throne of David, which 
is fallen down and build again the ruins of the same, 
and set it up again, in. order that the remainders of 
the people may seek out the Lord, even all those on 
whom his name has been called.'' 

This speech delivered by Bishop James, the eldest 
brother of our Lord, is so clear and explicit that it 
needs no exegesis, as it shows up positively that our 
work is simply to call and equip the Bride, as the LorJ 
is going to rule the whole world through the instru
mentality of His Bride (Rev. 20: 6), whereas the on
coming millennial dispensation will evangelize all the 
world, getting them saved and sanctified. 

This conclusion is abundantly confirmed by 
John (Rev. 19: 21). In this chapter we see all the 
kings on the battlefield led by the Pope and Moham
med, Satan's right and left bowers, fighting against the 
Lord Jesus Christ, there portrayed as a mounted war
rior, in order to regain their forfeited kingdoms, all 
of which Daniel saw fall (7: 9). They all go down 
in blood; an angel standi!1g on the sun, a convenient 
place, calling all the carniverous beasts and birds in 
the whole world to come to the grand carnival and 
feast on the flesh of kings, queens, princes and poten-

• 
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tates as well as plebeians and servants, having fallE>n 
in the great Armageddon wars, whose province it i9 
to eliminate out of the world all the umaveables and 
incorrigibles of every land and nation, an indispensable 
preparation for the glorious millennial reign. 

Now let us hear the seer of Babylon in his val
edictory, closing his last chapter: "Blessed is he 
that cometh to the end of the one thousand, three hun
dred and thirty days.'' Why does Daniel pronounce 
them "blessed" who survive the Tribulation Y Be
cause, as you see above, they will all get saved through 
the ministry of the transfigured saints at the begin
ning of the Millennium. 

Now read Acts, 15th coopter, and hear the 
verdict of James, our Lord's eldest brother, honored 
with the chair of apostolic bishop. Verse 17: ''In 
order that the remainder of the peoples may seek out 
the Lord, even every nation on whom his name has 
been called.'' 

The English V erson erroneously says, ''Seek after 
the Lord.'' You may seek after Him all your life an:l 
never find Him and make your bed in Hell; whereas if 
you ''seek him out,'' you find Him to an absolute cer
tainty. 

The chronologies all confirm the conclusion 
that we are treading the Ultima Thule of the Gentile 
dispensation. Daniel, 4th chapter, reveal3 the notable 
key to chronology in a plain and simple way, so we 
can all understand it. Nebuchadnezzar suddenly be
came so utterly crazy as to be incompetent for his 
world-wide administration, therefore his princes super-
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seded him, ignoring him like any other insane person. 
It is said that "God gave him the heart of a beast," 
i. e., brutalized him, that He might illustrate the utter 
futility of human government. The heart is the man 
himself. When God gave him "the heart of a beast," 
leaving human society, he made his abode with the 
wild donkeys, thinking he was one, living like brutes, 
utterly neglecting his person seven long years, till hi3 
nails grew out like eagles' claws and his hair long like 
eagles' feathers, and his body nightly wet with the 
falling dews. Gcd, in mercy, providentially kept him 
from cold, or he would have died. 

At the end of the seven years, God restored his 
gigantic intellect, which made him the most competent 
man in the world to succeed Him on the throne. Quick
ly the news flew on the wings of the wind, "The great 
and glorious king is all right once more.'' The princes 
rally to him and the nobility of every nation, trim, 
wash and invest his person in his royal ragalia once 
more, mount him on a regal sedan lifted up on the 
shoulders of his tallest princes and, amid the swell of· 
every musical instrument and the vociferous shouts of 
his peers and the jubilant praises of the multitude, 
carry him back to his golden palace and re-enthrone 
him the world's monarch as in the halcyon days of by
gone years, when his trumphant banner floated over 
every nation and he sat upon the pinnacle of universal 
autocracy. 

Just as Nebuchadnezzar's insanity was parentheti
cal in his lifelong, brilliant and glorf'ous reign, so hu
man government is parenthetical in the divine, which 
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went down with the fall of Jerusalem, B. C. 587, and 
will return when King Jesus comes in the clouds. 

Now God, in His mercy, through Daniel, gives 
m the key to unlock these chronologi."al mysteries. 
N. B. In these prophecies a day is a Y.ear (chapter 9). 
Head it and you see by the prophcJY th:tt it will be 
seventy weeks, i. e., 490 years, from the founding of 
the second temple by Ezra, Zerrubbabel and Nehemiah, 
''till Messiah be cut off,'' i. e., Christ be crucified, which 
was just 490 years after. 

There are many other confirmations of the year-day 
prophetic interpretation. 

Now we see in Daniel, last chapter, 1335 
(v. 14 minus 1290 v. 12) equals· 45, Daniel's Tribula 
tion period. N. B. This Tribulation belongs to the 
Gentile times included in Satan's reign, but winding 
it up with the greatest Hell harvest in all the ages, as 
Hell is God's penitentiary and Satan it's king; all the 
people who will not let God save them, will be gathered 
in the great Armageddon harvest and garnered in Hell. 
With this wonderful epoch, Satan will be arrested and 
cast into Hell, when the r,ord Jesus Christ comes with 
His mighty host (Rev. 19th chapter.) 

As the Tribulation belongs to the Gentile times, 
and Christ is coming to take away His Bride just be
fore it sets in (not His glorious second coming to reign 
forever, but when He comes for His Bride, as you see 
(1 Thess., 4th chapter), He simply comes in calling 
proximity, and "We are caught up to meet him in the 
air," and go away to the Marriage Supper of the Lam·b, 
where He will hold that magnitudinous Holiness Con-
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ference and give us all our appointments to serve as 
His subordinates). Daniel 7 : 18 : . "I beheld till the 
saints of the most high possessed the kingdom and 
will possess it forever and ever and ever!'' 

As these forty-five 'years belong to the Gentile dis
pensation, winding it up, the rapture of the saints 
"ill take place immediately before the tribulation 
judgments set in. Daniel 12: 1, 2: ''There will be 
a time of trouble such as the world never saw and 
never will again; but every one whose name is written 
in the Book (i.e., on the Bride-roll), will be delivered." 

We are not looking for the IJord to descend on the 
Throne of His millennial kingdom, dethrone Satan 
and reign forever, but we are on the constant outlook 
for Him, "to descend from heaven with a shout, with 
the voice of the archangel and the trump of God when 
the dead in Christ shall rise first, i. e., before the 
transfiguration of the living, when we shall all be 
caught up to meet the Lord in the air." (1 Thess., 4th 
chapter.) 

When I preached among the heathens, I found 
them proof against all benedictions. It amounted to 
nothing to dismiss the congregation, as they would 
stay on all day or night, as the case might be, crying 
to God to save and sanctify them. I always preach 
straight and positively on justification for every sin
ner by the free grace of God in Christ, then and there 
received by simple faith, when fully given up to God; 
and entire sanctification for every Christian, in the 
same way, by the free anq unmerited grace of God in 
Christ. 

• 

/ 
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They would all take me at my' word, and begin, 
gettin.g louder and stronger; answers from Heaven 
descending, souls passing into life; others tiding over 
,Jordan into the land flowing with milk and honey and 
abounding in corn and wine. Thus they would pray 
on all night, despite the benediction, which, through 
courtesy, I gave them. 

Though I had to go away and sleep, next day many 
would have glorious news from the battlefield, shout. 
ing the victory, while others were still crying for 
mercy. Consequently I saw more people saved, sanc
tified and called to preach than ever before in the sam<~ 

length of time. 
The signal fulfilment of the latter-day prophecies, 

"Many will rnn to an fro," and "know ledge will be 
increased;'' how wonderfully are they verified as tht> 
mighty ocean lines girdle the world, and the iron 
horse not only darts through mountain tunnels in hh 
flight around the world, but by' the track and pinion 
system, climbs all the ranges, over the snowy white 
summits. 

Our Savior anathamatized the hierarchy be
cause, while expert in prognosticating the weather they 
were blind to the fulfilment of the prophecies; the 
seventy weeks of Daniel just then running out, and 
Jacob's prophecy (Gen. 49:10), that the scepter would 
depart from Judah when Shiloh came, having already 
been signally fulfilled, as the Roman Emperor, Augus
tus Cres:ar, had already refused to crown Archelaus, in 
the succession of his father Herod (Matt., 2nd chapter), 
and taken the kingdom from them, turning Judea into 
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a Roman province. Herod was the last of Judah's 
line and died while Jesus was a fugitive infant in 
Egypt from his cruelty, in fulfilment of Jacob's proph
ecy. Thus the scepter had aleady departed from 
Judah (because it went to Him, as He confessed to 
Pilate that He \Vas King of the Jews, and has been ever 
since), consequently the Jews have had no king and 
never will have till He comes from Heaven on the 
throne of the millennial theocracy, which is none other 
than the Kingdom of Israel. 

We see the learned hierarchy with nothing to do 
but study their Bibles, utterly blind to the fulfilment 
of the prophecies. It is even so today, great the
ologians preaching that the world is getting better 
and the Lord is going to delay His coming; while J e
sus says, it will get worse till He comes (Luke, 21st' 
chapter), and pronounces a woe on all who do not 
believe Him. 

God bless you all! 
W. B. Godbey. 



Secret Societies 
Among the secret societies, Free-Masonry is the 

almamater, prolific mother. I speak from personal 
audience as I long claim with her votaries that she 
originated with king Solomon, co-operated by Hiram 
the king of Tyre. Their books and ceremonies abound 
in testimony to this fact but claim nothing except 
Masonic tradition. I have often been in Solomon's 
quarries, a great cave under Mount Bezetha, a pro
minence of Zion about 500 yds. long and 100 ft. wide 
and 30 to 50 ft. high, . which was formed by the re
moval of the stone to build the temple, royal man
sions and other valuable superstructures~ Out of 
this they took vast and incalculable quantities of 
splendid building stone. Deep down in the earth it 
is soft and easily worked. They sawed it out in the 
shape they wanted it, as gun powder had not been 
discovered. In this great artificial cave, the Masonic 
fraternity hold the grand lodge of the world. "Bro
Godbey, do you believe these traditions?" I am 
frank to answer in the negative. They do not claim 
a single line of written history. Moses was the first 
writer of books in the world; the Phoenicians having 

invented the alphabet and made some progress in the 
use of it ;-the Egyptians having first of all invented 
the hieroglyphics, which we now see when we travel 
in that country, as the catacombs abound in them, 
many which have been explored and the mummies 
taken out; but the walls of the catacombs are liter
ally covered with these hieroglyphic writings,' the 
incipency of the literature afterward by the Phoe
nicians perfected into the alphabet and by Moses 
utilized to write the Pentateuch thirty-five hun
dred and eighty years ago, which is still ex
tant and preserved with great care in the Sa-
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maritan convent in Shechem, Palestine. I have re
peatedly had it in my hand. As not a word from 
contemporaries of Solomon and Hiram relative to 
Free Masonry has come down to us in writing, my 
honest impression is that the old tradition is the 
fruitful imagination of some of the brethren living 
in more recent times. We traced it back a few cen
turies ago, when civilization was tossing her brilliant 
aurora in rosy fingered splendor over the world, pro
claiming the long-prayed-for daybreak, after that 
dismal night, denominated the Dark Ages, began 
visibly and cheeringly to retreat before the glorious 
dawn of our God-given civilization, whose inaugu
ration was characterized by the discovery of Amer
ica by Columbus, A. D. 1492; the invention of the art 
of printing; the first Bible being printed in London 
in 1551, and the revival of learning. Inspired by 
these thrilling providences a great revival on the line 
of church building prevailed in Europe. As the great 
rank and file of the Church were Catholics and so 
to this day, the beautiful and majestic cathedrals 
began to take the place of the simple rude, wood and 
stone buildings which had characterized the ages 
when gross ignorance, superstition, manicled the peo
ple and no magistrate was competent to enforce civil 
authority; life and liberty being only held by the 
stern arbitrament of the sword; marauding bands 
especially in the darkness of the night going through 
the country impoverishing the people by their rob
bery and terrifying them by their murders. Follow
ing those dark and bloody ages with the glorious 
dawn of Christian civilization. The Catholic Church 
proceeded to build cathedrals extensively over the 
country in the prominent towns till it became a 
very important and lucrative business; consequently 
the ' brick and stone masons organized, much after 
the manner of the labor union now, in order to their 
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mutual help and co-operation and financial improve
ment, and in this way the Mason frat~rnity, origi:
nally consisting of mechanics altogether, was launch
ed. Subsequently as the years go by, generations 
come and go, they admit into their organization, not 
simply brick and stone masons, but other men, till 
eventually the mechanical phase evanesced and the 
mutual benefit association survived and became the 
celebrated order of Free Masons, now extensively 
dispersed in the earth and has become the prolific 
mother of Odd Fellowship, Red Men, etc. 



Chapter I. 

INCOMPATIBILITY WITH OUR SAVIOR'S 
BAPTISM 

I do not mean the baptism which the Savior re
ceived with water at the hands of John, but the 
baptism which He gave to all His disciples, the grand 
sine qua non, without which no one shall ever see 
His face. (Heb. 12: 14.) That baptism is only for 
the children of God. 

The Tongue heresy is a terrible assault of Satan 
and a tremendous effort on the part of him and his 
myrmidons to counterfeit the baptism Jesus gives 
with the Holy Ghost and fire. 

The gift of Tongues is all right and one of the 
nine catalogued in 1 Corinthians 12: 8-11: wisdom 
knowledge, faith, bodily healing, working of dyna
mites, prophecy, discernment of spirits, tongues and 
the interpretation of tongues. 

(a) The Holy Spirit gives nine graces by which 
we are saved (Eph. 5: 19): divine love, joy, peace, 
long suffering, kindness, goodness, meekness, faith, 
and holiness. Without these nine graces no one is 
saved. Without the nine gifts mentioned above we 
will not amount to much in the salvation of others. 
Satan counterfeits everything God does. The very 
air is thronged with evil spirits (Eph. 2: 1) of which 
Satan is commander in chief. We were not com
manded to seek anything but God. We seek the 
Holy Ghost who is God and the custodian of His own 
gifts and He imparts them to us as we need them in 
the order of His sweet will. When you seek any
thing but God an evil spirit is always ready to play 
the Holy Ghost and to give you something to deceive 
you. If they could give you a language they would, 
but they cannot. God alone can give languages. I 
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know languages which you do not understand but I 
could not give you one to save my life. These evil 
spirits work on the emotions and arouse the sensi
bilities, excite your nerves and make you jump and 
shout like Satan's people in saloons, political cam
paigns, billiard halls, pool tables, horse races, etc. 

(b) Man is a trinity, consisting of spirit, soul 
and body-the human spirit, which is the man him
self, consists of the conscience, will, and the affec
tions. The soul consists of the physical life, memory, 
judgment and sensibilities. Therefore you see the 
emotionality is mental and not spiritual whereas all 
religion is spirituality, homogeneous to the Holy 
Spirit, its divine author. Therefore this emotionality 
of the Burning Bush heresy does not belong to the 
realm of the spiritual but mentality. Therefore it 
is not orthodox religion, which is wrought exclu
sively by the Holy Spirit and for that reason it is all 
spiritual. The Tongue Movement came to us from 
the Spiritualists and has done the cause of Holiness 
more damage than any other heresy in the history 
of the Movement, because it flings its devotees into 
direct contact with evil spirits, which are a higher 
order of being than we ; therefore stronger and wiser 
as we see demonstrated in the 19 chapter of Acts, 
when a man possessed by an evil spirit, in an effort 
on the part of the two sons of Sceva, the high priests 
to exercise the demons; the man leaping on them 
whipped both of them in a hand to hand fight and 
tore off their apparel so they fled from the house 
wounded and in a state of nudity. Therefore it is 
awfully risky to have anything to do with these ex
carnate spirits, who are fallen angels who are our 
superiors in wisdom and power; besides they are 
older than Adam and Eve would be if they were now 
living on the earth and have had so much time to ac
quire knowledge. 
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(c) The reason why secret societies are so in
compatible with the baptism our Savior gives with 
the Holy Ghost and fire is because that baptism ut
terly destroys it, consuming it with fire. I am a wit
ness to that fact, as I was a member of two lodges
Free-Masonry and Oddfellowship--when the Lord 
gave me that wonderful baptism forty-five years ago. 
I was chaplain in the Masonic and Oddfellow's lodges. 
The fire of the Holy Ghost burned them both into 
ashes, so I never went back. Therefore I am a wit
ness to its incompatibility with the baptism Jesus 
gives, so utterly unharmonical that they cannot coex
ist in the same person and as the Lord in this way 
purifies us and robes us for bright glory, we cannot 
afford to encumber ourselves with anything out of 
harmony with that glorious experience of entire 
sanctification. 

(d) I admit these lodges, in their philanthropic 
enterprise, and their sociability, do augment the hap
piness of their votaries in this life. Consequently 
in case the people who never do get to heaven, if I 
could know who they are, I would not have the cour
age to deprive them of all the real happiness they can 
have in this life and enjoy without injury to others, 
because this is their heaven and all they will ever 
get. But the very thought of endless woe is too aw
ful to contemplate a moment. Therefore we write 
and speak all the time from a standpoint contem
plating salvation for all and do not compromise with 
the idea of endless perdition, besides we cannot know 
the people who are never going to get to heaven. 
We cannot tell it by their lives because God's mercy 
endureth for ever and while the lamp .holds out to 
burn the vilest sinner may return. Some of the 
brightest Christians I have ever known were hard 
and rough sinners; whereas not a few whose lives 
morally and socially are really good, but still they 
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live and die unsaved. Therefore our constant labor 
by speech and pen, life and influence, is to get people 
truly saved which not only means born from above 
(John 3: 7), but entire sanctification, which Jesus 
gives you when He baptizes you with the Holy Ghost 
and fire. Therefore anything and everything incon
sistent with that baptism must be absolutely and 
eternally abandoned. The man that takes any risk 
on his soul makes himself a laughing stock for men 
and devils. 



Chapter II. 

ANTAGONISM TO THE CHURCH 

When I say Church I do not mean a popular 
Church at all, because the Church of God is the Bride 
of Christ and the worldly Church the Bride of the 
anti-Christ, i. e., Satan. The popular Church is in 
harmony with lodgery and her members belong to all 
sorts of lodges; but this worldly Church is simply 
Satan's counterfeit-the wife of anti-Christ-manip
ulated by Satan to lasso people, put them on the 
greased plank of false hope, love, peace and joy. So 
they live as a prominent pillar in the Church (Luke 
16 ch.) but when they die, lift up their eyes in hell, 
being in torment. 

(e) The Church of God is ecclesia, from ek, out, 
and kaleo, to call; therefore it means the called out, 
i. e., not the popular Church in which the millions 
go down to hell, but the rejected, persecuted, isol
ated pilgrim here and there, despised and persecuted 
by the world, verifying our Savior's words, "Broad 
is the road that leads to death and thousands walk 
together there, while wisdom shows a narrow path 
with here and there a traveler. These "here and 
there" travelers, pilgrims and strangers on the 
earth, unknown, misunderstood, cranks and idiots, 
constitute the Church of God. When the Lord de
scends on the throne of His glory, arrests the devil, 
takes him out of the world, casts him into hell and 
locks him up, establishes His kingdom in all the 
earth to stand forever; these forsaken ones, scaled, 
pealed, forlorn and lonely, friendless and homeless, 
who sing as they wend their way through the how
ling wilderness of sin and sorrow, 
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"I would rather be the least of them 
Who are the Lord's alone; 

Than wear a royal diadem, 
And sit upon a throne. 

"Are there no foes for me to face; 
. Must I not stem the flood; 
Is this vile world a friend to grace, 

To help me on to God. 

"Sure I must fight if I would reign, 
Increase my courage Lord ; 

I'll bear the toil, endure the pain, 
Supported by Thy Word. 

"Thy saints in all this glorious war 
Shall conquer though they die. 

They see the triumph from afar, 
By faith they bring it nigh. 

"When that illustrious day shall rise, 
And all thine armies shine; 

In robes of victory through the skies, 
The glory shall be Thine." 

11 

(f) As the Church is the Bride of Christ-the 
mother of God's children; God's eternal and irrevo
cable law of matrimony, unifies husband and wife. 
He .says they shall be no longer twain but one flesh; 
beautifully and potently illustrating our wedlock with 
the Lord which makes us no longer twain but one 
spirit. This unification with our Savior disqualifies 
us for all other alliances and fills us with holy grati
tude till our song breaks out, 

"I've found a friend in Jesus,-He's everything to 
me; 
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He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul! 
The "Lily of the Valley," in Him alone I see, 

All I need to cleanse and make me fully whole. 
In sorrow He's my comfort, in trouble He's my stay; 

He tells me every care on Him to roll ; 
He's the "Lily of the Valley," the bright and morn

ing Star; 
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul! 

(g) This blessed unification of the soul with 
Christ, in a indissoluble heavenly wedlock, forever 
precludes all other matrimony alliances. Of course 
the matrimonial institution in this life is understood 
because it so precludes all other lovers and unifies 
the parties in beautiful inspiring and instructive 
symbolism of the unification with Christ, as to be in 
perfect harmony and compatibility with it; so that 
the husband and wife wedded to the Lord are only 
one felicitously unified twain, while the Lord is the 
glorious divine spouse. The matrimony alliance in 
this world while conservatively of the unified twain 
in Jesus is understood as but a transitory provision, 
for the perpetuation of the race on earth, whereas 
in the resurrection it is not recognized. The Jews 
made a mistake at this point and'thought to tangle up 
Jesus, when they presented Him the case of a woman 
who had successively wedded seven brothers and 
survived them all; interrogating Him, whose wife 
she would be in the resurrection, as they all had her 
in wedlock. He beautifully responds, "In the resur
rection there is neither marrying nor giving in mar
riage; but they are all as the angels, the children of 
the resurrection. The Greek word in this passage 

· is isos angeloi. Isos means equal or like. Hence the 
conclusion that in the resurrection we are like the 
angels. They have not material bodies. Therefore 
we will have none. Hence our resurrection identity 
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will be simply the personality; but neither of us will 
have material bodies. My amanuensis asks me if, 
when I get to heaven and miss the members of my 
family, will I know they are in hell? I trow not. 
In the former dispensation the temporary heaven of 
the Old Testament saints was the intermediate para
dise, "Abraham's bosom," so called because they were 
all saved through Abrahamic covenant which was 
not valid till sealed with the blood of Christ. There
fore they could not go to heaven, till after the Son of 
God had suffered and died and confirmed His Mes
siahship by rising from the dead. The Old Testa
ment paradise was upper Hades, while Tophet, the 
fiery abyss, the hell of the wicked was in lower Ha
des. They were in telephone pr<>mimity, so Dives 
in the flames of hell called to Abraham to send Laz
arus, whom he had fed all his afflicted life, and cer
tainly brought under obligation to him to serve him 
with water to cool his tongue. When the Lord went 
down to Hades, while His body hung on the cross 
and lay in the sepulchre, having proclaimed His vic
tory and triumph over hell, He went into the inter
mediate paradise, met the saved thief persuant to 
His promise while they were both dying on the cross; 
spent the day and night with the patriarchs and 
prophets and all the Old Testament saints in that 
paradise, abolishing it the ensuing midnight, begin
ning His wonderful ascension and leading them all 
with Him, up to Jerusalem where He received His 
body. (Eph. 4: 8, 10), "What is that which ascended 
but the same also descended first into the lower parts 
of t he earth, that He might fulfill all things and 
leading captivity captive ascended on high." 

There you see the abolishment of the interme
diate paradise, taking the Old Testament saints with 
Him up to heaven via Jerusalem, where He received 
His body and tarried with the sacramental host forty 
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days in a glorious camp-meeting; at the conclusion 
of ascending up to heaven, accompanied by a vast 
multitude, redeemed by His blood; David (Psa. 24) 
being permitted to witness the scene of their ap
proach to the celestial metropolis, and their joyful 
reception, the grand ovation, by the representatives, 
from countless immortal worlds. 1 (Rev. 14: 13), 
"Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord immedi
ately." The Greek aparti, "henceforth" means that 
they are happy and blessed, without a moment's de
lay. Therefore when the saints depart they go im
mediately up to heaven and are happy forever while 
the wicked descend instantaneously into hell as did 
Dives. · But the saints in glory are too infinitely dis
tant from souls in hell to have any communication 
With them. Besides the celestial universe has al
ready been astronomically diagnosed, contains one 
billion, one hundred and seventy millions of worlds. 
Therefore if we do not meet them, I see no way for us 
to know whether they are in heaven or hell. We are 
assured of this that there is no sorrow there as the 
Word settles it forever. We will be so immersed 
into His divinity, and lost in His will, that we will 
know that He is doing the best He can for them. 
Therefore our wonderful inundation in the boundless 
ocean of His perfect and everlasting love, will for
ever preclude all sorrow. Even here our bliss is 
realized as we sink into His will and rest eternally 
by doubtless faith in His perfect wisdom, goodness 
and loving kindness, for this world and all other 
worlds; as He can not do wrong and right is the very 
thing for our friends, ourselves and everybody else. 

(h) Do not these secret societies do vast good 
by their eleemosynary benefactions ? We frankly 
so admit but these benefactions would be better and 
more efficiently done by the Church of God, the good 
tree, which normally bears the good fruit. Therefore 
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the thing to do is to go to the good tree, the Church 
of God for these benefactions. "They will not per
form them." In that you are mistaken, the Word of 
the Lord has never failed and never will, it is a.s 
solid as His throne and will stand forever: "Seek ye 
first the kingdom of God and His righteousness and 
all these things (i. e., the good things of this world) 
shall be added unto you.'' These are the very words 
of our infallible Savior. His Father, David, says, 
"I have never seen the righteous forsaken nor His 
seed begging bread.'' Therefore you have nothing 
to do but seek the kingdom and be righteous and God 
will attend to all the balance. I have often seen the 
place in the wilderness of Judea, where the ravens 
fed the prophet Elijah, while the backslidden Israel
ites were famishing with hunger, those three awful 
years, during which "there was neither rain nor 
dew." I would rather depend on God's promise than 
all the philanthropic institutions the world ever 
knew. 

When the Lord baptized me with the Holy Ghost 
and fire, I was a Free Mason, an Odd Fellow and had 
my life insured. Those memorable fires burnt up 
the Free Masoh, Odd Fellow and my life insurance 
and left me so lost in God that I have been happy 
night and day and so blessedly insured in the New 
Jerusalem Company that I have been more than 
satisfied. 

"Shall we insure property?" Oh, yes, that is 
simply a business matter and is all right, so that in 
case of conflagration, you are to have a little help 
to build you another house. 

Father John Thompson, a heroic leader of the 
pioneer Holiness Movement, when his house burned 
down in Philadelphia, shouted all the time the praises 
of God. They asked him if he was shouting be
cause his house was burning down. He said, "No, 
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I am shouting over my house in heaven which I shall 
soon enter and shall never burn down; this one is 
gone; that is all right; I have no money to build an
other but will soon reach my heavenly home." Hear 
the song of the holy veteran, looking down into eter
nity, contemplating the last mile post and electrified . 
by the s11outs of the angels over the last river: 

"My latest sun is sinking fast 
My race is nearly run, 

My strongest trials now are past; 
My triumph is begun. 

(i) The true Church of God, which we cannot 
join, as we can only get into it by the supernatural 
birth; after which when Jesus baptizes us with the 
Holy Ghost and fire, we enter into wedlock with Him 
forever; thus abnigating all temporal alliances. 
Things which are seen are temporal; things which 
are unseen are eternal. This supernatural birth 
brings us into the invisible Church, unseen by mor
tal eyes; it it'l the Church of the first-born, pure and 
holy, without spot or wrinkle, washed in the blood 
of the Lamb. The Holy Ghost is the Omnipotent 
laundryman, the custodian of the precious Blood, 
which cleanses our hearts from all unrighteousness. 
(Eph. 5: 25, 35.) When the omnipotent Laundry
man thus washes our hearts with the precious Blood, 
the infallible elixir of thorough purgat ion, from the 
last and least remains of the carnal mind and makes 
them so clean that the omnipotent eye, when illu
minated by the great Son of Righteousness, signally 
fails to discover any impurity, as we have revealed 
in a number of scriptures. (2 Cor. 1: 12): "We have 
been with you in simplicity and godly sincerity"; the 
more liberal translation: "We have been with you in 
sanctification and the purity of God." 0, what a 
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wonder profession of Christian perfect1on does Paul 
here make for himself and all his comrades. Timo
thy, Silas and Luke helping him to push the evan
gelistic work in that great revival in Corinth which 
lasted a year and a half and gave him the largest 
Church of his ministry, in his apostleship to the 
Gentile world. The word there is eliekrino, from 
elie, a sunbeam; krino, to judge. The ancients had a 
custom of holding up a garment or something be
tween them and the sun and see if they could dis
cover any impurity. In this bold Pauline metaphor, 
by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost to use us that 
God will make our hearts so clean that when illumi
nated by the Holy Ghost, his own omnipotent eye 
will fail to discover any impurity. No wonder the 
people stagger at the depth and height and latitude, 
and longitude of Gospel truth. But we must receive 
it by faith, as we sing: 

"The ·blessing by faith I received from above; 
All glory my soul is made perfect in love; 
My prayer has prevailed and this moment I know, 
The blood is applied and I am whiter than snow." 

This wonderful experience majestically follows that 
perfect consecration, "Let me die so dead that no 
desire shall rise to pass for good or great or wise in 
any but my Savior's eyes." 

When clothing has been perfectly laundried, if 
we stop there it will crimp up so as to be uncom
fortable. Therefore 'the great hot iron is needed to 
run over it and eliminate all the wrinkles. Thus 
we have the glorious Church without spot or wrin
kle, washed in the blood of the Lamb. When the 
Lord gave me this wonderful baptism forty-five 
years ago, I was a Free Mason, Odd Fellow, college 
president, Southern Methodist preacher, but when 
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the great hot iron of the Holy Ghost moved over 
my soul, the Masonic wrinkle, the Odd Fellow wrin
kle, the Southern wrinkle, the Methodist wrinkle and 
college president wrinkle, all evanesced, leaving me in 
the simple and joyful succession of John the Baptist, 
who even abnigated his own personality, proclaiming 
himself a voice for the Lord. That is the true, model 
preacher; nothing but a voice telling the people the 
truth of God. By his wonderful grace I realize that 
I am in that happy, Johannic succession. Oh, that 
the Baptist Church, who proclaim that Johanic pro
'genitorship, were only true to their profession! In 
the dispersions throughout the whole world they 
shake it with the tread of an earthquake, and expe
dite His glorious coming. 

(j) I, in a peregrination, stopped to preach in a 
western city. An expressman took my trunk and 
I mounted with him to preach to him-thus I make it 
a rule to preach the Gospel to all the people I meet. 
He responded to me that he was a member of the 
Baptist Church. I said, "All right. So far, so good," 
and I proceeded to interview him relative to his ex
perience; but found him blank. Then he said that he 
was a Free Mason and through the two benedictions 
he certainly would get through to heaven. Taking 
him by the hand, I gave him a Masonic grip and he 
knew that I was one. No inconsistency about that, 
though he had long ago been burnt up with the 
fires of the Holy Ghost. When we have our friends 
cremated they always urn the ashes and deliver them 
to us as a sacred souvenir. So I utilized the Ma
sonic ashes in my fraternal congratulations, simul
taneously praying God to use my instrumentality, 
dispensing His saving truth to his soul. He listened 
very appreciatively and on arrival lingered with me 
while waiting for the train, instead of hustling for 
another job. I told him that neither his church-
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membership nor his Masonic idenity both together 
would never pass him through the pearly portals; 
but he must be born from above and sanctified wholly. 

(k) Soon after the Confederate War, while so
ciety was very rough, as Satan had taken advantage 
of the war trouble to deluge the world with crime, 
I was in a glorious revival, basket meeting through 
the day and preaching at night; thronging multi
tudes filling the house and the yard and penitents 
filling the altar. During the altar service a panic 
slipped the congregation when some ruffians threw 
a turpine cat into the altar, with an effort to set it 
on fire in which case it would have fired the congre
gation, as it was hot August and people dressed in 
cotton would have wrapped them in a conflagration 
and perhaps burned many to death. Furtunately the 
match failed; but I at once mounted the fence and 
appealed to the authorities for protection. There 
happened to be some legal officers present, who at 
once, accepted the invitation and calling for volun
teers to help them arrest the ruffians. They caught 
some of them ; others made their escape and as they 
were just out of the war- .there happened to be a 
number of them armed and consequently the shooting 
reminded us of a sure enough battle. They arrested 
some of them and sent them to Louisville where 
they were condemned and sent to the penitentary, 
while others escaped. Some of the people waited on 
me and said not to be hard on these ruffians as they 
are not as much to blame as Captain P-- who had 
put them up to disturb the meeting, observing that 
while he was not a church member that his family 
were Campbellites and that they all hated Holy 
Ghost religion so utterly that he had munipulated the 
ruffians to make them servants. The next day the 
meeting was moving along gloriously; people pray
ing through with shouts of victory, when I made 
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inquiry privately if Captain P-- was there and 
found him in the rear of the house. I went around 
singing and shaking hands, so he would not think I 
was especially spotting him, reaching him, putting 
my one arm around his neck and taking his right 
hand in mine and giving him a cordial Masonic grip. 
I found that he was the leading Free Mason of that 
country. I brothered him, as he well understood in 
fraternity and preached to him like Paul on Areopa
gus. Suffice to say it was not many days before he 
became a member of my church and captain of the 
Holy Ghost instead of the Union army and his ca
pacious mansion on the majestic blue grass hill be
came the preacher's home and ever after so re
mained. In that case I turned on him the Masonic 
ashes, which I felt it my privilege to use for the 
glory of God. While the baptism of the Holy Ghost 
and fire burns up lodgery and secret societies, it fills 
us with a perfect love and instead of offending the 
people identified with these societies we should run 
over with love for them. I am so busy preaching 
Jesus that I never do have time to preach lodgery; 
meanwhile I merely tell them my experience in which 
I certify the consuming fires of the Holy Ghost to 
illuminate all such things. 



Chapter III. 

HARMONIZATION WITH THE WORLD 

This is no misrepresentation because these lodges 
do not claim to be divine institutions in any sense, 
but simply philanthropic. The Lord commands us 
to "come out from the midst of them and be ye 
separate"; "touch not, taste not, handle not the un
clean thing"; "Come unto Me, and I will receive you 
and be unto you a father and ye shall be unto Me 
sons and daughters, said the Lord Almighty"; 
"Therefore having these promises, let us cleanse our
selves from all the filthiness of the flesh and spirit, 
perfecting holiness in the fear of God." Here are 
the commands explicit and unmistakable, to come 
out from the world and be separate while the same 
time God in His mercy promises to receive us and 
be unto us a father and we shall be unto Him sons 
and daughters. While this includes wedlock directly 
it also, with equal force, includes lodgery, which are 
worldly institutions, consequently are bound to leave 
them there and here he exhorts us to cleanse oursel
ves from all the filthiness of the flesh and spirit, thus 
abundantly covering all the ground. 

0) So long as the antediluvian world kept sepa
rate, the children of Seth (the Holiness people) aloof 
from those of Cain (the worldly people) the former 
get along splendidly, being honored by such proph
ets as Enoch, who walked with God 300 years, till 
God was so delighted with him that He sent a fiery 
chariot to give him a free ride to glory. Evidently 
we have the record that the sons of God saw the 
daughters of the Cainites that they were fair and 
took to themselves wives; then quickly we have the 
sad record of the world filled with violence, i. e., the 
carnal people had proved too strong for the spirit-
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ual and Satan had won the victory, which proved so 
decisive that soon we hear the statement that the 
flood is coming if they will not repent. Noah preach
es heroically 120 years; meanwhile Satan hardens 
their hearts and wins the victory and the deluge de
scends and the wicked are all wrapped in a watery, 
winding sheet and swept into eternity; meanwhile 
the only righteous family ride calmly over the swell
ing floods, survive the sepulchre of the old world and 
move out of the ark to populate the new. Oh, how 
we should take heed to these commandments and 
their inspired exemplifications in our homes avoid
ing all alliances and affiliations with the ungodly 
world. The Lord never let me rear one daughter 
to be grown. She was happily converted at the age 
of twelve and sanctified at sixteen. Soon I found 
the Blue Grass dudes giving their attention. I said 
to her, "Effie, I am not willing for you to keep the 
company of tho.se ungodly young men." She re
sponded, "Father, I do not want their company, but 
what shall I do, they are our neighbors and I cannot 
offend them." I said, "I tell you what to do (She 
was a good worker in meetings and always ready) 
when your beau comes, meet him at the door and in
vite him into the parlor and give him a chair; 
go to your organ, sing and play the best full salva
tion songs you have, which will be a notification 
to your mother with her company if she has any, to 
come in." She responded, "I will do that just as you 
say." Four years pass away, and in His good pro
vidence I am at home again and my wife raised the · 
subject, observing, "Mr. Godbey, do you know that 
Effie has never had a beau in the last four years, 
since we prayed them all out and it suits me well, be
cause she is our only daughter and I feel I could not 
do without her and hope she will never marry during 
my life. Two years roll away, I am again at home 
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and the daughter brings up the subject, stating that 
she has four Holiness preachers waiting on her and 
every one proposing matrimony. Calling their 
names she said, "Please take choice." I respond, 
"Effie, I have no objections to any of them, they are 
all good enough for us, but as I am better acquainted 
with Brother Hill than any of the rest, as he was 
happily converted in my meeting when a boy and 
have known him ever since and never saw or heard 
anything wrong, therefore he is my choice. She 
leaps and claps her hands, praising the Lord, saying, 

. "I am so glad because he is mine too." Therefore we 
soon have a wedding in the Methodist Church and 
the crowds overflowing. 

(m) As intermarriage with the wicked ruined 
the antediluvian world so will it ruin your home. 
You say, "I will marry him to save him." If you 
cannot save him before, you never will afterward, as 
your influence is more potent now in view of the fact 
that he wants you and after he gets you Satan will 
harden his heart and he will assume an independ
ent attitude, solliloquizing, "You are mine now and 
I will do as I please." N. B. The sinner has the 
down hill pull, as this whole world is an inclined plain, 
with a hellward dip of about forty-five degrees. 
Therefore it is an awful risk to enter into wedlock 
with a hell-bound soul and calculated not only to 
ruin you world without end, but your family after 
you through untold generations. The same is true 
appertaining to lodgery. They are all by presumpt
ion worldly and consequently you have practically 
a big worldly family on your hands, like a mill stone 
around your neck, dragging you down to hell. The 
sooner you get disembarked, the better and the safer. 
You must get sanctified wholly or break down some
where, become a backslider, winding up in a back
slider's hell. Therefore the true policy is to obey the 
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preceding commandment, "Come out from among 
them," "Touch not the unclean thing." Satan has 
captured this world, "the whole world lieth in the 
wicked one." (1 John 5 ch.) That is the reason 
why there is but one way to escape hell and that is 
to get out of this wicked world, and get it out of us. 

(n) The Greek word for Church is ecclesia, from 
ek, out and kaleo, to call; therefore it means the call
ed out ones. In regeneration you respond to the 
call of the Holy Ghost and come out of the world, 
thus leaving Satan's oountry and get born into the 
kingdom of God. In sanctification the world comes 
out of you. A Frenchman comes to America, leav
ing his own country and eventually becomes an 
American citizen; yet he has a heap of French in 
him, and it will take a blood revolution to get it out. 
So the soul leaving the devil and coming into the 
kingdom of God by the supernatural birth still has 
devil nature in it, i. e., depravity, till it is sanctified, 
and this is absolutely necessary, otherwise it will 
fall and Satan will use the depravity in it, not only 
to down it, but to drag it into hell. For these rea
sons, we have no business tinkering with secret so
cieties; because they are all of the devil and through 
them he gets his serpentine coils around you so tight 
that you will never get loose. · 

(o) In heaven everybody enjoys the g1orious 
freedom of God Himself, who is free to do everything 
good and nothing bad. Sinners are in Satan's hard 
bondage, held tight by the Adamantine chains of sin
ful bondage, illustrated by Pharoah, who represents 
the devil and his task masters, the wicked habits. 
When Moses and Aaron went to preaching emanci
pation out of bondage, immediately Pharoah stirred 
up his taskmasters to increase the burdens. So when 
we go to preaching to Satan's people, bound tight 
with their wicked habits, he immediately excites 
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their evil passions and tempers, 1usts and predilec
tions, ambition and avarice, pride and vanity, w9rld
liness and pomposity, style and fashion, till they get 
more wicked than ever; instead of getting rid of 
their sins, they will make a lunge at them, like the 
great whale in the ocean, devouring the finny tribes 
of the deep, so it seems that they are getting worse 
instead of getting better,-a stratagem of Satan to 
discourage them. If they do not take probable warn
ing by all this as they should and fly to the omnipo
tent Savior, who is a million· times stronger than 
Satan. As the devil is so much stronger than the 
sinner; when he roars on him like a lion and stirs 
all his myrmidons to rally to the rescue, lest a soul 
escape from them, the sinner becomes awfully dis
couraged, and concludes that all his efforts to re
pent have only made him worse. The devil turns 
preacher and tells him that it is all right for him to 
go to heaven and that he will see that he gets there, 
but this is not the time for him to seek the Lord, 
and there are too many difficulties and to rest easy 
and wait till he has outlived youthful passions, tem
pers, appetites, and besetting sins and in old age he 
will find everything favorable to the service of God; 
thus fulfilling the maxim: "Procrastination is the 
thief of time." Statistics show that only one person 
in a hundred get saved in old age; the most of them 
really get it in childhood and youth, before they 
reach majority. Therefore all this is simply the stra
tagem of Satan, to get his lasso around the neck so 
tight that we never can break it off. 

(p) When you get near the Niagara Falls, the 
suction power wonderfully increases. There is a 
rock on the . bank of the river the size of an ordinary 
mansion, called "Past Redemption." Somebody stays 
there to warn the people running on the river fishing 
or pleasure-riding or for sundry purposes, moving 
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about in their ships. At this point the river is nice 
and smooth and looks really tempting to sail over 
and explore ad libitum. Consequently the monitor 
on that rock sometimes finds it very difficult to keep 
them from sailing down thither, where the suction 
power becomes to great for the muscular strength 
of their rower. Ever and anon, somebody passes and 
strives in vain to row ashore and get out of the cur
rent; but is cast over the falls and dashed to pieces. 
The ancient poets all wrote much about two danger
ous whirlpools, the one on the coast of Italy and the 
other on the Island of Sicily. These, denominated 
Scilla and Caribdis, roared so loudly that they were 
heard a long way off. If the ship did not take due 
warning and keep at a distance, the suction power 
over the giratory waters, would draw her nearer and 
nearer, till it was utterly impossible to get her away 
and she would go down into the huge maw of the 
insatiate monster and never be seen again. These 
two awful whirlpools are near each other on either 
side of the Strait of Malaca, intervening between 
Italy and Sicily. It was a serious and precarious 
undertaking to sail between them, running pre
cisely on the water shed, as in case you get on 
either side, the suction power either of Scilla or Car
ibdis would break your equilibrium, draw you away, 
and continue to pull you, nearer and nearer, till the 
irresistable preponderatlce, utterly exhausted all the 
power of the oars, when in desperation they find 
themselves utterly incompetent to wield the oars 
against the irrestistable pull of the whirlpool, when 
all hops evanesces, and down they go, never to rise, 
till the archangel blows his trumpet and the sea gives 
up her dead. I have often sailed that way, which 
was the terror of ancient mariners, till the steam 
engine was invented, which has disrobed those whirl
pools of all their terror, so now we sail through with 
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a shout of victory. The steam engine beautifully 
symboli:les the baptism of the Holy Ghost, which 
Jesus gives, defeating all the roaring whirlpools, 
which Satan has located around and about the King's 
Highway of Holiness, in order to lasso the pilgrim 
as he beats his march, a fugative from this world of 
sin and sorrow, bound for the land of everlasting 
rest, where the wicked cease from troubling and the 
weary are forever at rest. That wonderful fiery 
baptism settles the lodgery question, world without 
end for it literally burns them all up. 

( q) When Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego 
were cast into Nebuchadnezzar's fiery furnace, they 
were bound with fetters and chains from top to toe; 
so encumbered that they could not walk and the 
furnace was so awfully hot that their executioners, 
in order to get them near enough to cast them in, 
got burned to death. When the old king, after his 
nap, came back to see whether he could catch a 
glimpse of their bones and chains, before he reached 
the furnance heard them shouting aloud the praises 
of God. Drawing nigh and looking in he sees them 
leaping and shouting for joy and recognizes four in
stead of three and says to his servants, "Did we not 
cast in three only?" They respond in the affirma
tive, when he says, "The form of the fourth is like 
the Son of God. That was six hundred years before 
Christ was born in Bethlehem. How did he know 
the Son of God, th~re in the furnace six hundred 
years before he was born into the world? By divine 
intuition. 

The secret societies are so filling up the world 
as to monopolize the attention of the peopfo, till they 
have no time for the Gospel and salvation. The 
Gospel of Christ is the paladium against all human 
woes and the only thing that can save your soul and 
redeem the world. 
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(r) The good old ship of Zion is the only one 
supplied with the New Jerusalem steam engine; all 
the balance, however magnitudinous and showy and 
boastful and commendatory, are destined to founder 
soon or late. All denominatoinal brigs, schooners 
and diversified ships are destined to go down in the 
whirlpools. They have been embarking for the New
Jerusalem the last six thousand years; but not one 
has ever landed or even been heard of. They sail 
heroically till they run into the giratory waters of 
some sectarian whirlpool, when down they go to 
rise no more. Some great and noted man is the 
captain on all of them, bearing their names aloft in 
the breezes; but none have ever been heard of after 
they sailed away. Oh, how the voracious waves of 
these whirlpools, whether religious sectarianism or 
secret societies, diversified lodges. They all reach a 
common destination, having passed the bourn whence 
no traveler has ever returned. We hear the cry of 
Dives, from the tormenting flames, pleading for 
water to cool his tongue; but did not get it. The 
grand desideratum is to embark on the good old ship 
of Zion. God the Father, President of the New Jeru
salem Line ; God the Son, Captain, and God the Holy 
Ghost, engineer. Everybody is invited to fly from 
this doomed world, already on fire, with four hundred 
admonitory volcanoes, giving their sentinel warn
ings of the impending fate when irretrievable de
struction, similitudinous to Noah's flood, is carried 
away by wicked antediluvians, wrapping them in 
watery, winding sheets and turning them over to 
feed the sea monsters, ravens and vultures, and Sod
om and Gomorrah, going down in eternal destruction 
because they had crossed the dead line and would 
not let God save them. 

Reader, be sure you take the warning and get 
a through ticket on the good old ship of Zion and em-
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bark without delay. She has landed many a thou
sand, and can land as many more. Be sure and get 
a through ticket. It will cost nothing but all your 
sins and you ought to shout over the chance to get 
rid of all them. Thus unhesitatingly go for this 
wonderful salvation. The supernatural birth gives 
you a glorious and happy embarkation, while entire 
sanctification gives you the through ticket. 

When somebody asked that great Baptist preach
er, Charles Spurgeon, how the world was getting 
along, as he was great intellectually and educational
ly. He said: "I cannot tell you, as I am not in it. The 
world and myself have parted company forever, I 
am going to heaven and the world to hell. There
fore we are going in diametrically opposite direc
tions, and getting farther and farther apart, as the 
days and years go by." 

When people have not true Gospel light on se-. 
cret societies, to see their incompatibility with the 
glorious Gospel Church, God in His mercy bears with 
them till the light comes and they walk out on the 
swelling Jordan and His hand catches the stream and 
lets them pass over dryshod and they raise the shout 
around the walls of Jericho; simultaneously with the 
triumphant shouts of full salvation now in Beulah 
Land; Masonic Temples, Odd Fellow Halls, Knights 
of Pithias, Elks, Woodmen, etc., all come tumbling 

. down, as they all belong to Jericho, the capital and 
metropolis of those seven pagan nations whom Israel 
was commanded to conquer and exterminate! 

·Meanwhile the fires of the Holy Ghost burn up, 
not only lodgery, in every form and phase, but styles, 
fashions, fandangoes, frolics, politics, sectarianism 
and all sorts of silly, pulsinanimous, worldly, fantas
magoria, giving you the victory from top to toe, fill
ing and flooding you with inundations from the 
heavenly ocean, cutting every shoreline and sending· 
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you afloat on the Jasper Sea of Full Salvation, rolling 
on without bank or bottom; your face turned heaven
ward, shouting the hallelujahs of full salvation, re
ciprocated by the angels, bidding you welcome home. 

God bless you all! 
W. B. GODBEY. 

' 
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SELF AND FLESH. 

BY REV. W. B. GODBEY, A. M. 

Author of fifty books on Bible Holiness; among 
which, the translation of the New Testament , Seven 
Commentaries expository of the New Testament di
rectly and the Old indirectly ; Footprints of Jesus in 
the Holy Land, Life of Jesus and His Apostles, 
Around the World, Garden of Eden, Latter-Day 
Prophecies and Missions, are large books, widely cir
culated and wonderfiUly used of God, also by Holi
ness Library, consisting of twenty-five volumes·, 
paper bound for cheapness, much condensed and 
characteristic of multum in parvo, and eminently 
adapted to the Lord's dear people who have little 
·money and time and a .great heart far the evangeliza
tion of the world. The Lord used my dear friend 
and brother, Rev. J. 0. McClurkan, the gifted editor 
of our excellent Holiness paper, Living Water, pub
lished at Nashville, Tenn., to give you this booklet 
by soliciting youT humble seTvant to expound Self 
and Flesh conectively and contrastively. While these 
words are used currently in the Bible and religious 
literature ·synonomously and interchangeably, their 
primitive meaning has been eclipsed and almost lost 
sigh\ of by the secondary, foi sted on them by current 
parlance. 



CHAPTER I. 

SELF AND FLESH 

I have frequently heard invitations in 
Holiness meetings calling people to the altar 
to seek the death of self, and in case of the 
Keswick people, coming repeatedly in order 
to seek the deeper death to self. 

While the original signification of flesh 
is synonymous with sooma (the body), that 
prevailing secondary meaning which super
vened as a normal consequence after the fall 
of Lucifer, has everywhere so predominated 
as to become synonymous with the fall and 
selfhood which characterized Lucifer the 
archangel (Is. 14 :12) and the immense host 
of his followers (Rev. 12 :4), who were 
ejected from Heaven by the archangel Mich
a.el and the loyal angels, when they became 
devils and demons. Therefore, fallen self
hood is synonymous with carnaHty and de
pravity, which are the current definitions of 
sarks throughout the New Testament. Sooma, 
the mortal body, though 1the primary defini
t ion, is so totally eclipsed by .the secondary, 
carnality, as to be almost lost sight of. 

However, we must not make the mistake 
of some who have certified thait carnality is 
the only meaning of sarks in the New Testa
ment. See that notable passage, 2 Cor. 7 :1: 
"Cleanse yourselves from all the filthiness of 
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the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the 
fear of the Lord." I heard a prominent 
preacher get seriously tangled in a g.ermon 
on thi,s Scripture by the inadvertent inter
pretation of flesh synonymously with .car
nality, whereas, in this passage, it simply 
means the mortal body, as you readily see by 
its obvious and unmistakable antithesis with 
"spirit," including tobacco, opium, strong 
drink, gluttony, slovenliness and other abuses 
of the body, which we are utterly to expur
gafe, as it is the temple of the Holy Ghost 
and must be clean or He will not dwell in it; 
while "filthiness of the spirit" includes anger, 
wra;th, malice, envy, Jealousy, prejudice, big
otry, sectarianism, politics (not patriotism), 
lodgery, ambition, avarice, egotism, vanity, 
pride, idolratry and worldliness in all its in
sidious forms and phases. 

The meaning of carnality is s·elf in opposi
tion to God, in Rom. 8 :7, where we are as
sured "That irt is not subject to the law of 
God, neither indeed can be." . Consequently 
God's method with it is ,extermination. It is 
the very essence of devil nature which robbed 
God of one-third of His angels (Rev. 12 :4) ; 
therefore He has irrevocably decreed that it 
shall never g1et back into Heaven (Heb. 
12 :14). The great work of entire S'.anctifica
tion i1s not the subju~ation of carnality, for 
we receive that in regeneration, but its utter 
eradication and extermination. The word 
hagiasmos constantly translated sanctifica
tion, is a Greek compound from gee, the 
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world, and alpha, not, the very strongest 
negative in that wonderful language. There
fore, it literally means the elimination of the 
world out of our spiritual being (1 Jno. 
2 :16). All this is the world-the lust of the • 
flesh, the lust of the eye, and the pride of life. 
Satan is the irreconcilabl,e antithesis of God. 
Consequently, he has a trinity as well as God, 
as you see here revealed, consisting of vile, 
diabolical lusts. Therefore, the great, stupen
dous and glorious work of entire sanctifica
tion, is the destruction of the devil's trinity 
in the human heart, the paradoxical nega-
tive work invariably antecedent to the Rlori-
ons posi;tive. i. e., the incoming and abiding 
of the Holy Ghost. 

Selfhood untainted by Satan in its primi
tive unfallen purity and glory is simply the 
synonym of personality which constitutes the 
climacteric different iation of all immortal in
telligencies. Selfhood in God alone is an ab
solute independency, as He alone is Life and 
Light. Separate from Him death and dark
ness inevitable and eternally abound. When 
Satan succeeded in the abduction of angels 
and men, he did it simply by the injection of 
his own fallen natur,e (carnality), which 
brought wi,th it dea'th spiritual, temporal and 
eternal; at the same time so capturing this 
beautiful, holy personality as to completely 
dominate and transform it into his own hor
rific, diabolical similitude, thus obliterating 
the imag,e of God in the substitution of his 
own hideous1 vile, stygian likeness1 fittin~ th~ 
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wrecked and ruined victim only for the black 
darkness of Hell, the very ultima thule of 
hopeless despair, .eternally alienated from life 
and light. Therefore, fallen selfhood and 
flesh (carnality) in current New Testament 
phraseology aud Biblical exposition, are pre
cisely synonymous. There is no difference in 
the signification of carnality and depravity. 
The former literally meaning devil natuJ'.le, 
thus having a positive signification antiithet-

. ical to depravity, whi·ch is a strong negative 
signifying deprivation, the Bible clearly re
vealing the thing of which we are deprived, 
i. e., spiritual life, while carnality, i . e., devil
nature, is spiritual death in its bold, positive 
attitude, utterly precluding a solitary scin
tilla of divine life; depravity occupying the 
negative attitude signifies destitution of the 
divine life. 



CHAPTER II. 

HEAVENLY SELFHOOD. 

Astronomy reveals one hundred and seven
teen millions of suns. Our sun is accom
panied by the grand retinue of ten great 
worlds revolving around him in their diversi
fied orbits, keeping their respective periodic
ity without the slightest deflection through 
rolling centuries and indefinite ages. Nep
tune, our remotest planet, three thousand mil
lion miles from the sun, is sixty times as large 
as this world. Uranus, fourteen hundred mil
lions of miles from the sun, is eighty times 
as large as this world, and Saturn, nine hun
dred million miles from the sun, is eleven 
hundred times the magnitudt. of this world, 
and Jupiter, four hundred and ninety-five 
millions of miles from the sun, is fourteen 
hundred times the size of this world. Hence, 
you see our sun, which is a million times the 
size of this world, is accompanied by these 
four stupendous worlds, which are all jointly 
two thousand six hundred and forty times the 
magnitude of this world; you see our earth is 
exceedingly small, comparatively, with these 
four magnirtudinous neighbors. Besides, we 
have asteroids (fifty small planets), Mars, 
Uanus and Mercury, all comparatively small 
planets, belonging to our solar system. Then 
when we contemplate all of these one hundred 
and seventeen millions of sums, many of 

7. 
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which a're larger than ours, and legitimately 
reasoning from analogy, at least as copiously 
attended by concomitant worlds as qur sun, 
we logically reach the paradoxical host of one 
billion one hundred and seventeen millions of 
celestial worlds chasing each other in their 
precipitant flight through trackless ether, 
ranging the boundless universe of the 
Great Jehovah, whose inscrutable handiwork 
they proclaim to all the created intelligences 
of the boundless celestial universe. Astrono
mers have also developed the fact that these 
one hundred and seventeen millions of suns, 
each attended by his respective mundane 
retinue, is actually revolving around some 
far-away primal center, which has been 
identified with Alcyone of the Plefades, the 
Seven Stairs, a beautiful constellation which 
my mother pointed out to me when a little 
child, so I ever afterwards recognized it. The 
conclusion normally follows, as a logical se
quence, that this great primal center of the 
celestial universe is honored with the tran
scendent glory of the Creator and lighted 
with the ineffable splendor of His .effulgent 
throne. 

I ·arm a great traveler in this world, having, 
in the providence of God, been permitted to 
make three tours in Europe, Asia and Africa 
and journey around the world. I am in con
stant outlook for His glorious appearing and 
anticipating translation "in the twinkling of 
an eye" (1 Cor. 15 :50) ; in which case this 
body, utterly destitute of weight and vested 
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with angelic velocity, free to move responsive 
to the impulse of the sanctified spirit, will 
wing its flight from world to world, thus with 
infinite delight exploring the bundless uni
verse of the Almighty, inundated with ador
ing wonder as I wing .my fligiht, everywhere 
bewildered with unutterable delectation and 
felicity, wrapped in eestasy, electrified in 
speechless rapture, as I explore the boundless 
universe of blazing suns, rolling worlds, 
wheeling spheres, glittering constellations 
and flaming comets, all singing as they shine, 
"The hand that made us is divine." If He 
tarrieth, as I have already reached the termi
nal of my pilgrimage, the glorified regions 
beyond already .hold me spellbound in jubi
lant contemplation of the glories that await 
me, when He, as in case of Lazarus, will send 
an angel to unlock this mortal tenement and 
set the imprisoned ·spirit free. Therefore, in 
either case, thrilling anticipations of speedy 
emancipation inundate rpy soul night and 
day, while I go singing: 

"My rest is in Heaven, 
Hy home is not here; 

Then why should I murmur 
At trials severe? 

"Come trouble, come sorrow, 
The worst that can come; 

But shortens my journey 
And hastens me home." 
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Doubtless the grand ultimatum of Creative 
Omnipotence is the occupancy of all celestial 
world hy immor:tal intelligences, competent 
to glorify Him forever by their flaming ado
ration, delightful and loving obedienc·e and 
their perfect loyalty to His sweet and delec
able will and infallible administration for 
ever and ever. In order to attain this glori
ous end, these intelligences, whether angels 
or men, must be virtuous, respo.Q•sible ~nd 
free. 'Dhis conclusion follows as an irresisti
ble, logical sequence. Its abnegation would 
not only dehumanize, but deangelize and act
ually leave God alone in the boundless uni
v·erse, as irrational animal·s, and inanimate 
oceans, •seas, rivers, mountains and plains, 
could never supply companionship for Om
nipotence, Omniscience and Omnipresence. 
Personality, individuality, i. e., selfhood, is 
the crowning glory of all these immortal in-
telligences. That s·elfhood is actually sunk 
away into His glorious divinity, ever prefer
ring even annihilation to the slightest deflec
tion from His sover·eign will, which is SWl'eter 
than life and stronger than death. 

Wihen Lucifer da·red to take the a wfu 1 
swing to the ultima thula of that freedom 
which is inseparable from responsibilityj 
which is the indissoluble concomitant of real 
virtue, thus fatally l1aunching his bark on the 
dubious sea of independency, which no finite 
being can navigaite without the inf::i,llible 
compass and chart which God alone can sup
ply, he yielded to the greatest and most iatal 
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of all temptations, i. e., supremacy and inde
pendency, and thus deflected from the Al
mighty, the only Life and Light in the uni
verse, and took the fearful leap into darkness 
and death irretrieviable. It is said, "Honor is 
an island whose rocky coast, when once aban
doned, is forever lo.st." 

We have this same phenomena to our seri
ous trouble in the Holiness movement, i. e., 
the aspiration to human leadership, and so 
many dear disciples, not satisfied to walk 
alone with an unseen and infallible Leader, 
are ready to go off after a poor, fallible mor
tal, who is certain to lead them wrong as "To 
err is human," thus getting side-tracked, de
railed, switched, stranded and ruined, world 
without end. Of this imminent peril God has 
abundrantly warned us in the awful judg
ments he pronounced on all the churches of 
Asia Minor, at the 1same time commending 
them, even in their apostasy, for hating the 
doctrines of the Nicolaitans, which He also 
hated. This word is a Greek compound from 
Nikaoo, to conquer, and laos, the people. 
Hence you see they were ambitious, popular 
leaders. Oh, how they trouble us this day! 
Rom. 16 :18 gives the trumpet no uncertam 
sound: "Mark those who cause divisions and 
stumblings, contrary to the teaching which 
you have learned, and depart from them, for 
such are not serving our Lord Christ but 
their own stomachs, and by their beautiful 
speeches and euiogies are. deceiving the 
hearts of the innocent." These leaders are 
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1always prominent in the minification of sanc
tification, by preaching to you some new doc
trine. 

We should remember that the truth is as 
old as God, and that new doctrines· are always 
the machinations of Satan in order to deflect 
you from the good old way of Holiness unto 
the Lord. I was born and reared in the rough, 
mountainous country, where wild chickens 
abounded. Frequently, when out with. my 
dog roaming the forest; my attention has 
been suddenly arrested by a tremendous clat
ter and excitement. Looking toward the 
barking of the dog and :the cackling of the 
hen, I would see him running as though he 
was shot out of a cannon, mouth wide open, 
and jumping at the hen, thinking at every 
leap he would certainly catch her in his 
mouth. When she gets a little the start of 
him, and his enthusiasm abates, she drops 
on her feet and runs a little while, assisted 
by her wings, thus decoying him to a distance 
sufficiently remote from her chicks to prevent 
the probability of his going back to molest 
them, now hidden in the leaves. Then leap
ing upon a tree, she takes a good rest. Mean
while the dog, already exhausted, barks a few 
minutes, gives up in despair, and goes away. 
Satan is more cunning than this hen. He is 
always resorting to devices to decoy the peo
ple away from sanctification, which is the 
grand .sine qua non, without which no one 
shall see the Lord (Heb. 12 :14). He first 
raised the third blessing of power in New 
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England, the third blessing of fire in th~ 
South 'and West, and now that of the tongues. 
He is the great counterfeiter, and, of course, 
too smart to counterfeit a nonentity. The 
counterfeit is always a proof of the genuine. 
If there were no genuine money there would 
be no counterfeit. The power is all right and 
no danger of ever getting too much if God 
gives it. The fire is ·perfectly right in its 
place, and no danger of having too much, if it 
is the fire of the Holy Ghost (Heb. 12 :18). 
'J'he gift of tongues is all right, 1as it is one of 
the nine (1 Cor. , 12 :8-11) which God gives 
the Christian warrior to panoply him for the 
terrible battle against the world, the flesh and 
the devil. It is our glorious privilege to util
ize all these gifts. I wrote a book on them 
nearly twenty years ago, which the Lord has 
wonderfully used. The word tongues simply 
means lianguages, which constitute the vehi
cles by which we transmute the precious 
truth of God, by which the world is saved. 
Therefore we dare not depreciate this gift 
nor any other which God so abundantly con
fors in order to give us the victory over the 
myriad foe we have to meet on all sides. 

This original heavenly selfhood, peculiar 
to all created intelligences and contra-distin
guishing them from all other entities 
throughout the material and spiritual uni
v·er.se, and really identical with our immortal 
personality, is all right in its place, and with
out it we would .forfeit the dignity, honor 
and glory characteristic of men and angels. 
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\I'he carnality, which supervened in the fall 
of Lucifer, found its way through his super
nal and potent influence over inferior mind 
and spirit into one-third of all the heavenly 
host (Rev. 12 :4) which, in view of the infi
nite va:stitude of the celestial universe, 
reached a number at once so magnitudinous 
as to really transcend finite conception. You 
see the Gadarene had ten thousand; yet our 
infinitely glorious, omnipotent Savior cast 
them all out apparently ias easily as if there 
had been but one, and made him a powerful 
preacher of the gospel. 

'Dhere is no doubt but the probation has 
al~eady expired in those celestial worlds, 
whither the disembodied saints go when they 
leave this life. However, 1as all created in
telligences serve a probation, in which they 
are duly tes,ted and tried, there is no doubt 
but the probation is still in vogue in multi
tudes in these celestial world; whereas, 
doubtless, many worlds have not yet reached 
tJhat state of maturity in which God in His 
infallible wisdom creates immortial intelli-
gences. • 

In Ephesians, chapter I, and Colossians, 
chapter I, we find the definite revelation that 
the Divindty always executes the work of 
creation in the second person. In Ephesians 
1 :10 we find the clear statement that the stu
pendous work of our Savior is to rehead all 
things (my version), both in the heavens 
and in the eal'Vh; hence we see He came to 
restore all things in this fallen world and to 
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fortify all other worlds against a similar 
fatal aposta'Sy. Therefore, this wonderful 
redemption reache.s this world directly, su
perinducing His glorious redemotion from 
the fall; all other world indirectly, prevent
ing their fall. Therefore, this eadh is really 
the battlefield of the celestial empire, and 
will forever be thus celebrated in the history, 
romance and poetry of all other worlds as 
the Marathon of God's universe, where His 
Son, met the powers of darkness in battle 
array, fought, bled, died and conquered them 
all, bringing life and immortality to light; 
thus eternally defeating the combined pow
ers of bhe pandemonium. The normal effect 
of the depravity transmitted by Satan to 
Adam in the fall was to utterly destroy his 
spiritual life, and thus render him, like 
Satan, a spiritual corpse. As ·he was created 
inv·ested with the power to repeat himself, 
'v1hen he fell he still retained this power, 
while his spiritual life evanesced away. 

We can only transmit what we havP.; 
iherefore, as Adam during his soiritual life 
had no posterity, his race has multiplied in 
all the earth in a state of sniritual death, not 
only aliens from God and strangers to grace, 
but actually demonized, with a ·hereditarv 
tendency to sin. This carnality. i. e., devil 
nature, transmitted from the fall, normally 
interoenetrates the selfhood throughout, so 
as actually to diabolize it. thus utterly trans
forming it into the similitude of Satan, so 
"the very thoughts and imaginations of the 
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heart are evil and only evil continually.' As 
the thoughts :are the precursors of actions, it 
follows that the whole life will be a hideous 
catalogue of diabolical transgressions, thus 
actually so interpenetrating the warp and 
woof of the spiritual organism with this 
heinous total depl'lavity as to not only im
pregnate the selfhood, but actually trans
form it into the sin personality, so promi
nent in the Pauline Scriptures, under the 
cognomen of the "Old Man,'' as this sin per
sonality is as old as the devil and much older 
than any man, even Adam, if he were still 
living on the earth. 

Sam Jones says: "Hell is nothing but self
ishness on fire." While the heavenly self
hood, both angelic and human, is all right 
till tinkered with by Satan, this carnality, 
the Old Man, is the son of the devil, the act
ual sin personality (John 8 :44) : "Ye are 
the children of your father the devil." Thus 
you see the intervention of this sin person
ality transforms the .sinless selfhood into the 
veritable son of Satan, thus superinducing 
the actual synonym of "Self and Flesh,'' both 
in their prevailing and oomprehensive sec
ondary meanings, actually signifying the sin 
personality, i. e., our "Old Man" (Rom 6 :6), 
who was legalistically crucified with Christ 
on the cross, thus opening the way for his 
glorious experimental crucifixion by the bap
tism which Jesus gives us all with the Holy 
Ghost and fire. Rom. 6 :1-11 clearly reveals 
the stupendous work of our glorious Christ, 
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actually crucifying this Old Man of sin, our 
debauched and ruined carnal self, and utter
ly destroying the body of sin, with the bap
tism of the ·Holy Ghost and fire, burying 
him so deep into "his death, ' the vicarious, 
substitutionary atonement, that the devil's 
Archimedean lever can never resurrect him. 



CHAPTER III. 

ULTIMATUM OF CARNALIZED SELFHOOD. 

Selfhood in primitive purity is simply in
nocent personality, environed by all the mo
mentous responsibilities involved in that per
sonal freedom which, utterly untrammeled, 
pursuant to its own spontaneity, chooses 
obedience or independency, which quickly 
culminates in utter disharmony, generating 
antagonism, from which there is no relief, 
and consequently intensifies and embitters 
through all eternity. When once a celestial 
world is deorbitized, it continues to deflect 
:farther and farther, till it finally, responsive 
to the preponderant gravitation of some re
volving sphere, collides, is absorbed and indi
vidually forever lost (Jude 12, 13). There
fore, when carnality captures self, thus de
veloping the obnoxious iniquity of selfishness 
and giving the eternal preponderance to this 
devil nature, the doom of that soul is sealed if 
probation unfortunately and fatally evan
esces. 

Despite the clamor of the No-hellites, 
whose name is legion, girdling the world, 
multiplying like the locusts of Egypt, de
vouring spiritual vitality in the churches and 
robbing fue world of the last heavenly hope, 
such is the predominant power of sin and 
the univers•al inundation of this fallen world 

18 
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with temptation, that the perpetual hell
scare is absolutely necessary to fortify every 
human being against the occult seductions 
of the adversary who, like the vampire, 
stealthily creeping upon his victim wrapped 
in midniglht slumber, insinuates his blood
thirsty fangs through the pores of the skin, 
so adroitly as not to awaken his victim, 
meanwihile with his pinions gently fanning 
the dying sleeper, till he sucks away the life
blood, and the unconscious transition into 
eternity only reveals the fate of the soul so 
clandestinely transmitted beyond the lethean 
river of death. When I trav·eled around the 
world I found agents beyond the ocean as
siduously circulating No-hellite literature. 
While preaching in Yankee Land I found 
women dressed in the costume of deaconesses 
prea0hing on the streets and distributing 
Nu-hellite literature. The Millennial Dawn
ers and Seventh-Day Adventists 1have every
where revived the old universalism, magnet
izing the people by their new theories, anni
hilation, hell-redemption, soul-sleeping and 
other hell-hatched novelties. The copious 
revelation of hell and damnation for the 
wicked is throughout the Bible the great and 
predominant antithesis, everywhere so con
spicuously contrasted with the heaven and 
glory awaiting the righteous that all honest 
Bible readers, unless blinded by these Sa
tanic dogmatisms, recognize it in the perpet
ual panorama of ·a bottomless hell, a topless 
heaven and a boundless eternity, moving per-
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petually in their spiritual vision, while read
ing the precious Word. 

The location of hell in the interior of the 
earth is not only constantly and copiously 
revealed throughout the Bible, but super
aboundingly c9rrobomted by geology and as
ti~onomy. As we excavate into the crust of 
the earth, the mercury in the thermometer 
rises one degree for every forty feet. Now 
make a calculation and you will find the 
deoth of forty miles will develop a calorific 
intensity sufficient to melt every rock in the 
crust of the earth, and thus superinduce a 
molten state of liquid fire. This is corrobo
rated by one hundred volc1anoes. I stood on 
the verge of lJhat awful crater on the summit 
of Vesuvius, the greatest volcano in the 
world, four thousand feet high, and with an 
area of a hundred thousand acres, the entire 
mass constituted of lava, which in byg-ofle 
ages shot up from the ·sea and accumulated 
this immense mass. It is now all covered 
with gardens and ordhards and densely pop
ulated, as lava soil is the richest and most 
productive in the world, despite the awful 
roar in the deep interior, warning the risky 
denizens of their imminent peril, liable in a 
moment to be wrapped in fiery winding 
sheets, as in the case of Pompeii A. D. 79, 
which was suddenly buried alive by this 
hoary mountain, thus verifying his constant 
warnings. '80 completely were these cities 
destroyed that they were actually forgotten 
eigihteen hundred years, soil having accumu-
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lated, and reoeived a dense population, when 
a man followed his dog chasing a rabbit into 
a cave and discovered the long-sepulchred 
city of Pompeii, of which twenty-six acres 
have been exhumed. (I have frequently 
walked through the streets and into the 
houses.) Herculaneum still slumbers in the 
sepulchre overbuilt by the city of Naples. 
While standing on the verge: of the crater, 
gazing down into the great fiery abyss, list
ening to the thunder's roar beneath my feet 
and feeling the earth trembling, meanwhile 
volumes of liquid fire were shooting high up 
in the air, bearing redhot stones as large as 
my body, the inevitable inhalation of the 
brimstone gas keeping me coughing inces
santly, the ground trembling and fire falling 
around us, I thought, 0, what a frightful 
scene, the most awful and terrific of my life! 
I thought about 1Jhe poor, foolish No-hellites, 
who have the audacity to flatly contradict 
our Savior's plain words of solemn warning, 
certifying the literal existence of the fiery 
lake with the burning brimstone beneath the 
earth. I wished they could be ther.e to see 
for themselves, !hoping that they would be
lieve Jesus instead of the foolish lies for 
filthy lucre peddled out by the No-'hellite 
preachers throughout the whole earth. 

The popular churches have become so 
wicked and worldly that they rec.el outright 
against the Sinai gospel of hell and damna
tion and will actually re.i ect and run off any 
man that preaches it. Last September I at-
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tended my old Conference, in which my 
father pr·eached, and out of which a dear 
sanctified bishop located me in 1884 for the 
evangelistic work in all the world. When 
the pastor on Saturday read out the appoint
ments for Sunday, announcing the bishop for 
the morning, the ordination of deacons fol
lowing, our dear bisnop spoke out with a 
lugubrious tone: "There are no deacons to 
be ordained." To me it was a thunderbolt 
from a cloudless sky, superinducing the s·olil
oquy, "Is it possible no candidates for ordi
nation in the Kentucky Conference!" When 
I was presiding elder, thirty or forty years 
ago, I brought up a pliatoon from my own 
district every year. 'Twas a common thing 
to have a column reaching across the entire 
front of t:he church for ministerial ordina
tion. But this alarming shortage of the 
preacher crop is not peculiar to the Ken
tucky Conference, but is the alarm of the 
whole church, North, South, East and West. 
The same is true of all the great Protestant 
Churches throughout the world. What is 
the solution? In rejecting the Holiness 
movement, they have grieved away the Sanc
tifier. The Holy Ghost is the Preacher-maker, 
hence the alarming shortage of the preacher 
crop. He is not making them in the churches 
as in former years before this latter-day 
apostasy, but He is making them in the Holi
ness movement, which now girdles the globe. 
He is raising them up in platoons from the 
slums, the jungles, the saloons, the . brothels, 
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and even the penitentiaries. We Holiness 
people hav·e the bigg·est job in all the world, 
i. e., sixteen hundred millions of people to 
evangelize. The old preachers will all soon 
be dead. Who will take their places, as we 
see an adequate supply is everywhere falling 
short? There is but one answer to this ques
tion: The Holiness people must supply all of 
these deficiencies. But they will not have us. 
N. B.-God is doing wonders. He will open 
the door. When they bury the old preachers 
and ftace the emergency of giving up their 
fine churches to the owls and the bats or take 
in sanctified preachers, then they will re
spond, "Come along, cranks, and fill our pul
pits. We know you jump high and shout 
loudly, and half of you are women; but we 
will take you anyihow." 

The location of hell in the earth's interior 
is absolutely indubitable. When King Saul 
disobeyed God in sparing Agag, king of 
Amaleki.tes, whom God comruanded him ut
terly to destroy, because they fought against 
Israel forty years t9 keep them out of Ca
naan, thus illustrating the absolute verity 
that we must exterminate everything in 
heart and life which ever did fight against 
our sanctification (this being required of 
him in hi:s theocratic sovereignty as the 
leader and representative of Israel), he un
fortunately yielded to his besetting sin, self
will, which so predominated in his life as to 
superinduce the preference of his own inter
est to that of God's kingdom, thus disqualify-
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ing 'him for that utter abandonment to God 
which is absolutely essential to the occu
pancy of the believing ground on which we 
must all stand in order to the exercise of 
that receptive •and appropriative faith which 
alone can settle the great question of entire 
sanctification, the indispensable sine qua non 
of seeing the Lord (Heb. 12 :14). He spared 
not only the best of the herds and flocks, thus 
conservatively of the filthy lucre, but Agag, 
who symbolizes old Adam, whose doom in 
every heart is utter destruction (Rom. 6 :6). 
Consequently God forsook him, no longer an
swering him in dreams and visions, or urim 
and thummin in 'his bewilderment. Mean
while, being awfully pressed by the 
Philistines incessantly defeating him on 
Mount Gilboa, in his desperation he 
turned spiritualist and went away and 
consulted that celebrated medium, the witch 
of Endor, who proceeded to serve him, going 
for enchantmernts. God, availing Himself of 
the opportunity, sends up Samuel from the 
intermediate paradise, Abraham's bosom 
(Luke 16 :24), so denominated because it was 
the felicitous abode of all Old Testament 
saints (except Enoch and Elijah, transpl•ant
ed to heaven). Here we see a clear confirma
tion of the conclusion that all the dead went 
down to Hades during the Old Testament 
dispensation, the good into the intermediate 
pamdise, and the bad into the fiery abyss (2 
Peter 2 :4 and Luke 16 :23), this paradise 
and perdition being separated by an impass-
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able chasm (Luke 16 :26) . No sooner does 
the witch make the call than she shouts in 
her frightful surprise, I see gods coming up 
out of the earth. Samuel, having thus come 
up from the intermediate paradise, says to 
Saul: You and your sons will be with me 
tomorrow. This awful prophecy wa;s cerified 
in the ensuing battle, when they all fell on 
Mount Gilboa, Sa.ul committing suicide, and 
along with his sonis going down to Hades. 

In Rev. 20 :13 we see death · and Hades 
gave up their dead, responsive to the resur
rection trumpet, and hasten away to stand 
before the great white throne. Her·e we see 
the evacuation of Hades, which, from alpha, 
not, and sidoo, to see, synonymous with 
1sheol in the Old Testament and included 
both the good and the bad, the former dwell
ing in the intermediate paradise, denomina
ted Abraham's bosom (Luke 16 :24), because 
Old Testament saints were all 1saved through 
the Abrahamic covenant, which was not 
varied, till sealed by the blood of Christ 
which flowed on Calvary. 1 Peter 3 :18-20 
and Eph. 4 :8-10 reveal our Lord's descent 
into Hades when He vacated the body on the 
cross, instead of going up to His Father. As 
He told the women on the resurrection morn, 
He descended into hell, the Herald of His 
own victory, won on Calvary, to the infinite 
consternation and bewilderment of the 
stygian host, all jubilant over the victory 
He had won on Calvary. 

Having proclaimed His victory to all the 
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inmates of the pandemonium, conceded by 
t'hem all, in prostrate adoration (Phil. 2 :10), 
He crosses the chasm (Luke 16 :24) impassa
ble to 1all finite beings, enters the interme
aiate paradise, meeting the saved thief 
(Luke 23 :43) and all of the Old Testament 
saints except Enoch and Elijah, already 
translated to Heaven. He abided with them 
that wonderful Sabbath, the greatest and the 
best of all of the four thousand years. At 
midnight, abolishing the intermediate para
dise, He leads up the vast host from Abel · 
down (Eph. 4 :8-10) and thus accompanied by 
the stupendous multitude of Old Testament 
saints, reaching the sepulchre, He receives 
His body and 1alone becomes visible again ; 
the Old Testament ;saints being all in their 
disembodied state, were consequently invis
ible. We have all, frequently, wondered why 
we hear so little of Jesus during the forty 
days of His abiding on the earth subsequent 
to His resurrection and antecedent to His as
cension. Here you have the solution: j:Ie 
was in charge of the biggest camp-meeting 
ever known this side of Heaven. This mighty 
host ascended with Him to glory (Psalm 84). 

Here we ,see the abolishment of the inter
mediate paradise and the triumphant en
trance of the Old Testament saints into 
Heaven, as the First-begotten of the dead 
now leads the way, and consequently go im
mediately into Heaven (Rev. 14 :13) ; but 
there was no abolishment of hell, as the No
helliites pertinaciously contend; but it con-
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tinues until this day in the earth's interior, 
awaiting, as you see, the final judgment and 
subsequently the lake of fire (Rev. 20 :14, 
15). "Death and Hades were cast into the 
lake of fire. This is the second death, and 
if anyone was not found written in the Book 
of Life, he was cast into t:he lake of fire." 
Here we see the final destination of carnal
ized selfhood, i. e., the lake of fire, here de
nominated the second death, which is the 
synonym of damnation. The law of the Lord 
rang out in Eden and has been reverberat
ing down the ages ever since, "The soul that 
sinneth, it shall die" (Ezek. 18 :4-20) ; there
fore every sinner is a spiritual corpse. Satan 
prea~hed ·to Eve (Gen. 4 :9), "Thou shalt not 
surely die." The great majority of nominal 
Christians this day believe Satan instead of 
God, actually prof es sing a sinning religion, 
which is Satan's counterfeit (1 John 3 :8), · 
"He that committeth sin is of the devil; (v. 
9) , Whosoever is born of God doth not com
m:fi; sin, for his seed remaineth in him and he 
cannot sin because he is born of God. (V. 
10), In this are manifest the children of God 
and the children of the devil." Here you see 
the demarkation of the two kingdoms is clear 
and unmistakable, involving the irresistible 
logical sequence that all who commit sin are 
citiz.ens of Satan's kingdom. 

The great and obvious distinction between 
the first and second death consists in the 
fact that the former may have a resurrection 
in the experience of regeneration, from the 
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inspired statement of zooee poiee see from 
zooee, life, and poieoo, to create; th~s the 
Holy Ghost raises the dead soul into life by 
creating the divine life in it. This glorious 
hope is feasible during probation. But when 
probation expires, the last hope eternally 
takes her flight (Rev. 22 :11) : "He that is 
unjust let him still be unjust, and he that is 
filthy let him still be filthy, and he that is 
righteous let him still do righteousness, and 
he thait is holy let him still be sanctified." 
This and other parallels forever settle the 
question of future probation. It is Satan's 
lie to cheat people out of their souls. The 
same spiritual death which characterizes all 
sinners, involving 0ondemnation in this . life, 
is damnat ion in eternity. From the second 
death, i. e., damnation, there is no resurrec
tion. 

This lake of fire, here pronounced the in
evitable doom of all whose names are not 
written in the Lamb's Book of Life, is lo
cated in outer darkness, literally translated 
the darkness which is without. The signifi
cation is exceedingly potent. Astronomy re
veals one 'hundred and seventeen millions of 
glowing suns as large as ours. There is no 
doubt but our sun gives good light at Nep
tune, a distanc·e of three thousand millions 
of miles. Now contemplate the combined il
lumination of one hundred •and seventeen 
millions of suns, and answer the question, 
How far will they transmit their combinci 
illumination? If an archangel flying ·with 
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1ightning velocity had started out at the 
dawn of creation and flown until the present 
moment, he would not 'have passed over t~- e 
thousandth part of that inconceivable spar.e. 

Thus you see how God in ultimatum of 
probation is going to banish sin and sinners 
utterly and eternally out of the celestial uni
verse, so infinitely di'Stant as eternally to pre
clude the possibility of their ever getting 
back. This .earth is the battlefield between 
carnaiity and spirituality. The war has been 
on six thousand years; meanwhile sin has 
had the preponderance. But the infallible 
Word most indubitably reveals its speedy 
and final overthrow. Satan has certainly 
done his best to make this world a pande
monium and an augmentation to hell. · He is 
even yet, in the awful collause of the 
churches, the increase of infidieljty and 
progress of wic~edness in the world, play
ing a high-handed game of wholes·ale delu
sion, deterioration and destruction, every
where exnediting the great tribulation, hell's 
magnitudinous harvest, infinitely greater 
than Noah's flood. As the world has sixteen 
hundred millions of people, when the An
cient of Days shall descend on the throne of 
his righteous judgments against the wicked 
nations and fallen churches, filling the whole 
earth and turning loose the thousand thou
sand, i. e., a million destroying angels, 
against this wicked world (Dan. 7 :9), 0, 
what auuallimr horrors will fill the earth. 

Well do you certify me how in the days of 
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Hezekiah and Isaiah when Sennacherib led 
his vast Ohaldean army against Jerusalem 
and sent Rabshekah to demand an uncondi
tional surrender, which they respectfully de
clined, he got awful mad and broke out in 
villifications, vituperations and blasphemies, 
tantalizingly asking them the basis of their 
hope against the grand army which had con
quered the world. When they told him that 
they were depending on the Great Jehovah, 
the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, to 
defend them, he broke out in terrible blas
phemies against Him, assuring them that He 
had no more power to def end them than the 
pagan gods of all those nations they had al
ready conquered. Isaiah prayed through,. 
heard from Heaven and got the answer as
suring him of the Divine audience and inter
vention. . Sure enough, He sent an angel 
down from Heaven at midnight, who slew 
one hundred and eighty-five thousand As
syrian soldiers, gloriously delivering J eru-
salem. If a solitary angel heaped the Baby
lonian camp with mountains of the dead,. 
what will a round million of destroying an
gels do, when turned loose against this Satan
deluded world, with her wicked nations and 
fallen churches? This will be hell's great 
and final harvest. I do not expect to be
here, as I am constantly looking for the Lord 
to come in His glory and take away His· 
bride, translating the living saints. 

Rom. 9 :22, "But if God, wishing to Rhow 
forth his indignation and make his power-
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known, endured with much long-suffering, 
the vessel~ of wrath having been perfected 
unto destruction, antd in order that he might 
make known the riches of his glory unto the 
vessels of mercy, which he prepared unto his 
glory, whom he called not only us from the 
Jews but also from the Gentiles." Here we 
have the alarming antithesis of Christian 
perfection revealed in the very same identi
cal word Katarticoo, Which you find in 2 Cor. 
11 : 11 : "Finally, brethren, farewell, be per-
feet. . . ." This 'strong word (currently re
vealing the perfection of the saints) is used 
in the preceding passage (Rom. 9 :22), reve
latory of the perfection which in the Satanic 
economy supervenes in the case of the wick-
ed, consummating their final congenialza
tion, and homogeneous to their awful, irre
trievable doom in hell. This is an alarming 
revelation, accumulating horrors unutt 0 rable 
as we contemplate the awful ultima thule in
volved in the antithesis of Christian perfec
tion, which in its glorious ultimatum devel
ops the very similitude of the glorified' 
Christ, as He appeared with Moses and Eli
jah, all invested with the excellent glory (2' 
Peter 1 : 17) on the Mount of Transfigura
tion. The brilliancy of this glory actually 
eclipsed mortal vision, so Peter, James and' 
John had to protect their eyes from the tran
scendent lumino.s.ity. Such is the glory
which will characterize all of God's people 
in their transfiguration, whether through the
translation when He comes for His bride, as: 
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illustrated by Elijah, or through the resur- . 
rection, both first (Rev. 20 :6) and second 
(Rev. 2 :11), as illustrated by Moses, who ap
peared with Christ in His glory on the moun
tain, repres,enting all the saints who will be 
transfigured through the resurrection ; as 
Elijah, on the same notable oocasion, ap
peared, representing all the people who will 
be transfigured through the translation when 
He comes in His glory. Here you see the 
transfiguration glory of Jesus samples that 
of all His saints as we are positively assured 
that we shall be like Him. 

Here you see the clear antithesis of the 
two classes which come up from the battle
fields of earthly probation responsive to the 
final judgment trumpet, both having been 
made perfect, as the same word katarticoo 
clearly reveals; the former having been per
fected in holiness (2 Cor. 7 :1) and the lat
ter having been perfected in S·in (Rom. 9: 
22), and both classes having passe<l proba
tion and rea~hed the state characteristically 
unchangeable, though progressive in diamet
rically opposite directions through all eter
nity. The Christian similitude is homogene
ous with the transfigured Christ, therefore 
the sinner'1s similitude will be homogeneous 
with Satan. Hence, the logical sequence fol
lows, involving the conclusion of the serpen
tine similitude, as this odious, venomou'3 
monster was never created by Jehovah, who 
never made a devil, a sinner, nor a snake. 

·He created angels holy an'd free; they sinned 
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and became devils. He created man upright; 
he yielded to temptation and became a sin
ner. He created the nahash, the most intelli
gent of all the animal creation-the interme
diate . link between men and animals, and 
having the gift of speech; Satan subsidized 
him in the ruin of humanity, thus bringing 
on him God's awful anathema, which trans
formed him into the horrifk rattlesnake, the 
devil's own similitude. 

You always find Satan represented by the 
serpentine monster, therefor·e the logical se
quence follows that this may be the horrific 
similitude of those who never escape from 
the black lasso of cruel Diabolus, the gloomy 
despot of the pandemonium. Inspired Paul 
certifies positively that there will be a resur
rection both of the just and the unjust; the 
bliss of the glorified saints in Heaven ante
cedently to corporeal resurrection will be in
finitely glorious and ·ecstatic. This will be 
greatly augmented by the resurrection Of the 
transfigured body and our eternal resurrec
tion with it, the logical antithesis normally 
follows in its application to the wicked, in
volving the ·conclusion that the awful and un
utterable torments of their disembodied souls 
in the flames of a bottomless hell, will be de
cidedly augmented by their reincarnation 
back into those bodies which they have 
abused and ruined as the unfortunate vic
tims of diabolical lus·ts, appetites 2nd pas;
sions, thus in the final turning of them ov1~r 
to Satan unreservedly and eternalt' and p~r-
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mitting him to diabolize and demonize them, 
actually eliminating the last vestige of beau
ty and loveliness and investing them with the 
frightful similitude of the 'horrific rattle
snake. Rev. 20 :15 settles the final doom of 
Satan and all his carnalized followers, an
gelic and human, in the lake of fire, in outer 
darkness, i. e., the darkness so infinitely re
mote from all celestial worlds that the com
bined illuminationlS of one hundred and 
seventeen millions of glowing suns will never 
reach with a solitary, cheering ray, and so 
infinitely distant that not one can ever get 
back to mar the heavenly harmony of God's 
illimitable universe. If it is so far, how can 
they ever reach it? The Omnipotent arm 
can transmit them thither in the twinkling 
of an eye. Reader, be sure you take no risk 
on going to that appalling ultimatum. 



CHAPTER IV. 

ULTIMATUM OF DECARNALIZED SELFHOOD. 

As carnality is the antithesis of the Divine 
nature (Rom. 8 :7), it is the synonym of devil
nature, which superv·ened in ·the heart of the 
archangel Lucifer as the normal fruitage of 
his defl.ection from God when he ventured on 
the awful enterprise of independency, which 
is an absolute impossibility on the part of 
finite beings. Therefore deflection from God 
forfeits life and light and plunges the un
fortunate victims of folly and rashness into 
darkness and death irretrievable. Ruined 
people always go for the ruin of others, veri
fying the trite maxim, "Mis·ery loves com
pany." Oh, how murderers, thieves, de
bauchees and harlots multiply their species 
everywhere they gQ, ·transforming the world 
into a pandemonium. 

Man was created mortal durin~ probation, 
but designed for immortality, which he was 
to receive through the Tree of Life, to which, 
guided by instinct or providence, after due 
nrobation, perhaps a thousand years or more, 
he would have had access, the normal effect 
of whose fruit would have conferred immor-

• tality, eliminating the ponderous matter out 
of his organism, giving him independence 
over terrestrial gravitation; so, free to move, 
responsive to the impulses of his loyal, un-

35 
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fallen spirit, he would hav,e flown away and 
joined the heavenly hosts in those worlds 
where probation had alr,eady expired. The 
translation of Enoch and Elijah and John 
the apostle are beautiful examples of the 
original economy. Coffins and graves would 
never have been seen if Satan 'haid let us 
alone. Instead of seeing our parents die, like 
Eli's, and watching Elijah, his pr ophetical 
father, till he saw him mount the fiery char
iot and fly away, we would all diligently lin
ger about our parents when the shadows of 
life's evening gather around thick and fast, 
solicitous to receive their departing blessing 
and hear them bid the world adieu and see 
them fly away to glory. 

As the decarnalizartion of humanity is the 
grand end by which the redemptive scheme 
was launched, this conclusion follows as a 
logical sequence from God's revelation of en
tire sanctification as the sine qua non of ad
mission into Heaven. Heb. 12 :14, "The sanc
tification without which no one shall st:c the 
Lord." 1 Thess. 4 :8, "He that rejecteth sanc
tification, rejectetll not man, but God, who 
giveth unto you his Holy Spirit," He gives 
Him to all Christians to sanctify them. When 
they reject this great work, the absolute sine 
qua non of eternal salvation, thus grieved 
and rej,ected, He leaves them to the awful 
doom of a backslider's hell, because none but 
backslider;s go thither. The devil. to beg-in 
with, was an old backslider, having fallen 
from the supernal glory of an archangel. All 

• 
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the demons and myrmidons are backsliders, 
having once been angels. In a similar manner 
we find every human being in hell a back
slider, having been gloriously redeemed by 
the wonderful work of Christ, graciously and 
timely dispensed by the Holy Ghost, U,e 
very moment soul and body united consti
tuted personality four or five months ante
cedently to the physical birth in the prenatal 
state (Heb. 2 :9 and Psalms 51 :5). This is 
abundantly confirmed by our Savior's con
stant treatment of infants, uniformly recog
nizing their heavenly ci1tizenship, congratu
lating them as Christians and not sinners, 
despite the evil leaning which they all in
herit from Adam. 

The great vicarious substitutionary atone
ment wrought by our Savior on the cross of 
Calvary abunidanitly provides for the trium
p:hant decarnalization of every human soul, 
1thus vanquishing hell and impoverishing 
the devil for ever, leaving dan·nation a 
sheer gratuity, the horrific sequence of the 
appalling folly, choosing sin with the royal 
proclamation in their ears, "The wages of 
sin is death" (Rom. 6 :23). The greatest 
possibilities of decarnalized selfhood lead us 
out into illimitable worlds, of unutterable 
wonderment; not only dispensing the resur
rection to every dead human soul, generated 
in fallen Adam a spiritual corpse (Psalms 
51 :5), reaching it contemporaneously with 
personality, in prenatal existence, thus get
ting ;the paradoxical run on the devil, who 
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succeeded in bagging the whole human race 
with his crowning victory in Eden, whose 
normal result would have populated hell with 
every human being accumulating upon the 
earth. As Adam could not transmit the spir
itual life which he had lost in the fall, conse
quently every human being is generated in 
spiritual death, having inherited this awful 
devil-nature through fallen Adam. Golden 
harps can never proclaim the transcendent 
glory of our wonderful Christ, reaching 
every human soul at the very moment per
sonal existence supersedes the fetal state, 
thus raising every soul from the dead and 
actually conferring heavenly citizenship, 
everywhere confirmed by His own testimony 
and recognition of infantile Christianity
the glory of the world and the real victory of 
the Church, if she only knew it and had grace 
to appreciate it, diligently securing the in
telligent conversion of every child, antece
dently to the age of accountability, as in the 
case of the Prophet Samuel, John the Bap
tist, and others. The Church has lost mil
lions of victories over Satan by neglecting 
the little ones and permitting him to capture 
them, as in the case of the prodigal son, 
whereas they should all, from the beginning, 
have, like the elder brother, remained safe 
and happy in the Father's home in which 
they were born, like the elder brother, hap
pily converted in their infancy, thus felici
tously escaping the wasting famine, the hog
pen degradation and the perils of hell. 
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While superabounding mercy is always 
and everywhere ready to rescue the fallen, 
i. e., in common parlance, convert the sinner 
and which is reclamation from a backslid
den state, as you see confirmed in the prodi
gal son, the glorious culmination of this stu
pendous redemptive scheme, i. e., entire 
sanctification, is the de facto elimination of 
depravity out of the heart, i. e., entire sanc
tification, the crucifiixion of the Old Man, and 
the destruction of the body of sin and its 
final interment into His death, i. e., the foun
tain filled with blood drawn from Imman
uel's veins, and sinners, plunged beneath 
that flood, lose all their guilty stains. You 
see by reading this 'beautiful passage that 
this miraculous work is wrought by the bap
tism which Jesus gives with the Holy Christ 
and fire, the water god who has been so un
duly honoried in ·the usurpation of this pas
sage from Jesus, actually not only unknown 
in 1the transaction, but utterly incompetent to 
the mighty work here imputed to baptism, 
the trend of the church to hydrolatry, i. e., 
water worship, through the misapplication of 
1this and other passages which reveal the 
one baptism (Ephes. 4 :5), i. e., the sine qua 
non of salvation, is fearful and deplorable 
detriment to this mighty work vf our glori
ous Christ, crucifying the Old Man, thus 
eliminating the sin personality out of the 
heart and consummating the deincarnation 
of selfhood and the purification of the heart 
from all unrighteousness in the illuminating 
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glory of the great. redemptive scheme. 
Our wonderful Christ is not going to leave 

Satan eve.n the vestage ·of a trophy over 
which itO iboasit in the never ending ages of 
the coming eternity. He completely de
earnaliz,es ahd restores . the human spirit 
irt the great work of entire sanctification, , 
baptizing him wi1th the Holy Ghost and fire, 
not only destroying the sin personality, but 
burning up all of the Old Man's chattels, and 
actually making a bonfire of lodgery, com
posity, worldly phantasmagoria, including 
sectarianism, politics, sexualism, racehood, 
sexhood and everything else which conflicts 
with the pure, unalloid :;;pirituality which con
stitutes the atmosphere of His holy kingdom. 
All this is included in the magnitudinous 
work of entire sanctification which must tak~ 
place in this life, furnishing us with the 
health certifioate demanded at the pearly 
gates as a passport into the New Jerusalem~ 

Simultaneously with corporal dissolution, 
the blessed Holy Spirit administers His third 
great work, i. e., the glorification of the soul, 
sweeping away all our infirmities, i. e., brain
fag, intellectual debilitation, failure of mem
ory and judgment, thus forever fortifying us 
against the immeasurable mistakes inciden
tal even to the highest estate of probation. 
This is t'he angelic perfection, pertinent to 
qualify us for the Heavenly state. 

Man is a trinity, consisting of spirit, soul 
and body. The spirit is made perfect in 
sanctification, the soul in glorification, and 
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the body in the resurrection. Unless we, in 
His good providence, should be favored with 
the translation, in which the soul. body and 
spirit will all be glorified simultaneously, only 
the brjde of Christ will enjoy this signal 
blessing (Rev. 20 :6), the balance all sleep
ing on through !the millennium age till the 
final resurrection (Rev. 20 :11). 

Not only does the stupendous work of re
demption include the trinity of humanity, 'but 
it even extends to this world, as you read in 
Second Epistle to Peter; not only does the 
Lord baptize the human soul with fire, thus 
expurgating all evil, but in a similar manner 
He will baptize this earth simultaneously with 
the final judgment (2d Peter 3 :7). This 
fiery baptism will not only wrap the whol,e 
earth, sanctifying it w.holly not only from 
sin, but all the effects of sin; as a normal 
consequence of the intense heat the oceans, 
seas and frozen poJ,es undergoing crematior1 
and vaporization, thus verifying the Spirit'~ 
testimony, "there· shall be no more sea;" thus 
bringing on the celestial age of this world 
(Rev. 21 :1) ; "~nd I saw a new Heaven and 
a new earth, for the first Heaven and the first 
earth were passed away, and there is no more 
sea" (v :5). "Behold I make all things new." 
There we see the renovation of this earth 
follows her crematory sanctification. 

During the long roll of these six thou
sand years since the creation of Adam, pre
ceded by the demiurgic geological periods, 
the thousands of rivers have been pouring 

/ 
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their debris into the ocean-beds, thus accu
mulating soils preparatory for the gardens 
of the Lord and fields of Immanuel which 
will envelop the globe, beautifying 'and beati
fying the transfigured saints, who will in
herit this earth (Matt. 5 :5), here with un
fallen angels, delighted to visit them, shine 
and shout through all ,eternity. We are now 
describing the celestial age which will follow 
the millennium thousand years and last for
ever. 

While Satan has turned all of hell's bat
teries against the glorious eoonomy of Je
hovah's territory, frustrating the beauty and 
beneficence of His nlans, he will never suc
ceed in the final discomfiture of a solitary 
iota. On the contrary, in due time all of His 
glorious purposes will receive triumnhant 
verification. As He created the earth for 
man to occupy and glorify Him for.ever, in 
the .grand finale, the long war between car
nality and spirituality is going to wind up 
with flourishing trophies of victory which re
deemed saints and unfallen ·angels will pro
claim responsive to golden harps, etherial 
trumpets and celestial peans through the 
flig-ht of eternal ages. 

Self is .the immortal personality, created by 
Jehovah, in His own image and likeness, 
which is righteousness and true Holiness 
(Ephes. 3 :24). This crown of glory went 
into eclipse when Satan spread out his black 
wings, enveloping this world in hell's mid
night, actually murdering its lord, our father 
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Adam, the only human being cr.eated by the 
Almighty, Eve being no exception to the pu
ni1ty of creation (Acts 17 : 26) , as she was but 
a transformation of Adam's rib. Therefore, 
when Satan slew Adam he murdered the 
whole human race (John 8 :44) and populated 
the whole world with spiritually dead peo
ple fit only for hell. In this horrible dilemma 
the Son of God, vacating the throne of His 
glory, condes·oends to become the vicarious 
substitute of every human being generated 
by fallen Adam in spiritual death (Psalms 
51 :5), thus actually bringing in the glori
ous resurrection contemporaneously with 
human personality (Heb. 2 :9); thus redeem
ing the whole human race and rescuing them 
from condemnation and spiritual death, even 
in their prenatal existence, thus so gloriously 
triumphing over Satan that .every human be
ing is 1actually born a citizen of God's king
dom, as you see illustrated by the prodigal 
son and his elder brother. The former, like 
John the Baptist, the Prophet Samuel and 
many others, converted antecedently to the 
forfeiture of his infantile justification, ·so 
that he never did sin out of the kingdom, 
though much needing sanctification to take 
all the fret and jealousy out of him, when 
his brother, miraculously reserved from the 
hog-pen and .damnation, and thus gloriously 
reclaimed, got back to his father's house, jus
tified when his father kissed him and sancti
fi,ed wllen he receive(l the l:Jlood-Wa$,hecJ. ro"Qe 
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of holiness pursuant to the father's man
date. 

The philanthropic intervention of our glo
rious Lord was the radical and perfect de
carnali~ation of human selfhood from every 
vestage of Satan's cloven foot and the 
tirumphant investiture, bringing in the trans
figuration glory, the eternal restitution of de
monized and diabolized selfhood, thus re
storing our immortal personality, inclmling 
spirit, soul and body, the immortal human 
personality, the Lord of this world, to shine 
and shout amid angels, archangels, cherubim, 
seraphim and heavenly hierarchies forever. 
This glorious work of decarnalization not 
only restores humanity in the triumphant 
splendor of the glorified soul and spirit, 
eternally invested in the transfigured body, 
forever honored with the similitude of His 
glorified body, but this lost world sanctified 
by the heavenly cremation of our glorious 
senior apostle so clearly and copiously re
veals, but actually by a divine intervention, 
recreated after the glorious similitude of the 
unfallen heavenly worlds as we have so beau
tifully r.evealed in God's valedictory by the 
Apostle of Love, who habitually leaned on 
His bosom as the twelve encircled Him during 
those memorable three years, while He so 
faithfully labored in that itinerant Bible 
school, so indispensable to qualify His apos
tles for the greatest and most responsible 
work ever committed to mortals, i. e. the 
~aunching of the gospel churcp amid the co-
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pious baptisms of the Holy Ghost and fir.e, 
administered by our Lord, thus .triumphantly 
inaugurating the Pentecostal dispensation for 
the evangelization of the whole world and the 
equipage of the bride for eternal wedlock 
with her Heavenly spouse, and the tran~. 
endent honor of subordinate and co-operating 
administration with Him throughout His 
glorious millennial reign (Rev. 20 :6). 

Not only will this decarnalized, tarns
figured selfhood reign with Christ on the 
earth the wonderful and glorious thousand 
years, meanwhile the glory of the Lord will 
cover the earth as the waters inundate the 
sea; 

"For He shall have dominion 
Over river, sea and shore, 

Far as the eagle's pinion 
And dove's light wing can soar." 

But this .sanctified, renovated and celes~ 
tialized earth will again take her place in the 
plain of the ecliptic with all her 1sister heav
enly planets and join the triumphant chorus 
rung out by rthe sons of God in joyous shouts 
at creation's rbirth, when responsive to His 
omnific ipse dixit worlds from 1shapeless 
chaos marshaled forth on ,the celestial plain 
and taking their respective places, wheeled 
off into ttheir diversified orbits, obsequious to 
His sovereign mandate, to speed their pre
cipitated flight through the void immense, 
chasing each other o'er the starry pavements 
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ethereal highways with unerring precision, 
verifying their respective periodicities. 

Our Saviour's infallible promise (Matt. 
5 :5), "the meek shall inherit the earth," is 
exceedingly consolaitory and inspiring. Tihis 
will receive its glorious and triumphant veri
fication amid the ecstatic fulfillment of the 
great redemptive scheme, ·signally verified in 
the grand finale; when with the ushering in 
of the celestial ages, which will immediately 
follow the final judgment, the glorified earth, 
celebrated in the history, poetry and romance 
of all celestial worlds as the battlefield of 
God's empire, when the awful conflict be
tween carnality and spirituality was fought 
out and settled forever, will be given the 
glorified saints as a soldiers' bounty, for our 
fidelity, loyalty and heroism in this long war 
between the Son of God and King Diabolus 
for the recovery of this lost world. 

Hence you see we will all 'be rich in the 
good time coming. This glorified world is 
the mansion our glorified Lord is even now 
setting up for us. It will then be superfic
ially a dozen times its. present magnitude, as 
"there will be no more sea" (Rev. 22), the 
sanctifying fires having .consumed and vapor
ized it with .the frozen poles, turning the 
whole world into Immanuel's delectable 
parks and fruitful gardens. While this will 
be our home forever, we can invite all of the 
angels to come and abide with us, which they 
will delightfully appreciate, as people are al
ways fond of visiting celebrated battle-
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grounds. As we will all have our trans-· 
figured bodies utterly destitute of weight and 
independent of gravitation, free to ft.v from 
world to world, everywhere adoring the un
utterable majesty and glory of our blessed 
Creator, this will be my delight, as I am a 
constitutional itinerant. Methinks the curi
ous angels inhahiting unf.allen celestial ·worlds 
will honor me as an escort while they accom
pany me to visit this celebrated oicl battle
field of God's empire. 
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The Seven Churches. 
I am here reminded of my dear daughter Effie, who 

went to Heaven while I was on the other side of the 
world, March, 1906. I once dictated this book to her 
and she wrote it down, but while at Louisville, Ky., 
in the hands of the publishers, they had a little con
flagration and it got burnt up, with others. 

The seven churches in Asia Minor are not ad
dressed by the apocalyptic prophet in an isolated atti
tude, so some have concluded that they were all the 
churches in that region. This is a mistake, for there 
were hundreds, as the apostles and the Pentecostal 
saints had scoured it all over in their evangelistic work, 
and Paul says ''all Asia'' had received the Word. 
(Not continental Asia, as we now have it; at that time 
Asia simply included those countries at present known 
as Asia Minor.) 

These seven churches are lifted up by the Holy 
Ghost in a beautiful, wonderful and comprehensive 
signification, representative not only of the universal 
church in the apostolic age, but in all ages, down to 
the glorious day when the angel will arrest the devil, 
take him out of the world, lock him up in Hell, and 
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the Lord will descend in His glory, on the throne of 
His millennial kingdom, extend it over all the earth, 
and reign forever, thus verifying the beautiful prop
ecy, 

''He shall have dominion , 
Over river, sea and shore; 

Far as the eagle's pinion 
Or dove's light wing can soar.'' 

Ephesus was the metropolis of western Asia, the 
great and beautiful capital of the lovely state Ionia, 
the Jew York of the world in that day, and the happy 
recipient of the Gospel through the ministry of Apollos, 
the most eloquent man in the world at that time. He 
was a native of Alexandria, Egypt, who had travelled 
all the way to the Holy Land to hear the wonderful 
preaching of John the Baptist and had been gloriously 
converted by this ministry, but went away before 
.Jesus prosecuted His triennial labors of love, crowned 
by His martyrdom. Apollos went back to Africa and 
returned no more to Palestine, till after Jesus was 
crucified. 

Filled with the Holy Spirit, he was traveling ex
tensively, preaching the Johannean Gospel, which had 
been superseded by the Messianic, but he did not 
know it. In our day of newspapers and telegraphs, 
when we hear from all the world, it is difficult to ap
prehend cases of this kind, when this brilliant, Spirit
filled preacher didn't know that Christ had been cru
cified. But when we remember that they had none of 
the great news facilities peculiar to the present day, 
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and that Apollos lived off in Africp. beyond the sea, 
it is not astonishing that he just simply did not know 
it. His preaching was a · compilation of the Johannean, 
which he had caught while listening to ·chat wonderful 
hermit prophet. 

God blessed the_ labors of Apollos at Ephesus with 
the conversion of twelve men to the God of Israel, 
under the Johannean dispensation. Fortunately, while 
his meeting was running, Aquila and Priscilla, poor, 
illiterate tent-makers, arrived. They had been glori
ously saved and sanctified by the preaching of Paul,. 
during their associate mechanical labors while Paul 
preached those memorable eighteen months in Corinth, 
and God gave him the biggest church in his ministry. 

When they heard Apollos preaching so fervently 
and effeciently, and he made not a word of allusion 
t.o the second blessing, they inferred that he had not 
received it. They did not publicly expose the great 
preacher, who was running the meeting so successfully, 
but got him to go alone with them, availing themselves 
of a private interview, in the wonderful experience 
of Christian perfection. He does not repel them because 
of their illiteracy, as he was liberally educated. but 
receives them with a grateful heart, delightedly sitting 
at their feet until they tell him all about it. They 
faithfully instruct the great and eloquent preacher, 
pray for him, and lead him into the glorious experience 
of entire sanctification. 

Then Apollos goes directly to Corinth, and the 
Lord makes him a great blessing to those young con
verts, as he elucidates the stupendous work of Christ. 
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Not only did he lead them into the experience of a 
clean heart, but settled them on bed rock, which you 
see promptly in the Book of Hebrews, which he after
wards wrote. 

But I hear you say: ''Bro. Godbey, I thought Paul 
wrote that book." Read 2 Thess. 3 :17, and you find 
Paul certifying that his name is assigned to all his 
Epistles. The fact that it is not in Hebrews positively 
settles the question against his authorship. That 
Epistle was left without a signature until six hundred 
years ago, when the pope ordered them to put Paul's 
name to it, he having no right to do it. It has no 
name, but the abler critics of Christendom consign it 
to Apollos. I am satisfied that they are correct, as it 
is exceedingly eloquent, and Apollos is known as the 
most eloquent preacher in the apostolic age. 

Paul soon came along and found those twelve dis
ciples at Ephesus. He had them tell their experience, 
and finding that they had never received the second 
blessing, he immediately has a holiness meeting, invit
ing them to the altar to seek the Holy Ghost in His 
glorious work of Sanctifier and Comforter. Then they 
all joyfully enter into Beulah Land with shouts of 
victory, and go to preaching, thus furnishing Paul 
with a holiness band to help him press the war against 
sin and Satan and for God and souls. 

With this glorious encouragement of twelve Blood
washed and :fire-baptized helpers, Paul proceeds, with 
indefatigable perseverance, to have success in that 
most important city in all that part of the earth. 
Therefore he preached for them three years, and his 
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converts, running in all· directions, roll the full-salva
tion tide far and wide over all the land until he says 
all Asia Minor heard the glorious news. So this 
metropolitan church actually became the great light 
of the continent. 

N. B. John, the author of this Book of Revelation, 
was almost a hundred years old when he dictated his 
Gospel, Epistles and the Revelation. Matthew wrote 
his Gospel in India for the Jews fifteen years after the 
Lord's ascension. Mark wrote his in Rome for the 
Romans, as dictated by Peter (for Mark was not one 
of the original Twelve, but Peter's amanuensis), thirty 
years after the Lord's ascension. Luke wrote his 
Gospel in Corinth, Greece, for the Greeks, twenty-five 
years after the Lord's ascension, as dictated by Paul 
(he not being one of the original Twelve). And John, 
like Matthew an eye and ear-witness, wrote his for the 
Christians, sixty-five years after the Lord's ascension. 

John was really the patriarch of the apostolic min
istry, having survived all his comrades a whole gen
eration, and standing alone. His brother James had 
been in Heaven seventy years, Paul and Peter thirty 
years, and all of the other apostles in that bright glory 
a whole generation, when John went. 

By this time nearly all of the people who had been 
converted by the apostles had gone to Heaven, their 
places having been taken by new converts, many of 
whom failed to get a good case of salvation, and many 
others had backslidden. Therefore we find these 
seven churches, with only two exceptions, i. e., Smyrna 

I 
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and Philadelphia, in a deplorably backslidden condi
tion. 

The trouble at Ephesus was, as John says, that they 
had lost their "first love,'' which is always evanescent, 
and very likely to get away unless one passes vigor
ously into perfect love. First love puts the wheels on 
the salvation wagon, and starts it to running hopefully 
and joyfully; perfect love puts in all the pins to hold 
on the wheels, without which precaution they will 
come off soon or late, and there will be a smash-up. 

So the Holy Spirit, through the apocalyptic prophet, 
warns these Ephesian Christians: "Repent, and do 
your first works, or I will come and take your candle
stick away.'' The candlestick is the church organiza
tion, so that people will shine and shout and send 
forth their light, giving joy all around. Therefore 
you know that comeoutism is from the bottomless pit, 
because it takes away the organization, removes the 
candlestick, the comeoutistic preachers meanwhile tell
ing them that their candle will do better out of the 
candlestick than in it. But that is Satan's falsehood; 
we need the chandelier to hold these lights; take them 
out of it and one by one they will get broken, the 
light grow dim and ere long evanesce, leaving the 
environments filled with darkness. 

Though Ephesus was at that time the state capital 
and the metropolis of all Asia Minor, there has been 
no church there in the last one thousand years. Not 
only the church went down and out, but the city shared 
the same fate, and this day is without an inhabitant. 
Go there and you will find nobody but the German 
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excavators who are digging in the ruins to hunt every
thing that can throw light on the Bible and archre
ology. When a great city is given up to delapidatic;m, 
the people have to leave, as the miasmata generated 
by the mouldering ruins so infects the atmosphere as 
to superinduce pestilence and death. Go to Ephesus 
now and you will see great and magnificent ruins all 
around, with scorpions running up and down the mag
nificent porphyry columns and other beautiful exhi
bitions of the fine arts. 

Thus we have a mournful fulfilment of the terrible 
prophecies enumerated by John, who had lived there. 
The church had not only been honored and lighted by 
his presence and ministry, but also our Lord's mother, 
whom He, while dying, entrusted to John, lived with 
him there till the angels came for her. 

Despite the wonderful mercies of God to this 
church, it has utterly evanesced from the world, and 
the city with it. Even the sea has participated in the 
awful calamities denunciated in these anathematizing 
prophecies, because it has retreated away until it is 
nine miles distant; sometimes it changes its bed in 
certain localities, vacating some spots and inundating 
others. 

'l'he attitude of Ephesus in this world-wide, ecclesi
astical panorama, is an illustration of a backslidden 
church in the superlative degree; gone hopelessly from 
the heights of Heaven to the depths of Hell. This 
world is a battle from beginning to end. The fact 
that you have the most glorious victory is not an evi
dence that you will always have it. To be forewarned 
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is to be forearmed, therefore we sheuld always have 
our loins girded, staff in hand, lights burning, and be 
looking out for the Bridegroom. In all the catalogue 
of apostolic churches, this one was at the top. Of 
course the good people are with our Lord's mother and 
the Apostle John, who both lived there so long, but 
Satan finally took the whole field and holds it to-day. 

Smyrna is the second in the catalogue of these 
seven churches as given by the Apostle of Love. It 
is a significant fact that when we look at the Smyrna 
church we have everything in the way of consolation. 

The Lord has let me visit that place twice, though 
in a Mohammedan country, where all Christians are in 
constant peril, because, if those Moslems could, they 
would kill every one of us. The Koran teachers teach 
them that they are to swim in Christian blood, and, 
if they would wear a starry cro'\\'.n the thing for them 
to do is to kill all the Christians they can. The Koran 
says: ''A night spent in arms is more precious ·in the 
sight of God than months of fasting and prayer." 
Unto him who is killed in battle, it says: "His sins 
are forgiven. In the Day of Judgment, his wounds 
will be as resplendent as vermillion and as odoriferous 
as musk.'' Thus are presented ·t he greatest possible 
inducements to rush ahead and kill all the Christians 
they can, being assured that, in so doing, they will 
augment their treasure in Heaven. 

Yet, with all these discouragements, Smyrna, 
which, in the apostolic age was a poor village, subur
ban to great Ephesus, now has a population of 350,000, 
second only to Constantinople in the Turkish Empire. 
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When I was there they told me that 300,000 of these 
are Christians. 

In the grand ecclesiastical panorama, Smyrna rep
resents the martyr church, which continued down to 
the conversion of the Emperor Constantine, about A. D. 
320. 

Rev. 2 :9: "I know thy tribulation and thy pov
erty, and the blasphemy of those who say they are 
.Jews, and are not, but the synagogue of Satan." The 
Christian is the true Jew. These had rejected Christ 
and Satan had them. This would apply to all the 
unsaved churches in the world; everything that does 
not belong to God is the synagogue of Satan. 

"Be not afraid of those .things which you are about 
to suffer." In the light of prophecy John saw the 
awful persecutions coming upon them. 

' ' Behold, Satan is abo~t to cast some into prison, 
that you be tried, and you. shall have tribulations ten 
days.'' This -simply means an indefinite period. Un
der the procl~mation of Nero the Emperor, they did 
their best to kill .all the Christians, and this went . on 
with rivers of blood until A. D. 321. 

''Be thou faithful until death and I will give thee 
a crown of life.'' A. D. 68 Rome took fire, and burnt 
like an ocean of flame six days and seven nights; I 
have seen the old tower on which Nero sat during the 

. conflagration, playing the fiddle and reciting the de
struction of Troy, as Homer gives it in his "Iliad." 
Nero thus treated the matter of the unutterable calam
ity so levitously and hilariously that he impressed all 
the people that he had caused the conflagration. To 
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rid himself of the awful crime, he laid it on the Chris
tians, eondemning them all to die for high treason. 
This edict lifted the flood-gates against them, and the 
rivers of blood poured out, which continued without 
a break for 253 years. They burnt them at the stake, 
sewed them up in skins of wild beasts and l1ad them 
worried to death by dogs, and used them to feed their 
wild beasts in the Colisseum, where they had multi
tudes of them for exhibitionary purposes. 

The Lord has let me visit Rome four times in the 
last sixteen years. I always give especial attention to 
the . Colisseum, catalogued with t he seven wonders of 
the world. It was built by Jewish captives led thither 
from the destruction of Jerusalem and turned over to 
the emperor as crown slaves, whom he used for public 
works. This theater is 1800 feet in circumference, 
180 feet high, and has a solid wall up to the eaves. It 
had a seating capacity of 100,000 spectators, who 
poured out their money for the privilege of seeing 
the lions, bears, hyenas, panthers, leopards and wolves 
P.at up the Christians. 

I have often stood in the center of the arena. It 
is 120 feet long by 80 feet wide, and elliptical in shape 
like the building, with two foci, giving it the proper
ties of a whispering gallery, so that the voice is easily 
heard throughout. I felt that I was on holy ground, 
for the very earth was the dust of the martyrs. The 
north gate to the Colisseum they denominated the 
''Gate of Life,'' because they brought the martyrs in 
through that gate; while the south was the "Gate of 
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Death,'' because through it they carried out their 
bones . 

. These persecutions of the Christians went on until 
the conversion of the Emperor Constantine. As they 
were killing them all the time, that was the very thing 
to scatter them to the ends of the earth; and of course 
as they went they all ran preaching the Word with 
all their might. The persecutors were thinking that 
surely they were getting them all, and that the job 
would soon be finished; but meanwhile their persecu
tions were scattering it everywhere. At the very mo
ment when they were shouting out their victory, con
gratulating themselves on getting rid of the nuisance, 
oh, what a surprise! for just then came the news that 
the Emperor Constantine, the ruler of the whole world, 
was converted to Christianity. 

History says that he was marching his army under 
the ensign of the pagan gods, as was customary during 
the Roman marches while they subjugated all nations, 
and, looking up, he saw a golden cross suspended high 
in the azure firmament, brightly flashing the beams of 
the Oriental sun, and superscribed: ''En tonto nika'' 
(conquer by this). Then and there he halted his army, 
took down the ensigns of idolatry and reared up those 
of the cross, and, ex officio, becomes the leader of the 
Christians in all the earth. 

People ask me for the Scriptures of the post-mil
lennialists, who take the view that we are to make the 
Millennium by our educational, philanthropic and 
evangelistic enterprises, and give it to the Lord when 
He comes, whereas the Bible clearly reveals that He 
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will come bringing His own Millennium, and. give it 
to us. The post-millennial view originated from a 
misconstruction of the conversion of Constantine, the 
Christians reaching the conclusion that he was the 
Lord Himself, who had come back in the person of 
the emperor to reign over the whole world. We do 
not wonder at this conclusion, because they were so 
overjoyed when they heard it that they almost shouted 
themselves to death, for this wonderful event suddenly 
promoted them from the lion's mouth and burning 
stake to the royal palace. 

The Smyrnan church in this ecclesiastical pano
rama represents the church of the martyrs, conse
r1uently we find not a solitary allegation against her. 
When Jesus met Saul of Tarsus on the Damascus road, 
He said: ''I have appeared unto thee to make thee 
a ·minister and a martyr.'' The Greek word is martyr, 
which in the English version is translated witness, 
hence the fact that every real Christian is a martyr, 
whether he ble.eds, burns or works for Jesus. 

'"l'o the angel of the church in Pergamus." The 
city of Pergamus is in Mysia, and was great and pros
perous in the apostolic age. In this ecclesiastical pan
orama it represents the proud Constantinean church. 
When the emperor got converted, he became exceed
ingly zealous for Christianity, conceiving the idea of 
making it the religion of the empire, i. e., the world. 
Therefore he went to work in good earnest to accom
plish this great result. He truly had an elephant on 
his hands, as the pagan religions were everywhere, and 
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the people so established in them that he found it an 
awful task to get them to give them up. 

He undertook to stop all pagan worship in Rome, 
but found that he just could not do it. Consequently 
he conceived the idea of changing the world's capital 
to a more central point, selecting Byzantium, a city a 
thousand years old, on the Strait of Bosphorus, con
necting the Mediterranean and the Euxine (Black) 
Seas, and separating Europe and Asia. 

As Rome is built on seven mountains, here at By
zantium Constantine 'selected seven great hills, and 
walked around them showing the people where to 
build the wall. The multitudes of the city accom
panied him, elated with the idea that they were to get 
the world's capital, which would so enhance the value 
of their real estate as to make them all rich. They 
marked the ground on which he walked and there 
built the wall, and, whereas he named the city New 
Rome, they, under his protest, called it Constantinople, 
which means city of Constantine. It is now the capi. 
tal of the Turkish Empire, with a population of a mil. 
lion and a quarter, and is one of the most beautiful 
citie~ in all the world. The Lord let me visit it in 
1905, in my outward-bound tour around the world. 

The zeal of the emperor seemed to bring a cloud
burst in every nation, and it looked like it was actu
ally going to take the world. But as Constantine 
was the head of the political world, and after his 
2onversion to Christianity became the head of the 
church in all the earth, the normal effect was to unite 
religion and politics; in which case the corruptions of 
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the latter always ruin the former. The state with 
her gold mines said to the church in her poverty: 
''Let me secularize you and you may Christianize me.'' 

The result was that the state succeeded, and, as 
she was down so low, had no trouble to pull the church 
down to her level. She was so big and heavy that the 
church never could pull her up to her normal plain, 
above the ambition, avarice, lusts, passion, temper, 
envy, jealousy, prejudice, bigotry, self-seeking, pride, 
vanity and inordinate enthusiasm normal to the politi
cal world. Gradually the church became proud, 
ostentatious, ambitions and worldly, and is so to-day 
in all countries where she is wedded to the state. 
The normal effect of this union is to despiritualize and 
degospelize the church so that, shorn of her glory
the triple crown, faith, hope and love-like Samson 
shorn of his locks on the lap of Delilah, after which 
the Philistines multilated and enslaved him-she found 
herself the slave of the world. So it has been in all 
lands and in all ages. 

Chapter 2, verse 12 : ''These things saith the One 
having the sharp, two-edged sword,'' i. e., God's 
precious Word. 'l'he salvation edge is so sharp that 
it is certain to cut out of you everything you cannot 
take to Heaven with you. If you do not heroically 
hug that salvation edge, till it does cut out of you all 
carnality, you are bound to take the damnation edge, 
which is equally sharp, and certain to cut out of you 
all your hope of a blessed immortality. 

Verse 13: ''I know where thou dwellest, where 
the throne of Satan is: thou holdest my name, and 
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hast not denied my faith when Antipas was my faith
ful martyr, who was slain among you where Satan 
dwells.'' Here you see that the church of Pergamus 
had a martyr in those days, but still Satan had his 
throne there. This is the proud imperial church, cor
rupted and inflated by political power, but at the 
same time leaving a faithful band retaining the true 
fire and the genuine redeeming grace and dying love. 

Verse 14: "I have against you a few things, be
cause you have there those holding the teaching of 
Balaam, who taught Balac to cast a stumbling-block 
before the children of Israel, to eat things offered to 
idols, and to commit fornication.'' Here you see the 
worldly element in the church drifting away into the 
sin of idolatry and spiritual fornication. 

Verse 15: "You also likewise have those holding 
the teaching of the Nicolaitanes." That word is from 
niako, to conquer, and laos, the people. Tl}erefore it 
means those having the victory over the people, i. e., 
human leaders. God is our only leader, yet He uses 
human instrumentality. His leaders are full of love, 
kindness, mercy, peace, gentleness, faith, hope and 
charity. The great trouble in the present age is this 
human leadership. 

Verse 16: "Repent, but if not, I come to thee 
quickly, and will fight against them with the sword 
of my mouth,'' i. e., His precious Word. 

Verse 17: "Let the one having ears hear what 
the Spirit says to the chuf'.ches: To him that over
cometh I will give the hidden manna, and will give 
him a white stone, and on the stone a new name writ -
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ten, which no one knows but the one who receives it." 
Tf you conquer by the blessed grace of God, He gives 
you this white stone, which is none other but our glori
ous Christ, denominated a "rock" in both Testaments. 
White means the purity which the wonderful cleansing 
Blood gives to all souls who receive Christ in His 
fullness, so that He has His way with us forever. At 
the same time He gives us the blessed witness of the 
Holy Spirit, so we all know that we are His; but no 
one can know it for us. 

So, in this panorama the first scene is that of the 
backslidden apostolic church at Ephesus, the true 
saints having gone to Heaven and others gotten in 
who did not have the real salvation. That is the way 
churches backslide and fill the world this day. 
Smyrna is the second scene on the stage; the church 
of the faithful martyrs, who shouted in the fires and 
in the face of the roaring lions for 253 years, till the 
conversion of the Emperor Constantine. 1'he third i.s 
Pergamus, where the world was brought in and she 
became proud and secular, but still some of them wf're 
true and actually sealed their faith with their blood. 

You see that these letters are all addressed to the 
''angel of the church,'' i. e., the pastor. 

''To the angel of the church in Thyatira. '' 1'his 
was a wealthy city in that country, celebrated for dye
ing goods purple and scarlet. You see in Acts (chap. 
16) that Sister Lydia, who was converted under the 
preaching of Paul, was a seller of purple from this 
city of Thyatira. The Lord goes on to commend that 
church. 
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Verse 19: ''I know thy works more than the first.'' 
You see here that these graces mentioned are the first 
work wrought in the heart by the Holy Ghost who 
gives us divine love, faith, patience and ministry; but 
in. the second .work here the Holy Spirit applies the 
cleansing blood, expurgates inbred sin, and gives a 
clean heart, thus doing a greater work than His former 
regeneration. Now while the Lord commends them 
for these blessed works of the Holy Spirit, regenera
tion and sanctification, which some of them had and· 
more did not have, before they backslid He proceeds 
to castigate them severely. 

Verse 20: ''But I have it against you, because you 
have the woman Jezebel, who says she is a prophetess 
and is teaching and deceiving my servants to commit 
fornication, and to eat things offered to idols." This 
is the fourth church in the panorama, and represents 
Catholicism, with this false prophetess, cognomened 
Jezebel because she was the successor of the wicked 
q_ueen of Israel, the wife of stupid and silly Ahab, who 
led Israel into these very sins of fornication and 
idolatry. Here the Lord says that He has given her 
time to repent of her fornication; but she has not. 

Verses 22, 23: ''But I cast her into a bed, and 
those who commit fornication with her into great 
tribulation, unless they shall repent of her works. 
And I will slay her children with death, and all the 
churches shall know that I am the one who trieth the 
reins in the hearts, and I will give unto you each one 
according to your works.'' The church first became 
worldly under Constantine, and then went on into 
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idolatry and apostasy from God, which is spiritual 
fornication, thus drifting on into the corrupt, bloody 
Catholicism of the Dark Ages, led away by carnal 
priests, who were living in sin, especially that of im
purity. 

Verse 24: "But I say unto you and the rest who 
are in Thyatira, so many as have not this teaching 
(i. e., the corrupt teaching of Jezebel), and who have 
not known the depths of Satan, as they tell you; I . 
cast upon you no other burden.'' In all ages there 
have been some true Christians in Roman Gatholicism. 
Archbishop Fenelon, St. Bernard, Madame Guyon, and 
others in that church, rank among our true witnesses 
and able teachers of entire sanctification, living, shin
ing and shouting in, and going up to Heaven from 
the Roman Catholic Church. 

Now unto these the Holy Spirit says (verse 25): 
"But hold fast that which you have until I shall come. 
He that conquereth, and keepeth my works unto the 
end, I will give him power over the nations.'' Here is 
a beautiful allusion to the glorious millennial reign, 
when the saints will rule all nations, subordinately to 
Christ. 

Verses 27, 28: "He will shepherdize them with an 
iron rod, as the potter's vessels are broken: as I have 
received from my Father. And I will give him the 
morning star.'' Here we see the glorious promotion 
our blessed Christ will give all who remain true to 
Him, even in corrupt and debauched Catholicism, and 
this ''iron rule'' signifies the great fact of no com
promise with sin and the devil. We fight under the 
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black flag, which means victory or death, and our 
great reward is the ''morning star,'' which is none 
other than Christ Himself, who says, ''I am the bright 
and morning star.'' 

''To the angel of the church in Sardis.'' This is 
the fifth in the ecclesiastical panorama consisting of 
these seven churches: first Ephesus, representing all 
the true churches in the world in a backslidden state, 
and she is exhorted to repent and do her first works, 
or the Lord will come and take her candlestick away, 
i. e., the church organization, which actually took place 
long ago, that magnificent city being now .a heap of 
ruins. 

Then follows the martyr church of Smyrna, run
ning down to the conversion of Constantine, A. D. 321. 
In this church of the martyrs millions shouted the vic
tory in the fire and in the mouths of the wild beasts. 
This shows up the true church of all ages, because real 
Christians are all martyrs, verifying the Baptists' mis
sionary motto-a fat ox standing between the altar 
and the plow, ready for sacrifice or service. 

Then Pergamus represents the proud Constaritinean 
church, as the emperor, when converted, innocently 
and inadvertently, in his burning holy zeal, brought 
the world into the church, which gave her an awful 
downward trend. 

A. D. 325 he assembled the whole church, through 
her representatives, from every country under heaven, 
in a great ecumenical council in Nice, Bithynia, and 
had them formulate a creed, the first ever made in 
the history of the c~urch. It is now the creed of the 
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Roman Catholic Church, the Episcopalian being a 
modification of it, and the Methodist of the latter. So 
the Nicean is the mother of all the creeds of Christen
dom. 

When this great assembly convened, they truly 
looked like a council of martyrs, as there was scarcely 
a whole man among them, for they had been so muti
lated by the persecutors. Here stands up a great 
preacher with but one eye, the other having been torn 
out by the persecutors; another stands up with but one 
ear, the other having been cut off by his cruel enemies. 
For the same reason another has but one arm and 
another but one leg, and many of them have great 
scars on their faces which they will carry until glo1·i
:fication sweeps them away: 

The emperor had the best motives in having them 
formulate that creed, yet, it was the great mistake of 
his life. We never should have any creed but the New 
'l'estament. The Old is all right, but we are not under 
that dispensation, and so much detriment has come 
to the church by Judaizing and ritualizing and Mosaic
izing (i. e., going back into the dispensation of Moses, 
where most of the preachers and churches are to-day), 
that it would be unsafe to take the Old Testament into 
our creed. If we had never adopted any creed but 
the New Testament, the great differentiation of the 
churches, which is so detrimental to the love and har
mony vital to spirituality, never would have super
vened. The Constantineau apostasy resulted from the 
popularization of the church, and paved the way for 
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the corruptions, especially idolatries and fornications, 
of Medireval Catholicism. 

After Pergamus comes the message to the church 
in Thyatira and the ultimatum of all thi~ is the church 
of Sardis, which, in the panorama, symbolizes spiritual 
death, as here the Lord says: "Thou art dead, though 
thou hast a name that thou livest." While He pro
nounces the church of Sardis dead, that does not mean 
that everybody in it is dead; but the rank and file, 
laity and clergy, are dead. Oh, how pertinently these 
inspired utterances apply to the churches at the present 
day! How lamentable to see the great Protestant 
churches, instead of panoplied armies, marching on to 
conquer the whole world for Christ, great morgues, 
filled up with dead bodies; a corpse on every bunk, 
until there is no room to take in any more members 
till the resurrection power is prayed down to evacuate 
some of those bunks. 

Chapter 3, verse 4: ''But I have a few names in 
Sardis who have not defiled their garments; they shall 
walk with me in white, because they are worthy.' ' 
That is the reason why God. called out the Holiness 
Movement, in order to utilize these few in the churches 
who are walking with Him in white and to bring them 
into the greatest possible availability for the salva
tion of the whole world. 

Verses 5, 6: "He that conquereth shall thus be 
clothed in white garments, and I will not blot out his 
name from the book of life, and I will confess his name 
before my Father and before His angels. He that hath 
ears, let him hear what the Spirit saith to the 
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churches.'' The Bible gives line upon line and pre
cept upon precept, repeating a great deal over and 
over. It is not because God has not plenty to fill up 
His book, but because of our dullness and stupidity. 
If He did not repeat it over and over, it would. prove 
seed sown by the wayside, which the fowls of the air 
(i. e., the demons) gather up and devour, and thus 
utterly defeat the crop. 

The white robes here promised are the blood-washed 
experience, and when we get it, prove true and keep 
it, He has promised never to blot out our names from 
the book of life', and He also promises to confess us 
in the presence of the holy angels. This is certainly 
exceedingly consolatory, as we all want Him to indi
cate us in that great day when we shall all stand be
fore the white throne. 

Sardis was the capital of Lydia, and exceedingly 
wealthy, proud and worldly. Crresus was a celebrated 
king of Sardis, contemporary with Cyrus, the great 
king of Persia, and Solon, the distinguished Athenian 
legislator. Crmsus, in his time, was a synonym for 
riches, hence the maxim is trite everywhere: "Rich 
as Crmsus. '' 

During the palmy days of Greece, the Delphian 
oracle, where they claimed that the god Apollo spoke 
to them, became so celebrated that people came from 
all nations to consult it. Crmsus patronized it very 
liberally, giving much money to it. He boasted of his 
riches and his happiness, claiming to be the happiest 
man in the world. He was so vain that he conceived 
the idea of invading the kingdom of Cyrus, conquering 
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that territory and adding it to his own. So he con
sulted the Delphian oracle on the subject. It re
sponded that, if he crossed the river Halys, which was 
the boundary between his country and that of Cyrus, 
he would destroy a great empire. He took great en
couragement from it, concluding that Persia was the 
great empire he would destroy. Meanwhile the oracle 
said that, so far as Persia was concerned, he need never 
have any fear until a mule sat on the throne. He soli
loquized : "Then of course I ':rn in no danger, as there 
is no mule sitting on the throne, and never will be.'' 

Consequently he had the audacity to undertake the 
invasion of Persia, being so egotistical that he wanted 
the reputation of a great conqueror. 

The oracle also responded to him (in Latin, as there 
was no English language then) : "Ibis" (thou shalt 
go); "redibis" (thou shalt return); "numquam peri
bis in bello '' (thou shalt never perish in the war). 

Solidly believing that Apollo was a god and knew 
all about it, Crresus courageously made all prepara
tions to invade Persia, revelling in anticipation of the 

· great conquest which awaited him, which would give 
him a world of wealth and a name around which Time's 
effacing fingers would but twine new laurels forever. 
Therefore he made great preparations, and marched 
his army, in pomp and pageantry and with banners 
flying, to the river Halys, and right over into Persia, 
to take everything as he went, solidly believing the 
oracle, that he would conquer the Persian Empire and 
add it to his own kingdom, making him rich and 
glorious forever. 
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Cyrll;S meets him on the battlefield, signally defeats 
his army, and takes him prisoner. For some purpose, 
to make him confess something in his interest, Cyrus 
actually tortured him with fire. In the midst of this, 
Crmsus leaped up and shouted aloud: ''Solon! So
lon!'' Cyrus asked what god he was invoking, as he 
thought he was praying to some god. Then it was 
explained to him how Solon, the great Athenian phi
losopher, in his travels over the earth, had come to 
see Crmsus and abode with him for a season. Crmsus 
showed him his wonderful riches, and asked him if he 
was not the happiest man in the world, hoping that 
this great and wise philosopher and legislator would 
answer him in the affirmative. Then Solon told him 
that that question never can be answered until the end 
of life, because none of us know what changes will 
take place nor what calamities will fall on us. 

Crmsus, who had believed so long that he was the 
happiest man in the world, was then defeated, cap
tured, and actually suffering torture with fire. The 
awful horrors of his fate reminded him of what Solon 
had told him, that he must not decide upon the happi
ness of his life until he reached the end of it, and saw 
what was all the way through. 

When Cyrus heard the explanation, he was moved 
with compasssion for him and took him out of the 
fire, and, although he took his country from him, he 
kept him at his palace, a royal captive, the balance of 
his life, permitting him to eat at his table. 

As Crmsus had perfectly relied on the favorable 
responses of the Delphian oracle, when things turned 
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out the very opposite to his anticipations, and he lost 
his kingdom and his personal liberty, becoming a royal 
captive for life, he sent the chains with which he had 
been bound to the oracle, as a proof that it had told 
him lies and caused his ruin. Then the oracle vindi
cated itself, explaining all of its answers to the ques
Lious he had propounded. It had said he need not 
fear Fersia until a mule sat on the throne, but Cyrus, 
;he mule (his mother a Mede, his father a Persian), 
was already sitting on the throne. To the responses 
it had given in Latin that, if he led his army across 
the river Halys, he would destroy a great empire, it 
said that it was true; the great empire was his own 
which he destroyed by invading Persia, because Cyrus 
met him, conquered him, and took his kingdom from 
him. As for the other answer it had given him, it had 
been, "Ibis" (thou shalt go) ; "numquam redibis" 
(thou shalt never return); "in hello peribis" (thou 
shalt perish in war). [Compare this with transposed 
meaning nreviously given.] 

Here, then, we have Sardis in the panorama
Sardis, the capital of Lydia, a magnificent, wealthy 
and proud ·city, and the home of celebrated Crresus. 
As we have said, this church of Sardis symbolizes 
spiritual death, which so horrifically and appallingly 
extensively prevails in the churches to-day. But like 
Ephesus, magnificent Sardis has lo~g been in desola
tion. 1 1 

''To the angel of the church in Philadelphia.'' 
You will find in your investigations that, while the 
charges against Pergamus, Thyatir;t, Sardis and 
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Laodicia are grave, anathematizing, catigatory, moni
tory, menacing and hortatory, denouncing their apos
tasy, wickedness, carnality and idolatry, and at the 
same time exhorting them importunately to repent 
and seek divine mercy and restitution to citizenship in 
the kingdom, which they had forfeited by their trans
gressions, yet there is not a word of castigation and 
condemnation spoken to the angel of the church of 
Smyrna, which represents the martyrs, nor to Phila
delphia, which represents the great Reformation of 
Luther, Knox, Fox, Bunyan and Wesley, which God, 
in mercy, sent down from Heaven to reform the fallen 
and revive the dying churches, during the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. So the attitude of Phila
delphia is that of the great Reformation. 

Chapter 3, verse 7 : ''These things saith the holy, 
true one, having the key of David; the one opening 
and no one shall shut, shutting and no one shall open.'' 
Christ is speaking through His beloved Apostle John, 
who accompanied Him in all His earthly ministry, 
even leaning on His bosom. 

Verse 8: ''I know thy works: behold, I place be
fore you an open door which no one shall be able to 
shut: because you have little power, and have kept 
my word, and have not denied my name.'' When we 
have little power, then we are prepared for the great
est achievements, because, if we walk in the light, 
we will depend on t4e Lord alone. Paul said: ''When 
I am without strength, then am I dynamite.'' (2 Cor. 
12: 10.) The same Greek word is in both of these pass
ages-dynamite. 
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Verse 9: "Behold, I give to the synagogue of Satan 
those who say they are Jews, and are not, but they 
lie." The fallen Jewish church was the great enemy 
of the Gospel in the apostolic age. The Christians 
were commanded to give it to them wherever they 
went, giving them a chance to receive their own Gos
pel, and to pass out of the Mosaic into the Pentecostal 
dispensation. They found many faithful souls ready 
and waiting to hail their own glorious Christ, and 
glad to enter into the Gospel dispensation. At Berea 
the whole synagogue came in solidly, without a dis
senting voice, but that was the only case in all the 
inspired history of the Pauline ministry. Paul invari
ably gave his own people the first hearing and preached 
on until the tide of opposition rose so high as to force 
him to separate from them, taking his disciples with 
him. 

History repeats itself over and over. We are now 
living in an age of fallen churches. We must be true 
to God and holiness, church or no church, therefo~e 
we should enter every open door so far as we can; 
not to wage war against' the churches, but to verify 
what we have read here, "Behold, I place before you 
an open door and no one can shut it.'' 

God is offering His salvation freely to all, and we 
must not deflect from the example of our Savior and 
His apostles. Just as the Jewish synagogues had 
been captured by Satan, and were in his hands in the 
apostolic age, so he has lassoed many churches in the 
Protestant world, having long ago monopolized poor 
debauched Catholicism. 
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Verse 10: ''Thou hast kept the word of my pa
tience, and I will keep thee from the hour of tempta
tion about to come on all the world ~ try those who 
are living on the earth." God permits Satan to tempt 
and try us only for our good and His glory. The sol
dier that fights no battles will win no victories, and 
never wear the crown. 

Verse 11 : ''I come quickly.'' The Lord is all 
the time telling us that He is coming suddenly, there
fore we should be always ready. The true attitude 
of saintship is constant readiness, which we secure by 
the constant expectancy which keeps us ever looking 
for His glorious appearing. 

"Hold fast that which you have that no one may 
take thy crown.'' The Lord has given each one an 
open door to work for Him, and to win a crown of 
life that will never fade away. There is a trite maxim, 
''Competition the life of trade.'' If we do not roll 
up our sleeves, and enter heroically upon the work 
He has given us to do, He will turn it over to another 
and we will miss our crown. 

Verse 12: "He . that overcometh, I will make him 
a pillar in the temple of my God, and he may never 
go out any more: and I will write upon him the name 
of my God, and the name of the city of my God, the 
New Jerusalem coming down out of Heaven from my 
God : and my new name.'' It is a glorious privilege 
to be a living stone in the temple of God forever, but 
here He says that you shall be a pillar. Oh, what glor
ious encouragement! Let every one say,_ ''Amen, 
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Lord! You can depend on me; my will is lost m 
your will forever.'' 

In the days of John Wesley the people so misun
derstood the Methodistic Holiness people that they 
were very abusive to them; nor were they protected 

· by the civil law, as at the present day. The churches 
were closed against ,John Wesley on account of his 
plain, earnest preaching against all sin, and his em
phasizing with untiring energy and burning zeal holi
ness to the Lord. Even at Epworth, where he was 
born 'and reared, and his father had preach,ed all his 
life, they closed the church against him. He stood on 
his father's tomb, which he had built, and preached 
this glorious, everlasting Gospel, the wicked being 
awed into reverence for the glorious truth he pro
claimed by the presence of the sainted dead. 

On one occasion, when he was preaching in the 
night, the mob came, threw r~cks, knocking out all 
the lights, and terrifying the audience till they_ fled 
for safety. Then, seizing the preacher, they dragged 
him away into a dark alley, beat him until they 
thought he was dead, and all the while called him 
names of insult. While lying on the ground in his 
own blood till day, he composed this 'beautiful hymn: 

'' Sh:;iJl J esus b ear the cross alone, 
And all the world go free' 

No, there's a cross for every one, 
And there's a cross for me.'' 

You see not the slightest scintilla of a retaliatory 
spirit in it all, but lovingkindness, acquiescing in his 
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fate as Jesus did when He carried his cross, and when, 
as in the beginning of His tortures He had lost so 
much vitality, He fell under the intolerable burden 
and they placed it on that stalwart African, Simon of 
Cyrene, who was delighted to carry it for him. So 
Wesley, in his meditations, lying there beaten to death 
as his enemies thought, and as doubtless it would 
have been if God had not heard his prayers that he 
might finish his work, spontaneously ran back to the 
tragical scenes of the Sanhedrim, Pilate 's bar, Herod's 
judgment hall, and the rugged cross of Calvary, he 
feeling gloriously blessed to have fellowship in the 
Lord's sufferings. 

George Fox, the founder of Quakerism, preached 
entire sanctification in England a hundred years before 
John W-esley. 'l'he Quakers have notority for repudi
ating the ordinances. Fox had no objections to the 
ordinances and beautiful souvenirR of God 's redeeming 
grace through His beloved Son, our wonderful Savior. 
But the great trouble was that the people were depend
ing on them for salvation, thus living without hope 
and dying without God in their testimony and experi
ence. Therefore this faithful prophet feels it a matter 
of necessity to leave out those things which they were 
using as props, and which he knew to be utterly un
substantial and futile when the trying ordeal of death 
comes upon us. So he left them out altogether. I 
would much rather preach the funeral of a dry-land 
Qu'aker than of a water-logged Campbellite. 

When I was a little boy, our nearest neighbor, a 
quarter of a mile down the valley, was so profane that 
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we could hear his blasphemy night and day. The Camp
bellite preacher came along. The man joined him and 
received immersion for the remission of his sins, man
ifesting not a scintilla of spiritual fruit. Many years 
afterward, when I was Presiding Elder in that coun
try, he, venerable with years, passed into eternity, 
begging his children on his dying bed to have Will 
Godbey preach his funeral sermon, stating that he had 
always loved me, even from the cradle, as he had 
known me all my life. They asked me to funeralize 
him. I tried to beg off, but they would not consent, 
so I acquiesced, and preached his funeral in the Camp
bellite Church, of which he was a member, and offi
ciated at his grave. 

I preach nobody to Hell, because I know not what 
God may do in the article of death. In this case, I 
told the people about his joining the church, but could 
give them no assurance of his salvation; only the for
lorn hope that God heard his heart-cry, and squeezed 
him through the narrow gate in his dying hour. 

''To the angel of the church in Laodicea. '' This is 
the seventh church in this constellation, which shines 
out on the jnspired pages, giving us a brilliant pano
rama of God's church under all environments, in all 
stages, ages and nations. 

First, Ephesus, the backslidden church, though 
honored with the organiz11:tion of Paul, the pastorate 
of John, the evangelism of Apollos and the member
ship of our Lord's mother. These, with only the ex
ception of John the Revelator, having gone to Heaven 
with the saints and faithful of the original member-
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ship, so that A. D. 98 finds the church in a deplorably 
backslidden condition, not only many having fallen, 
but others coming in who never had been saved. The 
Lord commands her to repent and do her first works, 
thus throwing wide open the door of restoration and 
salvation; but threatening awful judgment and the 
removal of the candlestick (i. e., the church organiza
tion), unless they do repent. 'fhose terrible calami
ties did come and Ephesus is now a heap of ruins. 

Smyrna, the second, the martyr church, running 
down to the conversion of Constantine, A. D. 321, has 
no allegation adduced against her and no castigations 
enunciated. 

Thirdly, we have Pergamus, the proud imperial 
church, hastening to ruin by taking in the world. 

Fourthly, we have Tl~yatira, the Roman Catholic 
church, apostatized into priestcraft, false prophecy, 
fornication and idolatry. 

Fifthly, we have Sardis, the dead church. No 
wonder, when she has taken in the vorld, and it has 
dragged her into hollow hypocrisies and black de
baucheries. So now she is dead. Grace is free for 
all, in all sorts of environments, whether in the wicked 
world or in the dead churches. So the prophet says: 
"Even in Sardis there are some who have not defiled 
their garments; they shall walk with me in white, for 
they are worthy." "God is love" (1 John 4:8, 16), 

.and love cannot keep from loving. He loves all, so 
that He never passes by anybody who will receive 
Him, whether in a dead church or the wicked world. 

Sixthly, we have Philadelphia, the church of the 
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Reformation, in which the heroes of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries-Luther and his compeers; Knox 
and the Covenanters; Fox and the Ql?-akers; Bunyan 
and the Baptists; Wesley, Whitefield, Fletcher, Clarke 
and the Methodists-shone out with a brilliancy that 
still rolls its searchlight around the world. Against 
Philadelphia, as in the case of Smyrna, we hear not an 
allegation nor an anathema enunciated. 

Now the seventh and last is the Laodicean church, 
which, in the panorama, represents the backslidden 
Protestant churches of the present day. 

Chapter 3, verses 15-18: "I know thy works, that 
thou art neither cold nor hot: would that thou were 
cold or hot. Thus because thou art lukewarm, and 
neither cold nor hot, I am about to spew thee out of 
my mouth. Because thou sayest, I am rich, and have 
increased in goods, and have no need; and thou dost 
not know that thou art wretched, poor, pitiful, blind 
and naked: I counsel thee to purchase gold having 
been tried by the fire, that thou mayest be rich; and 
white garments, that thou mayest be clothed, and the 
shame of thy nakedness not appear; and to anoint thine 
eyes with eyesalve, that thou mayest see.'' God loves 
a positive character. 

How signally do we see this state of things this 
day in the Protestant churches, i. e., the awful indiffer
entism; neither cold (no religion at all, as a corpse is 
always cold) nor hot (according to God's definition of 
His ministers, Heb. 1: 7: ''a flame of fire''). When a 
person occupies a decisive attitude-either out and 
out for God, or with no hope at all, exposed to wrath 
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and Hell fire-then we know just what to do. If he 
is a red-hot Christian, give him a job, and put him in 
to help you save the lost millions. If he is a bank
rupt, having nothing and doing nothing, he himself 
is a job for you to work on, with nothing to do but 
to go ahead. 

This indifferentism that says, "I am rich and have 
need of nothing,'' settles the matter that the soul is 
captured by the devil and led away at his caprices; 
blindfolded, till he can precipitate his victim into Hell. 
This awful slumber from the bottomless pit has settled 
down like a nightmare on the great Protestant churches 
of America, while in the Old World (where the mil
lions throng the earth, comparatively with whom the 
Occidentals are but a handful) it is wicked, debauched, 
idolatrous Catholicism, whether Greek, Roman, Rus
sian, Armenian, Syrian or Coptic. They depend on 
dead ceremonies, despiritualized ritualisms and dead 
legalisms; that is, the perfunctory absolutions of pop
ery, prelacy, and priestcraft, administered by carnal 
men, drunken and debauched. Oh, what a horrific 
view of Babylon, the harlot adorned in silk, satin, 
scarlet and jewelry! (Rev. 17th chap.) In this 
panorama these churches are represented by Pergamus, 
Thyatira and Sardis, while the great American church 
is the lukewarm Laodicea. 

Verses 19, 20: "Whom I love, I convict and 
chasten: therefore be zealous, and repent. Behold, 
I stand at the door, and knock: if any one may hear 
my voice, and open the door, truly I will come in unto 
him, and sup with him, and he with me." The Lord 
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convicts the subjects of His love, and chastens them in 
many ways, to bring them to repentance. Financial 
bankruptcy, in this age of predominant money love
the multitude blind to what does not glisten and deaf 
to what does not jingle-is wonderfully utilized by the 
Holy Spirit in bringing people to the place where God 
can give them the victory. God, in His great mercy, 
keeps many of us poor all our lives that He may take 
us to Heaven. 

When I was a boy, a phrenologist examined my 
head and gave me a chart delineating my character. 
Concluding from intellectual organization that I was 
exceedingly industrious and enterprising, he predicted 
that I would get rich. It did me harm, and filled me 
with enthusiasm for riches. Among other castiga
tions, God, in His mercy, gave me bankruptcy, and took 
the children He had given me up · to Heaven, to use 
them as an angelic reception committee awaiting our 
arrival; besides, He chastised us in sundry ways, all 
of which were merciful dispensations of His provi
dence, to deliver us from this world power and put 
us where He could have His way with us. 

In this grand panorama of the ecclesiastical ages, 
illustrated by the seven churches of Asia Minor, in the 
allotment of God's providence, we are living in the 
Laodicean age, in which lukewarm indifference has 
settled down on the great Protestant world like the 
vampire of South America on its victim. That crea
ture, creeping steaHhily to his sleeping victim, manip
ulates so as to get his fangs in contact with the skin, 
for in those equatorial regions people sleep naked. 
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Fearfully, quickly and easily he begins his work of 
sucking the blood out through the skin, at the same 
time warming his victim with his pinion to prevent his 
waking till he sucks the life blood away, making his 
supper on it. The victim only sleeps the sounder, and 
the removal of the blood gradually eliminates the vital
ity, and thus Sleep, the brother of Death, is eventually 
superseded by his elder brother, and the morning sun 
rises on a pallid face and a bloodless corpse. 

I use this illustration in the physical world to 
quicken your diagnoses and invigorate your appre
hension of the awful sleep that now rests upon the 
popular churches, lukewarm-neither cold nor hot, 
but indifferent. 

But God, in His condescending mercy, has raised 
up the Holiness Movement to knock at the door of 

' these lukewarm, slumbering churches. Oh, what a 
glorious privilege to be used in this way! 

Reader, I am beating for volunteers. Will you not 
enlist and let the blessed Holy Spirit use you to knock 
at the door wherever you go 1 We are living in the 
last days. The number seven, as applied to these 
churches, is exceedingly significant, because it repre
sents Christ through the Bible. He is both man and 
God. Three stands for God-Father, Son and Holy 
Ghost; and for man, north, south, east and west, the 
cardinal points, representing the world of which man 
is lord. Hence in these seven churches we have Christ 
numerically symbolized. . 

These seven panoramically include all the churches 
in the world, backslidden, idolatrous, debauched, 
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drunken, dead; all of these are included in God's · 
covenant of mercy. Smyrna, the martyr church, and 
Philadelphia, the revived church, are the swift mes
sengers of the Holy Ghost running to the other fiv.e 
and knocking at the door. Therefore be sure you fall 
in line without delay, and carry with you the Gospel 
gavel to knock night and day. 

Oh, how glorious the promise that the Lord will 
open to the knocker, and let the soul come in, and sit 
down and eat at His table the hidden manna, and drink 
the milk and honey, and fatten on the corn and the 
wine! The manna is hidden to those whose eyes the 
Hol,v Ghost has not opened. What · a glorious priv
ilege it is! We are exceedingly happy in the allot
ment of our destiny amid this glorious Holiness Move
ment, which is girdling the globe from the rising of the 
sun to the going down of the same. It is rolling its 
6vangelistic waves far up to the icy mountains encircl
ing the poles, and down to the burning tropics, flooding 
the equatorial belts of both hemispheres with blood
washed and fire-baptized evangelists. They peregri
nate great, dark Africa, from the Sahara to the Cape 
of Good Hope, and run over the neglected regions of 
South and Central America and old, dark Mexico; they 
interpenetrate the wilds of Australia and, the great 
island world of Oceanica, everywhere knocking at the 
door. All this in the immortal interest of nine hun
dred millions of heathen, four hundred millions of 
Catholics, three hundred millions of Mohammedans 
and Jews without the glorious Christ, who vacated His 
heavenly throne to buffet the storms of this wicked 
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world and to bleed and die on the cruel cross, to re
deem Adam's ruined race from sin, death and Hell. 
Reader, we claim you for a swift-winged messenger to 
go knock at the door. 

N. B. The Holy Ghost will use anybody who will 
let Him. He is ready to give you all needed qualifica
tions to enjoy a part in the glorious work of the 
world's evangelization. 

In the good providence of God, after the roll of 
six thousand years, we have access to every nation 
under heaven. The British flag envelopes the globe, 
and her gunboats thuhder from everywhere, while her 
cruisers whiten every sea; she, in all lands, being the 
swift protector of the missionaries. Meanwhile the 
five great Christian powers-Britain, the United States, 
Germany, France and Russia-will soon have heathen
dom and Mohammedom so checkered with railways as 
to give the Holiness evangelists access to every spot 
of the inhabitable globe, blowing the trumpet to waken 
all nations, and knocking at the door _of every lost 
soul. 

God bless you all. 
W. B. i}odbey. 
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CHAPTER I 

HISTORIC R E P ETITION . 

That history in the progressive ages ever 
and anon repeats itself, is a trite maxim. 
When John the Baptist, standing on a great 
rock, in the wilderness of Judea, lifted up his 
stentorian voice like a trumpet, electrifying 
the uncultured rabble of the desert with the 
supernatural fire that flashed from his eye, as 
well as the clarion roar of his magnetic elo
quence and burning pathos, the thrillir:g ti
dings on the wings of the wind flew from Dan 
to Beersheba, raising all Israel on tip-toe. The 
paradoxical report that a mighty prophet has 
arisen in Israel, after an interregnum of 400 

years since the days of Malachi, thrilled all 
Hebrew hearts, not only throughout the land 
of Canaan, but interpenetrating the Gentile 
world, and everywhere stirred the children of 
Abraham with the inspiring hope and the 
bounding assurance that the God· of Abraham 
Isaac and Jacob has remembered His holy 
covenant and sent them an inspired prophet 
to call the people to repentance. Not only 
do the high, the low, the rich, the poor, the 
rank and file of the Theocracy and the robed 
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and mitred hierarchy from Jerusalem~ but 
the sons of Abraham scattered among the 
Gentiles in far-off lands hear the news and 
come-Apollos all the way from Africa, and 
multiplied thousands from the ends of the 
earth; yea, they empty the cities and popu
late the wilderness, that they may listen 
spell-bound, from dewy morn till dusky eve, 
hanging electrified on the lips of the greatest 
prophet the world has seen. Meanwhile 
popular sentim.ent trends to one grand focus, 
and that is that this wonderful prophet is 
none other than the Christ of God and the 
Redeemer of Israel. This opinion becomes 
universally prevalent, sweeping the multitude 
like a tornado, bearing down everything in 
its irresistible wake. The cultured clergy 
lay under contribution all their rabbinical 
lore, with the long roll of prophecy held up 
before their eyes the live-long day, investi
gating with all their genius and learning the 
predictions of all the inspired prophets from 
Moses to Malachi, in reference to the Messiah 
whom God had promised to send into the 
world to save the millions from sin and death. 
Eventually the enthusiasm culminates in the 
appointment of an official delegation to pub-
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licly call out the wonderful preacher, to settle 
the question with his own zpse dixz"t. To 
their suprise and disappointment, he respond· 
ed in the negative, at the same time relieving 
their mortification by assuring them that the 
Christ, for whom they had waited 4,000 years, 
is already on the earth, and will come to his 
baptism and he will point Him out to them, 
so they need not be mistaken. 

N. B. This universal apprehension that 
John is the Christ, vividly illustrates the 
attitude of the Hebrew · mind at that time, 
i. e., that of general expectancy. When 
John had been preaching six months, pur
suant to his prediction to the enthusiastic 
multitudes, sure enough, Jesus comes to his 
wonderful protracted meeting, already for 
some time moved from the wilderness of 
Judea to the flowing Jordan. Amid a Ut~i
versal spell-bound enthusiasm, the King of 
Glory meets the prophet of the wilderness, 
demanding baptism at his hands. John re
luctantly and modestly, after momet1tary 
hesitation, acquiescing, ceremonially ind·lcts 
his Lord into His official Messiahsbip, fru.s 
consecrating Him to the momentous worlr of 
His High-priesthood, in which He was · to 
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offer His own body a vicarious sacrifice for 
the sins of the whole world. God accepts 
His con·~ecration, sealed by baptism, and 
sends Him down the Holy Ghost from 
heaver, symbolized by a dove, thus quali
fying Him to preach the gospel and per
form the mighty works incident to His 
official Messiahshi p. 

John's ministry had stirred the world as 
the bygone ages had never known. The 
preaching of Jesus, accompanied by His stu
pendous miracles, not only perpetuated the 
Johanic revival, but gave it new impetus, 
thus rapidly putting John into eclipse, which 
was soon expedited by his imprisonment and 
subsequent decapitation by Herod ; mean
while all eyes were turned to Jesus with thrill
ing enthusiasm, believing Him to be the 
Shiloh of prophecy. Under the universal ap
prehension that the Christ is to be king of 
Israel in the succession of David, His mighty 
works so stir the people with the conviction 
of His Christhood that He finds it necessary 
at the beginning of His ministry to leave 
Jerusalem, the center of Hebrew influences, 
and Judea, the populous country, and go 
away and spend five-sixths of His ministry in 
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the comparatively obscure regions of Galilee, 
in order : that He might have time on the 
earth to preach His glorious gospel and effec
tively inculcate it in the minds and burn it 
into the hearts of the inspired twelve; thus 
qualifying them to carry it to the ends of the 
earth and preach it to all nations. For this 
reason He also frequently charged them not 
to publish . His mighty works, because their 
publicity conduced to convince the -people of 
His Christhood and stir them up to crown 
Him king of the Jews, in which case the 
Romans would have killed Him as a rival of 
Cresar under charge of high treason, which 
they did eventually, superscribing the crim
inal allegation under which they put Him to 
death, "This is the king of the Jews" in 
Latin, Greek and Hebrew on the cross above 
His head. For this reason He never openly 
declared His Christhood till two and a half 
years out of the three occupied by His min
istry had passed away. These facts clearly 
show the attitude of the Hebrew mind at 
that time on the constant outlook for the 
Messiah. 

See old Simeon and Anna waiting in the 
temple and under the inspiration of the Holy 
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Ghost, taking the infant Christ in their arms 
and begging the Lord to let them go to 
heaven, as their failing eyes had seen His sal
vation I This is a significant fact that the 
whole Gentile world was on the outlook for 
the Lord to appear, at the time of His first 
advent. See how those heathens at Lystra 
mistook Paul and Barnabas for Jupiter and 
Mercury, Greek and Roman gods; thus illus
trating the fact that the Greeks and Romans, 
who at that time filled the world, with the 
exception of the Jews, were on the outlook 
for the Lord's appearing. Polytheism-with 
its innumerable divinities, Baal, the sun-god, 
and Ashtaroth, the moon-goddess-superem
inent, has run its race, enjoying the monop
oly of the world four thousand years, signally 
fails to satisfy the longings of the immortal ' 
soul, and is now everywhere on the decline. 
Her gorgeous temples, enriched with silver 
and gold and ornamented with precious stones, 
everywhere falling into dilapidation; her vo
taries forlorn and dissatisfied and her altars 
rapidly going into depreciation and abandon
ment, the anticipation spontaneously pre
vails among the Pagan millions that the 
God of the universe in condescending mercy 
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1s about to send a Messenger of light, 
wisdom, truth and righteousness into the 
world. 

Human learning, originating among the 
Egyptians, progressing among the Chaldeans 
and Persians, culminating among the Greeks, 
who in poetry, oratory, philosophy and the 
fine arts, mutually developing into the Greek 
language the highest achievement of human 
genius and erudition, excelled all nations, 
thus climbing to the summit of human great
ness, and under the leadership of Alexander, 
conquering the world, having reached the 
climax in. the elevation of the Greek philoso
phers to the summit of the world, has after all 
its boasted achievements, signally failed to 
solve the problem: "Who am I, whence came 
I, and what is my destiny?" This signal fail
ure of human learning, genius, culture and 
wisdom to solve the abstruse problem of hu
manity, bad superinduced the universal con
viction that the Author of the universe would 
send a revelator of hope and salvation to the 
desponding nations of the earth. The Alex
andrian conquest had put the Greek language 
in every national capital on the earth, from 
which it had radiated and become universal, 
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God's providential vehicle for the evangel
ization of the world. 

Meanwhile, the Roman empire had consol
idated all nations into one universal despot
ism,-a preparation infinitely conducive to 
the evangelization of the whole world. 
While this universal expectancy character
ized all nations, the leaders of the Jewish 
heirarchy, evidently providentially anathe
matized by judicial blindness, were unable to 
see the signal fulfilment of Messianic proph
ecies, which were daily verified before their 
eyes. Jacob had predicted (Gen. 49: IO:) 
"The scepter shall not depart from Judah 
nor a law-giver from between his feet, till 
Shiloh come." Shiloh had come, and the 
scepter had departed, all this transpiring 
l>efore their eyes; yet they could not see it. 
The seventy weeks of Daniel, i. e., 490 years 
from the founding of the second temple till 
the crucifixion of Christ, were just then ru..i
ning out. We wonder why the leading 
clergy were so grossly blind to the signs of 
the times and the fulfilment of the prophecies. 

The solution is, as we see, Matt. xn. They 
had committed the sin against the Holy Ghost, 
and were given over to hardness of heart, and 
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reprobacy of mind. At the present day it is 
an indisputable fact that there is an expec
tancy anDng all nations, even heathens and 
barbarians not excepted. N. B. The elect of 
grace are in every nation under heaven, as 
they were nineteen hundred years ago when 
He came the first time. As they were then 
looking for Him in every nation, while the 
non-elect were fast asleep, even so it is now. 
In my travels in America, Europe, Asia and 
Africa I have everywhere found people look
ing for His appearing. We are living in the 
most important age of the world, destined to 
witness the most stupendous miracles, magni
tudinous revolutions and wonderful events, 
such as will certainly characterize the second 
coming of the Lord. He first came to suffer 
and to die, to redeem the world. He comes 
again in His glory, to snatch away His wait
ing Bride, dethrone Satan, conquer the world 
and reign forever. 



CHAPTER II 

SIGNS IN THE CHRONOLOGIES 

Time can only be measured by the revolu
tions of the heavenly bodies. As Nebuchad
nezzar succeeded God on the throne of the 
world-the Theocracy having yielded to the 
Chaldean power when Jerusalem fell, B. C. 
587-the interregnum of his administration, 
occasioned by the seven years of his insanity, 
symbolizes the interregnum of the Theocracy, 
which began with the fall of Jerusalem and 
will continue through ~he Gentile times, till 
the Lord shall ride down on the throne of His 
millennial glory, dethroning Satan and for
ever restoring the Theocracy in this world. 

Lunar chronology is measured by the revo- _ 
lutions of the moon around the earth, and has 
354 days in the year. It is used in Asia and 
Africa, and especially by Jews and Moham
medans. Seven times 354 days equals 2478 
days, which are prophetic years, thus giving 
us 2478 years as the measure of the Gentile 
times (Dan. 4th chapter; Lu. 21 : 24, and 
Rom. II: 25). The Gentile times began B. 
C. 587, when the Theocracy went down and 
Jerusalem passed into the hands of Nebuchad-

14-
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nezzar. To 587 add 1903, and you have 
2490. From this take 2478, and you have 
I 2. Here you see, according to the lunar 
chronology, the Gentile times have already 
expired, and twelve years over. Dan. 12th 
chapter gives 1335. This minus 1290 leaves 
45 as the period of the tribulation. Now we 
~now the tribulation will wind up the Gentile 
age, and of course constitute a part ef it. 
Therefore 45 years of tribulation, plus the 12 
years overdue on the Gentile age, equals 57 
overdue on the Rapture of the Saints, which 
must precede the tribulation (Dan. 12). 

Calendar time is measured by the revolu
tions of the planets, and has 360 days in the 
year. Seven times 360 equals 2520; and 2520 
minus 2490 equals 30. Hence you see in cal
endar chronology there are yet 30 years of 
the Gentile age, and 45 minus 30 equals 15, 
showing that in calendar time the rapture is 
already overdue 15 years. 

Solar chronology is measured by the revo
lutions of the earth around the sun, and has 
365 days in the year. It is generally used 
in America ; calendar time being . used in 
Europe, and lunar in Asia and Africa. Seven 
times 365 equals 2555, and that minus 2490 
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equals 65. Hence you see solar time, which is 
the longest, gives us 65 years of the Gentile 
age yet to elapse, and 65 minus 45 equals 20. 

Here you see that according to the longest 
chronology it is only 20 years till the Rap
ture of the Saints, counting 45 years for 
the tribulation according to Dan. 12. 

You see, according to calendar chronolgy, 
the Raptne of the Bride is already overdue 
15 years, while the lunar makes it overdue 
57 years. As the tribulation, which Daniel 
gives as 45 years, is a part of the Gentile age, 
we cannot expect the Lord to come in His 
glorious millennial kingdom till that terrible 
ordeal-in which the unsalvable millions 
shall be destroyed,-with its appalling issues, 
shall have come and gone. Consequently we 
are not looking for the immediate ushering in 
of the millennium, as the tribulation must 
prepare the world for the glorious reign of 
Christ, by hacking the unsalvable-who are 
incapable of the divine government in right
eousness and love-out of the world. As we 
see in Dan. 7: 9, all human governments will 
be cast down when the Ancient of days shall 
come to execute righteous retributions against 
the incorrigible millions of earth, who now 
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have to be governed by the brute force, in the 
Bible designated " The Horn.'' But before 
the awful tribulation sets in (Dan. xii) we see 
the saints will all be delivered. 

For this glorious rapture of the elect we 
have ten thousand cogent reasons to be on the 
constant lookout, as our Savior has command
ed us over and over to " watch." The mean
ing of this commandment which Jesus re
peated more frequently than any other, is that 
we should be incessantly looking for Him to 
appear. Oh what a warning we have in the 
chronologies, all which assure us that we are 
living in the time of the end, when our Lord 
is certain to snatch away His waiting Bride 
so quickly as to take all in appalling surprise 
if they are not robed and ready, with loins 
girded, staff in hand, lamp lighted, trimmed 
and brightly burning, and vessel filled with 
oil, looking skywardly in constant expecta
tion of His glorious appearing. 

You see the lunar chronology makes the 
Rapture of the Bride overdue 57 years; the 
calendar, 15 years, and the Solar, which is the 
longest of all, makes it due in 20 years. 
Therefore the united testimony of the chro
nologies is admonitory, urgent, thrilling and 

I 
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inspiring in the extreme. I do not wonder 
that the elect in every land are even now · 
hearing the voice of the Bidegroom speaking 
from heaven, "0 my dear, wash and dress, 
for I am coming" (Dan. 12 : ro), "Many 
.shall be purified and made white, and tried; 
but the wicked shall do wickedly ; and none 
of the wicked shall understand; but the wise 
shall understand." How signally do we on 
all sides witness the fulfilment of that proph
ecy. Countless multitudes in all lands do 
not and will not understand these momentous 
truths and thrilling prophecies. They are 
rushing blindly and madly into the awful 
slaughter of Armageddon (Rev. xix). 



CHAPTER III 

EIGNS AMONG THE MOSLEMS 

These are the followers of :l\Iohammed, the 
wild son of Esau, whose disciples boasted that 
he could neither read nor write when he be
gan his wonderful career in Arabia, A. D. 
607. No man on the earth has ever had such 
a following. Though vastly depleted from by· 
gone centuries, this day one hundred and 
seventy-five millions still rally under the 
Moslem Crescent. He boldly proclaimed to 
the people that the Archangel Gabriel bad 
escorted him to the sixth heaven, there ex
cusing himself as unworthy further to go, and 
sending him on aloi;e to stand before the 
great God of the universe, sitting on His ef
fulgent throne in the seventh heaven ; from 
whom he claimed to have received his com
mission, to exterminate all the false religions 
out of the wor~d, and establish by the power 
of the sword the worship of the great Allah 
in every land. 

Recognizing the patriarchs and prophets of 
the Old Testament, but claiming himself to 
be not only one of them, but the greatest of 
all and the last whom God would ever send 
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on the earth, ignoring the Christhood of J e
sus, but simply giving Him a place among 
the prophets, promising the people salvation 
through obedience to those whom God had 
sent, especially himself, he claimed in au· 
thority and power not only to transcend but to 
supercede all his prophetical predecessors; at 
the same time certifying that God told him 
during this paradoxical interview, that He 
had sent the prophets and Jesus Christ to per
suade men to repent; but as they would not, 
He had sent him to compel them. Therefore 
he proclaimed the sword the arbitrator of hu
man destiny; rallied the millions of the wild 
Orient under his belligerent banner, whose 
battle-cry was, the "Koran or death." Moham
med is the " little horn" (Dan. viii), which 
moved over the East, which is Asia, and 
South, which is Africa, and into the pleasant 
land, which is the Holy Land, subduing every
thing before it. 

The first period ~f the Moslem conquest 
(Rev. ix) lasted five months (one hundred and 
fifty years), resulting in the subjugation of 
the fairest portions of Asia and Africa ; cross
ing Gibraltar, overrunning Spain, crossing 
the Pyrenees and meeting their first signal de-
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feat under Charles Martel at the battle of 
Tours, France, A. D. 7 33. Stunned and ap· 
palled by this crushing disaster, the wild na
tions of the East retreat before the heroic sons 
of Christian Europe, who now revive from 
the awful discouragement which had settled 
down, like a dismal nightmare from the bot· 
tomless pit, paralyzing all Christendom with 
the appalling omens of extermination from 
the face of the earth, which everywhere hov
ered over the votaries of the Cross, arising 
from the alarming fact that a sweeping tide 
of almost constant victories had crowned the 
Crescent more than a hundred years, while 
the heroic sons of Ishmael and Esau, accom
panied by the millions of the Orient, had over
run the fairest portions of Asia and Africa, 
the cradle of ancient civilization, everywhere 
exterminating all the followers of the N aza
rene who would not accept the Koran and be
come the disciples of the false prophet. 

In the onward sweep of this terrible exter
minating war between the Cross and the Cres
cent, Christianity having been driven out of 
Asia and Africa, where it was born, and forced 
to take refuge amid the wilds of babaric Eur
ope, the combined nations of the East press-
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ing them on all sides, sanguine with the en
thusiasm of speedy and universal triumph, one 
hundred. and fifty years of Moslem victories roll 
away in fulfilment of John's prophecy (Rev. 
9: 5). The Christians were encouraged by the 
victory of Tours, which promoted Charles 
Martel to the front, thrilling all Christendom 
with enthusiastic hope of universal victory, 
which eventually culminated in the Crusades, 
when all Europe arose en masse and sailed 
away to Asia on the inspiring enterprise of 
taking the Holy Land, the patrimony of our 
Savior, out of the hands of the infidel Moslems. 
For this they fought valiantly t:wo hundred 
years, capturing Jerusalem A. D. 1099, and 
holding the land of Canaan eighty-eight 
years, amid constant and bloody wars 
with the Mohammedans, who never let 
up the battle, and finally, under the heroic Sal
adin, signally defeated them in the battle of 
Hattan on the west bank of the Sea of Galilee 
A. D. 1187, thus expelling the Christians from 
Asia, to return no more till the Lord shakes 
down the Moslem power. The defeat of the 
Crusaders again enthused the Mohammedans 
with the sanguine hope of exterminating 
Christianity and a11 other religions from the 
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globe, and having the world all their own ; 
which is really the signification of their bat
tle flag, which always exhibits the Cresent ' in 
the form of the new moon growing incessant
ly to the full, when she soars a perfect circle, 
a solid globe representing the world. This 
was the middle of the dark ages, those memo
rable thousand years, Satan's millennium, 
during which not one man in a thousand 
could read or write. Oh, how favorable to 
the diabolical work of deluging the world 
with blood and heaping its battle-fields with 
the mountains of the dead ! Under these Sa
tanic auspices, the millions of Asia and Africa, 
rallied under the Crescent, move out in the 
prosecution of the bloody work, electrified 
with the transcendent determination to con
quer the world; sweeping on with their bloody 
work of extermination four hundred years 
in fulfilment of John's prophecy in the second 
woe (Rev. 9: 15) ; establishing the Mogul 
Empire, with Bagdad, its magnificent capital. 

Finally having exterminated Christianity 
from all the world except Northern Europe, 
where they bid amid the primeval wilds, 
panic stricken in contemplation of what 
seemed to be their speedy and final exter-
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mination from the earth ; the Moslems 
coiled their huge army of three hundred 
thbusand, like a great boa-constrictor, around 
Vienna, the capital of Austria, and the 
greatest stronghold of Christendom, feeling 
sure of victory, and sanguinely believing that 
with the fall of Vienna, the little remnant 
of Christians would speedily be exterminated 
from the earth. All hope evanesces. De
spair, like an avenging specter, walks the 
streets. Couriers at once fly to Poland, at 
that time one of the great powers of Chris
tendom. John Sobieski is in the meridian 
of his military glory, really the greatest 
hero in Christendom. He at once rendezvous 
seventy thousand Polish warriors and hastens 
to the relief of Vienna. Arriving on Sun
day afternoon, Oct. 12, 1683, having given 
his men the battle-cry, "Not unto us, 0 Lord, 
but unto Thee, be the glory!" having as
sured his men that he will conquer the 
Moslems and relieve Vienna, or die on the 
field, he leads off the assault at a sweeping 
gallop, waving his sword over his head and 
shouting at .the top of his voice that thril
ling battle cry, simultaneously roaring from 
the seventy thousand wide open mouths, 
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"Not unto us, 0 Lord, but to Thee be the 
glory ! " It is the full moon, and she has 
risen in her full-orbed splendor, thrilling 
the Moslem host with certain assurance of 
the final victory, for which they had fought 
550 years. It proves to be the time of to
tal eclipse, when the earth passes between 
the sun and the moon, total darkness veil
ing her beautiful orb. This scared those 
ignorant Moslems almost to death. Panic 
incorrigible seizes the entire host. They 
stampede in wildest confusion, shonti!Jg as 
they run, "Do you not see, God is against 
us ! Our banner is fading from the sky." 
Thus that grand army, flushed with a thou
sand victories, stampede in utter confusion, 
leaving the earth burdened with the rich 
spoils of war, and verifying Dan. 8 : 25, 

" He shall be broken without hand." 
This awful scourge which depopulated 

the world and martyred a hundred millions 
of Christians, and reached the verge of final 
and universal victory, which meant the ex
termination of Christianity from the globe, 
none but God can break. He made a tre
mendous break on the False Prophet in this 
signal catastrophe. He has been breaking 
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him ever since, and will soon finish him ; 
Turkey being at present the only survivor of 
the Moslem power, and really in a dying con
dition. All Christendom combined fought 
two hundred years to break the Mohammedan 
power and recover the Holy Land, signally 
failing. The hand of the Almighty is now 
fast doing this tremendous work. These are 
all cheering omens of the Lord's near ap
proach. The Mohammedans themselves, 
though dreading His appearing, feeling that 
it will be the ruin of their politico-ecclesiasti
cism, are this day much exercised over the 
predictions of their own prophets assuring 
them that Jesus Christ will soon return to Mt. 
Olivet and take the government out of their 
hands. 



CHAPTER IV 
SIGNS AMONG THE ROMANS 

Mohammed began to preach A. D. 607. 
The first Pope, Boniface III, was 
crowned supreme pontificate by Procas, the 
king of Italy, A. D. 606. Hence you see 
these gigantic sons of Satan entered the world 
contemporaneously. Consequently the chro
nologies apply to them alike. 

We have in the prophecies of Daniel and 
John the period of 1260 years frequently 
applied both to Pope and Mohammed. A. 
D. 1866 Pope Pius IX convened an ecu
menical counsel of 535 bishops from all 
parts of the world, and held them in ses
sion in St. Peter's Cathedral till l 870, when 
he constrained them to decree his infalli
bility. Scarcely was the ink dry in their 
signatures, when Victor Immanuel, King of 
Sardinia, entered Rome with his army and 
shook the Pope down from his temporal 
throne. This was a signal fulfilment of the 
1 260 years. When the French army came to 
restore him, Garibaldi fought against them 
and defeated them. The grateful people of 
Rome and Italy have erected gorgeous monu-

~ 
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ments to the memory of these men; the onE: 
for dethroning the Pope and the other for 
preventing his restoration, so when he looks 
out of his palace toward the east he is re
minded of Victor Immanuel (which you see is 
the very name of the Savior), and when he 
looks toward the west he is bound to remem
ber Garibaldi who forever blighted his hopef 
of re-enthronement. Fifty years elapsed afte1 
the assumption of spiritual power before that 
of the temporal. In taking down a l:ouse we 
begin at the top. The Pope lost his tern.: 
poral power in r 870. Now if you add 50 
years, you see it locates his final fall from 
spiritual dominion in 1920. The decree of 
the papal infallibility sent a dynamite bomb
shell throughout the Catholic world, every
where shaking the po;mlar faith in the claims 
of the papal surpremacy. Right there in 
Rome under the shadow of the Vatican they 
openly repudiate the papistical prerogative. 

The papacy is the seventh head of the Ro
man beast (Rev. 13), the other six heads
the kingdom, the triumvirate, the dictatorship, 
the tribuneship, the republic and the empire, 
-having passed away. The empire the sixth 
head, received the " deadly wound" when 
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Rome was conquered by the Goths, Huns 
and Vandals A. D. 476, and healed in the 
papacy, which followed, constituting the 
seventh head, and will continue till super
ceded by the eighth head (Rev. 17: 11), which 
you see in the Scripture is one of the seven. 
All the others have: long ago passed away. 
Hence you see as this prophecy occurs in the 
tribulation which includes cbs. 16,17, 18and 19 
of Revelation the Pope will be the Anti-Christ 
of the tribulation. You see in chapter 17, the 
universal revolution of the Catholic states re
jecting the authority of the papacy, set forth 
in the prophecy of the beast, which is the 
world power, carrying the harlot, which repre
sents the ecclesiastical authority, and throw
ing her off, proceeding to devour her flesh ; 
thus the secular powers, repudiating the pa
pacy and confiscating her property. 

Rev. 16: 13. "And I saw three unclean 
spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of 
the dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast, 
and out of the mouth of the false prophet: 
They are the spirits of demons working mir
acles, which go forth to the kings of the 
wl!ole world to lead them together to the war 
of the great day of God Almighty .... and 
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He gathered them into the place called in 
Hebrew Armageddon." This is the inaugur
ation of the great tribulation, to which Dan
iel 12 assigns the last forty-five years of the 
Gentile age. 

Consequently it really belongs to Satan's 
reign and will constitute the grand culmina
tion of his indefatigable c~mpaign of six 
thousand years, so vigorously and persever· 
ingly prosecuted for the damnation of the 
whole human race. He gathered a grand 
harvest in the flood; another in the Jewish 
tribulation A. D. 66-73; but the Gentile trib
ulation will infinitely transcend them all in 
populating hell with the unsavable millions 
thronging the world, thus giving hell her 
greatest harvest, and preparing the way 
for the glorious Millennial reign of peace and 
love, which would be an impossibility unless • 
preceded by the elimination of the lawless 
and incorrigible. In this prophecy, the beast 
is Romanism (Rev. 13), the dragon Pagan
ism and the false prophet, Mohammedanism. 
You see this diabolical intervention will stir 
up these three grand divisions of Satan's 
kingdom to fight against God Almighty, who 
will descend when Christ comes for His 
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Bride (Daniel 7 : 9) and sh_ake every ruler from 
his throne, vacating all kingdoms for the 

, glorious coronation of His Son (Acts 2 : 35). 
Simultaneously with the universal fall of the 
secular and ecclessiastical powers, Satan will 
rally all to the terrible battle of Armageddon. 
Romanism, being the more inflttential, taking 
the lead, the Pope reviving his ancient claim 
to the vicegerency of God and the vicarage 

_ of Christ, thus the coming of the Anti-christ of 
all the prophecies, will ascend the throne of 
the world, cooperated with by the Moslem 
and Pagan millions, reviving -the Inquisition 
and consequent martyrdom of the dark ages. 
Read these prophecies: chs. 7! 8 and 12 of 
Daniel, and 16, 17, 18 and 19 of Revelation, 
and you see the blood flowing to the horses re· 
galia and the earth heaped with mountains of 
the slain (Ch. 18: 2). Babylon i. e. all false 
religions, are forever overthrown and God's 
people called out of them. Chapter 19 gives the 
grand culmination of the Armageddon wars, 
ultimating in the destruction of all the kings, 
nobles and peoples who have the misfortune 
to be arrayed against King Emmanuel. 

After the fall of Babylon and all the king
doms of the earth, thus leaving the Pope and 
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Mahomet without a solitary ally, we see them 
both cast alive into the lake of fire burning 
with brimstone, (v. 20). Then you see (v. 
21) all the people who survive the Armaged
don destruction, under the preathing of the 
transfigured saints with the ushering in of 
the Millennium, are happily converted to 
God, joyfully entering the glorious reign of 
the Prince of Peace. Now the Lord de· 
scends on the throne of His millennial 
glory, and the devil arrested is taken out of 
the world and imprisoned in hell; all his 
votaries having fallen and preceded him to 
the same dismal gloom. 

-----



CHAPTER V 

SIGNS AMONG THE; PROTESTANTS 

"Let no one deceive you in any way, be
cause unless there may first come an apostasy 
and the man of lawlessness be revealed, the 
son of perdition, who opposeth and exalteth 
himself above everything which is called God 
or divinity, so that he sitteth in the temple of 
God showing himself off that he is God " 
(2 Thess. 2: 3, 4). 

" Therefore indeed God sends to them the 
working of delusion that they may believe a 
lie, that they may all be condemned who do 
not believe the truth but take pleasure in un
righteousness" (2 Thes. 2: II, 12). · 

The " man of lawlessness" is the Pope, who 
really verifies these awful prophecies in refer
ence to his blasphemous assumptions. There 
was an awful apostasy in the antediluvian 
church, utterly grieving away the Holy 
Spirit (Gen. 6 : 3) just before the flood. So 
an apalli:Jg apostasy in the Jewish Church 
prevailed at the time of our Savior's advent, 
blinding the eyes of the clergy and the mag
nates to His glorious presence. So the New 
Testament abounds in predictions of the terri-

2 88 
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ble aposta~y immediately preceeding our 
Lord's second coming. "But the Spirit posi
tively says that in the last. times some will de
part from the faith, giving heed to seducing 
spirits and doctrines of devils, speaking lies 
in hypocrisy" (r Tim. 4: r, 2). We are liv
ing in an age of fallen churches and false 
prophets, who actually stand in the pulpits 
and preach to the people the lies of Satan, in
spired by demons, sent from the pit to de
ceive them, even passing themselves for the 
Holy Spirit. Consequently pulpits abound 
in carnal anti-holiness preaching, which is 
the doctrine of the demons ; in cases innumer
able, the church actually ruled by c:irnal, 
wicked people; the Holy Ghost grieved away 
and Satan, robed as an angel of light, en
throned. 

"But know this, that in the last days peri
lous times shall come. For the people will 
be lovers of themselves, money lovers, arro
gant, proud, blasphemous, disobedient to par
ents, ungrateful, without natural affections, 
covenant breakers, devilish, ungovernable, 
furious, opposed to the good, traitors, head
strong, puffed up, lovers of plea:sure rather 
than lovers of God, having the form of godli-
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ness but denying its power: indeed turn away 
from these" (2 Tim. 3: l-5). This awful de
scription is not applied to outsiders, to many 
of whom it is sadly pertinent; but, as you see, 
to church members, because the prophet is 
speaking of people who have a form of god
liness, i. e., a religious profession; but not 
only do they lack the power of that profes
sion, but they even deny it. The power is 
sanctification and the indwelling Holy Ghost 
giving you victory over sin and Satan each 
fleeting moment. The popular pulpits abound 
in the sad fulfilment of this prophecy ; the 
preachers boldly and even eloquently teach
ing the people that the dead form which they 
have is the whole sum and substance of the 
Christian religion. Here you see the plain 
commandment of God through inspired Paul; 
"from these indeed turn away." This is the 
simple reason why many of God's faithful 
children are now withdrawing from the fallen 
churches. "AU Scripture is God-breathed 
and profitable for teaching, for conviction! for 
correction, for education which is in right
eousness, in order that the man of God may 
be perfect, having been thoroughly perfected 
unto every good work" (2 Tim. 3: 16, 17) 
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You see from this Seri pture that every word 
in the Bible is the very breath of God, i. e., 
fully and infallibly inspired by the Holy 
Ghost. 

While the current apostasy is lamentable 
and even apalling in the pews, it is, if possi
ble, worse in the pulpits. While I was in 
Cincinnati recently a great D. D., standing at 
the head of one of the largest Protestant de
nominations, while preaching to a large aud
ience Sunday evening, utterly repudiated the 
inspiration of the Scriptures. If that were 
true we would have no Bible. It would be 
worth no more than any other goorl book. 
The Dean of a great Protestant University re
cently certified to the theologues that Paul 
was a premillennial adventist in his early 
ministry, but afterward saw his mistake, and 
turned over to the postmillennial view. Do 
you not know such an attitude utterly ignores 
the inspiration of Paul, and of course every 
other Biblical author. We have that higher 
criticism infidelity at the front of all the 
great Proteshnt churches. It is poisonous as 
the nicotine of hell. The moment we sur
render the infallible verbal inspiration of the 
s~riptures, we have no Bible, and are all at 
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sea, like the great literary world during the 
Greek and Roman ages, before the Bible 
turned on the nations its heavenly sun-burst 
of inspired truth. No wonder God is raising 
up an army of preachers from the slums, jun
gles and uncnltured masses, like the "un
learned and ignorant men," whom Jesus 
called from their fishing nets and commis
sioned to preach the gospel to all nations. 

"Follow peace with all men, and the sanc
tification without which no man shall see the 
Lord" (Heb. 12 : 14)_ With this and hundreds 
of parallels flaming before their eyes, ringing 
in their ears the zpse dixz"t of the Almighty, 
proclaiming with stentorian voice to all the 
world, that no one shall enter heaven without 
holiness; the very fact that churches from 
pulpit and pew charter the artillery of hell to 
fight holiness, is demonstrative proof that they 
are fallen and lugubriously fulfilling these 
awful, latter day prophecies in reference to 
the apostasy which, pursuant to the warnings 
of Jesus, Paul, John, Peter, James and Jude, 
are certain precursors of the end. 



, CHAPTER VI 

SIGNS AMONG THE JEWS 

Oh how signally do the latter day proph, 
ecies culminate their thrilling fulfilments in 
the history of this wonderful people whom 
God elected from all the nations of the earth 
and honored with the progenitorship of His 
Son and the custodianship of His revealed 
truth. They have veritably been a miracle, 
a puzzle and a riddle among all nations, and 
as much so today as ever. Jesus said in ref
erence to them, "This race shall not pass 
away until all these things may be fulfilled" 
(Matt. 24: 34). Every other race on the 
globe at that time has passed away, amid the 
crushing revolutions which have depopulated 
and repopulated every land; while the He
brew race, though expatriated and exiled 
beneath every sky, with no country to serve 
as a basis of their perpetuated nationality, 
still survives, a distinct race, their lineage 
from father Abraham recognized by all the 
nations of the earth. 

When the Romans expatriated all the Jews 
during their awful tribulation, as predicted 

38 
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by Christ, A. D. 66-73, they sold into slavery 
and led into captivity all who survived the 
sword, pestilence and famine, leaving none in 
the land and so rigidly prohibiting their re
turn, that if a Jew was found in some other 
nation, traveling with his face toward Jeru
salem, he was arrested and put to death by 
the officers of Roman law. Consequently 
centuries rolled away with no Jews in all that 
country. 

The Turks, who have held it since the 
conquest of Omar, A. D. 637, watch the 
Jews with jealous eyes, recognizing them as 
their uncompromising rivals, pursuar.t to the 
old controversy between Jacob and Esau, 
as they are the children of the latte:-, and the 
Jews, of the former. They passed laws in 
1874, disqualifying all Jews for citizenship in 
that country, as they were becoming alarmed 
because the Jews were visiting the Holy Land 
more frequently than in bygone centuries. 

In 1885 there were only ten thousand Jews 
in the Holy Land. When I was there in 
1895, .there were one hundred thousand. 
When I was there in 1899, there were two 
hundred thousand, thus doubling in four 
years ; and all this under the most powerful 
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efforts of the Turks to keep them out; obli
gatmg all who came to leave in a short, spec
ified time. Yet they manage some way to 
come in vast and increasing numbers, and as 
I was informed by best authorities, none go 
away. 

They have orgimized a society, called "The 
Zionists," consisting of none but Jews. In 
every land they have poured into this organ
ization, paying their money to purchase the 
Holy Land. They are determined to have it, 
regardlt:ss of cost. This will certainly be a 
success, as they stand at the front of the finan
cial world, and hold the purse of the nations. 
This universal commotion among the chil
dren of Abraham assuredly means something. 

Rabinowitz, a learned lawer from Russia, 
who visited Jerusalem a few years ago, was con
vuted much after the order of the Apostle 
Paul, testifying that Jesus personally appeared 
to him in Jerusalem, overwhelmingly con
vincing him of His Christhood, and calling 
him to preach. He returned to Russia, 
preaching Christ to his brethren, like a flame 
of fire. When he came to this country and 
preached in New York, fifty thousand Jews 
came to hear him. He organized a church 
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in Russia under the name, "Israelites of the 
New Covenant." Many Jews are being con
verted to · Christianity. This is strikingly 
ominous of the Lord's near coming, because 
He assures us (Matt. 24: 14,) that the end 
will come as soon as the gospel shall be 
preached to all nations; meanwhile the Jews 
are to be the last to receive it, because "Blind
ness in part has happened unto Israel until 
the fulness of the Gentiles may come in, and 
thus all Israel shall be saved, as has been 
written: a deliverer shall come out of Zion 
and turn away ungodliness from Jacob" 
(Rom. rr: 25-26). Hence you see the Jews 
are the last to receive the gospel. 

We do not know .of any nation on the globe 
to which the gospel is not now preached. 
Doubtlei::s there are some, unknown to us, as 
the Savior said the end should come so soon 
as the gospel is preached to every nation. 

When the Lord comes to take away_ His 
Bride, He will doubtless so reveal Himself to 
His own consanguinity, as to cause a general 
awakening and reception of the gospel. Rest 
assured this wonderful commotion among the 
Jews, with the turning of all hearts back to 
the Canaan of the patriarchs and prophets, is 
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profoundly ominous of wonderful things in 
the near future. 

Zechariah 13: 8, 9, tells us of terrible or
deals awaiting the Jews in the Holy Land, 
during the tribulation, when two-thirds of 
them will perish; the surviving third, pass
ing through the fire, will come to the front; 
thus honored to receive their Brother Jesus, 
riding down on the throne of His millennial 
glory, and crown Him King of kings and 
Lord of lords, in the eternal succession of 
David, wielding the scepter of Israel world 
without end. Ezekiel's valley of dry bones 
(ch. 37) involves the conclusion that the Jews 
will be gathered into the Holy land, uncon
verted. 

As the Lord is to come so soon as the gos
pel bas been preached to all the Gentile na
tions, and the Jews are to be the last con
verted, therefore you see their time of Chris
tianization wi11 be the tribulation, of course 
many of them having previously received 
Christ. You see from the prophecy of 
Zechariah that they will suffer terribly, as 
well as other nations, in the tribulation; two
thirds of those having gathered in the Holy 
Land being cnt off, the smviving third pass-
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ing through all the sanctifying fires and en· 
joying the glorious honor of receiving their 
glorified Brother, and crowning Him King 
of Israel. N. B. The promise of God to 
Israel that all shall be saved (Rom. rr: 26) 
will be fulfilled in the elect only. But a mi
nority of Israel will return to the Holy Land, 
and only the elect out of that minority will 
survive the tribulation, receive their King, 
and come to the front of the world, there to 
remain forever, as in the days of yore, before 
they fell under the divine anathema by reject
ing Christ. Of course the non-elect Jews 
who do net return to Canaan, will fall in the 
tribulation with the reprobate millions. 

The wailing of the Jews, when they meet 
each Friday afternoon on a certain spot west 
of the Temple wall, where · for a sum of 
money, they are allowed to put their hands 
on the west wall of the temple (it being a 
penalty of death for an Israelite to come into 
the Mosque, which stands on the site of Sol
omon's Temple, or even to put his foot with
in the holy campus, thirty-five acres of beau
tiful ground, on the plateau of Mt. l\Ioriah, 
regarded by Jews and Moslems almost as holy 
as heaven) is calculated to break the heart of 
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the traveler and deeply impress him with the 
near coming of the Lord. When I saw those 
old Jews on their knees, kissing the great 
stones which Solomon put in the temple, read. 
ing the promises of God to Moses and the 
prophets, that He would hear their cries from 
the ends of the earth and gather them back 
and establish them in the Holy Land of 
their sainted fathers and mothers-old and 
young, priest and people, with flowing tears, 
lifting up their mournful wails to the God of 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses and the 
prophets to gather them from the ends of the 
earth and establish them amid the flowers 
and fruits of Canaan's happy land-my tears 
did copiously flow and my heart break with 
sympathy. I felt that God was nigh and 

· giving audience to their cry. 



CHAPTER VII 

SIGNS IN THE BEAR (RUSSIAN POWER) AND 

THE LION (BRITISH POWER). 

These are the two great nationalities of 
the world. Russia has three hundred mil
lions of Russianized subjects, on whom she 
can perfectly rely in war as weII as peace. 
She is the great power of Asia. Britain has 
five hundred millions of subjects in Europe, 
Asia, Africa, Oceanica and America ; but of 
this enormous population only sixty-five mil
lions are Anglicized and r~Iiable on the bat
tle-field, the rest being a great uncertain 
quantity, liable to rally under the Union Jack 
or turn traitors, and thus become a snare to 
the "Mistress of the Seas." 

The Turkish Empire, which rules the 
Holy Land, lies directly between Insular Eu
rope, the sc>at of the British Empire, and 
great India where she has three hundred 
millions of subjects. Consequently she is 
not at all likely to consent for Constantinople 
and the Holy Land to fall into_ the hands of 
her great rival. 

Whe.n I was there in 1895. the Bear was 
the biggest thing I saw m all the land. 
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When I returned in 1899, I saw he had actu
ally doubled his magnitude int.he four years. 
Peter the Great, the founder of the Russian 
Empire, predicted that they would receive 
the Holy Land and the time would come 
when the Bear would lie down on the bank of 
the Indian Ocean. 

Daniel (chapter 11) prophesies prominently 
about the King of the North (Russia) and the 
King of the South (Turkey), mutually com
peting for t.he dominion of the Holy Land, and 
the former conquering the latter, not by the 
sword, but by "flatteries" (v. 34). That 
prophecy is this day receiving its fulfilment, 
also verifying Dan. 8: 25, "He shall be broken 
without hand." 

In 1895 I saw the Bear bad his eye on the 
Turkey, bis teeth watering for a good dinner, 
and would have eaten him up, but the Lion, 
though at a distance, held him in check by 
his roaring ever and anon. In 1899 I ob
served the Bear standing over the Turkey 
with wide open mouth, ready to masticate 
and swallow him with great expedition; 
meanwhile the Lion kept up his roaring, 
simultaneously articulating, "Try it if you 
dare." Thm; Russia is encroaching on Tur-
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key from every point of the compass, not 
belligerently, but by her cunning diplomacy 
(flatteries), gradually binding her hand and 
foot. At Constantinople she takes privileges 
in the waters an.d the docks, assuming shjp
ping prerogatives as no other nation. 

The Turkish Government is extremely 
rigid with the Christian pilgrims, who come 
from all nations to visit the Holy Land, (e. g., 
I had to procure a passport from U. S. Con
gress and secure the signature of the Turk_ish 
Consul in New York, in order to land in Pal
estine ; then I had to procure a taskara and 
undergo an examination in every province 
through which I traveled). Of the thirty 
thousand pilgrims who annually visit the 
Holy Land, fifteen thousand come from Rus
sia, and are permitted to land and travel all 
over that country without any passport or 
taskara, actually enjoying the privileges of 
citizenship. 

The Greek church, which is the national 
establishment of the Russian Empire, is the 
strongest and most influential in the Holy Land, 
her magnificent edifices, convents and mon
asteries being everywhere conspicuous. She is 
there ready, with the other churches, to preach 
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the gospel to the children of Abraham as they 
gather from the ends of the earth. 

The problem was clear and decisive to my 
observation, that the Russian power had 
actually grown one hundred per cent. in that 
land in four years. 

This trend of affairs is bound to develop 
an issue. To the most patent diagnosis Rus
sia is bound to absorb the Turkish Empire. 
She will never get it without a terrible conflict. 
The Bear and the Lion will surely fight, 
others of course falling in line and thus inau
gurating the terrible Armageddon conflict, 
which will verify the tribulation prophecies 
of Jesus, John, Daniel and others, eliminating 
the unsavable millions out of the world and 
thus preparing the whole earth for the mil
lennial reign. 



CHAPTER VIII 
SIGNS IN THE GROWING INFIDELITY AND 

WICKEDNESS OF THE WORLD. 

"Wicked men and seducers will wax worse 
and worse unto the end, deceiving and being 
deceived" (2 Tim. 3 : I3)· This was true 

·with the antediluvians and the Jews, and is 
overwhelmingly predicted of the Gentiles. 

Everything finite is progressive; good get
ting better and bad getting worse. The cry 
of ''Pessimism," is the Shiboleth of the igno
ramus. We have lliuch controversy between 
the optimist and the pessimist. All their 
arguments are dogfalls; i. e. both right and 
both wrong. They are both right in the fact 
that the bad are progressing in wickedness 
and constantly getting worse, which is true 
of this fallen world; meanwhile God's true 
people are progressing in soul-saving effi
ciency, Biblical study and research, experi
mental and practical holiness, intelligently 
received and lived in the light of God's Word. 
They are both wrong in the fact that each 
antagonizes the attitude c,f the other. I am 
an optimist on grace and a pessimist on sin. 

When we say the world is getting worse, 
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we do not include the people of God, from the 
simple fact that conversion takes you out of 
the world, so you are no longer a citizen of 
the world, but of heaven (Phil. 3 : 20, R. V.) ; 
meanwhile sanctification takes the world out 
of you. 

I was twenty years old before I ever saw an 
avowed infidel. Now in New York and San 
Francisco, almost every other man I meet 
openly professes infidelity. The world, amid 
the delusions of infidelity, is rapidly crossing 
the dead-line, utterly grieving away the Holy 
Spirit and becoming unsavable. 

Meanwhile millions in the popular church
es are insulting the Holy Ghost by imputing 
His mighty works, to which His true people 
bear witness, to the devil. This is especially 
true of the higher clergy and the people un
der their influence1 just as the Jews (Matt. 
12 ch.) imputed our Savior's miracles to 
Beelzebub, the prince ot the demon-;; telling 
the people that Jesus had sect.red the services 
of this arch-demon, who, responsive to His 
bidding, was giving notoriety to His ministry, 
by casting out the demons. 

As Jesus did this and other miracles by the 
power of the Holy Ghost, who descended from 
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heaven and filled Him when John baptized 
Him, thus ~anctifying and qualifying Him 
for His wonderful ministry and stupendous 
miracles, consequently the imputation of his 
miracles to Beelzebub, was the grossest blas- · 
phemy against the Holy Ghost. 

We surely live in perilous times when the 
Holy Ghost js not only rejected but blas
phemed by many who claim to be the follow
ers of Jesus, and yet impute His mighty works 
to Satan by pronouncing them fanaticism, 
animal excitement and wild-fire. The ante
diluvians were destroyed for their wickedness; 
yet they lived and died ignorant of many 
of Satan's inventions, which are now rapidly 
populating hell. 

When the righteous judgments of God were 
poured out on the Jews, A. D. 66-73, during 
that awful siege by the Roman army, a mil
lion perished by the sword, pestilence and fam
ine in Jerusalem alone; while another million 
were sold into slavery and led away by all na
tions to toil in hard bondage. None of these 
people knew how to make whisky which 
now rolls a damnation ocean over the world. 
Thousands of Satanic inventions, unknown in 
bygone dispensations, now wither and blight 
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human souls and bodies and flood the bottom
less pit with immortal reprobate!$. Thus the 
rapid spread of infidelity and the apalling 
prevalence of wickedness, in the clear and un
'mistakable fulfilment of the latter day proph
ecies, are indisputably ominous that the end 
is nigh. 



• 

CHAPTER IX 

SIGNS IN INVENTIONS AND LOCOMOTION 

"But thou, 0 Daniel, shut up the words, 
and seal the book, even to the time of the 
end; many shall run to and fro, and knowl
edge shal1 be increased " (Dan. 12 : 4). 
"And I heard the man clothed in linen, 
which was upon the waters of the river, when 
he held up his right hand and his left unto 
heaven and sware by Him that liveth forever 
and ever that it shall be for a time1 times and 
a half time and when he shall have accom
plished to scatter the power of the holy peo
ple, all these things shall be finished" (verse 
7). These visions so wrought upon Daniel, 
and such was his enthusiasm to understand 
them, that he actually fainted. Then the 
Lord laid His hand on him and told him to 
close up the book and seal the vision till the 
time of the end, assuring him : "Many shall 
run to and fro and knowledge shall be in
creased." 

It was not important for the people at that 
time to understand the fulfilment of these lat· 
ter day prophecies. Hence they were sealed 
till the time of the end. The very fact that 
God is so wonderf ull v revealing these visions 
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to His people in our day, is demonstrative 
proof that we are living in the time of the 
end. The very fact that God told Daniel to 
close the book of tbis prophecy and seal the 
vision tii'l the "time of the end," involves 
the conclusion that the book is to be opened 
and the vision revealed at the "time of the 
end." We are certainly now living amid 
beautiful, lucid and luminous revelations of 
these visions. 

The intervening period, " time, times and 
a half time," till the accomplishment of these 
wonders, gives us one thousand two hundred 
and sixty days (Rev. 12 : 6), which is synony
mous with "time, times and a half time" in 
verse 14. Hence it is the regular calendar 
year of 360 days. Therefore, 
A time is . . . . . . . . . 360 days. 
Times (360 plus 360) . . 720 days. 
Half a time (one-half 360) . . . 180 days. 
Total days (or prophetic years) . . 1260 days. 

Hence you see the synonymity of John's 
statement (Rev. l 2: 6 and 14) perfectly corrob
orating Daniel, as they both saw the same 
visions-Daniel quite a young man but in the 
old dispensation, and John a very old man 
but in New Testament times. This period 
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of 1260, Calendar time, is identical with the 
1290, Lunar time (Dan. 12 :II), there being a 
difference of thirty in the chronologies. 

You see it says, "And from the time that 
the daily sacrifice shall be taken away and 
the abomination that maketh desolate set up 
there shall be a thousand two hundred and 
ninety days." In this verse "sacrifice" is itali
ciztd, showing it is not in the original. It 
should read " daily worship," as the Greek 
Christians had possession of the Temple when 
the Moslems took the city, A. D. 637, and 
drove all the Christians who survived the 
edge of the sword out of the Holy Land. 
Animal sacrifices were never offered in the 
Temple after it fell into the hands of the Ro
mans, A. D. 73. 

Hence this prophecy was fulfilled in the 
conquest of the Mohammedans, A. D. 637. 
Add to this 1260 and you have 1897, 
which has already transpired and six years 
more. Now add to it the other period, 
1290, and you have 1927 as the time of 
His coming. So you see the one makes it 
overdue six years, and the other due m 
twenty-four years. 

The reason why G(ld alone knows the 
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time of His -coming (Matt. 24 : 36) is be
cause He only knows the correct chronology. 

While there is a small variation in the 
different chronologies, yet they all sub
stantially agree, confirming the fact that we 
are living in the time of the end, the 
Lunar making the Rapture over.due 57 
years, the Calendar fifteen, and the Solar 
making it due in twenty years ; thus all 
flooding us with the assurance that we are 
living in the time of the end, and should 
be on the constant outlook for our Lord 
to appear and snatch away His waiting 
Bride. 

In the locomotion which makes every 
man in all the world your neighbor, in
tervening oceans, mountain ranges and 
burning deserts being no longer insuperable 
barriers to the evangelization of the nations, 
we see on all sides the fulfilment of Dan
iel's prophecy, characteristic of the time of 
the end, when 2500 years ago in the pro
phetic visions which God gave him, he saw 
us darting to the ends of the earth, through 
mountain tunnels, across continents and 
oceans, preaching "Holiness to the Lord," 
and His speedy appearing. 



CHAPTER X 

SIGNS IN 'J'HE IIOL Y LAND 

The Roman Empire was an absolute des
potism whose climacteric state-policy was 
rule or ruin. When they could not control 
a nation, their final resort was extermina
tion. Jesus told the Jews they would hear 
of " wars and rumors of wars." They cru
cified Jesus under the allegation of high 
treason, superscribing His accusation on the 
cross above His head; "This is the King 
of the Jews." This Pilate did with great 
reluctance, constrained by the hierarchy, be
cause he believed and certified that He was 
innocent. The Jews forced the Romans to 
put Him to death, because He would not 
receive the royal crown at their hands. If 
He had permitted them to crown Him 
King, they would have fought for Him in
stead of killing Him. 

Josephus, the Jewish historian, tells us 
about a number of false Christs who at dif
ferent times arose ; Marchocab and, after 
his fall, others around whom parties ral· 
lied, crowning them king of the Jews. 
They divided into factions, each party 
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crowning their leader, as they claimed, with 
the diadem of David. The Romans madt 
many efforts to suppress these insurgencies; 
but in vain. The spirit of disorder and re
volution fastened on them like an arch-de
mon from the bottomless pit. Finally Gal
uscelceus, the Roman General, laid siege to 
Jerusalem, by nature the most impregnably 
fortified city in the world, A. D. 66. After 
pressing the siege two solid years he gave 
up in despair and went away. 

This enthused the Jews with hope of regain
ing their independence, despite all the armies 
of the Roman Empire. The city is located 
high on Mt. Zion, surrounded on the east, 
south and west by the impassable mountain 
gorges, Jehoshaphat and Hinnom; so invad
ing armies could only approach it from the· 
north, while it was powerfully fortified by the 
great wall on all sides. A. D. 68, the Em
peror Vespacian resumed the siege, coming in 
person at the head of a vast army to the scene 
of conflict. After his death in two years, his 
son and successor, the Emperor Titus, contin
ued the siege to the fall of the city, A. D. 7 3 ; 
thus winding up the awful Jewish tribulation 
which lasted seven years ; ultimating in the 
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extermination of their politico-ecclesiasticism 
forever, leaving not one to inhabit the land, 
killing, selling into slavery, and leading into 
Roman captivity all of them. 

The Christians, pursuant to Jes us' directions in 
that memorable sermon on Mt. Olivet the day 
before His arrest, providentially escaped from 
the Roman armies, fled away across the Jor
dan into Decapolis, finding a refuge in the 
city of Pella, where history says the Gadarine 
(out of whom Jesus cast the legion of demons, 
called him to preach and sent him to his own 
people) had by his faithful evangelization of 
those Gentiles, prepared an asylum for the 
Christian Jews. 

While this tedious seven years' siege 
of J esusalem was moving on, the Roman 
armies scoured the whole country, desolating 
all the cities. The wild Arabs of the East, 
the sons of Ishmael and Esau, came and took 
possession of the desolate land. They are the 
brothers of our Indians ; the Bedouins, the 
largest nation and really the ancestors of all 
the others, to this day have never used 
houses, but dwell in tents, which they carry 
from place to place, in their wandering life. 
Consequently that land has remained in com-
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parative desolation through all of these cen
turies. 

As the Jews return, they are reviving 
and rebuilding all of the ancient cities. 
They have always been the most enterpris
ing people in the world. They all live in 
colonies. It is really wonderful to the 
traveler as we go over the country. The 
moment we ent~l'. a Jewish colony we find 
the land "flowing with milk and honey," 
and abounding in "corn and wine." 

This revival of the cities and restoration of 
the land to its ancient prosperity, is the sure 
and certain evidence that the Lord is nigh. 
In Matt. 24: 29 (Mark and Luke giving the 
same), you find this woncerful declaration 
enunciated by our Savior in that eermon on 
Mt. Olivet (see my version of the New Testa
ment). "Immediately after the desolation of 
those days " (i. e.1 this desolation inflicted by 
the Roman armies, which has been on the 
land ever since), "the sun shall be darkened 
the moon shall not give her Jight and the 
stars will be falling." This corroborates 
Daniel 7 : 9, " When the thrones are all ~ast 
down." 

The sun symbolizes the kings, the moon, 
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the queens, and the stars, the subordinate 
rulers of the earth, which will all fall when 
the Ancient of days shall descend and shake 
down every human rule1, thus vacating all 
thrones for His Son (verse 30). "Then will 
appear the sign of the Son of Man in the fir
mament." Doubtless this sign will be none 
other than the effulgent glory of His presence 
radiating perhaps millions of miles before 
Him, attracting the attention of all human 
eyes of all lands. "Then will all the tribes 
of the earth weep and wail, when they see the 
Son of Man, coming in the clouds, with 
power and great glory." (verse 31). "Then 
will He send forth His angels and they 
will gather His elect from the four winds of 
the earth, from the extremities of the 
heavens unto the extremities of the same." 
Here you see the rapture of the saints, 
clear, explicit and unmistakable. You see 
here that the angels of the first resurrection 
gather none but the elect. Who are the 
elect? "Elect through sanctification of the 
Spirit unto obedience, and sprinkling of the 
blood of Jesus Christ" (1 Peter I: 2). 
Here yon see that it takes sanctification 
wrought by the Holy Ghost, through 
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the sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ, 
making you obedient to God, to truly and 
effectually give you a place among the 
elect. So if you want to go up with the 
elect in the first resurrection, enjoying a 
place in the Rapture of the Bride, you 
must be sanctified. 

In 1 his thrilling proclamation of our Sav
ior, revelatory of the unutterable grandeur 
and glory destined to characterize His second 
coming to take away His Bride and exe
cute righteous judgments on the w~cked ; 
the E. V. has "tribulation." The Greek 
thlipsis means tribulation, but it also signi
fies desolation, which is the correct mean
ing in this passage. The period of desola
tion began with the destruction of Jerusa
lem and the devastation of the land by the 
Roman armies, and has continued to the preS
ent immigration of the Jews who, so fast as 
they occupy the land, rebuild the ancient 
cities and make the whole country prosperous 
and fruitful as the garden of the Lord. 

Chorazin , Capernaum, Caesarea, Arima. 
thea, Ekron , Ashdod and other cities, which 
had utterly perished, have been colonized and 
rebuilt by the Jews, and are now very pros-
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perous, while Jerusalem, Joppa, Hebron, She· 
chem and Jericho are flourishing with Jewish 
enterprise. This is a clear and unmistakable 
prophecy of our Savior, that He will appear 
"immediately after the dt:solation of those 
days.'' The undeniable fact that this desola
tion is everywhere retreating before the in
coming tide of Hebrew immigration, is an 
overwhelming verification of our Lord's proph
ecy of His glorious coming. Travel through 
the Holy Land and read our Savior's sermon 
on Mt. Olivet (Matt. chapters 24 and 25, 
Mark chapter 13, and Luke chapter 21), and 
you will be so flooded with the realization of 
His near approach, that you will imagine 
that you see Him coming on a white cloud. 



CHAPTER X 

SIG~S IN THE MORNING STAR 

By Morning Star, I simply mean the Holi
ness Movement, which is the bright Morning 
Star shining in the Orient, illuminating every 
nation, flooding the world with brilliant scin
tillations, admonitory of the thritting reality 
that the glorious Son of Righteousness is 
about to rise upon the world, with healing in 
His wings, arresting Satan, dethroning him, 
driving away the darkness which has filled 
the world during his gloomy reign of six 
thousand years; flooding the whole earth 
with the splendor of His glory, usherit;Jg in 
the long anticipated millennial reign, during 
whose halcyon ages, the sorrows, sufferings 
and awful catastrophes and crushing calam
ities of diabolical despotism and hellish mis
rule will sink into dulcet oblivion, lost sight 
of and forgotten, amid the unutterable bless
edness, which will inundate the whole earth, 
bringing back the blissful days of unfallen 
Eden, when God dwelt with man on the 
earth, sin and suffering unknown. 

We are living in an age of miracles, sig· 
·nally manifest in the great Holiness move-
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ment, whose ingress is dated 1874. In these 
thirty years, this wonderful revival of Holy 
Ghost religion, has spread its sacred confla
gration over the whole earth. Our mission
aries are in every land; our evangelists, male 
and female, constitute an army more aggres
sive and invincible than ever shook the world, 
responsive to the mandates of Alexander, 
Hannibal, C::esar and Bonaparte. 

I verily trow this is the Lord's last call, 
His eleventh hour movement (Matt. 20: l-16). 
Our Bible Schools and Missionary Training 
Hpmes are sending out thousands of blood
washed and fire-baptized heralds of the living 
Word to encircle the globe with floods of 
light and salvation, as in the track of tqe 
Pentecostians, they preach the gospel with the 
•'Holy Ghost sent down from heaven." 

A revival so prevalent as this movement 
has never been known in the history of the 
world. The Lord is now giving every nation 
under heaven a chance for representation in 
the Bridehood and a place in the glorious 
Rapture of the saints, which is so very nigh. 

Reader, are you ready for the "midnight 
cry" (Matt. 25: 6). Is your lamp lighted, 
trimmed and brightly burning? Is your ves-
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sel filled with oil? i. e. are you truly regen
erated, sanctified, filled with the Holy Ghost? 

We are the most fortunate generation that 
ever lived on the earth, from the fact that 
we are nearest the coming of the Lord and 
the Rapture of the Bride. Do you not know 
that the saints living on the earth, when the 
Lord descends and takes away His Bride will 
never see physical death? "We shall not all 
sleep, but we shall all be changed, in a 
moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the 
last trumpet; for the trumpet shall sound, and 
the dead will be raised incorruptible and we 
shall all be changed" (1 Cor. 15: 51). 

Oh what a transcendent glory and what an 
exalted privilege to be living on the earth, 
when the Lord shall come for His Bride and 
to have part in the first resurrection! In 
that case we will never evacuate the body, 
but will be transfigured soul and body in a 
moment and "caught up to meet the Lord in 
the air" (1 Thess. 4: 17)· 

God's Word is clear and explicit that none 
but the truly sanctified will have a place in 
the Bridehood and in the Rapture of the 
saints; "Blessed and holy is he that hath part 
in the first resurrection; for over such the 
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second death hath no power; but they shall 
be kings and priests unto God and shall reign 
with Him a thousand years; but the rest of 
the dead lived not again, till the thousand ye~rs 
were fulfilled" (Rev. 20: 6). A place in the 
Rapture and the first resurrection is a privi
lege so unutterably glorious that nothing but 
i:he stupefaction of Satan's chloroform can 
possibly explain the reason why every human 
being de.es not seek after it with indefatigable 
perseverance night and day. 

Entire sanctification and the coming of the 
Lord are the two most copious and prominent 
truths of the New Testament. Consequently 
the faithful gospel preacher cannot be delin
quent in their most forcible proclamation. 
They are the two oars of the boat which ferry 
us across time's stormy river and secure us a 
safe landing on the bright golden shore, there 
to sing and shout forevermore. The neglect 
of these two grand climacteric truths on the 
part of the popular pulpit, is the burning 
shame of the clergy and the awful detriment 
of the people. This is a sufficient reason fo1 
all the holiness people to respond to the call 
of the Holy Ghost and gladly go to the ends 
of the earth, preaching the living Word. 
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Reader are you now saved to the uttermost, 
filled with the Holy Ghost, looking for your 
Lord to appear and ready for transfiguration 
and translation responsive to the archangel's 
trumpet? God grant that this may be the 
happy lot of you and me. 
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THINGS WE ARE OBLIGED TO HA VE 

Sinequanon is not an English word ; but you 
may consider it so even now as it will be put in 
Webster's next edition, as it is the great compenJ 
dium of our wonderful Anglo Saxon language· 
which is spreading all over the world. It only has 
twenty three thousand original words, but now· 
it all contains two hundred thousand; thus five
sixths of am our language, has been brought in from 
all other languages throughout the whole world; 
more from the Latin, the grand old Roman language· 
than any other; the Greek standing second in the 
column of foreign auxiliaries. When I first traveNed' 
in the old world, more than eighteen years ago, r 
would go through countries and sail on seas finding
no body that could speak English. Now I go over· 
the same track on land and sea, and hear it spoken 
all around me. God's hand is in it just as He 
used Alexander the Great, to put the Greek lan
guage in every country under Heaven; which He 
did in a very simple way, just letting him con
quer all the world and take possession of every na
tion ; well, of course, he would put his own people 
in every government under Heaven. The normal 
effect of government in all ages, transmitting the 
language of the rulers to their subjects. Therefore 
in this way God spread the Greek language over 
the whole world preparatory to the ministry of 
His Son who with His apostles preached in that 
language. In a similar manner God is now spread
ing the English language over the whole world to 
be spoken in all the land during the glorious mil
lennial reign of His Son on the earth. 

(a) This word, sinequanon, is from three 
Latin words, triple compound; Sin, with quo, which, 
non, not. Theref oce it simply means things we are 
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all obliged to have or be forever lost; therefore 
you will find this book of great importance because 
it tells you how to get the things that are neces
sary, and to do without them is to be ruined for
ever. The churches far and wide over the country 
are divided on credencies, i. e., Methodists, Bap
tists, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, etc. Where
as they are all divided and all different 
each with the other on their creeds which have 
nothing to do with salvation, they are divided and 
'fighting over things that are of no value; like dogs 
nghting over dry bones which have no juice or 
vitality. Hence, this credential fight, is a stratagem 
·of Satan, who gets them to waste their time and 
ammunition fighting one another. All the above 
gr~at Protestant churches believe in preaching the 
sinequanons, which are the supernatural birth 
and entire sanctification, consequently they should 
all unite their forces for the salvation of the world 
utterly ignoring their differences with one another 
which are in no way essential to salvation. The 
Campbellites, Mormons, Seven Day Adventists, and 
other hertical organizations are exceptions to the 
rule. 

Chapter I. 

"YOU MUST BE BORN FROM ABOVE" John 1:7 

Our Savior settled the matter forever and 
says that if you do not have this supernatural birth 
you cannot see the kingdom of God, as the kingdom 
of God is an invisible spirituality like God. No 
one can see it without spiritual light as the Word 
says, 'The soul that sinneth it shall die," Ezek. 18: 
4 and 20, a dead man has eyes, but does not see 
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anything. Therefore he must be raised from the 
dead (Eph. 2 :1.) 

"You hath He quickened who were dead 
in trespasses and sins." i. e. He has created the 
divine life in you. Quickened, a compound Greek 
word, Swoo, life and Payo to create; therefore, it 
means to create the Divine life in a soul. In that 
Scripture palin again is a wrong translation. Palin 
means again, but anothen is the word used and does 
not mean again but above. Again would send mil· 
lions of infants to hell ; i. e, every one dying before 
the physical birth because, again means a repetition 
and it would put it after the physical birth conse
quently everyone that ever died before the physi
cal birth would necessarily be lost as without this 
birth no one can be saved. This absolutely neces
sary spiritual birth actually takes place in 
the prenatal state five or six months. before the 
physical birth. In an this sermon of our Saviour 
to Nicodemus, there is no allusion whatever to the 
physical birth, but only to the spiritual. Nicodemus 
leaped to the conclusion, that our Savior was talk
ing about a physical birth. Observing, "How can a 
man be born when he is old? Can he enter the 
second time into his mother's womb and be born;" 
Showing clearly and unmistakably that he thought 
He meant a physical birth; whereas our Savior 
most unequivocally corrected him responding, "That 
which is generated of the flesh is flesh and that 
which is generated of the Spirit is Spirit" Then 
He savs, "Do not be astonished that I said unto 
you, "Ye must be bo.rn from Above." i. e., ye must 
absolutely have the supernatural birth. 

"The wind bloweth where it listeth, thou 
hearest the sound thereof; but canst not tell whence 
it cometh or whither it goeth: even so is everyone 
who is born of the spirit." The word in that verse 
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(John 3 :8) is not Anemous, wind, but pneuma, 
which has no meaning but spirit. The correct trans-
lation of that beautiful verse is charmingly edify- • 
ing. There is nothing in it said about the wind or 
blowing of the wind as pneuma begins the verse it 
also ends it, therefore if you translate it wind at 
the beginning you must also translate it wind at 
the other end and read it; "born of :the wind" 
which is not intelligible. Now let us have it just as 
the Lord said it: "The Spirit breathes on whom 
He will, thou hearest His voice, but canst not 
tell whence He cometh, or whither He goeth: even 
so is every one who is born of the Spirit. No1 

one knows the movements of the Spirit. The wind 
is one of the symbols of the Holy Ghost, five in 
all, the other four, water, fire, wine, and oil. While 
all of these typify the Spirit, the wind in regenera-
tion and the great important work of sanctification ; 
water in regeneration and the grand positive side 
(Ezek. 47: 1-12) ; fire, especially in sanctification, 
including the negative side which destroys the sin 
personality and the positive side which runs the 
potent machinery of the Lord's kingdom girdling 
the globe with salvation and Holiness to the Lord; 
oil which is the lubricator of mcahinery and also a 
medicine and symbolizes the Ho.I'! Ghost as the 
Healer of the body and also in all activities of life; 
wine which symbolizes the Holy Ghost as the 
energizer and illuminator and vitalizer, in the grand 
enterprises of God's kingdom. 

(c) Satan stirs earth and hell, to vitiate, 
counterfeit, neutralize and nullify, these grand sine
quanons of God's kingdom. 

Therefore He makes a wonderful rally and has 
his false prophets, Catholic Priests, Campbellite 
preachers, Mormons prophets and others (for he 
will use anybody that will let him) going to the 
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ends of the earth, peddling out his counterfeits. If 
he can get you to take a counterfeit instead of a 
genuine, he already has his lasso around your 
neck, and will speedily drag you into helt 

(c) The water god is the greatest rival Jesus 
has on the globe today. In bygone ages, the 

Chaldearis, Persians, Greeks and Romans, who in 
tum ruled the world, made gods of gold, silver, 
copper, brass, iron, stone and wood, all much more 
substantial than water ,which verifies the maximum, 
"weak as water." Yet the water god today, has 
more votaries than any other. George Fox, the 
founder of Quakerism, was not opposed to the 
ordinances of the church; but he recognized as God 
gave him wonderful light from heaven, that the 
people in Europe had actually gone into idohltry on 
the ordina~ces of the church and were depending 
on them to save their souls, which is downright 
idolatry, to depend on anything but Jesus, who is 
omnipotent and needs no help. And the trouble is 
as he needs no partner in his work he will not take 
in any. Acts. 4 :13 "No other name given under 
Heaven or among men by which we can be saved." 
Therefore God in mercy to the savable souls, used 
George Fox, to repudiate the ordinances, in order 
to get the peo:µle to take Jesus. Without the Bap
tism that Jesus gives with the Holy Ghost and 
Fire, no soul is saved. The people llad gotten to 
where, water baptism, actually eclipsed and super
seded the baptism with the Saviour gives with 
the Holy Ghost and Fire, which is absolutely es
sential to salvation. We have a parallel case, in 
the reign of Hezekiah at Jerusalem, who became in 
the providence of God, the great leader of the Holi
ness movement in his day, immortalizing his name 
as iconclast, because he traveled not only 
throughout Judah and Benjamin, his own kingdom, 
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but through all the northern tribes ; de~troying 
idols. Among them he destroyed the brazen ser
pent, which was an interesting souveneir of a great 
deliverance, from the awful scourge of the fiery ser
pents. But the trouble was people would burn in
cense to it, which was idolatry. Therefore he had 
it ground to powder and thrown into the water, so 
they could not recover it. 

(e) God permitted the Babylonians to carry 
Israel into captivity, not because they did not wor
ship Him, for they always did, especially in their 
great festivals ; Passover in the spring, Pentecost 
in the summer, and Tabernacles in the fall ; symbo
lizing the three great works of the Holy Ghost i. 
e. Regeneration for the Sinner, Sanctification for the 
Christian and Glorification for the Pilgrim when 
this mortal, sham put on immortality, and the same 
time memorializing, their emancipation out of 
Egyptian bondage, the giving of the law on Sinai 
and their peregrinations forty years in the wilder
ness. While they worshiped Jehovah, at the same 
time they would worship other gods, belonging to 
the great catalogue of polytheistical divinities, the 
sun god, "Baal," the moon goddess, "Ashtaroth.'' 
and others in the starry firmament and the ma
terial world. God let the Babylonians carry them 
away. because they would worship other gods be
side Himse1if. even Moloch, the god of the Ammon
ites. none other than Satan himself, represented by 
an image in the shape of man, with the .arms reach
ed out in a receptive attitude, but with the head of 
an ox. 

After Solomon, through the influence of his 
heathen wives, became an idolator; to please his 
Ammonitish wife had the image of Moloch set up 
in the Valley of Hinnon, where the people worshiped 
him, offering human sacrifices, i. e. heating the 
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image red hot; they would place a child in its 
arms, and make music so loudly, that they could 
not hear its cries, until it would burn up. It re
mained until the reign of Josiah. He took it away. 

(f) When the Jews rejected Christ, all their 
pompous bloody ritual, having been fulfilled in the 
bleeding Lamb of God, became defunct and legally 
evanesced forever, as the types were only to point 
out the antitype. Therefore when He came, the 
types all lost their significance and evanesced for
ever. If they had remained in the Holy Land, as 
they were always the most prosperous nation in the 
world, owing to the fact that they are the most 
industrious and enterprising; they· would have con
tinued to this day in great pomp and pageantry 
offering their sacrifices, which would have been 
idol~try. Consequently, God let the Romans ex
terminate, denationalize and expatriate them; scat
tering them into every nation under Heaven, where 
they were held in hard bondage; meanwhile it was 
a penalty of death to go back to the Holy Land. 
Therefore that bloody idolatry, into which they had 
plunged by rejecting their Christ could only be 
vitiated by their dispersion into all nations, till the 
ages of idolatry shall have passed, and Satan would 
be dethroned when the worship of the true God 
will be established in all the earth. 

(g) When I debated with the Campbellite in 
Greenville, Tenn., 1911, he stoutly argued that "born 
of water" in John 1 :3-8 meant immersion 
asservating heroically, that nothing could be born 
of a thing less than itself. Therefore immersion 
was the only baptism; at the same time utterly 
denying that there was any Baptism of the Holy 
Ghost since Pentecost, and then none but the 
Apostles. 

As he and all of his great denomination 
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(already large and growing faster than any other 
church as it has no other cross to scare people out 
of it) utterly repudiate the Baptism of Jesus, 
which is absolutely essential to every soul, and if he 
does not baptize you, Satan gets you; and they car
ry their point, achieve their victory and deceive the 
people by substituting immersion for the Saviour's 
Baptism, i. e. superseding Jesus by the water-god, 
and blasphemously subordinating the former to the . 
latter. This man in his debate made his great ral
ly on John 3 :5; "Born of water," making it a 
sure case of immersion. It is like the other Scrip
tures, which they take out of the hands of Jesus 
and turn over to the water god; an awful perversion 
of the Lord's precious Word, running their hell 
hatched humhuggery on the poor people, who are 
gullible enough, to be deceived by them. 

N. B. (h) The division into chapters was never 
made by the inspired writers; but by the London 
printers, in order to handle the Bible. I live in the 
blue grass region of Kentucky, where the beef cat
tle, weigh two thousand pounds, ship one of them 
to the Mt. of Blessings to feed the Bible school, 
and they would have to cut him up, before he could 
be eaten. Turn him out on the campus and he would 
never be eaten. In a, similar manner the Bible had 
to be cut up in order to feed the millions of hungry 
souls. The London printers in 1551, did that work, 
at the same time forever exposing their own ignor
ance to all the people who will ever read 
the Bible; because they played smash with the 
beautiful truth, often by their chapter and verse 
divisions, breaking it into in the middle. Read
ing your Bible, just wink at the fourth chapter di
vision and you immediately run into our Saviour's 
sermon to the woman at Jacob's well, who felt cer
tain that Jesus meant the water in the well, which 
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he mentioned to her seven times, whereas to Nico
demus only once. The woman naturally concluded 
that He meant the water in the well, for which she 
had come a mile, when He told her positively twice 
over, that He had no allusion to it; but meant living 
water, i. e., "the water of life" which is none other 
than God, Himself, i. e. the Divine nature. There
fore this grand sinequanon birth has no allusion to 
physical water, but directly and positively as Jesus 
told the woman twice over, means the water of life 
which is the Divine nature. 

(i) The Holy Ghost is the Executive of the 
Trinity, the Convictor of the sinner, the Regenera
tor of the Pe, nitent, Illuminator of the Christian, 
the Restorer of the backslider, the Sanctifier of the 
believer and the Glorifier of the pilgrims, when 
this mortal puts on immortality. In regeneration, 
the Holy Ghost creates the divine life in the dead 
soul (Eph. 2:1) "You hath he quickened." Quicken 
here which means to impart life in the original is 
Zoozepoiese, from zoozee, life; poiese to create. 
Hence you see it literally means to create the divine 
life in the dead soul! The water of life, is the life, 
as without it there is nothing but death; the Holy 
Ghost is the Creator, therefore to be born of water 
and spirit, simply means for the Holy Ghost to 
create the divine life in your dead soul. That 
life is the water, and the Holy Ghost the spirit; 
therefore in that case the soul is born of water and 
spirit, and not a drop of material water in a million 
miles. 

This is a bold push made by the devil, to 
usurp the work of Christ; so the people will take 
the Campbellite preacher, Catholic Priest, Mormon 
Prophet or some other man instead of Jesus; the 
water instead of the Holy Spirit, and in that case, 
absolutely certain to take Hell instead of Heaven. 
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(j) While the great Orthodox churches, Metho
dists, Baptists, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, . 
etc., have not the preceding heresy directly in their 
creed; yet when they backslide and grieve 
away the Holy Spirit; they inadvertently, through 
the Satanic strategy aJways on hand, drift into it. 

N. B. nothing is essential toi salvation, but Jesus 
Himself. In case you receive Him, He always does 
His work, which is the resurrection of the dead soul 
of the sinner, i. e. regeneration and the baptism of 
that soul. This word baptism, has been shamefully 
butchered, fa]sified and perverted, by the idolaters 
above mentioned. When the Apostolic church under 
the reign of Constantine, threw the door wide 
open and received the heathen world; great temples 
with thousands of members, and a score of priests ; 
turned Christian, all receiving baptism; the edifice 
turned into a Christian church; the priests into 
preachers and the idolators, into nominal Christians 
meanwhile only one here and there would get 
through and meet God and receive real salvation. 
Under those circumstances instead of Christianizing 
the world, they paganized the church. The last 
verse of John's First Letter gives us a solemn 
warning, "Little children keep yourselves from 
idols." As he was a hundred years old and flooded 
with love for them, he kindly and lovingly called 
them all little children. How pertinent, that we all 
receive the same admonitfon. If you are looking 
to anything on the line of your salvation except 
Jesus, you are an idolator. 

(k) The above Scripture is not the only one 
which· is twisted and perverted and subordinated 
to idolatry. Acts 2 :30 "Repent and be baptized ev
ery one of you for the remissfon of your sins and 
ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost." In 
this passage we have a wrong translation, (see my 
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version) Repent, metanosate, is imperative mood, 
aorist tense and a straight commandment to that 

vast multitude. John the Baptist and Jesus con
stantly preached, "Repent for the kingdom of 
Heaven is at hand," showing that it always brings 
salvation, preparing you for citizenship in the king"' 
dom. Therefore when man repents, God always for., 
gives and saves, i. e. admits you into the kingdom 
by the supernatural birth. Peter was preaching· 
under Luke's commission (24 :47) "preaching re-· 
pentance unto the remission of sins, beginning at 
Jerusalem," an allusion to this very sermon. Yott. 
see baptism is not in it all. As Luke also wrote the 
Acts, you expect perfect harmony In this passage· 
baptism is not in the second person plural, 
the apostle's mandate to the multitude; but in the· 
third person singular, epastos humon baptisto "let 
each one of you be baptized," i. e. each one who has: 
repented, (as the subjects of the commandment re
pent, constitute the antecede;ncy of the verb) be bap 
tized. Water baptism is simply the type of 
the baptism Jesus gives with the Holy Ghost and 
Fre, and , utterly impertinent to the sinner 
and even blasphemours, to put the Lord's mark on 
the devil's goat, which is pertinent to none but His 
own sheep. The Campbellites, Mormons, and other 
satanized churches, audaciously put the Lord's 
mark on Satan's swine. Take a hog and put the 
whole sheepskin on him; superscribe him in big 
letters "sheep" ; still he will pitch into the first 
mud hole he can, sheepskin and all; precisely as in 
case of these satanic proselyters. They join them 
precisely as they would a lodge and give Jesus no 
part in it, but subsidize Him to the water god. 
I have often debated with their ablest champions, 
having been born and reared in their midst and 
the first twenty years of my life heard them preach 
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tnore than all others. They accused me of having 
prejudice against them, which is utterly untrue, as 
prejudice is a compound of two Latin words, pre 
"beforehand" and judism "judgment." Therefore 
it means judgment before we hear the evidence. 
Like a hibernian on the bench in South Carolina, 
who said that he always made out his verdict when 
he had heard one side of the evidence, because if 
he waited till he heard the other side, he would 
get so puzzled that he wouldn't know how to make 
it out. 

(I) Whereas they constantly use the above 
Scripture, with their perverted and erroneous in
terpretation; they positively certify that no one 
ever was baptized with the Holy Ghost or ever will 
be except the Apostles on the Day of Pentecost; 
whei·eas the very next verse flatly contradicts them. 
Verse 38 winds up with the promise, "that after 
you have repented and acknowledged the Saviour 
in Baptism, you shall receive remission of sins and 
the gift of the Holy Ghost,'' which is the Baptism 
of the Holy Ghost., the colossal glory of that 
notable occasion. Then in the very next verse 
Peter proclaims aloud "For the promise is to you 
and to your children, unto al:l who are afar off; even 
so many as the Lord our God shall call." Hence, 
you see positively that this promise of the Baptism 
of the Holy Ghost is made to every human being, 
who shall respond to the Gospel call and repent of 
their sins and become citizens of the kingdom; the 
same are to receive the Baptism of the Holy Ghost. 
The promise here mentioned by Peter, has a great 
celebrity in the Bible which is said to contain 30 
thousand promises all told; whereas this one is 
designated the promise by way of pre-eminence, as 
it transcends every other, because it contains the 
promise of God to take out of us every thing Satan 
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ever put in us in the fall, and restore us back to 
the Divine image. For this Jesus came into the 
world, bled and died, to s,atisfy the violated law and 
ascended into Heaven, to intercede for us till we re
ceive the Holy Ghost, His own spirit, the executive 
of the Trinity, the agent of conviction, regenera
tion, adoption, sanctification and glorification. How 
awful the attitude of the Campbellite church posi
tively denying this greatest orf all promises; even 
climaxing His promise to come and redeem the 
world by His blood; because in that case, we even 
then could never go to Heaven without the bap
tism of the Holy Ghost i. e., the purification of our 
hearts by the Holy Ghost and fire, the sinequanon 
of our admission into Heaven, on which we should 
always keep our eye, like the eagle on the sun. The 
great reason why I have run to the ends of the 
earth, is that I may do my utmost by speech and 
pen (and this my , 115th book) telling people the 
Lord's plain way to Heaven, which is the super
natural birth for every sinner and the baptism of 
the Holy Ghost for every Christian. 

(m) Oh how we need people who will carry 
these grand truths to the ends of the earth, es
pecially under the consideration that we are living 
under satan's reign, which began with the fall and 
will continue, till the Lord descends and dethrones 
him. During his reign, he has the world filled up 
with his churches, brim full and running over; nine 
hundred million Pagans worshiping wood and stone 
gods, one hundred million Jews, who have no Christ, 
three hundred million Mohammedans, praying five 
times a day to the false prophets to save them, four 
hundred and fifty million Catholics, Roman, Greek 
and Independent looking to the besotted Priest, the 
worst sinners among them, to save them, one hun
dred million of fallen Protestants, without the wit-
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ness of the spirits to their regeneration. A Metho
dist Bishop recently said that not one Methodist in 
twenty has the witness of the spirit, ·to adoption 
into the f;amily of God. Rest assured God always 
witnesses to His work. Not to have the witness, 
is not to have the work of the Holy Spirit to which 
He invariably bears witness; as He is the executive 
of the Trinity, the only Divine personality on the 
earth, convincing, every ,sinner, who does not grieve 
Him away that he is lost and needs a Savior, wit
nessing to his work of salvation in every regenera
ted heart and to the blessed experience of 
purity, in every sanctified soul, and to those who 
w,alk honestly and uprightly in the light of His 
word; He verily witnesses that the Lord is nigh. 
Mark 16 :16, '"He that believeth and is. baptized shall 
be saved." · 

Chapter II 

THE BAPTISM WHICH JESUS GIVES 

The above Scripture is another one of the few 
which Campbellites, Mormons and Catholic Priests, 
press into servke. Their doctrine so radically false, 
that it is hardly possible to torture Scripture into its 
apologetical defense. However, the above is cur
rently used. Though its well known fact that 
the last 12 verses of Mark are not in the original, 
having been added long after, Peter the author and 
Mark the amanuensis, had gone to glory. Yet ow
ing to the fact that it is perverted so; I feel it pertin
ent to give it a plain, simple exegesis. The Tongue 
Heresy, really demonism, as it came to us from the 
Spiritualists, demon worshipers, builds its super
structure on this interpolation (Mark 9 :20,) using 
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it to prove that speaking with tongues is the evi
dence that you have the baptism of the Hol:y 
Ghost. If that were Scripture, it would not do them 
any good, because they have no tongue; but simply 
noises, like birds and frogs, as wizards in Isaiah's 
time "did chirp, and mutter." In all ages, includ
ing the present satan's ministers have had it, as 
well as Spiritualists, Mormons, and devil worshipers 
(in India) and elsewhere this day. If these demons 
who throng the air (Eph. 2 :1,) could give you a 
language they would do it. I know languages, 
which you know not, yet I could not impart to you 
a language to save my life. It is strange that so 
many Holiness people have been gulled, grieving the 
Holy Spirit by going after signs, when Jesus says 
positively that sign seekers are a wicked and 
adulterous generation which means sure enough 
damnation. If you have the baptism of the Holy 
Ghost you wear your own sign; it flashes from your 
eyes, radiates from your countenance, reverber
ates from your daily walk, manipulates in your 
handiwork, adumbrating the illmimitable future. 
So you don't need any sign, except yourself. It 
does not follow that this and other interpolations 
do not contain Bible truth. Whereas all Scrip
ture is true; it does not follow that nothing else is 
true but the Scripture. My books and all others in 
harmony with the Bible ,are true; yet they are not 
Scripture, vs. 16 in this interpolation is true, "He 
that believeth and is baptized shall be saved," 
yet not Scripture, because Mark's Gospel closes with 
the 8th vs. as we see in the most ancient manu
scripts, showing that the other twelve were added 
several centuries after Peter and Mark both went 
to Heaven. 

(n) In this sentence we have three predicates, 
and one subject which is a pronoun standing for a 
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noun; that noun necessarily either the human soul 
or body. The Lord ordained baptism with water 
to be administered by the preacher; whereas He 
assures us that He will baptize us with the Holy 
Ghost and fire in fulfillment of the vociferous 
prophecy of John the Baptist, on which He poured 
His burning emphasis all his life I indeed baptize 
you with water, but He that cometh after me 
will baptize you with the Holy Ghost and fire." He 
tells us Eph. 4 :5 that there is but one baptism 
which He Himself gives, unle~ you accept the 
Campbellite foolishness and conclude that the Lord 
made a chain with seven Jinks, one Lord, one faith, 
one baptism, one hope, one calling, one God the 
Father and one spirit; iand conclude that God put 
in six links of solid bright Jerusalem gold and one 
water link. The chain is no stronger than its weak-

est link. So if you depend on a chain with a 
water link in it, rest assured, it will never lift you 
up to Heaven. If the pronoun he in Mark 16 :16 re
fers to the human body, then it is water baptism; 
but if it r efers to the human spirit, it is the bap
tism of the Holy Ghost, which Jesus gives to every 
human spirit, who ever reaches Heaven. Baptism 
has no meaning but a pur ification, i. e. the removal 
of everything Satan put in you, out of the spiritual 
organism. The three predicates all agree with 
the same subject, is it your body, or your soul. Does 
your body believe anything? You know it does not. 
Body faith is Satan's foolish lie. Does it mean 
body salvation? You know it does not as the body 
of the saint dies just like that of the sinner and 
is buried in the same graveyard. Therefore it does 
not mean body salvation, and no one but the silly 
idiot would say so. The very same thing that be
lieves is that baptized and saved. Therefore 
all you can possibly make out of it, unless 
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you go into the falsification business, in order to 
sustain a miserable creed, that des'erves nothing 
but a place in the pit; you simply conclude, the 
soul believes, the soul is baptized and the soul is 
saved. "The way is so plain, that wayfaring men, 
though fools, shall not err therein." Isa. 35 ch. 
You cannot afford to let Satan's preachers whose 
name is legion, cheat you out of your soul. 

(o) Which antitype baptism, does now save 
us, not putting away the filthy flesh; but the seek
ing of a good conscience through Jesus Christ our 
Lord." I Pet. 3 :21, 24. The E. V. here, has the 
phrase like figure: See R . V . my version and 
others and . you find it as given above the antitype 
baptism doth now save us .... Water baptism is 
the type of the baptism of the Holy Ghost which 
Jes us gives. 

The blessed Holy Spirit has five types, water, 
wind, fire, oil and wine. The law of translation 
is that we never translate a word, which has been 
adopted into our language. Our great and beau
tiful Anglo-Saxon language rapidly spreading over
the whole world and destined to be universal in 
the speedily coming millenniun, has only twenty
three thousand original words in a vocabulary of 
two hundred thousand. Hence five-sixths of the 
whole language are now exotic. Among them anti 
type, a Greek word, has been adopted and is now 
English. And here Peter says that this anti type 
baptism is the one that saves us. You know they 
make much out of the statement in this passage 
that "Noah was saved by water," a wrong transla
tion; should read, through the water, i. e. the water 
pouring down on the ark in rivers turned loose 
from the vauiited skies, heaving in a mighty ocean 
beneath and rolling in majestic seas all around the 
ark; but God carried him and his family through. 
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it safely disembarking them in the postdiluvian 
world. Noah was not saved by water, as we all 
know, but by keeping out of it. If he had gone int<J 
it he would have drowned like the postdiluvians. 

(p) In this beautiful and irrefutable passage, 
Peter positively certifies, that the antitype baptism 
now saves us, which cannot be twisted nor manipu
lated either by Satan or his false prophets, 
to mean anything, but the baptism which Jesus 
gives. with the Holy Ghost and fire; and here Peter 
fortifies us against all misunderstanding, by posi
tively certifying, that it is not the baptism th:at 
puts away the filthy flesh; but the baptism we re
ceive while seeking a good conscience. The con
science is never, good, till the Lord baptizes us with 
the Holy Ghost and purifies us. from all the defile
ment, Satan put in us. Peter was a Jew as well 
as all the Apostles. The Jews had many baptisms 
Heb. 9:10. There were many ways by which they 
contracted ceremonial defilement. If they touch
ed an unclean animal, a Gentile, a leper, or a corpse 

• or really had anything to do with burying the 
dead; they were unclean till the water of purifica
tion was sprinkled on them, by a ceremonial clean 
person. If you go to Jerusalem, you will never 
see a wagon, because the camel carries as much 
on his back as a wagon can haul and is so much 
cheaper. All the merchandise comes in and goes 
out on a camels' back; except the streets which are 
too narrow for the camel with his great load to 
get through and then the donkey carries it. 

N. B. The camel, donkey, horse, mule and dog 
are all unclean. Jerusalem surrounded on all sides 
by Gentile nations constantly coming thither to 
trade, as the Jews were always the monied people 
of the world and are yet. The Gentiles wanting 
their money were pouring in there all the time to 
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trade with them. If they touched a Gentile, even 
shook hands with them were unclean and were not 
allowed to the temple nor the Holy Campus, 35 
acres surrounding the temple where the great camp 
meetings · were held, passover in the spring, pente
cost in the summer and Tabernacles in the fall'. 

It is . said in the palmy days of J eru$Jllem, 
there were 400 synagogues in the city and suburbs. 
They are not allowed to enter any of these places 
of worship unless ceremonially clean. Therefore as 
you see Mark 7 ch. every time they came in from 
their work in the city and elsewhere they had the 
water of purification sprinkled on them by a cere
monially clean person. Consequently some old woman 
or afflicted member of the family woul'd purposely 
stay at hOIIlle to administer baptism to them as 
they came in from their work or their peregrina
tions. The water of purification was prepared by 
sprinkling a few of the ashes of the red heifer which 
they had burnt up and always kept some on hand 
as a matter of convenience. 

(q) The law required them to sacrifice a 
blood red heifer, without spot or blemish, symboliz
ing the atonement which our Savior made for all 
the world. As the atonement is the mother of all 
Christians. Hence the feminine gender. She was 
to be three years old, because our Saviour's ministry 
was three years. Of course by that time she would 
be a large beautiful animal. They burnt her ut
terly into ashes, including hair, hoofs and horns; 
symbolizing the consolatory fact, that our sins are 
utterly burnt up, and forever destroyed; so they 
never can follow us, with their condemnation. Hence 
the Jews had a thousand times as much baptism as 
we had and its utility was putting away the sins 
of the flesh, which were merely ceremonial as our 
flesh has no sin; but it all belongs to our immortal 

.. 
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spirit. In this Scripture you see that Peter is ex
plicit in his affirmation that the antitype baptism 
saves us now which is . the baptism of the Holy 
Ghost; then lest some body be mistaken he speci
fies that it is not water baptism, which is for the 
removal of the sins of the flesh i. e. ceremonial de
filement but the seeking of a good conscience 
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Nothing but that 
:antitype baptism of the Holy Ghost can give us a 
good conscience, which we all must have, or ulti
mately lose our souls. 

Chapter III. 

SECOND BLESSING 

The Lord has thousands of blessings, for sin
ners to convict them bring them to repentance, and 
get them really born from Above; but only one 
saving blessing for sinners and that is the super
natural birth, constituting a globe with two hemis
pheres ; justification to cancel all our sins from 
Heaven chancery, so God will freely count us just 
for the sake of Christ who bought us by His blood 
and saves us by His power. This is the negative 
hemisphere, in which we receive nothing, but lose 
our awful burden of sin; freely justified, through 
faith in the vicarious atonement. 

(r) Regeneration is the beautiful and glorious 
positive hemisphere, in which we receive the glori
ous addit ion of the divine life to the dead soul. Dur
ing a revival, a preacher was moving on with his 
sermon with all his might, a little girl who had 

. been a mourner several days, sitting on the mourn
ers' bench and waiting for the altar service, was 
weeping and the preacher would stop ever and anon, ..,, 
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speak a wotd of comfort and then go on with his 
sermon when suddenly she leaped to her feet, claP
ped her hands and shouted like an angel. The 
preacher said "Little sister has the Lord given you 
a new heart?" She said, "I do not know, but I 
am .sure of this one thing, that either He has made 
me new, or else He has made everything else new, 
because you all look like angels and everything I see 
looks so beautiful that I cannot tell you." While 
justification is a subtraction in which all our actual 
sins, of commission and omission were taken away, 
with their guilt and condemnation where as in re
generation we receive a new heart, actually a bright 
new creation filling the old casket, which still sur
vives though superseded, by the new, till' the fires 
of the Holy Ghost, burn irt up. 

(s) That the supernatural birth is an absolute 
sinequanon, without which there is not a solitary 
ray of hope but damnation doom settles down, like 
a dismal night mare, nev~r to relax her grip. There
fore no soul can afford to be within the clear wit
ness of the Holy Spirit to the supernatural birth. We 
should ring the proclamation whithersoever we go, 
"Ye must be born from Above." I stopped the 
other day at Sedalia, Mo., to see a dear nephew of 
mine; whose mother long ago died shouting, the first 
one of my father's family to pass the pearly portals 
into the City of God. I spent a night with him and 
his wife and, of course, talking salvation all the 
time. All the consolation he could give me was 
that he was a member of the Baptist church; while 
her only hope was that she was a member of the 
Methodist church. I plead ,preached and prayed 
with them urging them to go to seeking the Lord 
with all their might and never stop till they received . 
the witness of the Spirit, assuring them of the 
supernatural birth and the inscription of their 
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names in the Lamb's Book of Life. Their lives are 
perfectly irreproachable; their neighbors feeling 
sure that they are Christians. Dives (Luke 16 ch.) 
was awfully surprilsed, when he found himself in 
Hell, ,as he had lived a beautiful life flooded with 
good works and sanguinely expected Heaven the 
moment he died. Jesus relates this case as a solemn 
warning to every church member, who has not the 
clear witness of the Spirit to the supernatural birth: 
Therefore it will not do to make any compromise 
relative to the great question, "Is my soul saved?" 
If it is you know it, because the Holy Spirit is the 
intelligencer of the universe and never neglects His 
work (Rom 8 :16) "The Spirit Himself beareth wit
ness with our spirit that we are the children of 
God." The Holy Spirit is God. What God tells us, 
we know better than anything else. The Lord in 
His good providence gave me a first class collegiate 
education. I have been a student all my life, hav
ing passed my eightieth year and in the providence 
of God accumulated quitte a store of knowledge 
from this world imparted by speech and pen and 
received by my intellectual faculties; yet God ·has 
taught me much and while I know the human cur
riculum; I know the Divine, vastly better. We must 
reach experim~nta1 certainty, appertaining to per-
2onal salvation; culminatilng in the two experiences, 
i. e. the supernatural birth and entire sanctification; 
the one creating a new world in us and the other 
destroying the old world and exterminating it out 
of us. There is as di.stinct as noonday and mid
night, in the one a child is born and in the other an 
old man dies. How common it is to find prominent 
church members who do not know these two works 
of grace, separate and distinct, either from other; 
whereas the great majority of the preachers only 
preach the one work of grace. (Jude 5, 6.) "But I 
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wish you to remember once having known all things 
that the · Lord having saved the people out of the 
Lamb of Egypt destroyed those that believed not 
the second time. We do not have this clear Scrip
ture in King James; you see it in my version and 
others, setting forth the fact that God destroyed 
in the wilderness the people whom He had saved 
out of the Land of Egypt because they did not have 
faith to go into the Land of Canaan; but halted at 
Kadesh Barnea and sent out the spies and when 
they came back with their three reports; all certi
fying that it is a land flowing with milk and honey 
and abounding in corn and wine equal to the report 
they had heard and even better and the majoroity 
ten out of the twelve reported that it was inhabited 
by a race of formidable warrior giants with cities 
walled up to Heaven and that they could not take 
it; meanwhile Joshua and Caleb, standing alone 
cried aloud to them "We are fully able to go up 
and possess the land." They didn't mean that 
they were able by their own power but they had 
faith in God who had promised to give them the 
land. But the multitude believed the ten rather 
than the two and raised the howl, Back into Egypt, 
and would have stoned Joshua and Caleb if God had 
not protected them with His presence. From that 
very epoch they were put under an awful discipline, 
forsaken of God, visited by destroying angels, fiery 
serpents and pestilence and every one who had 
passed majority when they had crossed the sea 
perished in the wilderness except Joshua and Caleb, 
who had faith for the Land of Canaan. Hence you 
_see their faith was put to a second test and when 
it failed God destroyed them, because they would 
not do for the Canaan life. Heaven is the Canaan 
life, but we must enter it here if not we will never 
have it there. 
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(t)The Epistle to the Romans is the most 
symetrical in all the Pauline series. As Rome is 
the capital and metropolis, from which an influence 
radiated out to the ends of the earth; Paul made 
a specialty and did his best. In his introductory 
he defines "Gospel" (1 :16) "The power of God unto 
salv.ation to every one that believeth." The Greek 
is dynamite, which is now an English word. · It is 
the greatest mechanical power in all the world, 
eclipsing everything else in the arts and sciences . 
Therefore the Gospel is not an eloquent sermon nor 
an able theological disposition; but the dynamite, 
which blows the devil out and everything, he ever 
put in you, goes the same way. The world is full 
of preachers, but oh how few Gospel preachers, i. e. 
dynamiters. 

Will you not let the Lord fill you up 
with His dynamite and use you as His dynamo, to 
dynamite others withersoever you go. You will be 
dreaded and hated by the carnal peoJ)le who do not 
want to be blown up; but the angels will hover 
round you, and you wi}] have your reward in 
Heaven. 

This dynamite will blow out of you all of your 
our sins in the first great work of grace, Regenera
tion and the Adamic sin, when the Lord baptizes 
you with the Holy Ghost and Fire and sanctifies 
you wholly. 

(u) The first chapter after the introductory 
giving the definition of Gospel is all to the heathen, 
who filled the world at that time. Paul tel\s them, 
they are left without excuse, because that which is 
known of God is reve.aled in them, even His eternal 
power and divinty. "The untutored savage in his 
primeval state, sees God in the clouds and hears 
Him in the winds; whose soul proved science never 
taught to stray, for as the solar walk, the milky 
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way." Hence the heathen who wallk in all the 
light they have and do the best they can and ready 
for more light when it comes anxious to walk in it; 
do not love their souls, but get saved. We see this 
confirmed in the heathen judgment (Matt. 25 31-46) 
Here the Judge puts the sheep on His right and the 
goo ts on His life; saying to the former "Come ye 
blessed of my Father and inherit the kingdom pre
pared for you before the foundation of the world, 
for I was hungry and ye fed me, thirsty and ye 
gave me drink, sick and in prison and ye minister
ed into me;" then they say unto Him "When saw 
we thee and ministered unto Thee." Then He says 
to them "In as much as ye did these things 
to the least of my brethren, ye did it unto 
me." 

There you see plainly that those people never 
had seen a Bible or heard a Gospel sermon ; but 
they had and done the best they could. All the peo
ple in the world, who ever have lived or ever will, 
enjoy the light of nature, the Holy Spirit and 
their own consciences, which will lead them to be 
good and kind to one another and especially to 
those in distress and the Lord receives everything 
they do in the way of goodness and kindness to 
the least and most unimportant people in the world 
as if they did it to Him, giving them credit for it. 
Sheep in the Bible means the Lord's people while 
the goat represents satan's lost ones. Here you 
see these sheep on His right were people who had 
never heard it; but had done the best they could, 
living to do good to others, where ever they had 
an opportunity and they are the saved heathen. as 
"Nations" here is the very word for the whole 
heathen world in all ages. 

(v) Then He says to the goats· on the left, "de
part from me ye cursed into eternal fire, prepared 
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for the devil and his angels, for 1· was hungry and 
ye gave me no food, thirsty and gave me no drink, 
naked and ye clothed me not ; sick and in 
prison and ye ministered not unto me." Then they 
say "Lord when saw we thee, hungry, thirsty, nak
ed, sick and in prison, and ministered not unto 
you." Then He says "In as much as ye did not 
these things unto the least of my brethren, ye 
did them not unto me." All the people in the world 
are his brothers and sisters, therefore He counts 
all the good we do to everybody and especially the 
needy, as if we did it to Him and all the neglect 
and maltreatment we administer to anybody He 
accounts it to Himself because He bears all the 
gri'ef s and all the snrrows in the whole world. The 
goats here are the people who care for none but 
themselves, blind to what doesn't glisten and deaf 
to what doesn't ' jingle, living like dogs and hogs 
for themselves alone. Those people all as we see 
here go down to hell. Therefore all the people in 
the world are saved or lost the same way (1 John 
1 :7) "If we walk in the light the blood cleanseth 
from all sin." All who walk in all the light they 

• have and ready to receive and appreciate an the 
i'ight they can get; are saved through the cleans
ing blood, which the Holy Spirit, its custodian in 
all lands, whether heathen, Jew, Mohammedans, 
Catholic or Protestant; applies, to the expurgation 
of all sin, actual and original and the salvation of 
all souls. Therefore not a soul in all the world is 
lost, except for rejected light; as God does not hold 
us responsible for li1ght which we do not have. 

(w) The second chapter is to the Jews, the 
church members of that age, whom Paul \finds 
under the same condemnation with the whole heath
en world, simply because they do not walk 
in the light they have Therefore having found the 
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wh()lle world under condemnation for known sin, 
neglected light and opportunity; He having present
ed the dark side, now proceeds to the light; begin
ning the justification argument with the nineteenth 
verse of the third chapter runs it through the 
fourth and fifth chapters; showing up justification 
for every soul; through the great vicarious, sub
stitutionary atonement, which Christ made for all 
the woirld, by His expiatory sufferings and death on 
the cruel cross of Calvary ; then .and there purchas
ing full and complete redemption for every human 
soul, received and appropiated by faith albne; the 
logical antithesis of Christ alone; because faith is 
the only receptive grace in the divine economy and 
the redemption full and complete is already made 
and no one has anything to do but leave satan and 
everything He has i. e. giving him back all his sins, 
actual, original and every other kind and casting 
himself on the mercy of God in Christ. In that case 
God for Christ's sake willingly and gladlly forgives 
every soul. Thils Pauline argument, confirmatory to 
justification and concomitant regeneration, rich, 
sweet, full and free, by the unmerited grace of God 
in Christ, through the vicarious substitutionary 
atonement, received by faith alone; is the longest 
in the Bible, beginning with the nineteenth verse 
of the third chapter and running on without a break 
and closing with the fifth chapter, with the sweep
ing afortioorri argument, which is the strongest 
in the world; the apriorri, from effect, constituting 
the arguments in all ordinary cases ; while ' this 
afortiorri argument gives us a sweeping irrestible 
climax; e. g. If you owe a man a dollar and hand 
him a check on the bank of England, for a thous
and dollars, you pay him off alright, and go a long 
way ahead, as you over-pay him 999 times. So in 
Paul's climaxing argument winding up his wonder-
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ful demonstrative exegesis of free and full j ustifi
ca tion, through the .merit of Chdst alone, receivable 
by all through faith a.lone; he gives us a chain of' 
much mores; culminating with the vociferous ac
clamation, "where sin did abound; there did grace 
much more abound." He holds up before us the 
two parallel lives ; Adam the First and Adam the 
Second and draws the contrast; if Adam the First, 
only a man brought sin into the world, how much 
more does Adam the Second, who is not only man, 
but God Almighty, take it out! You see the wonder
ful force of this afortiorri argument; because God 
Almighty is a thousand million times greater than 
Adam and that does not begin to reveal His majesty. 
Consequently, no one, with the facts and the ration
ale, before his eyes can stagger through unbelief. 
Why do not all the world believe and shout the 
victory? 

(x) Now we reach the sixth chapter, which 
in a very clear simple way reveals entire sanctifi
cation. "How shall we who are dead to sin live 
any longer in it?" The answer is in the negative, 
a dead man does not put forth vital acts. A dead 
man lying in his grave will never rise up and throw 
a rock at you if you pass by a thousand times. 

"Know ye not that so many of us as have been 
baptized into Jes us Christ, have been baptized into 
His death." Baptism has no meaning :at all in 
the Bible but a purification, which simply means 
the expurgation of everything Satan ever put in you. 
Our Saviour constantly (Luke 11; 38, John 3 :25, 
Eph. 5 :26,) and everywhere eJ!se, defines it by 
catharidzo, which is used thousands of times in 
the Bible ,and never with any other meaning ex
cept to purify. 

The popular idea that means to immerse 
is utterly and positively untrue. Among the 
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Pagans, one of its primitive meanings was to sink 
and drown. In that case it never did mean to come 
up out of the water; but only to go doWJ1 and stay 
there. The popular practice of immersing a human 
body in the water and immediately emmersing, i. 
e. taking them out, never was at any time a defini
tion of the word. I have in my possession all the 
lexical authorities in the world. The largest New 
Testament Greek Lexicon in the world, has been 
made by Dr. John Schluesner of Germany, in two 
large volumes, as it elaborately expounds every 
word. On baptizdo, he gives that heathen definition 
to immerse i. e. to sink and not to come up ; but 
then goes on with the Latin; sed in hac siqnificatione 
nunquam in novo testimento; but in this significa
tion, it is never used in the New Testament. He 
gives al'l his definitions in the Latin as you see 
here; because the scholars of all nations, know the 
Latin and consequently can use his book; whereas 
if it was in some modern language, none but the 
people of that nationality could use it. Hence this 
Lexicon in the Latan language is now used by the 
scholars in every Nation under Heaven. Having 
given this primary definition to sink as applied to 
ships as you see above, he then goes on to state 
"but in this signification it is never used in the New 
Testament." Then he goes on to give every case 
of baptism in the New Testament and shows that it 
was by affusion. I have also the large New Testa
ment Lexicon of Dr. J. W. Robinson, who gives 
the definitions in English; like Schleusner, stating 
that a primitive pagan meaning, was to sink; but 
that in this signification it was never used in -the 
New Testament, but in the sense of affusion. Then 
he refers to the stone baptistrus used in the 
Apostolic Age and still on hand and I have seen 
them, a basin excavated in the top of a stone pillar~ 
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about waist high, and filled with water about the 
size of a large wash bowl; but entirely too small for 
immersions and never used in that way. The last 
time I was Q1ver there in 1911 I saw one of them 
in the old Coptic church in old Cairo, Egypt, as they 
say in the very house in which Joseph and Mary 
with the baby Jesus lived a month, when they fled 
from Herod's cruelty; that old stone house, having 
been used for .a Coptic church ever since, as they 
have in all cases, done their utmost to perpetuate 
all the transactions described in the Bible. Robin
son also speaks of the fact that the Bibl'e was trans
lated into Latin in the Apostolic age, with the en
dorsement of the Apostles. Consequently if immer
sion had been the thing they did, the word would 
be used in the Latin Bible, from the simple fact 
that it is a pure Latin word, irnmergo. The very 
fact that they never did use it a single time shows 
that they did not immerse the people. The thing 
that you see so much, a preacher lead a person 
down into the water, plunge him under, lift him up 
and lead him out was never seen till all the Apostles 
had gone toi Heaven and the heathen brought it in, 
who are at it now all over the world. I hold in my 
hand the critical Greek New Testament by Hart and 
Wescott, the consensus of all the critics and now 
the standard of Christendom ; it has a dictionary in 
the rear of the volume. I see baptidzon, defined, 
"to wash, to cleanse, to baptize. Hence you see it 
has but one definition and that is to purify, immer
sion not given .as a definition at all and as you see in 
harmony with the standard Lexicons of the world 
which certify that in the sense of immerse it is 
never used in the New Testament. 
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SOUVENIRS OF A. D. 1913 

Astronomy is the oldest science in the world; 
the gorgeous sun in his ineffibJe beauty, splendor 
and glory; rising noonday and setting; the beauti .. 
ful m9on in her queenly majesty, walking among 
the glittering constellations, and the innumerable 
host of beautiful, brilliant constellations, beating 
their march to the music of the spheres, athwart. 
the celestial vaults; so magnetized the primitive 
children of fallen humanity as to secure the adora
tion of their inquiring penitent hearts; superinduc
ing the first form of idolatry ever in the world i. e. 
the worship of Baal, the sun-god, Ashteroth the· 
moon-goddess and all the heavenly host. This· 
,grand panorama of sun, moon and stars, peregrin-· 
ating the firmament, utterly captured Cain the 
first man ever born into the world, till he unhesi
tatingly threw himself prostrate before their gor
geous parade and with adoring veneration offered 
them the homage of his heart and the service of 
his life; so when he gathered up the finest fruits, 
most beautiful flowers, pick and choice of all the 
fertile plains prolific valleys and romatic mountains 
and presented his magnificent offering to the god 
of nature, meanwhile his younger brother so 
absorbed in his gushing veneration to the God of 
grace, the only hope of the sinner, contented him:
self with a solitary bleeding lamb, symbolizing the 
Lamb of God, dying in His own blood on rugged 
Calvary, to redeem a lost world and God promptly 
answered it with fire from heaven, consuming it 
before their eyes; while the sun, though a million 
times the size of this world and a solid flaming fire, 
had no power to drop down a brana and consume 
Cain's sacrifice. The consequence was the brothers 
got into a religious controversy, in which the 
elder undertook to castigate his junior brother; in-
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advertently severing the brittle thread of this fleet
ing life. As the Bible clearly teaches, capital 
punishment, illustrated especially in the case of 
Joab who, actuated by political rivalry slew Abner, 
the commander of the host of Israel, and Amasa 
the commander of the host of Judah; thus shedding 
the blood of war in time of peace. Consequently 
David, the man after God's own heart, because he 
always did His will, except in the one case of 
Uriah, when he got a hard fall down to the bottom 
of condemnation, where he remained a whole year 
and through the ministry of the prophet Nathan, 
was gloriously restored. We see God made an 
-exception of Cain and let him live on the earth after 
he had killed his brother; I trow because he did 
it inadvertently; aiming it for · castigation, but 
venturing too far. 

(a) The same is true of Moses when he slew 
the Egyptian, in an effort to keep him from killing 
the Hebrew; inadvertently, having no desire to kill 
him, but simply to save the life of the Hebrew, 
whom he was about to kill. The book of Job was 
written 9 years before the departure of Israel 
out of the l~nd of Egypt, when Moses wrote the 
Pentateuch and is thus pronounced the oldest book 
in the Bible. You see very clearly as you 
read that book, that Job was an astronomer; thus 
giving astronomical science, the predecessorship of 
the great philosophic and scientific world. 

Chapter I. 

ASTRONOMICAL DISCOVERIES OF A. D. 1913 

These discoveries made from the Harvard Uni
versity observatory on the Andes Mts. o;f 
South America; thus making that year epochical in 
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astronomical annals forever. In that year the 
astronomers discovered 100 million suns, and really 
giving us two billions 170 million worlds. 

(b) The reason why this epoch is so notable, is 
not only because they made this- wonderful acces
sion to the astronomical catalog; but the whole 
astronomical world has from ages immemorial be
lieved that all of these suns, now 217 millions, with 
their vast retinues of worlds, are revolving round 
some far away primal center which they believe to 
be the capitol and metropolis of the celestial uni
verse, honored to contain the effulgent throne of the 
great Jehovah, the Creator of all things visible and 
invisible as well as the palaces of an the heavenly 
hierarchies. 

In their investigations, they had settled down 
on Alcyone of the Pleiades, as the grand primal cen
ter, around which all the suns with their vast reti
nues of worlds are revo:lving. 

(c) Our sun has 11 planets, revolving round 
him; Neptune, 3,000 million miles distant and 60 
times the magnitude of this earth; Uranus, 1,800 
million miles from the sun and 80 times the mag
nitude of this earth; Saturn 900 million miles from 
the sun and 1,100 times the size of this earth, 
ornamented by 2 great brilliant rings and ac
companied by 8 satellites, certainly giving him a 
wonderful supply of light, though so far from the 
sun. 

(d( Jupiter 495 million miles from the sun, and 
1,400 times the size of this earth; encircled by 
beautiful and brilliant belts and accompanied by 4 
beautiful satellites. The asteroids, 52 small planets, 
by astronomers and geologists, believed to have re
sulted from the explosion of a great planet in that 
orbit in bygone ages; the l'arger pieces, pursuant 
to the laws of gravitation assuming a spherical 
shape and responsively to the centrifugal and cen-
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tripetal forces retaining their orbit, revolving round 
the sun at a distance of 252 million miles; while 
the smaller pieces, having received ~uch an im
petus in the explosion, were thrown so far as to 
break their spherical orbit and turn it into a pera
bola, which never does return into itself, but moves 
on, till superinduced by the preponderant gravita
tion of some other world, it is precipitated on it. 
Thus many of these fragments, from the above 
reasons have reached this earth and are well known 
as meteoric iron; some of them in South America 
have been found weighing 900 tons. When a little 
boy, I often saw them fall, in our ignorance calling 
them "shooting stars,'' quite a mistake, as the 
stars are great worlds, and majestic suns to other 
systems of worlds and never fall. 

In the Bible where it says "the sun will be 
darkened, and the moon will not give her light, and 
the stars wil1 be falling. The sun symbolizes the 
kings, the moon the queens and the stars the 
subordinate rulers of the different governments on 
the earth. · 

As Jupiter and Mars are contiguous to these 
asteroids; the former superior and the lat
ter inferior, doubtless many more have fallen on 
them than any other planets in the solar system. 

(e) The next planet as we pass toward the • 
sun is Mars, a brilliant red star, very notable among 
his peers on account of his fiery aspect; 145 mil
lion miles from the sun and one-sixth of the Earth 
in magnitude, with one satellite. Now we come to 
our own world, 95 millions of miles from the sun 
and with one satellite. Passing on toward the sun 
we reach Venus, popularly known as the evening 
star, white bright and beautiful 68 millions of miles 
from the sun; then we come on to Mercury, 39 mil
lion miles from the sun and Vulcan 24 million miles 
from the sun; not found in any of the old maps; be-
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cause they were recently discovered; the intense 
light of the sun having obscured tel'escopic observa
tion, till recently great improvement in the instru
ments has enabled them to identify that planet, 
thus giving our sun eleven, one more than 
the schedule estimate of ten worlds revolving around 
every sun in the solar system. 

(f) Among the souvenirs of 1913, we have a 
wonderful revelation appertaining to Alcyone, one 
of the Pleiades (7 stars) especially the last quarter 
of a century, recognized as the primal center of the . 
celestial universe and in that case honored with the 
effulgent throne of the great Jehovah and of course 
the palaces of the heavenly hierarchies. Her di
mension has been faithfully and assiduously in
-vestigated ,and estimated, by the whole astronomi
cal world, pronouncing her magnitude, 12,000 mil
lion times that of the earth; of course utterly incon
ceivable, like comparing a gnat to the elephant, 
weighing 10,000 lbs. as I have seen them in India. 

(g) During the ·wonderful discoveries of 1913 
from the Observatory of Harvard University on the 
Andes Mountains; they have developed the fact, 
that Alcyone is moving; thus exploding the hypo
thesis of her primal centrality in the celestial uni
verse, around which all the 217 million suns, with 
their vast retinues of worlds are revolving. Till 
the above date, astronomers had pronounced her 
stationary; but having found in 1913 that i;:he is 
moving, the hypothesis of her centrality evanesces 
and turns loose the astr9nomical world; sweeping 
the celestial vaults, illimitably through the incalcul
able range of ethereal vastitude; hunting all 
possible data appertaining to this grand primal 
center around which the 217 million suns, with their 
vast retinues of revolving worlds; are also beating 
their march; responsively to the omnific mandate of 
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the great Jehovah, the incomprehensible Creator 
of all things. 

(h) Jesus in John ch. 9 responds to their clam
orous accusation<> vs. Him, for healing the man 
who had been born biind, on the Sabbath day; as 
well as constantly doing His works of merc:y on 
the Sabbath; respond;:; to them "My Father vw1 ks 
and I work" on the Subbath and all other days. Oh 
what stupendous and incomprehensible work. to 
have the boundless and to us incalculable, celestial 
univen.;e all in motion; every sun with his im
mense coho ·~t of worlds, each making its revolution 
through its orbit i11 it~ appointed time without a 
moments deflection, ~md all of these suns at the 
same time accompanied by their immense retinues 
of rolling worldE<; themselves revolving round, the 
grand center of the celestial universe. 

(i) Certainly the discovery of this primal cen
ter, will pour a flood of light on many hitherto 
dark astronomical pr0blems. As they had settled 
down on Alcyone as that primal center ::i.nd have 
shaken from it by her own locomotion, methinks 
they have thus far been enabled to accumulate 
some valuable data, importantly auxilim·y io these 
Utopian ranges, they are making with their power
ful telescopes. Therefore I am constantly looking 
for valuable information, from astronomical hea,:l
quarters. 

(j) The fact that 1913 rounds off even 2,500 
years of Gentile Times, cuts a conspicuous figure 
in our dispensational investigations. As it is a 
well known historic fact, that Jerusalem was cap
tured by Nebuchadnezzar B. C . 587; therefore add 
to 1913 and you see it gives you even 2500. We 
can only calculate time, by the revolutions of the 
heavenly bodies. We have 3 systems, the lunar 
estimating it from the revolutions of the moon 
around the earth and has 354 days in the year. As 
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Nebuchadnezzar's insanity is the key which unlocks 
these prophetical histories, from the simple fact 
that God never made man for a ruler; but his love 
slave; perfectly submitted to him in every respect; 
no will of his own as his has been eternally sur
rendered to God, who takes it and eliminates out of 
it everything Satan ever put in it, so it is in perfect 
harmony with His own will and then gives it back 
to us verifying Phil 2 :12 "Work out your salvation 
with fear and trembling, for it is God that worketh 
in you to will and to do of his own good pleasure." 
Therefore when God has sanctified our will, as he 
does everything, fully given up to him, and then 
gives it back to us, we are perfectly free to do 
just as we please but sure to always please to do 
right, i. e. do God's will on earth as the angel's do it 
in heaven; verifying the maxim of Origen, in the 
Apostolic Age, the first man to ever write com
mentaries on the Bible. 'L'ove the Lord with all 
your heart and do as you please," i. e. because if 
you love the Lord with all your heart you will al
ways please to do His will. 

(k) Therefore God's love slave, is the freest 
man in all the universe; because he has lost him
self in the divine will; having unconditionally and 
eternally turned over his own will to God, who has 
sanctified out of it everything Satan ever put in it; 
so it is now one and identical with God's will, which 
alone in all the universe, is perfectly free. Jesus 
says "When the son shall make you free, you shall 
be free indeed." The Son of God inherits this per
fect freedom from His Father and imparts it to us 
when he baptizes us with the Holy Ghost and fire; 
Thus eliminating: out of us everything unharmoni
cal, disconformitory and heterogeneous to His 
own perfect and infallible wil!l. 

As God made us for His own love slaves, to do 
His will on earth as the angels do it in heaven; 
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when He eliminates out of us every scintilla of 
depravity, we sink away into His will, so deep that 
Satan never can find us and we are more free than 
carnal people or demons, can possibl~ conceive ; as 
Jesus says free indeed. · 

(I) As Nebuchadnezzar was insane seven 
years and living among the wild donkeys; all the 
time thinking he had his right mind and was ruling 
the nations of the earth. Just as his unsanity was 
parenthetical in his long administration, so human 
rule will be parenthetical in the divine administra
tion of this world, which began with the creation 
of man and will be resumed, when the Son of God 
shall ride down on the throne of his miHenial king
dom, which He will administer through the instru
mentality of His transfigured saints. Rev. 20: 6 
Dan. 7-18. I beheld till the saints of the most 
high possessed the kingdom and will possess it 
forever and ever and ever. 
, This is God's kingdom restored on the earth 
and as we read in many scriptures, it will never 
have an end. Gabriel to Mary Luke 1 :33 "And He 
will sit down on the throne of David and rule over 
the house of Jacob forever and ever, and of His 
kingdom there shall be no end . 

(m) As Neburchadnezzar was insane 7 years 
and in all these prophecies a day stands for a year ; 
according to the lunar chronology. used in Asia 
and Africa by the patriarchs and prophets, Jesus 
and His apostles. 354 x 7 equals 2478 hence you 
see the 2,500 years which ran out A. D. 
1913 and as Jerusalem was captured by the Chal
deans 587 B. C. ; you see the verification of the 
above conclusion 587 plus 1913 equals 2500. As you 
see it overruns the whole peorial of the Gen
tile times according to Lunar chornology 2500 
minus 2478 equals 22. Therefore you see in 1913, 
by the lunar chronogoly, the Gentile times had run 
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out and 22 years more. Dan. gives the tribulation 
ch. 12 :12, 1335 years minus 12 :11, 1290 equa1s 45. 

( o) Hence you see the last 45 years of the Gen
tile times according to Dan. will be tribulation. In 
1913 you see the Gentile times that expired and 
22 years more. As the last 45 years will be tribu
lation, and Daniel says in his last chapter that the 
saints will all be delivered from that time of trouble; 
therefore we look for the· rapture of the saints be
fore the tribulation sets in. 22 plus 45 equals 67 
and as it is now 1915 we must add 2 more years 
equals 69; showing up the fact that according to 
this lunar chronology which the patriarchs and pro
phets always observed, the rapture of the saints is 
already overdue 69 years. 

(p) The calendar chronology which is used in 
Europe measuring time by the revolutions of 
the planets around the sun and used by John in 
Rev. as he saw all of his prophetic visions on 
the Isle of Patmos which is Europe and conse
quently used this chronology, which has 360 
days in the year. 7 times 360 equals 25~0 minus 
2500 equals 20. Hence you see this chronology 
in 1913 gave us 20 years of the Gentile times yet 
to run. As the tribulation is the last 45 years of 
that time; 45 minus 20 equals 25 and now as 2 years 
have elapsed equals 27. Therefore the calendar 
chronology makes the rapture of the saints over
due 29 years. 

( q) The solar chronology, used in America, 
and measured by the revolutions of the earth around 
the sun has 365 days in the year times 7 equals 
2555 minus 2500 equals 55. Hence you see, in this 
notable epoch 1913, in our chronology we still 
have 55 years of Gentile times. As the last 45 is 
tribulation 55 minus 45 equals 10, and as two 
years more have elapsed; you see according to our 
chronology the rapture of the saints will be due 
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in 1923 i. e. 8 years hence. We must note the fact 
that our Saviour in His valedictory sermon on Mt. 
Olivet Wednesday afternoon before His crucifixion, 
says that the tribulation will be shortened, other
wise no life would be left on the earth. He says, 
it will be shortened in the interest of the elect. i. e. 
the people who will let God save them. Of course He 
knows every one who will let Him save them and 
all who could not; the latter, all going down in the 
tribulation, and the former, surviving and getting 
saved in the millenium. 

(p) The facilities of destruction will be so aw
ful they have artillery, gatling guns, and Dan. 7 :9 
saw a million destroying angels. When we remem
ber in answer to Isaiah's prayer 39 ch. God sent 
down a solitary angel, who slew 185000 Assryian 
soldiers in half a night; Oh tell me what wilil be 
the havoc of a million in 45 years! no wonder the 
Saviour says, that no life would be left on the earth. 
As we do not know how much the tribulation 
will be shortened we cannot tell precisely when it 
will set in, nor when it will come to a close. 

( q) As the present Orientals are evidently a 
fullfillment of Rev. 16 :13 "I saw 3 unclean spirits 
come out of the mouth of the beast. (Catholicism) 
the dragon (Paganism) and the false prophet (Mo
hammedanism) ; all of which are the very parties 
in the war; as Germany is Catholic; Britian has 400 
million Pagan subjects and Turkey, Mohammedan; 
the sixth angel having poured out his bowl of wrath 
on the great river Euphrates which waters the 
whole Turkish empire and dried them up, to pre
pare the way for the kings to come from the rising 
of the sun to the great battle of God Almighty, 
which is Armageddon. You read this in the pre
ceding verses of the Chap. which took place in 
1909, when the whole Turkish empire was deluged 
with blood and heaped with the slain; the sultany 
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shaken down, after standing 1275 years, the new 
party, cognomed the young Turks, having dethron
ed the Sultan taken from him his crown, scepter 
throne and ten thousand dollars annual salary and 
would have killed him, if his women had not hidden 
him so completely that they could not find him. 
After they pushed the revolution through to the 
wall and gotten the government into their own 
hands, he was found alive and they contented them
selves by making him a prisoner for life, without 
the shadow of hope, ever to recover his throne. 

(r) The new party who took the government 
are in sympathy with the Jews. 

Whereas under the old sultany, it was a pen
alty of ·death for a Jew to come into the temple, 
or the Holy Campus, 35 acres of holy ground sur
rounding the temple ; neither could he become a 
citizen under any circumstances; being only per .. 
mitted to visit the country as a pilgrim, obligated 
to leave in thirty or ninety days and not allowed tO' 
own property under any circumstances, This new 
party, immediately called a great convention irr 
Jerusalem, inviting Jews and Gentiles; voting citiJ 
zenship to all the Jews and the privilege to 
own all the property they would; actually admitting 
them into the temple and the holy campus; mean
while having a great procession in which Turk and 
Jews marched arm in arm, from wall to wall, amid 
banners flying and music ringing! thus revolution
izing the city and all the holy land; Issuing their 
proclamation to come to the ends of the earth and 
settle in Palestine, Assyria and Mesopotamia. 

(s) The great salient fact is that all this was 
a literal fulfilment of John and Daniel, expiring the 
down treading of Jerusalem by the Gentiles and 
sharing in its reoccupancy by the Jews; as they 
have the great majority of the city and are in the 
lead of all the business, mercantile and financial . 
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Daniel used the lunar chronology which has only 
354 days in the year and he (12 :11) gives the time 
1290 (a day standing for a year;) while John used 
the lunar chronology, current in Europe, as there he 
s:aw all his visions on the isle of Patmos ; the cal
endar year being 360 days. Now the harmonizing, 
of these two numbers is very simple; Split the dif
ference, add to the less and subtract from the great
er. 1290 minus 1260 equal's 30 divided by two 
equals 15. Now add 15 to 1260 and you have 1275; 
s ubtract 15 from 1290 and it gives you 1275. 

(t) Hence you see John and . Daniel har
monized give you 1275. As the Turks took that 
eountry in 634. We must add this to 1275 and you 
s ee it gives you 1909, the very year, the Turkish 
Sultany fell. This fact ought to raise all Chris
tendom on tip toe; looking for his glorious appear
ing to t ake his waiting bride. 0 the deep sleep, on 
·all Christendom this day, wrapped in lethean slum
ber! Surely this is the midnight, when the cry 
wil ring from heavenly altitudes, Behold the br ide
groom cometh, go ye out to meet Him. 

(u) The Jews lost everything, their country, 
their lives, their souls and let their children go into 
slavery in every nation under heaven because they 
were blind to the prophecies, which were fulfilled 
under their eyes, but they could not see it. The 
seventy weeks of Daniel, i. e., 490 years, from the 
founding of the second temple by Ezra, Zerubbabel 
and Nehemiah on the return out of Baby1bnian cap
tivity, "till the Messiah be cut off," i. e., Christ cru
cified; was fulfilled to a day, and all the Jews too 
blind to see it. 

(v) Jacob had prophesied Gen. 49-10, that 
the sceptre would depart from Judah, when Shiloh 
(Christ) came. That prophecy had been literally 
fulfilled; because while Jesus was a fugitive infant 
down in Egypt, old Herod died at Jericho, the last 
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of Judah's line, and Archelaus his son took his 
place Matt. 2 ch. he nominally succeeded him but 
never did get his place; because he had to go to 
Rome to get it from Augustus Caesar, the emperor; 
but signally failed as he would not give it to him; 
But took the kingdom from the Jews, that moment 
and turned Judea into a Roman province; sending 
off Caponius to take the throne of Judea, as a Roman 
governor; Pilate being the last in succession. 

Thus you see the Jews had a third of a century 
there to see the plain fulfillment of the prophecies ; 
indubitably confirmatory of the Christhood of 
Jesus. 

(t) If they had seen the fulfillment of prophe
cies, they wouM so gladly have received their own 
Christ; in which case He would have honored them 
all with a commission, to bear the joyful news to 
all the Gentile world and gather them into the good 
old church of the patriarchs and prophets; re
juvenated and dynamited by the glorious dispensa
tion of the ,Holy Ghost; thus baptizing and filling 
them; sending them, flaming fire brands to the ends 
of the earth, to preach the unsearchable riches of 
Christ; with the Holy Ghost se11t down from heaven. 

(w) Instead of this transcendant boom for the 
glorious church in which they and their ancestors 
had been b01rn; they were actually denatonalized, 
and expatriated from their country; during the aw
ful siege of Jerusalem by the Roman armies seven 
bloody years A. D. 66 to 73. A million perished by 
';he sword, pestilence and famine and ninety thous
and sold into slavery: the scathed and peeled rem
nant, led captives to Rome, and turned over, crown 
slaves to the emperor; who put them to erecting 
public buildings, among them the Coliseum, the 
largest theatre in the world, eighteen hundred feet 
in circumference, 160 feet high solid wall up to the 
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eave, elliptical in shape and with seating capacity 
for a hundred thousand spectators. 

(x) It is very sad to contemplate the present 
generation, so astoundingly blind to the fulfillment 
of prophecies, transpiring on all sides, confirmatory 
of the Lord's near approach, as we see in the fulfill
ment of the prophecies, above specified. We should 
all leap for joy night and day, congratulatory of 
our privileges, to be living on the earth, when the 
Lord comes to take up His bride; thus infinitely 
transcending every preceding generation in hope, 
prospect, privileges, opportunities and blessings, 
transcendent and free for all. 

(y) When I was a little boy, an old Bible agent 
stopped at our house and spent the night; then soon 
in morning my father to my infant delight, saying 
to me, Willie, take the young horse and go with 
this man to Clizty and show hi mthe way. Oh 
how jubilantly I bound away, riding before him, 
till I reached my destination. When I am to turn 
back, he called me to his carriage, gives me the 
best advice I ever heard, claims me for a preacher 
and presents me a Bible. Having three sisters older 
than myself, I had always used their books in school; 
never knowing the delectation of owning a book, 
or any thing else as ·we were very poor. You have 
no idea, the delight that thrilled my heart on the 
presentation of the Bible. I bounded away, feeling 
like I was flying instead of riding the horse. On 
arrival I tell all the family the unspeakable gift 
which had been so unexpectedly conferred I pro
cede at once to read it every fugitive leisure mo
ment ; so wonderfully edified in the inspired his
tory of creation; my heart saddened by the lugu
brious record of the fall ; but gladdened when I read 
about God's condescendent mercy talking to the 
patriarchs Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, 
Moses and the prophets; meanwhile I so much re-
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greted I was not there, so perhaps He would of 
spoken to me face to face as to them. As I utilized 
the fugitive days reading the precious word and 
saw in the New Testament the Son of God came into 
the world and gathered disciples around Him; I wept 
because I was not there and feeling that I surely 
would have been the first one to follow Him. · Thus 
contemplating the blessed Bible I felt that I had 
missed all the auspicious epoch in the delectable 
run of the Lord's appointed ages. 

(z) In this, I am happy to find, that I am mis
taken as I am actually living in the most auspi
cious, and opportune age of the world; the Gentile 
times evanescing away and the fair fingered Aurora, 
the daughter of the dawn, guilding the orient with 
her rosy flashes omniously proclamatory of the long 
prayed for return of our glorious Savior to this 
world, to dethrone satan and reign in righteousness 
for ever as we are repeatedly asured in the inspired 
prophecies, that of his kingdom there will be no 
end. Paul (1 Cor. 15 :51-54) roars out the joyful 
bugle blast, "We shall not all sleep, but we shall 
all be changed, in a moment in a twinkling of an 
eye; as the trumpet shall sound and we shtn be 
changed; this mortal shall put on immortality, this 
corruption shall put on incorruption and mortality 
shall be swallowed up of life." , 

When we contemplate Enoch and Elijah, bid
ding the world adieu ; mounting the fiery chariot, 
flying t hrough trackless ether; shouting the vic
tory over death, hell and the grave; never to feel 
the icy hand of the grim monster or hear his ponder
ous t read, nor evacuate this mortal body, leaving it 
to go into a coffin, be buried in a grave, to undergo 
disintegration, return back to the dust whence 
it came; but in the twinkling of an eye, to drop this 
ponderous mortal coil ; no longer to be the lonesome 
caterpillar, feeding on the green leaves and drinking-
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from the cesspools ; but rise on gorgeous golden pin
ions, soar in the lambent light, radiant from the 
meridian sun; onll'y deigning to light on the beauti
ful blooming flowers, imbibing the delicious honey 
and thus bewildering the gazing rabble prone to 
believe it an angelic visitor from some celestial 
world, enjoying a baloon ride on his own glitteriny 
pinions. Such will be the happy lot of all th 
saints living on the earth, when the Lord comes foi:
His bride. 

Reader are you ready, would you like to hear 
the trumpet blow and see King Jesus coming in 
a cloud. "It is high time you not only had your 
lamp lighted but your vessel filled with oil ; your 
loins gird ed, lamp in hand just ready at the sound
ing of the trumpet to go out to meet the bride
groom." 

Are you ready for the bridegroom when He 
comes? Have your lamps all trimmed and burning 
when He comes. We will.all go out to meet Him when 
He comes! We will all shout hallelujah! Be sure 
that you are ready, watching and waiting. 

Chapter II. 

OUR ATTITUDE, CONSTANT EXPECTANCY 

(Daniel 2 ch.) God permits Nebuchadnezzar to 
dream; the matter so thrilling as to electrify Him 
from top to toe and still He could not remember 
a sy1lable of it as it had gone from Him and he 
could not possibly recall a solid retrace or track. 
Having called all the wise men of Babylon, astrol
ogers, magicians, necromancers and Chaldeans, he 
tells them that he wants them to reveal to him 
the dream and the interpretation of the same. They 
all do their best and signally give it up and said to 
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to King, oh, tell us the dream and we will tell the 
interpretation; whereas they confess out right the 
impossibility of telling him the dream. As they all 
claimed to hold communion with the immortal go~s; 
of course he knew that if this was true they could 
reveal the dream as we111 as the interpretation. He 
is so deeply concerned about it; that he makes 
failure on their part a penalty of death and their 
property all confiscated. Consequently he orders 
Arioch the captain of his army to execute the aw
ful penalty. When he precedes to gather up all 
these wise men he takes Daniel among the balance 
as he was the Lord's prophet and consequently have 
rank among them and he notified him that he had 
not yet been before the King and consequently had 
no chance. Arioch was much delighted as he aw
fully dreaded the execution of the wise men. There
fore with glowing enthusiasm he brought Danie1 
before the King, observing, Oh King, here is one of 
the magicians who has not been before you and en
joyed the opportunity which you have given all 
the balance. 

(a) The king was delighted with another 
chance because he did not want to slay all the wise 
men of Babylon as he had put forth the decree and 
could not go back therefore as he had told all the 
wise men that the one who could reveal the dream 
and interpretations should be honored with a· prince
ly fortune, a golden chain and the 3rd officer in the 
kingdom; himself first, the queen second and Daniel 
third i. e. prime minister of that Universal Empire. 
Daniel responded, the God I serve will reveal to 
the king his dream and the interpretation. Now 
Daniel proceeds. 0 king thou dids't see a gigantic 
image, his form terrible, having a golden head 
breast and arms of silver, abdomen and thighs of 
brass and feet of iron clay; thou dids't see a stone 
cut o,ut of the mountain without hand which smote 
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the image on the feet and it became as the chaff 
of the summer threshing floor and the wind blew it 
away, and it was seen no more; but that 
stone magnified, the coming of this mountain and 
filling the whole earth and will abide forever. The 
king was absolutely ell'ectrified and said that it was. 
precisely what he had seen in his dream; but it 
had gone from him till not a trace or track of it 
was left, and he ould not get a scintillation of' 
it to have his life. Then Daniel proceeds 
to give his the interpretation. 

(b) Oh king thou art the golden head and 
after thee · another kingdom shall arise in
ferior to thee represented by the breast and arms 
of silver. After this the third kingdom will rise 
upon the earth; subduing al1! other kingdoms and 
fill the whole world; this is the kingdom of brass; 
after this another kingdom will rise a,nd shall be 
strong as iron and travel to the ends of the earth, 
and break in pieces and subdue all the kingdoms 
and fill the whole earth this is the iron legs. After 
this there will be 10 kingdoms represented by the 
toes of the image, they will rise up in the earth 
and occupy the places of the preceding kingdoms. 
In the days of these kings, the God of heaven will 
set up a kingdom that will never be destroyed; but 
it will break in pieces and destroy all other 
kingdoms, fill the whole earth and stand forever. 
The king proceded to utilize Daniel's wisdom as he 
had promised him in case he should reveal the 
dream and its interpretation. Daniel 7-18 "I behe1d 
till the saints of the Most High possessed the 
kingdom and will possess it forever and ever and 
ever. 

(c) In this chronological image. the golden 
head is Nebuchadnezzer and the Chaldean Empire, 
the breast and arms of silver, the Medo Persian 
Empire under Cyrus, who succeeded the Chaldean. 
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This is followed by the brazen abdomen and thighs, 
representing the universal Grecian kingdom under 
Alexander the Great who actually conquered a1'1 the 
world and wept that there was not another to con
quer. This world wide brazen kingdom was suc
ceeded by Rome, which beginning with Romulus 
and Remus exposed infants to be eaten up by 
wild beasts and miraculously preserved by a wolf 
and moving on 750 years till they actually sub
jugated all the earth and stood till A. D. 476, when 
it was destroyed by the barbarians, Goths, Huns, 
Vandals and Heruli and afterward disintegrated into 
ten kingdoms of the Mediaeval ages, Britian, 
France, Spain, Italy, Prussia, Austria, Poland, 
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Russia, which stand 
to the present day. 

( d) You see the chronological image which 
shows up the Gentile times begins with a golden 
head, depreciating into silver and still going down 
to copper then to iron and finally to the iron mixed 
with clay, the toe stage; illustrating the fact that 
all human government is a failure; beginning with 
its best and depreciating, tin it actually falls into 
disintegregation, by the awful weight of its own 
corruption; thus revealing to us the great truth, 
that man is a failure, depreciating all the time. We 
see in Eden he proved a failure, then so fail
ing in the antediluvian age, that God found 
it necessary to destroy him. 

(f) In the post-diluvian age he so failed as to 
in a few generations land in Egyptian slavery. In 
the Mosiac dispensation, with the additional en
couragement of the written law, which was cer
tainly a wonderfu~ help; he so failed that satan got 
him utterly blinded, till he did not know his own 
Saviour, when He came into the world. Consequent
ly instead of receiving Him with a jubilant heart; 
he actually betrayed and murdered Him. In the 
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glorious penetecostal dispensation, with the Holy 
Ghost sent down from heaven to reveal the glorified 
Saviour to every sinner, in regeneration and en
throned in the heart of every Christian ; in sanctifi
cation, with extraordinary facilities of the spiritual 
heavenly kingdom set up in human hearts here 
on the earth; is yet a failure and amid aU the won
derful signs of the Lord's near coming; manifested 
in the arts and sciences and wonderful inventions; 
checkering the world with railroads, and electric 
cars; automobiles, airships, flying on the wings of 
the wind to the ends of the earth; literally flood
ing the world with telephones, as well as telegraphs; 

The hero chief tian laying down his pen, 
Closes his eyes in Washington at ten; 
The lightening courier leaps along the line 
And tells the St. Louis tale at nine; 
Halting a thousand miles whence he departed 
And getting there an hour before he· started. 

(g) We are now amid the collapse of the 
glorious millenial dispensation and the retreating 
Gentile times : when the world is illuminated by 
these infinitesimal inventions, appertaining to every 
phase of human life; God's merciful provisions, for 
the kingdom of His Son on the earth; so very near 
that we hear the clangor of His chariot wheels, 
coming down over the starry pavements and see 
the grand Aurora Borealis, the normal splendor 
of His glorified person, shining out millions of miles 
through the void immense and focalizing the eager 
eyes of expectant pilgrims; watching and waiting. 
His glorious appearing; the tyrannical Turkish Sul
tany having already fallen in 1909, in the fulfill
ment of John and Daniel, whose harmonized 
prophecy, actually runs out the dawn treading at 
Jerusalem by the Gentiles at that very date; which 
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has been signally verified in that country, the 
young Turks who succeeded the Sultany, in ardent 
sympathy with the Jews; not only, granting them 
citizenship and privilege to own property ad libitim~ 
but vociferously calling them from the ends of the 
earth to come back and build their beautiful stone 
houses in the cities of their .fathers and mothers, 
amid the vineclad hills, olive groves and prolific or
chards of pomegranates, figs, oranges, lemons, 
and all the illimitable delicious fruits of Canaan, 
crowning the sacred mountains, hallowed plains 
and lovely valfuys of the land flowing with milk and 
honey and abounding in corn anw wines. 

(h) Thus we are living amid the thrilling and 
wonderful fulfillment of the latter day prophecies 
flooded on all sides with sun burst omens of His 
near proximity. With a population of 17 hundred 
millions of people, and oh, what a midnight slum
ber; Ili.ke a nightmare; in lethean paralysis, settled 
down on them with the icy grip of a dismal night
mare. 

(i) The magnitudinous Oriental war, ought to 
wake up all the world to rise and run night and 
day and get ready to meet the Lord, as it is so 
signally prophesied, by the Seer of Patmos, 
Rev 16 ; 13 I beheld three unclean spirits, go forth 
out of the beast (Catholicism), the dragon (Paga
nism) , and the false prophet (Mohammedan
ism) ; Germany, the leader Catholic, England with 
four hundred million pagan subjects and Turkey, the 
only Mohammedan government in the world and 
representing them all. The inspired word says 
that these unclean spirits like frogs, the spirits of 
demons, go forth and stir up all the kings · of the 
9rient, to the great battle of God Almighty, which 
is Armageddon. ThPn read for yourselves and you 
find immediately following the thrilling statement, 
"Behold I come as a thief". The thief always 
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c.omes to steal something. This whole wortd i:i 
opposed i;o the Lord Jesus Christ ; r,onsequently 
if He ever gets His bride, He will have to steal 
her. Reader are you ready to be stolen? Brides 
are all married. You are not His bride unless you 
are married to Him. You are not married to Him 
unless you have discarded every carnal lover; al] 
the catalogue of inbred sin, envy, jealously, predu
jice, bigotry, vanity, egotism, selfishness, self love, 
ambition, avarice, animosity, concupiscence, adul
tery, fornication, lasciviousness, uncleanness,lodgery 

· politics, sectarianism, etc. When you heartily give 
up and forever abandon this stygian cavalcade of 
imbred sin in its diversified forms and places, then 
He baptizes with the Holy Ghost and fire, burning 
up all of these ugly imps of the pandemonium. 

(j) While we must concede that man has al
ways been a failure, we should not get blue over 
it, a.s God has always been a success and always 
will be. Therefore the hope of humanity is the 
felicitous transition into God. This brings up the 
beautiful fact promnently revealed. in the Bible. Our 
fellowship with God. In this He takes our human
ity, with all its weakness and failure and gives us 
His divinity, with its glorious omnipotence and suc
cess. Oh how infinitely fortunate we are in this 
partnership with Jesus, who actually takes our 
place and pleads our cause at the right of the 
Majesty on high. When He was about to leave 
the world, and He knew they were going to kill 
Him, i. e. Just would not let Him live on the earth 
because He was perfectly good and hence His very 
presence a rebuke to all the diabolized sinners and 
galvanized hyprocrites on the globe. 

(k) He had a hard time to live on the earth 
those three years of His ministry. The devil did 
his best to kill Him when a baby and he would have 
done it; but God hid Him away at Nazareth, the 
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most obscure place in all the land of Canaan; never 
mentioned a single time in the Old Testament. If 
satan and the wicked world had known He was 
there, they would have done their best to kill Him 
in childhood. The Levitical law disqualified Him 
to enter upon His ministry, till He had reached His 
30th year. When John the Baptist, baptized Him, 
into His official Messiahship, satan began to stir up 
the people to kill Him. , 

(I) When He preached His first sermon with 
the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven, in the 
synagogue at Nazareth where He had worshipped 
30 years, they would have killed Him if the di
vinity had not come to the rescue of the hu
manity; precipitating Him down from that lofty 
mountain summit, one of the highest in air the 
land of Canaan; from which we have such a won
derful view of the sacred mountains, Tabor, Little 
Hermon, Gilboa, Carmel, and gr~at Hermon far 
up in Syria, from whose snowy capped summit, 
the Jordan rises. This mountain is known to all 
the dragomen as the Mt. of Precipitation. 

(m) It was absolutely necessary to teach that 
Bible school and thus qualify His Apostles to launch 
the gospel church on Pentecostal day. Three days 
would have been enough to suffer and die and go 
back to heaven; but in that case the world would 
never ha,ve known the great fact that He had re
deemed them by His blood. He had a terrible time 
to do that work, His enemies were constantly on 
His track to kill Him and His friends to crown Him 
king in which case the Romans would have killed 
Him as a rival of Ceasar. Therefore He was on a 
constant run, both from His enemies and His 
friends all the time v:eaching to the multitudes, 
who thronged after Him from the ends of the 
earth; hanging with breathless silence, upon His 
eloquent lips. 
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(n) He explained to them, that it was better 
for Him to go away and let the Holy Spirit, i. e. His 
own spirit, come back and carry on the work ; 
because as He had no human body, they cQuJ.ld 
not kill Him, so He did come on Pentecostal day, 
with forked tongues of flaming fire. As He has 
two grea,t blessings for every human being which 
we are obliged to have or lost our souls; therefore 
all His preachers must have these two tongues, in 
order to preach the Gospel, which consists of two 
works of grace; the one for the sinner ,to confer 
on him the glorious experience of the supernatural 
birth, wrought in the heart by the Holy Ghost, 
sent down from heaven, and without which no one 
ever gets there. Reader have you now the witness 
of the spirit, bearing witness with your spirit, 
that you are supernaturally born from Above? Not 
turning the ma,tter over to the water god, like 

. Catholics and Campbellites, under a false interpreta
tion of John 3 :5 born of water and spirit; as you 
see Nicodemus took that Campbellite view of it 
and thought something was to be done to his body; 
observing, "How can a man be born when he is old, 
can he enter the second time into his mother's 
womb and be born ;" here Jes us sweetly and beau
tifully corrected him, "That which is born of de
pravity, is depravity; that which is born of the 
spirit is spirit; marvel not, that I said unto you, you 
must be born from Above. The spirit breathes 
on whom He will; thou hearest His voice, but 
canst not tell whence He cometh, or whither He 
goeth, even so is every one who is born of the 
spirit." Jesus not only corrected the Campbellitish 
error of Nicodemus; castigated him for his ig
norance; as an elder in Israel, he should have 
known better, and simply understood that there is 
no truth in Campbellism or Catholicism both of 
which apply this to literal water, which our Saviour 
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superabounding1y sweeps from the field of controver
sy positively telling us in His very best ser
mon; positively certifying as you see to the woman 
at Jacob's well, where He mentioned water seven 
times, and she readily concluded that He meant 
the beautiful sparkling real, 90 feet down in 
Jacob's well, which she had come a mile to get; but 
He puts all quibbles to an eterna] quietness; simp
ly telling her that she was mistaken, and that He 
was talking about living water. To fix the matter 
forever, He told her twice over. The reason why 
she ran back to the city shouting like an angel, 
preaching on the street and bringing the multitude 
with her back to the well to hear for themselves ; 
was because she actually got then and there the 
living water in her soul; none other than a rousing 
wholesale, old style conversion. 

(p) Paul Eph. 2 :1 abundantly corroborates 
Jesus; "You hath He quickened; who were dead 
in tresspasses and in sins." Quicken here is the 
strong Greek compound, yooee paieecse from 
yoose, life and paicoo to create. , Therefore it posi
tively means to create the divine life in the dead 
soul. If you will keep out of Catholicism, Camp
bellism and all dead churchisms and take your 
Bible, you will at once enter a land of wonders : 
thus felicitously leaving the humbuggery, peddled 
off on you by satan's false prophets and coming 
to the Saviour of the world and giving Him a 
chance. 

( q) See Him standing by the tomb of Lazarus 
and hear His issue the authoritative manda ... 
mus, "Lazarus, come forth." You see the dead 
man rise up and walk out of the sepulcher ; then 
He says, "Loose him and let him j!"o." Here we 
have beautifully and triumphantly illustrated the 
two great works of grace; regeneration and sancti
fication; the former, creating the divine life in the 
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dead soul, and the latter divesting that soul of 
every thing appertaining to the land of the dead, 
i. e. the great catalogue of inbred sin which Paul 
took time to write over and over in extension ; 
specifying the multitudinous diversified phases of 
inbred sin, lust in all its forms and phases, camal 
passions, antagonistical to the divine law, evil temp
ers in all their protean phases. 

(r) The ancient poets describe Cerberus, Plu
to's dog, keeping the gates of hell, with three 
great monstrous dog heads in front of his body the 
size of an ax, and then snakes all over his body, 
reaching out their heads to bite us. They alRo de
scribe the giant briareans with a hundred hands, 
every one, active strong and ready to go for you if 
he gets in reach. They also describe old Argus 
with his hundred eyes. 

These monsters, forcefully symbolize in
bred sin in its diversified forms and phases, 
which Jesus takes away, when He baptizes 
you with the Holy Ghost and fire. 

fs) I beg you rP.ader, not to fool away your 
time tinkering with satan's false prophets, who in
stead of taking you to Jesus who is mighty to save 
and strong to deliver, turn you over to the water 
god, who has the right name, because he is weak 
as water. 'l'herefore it simply means for you to get 
nothing, and be cheated out of your soul, and like 
Dives Luke 16, wake up in hell ; heaven with its 
ineffable glory, perennial bliss, and rivers of 
life; eternally lost. 

(}) As the Holy Spirit is the Executive of the 
Trinity the convictor of the sinner, the Regenerator 
of the penitent, the Restorer of the backsldder, the 
Sanctifier of the believer, and the Glorifier of the 
faithful pilgrim when this mortal puts on immor
tality; Paul in the above Scripture, describe;; 
Him as creating the divine life in the dead soul of 
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Reader are you now saved to the uttermost, 
filled with the Holy Ghost, looking for your 
Lord to appear and ready for transfiguration 
and translation responsive to the archangel's 
trumpet? God grant that this may be the 
happy lot of you and me. 
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second death hath no power; but they shall 
be kings and priests unto God and shall reign 
with Him a thousand years; but the rest of 
the dead lived not again, till the thousand ye~rs 
were fulfilled" (Rev. 20: 6). A place in the 
Rapture and the first resurrection is a privi
lege so unutterably glorious that nothing but 
i:he stupefaction of Satan's chloroform can 
possibly explain the reason why every human 
being dces not seek after it with indefatigable 
perseverance night and day. 

Entire sanctification and the coming of the 
Lord are the two most copious and prominent 
truths of the New Testament. Consequently 
the faithful gospel preacher cannot be delin
quent in their most forcible proclamation. 
They are the two oars of the boat which ferry 
us across time's stormy river and secure us a 
safe landing on the bright golden shore, there 
to sing and shout forevermore. The neglect 
of these two grand climacteric truths on the 
part of the popular pulpit, is the burning 
shame of the clergy and the awful detriment 
of the people. This is a sufficient reason fot 
all the holiness people to respond to the call 
of the Holy Ghost and gladly go to the ends 
of the earth, preaching the living Word. 
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sel filled with oil? i. e. are you truly regen
erated, sanctified, filled with the Holy Ghost? 

We are the most fortunate generation that 
ever Ii ved on the earth, from the fact that 
we are nearest the coming of the Lord and 
the Rapture of the Bride. Do you not know 
that the saints living on the earth, when the 
Lord descends and takes away His Bride will 
never see physical death? "We shall not all 
sleep, but we shall all be changed, in a 
moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the 
last trumpet; for the trumpet shall sound, and 
the dead will be raised incorruptible and we 
shall all be changed" (1 Cor. 15: 51). 

Oh what a transcendent glory and what an 
exalted privilege to be living on the earth, 
. when the Lord shall come for His Bride and 
to have part in the first resurrection! In 
that case we will never evacuate the body, 
but will be transfigured scml and body in a 
moment and "caught up to meet the Lord in 
the air" ( l Thess. 4: l 7 ). 

God's Word is clear and explicit that none 
but the truly sanctified will have a place in 
the Bridehood and in the Rapture of the 
saints; "Blessed and holy is he that hath part 
in the first resurrection; for over such the 
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ment, whose ingress is dated 1874. In these 
thirty years, this wonderful revival of Holy 
Ghost religion, has spread its sacred confla
gration over the whole earth. Our mission
aries are in every land; our evangelists, male 
and female, constitute an army more aggres
sive and invincible than ever shook the world, 
responsive to the mandates of Alexander, 
Hannibal, C~sar and Bonaparte. 

I verily trow this is the Lord's last call, 
His eleventh hour movement (Matt. 20: 1-16). 
Onr Bible Schools a~d Missionary Training 
Hpmes are sending out thousands of blood
washed and fire-baptized heralds of the living 
Word to encircle the globe with floods of 
light and salvation, as in the track of tqe 
Pentecostians, they preach the gospel with the 
•'Holy Ghost sent down from heaven." 

A revival so prevalent as this movement 
has never been known in the history of the 
world. The Lord is now giving every nation 
under heaven a ,chance for representation in 
the Bridehood and a place in the glorious 
Rapture of the saints, which is so very nigh. 

Reader, are you ready for the "midnight 
cry" (Matt. 25: 6). Is your lamp lighted, 
trimmed and brightly burning? Is your ves-

5 



CHA.PTER X 
SIG~S IN THE MORNING STAR 

By Morning Star, I simply mean the Holi
ness Movement, which is the bright Morning 
Star shining in the Orient, illuminating every 
nation, flooding the world with brilliant scin
tillations, admonitory of the thrilling reality 
that the glorious Son of Righteousness is 
about to rise upon the world, with healing in 
His wings, arresting Satan, dethroning him, 
driving away the darkness which has filled 
the world during his gloomy reign of six 
thousand years; flooding the whole earth 
with the splendor of His glory, usheril_lg in 
the long anticipated millennial reign, during 
whose halcyon ages, the sorrows, sufferings 
and awful catastrophes and crushing calam
ities of diabolical despotism and hellish mis
rule will sink into dulcet oblivion, lost sight 
of and forgotten, amid the unutterable bless
edness, which will inundate the whole earth, 
bringing back the blissful days of unfallen 
Eden, when God dwelt with man on the 
earth, sin and suffering unknown. 

We are living in an age of miracles, sig
nally manifest in the great Holiness move-

64 
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perous, while Jerusalem, Joppa, Hebron, She· 
chem and Jericho are flour?shing with Jewish 
enterprise. This is a clear and unmistakable 
prophecy of our Savior, that He will appear 
"immediately after the dt:solation of those 
days.'' The undeniable fact that this desola
tion is everywhere retreating before the in
coming tide of Hebrew immigration, is an 
overwhelming verification of our Lord's proph
ecy of His glorious coming. Travel through 
the Holy Land and read our Savior's sermon 
on Mt. Olivet (Matt. chapters 24 and 25, 
Mark chapter 131 and Luke chapter 21), and 
you will be so flooded with the realization of 
His near approach, that you will imagine 
that you see Him coming on a white cloud. 
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the sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ, 
making you obedient to God, to truly and 
effectually give you a place among the 
elect. So if you want to go up with the 
elect in the first resurrection, enjoying a 
place in the Rapture of the Bride, you 
must be sanctified. 

In 1 his thrilling proclamation of our Sav
ior, revelatory of the unutterable grandeur 
and glory destined to characterize His second 
coming to take away His Bride and exe
cute righteous judgments on the wicked ; 
the E. V. has "tribulation." The Greek 
thlipsis means tribulation, but it also signi
fies desolation, which is the correct mean
ing in this passage. The period of desola
tion began with the destruction of Jerusa
lem and the devastation of the land by the 
Roman armies, and has continued to the preS
ent immigration of the Jews who, so fast as 
they occupy the land, rebuild the ancient 
cities and make the whole country prosperous 
and fruitful as the garden of the Lord. 

Chorazin, Capernaum, Caesarea, Arima· 
thea, Ekron, Ashdod and other cities, which 
had utterly perished, have been colonized and 
rebuilt by the Jews, and are now very pros-
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the queens, and the stars, the subordinate 
rulers of the earth, which will all fall when 
the Ancient of days shall descend and shake 
down every human rule1, thus vacating all 
thrones for His Son (verse 30). "Then will 
appear the sign of the Son of Man in the fir
mament." Doubtless this sign will be none 
other than the effulgent glory of His presence 
radiating perhaps millions of miles before 
Him, attracting the attention of all human 
eyes of all lands. "Then will all the tribes 
of the earth weep and wail, when they see the 
Son of Man, coming in the clouds, with 
power and great glory." (verse 31). "Then 
will He send forth His angels and they 
will gather His elect from the four winds of 
the earth, from the extremities of the 
heavens unto the extremities of the same." 
Here you see the rapture of the saints, 
clear, explicit and unmistakable. You see 
here that the angels of the first resurrection 
gather none but the elect. Who are the 
elect? " Elect through sanctification of the 
Spirit unto obedience, and sprinkling of the 
blood of Jesus Christ" (1 Peter r: 2). 
Here yon see that it takes sanctification 
wrought by the Holy Ghost, through 
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parative desolation through all of these cen
turies. 

As the Jews return, they are reviving 
and rebuilding all of the ancient cities. 
They have always been the most enterpris
ing people in the world. They all live in 
colonies. It is really wonderful to the 
traveler as we go over the country. The 
moment we entf'\'. a Jewish colony we find 
the land "flowing with milk and honey," 
and abounding in "corn and wine." 

This revival of the cities and restoration of 
the land to its ancient prosperity, is the sure 
and certain evidence that the Lord is nigh. 
In Matt. 24: 29 (Mark and Luke giving the 
same), you find this woncerful declaration 
enunciated by our Savior in that eermon on 
Mt. Olivet (see my version of the New Testa· 
ment). "Immediately after the desolation of 
those days" (i. e., thi~ desolation inflicted by 
the Roman armies, which has been on the 
land ever since), "the sun shall be darkened 
the moon shall not give her light and the 
stars will be falling." This corroborates 
Daniel 7 : 9, " When the thrones are all ~ast 
down." 

The sun symbolizes the kings, the moon, 

J 
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extermination of their politico-ecclesiasticism 
forever, leaving not one to inhabit the land, 
killing, selling into slavery, and leading into 
Roman captivity all of them. 

The Christians, pursuant to Jes us' directions in 
that memorable sermon on Mt. Olivet the day 
before His arrest, providentially escaped from 
the Roman armies, fled away across the Jor
dan into Decapolis, finding a refuge in the 
city of Pella, where history says the Gadarine 
(out of whom Jesus cast the legion of demons, 
called him to preach and sent him to his own 
people) had by his faithful evangelization of 
those Gentiles, prepared an asylum for the 
Christian Jews. 

While this tedious seven years' siege 
of Jesusalem was moving on, the Roman 
armies scoured the whole country, desolating 
all the cities. The wild Arabs of the East, 
the sons of Ishmael and Esau , came and took 
possession of the desolate land. They are the 
brothers of our Indians ; the Bedouins, the 
largest nation and really the ancestors of all 
the others, to this day have never used 
houses, but dwell in tents, which they carry 
from place to place, in their wandering life. 
Consequently that land has remained in com-
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crowning their leader, as they claimed, with 
the diadem of David. The Romans madt 
many efforts to suppress these insurgencies; 
but in vain. The spirit of disorder and re
volution fastened on them like an arch-de
mon from the bottomless pit. Finally Gal
uscelceus, the Roman General, laid siege to 
Jerusalem, by nature the most impregnably 
fortified city in the world, A. D. 66. After 
pressing the siege two solid years he gave 
up in despair and went away. 

This enthused the Jews with hope of regain
ing their independence, despite all the armies 
of the Roman Empire. The city is located 
high on Mt. Zion, surrounded on the east, 
south and west by the impassable mountain 
gorges, Jehoshaphat and Hinnom; so invad
ing armies could only approach it from the 
north, while it was powerfully fortified by the 
great wall on all sides. A. D. 68, the Em
peror Vespacian resumed the siege, coming in 
person at the head of a vast army to the scene 
of conflict. After his death in two years, his 
son and successor, the Emperor Titus, contin
ued the siege to the fall of the city, A. D. 73; 
thus winding up the awful Jewish tribulation 
which lasted seven years; ultimating in the 
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The Roman Empire was an absolute des
potism whose climacteric state-policy was 
rule or ruin. When they could not control 
a nation, their final resort was extermina
tion. Jesus told the Jews they would hear 
of " wars and rumors of wars." They cru
cified Jesus under the allegation of high 
treason, superscribing His accusation on the 
cross above His head; "This is the King 
of the Jews." This Pilate did with great 
reluctance, constrained by the hierarchy, be
cause he believed and certified that He was 
innocent. The Jews forced the Romans to 
put Him to death, because He would not 
receive the royal crown at their hands. If 
He had permitted them to crown Him 
King, they would have fought for Him in
stead of killing Him. 

Josephus, the Jewish historian, tells us 
about a number of false Christs who at dif· 
ferent times arose ; Marchocab and, after 
his fall, others around whom parties ral
lied, crowning them king of the Jews. 
They divided into factions, each party 
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time of His -coming (Matt. 24 : 36) is be
cause He only knows the correct chronology. 

While there is a small variation in the 
different chronologies, yet they all sub
stantially agree, confirming the fact that we 
are living in the time of the end, the 
Lunar making the Rapture over.due 57 
years, the Calendar fifteen, and the Solar 
making it due in twenty years ; thus all 
flooding us with the assurance that we are 
living in the time of the end, and should 
be on the constant outlook for our Lord 
to appear and snatch away His waiting 
Bride. 

In the locomotion which makes every 
man in all the world your neighbor, in
tervening oceans, mountain ranges and 
burning deserts being no longer insuperable 
barriers to the evangelization of the nations, 
we see on all sides the fulfilment of Dan
iel's prophecy, characteristic of the time of 
the end, when 2500 years ago in the pro
phetic visions which God gave him, he saw 
us darting to the ends of the earth, through 
mountain tunnels, across continents and 
oceans, preaching " Holiness to the Lord," 
and His speedy appearing. 
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of 1260, Calendar time, is identical with the 
1290, Lunar time (Dan. 12 :n), there being a 
difference of thirty in the chronologies. 

You see it says, "And from the time that 
the daily sacrifice shall be taken away and 
the abomination that maketh desolate set up 
there shall be a thousand two hundred and 
ninety days." In this verse "sacrifice" isitali
cizt:d, showing it is not in the original. It 
should read "daily worship," as the Greek 
Christians bad possession of the Temple when 
the Moslems took the city, A. D. 637, and 
drove all the Christians who survived the 
edge of the sword out of the Holy Land. 
Animal sacrifices were never offered in the 
Temple after it fell into the hands of the Ro
mans, A. D. 7 3. 

Hence this prophecy was fulfilled in the 
conquest of the Mohammedans, A. D. 637. 
Add to this 1260 and you have 1897, 
which has already transpired and six years 
more. Now add to it the other period, 
12<)01 and you have 1927 as the time of 
His coming. So you see the one makes it 
overdue six years, and the other due in 

twenty-four years. 
The reason why G(ld alone knows the 
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to His people in our day, is demonstrative 
proof that we are living in the time of the 
end. The very fact that God told Daniel to 
close the book of this prophecy and seal the 
vision tit'J the "time of the end," involves 
the conclusion that the book is to be opened 
and the vision revealed at the "time of the 
end." We are certainly now living amid 
beautiful, lucid and luminous revelations of 
these visions. 

The intervening period, "time, times and 
a half time," till the accomplishment of these 
wonders, gives us one thousand two hundred 
and sixty days (Rev. 12 : 6), which is synony
mous with "time, times and a half time" in 
verse 14· Hence it is the regular calendar 
year of 360 days. Therefore, 

A time is . . . . . . . . . 360 days. 
Times (360 plus 360) . . 720 days. 
Half a time (one-half 360) . . 180 days. 
Total days (or prophetic years) . . 1260 days. 

Hence yon see the synonymity of John's 
statement (Rev. 12: 6 and 14) perfectly corrob
orating Daniel, as they both saw the same 
visions-Daniel quite a young man but in the 
old dispensation, and John a very old man 
but in New Testament times. This period 
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"But thou, 0 Daniel, shut up the words, 
and seal the book, even to the time of the 
end; many shall run to and fro, and knowl
edge shal1 be increased " (Dan. 12 : 4). 
"And I heard the man clothed in linen, 
which was upon the waters of the river, when 
he held up his right hand and his left unto 
heaven and sware by Him that liveth forever 
and ever that it shall be for a time, times and 
a half time and when he shall have accom
plished to scatter the power of the holy peo
ple, all these things shall be finished" (verse 
7). These visions so wrought upon Daniel, 
and such was his enthusiasm to understand 
them, that he actually fainted. Then the 
Lord laid His hand on him and told him to 
close up the book and seal the vision till the 
time of the end, assuring him : "Many shall 
run to and fro and knowledge shall be in
creased." 

It was not important for the people at that 
time to understand the fulfilment of these lat· 
ter day prophecies. Hence they were sealed 
till the time of the end. The very fact that 
God is so wonderfull v revealing these visions 
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human souls and bodies and flood the bottom
less pit with immortal reprobate$. Thus the 
rapid spread of infidelity and the apalling 
prevalence of wickedness, in the clear and un
.mistakable fulfilment of the latter day proph
ecies, are indisputably ominous that the end 
is nigh. 
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heaven _and filled Him when John baptized 
Him, thus ~anctifying and qualifying Him 
for His wonderful ministry and stupendous 
miracles, consequently the imputation of his 
miracles to Beelzebub, was the grossest blas- · 
phemy against the Holy Ghost. 

We surely live in perilous times when the 
Holy Ghost is not only rejected but blas
phemed by many who claim to be the follow
ers of Jesus, and yet impute His mighty works 
to Satan by pronouncing them fanaticism, 
animal excitement and wild-fire. The ante
diluvians were destroyed for their wickedness; 
yet they lived and died ignorant of many 
of Satan's inventions, which are now rapidly 
populating hell. 

When the righteous judgments of God were 
poured out on the Jews, A. D. 66-73, during 
that awful siege by the Roman army, a mil
lion perished by the sword, _pestilence and fam
ine in Jerusalem alone; while another million 
were sold into slavery and led away by all na
tions to toil in hard bondage. None of these 
people knew how to make whisky which 
now rolls a damnation ocean over the world. 
Thousands of Satanic inventions, unknown in 
bygone dispensations, now wither and blight 
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we do not include the people of God, from the 
simple fact that conversion takes you out of 
the world, so you are no longer a citizen of 
the world, but of heaven (Phil. 3 : 20, R. V.) ; 
meanwhile sanctification takes the world out 
of you. 

I was twenty years old before I ever saw an 
avowed infidel. Now in New York and San 
Francisco, almost every other man I meet 
openly professes infidelity. The world, amid 
the delusions of infidelity, is rapidly crossing 
the dead-line, utterly grieving away the Holy 
Spirit and becoming unsavable. 

Meanwhile millions in the popular church
es are insulting the Holy Ghost by imputing 
His mighty works, to which His true people 
bear witness, to the devil. This is especially 
true of the higher clergy and the people un
der their influence1 just as the Jews (Matt. 
12 ch.) imputed our Savior's miracles to 
Beelzebub, the prince ot the demon<;; telling 
the people that Jesus had sect.red the services 
of this arch-demon, who, responsive to His 
bidding, was giving notoriety to His ministry, 
by casting out the demons. 

As Jes us did this and other miracles by the 
power of the Holy Ghost, who descended from 



CHAPTER VIII 

SIGNS IN THE GROWING INFIDELITY AND 

WICKEDNESS OF THE WORLD. 

"Wicked men and seducers will wax worse 
and worse unto the end, deceiving and being 
deceived" (2 Tim. 3 : IJ). This was true 
with the antediluvians and the Jews, and is 
overwhelmingly predicted of the Gentiles. 

Everything finite is progressive; good get
ting better and bad getting worse. The cry 
of ''Pessimism," is the Shiboleth of the igno
ramus. We have n..uch controversy between 
the optimist and the pessimist. All their 
arguments are dogfalls ; i. e. both right and 
both wrong. They are both right in the fact 
that the bad are progressing in wickedness 
and constantly getting worse, which is true 
of this fallen world; meanwhile God's true 
people are progressing in soul-saving effi
ciency, Biblical study and research, experi
mental and practical holiness, intelligently 
received and lived in the light of God's Word. 
They are both wrong in the fact that each 
antagonizes the attitude <,f the other. I am 
an optimist on grace and a ~simist on sin. 

When we say the world is getting worse, 
4Q 
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the gospel to the children of Abraham as they 
gather from the ends of the earth. 

The problem was clear and decisive to my 
observation, that the Russian power bad 
actually grown one hundred per cent. in that 
land in four years. 

This trend of affairs is bound to develop 
an issue. To the most patent diagnosis Rus
sia is bound to absorb the Turkish Empire. 
She will never get it without a terrible conflict. 
The Bear and the Lion will surely fight, 
others of course falling in line and thus inau
gurating the terrible Armageddon conflict, 
which will verify the tribulation prophecies 
of Jesus, John, Daniel and others, eliminating 
the unsavable millions out of the world and 
thus preparing the whole earth for the mil
lennial reign. 
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key from every point of the compass, not 
belligerently, but by her cunning diplomacy 
(flatteries), gradually binding her hand and 
foot. At Constantinople she takes privileges 
in the waters an.cl the docks, assuming ship
ping prerogatives as no other nation. 

The Turkish Government is extremely 
rigid with the Christian pilgrims, who come 
from all nations to visit the Holy Land, (e. g., 
I had to procure a passport from U. S. Con
gress and secure the signature of the Turk_ish 
Consul in New York, in order to land in Pal
estine ; then I had to procure a taskara and 
undergo an examination in every province 
through which I traveled). Of the thirty 
thousand pilgrims who annually visit the 
Holy Land, fifteen thousand come from Rus
sia, and are permitted to land and travel all 
over that country without any passport or 
taskara, actually enjoying the privileges of 
citizenship. 

The Greek church, which is the national 
establishment of the Russian Empire, is the 
strongest and most influential in the Holy Land, 
her magnificent edifices, convents and mon
asteries being everywhere conspicuous. She is 
there ready, with the other churches, to preach 
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When I returned in 1899, I saw he had actu
ally doubled his magnitude in the four years. 
Peter the Great, the founder of the Russian 
Empire, predicted that they would receive 
the Holy Land and the time would come 
when the Bear would lie down on the bank of 
the Indian Ocean. 

Daniel (chapter l l) prophesies prominently 
about the King of the North (Russia) and the 
King of the South (Turkey), mutually com
peting for the dominion of the Holy Land, and 
the former conquering the latter, not by the 
sword, but by "flatteries" (v. 34). That 
prophecy is this day receiving its fulfilment, 
also verifying Dan. 8: 25, "He shall be broken 
without hand." 

In I 895 I saw the Bear had his eye on the 
Turkey, his teeth watering for a good dinner, 
and would have eaten him up, but the Lion, 
though at a distance, held him in check by 
his roaring ever and anon. In 1899 I ob
served the Bear standing over the Turkey 
with wide open mouth, ready to masticate 
and swallow him with great expedition; 
meanwhile the Lion kept up his roaring, 
simultaneously articulating, "Try it if you 
dare." Thus Russia is encroaching on Tur-



CHAPTER VII 

SIGNS IN THE BEAR (RUSSIAN POWER) AND 

THE LION (BRITISH POWER). 

These are the two great nationalities of 
the world. Russia bas three hundred mil
lions of Russianized subjects, on whom she 
can perfectly rely in war as well as peace. 
She is the great power of Asia; Britain has 
five hundred millions of subjects in Europe, 
Asia, Africa, Oceanica and America; but of 
this enormous population only sixty-five mil
lions are Anglicized and !-:!liable on the bat
tle-field, the rest being a great uncertain 
quantity, liable to rally under the Union Jack 
or turn traitors, and thus become a snare to 
the "Mistress of the Seas." 

The Turkish Empire, which rules the 
Holy Land, lies directly between Insular Eu
rope, the S<'at of the British Empire, and 
great India where she has three hundred 
millions of subjects. Consequently she is 
not at all likely to consent for Constantinople 
and the Holy Land to fall into_ the hands of 
her great rival. 

When I was there in 1895. the Bear was 
the biggest thing I saw in all the land. 

45 
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the traveler and deeply impress him with the 
near coming of the Lord. When I saw those 
old Jews on their knees, kissing the great 
stones which Solomon put in the temple, read. 
ing the promises of God to Moses and the 
prophets, that He would hear their cries from 
the ends of the earth and gather them back 
and establish them in the Holy Land of 
their sainted fathers and mothers-old and 
young, priest and people, with flowing tears, 
lifting up their mournful wails to the God of 
Abraham, · Isaac, Jacob, Moses and the 
prophets to gather them from the ends of the 
earth and establish them amid the flowers 
and fruits of Canaan's happy land-my tears 
did copiously flow and my heart break with 
sympathy. I felt that God was nigh and 

· giving audience to their cry. 
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ing through all the sanctifying fires and en
joying the glorious honor of receiving their 
glorified Drother, and crowning Him Kiug 
of Israel. N. B. The promise of God to 
Israel that all shall be saved (Rom. rr: 26) 
will be fulfilled in the elect only. But a mi
nority of Israel will return to the Holy Land, 
and only the elect out of that minority will 
survive the tribulation, receive their King, 
and come to the front of the world, there to 
remain forever, as in the days of yore, before 
they fell under the divine anathema by reject
ing Christ. Of course the non-elect Jews 
who do net return to Canaan, will fall in the 
tribulation with the reprobate millions. 

The wailing of the Jews, when they meet 
each Friday afternoon ou a certain spot west 
of the Temple wall, where · for a sum of 
money, they are allowed to put their hands 
on the west wall of the temple (it being a 
penalty of death for an Israelite to come into 
the Mosque, which stands on the site of Sol
omon's Temple, or even to put his foot with
in the holy campus, thirty-five acres of beau
tiful ground, on the plateau of Mt. Moriah, 
regarded by Jews and Moslems almost as holy 
as heaven) is calculated to break the heart of 
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profoundly ominous of wonderful things in 
the near future. 

Zechariah 13: 8, 9, tells us of terrible or
deals awaiting the Jews in the Holy Land, 
during the tribulation, when two-thirds of 
them will perish ; the surviving third, pass
ing through the fire, will come to the front; 
thus honored to receive their Brother Jesus, 
riding down on the throne of His millennial 
glory, and crown Him King of kings and 
Lord of lords, in the eternal succession of 
David, wielding the scepter of Israel world 
without end. Ezekiel's valley of dry bones 
(ch. 37) involves the conclusion that the Jews 
will be gathered into the Holy land, uncon
verted. 

As the Lord is to come so soon as the gos
pel has been preached to all the Gentile na
tions, and the Jews are to be the last con
verted, therefore you see their time of ChriS
tianization will be the tribulation, of course 
many of them having previously received 
Christ. You see from the prophecy of 
Zechariah that they will suffer terribly, as 
well as other nations, in the tribulation ; two
thirds of those having gathered in the Holy 
Land being cnt off, the surviving third pass-
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in Russia under the name, "Israelites of the 
New Covenant." Many Jews are being con
verted to · Christianity. This is strikingly 
ominous of the Lord's near coming, because 
He assures us (Matt. 24: 14,) that the end 
will come as soon as the gospel shall be 
preached to all nations; meanwhile the Jews 
are to be the last to receive it, because "Blind
ness in part has happened unto Israel until 
the fulness of the Gentiles may come in, and 
thus all Israel shall be saved, as has been 
written: a deliverer shall come out of Zion 
and turn away ungodliness from Jacob" 
(Rom. II: 25-26). Hence you see the Jews 
are the last to receive the gospel. 

We do not know ,of any nation on the globe 
to which the gospel is not now preached. 
Doubtlei-s there are some, unknown to us, as 
the Savior said the end should come so soon 
as the gospel is preached to every nation. 

When the Lord comes to take away His 
Bride, He will doubtless so reveal Himself to 
His own consanguinity, as to cause a general 
a wakening and reception of the gospel. Rest 
assured this wonderful commotion among the 
Jews, with the turning of all hearts back to 
the Canaan of the patriarchs and prophets, is 
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efforts of the Turks to keep them out; obli
gatmg all who came to leave in a short, spec
ified time. Yet they manage some way to 
come in vast and increasing numbers, and as 
I was informed by best authorities, none go 
away. 

They have organized a society, called "The 
Zionists," consisting of none but Jews. In 
every land they have poured into this organ
ization, paying their money to purchase the 
Holy Land. They are determined to have it, 
regardltss of cost. This will certainly be a 
success, as they stand at the front of the finan
cial world, and hold the purse of the nations. 
This universal commotion among the chil
dren of Abraham assuredly means something. 

Rabinowitz, a learned lawer from Russia, 
who visited Jerusalem a few years ago, was con
verted much after the order of the Apostle 
Paul, testifying that Jesus personally appeared 
to him in Jerusalem, overwhelmingly con
vincing him of His Christhood, and calling 
him to preach. He returned to Russia, 
preaching Christ to his brethren, like a flame 
of fire. When he came to this country and 
preached in New York, fifty thousand Jews 
came to hear him. He organized a church 
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by Christ, A. D. 66-73, they sold into slavery 
and led into captivity all who survived the 
sword, pestilence and famine, leaving none in 
the land and so rigidly prohibiting their re
turn, that i£ a Jew was found in some other 
nation, traveling with his face toward Jeru
salem, he was arrested and put to death by 
the officers of Roman law. Consequently 
centuries rolled away with no Jews in all that 
country. 

The Turks, who have held it since the 
conquest of Om9-r, A. D. 637, watch the 
Jews with jealous eyes, recognizing them as 
their uncompromising rivals, pursuar.t to the 
old controversy between Jacob and Esau, 
as they are the children of the latter, and the 
Jews, of the former. They passed laws in 
1874, disqualifying all Jews for citizenship in 
that country, as they were becoming alarmed 
because the Jews were visiting the Holy Land 
more frequently than in bygone centuries. 

In 1885 there were only ten thousand Jews 
in the Holy Land. When I was there in 
1895, there were one hundred thousand. 
When I was there in 1899, there were two 
hundred thousand, thus doubling in four 
years ; and all this under the most powerful 
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SIGNS AMONG THE JEWS 

Oh how signally do the latter day proph 
ecies culminate their thrilling fulfilments in 
the history of this wonderful people whom 
God elected from all the nations of the earth 
and honored with the progenitorship of His 
Son and the custodianship of His revealed 
truth. They have veritably been a miracle, 
a puzzle and a riddle among all nations, and 
as much so today as ever. Jesus said in ref
erence to them, "This race shall not pass 
away until all these things may be fulfilled" 
(Matt. 24: 34). Every other race on the 
globe at that time has passed away, amid the 
crushing revolutions which have depopulated 
and repopulated every land ; while the He
brew race, though expatriated and exiled 
beneath every sky, with no country to serve 
as a basis of their perpetuated nationality, 
still survives, a distinct race, their lineage 
from father Abraham recognized by all the 
nations of the earth. 

When the Romans expatriated all the Jews 
during their awful tribulation, as predicted 

38 
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sea, like the great literary world during the 
Greek and Roman ages, before the Bible 
turned on the nations its heavenly sun-burst 
of inspired truth. No wonder God is raising 
up an army of preachers from the slums, jun
gles and uncnltured masses, like the "un
learned and ignorant men," whom Jesus 
called from their fishing nets and commis
sioned to preach the gospel to all nations. 

"Follow peace with all men, and the sanc
tification without which no man shall see the 
Lord" (Heb. 12: 14). With this and hundreds 
of parallels flaming before their eyes, ringing 
in their ears the zpse dixz't of the Almighty, 
proclaiming with stentorian voice to all the 
world, that no one shall enter heaven without 
holiness; the very fact that churches from 
pulpit and pew charter the artillery of hell to 
fight holiness, is demonstrative proof that they 
are fallen and lugubriously fulfilling these 
awful, latter day prophecies in reference to 
the apostasy which, pursuant to the warnings 
of Jesus, Paul, John, Peter, James and Jude, 
are certain precursors of the end. 
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You see from this Seri pture that every word 
in the Bible is the very breath of God, i. e., 
fully and infallibly inspired by the Holy 
Ghost. 

While the current apostasy is lamentable 
and even apalling in the pews, it is, if possi
ble, worse in the pulpits. While I was in 
Cincinnati recently a great D. D., standing at 
the head of one of the largest Protestant de· 
nominations, while preaching to a large aud
ience Sunday evening, utterly repudiated the 
inspiration of the Scriptures. If that were 
true we would have no Bible. It would be 
worth no more than any other goori. book. 
The Dean of a great Protestant University re
cently certified to the theologues that Paul 
was a premillennial adventist in his early 
ministry, but afterward saw his mistake, and 
turned over to the postmillennial view. Do 
you not know such an attitude utterly ignores 
the inspiration of Paul, and of course every 
other Biblical author. We have that higher 
criticism infidelity at the front of all the 
great Proteshnt churches. It is poisonous as 
the nicotine of hell. The moment we sur
render the infallible verbal inspiration of the 
Sr:riptures, we have no Bible, and are all at 
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ness but denying its power: indeed turn away 
from these" (2 Tim. 3 : r-5). This awful de
scription is not applied to outsiders, to many 
of whom it is sadly pertinent; but, as you see, 
to church members, because the prophet is 
speaking of people who have a form of god
liness, i. e., a religious profession; but not 
only do they lack the power of that profes
sion, but they even deny it. The power is 
sanctification and the indwelling Holy Ghost 
giving you victory over sin and Satan each 
fleeting moment. The popular pulpits abound 
in the sad fulfilment of this prophecy ; the 
preachers boldly and even eloquently teach
ing the people that the dead form which they 
have is the whole sum and substance of the 
Christian religion. Here you see the plain 
commandment of God through inspired Paul; 
"from these indeed turn away." This is the 
simple reason why many of God>s faithful 
children are now withdrawing from the fallen 
churches. "All Scripture is God-breathed 
and profitable for teaching, for conviction~ for 
correction, for education which is in right
eousness, in order that the man of God may 
be perfect, having been thoroughly perfected 
unto every good work" (2 Tim. 3: r6, 17) 
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ble apostasy immediately preceeding our 
Lord's second coming. " But the Spirit posi
tively says that in the last times some will de
part from the faith, giving heed to seducing 
spirits and doctrines of devils, speaking lies 
in hypocrisy" (r Tim. 4: r, 2). We are liv
ing in an age of fallen churches and false 
prophets, who actually stand in the pulpits 
and preach to the people the lies of Satan, in
spired by demons, sent from the pit to de
ceive them, even passing themselves for the 
Holy Spirit. Consequently pulpits abound 
in carnal anti-holiness preaching, which is 
the doctrine of the demons; in cases innumer
able, the church actually ruled by c:i.rnal, 
wicked people; the Holy Ghost grieved away 
and Satan, robed as an angel of light, en
throned. 

" But know this, that in the last days peri
lous times shall come. For the people will 
be lovers of themselves, money lovers, arro
gant, proud, blasphemous, disobedient to par
ents, ungrateful, without natural affections, 
covenant breakers, devilish, ungovernable, 
furious, opposed to the good, traitnrs, head
strong, puffed up, lovers of plea:sure rather 
than lovers of God, having the form of godli-
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SIGNS AMONG THE; PROTESTANTS 

"Let no one deceive you in any way, be
cause unless there may first come an apostasy 
and the man of lawlessness be revealed, the 
son of perdition, who opposeth and exaltetb 
himself above everything which is called God 
or divinity, so that he sitteth in the temple of 
God showing himself off that he is God ,, 
(2 Thess. 2: 3, 4). 

" Therefore indeed God sends to them the 
working of delusion that they may believe a 
lie, that they may all be condemned who do 
not believe the truth but take pleasure in un
righteousness" (2 Thes. 2: II, 12). 

The "man of lawlessness" is the Pope, who 
really verifies these awful prophecies in refer
ence to his blasphemous assumptions. There 
was an awful apostasy in the antediluvian 
church, utterly grieving away the Holy 
Spirit (Gen. 6: 3) just before the flood. So 
an apalli:ig apostasy in the Jewish Church 
prevailed at the time of our Savior's advent, 
blinding the eyes of the clergy and the mag
nates to His glorious presence. So the New 
Testament abounds in predictions of the terri-

2 ~ 
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Mahomet without a solitary ally, we see them 
both cast alive into the lake of fire burning 
with brimstone, (v. 20). Then you see (v. 
21) all the people who survive the Armaged
don destruction, under the preathing of the 
transfigured saints with the ushering in of 
the Millennium, are happily converted to 
God, joyfully entering the glorious reign of 
the Prince of Peace. Now the Lord de· 
scends on the throne of His millennial 
glory, and the devil arrested is taken out of 
the world and imprisoned in hell ; all his 
votaries having fallen and preceded him to 
the same dismal gloom. 
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Bride (Daniel 7: 9) and sh_ake every ruler from 
his throne, vacating all kingdoms for the 
glorious coronation of His Son (Acts 2: 35). 
Simultaneously with the universal fall of the . 
secular and ecclessiastical powers, Satan will 
rally all to the terrible battle of Armaged.don. 
Romanism, being the more inflllentia1, taking 
the lead, the Pope reviving his ancient claim 
to the vicegerency of God and the vicarage 

_ of Christ, thus the coming of the Anti-christ of 
all the prophecies, will asc-:!nd the throne of 
the world, cooperated with by the Moslem 
and Pagan millions, reviving the Inquisition 
and consequent martyrdom of the dark ages. 
Read these prophecies: cbs. 7! 8 and 12 of 
Daniel, and 161 171 18 and 19 of Revelation, 
and you see the blood flowing to the horses re· 
galia and the earth heaped with mountains of 
the slain (Ch. 18: 2). Babylon i. e. all false 
religions, are forever overthrown and God's 
people called out of them. Chapter 19 gives the 
grand culmination of the Armageddon wars, 
ultimating in the destruction of all the kings, 
nobles and peoples who have the misfortune 
to be arrayed against King Emmanuel. 

After the fall of Babylon and all the king
doms of the earth, thus leaving the Pope and 
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He gathered them into the place called in 
Hebrew Armageddon." This is the inaugur
ation of the great tribulation, to which Dan
iel 12 assigns the last forty-five years of the 
Gentile age. 

Consequently it really belongs to Satan's 
reign and will constitute the grand culmina
tion of his indefatigable citmpaign of six 
thousand years, S() vigorously and persever
ingly prosecuted for the damnation of the 
whole human race. He gathered a grand 
harvest in the flood; another in the Jewish 
tribulation A. D. 66-7 3 ; but the Gentile trib
ulation will infinitely transcend them all in 
populating hell with the unsavable millions 
thronging the world, thus giving hell her 
greatest harvest, and preparing the way 
for the glorious Millennial reign of peace and 
love, which would be an impossibility unless • 
preceded by the elimination of the lawless 
and incorrigible. In this prophecy, the beast 
is Romanism (Rev. 13), the dragon Pagan
ism and the false prophet, Mohammedanism. 
You see th~s diabolical intervention will stir 
up these three grand divisions of Satan's 
kingdom to fight against God Almighty, who 
will descend when Christ comes for His 
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Rome was conquered by the Goths, Huns 
and Vandals A. D. 476, and healed in the 
papacy, which followed, constituting the 
seventh head, and will continue till super
ceded by the eighth head (Rev. l 7 : l l), which 
you see in the Scripture is one of the seven. 
All the others have:: long ago passed away. 
Hence you see as this prophecy occurs in the 
tribulation which includeschs. 16,17, l8and 19 
of Revelation the Pope will be the Anti-Christ 
of the tribulation. You see in chapter 17, the 
universal revolution of the Catholic states re
jecting the authority of the papacy, set forth 
in the prophecy of the beast, which is the 
world power, carrying the harlot, which repre
sents the ecclesiastical authority, and throw
ing her off, proceeding to devour her flesh ; 
thus the secular powers, repudiating the pa
pacy and confiscating her property. 

Rev. 16: lJ. "And I saw three unclean 
spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of 
the dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast, 
and out of the mouth of the false prophet : 
They are the spirits of demons working mir
acles, which go forth to the kings of the 
whole world to lead them together to the war 
of the great day of God Almighty .... and 
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ments to the memory of these men; the one 
for dethroning the Pupe and the other for 
preventing his restoration, so when he looks 
out of his palace toward the east he is re
minded of Victor Immanuel (which you see is 
the very name of the Savior), and when he 
looks toward the west he is bound to remem
ber Garibaldi who forever blighted his hope~ 
of re-enthronement. Fifty years elapsed afte1 
the assumption of spiritual power before that 
of the temporal. In taking down a l:ouse we 
begin at the top. The Pope lost his tern.: 
poral power in l 870. Now if you add 50 
years, you see it locates his final fall from 
spiritual dominion in 1920. The decree of 
the papal infallibility sent a dynamite bomb
shell throughout the Catholic world, every
where shaking the po;mla:r faith in the claims 
of the papal surpremacy. Right there in 
Rome under the shadow of the Vatican they 
openly repudiate the papistical prerogative. 

The papacy is the seventh head of the Ro
man beast (Rev. 13), the other six heads
the kingdom, the triutnvirate, the dictatorship, 
the tribuneship, the republic and the empire, 
-having passed away. The empire the sixth 
head, received the "deadly wound" when 
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Mohammed began to preach A. D. 607. 
The first Pope, Boniface III, was 
crowned supreme pontificate by Procas, the 
king of Italy, A. D. 606. Hence you see 
these gigantic sons of Satan entered the world 
contemporaneously. Consequently the chro
nologies apply to them alike. 

We have in the prophecies of Daniel and 
John the period of 1260 years frequently 
applied both to Pope and Mohammed. A. 
D. 1866 Pope Pius IX convened an ecu
menical counsel of 535 bishops from all 
parts of the world, and held them in ses
sion in St. Peter's Cathedral till 1870, when 
he constrained them to decree his infalli
bility. Scarcely was the ink dry in their 
signatures, when Victor Immanuel, King of 
Sardinia, entered Rome with his army and 
shook the Pope down from his temporal 
throne. This was a signal fulfilment of the 
r 260 years. When the French army came to 
restore him, Garibaldi fought against them 
and defeated them. The grateful people of 
Rome and Italy have erected gorgeous monu-
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him ever since, and will soon finish him ; 
Turkey being at present the only survivor of 
the Moslem power, and really in a dying con
dition. All Christendom combined fought 
two hundred years to break the Mohammedan 
power and recover the Holy Land, signally 
failing. The hand of the Almighty is now 
fast doing this tremendous work. These are 
all cheering omens of the Lord's near ap
proach. The Mohammedans themselves, 
though dreading His appearing, feeling that 
it will J:>e the ruin of their politico-ecclesiasti
cism, are this day much exercised over the 
predictions of their own prophets assuring 
them that Jesus Christ will soon return to Mt. 
Olivet and take the government out of their 
hands. 
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"Not unto us, 0 Lord, but to Thee be the 
glory ! " It is the full moon, and she has 
tisen in her full-orbed splendor, thrilling 
the Moslem host with certain assurance of 
the final victory, for which they had fought 
550 years. It proves to be the time of to
tal eclipse, when the earth passes between 
the sun and the moon, total darkness veil
ing her beautiful orb. This scared those 
ignorant Moslems almost to death. Panic 
incorrigible seizes the entire host. They 
stampede in wildest confusion, shonti.ng as 
they run, "Do you not see, God is against 
us ! Our banner is fading from the sky." 
Thus that grand army, flushed with a thou
sand victories, stampede in utter confusion, 
leaving the earth burdened with the rich 
spoils of war, and verifying Dan. 8 : 25, 

" He shall be broken without hand." 
This awful scourge which depopulated 

the world and martyred a hundred millions 
of Christians, and reached the verge of final 
and universal victory, which meant the ex
termination of Christianity from the globe, 
none but God can break. He made a tre
mendous break on the False Prophet in this 
signal catastrophe. He bas been breaking 
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mination from the earth ; the Moslems 
coiled their huge army of three hundred 
thbusand, like a great boa-constrictor, around 
Vienna, the capital of Austria, and the 
greatest stronghold of Christendom, feeling 
sure of victory, and sanguinely believing that 
with the fall of Vienna, the little remnant 
of Christians would speedily be exterminated 
from the earth. All hope evanesces. De
spair, like an avenging specter, walks the 
streets. Couriers at once fly to Poland, at 
that time one of the great powers of Chris
tendom. John Sobieski is in the meridian 
of his military glory, really the greatest 
hero in Christendom. He at once rendezvous 
seventy thousand Polish warriors and hastens 
to the relief of Vienna. Arriving on Sun
day afternoon, Oct. 12, 1683, having given 
his men the battle-cry, "Not unto us, 0 Lord, 
but unto Thee, be the glory!" having as
sured his men that he will conquer the 
Moslems and relieve Vienna, or die on the 
field, he leads off the assault at a sweeping 
gallop, waving his sword over his head and 
shouting at the top of his voice that thril
ling battle cry, simultaneously roaring from 
the seventy thousand wide open mouths, 
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globe, and having the world all their own; 
which is really the signification of their bat
tle flag, which always exhibits the Cresent •in 
the form of the new moon growing incessant
ly to the full, when she soars a perfect circle, 
a solid globe representing the world. This 
was the middle of the dark ages, those memo
rable thousand years, Satan's millennium, 
during which not one man in a thousand 
could read or write. Oh, how favorable to 
the diabolical work of deluging the world 
with blood and heaping its battle-fields with 
the mountains of the dead l Under these Sa
tanic auspices, the millions of Asia and Africa, 
rallied under the Crescent, move out in the 
prosecution of the bloody work, electrified 
with the transcendent determination to con
quer the world; sweeping on with their bloody 
work of extermination four hundred years 
in fulfilment of John's prophecy in the second 
woe (Rev. 9: 15); establishing the Mogul 
Empire, with Bagdad, its magnificent capital. 

Finally having exterminated Christianity 
from all the world except Northern Europe, 
where they hid amid the primeval wilds, 
panic stricken in contemplation of what 
seemed to be their speedy and final exter-
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ing them on all sides, sanguine with the en
thusiasm of speedy and universal triumph, one 
hundred and fifty years of Moslem victories roll 
away in fulfilment of John's prophecy (Rev. 
9: 5). The Christians were encouraged by the 
victory of Tours, which promoted Charles 
Martel to the front, thrilling all Christendom 
with enthusiastic hope of universal victory, 
which eventually culminated in the Crusades, 
when all Europe arose en masse and sailed 
away to Asia on the inspiring enterprise of 
taking the Holy Land, the patrimony of our 
Savior, out of the hands of the infidel Moslems. 
For this they fought valiantly t:wo hundred 
years, capturing Jerusalem A. D. 1099, and 
holding the land of Canaan eighty.eight 
years, amid constant and bloody wars 
with the Mohammedans, who never let 
up the battle, and finally, under the heroic Sal
adin, signally defeated them in the battle of 
Hattan on the west bank of the Sea of Galilee 
A. D. r 187, thus expelling the Christians from 
Asia, to rdurn no more till the Lord shakes 
down the Moslem power. The defeat of the 
Crusaders again enthused the Mohammedans 
with the sanguine hope of exterminating 
Christianity and all other religions from the 
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feat under Charles Martel at the battle of 
Tours, France, A. D. 7 33. Stunned and ap
palled by this crushing disaster, the wild na
tions of the East retreat before the heroic sons 
of Christian Europe, who now revive from 
the awful discouragement which had settled 
down, like a dismal nightmare from the bot
tomless pit, paralyzing all Christendom with 
the appalling omens of extermination from 
the face of the earth, which everywhere hov
ered over the votaries of the Cross, arising 
from the alarming fact that a swef'ping tide 
of almost constant victories had crowned the 
Crescent more than a hundred years, while 
the heroic sons of Ishmael and Esau, accom
panied by the millions of the Orient, had over
run the fairest portions of Asia and Africa, 
the cradle of ancient civilization, everywhere 
exterminating all the followers of the Naza
rene who would not accept the Koran and be
come the disciples of the false prophet. 

In the onward sweep of this terrible exter
minating war between the Cross and the Cres
cent, Christianity having been driven out of 
Asia and Africa, where it was born, and forced 
to take refuge amid the wilds of babaric Eur
ope, the combined nations of the East press-
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on the earth, ignoring the Christhood of J e
sus, but simply giving Him a place among 
the prophets, promising the people salvation 
through obedience to those whom God had 
sent, especially himself, he claimed in au
thority and power not only to transcend but to 
supercede all his prophetical predecessors; at 
the same time certifying that God told him 
during this paradoxical interview, that He 
had sent the prophe,ts and Jesus Christ to per
suade men to repent ; but as they would not, 
He had sent him to compel them. Therefore 
he proclaimed the sword the arbitrator of hu
man destiny; rallied the millions of the wild 
Orient under his belligerent banner, whose 
battle-cry was, the "Koran or death.,, Moham
med is the " little horn" (Dan. viii), which 
moved over the East, which is Asia, and 
South, which is Africa, and into the pleasant 
land, which is the Holy Land, subduing every
thing before it. 

The first period nf the Moslem conquest 
(Rev. ix) lasted five months (one hundred and 
fifty years), resulting in the subjugation of 
the fairest portions of Asia and Africa ; cross
ing Gibraltar, overrunning Spain, crossing 
the Pyrenees and meeting their first signal de-



CHAPTER III 

EIGNS AMONG THE MOSLEMS 

These are the followers of :Mohammed, the 
wild son of Esau, whose disciples boasted that 
he could neither read nor write when he be
gan his wonderful career in Arabia, A. D. 
607. No man on the earth has ever had such 
a following. Though vastly depleted from by
gone centuries, this day one hundred and 
seventy-five millions still rally under the 
Moslem Crescent. He boldly proclaimed to 
the people that the Archangel Gabriel had 
escorted him to the sixth heaven, there ex
cusing himself as unworthy further to go, and 
sending him on alone to stand before the 

·great God of the uni verse, sitting on His ef
fulgent throne in the seventh heaven ; from 
whom he claimed to have received his com
mission, to exterminate all the false religions 
out of the world, and establish by the power 
of the sword the worship of the great Allah 
in every land. 

Recognizing the patriarchs and prophets of 
the Old Testament, but claiming himself to 
be not only one of them, but the greatest of 
all and the last whom God would ever send 
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inspiring in the extreme. I do not wonder 
that the elect in every land ;lre even now · 
hearing the voice of the Bidegroom speaking 
from heaven, "0 my dear, wash and dress, 
for I am coming,, (Dan. 12 : 10), "Many 
.shall be purified and made white, and tried; 
but the wicked shall do wickedly ; and none 
of the wicked shall understand ; but the wise 
shall understand.,, How signally do we on 
all sides witness the fulfilment of that proph
ecy. Countless multitudes in all lands do 
not and will not understand these momentous 
truths and thrilling prophecies. They are 
rushing blindly and madly into the awful 
slaughter of Armageddon (Rev. xix). 
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have to be governed by the brute force, in the 
Bible designated "The Horn.'' But before 
the awful tribulation sets in (Dan. xii) we see 
the saints will all be delivered. 

For this glorious rapture of the elect we 
have ten thousand cogent reasons to be on the 
constant lookout, as our Savior has command
ed us over and over to " watch." The mean
ing of this commandment which Jesus re
peated more frequently than any other, is that 
we should be incessantly looking for Him to 
appear. Oh what a warning we have in the 
chronologies, all which assure us that we are 
living in the time of the end, when our Lord 
is certain to snatch away His waiting Bride 
so quickly as to take all in appalling surprise 
if they are not robed and ready, with loins 
girded, staff in hand, lamp lighted, trimmed 
and brightly burning, and vessel filled with 
oil, looking skywardly in constant expecta
tion of His glorious appearing. 

You see the lunar chronology makes the 
Rapture of the Bride overdue 57 years; the 
calendar, 15 years, and the Solar, which is the 
longest of all, makes it due in 20 years. 
Therefore the united testimony of the chro
nologies is admonitory, urgent, thrilling and 

I 
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equals 65. Hence you see solar time, which is 
the longest, gives us 65 years of the Gentile 
age yet to elapse, and 65 minus 45 equals 20. 

Here you see that according to the longest 
chronology it is only 20 years till the Rap
ture of the Saints, counting 45 years for 
the tribulation according to Dan. 12. 

You see, according to calendar chronolgy, 
the Raptne of the Bride is already overdue 
15 years, while the lunar makes it overdue 
57 years. As the tribulation, which Daniel 
gives as 45 years, is a part of the Gentile age, 
we cannot expect the Lord to come in His 
glorious millennial kingdom till that terrible 
ordeal-in which the unsalvable millions 
shall be destroyed,-with its appalling issues, 
shall have come and gone. Consequently we 
are not looking for the immediate ushering in 
of the millennium, as the tribulation must 
prepare the world for the glorious reign of 
Christ, by backing the unsalvable-who are 
incapable of the divine government in right
eousness and love-out of the world. As we 
see in Dan. 7 : 91 all human governments will 
be cast down when the Ancient of days shall 
come to execute righteous retributions against 
the incorrigible millions of earth, who now 
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nezzar. To 587 add 1903, and you have 
2490. From this take 2478, and you have 
12. Here you see, according to the lunar 
chronology, the Gentile times have already 
expired, and twelve years over. Dan. 12th 
chapter gives 1335· This minus 1290 leaves 
45 as the period of the tribulation. Now we 
know the tribulation will wind up the Gentile 
age, and of course constitute a part 0f it. 
Therefore 45 years of tribulation, plus the 12 
years overdue on the Gentile age, equals 57 
overdue on the Rapture of the Saints, which 
must precede the tribulation (Dan. 12). 

Calendar time is measured by the revolu
tions of the planets, and has 360 days in the 
year. Seven times 360 equals 2520; and 2520 
minus 2490 equals 30. Hence you see in cal
endar chronology there are yet 30 years of 
the Gentile age, and 45 minus 30 equals 15, 
showing that in calendar time the rapture is 
already overdue 15 years. 

Solar chronology is measured by the revo-
1 utions of the earth around the sun, and has 
365 days in the year. It is generally used 
in America ; calendar time being . used in 
Europe, and lunar in Asia and Africa. Seven 
times 365 equals 2555, and that minus 2490 
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SIGNS IN THE CHRONOLOGIES 

Time can only be measured by the revolu
tions of the heavenly bodies. As Nebuchad
nezzar succeeded God on the throne of the 
world-the Theocracy having yielded to the 
Chaldean power when Jerusalem fell, B. C. 
587-the interregnum of his administration, 
occasioned by the seven years of his insanity, 
symbolizes the interregnum of the Theocracy, 
which began with the fall of Jerusalem and 
will continue through ~he Gentile times, till 
the Lord shall ride down on the throne of His 
millennial glory, dethroning Satan and for
ever restoring the Theocracy in this world. 

Lunar chronology is measured by the revo
lutions of the moon around the earth, and has 
354 days in the year. It is used in Asia and 
Africa, and especially by Jews and Moham
medans. Seven times 354 days equals 2478 
days, which are prophetic years, thus giving 
us 2478 years as the measure of the Gentile 
times (Dan. 4th chapter; Lu. 21 : 241 and 
Rom. II : 25). The Gentile times began B. 
C. 587, when the Theocracy went down and 
Jerusalem passed into the hands of Nebuchad· 
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reprobacy of mind. At the present day it is 
an indisputable fact that there is an expec
tancy anDng all nations, even heathens and 
barbarians not excepted. N. B. The elect of 
grace are in every nation under heaven, as 
they were nineteen hundred years ago when 
He came the first time. As they were then 
looking for Him in every nation, while the 
non-elect were fast asleep, even so it is now. 
In my travels in America, Europe, Asia and 
Africa I have everywhere found people look
ing for His appearing. We are living in the 
most important age of the world, destined to 
witness the most stupendous miracles, magni
tudinous revolutions and wonderful events, 
such as will certainly characterize the second 
coming of the Lord. He first came to suffer 
and to die, to redeem the world. He comes 
again in His glory, to snatch away His wait
ing Bride, dethrone Satan, conquer the world 
and reign forever. 
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God's providential vehicle for the evangel
ization of the world. 
· Meanwhile, the Roman empire had consol
idated all nations into one universal despot
ism,-a preparation infinitely conducive to 
the evangelization of the whole world. 
While this universal expectancy character
ized all nations, the leaders of the Jewish 
heirarchy, evidently providentially anathe
matized by judicial blindness, were unable to 
see the signal fulfilment of Messianic proph
ecies, which were daily verified before their 
eyes. Jacob had predicted (Gen. 49 : 10 :) 

"The scepter shall not depart from Judah 
nor a law-giver from between his feet, till 
Shiloh come." Shiloh had come, and the 
scepter had departed, all this transpiring 
oefore their eyes; yet they could not see it. 
The seventy weeks of Daniel, i. e., 490 years 
from the founding of the second temple till 
the crucifixion of Christ, were just then ru..i
ning out. We wonder why the leading 
clergy were so grossly blind to the signs of 
the times and the folfilment of the prophecies. 

The solution is, as we see, Matt. XII. They 
had committed the sin against the Holy Ghost, 
::md were given over to hardness of heart, and 
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ts about to send a Messenger of light, 
wisdom, truth and righteousness into the 
world. 

Human learning, originating among the 
Egyptians, progressing among the Chaldeans 
and Persians, culminating among the Greeks, 
who in poetry, oratory, philosophy and the 
fine arts, mutually developing into the Greek 
language the highest achievement of human 
genius and erudition, excelled all nations, 
thus climbing to the summit of human great
ness, and under the leadership of Alexander, 
conquering the world, having reached the 
climax in the elevation of the Greek philoso
phers to the summit of the world, has after all 
its boasted achievements, signally failed to 
solve the problem: "Who am I, whence came 
I, and what is my destiny?" This signal fail
ure of human learning, genius, culture and 
wisdom to solve the abstruse problem of hu
manity, had superinduced the universal con
viction that the Author of the universe would 
send a revelator of hope and salvation to the 
desponding nations of the earth. The Alex
andrian conquest had put the Greek language 
in every national capital on the earth, from 
which it had radiated and become universal, 
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Ghost, taking the infant Christ in their arms 
and begging the Lord to let them go to 
heaven, as their failing eyes had seen His sal
vation I This is a significant fact that the 
whole Gentile world was on the outlook for 
the Lord to appear, at the time of His first 
advent. See how those heathens at Lystra 
mistook Paul and Barnabas for Jupiter and 
Mercury, Greek and Roman gods ; thus illus
trating the fact that the Greeks and Romans, 
who at that time filled the world, with the 
exception of the Jews, were on the outlook 
for the Lord's appearing. Polytheism-with 
its innumerable divinities, Baal, the sun-god, 
and Ashtaroth, the moon-goddess-superem
inent, has run its race, enjoying the monop
oly of the world four thousand years, signally 
fails to satisfy the longings of the immortal ' 
soul, and is now everywhere on the decline. 
Her gorgeous temples, enriched with silver 
and gold and ornamented with precious stones, 
everywhere falling into dilapidation; her vo
taries forlorn and dissatisfied and her altars 
rapidly going into depreciation and abandon
ment, the anticipation spontaneously pre
vails. among the Pagan millions that the 
God of the universe in condescending mercy 
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the comparatively obscure regions of Galilee, 
in order -that He might have time on the 
earth to preach His glorious gospel and efiec
tively inculcate it in the minds and burn it 
into the hearts of the inspired twelve; thus 
qualifying them to carry it to the ends of the 
earth and preach it to all nations. For this 
reason He also frequently charged them not 
to publish His mighty works, because their 
publicity conduced to convince the people of 
His Christhood and stir them up to crown 
Him king of the Jews, in which case the 
Romans would have killed Him as a rival of 
Ca!Sar under charge of high treason, which 
they did eventually, superscribing the crim
inal allegation under which they put Him to 
death, "This is the king of the Jews" in 
Latin, Greek and Hebrew on the cross above 
His head. For this reason He never openly 
declared His Christhood till two and a half 
years out of the three occupied by His min· 
istry had passed away. These facts clearly 
show the attitude of the Hebrew mind at 
that time on the constant outlook for the 
Messiah. 

See old Simeon and Anna waiting in the 
temple and under the inspiration of the Holy 
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offer His own body a vicarious sacrifice for 
the sins of the whole world. God accepts 
His con·,,ecration, sealed by baptism, and 
sends Him down the Holy Ghost from 
heaver, symbolized by a dove, thus quali
fying Him to preach the gospel and per
form the mighty works incident to His 
official Messiahship. 

John's ministry had stirred the world as 
the bygone ages had never known. The 
preaching of Jesus, accompanied by His stu
pendous miracles, not only perpetuated the 
Johanic revival, but gave it new impetus, 
thus rapidly putting John into eclipse, which 
was soon expedited by his imprisonment and 
subsequent decapitation by Herod ; mean
while all eyes were turned to Jesus with thrill
ing enthusiasm, believing Him to be the 
Shiloh of prophecy. Under the universal ap
prehension that the Christ is to be king of 
Israel in the succession of David, His mighty 
works so stir the people with the conviction 
of His Christhood that He finds it necessary 
at the beginning of His ministry to leave 
Jerusalem, the center of Hebrew influences, 
and Judea, the populous country, and go 
away and spend five~sixths of His ministry in 
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licly call out the wonderful preacher, to settle 
the question with his own ipse dix£t. To 
their suprise and disappointment, he respond
ed in the negative, at the same time relieving 
their mortification by assuring them that the 
Christ, for whom they had waited 4,000 years, 
is already on the earth, and will come to his 
baptism and he will point Him out to them, 
so they need not be mistaken. 

N. B. This universal apprehension that 
John is the Christ, vividly illustrates the 
attitude of the Hebrew mind at that time, 
i. e., that of general expectancy. When 
John had been preaching six months, pur
suant to his prediction to the enthusiastic 
multitudes, sure enough, Jesus comes to his 
wonderful protracted meeting, a1ready for 
some time moved from the wilderness of 
Judea to the flowing Jordan. Amid a Ut~i
versal spell-bound enthusiasm, the King of 
Glory meets the prophet of the wilderness, 
demanding baptism at his hands. John re
luctantly and modestly, after momet1tary 
hesitation, acquiescing, ceremonially ind•1cts 
his Lord into His official Messiahsbip, this 
consecrating Him to the momentous worlr of 
His High-priesthood, m which He was t:o 
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and mitred hierarchy from Jerusalem~ but 
the sons of Abraham scattered among the 
Gentiles in far-off lands hear the news and 
come-Apollos all the way from Africa, and 
multiplied thousands from the ends of the 
earth; yea, they empty the cities and popu
late the wilderness, that they may listen 
spell-bound, from dewy morn till dusky eve, 
hanging electrified on the lips of the greatest 
prophet the world has seen. Meanwhile 
popular sentim.ent trends to one grand focus, 
and that is that this wonderful prophet is 
none other than the Christ of God and the 
Redeemer of Israel. This opinion becomes 
universally prevalent, sweeping the multitude 
like a tornado, bearing down everything in 
its irresistible wake. The cultured clergy 
lay under contribution all their rabbinical 
lore, with the long roll of prophecy held up 
before their eyes the live-long day, investi
gating with all their genius and learning the 
predictions of all the inspired prophets from 
Moses to Malachi, in reference to the Messiah 
whom God had promised to send into the 
world to save the millions from sin and death. 
Eventually the enthusiasm culminates in the 
appointment of an official delegation to pub-



CHAPTER I 

HISTORIC REPETITION . 

That history in the progressive ages ever 
and anon repeats itself, is a trite maxim. 
When John the Baptist, standing on a great 
rock, in the wilderness of Judea, lifted up his 
stentorian voice like a trumpet, electrifying 
the uncultured rabble of the desert with the 
supernatural fire that flashed from his eye, as 
well as the clarion roar of his magnetic elo
quence and burning pathos, the thrillir:g ti
dings on the wings of the wind flew from Dan 
to Beersheba, raising all Israel on tip-toe. The 
paradoxical report that a mighty prophet has 
arisen in Israel, after an interregnum of 400 

years since the days of Malachi, thrilled all 
Hebrew hearts, not only throughout the land 
of Canaan, but interpenetrating the Gentile 
world, and everywhere stirred the children of 
Abraham with the inspiring hope and the 
bounding assurance that the God of Abraham 
Isaac and Jacob has remembered His holy 
covenant and sent them an inspired prophet 
to call the people to repentance. Not only 
do the high, the low, the rich, the poor, the 
rank and file of the Theocracy and the robed 
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the sinner; thus regenerating and resurrecting 
that soul from the dead. 

Reader your eternal destiny hangs right 
here. The Rely Spirit always witnesses to 
His work; Himself bearing witness with our spirit 
that we are the children of God. Therefore if you 
are a Christian of the lowest type; you are born 
fr<>m Above and know it, better than anything 
else; because it is a significant fact, that what God 
reveals to us we do know vastly better than the 
science, literature, mathematics, languages which 
we have learned from ~he people. 

(t) As our Saviour said in reference to Lazarus, 
"Loose him and let him go." That means that you 
nre 110t only free from evil tempers, passions, lusts 
and inclinations; but that you are free from all 
sorts of human jokes, lodgery, sectarianism, politics, 
etc., i. e. you do not have them in your heart and 
do not serve them in your life; they are gone and 
you have the victory over them. Jesus says, "No 
one can serve two masters." Therefore you in the 
exultant realization of your glorious liberty, ring 
out your song, 

I would rather be the least of them, 
Who are the Lord's alone, 
Than wear a royal diadem 
And sit upon a throne. 

No tongue can tell the glories of this liberty which 
Jesus gives the soul who forsakes all for time and 
eternity and take Him alone for this world and all 
others. 

(u) A Holiness evangelist in Nebraska saw a 
great eagle sitting on a box. Anon he would spread 
his wings and fly till the chain on his body stopped 
his upward movement. Then he would fly round 
and round in a circle uttering mourning wails 
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which moved the heart of the preacher, to sympa
thize with the poor imprisoned bird. Turning 
he asked a bystander to tell him the owner of the 
eagle. 

(v) Oh, he said, he is in that store on 
the corner. He walks in and asks him for the 
eagle. "Oh," he said, "I don't want to sell him. 
I would not part with him for anything. Have 
owned him all his life. Therefore, neither you nor 
anybody else can buy him." The man doesn't 
give it up but continues to beg him to sell him the 
eagle at his own price, thus arousing the curiosity 
of the merchant, who asked him what he want
ed with him. 

(w) "Oh," says he, "I do not want the bird at 
all; I just want to buy him, so I can take that 
chain off of him. My Bible te'Ns me to do unto 
others as you would have them do unto you. If I 
had that chain on me, I would be so glad if some
body would take it off." God used the honest preach
er to touch the heart of the merchant, so he went 
out and took the chain off himself. 

(x) As the eagle had spent all his life on that 
box with that chain on him, he thought it was still 
there. As it was his habit ever and anon to fly 
up the length of the chain and then fly around in 
a circle till he got tired; then dropping back on 
the box. So the evangelist, the merchant and not 
a few others waited patiently to see him fly again. 

(y) It is not long till he takes another flighty 
spell as he had been doing all his life; soaring up 
to the altitude of the chain, when he halts and 
begins to fly around in a circle and utter those 
mournful wails. Pretty soon to his infinite sur
prise and delight, he finds the chain is not on him; 
then he peers straight toward the celestial bzenith 
mounting higher and higher, till he gets so high, 
that he looks no larger than a sparrow. 
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(y) Then he turns his face toward the Rocky 
Mountains where he was bred and born, and takes 
a straight shoot, now too high for the sportsman's 
bullet to reach him, then he utters tremendous 
screams of delight, as onward he moves to his native 
land, where he reaches his comrades and finds him
self comfortable at home in his native eirie. 
Reader, sanctification gives you this glorious liberty, 
which is really the prelude of heavenly bliss. The 
sea eagle is said to eat his breakfast in America and 
his dinner in Africa, thus winging his flight across 
the great Atlantic ocean. When storms are on the 
sea, rises above them; basking in the golden sun
light, without a solitary intervening cloud, while 
the great ocean is swept by the hurricanes, twisted 
into water spouts by the cyclones, and plowed by the 
sweeping tempests. 

Chapter III. 

ARE YOU READY 

As we see in the captian of this booklet 
memoralized A. D. 1913, from the fact that it wound 
up 25 hundred years of Gentile times; whereas the 
Lunar chronology measured by the revolutions of 
the moon around the earth, and used in Asia and 
Africa only gives 2478 years for the whole Gentile 
dispensation, therefore you see, according to that 
chronology the Gtntile times are out now (1915) 
and 24 years more. Daniel gives the tribulation 45 
years at the close of the Gentile times. Hence you 
see the rapture of the saints which will take place 
just before the Tribulation sets in is already over
due 69 years; God in His wonderful mercy waiting 
on our slow motions getting the bride ready. 

(a) The calandar chronology used in Europe, 
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and measured by the revolution of the planets 
around the sun, gives the whole Gentile dispensa
tion 2520 years. The rapture of the saints accord
ing to Daniel will immediately precede the tribub;l.-

/ tion. Hence you see according to the Calander 
chronology, the rapture of the saints is over due 
twenty-seven years The solar Ironology used in 
America and measured by the revolutions of the 
earth around the sun and gives the Gentile times 
2555 years As Daniel gives the tribulation 45 years, 
the rapture of the saints according to the solar 
chronology will be due in eight years. 
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SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND GRACES. 

EXORDIUM. 

I wrote my book on baptism to lead the people beyond 
the water-line, so they might climb up Mt. Zion and re
ceive the Pentecostal baptism of fire; since all who stop 
on the water-line, in the end, lose their souls. Religion 
is not ritualism, morality, philanthropy, nor churchian
ity, but spirituality. I wrote my other books not only 
to convert sinners, but more especially to lead Christians 
into the sweet and glorious experience of entire sanc
tification, and to establish them in holiness. Conse
quently, my writings have been mainly to the justified. 
But this book I address to the sanctified in order to util
ize them as soul-savers. It is a shame on the escutcheon 
of the Christian church that she has been so inefficient 
in the verification of the greatest of all the command
ments, delivered unto her by her ascended Lord; i. e., 
"Go disciple all nations." The English version reads 
erroneously: " Teach all nations." That is too weak a 
translation for the Greek "matheteusate." which means, 
make disciples. You can't make a disciple of a man 
without converting his soul. After he is converted he 
needs sanctification to keep him converted. Hence the 
great work of the church is to convert and sanctify the 
world. Our Lord's plan is to save the world through the 
church. It is of primary importance that our own souls 
be saved. As God is no respecter of persons all souls 
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are equally precious and valuable in His sight. Hence 
the great end for which He saved us , is that we may 
save others. General Booth, Bishop Taylor, Amanda 
Smith and many others have been instrumental in the 
salvation of multiplied thousands. Our good works are 
not the condition of our salvation, but they constitute 
the measure of our reward in heaven. In the glorified 
state, all are perfectly happy and free from sorrow, but 
all are not equally happy nor equally glorious. We read 
in 1 Cor. 15, that there will be a diversity in the glorified 
state similar to that of the stars which shine in the fir
mament. Unassisted vision discovers sixteen distinct 
stellar magnitudes. With the aid of the telescope we 
discover a thousand different magnitudes; consequently, 
the Pauline argument involves the conclusion that some 
of the Lord's saints in heaven will be a thousand times 
more glorious than others. It will be a wonderful 
achievement to get there ; but will we not regret through 
all eternity that we did not take more with us to glory? 
We have no assurance that we will ever enjoy another 
harvest so fruitful in any other world in all the ages of 
eternity. Hence myriad incentives-heaven-born-in
spir-e us night and day to spend and be spent, helping 
Jesus to save a lost world. Twenty-five millions annu
ally sweep into eternity. Hell, with open mouth and 
dragon teeth, is devouring hopeless myriads daily. No 
wonder David Livingstone walked through the Dark 
Continent alone thirty-three years, fearless of flooded 
rivers , rugged mountains, boa-constrictors, crocodiles, 
lions, and cannibals; when he kept his eye on the Son 
of God, who left the brightness of celestial glory for this 
dark world, there to roam friendless and homeless thirty
three years, and give his life a ransom for the lost mil-
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lions of Adam's race. Livingstone's arm was broken by 
a lion, Jesus was crucified by the preachers and officers 
of the Jewish Church. 

Who can read the Bible, hear the thunders of Sinai, look 
upon the cross of Calvary, and survey the world with a 
thousand millions for whom Jesus died, blindly hurry
ing into a bottomless hell, and not feel an electric shock 
of incorrigible enthusiasm to run to the rescue? But 
this is no child's play. Satan with the panoplied armies 
of earth and hell will confront you at every point of the 
compass. He retreats only at the point of the bayonet. 
You must be brave enough "to run through a troop and 
leap over a wall." Cowards have no business in the 
Lord's war. God, in the Bible, positively commands us 
to send them away when the battle is coming up lest 
they demoralize others. Entire sanctification, whose 
glorious upper side is perfect love, settles the problem 
by casting out fear. When Lucifer, the archangel, fell 
from the heavenly state one-third of all the angels fol
lowed in the fatal apostasy. (Rev. 12.) The demoni
acal Gadarene had a legion of devils in him. Mary Mag
dalene had seven devils. Paul in Eph. 2, pronounced 
Satan the prince of the power of the air. Hence from 
these Scriptures we conclude that the very atmosphere 
is thronged with demoniacal armies. We need the shield 
of sanctifying faith every moment to quench the mis
siles which they constantly hurl at us, flaming with hell
fire. Satan conquered the world in his first campaign in 
Eden, when he took captive the king and queen of hu
manity. God recognizes this sad fact (2 Cor. 4: 4), 
when He pronounces Satan the god of this world. Be
sides this mighty em battled host of devils, far more nu
merous than the whole human race, all the sinners in 
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the world, not only the rough but the genteel, the dis
loyal church members and occupants of the pulpit, are · 
subsidized and utilized by these demoniacal soldiers for 
the damnation of the world. The universal presenc«:; of 
these demons has superinduced the popular opinion t~at 
Satan is omnipresent, which is untrue. Satan is a finite 
being, like man and angel. God alone is omnipresent. 
Satan's lightning locomotion (Luke 10: 18) with the co
operation of his demoniacal armies belting the globe and 
filling the atmosphere, has render.ed him practically om
nipresent. How are we to prosecute the war against 
this (humanly speaking) invincible foe? 

NEGATIVELY. 

Not by intellectual power and human eloquence. As 
a rule the most intellectual people are not the most effi
cient soul-savers. A prominent doctor of divinity told 
me that in a ministry of thirty years he did not know 
that he had been instrumental in saving a soul. It is 
not by human learning. General observation confirms 
the conclusion that preachers who have received a col
legiate education, as a class, are the most inefficient soul
savers. Twenty-five years ago, General Booth, preach
ing on the streets of London, eloquently vociferating his 
sanguine visions of the coming Salvation Army to con
quer the world for Christ, when asked by a bystander 
"Where will you get your preachers?" the man of God 
pointed to the saloons and said, "We will get them there." 

POSITIVELY. 

We are to conquer .the world with the panoply of the 
Holy Ghost. When our Savior organized the apostolic 
glinistry H~ had access to the colle~es and ~nivt;rsi~it;s 
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of the world. He could at His option have gathered 
around Him the elite and cultured from Rabbinical and 
philosophical circles, and commissioned them to preach 
His gospel. But He passed them all by and called the 
illiterate peasantry from their :fishing-tackles along the 
sea of Galilee, and the publicans held in contempt by 
the aristocracy. The New Testament says they were 
unlearned and ignorant men. He shook the city of 
Sychar by the preaching of a converted harlot. He cast 
seven devils out of Mary Magdalene, baptized her with 
fire, and sent her out to preach His gospel. Out of thir
teen inspired apostles we have the writings of only five, 
and a number of those epistles by amenuenses. Why 
this delinquency to commit their gospel to writing? 
Doubtless mainly because they could not write. They 
were ignorant of dictionary and grammar. They had 
not paralyzed their nerves by long years of assiduous 
study to master a collegiate curriculum; neither had 
they worn out their voices. With nerves like galvanic 
batteries, muscles like steamboat cables, and voices like 
thunder, these sons of thunder with the physical hardi
hood giant-like , went forth to conquer the world. One 
out of the thirteen, Saul of Tarsus, was, perhaps, the 
most learned man in the world, being a double graduate, 
having graduated in the Greek schools of Tarsus and in 
the Hebrew schools of Jerusalem. Here we have a fac
simile of the gospel ministry; i.e., one learned teacher 
to twelve unlearned preachers. 

A band of sanctified women peregrinated a Southern 
city, preaching on the streets during the day and in a 
hall at night. They chanced to preach in front of a sa
loon. The lightning of God's fiery message struck the 
proprietor across his counter. He darts out at a back 
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door, runs home, tells his wife he is converted, prays in 
his family, runs back to his saloon and pours out his 
whiskey, follows the women to their meeting and there 
preaches his first sermon, is soon afterwards gloriously 
sanctified and has been preaching ever since. The Sal
vation Army is raising up a kingdom out of the slums 
and jungles. Many of the most efficient preachers in 
the world to-day are sanctified drunkards and harlots. 

When in Denver, Colo., I knew a doctor of divinity with 
a big salary, in a fine church edifice, preaching to thirty 
people Sunday morning and night. I also made.the ac_ 
quaintance of an eloquent, blood-washed, fire-baptized 
little woman who had been recently saved in slums 
preaching daily, without a salary, to about six hundred on 
the streets. So here the woman without remuneration 
preached to an audience of four thousand two hundred 
per week, while the man with a large salary preached to 
sixty per week. 

Man is a trinity like God, consisting of soul, mind, 
and body. The body is not the man, but the house in 
which he lives. The mind is not the man, but his me
dium of connection with the body and the world. But 
the soul; i.e., spirit or heart is the man himself. In the 
fall the body did not fall totally, for in that case it would 
have become a corpse. But it fell partially; i. e., be
came subject to disease and death. If the mind had to
tally fallen man would have become idiotic. However, 
the fall of the mind was much more fatal than that of 
the body. Adam had the power of perfect diagnosis and 
discrimination before he fell. In the fall that perfect 
mental equilibrium and perspicacity were racked and 
disturbed, so that darkness beclouded the intellect and 
we study all our lives, and die without as much knowl-
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edge as we would have a,ccunmlated in a few days in the 
unfallen state. God said to Adam: "In the day thou 
eatest thereof thou shalt surely die." Hence, spiritual 
death; £. e., the utter forfeiture of divine life out of the 
soul supervened the very moment they sinned. Man 
educates the mind, but God educates the soul. We need 
spiritual education to impower us to conquer evil spirits 
and save the world. 

John Wesley was a trichotomist; £. e., he taught the 
trinity of humanity. Popular theology, both in our 
schools and pulpits, erroneously teaches the dichotomy 
of humanity. The result is, the human spirit, which is 
the man himself, is left out of the curriculum. Since 
the apostasy of the church from the doctrine and ex
perience as taught by the apostles, she has been sending 
out her intellectual armies to fight the devil, but Diabolis 
is more intellectual than all the human race, hence he 
has an easy victory over us on intellectual lines. But 
Satan and all of his hosts are utterly dead spiritually; £. 
e. , utterly destitute of spiritual life, light, and power. 

THE APOSTASY. 

If Satan had not succeeded in derailing the church 
from the grand Pentecostal, apostolic track of entire 
sanctification, the world would have been converted long 
ago. Arianism, Mohammedanism, and Roman Catholi
cism, which have blighted the hopes of humanity for the 
last fifteen hundred years would never have been born. 
But the millenium, with all its glory, would have illumi
nated and celestialized the world centuries before you 
and I were born. But instead of God's millenium Satan 
managed to bring in his millenium; £. e., the Dark Ages, 
which deluged the world with ignorance, crime, desola-
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tion, bloodshed, and death. God used Luther and his 
compeers to restore the long lost gospel of justification, 
by the free grace of God in Christ, received and appro
priated by faith alone. Independently of ritualistic and 
priestly intervention he used John Wesley and his coad
jutors to restore the Christian secret of a happy life , or 
the glorious doctrine and sweet experience of entire 
sanctification. "But there is still much territory to be 
conquered," especially in the department of biblical ex
egesis. 

Satan from the beginning has laid all of his wonder
ful sagacity under contribution to disarm; i. e. , take · 
the Bible, the sword, from the church. Through his 
intriguing priests and blind preachers he has filled the 
pulpits of the fallen churches with labored, learned, and 
ingenious sermons to convince the people that much of 
the Bible has been fulfilled, and the balance will be ful
filled in the disembodied state. Know this, reader, the 
Bible is neither for worlds bygone nor for the world to 
come. But it is a present glorious reality; it is a now 
book, and must go through your heart if you go to 
heaven. A bogus gospel says: ~' The age of miracles is 
past." It is easy to say it but impossible to prove it. 
Doubtless, greater miracles will attend the second com
ing of Christ (for which we are constantly on the look
out) than bygone generations havl! ever witnessed. 
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THE GIFT AND THE GIFTS. 

SECTION I. 

The gift of the Holy Ghost (Acts 2: 38) is the Holy 
Ghost Himself. He is our sanctifier. Hence the gift of 
the Holy Ghost is entire sanctification. A popular her
esy on sanctification is to make it the ultimatum of all 
progress. It is more properly the foundation of a glori
ous Christian character, which shall brighten with in
creasing beauty and glory through the lapse of eternal 
ages. 

Sanctification by the incoming and abiding of the 
Holy Ghost is the completion of our personal salvation 
from sin. The man rescued out of the flooded Missis
sippi is prepared to rescue his drowning comrade. God 
has saved us, not merely that we may go up and enjoy 
heaven forever, but that we shall be fellow-laborers with 
His Son to save a lost world. But He has left us with
out excuse, having furnished us all the panoply we need, 
so that "one shall chase a thousand, and two shall put 
ten thousand to flight." This promise was literally ver
ified in case of Gideon's three hundred braves, who put 
to flight three hundred thousand Midianites. While the 
gift of the Holy Ghost is the Holy Ghost Himself re
ceived as a purifier and abiding comforter in the glorious 

( 11 ) 
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experience of entire sanctification, the gifts of the Holy 
Ghost constitute the Christian's panoply with which he 
is to conquer Satan and save the world from hell. So 
we are saved by the gift, but we save others by the 
gifts. 

Is it my privilege, Bro. Godbey, to possess all of 
these gifts? Most assuredly. God does not mock us. 
1 Cor. 12: 31. "Covet earnestly the best gifts." The 
more literal reading, "Seek earnestly the greater gifts.' , 
"Greater," as applied to these wonderful and extraordL 
nary gifts bestowed on the sanctified, is antethetical to 
"less," as applied to the gifts of conviction, repentance, 
faith , justification, and regeneration bestowed by the 
Holy Ghost on sinners to bring them into the kingdom. 

HOLINESS PEOPLE. 

Take heed and govern yourselves accordingly. A 
fallen church has hidden these glorious gifts under a 
bushel the last fifteen hundred years. God has raised up 
the holiness people to rescue every item of the long lost 
gospel and preach it to the world. If we obey this com
mandment, "Seek the greater gifts," we will conquer 
the world for Christ. If we neglect the Spirit's pano
ply and depend on human learning, intellect, eloquence, 
money, and popularity, Satan and the world will conquer 
us as they have conquered our predecessors. (1 Cor. 
12: 8-11.) There you find a catalogue of these spiritual 
gifts; i.e., wisdom, knowledge, faith, divine healing, mir
acles, prophecy, discernment of spirits, tongues, and in
terpretation of tongues. Now, reader, it is your glorL 
ous privilege and your imperative duty to receive, appro
priate, and utilize all of these gifts with an eye single to 
the glory of God and the salvation of the world. 
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1. WISDOM. 

The olc1 prophet says." He that winneth souls is wise." 
James says, "If any man lack wisdom let him ask of 
God, who giveth unto all liberally, and upbraideth not." 
Wisdom is sanctified common sense. As the colored 
preacher said. "It is sanctifigumption." Wisdom is the 
right use of knowledge; i. e., spiritual elasticity. With
out this gift we will be always doing good in the wrong 
way, and thus defeating the end in view. There is a 
gracious possibility of reaching every soul who has not 
actually crossed the dead line, and consequently aban
doned by the Holv Spirit if we could only approach him 
in the right way. This gift of wisdom gloriously sup
plies all our deficiencies as to ways and means. This 
gift. along with others, constitutes the rationale of the 
wonderful adroitness of some people in soul-saving. 
When a circuit rider. twenty-five years ago, I explored 
a nice Blue-grass neighborhood on the border of my cir
cuit, remote from any church edifice. The people were 
prosperous in everything but salvation. They were with
out hope and without God in the world, and frolicking 
their way down to destruction. I went among them, 
showing myself friendly, visiting from house to house. 
and preaching in their school-house. Meanwhile, I 
everywhere persuaded them to erect a church edifice, 
promising to furnish them an efficient Sunday-school 
leader, and telling them what a glorious thing it would 
be to have a magnificent Sunday-school running the 
year round. I also told them I would preach in their 
house and prevail on other preachers to do likewise. 
They became enthused with the idea of having a meet
ing-house in their midst, where they could all attend 
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Sunday-school and preaching so conveniently. Conse
quently, all hands rallied, and soon the passer-by was 
surprised to see a beautiful church edifice shining by 
the wayside. Those ungodly people actually built that 
church edifice for a Sunday club-house, where they could 
all meet every Sunday and have a jolly time. I im
ported a good religious man about ten miles to take 
charge of the Sunday-school. Soon it booms with one 
hundred scholars. About that time I slip in to hold a 
protracted meeting. 

As the people had always had to go several miles to 
attend protracted meetings, they were delighted with 
the idea of having one in their new church. I took 
Mount Sinai for my pulpit, and asked God to supply me 
with lightning, thunder, and earthquakes. On the third 
day I missed the leading citizen out of my congregation. 
The news came "J.C. is awfully sick and at the point of 
death." The Spirit revealed to me that it was heart-sick
ness. I went from the morning meeting to his house. 
The salutation met me at the door: "Preacher, I am in 
an awful fix. I will be dead and in hell before sun
down." I spend the afternoon with him reading and ex
pounding the Word, praying, singing, and exhorting. 
About one hour by sun he passes triumphantly from 
death to life; leaps, shouts aloud, and runs before me to 
the meeting-house, shouts uproariously, takes possession 
of the congregation telling the mighty works of God in 
his soul, and exhorting his good neighbors to flee the 
wrath to come and prepare for death and judgment. 
The congregation is shaken by a spiritual earthquake 
from pulpit to vestibule. The people crowd the altar in 
platoons, and throughout the house fall on the floor cry
jn~ aloud for rnerc,Y. -4. lanqsJiqt; from tht; h~avenly 
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country comes down on the community and sweeps over 
everything. We organized them into a church. If I 
had told them that I wanted them to build a church that 
they might all get converted they never would have built 
it. God gave me wisdom. I set His trap and caught 
them with "guile." 

On another occasion when I was traveling a circuit a 
preacher belonging to another church migrated and set
tled in my territory. He conceived the plan of erecting 
a church edifice in view of organizing a congregation. 
I immediately visited him, encouraged his noble work, 
and prevailed on my members to assist in building the 
church, as we had no organization in that immediate vi
cinity. The preacher and myself became very intimate. 
We worked together like David and Jonathan. Before 
the house was completed he insisted that I should preach 
in it at will. I was the first man to occupy the pulpit, 
and pushed right on with a five week's meeting. The 
Lord sent us a glorious Pentecostal revival. One hun
dred souls were powerfully converted; meanwhile the 
preacher with a number of others swept into Beulah 
Land. I said nothing about joiners till the close of the 
meeting, when I had the preacher and proprietor of the 
house stand up and receive the hand of all the candi
dates, assuring them that they should take membership, 
at their option, among the churches. Behold! when they 
gave their verdict the round hundred decided to take 
membership in my pastorate. Then the preacher with 
the new church edifice and the hundred new members 
came with a shout into the Southern Methodist Church. 
That church is this day prominent in one of the charges 

' of the Kentucky Conference. To God be all the glory 
for the gift of wisdom in this enterprise. 

Wesleyan CL 
nul'C& 

A.Ml HIV £ 
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My maternal ancestry were O'Kelleys in Ireland (and 
Kellys in this country.) They migrated to America and 
settled in Pulaski County, Ky., contemporary with the 
exploration of Daniel Boone. Eventually their baby 
died. These superstitious Roman Catholics thought they 
needed a priest to get its soul out of purgatory. They 
made all possible inquiry, but could hear of a priest no
where. Their distress was unbearable. In their per
sistent inquiry after Catholic priests they fell in with a 
woodsman who told them there was a man going through 
that country called a circuit rider. who, he thought prob
ably, was either a priest or at least a man somewhat like 
a priest. They told him by all means to send him to 
their house without delay. The man was one of Bishop 
Asbury's blood-washed and fire-baptized circuit riders, 
and fortunately at that time happened to be in that part 
of his monthly round. 

Soon he called at the log cabin which had recently 
been filled with weeping and wailing because of the 
death of a baby, and the deepest sorrow still lingered be
cause there was no priest to get its soul out of purga
tory. On arrival he introduced himself as the circuit
rider whom they had sent for. But "oh," they said: "We 
want a priest to get the baby out of purgatory." "Are 
you a priest?" "Oh yes," said the man of God, "I am 
a: priest and I can do everything that a Roman Catholic 
priest can do." "Well, we want you to get the baby out 
of purgatory." The preacher replied: "Your baby is 
not in purgatory but it is in heaven, the most beautiful 
thing you ever saw; perfectly happy, and the angels are 
delighted with it. It will. never suffer and never cry 
again." The family were comforted and delighted with 
the testimony of the preacher in reference to their baby. 
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He then proceeded to interview them in reference to 
their own souls, and read to them the Word of God, 
showing them that while their baby was in heaven that 
they were all on their way to hell. Conviction fastened 
on them. They sought the preacher to come and see 
them whenever he could. He at once made their house 
a regular preaching place in his monthly rounds. All 
the family were powerfully converted, and almost unan
imously turned preachers. 

Clinton, Albert, Gilly, and Samuel Kelley were all in 
their day members of the Kentucky Conference. Dr. G. 
C. Kelley, now of the Louisville Conference, is another 
member of that family. My father, Rev. John Godbey, 
and his brother, Rev. Josiah Godbey, both married into 
that Kelley family. Out of these two last mentioned 
families nine preachers have gone forth. Among them 
is Dr. J . E. Godbey, now editor of the Arkansas Meth
odist. All this originated under God through the gift of 
wisdom on the part of Bishop Asbury's circuit rider. 

This gift makes us like Paul, all things to all men, 
that we may save souls, and thus adapts us to all sorts 
of circumstances, environments, socialities, and nation
alities. Reader, you must have it in order to be a soul-
winner. 

2. KNOWLEDGE. 

The gift of knowledge is number two in the Pauline 
Catalogue. This gift, with the other eight, was so prom
inent in the apostolic age as to become the cognomen of 
one of the earliest religious sects called" Gnostics," from 
the Greek word "gnosis," which means knowledge. 

Now what is this spiritual gift of knowledge? It is in
sight into divine truth. As the Holy Spirit is the autnor 
of the Bible, He alone understands its meaning. Man 
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teaches the intellect, but the Holy Ghost teaches the 
heart. Many people think the mind is greater than the 
heart, but they are egregiously mistaken. The intellect 
is confined to the brain located in the skull. The heart 
fills the whole body, brain, and all. The heart is the 
man himself, the mind being his servitor. The gift of 
knowledge reveals to you the deep, hidden meaning of 
God's word. 

Many years ago an old Methodist bishop said to us 
young preachers: "Young men, God can teach you more 
in a minute than men can teach you in a year." That 
strange, and to me paradoxical statement, lingered in my 
memory, and made an indelible impression on my mind. 
Years subsequently, when the Lord led me into Beulah 
Land and imparted to me the gift of knowledge, I for 
the first t ime understood the old bishop. I graduated at 
college, and ransacked all the world for books, and gath
ered me up a library at the cost of one thousand dollars, 
thinking I would have to study those books in order to 
be an efficient preacher. About that time the Lord gave 
me sanctification, flooding my soul with celestial fire, and 
transforming the scientific metaphysical preacher into a 
flaming revivalist. The fire swept through me night and 
day, from the crown of my head to the soles of my feet. 
I preached four to six times a day, moving in a revival 
cyclone the encircling year. I was compelled to bid 
farewell to my library, give up sermon making, and de
vote all my time to saving souls. Consequently, I con
secrated to God all my fond aspirations to understand 
the Bible, and went forth content to cry, "Behold the 
Lamb of God that taketh away the sins of the world!" 
ha·1~ng forever abandoned all my cherished aspirations 
to understand the Bible. Anon to my unutterable sur-
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prise I find myself surrounded by preachers and people, 
with open Bibles listening to my expositions of the in · 
spired Word. That God would use me as a teacher of 
the Bible seemed to me a paradoxical dream. But what 
is the solution of the mysterious problem? The Holy 
Ghost has revealed to me His Word. The spiritual gift 
of knowledge is the golden key which unlocks the Bi
ble. This explains how Bob Burks, when converted 
and sanctified, could lucidly and forcibly explain the 
Scriptures, though he could not read a word. This is 
the reason why the illiterate women of the Salvation 
Army are better preachers than many collegiate gradu
ates who fill· our city pulpits. 

God is raising up a kingdom out of the slums and 
jungles to preach His gospel and save the world. It is a 
significant fact the poor back-woods circuits enjoy a 
purer gospel and a more vital Christianity than the 
wealthy stations, because the poor, illiterate circuit rid
ers are taught by the Holy Ghost and the learned pastors 
are taught by men. Human learning is all right in its 
place, but is a blighting curse when made a substitute for 
the knowledge which none butthe Holy Ghost can impart. 

Reader, if you would understand the wonderful revela
tion oCGod's word, give up all of your own wisdom and 
sit down meekly and lowly at the feet of Jesus, and aban
don yourself to the Holy Ghost that He may teach you 
the deep things of God. We learn in 1 Cor. 3, that th~ 
first lesson in the school of Christ is to find out that we 
are fools. 1 Cor. 2, teaches us that the word of God 
can not be discerned by the human intellect. The Holy 
Spirit must teach your spirit His revealed word and will, 
or you will remain a spiritual ignoramus. God's Word is 
the sword with which we are to conquer the world , flesh , 
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and Satan. You do not need colleges and theologians to 
reveal to you God's word, but you need the Holy Ghost 
to illuminate it. 

D. L. Moody, the world's evangelist, ·is an unlearned 
layman. Yet he is a master in Israel, at whose feet the
ologians of all nations would do well to sit and learn the 
word of God. He is a wonderful example of this spirit
ual gift of knowledge. Amanda Smith is an illiterate 
colored woman, born and reared in Southern slavery; 
yet she has preached to myriads in America, Europe, 
Asia, and Africa, and is wonderfully luminous in the 
word of God. She is one of the most efficient preachers 
in the world; the secret of the matter is she is taught by 
the Holy Ghost the deep things of God. You can not 
afford to be without this gift. 

3. FAITH. 

The gift of faith stands third in the illustrious cata
logue of nine. The Greek poets tell us about the nine 
muses who inspired their songs with celestial fire. The 
Greeks were the leading spirits in the Paganistic relig
ions of their day. These churches were the apostasy of 
the Noachian dispensation, and doubtless carried with 
them from the house of Noah many brilliant scintilla
tions of primary truth. Hence the mythological dogma 
of the nine muses was doubtless a lingering reminis
c;ence of the original revelation of the nine spiritual 
gifts. Remember faith here is not a grace but a gift. 
Hence it is not the faith by which we are justified, nor 
the faith by which we are sanctified, nor the faith by 
which we are kept saved and sanctified; but it is the 
faith by which we are instrumental in the conviction, 
con version, and sanctific.ation of others. "As your faith 
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is, so be it unto you," is as true of the gifts as of the 
graces. "All things are possible to him that believeth," 
measures the illimitable potentiality of this wonderful 
gift of the Holy Ghost. With this gift "one shall chase 
a thousand, and two shall put ten thousand to flight." 
As the church moves out in the clear light of the true 
biblical exegesis and regains the apostolic faith, the age 
of miracles will come back. 

On one occasion, Dr. Finney having labored hard in a 
revival effort with no visible success, giving up in de
spair, bade his kind hostess adieu. The saintly woman 
having persistently expostulated with him to remain, 
turning into her room soliloquized: "You are gone but 
we will have the revival anyhow." The man of God 
overheard her, and feeling assured that she had the gift 
of faith for a revival at that time and place, turned back, 
saying: "I will not go, for I know now we are going to 
have a revival, because you have faith for it," and Jesus 
says: "It shall be according to your faith." The same 
man tells us about a venerable saint who died of con
sumption, after an illness of many years. While con
fined in his room he spent his time praying for the 
churches. He would frequently send for the preachers 
and say to them: "I have been enabled to pray the 
prayer of faith for--- church. Now go to that church 
and you will have a revival." The writer says that the 
revival came promptly in every case. After the old man 
was dead, upon examination of his diary they found a 
goodly number of instances in which he had made the 
record "on --- date I was enabled to pray the prayer 
of faith for a revival in --- church." The preachers 
went to those churches, and unexceptionally had glori
ous revivals. 
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Mr. Finney gives an account of an old blacksmith 
whose stammering speech could scarcely be understood. 
He became so burdened with the souls of the despe
rately wicked town in which he lived that he shut him
self up in bis shop, fasted and prayed several days. He 
then called on his pastor and urged him to appoint a 
seekers' meeting. The faithless man responded with as
tonishment, "A seekers' meeting?" "Why there are no 
seekers of religion about here." After much importun
ity, the pastor having refused to appoint the seekers' 
meeting in his church, yields to the irresistible enthusi
asm of the old stammerer, and announces a seekers' meet
ing at his house, at the same time predicting that nobody 
will come. An hour before the appointed time the house 
ran over and a crowd filled the yard. Before the service 
began some of the hardest sinners in the neighborhood 
broke down, weeping and calling on the people to pray 
for them. A wonderful sweeping revival thus broke 
out. All this originated from the wonderful potency of 
the Gift of Faith in the heart of the stammering old 
blacksmith. 

At midnight, in Indiana, a sanctified wife received the 
Gift of Faith for the conversion of her husband, who was 
a steamboat captain running on the Mississippi River 
from Cairo to New Orleans, and a notoriously hard sin
ner. At day-dawn, the next morning, a telegraph boy 
brought a telegram to her stating that her husband's 
boat was burned and that he was lost. Having received 
and read the telegram she rolled it up, handed it back to 
the boy and said: " It is a mistake. The Lord revealed 
to me last night that my husband will be converted and 
go with me to heaven." 1'wo days afterward her hus
band came home. She met him and told him about the 
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telegram and her answer to it, and God's revelation that 
he would be converted and go with her to heaven. Im
mediately conviction seized him. He cried aloud for 
mercy, and was soon shouting in the kingdom of God. 
Anon, he was gloriously sanctified, and became a hero 
with his good wife in the Lord's war. 

I am an old revivalist. I never saw a place where I 
could not have a revival. I always made it a rule to 
pray till I received the Gift of Faith for a revival at that 
time and place. I then went into the conflict with vic
tory in ·sight. Twe.nty years ago, when presiding elder, 
I laid siege to the town of C--. A noted man lived 
there, distinguished for his intelligence, popularity, so
ciability, and for his musical talents; he was exceed
ingly influential, especially with the young people, and 
a ringleader of the fandangoes. Notwithstanding his 
rowdy predilections, such were his musical gifts that the 
people thought they could not sing without his leader
ship. He seemed to stand in the way of all the sinners 
in the community. On arrival I went off into the woods 
and prayed for him in person till I received the Gift of 
Faith for him and a revival. He came to the first meet
ing so convicted that he could not sing. He responded 
with enthusiasm to the first invitation; wrestled Jacob
like till he came through bright as a sunburst. The 
sinners followed him like sheep, and glorious was the 
victory. 

When you receive the Gift of Faith for a revival the 
revival is sure to come. The difficulties which beggar all 
human solution are not in God's way at all. When the 
difficulties are greatest the revival is most needed. Re
member, the days of miracles are not passed; but the 
trouble is, the days of faith with ninety-and-nine out of 
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every hundred are passed. When faith comes back 
miracles come back. Wake up, 0 Zion, from the sleep 
of ages, and hail the infinite possibilities of recovering 
all the lost Gifts and Graces of the glorious gospel. Rise, 
0 holiness people, recognize your heavenly calling. God 
wants to confer on you the imperishable honor of re
storing to the church every item of the long lost gos
pel. Popes, prelates, and priests in vain have sought 
this honor. God has it for His little ones. "He hath 
revealed it unto babes." This day there is a prevailing 
deficiency, even among sanctified people, in their ap
preciation, appropriation, elucidation, and utilization of 
these gifts. Bear in mind they constitute the Christian 
warrior's invincible panoply with which he is to conquer 
the world. Reader, faith is the palladium of your vic
tory on every embattled line. The grace of faith is the 
measuring line of your personal salvation. The Gift of 
Faith is the measure of your efficiency in the salvation of 
others. 

4. THE GIFTS OF HEALINGS. 

During probation we are all identified with these ma
terial bodies, which surviving the fall (which was death 
to the spirit) became mortal and subjected to innumer
able ailments. Air, water, and earth all abound in ele
ments pestiferous to health and life. Our Lord has 
given us work to do in this world, and is willing to give 
us the health and strength we need to finish our work. 
Both "gifts" and "healings" are in the plural number, 
setting forth the fact that our ailments are many, and of 
course the healings must be equally diversified. Some 
are gifted with healing certain diseases and some are 
others. "As your faith is so be it unto you," is just as 
true .of the body as of the soul. When you are sick, if 
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you have faith in Jes us to heal you He will heal you. 
His promise is infallible, as solid as His throne. If one 
promise should fail the divine government would fail, 
and the throne of God totter and fall. The word of God 
partakes of His infallibility. 

Since the rise of the holiness movement divine heal
ing has become so common as to be no longer a matter 
of controversy. With candid Bible readers I have wit
nessed it ever and anon the last twenty-five years. It is 
rapidly coming to tl}.e recognition and appreciation of 
the church. / 

While I was in Indiana, during the Confederate War, 
the people of God were much exercised over the severe 
illness of Bishop Simpson , the great orator of the North. 
Bishop Janes was presiding over one of the Indiana Con
ferences when he received a telegram, "Bishop Simpson 
is dying." He read the telegram to the Conference and 
said: "We are not prepared to give up Bishop Simpson. 
Goel will hear prayer, Jesus can heal the body as well as 
the soul." In the providence of God, William Taylor, 
now bishop of Africa, the cosmopolitan missionary had 
stopped in the Conference on his tour. Bishop Janes 
called the Conference to their knees to pray for the heal
ing of Bishop Simpson, and doubtless by divine intu
ition called on Bro. Taylor to lead the prayer. The 
Holy Ghost inspired Bishop Taylor's prayer. The final 
amen was hardly enunciated till the whole Conference 
leaped to their feet with shouts and hand-shaking, testi
fying that Bishop Simpson was healed. Precisely con
temporaneously a paradoxical scene transpired in Bishop 
Simpson's sick chamber, a thousand miles toward sun
rise. The physicians have all pronounced him hopeless 
and retreated from the room. The watchers are every 

·- -
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moment expecting his release. To the unutterable sur
prise of the watchers he revives. His physicians were 
called in. Upon diagnosis they simply state, "The cri
sis of the disease is passed and he is a well man, but to 
us the paradox is inexplicable." 

In 1893, Rev. F. J. Browning, presiding elder of Beau
mont District, East Texas Conference, called me to 
Woodville, Tex., to preach during the session of his Dis
trict Conference. On arrival at my boarding-house I 
saw in the veranda a little girl lying on a cot, scorched 
with fever, which for twenty-one days had defied all med
ical skill. Feeling moved by the Spirit I called the fam
ily, with Bro. and Sister Browning, to unite in prayer for 
her healing, all kneeling around the cot. The fever left 
her that very hour and returned no more. 

One month later, at Waco Camp-meeting, Texas, an 
old· friend invited me to his tent to dine. On arrival my 
attention was arrested by an emaciated damsel lying on a 
bed. They told me the fever had burnt her as in a fur
nace sixty-one days, defiant of all remedies. Hesitating 

· about coming to the camp-meeting on her account, a 
voice seemed to say: "Go, take her with you, and per
haps she will be healed." On sight, feeling, and inspi
ration of faith for her healing, I called all to their knees 
around her bed. Next time I saw her in the meetings 
testifying that the fever left her when we prayed for her. 

Cases are innumerable in my observation. I have 
most wonderfully and repeatedly been healed myself. 
Twenty-two years ago, with a vile attack of pulmonary 
congestion, physicians having exhausted all their re
sources, pronounced me hopeless, liable to expire at any 
moment, and could not possibly survive two hours. The 
Lord inspired my Christian wife and others with faith in 
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the great Physician to heal me. While on their kne~s 
around my bed praying for me the healing came sud
denly. I arose and testified, and in three days went off 
preaching. The physicians all tell me congestion of the 
lungs is often fatal, and when apparently removed it 
is almost certain to return. Let me say for the glory of 
the Omnipotent Healer, since my instantaneous healing 
twenty-two years ago, I have never had a symptom of 
the disease. 

As the church becomes enlightened and moves up on 
to the highlands of entire sanctification, the recognition 
of the Omnipotent Healer will become common as m 
New Testament times. 

John Wesley was orthodox on divine healing. One 
· day as he rode honseback to his appointment his horse 
was lame and limping so he could hardly get along, 
meanwhile his head was aching as if it would burst. He 
lifted his heart and voice to the great Physician: "0 
God, Thou art master of diseases in man and beast. I 
implead Thee, in the name of Jesus, to heal me and my 
horse, that I may go on and preach the gospel." Im
mediately his aching head was calm and painless, mean
while his horse ceased to limp and paced off with life and 
energy. When this father of Methodism visited John 
Fletcher, and found him lying on a bed hopeless in tll;e 
last stage of consumption; he dropped on his knees by 
the bed and prayed, "0 Lord, for Jesus' sake, spare me 
this man, for I can not do without him." At that mo
ment the inspiration of faith for his healing came on 
him. Leaping to his feet he exclaimed: "He shall not 
die, but live t0 declare the mighty works of God." Sure 
enough, Fletcher was healed, and afterward wrote his 
wonderful books on "Christian Perfection ," which for 
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one hundred and fifty years have shaken the world with 
the momentum of an earthquake. 

Glory to God for a Savior who is more than a match 
for all diseases, both. hereditary and sporadic. Shall I 
ever call a physician? That is a matter of your own op
tion. I would not permit a wicked physician to medi
cate my body, which is the temple of the Holy Ghost. 
The Christian physician is quite homogeneous to the 
minister of the gospel. The one ministers to the body 
and the other to the soul. But the pills of the one and 
the prayers of the other are equally ineffectual unless 
the great Physician impart the healing efficiency. 

While certainly no Christian believes that the Omnip
otent Savior is dependant on a human subordinate in 
either case, He can certainly heal the body without a • 
physician and save the soul without a preacher. 

"Bro. Godbey please explain Mark 16: 18, 'They shall 
lay hands on the sick and they shall recover.'" 

"Does not this Scripture show that divine healing is a 
universal concomitant of our Lord's commission?" If 
you will examine the revised version you will find the 
last twelve verses of Mark's gospel designated as an in
terpolation. 

For the last twenty years I. h~ve constantly used the 
Critical Greek Testament which Dr. Tischendorf found 
i~ the convent of St. Catharine on Mt. Sinai, A. D. 1859. 
It antedates the dark ages and belongs to the apostolic 
age, and is the purest Scripture on the globe. It is the 
ultimatum of all appeal and the highest New Testament 
authority in the world. It closes with the eighth verse 
of Mark lG, thus showing conclusively th::it Mark never 
wrote the last twelve verses of the gospel which bears 
his n.ame. 
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These twelve verses were added by some other person 
after Sinaitic manuscript was written, and of course after 
Mark was dead. Divine healing is not homogeneous 
with the commission. It belongs to the Gifts of the 
Spirit. While the soul is saved by the Graces, the Graces 
of salvation and sanctification are freely and indiscrimi
nately bestowed upon all who seek them in Gqd's way. 
The Bible certainly reveals that God wants to save and 
sanctify all and tak_e them to heaven. Bodily healing 
belongs to the department of Spiritual Gifts which are 
not bestowed indiscriminately like the Graces of convic
tion, conversion, and sanctification; but these gifts are 
bestowed by the sovereign discriminating providence of 
God. I have repeatedly ·been sick, and had faith in 
Jesus to heal me, and according to my faith and the faith 
of others He did heal me. 

But the time is speedily coming when I will have no 
faith to be healed; then I hope to have plenty of faith 
for my soul to sweep right into glory. You must not 
expect evex:y one to be healed in answer to your prayer, 
for in that case none would be left to go to heaven. 

A. D. 1893, on arrival at Scottsville Camp, Texas, I 
found pastor Lively very sick with a malignant malarial 
fever. I knelt with his family around his bed and we 
prayed for his healing. Sister Lively and myself both 
received the Gift for him. He arose a well man and 
went to the camp-ground. I went immediately and 
prayed for dear old Bro. Scott as he lay on his bed of 
languishing. In my pleading for his soul the Lord gave 
me great liberty, but I received no faith for the healing 
of his body. As I bade him adieu he said: "Bro. God
bey, tell the good people at the camp-meeting to pray 
for my soul, that God may give me dying grace and take 
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me to heaven; but not to pray for my healing, for my 
good wife died this year and I want ~o go and join her 
among the angels." 

Never pray for the unconditional healing of a wicked 
person, but pray for his conviction and salvation. A 
Methodist preacher prayed earnestly and indefatigably 
for the healing of his wicked son. He saw him recover 
from his sickness, but afterward saw him hung for mur
der. God wants to make all of our sickness a blessing 
to us, in the sanctification of His children and the awak
ening and salvation of the wicked. When you pray for 
bodily healing always climax your petition, "Thy will 
be done." When you pray for the soul you should pray 
importunately and unconditionally for the Bible abund
antly reveals that it is God's will to pardon all sinners 
and sanctify all believers who meet the conditions pro
pounded in His word. Shall we anoint the sick with 
oil when we pray for their healing? (Jas. 5: 14.) This 
anointing with oil symbolizes our consecration to God. 
Hence we should never anoint a wicked person, but pray 
and exhort him until he repents and gives his heart to 
God; then we can anoint him. 

This same Scripture says: "The prayer of faith shall 
save the sick." From this we see that the anointing is 
not medicinal but consecratory, and especially beneficial 
as an inspiration to the faith which brings the healing. 
This anointing signifies that you are perfectly resigned 
and committed to God's will, so that if He should send 
Gabriel to propound to you the question, "Will you live 
or wilI°you die?" you would say, "Gabriel, go back and 
tell my heavenly Father please decide that matter for 
me, since my will is lost in thine." 

When you make this perfect consecration, symbolized 
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by the anointing with oil, it is highly probable that God 
will see that He can use you for His glory in this world, 
and consequently prolong your life. 

5. THE WORKING OF MIRACLES. 

This is the central and culminating Gift of the paradox_ 
ical nine. The popular mind, staggered at the word 
"miracles," has long ago laid this inestimable Gift in the 
shade and relegated it to the" age of miracles." Reader, 
go with me now into the simple matter of fact as re
vealed in God's word, and ask God to give you light and 
perseverance, and enable you to haul up from the debris 
of the dark ages the brighest gem that ever shone in the 
diadem of the conquering saint. This Gift called mir
acles is as real and available to-day as when Paul stood 
on the Areopagus and preached Jesus to the learned vo
taries of thirty thousand Athenian gods. 
· The Greek is "energemata dunameon," whose literal 

meaning is workings of dynamites. This word dyna
mite is generally translated "power." (Rom. 1: 16.) 
Paul says: "The gospel is the power of God unto sal
vation to every one that believeth." This is a very sig
nificant passage, as it is the only inspired definition 
of "gospel." But remember the word here translated 
"power" is dynamite, and the same word is _translated 
" miracles" in the English version of this fifth spiritual 
Gift. Acts 1: 8, "You shall receive the power of the 
Holy Ghost having come on you." (Not as the English 
version," You shall receive power after the Holy Ghost is 
come on you.") In this Scripture the word for" power" 
is dynamite, tram;lated miracles in 1 Cor. 12: 10. From 
these and innumerable quotations which we could give, 
you see the word "miracles" in the text means gospel; 
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. 
i. e., spiritual miracles and not physicay The popular 
idea that the Word is the gospel is anti-Pauline and un
scriptural. The Holy Ghost says positively that this 
dynamite is the gospel. 

Now it is the province of dynamite when touched with 
fire to explode and blow everything out of its way. All 
sin is Satan's rock. It is so hard that nothing but God's 
dynamite can blow it out of the human heart. It takes 
the dynamite of conviction to burst up the strong heart 
of the sinner. It takes the dynamite of regeneration 
to blow all actual sin out of the heart. And nothing but 
the dynamite of entiie sanctification can blow original 
sin out of the heart. Hence we see a more literal trans
lation of this wonderful gift would be MANIPULATIONS 

OF DYNAMITES. Momentus conception ! Holy Spirit, 
give us light and guidance in the elucidation of this 
wonderful gift. Reader, it is not only your glorious 
privilege to utilize it, but it is your imperative duty. 
Tread lightly, for you walk on holy ground. When Dr. 
·Franklin walked amid the thunder-storms, manipulated 
the lightning, brought him down and sent him a courier 
around the world with a velocity of twenty thousand 
miles per second, philosophers doffed their hats and the 
nations stood spell-bound. 

"The hero chieftain laying down his pen, 
Closes ·bis eyes in Washington at ten; 
The lightning courier leaps along the line, 
And tells the St. Louis tale at nine; 
Halting a thousand miles whence it d<>parted, 
And getting there an hour before it started." 

Heathen poets represent Jupiter standing on the sum
mit of Olympus and hurling thunder-bolts around the 
world. The peculiarity of this gift is to make you the 
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potent medium of the Holy Ghost in conviction, con
version, and sanctification. It imparts to you the super
natural magnetism of the Holy Ghost in the Lord's 
work. It makes ·you a manipulator of the heavenly dy
namite. This Gift was the marvel of the apostolic age, 
and is again waking up the world in the extraordinary 
achievements of the holiness movement. As the dark
ness of superstition, ignorance, and heresy recede hefore 
the increasing splendor of the millennial dawn, these 
gifts of the Holy Ghost will become the crowning glory 
of the church. 

In all ages, God has had His witnesses to these Spirit
ual Gifts. Dr. Finney was wonderfully endowed with 
this Gift of spiritual dynamite. Charged with this heav
enly dynamite he walks into a cotton-mill and stands 
amid the roar of tbree hundred steam looms, his counte
nance radiant with celestial fire. The operators are so 
arrested and spell-bound by the speechless look of the 
man as to become confused, then embarrassed, then ap
palled, and finally a solemn awe settles down on them as 
if the very angel of doom had come down to judge the 
world, and they were looking him in the face. Convic
tion, with an incorrigible paralysis, settles down on the 
employees so fast as they look upon this man of God. 
The ungodly proprietor escapes not the lasso of the 
Holy Ghost, but orders the engines to be stopped and 
the work suspended, saying to all the laborers: "It is no 
time to run a cotton-mill, but it is time for salvation. I 
myself am an awful sinner and need salvation; so we 
turn over the mill to this man of God." 

All this occurred before Mr. Finney spoke a word. 
Strong men and proud women fell on the floor all around 
him crying for mercy before he had spoken a word. 
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Benjamin Abbott, one of Bishop Asbury's circuit rid
ers during the Revolutionary War, was a remarkable 
example of this Gift. Send to a Methodist publishing 
house and get his life. As you read it you will find 
that the people fell under the power of God during al
most evecy sermon he preached. As he passed on his 
rounds preaching every day, it was a common thing for 
a large portion of his congregation to fall while he was 
preaching, and lose the power of locomotion till God 
converted or sanctified them. It was this Spiritual Gift 
which knocked down hundreds and thousands, and pre
cipitated them into jerks and other physical contortions 
during the paradoxical revivals which characterized the 
camp-meetings at Cane Ridge, Bourbon County, Ky., 
A. D. 1800, 1801. 

The power which prevailed in these camp-meetings 
was so astounding that thousands of people traveled hun
dreds of miles to witness these mighty works. James 
B. Finley says he traveled from Ohio on horseback to 
satisfy his curiosity. An obdurate sinner having boasted 
and defied this knock-down jerking power, with Satan 
to help him, he had made up his mind to resist it all 
and prove to the world that one sinner was more than a 
master for this strange and unaccountable power. But 
he fell a victim to the power he came to defy; was won
derfully converted and became a champion Methodist 
preacher. 

Among the wonderful scenes he describes, amid a 
multitude of twenty-five thousand, about twenty preach
ers dispersed here and there, standing on logs, stumps, 
rocks, wagons, were preaching with the Holy Ghost 
sent down from heaven. and the people falling, crying, 
jerking. On one occasion at one moment he saw five 
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hundred people fall on the ground as suddenly as if a 
battery of a thousand guns had swept down on them 
simultaneously. After fifteen minutes of wailings, plead
ings, jerkings, and agonizing, they rise like a mighty 
swell of the sea and make the air resound and reverber
ate with deafening shouts of triumph. I have often wit
nessed this wonderful, supernatural, inexplicable power 
in .my own meetings. 

In a meeting at Soule Chapel, Pulaski County, Ky., 
eleven years ago, this power; i.e., dynamite; i, e., mi
raculous work was wonderfully manifest. ·'l'he people 
fell and lost the power to stand or walk, not only at the 
altar in almost every service, out throughout the house; 
even the aisles were blockaded by the slain of the Lord 
who had lost the physical power to stand on their feet. 

At Coffeeville, Texas camp-meeting last July, the 
power came the fourth night, and increased in every serv
ice till it swept like a cyclone: All routine was super
seded, and the management of the meetings completely 
given over to the Holy Ghost. We could only adjourn 
the meetings by having all the lights extinguished; oth
erwise they evident~y would have swept on their Pente
costal tide all night. 

At Waco camp-meeting, Texas, _1893, many people fell 
and lost the power to stand or walk tiil the Omnipotent 
Hand raised them up to shout His praises. A promi
nent anti-holiness city pastor fell anQ. lay four hour~ un
able to stand till the Omnipotent Sanctifier slew Adam 
the First, and flooded his soul with sanctifying power. 

This Gift is much more prominent in the West than 
in the East. 0 the eminent usefulness of a Christian, 
and especially a preacher endued with this Gift. Dur
ing a testimony meeting in Walker street Church, At-
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lanta, Ga., in 1892, a large congregation with perhaps 
one hundred and fifty sanctified and fifty preachers, an 
illiterate farmer boy arose and testified to conversion and 
sanctification. This indescribable heavenly dynamite 
came on him. His face lighted up; his eyes sparkled 
with preternatural brilliancy; his whole visage became 
radiant with unearthly splendor. Then the power struck 
the audience like a cyclone. Simultaneously the people 
began to shout in all parts of the house; all order was 
broken up amid the demonstrations of a general rhap
sody. 

John Wesley says the experience of entire sanctifica
tion may consist with very little spiritual power. Hence 
you need not be discouraged as to your sanctification 
because of this deficiency, but seek it from the Lord as 
a subsequent Gift. 

We must have this along with the other Gifts to equip 
us for the Lord's war and for the salvation of the world. 
Remember "they are Gifts." Hence they are free, and 
you have nothing to do but receive them as a gratuity 
from our great Captain , who wants to supply all of His 
soldiers with full panoply. 

6. PROPHECY. 

Is number six in the Pauline catalogue of Spiritual 
Gifts. The original meaning of the word is to 'bubble 
up like a boiling spring or an artesian well. I saw a 
spring in Alabama whose waters shot up about fifteen 
fret into the air. A bystander challenged me to cast a 
stone into it, which I did, and the impetuosity of the 
water threw it out. 

In Colorado I saw a beautiful limpid lake in the midst 
of an arid plain. The problem was solved when· I rec. 
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ognized an artesian well in the center shooting its crys
tal volume into the air incessantly. 

On the "day of Pentecost all the disciples received 
double tongues of fire; one to preach hell-fire to convict 
the wicked, and the other to preach heavenly fire to 
sanctify the righteous. Hence the gospel preacher has 
but two subjects; i.e., hell for lhe wicked and holiness 
for the Christian, and is bound to have a tongue of fire 
to preach either of these gospels. 

The baptism of the Holy Ghost splits the tongue and 
sets both prongs of it on fire. Therefore, our Savior 
made sanctification the basis of the gospel ministry, and 
interdicted His apostles the privilege of goil).g forth un
der the commisison until they had received a fiery bap
tism. He knew they never could preach this wonder
ful double salvation till they received double tongues of 
fire. 

If the church had never departed from this great car
dinal pillar laid by Christ Himself, she would have con
quered the world and ushered in the millennium long 
ago. The violation of this fundamental decree of our 
Savior opened the door and Satan and the world came in. 

The Lord wants all of His saints to have the Spirit of 
Prophecy (Rev. 19: 10). The "testimony of Jesus" is 
the Spirit of Prophecy. 

This Spiritual Gift imparts to you a double tongue of 
fire, and makes you an indefatigable witness for Jesus, 
always ready to tell your ~xperience of conversion and 
sanctification, and warn the wicked of hell-fire, and tell 
the righteous of the refining fire ready to fall on them 
from heaven's altars and sanctify them. 

1 Cor. 14: 3, "He that prophesieth speaketh to the 
people edification, exhortation, and comfort." Here you 
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have God's infallible definition of Prophecy. You see 
it covers all the ground of practical gospel preaching. 
Modern sermonizing was unknown in the apostolic age. 
Paul condemns it outright (1 Cor. 2: 5). It is Satan's 
invention, and has hung a millstone around the cultured 
preacher's neck for· centuries. 

The learned doctor of divinity in the city pulpit preaches 
a gospel so diluted with nearly everything else that spir
itual life can not subsist upon it. His people utterly 
backslide during his quadrennium, and sweep into hell 
in platoons, while the poor, illiterate Salvation Army 
woman, preaching in the slums, gives the miserable 
drunkards and harlots the pure gospel, for fortunately 
shf' has nothing else to give. Hence they get saved and 
sanctified, and sweep into glory with shouts which as
tonish the angels. -You don't need a college to make 
you a gospel preacher; you just need the Holy Spirit's 
Gift of Prophecy. 

Paul gives the decided preeminence to this Gift, im
portunately and repeatedly exhorting us to seek all the 
nine Gifts, but especially this one. 

You see at once the pertinency of this preeminence, 
because the world is to be saved by preaching, and this 
Gift makes everybody a preacher. 

The Holy Ghost wants to confer this Gift on all of 
God's children, and thus make them all preachers. J as. 
3 : 1, " Be not many teachers." While the Spirit wants 
us all to preach , and is ready to impart all the qualifica
tions we need, He tells us "teachers are few." Collegi
ate learning is essential to the teacher but not to the 
preacher. Twelve out of thirteen of the apostles were 
unlearned and ignorant men, yet these "sons of thun
der" shook the world by their preaching. Paul with his 
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variant learning was needed to write and expuund. I 
have known little children endowed with this Gift to 
preach powerfully, and save souls which had beggared 
the learned ministry a generation. No pastor should rest 
satisfied till every one of his members receives the Gift 
of Prophecy; i. e., perfect spiritual liberty to talk for 
the Lord at home and abroad, in private and public. 
Then every member of the family will be ready.to give 
thanks at the table, lead prayer in the family, pray, tes
tify , and work in the public meetings. 

Learning can never solve this problem of full spirit
ual freedom and readiness to work for the Lord under 
all circumstances. The Holy Ghost is the infallible 
elixir in every case. Reader, if you have not the Gitt 
of Prophecy don't eat nor sleep till you get it. Without 
it, you are like a soldier without a sword. 

7. DISCERNMENT OF SPIRITS. 

When Lucifer the Archangel fell in heaven (Isa. 14: 
12), one-third of the angels followed him in the fatal 
apostasy (Rev. 12). They all became devils, filling hell 
and flooding the atmosphere (Eph. 6.) As these demons 
have all been angels in heaven they know how to play 
the angel. 

In the habitude of an angel of light they reveal them
selves to us, and with seductive arguments and strata
gems they do their utmost to deceive us, lead us into 
sin, stretch their black wings over us, get us into dark
ness and all sorts of bewilderment, and finally drag us 
into hell. We most imperatively need this Spiritual 
Gift; i. e., Discernment, to fortify us, not only against 
these demoniacal spirits, but, human spirits (1 Cor. 9.) 
Paul speaks of people who worship devils thinking they 
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are worshiping God. Many churches are, doubtless, run 
by Satan, through the medium of demons and human 
spirits, leading the people to hell instead of heaven. 
This whole world is a battle-field begirdled with innu
merable armies of saints and angels on the one side and 
wicked men and devils on the other. Doubtless many 
preachers are deceived and preaching their way to hell, 
while many popular churches are but passports to the 
bottomless pit. Amid these momentous environments 
we would be terrifically exposed to the caprices of dev
ils and wicked men without the Discernment of Spirits. 
This Gift enables us to diagnose the spiritual atmos
phere whithersoever we go, and read men and women 
like we read books. Without this Gift we will waste 
much ammunition, and our labor will be much at ran
dom. This Spiritual Gift serves us as a thermometer 
revealing to us the spiritual status of communities'. 
churches, families, and individuals. Without this Gift 
we will cast the pearls of holiness before the swine of 
carnality. Of course hogs can't eat pearls, but will 
trample them under their feet, and in their eagerness for 
corn, enraged at the disappointment, they will devour you 
if you don't run away. A sanctified preacher goes around 
his circuit preaching every sermon on entire sanctifica
tion. His whole circuit gets into a hubbub; there is no
body sanctified. He needs the Discernment of Spirits. 
To say nothing of outsiders, one-half of his members have 
never been converted, and the other half have nearly all 
backslidden. Hence only one out of fifty in his pastor
ate is in the kingdom of God and ready for sanctification. 
They are delighted with the preacher and off for Beulah 
Land, but the multitude gnash their teeth because he 
preaches sanctification. Instead of taking Mt. Calvary 

• 
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for his pulpit and preaching the wonders of the cleansing 
blooq, he should have taken Mt. Sinai for his pulpit and 
thundered the terrors of the violated law till the whole 
mountain trembled with the wrath of a sin-avenging God, 
and the opening chasm of the quaking earth revealed the 
gorgon horrors and lurid flames of hell . 

The people need a knock-down conviction and a sky
blue conversion, then they will hail with joyful enthusi
asm the glorious doctrine , and run after the sweet and 
triumphant experience of entire sanctification. We need 
not expect to escape persecution. If Satan doesn ' t fight 
you it is siinply because you don't fight him. He never 
surrendered a soul without a battle. He only retreats at 
the point of the bayonet. Hence you must not expect to 
"Sail on flowery beds of ease, while others fight to win the 
prize and sail through bloody seas." 

But let your persecution be for righteousness' sake, and 
not for your own indiscretion. Without the Gift of Dis
cernment you are tmp;epared for personal appeal, and very 
liable to defeat the end in view. Holiness people stand 
in great need of this gift to fortify them against fatal 
mistakes and hurtful mal-administration of the Lord's 
kingdom. 

This Gift is indispensable to put us in harmony with a 
meeting in its different stages, from the inauguration of 
the campaign till the last battle is fought and the victory 
won . We need this Gift to illuminate. us and inspire us 
with an intelligent diagnosis of a congregation, so we can 
look on them, take our sermon off their faces and give it 
back to them. 

This Gift is transcendantly essential in altar-work. 
With one penitent you should work for illumination, with 
another for conviction , with another for conversion, and 
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with another for sanctification. Without this Gift you 
will be much like one who beats the air. Reader, it is 
your privilege to enjoy and utilize this Gift. Don't de
preciate it, but seek it earnestly; receive it copiously, and 
use it faithfully for the glory of God. 

8. DIVERS KINDS OF TONGUES. 

You see in the English "Divers" is italicized, showing 
it is not in the original Greek. The same Greek word, 
"glossa ," is translated tongue and language. Hence this 
is the Gift of Languge. It is the eighth in the cata
logue, and like its compeer~ it has long ago been relegated 
to the apostolic age by the dead churches. You know 
this is not correct , because God commands in 1 Cor. 12: 
31, to earnestly seek this with the other eight gifts. 
Language is the vehicle of thought, and indispensable in 
the proclamation of God's truth to the world. This 
Gift is quite latitudinous. It means language in the 
broad sense and most illimitable application. Paul said 
that he spoke more languages than any of his contempo
raries. 

I have used the New Testament in thirteen different 
languages and dialects. The Lord has especially con
ferred on me this gift in the New Testament Greek, 
which I read and translate readily and fluently on sight. 
Oh the infinite value of this Gift of Language! Will you 
not seek it from the Lord? Did not the disciples on the 
clay of Pentecost receive the power to speak languages 
which they did not understand? They certainly did. Is 
that power available now? I know nothing to the con
trary. 

Bishop Taylor is perhaps the brightes.t and most spirit
ual Christian in the world. He says this power to speak 
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unknown languages is enjoyed at the present day by some 
of his missionaries in Africa. He speaks of a young lady 
whom he appointed to preach to a nation of whose lan
guage she was utterly ignorant. She began preaching 
through an interpreter, but when the bishop came round 
in two or three months, to his surprise he found her 
preaching fluently and powerfully in the native language 
without an interpreter. None of these Gifts supersede 
otir own efforts; but what little we do in the way of study 
bears an insignificant proportion to the magnitude of the 
Gift bestowed by the Holy Ghost. This Gift is destined 
to play a conspicuous part in the evangelization of the 
heathen world, amid the glorious prophetical fulfillment 
of the latter days. All missionaries in heathen lands 
should seek and expect this Gift to enable them to preach 
fluently in the vernacular tongue, at the same time not 
depreciating their own efforts. Preaching through an in
terpreter conduces to the development of a humdrum 
style, unfavorable to spirituality. Hence the distressing 
inefficiency of many missionaries. 

Persons preparing for the ministry, who have opportu
nity, should proceed at once to study and master the 
Greek and Hebrew, so they can read the identical words 
used by the Holy Ghost in the revelation of the glorious 
plan of salvation; meanwhile they should seek earnestly 
these language~ bestowed as Gifts of the Holy Ghost. 
The failure to seek these Gifts accounts largely for the 
prevailing deficiency of linguistic knowledge, even on the 
part of those who have enjoyed a classical education. But 
how does this Gift of Language effect people who have 
no opportunity to study Greek and Hebrew,"and never go 
as a missionary to heathen nations? Are they interested in 
this Gift? Most assuredly. 'rhe Hebrew language con-
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tains ten thousand words, the Greek forty thousand, the 
Latin sixty thousand, and the English one hundred and 
fifty thousand. The English is the most voluminous lan
guage in the world. 

It i~ the great progressive language of the world, and 
destined to become universal and be spoken in every 
nation under heaven . Doubtless God is preparing this 
language for the millennium to become the vernacular of 
that Kingdom which shall extend from the rising of the 
sun to the going down thereof. 

Hence, you should seek the Gift of the English lan
guage, so that, as Paul said of the Corinthians, you shall 
be enriched, not only ·with all knowledge, but with all 
utterance. 

I You cannot be an efficient soul-saver without an ample 
lingual vocabulary and the Gift of ready utterance. You 
must have the Gift of Language, so as to speak readily and 
fluently 011 all occasions. Many forbear to talk for the 
Lord for the want of language. Such are inexcusable, 
because God .is ready to impart this Gift to all who will 
seek it with humility, patience and perseverance. Moses 
had a stammering tongue. He received this wonderful 

"';:>Tongue-Gift and became the world's champion preacher. 
One of the most efficient preachers in the Kentucky 
Conference has the natural deficiency of a cleft palate, yet 
it does not seem to detract one iota fro°l his usefulness. 
Let no one be discouraged. The Holy Spirit is ready to 
bestow on all of God's holy people the Gift of Language, 
which will enable them to speak readily, fluently and ap
propriately under all circumstances. This Gift wonder
fully supersedes all human learning. The illiterate apos
tles had it and threw all the cultured orators of the world 
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into eclipse. All the classical lore of the ages can never 
supersede this Gift of the Holy Ghost. 

Reader, it is not only your inestimable privilege, but 
your imperative duty to receive this Gift and use it for the 
glory of God. I ·hope you will not relegate it to the by
gone days, but obey God and seek it earnestly. This 
Gift, with the Pentecostal baptism, makes every man, 
woman and child a preacher. With this Gift and its 
eight concomitants, how quickly would the world be 
conquered for Christ ! 

9. INTERPRETATION OF TONGUES. 

This ninth Gift, and last of the &:.ries, is strikingly ho
mogeneous to the Gift of Tongues. They natµrally go to
gether. Copsequently Interpretation is essentially about 
as latitudinous and longitudinous as the Gift of Tongues. 
I enjoy both of these Gifts especially in the New Testa
ment Greek. 

Iii my Bible readings I constantly serve as translator 
and interpreter. The great reason why the people know 
so little about a sermon when they hear it is because they 
are deficient in interpretation. The preachttr wears him
self out, and is astonished to see his congregation inflexi
ble as icebergs. But the problem is solved in the fact 
that they do not understand it. The preacher needs this 
Gift to qualify hini to interpret for his congregation. The 
people all need this Gift to enable them to understand 
what they read and hear. You would be astonished at 
the gross ignorance, not simply of worldlings, but of 
church members, even in the most simple fundamental 
truths of the Bible. 

We should avail ourselves of the Bible, holiness books 
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and papers for our spiritual edification and intellectual 
erudition. 

It is all right to study dictionary and grammar, but the 
cliii1ax of all is the Gift of Interpretation imparted by the 
Holy Ghost. 

We hirne thus investigated and elucidated the nine 
Gifts which constitute the Christian warrior's pano
ply. 1 Cor. 12: 11: "All these, one and the same 
Spirit, worketh in you, administering to each one in
discriminately as he willeth." This verse concludes 
the paragraph containing the nine Spiritual Gifts. Now, 
what do you learn from it? It is a wonderful description 
of the unity, simpliciJ:y and diversity, characteristic of the 
Christian warrior in the utilization of these Gifts. It rep
resents the Holy Spirit standing by you on. the battle
field with an inexhaustible supply of these Gifts, faith
fully furnishing you the weapon you need each fleeting 
moment. 

In bringing up the fight you need a cannon to fire on 
the enemy at long range. Afterward you need a shot 
gun, then a bayonet and finally, when you meet him face 
to face, you need a revolver. 

This whole world is a battle-field. We fight under 
three flags, all simultaneously :floating in the air-the 
blood-red flag means full redemption, ·and always under 
the blood; the snow-white flag proclaims the experience 
of entire sanctification under the blood, while the raven
black flag means death on the battle-field and no com
promise with sin and Satan. The Holy Spirit dwelling 
in our hearts gives us perfect rest in Jesus, perfect free
dom from solicitude, criticism and persecution, and, at 
the same time, puts into our hand the very weapon we 
need each fugitive moment. Do we need Wisdom? He 
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gives it pursuant to perfect submission and doubtless 
faith. Do we need Knowledge ? He gives it in floods of 
light. Do we need Faith? He gives it, so as to make all 
of Satan's mountain difficulties jump out of the way. Do 
we need Dynamite? The Holy Ghost unlocks the maga
zines of heaven and gives us beyond our asking or think
ing, till we are astounded to hear the mighty roar and 
see the Devil's rock all blown out of the most stubborn , 
stony hearts. Do we need Prophecy, i. e., speaking 
Gifts? He is ready to split our tongues, and set both 
prongs on fire and send us out to preach hell-fire, to 
awaken the wicked and bring them to repentance, and 
heavenly fire to sanctify the righteous and robe them for 
glory. 

Do you need light to enable you to read books and 
diagnose the spiritual asmosphere of religious meetings? 
He will give you Discernment of Spirits, so you can "Try 
the spirits," 1 John 4 : 1, and see whether they be of God, 
and thus you will be fortified against counterfeit religions 
whose name is legion. Do you need words to proclaim 
the truth as it is in Jesus, warn the impenitent, comfort 
the mourner, convince the Christian of surviving deprav
ity and lead the hungry believer into the cleansing fount
ain that he may get under the blood, and experience the 
glorious victory of an uttermost salvation? Jie will im
part to you the. Gift of Language, and thus supply all of 
your deficiencies, so you can talk for the Lord from now 
till the judgment and never run out of words. Are you 
incompetent to understand the vocal utterances which 
ring in your ears, whether it be the unknown language 
of some heathen nation, the language of God's unrevealed 
Word or the complicated vocabulary of the great English 
language? He will soothe all your troubles and dissipate 
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all your embarrassment by conferring on you the Gift of 
Interpretation. Besides all these wonderful Spiritual Gifts, 
He will confer on you the Gift of Physical Healing, thus 
making you a constant benediction to the bedridden suf
ferers for whom you ·will be enabled to pray the prayer of 
faith, and God will raise them up again. Jas. 5: 15. As 
this world is full of suffering what a sunburst of joy, vic
tory and glory in the sickroom is Jes us revealed as the 
Healer. Bestudde<l with this glorious constellation of 
Spiritual Gifts you become the harbinger of peace, 
light, joy, health, salvation and victory withersoever 
you go. 

0 Christian, you do not know how rich you are! Well 
did Bishop Taylor say he would rather be an humble 
Christian, preaching to the savages of Africa, than to be 
an angel in heaven. We have all eternity for the angelic 
state in heaven, but so little time here to save souls. 
Good Lord, wake us all up to put on .the whole panoply, 
i. e. receive and utilize all these Spiritual Gifts. Let no 
soldier content himself to be a neuter. The bugle call 
of full salvation is ringing round the world. Twenty-five 
millions sweep into eternity each revolving year. The 
mournful wail comes up from the bottomless pit, "For
ever lost ! " Never again say, " Excuse me." An ice
bergy pastor will excuse you, but God will not. As your 
pastor cannot answer for you in judgment, you had better 
obey God. These Gifts are free for all, and Goel com
mands us all to " seek them earnestly." Hence, we all 
stand on the same level before God. David, the little 
boy, slew the Philistine giant. Jael, a modest young 
Christian woman, slew Sisera, the greatest military chief
tain in the world. Your efficiency as a Christian soldier 
does not depend on physical gianthoocl, intellectual power, 
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native talent, collegiate education, financial fortune, the 
patronage of friends nor the favoritism of Bishops and 
Presiding Elders, but it depends on your humble, conse
crated, trustful appreciation of these Spiritual Gifts. 
Reader, thank God that He ever provided them for you 
and me. Amen. 
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SPIRITUAL GRACES. 

SECTION 11. 

The nine Spiritual Gifts; i. e., Wisdom, Knowledge, 
Faith, Healing, Power, Prophecy, Discernment, Lan
guage, and Interpretation, expounded in the preceding 
division of this book, constitute the Holy Spirit's pan
oply with which He wants to invest the Christian soldier 
for the defeat of Satan and the salvation of the world. 
The first letter to the Corinthians is the grandest exposi
tion of the Holy Ghost in the inspired volume. It cul
minates in the 12th, 13th, 14th chapters. The 12th and 
14th chapters are one continuous exposition of the Spir
itual Gifts. In the inspired original there is no division 
into chapters and verses. 

The 13th chapter is parenthetical, and constitutes the 
climax of the spiritual culmination, and is purely expos
itory of the Spiritual Graces. 

In the 31st verse of the 12th chapter, Paul exhorts us 
to seek earnestly these Spiritual Gifts; i. e., Wisdom, 
Knowledge, Faith, Healing, Prophecy, Discernment, Lan
guage, and Interpretation; but certifies, "Yet show I 
unto you a more excellent way." This more excellent 
way is expounded in the 13th chapter. John Wesley 
pronounced this the best chapter in the Bible, and said he 
wanted all the Methodists to live and die in it. 

(50 ) 
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The word which rings through this chapter froi:n be
ginning to end like the bells of heaven is love, unfortu
nately translated charity in the English version. · For 
this there is no authority whatever, as the Greek word, 
"agape," has but one meaning, and that is love. The 
great difference between true and false religions consists 
in the universally observable fact that the former teach 
salvation by grace and the latter by works; i. e., true re
ligion is the work of God received through faith, while 
false religion is the work of man. 

Romanism and all other fallen churches have always 
taught salvation by works. The Episcopal Church was 
full of the fogs of Romanism in 1611, when they trans
lated the Bible. Hence the word charity in this chapter 
and many other passages of the New Testament, is a rem
iniscence of Romanism. In the English version this 
chapter preeminently and unmistakable teaches salvation 
by charity. As charity is a work, therefore you see it 
teaches salvation by works, which is flatly contradictory 
of all the other Pauline epistles and uniform teaching in 
the Bible. Charity is also contradictory of the third verse 
of this chapter, which reads, "Though I give all my 
goods to feed the poor and have not charity." Now you 
kn~w it can not be said of me I Iiave not charity if I give 
all my goods to feed the poor,; for in that case I would 
have charity in the superlative degree. This verse proves 
conclusively that "charity" is a wrong translation. Rob
in"son's New Testament Greek Lexicon gives nothing but 
lov.e as a translation of "agapi" Hence the word "char
ity" in this chapter is simply a Roman Catholic perver
sion. In the 7th verse we have four superlative comple
ments predicated of "agape;" i. e., love. This consti
tutes a quadruple argument, confirmatory of the conclu-
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sion that "agape" in this chapter does not simply mean 
love, but perfect love. 

4th to 7th verses inclusive, present a glowing descrip
tion of this divine "agape;" i. e., perfect love. And 
show up its irreconcilability with the assistance of that 
dark group of the malevolent affections; i. e., envy, jeal
ousy, pride, vanity, shame, selfishness, anger, and evil 
thinking. The English version says this love "is not 
easily provoked." "Easily" is not in the original; but 
the Holy Ghost says "Love is not provoked." When 
provocation comes love is no more, but anger has super
vened. Tradition says that King James, who had our 
English Bible translated, was a very high-tempered man. 
Hence the translators inserted the word ''easily" in order 
to ease his conscience, as he was the head of the English 
Church. The unsanctified translators flickered and added 
the word ''easily" rather than condemn their king. This 
instance corroborates the wisdom of our Savior in restrict
ing the gospel_ ministry to the sanctified. The unadulter
ated Greek reveals the doctrine of entire sanctification in 
a light one hundred per cent. stronger than the English 
version. Holiness is the theme of the Bible, not only fill
ing it but running it over. 

Though much of its beauty, glory, and richness has 
bee~ dissipated by careless transcribers and unsanctified 
translators, yet it is literally inundated with the revela
tion of holiness to the Lord. There are two words in 
the Greek Testament translated "love" in the English; 
i. e., "philia" and "agape." 

The former means human love and the latter divine 
love. Millions think they are Christians because they 
love the Lord, but it is only human love, they are stran
gers to divine love. This human love is indiginous in 
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the fallen soul; t. g., we naturally love our children, par
ents, companions, and friends. But the wicked have 
this love, and with it they love the Savior, and at the 
same time do many beautiful deeds of philanthropy and 
charity. Blind preachers receive such into the church 
in platoons, on a profession that they love the Lord . 
"Agape,-" i. e., divine love is unknown to the unregen
erate. 

It is the divine nature (1 John 4), and can only be im
parted to us by the Holy Ghost. Rom. 5: 5, "The love 
of God is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost 
given unto us," should read, "The love of God is poured 
out into our hearts by the Holy Ghost ~iven unto us." 
The Holy Ghost is God Himself. When in perfect sub
mission and abnegation of all sin, in utter desperation, 
realizing our meetness for hell-fire, we cast ourselves on 
the mercy of God in Christ, and by <>imple faith receive 
and appropriate His substitutionary atonement for us; 
then God in heaven hears our suppliant cry, imputes to 
us the righteousness of Christ, cancels our sins from 
heaven's chancery, and freely forgiving them all, counts 
us righteous for Christ's sake; then the Holy Ghost who 
illuminated and convicted us of sin, inspired and indited 
our prayers for pardon, pours out into our hearts His own 
nature; i. e., divine "agape,-" i.e., love of God, which 
regenerates us and makes us new creatures in Christ 
Jesus. 

Under the inspiration of this new nature we spontane
ously forgive all of our enemies; carried away by the im
petuosity of this heavenly river we sweep out, inundating 
everything as we go; throwing our briarian arms around 
the world we gather the good -and the bad into our bosom 
of love. If we have any enemies we hasten to wave 
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over them the olive branch of peace, and gushingly tell 
them how much we love them. 

As God has cast all our sins into the sea of forgetful
ness , _and we now have the divine nature , we hasten with 
enthusiasm to inundate all of our foes with a sea of heav
enly love. Bro. Godbey, is not this sanctification? 0 no, 
it is only regeneration. 

This divine love has been poured out into a depraved 
heart. The tender lamb comes forth at midwinter into 
a snowbank. 

If the sunshine does not warm the atmosphere and melt 
the snow the lamb will freeze to death , so God's lambs 
encounter a wintry atmosphere in this world till the Pen
tecostal fire expels the frost, melts the snow, sanctifies 
them Wholly, making Eden bloom and heaven come down. 
This divine love, i. e. nature of God himself, transforms 
us into the children of God. But this love does not de
stroy t1ative depravity , it only gives us a great victory 
over it. It takes the cleansing blood to wash it away, and 
the refining fire to utterly consume it. If this divine ex
purgation does not come and exterminate the obnoxious 
weeds of native depravity out of our soul soil, they will 
spring up and choke out this heavenly exotic. 

The parenthesis of this chapter in the middle of the 
Pauline elucidation of the Spiritual Gifts, accompanied 
by the positive ipsedixit of the Apostles, sets forth the 
climacteric preeminence of the Graces. 

We must not only receive from the Holy Ghost the 
divine agape, i. e. love, but perfect love. We may have 
the Gift of Faith for others so as to remove mountains, 
yet if we don ' t have divine love we never can go to 
heaven . Baalim, the false .prophet , i. e. the counterfeit 
preacher, had the Gift of Prophecy , and so did the animal 
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upon which he rode. Yet he was a sinner, and was slain 
soon afterward fighting against Israel in the Moabitish 
War. 

Caiaphas, the high priest of Jerusalem, who assigned. 
the death warrant of our Savior, also received the Gift of 
Prophecy. 

Hence, we see the Spiritual Gifts are sometimes con
ferred on sinners, and frequently on the unsanctified. 

But their normal bestowment is with the sanctified. 
Hence these Gifts have always waxed and waned with 

the experience of sanctification. You are not properly in 
position to receive and use them faithfully for the glory 
of God until you get sanctified wholly. You are' saved 
and sanctified by the Graces, but empowered to save and 
sanctify others by the Gifts. 
· As your personal salvation is more important to you 

than that of the whole world, hence the Graces constitute 
what is to you significantly, "The more excellent way." 

THE .GIFTS ALL FAIL. 

1Cor.13: 8~ We find it stated here that prophecy shall 
fail. Knowledge shall fail, and all the glorious catalogue 
of the nine Spiritual Gifts shall fail. The Greek word 
" katargeos" occurs in this passage, descriptive of the 
destiny of the nine Gifts. This word is translated in this 
passage in the English Version. Now, reader, it is this 
word in Rom. 6: 6 which is translated ''destroy, i. e.: 
"Our old man is crucified, that the body of sin may 
be destroyed." Hence the dictionary gives it "to 
fail, to vanish away and to destroy." Now when 
shall these Spiritual Gifts be done awa)', i. e. fail, i. e., 
be destroyed ? 

This question is answered in 1 Cor. 13: 9: '' When that 
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which is perfect may come, then that which 1s m part 
shall be done away." 

PERFECTION. 

Perfect is from the Latin "facere," to make and "per," 
complete. Hence it means a complete, that is, a finished 
state of anything. It is used prominently in the Bible 
exhibitory both of grace and glory. In Phil. 3: 12, 
where Paul disclaims Perfection, it means the Perfection 
of glory, following corporeal resurrection. In the fif
teenth verse of the same chapter, in which Paul claims 
Perfection for himself and others, it means the Perfection 
of Grace. 

In 1 Cor. ]~: 9 it means the Perfection of glory, as 
Perfection is not received in justification, which removes 
actual sins, while original sin, though conquered by 
Grace, still remains. Hence sanctification (which is syn
onymous with Perfection, i. e. from ''facere" ''to make," 
and '' sanctus," ''holy") must come in to complete the 
work of spiritual salvation. 

Your spirit, i. e. heart, i. e. soul, is yourself. Hence, 
when your spirit is saved, you are saved. Therefore 
sanctification is full salvation, i. e. it completes the salva
tion of your spirit from sin. But in the wonderful 
scheme of redemption ample provision has been made 
for the rescue of your mind from infirmities and your 
body from mortality. 

Thus in the glorious ultimatum not a vestige will be 
left for Satan to boast; but our glorious Deliverer is go
ing to destroy sin and infirmities, which are the effects 
of sin, and conquer the devil on every embattled line, 
and finally exhibit in the presence of multiplied millions 
of admiring angels representing millions of unfallen 
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worlds; humanity redeemed from the fall, perfectly re
stored, soul, mind and body, incalculaby higher, better 
and happier than in the unfallen Edenic state. Now, 
when shall the nine Spiritual Gifts be done away, i. e., 
superseded? When glorification comes, i, e., when we 
die. A moment's reflection will reveal to you the perti
nency of this conclusion. 

The nine Gifts constitute the Christian's panoply, 
with which to conquer sin and Satan and save the world. 
In life we stand on the battle-field, and must have the 
panoply, or suffer defeat and ruin. In death we rise to 
the Mount of Victory, and enter upon ' an everlasting 
triumph. 1 Cor. 13: 11: "When I was a babe, I spoke 
as a babe, I thought as a babe, I reasoned as a babe: but 
when I became a man I put away the things of baby
hood." If this means spiritual babyhood, then the Per
fection contrasted with it is Christian Perfection. 

But if the Perfection here spoken of is the Perfection 
of glory; then the babyhood must be natural. Paul says: 
"When a baby I spoke as a baby, I reasoned as a baby." 
These statements <lo not indicate spiritual babyhood; for 
in that case the highest intellectual culture and the most 
gigantic reasoning powers, along with the most gifted 
and eloquent oratory, may consist with spiritual baby
hood. Neither may it be said that Spiritual Perfection 
takes away these gifts of reason and speech. Again, the 
Perfection of verse 9 supersedes the Spiritual Gifts, £. e., 
comes after they are done away. 

The normal order is : First, Spiritual Perfection ; sec
ondly, the eclipse of Spiritual Gifts, and, thirdly, the 
Perfection of verse 9. Hence we conclude this is the 
Perfection of glory, and not the Perfection of grace. 
Now we have a double antithesis between the babyhood 
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of verse 11 and the Perfection of verse 9. One foot of 
the antithesis stands at the cradle, and the other amid 
the glories of immortal worlds. Behold the swaddling 
infant, delighted with his toys, riding stick-horses and 
chasing butterflies. 

These childish foibles absorb his thought, evoke his 
puerile ratiocination, electrify his ambition and satisfy 
his highest aspirations. A half century wings its flight 
and is numbered with the years of eternity. Behold the 
man! He is a Kepier, weighing the planets in scales, 
pursuing comets to the ultima-thule of the universe, and 
justly cognomened "legislator of the skies;" or he is a 
Newton learning from the falle~ apple the great truth of 
universal gravitation, hidden from all his predecessors; or 
an Apostle Paul, wearing the tiera of a double graduate, 
confounding kings, conquerors, priests, and potentates by 
the profundity of his wisdom, the majesty of his logic 
and the intrepid heroism of his spirit, towering before 
the world the gigantic expositor of revealed truth. 
Reader, may the Holy Ghost flash in the light till you 
understand it, that you may see the wonderful ultimatum 
of this double antithesis. 

Thirty years ago I saw for the first time the first sus
pension bridge built across the Ohio at Cincinnati. 
My youthful mind was lost in wonder. The incredible 
mythologies of Homer, Hessiod, Pindar and Sappho de
scribing the paradoxical achievements of heroes and 
demigods, all passed in vivid panorama before me, and it 
seemed to "me that certainly the giants of antiquity had 
risen from the dead and with Herculean hands and bri
arian anus erected the colossal superstructure spanning 
the majestic river and bringing Kentucky over into 
Cincinnati. 
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Thus human genius tunnels all the mountains, bridges 
all the rivers, and mocks the broad Atlantic with sub
marine telegraphs. Now contrast these transcendent 
achievements with the foibles of babyhood and you have 
the first leap of this wonderful double antithesis. Now 
the second leap must transcend the highest achievements 
of meridian manhood as far as the manhood summit tran
scends the foibles of physical and intellectual babyhood. 
Blessed Holy Spirit, impart the illumination requisite to 
apprehend the infinitesimal possibilities lying out in the 
real~ of coming eternity. 

"Now abideth Faith, Hope, Love, but the greatest of 
these is Love." 1 Cor. 13: 13. · 

This verse furnishes us the golden key with which to 
unlock these profound ·mysteries and reveal these stu
pendous wonde:-s. The poet says, when we ·die, Faith is 
lost in sight, and Hope in full fruition dies. I would 
rather believe inspireq Paul than the poet. 

You see from this Scripture that Faith will not be lost 
nor Hope die, but they will survive on forever. 

These three Graces, personified by the sisters, Faith, 
Hope and Charity, i.e., Love, are all resolvable into Love. 
Hope is love in anticipation, and Faith is love in execu
tion. The popular idea that heaven is a state of inactiv
ity, in which we will sit on a white cloud and shout 
hallelujah forever , is more poetical than Scriptural. As
tronomy reveals to us one billion and one hundred and 
seventeen millions of worlds, many of them vastly larger 
than this world. · 

Belonging to our own solar system Neptune is sixty; 
Uranus, eighty; Saturn, eleven hundred, and Jupiter, 
fourteen hundred times as large as this world. · Hence 
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we find this world is a very little thing in the universe 
of God. 

These one billion one hundred and seventeen millions 
of worlds are illuminated by one hundred and seventeen 
millions of suns, constituting the center of so many 
mundane systems. 

It has been ascertained that each one of these suns , 
attended by his mighty mundane system, is also revolv
ing round some far-off, primal center. 

Alcyone, of the Pleiades, is evidently that primal cen
ter, and is believed to be the capital of the Celestial Uni
verse, and to contain the city of the great King. Among 
all the countless worlds which constitute the Celestial 
Universe, presumptively, earth is the only apostate. 
Eph. 1: 10, where the English Version says : "Christ 
came to gather together into one all things," the Greek 
is "anakephelaioosasthai," i. e., to rehead all things in 
heaven and in earth. 

1'he Greek for heaven is '' ouranois," which here is 
in the plural, corroborating the Astronomical idea of 
a plurality of Celestial worlds. Col. 1 : 20 corroborates 
this Scripture. Hence we see that Christ came to restore 
this world, and to confirm all other worlds against the 
probability of apostasy, and thus eliminate sin with all 
its perturbations and irregularities out of the Universe. 

HELL. 

The Bible everywhere recognizes Hell beneath the 
earth. 

As Geology has revealed the fact that the interior of 
the earth is all on fire, science thus cogently corroborates 
the Scriptural Hell fire. Hence, during probation , Hell 
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is very convenient, and the thin crust of the earth is but 
a trap-door under the feet of the wicked. · 

Our Savior repeatedly declares that the wicked shall 
be cast into the lake of fire, which is in outer darkness, 
and there to be tormented forever and ever. We read in 
Rev. 20 that Hell shall give up her dead when all men 
and devils shall respond to the archangel's trump and 
stand before the final judgment bar. It also says that 
Hell after the judgment shall be cast into the lake of fire, 
which is in outer darkness (Greek) the darkness which 
is without, i. e., the darkness which is outside of the illu
minated Universe. Now, how far would the combined 
illumination of one hundred and seventeen millions of 
suns transmit their light? Now, the final dismal doom 
of Satan, the fallen angel, and lost men and women, is so 
infinitely distant from the illuminated Universe that the 
combined illumination of one hundred and seventeen 
millions of glowing suns will never reach them with one 
cheering ray. 

So infinitely distant is this lake of fire that an angel, 
flying with the velocity of lightning, i. e., twenty-three 
thousand miles per second, in a hundred thousand mill
ion of years, could not wing its flight through the inter
vening space and get back to the Celestial Universe. 
Then how will lost souls ever get there? The Omnipo
tent arm can transmit them thither in the twinkling of 
an eye. Thus Hell, the devil and all the demons, fallen 
spirits and lost human beings are forever to be banished 
from the Celestial Universe. Unutterable doom of the 
lost! Good Lord, deliver us. 

Thus the Omnipotent Christ, who came to destroy the 
works of the devil, will, in the finale, not only utterly 
destroy sin, but expurgate this world of sinners, banish-
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ing all the incorrigible, whether men or devils, beyond 
the circle of the created universe into outer darkness. 

THIS WORLD. 

Popular theology, from time immemorial, bas taught 
us that this world is to be destroyed , and actually to 
come to an end and be no more. 

That is utterly untrue. This popular mistake origi
nated from a statement of our Savior in his sermons 
on the judgments. In Matt. 24: 35, where it is said that 
He predicted the end of the world, the Greek word is 
not "cosmos," which means world, qut "aeon," which 
means age, or time. In that notable sermon on the 
judgments our Savior predicts the end of the Jewish age, 
i. e., the downfall of Jerusalem, the end of the Gentile 
age, when he shall judge the Gentiles and restore the 
Jews at his premillennial coming, also the end of time, 
when all shall stand before the final judgment bar. In
stead of this world coming to an end, the Bible plainly 
reveals (2 Pet. 3 and Rev. 21 and 22) that having been 
thoroughly sanctified by fire, this world is to be trans
formed into a Paradise and given as an inheritance to 
the saints, to be occupied by angels and redeemed spirits 

· forever; meanwhile God and the Lamb as iu other 
heavenly worlds will be here present, filling the new 
heaven (the atmosphere) and the renewed earth with 
their ineffable glory. 

Thus the Son of God interposes to redeem this world 
and fortify all other worlds, and thus in the glorious 
ultimatum banish sin and sinners from the Universe; re
storing the pristine order of the divine administration in 
all worlds. This world was a part of the Heavenly Em
pire during the Edenic state. 
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"Where sin abounded there did grace much more 
abound." (Rom. 5: 20.) ''The glory of this latter house 
shall exceed the glory of the former." Hence this world 
is not only to be restored to its Paradisian state, but 
greatly to eclipse unfallen Eden. 

TIME 

Is a parenthesis in eternity. The hitherto uninterrupted 
sweep of eternal ages was marred by the insurrection of 
Lucifer (Isa. 14: 12). When the Son of God came forth 
from the throne to espouse the cause of lost humanity, 
then time began. 

And it will continue co-etaneously with the mediato
rial kingdom, which was inaugurated for the suppression 
of the rebellion and the restoration of the human race 
to divine loyalty. When Christ shall have consummated 
this stupendous work, then He will deliver up the me· 
diatorial kingdom to God, time will have an end, and 
the ages of eternity will move on as before the interrup
tion of sin. 

HEAVENLY EMPLOYMENTS. 

On arrival in neaven we will be met by our nearest 
relatives and the departed infants of our homes , who 
will have made so wonderful progress and received so 
vast development, as to occasion an introduction on the 
part of our guardian angels. Infants here soon progress ' 
into adult age. 

Heaven is so much better country than this that our 
progress will be infinitely more rapid. We think of 
meeting our friends in heaven as they left us. 

This is a great mistake. Immobili~y is incompatible 
with all finite beings. 
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We either progress or regress. As there h; no regres
sion in heaven all the saints and angels sweep on for
ever in illimitable progression. We always think of a 
dead baby as a baby in heaven. 

This is a great mistake It would not have ~em'ained 
a babe if it had continued in this life. As heaven is so 
much more favorable to growth, development, and every 
ramification of spiritual and intellectual prosperity, the 
babe will grow and develop . there much more rapidly 
than in this world. 

Jesus says, the guardian angels who nurse and educate 
the infants in heaven, do always behold the face of their 
heavenly Father; i.e., they are held in a special appre
ciation, and enjoy peculiar honor and promotion with 
our heavenly Father. From this we learn that infants 
receive the especial attention of the guardian angels as 
nurses and teachers. 

Such will be the wonderful proficiency of our infants 
in spiritual and intellectual culture and knowledge, that 
they in all probability will become our teachers. 

Our facilities of learning in heaven will be ample and 
capacious, beyond all mortal conception. Doubtless we 
will learn more in a week than we ever knew before our 
arrival. We will enjoy most wonderful facilities in the 
way of teachers. Oh how we are edified as we sit at the 
feet of sanctified Paul and learn wisdom! But what 
will it be to listen to glorified Paul after he has explored 
celestial worlds two thousand years ! 

He was a mighty preacher here, and he was but a babe 
comparatively with his achievements after twenty cen
turies in glory. We are delighted with the preaching of 
Isaiah, Jeremiah! Ezekiel, and Daniel. But who can 
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conceive their spiritual and intellectual status, after three 
thousand years in heavenly universities. 

Oh how !idifying to sit at the feet of Elijah and his suc
cessor Elisha, after they have played on their golden 
harps thirty centuries! Enoch and Noah can tell us 
much about the antediluvian world and the flood. But 
wpo would be more edifying than Father Adam and 
Mother Eve who lived upon the earth a thousand years, 
after an unknown period in unfallen Eden? 

Doubtless they can tell us many things about the 
Edenic state of the world which we have never known. 
But the unfallen angels whom God created long ages ago 
will be delighted to teach us volumes of interest of which 
we have never dreamed. 

CELESTIAL EVANGELISM. 

As the mediatorial work of Christ will restore this 
world from apostasy and rebellion back to its heavenly 
state, and reannex it to heaven, so it will also fortify all 
other worlds against the probability of apostasy. When 
God removes us out of this world it is highly probable 
He will have more use for us in some other world. 

Who would be more efficient preachers sent out to the 
inhabitants of a newly created world , than we who have 
passed through Satan's flint-mills and come up through 
great tribulations, having washed our robes and made 
them white in the blood of the Lamb? 

What would be more glorious than to join an evangel
istic band of glorified saints and angels, and fly away to 
some magnificent new-born world, and wing_ our flight 
hither and thither preaching the gospel of loyalty and 
consecration to the newly created inhabitants? The tel
escope reveals vast fields of nebul~, which are believed 
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to be worlds in the process of formation. Jesus speaks 
of the many mansions being pcepared in heaven, corrob
orating the idea of these innumerable worlds, many of 
which are now being created. 

One billion and one hundred and seventy-nine millions 
of worlds already discovered! 

Oh what boundless evangelistic fields! 

BRIDEHOOD OF CHRIST. 

In conversion we are betrothed to Christ; but in sanc
tification we are married to Him. The Jewish damsel, 
under betrothal vows, was the legal property of her 
sponsor, though still dwelling in her father's family and 
subject to parental authority. The Hebrew word 
"Bue/ah" means married. Hence all who live in Buelah 
Land are married to Christ. 

All of God's blood-washed saints will meet the de
scending Christ at his premillennial advent, and for
mally consummate the long-anticipated matrimonial 
alliance which was spiritually plighted in sanctification. 
Rev. 21 : 2. In the glorified state the saints will belong 
to the bridehood of Christ, while the angels will serve. 
1 Cor. 6: 3, Paul says: "Know ye not that we shall judge 
angels?" Judge, in this Scripture, means rule. We 
know not to what extent the glorified saints will be asso
ciated with Christ in Celestial governments. To what 
extent the glorified Christ may use the honored mem
bers of his bridehood as his most reliable subordinates 
in the administration of the Celestial government 
throughout the multiplied millions of worlds constitut
ing the heavenly universe, is a theme quite worthy to 
evoke the grandest aspirations and fl.edge the pinions of 
the most transcendent hopes. 
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HEAVENLY ACH,IEVEMENTS. 

We are now reaching out toward the ultima-thule, of 
the illimitable possibilities, which await the glorified in 
the Heavenly state. We are still reaching after the 
ulterior arm of the double antithesis, set forth in 
1 Cor. 13: 11. Just so far as the highest achievements 
of manhood transcend the foibles of babyhood, so far 
will the glorious possibilities of the Heavenly state 
transcend the grandest achievements attainable in this 
life. . "Here we see through a glass darkly." The 
brightest light attainable in this world is but the dimmest 
starlight contrasted with the noonday glory of the me
ridian sun when compared with the cloudless day of the 
Celestial Uni verse. 

When a boy I was passionately fond of mountain 
scenery. With glowing enthusiasm I climbed every 
mountain I could reach. Erelong it was my privilege 
to cross the Cumberland Range. The highest summit 
was pointed out to me from a distance. Determined to 
stand upon its topmost pinnacle I set out on horseback. 
rode till my horse could climb the craggy steeps no 
more. Dismounting I proceeded on foot. Clinging to 
shrubs, roots and rocks, and sometimes climbing trees 
like a squirrel, my eye is on a lofty pinnacle jutting 
forth amid the clouds. 

With much toil and sweat erelong I reach the pin
nacle and stand upon the summit. Behold! to my sur
prise another dizzy summit lifts its majestic brow far 
above my head. 

Of course I go for it with all my might and main, sur
mount the craggy steeps and gain the situation. But 
now I see another summit, whose acme is lost beyond 
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the encircling clouds. With indefatigable perseverance 
I toil, scramble and climb till the clouds drop down be
neath my feet, and behold I tread the topmost crag. I 
then climb the tallest tree I can find on the summit. I 
can proceed no farther. 

From that tree-top I survey the Cumberland, Pine 
Mountain, Black Mountain, Blue Ridge, Alleghanies and 
their innumerable ramifications throughout Kentucky, 
Tennessee, North Carolina and Virginia. 
• I am not yet satisfied, but more than ever thrilled with 
curiosity and admiration of the mighty works of an Om
nipotent Creator. I thought of my wings, which even 
then I held in vivid anticipation. The towering mountain 
ranges stand in gorgeous majesty around me, their pinna
cles pointing heavenward, in silent language, proclaiming 
their divine origin. 

My imprisoned spirit longs to leap from that tree-top, 
fly away and join the disembodied millions who, led by 
angelic escorts, wing their flight from world to world, 
exploring and admiring the wonders of Omnipotence. 

THE ILLIMITABLE POSSIBILITIES OF THE HEAVENLY 

STATE. 

Absolute perfection belongs to God only. Christian 
Perfection is received in sanctification, and belongs to this 
life. Angelic perfection is received in glorification when 
the soul evacuates the body, and the Heavenly State 
supervenes. 

This conclusion is authenticated by the response of our 
Savior to the question asked in reference to the woman 
who survived her seventh husband : '' Whose wife shall 
she be in the resurrection? " He answered : '' In the res
urrection there will neither be marrying nor giving in 
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marriage, but we will all be as the angels of God." The 
Greek word " as the angels" is " isoiangeloi," which 
means equal to the angels. This statement of our Savior 
proves conclusively that the disembodied saints enjoy an
gelic perfection. 

All created intelligencies are either progressing toward 
God or regressing toward Satan. A Christian, like a 
bicycle, falls the moment he ceases to move forward. 

Progress is an inalienable law of God's kingdom in this 
world, and infinitely more so in the Heavenly State, as 
the hindrances will all be removed. 

The shortness of life in this world is a great impediment 
to enterprise. Life here is so fleeting and uncertain that 
everything is restricted and embargoed with the contin
gencies of certain death. It is estimated that it would 
take twenty thousand men one hundred years to build 
the largest Egyptian Pyramid. Egyptian History im
putes the erection of the largest Pyramid to antediluvian 
times, when men lived a thousand years. The larger 
Pyramids are about ten times larger than the smaller, 
which were built in postdiluvian times, when human life 
had been cut down to one hundred years . . God was will
ing for man to live a thousand years. But having tested 
him, he found such longevity unfavorable to piety, as 
the antediluvian world apostatized into wickedness. 
Hence in mercy he cut down human life to one-tenth, 
and even now doubtless human longevity is the greatest 
impediment to piety. 

If the millionaires of the present day could live a thou
sand years they would own all the world, fill it with 
bloodshed, tyranny and crime, and turn it into a pan
demonium. 

The glorified State, all sin not only having been extir-
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minated, but its effects forever obliterated, will in every 
respect perfectly harmonize with eternal life. The larg
est Egyptian Pyramid, covering eleven acres of ground 
with its massive superstructure, is to all generations a 
monument of human enterprise when life was prolonged 
a thousand years. 

Blessed Holy Spirit aid our infirmities, irradiate our 
understanding and wing our imagination to at least prox
imately conceive the wonderful Possibilities of the Heav
enly State. 

Here we run a camp-meeting ten days at most, sing 
"God be with you till we meet again" and "Farewell, to 
meet where parting is no more." 

In Heaven we can undertake enterprises, not for ten 
days, but for ten thousand years, with the perfect assur
ance that we will live to see the end and join in the shout 
of triumph. Heaven has an atmosphere of love and 
boundless oceans of love. Thus we can fly and soar, 
bask and dive, as we learn from 1 Cor. 13: 13, Faith, 
Hope and Love will survive forever. In this world Hope 
is the pioneer of all enterprise, while Faith comes on with 
heroic tread, battle-ax and sword. By the dint of stal
wart execution, very fine, the most sanguine anticipa
tions of Hope are realized. 

As we see here that Faith and Hope, as well as Love, 
survive mortality, and shout and shine forever, hence 
through all the flight of eternal ages, Hope will keep the 
wonderful future illuminated with new aspirations, pio
neering new enterprises, while Faith, holding pertina
ciously to the Omnipotent Arm, will laugh at difficulties, 
shout victory, and, with indefatigable powers, execute 
and verify the sublimest visions of Hope. We learn from 
our Savior (Luke 10: 18) that the velocity of the dis-
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embodied spirits is twenty thousand miles per second. 
As the glorified body after the resurtection will be im
ponderable, therefore the velocity will be the same. 

Thus, doubtless, Heaven will be full of activity and 
enterprise for the acquisition and dissemination of knowl
edge, for sociality and festivity, the extension of our 
acquaintance and the reunion of friends and relatives, 
and for the Evangelization of the newly created inhab
itants of new-born worlds. 

THE DESTINY OF THIS WORLD. 

We learn from the panoramic prophecies that after the 
sanctification of this world by fire the Creative Arm will 
again interpose, transform it into a paradise (Rev. 21: 22) , 
and confer it as a bon11s on all the glorified saints (Matt. 
5: 3) as a reward of their heroic fidelity in Immanuel's 
war against sin and Satan. 

John saw (Rev. 21) the ,glorified bride; i. e., all the 
saved people come down from heaven and take possession 
of the now celestialized earth with songs of triumph and 
shouts of victory to possess it forever. So while we can 
wing our flight from world to world throughout the vast 
celestial empire with the velocity of lightning, this world 
will be our glorified home in a peculiar sense. 

We are now fighting to win it from sin and Satan. We 
are sure to conquer, because, while our enemies are finite, 
our Leader is Omnipotent. This world will be celebrated 
in history, poetry, and song, through all eternity, as the 
battle-field of God's empire; where His Son met the host 
of sin and hell in a hand-to-hand combat, and gloriously 
vanquished them all, though He lost His own life on the 
battle-field. Hence through all the flight of eternal ages 
this world will be celebrated and constantly referred to by 
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the inhabitants of all celestial worlds as the battle-field of 
God's empire. Hence I trow, as I wing my flight from 
world to world exploring, evangelizing, and everywhere 
with adoring wonder, contemplating the majesty, beauty, 
and glory of Omnipotence, ever and anon some tall 
bright angel will accost me, "Are you not one of Imman
uel's soldiers who fought in that terrible war with sin and 
Satan, where our Lord Himself led the embattled host 
and lost His life in the perilous conflict?" Then I will 
respond "Yea," with a tremendous shout of victory. By 
this time a shining group of radiant angels, arrested by 
the conversation, have halted- listening. Says he, "For 
ages I have heard much about that war and long to visit 
the battle-field. Will you be so kind as to become my 
escort?" 

I respond, ''Amen, hallelujah," and soar away accom
panied by the delectable band of unfallen angels. 

We wing our flight through celestial ether, passing 
many bright, shining worlds inhabited by unfallen intelli
gencies, till the radiant glories, eclipsing a thousand me
ridian suns, shining out from this beautiful Paradisian 
orb flash upon our enraptured vision. There is no ship
wrecking sea, the sanctifying fires burnt it up. There 
are no icy poles, they, too, succumbed to the sanctifying 
fires. 

So the inhabitable earth is seven times as Jarge as ever 
before; seas, oceans, poles, and deserts have yielded to 
the divine transformation, and now shine with more than 
Edenic splendor. The redeemed of all ages walk over 
this heavenly orb, millions of angels are moving hither 
and thither in all directions. 

They are constantly resorting hither from millions of 
unfallen worlds, to visit and explore the battle-field of 
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God's empire. This is one of the many mansions which 
He is preparing that His loyal intelligencies may appreci
ate, enjoy, and admire His glory forever. Now what has 
all this to do with Spiritual Graces? Much every way. 

All Graces concentrate, evanesce, and unify in Love, 
which is the divine nature. 

Love is the divine side and Faith the h_uman, while Hope 
is incipient Faith, and Faith is the substance of things 
hoped for. Calvinists lay great emphasis on Hope, and 
indulge in a hackneyed use of the word; i.e., ''I hope I 
am a Christian.'' There is nothing too dark for Hope. 
She lights the jungles of the wilderness, and the valley 
of the shadow of death, with rainbows of beauty and star
gleams foreboding the dawn. 

She retreats from no obstacles, but claims time and eter
nity for her conquest. She always leads the band, while 
her Sister Faith, panoplied like Minerva fQr the battle
field, follows with heroic tread and shouts down the walls 
of Jericho. 

Then their younger Sister Love flies from the bosom of 
God, accompanied by cherubim and seraphim, and floods 
the soul with heaven. 

These three Sister Graces; Faith, Hope, Love, (Charity), 
the bright daughters of heaven responsive to the divine 
bidding, come down to this dark world of sin and sorrow 
to escort humble souls along the narrow way, through the 
pearly gate into the New Jerusalem. They enter our 
hearts in conversion, but encounter much antagonism till 
we are sanctified wholly. 

The removal of all antagonism out of the heart by "the 
cleansing blood and the refining fire, is necessary to per
fect these Graces. Then we will have doubtless Faith, 
clor,dless Hope, and fearless Love, which constitute Chris- • 
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tian Perfection, and furnish a reliable guarantee of angelic 
perfection. 

Though you may possess all those wonderful Gifts; 
Wisdom, Knowledge, Faith (as a Gift, and not the Grace of 
Faith), Healing, Power, Prophecy, Discernment, Tongues, 
and Interpretation, so as to circumnavigate the globe on 
missions of charity, and yet be destitute of the Graces ; 
Faith, Hope, and Love, you will lose your soul. Hence 
while the Gifts are wonderful and glorious and indispen
sable to your efficiency in the salvation of others; well 
does Paul admonish us that the Graces are the more ex
cellent way (1 Cor. 12: 31). Oh the transcendent glory 
of the truth revealed in these three chapters; i.e., 1 Cor. 
12, 13, 14. No wonder Paul gives conspicuous preemi
nence to the Graces by parenthesizing them in the culmi
nating climax of his hyperbolical elucidation of the Gifts 
by inserting the 13th chapter, expository of the Graces. 

So reader, you must have the Graces to make your own 
calling and election sure. As it is dreadfully preposterous 
to think of taking the slightest risk on your own soul, 

· you certainly will unhesitatingly settle forever the prob
lem of your own salvation by making the Spiritual Graces 
the sine-qua-non of your own experience every day, hour, 
and moment; till all probation is passed and this mortal 
puts on immortality. 

Then like the eagle mounting up from his falling cage, 
bidding adieu to the tempests of war, you will soar away 
to the Mount of Victory long surveyed by the eagle eye 
of Hope, while victorious Faith, solving the problem of 
perfect loyalty to the Almighty, perfect allegiance to the 
divine government and perfect obedience to the Holy 
Spirit, pursuant to the glowing aspirations of cloudless 
Hope, bounding away on never-tiring wings, conceiving 

--
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enterprises which beggar the genius of poetry, the dy
namics of philosophy and the creation of imaginations, 
with a triumphant shout like that which knocked down 
the walls of Jericho, will wing her flight from world to 
world delighted to explore the wonders of Creative 
Omnipotence. · 

Meanwhile Love, the brightest of the two (1 Cor. 13 : 13) 
inundates the soul with ravishing delights which are in
describable by mortal language. The Gift of Tongues, 
with other Gifts, will cease when this mortal puts on im
mortality, because it is impossible for mortal language to 
proclaim heavenly bliss and glory. 

When Paul was stoned at Lystra, and lay dead an hour, 
his soul mounted up to the third heaven, i. e., the home 
of the saints (the firmament being the first heaven, the 
starry vaults the second heaven). There in the home of 
the glorified he says: " he heard and saw things unlaw
ful i:o tell; " the Greek says: ''impossible to tell.'' The 
truth of the matter is, Paul, master of many languages, 
could not reveal heavenly bliss and glory with mortal 
phraseology. Fortunate for us, our bodies will also be 
glorified, and thus divested of mortality and materiality. 

Once in a revival I got up to preach and took my text 
in good faith. 

I lost my conscious environments, found myself lying 
on a bed in a family room and the people weeping all 
round me, thinking I was about to die. 

The Lord had opened heaven to my soul and flooded 
me with unearthly raptures so I could not stand on my 
feet. Heavenly rhapsodies would so paralyze these mor
tal bodies that if in heaven with them we could do noth
ing but lie prostrate on the golden streets and s ut 
h.allelujah fw~v1;r. I am i;o glad t4a.t oqr wdi~s a.re ·tQ 

• 
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be restored, so they will never grow weary nor sleepy 
nor sick; neither will they have any weight, but, blythe 
buoyant and elastic as the birds of Paradise, respon
sive to the bounding impulses of the soul , they will wing 
their flight from world to world with the velocity of 
lightning. 

Remember not only every redeemed spirit but every 
angel is flooded with perfect Love to God the Father, Son 
and Holy Ghost, but all the inmates of the heavenly 
universe will have perfect Love for one another. 

Every angel I meet takes me in his arms and hails me 
as a brother in the great family of God. We will be sur
prised to find thousands and myriads of angels salute us 
as old friends and precious loved ones. They have been 
our guardians and the guaruians of our ancestors for gen
erations before us, and the guardians of our children after 
us, camping round us by night, protecting us ·from dan
ger and death, and going forth with us by day, shielding 
us from a thousand dangers. 0 reader, you must have 
the Graces, Faith, Hope, Love, and have them in their 
perfection, and thus make your calling and election sure. 
But I know you are not only determined to make sure of 
heaven, but you want to take with you as many as 
possible. 

Then to the Graces add the Gifts, and don't be con
tent with one, two, three, for the Holy Ghost wants to 
give you the immortal nine. Care not for silver and 
gold, but come a beggar to the Holy Ghost and he will 
give you the true riches. Silver and gold, if laid up for 
your children, will probably pay their expenses to hell. 
God in condescending love enrich you with the glorious 
Gr s-doubtless Faith, cloudless Hope and fearless 
LoYe- heaven's bright angelic trio, to lead you safe 

• 
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along the narrow way, open the pearly portals and crown 
you victors in the city of God. 

And for the sake of Him who redeemed earth's lost 
millions with His blood confer on you the glorious Gifts 
-Wisdom, Knowledge, Faith (as a Gift for others), Bod
ily Healing, Spiritual Powers, Prophecy, Discernment 
of Spirits, Tongues and Interpretation, that you, accom
panied by the immortal nine, may go forth like Bishop 
Taylor and Amanda Smith saying: " I am debtor to all 
nations, both savage and civilized," and, like Paul: " I 
am all things to all men that I may save some." Amen, 
hallelujah ! 

• 
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TRINITY. 

THE Father, Son and Holy Ghost are the three per
sons who constitute the Adorable Trinity. They are not 
three Gods, but three persons of one God. 

What is the unpardonable sin or the blasphemy of the 
Holy Ghost? Matt. 12: 31, 32. The blasphemy means 
contemptuous treatment of God. We treat Him with 
contempt when we slight His mercies and ignore His 
love and goodness. Hence the unpardonable sin is con
temptuous rejection and depreciation of the Holy Ghost . 

Why is the sin against the Holy Ghost unpardonable 
when all sin against the Father and the Son is pardon
able? God the Father sits upon the throne of the uni
verse; all worlds wheeling in their orbits responsive to 
His bidding. God the Son sits upon the Mediatorial 
Throne at the right hand of the Father in Heaven , and, 
administers the Mediatorial Kingdom pursuant to the 
salvation of the whole human race. God the Holy Ghost 
is the Spirit of the Father and the Spirit of the Son. The 
spirit of man is the man himself. 

So the Spirit of God is God Himself (John 1: 9.) 
John the Baptist says: "Jesus is the true light which 

lighteth every man that cometh into the world." 
Now comparatively few of the people who have lived 

in this world have heard of Jesus. But the Holy Ghost 
(78) 
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who is the Spirit of Jesus is everywhere, and shineth on 
every human being, offering every one salvation. Hence 
the glorious possibility of universal salvation. But you 
see from this exegesis that the Holy Ghost is the only di
vine person on the earth since the ascension of Jesus into 
heaven. 

We reach the Father and the Son through the Spirit. 
Hence, when we blaspheme; i.e., treat with contempt; i.e., 
reject, and thus sin against the Holy Ghost, we thereby 
eternally forfeit our only medium to the Father and the 
Son. An eleemosynary institution is organized for the 
relief of all the beggars in the world. Its resources are 
inexhaustible. It is under the government of a triumvi
rate; one has bis office ip London, the world's metropolis; 
another in NewYork, and the third person goes with the 
speed of an archangel, indiscriminately whithersoever a 
sufferer is to be found. This third person is the disburs
ing agent of the institution, through whom all must re
ceive its benefactions. 

Here is a beggar dying of starvation in a hovel. 
The agent of this philanthropy comes down to the bot

tom slumdom, looks with pity on him, and offers ample 
relief without money and without price. 

The dying beggar says: "Nay; I will not receive from 
you, as I do not like you, but I will receive from the man 
at London, or from the man at New York." 

The benefactor says: "Why, man, you are dying, and 
will be dead before you can possibly reach London or 
New York; besides you have no way to go." 

Thus the Holy Ghost is the Spirit of the Father and 
the successor of the glorified Savior on the earth (John 
16). Hence the miserable rejector of the Holy Ghost is 
hopelessly and eternally doomed. Consequently, all true 
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religion is appropriately denominated '' Holy Ghost re
ligion." All other religions are Satan counterfeits, and 
only serve as greased planks on which to slide into bell. 

You may have much error on other subjects with com
parative impunity, but an error on the Holy Ghost is 
perilous in the extreme. 

This is the dangerous heresy of the Campbellite dogma; 
it despiritualizes the Bible, and leaves it a lifeless corpse. 
To take the Holy Ghost out of the Bible is to disgospel
ize it and bring it down to a level with other good books. 
That dogma confounds the Spirit with the Word, and 
thereby repudiates the personality of the Holy Ghost. 

THE HOLY GHOST IS NONE OTHER THAN THE VERY 

AND ETERNAL Gon. 

Never use the neuter pronouns with reference to the 
Holy Ghost. 

"The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit," 
should read the Spirit Himself. 

Never pray with reference to the Holy Ghost , Lord, 
"send it," but, " Lord, send Him." Why does our En
glish Bible refer to the Holy Ghost in the use of the 
neuter pronouns? In 1611, when our Bible was trans
lated, the church abounded in infidelity with reference to 
the Holy Ghost, regarding Him as an influence rather 
than the very and eternal God. Hence they referred to 
Him with the neuter pronouns. Is there any difference 
between the Holy Ghost and the Holy Spirit? 

None whatever. 
There is but one statement in the Greek; i.e., "Pneuma 

Hagion," which isjndiscriminately translated Holy Spirit 
and Holy Ghost. Therefore they are precisely synony
mous. 
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THREE BELLIGERENT AGES. 

Satan has prosecuted the war against God on three dis
tinct battle-fields . The first great war period lasted four 
thousand years, in which Satan turned all the battering 
rams of hell, and laid under contribution all the artillery 
of the bottomless pit. and subsidized all the powers of 
this fallen world against the Fatherhood of God, and in 
favor of Pagan Polytheism. 

He arrayed under hi!' black banner the sublimest po
etry of Grecian bards, and the loftiest eloquence of Greece 
and Rome, and the profound, contemplative philosophy 
of India, with all the magical lore of Egypt, to vindicate 
the claims of Jupiter, Pluto, and Neptune. 

Again and again Israel yielded to the seductions of 
Polytheism, pandered to tht- allurements of a worldly re
ligion, and apostatized into idolatry. On this great bat
tle-field Satan suffered signal and final defeat, and Israel 
stood immovable four hundred years, loyal to Bible mono
theism, with no predelection in favor of heathen Poly
theism. Thus the Fatherhood of God was established, 
and has become the great dogma of the nations. The in
carnation of Christ stirred all the pandemonium, and in
augurated Satan's second great war period against the 
God of the Bible, turning all the powers of earth and 
hell against the Second Person of the Godhead. 

During the life of Christ on earth, the Apostolic and 
Patristic Ages which followed, Satan was against the Son
ship of God, monopolizing the powers of earth and hell. 
Satan raised up the Arian and Socinian Churches in the 
second century , whose great dogma was the denial of the 
divinity of Christ. 
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So the Arian and Trinitarian controversy racked the 
church with war and schism a thousand years. 

But Satan was signally defeated on the second battle
field , and the Sonship of God. the Christhood of Jesus, 
became an impregnable dogma of the universal church. 

With the Reformations of Luther and Wesley great 
and especial prominence has been given to the gospel of 
the Holy Ghost, the third person of the Trinity. Satan 
is no fool. He doesn't waste his ammunition on the air 
So long as a truth lies hidden in the recesses of oblivion 
and evokes no following Satan does not fight it. 

When we begin to preach and the people begin to be
lieve and get saved, then the devil begins to fight. The 
battle is now raging hot on the last battle-field, i. e., 
against the Holy Ghost, the Third Person of the Trinity. 

We hear much of opposition to holiness. That is a 
misnomer. It is not opposition to holiness, but to the 
Holy Ghost. 

If the Holy Ghost would evacuate the field Satan 
would call and send a million of preachers to preach holi
ness. The coming of the Lord is nigh. The devil, with 
all the hosts of earth and hell, is :fighting in the last 
ditch. 

'' He has gone forth with a great rage," knowing his 
time is short. 

Our Lord is sure to conquer, and I am so glad that we 
are in the midst of the last period of Satan's wars. 

The battle is hot and heavy, but it will soon be over, 
and victory will perch upon the banner of our descend
ing Lord and King, and never wane amid the smoke of 
battle, but brighten through the flight of eternal ages. 

Reader, I hope you are on the winning side, sav:ed and 
sanctified and panoplied with the nine Spiritqal Gifts and 
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filled with the Graces, marching to the music of full sal
vation and shouting the battle-cry: "The world for Jesus." 

" Me, glory summoned to the martial plains, 
The field of battle is the field for man, 

Where heroes war, the foremost place I claim, 
The first in ~anger and the first in fame. (Glory). 

Reader, are you loyal to the Holy Ghost? If you 
want to be sanctified wholiy, you have nothing to do but 
answer all of His questions in the affirmative and con
tinue to say "Yes" to the Holy Ghost. He will ask 
you questions which no human being ever asked you, 
neither have you ever ,thought of all the questions He 
will ask you. But be sure you say " Yes " to them all. 
Don't be afraid of his leadership. 

It will make your life a glorious sunshine'. 
His leadership is always in perfect harmony with the 

Bible and Providence. Now, reader , may the Blessed 
Holy Spirit, who is the Spirit of the Father and the Son, 
use these pages to help you understand His blessed holy 
Word and make them a benediction to your soul, and an 
inspiration to your life, that you may open your heart 
and welcome the Blessed Holy Spirit in to enrich you 
with all His wonderful Gifts and Graces, that your days 
may .be many on the earth, and invested in· full panoply, 
that you may draw your sword and throw the scabbard 
away, and ever march to the music that sounds no re
treat and drink at the fountain that never runs dry. Let 
us meet in the grand review of the blood-washed millions, 
and, to Him who hath redeemed us , sanctified, empow
ered and glorified us , give all honor and dominion for
ever and ever. Amen and amen. 

Dictated to Miss Effie 0. Godbey, my dear and only 
living daughter. 

READER.-lf this book has been a blessing to you will you not use your 
utmost endeavor to help circulate it? Price, 25 cents ; $2 per dozen . Address 
R~'!'ivalisl Office, 520 Chase Ave., Cincinµati, Ql!i'?· · · · 
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SPIRITUAL PAUPERISM. 

Solomon says (Prov. 20: 4), ''The sluggard will not 
plow by reason of the cold, therefore shall he begin in 
harvest and have nothing." 

If Satan had let us all alone, none of us would ever 
have had to work for a living, as God had abundantly 
provided; every tree bearing its delicious and hygienic 
fruit. 

If Satan had let us alone, we would have used our 
time studying at the feet of our blessed Heavenly Fath
er, who created us for His own companions, as in th.is 
great world it seemed that He felt lonesome, and con
sequently made man in His own image and likeness 
(Eph. 4:25), "righteousness and true holiness"; that 
we should be His love slaves forever. Do you not 
know that the slave is the happiest being in the world, 
if his master is rich and filled with love for him, as he 
will actually enjoy everything belonging to his mas
ter T 

A widow in North Carolina said to her noble slave, 
''Tom, I want you to climb up and nail some boards 
on the north gable of our house to keep out the cold 
November winds and the oncoming wintry snows." 
So they all go up with the lumber, hammer and nails, 
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and a plank to shove through the crack, so Tom can 
stand on the outside end and do the work, someone 
sitting on the inside end to keep it from capsizing. 

When Tom saw the situation, he wanted to know 
who was going to sit on the inside end of the plank; 
and his mistress responded, ''Why, Tom, your own 
wife, Manda, will sit on it." He hesitates a moment 
and responds, ''My wife is a good woman, and she 
loves me all right, but she is very forgetful. Now 
suppose she would forget and get up, then this negro 's 
neck would be broken." Then says the old lady, "If 
you cannot trust your own wife, whom will you have 1'' 
"Oh,'' says he, "I will have you yourself to sit on 
that plank; I belong to you and I know you are not 
going to let your negro get killed, as that would be a 
thousand dollars out of your pocket.'' So, with a 
big laugh, she sits down and Tom goes out and doe3 
all the work without a flicker. 

Oh, how happy we are to be God's love slaves! 
I am delighted to do anything He wants me to do, be
cause I know that He is sure to take care of me. Un
hesitatingly, I walk out over Hell on the plank of hu
man probation, as I know that He is sitting on the in
side end and not going to let it capsize. 

When Satan fought the battle of Eden he achieved 
the greatest victory of the ages. Adam was king of 
the world and Eve queen. He took them both cap
tives, cringing at his yictorious chariot wheels, as he 
ascended the throne of the world which they had va
cated. 

Everything in all the earth felt the shock of the 
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fall; some of the animals becoming carnivorous and be
ginning to eat up the balance; the "Snakes imbibing 
deadly poison; a blight falling on the fruit on the trees, 
cereal grains and vegetables, so they would not bear 
their, fruits spontaneously without labor in planting and 
cultivating; whereas if Satan had let us alone, every
thing would have borne its fruit spontaneously and 
superaboundingly. The earth brought forth thorns, 
thistles, blackjack, pennyroyal, dogfennel, Spanish
needles,. cockleburrs, pQisonous lobelia, nightshade, 
monkshood, the deadly upas-tree and narcotics filling 
the atmosphere with their noxious and pestilential ex
halation. Hence man has to work hard to destroy 
these worthless and obnoxious productions which Satan 
brought on the earth, so proli.S.c that they seem to 
come up everywhere without seed; whereas if we get 
a crop of wheat, rye, barley, corn, apples, peaches, 
pears or anything else which is useful, we have to 
plant and cultivate it. 

Therefore you see the devil put us all to work for 
a living; whereas if he had let us alone, we would have 
had our living already without work and could have 
devoted all our time to studying at the feet of our 
blessed Heavenly Father, being taught by the Holy 
Ghost the deep things of God and the wonders of the 
Kingdom. We would have been encouraged, cheered 
and blessed by ministering angels, who took so much 
\nterest in the creation of this great world and every
thing on it, and especially in Adam and Eve, its king 
and queen, that they all sang together their anthems 
of joy and praise when, from shapeless chaos, in all It~ 
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beauty and glory, it rolled out, taking its place in the 
plain of the eliptic, to speed its ·flight around the ef
fulgent throne of God; meanwhile all the sons of God 
shouting for joy. The climax of all our consolation, 
we have in Romans 8: 28: ''All things work together 
for good to them that love God." You cannot have 
"all things" and leave Satan out, as he is not only a 
thing, but one of the biggest things in all the world. 
Therefore God actually makes him a blessing to His 
true people. The terrible battles we fight with the 
strong intellect of Satan are doubtless the grandest 
means .of ,grace this side of Heaven; as we gain 
strength by the battle and courage by the victory. 

Though the devil brought labor into the world, thus 
enslaving us all, GoQ. has signally gotten the run on 
him by transforming that labor into a blessing. In the 
Scripture text above, plowing is mentioned because it 
is the great work of agriculture, the living of every 
human being, as well as the animal creation, having to 
come from the soil, which is cultivated by the plow. 
Therefore plowing is synonimous for the tillage of the 
earth. 

The Bible is not a book on materialities, but on 
spiritualities, as these bodies are not ourselves, but 
simply the tenements in which we live. Therefore 
the real meaning of the above Scripture is that we are 
to work with all our might, and if we do not, we 
will have no harvest when the trumpet blows and the 
laborers are called. 

We are on the constant outlook for the greatest har
vest the world has ever known, when the Lord will 
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call His Bride to meet Him in the air, where all will 
be judged and rewarded for all the good they have ever 
done. We are not living under Solomon's dispensa
tion, where he lays the emphasis o:tt plowing, and 
pronounces. a withering woe on the sluggard who re
fuses to plow, on account of the cold. 

You see the inconsistency of the sluggard, because 
plowing is the very thi:rig to warm you and gloriously 
deliver you from the cold, giving you health, muscular 
power, long life, riches and honor. You see the de
plorable fate of the sluggard, actually begging in 
harvest time, when it is understood that everybody 
has something to eat. As he has shivered, put his hands 
in his pockets and run away to hunt a fire, instead of 
plowing heroically and thus warming up, so the people 
who do not rush to the Gospel plow, which is ti.I:> culti
vate the whole earth and hring the abundant harvest 
to every human soul, will shiver in utter destitution 
and abject poverty when the Lord shall descend with 
the trump of the archangel and call His servants from 
every land and dime to meet Him in the air, resurrect
ing the buried saints and. transfiguring the living. 
Therefore we should all rally to the Gospel plow, 
here be:rntifully symbolized by the most important 
agricultural implement. 



CHAPTER I. 

How are We to Plough '1 

You see in the above Scripture the pure spirituality 
of Bible teaching, materialities being merely subordi
nated illustratively, by types, metaphors, and symbol
isms, all mercifully combined and utilized, in order to 
enforce the grand spiritual truths by which we are 
saved, sanctified, fed and fortified, because it is our 
two edged sword (Heb. 4 :12), the salvation edge keen 
as the lightning, so it will certainly cut out of us every
thing S~tan ever put in us, if we hug it heroically; if 
we dodge and evade it, then we have to meet the dam
nation edge, which is equally sharp and certain to cut 
out forever all our hopes of Heaven. Besides all this, 
in the grand finale, this wonderful revealed Word wiE 
judge us all. 

We have it beautifully defined (2 Tim. 3: 16, 17) : 
"All scripture is God breathed, and profitable unto 
teaching, unto conviction, unto correction, unto in
struction which is in righteousness (the righteousness 
which is essential to godliness), in order that the man 
of God may be perfect, having been thoroughly per
fet'ted unto every good work.'' 

You see from this beautiful definition that all Scrip-
8 
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ture is the very b:r;,eath of God, i. e., the Divine life, as 
our breath is ou~ life and profitable for conviction, 
which is the bottom of the great salvation superstruc
ture; as without conviction there can be no conversion, 
without conversion, no sanctification, and without sanc
tification no Heaven. 

As the world is full of soul-destroying heresies, 
floating on every passing breeze, and lurking in every 
blooming flower, meeting us in all the diversified ter
giversations of probationary life, so we are liable to 
get lassoed any and every moment as we move along 
in this fleeting pilgrimage. 

If Satan can satisfy us in a dead profession, he 
wants nothing better. Therefore if you have Catholi
cism, or Campbellism, there abide and go for nothing 
more, he chuckles over the victory. 

If you are a member of an orthodox church, i. e., 
Baptist, Methodist, or Presbyterian, he will make a 
specialty of getting you satisfied with ordinances, 
ceremonies and good works, and is always uneasy 
about you, lest someone give you a rousing sermon on 
Holy Ghost religion, so waking you up that you will 
slip out of his fingers like an eel, get down at the altar 
and cry for mercy until God saves you. If you are a 
member 1tf a Holiness church, he will stir earth and 
Hell to get you off on some sidetrack. 

We had quite a time with the New England heres'y 
of the third blessing, denominated "power," and de
duced from Acts 1 :8 : ''You shall receive the power 
of the Holy Ghost having come upon you.'' They 
had the Holiness people down at the altar seeking the 

-
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third blessing of power, thus opening the door for 
Satan and his myrmidons to come 'in and give you 
power. 

Can I get no more power after I receive sanctifica
tion? Yes, you are ·dying of thirst ; come to the 
Ohio River, fall down and drink till you are full. 
Have you drunk up the riverY You can't miss what 
you have drunk out of it. The Holy Ghost whom you 
receive in sanctification is a million times bigger than 
the Ohio River. 

Sanctification is the biggest thing you will ever 
get this side of Heaven, so big that at the start you 
can't take in but the little end of it. With infinites
imal spiritual enlargement, you will receive more and 
more through the flight of eternal ages, rising higher, 
going deeper, broadening into grander spiritual lati
tudes, and moving forward into more glorious longi
tudes; thus towering and sweeping as you wing your. 
flight from world to world. 

The second great departure for a third blessing 
swept over the South and West, doing awful detriment. 
It was the blessing of fire, subsequently to our Sa
vior's baptism with the Holy Ghost and fire and of 
course opening the door for the devil to come in with 
his Hell fire in illimitable, superabounding profession, 
as well as fanatical people with their wildfire and 
foxfire. The last great departure into the third bless
ing, and the worst of all was the so-called "Tongue 

· Movement,'' as they get it from the demons who come 
through the air, and play the Holy Ghost on you, do
ing their utmost to sidetrack every pilgrim traveling 

.., .. 
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the King's Highway of Holiness from the City of De
struction to the New Jerusalem. 

We are only commanded to seek the Lord. When 
we seek something else, the demons are certain to give 
it to us, in order to get us away from the Lord. 

When a boy out in thP- wild woods of my native 
land, where a vast diversity of wild animals and birds 
abounded, among them/ chickens, I have often been 
arrested by the barking of my dog so rapidly and 
fiercely that I knew he was in chse c<mtact with the 
game. I turn and look and behold ! he is moving as 
rapidly as if he has been shot out of a cannon and de
monstrating the most intense excitement. I see be
fore his nose a wild hen on the wing, leading hi~ away 
from her chicks, which he has disturbed and which 
are now hidden in the leaves. When she is about to 
get far ahead of him; as her wings are more expedi
tious than his feet, she drops down and takes it on 
foot, enthusing the dog till he almost kills himself to 
get her, feeling sure -that he will. But in the enthusi
astic race, when his nose is on her tail and he expects 
that moment to take her in his mouth, she betimes takes 
to wing again, mounting up out of his reach, and still 
flying !ow down so as to perpetuate the temptation. 
Thus alternately up and down, from foot to wing and 
wing .to foot, she prolongs the run, till she concludes 
that he is too far off to go back and trouble her chicks 
again, so, mounting on a limb out of his reach, she 
takes a much-needed rest; the dog, faint with fatigue, 
looks up and tries to bark, but his breath is gone and 
he can only squeak; he tries to bark a few times, gives 

• 
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up in despair and comes away to me. She waits till 
we are out o~ reach, then takes to wing, flies back to 
the scene of the trouble, and clucks up her chicks, 
counts them and finds not qne missing, her stratagem 
to decoy the dog away having gloriously' succeeded, se
curing present safety to herself and family. 

I use this to illustrate Satan's chicanery and adroit
ness, decoying sanctified people away from the King's 
Highway of Holiness. 

There is a third experience, glorification, but we 
can not get it till this mortal puts on immortality, as 
it is conferre1f simultaneously with the evacuation of · 
the body by the soul. I have often seen the faces of 
the saints in their coffins, supernaturally radiant with 
unearthly glory, the reflection of the glorified soul back 
on the vacated tenement, simultaneously with its hap
py exodus. Therefore we cannot receive this third 
work of the Holy Ghost, till this mortal puts on im
mortality. 

Satan lays under contribution all the armies of 
Hell, the demons sweeping through the air and incar
nated myrmidons treading the earth in human bodies, 
to sidetrack us from this King's Highway of Holiness. 
When he breaks down in aU his efforts to hold us con
tented in dead Churchism, then he goes for pulling us 
over on the other side, into wild fanaticism, as it is all 
the same to him, as he geti;: every one that does not 
tread the holy way, which alone lead& to the pearly por
tals, landing you safe in the celestial metropolis, amid 
the congratulations of the sacramental host, the millions 
gone on before and the glorious welcome of the unfallen 

\ 
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angels, who are around us in our pilgrimage and forti
fying us against millions of unknown evils. 

In the above Scripture, Paul's grand definition of 
the Bible, he certifies that its mission on the earth is 
eonsummated in the glorious achievement of Christian 
perfection, "That the man of God may be perfect, hav
ing been thoroughly perfected unto every good work" 
(not as in the English Version, ''thoroughly fa,rr
nished"). Here the translators deflected from the 
Greek to avoid an English tautology. They did the 
same i~ many other Scriptures, sacrificsg truth for 
grammatical felicity. , In my translatl"On, I gave it 

literally all the way through. 
In this beautiful Scripture you see the great funda· 

mental truth of Christian perfection is doubly en
forcd and emphasized, as the grand ultimatum of 
God's precious Word, bequeathed to fallen humanity, 
il'! order that the man of God may be perfect, having 
beeu thoroughly perfected unto every good work: 
thnc:i Christian perfection actually constitutes our 
f)Ualification for everything God has ror us to do in this 

race for Glory . 

• 



CHAPTER II. 

Experience. 

1 Peter 2 :1-5: "Therefore having laid aside all 
evil and all guile and hypocrisies, and envyings, and 
all calumniations, like mwly born babes, desire the 
pure milk of the ·word, in order that you may grow 
thereby unto salvation; if you have tasted that the 
Lord is good, unto whom going forth to a living stone, 
indeed, rejected by men, hut elect with God, precioru;, 
and you are built up a spiritual house, into a holy 
priesthood, to offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable unto 
God; throu~h Jesus. Christ.'' 

As the elimination of this condensed catalogue of 
inbred sin is subsequent to regeneration, it follows, as 
a logical sequence, that the people to whom the appeal 
is made and the commandments given had already been 
born from above; regeneration, from Alpha to Omega, 
being recognized as the axis of the salvation super
structure. 

In 1 Corinthians, chapter 3, we see a reference 
to the diversities of edifices built on this broad, uni
versal foundation, that basis of every Christian ex
perience and the substrat.nm of all saintly character. 
Here he says that one man builds on this foundation 

14 
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a superstructure of gold, silver and precious stones, 
fire-proof materials which will stand forever, eternally, 
towerini,.Jnto loftier altitudes and broadening into 
grander Wltnensions, and as they are fire-proof, passing 
intact , and unscathed through all the judgment con
flagrations; constituting the substratum on which we 
will build as we wing our flight from world to world 
through the evolutions of endless ages; going respon
sively to His omnific ipse dixit, not only in the r estored 
earth, but all other worlrls, whither, in His infallible 
wisdom and superabounding love, we may be per
mitted to wing our flight, joyfully executive of His 
sweet will. All the while this glorious superstructure 
constituting our personal Christian character will 
tower into loftier altitudes, broaden into grander lati
tudes, and elongate into more giorious longitudes, 
while the ages of eternity sweep on and on and r edu
plicate into illimitable and incomprehensible cycles. 

You see in this same Scripture that, while some 
erect a superstructure consisting of gold, silver and 
precious stones, which are fire-proof and will accumu
late the brighter luster while passing through illimita
ble ordeals, the solution of this indestructibility: cor1sists 
in the fact that they build a temple of holiness to the 
Lord. Millions make the sad mistake of building on 
their regeneration a superstructure of churchism, in 
endless diversities, fine edifices, pipeorgans, Gothic 
domes, Corinthian columns, pompous musical parades 
and glittering demonstrations, all these magnetizing 
the eye and electrifying the ear of the carnally minded, 
Hellward bound, worldly rabble, but impotent in con-

Wesleyan Church 
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vroting dynamite, reg?.nerating grace and sanctifying 
power. 

This Scripture says that the latter, buildini._of wood, 
bay and stubble, will lose all of his life woPI:, as the 
fires of the Holy Ghost will consume it, from the 
simple fact that they are material, co:inbustible, fragile 
and evanescent in their nature. 

The old theologians all admit that .all regenerated 
people, inrluding natural and spiritual infants, are 
sanctified in the article of death, having stereotyped 
a phrase, at all times commendable and convenient, and 
occurring very frequently in all of their writings in 
Latin, the learned language of the age in which they 
lived, ''in articulo mortis" ("in the article of death '' 1, 

the theological world concurring unanimously m 
this great central truth, ais God has settled the mat 
ter irrevoeably and indubitablY, (Heb. 12: 14) : "The 
sanctification, without which no one shall see the Lord." 

Therefore the whole phalanx of Christendom, Cath
olic and Protestant, with unanimity certify to the ab
solute sine qua non of entire sanctification; no one en· 
tering Heayen without it. This does not involve the 
conclusion that justified people go to Hell, which is 
not true, but the opposite, that they al1 go to Heaven. 
is a gloriously consolatory fact of universal recogni
tion, but, as Wesley pertinently says, "They do. not 
go without getting something else," and that is sanc
tification; which, if not antecedently received, will 
certainly be faithfully and heroieally administered by 
the blessed Holy Spirit, the Executive of the Trinity, 
in the dying hour. The critic sa'ys: ''Then I will 
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rest easy and depend on it in the article of death.'' If 
you do that, you are sure of Hell, because you cannot 
possibly retain your justification unless you are ear
nestly seeking sanctification. 

As the Holy Ghost is your Sanctifier, if you do not 
let Him have His way and do His work, you will com
mit the unpardonable sin by rejecting Him, become a 
backslider, and in the end populate the Hell of the 
apostate, as there ill nobody in Hell but backsliders, 
by the wonderful grace of God in Christ, every human 
soul being justified and regenerated the moment it 
comes into existence. 

Every adult sinner is a backslider, as you see con
firmed in the case of the prodigal son, when he got 
converted it s~mply meant th\tt he had gotten back to 
his father's house, in which he was born; such being 
the case with ~ll the conversions we report in our 

, meetings. Peter recognizes ,the universal Church as 
born from above. ''And having laid aside all malice, 
guile, envyings, hypocrisies, and calumniations," these 
bring prominent phases of the ·. inbred sin, which is 
conquered in regenera\ion, and so subjugated and 
manacled by grace as to keep it from breaking out 
and committing known sins, which would bring us 
under condemnation, thus forfeiting our justification. 

Therefore all the apostolical epistles are addressed 
to the churches, to fortify them against this indwelling 
enemy and to give them the pertinent wisdom and 
grace to get rid of him altogether. Peter here re
cognizes the fact that the sanctified have put him away; 
thus he symbolizes him by the formula of a wornout, 
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stenchy garment, which we cast off on the earth for 
decomposition and reversion back to the soil whence it 
came ; the Pauline imagery being on the same line in 
Colossians, second chapter, "In putting off the body 
of depravity." The Greek apekdusei, from duo, to 
put on, de, from, hence C:edus, would be to take the 
garment off, while apo means away from. There
fore Paul's triple comportnd word for the disposal of 
the old man of sin shows a wornout, filthy, stenchy 
garment, which he enjoins us to pull off. 

Paul's other metaphor to which he so frequently 
alludes gives us a clear and indubitable panorama of 
his crucifixion. 

In Peter's -catalogue in the above Scripture, he 
mentions guile as a prominent phase of inbred sin. 
There is a sense in which we do not get r!d of these di
versified impulses and incentives, but simply the sa
tanic element in them is eliminated by the Holy Spirit, 
after which the survival is turned over to God to be 
utilized forever in the interests of His kingdom. 

Paul said to the people, "Having been crafty, I 
caught you with guile.'' This was not carnal, but 
holy, guile. 

In this same Scripture he says we are to lay aside 
all evil speaking. (The Greek katalalia, from kata, 
against, and lalia, speech.) Therefore it means never 
to speak against anyone. If they are ever so bad, 
they do not belong to us, but God, who will ,attend to 
them; our business simply being to d_o them good. 
John Wesley' said, "liV e i-:hould never speak of the 
faults of a person in ever so soft a manner." That 
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does not put a padlock on our mouth in the exposition 
of sin and heresy, but on the contrary, we are com
manded ''to cry aloud and spare not.'' 

In this Scripture, Peter says, "If you have tasted 
that the J..Jord is good." The reason why sinners feed 
on sin is because th~y are <lead and consequently they 
have an appetite for carrion. 

In regeneration, the Holy Spirit creates the Divine 
life in the dead soul, thus raising it from the dead. 
Consequently the people who have spiritual life have 
no appetite for Satan's carrion and slop tubs. There
fore the only remedy is to go down to the bottom and 
get them truly resurrected; then they will turn away 
with disgust from Satan 'ts cesspools, electrified with the 
refreshing draughts from the river of life, and no 
longer want the apples of-Sodom, which though exter
nally the finest looking you ever saw, yet all turn to 
ashes on the lips; meanwhile you are literally envir
oned v.rith -.,?lk 'lnd honey: rill::;, the luscious grapes of 
Eshcol and the endless varieties of Canaan's delicious 
fruits. 

Here Peter says that if we have tasted and ascer
tained how good the Lord is, we will long after the 
pure milk of the Word, that we may grow thereby un
to salvation. Deliverance from condemnation is ac
companied invariably by regeneration; sanctificati~n 
is full salvation, but glorification is final salvation, 
in this sense the word is used b'y Peter. And we see 
that we reach it by growth in grace. 



CHAPTER III. 

Growth in Grace. 

The first great work constitutes the beautiful globe 
of personal ~lvation , consisting of two hemispheres, 
the negative justification, in which we do not receive 
anything as it transpires up in Heaven, consisting of 
the cancelling of our sins and our deliverance from con
demnation. When the sinner repents of all his sins, 
and in the deep consciousness of his fitness for Hell
fire casts himself on the mercy of God in Christ, ringing 
out the mournful wail, 

''Approach, my soul, the mercy-seat, 
Where Jesus answers prayer; 

Thei:e humbly fall before His feet, 
As none can perish there; 

Thy promise is my only plea, 
With this I venture nigh; 

Thou callest a bmdened soul to Thee, 
And such, 0 Lord, am I. 

"Bowed down beneath a load of guilt, 
By Satan sorely pressed, 

Fightings without and fears within, 
I come to Thee for rest; 

Corne, humble sinner, in whose breast 
A thournnd thoughts revolve, 

Come, with your guilt and f ears oppressed, 
And make this last re:iolve: 

20 
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" 'I '11 go to Jesus, though my sins 
All like a mountain rose; 

I know His courts; l.'11 enter in, 
Whatever may oppose; 

Prostrate I lie before His throne, 
And there my guilt confess; 

I '11 tell Him I'm a wretch undone 
Without His sovereign grace. 

" 'I can but perish If I go; 
I am resolved to try, 

For if I stay away I know 
I mu~t forever die. 

But if I die with mercy sought, 
When I t he King have tried, 

That were to die-delightful thought
As sinner never died.' '' 

21 

Thus when the sinner comes to God in utter aban 
' donment, confessing his guilt and casting himself on 

the divine mercy, He never casts him away, but freely 
forgives him for Jesus' sake alone, who has paid all 

the debt he owes. 
G. G. Regan, a brother-in-law of mine, the com

panion of my youth, already in Heaven about a dozen 
years, told me that after he had been a mourner at 
Methodist altars about ten years, while attending 
VaugMs' campground near Somerset, K:y., he had 
reached' the point of desperation; recounting those 
long years of his membership as a seeker of salvation, 
and how he had been doing the best he could, as he 
thought, and never had received the blessin~ for which 
he had sighed and cried so long. So, walking out 
with a friend into the forest surrounding the camp
ground, he confessed to him his awful condition, stat-
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ing to him that his case was decidedly worse than ever 
before, and that he thought he had just as well give 
up in utter desperation. 

The brother happened to enjoy the blessing of per
sonal salvation, having travelled that same road, con
sequently he stated to him that he was m,istaken about 
his attitude, that his case was most encouraging, as 
desperation on his part was the very epoch of deliver
ance by the Omnipotent Arm, who finds no hard jobs, 
and so he exhorted him just to move right forward, as 
he was on the very verge of the Kingdom. 

Sure enough, it turned out just as he said, and 
he got wonderfully converted that very hour. We all 
have to reach the end of our own resources, before God 
can do the work, from the simple fact that it must be 
fully committed to Him by our own free will. 

Ezekiel 47: 1-12. Read these dozen verses and you 
will see the glorious upper side of the sanctified ex
perience. Each great work wrought by the Holy 
Ghost is a magnitudinous globe having two hemis
pheres. In the negative hemisphere of each experi
ence, we lost something; whereas in the positive, we 
receive. When we radically repent, God, for Christ's 
sake, freely forgives, thus taking away the mountain 
of guilt that was crushing us down to Hell. In that 
case the transaction is in IHeaven and instead of re
ceiving something in the heart, we are disencumbered 
of the mountain on us, crushing us down, our sins thus 
being cancelled from Heaven's chancery, so we lose 
that awful condemnatory mountain and feel light as 
a bird of paradise. 

I 
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The moment God cancels our condemnation, the 
law thus being perfectly satisfied through the glorious 
vicarious atonement which Christ made on the bloody 
cross £or the sins of the whole world, then the Holy 
Spirit instantaneously executes His great and glorious 
work, the new creation, actually creating the divine 
li£e in the dead spirit, verifying John 3 : 5 : ''Born of 
water and Spirit," i. e., the water of life which the 
Holy Spirit creates, God Himself is the water of 
life and the Rory Spirit the omnipotent Agent who 
creates the divine life in the dead soul, thus verifying 
,John 3 : 7 : ''Born from above,'' and not ''born again'' 
(as the English version). 

In justification we lose the mountain of sin sub
tracted from the soul; in regeneration, we receive a 
new world created in the heart by the Holy Ghost and 
joyfully dominated by the new man simultaneously 
created in that joyfully regenerated human spirit. 

The second work of grace has likewise the two 
hemispheres, the negatively taking the man of sin out 
of the heart forever, i. e., taking away Ishmael from 
the home of Abraham and giving Isaac the full mo
nopoly of the unbroken estate, i. e., making him a mil
lionaire; the work of Abraham, who beautifully sym
bolizes God the Father; responsively to th: appeals of 
Sarah, who symbolizes the spiritual church of the first
born, the Bride of Christ and the mother of all God's 
children. Meanwhile Hag'ar, the bond servant, sym
bolizes the fallen despiritualized, degospelized, 
church, i. e., after she had rejected her Christ; while 
Sarah symbolizes the Jerusalem which is above, the 
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Bride of Christ and the mother of all God's children; 
in contradistinction to fallen Jerusalem in bondage 
with her children, representing all the fallen churches 
in the world. In sanctification the man of sin is 
crucified, and buried forever in the Atonement, thus 
purifying the heart from the carnal occupant and leav
ing the new creature, created in the heart by the Holy 
Ghost, to reign without a rival, lost eternally in Jesus, 
sunk away into His divinity, and filled with the Holy 
Spirit. 

We see in the above Scripture that Ezekiel saw the 
holy river flowing out from the right hand side of 
the altar, the very place where the priest poured all 
the blood of the sacrifices. This holy river is the 
gl.orious positive hemisphere of the sanctified experi
ence; unlike the negativ~, which is definite and com
plete, because when old Adam dies he dies all over. 
Therefore the negative hemisphere of the sanctified 
experience is definite and complete, when the sin per
sonality is exterminated out of the heart and the Holy 
Spirit comes in to abide. 

When the prophet first entered the holy river, the 
waters were ankle deep. The ankle is the walking
joint. We now reach a period of progress, education, 
gro,wth in• grace, evangeli!itic work, and infinitely d~
versified labors of love for Him who hath loved us and 
given Himself for us. 

Again we come to the holy river, and this time 
find it up to our knees. The knee is the worshiping 
joint, therefore when we get in knee deep, we become 
heroic on the knee drill tournaments of the salvation 
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army, so we pray without ceasing, 'rejoice evermore, 
and in everything give thanks. (1 Thess. 5.) Oh, the 
WOI;tderful availibility of prayer no mortal tongue can 
tell! We fight all our battles and win all our vic
tories on our knees. 

When I go to London, I always visit John Wesley's 
church, go into his little room in the upper story of 
the parsonage, get on my knees and pray where he 
prayed so much, shaking Heaven, earth and Hell. 

When I gazed upon the statue of John Knox in 
Glasgow, Scotland, I thought of his wonderful avail
ibility fa prayer, when he actually prayed Bloody Mary 
down from the throne in England, thus stopping her 
from burning the Protestants at Smithfield and bring
ing in her successor, Queen Elizabeth, the friend of 
the free Gospel, free grace and full salvation,-preach
ed to everybody on the earth, and who was actually 
miraculously used of God in founding the British Em
pire, this day at the front of the world. Owing to 
Great Britain, the missionaries in every land and na
tion are free to preach the Gospel with the Holy Ghost 
sent down from Heaven, and no one dares to molest 
or make them afraid. 

Now we come to the holy river again, when we find 
it up to the loins; thrillingly significant in Christian 
experience. The loins are the location of strength, 
therefore this holy river means that when 'you get into 
it up to your loins, you just serve God with all your 
heart, soul, mind, strength, m~ney, property, plans, 
enterprizes and everything else; no sort of defalcation 
about it; not only giving the Lord His tenth of all 
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your income, but turning over the other nine-tenths to 
Him and throwing yourself in for good count, and only 
sorry you can't do a thousand times more. 

Again we reach the holy river. Now it is over the 
head; waters to swim in! .Oh, how sorry I am for 
those going for rivers, millponds, pools and tanks, as 
if salvation were a matter appertaining to the body, 
when it is a pure spirituality, the body having nothing 
to do with it. If they onl'y did know these holy 
waters, ankle deep, knee deep, loin deep and over the 
head, the blessed waters of salvation, they would say, 
"Farewell Ohio River, I have a Holy Ghost river, giv
ing me a heaven in which to go to Heaven, thus elevat
ing me above t ransitory things; giving me victory in 
my soul, Heaven in my heart, and glory in my life!" 

You see the grand combination of this Holy river 
experience is not only waters to swim in, but to float 
on forever. Therefore go ahead, do not be afraid 
to wade in over your head, because you have nothing 
to do but throw out your limbs in perfect relaxation, 
lie flat on your back, look up to Heaven and shout 
night and day, delectably blessed with the perfect soul 
rest; floating on the swelling tide of God's providence 
and grace. 

THE END. 

, 
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EXORDIUM. 

So far as our kuowledge is concerned, , man st;inds 
nlone among the. countless millions of cieated intelli
gences inhabiting the boundless celestial uaiverse, 
invested with mortal flesh, wi~ely instituted to secure 
his probationary period, but destined to immortaliza
tion through the efficacy -administered by the fruit of 
the tree of life, to which, guided by instinct or pr,ovi
dence, he would ere long have received access, and 
been divested of his mortality, bidding the earth adieu 
and soaring away on his transfiguration pinions, to take 
his place among the immortal intelligences thronging 
the boundless heaven,ly empire. 

V./ c do not know to what ·extent angels and arch
angels were employed in the creation of this world. It 
appears as though Lucifer, the fallen -archanget (Isa. 
14: 12), might have had something to do with it, as in 
.Job's time, long after he had fallen and become the 
devil, he stated in the testimony meeting that he had 
been going to and fro and walking up and down in :the 
earth. Perhaps his labors on it while a holy archangel 
and his intimate acqua,intance with it had produced an 
appreciation of it according to which, soon after hie> 
unhappy fall and consequflnt ejection out of Heaven 
(Rev. 12th chap.), he aspired to win it as a prize for 
his own kingdom of Hell, eternally to feed the bottom
less pit with the 1i1hildren of his Edenic capture. 

In Revelation the twelfth chapter, we are _ told that 
the dragon's tail drew off one-third of the stars, i. e., 
Satan's influence drew after him one-third of the angels 
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and precipitated them down to Hell. Whan we con
template the magnitude of the celestial universe of 
wl~ich one hundred and seventeen millions of great, 
glowing su~s have al~eady been discovered, among 
which ours is attended by eight great worlds, of which 
eart~ is comparatively srrmll, as Neptune is sixty times 
her magn~tude; Unranus, eighty; Saturn, eleven hun
dred; an.d Jupiter fourteen hundred times, normal an
alogy concludes that these one hundred and seventeen 
millions . of suns a~e all attended by their respective 
retinues of r~volv·i~g ~vorlds, thus giving us the para
doxical host of one billion, one hundred and seventeen 
millions of worlds in . the celestii:tl universe, . re~olvin:j 
through the ethereal void. 

Pursuant to the tenable conclusion that the God u: 
the .universe is delighted with immortal intelligence > 
everywhere doing His will, therefore the number of 
created intelligences inhabiting the universe is simply 
iricalcu:la ble. 

The revolt of the great archangel, Lucifer, was an 
utter novelty and filled all the worlds with the shock of 
an earthquake, electrifying the countless millions and 
raising them on tiptoe, thrilling them with solicitude 
as to the relation they shall sustain to this new depar
ture of things in the eternal cosmos. In the prompti
tude of the Divine administration to restore order an·d 
to universally enforce law, Michael's Wll.r, expeditiou::-
1~ and herofoally p~osecuted, expelled from the. celes
tial empire all the rebels who had gone off iJ the f::ttal 
revolt of Lucifer, precipitating them to the pandemon
ium; God's penitentiary for the incarceration of all th3 
incorrigibles throughout the "machinique celeste." 



CHAPTER I. 

Spiritualism. 

After his ejectment, Satan flies away with all ex
pedition and lays siege to this. world) assaulting hu
manity in its three great departments cons(:lcutively 
body, soul, spirit. As his .defeat in Heaven was so 
sign,al and crushing, he lays under contri~ution all his 
wisdom, wit and chicanery, fights his be;;it, conqll;\¥"S 
and wins the field, humanity going down · under the 
red-hot volleys poured against the physical beiI\g. Con
sequently they yield to physical appetite and, partak
ing of the forbidden fruit, go down with an awful ~all, 
Satan actually economizing two-thirds of his amm~i-
tion. , 

This w.as the greatest victory of the ages, as God 
had created us all in Adam to be developed into per
sonal entities, according to the law of natural evolution. 
If the redemption had nol come to our rescue, ~e would 
all simply have populated Hell forever. Thougll Sa~ 

tan assailed Adam the Second with 1all his might, and 
used· all of his ammunition on Him, assaulting not only 
His physical body with temptations to turn the sfone3 
into bread, but His spiritual being, when he sou.rlit to 
vitiate His faith', transforming it into presumption, his 
own counterfeit, and finally when from tne mountain 
summit he revealed to Him in panorama all the king
doms of the worid and the glory of the same, proposing 
to give them to Him on condition that He will reeognizc 
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his Satanic majesty and.sovereignty, thus turning all hi; 
gattling guns and heavy artillery against His unfallen 
intellect, and thus having used all his •ammunition, he 
lost it all, suffering decisive defeat; meanwl1ile an army 
o.f angels sweep down from Heaven, refreshing Him 
with an hour of celestial companionship. 

Jude, the sixth verse, tells us about the fallen angels, 
kept in Hell, bound with adamantine chains, consumed 
by penal fires, till Judgment Day. We think they were 
the more responsible in the awful avalanche of apostasy 
which swept all the heavenly worlds under the fatal 
revolt of Lucifer; at the same time number.J.ess myriads 
were permitted to roam abroad and to tempt human 
souls, entering in and abiding, thus enjoying their 
hii:hest aspiration, compatible with the wreckage 
caused by their fatal apostasy which has its ultimatum 
in Hell, the terror of all souls-this latter being a for
lorn and most dreary prison, haunted by infuriated de
mons and swept with fiery tornadoes. 

·In Ep4esians, the second chapter and the first verse. 
Paul describes these demons sweeping in great armies 
through the air, led by King Dia.bolus. They are al
ways ready to · come into communication with human 
souls, bewitching; charming, infatuating, carrying them 
away in tornadoes of anger, wrath, malice, animosity, 
and inflaming them with idle lusts and pass_ing tempers 
and precipitating them into theft, debauchery and 
murder. 

'l'hrough the instrumentality of these fallen angets, 
now demons, the world in all ages has been flooded with 
demonized people, i. e., the magicia.:is, wizards, witches, 
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necromancers, jugglers, enchanters and spirituali1:1ts1 

now in the world by millions. 'l'hrough the instruinen
tality of these demons both in the flesh and out of the 
flesh, devil-worship has always been in the world. )Vh~n 
King Solomon, through the influence of his idohl~.rous 
wives, became ' an idol worshipper, to please· his Am
monitish wife, he brought her god Moloch to Jerus11;le~, 
setting up his statue in the Valley of Hinnom. It had 
the body of a inan with the head of a:µ ox a~d was so 
made that it could be heated with fire from the inside 
like a stove and a child would be placed in its arms ancl 
thus roasted to death; meanwhile the roar of mu~ic 
celebrating the worship prevented the worshippers 
from hearing the screams of the dying. This ·image 
was brought to Jerusalem in the reign of Solomon and 
stayed there until the days o.f Josiah, the great leader 
of the Holiness Movement, who served heroically as a 
faithful image-breaker in the extermination of \dolatry 
out of the land. Devil-worship is now prevalent among 
the heathen. Of course they have no love for him, but 
they worship him through fear, in order to satisfy hi.s 
wrath and make favor with him to secure his good will 
lest he inflict on them some awful punishment. Though 
T have a number of times traveled in Egypt and not 
see!! it, I am creditably told by Charles Stalker that the 
devil is avowedly worshipped in that country, as in 
India and other heathen lands. I am painfully aware 
that he is worshipped extensively in Christian lands, 
not avowf'dly, but delusively, being mistaken for God. 
whom men claim to worship. He is the god of this agP., 
(2 Cor. ~: 4, not as A. V., "God of this world"). YV e 
have the blessed consolation that this world is included 
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iq the redemption of our wonderful Christ, and destined 
to be sanctified ,by fire, according to: Peter, and re
ci:eated., according to .John. (Rev. 21.) Finally it is 

· to be given to the, saints (Matt. 5: 5), and in the end 
of' future glory to be annexed back to Heaven where it 
originally belonged until Satan broke it loose in view 
of add}ng. it to Hell, which he would have done if our 
glorious Christ had not left the shining courts and come 
to ou+ rescue. 

As Satan is the father of lies and liars and the great 
deceiver, he, with pe;rfect ad1oitness, put on his arch
angelic investiture, in which he not only plays preacher, 
priest, vope, angel and archangel, but he even has the 
ill).pudence to play God ·and deceive multitudes of peo
plfl till they worship him thinking that he is God. He 
sends out his preachers who preach a sinning religion 
and fight holiness. The Bible says (1 John 3: 8) , "He 
that committeth sin is from the devil, for the devil sin
neth from the beginning; he that is born of God doth 
not commit sin, for his seed remaineth in him and he 
cannot sin, because he is born of God.'' Hence you see 
that no sin can be committed in God's family. 'l'hi" ici 
a mixed world and it is but a step over the line into 
the kingdom of Satan where there is nothiag but sin. 
Verily the moment you get your consent to commit a 
sin, you step right down into Satan's kingdom and 
commit it there. Pharaoh; who symbolizes the devil, 
claimed to be on good terms with the God of Israel antl 
he begged the Israelites to be content and\\ orship their 
God as much as they pleased there in E.gypt. lVT OS"S. 

God's mouthpiece, responded ne~ativelv, "We rannot 
offer sacrifices to our God in the land of Egypt lest they 
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stone us.'' He thus shows up the fact that we cannot 
worship .God u_ntil we get into_ His kingdo~, which is 
only entered by the supernatural birth. 

'fherefore you see that this vast and pompous parade 
of carnal worship in the popular churches is, after all, 
that abominable idolatry which worships the devil. The 
people all have their choice, -to hear a man who preaches 
holiness unto the Lord, or one who preaches a sinning 
religion, which is none other than devil-worship. Verily 
there can be no intermediate ground; as Jesus says, 
''Whosoever is not for me is against me, and he that 
gathereth not .with us scattereth abroad." . 

While the heathen worship the devil willingly and 
knowingly in order to appease his wrath and avert the 
punishments which they believe he has the power to 
inflict upon them, multitudes in the popular churches, 
both Papistical and Protestant, ~orship him delusively; 
thinking they are worshipping God. The Spiritualists 
are a vast host, rapidly multiplying, who worship Sa
tan's myrmidons thronging the air night and day, and 
instead of playing God as the deyil does, they: play your 
dead mother, father, brother, sister, friend, neighbor, 
business partner or anybody else. That is really a p~im
itive form of idolatry which is still prevalent among. the 
heathen and Mohammedans: , I have often seen them 
sitting and lying at the graves of their ance~tors and 
depi,trte<l friends, worshipping them. in Japan it_ is 
called Shintoism. In America their votaries take coun
sel of them in all matters of interest, not only spiritual 
but temporal. In California a woman observed that 
they had a hard time financially till they obeyed tlte 
f;pirit'l " ·ho told them to grow certain fruits,, after 'this 

tf, •• , 
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they made plenty of money and prospered. They are 
very insidious proselyters. If you lived with them they 
would wait on you and certify that your departed loved 
ones are in their seances, talking to them, much to their 
edification. · A prominent man in Denver recently died. 
In a few days a woman came to comfort the bereaved 
wife, telling her how they were delighted with the pres
ence and edifying talk of her husband in their seance 
the .previous night and at the same time giving her a 
kind invitation to come, meet her departed consort, and 
talk to him. The attempted proselytism proved a fail
ure; the sensible woman respectfully declined the invi
tation, observing, "Kind neighbor, :you are mistaken, 
my husband was not in Denver last night." "Why, 
will yon not take our word, as we · all know hP was 
there?" "Yes, but I know you were all mistaken, for 
i never new him to come to Denver and not col)'.le to see 
me. If he had been in the city I know that he would 
have come to see me. As he did not come, I know that 
he was not here.'' 

You see in the case of Dives (Luke 16), he immedi
ately after death lified· up his eye3 in Hell, whereas 
Lazarus was carried by the angels at once into Abra
ham's bosom, i. e., tlie Old Testament paradise, into 
which all the saints were gathered and stayed till our 
Lord, when He expired on the cross, went down and 
delivered .them, meeting the saved thief as He promised 
(Luke 23: 43), "This day thou shalt be with me in Par
adise.'' After He pr·oclaimed His victory in Hell (1 PPt. 
3: 19), and entered the intermediate paradise, spendin~ 
the Sabbath with the patriarchs and prophets and ·all 
of the Old Testament saints, having emancipated them 
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all, he led them up with Him .(E_ph. 4: 8, 11), and re
tained them in that glorious forty-days ca~p-meeting, 
intervening between His resurrection and ascension till 
they 1all fled away from Mount Olivet to the heavenly 
Jerusalem, as recognized by the prophetic eye of David. 
(Psa. 24.) 

You see in the case of Saul and his sons, who were 
killed in the battle of Gilboa, Samuel tells Saul the pre
ceding night, ''Tomorrow you and your sons will be 
with me.'' Whereas the Old Testament people were 
saved through the Abrahamic covenant, which was not 
valid till sealed with the blood of Christ, our Savior hav
ing perfected the plan of salvation, emancipated and led 
them all to Heaven with Him when He ascended, leav 
ing hell alone in Hades, till the final resurrection, when 
it will be taken out of the earth's interior and after the 
final Judgment ca_st into the lake. of fire which is in 
"outer darkness" . C:~ev. _20: 15 ) : "All whose names 
were not found written in the Book of Life were cast 
into the lake of fire.'' This lake of fire is the finrrl desti
nation of the devil and all his followers, demoniacal and 
human:" To the lOCke of fire in 011te,r darkl\!il~S they are 
going, i. e., so far from the illuminated unive.JPse that the 
combined light radiated from one hundred and seven
teen millions of glowing suns has never been able to 
reach it with a solitary cheering ray; the distanc~ is so 
great, that an archangel, with .lightning velocity, twen
ty thousand miles per second, goiug around the world 
fifty times a minute, h,aving started on creation's morn 
and fl.own till this day, would not have passed over one
thnusandth of the distance. Then how will · the devil 
and his follo~ers. ever get there 1 The Omnipotent Arm 
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can transmit them in the twinkling of an eye. ''Blessed 
arc the dead who die in the Lord immediately." The 
word here is "aparti" and means instantaneously, set
ting forth the fact that the soul enters Heaven the 
moment it evacuates the body;-involving the appalling 
opposite truth that the wicked, as in the case· of Dives, 
drop immediately into Hell. 

Thewe facts forever preclude the conclusion that de
parted wouls ever come back and appear in seances or 
anywhere elsQ in this world. DJring saints often testify 
to tlie presence of their departed loved ones, as we 
have all seen in our own families, e. g., my sou when . 
dying said that his grandmother, who had precedea 
him into Heaven years before, was now with him. Also 
my sister-in-law, when dying, witnessed to the presence 
of her sister who had but recently gone on before. The 
venerable fatker of my son-in-law, Rev. F. M. Hill, who 
was drowned September twenty-ninth, nineteen hun
dred and eight, who died a few ·months subsequently, 
testified to the presence of his grandson. Testimonies 
of this kind abound throughout Christendom, involving 
the conclusion that our loviilg Savior frequently dis
patches saints as well as angels to escort disembodied 
pilgrims to their heavenly home, somewhat after the 
similitude of loving friends meeting us at the depot' and 
esc~rting lis to their homes. While we gratefully ac
cept these facts, we must antithetically recognize the 
coming of th~ demons to take the disembodied souls of 
the wicked down to an awful Hell. These conclusiom 
legitimately follow as a logical result from the Divine 
administration, both glorious and punitive ; the spirit
ualistic dogma of the spontaneous return of the dead 
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and their response in their seances is utterly untenable 
and contradictory to revealed truth. 

The evil spirits which everywhere throng the air 
(Eph. 2: 2), are all older than Adam and Eve would 
be if they were still living on the earth, and consequent
ly they enjoy opportunities of acquaintance with our 
relatives and friends and so are frequently competent to · 
answer for them and to represent them with a certain 
degree of intelligence. However, it is a well-known 
fact that they often give false reports which may be the 
result of ignorance or of ~lice on their part. A great 
Spiritualist said that in their meeting there were lying 
spirits among them, which is a conceded fact among 
themselves. Communion with these evil spirits has 
been exceedingly prominent in all ages and nations 
where all sorts of demonized people have superabound
ed. The Bible recognizes them all as evil spirits doing 
their utmost to ruin souls. As they are all fallen angels 
and a higher order of beings than men, if we do not 
avail ourselves of Divine protection, they simply cap
ture all of us. You see (Acts, 19), how that demonized 
man, in a hand-to-hand tussle with those two sons of a 
Jewish priest, who undertook to exorcise the demons 
out of him by calling over him the name of Jesus whom 
Paul preached, proved· more than a match for both of 
them, flogging them until they fled from the house 

naked and wounded. Of course he did it by the power 

of the demon in him. I have seen demonized people 

exercise so much physical strength that it took a half 

dozen persons to manage them. You see in the case of 

the Gadarene possessed of ten thousand demonsi that it 
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was impossible to confine him with the strongest chain~ 
and most irrefragible fetters. 

When God, through Moses, gave His law to Israel, 
He gave de.ath penalties for necromancy and witch
craft, specifying in so many words, "You shall not su f
fer a 'witch or a wizard to live among you.'' This was 
because they were Satan's preachers and their influence 
was conducive only to damnation. ' You see (Act~ 16), 
the spiritualistic medium who brought much gain to 
her masters by. telling fortunes; how she immediately 
lost all her wisdom and eloquence when Paul cast out 
the demon, becoming quiet and dropping down to the 
normal attitude of an ordinary girL That demon had 
great knowledge as he had been in the 'world so long 
and he used the vocal organs of a girl, so that she 
astounded all the people by her sagacity and eloquence. 
She was realiy Satan's preacher, inspired by · an in
dwelling demon and electrifying the · multitude by the 
brilliancy of her mind and the power of her expression. 

• 



,CHAPTER II. 

Spiritualism Invades the Holiness Movement. 

My book, ''Spiritual Gifts and Graces,'' which the 
Lord has so wonderfully used, shows clearly the glori
ous fact that the HoUy Ghost has graces by which we 
are saved and gifts which constitute our panoply, by 
which we save others. Therefore if we do not have 
these graces we will never be saved; whereas without 
the nine gifts we will never amount to much in the 
salvation of others; though by the skin of the teeth we 
pass the pearly gates, we will walk the New Jerusalem 
bare-headed, infinitely enraptured with the glorious 
realization that we are saved, even though it is by fire. 
Without the nine graces, Divine love, joy, peace, long
suffering, kindness, goodness, faith, meekness, holiness 
(Gal. 5: 19), we will never pass the pearly portals. 
Therefore it is pertinent always to be mindful that we 
are saved by grace alone; the gifts having nothing to 
do with our personal salvation, being sometimes con
ferred on wicked men, as Caiaphas, who signed the 
death-warrant of Jesus, received the gift of prophecy. 
(John 11: 53.) Also Balaam the false prophet and 
even the donkey he rode, the former receiving that gift 
of prophecy and the latter that of "tongues"-Balaam, 
the false Moabitish prophet who actually lost his life 
fighting against Israel while the donkey had no soul to 
save. "Though I speak with the tongues of men and 
of angels, and have not perfect love, I am become as 
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sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal.'' Hence you see 
the possibility of speaking all the languages in the 
world and Heaven and still having no salvation and los
ing your soul in Hell. Of course God bestows the 
gifts on whom He will, as you see, saved or unsaved, 
man or beast, yet the normal attitude for the gifts is 
the sanctified experience. 

The great mistake of the "Tongues People" is the 
imputation of salvation to the gifts, promoting that of 
tongues to thf\ attitu<le of a third experience, which is 

unscriptural and really a device of the enemy to get 
your eyes off "sanctification without which no one shall 
see the Lord." (Heb. 12i14.) When Lucifer, the 
great archangel, lost his spiritual life and became the 
devil, he retained very largely his vast intell<>ctual 
power and sagacity, which he exercises with wonderful 
adroitness and chicanery for the damnation of souls. 
Ile knows that those who get truly sanctified arnl keep 
it are forever gone out of his clutches. Therefore he 
stirs earth and Hell to invent experiences subsPquent 
to sanctification, whose brilliancy will overshadow it, 
putting it into eclipse, so the pilgrim will lose sight of it 

"Then, Brother Godbey, 'you teach sanctificatfon as 
the ultimatum of all progress 1" You are mistaken. 
Acts 1 : 8: "You shall receive the power of the Holy 
Ghost having come on you." Here you see the Holy 
Ghost whom you receive in sanctification is the "pow
er," and the only power you ever can receive, but thPre 
is a vast difference between receiving and exhausting 
Him. You receive Him in sanctification, but you will 
never exhaust Him through the flight of illimitable ages. 
Not only in this life do we receive these generous en· 
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duements, but in richer felicities afte/ this mortal puts 
on immortality, will they continue through all ages . 
. : I was brought up in a wild mountainous region 
where a d~versity of , wild .animals roamed the prjJ,neval 
forests. , When · at work my attention has ofte.n been 
ar:r;ested by the ;violent barking o~ m.y dog; turning, I 
see him darting through · the woods, as violently as 
though shot out of .a cannori; meanwhile I recognize a 
wilcj. hen flying before him, low down and ,so near his 
jaws as to fill hirn V\'.ith expectation to receive it at any 
rnoni,ent. >; ;1v\, her wings .proving too swift ft~r. hi'? 
fr£t, she dt' OJiS (lll the ground and runs before h1rn, us
ing her wings sufficiently to keep out of his mouth, 
thus ,so 1mth11'lin1_; him that he feels sure of his gam,e. 
'l'h~lS she r erpetuates her stratagem, till she thin~s he. 
is ·sufficie.ntly decoyed from heu' chick:s, which .as . he 
sn:ieJt around through the .leaves he had stirred up, pro
d udng a great commotion. · 1,i'inally, when she is s)ltis" 
fled that she has brought . him s.o far from her chicks 
that he will not go back, she flies up on a tre,e l),nd 
takes .a much-needed rest; mea1nvhile the dog, faint 
with fatigue, looks up . in vain with wide-open mouth 
while he Ciln only grunt, as his .loud bark ha!> died · ou~. 
Then, · giving up in ,·despair, he c.omes away with hi,s 
master. The hen sits ahd tai}es . a good rest until sh(;l 

sees the dog and his master no more, when, spreading 

her wings; she flies ba·~k to the scene of disturbance, 

clucks up he'r chicks, counts them and is deligh'.:ed to 

fin_d that not one .is missing. Satan arid .his minion.s are 
smarter than the forest hen in their multitudinous de

vices to decoy the pilgrim away from sanctification. 
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Among all the third-blessing devices, that of the 
''Tongues' 'is most destitute of plausibility, from the fact 
that the gifts are not essential to salvation, as yon see in 
1 Corinthians 13. You may have them in their perf Pction 
and lose your soul. V. 8: ''Divine love never fails; 
whether there be prophecies, they vanish away; whether 
there be tongues, they shall cease; whether there be 
knowledge, it shall vanish away. For we know in part, 
and we prophesy in part, but when that which is per
fect may come, that which is in part shall be done 
away." The perfection here mentioned is not that of 
grace, which we receive in sanctification, but the pet·· 
fection of glory, which we receive when this mortal 
puts on immortality. Here you see the indisputable 
fact positively revealed, that we do not take the gifts 
with us to Heaven, but leave them on the battlefield. 
When General Lee surrendered to Grant in 1865, and 
the lightning couriers flashed the news throughout great 
Dixie Land, every Confederate soldier laid down his 
gun and shot no more. As the gifts constitute our 
panoply with which we fight the devil, and the hosts of 
Hell, when the war is over, we will stack our guns and 
scabbard our swords and fight no more. What think 
you of a Christian soldier taking his musket with him 
up to Heaven? Should he there carry it on his shoul
der to shoot devils, when he w111 never see one nor get 
in gun shot of a solitary foe in a thousand millions 
of 'years 1 Therefore you see the impertinency of the 
argument in favor of the gifts of tongues after sancti
fication, as we leave the entire panoply on the battle
field, when we fly away to the mount of victory where 
we will never see another enemy. 
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"Brother Godbey, we do not teach that .the gift of 
tongues is necessary, but the baptism of the Holy Ghost, 
of which the gift of tongues is the evidence." We 
frankly admit that the gift of tongues is the evidence 
that we have received the baptism which Jesus gives 
with the Holy Ghost and fire; but it is the fiery baptism 
which all the disciples received at Pentecost, splitting 
their tongues in twain, and setting both prongs on fire ; 
the one to preach hell-fire to sinners, until a nightmare 
conviction comes upon them, so they will neither eat 
nor sleep until they are delivered from Satan's dark 
clutches; meanwhile the other fiery tongue preaches the 
baptism with the Holy Ghost and fire to the Christians, 
a sine qua non to the admission of all souls into Heaven. 
This pen~ecostal baptism always confers these two 

· tongues of fire, thus qualifying the recipient to preach 
God's burning truth to sinners and saints wherever 
they go. It is equally true that this fiery baptism con
fers all the gifts of the Spirit. 

We are not commanded to seek the gifts, but the 
Giver, the Holy Ghost, who is none other than very and 
et<>rnal God, both the Spirit of the Father (Acts 5: 3)~ 
and the Spirit of the Son. (Acts 16: 6, 7.) We are com
manded to seek the Lord alone, ''Seek ye the Lord 
while he may be found, and call upon him :while he is 
near; let the wicked forsake his way, and the unri.ght. 
eous man hii thoughts; let him return unto the I...iord, 
who will have mercy upon him, and to our God, who 
will abundantly pardon.'' The gifts of the Spirit are 
creatures of God, therefore it is idolatry to worship 
them, as it is to worship any other creature. Thereforp 
when you seek the gifts, you .seek the gift of tongues; 
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in so doing !you open wide the door for evil spirits to 
\]Ome . in ;and play the .ijoly Ghost upon you, thus run
ning you, into ,Spiritualism. . This communion with the 
e.vil spirits .has in all. ages ,been more or less prevalent; 
meanwhile its ,votaries . :p.ave been denominated magi
cians, sorcerers and other. diversified, practicers 6'f. leger
demain. Their invasion of the Holiness Movement by 
Spir.itualism i~ the most fatal effort which has ever 
been launched against .it by the king of the bottomless 
pit. This from the fact that the .gif.t of tongues, m its 
y'ery. nat.ute, is sub r.osa, and iiiscrutable." It has been 
like bombsb,ells thrown · into , the ranks from masked 
l;>atteries . throu~hout ,the, whole. earth aud consequently 
breaking out e:Yerywhere. i 

, . "Brother Godbey, .how do you know these people 
ha.ve ,n,ot the re,aJ gift .o( tongues,. as they claim ~ " Be
cause ''.~<;m~ue" means •a .languag.e, and after patient 
and faith~µl in,vestigation in all the ea~th we have s1g
nally failed to find a solitary ,genuinei!case. In nnmbe;rs 
of instances sanguine hopes have been entertained,, bnt 
they h.ave always been met -by disa'ppoihtment. For 
example, a woman. s.poke out in an unknown tongue and 
a Fnmoltman identified it as his language. ' It was real
ly believed to be . a genuine case, until after tw.o day's 
the wonian. broke down with conviction and stood ·up 
to confess that she. had played the hoax on them, . as 
French was her mother tongue. Similar cases occurred 
with other languages. In •Oaklan:d,. California, a wom
an speaking, as they · thought, in an . unknown tongt1e 
was certified hy a. Chinaman, who asserted that she 
spoke Chinese; consequently they took them both into 
a Chinese meeting and duly tested the matter; no one 
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of the Celestials could understand a solitary word, while 
the man who said tkat she had spoken Chinese also 
broke down and changed his ipse ·dixit, 'stating that he 
had been mistake:n and knew not a word' she said. In 
Los · Angeles, when so many had ·claimed to ' speak 
French, German, :Italian, Indian, etc., finally 'they light
ed dn the Esquimaux language. About that · time 
Brother Thomas 'arrived from Alaska and took ·a- pro
fessorship ·in the Friends' Missionary · Training Sch'o<>l 
at Huntington Park.' When' he heard· that they were 
speaking. Esquimaux, as he had learned it an~ preached 
it many years, being in· ·charge of all the 'Quaker Es; 
quimaux Missions; and as· he wanted all the missionar
ies that he could get for Esquimaux Land', therefore ll'e 
publicly announced a wide-'open cloor :for all who could 
speak that language, to go as missionaries to those· peo
ple. But behold! · When he made his proclamatiori, 
not one of them · reported. He and an Esquim11:nx girl 
who worked in his family were speaking that langllage 
and competent to test- all who elaimed to have ·it. r have 
been with the movement from ocean to ocean, ·even 
from the beginning, and in · the honesty ·of my heart 
have endeavored by His help to give ·the matter a ' faiv 
investigation; .but, I repeat, I have signal'ly failed to 
find a solitary authentie case. I have made ·enquiries, 
of others who have 'had broad opportunities to -investi
gate, with the same result. 

When the movement first broke out in Los 1Angeles 
and electrified the whole world, Goram Tufts, the first 
missionary sent from .the ''Mount of Blessings'' to In
dia, about ten years ago, having returned, was .journey
ing in Eastern cities, there he saw the reports of these 

' 
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· meetings in the West. In order to investigate the mat
ter, that there might be no misunderstanding, h1:; tra
velled across the continent to Los Angeles and attend
ed their meetings to his perfect satisfaction. He re
turned to New York and came to my meeting while I 
was preaching in Bethany Gospel Church, 142nd St. 
and St. Nicholas Ave. As we have said, in India devil
worship is very prominent among the heathen. Mr. 
Tufts told me that what he saw in Los Angeles virtual
l'y impressed him as identical with what he had seen 
among the devil-worshippers of India. I heard Brother 
Charles Stalker certify to a large audience in a Michi
gan camp-meeting that the same thing is practiced by 
the devil worshippers in Egypt. Brother and Sister 
Garr received with others what they· called the ''Gift of 
Tongues'' in Los Angeles, and they had supposed that 
they had received the language spoken in India, where 
a hundred different nations speak a hundred dialects. 
As the clamoring voice of all the saints was ringing 
out the proclamation for all who had received a new 
tongue to recognize it as God's call to go and preach 
to the people speaking that language, therefore this 
brother and sister went to India to find their people 
and preach to them. They went over the continent and 
entirely failed to discover a single person who could 
understand them. Brother and Sister Ryan, of Salem, 
Oregon, concluded that they had the speech of the Ja
panese, but on going to Japan they were utterly unable 
to find a solitary native who could comprehend what 
they said. I am intimately acquainted with all these 
people, and for the Lord's sake, as I have travelled 
from ocean to ocean, I have sought to diagnose the mat-
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ter and to heartily appreciate everything that God is 
actually doing on all the earth. 

These people aie generally disposed everywhere to 
settle dovvn in the conclusion · that no nation speaks 
their language, but in reality they ' have the Unkno~n 
Tongue about which we read. 1(1 Cor.14:2.) In many 
localities they prefer the name of the ''Church of the 
Unknown Tongue;'' Do you kn_ow that this is utterly 
untenable, as there is_no such a thing in all the world 
as an "Unknown Tongue"? Look in your Bible and 
you find the word "unknown" italisized, which is a con
fession on the part of the translators that there is no 
such a thing. They made a mistake by adding any
thing whatever to the Bible, which is entirely forbidden. 
(Rev. 22: 18.) With such Scripture before them, it- is 
astonishing that anY) person would dare to ada any-. 
thing to the precious Word of the Lord. "Tongue" 
has no meaning but language. There is no languag~ on 
earth that is not spoken by some nation. Without a 
verification by some nation, articulate sounds which 
are not understood are simply noises, which are peculiar 
to all animate beings, e. g., birds, frogs and insects and 
all the quadrupeds, on the face of thti earth. P<.'rsons 
deluded with these errors frequently quote ·Paul to the 
Corinthians where he says that a tongue is a sign to the 
unbelieving. That is true, but he does not say that 
noises are for a sign. In fact, in view of all these con
siderations, we have been driven to the conclusion that 
they have no "Tongue," but that they simply articulat~ 
noises which are understood neither by themselves nor 
by anyone else. ' 

·'Then how do you account for it?" The solution is 
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easy. As has been said, the air is thronged with evil 
spirits doing their utmost to counterfeit the Holy Ghost 
and defeat God and actually bring into contempt the 
dying love of Jesus. These evil spirits have once all 
been angels so that they know how to do this work. 
Paul (Eph. 2: 2) describes these demons as moving 
through the air in grand armies, deceiving, if possihle, 
the very elect. Their chicanery is constantly brought 
to the front, side-tra;king, derai]ing, ditching, strang
ling and utterly wrecking multiplied millions. As the 
traveller goes from New York to Seattle, due West, the 
side-tra'Ck is put down almost perfectly parallel wi th 
the main line. Hence · it may be entered utterly un
awares at the beginning, especially if you are going in 
a sleeping car as most church-members do, so that we 
often have great trains with none but sleeping-cars. 
Thus you get side-tracked without being aware of your 
plight. The side-tracks then curve away so gradually 
that you think you are on the main line bound for 
Seattle until you reach the end of the road and, to your 
unutterable disappointment, find yourself back at the 
place from which you started. Everybody wants to go 
to Heaven and all fondly expect to reach there, cheer
ing themselves by the 'Current report which indeed is 
happily true, that it is free to all and that there is no 
reason why one single soul should not reach the Land 
of the Blessed. Satan with his hosts never sleeps, but 
toils incessantly to sidetrack every pilgrim for Glory. 
He clandestinely lays down this switch and that, for 
he has millions of them. He never gives up a soul un
dl it passes the pearly gates and he is there clo<se be
hind it. He often fails a thousand times to sidetraC'.k 
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the wary pilgrims and then finally succeeds, having 
tried his great . number of devices. Thus Dive~ was 
awfully surprised when he died and found himself in 
Hell, as he was perfectly sure previou&ly that he would 
make his landing and shout forever with the patriarchs 
and prophets. ''How can I be sure that I am not on 
Satan's side-tracks 1" We are happy to as~mre yon 
that the way is so plain that "way-faring men, though 
fools, cannot err therein." AB man is a trinity, con
sistiBg of spirit, soul and body, if he is true to hi> 
Divine Leader, he will never go wrong. God leads the 
human spirit by His Divine Spirit, the intellect by His 
Word, and the body by His providence. The Holy 
Ghost leads us heroically in the track of Jesus whom 
alone we see, therefore ,Jesus is our only Leader, the 
Holy Ghost our only Guide, and the Word our only 
Authority. How beautiful this triple leadership 

• 



CHAPTER ll f. 

"Prove the Spirits if They Are of God." (1 John 4: 1.) 

The notable verse of th(;) above caption is preceded 
by the commandment, ''Believe not every spirit,'' and 
followed by the noble exegesis, "Because many falsr 
prophets have gone out into the world.'' The reason 
that I am traversing all lands and doing my best, by 
speech and pen, to keep the Holiness people on the Bible 
line is 1hat &o many of them get sidetracked and r ,~ incd 

forever. Great leaders in the Movement, whom God 
made a . glorious blessing to my soul and fortification 
to my life, have been sidetracked away and are nO\Y 
leaders in Satan's strong delusions. Their battle-shout 
is no longer heard and their lights have paled behind 
Satan's fog. God says, ''My people perish for lack of 
knowledge.' ' As we see them falling on the right and 
on the left in all lands, we should not be discouraged, 
but only fight the harder. 

''While the lamp bolds out to burn, 
'fhe Yil est s·inuer may r ~tur P . ' ' 

Therefore we should surrender nothing to the devil 
and give up nobody. 

Our brethren of the Tongue heresy are like the rr
rorists of all ages, they are noted for contradicting 
the precious Word of the Lord_ "Mark those who 
cause divisions contrary to thr teachings yon have 
heard and depart from them_" (Rom. 16: 17, 18.) 

28 
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''For such are not serving our Lord Christ, but their 
own stomachs, and by their b<;Jautiful speeches and 
eulogies they deceive the hearts of the innocent,'' not 
the "simple,'' as in the A. V. Three hundred years 
ago, when King James' translation was made, "simple" 
meant "holy,'' now it means an igp.oramus. The Holi
ness people are really the wisest people in the world, as 
they have the wisdom that comes down from God out 
of Heaven and makes all who appreciate it truly wise 
unto salvation. Human leadership is the bane of the 
Holiness Movement, i. e., ambitious people aspiring to 
leadership and seeking a following, as the Nicolaitanes 
of the Apostolic Age. The word used to designate these 
people is compounded from '' nikao,'' to conquer, and 
'' laos, '' the p<>ople. Though the churches of Asia 
Minor received 11 terrible castigation by the Apocalyptic 
prophet, God commended them for one thing, because 
they hated the teachings of the Nicolaitanes, which He 
also hated. When Paul farewelled from the Ephesi1m 
elders, he warned them against the ambitious _lea,ders 
who would arise after his departure, "not sparing the 
flock,'' but speaking perverse things in order to lead 
followers after them, meanwhile, to our astonishment, 
looking them in the face, he enunciated that awful 
prophecy, "Some of yourselves will thus rise and rend 
the flock of God, that you may ha ye a following." 
The Holiness MoYement this day is thus awfully _rent 
nnd torn by ambitious human leaders. Our "Tongue" 
brethren even deny sanctiffoation on the Day of Pente
cost, certifying that it had taken place immediately 
on the night of the Lord's resurrection day when "He 
breathed on them and said, Receive ye the Holy Ghost." 
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That is an awful heresy because it minifies sanctifica
tion, not leaving enough of it to make soup for a sick 
grasshopper, much less to bankrupt Hel! a.rid impover
ish the devil. The truth of it is, if you take their the
ology you actually have no sanctification left. They 
quote St. John, ''Now you are clean through the word 
which I have spoken unto you.'' (N. B. The inspired 
writers had no divisions into chapters and verses, that 
was never known in the Bible until A. D. 1551, when it 
was made by the London printers for their own co11-
venience.) Now wipe out the chapter divisions, as you 
should do .constantly when reading your Bible, and yoa 
find in the same connection, (but in the A. V. a contig
uous chapter), "You are clean, but not all," making 
the exception of Judas who was going to betray Him, 
as none of them had yet received sanctification, but 
were all on a plane of justification. Consequently you 
see He simply means the purity of justification, which 
does cleanse us from all the pollutions wrought in the 
heart by our own transgressions, but which does not 
reac!h inbred sin. Hence the misconstructidh of the<>e 
passages, making them the standard of sailctifiration 
when they only mean justification, does away with 
sanctification. 

So far as His impartation of the Holy Spirit, when 
He breathed on them, is concerned, that was simply 
their reclamation. "Brother ;Godbey, how do you 
know?" I really know nothing but what the Loro tells 
me. He Himself settled the matter beyond all possible 
controversy. t(Matt. 26 : 31, Mark 14: 29.) He said 
positively at the Last Supper, "You will all backslide 
in me this night.'' The word '' scandalidzo'' there used 
has no m~1ming in the Bible but "backslide." The 
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,·ery fact that He told them they would, forever set
tles the quC;stion that they did backslide from Him that 
Yery night.: If Jesus had let them crown Him King, 
they .would have done it with enthusiasm, and all would 
have fought for Him until they died, because they had 
borne the Homan yoke a third of a century, which was 
an absolute military despotism so heavy and galling 
that they were all sighing to get their liberties back, 
the coming o.f Christ being their only hope, as Rome 
had the whole world in her iron grip. The prophecies 
positively said that Christ would sit down on the throne 
of David and rule over the throne of Israel fo!'ever. 
l..iike the present generation, blind to the return of 
Jesus and His glorious reign on the earth, thP.y utterly 
failed "rightly to divide the word of truth," and to 
see the Messiah first coming into the world to suffer 
and die and to redeem it and afterward to come in His 
glory to conquer it and to reign forever. The reason 
for the backsliding of the disciples during that awfril 
night of the arrest and prosecution and the horrific 
day of His crucifixion was because they were settled in 
the false doctrine that, the Christ would not be killed, 
that He was immortal and would live forever. 

So, when they saw Him completely captured and 
manipulated by His enemies, their faith in His divinity 
received a shock lik a tower smitte11 by a thousand bat
tering-rams until it totters to the fall. The idea pre
vails that Peter was the only backslider; a ~reat mis
take, as he was the only one who stood his ground, the 
other nine having fallen away in Gethsemane when 
they saw that His enemies had actually taken Him and 
that He was completely in their power. Their faith 
thus received such a blow that it never ~~-,.ererl until 
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they had given up belief in His Christhood. John, out
running them all, made his escape to the house of Rab
bi Amos, where he procured a priestly robe and re
turned to be a supposed priest, then he took his stand 
by the side of Jesus and walked with Him through His 
terrible sufferings as He was led away to the different 
tribunals all that long night until nine in the morning, 
when he ascended Calvary still by His side and re
mained there while they nailed Him to the cross . John 
was doubtless the last one to lose all faith in Him as 
the Christ, and this was when he saw that Roman sol
dier plunge the spear into His side and tear His heart 
to pieces. Tradition says that then John fainterl, bnt 
it was after all his comrades had sunk away into utter 
rlespair. 

While, pursuant to Christ's prophecy at the Last 
Supper, they all did backslide in Him that awful night, 
yet not one of them believed the allegation of His ene
mies that He was an impostor, but all dropped Him 
down from the transcendent glory of the Christhood, to 
the subordinate plane of the prophets. (N. B. We may 
believe solidly in all the prophets 1 1d still have no sal
vation, frrom the simple fact that .... o prophet can save 
a soul.) Therefore the moment they gave up His .Christ
hood and dropped Him down to the lane of the propl1-
ets, they became bircksliders. 

Good Lord, deliver us from the foolish fanaticism 
which concludes that no one receives the Holy Ghost 
except Christians in sanctification. The blessed Holy 
Ghost is the Executive of the Trinity, the Convictor of 
the sinner, the Restorer of the backslider, the Regen
erator of the penitent, the Sanctifier of the believer, 
and the Glorifier of the saints. That is the reason the 
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sin against the Holy Ghost is unpardonable. It is be
cause, as the Executive of the Trihity, He is the only 
Divine Personality on the earth. He is the Spirit of 
the Father (Acts 5: 3): "Why hast thou lied to the 
Holy Ghost 1 Thou hast not lied unto men but unto 
God." He is the Spirit of the Son (Acts 16: 6, 7). 
When God wanted Paul to leave Asia and go to Europe 
to preach the Gospel to our ancestors, it is sairl, ''He 
was forbidden by the Holy Ghost to preach the word in 
Asia," not that he should never again preach in his 
native land, as he often did return and dispern~e the 
livmg Word to his own people, but at that time God 
wanted him to carry the Gospel into Europe and 
preach to our progenitors. When, tr'aveling in a north
westwardly direction, he reached the confines of Mysia 
and his human mind led him to go into Bythinia, ''the 
Spirit of Jesus did not permit him." Here you clearly 
see the identity of the Spirit of Jesus in verse seven 
and the Holy Ghost in verse six. Hence you see the 
Scripture orthodoxy of the sin against the Holy Ghost 
as being the one unforgivable iniquity, He being the 
Spirit of the Father and of the Son and the only Divine 
Personality on the earth, since the Father sits ·on the 
throne of the universe encircled by countless million!! 
of immortal worlds moving responsive to His omnipo
tent mandate, and the Son sits in His glory on the me
diatorial throne at God's right hand, interceding f'o?· 
the world. 

Meanwhile both the Father and the Son send forth 
tne Holy Spirit to execute the glorious work of perso:ia·1 
salvation in all the world. When God saves a soul He • 
flops it through His omnipotent agent, the Holy Spirit. 
'Vhen the Son saves a soul He executes the stupendous 
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work by the same Spirit. Therefore the Holy Ghost, in 
His omnipotent agency, representing the :B~ather and the 
Son, converts the sinner, restores the backslider, sanc
tifies the Christian and glorifies the saint in the transfig
uration. In the case above mentioned, when Jesus breath
ed on the disciples and said, ''Receive ye the Holy 
Ghost,'' He restored them from their fatal collapse 
which He had predicted at the Last Supper. 

That the disciples were all sanctified at Pentecost ia 
irrefutably revealed in the prophecy of John the Baptist 
(Matt. 3: 11), "I indeed baptize you with water, bµt He 
will baptize you with the Holy Gho.st and_ fire."' · Jesus 
says the same (Mark 1: 8). Besides, th.every word Pen
tecost (fifty), because it was instituted to commemorate 
the giving of the law at Siriai, fifty days after their mi
raculous emancipation, signifies ·sanctification, because 
it signifies the execution of the law, '' 'l'he soul thnt 
sinneth it shall die.'' (Ezek. 18: 4; 20.) Old Adam, 
hereditary in every heart, is the sinner and must, 
pursuant to the law, be crucified. Therefore if the man 
of sin in your heart is dead, you have your pentecostal 
experience. 1f he does not get crucified, he will prove 
Satan's millstone dragging·you down to a devil's Hell, 
eternally sinking to a deeper damnation, as 'Hell has 
no bottom. This crucifixion is wrought by the Holy 
Ghost when Jesus baptizes you with the Holy Ghost 
and fire (Rom. 6 : 1-6), when He crucifj.es the '' oid 
man," destroys the body of sin, burying him, not into 
water, as Campbellites and Mormons vainly tell yon. 
hut into His death, i.e., the atonement which He ·malfr 
for every son and daughter of Adam's ruined ' race. 
'rhis is ''the fountain filled with blood, drawn from 
T mmanuel 's veins, and sinners plunged benea'.:h that 
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flood lose all their guilty stains.'' 
(N. B. 1N e must prove all of our teaching by the 

precions W otd which will judge us all in the Great Day. 
You see how the ''Tongues'' people not only minify 
sanctification, but really nullify it, thus illustrating the 
sad faet that they are led by evil spirits, playing the 
Holy Ghost on them in order to deceive and ruin them.) 

The "Tongues" people contradict the Scriptures in 
niaking the baptisri1 of the Holy Ghost a third work of 
grace subsequent to sanctification, thus making the 
statement of our Savior false, who defines both sancti
ration and baptism by the very same i<;lentical word, 
' ' catharidzo, '' which has no meaning but purify. (Luke 
11: 37, 40.) .crh.ere we are told that when Jesus ate at 
the Pharisee's table without having washed his hands 
that tho:'le ritualistic, spiritually dead people, criticizE>d 
Him. Hear the response, ''You Pharisees make clean 
the outside of the cup and the plate, while the inside is 
hill of pollution and defilement.'' The word here is 
"c&tharidzo" by which He defines "baptidzo" (to 
baptize) which in the passage in the A. V. is translated 
''wash.'' 

Ephesians 5: 25, 30: ''Husbands, love your wives as 
Christ loved the 'ehurch and gave himself for her, that 
he might sanctify her, purifying her by the washing of 
water through the word, that he might present her to 
hiinself a glorious church, having neither spot nor 
wrinkle nor 'any ·such thing." In this passage the Holy 
Ghost ·defines '' hagiadzo '' (to sanctify) by that same 
word, "eatharidzo" ( io purify). Hence you see that 
God Himself makes sanctification and the baptism with 
the Holy Ghost identical, defining them both by the 

very . same word, "catharidzo," which is used more 
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than almost any other word in the Bible, and has no 
meaning but to purify, i. e., to give you a clean heart, 
and thus prepare you for God's own temple in which 
He will come and abide forever, giving you member
ship in His own bridehood. When Jesus baptizes you 
with the Holy Ghost and fire, the blessed Holy Spirit 
whom He thus gives you applies the precious blood to 
the expurgation of your heart from all impurity, ac
tually crucifying the "old man" of sin, destroying his 
body and burying him so deep into the ''fountain 
filled with blood'' that Satan will never be able to 
resurrect him. Meanwhile the fires of the Holy Ghost 
utterly burn up worldliness of every form, i. e., lodg
ery, tobacco, sectarianism, politics and the whole cat
alogue of the merchandise current in the markets of 
Vanity F'air. You see in the above Scripture, that the 
Church, i. e., the bride of Christ, is to have neither 
''spot nor wrinkle.'' 

At this time the Executive of the Trinity, applying 
the blood 1lf the Lamb, washes the heart from all de
pravity, expurgating and eliminating every stain and 
making the soul whiter than the driven snow, and at 
the same time the red-hot iron removes all the wrinkles. 

''By their fruits ye shall know them.'' We are sad 
to say that our dear brethren of the "Tongues" move
ment are radically deficient in the fruits of the Spirit. 
God's word never fails. When Jesus baptizes the sonl 
with the Holy Ghost and fire, as baptism has no mean
ing but purification, rest assured that the believer is 
made clPan. In that case the Holy Ghost always comes 
in to stay, filling him with perfect love, which ''suffers 
long, is kind, envieth not, maketh no display, is not 
puffed up, doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not 
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its own, is not provoked, thinketh no evil, rejoiceth not 
in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth; beareth all things, 
believeth i>Jl things, hopeth all things, endureth all 
things.'' ·( 2 Cor. 13: 4-7.) These are the· beautiful dif
ferences characterizing the soul baptized with the 
Holy Ghost, and among them we are told it is "not 
provoked," i. e., it cannot be made mad; but like ,Jesus, 
who prayed for. His murderers while they were perpe
trating the bloody crime, when you have this blessed 
baptism you are ready to pray for your enemies even 
though they murder you. A man in Dayton, Ohio, 
exercised this so-called gift of tongues while drunk. 
A young woman in Kansas City notorious for her in
fidelity also did the same. Following the request o! 
the pastor, when teaching the Bible in Pasadl'.lna, Cal
ifornia, I was explaining this "Tongue'" movement and 
exposing its awful contradictions of God's Word, when 
one of the preachers arose in the congregation and ·con-

. tradicted me ; he became angry and actually left the 
house in a rage. Under similar circumstances the same 
thing occurred while I was preaching in the Peniel 
Mission at Fresno, California. Demonstrations of this 
kind show clearly that these people are mistaken: 111 
their claims tCI have the baptism which oar Lord gives 
with the Holy Ghost and fire. · 

'' 'l'hen how do you ~xplain the phenomenon which 
they manifest claiming, and I have no doubt, believing, 
that it is the gift of tongues 1" It is the same power as 
has been manifested in all ages by magicians, son•erers, 
witches, Mormons and especially present-day Spiritual · 
ists. We are commanded to seek the Lord alone, hence 
when you seek anything else the evil spirits will throng 
the air (Eph. 2: 2) and will be rea~ to play the Holy 
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Ghost on you. Perhaps I know languages which you 
do not know, but I could not give you one of them to 
save my life. As these demons are finite beings, none 
of them can give you a language, but they 0an work on 
your sensibilities, stir up your emotions, give you noises 
like birds and frogs, even making you jump and shout. 
They cannot give you any of the graces of the Spirit. 
Their counterfeits ' work only your deti:iment and espe
cially your spiritual depletion. The awful peril in
volved in tinkering with these evil spirits is from the 
fact that they desire nothing so much as your damna
tion and if you do not cry to God to deliver you from 
their traps, as they are stronger than you, they will 
never let up until they get, you into Hell. 

''Brother Godbey, do you say that the Tongue peo
ple are all devil-possessed 1" Nay, verily. There is but 
one devil who is king of the bottomless pit and so en
cumbered is he with things appertaining to his royalty 
that he is not omnipresent as many people suppose. His 
omnipresence, however, is supplied by his innumerable 
myrmidons which throng the air, wait on every human 
being, and do their best to capture, control and seal his 
destiny for damnation. It is a common thing for these 
beings not only to appear in religious assemblies, but 
especially do they occupy the pulpit, doing their best 
to .utilize the vocal organs of the preacher to enunciate 
the destructive and delusive falsifications. They are 
in ·our revival meetings, even at the altar, doing their 
utmost to sidetrack the seekers •and defe·at the work. 
I have known of people who would get happy, shout and 
make sundry demonstrations, even breaking windows 
and knocking down stoves and . apparently becoming 
wild and incorrigible. In a revival in Preston burg, 
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Kentucky, thirty-five years ago, our converts were thu;, 
characterized. So the Lord's people adopted the plan 
that when one sinner was converted they would at once 
encircle him with a hand ring, but giving him room to 
leap and shout, thus fortifying him against injuries to 
himself or others, as the usual trend was that the pel:'
son w:ould not only leap and shout extravagantly, but 
actually would get out and run away, moving at top 
speed while exposed to the liability of running over all 
sorts of obstructions and even of pitching headlong in
to ditches and disappearing in the river. A young man 
in one of our Holiness colleges, while preaching on the 
street, seemed to receive a heavenly landslide in his 
soul, responsive to w ich, he not only leaped and shout
ed, tossing his hat high into the air, but when it fell 
down to the dirty street he leaped and stamped upon it. 
While I doubt not that the Holy Spirit actually blessed 
his soul, of course an evil spirit led him to abuse his 
hat. Among the names for Satan are ''devil,'' '' Apol
lyon," "Abaddon," all of which signify Destroyer. 
Hence he and his agents are out for destruction and 
not for edification and salvation. 

(N. B.) This is a mixed world. In Job's day Satan 
met with the sons of God when they assembled to wor
ship. Rest alisured that he and those who labor for 
him are celebrated church-goers. Dr. Clarke says, 
''Wherever there is much true fire there will be more 
or less wild fire.'' We will never have the pure wor
ship of God unalloyed by Satanic intervention till this 
mortal puts on immortality and we pass through th<' 
pearly gates into the New Jerusalem whither neither 
Satan nor any of his followers can ever enter. That th() 
Tongues people of our day are deluded by evil spirits, 
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is abundantly confirmed by the fact that they are so 
utterly out of harmony with the precious Word, which 
is the standard to which everything must come and 
which is destined to judge us all in the Great Day. I 
have been in Tongues meetings and heard them on all 
sides uttering those unintelligible ecstatic sounds while 
no one knew anything that was said, this in positive 
violation 0£ God's Word, which forbids us to speak in 
an unknown tongue in religious meetings, in the ab
sence of interpretation (1Cor. 14: 26), ''Let all things 
be done to edification.'' I have been informed by the 
best of people that they have run meetings all night in 
California with no seekers for salvation or sanctifica
tion, but all seeking the gift of to11gues, while the re
cipients were all the time shouting those unintdligible 
utterances. Thus there was no edification and there 
was a flat contradiqtion <?f God's commandment ex-. 
eluding all that does not edify. 

I charge you to be full of love for our dear brothers 
and sisters thus side-tracked by evil spirits · coming in 
their angelic habiliments and adroitly captivating the 
dear innocent people. The policy of the demons is 
gradual deflection until they get them not only off the 
King's highway of holiness, but eventually right.-about
faced so that they will go on until life's end likP Dives 
(Luke 16: 23), looki~g for Heaven, but at last will fin rt 
themsch·e1;' in Hell. . It will be noticed that in this dan
gerous trend they will soon become unteachable, after 
which nothing can be done for them but to pray for 
and lovr the1i1 and show them kindness. Showers of 
blC'ssings on them, the Holiness Movement, and a lost 
world! 
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ExORDIUM. 

The spiritual universe is incessantly elucidated and 
corroborated by the material world; this view is in per
fect harmony with orthodoxy and the Biblical philosophy, 
science and literature resultant from the arduous toils of 
great thinkers throughout the ages. This is shown to be 
normal, intelligible, logical, and irrefutable from the 
simple fact that God is the Author of all things animate 
and inanimate, from the microscopic atoms which, invisi
ble to the mortal eye, throng the material · world, both 
aerial and aquatic, up to the tallest archangel shining 
round the effulgent throne, and the swiftest cherubim 
that wings his flight amid the roar of celestial paeans
ethereal and trumpets-out to the ultimathule of the celes
tial universe. Therefore we enjoy in the diagnosis of 
the material world, the magnitudinous telescope which 
permits us to look far away and read the chirography of 
the great Jehovah, who sits upon His mighty throne while 
countless rhillions of immortal worlds speed their precip
itate flight through the void immensity of space, respon
sive to the omnipotent mandate and countless millions, 
billions, trillions, quadrillions, quintillions,, sextillions, 
septillions, etc~, etc., of unfallen intellengences, the hap
py inhabitants of that boundless celestial empire, in which 
one hundred and seventeen millions of suns with their 
retinues of one billion, one hundred and seventy millipns 
of rolling worlds speed on their way according to the in
fallible ipse dixit. We find the above caption verified in-
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discriminately throughout this great system. Therefore 
if you destroy anything you have nothing to do but to 
spread it out so thinly, that Vitality will normally evan
esce forever. 



CHAPTER I. 

Tm;; ANTE-DILUVIAN WORLD. 

When Goel expelled the fratricidal Cain from the 
human home and caused him to wander among the wild 
beasts of the earth and gave another in his place, Seth, 
who in the succession of the fallen Abel proved the 
leader of the current Holiness Movement, whose ranks 
are adorned with bright and shining lights such as Enoch, 
whom God honored with an 'unbroken walk three hundred 
years on terra firma. and then complimented him with a 
fiery chariot and a ride to the glory world, so tr-~nsfigur
ing his mortal body as to utterly defeat the grim monster, 
over whom he shouted the victory and continues to do so 
until this day. Doubtless Adam and Eve had at least a 
hundred children. Mother Wesley had nineteen and 
lived less than one-tenth of the ante-cleluvian period, 
whereas the same proportion would give mother Eve two 
hundred. N. B. Our ante-diluvian history is but an 
abbreviated sketch, covering the twenty-two hundred 
years.) Because in that terse epitomy which only gives 
the names of leaders, no sisters are mentioned, a preacher 
in Dixie Land has revealed his misanthropy for the col
ored people by writing a book in which he exposes his 
ignorance by a cruel attempt to dehumanize them, identi
fying them with . Cain's wife whom he pronounces a 
baboon. The whole affair is simply a malevolent assault 
on the negro race without a solitary syllable of truth. I 
have in my home library a valuable history entitled 

7 
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"Viri Romae" (Men of Rome) which traces the foun
der of that great city back to Adam. That book says that 
Adam and Eve had many children. Of course their chil
dren intermarried and Cain's wife was his sister. People 
stumble over the statement that he went to the Land of 
Nod and that there he found his wife, taking up the 
conclusion that she was already there and .consequently 
must have belonged to a pre-Adamic race. This is all 
relieved by the simple fact that Nod is a Hebrew word 
which means "wandering." Consequently the statement 
only means that during his wandering life which lasted 
nine hundred years, he found his wife, generations hav
ing been born into the world for all that we know before 
he received her in wedlock. It is a notable fact that the 
ante-diluvian church was notably blessed of God so long 
as it kept separate from the children of Cain who was the 
great idolator, worshipping Baal, the sun-god. 

You see in the inspired record how inter-n{arriage 
with the worldly church ruined the Holiness people, 
giving them a downward trend which continued retrograd
ing from bad· to worse until wickedness took the whole 
world, cutting down God's people to a solitary family, 
that of Noah the second father of mankind, who, while 
faithful, was a weak man, by his infirmities bringing re
proach on the cause of God, even in his old age. There
fore if God in mercy had not sent the flood to remove the 
urisavable people out of the world, the light would have 
been extingni~hed with no possible hope of getting it · 
back. Hence Divine intervention, in condescending 
mercy, in the very nick of time, came to the world's relief. 

Before the fatal inter-marriage with the worldly 
people, though in the absence of the written word which 
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God used Moses to bring into the world, and through the 
ante-diluvian age with only the light of nature, the Holy 
Spirit and the oral tradition of God's revelations and in
tervention with mankind, which contrasted with a later 
time has been denominated "star-light," yet specially 
those three hundred years when Enoch walked with God 
without a break, these years I say, must have constituted 
one of the halcyon periods of ecclesiastical history. 

While the extreme paucity of Scripture record of ' 
the times preceding · the flood restricts our field of in
formation, it is pertinent to observe that we' have valuable 
.auxiliaries in the Jewish Talmud, (oral traditions handed 
down from gen~ration to generation and covering the 
ante-Mosait ages.) These Talmudic items of Hebrew 
literature tell us about the prophet Enoch, certifying that 
he was not only a brilliant prophet of the Lord, but that 
he was the king over the godly people of his day ·and that 
he lived on the earth to atterid· the funeral of father · 
Adam, and with Seth the oldest patriarch in the world 
at that time, and with Methuselah his son, to serve as a 
pall-bearer. That was truly the golden age of the ante
diluvian world and as a normal result wound up with the 
fatal inter-marriage of the saints and sinners which then, 
as at all other times, has brought ruin on the former. 

When the holiness people entered into wedlock 
with the worldly church, i. e., Baal-worshipers, the state
ment follows quickly,' that violence (or wickedness), · 
filled the ·earth, actually precipitating the great flood which · 
swept all of its inhabitants into eternity, except the 
solitary righteous family. The popularization of religion 
is Satan's method of spreading it out until · it utterly 
evanesces. The way to kill anything is simply to trans- · 
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form it all into surface and it will spontaneously evanesce. 
· The Lord used Brother Carradine, twenty years 

ago to so wonderfully shake New Orleans with a holiness 
revival, bringing it into the city like a Heavenly flood, 
that it truly seemed to all as though it had come to stay. 
The quadrennium expires and the man so wonderfully 
used of God to shake the Crescent City with the visita
tion of a Heavenly avalanche is sent away, his successor 
being a cultured Frenchman who stands in the front rank 
among the popular clergy. In his introductory sermon 
announces the weekly holiness meeting which Brother 
Carradine had organized and God had so wonderfully 
blessed to be perpetuated indefinitely, at the same time 
congratulating the people on their good fortune in having 
such a meeting and exhorting them all to attend it with 
apfit'eciadon, assuring them of its Methodistic ortho
doxy and as a logical sequence claiming the experience 
himself and recognizing all of his members as the Lord's 
ho1y people, assuring them that he will expect them to 
attend and appreciate the blessings of that holiness meet
ing and telling them that they cannot afford to be delin
quent. It seemed really to give a new impulse to the Holi
ness Movement among them, as the pastor not only 
endorsed it, claiming the blessing, but notified them that 
pursuant to his official prerogative he would be the leader 
of the enterprise. The result was that he soon flattered 
it to death. It you spread out a worm on the ground it 
will die of inanition. So will everything else when we 
add surface at the expense of substance. Such in all 
ages has been Satan's method of killing religion. That 
procedure in the succession of Brother Carradine killed 
it all out1 scarcely leaving a vestige. 



CHAPTER II. 

Tm;: PATRIARCHAL D1sPE:NSA'l'ION. 

Of course the flood, by destroying the whole ante
diluvian world . made Noah infinitely rich, leaving him 
the whole earth for his possession. In his family, by 
divine intervention, there appeared the trinity of races 
which were adapted to all climates. Shem was a red man, 
as the word signifies, and in the regular succession of 
Adam. Ham was a black man, as is revealed by the 
name, and adapted to the Torrid Zone where black is 
pre-eminently the prime consideration owing to the in
tense heat, white people living in it with great difficulty. 
Jap'heth, Noah's third ·son, was a white man, as the beau
tiful Hebrew reveals, and thus he was adapted- to the 
colder climates, while Shem, the red rrian, was best able 
to dwell in the intermediate zones. 

Pursuant to the patriarchal law which gave tlie first
born a double portion of the estate, when Father Noah 
made his will he turned over to Shem great Asia, twice 
the size of the . other continents; to Ham, he gave Africa, 
and to Japheth, Europe. In our Savior's genealogy you 
see it runs through Shem, over the flood and back to 
Adam. 

(N. B.) "Brother Godbey, why is our Savior's 
genealogy through Joseph and not through.., Mary, since 
Joseph was not His father?" Generation is paternal and 
not maternal as you see throughout the Bible, the father 

II 
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constantly given in the catalog and not the mother. 
Neither does the Bible say anything about the "old 
woman" but it refers to the "old man." There never was 
but one creation. In Adam God created every human 
being, as he was the seed of the race, which filled the 
world by natural evolution. Hence Eve was no excep
tion to the unity of humanity, she being but a trans
formation of Adam's rib. Here we refute an error that 
I have often met among holiness people, teaching that our 
Savior had depravity, having inherited it from his mother. 
This is utterly annihilated b·y the fact that heredity is not 
the work of the mother but of the father. When we recog
nize that our Savior had no earthly father we are relieved 
of that serious dilemma. The reason for the running of 
our Lord's genealogy through Joseph and not through 
Mary becomes perfectly plain from the cogent circum
stance that God's institution of marriage unifies huband 
and wife and makes the former the head of the twain. 

Ham and J apheth soon drifted away into idolatry, i. e., 
popular religion, while Shem and his posterity remained 
with the true God to a large extent, some of course drift
ing away into the worldly religions, out from God's pro
vidential preservation of the holy seed. So the contem
poraries of Shem were contemporary with those of 
Abraham and those of Abraham with those of Moses, 
thus perpetuating the witnesses down through the long 
four thousand years (according to the Septuagint Chron
ology, four thousand, seven hundred years, which is 
doubtless correct), until the Star of Bethlehem shone on 
the drowsy shepherds, having already magnetized the 
sages of the East. In Chaldea we see the divine inter
vention taking Abraham away from his native land, 
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where the godly people had so compromised with the 
world that it was absolutely necessary to separate this 
heroic prophet, thus through his own instrumentality giv
ing a new impetus to the gospel church destined to be 
launched amid fiery tongues and Pentecostal tempests. As 
the ages move on, we eventually find God's people toiling 
beneath the yoke of bondage which was signally used of 
God, not only to fortify them against the worldly religion, 
but to ripen the beautiful graces of patience and humility, 

. which constitute the climax of the Holy curriculuJll. 
In due time the awful castigatory judgments of God 

swept the land of Egypt, then at the front of the world, 
ruling and representing it; upon them were turned the 
.ten withering and blighting calamities which were all 
directed against the popular religions which had taken 
the whole country, flooding it with idolatry in all its 
forms and phases. It will be remembered that these 
plagues finally culminated in the destruction of the royal 
army and the rulers of the land, wrapping them in watery 
winding sheets and giving them an untimely sepulcher 
on the bottom of the dark, deep sea. 



CHAPTER Ill. 

Tm;: MosAIC DISPENSATION. 

The intervention of the destroying angel, winging his 
flight throughout all the country of Egypt, slaying the 
first-born of every family except those of Israel whom 
he not only spared because he saw the blood sprinkled 
on the door-posts and door-lintels, is eternally revelatory 
to the infinitely consolatory fact that salvation is free for 
all and that God is no respecter of persons, because there 
was no enquiry about the degree of criminality or the 
blackness of the turpitude, but only the fact that the de
stroying angel saw the blood or he did not see it; if the 
Egyptians had believed the gospel of Moses and Aaron .. 
slaughtered the lamb and sprinkled the blood, they too 
would have been spared. Therefore the bloody religion 
is_ the only one that has any power. True orthodoxy 
forever cries aloud, 

"The blood, the blood is all my plea; 
The blood, the blood that sanctifies me." 

Though these toiling slaves had been the contempt of 
successive gejierations and had been utterly without in
fluence, then under the wonderful miracles wrought by 
their God they stood forth appalled and spellbound with 
astonishment, yielding to the overwhelming conviction, 
which settled down upon them, assuring them that J eho
vah is the true God. Hence when the three millions 
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marched out of Egypt, a great host of all nationalities, 
Copts, Nubians, Ethiopians, Arabians, Egyptians, etc., 
followed them and electrified by the cloudy pillar by 
day and the fiery pillar by night, pursued them even 
through the sea, which proved to be miraculously cleft by 
the ipse dixit of their wonder-working God. What be
came of this vast host we will never know as they g.radu
ally evanesced during the long peregrinations accupying 
those forty years in the wilderness. Doubtless many of 
them settled there, ·not a few returned to Egypt while 
numbers perished in the· burning sands. Suffice to say 
that if any of them ever reached the Promised Lancl. we 
have no record of the fact. This vividly illustrates super
ficiafism in :religion; it is Satan's greas~d plank, over 
.vhich he .gives peopl€' an easy slide into Hell. Oh, how 
divine intervention always smashed the majority argu
mertt: How few people are ever satisfied to walk alone 
with an unseen God. 

We are told how the matter went at Kadcsh Barnea 
which means "Holy Delight," as it was on the very bor
der of Canaan and nothing remained to do but to• go over 
and possess the land. H the Israelites had not doubted 
God they would not have needed to send out the spies. 
Then they waited for them forty days to make the trip 
and to bring the news. The reports were something as 
follows: all said it was truly a land flowing with milk 
and honey and abounding with corn and wine, not only 
equal to the report that they had heard while down in 
Egypt but even surpassing all the good news that ever 
ha-0 reached them through the inspired eloquence of their 
prophet. But the report of the majority, while it folly 
corroborated the foregoing, proceeded to augment it by 
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notifying the people that it is a land densely populated 
by seven gigantic nations, all larger and stronger than 
Israel and that it abounded in cities so fortified as to be 
impregnable. Therefore the undertaking would be peril
ous in the extreme and destined to result in calamity and 
ruin. Last of all came the minority report made by "'only 
two Caleb and Joshua; it is plain and decisive, "We are 
fully able to go up and possess the land." That was the 
language of faith. True faith does not call its own name; 
hence God's heroes did not preface their tern.arks with 
the sta~ement, "I believe," but enunciated their belief 
decisively and unequivocally. God's true people have 
always been in a minority and it appears that they al
ways will be until the devil is · taken out of this world, 
arrested, chained, led away and imprisoned by the apota
lyptic angel. 

Of course the multitude believed the ten instead of 
the two and raised the hideous howl, "Back to Egypt." 
That sad retreat marked the commencement of their aw
ful calamities, when they were defeated by their enemies 
on the battle-field, visited by destroying angels, invaded 
by the fiery serpents, earthquakes and famines. Thus 
they wandered the forty years in the desert,' marking their 
marches by the graves of their fallen comra:des, buried in 
the s·ands. Under the powerful preaching 'of Moses; 
Aaron, Joshua and Caleb, they finally repented and tu rried 
their faces toward Canaan; again they were ·defeated and 
turned back toward Egypt until all 'who had crossed the 
Red Sea over thirty years of age had perished and a new 
generation had grown up which· was' born on the battle
field, inured to the tempests bf war and ·cultured in the 
use of arms. They finally reached the Jordan and passed 
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through the clefted flood into the Promised Land, Moses, 
their great Leader, failing to enter because he doubted 
and disobeyed at the waters of Meribah and more espe
cially on account of his attitude as God's law-giver. Had 
he crossed, it would have encouraged the most fatal heresy 
that ever apostatized the church and populated Hell, i. e., 
legalism, which would have inflated the people with the 
false ritualism, teaching that one can be saved and sancti
fied by good works. They also left Aaron in the wilder
ness on Mt. Hor far away from the tomb of Moses on 
·Mt. Pisgah; this was due to the fact that his admission 
into Canaan would have involved the conclusion that men 
may be sanctified by priestly rites, ceremonies and inter- · 
cession, which has been fatal to millions. Miriam was also 
buried in the wilderness because her entrance into Canaan 
would have made us believe that souls could be sanctified 
by the holiness evangelist, among whom she was pre
eminent. But Joshua alone, as that word is the Hebrew 
for "savior" and the Greek for Jesus, could lead Israel 
into the Promised Land. 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE JOHANINE DISPENSATION. 

From the days of Malachi on God did not speak to 
Israel through a prophetic voice. It seemed as if actu
ally He had forsaken His people. They had before 
them the brilliant careers of Elijah and Elisha in Israel, 
both of whom all their lives thundered against popular 
religion fearlessly denouncing all the powers of church 
and state which at that time were manipulated by idol
a,trous kings and a fallen clergy. Despite the stupendous 
miracles with which they amazed the land, they not only 
healed diseases and cleansed lepers but actually raised the 
dead, bringing into all possible availability their inde
fatigable prophetical warnings and their fire-baptized 
preaching. They further crystalized their work by the 
establishment of holiness colleges at Bethel, Jericho 
and Gilgal, thus utilizing all possible resources, intellec
tual and spiritual, to keep Israel true to God. Despite 
this He had to let the Assyrians and Babylonians carry 
them into captivity, not because they would not worship 
Him as they always did do so at least ostensibly, but be
cause they would worship other gods also, thus yielding 
to the temptation to float with popular religion, which 
has been the hane of the church in all ages. 

Even the awful fate of the ten tribes failed to have 
the desired effect upon the surviving two who should 
have taken warning and profited by the awful doom of 
their brethren. However the great Holiness Movement 
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led by the good kings, Hezekiah and Josiah, who traveled 
all over the country in their administrations, everywhere 
destroying idolatry, being aided by the powerful preach
ing of Isaiah and Jeremiah all proved unable to stem 
the tide of popular religion. Meanwhile the judgments 
sent upon them by their God culminated in their defeat 
and deportation to Babylon. Popular religion is always 
superfici'al having neither depth nor heighth but simply 
surface. It is Satan's counterfeit, manufactured in Hell 
and peddled out by his false prophets for filthy lucre. · ' 

The prophetic interregnum of four hundred years 
wielded a potent influence over all Israel, superinducing 
earnest prayers for the divine voice, that He should come 
back from Heaven and deign to walk with them as He 
once did with patriarchs and prophets, while they also 
solicited His mercy, grace and clemency. · While their 
Babylonian captivity had actually saved them from -their 
pagan idolatry for which God had permitted their enemies 
to capture · them, they had, since their emancipation; 
drifted· away into an idolatry possibly more abominable 
in the sight of God than their old ·paganism, as they 
worshipped the god of nature, deifying the powers they 
saw manifested about them instead of the God of grace 
who alone is able to save. Now they had drifted info 
the idolizing of the Mosaic institutions. 

Consequently as they were wrapped in the black cloud 
of ritualistic idolatry the rise of John the Baptist was as 
a sunburst throughout the Hebrew nation. Though ' his 
was the last of all the prophetical dispensations, Jesus 
;:ironounced it the greatest. He was really the interme
diate lil!k between the times of Mosaic law and gospel 
freedom. When he began to preach there wsi.s no one 
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on the earth who had ever heard an inspired prophet. 
Besides this fact, he was the greatest of his line, even 
outshining Moses who was not only prophet but mediator 
and law-giver. Having been gloriously converted before 
he lost his infantile justification and even sanctified proph
etically, i. e., before Pentecost, his preaching was not only 
like the roar of thunder but like sheet lightning cutting 
down everything in its path-the worst debauchees, pub
licans and harlots falling like a golden harvest before the 
gospel sickle which he wielded with a power and efficiency 
which no one living at that time had eve;- seen before. 
The news flew to the uttermost parts of the country. 
There was a spontaneous uprising from Dan to Beersheba 
and even the regions beyond, $0 that cities w.ere depopu
lated and the desert was occupied. The people came 
thronging out from dewy morn until dusky evening; 
the rich on their camels, the middle classes on their 
donkeys, while th.e poor trudged along barefoot. These 
all pressed their way to the. hermit prophet's camp-meef~ 
ing, first in the desert and afterward at the J ordari. 

They were all looking for the Christ, anxiously and 
longingly, in order that He might break the Roman yoke 
which they had borne for a quarter of a century-a yoke 
galling and despotic in the extreme. Daily a great audi
ence hung upon the eloquent lips of John the Baptist, 
who caught them spellbound by his stentorian proclama
tion, "'Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." 
He thus enforced the conviction so rife in the minds of 
all that he was truly the king of Israel and the Savior of 
the world. To settle the matter they sent a delegation of 
priests and Levites to publicly interview him, :'Art thou 
the Christ, or do we look for 3:nother ?" He then quieted 
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all their quibbles by his candid response in the negative, 
"I am not the Christ but the voice of one roaring in the 
wilderness; Prepare ye the way of the Lord and make 
straight his paths," i. e., straighten out everything in the 
heart and life o.f the people as He will not travel a crooked 
way. 

This response to the delegation raised all of the eager 
multitude to the highest pitch of excitement, especially 
when they heard John certify that the Christ was already 
at hand and that he will introduce Him to them, which 
introduction will soon actually take place. Therefore 
all eyes were watching him as the hunter watches for the 
coming of the deer to the salt-lick. And it came to pass 
that on a certain bright clay, when the audience was 
immense and held in the grip of the words proceeding 
from the desert ·evangelist, that suddenly he leaped up 
and shouted, "Behold the Lamb of God that taketh away 
the sin of the world." At the same time he pointed 
toward a strange Young Man just now reaching the mul
titude. The people spontaneously crowded together and 
formed an aisle through which the Stranger walked down 
toward the preacher, the latter meanwhile coming, to 
meet Him. No tongue can tell the magnetism of that 
meeting. It transcended the meeting of the Russian 
Czar and Napoleon Bonaparte, the world's conqueror, 
back in the early part of the last century, when they were 
face to face on a raft in the river Tilsit, amid the roar 
of artillery from either shore. These two men, confess
edly at the head of the world met, as they said, "to settle 
the affairs of the nations." But to continut! the story 
-Jesus demanded baptism of John who modestly declined 
to perform the rite, alleging, "I have need to be baptized 
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of thee." Baptism means nothing but purification. John 
the Baptist and every other man th::tt has ever lived on 
the earth since the fall of Adam, has absolute need 0£ 
the baptism which Jesus alone can give in order to admis
sion into Heaven. Jesus alone, in all the world neither 
received or needed the Daptisrn of the Holy Ghost as He 
alone Ind no depravity to be expurgated. Therefore He 
was not baptized with the Holy Ghost and fire like the 
disciples at Pentecost, but the Holy Spirit descended upon 
Hirn in His beautiful symbol, the lovely innocent dove. 
the only animal in the world with a temper that cannot 
be ruffled-the dove that is easily won and is with equal 
ease g rieved away. 

Though J ohn the Baptist was the greatest preacher 
the world had ever seen and Jesus said, "John was a 
bright and shining light and ye willingly rejoiced in that 
light for an hour," i. e., a very short time, as the same 
great multitude were afterward manipulated by the popu
lar clergy to neglect John and leave him ~o be murdered 
by Herod so that finally on the Day of Pentecost only 
one hundre '.l and twenty disciples are mentioned who 
proved true to the end, whereas the thousands whom John 
baptized had made a profession of repentance and per
haps h<d vowed to receive Christ whom J ohn publicly 
rciPted out and introduced to them by anointing Him 
to tbe hi'2"h priesthood, an office which is so prominent 
i'l His Christhood, as He is our Prophet to teach us 
:rnd Priest to ato!le for us, as He did on Calvary, and our 
King to rule us forever, as He verily will both now and 
;it His c01fting to reign in righteousness. Hence you see 
how quickly and fatally John's great revival evanesced, 
be i1~g gobbled up by the popular religion. 



CHAPTER V. 

Tm;; MESSIANIC DISPENSATION. 

When John, by his baptism, inaugurated Jesus into 
His official Messiahship, he shouted aloud to all his dis
ciples, "Behold the Lamb of God that taketh away the 
sin of the world; it behooves us to decrease and him to 
increase." Then they began to flock to Jesus in multi· 
tudes nntil you see in John 4: I that the maxim goes cur· 
rently, "Jesus was making and baptizing more disciples 
than John." Though He in person never baptized any 
one, His disciples all of the time performed that office 
with which they were familiar, as they had been accus· 
tomed to it from the days of Moses who sprinkled all the 
people at the tabernacle door, upon the ratification of 
the Sinai Covenant. The idea prevails that Jesus was a 
very unpopular pr~acher. That is true so far as the 
officials political and ecclesiastical were concerned as they 
all looked upon Him as a powerful and dangerous rival, 
believing that His success was their defeat as they natur
ally concluded that He would put His own friends into 
office. This will be true when He comes on the throne 
of His glory, "Bles'sed and holy is he that hath part in 
the first resurrection for over such the second death has 
no power, but they shall be kings and priests unto God, 
and reign with Christ a thousand years." This confirms 
the conclusion that He will rule the world through the 
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instrumentality of His official subordinates, who will be 
none other than His saints. 

But with the common people He even eclipsed Moses 
and John the Baptist in popularity. If He ever made 
any appointments, we have no record of it, yet the very 
earth trembled beneath the tread of the thronging multi
tude who everywhere assembled and listened to His 
heavenly teaching. Again, the inspiration .of His stu
pendous miracles so excited the people, that they rose up 
to crown Hirn King, when His divinity coming to the 
rescue of His humanity He was sna1:ched away that His 
life might be preserved long enough for Him to finish 
that Bible which was indispensable to the disciples in their 
work of launching the Gospel church, a sine-qua-non to 
the redemption of the world as without it the great vicari
ous atonement would have remained unheard of except 
by a very small minority and His atonement would have 
been a failure to the countless millions who never would 
have heard about it. Though they had no news facilities 
compared with those of the present age, when news 
travels with locomotive and even lightning speed, yet the 
word regarding Him flew on the wings of the wind to 
the uttermost parts of the land and the people came from 
every quarter, His fame magnetizing them from a con
stantly widening circle until two full years had rolled 
away and He had become the- sensation of Galilee, 
Samaria, Judea and the region beyond. Thronging mul
titudes everywhere crowded upon Him to witness His 
healings and to hear His words. At the expiration of 
those two years when He preached that wonderful ser
mon in Capernaum, crying aloud (Jno. 6: 53), "Unless 
you eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink His blood 
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you have no life in you," thus evolving the deep truths 
of entire sanctification by the cleansing blood, which the 
soul drinks by faith, thus constituting the great second 
work wrought by the Holy Ghost in the prosecution of 
the predemptive scheme, and His third great work which 
He executes when He glorifies the soul simultaneously 
with the dissolution of the body which is subsequently 
transfigured in the resurrection. 

When He thus produced those deep truths of entire 
sanctification and glorification, a great shock fell upon the 
multitudes as they stumbled over the, to them, paradoxical 
statements.. Consequently a great stampede among His , 
disciples supervened, so many turning back that it looked 
as though He would be left alone. Therefore He finally 
appealed to His apostles, "Do you also wish to depart?" 
then Peter, pursuant to his apostolic seniority, responded, 
"Lord to whom shall we go? thou alone hast the words 
of eternal life." Peter was eminent for his good solid 
common sense which made him feel that if he turned 
away from Jesus there was no one to follow and no place 
to go but to Satan and Hell. After this notable departure 
His followers were comparatively few. 

God's boundless mercy revealed in the glorious vicari
ous atonement would have given the Pentecostal Baptism 
to all Is.rael, thus qualifying them to carry the good news 
of salvation to all the millions of Adam's race, making 
them heralds of His super-abounding mercy and free 
grace .to all the world, thus promoting them above the 
angels as they bore the most precious treasure in the uni
verse to all earth's inhabitants. On the contrary (Jno. 
I : I I- I 3), "When he came to his own (people), his own 
received him not but to so many as received him he gave 
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the right to become the sons of God, even to all those who 
believe on His name who were born, not of bloods, nor 
the will of the flesh nor the will of man but of God." 
Therefore by rejecting Him they forfeited the Divine 
birth and the Baptism of the Spirit which would have 
made them His true ministers (Heb. I : 7), "He make th 
his ministers a flame of fire." Besides these stupendous 
losses they actually incurred the awful retribution of that 
terrible tribulation which began A. D. 66 and wound up 
in A. D. 73, resulting in their expatriation, denationaliza
tion and captivity, as all bought them for slaves and the 
law prohibiting their return to Palestine was enforced 
by the death penalty and if in any other country the Jew 
was found travelling with his face toward Jerusalem he 
was to be taken up and killed. 

These awful calamities actually came upon all of them 
during their tribulation ~xcept the little flock that ha:d 
followed Jesus, which alone made its escape pursuant to 
the direction which Jesus had given on Mt. Olivet, the 
Wednesday afternoon preceding the crucifixion. This 
sermon is recorded in Matthew 24 and 25, Mark 13 an<l 
Luke 21 and· such explicit directions are laid down that 
the Christian disciples were enabled to escape from the 
awful doom of the anathematized nation. They fled out 
of the country to Pella in Decapolis, where they foun<l 
a number of Gentile Chri stians who may have been the 
converts of the Gadarine out of whom Christ had cast 
the legion (ten thousand) of devils when He preached 
in that land. (Luke 9th chapter.) 

You see how the vast multitudes who thronged the 
ministry of John the Baptist and Jes us, when the test 
came, had evanesced away, thus cutting clown the mighty 
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numbers to one hundred and twenty who constituted the 
left over members forming the bridge connecting the old 
and the new dispensation and thus perpetuating the unity 
of the church uninterrupted by dispensational changes 
and grandly illustrating the fact that God appreciates 
quality more than quantity and corroborating the pro
clamation of Jesus, 

"Broad is the road that leads to death 
And thousands walk together there 

But wisdom shows a narrow path 
With here and there a traveller." 

All this follows as a logical sequence to the fact that we 
are living in Satan's age of the world ( 2 Cor. 4: 4), not 
the "god" of this world as in the A. V., because this world 
is included in the redemption and will be sanctified by fire 
like your souls and mine and afterwar j renovated accord
ing to John in Revelation, the twenty-first chapter. It 
will then be re-annexed back to Heaven, where it be
longed before Satan broke it loose in view of adding it to 
Hell, when it will finally be bequeathed to the saints who 
have fought in Emmanuel's war for its redemption, who 
will possess it through all eternity. (Matt. 5: 5.) 



CHAPTER VI. 

CURRENT EVANGELISM. 

The world has never known the time when there was 
so much preaching as at present, while churches are 
springing up everywhere like mushrooms in the night, 
while denominations are being launched and multiplying 
churches like the sowing of the dragon's teeth. 

The Greek writers say that Cadmus was the first man 
to come into the wuntry. Being thirsty he discovered a 
be~utifttl , flowing fountain from which to drink, but find
ing it guarded by a sleepless dragon he slew him and 
sowed his teeth, which sprang up immediately, producing 
a crop of arni.ed men who constituted his bodyguard and 
became the progenitors of the immortal Greeks, who, 
under the leadership of Alexander the Great conquered 
the whole world and became the rulers of all nations, 
thus disseminating their wonderful language which in 
fluency of diction, versatility of expression, poetic ele
gance and music, oratorical flexibility, eloquence, vehem
ence, pathos and p0:wer, excels all languages whatsoever. 
This was one of God's greatest miracles preparing the 
way for the transmission of His truth by which we are 
saved, sanctified, fed, panoplied and will be judged in 
the Great Day. Thus there are holiness churches which 
are miracles of the Holy Ghost, being augmented by large 
numbers year by year. 

It must not be supposed that this prolixity is true only 
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of holiness churches, for anti-holiness churches, because 
Satan is the great counterfeiter, are everywhere being 
produced. "How can I be fortified against these whole
sale delusions that are on every hand?" Fidelity to God, 
triple leadership solves the problem. As man is a tri~ity 
consisting of spirit, mind and body, the Holy Ghost 
leading the human spirit, the \Yard the intellect, and ~ 
yidence. the b~ Therefore if you are true to God's 
triple leadership you will never get wrong. If Satan 
should succeed in lassoing you and thus getting you side
tracked, heroically resorting to the triple leadership will 
soon disentangle you and restore you to the King's high
way of holiness . 

. Once when I was preaching in the West, a preacher 
arose in the audience and notified the people that I was 
a deceiver. The pastor ordered him put out of the house. 
As I was really carried away on the billows of loving 
kindness for the dear brother, throwing my arms around 
him, I held him in my embrace and pled with them not 
to put him out. I then desired that he should explain 
how I deceived the people. He exegetically observed, 
"You are changing the Bible." To this I responded, 
"Brother, you are mistaken, the Bible was not written in 
our language, but the Old Testament in Hebrew and the 
New Testament in Greek. I am simple giving the people 
the precious Word in their own language so that they can 
understand it." Then he said, "The Holy Ghost tells 
me that it was all written in English." Then I proceeded 
to tell them how the brother was led astray by an evil 
spirit playing the Holy Spirit on him, which is indisput
ably obvious from the simple fact that there was no Eng
lish language until several centuries afte~ the Bible was 
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finished, when two barbaric dialects, the one spoken by 
the Angles of the Islands and the other spoken by the 
Saxons of the Continent of Europe, were united, consti
tuting the Anglo-Saxon Language which now has about 
two hundred thousand words which are rapidly multiply
ing as it is moving on to the conquest of the world and 
seems destined to be spoken in every land during the 
glorious reign of our Lord for a thousand years upon 
the earth. This preacher. was very fervent in spirit, 
serving the Lord with glowing enthusiasm while you 
clearly see that he was led astray by the evil one who 
counterfeited the Spirit of God. 

I have known other religious leaders who were side
tracked in the same way. They would proclaim in t;heir 
papers that they were Elijah or someone else. One of 
them travelled half way across the Continent to undeceive 
another claimant to his position, but it was a vain journey. 
What a spectacle for the myrmidons of Hell ! These 
two great preachers fighting for the crown of Elijah 
which John the Baptist had been wearing in Heaven for 
inore than eighteen hundred years. Each one certified 
that the Holy Ghost told him that he was Elijah. They 
must have both been mistaken, for Jesus said in Matt. 
17th chapter, Mark 9th and in a number of other Scrip
tures that John the Baptist was the Elijah who was to 
come. 

N. B. While the Holy Ghost is our infallible escort 
He is not om leader, ];u1t om rey_elato.t of the glgrifie.d 
Jesus who is ouu:m~ Le.WeJ;.. When people undertake 
to follow the Holy Ghost they open the door for an evil 
spirit to come in and to deceive them, impersonating God's 
Spirit. This they are competent to do as they were once 
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angels and are always ready to assume their angelic inves
titure. We are commanded to follow the Lord alone, 
keeping our eye on Him while He keeps His eye on us. 
In that case we will never go astray. While Satan and 
his myrmidons can all play the Holy Ghost because they, 
like the Holy Ghost are excarnate, the very fact that 
neither the devil or his myrmidons have incarnation dis
qualifies them from playing the incarnate God. Oh, 
what a glorious Leader we have in Jesus. He was born 
in Bethlehem and passing through all the diversified 
stages of human life, gave us a perfect example showing 
us how we should live in childhood and manhood and 
·how we should deport ourselves under all circumstances 
and best of all how to die a martyr which is really our 
attitude living or dying as we are all His witnesses and 
the very word translated "witness" in the Bible is the 
pure Greek "Martyr." The only reason why everyone 
should . read all of the writer's books is the simple fact 
that they are all Bible teachers whose indispensability 
our Lord clearly illustrated by teaching His Bible School 
under the most distressing environments, as His enemies 
were constantly on His track to kill Him, while His 
friends sought to crown Him King, in which case the 
Romans would have killed Him. Therefore with Jesus 
our only Leader, the Holy Ghost our only Guide, the 
Bible our only authority, we are as sure of Heaven as if 
w~ were in it. As in the library where there is a book 
on every subject involved in Christian experience, either 
positively exegetical of the great plan of salvation, or 
negatively exposifory of the mul.titudinous soul-destroy
ing heresies which ring out from popular pulpits and roll . 
m car-loads from stea..m-pres.ses, so that the world is 
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flooded with readers who will either read the good and 
get saved or the bad and eclipse their hopes through all 
eternity, actually dropping into Hell through Satan's 
trap-door, which is open in millions of homes. where 
filthy newspapers and lying novels, Satan's poisonous 
offal, are devoured by the unsuspecting inmates. 

The popular union meetings constitute most potent 
enginery for the delusion of the church-going multitudes. 
When in a holiness convention recently, one of the 
preachers of unimpeachable veracity certified ..to a union 
meeting ' in one of their l:;eautiful cities, so broad and 
generous as to include all the Protestant churches, · even 
those who denied the personality of the Holy Ghot, ridi
culing His work and pronouncing it fanaticism, and the 
Mormons who are idolaters of immersion and followers 
of the false prophet who dared to add the Book of Mor
mon to the inspired Bible, despite the withering anathe
mas enunciated by our Lord (Rev. 22: I8), :stating that 
the Book of Revelation wound up the prophetical curri
culum, at the same time proclaiming withering oaths -
against all who either subtract or add, assuring us that 
to the latter should be added1 the awful plague written 
in the Bible and from the former should be subs.tracted 
the blessings written in God's Book of free grace and 
dying love. The only reason why that union meeting 
did not take in the Roman Catholics was that they would 
not go in. Thus they made the subs.tance so thin and 

, spread it over so much surface that they actually forfeited 
all solidity and substantiality. 

Goel defines Gospel (Rom. I : 16), "The dynamite of 
God unto salvation to every one that believeth." Preach 
the Sinai Gospel o.f damnation faithfully to people Q\1 
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their way to Hell and the Holy Ghost through their faith 
in the truth you preach will impart a dynamite blast, 
ignited with heavenly fire and causing such an explosion 
that your hearers will cry night and day until they are 
rescued. Then, conviction having done its work, 
exchange Sinai for Calvary; standing on its bloody sum
mit preach to the people writhing with the arrows· of 
Sinai, the dying love of Jes us until they believe and hear 
him say, "It is finished." Then the burden will roll away 
and they will leap for joy; another dynamite blast having 
exploded and blown them out of the devil's kingdom clear 
over into the kingdom of God. Then leave Calvary and 
take Mt. Zion for your pulpit, there preaching inbred sin, 
hereditary depravity and its perfect remedy, until the 
regenerated people believe it, then, through their faith 
the Holy Ghost will impart another dynamite blast, ignit
ing it with heavenly fire and blowing them all the way 
out of the howling wilderness, through the swefling 
flood, clefted and rolled away till they enter Beulah Land 
with shouts of victory. Then you change mountains 
again, crossing the Valley of Jehoshaphat, climbing great 
Mount Olivet, the highest in all the country, from which 
summit our Lord ascended and on which summit Zecha
riah says that He will again put clown His glorified feet. 
There take your stand and' preach His glorious return to 
this world to reign in righteousness until the saints all 
believe it and through their faith the Holy Ghost will 
impart another dynamite blast blowing them far away 
amid the twinkling stars to meet their descending Lord, 
right-about-face, and return with Him to the Marriage 
Supper of the Lamb, there to abide during the forty-five . . 
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years' tribulation. (Dan. 12th. Chap.) The Lord shall 
then return on the throne of His millennial glory whose 
administration will not be corporal punishment but 
"righteousnesis, peace and joy in the Holy Ghost" (Rom. 
14: 17), as He will be accompanied by all the saints of 
the bridehood, who during the a_wful tribulation have 
undergone a thorough adjudication at the Marriage Sup
per, wh~re they are perfectly awarded~ each to the very 
appointment most conducive to the glory and efficiency of 
our Lord's perfect administration through the instrumen
tality of the transfigured saintJs who constitute His bride
hood (Rev. 20: 6), "Blessed and holy is he that hath part 
in the first resurrection, for over such the second death 
hath no power; that they shall be kings ~nd priests unto 
God and reign with Him a thousand years." 

This is abundantly confirmed by the last verse of the 
nineteenth chapter of Revelation. In that chapter yon 
see all the kings of the earth on the battlefield fighting 
against the Lord Jesus. Christ for their kingdoms and 
their crowns and all go down in blood to rise no more. 
An eagle then stands on the sun proclaiming aloud to all 
carnivorous beasts and birds to come to the grand carnival 
and ·eat the flesh of kings, queens, princes and potentates, 
all to rise no more. Meanwhile the Pope and Mohammed 
eat the flesh of kings, queens, princes and potentates, all 
to rise no more. Meanwhile the Pope and Mohammed 
are both arrested and cast alive into the lake of fire. 
Finally that last verse certifies, "The rest were all slain 
by the sword that proceedeth out of the mouth of him 
that sitteth on the horse." To be slain by the sword 
of the Spirit is simply to have the Old Adam in you 
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crucified while you live on forever and ever. You clearly 
see from this Scripture that the Millennium will be 
Heaven's greatest harvest 'of the age while the tribula
tion will be Hell's greatet harvest. 

This is abundantly corroborated by the Jerusalem 
Council of Apostles, elders, and brethren, the highest 

• authority on the earth, convened to settle the relationship 
of the Gentiles to the Gospel church. James, the Lord's 
brother, in the chair, adverting to Peter's speech refer
ant to his visit to the house of Cornelius in C:oesarea when 
wd used Him to open the door of the Gospel church to 
the Gentile world (Acts 14-17, "Peter had expounded 
how God interposed to take out of the Gentiles a people 
in His name. To this refer the worclis of the prophet 
(Amos), "After these things I will return and build 
again the throne of David which hath fallen down and 
build again the ruins of the same and set them up again 
in order, that the remainders of the people may seek out 
the Lord, even all the Gentiles on whom his name shall 
be called." Here you see plainly revealed the stupendous 
fact that we are now traversing the whole world gather
ing out the Bride of Christ, whom He must have in every 
nation under Heaven to administer the millennial govern
ment, subordinate to His own glorified majesty. You 
al1so see in this Scripture the consolatory fact clearly 
revealed, involving the indisputable conclusion that all 
people who survive the great tribulation will be saved 
through the instrumentality of the transfigured saints 
whose first work shall be their evangelization. N. B. 
God knows every person in all the world· who will not 
receive salvation and thus become competent for citizen
ship in the Millennial kingdom. While multiplied mil-
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lions, especially, in Pagan lands will probably survive the 
great tribulation, it would seem that they will all be sav
ables, all the rest having fallen and been gathered into 
Hell';s magnitudinous harvest. The prophets are eloquent 
in describing the scenes which follow the tribulation 
period, "A nation shall be born in a day." The feasibility 
of this wonderful expedition arises from the fact that , 
there will be no devil here, Satan having been arrested by 
the apocalyptic angel, led away like a common criminal 
and locked np in Hell (Rev. 20: r-3), while his demons 
have all been driven from the earth. After this evange
lization the glory of the Lord will cover the earth as the 
wakrs cover the sea and He shall have dominion over 
river, sea and shore. In that glorious world-wide evan
gelization, as we shall all have our transfigured bodies, 
we will need no boarding-house or bed a:s we will never 
again eci.t mortal food, sleep, grow tired or sick. We 
will need no filthy lucre to grease the car-wheels as we 
can then out-travel all the locomotives and ocean steam
ers. 

You see how the great work of John the Baptist dis
appeared with the exception of those he succeeded in 
turning over to Jes us for apostles and a few other pil
grims and how the wonderful revival under the preaching 
nf J esns only reached the little flock who finally crystal
ized into the hundred and tw:enty who stayed with Him 

, all through His persecutions, constituting the interme
diate link in the chain running through the ages from 
Abel's altar and Enoch's walk with Goel, Abraham's stal
wart fidelity, Moses' heroic legislation and leadership, 
Joshua's Christly heroism, Elijah'.s heavenly chariot ride, 
E)isha's double enduement of the Spirit, the redoubtable 
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ministry of John the Baptist, which all culminated in the · 
transcendant victories of the Pentecostal revival, with " 
three thousand converts in the morning and five thou
sand in the afternoon. Through all, you see how the 
Lord, in every stage of the war had His faith brigade, 
illustrated in the days of Alexander the Creat by the 
Macedonian phalanx and in the wars of Napoleon by "the 

·old guard." The grand climax of this six thousand years 
of war with Satan, sin and Hell is still pending and 
rapidly drawing on. We are flying at locomotive speed, 
verifying Daniel's prophecy of the latter clays, preaching 
the Gospel to every nation under heaven. The Laymen's 
Missionary Movement is God's wonderful providence in 
every land now at the front, promising that the whole 
world shall be evangelized in the present generation, 
while the shame-smitten clergy are relegated to the rear, 
(N. B. Matt. 25: 25, The Ten Virgins, show up the 
fact that none but the wise, i. e., those having received 
the second work of grace, emptying them o·f sin and filling 
them with the Holy Ghost and thus ·having consummated 
their wedlock with the Lord, will go up in the rapture 
as He is only corning for His bride. The Bible plainly 
teaches that the great work of the present dispensation 
is to get the bride ready.) While nominal Christianity is 
far greater in the earth to-clay than ever before and 
spreading with paradoxical rapidity throughout the 
world, this distressing superficialism is everywhere con
spicuous, everywhere waving the banners and shouting 
the battle-cry. This means that there is only one here 
and there for the bridehood, whereas all the balance our 
Lord denominates "foolish virgins," who will not go up 
in the rapture, as you see that none but the wise ascended 
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with the bridegroom when the trumpet announced his 
midnight coming. The fact is perfectly demonstrated 
by the infallible Word that the members of the bridehood 
only will find a place in the glorious rapture of the saints. 
"How can I know that I am married to the Lord?" The 
clearest evidence is the death of your old husband, Adam 
the first, the sin personality. Jesus loves· you even unto 
death and is anxious to marry you but the law (Rom. 
7: 1-4) will not permit you to have two husbands at the 
same time. Therefore the "oldl man" must be crucified 
which Jesus will accomplish when He baptizes you 
with the Holy Ghost and fire (Rom. 6: 1-6), whereby 
He destroys the body of sin and buries it deep into the 
atonement, world without end. That very moment Jesus 
enters into spiritual wedlock with you giving you actual 
membership in the bridehood, thus iJ]suring you a place 
in the glorious rapture. 

We see (Luke 18: 8) how the Lord will scarcely find 
faith on the earth when He comes to take up His bride. 
In that passage we have a description of the toiling, suf
fering bride, awfully petisecuted by the devil, but holding 
on until the Lord comes and delivers her. This alarming 
interrogation, "When the Lord comes, will He find faith 
on the earth?" clearly authenticates the conclusion that 
it will be very scarce and strikingly ana:logous to the soli
tary family which survived the ante-diluvian world and 
the hundred and twenty who survived the Mosaic dispen
sation, received the Pentecostal baptism and proved the 
nucleus of the Gospel church. This wide-spread super
ficialism is spreading out Christianity so thin that the ris
ing sun evaporates the water of life, while the noon-day 
heat brings back the desert of sin, ultimating in a most 
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distressing dearth of vanished hopes and perished aspira
tions, worse than the Egyptian brick kilns and mortar 
yards before the attempted exodus of the Iisraelites. 
Amid all let the holiness people everywhere be true, giv
ing the trumpet no uncertain sound, remembering 
that while salvation is free for all, Jesus says, 
"the saved are few, and but here and there a traveller." 
We are to preach the Gospel to the whole world, to call 
out the bride and prepare her for the coming of her 
Divine Spouse. Whjle the multitude are stirred and 
clamoring as if they would all go, the Bible is true when 
it says that the saved are few. Reader, settle the question 
that you will be one of the "despised few." Take no risk 
on the enterprise. Unless you give all and take Jesus 
for everything you will be left behind, either with the 
unsaved world or with the foolish virgins. God give you 
His superabounding grace pertinent to the momentous 
emergency. 
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SWINE AND TOBACCO 
by 

W. B. Godbey 

I am neither a Jew nor a Dowieite, yet I never eat 
the swine if I have anything else. In case I take -a 
bite of it I touch it very lightly; not becattse it is fol'
bidden in the New Testament where we see (1 Tim. 
4: 4) we have large liberties with the Gospel, ''Every 
creature of God is good and not to be rejected, but 
received with thanksgiving, being sanctified by the 
word of God and by prayer.'' 

(a) Therefore you see the Old Testament restric
tion is eliminated in the New, which certainly perfectly 
agrees with the Old, in which we have the great plan 
of salvation revealed in symbolism and prophecy; but 
in the New it is incontrovertible matter of fact. In 
,Joppa, he saw every diversity of the animal creation 
Peter's vision on the house of Simon the Tanner in 
in the descending sheet, and heard the voice from 
Heaven: ''Arise, Peter, kill and eat.'' He responded, 
"Lord, nothing defiled or unclean hath ever entered 
into my mouth." The voice responded, "What God 
hath cleansed consider thou not defiled and unclean.'' 

While that vision has a rigidly spiritual significa
tion, it certainly does throw light on the problem of 

1 
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clean and unclean meats, as it included them all when 
the voice said, "Kill and eat." Therefore it is cer
tainly our privilege to eat everything, even hog, dog, 
snake, or buzzard, ·as the people scattered over the 
earth verily do. _ 

Recently a man was eating in an African hotel, and 
very delighted with the fish, thinking it was the best 
he ever ate, taking more and more, actually eating 
to gluttony, when he asked the waiter what it was and 
she, in an undertone, said, "Sir, it is snake." But it 
was too late for him to refuse it, as he had alrea<ly 
loaded up with it. 

In Africa the boa-constrictor is one hundred feet 
long and. as big around the body as a horse; also very 
dangerous to approach, as he will swallow you whole 
before you are aware, but when they can manage to 
kill one they have plenty of meat for the whole tribe. 

"Then;" you ask, "why do you not eat the swine 
which is so common in this country ~ '' Because I am 
satisfied that the Old Testament proposition was hy
gienical. Then the people could not read and need ed 
special instruction. We are living in an age flooded 
with light and inundated with books, so we can study 
anatomy, physiology, hygiene, mental philosophy and 
everything else; thus posting ourselves and walking 
in the light. The reason I do not eat the swine is 
because it is unhygienical, indigestible, conducive to 
dyspepsia and scroffula, and actually too heavy and 
greasy for my stomach. I am a great brain laborer. 
Swine is detrimental to meditation, in which I •am 
always engaged unless interrupted, as my mind intui
tively drifts away into meditation, contemplation, 
diagnosis and exegesis. 
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(b) Homer, the first man in all the world to write 
poetry and at the same time the prince of poets in all 
ages, a Greek, native of Scio, a rocky isle in the 1Egcan 
Sea, about three thousand years ago, lived and wrote 
the tw:enty-four books which constitute the "Iliad;" 
giving the wonderful history of the Trojan War, the 
climacteric victory of the Heroic Age. That war 
lasted ten years, during all which time the Greeks 
besieged the city of Troy and finally captured it by 
the stratagem of the wooden horse, invented by the 
crafty Ulysses. 

Homer's poetry is very beautiful and charming. 
Here are the first few lines of the ''Iliad'': 

''Achilles' wrath, to Greece the direful spring 
Of woes unnumber 'd, heavenly godde8'8, sing! 
That wrath which hurl 'd to Pluto's gloomy reign 
The souls of mighty chiefs untimely slain; 
Whose limbo•, unburied on the naked shore, 
Devouring dogs and hungry vultures tore; 
Since groat Achilles and Atrides strove, 
Such was the sovernign doom, and such the will of Jove. 
Declare, 0 Muse! in what ill-fated hour 
Sprung the fierce strife-frc>m what offended powerT 
Latona 's son a dire contagion spread, 
And heap 'd the camp with mountai111;1 of the dead." 

When they finally succeeded in the de'!truction of 
Troy and all set out for home, the goddess Juno, 
tutelary divinity of Troy, sent an awful storm to de
stroy the Grecian fleet. 

( c) Amid the storm, the fleet of Ulysses, the king 
of Italy, was separated from all the :r.est and utterly 
driven away by the sweeping tempest, tossed on un
known seas, and wrecked upon unknown lands. . Re-
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fitted, and again embarked, they encountered all sorts 
of difficulties, dangers and thrilling adventures, among 
giants, demigods, savages, barbarians and every con 
ceivable vicissitude of fortunes. Meanwhile a lot of 
his men strolled away hunting and got lost and he had 
quite a time hunting them up. • 

During Ulysses' peregrinations all over the country 
he comes to the palace of the goddess Circe, where 
he saw quite a group of fat hogs in a lot, which 
seemed all to be pets and came to him, grunting, and 
manifesting love and friendship, glad to see him and 
at the same time groaning and squealing pitifully. 
He concluded that they must be his men, having been 
transformed into hogs by that goddess who was cele
brated in all the island for her miracles.- Therefore he 
went into the house and demanded of her the restora
tion of his men. She was very unwilling to do it, till 
he drew his sword and told her he was satisfied th_at 
she had his men in that lot transformed into hogs and 
if she did not transform them back into men, he would 
kill her. Then she acquiesced, and, walking out with 
him into the lot, with her magic wand in her hand, 
she touched a big hog and he jumped up a man and 
hugged Ulysses, as he was so glad to see him. Then 
she touched another and he stood up and threw his 
arms around IDys'!es and rejoiced with him. And so 
she went on, till she restored them all back to their 
manhood and Ulysses was so glad to find his men and 
they, with infinite delight, went with him to his ship. 

( d) Circe explained it in this way. These men had 
come to the royal palace exceedingly hungry and she 
fed them on swine and they all just ate a Benjamin's 
mess, till they made her ashamed to see them eat so 
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gluttonously, consequently she touched each one with 
her magic wand, and as he was so full of the hog, he 
turned info one. 

The meaning of the poetic myth is that if we eat 
the hog excessively we will become so hoggish our
selves, that it is actually a transformation out of men 
into hogs. A solemn warning to everybody not to eat 
the hog lest you become hoggish, i. e., virtually turn 
to hogs. 

We all ought to learn a profitable lesson by this 
fable, and that is, not to give way to . gluttony, lest 
we become brutish and stupify our intellects, degrade 
our bodies, and grieve the Holy Spirit. Every person is 
constituted of two hemispheres, the.hog and the angeJ; 
the former belongs down on the ground, and the latter 
up in Heaven. Thefore we ought to aspire to be angels 
and to depart from the animal hemisphere as far as we 
can. 

( e) This mortal body is an animal, belonging to 
this world and never can get away from it, till the 
transfiguration -eliminates all animal matter out of it, 
transforming it into a sphitual being, so it will not 
weigh anything, and consequently fly away with the 
immortal soul to God, from whose creative fiat we 
emanated. Therefore, we should, to our utmost abil
ity, rise superior to the animal nature. We are living 
far down .on the ragged edge of the last dispensation 
before the glorious Millennium, and admonished by the 
prophecies on all sides to be on the constant outlook 
M>r His glorious coming, to translate us all in the 
twinkling of an eye. 

For this reason it has been a long time since I ate 
but one meal a aay, and that is the one coming near-
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est the noon. I take neither the breakfast nor the 
supper, but the noon meal and then, a little light food 
after preaching at night. 

To eat three times a day would waste the Lord 's 
time, which is of more value to us than anything else, 
because we have so much to do and so little time in 
which to do it. I am no meat eater of any kind, not 
that I have any vows on it. There are three kinds of 
animals in the world: the carniverous, which eat other 
animals; the herbiverous, which eat only herbs, roots 
and fruits; and the omniverous, which eat everything. 
Man and some of the animals belong to the latter 
class. 

(f) I travel more extensively than any person you 
ever saw and never ask anybody to board me. When 
some of the saints do not feed me I bring my own food 
and eat it in my room, and never think of buying meat 
of any kind, using cheese and butter as convenient 
substitutes. I have no trouble to board all over Amer · 
ica on one dollar a week and throughout the old world 
on fifty cents, as every dollar you carry across either 
ocean, becomes two when Jt>u get there, i. e., it will 
buy twice as much of everything you want to live on 
as it will in America, and in India three times as much. 
I never stint my body, but take plenty of nutritious, 
hygienical food. I know not the taste of coffee; never 
drink tea nor chocolate, I take no nervines of any kind, 
but simply nutriments. 

Paul said he labored to keep his body under and 
subjugated, lest, having preached the Gospel to others, 
be himself should become a cast-away. We should 
control this body which God has g-iven us, just as we do 
the horse or the ox. Therefore we are to live in the 
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intellectual, spiritual and moral hemisphere; keeping 
the physical in subordination. 

It is very pertinent that we should take no nervines, 
as they operate as spurs and whips on the horse, stir
ring him up to great expedition, but at the same time 
wearing him out the sooner. 

( g) . As you see, the caption of this booklet is on 
swine and tobacco. Therefore I now proceed to ex
pound the latter, which is now world-wide in its mag
nitude. 

Tobacco was never known till the discovery of 
America, four hundred years ago, and it is wonderful 
how it has actually gone to the ends of the earth. 
It is used by not only the old, the young, the great, 
the small, the high, the low, the noble and ignoble, the 
~clergy and the laity, but by all kinds of people through-
out this overpOf>ulated world, from the Eskimo, shiv
ering in his icy wigwam, to the nude savage, beneath 
the burning equatorial sun; from the penniless tramp 
begging along the highway, to the Czar of Russia with 
his forty million dollars income ·each revolving year; 
from the idiot, on his straw bed, to the college valedic
torian; from the veriest ignoramus, who has never 
learned his alphabet, to the wiseacres who crowd legis
lative halls and senatorial chambers. Oh! how the 
filthy god has climbed the ladder of human fortune 

·and descended into the lowest abysses of degradation. 

(h) Bread is the staff of life. There never will 
be a famine till it fails, as the vital machinery runs 
all right, while we have bread and water. It is certi

. fied by statistical authorities, that more money is paid 
for tobacco than for bread. It seems paradoxi~al. If 
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true, it is certainly a burning shame; aye, an inefface
able disgrace. 

Though reared in the greatest tobacco state in the 
world (Kentucky), I never used it. Where I was born 
and reared, out in the wild mountains, everybody used 
it. My father was a Methodist preacher; he chewed 
and smoked. My mother, a shouting Methodist, was 
a great smoker. If I had obeyed them, I would have 
used tobacco, because, as I was the runt of the family, 
having three sisters older than myself, they were so 
anxious for me to be stalwart and make a living. 
When our foolish neighbors would come in and learn 
my age and see how little I was, they said to my 
father and mother, "You make that little runt chew 
tobacco and it will start him to growing.'' Therefore 
my parents gave me the order to go at it. 

As I had been happily converted in my mother's• 
lap, before she took off the baby cloth~, and I became 
a good reader when only six years old, and saw in 
my Bible the commandment, "Children, obey your 
parents in the Lord,'' I was theologian enough to un
derstand the adjunct, ''in the Lord,'' which really 
let me out, as the commandment to chew tobacco was 
not in the Lord, but their mistake. It broke my heart 
to think I was disobeying them, so I said, ''I would 
rather take a whipping than chew that old filthy to
bacco,'' thinking that if they whipped me it would 
atone for my disobedience. They did not give it to 
me, and I never used the tobacco, though having made 
a faint attempt and found it so nauseating and filthy 
that I gave it up forever. 

In that country the doctors all used it, and recom
mended it as a good tonic; now they all condemn it . 
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as a narcotic poison, superinducing more diseases than 
anything else-about eighty-among them heart's dis
ease, paralysis, cancer, etc. 

I was well acquainted with a Methodist preacher 
who smoked cigars, until it produced a cancer on 
his lip right where he held the cigars, and killed 
him. Two of our Southern bishops and Dr. Potter, 
of Georgia, died of tobacco. The learned world is all 
against it. 

The United States Government has no state religion, 
but allows everyone to satisfy his own conscience. ln 
qer military institute of West Point, N. Y., they utterly 
prohibit tobacco among the students, making_ m;;ing it 
a penalty of expulsion. Why? Because they want the 
strongest minds in the nation and the greatest intelli
gent development and wisdom in military tactics, as 
the fate of the nation depends on the army whose 
efficiency is secured by the wisdom of the officers. 

(i) The universal spread of learning over the 
world has revolutionized the verdict of educated peo
ple on this subject, till now it really has no defense. 
The reason for its prohibition and utter abandonment 
is because it is a narcotic poison exceedingly detri
mental to body, soul and spirit. On the body it oper
ates like the spur and whip on the horse, stirring them 
up the faster, but wearing them out the sooner. Hence 
the tendency is to wear out and shorten the life of the 
body, if it does not superinduce some disease, e. g., 
cancer, paralysis, fever or something else, to take him 
out of the world. It is all desirable to be as intel
lectual as possible, therefore one should never resort 
to any of the poisons to rouse up the nerves, and 
quicken the brain to greater activity. 
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All these diseases, cancer, paralysis, heart trouble 
and failure, are on ·the increase and in many instances 
traceable directly to the use of tobacco. 

While there could be no question as to its detriment 
to the body and mind, the great reason why we should 
abstain from it is-because it is so grievous to the Holy 
Spirit and so violatory of God's precious Word : ''Let 
us cleanse ourselves from all the filthiness of the flesh 
and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God.'' 
(2 Cor. 7: 1.) There can be no controversy at this 
point; tobacco is certainly the filthy god, and idolatry; 
it has no nutriment and is utterly worthless .in sus
tenance of the body; consequently it is an idol and cer
tainly the filthiest of all. 

Take it in any form you will, its filthiness is abso
lutely intolerable. It has been said that a smoking 
car is a Hell on wheels, full of the sickening and stif
fling smoke and deluged with the amber. How strange 
that intelligent beings would ever seek a place in it. 
In a waiting-room in Little Rock, Arkansas, I saw 
a young man and woman in conversation, apparently 
courtship, on either side of a filthy spittoon, the one 
chewing and the other dipping. 

It is very consolatory that Northern women do not 
use tobacco, except a rare case now and then. This 
is not so in the South, where dipping is common, which 
is an awfully filthy, detrimental and destructive habit, 
as they take the snuff into their mouths and swallow 
so much of the poison that it destroys their physical 
vigor, breaks them down and kills them. 

(j) When I was preaching in Texas, Kentucky 
drummers traversing the state and selling tobacco told 
me that they sold a hu~dred - thousand dollars worth 

I 
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to the women of Texas alone ; saying nothing about all 
other states. What an awful waste of money so needed 
to save the poor heathens and what a shame on Chris
tian America! It so pollutes and poisons the women 
of the lovely Southland, celebrated in all t):ie earth 
for their beauty when it is not blighted and wasted by 
the pestilential curse of the filthy god . • 

The snuff is made out of trash trodden under their 
feet in the tobacco factory. Much of it is made from 
old stubs of cigars and chews of tobacco which the 
street boys gather out of the spitoons and hotels, carry 
off and sell to the factories. Therefore the filthiness 
is absolutely horrific. If they knew it, they certainly 
would not have anything to do with it. While it is as 
filthy as it can be, the manufacturers perfume it with 
drugs to give it a palatable taste and smell and thus 
secure the sale of it. 

I write these pages because the dear sisters of Dixie
land, wherever it does not grow, ar·e simply ignorant 
of the awful facts in the case. 

While in the great South nearly every person uses 
tobacco in some form, snuff, cigar, pipe, or quid, it 
is very consolatory to see the great difference in the 
North. Yet we have multiplied millions in great 
Yankee-land, addicted to this awful poison, in some 
form or other. · Its use in any way is utterly non
apologizable, from the simple fact that it is so in
jurious to body, soul and spirit and at the same time 
so expensive. Like strong drink, the merchants from 
first to last awfully cheat the people, selling it to them 
for five times as much as the produ<'er ever received. 

(k) Tobacco really, like whiskey, has the power 
so to intoxicate its votaries and to fasten on them an 
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abnormal appetite, that they are so miserable without 
it that they will have it at any cost . Therefore the 
expenditure awfully oppresses the people financially, 
robbing them of so much money, which they need for 
temporal support and especially to feed their souls on 
the Bread of Heav,en and to irrigate them with the 
Water of l.Jife. The money expended in this way 
would supply 'their homes with good books, teaching 
them God's precious Word, by which we are saved, 
sanctified, fed, panoplied, and by which we will be 
judged in the great day. The soul has to eat as well 
as the body'. If it is not fed, it dwindles, spindles, 
dwarfs and dies. The very people who poison and 
ruin, body, mind and soul, with the filthy, poisonous 
tobacco are starving their soul to death and letting 
their children starve and die spiritually for the want 
of soul food. The money thus thrown away by peo
ple wearing the Christian name, if spent for good 
books, teaching them the beautiful way to Heaven as 
revealed in the Bible, would supply ,every Christian 
home throughout the land, and oh! the infinite good 
they could do, by loaning them to the people who are 
without hope and without God in the world. 

Is not the Bible sufficient 1 The Bib1e needs teach
ers to enable us to understand it. Jesus Himself taught 
the Bible three years, in order to prepare His own apos
tles to give the Gospel to the world. He had a hard 
time to conduct that Bible School those three years, 
because His enemies were after Him all the time to 
kill Him, and His friends to crown Him king, in which 
case the Romans would have killed Him. Therefore 
He was a constant fugitive, running for life from place 
t~ place. 
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. (1) If He had not thus qualified His apostles to 
launch the Gospel Church, His work would have been 
a failure. Three days would have been enough to suf
fer and die and redeem the world of sin, death and 
Hell, -and go back to Heaven. But His work would 
have evanesced like the fables of the heathen gods and 
been forgotten; l~t in the fogs ·of myths and legends; 
and the world would have marched on doW'll to Hell 
in so1emn columns, as if He had never come and died 
to redeem them. 

All people need teachers to understand the Bible. 
This is my hundredth book, telling people the Bible 
way of salvation. Tobacco costs the people as much 
in one year as my hundred books would, and they 
would stay in the home until the inmates all make 
the race through to Glory, and still remain to lead 
children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren up the 
shining highway to heavenly bliss and endless joy. 

In my journeys around the world in all nations, 
I find the poor, ignorant, perishing heathens, Moham
medans and ighorant Catholics, all addicted to smok
ing; though they are so poor, yet the depraved appe
tite has such power over them that they are just wild 
after these filthy narcotics. What an illustration of 
Satan's debasing slavery! 

The only remedy is the grace of God. If we could 
only get our Christian people saved through and 
through, soul, mind and body, so they would not drug 
themselves into physical debility, mental stupidity and 
spiritual obliquity by these destructiv·e and debasing 
narcotics, we might develop a basis of supply, from 
which we could send out missionary and good books 
to evangeli~e the benighted millions. But these diabol-
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ical narcotics so paralyze and manacle our home church 
as to mainly defeat our resources to save the lost mil
lions beyond the seas. 

(m) While this narcotic poison is so detrimental 
to the body and mind, it is an arch-demon against spir
ituality, exceedin'gly grievous to the Holy Spirit, who 
commands us to cleanse ourselves from all the filthi
ness of flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear 
of God. Of course tobacco sweeps it all away world 
without end, as it is truly the climax of all filthiness. 
Purity is God's uncompromising specification for His 
glorified presence, in this world and the world to come. 
Tobacco poisons and pollutes every drop of the blood, 
and the bodily organs, muscles, nerves, bones, sinews, 
cartilages and ligaments, as they are all formed out 
of the blood. As the entire human body undergoes a 
complete renovation every seven years, the absorbent 
agencies eliminating and the nutrient agents reno
vating ev·ery organ in the body, if we can only refrain 
from participation seven y'ears, we will get a new body 
free from these narcotic poisons, which are all the time 
crying for the current supplies. Oh, what "wonderful 
encouragements God, in His wonderful plan of salva
tion, gives every one who will hear and welcome His 
voice, take heed and obey it! He will not only give 
a new heart and a new spirit, but a new body, glo
riously rescuing us from the terrible thraldom super
induced by our formidable foe. 

What an awful conception! the body poisoned from 
top to toe, from center to circumference; the mind 
contaminated, and the immortal soul polluted, per
v·erted, vitiated and poisoned through and through. 
Why does not everyone heed the proclamati;:in and fly 
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to the glorious remedy, before it is eternally too late? 
(n) When I was preaching in the Peniel Mission 

in San Diego, California, I met a man whose testimony 
was brilliant and beautiful, and he was all the time 
ready to work in the meetings, witnessing to the won
derful goodness of God saving him from a desperately 
wicked, debauched life. In an afternoon meeting, after 
he had been with us two or three days, he told me that 
he was awfully tormented with the tobacco appetite, 
having us·ed it excessively all his life, chewing, smok· 
ing, and snuffing, and observed that he had quit it 
when he got converted (but a few months antecedently) 
and had not broken his vows; but he was having an 
awfully hard time, as the appetite tortured him n,ight 
and day, even awakening him at midnight, so vora
ciously craving its former gratification that it seriously 
disturbed his sleep. So he asked me what to do. I 
said, "Oh, brother, get sanctified!" He said, "Why, 
I have it." Says I, "You are mistaken, because sanc
tification crucifies the old man of sin, destroying the 
body of sin, and burying him away in the Atonement, 
so we have the victory over all evil appetites and 
perfect rest in Jesus.'' Now says I, ''You stay with 
me through the inquiry meeting, during the interval 
between the afternoon Bible meeting and the evening 
evangelistic service, and we will pray for you and the 
J.Jord will deliver you from that annoying monster.'' 
"Oh," says he, "I have to go, as I live forty miles 
from here and they are to meet me at the train. " Say:;; 
I, "You cannot afford to leave without the blessing 
which will deliver you from that awful appetite threat
ening to upset your experience and ruin you world 
without end. You can a thousand times better afford 
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to disappoint them than not to get the victory' over that 
tobacco demon.'' 

He took me at my word and I caught some of the 
brethren to remain and help us. We all went to prayer, 
pl'essing through to God for the rescue of his soul. We 
were praying by the job, whose end was his deliver
ance. We press on with all our might and main and 
make the journey through to the mercy-seat. The fire 
falls in sin-consuming flames. He shouts the victory; 
runs away, and tells the good news -on the streets. 
Opportunely the daily street meeting · of the mission 
comes on. He is the hero on the battle-field, running 
away with the meeting like the gallant horse with the 
vehi<;ile. Having preached and testified, to the infinite 
edification and delectation of the crowd, they all come 
in to the hall at 7: 30. 

( o) I preach to them. He can hardly keep quiet 
till I get through and open the altar. Then he cap
tures the whole house, runs the altar after the good 
old pentecostal way, on the glorious Holy Ghost and 
fire line, electrifying by his thrilling testimony. 

Oh, what an awful satanic breakwater is this to
bacco demon! Oh, how the Holiness people lose their 
experiences surrendering to this incorrigible demon! 
Jn the South, where tobacco is so much mol'er prevalent 
than in the North, it is our great trouble, as they never 
sta:rid unless they get the victory over this redoubtable 
demon. 

The truth of it is, the most of the people who pro
fess the partial experience have the sin personality and 
he is not dead, but stunned and opossuming. The sin 
personality is old Adam, who beats all the world to 
play the opossum. When the ''old man'' is dead, all 
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evil appetites die with him; as they do not belong to 
the new man in the heart by the Holy Ghost in regen
eration, but they are the differentia of the sin person
ality, old Adam. 

The reason why so many Holiness people lose their 
experiences is because the sin personality is only 
stunned and not killed. We have this great truth 
lucidly illustrated in Matthew 12: 43-45, in case of· the 
unclean spirit cast out of a man, walking through dry 
places seeking rest and finding none (not the man, but 
the unclean spirit is running around hunting somebody 
else to let him in). Thus getting worn out, as he finds 
no one that will take him in, he says he wi\l go back 
to his own house, the man out of whom he had been 
cast. He finds the house, i. e., the heart, of the man 
emptied, swept and beautified, tries to enter, but the 
young convert is so delighted with his newly found 
joy that he will not admit him. Then he goes off and 
secures the co-operation of seven other demons, greater 
and stronger than himself. They all come and the 
eight prove too much for the young convert. Conse
quently they prevail and he becomes a backslider, vastly 
worse than before he was converted, as then he only 
had one demon and now he has eight, i. e., eight dif- . 
ferent lines of sin instead of one. 

(p) In this case you see the house, i. e., the soul, 
of the man was empty, because the Holy Ghost had 
not yet come in to abide. For this there was one rea
son, and that was that old Adam was still there; 
tb.ough conquered and bound so he could not break 
out and commit sin . . While the Holy Ghost is always 
ready to come at your cry and bless you, and give you 
the victory, yet He will not settle in your heart till 
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the man of sin is crucified and. his body destroyed and 
buried away in the Atonement. (Rom. 5: 6.) 

There was a good reason why that house was empty. 
Down in the subterranean chambers there were snap
ping dogs of irrascibility, croaking frogs of discontent
ment, swelling toads of pride, the old annoying tobacco 
appetite, roaring l_ions of ambition, growling bears 
of animosity. In the environments there were filthy 
frog ponds, generating malaria here and there round 
about, and a great morass, breeding miasmata and the 
air swarming with mosquitoes; look out at any time 
and you see a funeral procession carrying a corpse to 
the grave. 

It is really necessary to go down with the sword 
of the Spirit, amputate the heads of all those monsters, 
and toss them beyond the North Pole, ditch all the 
frogponds, tunnel through the contagious mountain 
and drain the old morass; thus r,elieving that rich basin 
of those stagnant waters. It now becomes valuable 
garden lands, long enriched by those superincumbent 
waters and the debris of surrounding hills washing 
down into it. Now the place becomes salubrious and 
delightful. 

The reason why so many Holiness people lose their 
experience is that they do not go on and get the sin 
personality slain. With him all sorts of vicious appe
tites die a natural death, as they are solely dependent 
on Him for their existence. 

, ( q) This awful old tobacco demon is one of the 
last snake heads to drop from the furious old Cerberus. 
This is the name of Pluto's dog .which keeps the gate 
of Hell; described by the Greek poets as having three 
dog heads, and then snake heads all over his body 
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ready to bite anybody that comes about him. They 
said that he lay still and quiet when people were com
ing into Hell, but if anyone tried to get out, he went 
for him with all his might and headed him off. The 
real entire sanctification, i. e., the destruction of the 
sin personality, is the only available palladium against 
the invasiohs of the filthy god. 

The normal effect of using tobacco in any way is 
to impregnate every drop of the blood with the nic
otine, superinducing a permanent corruption of the 
blood with the poison, so that if we do not feed it all 
the time, the crave,· hunger and insatiable clamor will 
prove so predominant and incorrigiMe as to just pre
cipitate the poor victim into insanity. Cases have 
been known where people who would not steal money 
nor anything else, would actually break into houses 
and purloin tobacco to satisfy' the awful craving. 

We will get blessed every time we cry to God. As 
Jesus says, "If you, being evil, know how to give good 
gifts unto your children, how much more shall your 
heaventy Father give his Holy Spirit to them that ask 
him." As the Holy Ghost is the Executive of the 
Trinity, dispensing light to every human spirit (John 
1 : 9: "He is the true light who lighteth every person, 
that cometh into the world), therefore He is the Illum
inator of every huinan spirit, the Convictor of every 
sinne;r, the Regenerator of every; penitent, the Restorer 
of every backslider, the Sanctifier of every believer, 
and the Glorifier of every saint, when this mortal puts 
on immortality. 

We do not get what we. pray for, but what we 
believe for. Therefore we must believe for the cruci
fixion of the sin personality, and continue to believe 
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ad infinitum. Do not be discouraged when the appe
tite lingers and refuses to let go and leave you. N. B. 
The Holy Spirit does His mighty works responsively 
to our faith. God 's word can never fail. Despite the 
most voracious and insatiable craving, heroically be
lieve that Jesus does baptize you with the Holy Ghost 
and fire, crucify the ''old man'' of sin .and destroy 
his body, and He is certain to do it according to your 
faith. 

(r) Archimedes, the celebrated Greek philosopher, 
on the discovery of the lever, the greatest mechanical 
power in all the world, in his enthusiasm exclaimed, 
"Dos pon sto, ton cosmon kineso" ("Give me a place· 
where I may stand and I will move the world"). He 
meant, Give me a lever long enough, and a fulcrum 
strong enough, and I will get on the far end of it and 
with the near end under the earth, with my own 
weight, turn the world over. Philosophically, it is 
true, though impracticable. 

The reason why you do not get the victory is be
cause 'you· do not believe for it. God 's word cannot 
fail. It is as solid as His throne and will stand for
ever. The reason why we cannot believe is because 
we are not on believing ground, which is· full and eter
nal abandonment to God for this world and all other 
worlds. 

Bob Burkes was born in a drunken home, brought 
up in a hell den, brutally tortured by his drunken 
father, who would tie him up when drunk and whip 
him for pastime. He had no learning. In the provi
dence of God, he went to a Holine-ss meeting, heard 
the Gospel, got convicted, went off into a wild moun
tain, got down on his knees and said, '' 0 Lord, I have 
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come here to get you to save my soul, forgive my sins, 
give me a new heart and deliver me from the devil. 
r shall never leave this spot until you do this mighty 
work for my poor soul; if you do it not,_ somebody 
will come along and find a pile of bones.'' In due 
time God revealed Himself wonderfully and sent 
answers of mercy, peace and joy in the Holy Ghost, 
flooding his soul with Heaven. Moving on, he soon 
enters bright Beulah Land and begins to preach, 
though he did not know his alphabet, which his sister 
kindly taught him, and the Holy Spirit so wonderfully 
revealed the Bible to him that he became a cyclone 
evangelist. I heard Dr. Morrison say that he attended 
a meeting in which Bob and Dr. Carradine did -the 
preaching alternately and the former sustained the 
interest as well as the latter. He is now among the 
angels. 

(s) The word of God is as infallible as His throne. 
We have nothing to do but meet the condition and 
receive everything we need by simple faith which we 
cannot exercise unless we are on believing ground, · 
which we reach in full, complete, radical repentance. 

''Suppose I cannot repent ?'' That is not a sup
posable case, as the Holy Spirit, whom God freely 
gives to all who ask Him, is Author of repentance. 
He never fails to do His work, when you let Him 
have His way. Therefore there is no trouble apper
taining to repentance, which involves confession and 
restitution, so far as possible; and when impossible,' 
God takes the will for the deed. Genuine, radicai 
repentance is simply perfect submission and eternal 
abandonment to God. 
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''Here I give my all to Thee, 
Friends and time and earthly store; 

Soul and body Thine to be; 
Wholly Thine forever more. 

"Wash me in the Savior's precious blood; 
Cleanse me in the purifying flood; 
Lord, I give to Thee, my life and all to be; 
Thine henceforth eternally.'' 

We can do al~ things specified in these poetic lines, 
because the Holy Spirit, with His omnipotent grace, is 
freely given to all, actually leaving us without excuse. 
The same utter abandonment is repeated in the con
secration, nor)llally and essentially antecedent to our 
sanctification. John Wesley has left us a sermon in 
his collection captioned, "The Repentance of Believ
ers,'' which is on a higher plain than currently de
nominated consecration. 

( t) In the repentance of a sinner he gives up all 
his bad things to the devil, from whom he got them, 
and leaves them with him forever, nevermore to have 

. anything to do with them; whereas, in sanctification, 
he gives up all his good things to God, to be used 
for His glory forever. Repentance is practically a 
giving up; in case of the sinner, to Satan, from whom 
he got them, i. e., giving him back his own, in order 
to go out of business with him forever. But in the 
repentance of a Christian, he gives up all his good 
things, i. e., his spirit, heart, soul, mind, education, 
gifts natural and acquired, earthly store, along with 
himself for time and eternity, to be used unequivoca1ly 
in the interests of His kingdom. 

This · radical, unconditional and eternal aba~don
ment to God, whether that of a sinner seeking pardon, 
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or a Christian, sanctification, invariably puts him on 
believing ground, so he has nothing to do but receive 
the desire of his heart by simple faith. '' Whatso
ever things ye desire when ye pray, believe that ye 
receive them, and ye shall have them.'' 

This inexorable filthy god, tobacco, is the1 conservor 
of Adam first, and will howl after you like Sa tan's 
hell hounds, so long as the ''old man'' survive<; in the 
heart. Ther.e can be no defalcation as to the relia
bility of this statement, because the new man, created 
in the heart by the Holy Ghost in regeneration, nau
seates this stenchy, obnoxious filth, in all its forms and 
phases. When the ''old man'' is dead, the -very smell 
of tobacco smoke will be offensive and your soul will 
turn away with disgust from the filthy spittoon of the 
chewer, and the snuff.er is intolerably disgusting to 
the very sight and even nauseating to the thought. 

(u) N. B. Old Adam is the tobacconist, therefore 
the very existence of the appetite is demonstrative 
proof that he is not dead. Consequently no one should 
ever cease to seek with all his might and main 
entire sanctification so long as the tobacco appetite 
continues. It should be a perpetual warning and an 
incentive to hold right on to the Omnipotent Sancti
fier till the appetite is destroyed. As I never us·ed 
it, I can have no personal testimony on the subject, 
but I have known many regular tobacco sots who tes
tify that their experience in its removal was perfectly 
decisive. 

Twenty-seven years ago, when the Movement was 
perfectly new in Kentucky and Tennessee, I held a 
meeting in Fulton, which is on the line of those two 
state.s, in the Methodist church in which J. B. Mc-

/ 
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Dowell was a leading officer. There was then no light 
on tobacco, everybody using it. This man was one of 
the first in the entire community to enter the expeti
ence of sanctification, very brightly and victoriously. 
He was an inveterate tobacconist, using it excessively; 
both chewing and smoking, with great interest hunt
ing up the best quality of cigars and· plugs. His ex
perience was after the pentecostal order, brilliant and 
powerful, sending him at race-horse speed over the 
city, reconciling all sorts of feuds and misunderstand
ings, making confessions and restitutions indiscrim
inately, and producing a great sensation, as he was a 
leading merehant and known to everybody. After the 
fire fell on him, he never thought about his quid or 
smoke any more, as it had evanesced like Nebuchad
nezzar's dream. 
_ His first recognition of the tobacco phase of his 
experience was superinduced by the inhalation of the 
smoke on the sidewalks as he passed along, which he 
found repellent and actually offensive, though he had 
so long been addicted to the use of the narcotic in 
diffe~ent ways and enjoyed it deliciously. Thus, his 
attention arrested by the inhalation of the smoke, he 
soliloquizes, "'Am I myself or some body else 1 '' He 
could hardly realize his personal identity, so consum
mate a change had transpired. 

( v) The crowning glory of the sanctified experi
ence is membership in the Bridehood, which is 'en
joyed by none others; as in regeneration we are born 
into the Kingdom, and in sanctification we get mar
ried to the Lord, taking Him for our prophet, priest 
and king, wisdom, righteousness, sanctification and re
demption. (1 Cor. 1: 30.) We cannot enter into this 
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matrimonial alliance till we discard all carnal lovers. 
The filthy god is an uncompromising rival of Jesus, 
and must, in every case, be discarded before we can 
enter into wedlock with the King ~f kings and Lord 
of lords. 

Dr. A. B. Simpson was a great smoker when he 
got sanctifi,ed. As there was no light on the tobacco 
evil at that time, he did not take the subject into con
sideration. So, after he received the experience, he 
said when he went to pray he was afraid God would 
smell his breath heavily odorized with the filthy weed. 
Then and there he got light on it and said, "Farewell, 
tobacco, my filthy old companion, you cannot go with 
me any longer, as Jesus has superseded all my old 
companions. With His companionship I am so de
lighted ' '·at there is no room for any other." 

"I've l a friend in Je&'lls,-He's ev'rything to me; 
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul! 

The Lily of the Valley, in Him alone I see,-
All I need to cleanse and make me fully whole. 

In sorrow He's my comfort, in trouble He's my stay; 
He tells me ev 'ry care on Him to roll; 

He'EI the Lily of the Valley, the Bright and Morning Star; 
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul! 

"He all my grief has taken, and all my sorrow borne; 
In temptation He's my strong and mighty tower; 

I've all for Him forsaken, I've all my idols torn 
From my heart, and now He keeps me by His power. 

Tho' all the world forsake me, and Satan tempt me sore; 
Thro' Jesus I shall safely reach the goal; 

He's the Lily of the Valley, the Bright and Morning Star; 
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul! 
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''He '11 never, never leave me, nor yet forsake me here, 
While I live by faith, and do His bleS'Sed will; 

A wall of fire about me, I've nothing now to fear: 
With His manna He my hungry soul shall fill. 

When crown 'd at last in glQry, I '11 see His blessed face, 
Where rivers of delight shall ever roll. 

He's the Lily of the Valley, the Bright and Morning Star; 
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul! " 

(w) In my observation, more people stumble over 
tobacco than over any other thing. Consequently we 
ought to shun it like a rattlesnake and have nothbg 
to do with it. It is a sly, subtle and consequently ex
ceedingly dangerous foe. The only safe policy is to 
get the victory over it, so that it will evanesce away 
like Freemasonry and Oddfellowship did from me 
forty-four years ago. N. B. The reason why it will 
not do to tinker with it at all is because there is so 
much light now shining that nobody can have an ex
cuse. We cannot keep justified unless we walk in all 
the light God gives us. No generation on the earth 
before us ever enjoyed the light in which we are all 
walking; never was the Bib1e so well understood be
fore. My father and mother both used tobacco all 
their lives. I know they are in Heaven. I could not 
be saved in their light at all, for to use tobacco in any 
way, I would fall into condemnation at once and lose 
my soul. Souls are only lost by rejecting light. 
Heathens, Catholics, Mohammedans and Jews, who 
walk in all the light they have and are ready to re
ceive and walk in a richer and brighter light, when
ever it 

1

is given, do not lose their souls, but receive the 
cleansing of the precious Blood ( 1 John 1 : 7) : "If we 
walk in the light as he is in the light , we have fellow
ship one with another" (i. e., all full of love, one for 
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another), and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleans
e th us from all sin. '' 

The Holy Spirit is present in all the earth, dis
pensing the cleansing Blood to every soul -who hon
estly, humbly and diligently walks in all its light, 
and at the same time has the heart open and ready 
to receive everything God has for it. Matthew 25: 
31-46 gives us the judgment of all the heathen world, 
justifying the ''sheep'' who had walk·ed in all the 
light and spent their lives going about doing good, 
and anathematizing the ''goats,'' who had closed 
their eyes to the light of nature, conscience, provi
dence and the Holy Spirit, living for themselves alone, 
blind to what does not glisten and deaf to what does 
not jingle. 

(x) ''Did not God create tobacco for good ?'' 
Oh, yes. It is exceedingly useful in the destruction 
of vermin on sheep, which die by whole flocks, los
ing all their wool and scabbed all over, accompaniw:l 
by intolerable itching, superinduced by microscopi~ 

animalculre, which devour them. The nicotine man
ufactured from tobacco is the most .efficient remedy 
in all the world. We have nothing to do but dip 
them in a solution which will kill all the animalculre, 
and then wait ten days, meanwhile all the eggs on 
them will hatch too young to lay more. The~ dip 
again and you kill them all, no more eggs being left 
on them to be hatched. Consequently you get rid 
of it altogether. 

We also need tobacco in a similar manner fre
quently for mules, cattle, horses, dogs, etc. I have 
some friends in Louisville, Ky., noble Christians, who 
run a factory preparing this important medicine for 
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the poor suffering animals. It is a noble work in 
every respect, unobjectionable and purely eleemosy
nary. 

The demand for tobacco, in its hygienical utility 
and importance in the animal kingdom, purely benev
olent and full of mercy, abundantly justifies its cul
tivation, while its use by the human race as a bev
erage is an awful calamity; and oh, how it shuts the 
millions out of the Kingdom of Grace. and Glory. 

As it is of no value whatever, so expensive and 
even transcendently filthy, it is really astonishing that 
people enjoying the beautiful light of full salvation 
would tinker with in in any way. Besides its utility 
as a medicine in the animal kingdom, it is extensiv·ely 
used in the arts, especially in tanning leather and 
printing calico. It has its place in the industrial and 
medical world, but Satan perverts ·C'Verything, turn
ing blessings into curses. 

(y) In my world-wide travels, I see the Durham 
and Duke tobacco of North Carolina conspicuously ad
vertized. Those two men are prominent members of 
the Southern Methodist Church and have made for
tunes on their tobacco, giving themselves notoriety 
for their liberal contributions to the Church. If all 
were like me ... their generous donations would go beg
ging. God is not poor, neither does He want any 
blood money. If the Church would reject the tobacco 
money altogether, we would get along much better. 
Those men stand at the front of the church. How 
awful if, after all their liberal philanthropy, as they 
think, they should lose their souls ! 
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The thing for them to do is to take down all their 
narcotic advertisements and publish in the same papers 
their own repentance and confession of their sins, 
and ask all who had ever used their tobacco to for
give them for the narcotic poisons they have dissemi
nated to the ends of the earth, thus selling to the 
people the filthy, poisonous weed which did them no 
good, but inflicted an awful injury on soul, mind and 
body. And not only beg their pardon, but ask them 
all to send them a statement of the proximate amount 
of money they had paid them for this awful poison 
with which they so long have been drugged to their 
serious detriment, and proceed at once to make an 
assignment and, if possible, 11estore them back all their 
money, which they have fraudulently received and 
ask them to pray for them, that God may lOrgive 
them, and they may be ready to meet Him at the 
Judgment, as the.y so soon will. 

(z) Oh, -what a glorious privilege for us to right 
all wrongs, before the archangel's trumpet shall call 
us to stand before the g11eat white throne and give 
an account of our stewardship ! 

It is gratifying to see the great revolution on this 
subject in the last few years. I used to go to my 
Conference, where I would meet about two hundred 
preachers, and see in front of the church great clouds 
of tobacco smoke curling their way up into the azure 
firmament, so afflictive to my heart which was running 
over with love for them all. Twenty-eight years ago 
a dear old sanctified bishop took me out of my Con
ference and put me in the evangelistic work, giving 
me the whole connection, i. e., the world, for my field 
of labor and the appointment till the angels come 
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for me, as this was antecedently to the accession of 
the evangelistic appointment to the Conference roll. 
Since that time it has only been my privilege to stop 
ever and anon as the years flit away and pay them a 
little loving visit, meanwhile I have been much grati
fied to see no more smoking on the ground. We have 
reached the period when the popular churches, with 
all their worldliness, do not want any more tobac
conized preachers. Amen ! 

THE END. 
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